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I take
the Town of Neepawa,
on the observance of
officially celebrate

great pleasure in extending to
and to its citizens. congratulations
Neepawals lOOth anniversary which you
July 1 - 8, 1983.

May I also express pleasure in your
intention to publish a history of Neepawa in conjunction
with this singular anniversary achievement.
It is well,
indeed. at such a time, to record in history those events
and people whose contributions were meani~gful factors in
the evolution of Neepawa to the prominent pOSition it
holds today among your sister towns and cities in the
Province of Manitoba.
On behalf of the people of Canada, and
also in a very personal way, I extend sincere congratulations
to the citizens of Neepawa. May success be continuing and
increasing for Neepawa and for its citizens.
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Governor General of Canada

August 1982
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MESSAGE FROM HER HONOUR, PEARL MQGONIGAL
LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR OF MANITOBA
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THE PREMIER OF MANITOBA
WINNIPEG
R3C OV8

The milestone of a lOOth anniversary offers an opportunity to
reflect on and take satisfaction
from the achievements of many generations. This is certainly true in
regard to Neepawa's centennial. It
provides Manitobans with an opportunity to confirm the reputation
Neepawa has enjoyed for many years
as one of this province's most
oeautiful and active communities.
From the time when the Peter
Graham family first settled the
area in 1877, Neepawa has lived
up to the meaning behind its Cree
name - land of plenty - by providing a rich abundance of produce.
Neepawa has produced its share
of well-known human talent: writer
Howard Pawley
Margaret Laurence, runner Harold
The Premier of Manitoba
Parsons and concert pianist Eva
Clare, to name a few. As well it
has attracted acclaim for the beauty of its Riverbend park, the
well-groomed condition of its fine golf course, and the energy
which its citizens devote each summer to making the Manitoba
Summer Festival of the Arts the attraction it is.
In extending warm centennial greetings, my hope is that
your lOOth birthday celebrations provide a springboard from a
rich past into an equally rich future.
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR

TOWN OF NEEPAWA
MANITOBA

Congratulations to all the committee who
have worked so long and hard to produce this
history of Neepawa and area.
There have been untold hours of work
devoted to gathering and aUditing the many
stories and information. Without such dedication this book could not have been produced.
I am extremely honored to be Mayor of Neepawa
in this particular Centennial year when such a
great effort has been put forward by so many
people to make this a great lO~.: hi;~cal ,

e::::~ill

Mayor oj Town oj Neepawa
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Homer Gill,
Mayor
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Footpaths

FOREWORD
by Louise Rey

Noble visions! They came, these men and women with
many visions. They came from the highlands of Scotland,
the moors of Ireland, the fields of England, the valleys
and green fields of Europe. They crossed a mighty ocean,
journeyed down our byways and waterways by boat, by
train, by ox-cart, on foot, pursuing their dreams and
visions of a new land, a new home. Westward they came,
with a special kind of purpose and courage, mindless of
the hardships and trials that lay ahead.
They reached the Arden Ridge. Gazed westwards, as
far as the eye could see, north, south, to the gentle rise of
the Riding Mountains. Spread out in all their glory and

6

abundance were the fertile lands of beautiful plains, soon
to be their homesteads, in later years to be known as the
"Land of Plenty" .
They built their homes, cleared their lands, planted
their fields, raised their children, built schools, churches,
whole communities. The spirit of hard work and cooperation was everywhere. Neighbor helped neighbor
create a new life in a new land.
To those men and women of noble visions, and those
who have and will succeed them, our book "Heritage" is
dedicated.

Courtesy of PHOTOGRAPHY BY DAN.

THERE IS PLEASURE IN REMEMBERING
"From quiet homes and first beginning,
Out to the undiscovered ends,
There's nothing worth the wear of winning,
But laughter and the love offriends".
Lines by Hilaire Belloc - quoted by Rupert Brooks.
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Stoney Creek
Old golf course and Burnett Farm.

EDITORIAL COMMENT
Myrtle McKenzie

Corner 2nd and Main, tennis courts in background.

There's an old Chinese proverb which says "The
strongest memory is weaker than the palest ink" - which
seems like a pretty good reason for compiling a history
such as this. It must be admitted that some memories are
enhanced by being embroidered with small details that do
not conflict with the essential meaning of the story ... for
what is history but stories? Wiser heads than mine have
decreed that every man should write his own story and we
all agree that this is so but, for one reason or another,
very many do not get down to doing it ... until, of course,
something like an anniversary comes along, be it fifty, one
hundred or whatever. And many do not get it done at all
... which is probably why people like Louise, Doris, Stan,
Betty, Marge, myself and many more have involved
themselves in the project. As for myself, I have no
illusions about having any writing ability, nor do I dare
assume the role of critic. That is for better minds than
mine. Then why do we do it? Possibly some of it is out of
altruism. Maybe we like the challenge of prodding,
coaxing, teasing or even bullying individuals to write
about themselves, their organizations, their amusements
or their sports. None of us went into the project thinking
that it was going to be an easy job or one that would be
without headaches and frustrations. However, if we have
been able to arouse a sense of history in some of our
readers, we will achieve some satisfaction. Possibly
Santayana said it best when he wrote - "Those who forget
the past are condemned to repeat it."
9

SING AND CELEBRATE

Words by
Marian Bass
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Sing and Celebrate
Look back with pride, ahead with hope,
And on this day give thanks,
For all the bounty, all the love
The Lord our God has given.
Sing and Celebrate
Sing and Celebrate
A century of growth.
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From pioneer to present time,
O'er all the Beautiful Plains,
The Horn of Plenty overflows,
With its abundant store.
Sing and Celebrate
Sing and Celebrate
The land has made us strong.
Today a town commemorates,
It's settlers hopes and dreams,
And stands as living monument
To struggles of the past
Sing and Celebrate
Sing and Celebrate
Their trust is honored still.
The passing of one hundred years
Is reason to rejoice,
When we can live with freedoms
That some have never known.
Sing and Celebrate
Sing and Celebrate
In this centennial year.
With much accomplished, much remains
As steadily we grow,
And eagerly anticipate
Tomorrows yet to come.
Sing and Celebrate
Sing and Celebrate
Ahead now, hand in hand.
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PANORAMIG VIEW 01" NEEPAWA LOOKIl\G SOl'THWAHlJ FRO~I TIm OBSIDRVATORY OI~ WILLOUGHBY'S MAMMOTH BARN.
Showing Part of the Hcsidcntal Quarter and St. ~James Church.

NEEPAWA -1913

>-

Photos Courtesy Neepawa Press.
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Court House.

COUNTY BUILDING ERECTED
In 1884 the County Council erected the Court House

A drawing of Neepawa Court House built in 1884.

which was built by Messrs, Gossell and Dykeman. When
it was built, all the townsite west of Mountain Ave. was a
wheat field.

Neepawa's"County Court building became an historicsitewh~i{desi~n~tion Ofth~bUilding:was annou.nced by
Hon. Pete Adam and Hon .. Eugene Kostyra at a press conference pecember 3 m Neepawa. Attendmg were
members of the building renovation committee (ll1ft toright)ReeYf3Merv Draysorl, Reeve BudBirch, Hon. Pete
,Adam, M~yor .l:IomerGW and Councillor Jack Whit~.· ,
, . . . ..
.
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MAYORS OF THE TOWN OF NEEPA W A
1884-1887
1887-1892
1892-1893
1893-1895
1895-1900
1900-1904
1904-1905
1905-1906
1906-1908
1908-1909
1909-1912
1912-1913
1913-1914
1914-1917
1917-1921
1921-1922
1922-1923
1923-1924
1924-1925
1925-1926
1926-1927
1927-1928
1928-1929
1929-1932
1932-1934
1934-1948
1948-July 30,1952
Aug. 8, 1952-1954
1954-1960
1960-1968
1968-1975
1975-1978
1978-April, 1981
June 1,1981

J.J. Hamilton
B.R. Hamilton
J.J. Hamilton
J.A. Clare
Jno. A. Davidson
J.H. Howden
John Brown
E.J. Harris
J.H. Howden
J.J. Hamilton
W.H. Gossell
J.J. Hamilton
R.H. Fusee
John Brown
J.L. McKay
J.L. McKay and Jno. Hall
John Hall
J.A. Davidson and John Hall
John Hall
T.G. Murphy
G. V. Stonehouse
G. V. Stonehouse and
W.G. Pollock
T.G. Murphy
W.G. Pollock
Robert H. Fusee
W.G. Pollock
Dr. Paul Cleave
D.E.R. Ewer
William Whitmore
George Rey
H.B. Smith
R.L. Hurrell
G.McElmon
Homer Gill

FOUNDING OF BEAUTIFUL PLAINS
the Neepawa Press 1912

When the earliest settlement in this district began,
Manitoba's west boundary was at meridian 99 W. which
runs between Gladstone and Keyes, so that this district
was in the N.W. Territories. In 1881 the province was
enlarged and for this district the first municipal
organization was the County of Beautiful Plains, subdivided into municipalities of Lansdowne, Osprey and
Glendale (later combined into Langford) and Rosedale.
The first Warden was the late Richard Halpenny. The
Town of Neepawa was incorporated later in 1883. An old
story names the late Patrick Dempsey as the Town's first
mayor; this was an unofficial election in 1882 by the
ambitious young men of the Town who felt that the new
community must be dignified by having at least a titular
Mayor, and Pat for his songs and fun was most popular.

Secretary-Treasurers
1884-1898
1899-1906
1907-1915
1915-1919
1919-June 15, 1954
1954-July 31,1980
August 1, 1980

Wm. Currie
J. W. Pattison
J. W. Bradley
W.T. Barr
J .W. Bradley
Geo. H. Bates
Dale Bruce Lyle
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PROCEDURES
LouiseRey

The commISSIOn was to compile a history commemorating the first one hundred years of the social,
cultural and economical growth of our town.
We chose a title, a word that would best describe the
stories we wished to relate.
"Heritage" is an encompassing word.
"Heritage'" - our legacies, our cultural inheritances,
traditions - passed from generation to generation.
How we did it!
We invited past and present citizens to write up a
family history for publication. In addition, we requested
organizations and institutions which through the years
served in the community - (political), religious, social,
business and service groups to assist us by submitting
records. In this manner, and generally speaking, if a
person has had a connection with one or more
organizations over the years, he or she has had something
to do with, or made a contribution to, the development
of our community.
We endeavoured to pursue this project with the best of
our ability. We have given advice, encouragement,
assistance with writing. We suggested that the histories be
written the way the writer talked - in a natural style,
with spirit and enthusiasm, not stingy with words, fun
to read, filled with anecdotes. And we asked for
"pictures of a thousand words"!
We have regrets. Many records have been lost or
destroyed. The tales told have not been preserved. Some
families did not wish to contribute their history. Others
were not equal to the task. Some persons deserving
recognition and credit will have been omitted.
This was not the time to get hung up on a lot of rules of
grammar and composition, a dangling participle or a split
infinitive did not destroy the story content or interest.
Obvious errors were corrected. We assumed that names,
events, dates, property descriptions, spelling, as related,
were correct.
Ours has been an arduous task - yet a friendly,
pleasant, arduous task. It will be a rewarding task when
we learn that 'your' book has been distributed the length
and breadth of Canada, and abroad, received with enthusiasm by all who puruse it and thus learn of the
wonderful heritage of our 'land of plenty'.
This, then, is 'your' history, as it has been told through
the eyes and ears of the people who have contributed to
it. We hope you enjoy reading it as much as we enjoyed
compiling it for you. It is our wish, that in the not too
distant future, 'your' story will be continued and 'your'
heritage will be preserved.
This book has been compiled, recorded and edited with
care. There has also been a great deal of effort expended
by the contributors. Writers and editors have endeavoured to keep the facts correct. If they are not, in
any small way, we apologize to you, the reader.

LouiseRey

Doris Burns

Mary Bolton and
Myrtle McKenzie.
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Dorothy Brown and Marjorie
Sandercock.

HERITAGE BOOK COMMITTEE
LouiseRey

- Co-ordinating Chairman, Writer,
Researcher.

Myrtle McKenzie

- Assistant Chairman, Writer,
Researcher.

Doris Burns

- Head File Clerk, Pictures.

Betty Curtis

- File Clerk, Pictures, Typist.

Marjorie Sandercock - Typist for Histories.
Stan Kitchen

- Histories Reader.

Myrtle McKenzie

Betty Curtis

Stan Kitchen

Winnie Cheetham, Stella Birnie, Vera Hockin.

Marjorie Sandercock

Doris Burns, Myrtle McKenzie,
Setty Curtis, Dorothy Brown,
Marjorie Sandercock (in background).

Doris Burns and Betty Curtis.
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were the first to arrive in the Neepawa vicinity in the year
1877. The group included Peter, Thomas and John
Graham, and their grandparents aged 99 and 101. The
party followed the North Saskatchewan Trail to the
Whitemud region. Some chose homesteads in the Snake
"Creek" area (known as Salisbury). The Grahams
proceeded west, finally settling on sections 27 and 34 in
Tp. 14, Rg. 15. This land is now within the Neepawa
Town limits.
There were several trails leading to Neepawa and the
beautiful plains district.

R.C.M.P. Depot, 1873, Arden.

IN THE BEGINNING
excerpts from:
an overview of the heritage resources of the Neepawa and area
planning district by:
Edward Mr. Ledohowski

In the beginning are the stories of ordinary people,
lured by the promise of free lands, leaving a known and
secure present for the unknown future.
The homesteading of yesteryear is gone. Such an era
may never be recorded again. It is our wish to record
some of the events of our "yesteryear", and to describe
the people who pioneered our beautiful plains.
What follows then, are the histories of the
homesteaders who came after the Indians, and settled the
land.
Three major Indian tribes are recorded as roaming
southern Manitoba, following the buffalo and fur
traders, in the years 1670-1870: the Cree, the Assiniboine
and the Ojibwa.
The first homesteaders moved into the area approximately 1872 and settled in the Arden district around
Burnside on Rat Creek. Then the more adventurous
trekked further west following the Saskatchewan Trail.
In 1874, these hardy people spent their first winter in a
surveyor's depot (now Arden post office). The depot
later served as a North West Mounted Police relay post.
In this summer of 1982, when our beautiful plains are
so abundant with the growth of harvest, the green of
wheat, the blue of the flax, the gold of the rape, the
nodding sunflower fields, it is difficult to accept that
most of the country surrounding Neepawa was at one
time covered with scrub brush. Settlers were reluctant to
take up land. Far away fields did indeed look greener to
the west and south.
As the lands were settled however, and beginning in
1877, a succession of wet springs affected the settlements.
The comparatively dry country drained by the White
Mud proved attractive, and when the land was cleared
and broken, also proved to be very fertile. Settlements
were begun at Clydesdale, Stoney Creek, Osprey and
Eden.
A group of thirty colonists from Listowel, Ontario

Fort Ellice Trail plaque.

This plaque was erected in 1967 in celebration of
Canada's One Hundredth Birthday. It was so placed to
mark Miller's Halfway-House because it was halfway
between Palestine and Tanner's Crossing.

THE SASKATCHEWAN OX-CART TRAIL
Before the construction of the Canadian Pacific
Railway, this trail was probably the most used trail in
Western Canadian exploration and expansion. Originally
an old native hunting trail, it was used extensively by the
Metis during their annual buffalo hunts; in the 1840's the
Hudson's Bay Company used it as a regular transport
route for the famous ox-cart trains, explorers, government officials, fur-traders, missionaries, North-West
Mounted Police, surveyors, settlers, and even a stagecoach company all used this trail before the construction
of the railway in the early 1880's put an end to its
significance.
The former location of the Saskatchewan Trail within
the planning district is illustrated on the sites map. Traces
19

of it may still exist where it crossed several of the creeks
in the district, where the land has not yet been disturbed.
THE BURROW'S TRAIL
Also known, locally, as the Neepawa Road, this trail
was developed by the Dominion Government to facilitate
the settlement of the Dauphin region, during the 1890's.
Between 1891 and 1903 a regular stage-coach service
transported mail and passengers to various points along
its length. It was used extensively until the Canadian
National Railway was constructed through the district in
1903.
The route of this trail originally followed the Arden
ridge to the "Birnie Corner", then followed the foot of
the Riding Mountain to McCreary, and beyond. The
"Neepawa Road" portion, between Neepawa and Birnie
was constructed in 1895, after which Neepawa became
the departure point for most of the traffic along the trail.
Highway No. 3 between Neepawa and Eden was
constructed along the same route as the "Neepawa.
Road" portion, and parallels the remainder of the trail
within the Planning District quite closely.

McFayden previously had a number of saw-mills along
the Minnedosa River, and was well known throughout
the district.
This trail served many lumbering operations over the
years and was well known locally. It also probably had
origins as an old Indian hunting trail.
It appears that portions of this trail still exist beyond
the boundaries of the Riding Mountain National Park.
The original marker was a heavy wooden cairn, whose
inscription included the Miller name. Members of the
family were present to assist with the dedication.
This plaque was erected in 1967 in celebration of
Canada's One Hundredth Birthday. It was so placed to
mark Miller's Halfway-House because it was halfway
between Palestine and Tanner's Crossing.
Along this trail where it crossed Stoney Creek was
another stopping place. A crude way-station dug-out was
set up. A settler by the name of Sewell existed by cooking
and serving meals to travellers. It was about two miles
east of the present townsite of Franklin.

TRAIL TALES - 1879

THE CARBERRY TRAIL AND "LANG'S FORD"
Although the Carberry Trail was used regularly for
only a few years, it nevertheless played an important role
in the early development of the district.
The trail was developed by the early settlers in 1881 and
used to transport freight and supplies to and from the
new CPR rail head at Carberry. This trail was used
regularly, until the completion of the Manitoba and
North-Western Railway into Neepawa in 1883.
The exact route is no longer visible, but it is known that
it crossed the Whitemud River on NW 26-13-15, the
homestead of a Mr. John Lang. He apparently constructed a pole bridge at the crossing and the site became
known as Lang's Ford. This was the name adopted when
the Langford Municipality was formed.
KERR'S MILL - HUN'S VALLEY TRAIL
In the early years of settlement, George Kerr, a
prominent Franklin District settler, established this trail
as a supply route to his saw-mill operations at Kerr Lake.
The trail followed the Neepawa Creek Valley as far as
Polonia and then across country to Kerr Lake. It is
reasonable to assume that the portion of this trail along
the valley was an old Indian trail.
When the Hun's Valley settlement was being
established during the 1800's the lower portion of Kerr's
trail became better known as the Hun's Valley Trail, and
was the only route to the colony for years.
The trail fell into disuse with the establishment of the
municipality. Traces of this trail may also exist.
McFAYDEN'S TRAIL
This trail was developed by David McFayden, of the
Birnie District as a mill trail to his saw-mill operations in
the upper reaches of the Big Valley. In the early 1890's,
20

Interesting and humorous anecdotes were taken from
"The Story of Beautiful Plains" written by Irene Lawrence
Richards, daughter of George Lawrence Kellington,
granddaughter of William Stevens. Lawrence and
Kellington came west in a party of settlers out from
Ontario in the spring of 1879.
"At noon of the second day, after a particularly wet
and boggy stretch, they met an east-bound cart and
George Kellington asked the driver, "Is the road ahead
all as wet as this?"
"Young man," replied the stranger, "water on the trail
ahead will average anywhere from your ankles to your
navel" .
The special trains of Red River carts were a great interest. Mr. John Grover of Birnie described a train of
these he saw being loaded for a western trip in 1878:
''This train of carts was in charge of Ambrose Lepine,
a big, burly, French Metis, who had been one of Louis
Riel's chief lieutenants in the fracas of 1870. There were
about fifteen carts, 800 lbs. being a load, and were hauled
by an ox or Indian pony, and as many more loose animals
were taken along to replace the ones hitched up, when
tired, all in charge of three or four men on horseback ...
These carts were built entirely of wood ... and as they
were never greased you could hear them long before you
could see them ... The freight rate for these trains was
one cent per mile per hundred pounds so that a sack of
flour selling in Winnipeg then at $2.00 would cost $3.00
at Gladstone" .
At Woodside (Second Crossing) they camped for two
days and here they met fellow-travellers named Rutledge.
Crossing the river here appeared to be a hazardous
undertaking, for water covered much of the approach to
the crude bridge. George and Bob Little, settlers of the

district, offered to take Mrs. Rutledge and her child
across. Their oxen were used to the trail and this was
soon accomplished, but when Mr. Rutledge and his
brother-in-law started across with a load of supplies, the
oxen got off the trail and all were swept away by the
strong current of the rain-swollen river. It seemed as if all
would be lost. Mr. Rutledge, however, managed to reach
the opposite shore and his brother-in-law was
miraculously caught in a clump of willows and rescued.
In the meantime the oxen, swimming strongly, reached
the river bank with only the front wheels of the wagon.
A Neepawa newspaper of the late 1800's states that
Mr. McKenzie owned approximately 5,000 acres. He
rented much of the land but that year had seeded 1,000
acres of wheat, 600 acres of barley and had 1,200 acres of
hay to cut.
On one occasion he sent a hired man to bring in two
portable granaries. When the mule teams failed to budge
the first one, the man investigated. He discovered that
both were filled with wheat, forgotten in the abundance
of harvest.
Never was there any shortage of game. There were
ducks on the many ponds in spring, and prairie chickens
clustered thickly around grain stacks, even settling on the
roofs of farm buildings. Clouds of pigeons drifted down
upon the grain fields. In the Riding Mountain and the
Sand Hills there was large game in abundance.
A hunting party of four circled the county and in three
weeks their bag of large game consisted of an elk and two
bears from Riding Mountain, four jumpers from the
north meadows of Lansdowne, and two elk and two
jumpers from the "Big Bush" in the Sand Hills.
The village was given the Indian name Neepawa,
meaning plenty or abundance. There are conflicting
reports as to who chose the appropriate name, but when
in 1883, the Manitoba and North Western Railway
became a reality and proved a great boon to the entire
County of Beautiful Plains, the promise of that name was
abundantly fulfilled.

in Neepawa and bought out Mr. Baker's interests and
built the first brick business block in the Town where
Vansickle's Store now stands. The Charter of the Town is
dated November 3rd 1883 and nominations for the office
of Mayor and Councillors were called for December
26th, 1883, resulting in Mr. J.J. Hamilton being elected
the first Mayor of Neepawa, the late William Currie
being appointed Secretary-Treasurer. The original
business section of the Town extended from the site of
the present Land Titles Office eastwards and the first
school was erected on the site of the present Public
School. The Manitoba Northwestern Railway came
through in 1883, the County Building being built the
following year. Railway prospects at that time presented
difficulties but satisfactory arrangements were finally
made which resulted in the Road being located where it
now is. The Canadian Northern Railway Company came
through in 1902. The first land broken in the Neepawa
District was broken by Mr. John Crawford in 1876. Mr.
Crawford later came in to town and started in
business. The growth of Neepawa while not rapid has
been steady, the population at this time being close to
1900, all modern conveniences have been erected and
installed including Electric Lighting and Power, Waterworks and Sewer System, Granolithic Sidewalks, Tourist
Camp and good graded streets. The financial condition is
excellent. In addition to his municipal activities Mr. J.J.
Hamilton was instrumental in starting the erection of the
Neepawa General Hospital, the growth of this Institution
necessitating the building of a new Wing in 1926. School
accommodation now consists of two buildings engaging
nine teachers in the Public Schools and four in the
Collegiate. Negotiations are now under way for a new
Collegiate building.
It can be said therefore that Neepawa has taken her
part in the development of Canada since Confederation,
and it can be safely predicted that her growth and
prosperity will continue with the development of the
Country.

The above ancedotes were taken from "The Story of
Beautiful Plains" by Irene Lawrence Richards.

BRIEF HISTORY OF THE
TOWN OF NEEP A W A, MANITOBA
prepared by J. W. Bradley for
, Diamond Jubilee
of
Confederation
July 1, 1927

Neepawa dates from the year 1880 being founded on
land originally homesteaded by Andrew Baker who
erected the first building in the vicinity of the present
Central School. About that time Mr. J.J. Hamilton and
the late John A. Davidson decided to commence business
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PROMINENT SETTLERS IN NEEP A WA
(during founding years)
The Graham Family - first to settle in the Neepawa
area - 1877.
Andrew Baker - original homesteader of SE 33-14-15,
now the site of Neepawa.
John A. Davidson - with J.J. Hamilton, as founders of
Neepawa, first M.L.A. in district.
Jonathon J. Hamilton - town co-founder with John A.
Davidson and first mayor elected December 1883.
J .A. Clare and George Brownell - owned one of first
four businesses in Neepawa, a general store.
Chas. Stewart - owner of Neepawa House, a log hotel,
another of the original four businesses.
Wm. McLean - owner of the blacksmith shop, also one
of the four originals.
John T. Crawford - head of a farm machinery company, two terms in the legislature for the district.
R.C. Ennis - prominent in developing the north end of
Neepawa; owner of the Beautiful Plains Milling Co.
B.R. Hamilton - owner of the Hamilton's Hardware
store.
John J. McFadden - first doctor and druggist in
Neepawa.
Thos. W. Brondgeest - proprietor of the first
newspaper, The Canadian.
David H. Harrison - operated a private bank in
Neepawa - later it became the Merchant's Bank; Dr.
Harrison was elected premier of Manitoba in 1887 and
served the shortest term recorded, no other doctor has
served in the capacity.

SETTLEMENTS AND ARRIVALS
OF PIONEERS
by F.L. Davis
Courtesy Neepawa Press, June 27, 1933

The Mekiwin district was first settled by Alex.
Halliday, the McGregors, Wm. Ferguson and John
Ingram in 1874 and 1875.
The Salisbury district (Salisbury was the first post
office in this part of the added territory later referred to)
was settled by Hector McLean, Hugh and Robert Riddle,
Stephen Orton, Jas. T. Crawford, and Wm. Miller in
1876 and 1877 and here Wm. Miller for some years ran a
store and stopping place.
All about the district the settlers were coming. M.E.
Boughton, Samuel McGorman, W.S. Burton, the Van
Blaricoms, the Montgomerys, Marshall Scott, Jas.
Tennant, Jas. Sutherland, Harry Bowe, Wm. Babcock
settled along the Arden Ridge and the adjacent
Glenholm. A little farther west and extending into the
Eden district were Alfred Greentree, Donald Fraser,
Arthur Kilburn, Jas. Gardiner and his sons, Alfred
Chatwin, Geo. Edwards', Harry, James, John, Robert
and Thomas Honeyman, Richard Edwards, Peter Inglis,
mostly arrivals of 1878. East of Neepawa were Duncan
McLaren, James Dark, James Drysdale, the Ritchie
family, Pat Dempsey, Samuel and John Buchanan,
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Walter and John Hunter, David Bigg, Wm. Stevens and
Andrew Baker on the future townsite, mainly arrivals of
1878. C.C. Turpin used to claim that he was the first
settler in Glendale. A considerable settlement in Glendale
of English people - Pattisons, Chisholms, Dyers, Laidler.
and Loggan came about 1879, and in this year James
Molland, Robt, Dunsmore, Wm. and Geo. McLaughlin,
Geo. Little, Wm. Robinson and Jos. Hamilton, the
Petchs, Wm. Watson, Moses, Timothy and James
Poole, W.J. Sharman, James Hill, Alex. Ross, Duncan
Laing settled, mainly in Giendale.
In the north a similar settlement was beginning - slower
because the district there was then heavily wooded. John
Grover, John Bare, John Birnie, Stephen Impett, the
Edens.
West and northwest of the town were A.C. Sewell, who
homesteaded in 1876, Richard Campbell, R.C.
Campbell, the Kerrs, George, John, Robert and James;
J.R. Begley, Wm. Connell, Fraser Stevens, David
Coulter, Wm. Galloway, and between Neepawa and
Eden the Smiths, Jos. Jackson, W.H. Jackson, R.
McMurray, John Mcintyre and the McKees.
South of Neepawa were the McShannocks at the
crossing of Boggy Creek, Wm. McKinnon, Wm.
Hamilton, Robinson Hamilton, Jos. Hamilton, Layngs.
These were the earliest of a stream that was steadily
flowing and growing in numbers and still the only access
to the district was by way of the trails. It is interesting to
note that many of the newcomers had lived in what then
was the older settlements of Manitoba, Red River,
Portage la Prairie.

FAMILY STORIES PRESERVED BY JACK
BRADLEY
Past and present residents of Neepawa will remember
Jack Bradley as a "business" business man. He dotted
the i's and crossed the T's and he wanted you to do the
same thing. All this was in the interest of his position secretary-treasurer of the Town of Neepawa. For his
dedication to his job, he will be long remembered.
We have another reason to be grateful to Jack - his
foresight, way back in July, 1927, to have our residents
register during our great nation's Diamond Jubilee, their
names, time of arrival in Neepawa, and in some cases
their family histories. We are pleased to include for your
reading pleasure, in our Town's "Heritage" history
book, a brief history of the Town of Neepawa, written by
Mr. Bradley, and several family histories, which, in his
diligence he had caused to be written. Printed as received.

TIMOTHY POOLE
submitted by Edna Whitcomb (Mrs. W.J

Born - Aug. 18th, 1852 - 50 miles east of Montreal at a
place named Coats St. Piere or La Chute.
Parents moved to the Queen's bush the township Ellis
county of Perth when he was 5 years old. Stratford was
the county town and 14 miles from where his parents
located. Was raised in the bush.
First move to do for myself. When 14 years of age
hired with a farmer named Stewart for 3 months at $2 per
month to do chores, spud thistles, and in haying and
harvest build loads mainly tramping hay and peas on the
load often with two pitching on the load they helped out
by saying tramp you little B.
From this on jobed around with farmers and went to
school until I thought I was old enough to learn a trade.
At 17 yrs. of age engaged with Wm. Walker of
Milverton to learn blacksmithing. Served 3 yrs. as apprentice at $50.00 a year and board. Then worked for the
same man 3 more years at $1.00 a day and board, 12 to 16
hours a day.
One evening in the springtime went into the Grand
Central Hotel and seen a bill poster advertising that
Chas. Whitehead wanted men to go out to Manitoba to
work on section 15 building the C.P.R. and the poster
also said there were free homesteads to be taken up in
Manitoba.
Next morning I told my boss Mr. Walker I was going to
Manitoba. Got what money was coming to me and when
I bought a few extra clothes had no money left. I was 27
miles from home, there was a man in town with a span of
ponies and a democrat at this time the last of the 6 yrs.
with Mr. Walker I was in Listowel. I asked this man from
Milverton for a ride and he told me he was loaded so he
could not and I asked him if I could hang on and run
behind and he agreed, and I did so for the 17 miles to
Milverton, walked home from there 5 miles.
When I was home a few days I saw the man Mr.
Stewart I had worked 3 months for when 14 yrs. old and
told him I wanted to go to Manitoba if I could borrow
$100 from some one. I told him I would repay him with
$110. He lent me the money and in 3 months after I
arrived in Manitoba I returned the $110 and was a free
man in Manitoba and out of debt.
Landed in Wpg. Sunday evening at 4 o'clock May
27th, 1877. Packed. up and started for the Northwest
angle 110 mile, walked all the way. This is known as the
Dawson Route. Then took Whitehead's boat "the Lady
of the Lake" across Lake of the Woods to Rat Portage.
Worked in the car shops till fall. Came back to Wpg. and
worked at blacksmithing mainly shoeing oxen, horses
and mules all winter.
In the spring of 78 took up my homestead on 18-13-15
south of Neepawa. Remained in Wpg. till July 1878 when
my parents came out from Ontario. Then we all fitted up
and outfit started out for the homestead. The first thing
we did after arriving at the homestead was to get out logs
and put up a house and it was the first house up and
ready to live in on the Carberry Plains. This same
summer I made two trips to Wpg. and back with oxen. In
the fall I walked from the homestead to Wpg. to look for

a job. I hired with Gusty and Watson to go up into
Keewatin to the lumber woods to do the blacksmithing. I
walked in the whole way 300 miles and got $1.00 per day
for the winter blacksmithing.
1st of April went river driving on the Rosser river and
we got the logs all into the Red River at Emmerson on
July 1st. When we got the logs into the Red River at
Emmerson we were through, all the men quit and went to
Wpg. where we were all paid for our winter work and I
went to the homestead where I remained continuously,
excepting to go east in the fall of 1880 to get married,
marrying Frances Ducklow, coming back to Manitoba in
the spring of 1881. I left for the east on a Tuesday - was
married on a Tuesday - started back west on a Tuesday
and arrived back in Manitoba on a Tuesday. Lived on the
homestead 29 years selling out the spring of 1908 and
have lived in Neepawa since with the exception of 5 yrs.
lived in Wpg.
When walking from Wpg. to the Northwest Angle the
fall of 1878, Alex Trotter of Brandon was with me and on
this trip I saved his life. I also saved a man from
drowning on the river drive by the name of Jim All.
Written by Timothy Poole for Neepawa's Diamond
Jubilee 1927.

***************
The following paragraphs are an up-date by a granddaughter:
Timothy and Frances Poole homesteaded south of
Neepawa until 1908 when they retired to Neepawa.
They had 8 children, and my mother Laurena Poole
was one of the daughters.
Laurena married Lancelot Cyril Burch (CarberryBrookdale area) and they had two children, born in
Neepawa, Edna Laurena (1911) and Alvin Lancelot
Burch (1912).
The family moved to Winnipeg about 1914. Laurena
died of flu in 1918 and she is buried in Neepawa. Lanty
Burch died in 1967.
'
While visiting her grandparents several times Edna
attended north end school, also Central school for grade
9 and Viscount Collegiate for grade 10 the year it opened.
Many a problem got solved while we sat on the stone
steps of the old Post Office waiting for the mail.
Seaborn's bakery window was always full of goodies.
Memory says Ashby's honey is still the best, likely
because we helped turn the crank. Tobogganing down the
old Post Office hill and picnics by the creek and the
railway trestle are all happy memories of Neepawa fifty
some years ago. .
Edna Burch married William Whitcomb of Winnipeg,
a pharmacist, in 1937 and lives in Oak Lake, Manitoba.
They have two sons, Alvin and Edward.
Alvin Burch, Edna's brother, took his grade 8 in
Neepawa while visiting his grandparents Frances and
Timothy Poole. Alvin married Ruth White of Winnipeg
and they have three children, Evelyn, Janie Lee, and
James. Alvin served with the Winnipeg Grenadiers for six
years, and was a Hong Kong veteran. He spent 1 1/2 years
in Jamaica and 4 years a prisoner of war in Osaka,
Japan. He is a retired Post Master.
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REMINISCENCE OF PIONEER DAY
OF W.D. DUNSMORE
On September 7th, 1880 we left Guelph coming
through the States by train as far as St. Boniface. This
was a,s far as the train came at that time. We were then
ferried across the river into Winnipeg which was a very
small place then and the first thing that met our eyes was
an ox-cart stuck in the mud on Main St. At Winnipeg we
hired a team to take us to Portage where father, who
came out in June, met us with an ox team. After spending
a few days with Mr. John McLean, an old pioneer and an
acquaintance of Mother's having come from Guelph
also, we loaded our belongings and started for our
homestead which Father had taken up on July 1st.
We were ten days coming from Portage, wading
through mud holes, fighting mosquitoes and flies, as
father poetically put it
"Oh, woes me", then sic a country
Not but sloughs where e'er one hies
Bored and doubled wi misquitoes
Bled to death wi bulldog flies.
Somedays we only made about three miles until we
were overtaken by the Government Guide and a party of
Scotch Immigrants from the old country. We then
travelled with them who helped us through the mud
holes. As we came through the last of these memorable
sloughs, they had to double up the teams and bring one
load at a time through. We landed high and dry on the
sand. The Guide knew our troubles in that line were over,
and the men took off their hats and cheered. The Guide
then passed round the bottle of the "mountain dew" and
being Scotchmen they drank to the health of Auld
Scotland and to Manitoba, the land of their adoption.
After travelling another day and a half we parted with
our company at Shellingtons, they going by Brandon and
we coming northwest. We landed on October 2nd at
Robt. Tindalls, the north quarter of the farm now owned
by A. Curtis. Here we lived until our own house was built
which was about the end of November 1880.
This was the beginning of days of struggles and hardships, but happy days ever dear to the memory of the
pioneer.
Written by W.D. Dunsmore for Neepawa's Diamond
Jubilee celebration 1927.
Mr. and Mrs. Dunsmore were effectionately known as
W.D. and Chickadee!

NEEPAWA PIONEERS CELEBRATE 50th
WEDDING ANNIVERSARY
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Dunsmore, pioneers of
Neepawa and District celebrated their golden wedding
anniversary, Tuesday, Aug. 17 at their farm home near
Rosedale.
Mr. Dunsmore was born in Wellesley, Ont., Oct. 15,
1867, and came to Manitoba with his father in 1880, to
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take out a homestead. Settling in the Glendale District
near Neepawa, Mr. Dunsmore at the age of twenty, took
over his father's pre-emption and traded it for a quarter
section in the same district. He farmed this land for
twenty-five years.
Aug. 17, 1898, he married Marion Kines, of Listowel,
Ont. The late Rev. D.G. McDonald, performed the
ceremony at Portage la Prairie, Man.
Mr. and Mrs. Dunsmore moved into Neepawa in 1923,
to take care of Mr. Dunsmore's parents, in their declining
years. In 1930, Mr. and Mrs. W.D. Dunsmore, decided
to return to farming, moving east of the town. They have
resided there since 1930, with the exception of one and a
half years, in Neepawa.
A brother, Robert Dunsmore, lives at New Westminster, B.C. Another brother, Leslie resides at Ashcroft, B.C. and a third brother, Gordon is in Vermilion,
Alta. A sister, Mrs. H. Coates resides in Winnipeg.
Mrs. Dunsmore has a sister, Mrs. A. Hetherington, in
Calgary, Alta.
A reception in their honor was held in the parlors of
the Knox Presbyterian Church, where they received the
congratulations and best wishes of a host of friends and
church associates. Mr. and Mrs. Dunsmore received a
presentation from the Knox congregation. Mr. Dunsmore has been an elder for many years.

JAMES W. DRYSDALE
Written for Neepawa's 25th Anniversary
July 15, 1930

James W. Drysdale came from Fifeshire, Scotland in
1882 was employed in Oshawa, Ontario for 4 months,
went' down to Chicago, U.S.A., employed there in
wholesale house, dry goods, came to Manitoba in fall,
work on construction, work building C.P.R., went to
bush in winter, came west to Neepawa district, took up
land, work on M & NW Railway construction work, built
house, bought horses, went on homestead 18~5. Got
married to Margaret A. Robb, March 1886, contmued to
work on homestead, got office of Sec. Treas. for Osprey
Municipality, held office until union of Glendale, .and
under name of Langford. Was elected as Councillor
Reeve for number of years, help to build log church and
start Sunday School. Rev. C. Murray was the preacher,
continued to act as Superintendent for 12 years, help
build present Inkerman Church in 1904. Built first
cement block house in the country on farm, 1905. Had
family of seven children, 3 boys, 4 girls, 2 boys dead,
family all around in homes. Retired from farm 14 years
ago to Neepawa town, eldest son took over farm which
was stocked with Clyde and Shirr horses, also 40 head of
Register Shorthorn cattle, hogs, and good supply of
implements, the farm contains 1200 acres of land, half
under cultivation, part good birch and pasture, along
the Provincial highway, 6 miles east of Neepawa.
I am glad I came to Canada, had good heal~h, a~d
enjoyed life, did a service in a new country which will
enable others to live healthy and happy in the future. God
Bless Manitoba and give her prosperity.

D.J. WATSON
RIDING MOUNTAIN JULY 14th, 1930
D.J. Watson

Mr. Jno. Bradley as requested by the Press. I am
sending you the date it arrived in this country, with my
parents and the rest of the family. We left our old home
in Perth County Ont., on the 14th of May 1879 and
arrived at our Manitoba home six miles north of
Neepawa on June 6th the same year, there being no
Railway into Winnipeg. We crossed the river on a ferry
and then completed the rest of our journey by Prairie
Scooner and ox-cart, tenting along the trail and cooking
meals on a little camp stove among oodles of mosquitoes.
We followed the old south trail over the big plains and
sand hills driving our milk cows behind the wagons and
carts, among the old timers I remember being in our
party were James Watson, wife and family, David
Watson, wife and family, Alex Long, wife and child,
John Buchanan, wife and family, Samuel Buchanan,
John Howe, Joseph Ducklow, Wm. Moore, Jno
McTavish.

MANITOBA DIAMOND JUBILEE
JULY 15, 1930
James Hill

Born in Scotland March 1st, 1854. Came to Canada
same year with parents. Landed in Township of
Blenhiem, Ontario, after a little over one month on an
ocean in sailing vessel. Moved to Mornington, Ontario,
five years afterwards, on farm purchased by father. Lost
my father in 1860 - killed in the bush accidently.
Moved to Hulett, Ontario, the following year,
remaining there 12 years and then returned to Mornington and learned blacksmithing. Left for Manitoba on
May 15th, 1877, landing in Winnipeg May 27th. Worked
on C.P.R. clearing right-of-way on Section 15 for 6
months. Returned to Winnipeg, worked at trade for one
year.
In 1879 took up homestead on Beautiful Plains on Sec.
19, Tp. 13 - Rg. 15 and farmed 5 years. Sold out and
bought land on 31-13-16. Was married in 1882 to Frances
Jane Sherman. Sold out and moved to Neepawa in 1889
and conducted "The Commercial Hotel" for four years.
Sold hotel and returned to farming on 27-14-15,
remaining on farm for 18 years and then sold out and
moved in to Neepawa again, where I have resided ever

MANITOBA DIAMOND JUBILEE
JULY 15, 1930
William Greentree

Born in Wentworth County, Ontario, August 4th,
1861. Came to Manitoba October 1879, locating at
Selkirk, from there to Cross Lake and Whitemouth,
working in bush and construction work.

Homesteaded at Springhill District in 1882. Married
December 29, 1886 to Mary Ann Knudson. Sold
homestead in 1912 and purchased land in Mountain view
farming until 1916 when I retired from farming and hav~
lived in Neepawa ever since.

MANITOBA DIAMOND JUBILEE
JULY 15, 1930
Dr. McInnis

Came to Manitoba in the fall of 1881, arrived in
Winnipeg November 21st. Came West next day via
Stonewall. Rails laid on bare prairie - north of High Bluff
- got stuck in snow drift - detained there for 28 hours relieved by teams from Portage la Prairie. The hungry
passengers were very glad of the currant loaf and cooked
ham which I had in my grip and had not touched.
Taught school at High Bluff for 8 years. The Rev.
Cyprion Pinkham - afterwards a bishop - extended my
certificate to the holidays - went to Brandon and passed
examination there for Manitoba. Brandon was a cotton
town then - stayed in a tent arranged livery stable
fashion, but plenty to eat. Taught school off and on for
about 10 years when I entered the Medical College. Might
have been wealthier if I had taken a homestead and
farmed.

HOW DID NEEPAWA GET ITS NAME?
The Centennial Book Committee has been interested in
learning the origin of the name of our town.
We know that our seal "the cornucopia" was chosen
by our first town council at its second meeting January
16, 1884. A cornucopia signifies plenty and is a horJl of
overflowing or abundance. "Neepawa" is derived from
an Indian word. To learn its meaning we wrote to
Professor Bruce Sealy, researcher, U. of M. The
following is his reply. It is printed here as received. We
hope you enjoy reading it as much as we did. Professor
Sealey is a former resident of Arden, and attended school
in Neepawa for a few years.
"As I mentioned in our telephone chat, it is almost
impossible to be certain of the origin of the name
Neepawa, for it is assuredly an attempt by an English
speaker, to pronounce and write a Cree word.
The root of the word might be NEP A, and means
eating the last meal of the day. Example: Nepakawawinsupper; Nepakwawao - he provides supper by hunting.
On the other hand, the settlers might have heard
Nepowewin - standing place (against the enemy) or site of
a battle. The Metis of St. Lazare tell of a battle fought
between the Cree and Sioux in about 1800 just east of the
Riding Mountains.
The word can have nothing to do with Beautiful Plains
for the Cree is (Flat land) plains - muskotowun; beautiful
- meyonakosew.
The word closest to it (Neepawa) in Cree is Nipawin
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which means sleep. However it is not pronounced with
the same cadence as words having the root NEPA.
It is most likely that the town derives its name from
Nepowewin for the following reasons:
1. The similarity of the words.
2. This similarity is closer when it is known that the Cree
don't stress WIN. Thus settlers would hear the name
as NE/PO/WE.
3. The battle story is recorded by the Metis and also
noted in the journal of N.W. Co. trader Alexander
Henry.
I'm not sure how much you know of Indian history, so
don't take offense at the following if it seems elementary.
The Ojibwa(y), often known as the Saulteaux, are latecomers to Manitoba, the first group coming in 1793
under Chief Peguis (of Red River Settler fame). North of
the Assiniboine River was Cree land until about 1850
when they moved north. Thus most place names north of
the River are Cree.
I say all this because the Indians around Neepawa now
(Rolling River Reserve and Sandy Bay) are Saulteaux and
moved into the area as late as the 1870's. People not
knowing this will often ask them what a word means,
such as Neepawa, and they will tell them the meaning of a
word that sounds something like it in Saulteaux.
Inasmuch as Saulteaux is a different language than
Cree, the information people received could be most
confusing.
Yours truly,
D. Bruce Sealey"

Cornucopia - A horn ojplenty.
Logo chosen - January 16,1884.
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ANECDOTE
Source of information: Newspaper clipping in a
scrapbook.
At a Neepawa Old Timers annual reunion held in the
St. Charles Hotel, Winnipeg in 1941, over 100 exresidents gathered to hear tales, and leading them all was
72 year old Mrs. Dick Hamilton.
A resident of the town since she was a girl of a year and
a half old, Mrs. Hamilton knew her Neepawa well. In
fact she even knew how the town was named - it was a
mistake. "A surveyor asked an old Indian the name of
the place", she reminisced, "and the Indian said
'neepawa' or 'plenty"'. He thought he had been asked
how many more Indians were coming in from the west!
Statistics Canada does not have any record of the
actual naming of our town Neepawa. The postal
department named our first post office "Neepawa" in
1882.
And so, because of the seal and the actual naming of
the post office, and because our town became the main
trading centre of a large area, it was natural that it be
called "Neepawa".

JONATHON J. HAMILTON
FIRST MAYOR OF NEEP A W A
J.J. Hamilton

Born in the county of Perth, Ontario on July 24th,
1850, I came to Manitoba in 1872 with the first immigrants, about a dozen families of French and English,
over the Dawson route. This route was opened to
transport the soldiers with military equipment to quell the
Riel Rebellion. The government proposed to utilize this
route for immigration purposes using the lakes and rivers
and portaging the land between these water stretches. We
arrived in Winnipeg where immigration tents were
provided on the banks of the Red River.
I was employed on township survey work for the
summer, fall and part of the winter. In the spring of 1873
I joined the N. W. M. P. and went west with the first
contingent. I helped to build our barracks and stockade
in Old Man's Bottom, as the valley of the river was
called, our headquarters in the west and which is now
Fort McLeod. The next summer we erected barracks at
the confluence of the Bow and Elbow rivers, now the city
of Calgary. That winter I was one of a squad occupying
an outpost on the Red Deer River. In March we were sent
to Fort Saskatchewan eighteen miles below Edmonton.
When my term expired I returned to Manitoba.
Westburn elected its first Municipal Council and I
secured the position of Treasurer and Collector.
I also contracted for and built the first bridge over the
Whitemud River at Westburn. Next year I entered into
partnership in a general store with Hon. J .A. Davidson
buying out Hon. C.P. Brown's business at Gladstone.
In 1880 we moved to Neepawa securing the South 112
Section 33-14-15 where we built our store on the east 114.

We bought from Andrew Baker the N 1/2 of Section 33
and from A. Buchanan the N 1/2 of Section 28. We had a
survey and plan of the town made, built a hotel, steam
flour mill, blacksmith shop etc., and Neepawa became
popular as a business centre.
Neepawa being in Beautiful Plains municipality was
governed by its council to which I was elected Reeve and
Representative on the Judicial District Board securing for
Beautiful Plains the county building, always usefully
occupied and with its grounds one of the attractive
beauty spots of town and country. Later Neepawa was
incorporated as a town and at the first election I was
made Mayor. It has been my great ambition to see
Neepawa develop into an ideal town and I have taken an
active part in practically all its progressive activities some
of which did not reach the ideal of my first vision,
resulting in disappointment and personal financial loss. It
affords me pleasure to realize that I am a citizen of the
most beautiful town of its size in Western Canada, one
that has played her part in the development of the
Dominion under confederation adding to the strength
and prestige of the British Empire of which Canada is an
important part.

J. ,J. lIAl\lILTON.

MUNICIP AL COUNCIL OF
THE TOWN OF NEEPAWA
NEEPAWA, JANUARY 9th, 1884
The members of the Municipal Council for the Town
of Neepawa met at the Municipal Hall and after the
declarations of Office had been made it was moved by
1. Councillor Davidson and Sec'd. by Councillor
Hamilton that the Council remove to the Clerk of the
Court's Office and there continue the Session.
2. After assembling in the Clerk of the Court's Office it
was moved by Councillor Davidson and Sec'd. by
Councillor Brownell and resolved that this Council
meet for dispatch of regular business on Wednesday
evenings at 7:30 o'clock p.m.
3. Moved by Councillor Davidson and Sec'd. by
Councillor Brownell and resolved that His Worship
the Mayor and Councillors Hamilton, Everall and
mover and seconder, be a committee to strike
Standing committees.
4. Moved by Councillor Davidson and Sec'd. by
Councillor Brownell and resolved that "By-law No.1
initialed a By-law for the regulation and government
of the Council of the Town of Neepawa in Session"
be now read a first time.
5. Moved by Councillor Davidson and Sec'd. by
Councillor Hamilton that By-law No. 1 be read a
second time and referred to a committee of the whole
Council.
6. Moved by Councillor Davidson and Sec'd. by
Councillor Hamilton that His Worship the Mayor
leave the chair and Council go into committee of the
whole to consider By-law No. "1". After consideration of a portion of By-law the committee rose,
reported progress and asked leave to sit again.
7. Moved by Councillor Davidson and Sec'd. by
Councillor Hamilton that Council adjourn to meet at
7:30 in the evening. At 7:30 p.m. the Council met and
resumed business.
8. Moved by Councillor Davidson and Sec'd. by
Councillor Everall His Worship leave the chair and
the Council go into committee of the whole to consider By-law No.1. The Council then went into
committee on By-law No. "1", after consideration
of which Councillor Hamilton, Chairman of
Committee reported By-law as amended having
passed the committee.
9. Moved by Councillor Davidson and Sec'd. by
Councillor Hamilton that By-law No. "1" initialed a
adopted.
10. Moved by Councillor Davidson and Sec'd. by
Councillor Hamilton that By-law No. "1" intituled a
By-law for the regulation and government of the
Council of the Town of Neepawa be read a 3rd time
and passed under its title. The report of the committee to strike standing committees was then
received from the Mayor, Chairman of the committee.
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Committee on
Finance And Assessment
Councillors Davidson, Hamilton and Brownell
Public Works And Railways
Councillors Hamilton, Everall and Graham, J.F.
Education And Printing
Councillors Brownell, Graham, Peter and Davidson
Town Property, Markets, Police And Fire
Councillors Everall, Graham, J.F. and Brownell
By-Laws And Contingencies
Councillors Hamilton, Davidson and Brownell
11. Moved by Councillor Hamilton and Sec'd. by
Councillor Everall that the report of committee to
appoint Standing committees be adopted.
12. Moved by Councillor Hamilton and Sec'd. by
Councillor Everall that the salary of the Secretary
Treasurer be fixed at fifty dollars for the ensuing
year.
13. Moved by Councillor Davidson and Sec'd. by
Councillor Hamilton that the salary of assessor to be
fixed at twenty dollars.
14. Moved by Councilor Davidson and Sec'd. by
Councillor Brownell that the amount of security to
be given by the Secretary Treasurer shall be five
thousand dollars. Notice was then given by
Councillor Davidson that at the next session of the
Council he would introduce a By-law regulating
license of draymen.

committee be requested to procure necessary
stationery. Councillor Everall obtained consent of
Council to withdraw notice of By-law for regulation of
Markets.
Notice was then given by Councillor Brownell that at
the next regular meeting of the Council he would
introduce By-laws defining the duties of Secretary
Treasurer and Assessor.
On motion Council
adjourned.
Jonathan J. Hamilton
Mayor

Wm. Currie
Secretary Treasurer

Notice was given by Councillor Everall that at next
regular session he would introduce a By-law to establish
and regulate a Market for the Town of Neepawa.
J .A. Davidson
Chairman

Wm. Currie
Secretary Treasurer
pro tern

NEEPAWA, 16th JANUARY, 1884

Hon. Jno. A. Davidson

John Crawford

John Wemyss

M.H. Fieldhouse

Second Meeting of the Municipal Council of the Town
of Neepawa.
The Mayor being absent the Council was called to
order by the Clerk and on Motion Councillor Davidson
was selected Chairman.
1. Minutes

2.
3.

4.

5.
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of last meeting read and adopted.
Applications for the offices of Assessor and Secretary
Treasurer were received and read.
Moved by Councillor Everall and seconded by
Councillor Brownell that the application of Wm.
Edwards for Assessor be received.
Moved by Councillor Brownell and Sec'd. by
Councillor Graham, J .F. and resolved that the
application of Wm. Currie for Secretary Treasurer be
accepted.
Moved by Councillor Brownell and Sec'd. by
Councillor Everall and resolved that the Mayor be
requested to procure a Seal for the Town of Neepawa
and that the design be a cornucopia.
Moved by Councillor Brownell and Sec'd. by
Councillor Everall and resolved that the finance

THE ICE MAN
Neepawa Press, 1920

One might be inclined to belittle the ice business in a
town like Neepawa. But when some consideration is
given to the subject it will be found that it is not such a
small affair. The annual turnover runs well up in the
thousands of dollars. And the outlay is practically all for
labor; the raw material costs nothing, except that Mr.
Melvin Murray, our enterprising ice man, repaired the
Park Lake dam at his own expense this fall so that he
might have a source of supply here rather than going to
Sandy Lake, where supplies were got last winter. What
makes the ice business rather better here than in the
average town is the enterprise of the man on the job. Mr.
Murray put up a large quantity for the C.N.R. and this
year shipped over 50 carloads to different points for
general use. The total cutting the present year will be in
the neighborhood of 5000 tons.
It is a local industry that has got well on the way of
progress and is yet capable of further expansion.

Mayor Howden

FIRST BUSINESS ESTABLISHED
It was then supposed that the M. & N.W. Railway
would come into Neepawa directly from the east, and in
fact from the point where that railway first touched the
Arden Ridge, a grade of nearly four miles west was built
and afterwards abandoned. Davidson and Hamilton in
1881 established their business at the northwest corner of
Hamilton St. and Walker Avenue. Others joined them.
Clare and Brownell built their store on the northeast
corner of those streets - the same building which was later
removed to serve as Clare's store at the corner of
Hamilton and Mountain Ave., and now with a brick
veneer is the Royal Cafe. The first Hotel "The Neepawa
House" was built by Chas. Stewart, of logs on the
southwest corner of Hamilton and Walker, and Allan
McLean started the first blacksmith shop on the
southeast corner. With him was associated almost from
the beginning, Peter Mitchell, who had homesteaded east
of town. Quickly others gathered about them, B.R. and
Jos. Hamilton in Hardware, Wm. Currie, first Clerk of
the Town and Implement Dealer, Jas. T. Crawford,
Implement Dealer, David Bryce, Millman and Builder,
John Everall, M.H. Fieldhouse, Notary, John Law (still
with us) Lumberman and Grain Dealer.

June 27, 1933.

Ice Palace designed by J.J. Harper. Perhaps the last blocks of
ice - cut by the "Ice Man" and taken from Park Lake.
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BUSINESS ESTABLISHMENTS IN
NEEP A WA 1895
TAKEN FROM THE COLONIST
from Heritage Resources
E.M.R. Ledohowski

"The Colonist" gives the following full list of
business establishments in Neepawa: 2 banks, 3 hotels,
1 bailiff, 1 dentist, 3 tailors, 1 bakery, 3 schools, 1
gaol, 2 barbers, 4 painters, 1 brewery, 1 tea store, 4
churches, 2 millers, 1 milkman, 1 cemetery, 5 draymen,
7 elevators, 1 flour mill, 1 creamery, 3 tinsmiths, 3
surveyors, 1 poolroom, 1 post office, 4 clergymen, 1
auctioneer, 3 physicians, 2 drug stores, 1 fancy store, 2
bookstores, 2 newspapers, 2 restaurants, 1 court house,
8 dressmakers, 1 planing mill, 2 firms masons, 6
general stores, 1 artifical lake, 2 harness shops, 3 firms
lawyers, 4 lumber yards, 4 butcher shops, 2
photographers, 1 S.A. barracks, 2 machine shops, 2
pump factories, 2 music teachers, 1 police constable, 4
hardware stores, 3 boarding houses, 5 carriage shops, 7
insurance agents, 4 real estate agents, 7 fraternal
societies, 6 blacksmiths, 1 flour and feed store, 1 boot
and shoe store, 2 justices of the peace, 3 confectionery
stores, 2 veterinary surgeons, 1 coal and wood yard,S
miles plank sidewalk, 4 livery and feed barns, 4 boot
and shoe makers, 1 sash and door factory, 1 brick
agricultural hall, 1 gents' furnishings store, 1 race track
and grounds, 1 skating and curling rink, 3 cattle buyers
and shippers, 2 jewellers and watchmakers, 4 firms
contractors, (carpenters), 5 machinery (farm)
warehouses, 1 contractor (removing buildings), 3
chopping and crushing feed mills, 1 furnishings and
undertaking firm, 1 telephone exchange, with 50
phones.

Wakefield and Kellington's Planing Mill. Courtesy of the Colonist.

R.C. Ennis Machine Warehouse. North End, Neepawa. Built in 1897.

Population of Neepawa estimated at 1,500.

One ofthefirst barber shops in Neepawa run by a Mr. McClennan prior
to 1896 when Lou Parsons started in. It was a little shanty on Mountain
A ve., south of where the Bank of Commerce is.
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General view ofpart of the north end, Neepawa.

Mountain A venue, Neepawa, 1900 or earlier. Courtesy - Murray's Museum.

l\fANITOBA ":VULLTNG CO'S BCTLDINC}S AND THE eRA WFORD CO'S
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Neepawafrom the air.

Plunkett & Hamilton's Meat Market.

King Edward Hotel, Neepawa"Man.

King Edward Hotel.
The Neepawa E
Hamilton and 1 t otel southeast corner
s.
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Part of Mountain Ave.,
Neepawa.

"Birdseye view", Neepawa corner 5th and Hamilton.

S s
T C

View of Hamilton Street - looking west.

R E
E N
E E

T S
The Richardson House, Neepawa.
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STRUGGLE OF NORTH vs SOUTH END
from Neepawa Press June 27, 1933

The location of the M. & N.W. station led to a
development in its vicinity which precipitated the usual
strife and jealousy of a town with two centres - the
struggle between North and South Ends. In Neepawa's
case it had one fortunate result, the early business centre
was on Hamilton Street east of Brown Avenue. In 1888
the Davidson Block on the northwest corner of Hamilton
Street and Mountain Avenue was built and a move
tow'ards that avenue began. A fire bylaw was early put in
force and as the old centre moved up to the new the
buildings were of brick and the result has been a substantial and compact business centre, not disfigured with
remains of out-dated structures.

Parade - North End Neepawa.

SOUTH END TRIUMPHS
For nearly fifteen years the North End as a business
centre held prospects of success. The location there of the
wheat market, the flour mill and the sash and door
factory, brought several stores, three hotels, the large
livery, feed and sale barns and some agency and other
offices. But the location of a one-sided street, Railway
Street - no fire limits by-law and the building of the
C.N.R. in 1903 with its station on Hamilton Street and
the change in grain delivery finally decided the issue.
Neepawa, about 1900, the largest initial grain market in
the Dominion with nearly 2,200,000 bushels yearly, was
cut down to very ordinary deliveries. The base of "North
End" prosperity was gone.
Neepawa has been fortunate in her merchants and
purveyors, Davidson and Hamilton, J.A. Clare, B.R.
and Jos. Hamilton, John Crawford, R.C. Ennis, Reid
and Gerhardt, Jas. and Frank Skelding, the Mathers,
John Law, Thos. Harrison, Wm. Currie, C.W. Herrell,
W.J. George and Dan Hamilton, are some outstanding
names among those who first gave the town and district
able and resourceful service, made a name for it as a
market centre and created a reputation the Town still
enjoys of surprisingly good stores. No element in its upbuilding is so important to a town as the ability and
enterprise of its merchants, and throughout its fifty odd
years, Neepawa has been served by merchants with these
qualities.
As the purpose of this article is to deal with the
beginnings of the Town and district the reader must look
elsewhere in this number of the Press for accounts of our
Professional, Banking, Church, School and political
personages and doings down the course of our half
century of organized community life.

Grain Buyers at the North End - Neepawa. R.C. Ennis far left. Sam
Barr, third standing from left. Picture taken late 1890s.

THE

NORTH END
SCENES
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Flour Mill that operated 24 hours a day. Neepawa, Manitoba, R.C.
Ennis, Proprietor, bought from Law & Pearson in 1880s. Picture
taken 1889. Courtesy - Manitoba Archives. Beautiful Plains Milling
Company.

Thomas Leslie Ennis reported that this elevator at the east end of
Neepawa was taken down before 1906 - Courtesy Manitoba Archives.

1897 - Flour Mill office on the left and Machine office and sales on the right. Owned and operated by R.C.
Ennis, Neepawa, Man. Courtesy of Manitoba Archives.
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Wm. Howatt's Boarding House, Left to Right: 1 - 2 horse traders, 4 - Wm. Anthony; 5 - Chas. Morrell, blacksmith; 6 - Ira Minions, blacksmith;
7 - Bob Wyatt, well digger; 14 - James Brandon, plumber; 15 - Ab. Robertson, 16 - Addie Robertson, dressmaker; 19 - Tommy Fragle,
househelp, 20 - Delbert Thurston, law student; 21 -Lou P. Parsons, barber; 24 - Ada Howatt, 25 - Laura ?, 26 - Mrs. Wm. Howatt, 27 - Wm.
Howatt, baker and storekeeper.

Corner of Mountain Ave., and Hamilton St., Neepawa.·

Mountain A ve., looking north, Neepawa.
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Mountain Ave., Courtesy of Murray's Museum.

Court House, Neepawa.

Mountain A ve., note water pump on east side of street.

Hamilton Street, 1925.

C.N. Station.
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Aif and Betty Iverson, January 2, 1983.

THOSE VILE BLOOMERS
Bloomers now are all the rage,
The "Boy" has got a pair;
As he bikes down the avenue
The people stop and stare.
The widow on the other street
Says as how she'd like
To make those bloomers into suits
For little Will and Ike
When visiting his lady fair,
On whom his thoughts he centres,
He always has to crease those pants
Before the door he enters.
"Pa" never takes the "Boy" out now,
Prefers to stay at home.
For with those blooming bloomers
He never cares to roam.
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c
REQUIREMENTS FOR
AN AFTERNOON DRESS
IN 1897
15 yards of wide silk.
5 yards of silk lining.
3 yards of horsehair cloth to stiffen the skirt.
4 yards of silk for dust ruffles.
5 yards of velveteen skirt binding.
24 inches of skirt belting.
24 inches of waist belting.
1 1/2 yards of sleeve lining.
1 yard of crinoline to stiffen the skirt (we thought the
horsehair did that, but never mind).
12 inches of buckram for the collar stiffening.
4 dozen fancy buttons.
1 card of large hooks and eyes.
2 cards of medium hooks and eyes.
5 spools of silk thread.
3 spools cotton thread.
4 spools of buttonhole twist.
21/2 yards of featherbone for waist.
1 yard of small boning for the collar.
1 bolt of seam binding.
Gallant girls of the Nineties! Were you still gay after
you got all that together?

Mrs. John Crawford

Winter Bonnets

March 15, 1914

THE OLD BRICK YARDS
We'd be a gang of five or six venturesome kids. We
had to be ready to go on our hike as soon as possible after
four. Off we would tear and follow the CNR tracks south
to that glorious structure "the trestle bridge". Down the
banks to the lowest timbers and dare each other to walk
across to the other side, scared "skinny" for fear we
might fall in the "treacherous" Stoney Creek.
Maybe it was our lucky day and a train would thunder
across while we quaked and quivered below! Then up the
south bank and into Bray's pasture where there were lots
of cows to chase. Once again follow the tracks to the spur
into the brick yards and Bray's Farm. The kilns were no
longer used (after 1912) but it was a great place to play
Cops and Robbers and Cowboys and Indians.
We'd take the long way home. Follow the old golf
course road passed Abner Moody's gravel pit, over the
old Park Lake dam and on to the power house to see Mr.
Monnington or Mr. Mclntosh, the engineers.
Cars of bricks were loaded from the spur line, and later
Mr. Reuben Bray used it to load cars of pigs which he
sold throughout Manitoba.
It must have been quite an industry just at the turn of
the century. If you're interested, drive down the lane on
the east side of Mountain Avenue and the north side of
Hamilton Street. The John Brown store (Jorundson's) is
a good example, and shows the old red brick, as do the
back of Kerr's Store and the Roxy Theatre.
In 1942 the Airport bought a quantity of the brick at 1
1/2¢ each for construction purposes there. Neepawa
Area Development Corporation took samples for testing
in an effort to revive the industry. Nothing further has
developed.
The Bray family has lived on the farm for about eighty
years. Ross, his wife and three daughters love the home

farm, situated just a mile south from Highway No. 16, on
the government road.

THE MATCH FACTORY
The Neepawa Press February 2, 1912

In our last issue we announced that the Dow Cereal
and Milling Co. had started operations, and now we have
been informed by the manager that the match factory will
be in full running order in about two weeks time.
This means an increased payroll of about $1,500 a
month, as, including boys and girls, there will be about
thirty-five employees. With the completion of the C.N.R.
roundhouse, the rolled oats mill, and match factory in
operation, and the waterworks under construction, this
summer should be the best in the history of Neepawa.
The match factory is located near the C.P .R. depot,
and the one-storey building is substantially built of brick.
All the most up-to-date machinery has been installed and
at present there are thirteen machines which are run by a
twenty-five horse-power steam engine.
The wood used in manufacturing the matches is poplar
and is secured from the Riding Mountain. In the purchase of wood the western manufacturer has a big advantage over the eastern, as a quantity of wood costing
$13 here costs $40 in the east.
The wood is sawn into blocks and is then put through
the cutter which cuts 12,000 matches a minute. They are
put in a kiln to dry and from there are put into the
rumbler which removes the dust and smooths the match.
Another machine then separates all broken matches and
the good ones are inserted into a frame by the racking
machine. Then after being heated the matches are dipped
first into a paraffin solution and then into a black
solution. This finishes the dipping if parlor matches are
being made, but if the silent match is wanted they are
again dipped in a red solution. Thereafter the matches are
unloaded from the frame by a machine and dropped into
the boxes.
With the full staff the present plant can turn out about
eight million matches a day or about one hundred onegross cases of boxes containing 500 matches.
In such a factory the risk of fire is great, but ample
provision has been made for such a contingency, as a
hose is always attached to a pump which can throw a twoinch stream of water about seventy-five feet.
The factory is owned by a local company which was
incorporated under the name of the Neepawa Co. Ltd.,
with a capitalization of $40,000. The manager, J.D.
Mantion, has had experience of all departments of the
business and has worked in some of the largest factories
in Canada, England and the United States.
As soon as the "Dread-Not" match is put on the
market there is no doubt that it will become a favorite in
the homes of Western Canada.

George Mantion - son of owner of Match Factory.

DUANE COLLISON
Duane Collison came to Neepawa in 1944. He worked
on the changeover from the town lighting system to
Manitoba Power Commission (now Hydro). He dug the
first hole for light standard in front of the present Co-op
Store in October, 1944. The 'butt' is still in the ground
where that hole was dug.
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Barn Raising - Summer 1915, W. Thomson Farm.

A BARN RAISING
Neepawa Press, August 2,1912

A barn raising is considered one of the big events on
the farm. In Ontario they were of very frequent occurrence and the day was eagerly anticipated by the whole
community because of the rare excitement, the thrilling
experiences and the evening jollification in which
everyone was interested.
In Manitoba, barn raisings are becoming more
common. Less than a score of years ago the people who
came out to the "Wooly West" did not intend remaining
here after they had secured a competence. They intended
going back home after they had made their pile and
spending it there. But now they are here to stay. They
have made up their minds that Manitoba is a place not
only in which it is possible to make money quickly, but
also a very healthful climate, with its bright sunshiny
days in winter, scattering inertia, dull stagnation and
blues.
The large farms also prevented the possibility of the
farmers cutting the grain and stowing it away in their
barns. It was therefore stacked or threshed out of the
stook and hauled to the elevator at once. The straw,
regarded as useless, was burned in the pile, the evening
sky being aglow with the rosy reflection.
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The horses in those early days lived out on the prairie,
pawing off the snow for the prairie grass. Rude sheds
were erected in which a few working horses or cows could
be sheltered.
A wondrous evolution has taken place since then.
Farmers have become prosperous, they have gone in for
more mixed farming, and barns are being erected for the
stowing away of the hay and straw.
The Neepawa district has many fine barns in it. Some
of these are large and the timbers are of respectable
dimensions, though not so large as they were in Ontario.
The new timber regulations have necessitated the
reduction in size of the parts that compose the framework
of the barn.
Our cut gives a splendid illustration of a barn raising
near Neepawa.
There is a great deal to be done before the barn is ready
to be raised. The stones have to be hauled for the
foundation of the barn; sills, plates, posts and cross
beams prepared; flooring, scantling, sheeting and
shingles provided. Then when the masons and framers
have done their work, the people of the community, men,
women, and in many instances children, come together
on the eventful day. There is an indescribable and
altogether bewitching medley of sounds from the house
and the barnyard.

Captains are selected and the men chosen so as to form
two opposing forces. The captains are men of agility,
nerve and quickness. The men of the opposing lines
divest themselves of hats, coats, vests, and in the case of
those riding the plates, of their boots also. These must be
men quick of eye, steady of nerve, strong of hand and
sure of foot.
At the approach of battle the framer gives the word.
Like racers springing from the tape every man in his place
springs at the timbers, yelling as if he were possessed.
The sills are rolled upon skids to their places on the
walls, and pinned and spliced. Then the bents, which are
the cross sections of heavy square timbers which fastened
together with cross-ties form the framework of the barn,
are put in their place. The captain dividing his men into
groups, the bents are put together on the barn floor, and
one by one raised into their places, each one being firmly
joined to the one previously erected.
Then the thrilling moment arrives when this necessary
work having been completed, there is a life and death
contest as to which side shall complete its part of the
structure first. The main plates, the "purline" plates,
posts and braces, the rafters and beams, must all be set
securely in position. The side whose last man is down
from the building after its work is done, claims the
victory.
Under the glances of admiring females, the desire for
conquest, the men do their very best and are all aglow
with happiness if they have been able to snatch victory
from the opposing group.
Scenes like this are red-letter days in farm life and are
not only looked forward to with lively feelings of anticipation, but looked back upon with the most pleasant
recollections.
The accompanying illustration is that of Robert Hall's
new barn, and the raising took place on Thursday, June
13th. Like a clansman of old, Robt. Hall sent word to
friends and neighbors that he wanted to raise another
barn. In response, automobiles and rigs came steadily
streaming up the avenue to the homestead from before
noon until 5 p.m. Altogether there were about 40 ladies
and 110 sturdy Canucks, including some of the principal
farmers, tradesmen and professional men for miles
around.
The host and hostess, who are so popular, provided
abundance of refreshments, and it was a pleasantly cool
day for enjoying the outing. The supper was provided on
a long trestle table al fresco.
It only took three hours to erect the whole superstructure. It is 44x64 feet, and being set on a hill, is
conspicuous for many miles around.

Barn Raising in the Glendale Area.

Courtesy of Photography by Dan.
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FRIENDS -.

To share once more your hopes and fears
To live once more those twenty years.
F.E. Palmiter
Riding Mountain

NEIGHBORS
MR. FRED PALMITER:
TEACHER, FRIEND
byaStudent

He had a glass eye, and I'm sure he could see out of the
corner of it. He had a wooden leg, with which he used to
thump open the back classroom door and invariably
catch someone cheating or performing in some unscholarly manner. He had three fingers missing from his
right hand and could cuff you or shake your brains
around. He was loyal and kind, interested and concerned
for each one of the more than five hundred pupils who
passed through his grade in the twenty years he taught
Grades 7 and 8 in Neepawa.
When you passed on to Grade 9, you were warned that
he would have his eye (?) on you, and did indeed, keep
track of your marks! All his young girls were "peaches
and cream" to him. You sang "0 Canada" and "God
save the King" with gusto! And if you were unfortunate
enough to arouse his temper, he didn't hesitate to chastise
you in the good old fashioned way - by the use
(sometimes it was in a very tender manner) of his old
"Black Sally" (strap). Woe to you if you were caught
talking! He was demonstrative in a military way.
Could he teach? Ninety percent of his pupils would
grade him AI, and thoroughly enjoyed his classes. His
specialties were history and literature. We were entertained by "The Charge of the Light Brigade", "The
Wreck of the Hesperus" and "The Fighting Temeraire"
with actions, of course.
And always there was a box of apples on Hallowe'en.
Mr. and Mrs. Palmiter moved to Riding Mountain and
retired there.

Over the years Mr. McBride and his team of horses
provided a lot of enjoyment for the local youngsters,
riding to and from school on a load of coal, destined for
the power plant.
The story is told that the harness for these wonderful
horses was kept assembled above the stall so that it could
be dropped on the team and it would be ready to take off
at the first 'peal' of the fire bell. When the first 'peal'
rang - the horses would just take off for the fire hall from
any corner of town, followed by kids, bikes, dogs et al!!
This team also provided lots of hockey pucks for our
potential hockey "greats". Hockey practise and training
has never been so intensified!
Much to our sorrow we cannot remember the names of
these famous horses.

Andy Wilson, 1955-56.

TO THE BO YS AND GIRLS OF NEEPA WA

ANDY WILSON

You were my chumsfor twenty years
I shared your joys, your hopes and fears.
I saw you come, I saw you play
I saw you grow each happy day.

Anyone who lived in Neepawa during the late twenties
to sixties became familiar with the gentleman shown with
the "sandwich board". Mr. Wilson was a friend of all
who met him, and a man of many odd jobs. Local
merchants hired him to distribute handbills. At the Fair
grounds he could be found directing traffic, taking
tickets, perhaps the parade marshall, carrying and
displaying a sandwich billboard, as shown, and general
factotum. "Andy" as he was affectionately known died
some years ago, and his particular contribution to the
business life of our town is missed by many.

I heard you sing a thousand times
With voices clear as Easter chimes.
It brought a thousand tiny thrills
Cure for a thousand little ills.
I'm lonely in this pleasant town
I watch the tardy sun go down.
But eve or morning brings few joys
I miss those teachers, girls and boys.
Would time might stop and set me back
To tread once more that pleasant track,
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WM. McBRIDE STORY
contributed by Bill Guinn, on behalf of the kids!

The "sandwich" reads:
$80.00 for your old washer
on a new '56 Kelvinator
wringer washer
* No. 11 double tub

* automatic timer pump

* heavy duty Lovell wringer

* full skirt - 5 casters
Reg. price
Your old washer as trade
You pay only

$229.00
80.00
$149.00

Conquergood Furniture

the town was passed. January 12th, 1886 - that the salary
for the assessor for the year 1886 shall be $30.00 - thirty
dollars.
Bylaws passed - May 1896:
Mr. McFadden D.L.S. to make a survey and plan of
the town.
A bylaw to establish a town lock-up!
A bylaw to regulate the sale of livestock.
A bylaw to buy a new suit of clothes for the constable.

DR. J.J. McFADDEN

UNION FARMERS' TELEPHONE CO.
The doctor had been called out in a blizzard
somewhere in the country, where an English couple had
taken up a homestead. He found the man with
pneumonia and snow blowing through the cracks in the
cabin so he stayed three days to nurse his patient and
teach the couple how to chink a cabin. Meanwhile his
family thought he had been frozen to death.

DR. POOLE
He had been called to Riding Mountain by some
neighbors of a farmer. He found the wife had a broken
leg and had been left out on a hay stack to die,
presumably. When Dr. Poole demanded to know why the
man had left her there, he said the R.C.M.P. wouldn't let
him shoot her.

COUNCIL JOTTINGS
If you're like your next door neighbour, and you enjoy
the shady beauty of your property and the beautifully
treed street you live on, and would like to know the
reason why Neepawa wins the "Most Beautiful Town of
Manitoba" award, on February 20th, 1884, our Council
passed a bylaw to encourage the planting of trees and to
provide against their destruction.
On February 6th, 1884 a bylaw to restrain and punish
vagrants and persons found drunk and disorderly within

Riverside Dairy.

taken from the Union W.I. History Book

A meeting was held in Union School on May 8th, 1906,
to discuss building a telephone line. Those present were
D. and W. McLaren, Jas. and G. Dark, R. Hunter, J.C.
and D. Drysdale, John McLaren, W.G. Pollock and W.
Brydon. (representing 8 families).
From this meeting the Union Farmers' Telephone Co.
was formed with the following officers: President - W.G.
Pollock, Vice-President - R. Hunter, Secretary-Treasurer
- W. Brydon.
These officers with Jas. Dark and J.c. Drysdale
formed the executive. The company was incorporated
with a capital stock of $2,000. At that time each of the
eight shareholders paid $100.00.
By November 7th, 1906, the line was completed at a
total cost of $649.85, fourteen days work by teams, and
one hundred five and one half days work by the men. It
was eight and one half miles in length. November 8th was
an important date to these enterprising farmers, for on
that date, the Union Telephone Line was connected with
Neepawa. At a meeting November 19th, D.M. Drysdale
was appointed caretaker until a constitution and by-laws
could be framed.
The first annual meeting of the company was held on
January 13th, 1907, at which time the constitution and
by-laws were studied, amended, and then accepted. Fifty
copies were printed and distributed to the shareholders.
All officers were re-elected. D. Drysdale was appointed
lineman.
The second annual meeting held January 13th, 1908,
showed a satisfactory year with few expenses. The
executive arranged an Oyster Supper to become an annual event. These suppers were a highlight in the community for years, and continued until November 30,
1930, when it was decided the crowd was too large for
that type of supper.
The finances were handled by means of a yearly levy to
each shareholder. It varied from a minimum of $5.00 in
1911 to a maximum of $12.00 in 1929. For years it
remained at $10.00.
As the years passed by, the names occasionally
changed on a few of the farms, but the line continued to
give good service. When repairs were needed, the farmers
using it, did the work. After years of satisfactory service,
the line was partially destroyed by a windstorm which
swept the district in June 1941.
A special meeting was held October 18th, 1941, at W.J.
Pollock's to discuss arrangements with the Manitoba
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Government Telephone System. Mr. Settle of the
Government System was present to handle their part of
the discussion. After considerable discussion, a
resolution was passed rescinding the arrangement between the Union Farmer's Telephone Co. and the
Manitoba Government Telephone System.
The last meeting of the company was held on
November 17th, 1941. It was decided to divide the
material of the old line and the money among the
shareholders.

DOW CEREAL MILL
The Neepawa Press January 30, 1912

Operations have now commenced at the plant of the
Dow Cereal & Milling Co. Ltd., located near the C.P.R.
station. The company is the oldest established in the west
having commenced business twenty years ago last fall a~
Pilot Mound. The plant there was burned down early in
1911 and the premises here were acquired in August last.
To-day there is no finer equipped nor larger cereal mill in
Western Canada.
The machinery installed is of the very latest type, and
included is a machine that automatically weighs the grain
on being brought from the elevator to the mill, and packs
and weighs the oats on leaving the mill.
As will be seen from the cut accompanying this article,
the plant is extensive. The output per day is 350 barrels
while at Pilot Mound it was only 225. There are four
warehouses with a total capacity of 91 carloads or about
20,500 barrels.
That the cereal mill will prove a valuable addition to
the industries of the town no one will deny, as employment is given to a staff of 22 people.
The fame of "Buffalo Brand" oatmeal and rolled oats
has spread from coast to coast, and a good business is
also done with Scotland. At the present time the company
has on hand orders sufficient to keep the plant running
night and day for four months.
Most of the oats for milling are got from the north, but
with the location of the mill here the farmers in the
immediate district will likely sow more of this grain in the
future.
Much of the success of the company is due to the
managing director, G. Dow, who has been connected
with the milling industry ever since he was a boy. He was
b?rn near Aberdeen, Scotland, and there was engaged
with his father in the milling machine business. Thirty
years ago he came to Canada and located at Woodstock.
For ten years he was kept busy installing machinery
and building mills in Ontario and the States, but at the
end of that time he came west and opened up a mill at
~ilot Mound. After running successfully for twenty years
It ,:"as burned down last year and Mr. Dow, being
deSirous of a better location, came to Neepawa. With Mr.
Dow at the head of affairs there is no doubt but that the
cereal mill will year after year become a more important
asset to the town.

Team of Moose owned by Jim Anderson about 1900 are shown here
on a visit to Eden. Left to Right: Jack Fielding, Thomas Snel/,
Donald Fraser Sr., Sam Currie, Doug McKinnon (the driver), Dr.
WeI/wood, Will Scott, Will Robbins, John Coad, Andy McFadden
and Billy Menzies.

THE TEAM OF MOOSE
Back about the year 1900 Jim Anderson and his
brother were working in the bush near Laurier when they
came upon a pair of newborn baby moose, which appeared to have been abandoned by their mother.
The Anderson brothers carried the babies home where
two little girls took charge of feeding them from bottles
and later gathering pearvines and willow branches for
them. The moose thrived under their care until they were
four years old.
At this time Mr. Anderson decided to break them in as
a team of drivers. Mr. Dougald McKinnon was given the
job of breaking them in and under his guidance and care
it seemed no time at all until it was quite common to meet
this team on the road or see them in Laurier or Makinak.
So well were the team broken and handled it was
decided to show them at Brandon and put them on the
track in competition with race horses. The latter idea
didn't pan out, however, because the horses were
frightened by the moose and bolted. After a few turns
around the track just to see what they could do, they were
returned to the livery stable and that is where tragedy
struck.
As they were being led to their stall a horse kicked one
of them and broke its leg. Everything was done to try and
save the animal, but to no avail. Finally Mr. Anderson

Dog team.
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and Mr. McKinnon loaded the moose onto a stoneboat
and hauled it up to a railway loading platform for
shipment to Laurier and then home where they thought
they might be able to do something for it. This didn't
work out either as the moose refused to eat and soon
died. The mate soon followed, apparently from broken
heart, and thus bringing to an end the story of the moose
team.
The photo was taken in the Village of Eden.

DOG TEAM ARRIVES
CROWD STANDS FOR HOURS
Citizens of town and district gathered at the corner of
Mountain Avenue and Hamilton street about one-thirty
Saturday afternoon and remained until three o'clock
waiting for "Operation Husky", famed dog team from
Whitehorse Yukon. Not knowing the time of the teams
arrival, groups arrived at the intersection at different
times until a great many were standing on the road,
despite the slush that approached the tops of the boots.
As the team rounded the corner at the Anglican church
a roar of "here they come" went up and a goodly portion
of the crowd moved south to meet them. Cameras clicked
and children yelled as they followed the dogs down
Mountain Avenue and back to the Town Hall. Reaching
the hall, the thin, tired dogs lay down as Mayor Pollock
extended civic greetings to the drivers and wished them
every success on the balance of their journey to Winnipeg.

Dog teams.

Dog team and sled.

No arrangements having been made for the presenting
of their show and description of the north country, the
drivers, F. Webber, M. Czech and C. (Chuck) Caddy,
veterans of the northland, presented the team at the
carnival Saturday night driving them around the ice
surface three or four times. During this period Driver
Czech presented Lion President Wes. McAmmond with a
souvenir shield and envelopes. Similar shields and envelopes were on sale that night, the team carrying
goodwill mail to Winnipeg, mailing it from there.
Sunday morning the caravan started on their way to
Winnipeg, the last lap of a trip that has carried them half
way across the continent. This, the longest trek in history
by dog team, greeting: Edith and Gordon Swan started at
Whitehorse, Dec. 6.

A CENTURY PASSES ON PARADE
by Agnes Tomlin
Velma Johnstone
This Chronology of events, covering the years 1877 to 1981, was
prepared from issues of the Register 1885 to 1927 and the Neepawa
Press 1896 to 1981.

1877:

John Graham earliest settler to arrive in
vicinity. James Graham builds his house on
land that is today Riverside Cemetery. His
burial is first recorded. James' mother
reportedly suggests the name of Neepawa.
1880:
First building in town is in the vicinity of the
present United Church. A trial survey for the
main line of the C.P .R. is made.
1881 :
Community of Neepawa begins.
1882:
Manitoba and North Western Railway a
probability. Townspeople give Railway
Company a note for $16,000 to induce
railway.
1883:
Population of Neepawa - 308. Neepawa is
incorporated. First Mayor J.J. Hamilton.
1884:
Neepawa Court House is constructed. Road
to Birnie opens up Northern area.
1885:
Huns Valley begins northwest of Neepawa.
Neepawa Register is launched.
1886:
Majority of school districts formed.
1887-89: Settlement of northern area continues slowly.
Wheat 60¢ a bushel, oats 30¢ a bushel,
potatoes 40¢, butter 9¢ lb., eggs 1O¢ dozen.
1890:
Construction of Burrows Trail to Dauphin
officially begins.
1891:
Neepawa Telephone exchange is established
with 50 subscribers. Stagecoach service begins
on Burrows Trail.
1892:
The village of Franklin grows.
1893-95: The town of Neepawa's business sections
grows rapidly.
Population is 1500.
1896:
Neepawa Press is started. The village of
Glensmith is forming along Burrows Trail,
later known as Kelwood. Council is to lay
sidewalks to all places of worship.
1897:
Neepawa fourth in size and trade in Province.
First move towards a change of the Dauphin
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CHRONOLOGY CONT'D
1917:
1898:
1899:

1900:
1901:

1902:

1903:
1904:
1905:
1906:
1907

1908:

1909:
1910:
1911:
1912:

1913:
1914:
1915:
1916:
50

mail service from stage to railway is made.
Firemen ask Council for $1.00 an hour for
services while at fires and 50¢ an hour for
false alarms.
Rate of taxation is 22 mills on the dollar.
Opening of Central School building takes
place. Gasoline engine is added to the
Neepawa Press Printing Office.
Neepawa greatly improved by electric light
plant. Dr. J .S. Poole comes to town.
Tenders are out for the construction of the
water tank at Mountain and 6th. Neepawa to
have 8 foot wide plank sidewalks. Railway to
be built from Beaver to Neepawa.
Trestle Bridge is built over Stoney Creek
above Park Lake. First C.N.R. regular
passenger service from Winnipeg to Neepawa.
C.N.R. station to be built at approximately
$5,000.00. Approximately 1400 trees are
planted in town.
Work begins on foundation of the hospital.
Odd Fellows Hall is built.
Hospital is opened. First Matron is Nurse
Snider. King Edward and Hamilton Hotels
are under construction.
C.P .R. station is built. Plans for new Land
Titles Office to be built this year.
Rosedale Rifle Club is organized with a
membership of 100.
Willoughby's mammoth barn - largest In
Canada - is sold to H.R. Rutledge for
$10,000.00. Great business loss to Neepawa King Edward and Hamilton Hotels and
Richardson House closed because of the
restrictions of the liquor laws. Summer Fair
cancelled due to lack of overnight accommodation.
Post Office is erected at a cost of $35,000 to
be used for customs, rifle club and militia.
New brick yard is important factor in bringing
business to town.
Home Bank opens in Neepawa.
Sixteen freight trains in and out of Neepawa
in one day.
By-law endorsed - Waterworks system to
come to Neepawa. Round House is built in
Neepawa.
Cornucopia adopted as town emblem and seal
- Neepawa Cree word for "land of plenty".
Twelve new automobiles purchased In
Neepawa this spring.
Neepawa Power Plant built and opened. First
issue of the Press to be printed by electric
power.
Dr. Martin procures the first XRay machine
to be used in Neepawa.
Information for Recruits. Privates pay $1.00 a
day and 1O¢ field allowance.
Many letters to their families from Neepawa

1918:
1919:
1920:
1921:
1922:
1923:

1924:
1925:
1926:
1927:
1928:

1929:
1930:
1931 :
1932:
1933:
1934:
1935:
1936:
1937:
1938:
1939:
1940:

1941:

men serving in the trenches. Women are to get
the vote.
Stooking brigades from town go out to help
the farmers. Quaker Oats Co. purchases the
Dow Cereal Mill in Neepawa.
Great rejoicing as victory over Germany is
attained.
Veterans Day - Honors the 500 men of
Neepawa and district who served in the war.
Restrooms open in Neepawa. Nurses Home is
built.
Court House grounds chosen as site for War
Memorial- cost $6,000,00.
War Memorial unveiled.
Work to commence on the new church at
Mountain road to accommodate 1000 people.
Unemployment at highest level ever in
Neepawa.
Radio receiving sets come to Neepawa and
district.
Knox Church congregation gives a decisive
vote against union with the Methodists and
will continue as Presbyterians.
Bus lines started between Neepawa and
Brandon.
Auction sale of the Register Printing Plant.
First passenger train from Neepawa to
Dauphin. Neepawa Collegiate Institute built.
Corner stone laid by Governor General
Wellingdon, July 7th.
Talking pictures come to Neepawa.
Neepawa only got $1,000 out of the 20 million
dollars set aside by Premier Bennett for the
relief of the unemployed.
Closing of North End School.
Scores of transients going through town.
Success of Neepawa Salt Works - plant
operating day and night.
Swift Canadian Co. to extend its plant to
Neepawa. Two thousand people come home
to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the town.
Riverbend Park is name chosen for
Neepawa's new park at the site of the
swimming pool.
Neepawa Salt Co. in liquidation. New
municipal rink opened. Commercial course
started in N.C.I.
Paralysis epidemic - $50 fine for Neepawa
person caught In Minnedosa because of
paralysis scare.
Council passes by-law changing the weekly
half-holiday from Thursday to Wednesday.
Ice Palace built at town's main entersection designed by J.J. Harper - attracts attention.
War repercussions in Neepawa and district as
recruiting officers seek volunteers.
Town Council purchases new siren to replace
old fire bell. Neepawa Salt Co. - a division of
C.I.L. starts construction of new $350,000
plant on Mountain Avenue.
Construction begins on Elementary Flying
Training School west of Neepawa.

1942:
1943:
1944:
1945:
1946:
1947:
1948:

1949:
1950:
1951:
1952:
1953:
1954:
1955:
1956:
1957:
1958:

1959:
1960:
1961:
1962:
1963:
1964:
1965:
1966:
1967:

C.T. Pedlar opens the Arcade. First
elementary class of R.A.F. arrives in
snowstorm.
Town purchases vacant lots for Victory
Gardens.
R.C.A.F. has replaced the disbanded R.A.F.
at E.F.T.S. Neepawa. Power Commission
takes over towns' electric lighting system.
New police call system to be installed soon red light at intersection.
Rural electrification progressing. Board of
Trade asks for House Numbers. Neepawa
selected for Health Centre site.
Franklin school rink takes Provincial Curling
Title.
Flying Club formed under a chairmanship of
H.B. Smith. Neepawa Lions Club presents
playground to town and district (corner of
2nd and Mill Street).
Over 300 hockey fans honor three Provincial
titleists.
Hospital contract awarded for construction of
34-Bed Neepawa and District Memorial
Hospital.
West Park School and auditorium opened,
seats 500 and 100 in gallery.
Official opening of Neepawa Curling Clubs
ornate new rink.
Park Lake dam to be built by P.F.R.A.
Authorization is given by voters to build a 12room addition to West Park School.
Central School demolished. Lions Club leases
Riverbend Park from Town.
Parking meters in operation.
Committee to examine larger school area
program. Paving of town streets to be
discussed with engineers.
Secondary Area school vote passes with large
majority.
Sewage lagoon installed immediately east of
cemetery. Official opening of the Osborne
Home units on Hospital Street. Neepawa
celebrated its 75th anniversary.
Monday closing starts in May. Worst
snowstorm in history - total for October 42.6
inches.
Neepawa Golf and Country Club opens new
clubhouse.
N.A.D. Co. ready for business Junior Rifle
Club building constructed.
Bourke Street units of Osborne Home
dedicated.
New water treatment plant starts operating.
Artificial ice to be installed in curling rink.
Parking meters cause controversy - to be
removed from Hamilton Street on a three
month trial basis.
E.M.O. course held in Neepawa - first one
held in Manitoba.
East View Lodge is built. Work commences
on Lake Irwin, Centennial project.
Automatic telephone dial system comes to

1968:
1969:
1970:
1971:
1972:
1973:
1974:
1975:
1976:
1977:
1978:

1979:

1980:
1981 :

Neepawa.
Airport property is transferred to Town.
Edson Industries is started.
Fire Hall is renovated to accommodate
R.C.M.P. Official opening of Health Unit.
Neepawa Salt Plant closes.
New section added to East View Lodge. Arena
under construction. Neepawa Festival widely
publicized.
Yellowhead Centre opens. Touchwood park
Workshop officially opens.
Edson plant moved to Rivers. Lutheran
Church is established.
Tests planned on ore deposits. New building
planned to replace Viscount School.
Local author, Margaret Laurence honored by
Town. Lake Irwin sites all leased.
Neepawa hosts Summer Games. Swimming
pool opens. Direct distance dialing for
Neepawa in operation.
Preparations being made for Beautiful Plains
Museum. Loan approved for Touchwood
Park residence.
Establishment of a New District Planning
Board. Rail abandonment becomes a reality
for the com mum tIes of Eden, Riding
Mountain and Kelwood.
Contract let for water intake line. Chamber
agrees to sponsor Youth Employment office.
Yellowhead Route Highway number changed
from No.4 to No. 16.
Cable T.V. power on. C.N. station for
Museum gets Council nod.
New water tower under construction. Kinsmen Kourt - a new senior citizen's building to
be constructed. Trestle bridge demolished.

The Court House, 1883.
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The following political history of the Town of
Neepawa was taken from "Neepawa, Land of Plenty",
written by A.F. 'Dick' McKenzie for the town's 75th
anniversary, 1958.

POLITICS DOWN THE YEARS
In trying to understand the political situation since we
had representation, both Provincially and Federally, one
must appreciate the fact that Neepawa and surrounding
district has been a part of several constituencies. In other
words, the riding of which we have been a part has been
carved up so often that many people find it difficult to
comprehend our constituency boundaries. This applies
equally to the political picture with regard to Manitoba as
well as to the House of Commons.
Although Manitoba was given the status of a province
in 1870, this area was not included in the new province
until 1881. It was part of the North West Territories.

John Crawford, M.P. 1904.

FEDERAL FIELD

In 1881, Neepawa became a part of the Federal
Constituency of Marquette, and for eleven years we were
represented by Robert Watson, a Liberal, who was later
appointed to the Senate.
Nathaniel Boyd, a Conservative, was elected in 1892
and again in 1896. In the following Dominion election he
was defeated by Dr. Rutherford. In 1904, John
Crawford, Liberal, defeated Nat Boyd. Mr. Crawford

John A. Davidson, Neepawa's First M.L.A., 1883.
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was, in turn, defeated in 1908 by Arthur Meighen, who
later became Canada's Prime Minister. Before his
retirement, the Right Honorable Arthur Meighen became
Conservative leader in the Senate. In the famous
"Reciprocity" election of 1911 Mr. Meighen was again
elected, his opponent being the Rev. Robert Paterson,
Presbyterian minister at Neepawa.
Somewhere between 1892 and the turn of the century
there was a re-distribution of ridings. Marquette lost
some of its eastern territory, and Neepawa was part of
the constituency of Macdonald.
About ten years later there was another redistribution
and Macdonald riding gave way to Neepawa; or at least
Neepawa was in a riding with the latter name. The
government in power at the outbreak of the First World
War was given an extension of a year, so that the next
election was held late in 1917. They went to the country
under the name of "Unionist." In this riding Albert
McGregor was opposed by Fred L. Davis, who won the
seat.
1921 was the year the strong Progressive movement got
going in the west, the year they elected some 65
progressives to the House of Commons. Robert Milne, of
the Keyes area, was one of them, defeating the Conservative standard-bearer, Hugh Ross.
In 1925, we had a three-cornered fight in the Federal
election, when those aspiring for office were T ..G.
Murphy, local druggist running on the Conservative
ticket, Robert Milne, seeking re-election, and Peter
Broadfoot, Liberal. Mr. Murphy was defeated by Mr.
Milne a year later when an election was again called. No
Liberal ran in this contest.
In the election of 1930, Mr. Murphy turned the tables
on Robert Milne, and shortly afterwards was given a
place in the Cabinet of Prime Minister R.B. Bennett. He
was made Minister of the Interior and Superintendent of
Indian Affairs, and it was do.ring this administration that
the resort at Clear Lake was officially made a National

Park. The Honorable T.G. Murphy was the first
Neepawa man ever to hold Cabinet rank in the House of
Commons.
Mr. Murphy contested the election of 1935 but was
defeated by F.D. MacKenzie, local High School principal, when the Bennett Administration was turned out of
office.
After Hon. John Bracken was named Leader of the
Conservative Party he opposed F.D. MacKenzie in
Neepawa. Bracken was elected, but in the following
election he ran in the Constituency of Brandon. Mr.
MacKenzie was later appointed to the Pension Board and
has been a resident of Ottawa since.
Again there was a shuffle in the boundaries of Federal
Constituencies. Currently, this district is part of the
riding of Portage-Neepawa which extends from a mile
west of this town to Kirkfield Park, West Winnipeg.
W.G. (Gib) Weir took the seat following Mr. Bracken's
withdrawal and held it until 1957 when he was defeated
by Dr. George Fairfield, Conservative, of Portage la
Prairie. With no overall majority in the House of
Commons, the Conservatives, who had won the most
seats, again went to the country in March, 1958. In this
battle, Dr. Fairfield decisively won over Rev. Lloyd
Henderson, of Portage la Prairie, who had contested the
leadership of the Liberal Party a short time before
against the Hon. Lester Pearson, present Leader, and the
Hon. Paul Martin. During the latter part of his term in
office, "Gib" Weir had been Parliamentary Assistant to
the Prime Minister, following a time as Liberal Whip.
IN THE LEGISLATURE
It was right and proper that the first man to represent
Neepawa in the Manitoba Legislature was one of the
founders of the town, John A. Davidson. Mr Davidson,
a Conservative, defeated P. ST. C. McGregor in the
election of 1883, the year the town was incorporated. He
was returned by acclamation following the next vote, but
was defeated by John Crawford, Liberal, in 1886 and
again in 1888.
Mr. Davidson won the seat back in 1892 but had to

Charles Mayer, M.P. PortageMarquette.

Honourable A.R. (Pete) Adam Minister
of Municipal Affairs Manitoba.

resign shortly after the election and his place was taken
by John Forsythe, of Glendale. In 1896 Mr. Davidson
contested the seat with W.F. Sirett, of Glendale, and the
latter was elected.
Again in 1899 Mr. Davidson opposed R.C. Ennis,
Liberal, from Neepawa's North End. Ennis was elected
but due to some irregularity, was forced to resign. Again
Mr. Davidson won the riding in a battle against John
Crawford.
Presumably, this Provincial Constituency was known
at that time as "Beautiful Plains," a name bestowed on
the area by one of the earliest settlers, a name dear to the
hearts of all citizens of the district. With redistribution,
the name has disappeared, a situation which should not
have been permitted, and which should be remedied.
In the election of 1903, Mr. Davidson defeated Dr.
J .R. McRae, the Liberal candidate. Shortly after this,
Mr. Davidson died and his place was filled by J.H.
Howden. John A. Davidson was outstanding in his
contribution to the progress of the young town. At one
time he was Provincial Treasurer.
J .H. Howden was destined to receive considerable
prominence in coming years. In the election following his
first victory, he was opposed by Alex Dunlop, local
newspaper man. Howden won again and was made
Minister of Telephones and Provincial Secretary. The
next time the Government asked for a verdict, Mr.
Howden won from F.L. Davis, his Liberal opponent.
Following this election Howden was appointed to the
Cabinet with the portfolio of Attorney-General. This was
in the Roblin regime. Again he won, this time gaining the
decision over the Rev. W.R. Wood.
The Hon. J.H. Howden served one year at this time,
and was succeeded by the Rev. W.R. Wood, who won
over J .H. Irwin, local Conservative farmer.
George Little, farmer of the Glendale district, was
elected by acclamation in 1920. Two years later, he was
again sent to the Legislature, this time holding the
supremacy over James A. Dempsey, Liberal, and
Richard Coad, Conservative, of Eden.
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NEEP A W A - FEDERAL REPRESENT ATIVES

1882
1887
1891
1892
1896
1897 (Bye-election)
1904
1908
1911
1917
1921
1925
1926
1930
1935
1940
1945
1949
1953
1957
1958
1962
1963
1965
1968
1972
1974
1979
1980
1981
1982

CONSTITUENCY NAME

MEMBER

PARTY

Marquette

Robert Watson

Liberal

Macdonald

Nathaniel Boyd

Cons.

Portage la Prairie

John L. Rutherford
John Crawford
Arthur Meighen

Lib.
Lib.
Cons.

F.L. Davis
Robert Milne
T.G. Murphy
Robert Milne
T.B. Murphy
F.D. MacKenzie
L. MacKenzie
John Bracken
W.G. Weir

S.J. Enns

Unionist
Progressive
Cons.
Progressive
Cons.
Lib.
Lib.
PC
Lib. Prog.
Lib.
PC
PC
PC

Marquette

Craig Stewart

PC

Portage-Marquette

Charlie Mayer

PC

Neepawa

Portage-Neepawa

G. C. Fairfield

NEEPA W A - PROVINCIAL REPRESENTATIVES

1881
1886
1888
1892
1892
1894
1896
1899
1900
1903
1903
1907
1910
1914
1915
1920
1922
1927
1932
1936
1940
1945
54

CONSTITUENCY NAME

MEMBER

PARTY

Dauphin
Beautiful Plains

John A. Davidson
John Crawford

PC
Lib.

John A. Davidson
John Forsythe
John A. Davidson
John A. Davidson
R.C. Ennis
John A. Davidson

PC

(Bye-election)
(Bye-election)
(Bye-election)

James Henry Howden
James Henry Howden

PC
PC
Lib.
Cons.
Cons.
Cons.
Cons.
Cons.

William R. Wood
George Little

Lib.
U.F.M.

A.J .M. Poole

Progressive

Dr. J .S. Poole

Cons.

1949
1953
1958
1959
1962
1966
1969
1973
1977
1981

Norfolk-Beautiful Plains

Samuel E. Burch

Lib. Prog.

Gladstone

Nelson Shoemaker

Liberal

Gladstone

James R. Ferguson

PC

Ste. Rose

A.R. (Pete) Adam

NDP

POLITICS CONT'D
When the people were asked for a decision in 1927, the
line-up was: Dr. Whelpley, Conservative, A.J.M. Poole,
Progressive, and Stanley Kerr, Franklin, Liberal. Mr.
Poole was the choice of the electors for some time,
defeating Dr. J .S. Poole, of Neepawa, in the following
campaign.
By this time members of the Provincial House were
known as M.L.A. 's --- Member of the Legislative
Assembly, rather than by the earlier title of M.P.P., --Member Provincial Parliament.
Later in the '30's Dr. Poole won the seat for the
Conservatives and spent a couple of terms in the
Legislature. With another redistribution, the constituency acquired the name of Norfolk-Beautiful Plains
when it took in some of the territory to the south of us.
S.E. Burch, of the Wellwood area, followed Dr. Poole,
a position which he held until dissolution of the
Legislature in 1958. At least, he represented NorfolkBeautiful Plains as a supporter of the Administration of
Premier Campbell. Before dissolution Campbell appointed an independent commission to consider another
arrangement of constituencies. In the shuffle, the name
Beautiful Plains disappeared, and the riding, with
boundaries realigned, became known as Gladstone.
Neepawa town is now at the extreme west end of the
Federal riding of Portage-Neepawa. The dividing line is
at Stoney Creek School, two miles west. The Provincial
riding extends to Lake Manitoba, on the east, and extends as far west as Franklin.
This, in very brief form, is the political history of the
town and immediate district, as far as representation is
concerned. To go into all the ramifications of politics
over the years, to discuss policy, divergence of opinions,
points won and lost, reasons for this and that, is not the
intention of this writer. That could take another extensive
volume.
Suffice is to say, in closing, that as this is being written,
the Province of Manitoba is in the throes of an election.
Some future historian may record it.
UPDATE: For the 1981 Provincial election the constituency of Ste. Rose was extended (southern boundary)
to include the Town of Neepawa.

Jim Ferguson, M.L.A.
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LANSDOWNE

THE RURAL MUNICIPALITY
OF LANSDOWNE
by Lionel B. Windus

Long before the first white settler arrived to make his
home in the future municipality of Lansdowne, the
Carleton Trail was a much travelled road and avenue of
commerce to the far west. It was known variously as the
Fort Ellice to Edmonton Trail, the Winnipeg and Battleford Trail, the Fort Ellice and Touchwood Trail and
the Pelly Trail, to name only a few of them.
In Ontario in the late 1870s there had been a severe
agricultural depression. Hard working farmers were in
difficulties because they could not find markets for their
products nor occupations for their descendants. Rumors
drifted in from the west and 'The Manitoba Fever' began
to be felt. Many of them went by boat to Duluth, by train
to Fisher's Landing where they embarked on a Red River
boat. Horses and wagons were brought in by Grand
Forks and Pembina. Their destination was Fort Garry,
later to become the city of Winnipeg. Fort Garry, then
was the eastern terminus of the Carleton Trail which
meandered northwest to Fort Carleton, some fifty miles
southwest of the present city of Prince Albert. West it
went to Portage la Prairie, thence to Westbourne (then
known as First Crossing), to Woodside (Second
Crossing) and on to Gladstone then known as Palestine
or Third Crossing. Crossing the Arden Ridge, it continued west three miles north of where Neepawa now
stands; on to Tanner's Crossing (Minnedosa) and to Fort
Ellice near the junction of the Qu' Appelle and
Assiniboine Rivers. From here it went north-west,
between the Beaver and File Hills, north of Fort
Qu' Appelle; through the Touchwood Hills, southwest of
Quill Lake; on to Humboldt, Batoche and its first important destination, Fort Carleton. In later years it was to
be extended west through Fort Pitt and on to Edmonton.
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There is no doubt that the Carleton Trail played a very
important part in the development and settling of
Lansdowne municipality.
Much could be written about the struggles of these
early settlers; the loneliness of the empty prairies; the
added worries and frustrations of drought, wet seasons,
frozen crops and grasshopper infestations; the long cold
winters and inadequate housing and the hard, backbreaking work. However, their faith in the land and their
ability to conquer it, convinced them that man need not
be bankrupt while grain grows from the ground. During
the 1880s a series of drought years occurred but much
work was being done to produce hardier strains of wheat
which were early maturing and rust resistant. 1915
produced a bumper crop and production climbed for the
next several years.
Fortunately this area did not need to depend on grain
alone. Geologists point out that many millions of years
ago Lake Agassiz covered the entire area of central
Manitoba and the wave action on the shore created a high
ridge of gravel extending from Swan River, through
Arden and on south. This was to become known as the
Arden Ridge. The quality of the gravel was excellent,
clean, washed and free of clay.
The quality of the Arden Ridge gravel brought it into
wide demand, both within and outside the province. It
has been used for cement blocks in building, for highways and roads, for bridges and for many other projects
demanding first-class gravel. The big bridge over the
Saskatchewan River at Nipawin is an example of the
widespread popularity of the Arden Ridge product.
From 'The Lansdowne Story' by A.F. (Dick)
McKenzie, we learn that "at the top of the page of the
first Minute Book of the Rural Municipality of Lansdowne, in M.E. Boughton's precise copperplate handwriting which was not uncommon among Old Country
people of that time, but which is almost a lost art today,
there appears the entry:
"1884 - That the seal of the Rural Municipality of
Lansdowne be a yoke of oxen, man and plow, with the
words 'Industry is Wealth'. This was on motion of
Riddle-McGorman. "
A number of changes in the boundaries of Lansdowne
were to be made in the next thirty-six years following that
first meeting. Prior to the incorporation of Lansdowne as
a municipality it was part of the County of Beautiful
Plains and, while Manitoba was still the small 'postage
stamp province', the municipality was part of the North
West Territory. At that time Manitoba was divided into
counties, among them being the Counties of Portage la
Prairie, Norfolk, Westbourne, Beautiful Plains, Riding
Mountain, Minnedosa and Brandon. The county of
Beautiful Plains was further divided into Lansdowne,
Glendale and Osprey. Over the years changes were made
in the boundaries until, in 1920, the Municipal Boundaries Act decreed that the Rural Municipality shall
comprise Townships 13 and 14, in Range 13 West an.d
Townships 15, 16 and 17 in Ranges 13 and 14 West. ThIs

was to be the last change in the boundaries. Osprey and
Glendale disappeared, to be absorbed in others.
Although Lansdowne had a share in the County building
in Neepawa, it has continued to have its office in Arden.
In the early 1980s its share was turned over to the
municipalities of Langford and Rosedale and the Town
of Neepawa.
The town of Arden was to become the focal point of
the municipality: at one time with mails three times a
week on every train, telegraph and express offices, two
grain warehouses, flour mill, general stores, blacksmith,
butcher, Methodist and Presbyterian Churches, hardware, implement business and livery. In common with
many other small towns throughout the province, it has
lost many of these but continues to be a tight-knit little
community.
The Arden cemetery was established as a public
cemetery by a By-law of Council on March 14th, 1888.
The cemetery was given to council by Hector McLean
who retained Block 39 for his own use. Mr. McLean died
in 1917 at the age of eighty years and is buried in lot 1 of
Block 39. His wife Margaret died in 1926 and is buried
beside him in lot 2.
In the early 1890s a flour mill was built in Arden which
developed a large trade in flour, bran shorts and chopped
feeds. It was run by Moore and McFarlane, Millers. The
mill was completely destroyed by fire in July, 1908.
Also in the 1890s Lansdowne had a cheese factory
located in the Orange Ridge district, equipped with
modern machinery and capable of producing nine
hundred pounds of cheese a day. The company went out
of the cheese business and turned to butter making.
Frank Harper was the cheese maker and Chester Walker
turned out the butter. By 1905 the factory had ceased
operations.
Two lumber mills operated in the Mekiwin district of
the municipality at two different periods. William Bryce
was the owner of the first one which was built by James
Milne on the river east of the J .R. Stewart place. Many
difficulties were experienced in getting the machinery
from Ontario where it had been purchased, only to have
the mill carried away by a heavy run-off when the White
Mud flooded within a year or so. Some time later,
another mill was put into operation at Bjurlings and gave
much-needed services to the settlers. It was operated for a
time by Robert Hunter, one of the early pioneers of the
Union district, east of Neepawa. There was still another
mill on the Adam McKenzie land south of the Bjurlings
in the hills. Duncan McLaren and his son John operated
this one, having previously filed on homesteads in the
area.
The School district of Arden was formed in 1884 but it
was not until June 1887 that the first school in Arden
opened. It was destroyed by fire several years later and a
new 2-room one built in 1900.
Consolidation was first discussed in 1918 and the
following year Arden Consolidated School became a
reality. A new school was built in 1954 with Mr. Ben
Foreman as its first principal. Some little time later
Arden High School was to become part of the Beautiful
Plains School District.
The churches, too, have played an important part in

the history of the municipality; the first Presbyterian
Church was built in 1893; the Anglican Church rented
space in the Methodist until their church was built in
1902, the Methodists having built theirs in 1889 and the
Mennonite was built in 1942.
The fraternal societies and the Royal Canadian Legion
have played their parts in the municipality. The Independent Order of Foresters was instituted in 1897, and
the Odd Fellows Lodge followed in 1910. The present
Legion organization was formed in 1940. It replaced one
known as the Returned Men's Association.
In the early 1930s, members of the Hutterian Brethern
visited Arden with a view to establishing a colony there.
A tract of land between Arden and No. 16 Highway (then
No.4) was purchased from the late Adam McKenzie, Jr.
In 1934 a colony moved from Elie, Manitoba. Starting
with a large barn, one house and four machine sheds, it
soon expanded to accommodate more families and to a
diversity of products. Ducks and geese, honey, pigs and
garden produce are evidence of the industry and selfsufficiency of these good citizens of the municipality.
No history of Lansdowne would be complete without
at least a passing mention of the sporting fraternity.
About 1903 a baseball team by the name of the
Shamrocks established for themselves a reputation of
invincibility as did the teams that the McGorman
brothers played on for many years a little later in the
century. Baseball was not, of course, the only sport the
people of Lansdowne participated in and excelled at.
There was curling, girls' baseball teams, volleyball teams,
track and field and hockey.
In the spirit of co-operation which has always
characterized the people of this municipality, a group of
farmers in 1926 formed a co-operative with the intention
of building an elevator. Manitoba Pool Elevator was
built and is still in use today. The directors included such
names as George A. Drysdale, Sam W. Watson, J.
Wesley Roe, Harry Snell, Robert Marner, William
Everett Barron, and Ed. S. Haggerty.
Of historic interest too, is the story of "Halfway
House".
In 1877 William Millar, his wife, and sons John and
Sanford, left their home in Howick, Quebec and headed
west to establish a new home. Travelling by boat and Red
River cart, they finally reached their destination in the
Snake Creek settlement, later to be known as Salisbury.
Here he built a log house to shelter himself and family.
But, being on the main trail from Fort Garry to the far
west, it was soon necessary to expand. He became
postmaster and soon found it necessary to carry a supply
of food, clothing, boots, tobacco, coal oil and other
necessities to satisfy the demands of the settlers. It
became known as Halfway House and soon became also
a trading centre where eggs and butter could be traded for
other supplies. Much could be written about this house
and it is to be hoped that someone will do so before the
stories become forgotten.
No attempt has been made to recognize but a very few
of the individuals who have contributed so much to the
cultural, social and economic life of the municipality.
One thinks of the committee which worked so hard to
make the Centennial of 1967 such a success, of the rink
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committees over the years, the ladies' organizations of
the towns and districts, and the list goes on; to include
them all is beyond the scope of a history of this kind.
No one but a Boughton has been Secretary-Treasurer
of the municipality for the past ninety-eight years. (We'll
celebrate our Centennial in 1984.) The first one was
M.E., followed by his son Wilfred. He, in turn, was
followed by his son Walter who presently holds the
position. Surely a continuity such as this in the handling
of the administrative duties of the municipality must
mean a great deal to its residents. We salute the
Boughtons.
Reeves of the Municipality of Lansdowne 1884 - 1982
John McGregor
1884 - 1887
R.A. Van Blaricom
1888 - 1889
W. Montgomery
1890 - 1891
G.S. McGregor
1892 - 1893
R.A. Van Blaricom
- 1894
G.S. McGregor'
1895 - 1897
D. Wilson
1898 - 1902
T.B. Tomes
1903 - 1905
W.L. McNair
1906 - 1911
John Foster
1912 - 1945
Cecil Bowe
1946 - 1951
Frank Russell
1952 - 1953
Emil Evenson
1954 - 1959
Cecil G. Ferguson
1960 - 1971
Douglas Foreman
1972 - 1974
Lionel B. Windus
1975-

Back Row: Andrew Thompson, W.P. Sirett, Robt. Dunsmore. Front
Row: Walter Brydon, James Mol/and, John Forsythe. First Council
of Langford Municipality, 1891.
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RURAL MUNICIPALITY OF LANGFORD
history assembled by committee offourDorothy Marlin, Vera Hockin,
Lloyd Briese and Charlie Cameron

In 1884, the County of Beautiful Plains was divided
into municipal units called Osprey, Glendale, Rosedale
and Lansdowne. In 1891, the Rural Municipality of
Langford came into being through the amalgamation of
Osprey and Glendale. At that time it was comprised of
seven townships - 13 and 14, in the ranges of 14, 15 and
16, which was added to Lansdowne Municipality around
1920 or 21.
Langford Municipality was named after the early
crossing (Lang's Ford) on Boggy Creek on Section 30-1314, just west of John Layng's homestead. Langford's
Inaugural meeting was held (in compliance with the
Municipal Institution Act, Sec. 157) on the morning of
January 6, 1891, in the Richard Halpenny house (home
of the late Albert Batchelor) west of Neepawa, with
James Molland presiding as reeve, and two councillors,
W.F. Sirett, Ward 3, and John Forsythe of Ward 2. The
other two wards, 1 and 4, had previously neglected to
elect their two councillors, so Reeve Molland and the
other two acting councillors, appointed Andrew
Thomson for Ward 1, and Walter Brydon for Ward 4.
The first meeting of the new Council of Langford was
held in the afternoon of the same day (January 6, 1891) in
the Commercial Hotel, Neepawa, which was located on
Hamilton Street, near Brown Avenue, with all Council
members present. Robert Dunsmore was appointed as
Secretary Treasurer, a position he held until 1912. Other
committees were set up for the year, and poundkeepers,
pathmasters, and fence viewers appointed.
Through the years, the Secretary-Treasurers of
Langford have been as follows: Robert Dunsmore (1891 1912); Marcus Chisholm (1913 - 1940); J. Harvey
Thomson (1941 - 1960); Ambrose Perches on (1961 1966); Dorothy Brown (1967 - 1981). Dorothy Brown has
been the only female to hold an office in the Langford
Council.
The Reeves who contributed to Langford over the
years were:
Jas. Molland (1891 - 92)
J. Montgomery (1893 - 94, 96)
W.F. Sirett (1895)
Peter McNab (1897 - 1902)
W.J. Pollock (1903 - 06)
George Little (1907 - 09)
J.W. Newton (19lO - 11)
Robert Habkirk (1912 - 16)
Stewart Lindsay (1917 - 19, 1926 - 29)
Frank Hockin (1920 - 25)
Donald Carmichael (1930 - 43)
Robert Arnold (1944 - 45)
Bert Davidson (1946 - 48)
C.H. Hockin (1949 - 59)
J. Clare Montgomery (1960 - 67)
Lloyd Briese (1968 - 78)
Mervin Drayson (1979 Three of these, W.F. Sirett, John Forsythe and George
Little went on to the larger field of Provincial politics.

The financial statement in 1891 showed the average
assessment was $700.00 per quarter, with approximately
$15.00 taxation. Receipts for that year were $6093.56 and
expenditures $5600.00. By 1933 the assessment was over
two million dollars for the municipality. The school
maintenance expenses that year were greater than the
total expenditure in 1891. In 1981 the total assessment is
$3,029,210. One of the highest assessments is $7250.00,
and the taxes $888.86.
A special Immigration issue of the Neepawa Press in
July, 1903, published an article on Langford, which told
of the many well to do residences in the Municipality,
which cost all the way from $2500.00 to $3500.00. Some
progressive breeders at that time were: George Little
(Shorthorn cattle), Robert Scott (Shorthorn cattle), J .A.
McGill and Jos. Laidler (Berkshire hogs) and S. Benson
(shorthorn cattle).
Education and Christianity were among the main
concerns of the early settlers. Throughout the years,
delegations presented to the Council petitions re:for
mation of school districts. Districts formed were: Stoney
Creek (1881), Osprey (1882), Gordon (1883), Dumfries
(1884), Union (1884), Oberon (1884), Belton (1885),
Glendale (1883), Freeland (1892), Aberdour (later called
Hallboro 1892), Oakdale (1892), Old Wellwood (1894),
Inkerman (1896), Irvine (1901). Some schools burned
down and were rebuilt, while others were moved to better
locations. When these schools were closed, they were
usually sold to local people for such uses as granaries,
sheds, workshops, homes and community centres. Stoney
Creek School was moved to Riverbend Park in 1964 as a
display of a model country school. Some of the district
schools joined Brookdale Consolidated (1919) and
Wellwood Consolidated (1917). Others transferred their
lands to Neepawa School district. In January, 1967, all
the schools became a part of Beautiful Plains S.D. No.
31. In the late 1800s and early 1900s church services were
held in many homes and schools. In July 1914, Rev. R.C.
Pitts conducted Anglican services in Hallboro school on a
Sunday afternoon with between 60 and 70 people in
attendance. Mr. Peskeet conducted Sunday School there
every Sunday at 3 P.M. Several churches were built in our
municipality by the Anglicans, Baptists, Presbyterians
and Methodists. They were: Gordon Methodist Church opened August 21, 1898 on SW 4-14-16. In 1909 moved
to NW 35-13-16. Closed in 1971, and moved to Murray
Museum in 1972.
Glendale Baptist Church (1903) on NE 20-14-16. Torn
down in 1939.
Glendale Presbyterian Church (1891) on NW 9-14-16,
later moved to NE 17-14-16. Sold to Frank May who
moved it to Oberon and made it into a home in 1933.
Oakdale Presbyterian Church (1891), log building on
NE 9-14-14, used as a school for a year or two and was
moved to the site of the old Inkerman Church.
Southwood Methodist Church (1898), east of Oakdale
school on NE 14-14-14, log with frame kitchen, abandoned in 1910, later was home of J. Finlayson.
Jarvis Dell Presbyterian Church (later called Inkerman), built in 1904 on SE 35-14-14, name changed in
1921, moved to NW 26-14-14 in 1959, on account of
widening of the highway. Closed in 1968. Purchased in

1970 by P .K. Plett and associates and named Beautiful
Plains Baptist Church.
Anglican Church built in 1879 in the Mentmore area,
was the first Anglican church in the west. Rev. Sargent
was the minister - his ten year old daughter was kidnapped by Indians and never returned.
The first voter's list that can be located for Langford
was printed in 1888 with 203 names, all of them male.
During the Second World War, an airport was constructed on SE 31-14-16, and was operated as an R.A.F.
Training Centre.
The Langford - Lansdowne Community pasture
containing 20,620 acres of sandy, hilly land was built in
1947 and 1948 by P.F.R.A., and began operating in the
spring of 1948. John Peters was manager from April,
1948 to May, 1979,31 years of service. In 1948 there were
900 cattle, 85 horses and 4 breeding bulls in the pasture.
By 1981 this has increased to 1,805 cows and calves, plus
34 P .F.R.A. bulls. Prices, too, have increased from .50<1:
per month per head in 1948, to .15<1: per day per head in
1981. The breeding fees rose from $2.00 to $24.00 per
cow.
At one time, stores were operating at Hallboro and
Mentmore. There were two different stores at Mentmore,
the first was built by E. Fleger on the east side of the
Brookdale road. The second store was built by Ken
Wahoski in 1954 on the west side of the Brookdale road.
The building was moved to Neepawa in 1961. The store at
Hallboro was closed in 1958. There were post offices at
several locations in Langford. The Glendale Post Office
operated on the Sirett farm 5-14-16, from 1882 - 1928.
The Osprey Post Office was located at Hallboro on 3413-15, later known as J. Gallup's farm. This post office
was operated in the 1880s. Another post office was
located on the J. McKinnon farm on NE 3-13-15, and got '
mail from the stagecoach until the railroad went through
Oberon. The Mentmore Post Office operated out of the
Store until it closed, then was moved to M. Drayson's
house for several years.
Over the years, many young people have brought
honor to the district through the different 4-H Clubs.
There were three railroads operating in Langford, now
all abandoned. The line running east of Hallboro through
Hummerston siding was part of the CN Neepawa subdivision. It was built by the Canadian Northern Railway
in 1902, and opened to traffic on November 11 of that
year. It was abandoned on authority of C.T.C. on October 29, 1975. The line south from Hallboro to Carberry
was part of C.N.'s Carberry subdivision. It was built by
the Canadian Northern Railway in 1904, and opened to
traffic March 2, 1905. It was abandoned by the C.T.C.
on December 31,1978. The line from Hallboro to Beulah·
was known as C.N.'s Rapid City subdivision. It was built
by the Canadian Northern Railway in 1909 and 10, and
opened to traffic June 24, 1911. It was abandoned by
C.T.C. December 31,1978.
There were only three elevators in Langford. The
Manitoba Milling Company and Western Canada
Company, both had elevators at Hallboro in the early
1900's. The Manitoba Pool Elevator was built at
Mentmore in 1927, and closed in 1980, being sold to the
Drayson Bros. in 1981. The annex was moved to Franklin
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MUNICIPALITIES
CONTINUED
in the fall of 1980 and added to their renovated elevator.
Loading platforms were erected at Osprey, Hallboro,
Mentmore, Parrott Siding on 6-13-14, also Hannel
Siding. Hannel was just west of Neepawa on the C.P.R.
line. The station houses were removed from Hummerston
in 1959, Mentmore in 1968 and Hallboro in 1961.
At one time, Mentmore, a village in Langford was a
centre of many activities, with its blacksmith shop,
elevator, grist mill, curling and skating rinks, two stores,
beef ring, 4-H clubs, as well as church and school. In the
last few years the Murrays have set up a museum, and the
Drayson Bros. built a seed cleaning plant.
This Municipality has cooperated with Neepawa in
many worthwhile projects, such as District Hospital
(1951), East View Lodge (1967), Weed Control Board
(1960), Lake Irwin Dam (1959), Cottage and Campsite
(1967), Whitemud Watershed (1971), Ambulance Service
(1975) and Veterinary Clinic (1973).
Our Langford Municipality has under gone many
changes in its ninety years of existence. Certainly the time
and effort of our Reeves, Councillors and other citizens
have helped to provide us with the fine system of roads,
recreational areas and health care which we all enjoy. As
we look forward to our 100th anniversary, it is evident
that great progress has been shown, and one wonders
what the next 100 years will bring.
During the past ninety years these Councillors have
acted in the four wards:
Ward 1: Andrew Thomson, J.W. Layng, Thos.
MacGregor, J.W. Newton, John Gibson, W.G. Graham,
E. Hunter, G.W. Hall, Findlay White, Wilfred Walker,
Gordon Martin, Eugene Allen, W.e. Caithness, Ivan
Graham.
Ward 2: W.J. Forsythe, Jas. Molland, R.A. Davidson,
Frank Murray, J.S. Morden, Frank Hockin, T.D.
Stonehouse, J.J. Nelson, Donald Carmichael, C.H.
Hockin, B.F. Davidson, e.D. Drayson, H.B. Dennis,
Elmer Hockin, Robert Davidson, Allan McKee, Elviss
Sumner.
Ward 3: W.F. Sirett, R. Halpenny, P. McNab, W.A.
Sco.tt, D.J. McMillan, George Little, Robert Habkirk,
Walter Card, Jos. Laidler, John Adams, James
Montgomery, A.G. Curtis, A. Ishenberg, J. Clare
Montgomery, W.H. Rogers, Glenn Montgomery.
Ward 4: Walter Brydon, J.W. Drysdale, Robert
Habkirk, W.J. Pollock, S. Hughes, J.C. Drysdale, J.G.
Hunter, Walter Matthews, S. Lindsay, Robert Arnold,
D.E. Pollock, H.J. Howe, Lloyd Briese, Jim Ross.
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HISTORY
OF
RURAL MUNICIPALITY OF ROSEDALE
by Arnold "Bud" Birch
assisted by Harold McConnel!

We would like at this time to present a brief history of
the Rural Municipality of Rosedale. Before we begin the
resume may we express our thanks to Mrs. Harvey
Thompson of Neepawa who prepared the list of Reeves
and Councillors plus some of the highlights of early
Council meetings. She was assisted by Miss Nora Benson
who served so faithfully for many years as the SecretaryTreasurer for the municipality.
On January 8, 1884 a meeting was held at the home of
Robert Watson, who lived on Section 32-15-15, to form
the Municipality of Rosedale. We know 32-15-15 as the
original Doble farm.
From the gathering these gentlemen were chosen for
the first Council:
Reeve
James Watson
Ward One
Robert Campbell
Ward Two
Robert Carson
Ward Three
Jim Honeyman
Ward Four
Wm. Gardiner
Ward Five
Jas Coulter
Ward Six
John Carter
Dick Edwards was appointed clerk
You will appreciate the fact that it would be tiresome
and lengthy to list the make-up of each succeeding elected
Council, so we will just give names as they appear and
not attempt to name the wards they represented nor
whom they succeeded in office.
We have no details of discussions or payments decided
on at the first meeting but we know that in 1885 the
council met at R.J. Carson's and each Councillor was
paid $7.00 per meeting. The member had been changed
by then. It appears all were elected for one year terms at
first.
In 1885 the Reeve was John Crawford and he held
office till 1889. Three new members elected during those
years were Jos. Jackson, Wm. Ewer and Peter Stewart.
In 1886 John McKee and Arthur Kilburn were new
members.
In 1887 the Council began to hold their meetings in
Neepawa with a new councillor being Jas. D. Allan.
Robert Campbell became Reeve in 1889. New names
were John Logan and D. Fletcher. Mr. W.F. Young was
hired as Secretary Treasurer at $200.00 a year. Mr.
Campbell was reeve until 1897 and during his term oj
office these gentlemen served as Councillors during
different years. Geo. McLaughlin, John Walker, Thos.
Everall, Alex Miller, John Birnie, John Furber, H.R.
Honeyman, Thos. Roberts, G.H. Edwards, Sam
Adamson, W.C. Campbell, George Kerr and John
Grover.
Mr. F.R. Davis was chosen as solicitor and the cler~
Mr. Young received a raise in pay from $200 - $300 in th.i~
period. The Council met in the Simpson House If
Neepawa.
The auditors were H. Honeyman and Robert Bruc(
and they received $15.00 for the auditing of the books.

John Crawford returned as reeve in 1898 and held
office until 1904. New Councillors during his period were
Sam Farrell, C.M. Wood, Alex Graham, Wm. McQuire,
Angus Wood, Robert Adamson and Alex McKinnon. A
new Secretary Treasurer, Mr. W.H. Harrison was hired
for the sum of $250.00, but was replaced in 1899 by
Benson Peters who was paid $400.00.
Crawford Garage was chosen as a meeting place in
1902.
In 1905 Geo. H. Edwards replaced Mr. Crawford. His
term lasted from 1905 - 1910. New names appearing on
council during his term were T.J. Monroe, J.A. Waite,
G.P. Brooks, Sam Currie, H.M. Smith, Nelson Jackson,
Tom Birch, Geo. A. Baker, R.A. Campbell, John Grover
and Wm. Harvie.
Events to note in this period - 1905 a telephone installed - first typewriter purchased and Rosedale joined
the Union of Municipalities.
In 1906, $2,500.00 was appropriated and divided
among the 6 wards. This would be for their upkeep. Mr.
Peters had his pay raised to $750.00 a year.
In 1907 the office was moved to the County building.
Appropriation for the 6 wards was now around
$4,500.00. The reeve received $75.00 for his time. People
in 1907 must have fclt their taxes were too high for there
were 1300 appeals at the Court of Revision.
In 1909, McCreary Municipality was formed and took
in the north townships of Rosedale.
In 1910 - Councillors and reeve were to be elected for a
2 year term. In this year the Reeve was authorized to
purchase 2 graders and 4 scrapers in order to start
maintenance of the roads in the Municipality.
Sam Currie became Reeve in 1911. Jas. McCallum,
W.A.A. Rowe and Sidney Ennis were new councillors.
Mr. Benson Peters, Secretary Treasurer now received
$840.00 and weed inspectors Thorb. Thompson and John
Bare were given $100.00.
The provincial government gave Rosedale a grant
toward building roads. The amount isn't stated.
The village of Franklin was given permission to install
pool tables. The Council approached the Dept. of Public
Works for aid in building main roads from Neepawa to
Kelwood and from Neepawa to Franklin on the
correction line.
A grader was purchased from the Case Company for
$70.00.
In 1913 the Eden School District was formed. A grave
yard was surveyed at Riding Mountain and cement walks
were installed in Birnie. Licenses were introduced on
Business Establishments - all peddlers and auctioneers.
The Neepawa Agricultural Society was told they would
receive no grant from Rosedale until the gambling that
was going on was stopped.
In 1914, J.A. McCallum was elected for a 2 year term
as Reeve. Men who served with him were S.H. McCracken, Mike Kolesar, Jas. White and S.J. Miller.
The Council gave the Neepawa Agricultural Society
$225.00 - with the stipulation that amusement provided at
the Fair has to be of the proper nature. "Proper Nature"
is not defined.
Pool Hall owners were informed they must pay their
pool haIr license by February 1st or their halls would be

closed.
Mr. Peters became ill and Allan Ramsey was hired as
Secretary Treasurer. He in turn was taken ill in 1917 and
W.H. Harrison was hired at the sa1.ary of $1450.00. He
stayed as Secretary Treasurer until June 1942.
Samuel Currie succeeded as Reeve in 1917. New
members were G.H. Kilburn and Angus Campbell.
Larger controls were exercised at this time. Poundkeepers, Fence Viewers, Constables and a Sanitary
Inspector were appointed.
2 Adam Grades costs them $750.00.
Mr. S.H. McCracken began his term of Reeve in 1920.
Dick Reilly was a new Councillor. Mr. Harrison now
received $2,700.00. Dr. Martin was appointed Health
Officer. A district nurse was also appointed. Beautiful
Plains Memorial was given a grant of $1 ,400.00.
Mr. Angus Campbell was Reeve in 1921. J.T. Davis
was a new name on Council.
Huns Valley was renamed Polonia.
Mr. Geo. A. Baker was made Reeve in 1922 and stayed
in office until 1927. Councillors during his term included
Dave Denoon, Nick Baraniuk, Robert Alexander, John
W oloski and John Gilmour.
Eden, Kelwood and Franklin Local Improvement
Districts were formed in 1923. Eden received sidewalks in
1926 and in 1927 the council petitioned for a National
Park in the Riding Mountains.
John Tom Davis took over as Reeve in 1928. He passed
away in June 1928 and Mr. S.H. McCracken and G.H.
Kilburn completed the year.
Mr. Kilburn was elected as Reeve in 1929. He had
served from 1917 as Councillor and his term of Reeve
extended until 1942. Mr. Kilburn chose to retire in
Neepawa and was a very familiar face to most of us. Mr.
Kilburn passed away in 1975.
Jas. Blough, Mike Csversko, Dick Newell, Joe
Terlecki, Tom Gilmore, Tom Young, L.M. Lefroy, C.H.
Bailey, Noble Yerex and Herb Peeler were some of the
Councillors that served with Mr. Kilburn.
Highlights of Mr. Kilburn's years were in 1928 -liquor
sales prohibited - a vote was held - Local Option - again
in 1938 a Rest Room was approved. Statute Labour was
installed.
Please note labor costs in 1931: - 1 man and 4 horse
team - 60¢ an hour; 1 man and 2 horse team - 40¢ an
hour; 1 man - 25¢ an hour.
The Foreman received 30¢ an hour. No union wages
though!
Mr. Harrison now received $1,580.00 a year and his
assistant Miss Walker hired in 1925 was now paid
$720.00. An office clerk was hired in 1937 at $420.00 a
year.
In 1937 the Municipality purchased seed grain and
distributed it to the farmers for there had been a crop
failure the previous year. Gopher poison was distributed
free at this time.
In 1941, the municipality discontinued relief payments.
Each recipients was to receive notification of this. Hydro
was accepted by a general meeting.
In 1942 after Mr. Harrison's resignation Mr. A.
Weselake was hired at $100.00 per month as Secretary
Treasurer. When he was shortly called for military
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service, Miss Nora Benson was hired June 1st. She held
this position continuously until 1969. Miss Benson resides
in Neepawa and to her also we express our thanks and
best wishes.
Noble Yerex held the position of Reeve from 19421945. New members of Council were Chas. Rouse, Lorne
Blough, W.E. Bland and Paul Simon. Mr. Yerex retired
in Winnipeg when he quit farming. Our best wishes go to
him.
'
From this period on no mention is made of business
that transpired. We know it has steadily become more
complex with many more administration duties.
Mr. Tom Young was elected as Reeve in 1946 and
served through till 1963. Mr. and Mrs. Young retired to
Winnipeg at that time. Our best wishes to them today.
Some of the new members who served with Mr. Young
were Angus A. Kasprick, Walter Bertram, E.B.
McCracken, R.J. Smithson, J.G. Stewart, Jas Barclay,
Austin Smith, Geo. Krutkevich, A.E. Birch, Wm. A.
McKee, Jas Grudeski and G.S. Burton.
Mr. E.B. McCracken was Reeve from 1964-1966 and
had Jans Bay, Gilbert Allen and Henry Kolesar as new
members during his term. Mr. and Mrs. McCracken
spent their retirement years in Riding Mountain. Mr.
McCracken passed away in 1980.
In the year of 1953 the school of Cold stream closed,
the last teacher was John Puhach. The school was built
and opened in 1887. The first meetings to organize the
Coldstream District were in 1885.
A new school was built in Birnie in 1954 and the old
one was moved to Glenella. The Birnie school closed in
1968. Mary Osborne was the last teacher.
The following is a list of all the schools that closed in
the Rural Municipality of Rosedale.
SCHOOL
DATE
LAST TEACHER
CLOSED
Constance Birnie
Tobarmore
1968
Edward Sawchuk
Big Valley
1958
Doreen Murray
Mountain View
1967
Lynda Begley
Elk Ranch
1966
Kenneth Germain
Polonia
1968
Clarksville
Lyla Murdock
1968
Mary Popien
Mountain Road
1968
Springhill
Ronald Bell
1966
Franklin
Donald Garton
1968
Iroquois
Beth MacDonald
1966
Pine Bluff
Arnold Weidl
1962
Riding Mountain
Roskeen
Gordon Stewart went in as Reeve in 1966 and retired in
1977. He is still taking an active part in farming at Eden.
The new Councillors who served with Gordon were Bill
McKee, Harry Smithson, Joe Lynch, Murray Ennis, Lyle
, Wilson, Dave Miller, Arnold Birch, and George Carr.
Mr. Les Price served as Secretary-Treasurer from Miss
Benson's retirement until he moved to Gilliam in
January, 1974.
Miss Benson having served as Secretary Treasurer for
26 years and Mr. Price for 5 years.
Louise Fedak who had been assistant to Mr. Price for
two years carried on the Municipal Business in a capable
manner until Mr. Harold McConnell of Strathclair
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commenced duties on April 22, 1974.
Louise Fedak resigned in 1981 and was replaced by
Pat McLaughlin.
The Hutterites started purchasing land in the Riding
Mountain area in 1961 and started the Park View
Hutterite Colony in 1962.
The Springhill Colony started in May of 1963. In 1970
the Rural Municipality of Rosedale created the Rosedale
Centennial Park at Big Valley, after purchasing a parcel
of land from Wm. Sawchuk.
In 1974 the Rural Municipality of Rosedale held their
90th Birthday there and barbequed a beef. The senior
citizens were presented with pins. The Murray Ennis
Orchestra supplied the music. The Beautiful Plains
School Division supplied school buses for transportation
up and down the valley.
The 1970's has seen many changes the biggest one
being the loss of all but one elevator and tearing up of the
rail line from the Rossburn junction to the Neepawa
junction at McCreary.
The Howden elevator closed December 10, 1971, the
last agent was Richard S. Funk.
Birnie elevator closed August 9, 1972, Allan R. Wilson
was the last agent.
Riding Mountain elevator closed in 1972, last agent
was Milton Howard.
Springhill closed December 31, 1976 for delivery but
remained open until May 31, 1977 for grain cleaning, the
last agent was Bruce Johnson.
The last elevator in Eden closed February 6, 1978, A.L.
(Slim) Mayor was last agent with Terry Jackson as helper
and Joe Suski as handyman.
Kelwoods elevator closed in 1979 with Milton Howard
as last agent having moved from Riding Mountain.
The track was removed in 1980.
Renovations to the Franklin elevator were completed
in 1981. An elevator was moved from Mentmore and
used as an annex, increasing their holding capacity by
30,000 bushels to 87,600 bushels. Their driveway and
scales were altered to handle large trucks.
With the required allocation of cars the elevator has a
yearly handling capacity of 2 million bushels.
In 1977 Harry Smithson took over as Reeve and held
that position until 1980. New Councillors who served
with him were Syd Wrightson, Bill Martin, Jim Kuharski,
and Bill McConnell.
In 1967 the Village of Eden along with the Rural Water
Services Branch constructed a community well and water
was piped to the town residents.
The Rural Municipality of Rosedale constructed a
building to facilitate the pumping equipment and also
their new fire truck that was purchased that same year.
A volunteer fire department was formed with Matt
Skibinsky as the first fire chief and Harry Smithson as
deputy chief. An agreement has been made with the
Riding Mountain and Springhill Hutterite Colonies, also
the Village of Kelwood to act as back up units if required.
In 1980 Arnold Birch was elected as Reeve which
brings us to the present Council of Henry Kolesar, Bill
Martin, Jim Kuharski, Dave Miller, Bill McConnell and
Geoff Burton.
In 1980 the Village of Riding Mountain built a new two

sheet curling Rink. In 1980 the senior citizens of Riding
Mountain built and opened a drop-in centre where they
meet every week to play cards, pool etc.
In 1981 the Rural Municipality of Rosedale along with
the Rural Water Services Branch installed a community
well at Riding Mountain.
The prices have increased quite considerably in the past
ninety odd years. A motor grader now costs approximately $150,000.00. The remuneration has gone
from $75.00 per year in 1907 to $250.00 per month in
1981. The Councillors receive $150.00 per month. The
Secretary-Treasurer receives $23,000.00 per year. It may
be interesting to note that although we own a 1978 and a
1981 motor grader we still use a 1951 and 1953 D7 cat to
do our road work.

W.R. Adams - Grader 1927-1939.

Building roads in North Cypress 1929-31. Tommy Martin on Hauptman Taylor engine and Lyle Thorn on grader.
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Union Bank.
Merchant's Bank prior to 1924.

OUR ECONOMY - THEN & NOW

Neepawa, 80 years ago.
The Home Bank of Canada prior to 1922.
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BANK OF MONTREAL
by Elsie Bell

Behind the Bank of Montreal as an institution lies a
history closely interwoven with that of the Dominion of
Canada. In fact the history began 50 years before
Confederation. On June 23, 1817, nine merchants of
Montreal signed Articles of Association for the
establishment of the Montreal Bank. This action marked
the foundation of the Bank of Montreal, which today
holds the distinction of being by far the oldest institution
of its kind in British North America. It also established
the beginning of the Canadian Banking System. Within a
fortnight of its establishment, Canada's first Bank
introduced the branch banking system. It also issued
Canada's earliest native currency.
1983 marks the 85th Anniversary of the establishment
of the local branch of the Bank of Montreal. The original
office was opened in this community on February 1,
1898.
The first office, that of the Merchants Bank of Canada
was located at the corner of First Avenue and Hamilton
Street in the building once occupied by the late H.S.
Stead, later purchased by Frank Reid, since purchased,
demolished, rebuilt and occupied by Beautiful Plains
Credit Union. Prior to the coming of the bank, this
location served a somewhat similar purpose for the late
Dr. David Howard Harrison, who occupied the building
before 1898. He conducted a small private banking
business.
At that time the town had a population of
approximately 1,000, with most buildings widely
separated from each other. The Manitoba and Northern
Railway, afterwards leased by Canadian Pacific,
provided transportation facilities and it was not until
1903 - five years after the bank's establishment, that the
present Canadian National Railway entered the town.
Progress in the community was steady and with the
gradual increase in population in the town and
surrounding district, the bank found its quarters
inadequate and in 1904, a new building was constructed
for a sum of $15,000. Erected by Fusee-McFeetors
Company Ltd., as were most of the business buildings in
town, it was designed to have ample provision for future
requirements. This was a stately building with modern
architecture of its day. Three white stone pillars graced
the front, oval windows were over:the doorway, with a
white key stone in the centre of each arch. The basement
windows were protected by iron bars. A stone railing in
front of the light well served as a bench which was a
favorite resting place for pedestrians to discuss problems,
and solve political issues. Inside, the building had a high
ceiling with a sky light in the centre coming down through
living quarters upstairs. It had one tellers cage which was
completely enclosed in iron mesh with a door locking on
the inside. The Merchants Bank of Canada carried on
business competition with the Union Bank, Canadian
Bank of Commerce and the unfortunate Home Bank.
The Home Bank in financial difficulty was taken over by
the Bank of Montreal on March 10, 1922. The local
branch actually became the Bank of Montreal on May 15,
1922 with P. Tod, Manager of the Merchants Bank

continuing as Manager of the new organization after
amalgamation.
The Bank continued to operate with little change until
1956 when major renovation took place at a cost of
$19,300. Renovations were done by a local contractor,
the late Ole Ramstad. The front architecture changed,
(the pillars are now the guard rails around Riverbend
Park parking lot). New furnishings were supplied, also a
new concept in banking for employees and customers was
introduced - from manual postings of accounts to
machine posting. In 1970, the facilities again proved
inadequate and plans were made for construction of a
new building costing $250,000. The adjoining vacant lot
(formerly the Merriman block which was destroyed by
fire) was obtained. Construction began on August 15,
1971 and was completed June 10, 1972. Computer
terminals were installed with the new construction. On
February 13, 1978 the Neepawa branch went "on line",
introducing a whole new era in Banking. One of the
major enhancements as a result of going "on line" is
Multi Branch Banking which provides customers with
access to their accounts at any MBB branch across
Canada, to make deposits, withdraw cash, transfer
money, have pass-books updated and get information on
personal accounts.
Managers since Neepawa's 1st Banking Services were
as follows: Prior to 1898 - Dr. David Howard Harrison,
(1898 - 1902 W.A. Allan), George 1. Harrison, J.J.
Manning, H.C. Fawcett, H.W. Nesbitt, W.A. Young,
S.L. Adolph, J.H. Chasely, (1917-1933 P.J. Tod), (19331934 R.N. Bell), (1934 -1944 L.H. Livesley), (1944 - 1950
F.W. Warren), (1950 - 1957 R. Mills), (1957 - 1960 H.S.
Deighton), (1960 - 1969 C. Astley), (1969 - 1974 D.
George), (1974 to present E.F. Cox).
In the opening up of the West, Bank of Montreal
pioneered many frontier settlements, opening branches to
facilitate the Agriculture development, its manufacturing
and mining industries and general commerce. We now
have approximately 1,300 branches across Canada.
Today, notwithstanding its influential connections, it is
essentially a bank of the people, a bank where small
accounts are welcome, a bank to which all classes can
come with confidence in the security of deposits entrusted
to its care and with the assurance that every facility
consistent with sound banking will be extended to those
who seek its service.

Interior of Bank of Montreal - 1937,
Customer's Area.
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THE CANADIAN IMPERIAL BANK
OF COMMERCE, NEEP A W A
by Louise Rey

September 15, 1982 marked the eightieth birthday of
the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce. That made it
one of the oldest, if not the oldest business, to maintain
continuous operation and service in Neepawa. The
Manager was G.M. Gibbs. The picture of 80 years ago,
shows the branch of 1903, a year after it opened in 1902.
Note the sharp looking gentleman (hot-rod) to the left
and the new-type parking meters for horse-drawn
vehicles at the right. Also note the new 8 foot wide plank
sidewalks installed in 1901/02.
In June, 1961 the Canadian Bank of Commerce
merged with the Imperial Bank to become the Canadian
Imperial Bank of Commerce.
Mr. Fred K. Gray was appointed Manager in June,
1974. Present staff includes Fred Gray, Manager; Gerry
Kristinnson, Credit Officer; Inky Forsman, Administration Officer; Pat McDonald, Assistant Administration
Officer; Jeanette Chambers, Operations Assistant; Linda
North, Discount Clerk; Bernadette B. Myker, Stenographer; Norma Love, Ledger-keeper; Shari Hyde, Teller; Marlette James, Teller; Michele Walmsley, Teller;
Dilys Forke, Teller.
Managers 1902 - 1974.
1902-06
G.M. Gibbs
1907-11
C. Ballard
1912-14
D.H. Gordon
1915-32
H.L. Wethey
1933-42
J. Auld
1943-49
J.D. Collier
1950-55
N.A. Elwick
1956-62
J .F. English
1963-71
L.C. Nevile
1972-73
T.E. Atkinson
1974Fred Gray
The above information supplied by Mr. Gray.
REMINISCING
The exterior of the building has changed, and so have
banking procedures. Gone is the glamour of our young
ladies vying for the favours of the new "teller"! Gone is
the cage with the iron bars! What fun is there getting a
bank draft now? In came the computers!
The interior of the Bank was remodelled. Now there
are little lines to form and you wait for the first
vacant / open teller.
Two memorable employees of the local branch who
participated in Neepawa's social life - Lang Miller, tall,
good looking and a great tennis player. Then there will
always be a spot for Estelle Ames, whose memory for
names and faces m1,lst have encouraged many a
bewildered Bank Manager. Was this person dependable,
should he or she have a loan? Ask Estelle. And there were
the years she was Secretary Treasurer of the Neepawa
Chamber of Commerce.
Without a doubt, the Canadian Imperial Bank of
Commerce has made many contributions to the economic
and cultural life of our town.
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N.A. Elwick, Manager of the North
Battleford Branch of the Canadian Bank
of Commerce prior to his appointment
to the Neepawa Branch.

The Canadian Bank of Commerce - 1902.

Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce - 1961.
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Tile lnion Banl.- of
Canada at Nec»(ll('(J.
Man., as recently remoiJellc(l. C. W. R.
Pearson, 111 a /lager at
this branch in to,'-

1va.'diTl,IJ the p;rh()','.
says: ,,; r (Hi 1.ri.;'
note the splendid balMnies supplied 11S by
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deeply grateful."

ROYAL BANK OF CANADA
NEEP AWA, MANITOBA
by The Bank Staff

Royal Bank - 1982.
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The Union Bank of Canada opened a branch in
Neepawa on March 20, 1891. At the Bank's Twenty-Sixth
Annual Meeting July 13, ofthat year, it was reported that
this new agency, established in connection with the
Winnipeg Branch, was progressing well and so far: "has
fully realised our expectations."
The Neepawa Branch, located on Hamilton Street, was
a three-storey building which included the manager's
residence on the second floor. In 1901, the manager was
authorized to spend $500.00 to furnish a billiard room
for the staff in the upper flat of the building. Further
remodelling around 1921, added two balconies to the
building for the comfort of the manager and his wife.
On September 1, 1925, the Union Bank of Canada
amalgamated with the Royal Bank and the Neepawa
Branch continued to operate as the Royal Bank under the
management of Mr. A.E. Ivey. The Branch ran into
several difficulties in the mid 1920's and for the first
time, began operating "in the red" in 1925. For five
consecutive years, the branch showed a loss. On March
31, 1931, over forty years from the day of its opening, the
Neepawa Branch was closed.
But the embers did not die completely. On January 24,
1977, a new branch of the Royal Bank was officially
opened at Neepawa with Mr. J .C. Hueston as manager.
Managers - ROYAL BANK
Mr. A.E. Ivey September 1/25 - March 31/31
Jerry Hueston Jan. 24/77 - April 261 81
John Mowbray Apr. 27/81 -

THE BEAUTIFUL PLAINS CREDIT UNION
by Harold lshenberg

First there was a Neepawa Credit Union. It was
founded just before the last war. The founders scattered
and the baby Credit Union was abandoned. The
Neepawa Credit Union may have had a high of 60
members and assets of $600.00. There was no record of
the officers. All we had were the pass books.
Beautiful Plains Credit Union Society was
incorporated June 11, 1955, and the organizational
meeting was held in Murray's board room on Dec. 5,
1955. The first board elected were: Leigh McDougall,
Barney Provost, Lloyd Sirett, Doug Walsh, Harold
Ishenberg, and Ed Smee as President. Credit committee:
Lou Deveson, Allen Scott, Argyle Connell, Merv
Buchanan and Ralph Harvey, Supervisory committee:
George Bates, Harold Link, and Mrs. Ray Verkindt. It
was decided to call ourselves the Beautiful Plains Credit
Union. A new name was chosen so there would be no
confusion with, and perhaps liabilities of, the first
Neepawa Credit Union. The new Beautiful Plains Credit
Union agreed to take on the task of finding and paying
off the members of the first Credit Union. In the next few
years all the old members were either paid out or they
became members of the new Beautiful Plains Credit
Union.
The annual meeting for the year 1956 was held in the
vacant Stoney Creek School (it has since been moved to
Lions Park.) The piano was full of mice and nests so E.
Townsend could not play 0 Canada. E. Smee the
president was chairman. The assets at the end of 1956
were $5,703.00. Manager E. Townsend was voted a
stipend of $25.00 for his first year's work. There had
been a terrific increase in numbers in one year, almost
double from 12 to 23.
The first and early Credit Unions were not as we see
and know them now. They were usually associated with a
church, a labor union or some fraternal organization. It
was felt and believed that a common bond or function
was needed to hold a Credit Union together. Community
Credit Unions such as Neepawa had only become
common in later years.
The first Credit Unions were looked on as near banks.
We called ourselves Savings and Loan Associations.
There may have been some, but not many, who could
foresee the day when our Credit Unions could and would
provide the complete service that we have today.
We used our Credit Union for saving but we had to use
the bank for Chequing. There was not much incentive to
use a Credit Union that could not, and was not allowed to
provide complete banking services. At the start most of
our progressive members were borrowers. If the Credit
Union had no savers there was no money to lend to the
borrowers. It was therefore common for directors of our
beginning Credit Union to borrow at the bank and put
the funds into savings in our Credit Union so we could
service and attract borrowing members. We had more
borrowing members than savers. The performance and
the growth record of Beautiful Plains Credit Union were
indications of the quality of members we were able to
attract.

The records were scant until 1958. The 1958 annual
meeting was held Jan. 30, 1959 in Knox Presbyterian
Church. President Harold Ishenberg was in the chair. E.
Townsend had resigned and was thanked for nursing the
Credit Union through its first years. Mrs. Gwen Lee took
on the manager's position. Note: the manager was paid
$50.00 for a six month period.
The directors and committees made written reports to
the meeting. The president noted that the organizational
problems were mostly solved and now the Credit Union
could concentrate on expansion. There were now 78
members and all working committees were active.
Twenty-five loans were issued for about everything under
the sun, even to buy a ram.
One of our members was accidentally killed and it is
noted that the insurance paid off the loan and also
matched dollar for dollar on his savings.
A representative of Beautiful Plains Credit Union
attended all chapter meetings. Chapter meetings were get
togethers at which Credit Unions of a district met with
head office advisors to discuss mutual problems of Credit
Unions.
New names appearing in the minutes were: Roy
Kilburn, Charlie Cameron, Frank Reid, J. Kosmolak,
Merv. Drayson, John Hearne, L. Cathcart, A. Venne,
Mrs. D. Scott, Alvin Reilly, C. McConnell, Colin Kerr
and Dave Whitford. Merv Drayson replaced Leigh
McDougall as recording secretary and was subsequently
replaced by Alvin Reilly who held the position for many
years -- until his retirement and untimely death.
In 1961 the Lee's left Neepawa and Mrs. Gwen Lee
resigned as manager. Lila Thurston, S.M. Bristow and
Marg Forsythe were each manager for short periods. Our
Credit Union was now open 24 hours a week. The office
had been in Mrs. Lee's home and in the Churchill Block
Annex, (rent $25.00 per month). When Emerson
Townsend became Manager again the office was moved
to the 100F building. At the end of 1963 our assets had
reached $100,000.00. At the time this was considered a
phenomenal growth and well beyond our expectations.
Credit Unions were now allowed by law to provide
chequing services and it was discussed for our Credit

Beautiful Plains Credit Union.
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Union. The Credit Unions that were providing chequing
were growing the fastest.
Charlie Cameron and Merv. Buchanan were each
president for short terms. In 1965 the manager's salary
was raised to $400.00 per month. Also it was agreed to
allow Townsend $2.75 for out of pocket expenses for
manager's conferences -- wonder what he bought for
$2.75?
New names appearing in the minutes were: Fred
Crook, Wm. Yuel, Gordon Stewart, C. Poole, A. Hart,
Onni Jackson, Ross Dunsmore, Miss Blackwell.
In 1965 the membership had reached 500 and new
office equipment was installed because of the increased
work load due to chequing. Our Credit Union was now
providing a complete service and was growing very fast.
In the late 60's the Credit Union Federation was
disbanded. It had served its purpose in the promotion of
Credit Unions as Co-operatives and setting up of the
Stabilization fund. Harold Ishenberg is noted for his long
service to the Credit Union, first as a founding director,
the president for several years and ending as a provincial
director of the Credit Union Federation of Manitoba.
There are no financial statements for the mid 60's but
the minutes indicate that the Credit Union was growing
rapidly. Our Credit Union was solid and big enough that
in 1967 it loaned a large amount of money to the
Neepawa Development Corporation for the interim
purchase of the closed up Swift plant. We were now
beginning to take an active part in the building of our
Community and much more than just a savings and loan
association for a few people.
In 1967 first mention was made in the minutes about
having our own building. Wm. Yuel was president and
the directors began to look for a building site.
On May 26, 1968 manager Emerson Townsend died
suddenly, Ethel Allen the assistant carried on because she
said she was the only one who knew the combination to
the safe. The minutes note Emerson's long years of
service and a tribute was made to his part in the
establishment of the Credit Union in Neepawa.
On June 10, 1968 Ernie Brown was engaged as
manager. On July 17, 1968 the board agreed on the
present site and on Dec. 2 they held their first meeting in
the new building.
The 13th annual meeting in the year 1968 was held in
the Presbyterian church with president Fred Crook in the
chair. Wm. Yuel had died during the year.
New names appearing in the minutes were: Jim
Schmall, Bruce Johnson, Ron Simpson, Mel Wapple,
Allen Bell, Dave Heape, Cecil Cox, and Norm
Koberinski.. The minutes of the early 1970's note a series
of meetings of roast beef and gravy in the Legion hall. It
must have been good food because there were years of
steady growth. President Fred Cook had new jokes for
every meeting.
Our assets in 1973 were around a half million. In 1974
we had 53 new members in one month. We were now
providing computer service, night deposit service was
installed, travellers cheques and more safety deposit
boxes installed for our members. Also the board took out
insurance for extortion, robbery and kidnapping.
In 1976 Cam replaced father Ernie Brown as manager
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and Bob Gammack became assistant manager.
In 1981 the assets reached over $8,000,000.00 and were
still growing. Cam Brown resigned and was replaced by
Jerry Hueston, Don Palmer was assistant manager.
In 1982 Fred Crook retired and was noted for his long
service as director and president and Alvin Hart became
president.
Our Beautiful Plains Credit Union is only a little over
25 years old. It is hardly a pioneer. However, it has
pioneered an idea whereby a few people have been able to
grow into a major financial institution.
Once known as near banks or savings and loan
associations we have become a major influence in and for
our communities financial growth. At the beginning it
did look hopeless at times and maybe we did wonder if it
was worthwhile. "Now we can look back and we can say
we builded better than we knew." You can ask Lou
Deveson; he has been an official all the years of the
Beautiful Plains Credit Union.

A QUESTION OF OWNERSHIP
The question of Municipal Ownership of Telephones in
Neepawa engaged the attention of its citizens for some
years previous to 1898. During these years the Bell
Telephone Company operated an exchange here.
Exorbitant rates and an indifferent service kept up an
agitation and it was decided to submit the question of a
Municipal Plant to the Electors. In August, 1898 the
people voted in the affirmative and the then Council
immediately commenced to carry out their wishes.
"Ratepayer" through the solicitors of the Bell Telephone
Company threatened to enjoin the Council from
proceeding, claiming that the Municipality had not the
power to undertake such works. The Legislature in 1899
at the instance of Neepawa passed an Act authorizing
Cities, Towns and Villages to construct, own and operate
Electric Light and Telephone Plants. Thus was Municipal
Ownership in Manitoba inaugurated in Manitoba.
On the 1st of April 1900 our exchange opened for
business and on that day the Bell Telephone Company
ceased operating their plant through lack of patronage.
They took it down and removed it to a neighboring
Town.
Neepawa is now in the seventh year of operation and is
entitled to speak with authority on Municipal
Telephones.
Fifteen Dollars per Phone per year will provide all
charges, maintenance, interest, sinking fund, etc. etc.
This charge is just one-half of what the Bell Telephone
Company originally charged us. In addition we have a
continuous service (not furnished by the Bell) and our
Central being in the Fire Hall the Town has a most efficient fire alarm service.
Our charges are $20. for Commercial and $10. for
Domestic phones per year.
The efficiency of our exchange and the satisfaction of
our customers is evidenced by the fact that there is almost
a universal use of the system. One phone for every ten of

our people.
The Bell Telephone Company like the "Medicine
Man" maintains its reputation in a measure through the
alleged mystery surrounding the operation of its system.
Neepawa has found no difficulty in maintaining and
operating its plant.
The question of depreciation is largely used by opponents of Municipal Systems. Experience has taught
that a Telephone System to be efficient and satisfactory
must be kept to as high a standard as when installed. If
you maintain the efficiency the question of depreciation
largely disappears. In Municipal undertakings a sinking
fund meets all requirements.
Municipal Ownership and operation should not be
judged by the dividends it declares, but rather by the
savings it secures to its customers.
Municipal operations keeps its patrons in touch with
the management rendering the adjustment of complaints
and filling of requisitions easy of attention.
The cost of maintenance per phone does not increase as
the System grows.
Municipal Ownership in Neepawa leaves in the pockets
of its customers in Neepawa enough money every ten
years to rebuild the Plant anew and provides by its
sinking fund every twenty years to pay for the existing
plant.
An energetic Council; A patriotic people and
Municipal Ownership is an ideal combination.
Results determine success of any undertaking; What
are the results in Neepawa? Reduction in rates by onehalf. An efficient and satisfactory service. A universal
use of the Telephone. All enjoy its benefits. None too
poor to have it.
The management of our Plant is vested by the Council
in a committee consisting of the Mayor and two
Councillors. This has been found to work most
satisfactorily.
Our Plan has met all charges against it. No Municipal
moneys used.
Our employees are treated liberally. Those first employed are still with us.
The cost of installation up to end of 1905 was $62. per
phone. Yearly charges are Interest and Sinking Fund
$4.96; Maintenance, repairs, renewals, etc, etc, $9.60.
Total yearly charges $14.56.
In writing as I am about an old, well established and
successful business undertaking it may be that many of
the points interesting to you have been left untouched.
Let me add in conclusion. No Municipal activity which
makes an earnest effort to carryon an undertaking of this
kind should be unsuccessful.
Neepawa 23rd July, 1906
J .H. Howden, M.L.A.

1942 BLIZZARD
Neepawa Press, April 2nd, 1942, headline "Business at
standstill during week's blizzard."
"Commencing late Monday night of last week
Neepawa and District witnessed a severe and dangerou~
blizzard, lasted longer than any for a number of winters.
A strong north wind, velocity of which reached extremely
high peaks during the week of the blizzard, was enough
to almost smother a person walking into its path".
For the amount of business that the stores received
during the blast, they might just as well shut down,
because roads were completely blocked to all traffic other
than that of horses. Sidewalks were piled high with snow
and pedestrians had to take to the roads which proved to
be almost impenetrable in some places. Some of the cafes
closed their doors at early hours. Trains were hours
behind their schedules and others did not leave town.
Buses were all tied up. Several travellers stranded in town
were. obliged to travel C.P.R. to return to the city,
makmg use of the local teamsters sleighs to get to the
depot. Taxis were not running as the roads, even the main
ones were completely blocked.

1942 Blizzard.

A GREETING OF GOODWILL
On the occasion of Neepawa's Centennial we send
greetings to its dear people and thank them for their
beauty, friendship and spirit.
With love, Edith & Gordon Swan, Doug Swan, Ellen Swan - a former
pastor andfamily of the Baptist Church
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GOVERNMENT SERVICES
AND DEVELOPMENT
Homers, Lefroys, Clarks, and Nicholsons to name but a
few.
It was closed in 1940 and the building was sold.
The Post Office was closed during the early years of
World War I and moved to Franklin.

POST OFFICE
"100 YEARS OF SERVICE"

The Campbell Homestead.

BRIDGE CREEK POST OFFICE
by Robert C. Campbell Family

A very small community north-west of Neepawa with
one of the early Post Offices.
This Office was in the home of R.C. Campbell and
when it was first in operation, the mail was brought from
Carberry by horse-back.
Later, when the C.P.R. went through the area the
mail was picked up at the station at Franklin.
'
A small Anglican Church, known as St. Martins, was
situated one mile east of the Post Office and was attended
by the English in the area; Leas, Clives, Deakins,

Post Office and Customs House, Neepawa.
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Elsewhere in this book is the history of the John
Graham family. This history tells the story of Mr.
Graham opening his home as the first Post Office in this
area in 1870. He named it "Clydesdale". The district of
Neepawa was formed in 1882 and J.J. Hamilton was
appointed the first Postmaster.
In the Arden area, W. Millar's Halfway House served
as the Post Office - 1877.
Bridge Creek (Franklin) Post Office was in the home of
R.C. Campbell.
On a survey map prepared by Chas. Goad C.E.
Montreal, marked No. 22 for Neepawa, Manitoba,
January 1888, is shown a Post Office. It is situated on lot
24, block 101, south side of Hamilton St. Today, lot 24,
block 101, p. 256 shows this to be the residence of Mabel
Welbourne, 360 Hamilton St.
It appears that with the controversy over the actual
situation of the town - would it be at the north end or at
the south end? - there was dissatisfaction with the Post
Office. By this time it was housed in the Odd Fellows
building. The Neepawa Press of 1909 published the
following article - "Now Take a Walk".
"The postmaster and staff moved over on Friday night
from the Oddfellows block to the new customs and
postoffice building which is situated one block farther
away from the business portion of the town and across
the streets from the Crawford warehouse and Liberal
Club bUilding. The old fixtures are temporarily utilized
and look somewhat shabby in contrast with the handsome building. But it is understood that there will be new
fittings put in later on which will be in harmony with the
structure. Then Neepawa will have post-office facilities
equal to the necessities of the community for many years
to come. The regrettable feature of it is that public
convenience was not given first consideration in locating
the building. Placed where it is there is some advantage to
a very limited few at the cost of perpetual inconvenience
to the many. Had it been centrally located there would
also have been some direct advantage to a few, but there
would also have been general satisfaction - and that is
what the government intended and would have profited
by. As it is, the political profit has been reaped by the

lOOth Anniversary plaque - Neepawa Post Office.

President Michael Warren sent a congratulatory letter to
current Postmaster Terry McIntosh.
On this same day, Mr. Lytle unveiled a plaque commemorating the local postal service.
The following is a list of Postmasters, dating from
1882:

Post Office and Customs House.

Tories and the few who were or are financially benefitted
are not worrying a bit over the political results. They are
in the game for what can be made out of it. Sir Wilfrid
Laurier may feel differently."
In 1971 the new Post Office was built on the northwest
corner of Brown and Ellen Streets. The old building was
sold and is now known as the Neepawa Building, owner is
Al Lytle, Neepawa businessman and community spirited
citizen.
On August 1st, it was 100 years to the day that J.J.
Hamilton became Neepawa's first Postmaster. To
commemorate the occasion Canada Post Corporation

J.J. Hamilton (1-8-1882 to 4-3-1885);
Alfred Dalton (1-4-1885 to 8-4-1889);
Jno. J. McFadden (1-8-1889 to 14-6-1897);
W.F. Young (31-7-1897 to 8-3-1905);
E.J. Harris (1-5-1905 to 27-4-1912);
Wm. Wigmore (31-5-1912 to 24-2-1930);
Oeo. Stephen Blackwell(16-8-1930 to 30-7-1959);
John O. Nye (10-10-56 acting);
Wesley Everett Davidson (31-7-1959 to 2-2-1964);
Arthur J. Willis (3-2-1964 to 27-10-1967);
J.M. Barker (28-10-1967 to 13-1-1969);
C.R.M. Hobday (14-1-1969 to 28-8-1969);
J.M. Barker (resumed duties 8-12-1978);
L. Buchanan (acting 3-12-1979);
T. McIntosh (3-12-1979 -).
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exists but it is treated as one office with one set of accounting records. There is about 30070 of the land in the
Neepawa office still registered under the Old System.
PURPOSE

Interior of Neepawa Post Office.

THE NEEP A W A LAND TITLES OFFICE
by Harold Thomson

BUILDING
This is a large red brick building located at the intersection of Hamilton Street and Brown Avenue. The
front entrance is arched with limestone. The steps,
window sills and the bottom portion are of the same
stone. If you look closely you will find many fossil imprints in the stone. There are two fireproof storage vaults
on the main floor for storage of current documents and
titles and two fireproof storage rooms in the basement
for document storage. The building is quite sound with
high ceilings. The vaults which are also work areas are
cold in the winter and dreadfully hot in the summer.
Accumulation of thousands of documents through the
years caused a serious storage problem. Now through
legislation and a current microfilm program destruction
of certain documents after a designated time period is
permitted. This has solved some of the storage problem.
According to the information implanted over the front
door this present building was erected in 1905. It would
facilitate the formation of the Neepawa Land Titles
District at that time.
In 1980 someone broke into the building and
deliberately set fire in five different places. In the
basement two of the fires burned or smoldered for
several hours. Only a limited number of dead storage
documents in the basement were destroyed. The largest
damage was from smoke and water and the smell lasted
for several months.
There are two systems employed in the registration of
land titles documents; Registrations under The Registry
Act, called Old System and registrations under The Real
Property Act (Torrens Title) called New System.
In the early days the east half of the building was the
Old System office with separate bookkeeping and vault.
The west half of the building was the New System office
also with separate bookkeeping and vault. The wicket is
still in existence through which documents were passed
from one office to the other. It could be closed by a
sliding smoked glass window. The filing division still
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This is a legal office under the jurisdiction of the
Department of Attorney-General. It is here that all
papers pertaining to land dealings within the Neepawa
Land Titles District are registered and recorded. The
legal documents are usually prepared and presented for
registration by the lawyers. Since most of the work comes
from out-of-town lawyers it comes in and is reported out
by mail and is often referred to as a "mail order Land
Titles". This probably accounts for the fact that only a
very small percentage of Neepawa residents have ever
been inside the building. Although the records are of a
confidential nature, the public may, for a small fee,
search and examine, or obtain a photocopy of any title or
document. The services provided by this office are based
on a prescribed fee structure. The volume is large and this
office has usually paid it's own way.
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Land Titles Office, Neepawa, Man.

FORMATION OF NEEPA W A DISTRICT
In the early days of land settlement this part of
Manitoba was divided into small districts, each with a
land office where people could register their Crown
Grants and as time went by the changes of ownership and
all documents pertaining to land holdings. Presumably
transportation problems was the reason for these small
divisions.
The district surrounding Neepawa was known as
Beautiful Plains and it is reported that the registration
office was located on the south side of Hamilton Street,
East of Mountain Avenue. The other districts of interest
were Russell, Shoal Lake, Minnedosa and part of
Westbourne. These small divisions were amalgamated
into a very large district known as the Neepawa Land
Titles District. The southern part of the district was
bounded on the south by Township Twelve, on the North
by Township Forty-five, on the West by the Saskatchewan boundary and on the East by Range Twelve, all
West of the Principal Meridian. The Northern portion
was all of the portion of Manitoba lying North of
Township Forty-four and extending to the Arctic Ocean.
As settlements in Roblin, Dauphin, Swan River areas
developed it was deemed necessary that a Land Titles
District Office be built in Dauphin. The portion taken
from Neepawa to create this district in 1912 covered
approximately the area north of Riding Mountain
National Park and south of Township Forty-five.
In 1913 a Land Titles District was formed at Virden.
The R.M. of Archie, which included the Town of
McAuley, in the South West corner of the Neepawa
District, was joined with Virden. It has since been
amalgamated with Brandon.
The Neepawa District is the largest in area and second
to Winnipeg in work volume, of the seven districts now in
existence.
For a number of years the registrations from the north
centered around the Town of The Pas. With the opening
of the mining discoveries in the north, the building of the
railway to Churchill, the farming areas along the Carrot
River and Pasquia Drainage Program, the lumber industry, the Power Program and the formation of many
company mining towns, including Flin Flon and
Thompson and resulting influx of people to the north,

the work in the Neepawa Office increased by one-third.
The north was levelled off for a while and so the work has
been reduced slightly.
The 1950's are remembered for the boom of leasing oil
rights in Neepawa Land Titles District. The result was a
madhouse at the office resulting from lease hounds
waiting to search the titles for the mineral status and
ownership. Then followed the leases and caveats pouring
in for registration. It wasn't unusual to have at anyone
time, 1500 to 2000 leases and caveats piled in boxes
waiting to be registered.
Several years ago when the development of the north
was at its peak, there was a petition presented to the
government in power to establish a new land titles district
for all that portion of Manitoba lying north of Township
Forty-four. This almost came about even with statistics
indicating that it was not financially viable. As usual the
petition turned into a political football and the bone of
contention was to decide at which large centre the office
would be located. Before it was decided the government
and members of legislature had changed and the issue
died as suddenly as it started.
With the excellent service provided to the northern
lawyers by the Neepawa Land Titles Office it is rather
doubtful that a new district will be established, at least,
not until the recession in the north has changed considerably.
On the other hand it would not be surprising to see
more consolidations in the southern portions of the
Province which could affect Neepawa.
STAFF
The present staff consists of a District Registrar, a
Deputy District Registrar, both of the legal profession;
an Assistant District Registrar, with special training in
surveys and other skills; eight clerks, who are trained in
bookkeeping, typing, plan examinations, microfilming,
photocopying and general clerical duties, and a custodian
of the building. It would be impossible to name all of the
people who have worked in this office over the past 75
years. There were many temporary employees hired in
busy seasons and during the last war - some are deceased
and some have retired or voluntarily left this employment. The District Registrar with the longest service
was the late Mr. J.A. Shearer (1919-1960) and remaining
on staff as a Deputy from 1960-1962. Dan Levenick was
next with a term from 1960-1972. Several other registrars
followed but each for a short term.
The Clerk with the longest service was Harold
Thomson (1938-1977). He remained on staff as a parttime employee from 1977-1981. When he began employment with the office in 1938 he did part-time
caretaking along with clerical duties, working his way up
to the position of Assistant District Registrar, the
position he held when he retired in 1977. Jack Curtis was
next with a term from 1949-1977.
The present staff and the year they began employment
are: V.M. Patel, District Registrar (1979); F. Schoen,
Deputy District Registrar (1981); Murray Farquhar,
Assistant District Registrar (1978); Jack Veale (1949);
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Maureen Pittman (1960); Weldon Potter (1973); Jim
Holmes (1974); Eleanor Nicholson (1974); Eleanor
Cochrane (1977); Mallorie Harper (1977); Suzanne
Nicholson (1978), and Holly Pierce (1981). The custodian
is Russell Craig who began employment in 1976.

Policing duties became heavier and in 1938 Geoff
Pasquill was appointed the first Night Policeman.

GEORGE WILLIAMS
by Delia Williams

LAW AND ORDER

In 1919 my father, Mr. George Williams, came to
Neepawa as Town Constable - on duty twenty-four hours
a day - until about 1929. He and his dog Rusty were a
familiar twosome while my father attended his duties.
From 1929 until his death in 1936, he was in charge of
the water works department for Neepawa.
We were all faithful members of St. James Anglican
Church.

tiD.' £. :f!30nolJtoll & Go.

Mounted Police barracks - 1873, Arden. Used as a way-station for
travellers.

LAW AND ORDER
Since 1883 the gentlemen who were appointed as Chief
Constable had varied duties, mainly to maintain peace
and order in our small town.
Bylaw No. 14 - April 22nd, 1884 appointed Robt.
McLean as Neepawa's first constable. April 30th Council
minutes gave notice that the constable's duties were to be
discussed, however these did not appear in minutes until
the appointment of Chief George Williams in 1919.
Constable J.D. McIntosh served 1913-1915.
Constable Wm. Gerrie served 1916-1919.
Chief Constable George Williams was appointed by
Bylaw March 1919. He was to receive a salary of $125.00
per month. For that sum, he supplied his own uniforms,
served as health inspector, was the noxious weeds inspector, truancy officer, supervisor of waterworks and
sewer, and maintained law and order in our town. He was
on duty 24 hours a day. The only assistant he had was his
faithful dog Rusty.
In 1929 Chief Williams was appointed head of the
Neepawa Waterworks Department (a position he held
until 1936). Fred McClain was appointed Chief Constable, a position he held until his death in February,
1951.
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Chief George Williams and Rusty.

PASQUILL STORY
from the Neepawa Press - Sept. 20, 1968.

Neepawa Chief of Police Geoff Pasquill was honored
September 20 when he was presented with a Silver Bar,
representing 30 years service with the Neepawa Force.
Geoff joined the force in 1938 as the Night Policeman. In
1939 he joined the Queen's Own Cameron Highlanders,
which played a prominent part in the raid on Dieppe.
Taken a prisoner, he remained at Camp Camsdorf until
1943 when the first prisoner exchange took place. The
Germans thought he was an orderly and was sent along to
look after the wounded, ending up in England in 1943.
He was sent back to Canada in 1944 to participate in
the Victory Bond Drive.
In 1944, on discharge, he returned to work under Chief
McClain.
Mr. McClain was known as a man of his word, and his
understanding of human frailties. He taught Geoff well.
Mr. Pasquill received a 20 year medal presented by the
Canadian Association of Chiefs of Police in 1958, and a
Bronze Bar in 1963. Mr. Pasquill's citation reads "You
are an officer of integrity, respected by our citizens ... We
commend you for your work in the community the past
30 years".
Geoff and his wife Elsie, now live in St. James. They
have three daughters, Jackie, Barbara and Valerie.

Presentation of Silver Bars
Pasquill, September 17/68.

to

Geoff

Sgt. Dave Miller

On March 18, 1969, Council approved plans and an
appropriation of $12,000.00 for remodelling the Fire
Hall for R.C.M.P. office and administration bUilding.
Sgt. Dave Miller, officer in charge, Neepawa's
R.C.M.P. detachment assumed his duties July 6, 1982.
Sgt. Miller's appointments in R.C.M.P. work have been
widespread. Born in Ottawa, he travelled across Canada
before deciding to join the R.C.M.P. in 1964. His first
appointment in 1964 was in the York ton area. He joined
the security service in 1969 at Yorkton. In 1972-75 his
duties took him to Ottawa headquarters and the security
section.
.
His promotion to Corporal took him to Altona in
1975, and on his promotion to Sergeant he was transferred to Thompson in 1978.
The Neepawa detachment includes four officers, based
in town and two in rural areas.
Neepawa has been most fortunate. Men of integrity
have assumed the duties of maintaining law and order in
Neepawa.

R.C.M.P.
In the years 1935-38 Council was considering the
method of policing in Neepawa. Early requests to have
R.C.M.P. stationed in Neepawa were denied. Much
correspondence ensued.
At a special meeting February 3, 1969, it moved that
the Council of the Town of Neepawa now make official
application to the Commanding Officer "D" Division to
engage the services of the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police to police the Town of Neepawa, effective date
April 1, 1969.

R.C.M.P. - 1982.
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WEDDING BELLS
EXCERPT FROM - A HISTOR Y OF GORDON CHURCH
DISTRICT

A big day in the lives of our forefathers was August 21,
1898, when the Gordon Methodist church was formally
opened. Dr. McLean of Neepawa spoke at the morning
and afternoon services and Rev. T.J. Johnson of
Franklin occupied the pUlpit in the evening. There was a
large choir under the leadership of Florence Nixon (the
Belton school teacher) and the soloist was Mr. Frank
Ruse. Miss Mary Sirett was organist. To make the event
even more memorable a thunderstorm sJruck with great
fury shortly after the evening service. Many started out,
only to return to the church. One rig was upset when the
frightened horses took to the ditch. A few people stayed
in the church all night while others were billeted in nearby
homes. A supper and concert was held the next night
when the ladies of the congregation served supper to over
two hundred people.
A Bible was presented to the bride at the first wedding
in the church when Miss Mary Sirett became the bride of
the school teacher, George Blackwell. Again a heavy
rainstorm made the event memorable and the bride was
unwittingly married with her rubbers on.

MEMORIES OF NEEPA WA
by Edith Cochran McCracken

My memories of Neepawa - that beautiful little town in
Manitoba, go back practically 80 years. Neepawa was
home. It was hot and sunny all summer long, with nights
filled with the hum of mosquitoes. It was cold all winter
long with crisp sparkly days and nights, with sleigh bells
jingling down the streets. The summer holidays extended
forever, and Christmas took all year to come. Our home
was filled with music and fun and many people of all
ages. That was my home, and my hometown.
How far back does my memory take me? I can well
remember my tall Grandpa with the white beard, taking
my hand and we would go across the street to Ed Craig's
shoemaker shop. It was a low building with many paned
windows all across the front. There sat Ed Craig and his
old father, white beard, each behind his shoemaker's last,
the funny up-side-down metal foot over which they fitted
the shoes to be mended. Each had a cobbler's bench
beside him and there were huge sides of cured leather
hanging on the wall behind them. There were bits and
shavings of leather all over the floor. Several of Grandpa's old friends sat around on old chairs against the wall
and smoked pipes or chewed tobacco - using the spittoon
occasionally. Grandpa let me gather bits of leather and
play on the floor while I watched the young and old Mr.
Craigs' tap-tap-tap, turn the shoe and tap-tap-tap-. They
never seemed to finish. I must have been about 3 years
old and all the old men seemed to enjoy having me there
and were very pleasant with me. Mr. Ed Craig was a
particular friend and let me take home my collection of
leather scraps and shavings. That is one of my earliest
memories of Neepawa, my Home.
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Harrison House.

At the turn of the century before I was born, before
Mother married the young easterner Jack Cochran,
Neepawa was quite a cultural town - or shall I say
cultured. There was a new Opera House - and it was well
used. Local talent produced plays and light operas there.
Mother and her young sister Cassie were in demand as
singers and Jack Cochran was the most desireable leading
man with a fine tenor voice and a charismatic personality. There were others too - Miss Walker, the
sophisticated kindergarten teacher from the East, Mrs.
Dinwoody and Mrs. McDonald both with high soprano
voices, Victor Slator and Wm. Harrison were partly the
male talent and the young men from the Banks were
always welcome if they had any acting ability. My
mother, Vera Harrison, was called Bebe for years after
she played that character in a light opera.

William Harrison

There were also large parties and dances - particularly
at the Odd Fellows Hall and at Davidson's home on the
edge of the hill. It was a regular mansion with a drawing
room and a billiard room - an impressive tower, wide
verandas and beautiful grounds. To go to a party there
was a lovely experience. Mother told me how thrilled she
was when Mr. Wemyss asked her to be his partner to
open the quadrilles at one special dance (Mrs. Wemyss
was pregnant and of course didn't appear at parties).
Mother was a very pretty girl with red hair and green eyes
and a beautiful figure. She was very popular with
everyone.
One opera they produced - when I was very young, but
which I remember, was BaJtshagar. I remember all the
preparation, particularly the goblets that were all gilded
for the occasion. We used those gold goblets for months
afterwards at home until the gilt peeled off. I was taken
to see the show at the opera house, and was very impressed by the long flowing costumes and still have the
picture of my Aunt Cassie lifting high a gold goblet and
singing there on the stage.
Culture flourished later too under the aegis of Prof. T.
Hannay who arrived in Neepawa from England. The
word was that he was a "remittance man", but we never
knew for sure. Mr. Hannay was a very tall slim
Englishman - always smoking a pipe. He had a wonderful
sense of humor, improvising language the way he improvised his music. He was organist and choir leader at
the Methodist Church from about 1912 until 1940 or so,
and married Ethel Hill, one of the choir sopranos. He
played for our wedding in 1932. He introduced the choir
to the Messiah and when Madame Sherri came to
Neepawa - a Bank Manager's wife - accomplished
musician (Madame Sherri was a luscious buxom
brunette, with "Gibson Girl" hair and a rich mezzo
soprano voice - as I remember. She had quite a presence,
and gathered singers to her coterie very easily) in
producing oratorios of no mean standard. Madame
Sherri started a musical club which gave those incipient
songsters an outlet for their musical talents. It was ended
by the promotion of her banker husband to a larger
town, and there was on one to continue. Mr. Hannay
played at the Opera House for the silent movies, suiting
his style to the plot. He was clever - improvising to suit
the plots. At one showing of Peter Pan, when Tinker Bell
was dying - he had a little music box which really moved
the children - until they clapped Tinker Bell alive again. I
was one of the children!
Mr. Hannay gave piano lessons to many of the kids I
went to school with. He was a hard task master but
produced a number of excellent pianists - Russell
Mcinnes, Reta McKenzie, Olive Peters, and others I can't
remember. I went to him for a short time, but I was too
scared of him to play for him - decided to take violin
lessons instead.
One of the town's famous musicians was Eva Clare.
She was the daughter of J .A. Clare who owned a
department store. Eva Clare studied piano in Winnipeg
and in Europe. She came back to Winnipeg to teach
music and became an outstanding musician. In fact, the
Auditorium at the University of Manitoba is named after
her, Eva Clare Hall.

Catherine and Thomas Harrison - my grandparents.
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MANITOBA'S OLDEST BEEF RING
courtesy Don Murray Museum

The 50th anniversary of what is believed to be the
oldest continuously operating beef ring in Manitoba was
celebrated by some 75 Mentmore district residents with a
"pot luck" supper in the Gordon -Church basement on a
Tuesday night, in Nov. 1961.
An atmosphere of nostalgia mingled with the tinkle of
plates during the proceedings of the evening that was
organized to commemorate a pioneer facet of Canadian
history that began in 1911, and is now in danger of extinction.
Originally designed to provide prairie families with
fresh meat each week, the beef ring became more than a
mere material means to an end to early district farmers
who have since made it a legend based on honest cooperation and beneficial community good - with a little
old-fashioned sociability thrown in for added spice. _
Some of the highlights of the first 1911 meeting were
read to the gathering by Mrs. Kitty Murray, whose
husband's grandfather, B.F. Murray, was the ring's first
president. It was noted, in well preserved minute books,
that original membership numbered 16 shares and that
duration of the supply season was 16 weeks beginning in
May. Today, the membership is 21 full shares and three
half shares, and the season has been extended to 22
weeks.
A few interesting details of the first meeting include a
motion by members for payment of a three dollar
slaughtering fee to the butcher, and that all steers be not
less than two years old and not under 400 pounds in
weight.
A pioneer slaughterhouse, according to the reminiscent
records, cost exactly $102.45 and included such necessary
items as $60 worth of lumber, a dollar-ten worth of nails,
a four dollar knife and a scale that cost four dollars and
fifty cents.
Labor amounted to a neat $10.50. It was also noted
that the share price per pound to 1911 members was
twelve cents. Today, members pay twenty-six cents per
pound for the same service.
The records also revealed that in the 50-year period of
the ring's existence, a total of 750,000 lbs. of dressed beef
has been supplied to members.
Mrs. Murray revealed that in 1958 alone, a total of
13,589 pounds of beef was distributed on the same
weekly basis the ring has been operating on since its
inception. Last year, members received a total of 10,617
pounds of meat, an amount, according to ring secretary
Alvin Hart, that fluctuates because of diversity of beef
weights.
Setting the nostalgic tenor of the meeting, chairman
Lloyd Sirett opened the event by apologizing for the lack
of adequate programming but said that the main purpose
of the evening was "to meet your neighbor". He said the
members could look upon the past history of the beef
ring as "always an enjoyable one".
Referring to a 1906 volume on "The History of
Manitoba", Mr. Sirett read a portion of the book's text
listing the "modern" machinery that was then making
the farmer's life one of luxurious ease. Some of the rural
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refinements listed included: the new steel plow, the
improved harrow and the handy seeder, that were
guaranteed to "make one man as good as five" .
"That will give you some idea of what the early settlers
had to put up with," Mr. Sirett continued. He compared
the farmer's resourcefulness concerning material hardships with the founding of the beef ring, which, he added,
"filled a great need in the community". He said that
members had always been noted for their ability to
"work together for the good of all."
Guest speaker W.O. Lee, district agricultural
representative, using a 1923 beef ring bulletin for
reference, told the gathering that he was pleased to have
located the bulletin among his files, and that it was
especially significant to discover its contents had
remained basically unchanged when other agricultural
media in his office was being critisized for obsolescence.
"It gave me great pleasure to find so old a text still up to
date and usable", he added.
Mr. Lee congratulated the community for its commemoration of the anniversay, and concluded by
thanking Mrs. Murray for her invitation. "I'm looking
forward to coming back again and partaking of some of
that three-quarter million pounds of beef you have raised
here. "
The festivities terminated with a business meeting by
beef ring executives who, apart from "setting up" the
beef accounts, had the unhappy task of deciding the fate
of the beef ring itself. As far as is unofficially known,
only two other rings exist in the province and one in the
Birnie region is said to have only recently organized. The
other is reported to be in the Rapid City-Brandon area.
Once common in the province, beef rings have tended
to disappear from the scene during the past couple of
decades. The advent of refrigeration and home freezers
has provided at least a partial answer for one of the
problems that made beef rings necessary half a century
ago - a whole beast would spoil before it could be used by
one family.
Ironically, the family freezer proved to be the reason
why members of the Gordon beef ring decided to continue operations for another year.
According to secretary Alvin Hart, it was the feeling of
members that bulk meat storage didn't fare too well over
long periods of time, thus making the beef ring system
practical again.
But one wonders if sentimentality might not have been
a major factor in their decision!

THE TALLEST SOW THISTLE
by/.H. Lord

It was a very warm day in late August when I walked
into Vivians Hotel and on through to the beer parlour. As
I entered, I was invited to sit at a table with three well
known locals, Pat the plumber; Don the great white
hunter, and another known as linotype Burly. I take it
Burly worked in the press office by his nickname. A
couple of farmers at the table next to us were talking
about how bad the sow thistles were this particular year,
and one chap said his crop was thick with them, shoulder
high. The man waiting on tables, known to everyone as
Uncle Jack - on hearing the farmer tell of sow thistles
growing shoulder high, immediately jumped in with,
"that's nothing. I saw one about twenty feet high. It was
one day when I was out shooting crows". Everyone
started to laugh at Uncle Jack, and ridicule him, but he
stuck with his story and said, "I can prove it. Do you
want to bet?". Thus bets were made and Uncle Jack
asked Lou, the boss, for time off. We all climbed aboard
an old model T. Ford converted into a flat bed truck and
off we went to the White Mud flats, and the burned out
Belton Place. Here remained the old cinder block
chimney. Uncle Jack knelt at its base, and putting his
hand in at the opening in the bottom, with his penknife,
cut off a sow thistle which had seeded inside the chimney
and kept growing to reach the light at the top. When
Uncle Jack had pulled out the thistle and paced it off,
everyone agreed it had to be over twenty feet.
Uncle Jack - chuckling and snorting into his old stubby
black pipe, stuck out his hand to Burly, (who was holding
the bets), and said, "You fellows want a ride back up
town? I'm buying!" .

A bunch of the boys on vacation were whooping it up in the
"saloon" at Knotts Berry Farm recreation spot. The gentlemen
incarcerated in the JAIL were: John Herne, Jimmy Harper, Jack
Davidson and George Rey.

Arm Chair Foremen.
Mrs. Ethel Hannay's
father second from
right, was caretaker for
the Land Titles Office
bUilding.
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RIVERSIDE CEMETERY
A PLACE OF BEAUTY
Records are too few, information too scant, however,
that which is recorded indicates that James Graham, a
member of the first family of settlers, built his home on
the lane! which is today Riverside Cemetery.
The centre background stone, flat and narrow, indicates his grave - 1877. The other stones quite obviously
mark Graham ancestors. They also mark the exact spot
of the Neepawa settlement.
It has been suggested that the Davidson monument
may refer to the 'Stone Angel'.
The third photograph illustrates the park-like atmosphere that has been recreated by well-planned landscaping. The floral displays are the result of 'perpetual
care' available to all who wish it.

Graham Plots.

Davidson Monument.

Riverside Cemetery.
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A HERO AT REST
courtesy Neepawa Press, May 14, 1912

The people of Neepawa did themselves honor on
Friday when they suspended business for an hour and
attended in such large numbers the obsequies of Leonard
Hickman, a victim of the Titanic disaster. Every seat in
the largest church in the town was filled, there being
about forty from Eden and almost as many from Birnie,
and all the local clergymen together with Rev. R.
Paterson of Eden, took part in the service. Not that the
deceased was more worthy than many another - albeit he
was a young man of irreproachable character and
respected by all within his circle of acquaintances.
Possibly not a dozen residents of Neepawa were within
that circle. But the circumstances attending his untimely
and tragic death touched the hearts of all who knew of
them. He was one of a large family of boys - the first to
break away from the accepted order of things in the old
home town of Fritham, England. Coming direct to
Neepawa he had the good fortune to find congenial
companions and profitable employment in the far-famed
Eden settlement - and where is there better? He did well;
liked the country; became enthusiastic; went home to
visit his parents and to induce others to accompany him
back. Several did so. They planned to start several days
sooner on another boat, but its sailing was cancelled
because of coal miners' strike. Hence the trip on the illfated Titanic. How Leonard Hickman conducted himself
in the hour of peril - in the great crises - there are no
tidings. But no one doubts that he was British. It seems a
kindness of fate that the body was found, when a
thousand were not, (it was numbered 256 on the list) and
that it could be identified. The membership ticket in Eden
Camp of the LO.F. was the means of identification. And
considering the fact that it was in the water for two weeks
and more than another week enroute from the scene of
death, the body was remarkably well preserved and the
features were readily recognized by acquaintances who
were permitted to view the remains. But at the funeral
service Rev. R. Paterson announced that the casket
would not be reopened. He thought it best that all should
rather remember him as they last saw him.
The funeral procession was led by the citizens band,
followed by members of the Independent Order of
Foresters and the Sons of England Benefit Society and a
large concourse of citizens in carriages and on foot.
tributes were laid on the casket from Mr. and Mrs.
Honeyman and the Misses Honeyman, Mr. and Mrs.
, the Eden Court of LO.F. and Neepawa Court of
LO.F. At the cemetery the citizens band played, as also in
church did the choir sing, in emulation of the Titanic
orchestra "Nearer, My God, to Thee." Thus was laid to
the remains of Leonard Hickman, an efficient
n __ "._L farm laborer. Had he been a state dignitary, or a
there might have been more pomp, but there
not have been more genuine sorrow and respect
All honor to Neepawa, the farthest west
place (in Canada) of a Titanic hero.

A Hero "AT REST".

MOUNTAIN ROAD POST OFFICE
The small store owned and operated by Mr. and Mrs.
Eli Kostenchuk on No. 357, 9 miles east of No.5 corner
could be an historic landmark. It is a grocery store and
also the post office for the district - ROJ 1HO, and named
Mountain Road. (Business isn't as brisk as it used to be
when the old Bowser gas pump was kept filled and busy)!
When we visited Mr. Kostenchuk in July /82, he was
busy painting the front entrance of the store. However,
he readily agreed to pose for a picture in front of the post
office boxes (about 38 of them) with the mail bag and
other paraphenalia.
The old wooden Ukranian Church built approximately
1923, burned down in Aug. 1966 (pictures in another
section). Eleven statues had been salvaged from the ruins.
Although they were charred and broken, Mr. Kostenchuk
worked patiently and restored them, and in 1979 they
were presented to the new church and placed in a glass
showcase at the entrance, the act of a devout Church
member and a kindly man.
L.R.
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Mountain Road Post Office - Mr. Kostenchuk.

Count G.S. deDory's house in Hungarian Colony, 1887.

Hun's Valley, 1909.
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Mountain Road Church - Built 1923, burned 1967.

THEY FOUNDED A COLONY,
AND ESTABLISHED A HOME.

Mountain Road Store and Post Office.

Pilgrimage at Polonia - The annual pilgrimage to the GrOllo of
the Blessed Virgin of Chestochowa in Polonia, Man., will take
place on Sunday, July 18, beginning with the recitation of the
Holy Rosary at 3:30 p.m. The main celebrant for the Eucharist
will be His Grace, The Most Reverend Adam Exner, Archbishop
of Winnipeg. St. Elizabeth's community of Polonia invites all
friends and worshippers of the Holy Mother of Chestochowa to
join them in this annual celebration. St. Elizabeth parish priest is
Fr. Joachim Musiolik. Neepawa Press, July 15/82.

The history of Hun's Valley is one of grim determination, hardships, yet one of romance. They loved
their land. Their desire for freedom and the opportunity
to pursue their cultures caused them to endure unlimited
privations, and with their bare hands to till the stubborn
land and cut down the timber.
They carved their homes from the resisting slopes and
the valley. They built their church and school. They
called it Hun's Valley. The stories presented here reflect
that era.
We are pleased to have the privilege to include stories
of the pioneers of Hun's Valley.
The seventeen families of the colony were:
The Hungarian Colony 1888
(Manitoba and North Western Co.)
Tp. 16, Range 16, W. of the 1stP.M.
G.S deDory
M. Dzuicak
M. Rossol
M. Kolezar
S. Dalejesik
F. Bennet
P. Simon
K. Paspesik
N. Kaspesik
J. Waszil
M. Makan
J. Kaspesik
J. Kovats
V. Pekary
J. Martzyn
M. Ruby
S. Zboray
The following historical view was written by Mr.
Harvey M. Kolesar:
In August 1885, a Canadian Pacific Railway train
carried 17 young families (totalling 43 people) from
Toronto to Winnipeg across the hot prairie. They were
leaving a disaster condition in the coal fields of Pennsylvania, where they had arrived from Hungary, to a new
life of hope and achievement as homesteaders in the
developing areas of Manitoba.
Their leader, Mr. Goza De Dory, was an associate of
Hungarian Count PaulO. D'Esterhazy in his efforts to
establish colonies of Hungarian ancestry in Western
Canada. Although not racially Hungarian, the people
were considered Hungarian by virtue of their homeland
being under the domination of the Austro-Hungarian
empire. Many of the settlers were actually from Slovakia
(6), Hungarian (5), Polish (6), which until 1918 was
considered part of Hungary.
At Winnipeg, the hopeful contingent was taken under
the wing of the Manitoba and North West Railway
Company, which not only provided transportation to
their new home - some eleven miles north and east of
Minnedosa - but also sponsored the economical
development of the colony. Because of the August
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arrival, almost a year's sustenance was needed. The
railway offered employment cutting cordwood and
provided implements, seed and even loans. In addition,
the railway made available three sections of good quality
land along Stoney Creek so that a closely co-ordinated
settlement could be developed. They also provided tents
for the initial period until houses could be built.
Each settler purchased one quarter section of land at
$800, some as one mile wide strips, others as square
portions. Mr. De Dory's land was set apart some one mile
or so from the others. Seven of the settlers had cut logs
and built homes before the end of the year. Also, one of
the highest priorities was to obtain sufficient logs for a
school and a church.
The colony was the result of a scheme initiated in
Pennsylvania on May 30, 1985, by Count D'Esterhazy
and Mr. Goza De Dory. The actual location in Pennsylvania is obscure, but Phoenxville appears probable.
Between them they organized and supervised the colony
at Huns Valley as well as a contemporary colony at
Esterhazy, Saskatchewan.
The land was occupied by fairly large trees which had
to be cut and the stumps laboriously removed by hand
before any crops could be planted and harvested. A
measure of the rate at which this was achieved is related
in a report of the progress of the colony in 1886 by a
government inspector. Of the seventeen families, the
greater amount broken was five acres by Michael
Kolesar. By 1888, Mr. Kolesar, with eleven acres broken,
was outdistanced by Mr. Simon with sixteen acres broken
(average of the entire community was 4.3 acres) of which
eight and a half acres was in crops.
The assets of the community shows gradual growth. A
review of successive records of the developing colony
provides some interesting observations.
1. Seven houses had been built by the end of the first
four months. By 1886, all had houses except three single
men. The houses were of logs, the largest 18' x 24', the
smallest 12' x 12'; all except two houses had thatched
roofs. The two without had shingles.
2. Initially, only Mr. De Dory had a buckboard. By
1888, however, one of the single men had two horses and
no other assets, and one of the other single men had one
horse, a buckboard and a cutter - but no other assets.
Most of the married men had horses or working oxen,
but three still worked their land by hand. They all had at
least One cow and most had several young cattle. Initially,
Mr. De Dory had a bull but no other cattle.
3. Quite a bit of hay was produced, but was harvested
by hand since they had no haying machines or equipment.
4. Socializing was minimal since no one had travel
vehicles or anything but heavy draft animals. With the
distance from the church to some of the houses being
about 4 1/2 miles, the walk to church must have been
quite a trial for devout Catholics.
The Roman Catholic church was established with the
aid of the Archbishop Tache of St. Boniface. Construction was completed in late 1887, or early 1888, in the
southeast quarter of Sec. 20, T. 16, R. 16, W of the 1st
P.M. It was later moved about a mile eastward to Sec. 21,
nearer the creek bed.
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Henderson's Directory of Manitoba and the Northwest
includes no mention of this colony until 1887, at which
time a post office was reported under Lewis Zboray,
postmaster. It was taken over in 1888 by Michael Ruby,
who also taught the school. The Roman Catholic church,
a school and a sawmill were reported in 1891, as well as a
general store (W.H. Ewer) and a doctor (Mrs. B.
Castech, M.C.)
The new colony was given the name HUNS VALLEY,
as already stated, but this name was changed in 1921 to
POLONIA, in recognition of the preponderance of
people from Poland who later settled in the valley. Some
of the original settlers sold their developed homesteads
and purchased land outside of the original colony.
Anecdotes - There is the story of Mr. and Mrs. Josef
Kovacz arriving from Budapest in 1879 and settling in
Minnedosa. He was a baker. Later he homesteaded on
the bushlands of upper Stoney Creek. It is known that
Mr. Kovacz was the first one to carry mail to the
Hungarian settlement, until 1903. A prominent business
man unable to pronounce 'Kovacz' properly gave him the
name of Smith. The name has been used ever since.
Mr. and Mrs. Yurie had the first store in the colony.
Mr. and Mrs. August Popien had the first post office,
followed by Mr. Anthony Prawdzik in 1922. The name
was then changed to Polonia.
At present, the townsite consists of several residences,
a garage and the large church.
Each summer there is the religious festival which draws
members and observers from various parts of the
province. This summer of 1982, a huge crowd attended to
perpetuate the memory of the original colonists.
The spelling of names depended on the person writing
or recording it. There also appears instances of variance
in reporting dates (i.e. the post office); however, we
assumed the person reported as they recalled it.

Polish Costumes.

A TRIBUTE TO M. KOLESAR
submitted byajriend

Communion celebrations at Polonia Grotto.

It is difficult to say in a few words all that could be said
when a person passes, but it is hard indeed for a party to
attempt to do justice to a person such as Michael Kolesar,
an old and dear friend. So many memories of the life and
personality of the deceased arise. The passing of Mr.
Kolesar gave rise to occasion for a special thought in this
troubled world.
He lived a long and useful life. He always seemed
young, retaining until death an attitude of looking to the
future rather than to the past. Age in some people is
merely a mark of time and not a line of change in the
attributes of the individual. This seemed to be particularly emphasized in the person of Mr. Kolesar.
He was still active about his farm. He was active in his
social and political relationships. He was active in his
church, being a faithful attendant through the years. In
the early years this entailed travelling great distances in
every kind of weather. That church, as an effective body,
was fostered and supported by his working presence. A
token of the regard in which the departed was held in the
community was exemplified in the large gathering attendance at his funeral. People of all nationalities, class,
and denomination assembled at the last service for this
good man. It was the desire of the community at large to
demonstrate its regret at his funeral.
Mr. Kolesar was by birth a Czecho-Slovakian. From
infancy in the school of life he received rigorous training.
His mother died when he was only a year old and his
father passed away when he reached the age of eleven. On
the death of his father he was apprenticed to a furrier and
acquired a thorough training in the trade. At the age of
eighteen he underwent his military training and after
completing three years in the service, the urge to go the
New World arose within him. At twenty-one years of age,
Mr. Kolesar and a few of his companions set out. Having
set their hearts on America, they left their homes and
made their way to the Mediterranean. Here they secured
shipping and sailed to England where, although handicapped by inability to speak English and not knowing
anybody, arrangements were made to get to the New
World. Travelling by ship then was not what it is under
modern peacetime conditions. Sickness and death during
the long voyage took their toll from amongst the
passengers.
Going to the district in and around Hazelton, Penn.,
he worked as a miner in the coal fields. His thriftiness in
saving $1,100.00 in his first few years in America stood
him well when a serious accident occurred which
prevented him from working and necessitated skillful
medical attention. While recovering, not content to
remain idle, he operated a store. Upon recovery he
returned for a short time to the mines.
However, in 1885, the great North West was being
opened up and the land boom was at its height. The urge
to explore new fields attacked Kolesar and with several of
his country men, he came westward.
Through an agent he took up land in Huns Valley. Mr.
Kolesar being the first to homestead there. At that time
the greater part of the Riding Mountains and its slopes
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were covered with virgin timber and for many years the
air rang with the sound of axes felling the trees; The hum
of sawmills cutting logs into lumber was a familiar sound
through the mountains. Others followed in Mr. Kolesar's
footsteps. Supplies were obtained from Minnedosa and
he often walked there, the greater part of the way being
through heavy timber and returned with a heavy pack of
groceries on his back.
Frost robbing his efforts to secure crops in the valley
after six years, Mr. Kolesar searched for a new home, and
after painstaking search he chose a site on the slope of
the mountain closer to Neepawa, and there bought land.
He cut wood, hauling some into Neepawa where it sold
for $1.25 a cord. The trip involved a start at two or
three in the morning and return at midnight or later.
After a series of disasters, Kolesar sold his farm and
returned to the States where he spent some months
travelling about to secure another home to his liking, to
raise his family. However, the West appealed to him and
he returned to re-purchase and establish a home for his
family. With the exception of a few years spent in
Neepawa, same has remained his home until his death.
The culmination of his efforts can be seen in the beautiful
farm, home and buildings which were his. In his lifetime
he saw the cultivation of land change from oxen to
tractor, the timbered land give way to the waving fields of
grain, the old shanty to the present comfortable home.
The reward of a life spent in hard work. The lesson
learned by the father has been passed on to his sons
whose prosperous and well-kept farms surround his.
Mr. Kolesar was married twice. His first wife predeceased him in 1911, and of their marriage they had five
daughters and four sons. In 1912, he returned to his
home and married Barbara Banski. One son Henry was
born to this union. He lives with Mrs. Kolesar on the
home place.
Mr. Kolesar was a councillor for a number of years in
Rosedale Municipality as well as serving on Clarksville
School Board. His advice on both personal and public
business was highly valued. His home was open to all and
dropping in on an evening, one would often find a
number who were enjoying his hospitality and who had
come to him for advice and direction, on a variety of
matters, which his experience and wisdom enabled him to
give.
His life was devoted to his work, his home, his church,
and to his country by choice. He enjoyed the privilege of
meeting many people and of those he met he made a
friend. His handclasp was sincere and his life as a
husband, father and citizen, one to guide coming
generations. Would that more could live a life as full and
as good as that of Mr. Kolesar and at our passing leave
behind a record as worthy in our private and our public
life as was justly his.

ASCHEL SCOUTEN,
MOUNTIE AND PIONEER
by Jerry Young

The settling of the region west of Portage la Prairie
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Pub. By Walter S. Cordon.

Stony Creek, Neepawa, Man.

occurred mainly in the years 1880-1884 with a number of
towns marking their beginnings. It was natural that some
individuals moved around, playing a part in the life of
more than one settlement - such was the case of Aschel
Scouten. Scouten left his mark in many communities
including Riding Mountain, Manitoba.
Raised in Ontario, Aschel attended Kingston Military
College, rooming for awhile with the famous inventor,
Thomas Edison. As a young lieutenant in 1871 he participated in an action to repulse a Temain raid from the
U.S.A., later joining the second Wolseley expedition on
its march to the Red River Valley. With the formation of
the North West Mounted Police, Scouten was one of the
first volunteers. He participated in the 275 man force
that made the 900 mile trek from Emerson to the Rockies
in 1874, and was one of the group which rode back the
same summer.
In 1875 the N.W.M.P. set up a post at Tanner's
Crossing (Minnedosa)* to control liquor traffic on the
Carlton Trail and forwarding of dispatches. Aschel and
his brother Sydney served at this post until being transferred to Shoal Lake. He left the force some time around
1877.
In civilian life, Scouten operated the Queens Hotel in
Minnedosa until 1884, joining General Middleton at
Batoche as a lieutenant in 1885. Following the Riel
Rebellion he served briefly as operator of the Post Office
and Hotel at Shoal Lake, homesteaded in what is now
part of Riding Mountain National Park, surveyed in the
Peace River and finally settled at Riding Mountain.
Aschel and his wife, Mary won the respect of the
Riding Mountain residents, contributing to the community while raising sons, James and Aschel. Scouten
served as the settlement's first Postmaster from 1892 to
1911, taking some time out to serve his country in South
Africa during the Boer War. Returning to Riding
Mountain he operated a sawmill and at the arrival of the
railroad in 1902 built and operated the C.N.R. Hotel.
Fire plagued the couple, destroying all their farm
buildings in 1910. He was buried on the eastern slopes of
the Riding Mountains.
Not all his decisions in life were the right ones. Prior to
leaving for Shoal Lake, friends at Tanner's Crossing
urged Aschel to file on NE 2-15-18, but he declined. Part
of present Minnedosa sits on the land he rejected.

Bob Pryde, born in Neepawa in 1911, is shown standing near
the "goat cart" that his father won for selling soap.

SELLING SOAP WINS WAGON
FOR BARBER THOMAS PRYDE
About 1908, Mr. and Mrs. Pryde, with Roy, Bob and
Linda, moved to Neepawa to better their family living.
Father Thomas came to work for Mr. Lou Parsons, the
local barber. After establishing a good reputation with
the local gentry, Thomas rented part of the Singer Sewing
Machine man's small store, to establish his own business.
One of his first customers was Roxy Hamilton, who had
his first hair cut! Hoping to reduce expenses, Thomas
took over the building, and the family set up their living
quarters in the back half of the shop.
Being an excellent salesman, selling large quantities of
soap, Mr. Pryde won for himself and family, a miniature
wagon. The question arose, how can we pull it? What
better way than with a pair of goats! Mr. Pryde bought
the goats, and the three children had all kinds of fun, the
family went on to bigger and better things, and the goats
moved into back of the shop.
How did we all get together? Its interesting really!
Linda, Bob's sister was in a hospital in Winnipeg for a
operation. Dave Jorundson's mother was a patient
the next bed. As always, when the word Neepawa
up, there is a story. The ladies compared notes,
of course, found that they had mutual friends.
mother told him, and Bob's sister told him, and
told Howard, and Howard and Bob came in to see
and tell this delightful story.
Hope you like the goat cart. That's Bob, standing in
The location of Pryde's Shaving Parlor would fit into
northwest corner of the present Liquor Mart
What happened to the family? World War I forced
to move on to Winnipeg, and eventually other
Bob concluded by saying: "I'm going to make a great
fort to be here next summer".
Hope you make it Bob. It was great meeting you.
Hope we can have more visitors, Louise and Myrtle.

Thos. Pryde - Shamrock Shaving Parlor.

I REMEMBER
by Isabel McEachern
(nee Howden)

Park Lake always grew bigger in the Spring, spilling
over the dam and flooding the valley. The cherry trees on
the side of the hill were in bloom, promising pin and
chokecherries for jelly. Hazel nuts were picked in the Fall
and spread out on the attic floor. They would be shelled
at Christmas time.
Skaters hoped the lake would freeze over before the
snow fell as it was fun to stride up the creek to the trestle
bridge and hope to skate back without falling through the
ice. Later in the winter, Murrays would be harvesting ice
blocks to store away to feed ice boxes during the summer.
When the snow fell, the toboggans, sleighs and skis (some
made out of barrel staves) were hauled out of the wood
sheds and the Howden pasture field hill became a winter
playground for young and old.
The road in front of our home ran down the hill to the
Power House and the dump - interesting places for
children to visit. Jim Monnington, who passed our home
on his way to work in the Power House, became a friend
of two little girls who lived at the top of the hill. He never
tired of telling us why they kept the big furnaces burning,
why the chimney was so high, and why the big wheel kept
turning. Bill McBride, who drove the town team down
the hill bringing loads of coal to feed the furnaces, was a
busy man. It was exciting to see his team race up the hill
when the fire bell rang. They pulled the fire engine, too.
Looking across the valley, we saw the big white Exhibit
Building and the red barns on the Fair Grounds. Fair
days were very special, as there was so much to see and
do. Sister Alice won first prize for an entry of pressed
weeds and I was noxious and green with envy. The red
barns were full of prime beef cattle and groomed horses;
the chickens, geese and ducks were in wire boxes under a
sheltering roof. The race track circled the ball diamonds,
booths and merry-go-round. We sat in the grandstand
and saw our mother wave as she and a strange gentleman
drove by in a rubber-tired carriage drawn by a beautiful
team of black horses. She preferred a team of drivers to
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Father's Ford car. The Fair Grounds was the site of many
sports days. The Neepawa girls' ball team, with Myrtle
McKinnon pitching and Kitty Ashby catching, were
super. Their baggy uniforms were no hindrance to their
performance.
School days began with Kindergarten -little chairs and
tables on a floor where a big red spoked wheel was
painted. Miss Walker was our teacher and loved by all.
We graduated with a Grade XI diploma as no Grade XII
was taught at that time.
My golden yellow sweater and toque, worn by the
Neepawa Girls' Hockey team, reminds me of the trip to
Dauphin, made by the team in a private railway coach,
courtesy of Marjorie Guinn's father. Tt'is was a highlight
for the team - win or lose.
Mrs. Locke's dancing classes were held in the front
room of the rectory. The pupils looked forward to
performing as the Neepawa Kiddies in the Opera House.
We weren't professionals in any sense of the word and
the proceeds of the concerts were in aid of the Neepawa
Boys' Band and other local projects.
This tale must close on a happy note - the old swimming hole which was in the creek running through the
neighbor's pasture field. Mother would wade into the
creek holding towels in which we were slung and she
persevered until we could dog paddle. It was a treat to
splash and cool off after weeding our garden which was
on the slope of our pasture - a hop, skip and jump away.
Best of all was having Mr. and Mrs. Pink Sr. as our
neighbors. They had a market garden and many fourfooted creatures - pigs, cows, goats, a horse and a dog, as
well as chickens and turkeys. All we had was a jersey
cow. Mrs. Pink's treat for us was a potato pancake
cooked on top of the stove - no pan. Their big day was
the 12th of July, Orangemen's Day; and very special
when their son, Archie, rode the white horse in the
parade. Mr. Pink, dressed in his Sunday best, had the
honor of carving the little roasted pig on the Irish table
when the National Dinners were held in the basement of
the United Church.
"Love thy neighbor - and we did."
Conclusion: What kid passed up the opportunity to
play on Howden's Hill! Run to beat heck home after
four, grab your sleigh or toboggan and head for the hill.
The "dare" was to pack enough weight (and kids) and
see who could go the farthest down the hill and out into
the field, trying to reach the river!
Maybe you did and maybe you didn't and maybe
suffered a broken arm or leg!

An old landmark. The smoke stack of the old
power house.
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Grandma and Grandpa Pink and Archie.

Neighbors. Archie and Nellie Pink - just
arrived from Belfast.

A FARMER'S DAUGHTER GOES TO THE
BIG TOWN FOR THE FIRST TIME
a story by Sylvia Johnson (Hallett)

As a small child of eight years of age, attending
Mountain Eve School near McCreary, it was my treat to
board a bus and travel to Neepawa to have two weeks
vacation with my grandmother, Mrs. Jennie Routh who
was the cook at the Neepawa Hospital.
There were many things for entertainment which I
enjoyed to the utmost. Mrs. Cowie's tiny wee candy store
where I purchased popcorn by the bag, each containing a
beautiful metal engagement ring. Leckie's store where my
wardrobe was acquired, also a lovely pair of red high
heeled shoes. I recall walking to school wearing my lovely
shoes and having blisters on my heels as big as a house.
I made many new friends, Jean McGregor, Jean and
Sylvia Dale, Marjorie and Sybil, Reg and Jack Tyler. Mr.
Tyler used to take us to the collegiate to wash windows
and when I was alone the fire escape at the collegiate was
a great place to climb onto and just sit.
Riverbend Park holds beautiful memories of swimming and family picnics. The old swings were treasured
as I didn't have a swing at home. Andy Wilson was
always on the scene I believe as caretaker. There was a
terrifying old rope swing bridge across the river close to
the home of Hazel Holmes. Fortunately I didn't have the
misfortune of falling into the drink.
My grandmother made a birthday party for me in the
bower in the beautiful flower garden of the Nurses'
residence. Jean and Marjorie were my guests, my cake
was baked at Seaborn's bakery with tons of icing.
My grandmother's room was on the top floor of the
hospital. The bathroom across the hall. Jean and I would
fill up the tub on a hot day and have a splashing good
time.
My first bed was a crib launched in my gram's room.
Miss Gertrude Johnson was the Matron with a tiny
coupe car which I enjoyed riding in. She used to take me
to a house called the old Simpson house where I met a
wee girl called Peggy Weymss. Years later I had a suite on
the top floor of that old house. Miss Johnson used to
pack all her pretty dishes and go on vacation to a place
called the Okanagan Valley. I was sad to see her leave as
it meant no more rides.
There was a lady in the laundry room called Margaret
Pennell. It was such fun to watch her use a big thing
called a mangle for ironing. There were also four clothes
lines out back which were fun to use as monkey bars.
Mr. Sheen was the gardener and maintenance man.
Everyday after lunch he went to the Post Office, with me
tagging along. Upon return we would go to the garden to
pick vegetables. I recall eating peas until I turned green
and had to be put to bed. Mrs. Connell and Mrs. Dale
helped with the canning.
On a lonely day I would climb the hospital fire escape
and gather tons of hair pins off the roof, no doubt
shaken from the mop of Clara Ledgerwood. Miss
Ledgerwood used to invite me into her room for tea and
cookies, a real treat for an eight year old.
From upstairs I could see to the north, which I learned
years later was the cemetery, and not people but head-

Bob, Isabel and Sylvia Johnson. Newly
arrived from England to McCreary,
1926.

stones.
When the two weeks were up and time to return home,
the Greyhound Bus would drive up to the front steps of
the hospital and I was on my way. I believe the driver's
name was Murray Moore.
The next year I returned and that night I had terrible
things done to me. The following day I wakened up with
a very sore throat. Doctor Martin had my tonsils in a jar
of solution and advised me to eat lots of ice cream and
jelly. I didn't think too much of that vacation.
The third visit was to be the last vacation as my
grandmother was returning to England. She left in the
summer of 1936 and passed away many years later in
1962 at the age of eighty-four.

My mother and father, Bob and Isabel Johnson, my
little brother and I moved from McCreary in 1937 to
Mekiwin and Keyes district where they lived until they
retired to Neepawa. My father passed away in 1972.
Years later my husband and wee daughter and I moved
from Winnipeg to Neepawa where I had the good fortune
to be a clerk in Lytle's store and the pleasure of working
with Margaret Zimmerman, Celesta Allan and Alma
Murray. From there we went to Thompson where Les
was employed with the School Board and I was assistant
Manager for Sears. Twenty years later I was widowed.
My young son and my mother and I moved to Lashburn,
Saskatchewan, approximately twenty miles from
Lloydminster where we are surrounded by my three
daughters and their families.
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Mr. and Mrs. Pilgrim, Grandma Routh, Mr. and Mrs. Tyler, Joan
Fleet, Doris Pilgrim, Eileen Cooney, Marj Tyler, Sylvia Johnson,
Reg and Jack Tyler, Mr. Withers, Brian Withers.

Left to Right: Clara Ledgerwood, Jennie Routh, Mr. Sheen, Nurse
Brown, unknown. 1935.

"REMEMBERI G"

Sylvia Johnson - 1935.

Stepping up to the trough.

E. T. Seaborn - /oOth birthday, Dec. 9, 1978.
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Lunch time.

2nd King Edward Hotel.

Opera House
- 1925.

Rutledge's Garage.

Monday Morning Blues.

East side of
Mountain Ave.
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Guinn Bros. Marble and Granite Works Founded - 1905.
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The premises of Guinn Bros. Marble and Granite Works on Mountain A venue in Neepawa. It was founded by William Henry Guinn on the same
location in 1905, and at one time, when all the work had to be done with mallet and chisel, employed as many as 30 men. Now with compressed
air and sand blasting, three brothers do the work. Photo - Neepawa Press.

GUINN BROS. MARBLE
AND GRANITE WORKS
by Guinn Bros.

In the town of Neepawa, like many other towns and
villages throughout the country, there are businesses that
do not serve the general public, except at special times
and upon specified occasions. As a result, we seldom, if
ever, visit their place of business. We have become accustomed to the sight of their premises but seldom think
about what goes on there, what changes have taken place
over the years, and how far their influence is extended.
One such business is Guinn Bros. Marble and Granite
Works Limited on Mountain Ave. It is an enterprise that
was started when Neepawa was young by William Henry
. and his brother in about 1905. The Guinn brothers
their trade in Walkerton, Ontario. There are two
as to why they chose to stay in Neepawa. The most
...... "v'", ... vle is because it was the centre of two railroads
offered adequate transportation for their products.
other story says that the boys were undecided betNeepawa and Regina and a flip of the coin
the decision and as a result the Guinn Marble
Granite Works have quietly and unobtrusively oftheir special service from the same location for
70 years.
At first the Guinn Marble and Granite Works was run
William H. Guinn and his brother. After a number of
, William bought out his brother's share and a
businessman in town, John Simpson, went
partnership for a few yea.rs, later selling his interest

to William H. Guinn, and going into the furniture
business, and then becoming a funeral director. Since
that time the Guinn business has been run exclusively by
the Guinn family.
Years ago, all the work was done by hand. The names
and designs on the stones were carved with a chisel and
mallet. That was a painstaking job that determined time,
patience and extreme care. As a result the company
employed as many as 30 men at one time. Later they used
chisels that fit into an airgun in place of the mallet. Now
most of the work is done by an air compressor and sandblasting which makes it possible for a couple of men to
do what 30 men would do in years past.
The name and patterns are drawn on a stencil which is
called a Scotch Stencil, that sticks directly to the stone. If
you want the letters to stand out, the background is cut
out of the stencil. If you want the background to stand
out then the letters are cut out of the stencil. The stone is
blasted with carborundum sand, which cuts away the
stone but does not effect the stencil. When the job is
finished, the stencil is removed.
For blasting, the stones are placed in a small blasting
room, which is lined with rubber. The operator works
from the outside looking at his work through a screen.
The special sand is filtered back into the tank where it can
be used over again. It is an expensive product and can't
be wasted.
The stones come already finished and shaped. The
black stones come from South Africa and some red
stones from Sweden and Finland. Many of the stones
now come from Cold Springs quarries at Lac du Bonnet,
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which has one of the most modern methods of quarrying
granite. The grey base on which the stone is fastened with
a setting compound comes from Quebec. Stones are
usually ordered of specific shapes and sizes, by the
carload.
The tall, narrow, square stones are seldom seen any
more. They were bought in the early days by settlers who
wanted several generations interred in the same family
plot and each side would be reserved for a different
generation. Today, family stones are usually reserved for
only two names and their center of gravity is nearer the
ground and they do not topple over like the old tall stones
did.
There are, no doubt, many people in Neepawa and
district, who have walked past the Guinn Bros. plant and
have glanced as they passed, but have never entered the
door of their premises. They have probably noticed the
old wooden tri-pod type of crane without realizing that it
has stood the heat and the cold and has faithfully done its
job for 70 years.

Neepawa Creamery.

NEEP A W A CREAMERY LTD.
by Irene Boyle

In 1912 a fast-talking promoter from Ontario convinced a number of citizens and farmers around Neepawa
that a milk plant would be a profitable venture. With the
backing of local investors he organized the Laurentia
Milk Company Limited and contracted with Fusee
McFeetors Co. Ltd. of Neepawa to build a plant at a cost
of $22,000.00 -- the plant now known as Neepawa
Creamery Ltd. The plant was designed to produce milk,
butter and ice cream, with milk the feature product -- not
ordinary milk, but "sterile" or "long-life" milk which
would keep without refrigeration. Local collectors of
antiques may wonder at the thickness and weight of the
Laurentia milk bottle in their possession; its sturdiness
was necessary to withstand the processing of the aseptic
milk which the Laurentia management planned to sell to
steamship lines. But the advent of mechanical
refrigeration at this time, combined with a decidedly
inadequate milk supply and extravagant management
sent the new firm into receivership owing $46,000.00
after thirteen months of operation. The Fusee McFeetors
Company took possession of the building on a builder's
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lien.
In August of 1916, E.P. Boyle, operator-owner of the
creamery in Shellmouth, near Russell, purchased the
building and commenced operation of the Neepawa
Creamery & Produce Company, manufacturing butter
and ice cream. The local citizenry warned Mr. Boyle that
he would "go broke" since this was wheat country. But,
procuring a churn of 50 lb. capacity and working as the
firm's sole employee during the winter months of 1916
and 1917, Mr. Boyle was able to keep operating in the
face of cream receipts totalling nine to fifteen cans
weekly. Summer saw cream receipts increase sufficiently
to justify the employment of a skilled butter - ice cream
maker. With conservative management and long work
hours (such as sixty to seventy hours weekly), the
business grew, keeping pace with greater interest in
milking. Cream cheques were increasingly relied upon to
buy groceries. When Mr. Boyle imported two carloads of
young bred dairy cows from Ontario for distribution
among local farmers, dairy production was stimulated
during depression years.
By 1932 the plant's butter production exceeded one
million pounds annually, and Neepawa Velvet Ice Cream
was being shipped by rail to nearby towns and to points
as far distant as Binscarth and Bowsman. Until the early
thirties 80070 of cream receipts came by train from areas
as distant as Swan River, Rorketon, Angusville, Katrime,
Beulah and Westbourne. In 1923 Fred Clark began the
first cream-truck route, and rail service was gradually
supplanted by trucks calling at the farms. Today 98070 of
cream receipts are picked up by truck.
Major plant improvements commenced in 1920 with
the installation of refrigeration equipment. Neepawa's
first hard-tire Ford truck was purchased in 1918. Successively larger churns and new ice cream equipment
(Manitoba'S first direct expansion freezer) were installed.
Using the freezer inherited from the Laurentia Company
had involved the daily draying of two tons of block ice by
Melvin Murray for brine and the packing of wooden ice
cream shipping-tubs. By 1955 refrigerated vans were used
to distribute frozen food as well as butter and ice cream
over an area of eighty miles radius.
During the depression years butter sold in carload lots
for 15~ per pound before deduction of freight charges to
Toronto and Montreal, the principal markets of that era.
Nevertheless, in 1933 Mr. Boyle took over a creamery in
Brandon which was renovated and operated successfully
as Central Creameries by his brother, Neil, until sold
twenty years later.
Another venture was the operation of an egg-gradin~
department between 1936 and 1967.
The business was incorporated in 1958 with E.P. Boyh
as President, John F. Boyle, Vice-president and manager
and Irene Boyle as secretary-treasurer. Grandsons Terr~
and Dennis are also on staff. Long-term employees 0
note are Peter Mogensen, Percy Edkins, Neil Boyle
Gladys Beard, Louise McLean, Hazel Reilly, Bob Reiche
(all retired), and present staff-members Irene (McHale
Kerr and Lyle North, plant foreman. E.P. Boyle, wh<
will be ninety-five in January, 1982, retains a lively in
terest in the business --- one of the few independen
creameries still operative.

Purchased in 1916 by E.P. Boyle.

THE FOURTH ESTATE
HISTORY OF THE NEEPAW A PRESS
by John Oslund

"Progress is evolutionary. Behind the urge to go, is
that irrepressible desire to excel; to slough off the obsolete. Excellence is a part of Progress. The final goal is
never reached in ideal. It is embodied in the humble word
"Service" ."
This quotation, from a special edition of the Neepawa
Press on October 11, 1932 which marked the opening of a
new building for the newspaper, embodies the spirit of
the Press today as it continues to evolve through modern

technology and strive for excellence in its chronicling of
the news and history of the town and district.
The Neepawa Press, although the oldest continuing
business in Neepawa today, was not the first newspaper
published here. The first newspaper, edited and managed
by a Mr. Brongeest, was started in 1885 and was known
as The Neepawa Canadian. This Mr. Brongeest later
severed connections with The Canadian and started his
own newspaper, The Neepawa Star. Both papers were
later amalgamated in The Neepawa Register.
There were apparently several other shortlived papers,
one of which was The Neepawa Herald, another The
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Neepawa News.
Then in May, 1896, The Neepawa Press was born with
the following pronouncement: "It is believed there is
room in Neepawa for two live, local papers, and it is
proposed to make The Press a clean and creditable
journal, trusting to success in this respect to establish a
profitable and permanent business".
Judging from the results, this apparently paid off, as
The Neepawa Press thrived and marked the passing of
The Register during the 1920s.
The founder, J.A. Dunlop, died in 1930 and left the
business to his son, Blake, who published The Press until
September 1946. Another son, Wilfred Dunlop, also was
associated with the paper during the 1940s.
S. James Dempsey took over in 1946 and he was
succeeded by W.H. Vopni on July 1, 1948. Editors
during the next 20 years included Vic O'Neill of Edmonton, William Portman of Portage la Prairie, A.F.
"Dick" McKenzie of Neepawa, Jennifer Sladek of
Gladstone, George Smellie of Russell and Bill Peters of
Binscarth.
On November 1, 1968 The Press was purchased by its
present owners, Jack Huxley and John Oslund, who had
been co-managers of the business since 1955.
Although The Press continues to be published in the
same building on Mountain Avenue constructed in 1932
by J .A. Dunlop, methods of printing have changed
greatly since 1896 when metal type was gathered by hand,
letter by letter, locked into steel forms and the paper
printed on hand and foot-powered presses.
A Monoline typesetting machine (the first in
Manitoba) was installed in 1902, and continued to serve
until a Model 19 Linotype machine took its place in 1917.
During the years The Press was owned by W.H. Vopni,
most of the equipment was replaced with new typesetting
machines and a new automatic flatbed rotary newspaper
press was installed.
In 1974 the new owners converted the printing process
to the offset method utilizing computer photo typesetters
and a graphic camera to produce the newspaper. Actual
printing of the paper is done at a central press owned by
The Brandon Sun which is used by more than a dozen
weekly papers in Western Manitoba.
Despite rapid advancements in electronic technology
and the introduction of such information access
equipment such as Telidon, newspapers are expected to
playa prominent role in North America for many years
to come. The people of Neepawa and district consider
The Press as "their newspaper" and, as can be attested
by the flurry of activity each Thursday morning at the
post office, it is eagerly looked forward to each week. As
a community service, the newspaper is a unique institution and The Neepawa Press will likely still be alive
and healthy when it reaches its own Centennial in 1996.

*

We would be remiss if we did not record that the
current editors are staunch supporters of Neepawa.
Their constant SUpport has influenced, aided and
abetted the progress of our town.

L.R.
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. John Marriott. Courtesy Murray's Museum.
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. . from a p h 0 tograph in the Early
Drawing of the Old Press BuIldmg
Days.

The Late Alexander Dunlop founder of

The Press.

CO<P'UBUSHEES OF' THE NEl'j[WVt'A PRESS, Jack
IiI.l:deYl [left 1 and John Oslund [right} recently made the
t:ledsio!l.t~ couvert the process of printing The Press to the
uffset~r "coM type" method in order to improve quality ~)f
reproduction and versatility in page make-up and composition.

Within the next rive years aoout 85 percent of newspapers in
North America wiI! have converted to the process. !Vir. Huxley
is sales and office. manag(!r and Ittr. Oslund is editor and
production manager. They purchased The I}ress from Vopni
Press Ltd in November 1958.
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THE ECONOMY
NEEPAW A AND DISTRICT CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE
by Earl Tomlin

"Homecoming" of social and sporting events. This will
continue as an annual event leading up to the celebration
of Neepawa's centennial in 1983 and continuing through
the following years.
Local "Hire a Student" office has been sponsored
each summer by the Chamber. Since 1960 Neepawa and
District Chamber of Commerce has maintained an office
on the second floor of the County Building.

This organization, originally named Neepawa Board of
Trade, was incorporated in 1900.
Over the years it has always worked in close cooperation with Town and Municipal Councils, Service
Clubs and various· community organizations which have
a hand in guiding and shaping the course of Town and
District progress.
At various times, particularily in the early days, it has
had its ups and downs; congratulated for its many
fruitful efforts and, at times, criticized as doing nothing.
The congratulations were very much in the majority.
Some of the main early-year actions were:

Mary Ellen Clark, elected Chamber oj
Commerce President January 8, 1983.

1) Working towards more adequate accommodation in
the Canadian Pacific Railway station for travelling
public and trade purposes.
2) Efforts to have Canadian National Railway establish a
divisional point at Neepawa.
3) Urging Massey- Harris Company to establish a
Warehouse in Neepawa.
All successfully completed.
Other projects, too numerous to name all, included cooperation and action with regard to town lighting, sewer
and water, street improvement, skating and hockey
facilities etc. Any project deemed of benefit to the Town
of Neepawa and surrounding district was assured concern
and action by the organization.
A special Highways committee was very active in
matters such as promotion of a highway south to Number
1 Highway near Carberry, snow removal from highways
and streets and solution of the dust nuisance problem.
In 1935 a retail Merchant's Association was formed as
an arm of the Board of Trade.
In 1940 an annual Farmer's Picnic was organized and
instituted. In the same year The Boardprotested strongly
a request by the Canadian National Railway to abandon
the branch line between Hallboro and Beulah. This must
have had some effect as the line remained in operation
until 1978.
During the Second World War years the Board was
very active in the matter of housing of families of personnel of the Air Training School.
At the annual meeting January 10, 1949, a motion was
carried changing the name of the organization from
Neepawa Board of Trade to Neepawa Chamber of
Commerce. The new name was changed to Neepawa and
District Chamber of Commerce later that year.
In 1950 a Santa Claus Parade was instituted by the
Chamber. This annual event remains and will, no doubt,
continue as a major attraction of the Christmas season.
Neepex, a fall Trades Fair, was promoted in 1972 and
continued as a very successful attraction through 1980. In
1981 Neepex gave way to Sun'N Fun Days; a three-day
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The first store of
Neepawa Consumers Coop in the mid-1930's.

NEEP A WA CONSUMERS CO-OP 1929
by Lloyd Sirett

It was in March 1929 at a Pool Elevator meeting at
Eden that discussion centred on the high cost of farm
supplies. They debated the possibility of handling bulk
fuels, oils and grease for their members. They contacted
the Manitoba Co-op Wholesale for advice and it was
decided Eden was too small an area to be feasible. Later
that month this enthusiastic group, spurred on by the
success of Pool Elevators, organized a meeting at
Neepawa.
About fifty farmers turned out and it was decided to
elect a provisional board with instructions to canvas the
farm community for share capital. With the help of Roy
Johnston of Manitoba Co-op Wholesale the canvas was

carried out and by July 1st they had $1,200.00 in cash and
pledges amounting to $2,350.00. Another meeting was
called and a board of directors elected consisting of G.H.
Kilburn, president, G.A. Drysdale, vice-president, Vince
Grainger, secretary, A.D. Kennedy, D.S. Carmichael,
E.H. Turner and B.F. Davidson.
So, it was that on the eve of the great depression that
the Neepawa Consumers Co-op came into being.
It was a shoestring start for this fledgling Co-op. They
purchased a small building known then as the Dempsey
Building and for $400.00 hired Harry Coulter as
manager. They purchased fuel tanks and ordered a
carload of twine. The fuel tanks arrived and were lying
beside the railway track when the car of twine arrived
marked C.O.D. The first crisis hit! The $1,200.00 had
been used for the building and the tanks. They needed
113

Pictured are Goodwin H. Kilburn, president from organization of the co-op in 1929 until August, 1944. Right: Alex D. Kennedy, a
charter member, has been president since August, 1944. Centre: F.e. Wilcox, who started with the co-op in April, 1930 as assistant
to the first manager.

money to pay for the twine. The banker shook his head.
A hurried meeting was called. The bank agreed to a loan
if each of the directors personally guaranteed the note.
This was a major decision, a decision based only on faith
and determination, but all the directors signed for a loan
of $2,500.00. The tanks were put in place, the twine was
sold for cash, they purchased an old Dodge car that was
cut down to make a delivery truck. The Co-op was in
business. At the first annual meeting the financial report
showed sales of $12,000.00 with a net saving of $600.00.
The Co-op had survived the first test.
The next spring Forrest Wilcox was hired as a truck
driver which position he held till 1933 when he was made
manager. Harry Coulter joined the staff of Manitoba Coop Wholesale as fieldman. In 1935 with a staff of three
the Co-op had 650 members and that year sales reached
$28,688.00 with a net saving of $2,264.00.
We should add that during this time the staff agreed to
work for winter wages, half the summer rate of $70.00 a
month for one summer, if the Co-op would build a new
office bUilding. The offer was taken and with volunteer
help a new building was erected.
The Co-op continued to grow and in 1942 a modern
new building was built with a service bay, a large front
office, and a storage area for feed and supplies for the
expanding needs of the farm community.
In 1944 enthused by the success of the farm supply
business, some members felt we should be in the grocery
business in order to give a more complete service. The
opportunity came and the Fisher store was purchased.
Two years later the whole building was taken over and
remodelled to make a department store with food, meat,
114

Neepawa Consumers Co-op Ltd.

hardware and clothing. This proved to be a disaster for
several reasons.
First, this young farm organization had expanded into
an area they were not familiar with and there was little
help to draw on from The Manitoba Co-op Wholesale for
department store operations at that time.
Secondly, the large and expensive renovations put the
new operation in an overcapitalized situation. It carried
on operating at a loss for several years and was closed out
in 1950.
The farm supply centre was flourishing and in 1953 a
lumberyard was opened. Frank Stangl maier was the first
manager. This was an immediate success. Lumber prices
were dropped by 150/0 and the Co-op was soon a major
supplier of lumber in the area. In 1954 a new lumber shed
was built. Total sales had now exceeded the half million
dollar mark.
The annual meeting held in May 1955 celebrated the
quarter century landmark for the Neepawa Co-op. From
a shaky beginning the Co-op was now a major influence

in the Neepawa trading area. The momentum that had
continued to grow in the first quarter century was not to
slow down. In 1965 a second lumber supply building with
a large front office and display area for building hardware was constructed.
In 1967 Forrest Wilcox retired as manager after
spending thirty-six years in the organization. He was
succeeded by Mel Wapple and then Elmer Wiebe. During
this period the Co-op made dramatic gains. 1968 saw
sales go over the million dollar mark.
In 1969, after many discussions with Gladstone,
amalgamation of the two Co-ops was finalized. This
brought about a change in the electoral system for the
board. The trading area was divided into nine zones and
the board members of the new Neepawa-Gladstone Coop were elected one from each area. The board members
were - Lloyd Sirett president, Walter Rosling vicepresident, Ken Rogers, secretary, Roy Kilburn, Bob
Patterson, Ron Simpson, Harry Bywater, Jack Oliver
and Alf Newton.
Increasing sales and service were putting pressure on
the crowded facilities. A three stage plan for expansion
was approved by the members. 1970 saw the first stage
completed. A modern three-bay service station. The
following year under stage two, the old building was
enlarged and remodeled. In 1974 the two storey addition
was built creating Neepawa's first complete shopping
centre that included: groceries, hardware, building
supplies, and furniture with a coffee bar for the shoppers' convenience.
This modern shopping centre is a great asset to
Neepawa and has been a real factor in expanding the
Neepawa trading area. Combined sales of the NeepawaGladstone Co-op now exceed $13,000,000.00.
The present board of Roy Kilburn president, Ron
Simpson vice president, Ken Rogers secretary, Bill
Fraser, Bob Bjarnarson, Alf Newton, Alf Schmidt,
Philip Thordarson and Elmer Henderson with Manager
Ken Hermiston continue to look to the future with the
same enthusiasm and determination to provide goods and
services at fair prices as the original board sought to do
back in 1929. This policy has been the strength and the
success of the Co-op in Neepawa.

Fenwick's Store prior to December, 1949.

fire - a great disaster on Christmas morning. Mr. Higgins
was now in his 86th year. What a blow it was to him and
his devoted staff. It was a sub zero morning as we
watched the fire, the church choir could be heard singing
their Christmas carols. The firemen were given hot coffee
by the Salvation Army, and Mr. Kerr opened his store
and supplied the firemen with dry socks and mitts. Water
poured down the street and the firemen worked
desperately to save the structure but all failed. The
basement was filled with debris and water. One of the
concerns of Management was the day's bank deposit
hidden in the basement which was now full of water.
After the basement was pumped out, the money was safe
and dry, being held down by a heavy motor on the
cement floor.
Within days Mr. Higgins made plans to build a new
store. He called a contractor, Ole Ramstad, and
discussed building plans. The cleaning up job was already
in progress by New Year's Eve. Construction went ahead
at a tremendous rate in spite of the cold weather. Soon
the stock was already arriving.
To keep himself and his staff busy, Mr. Higgins
bought out the Co-Op store located where Dan's

NEEP A W A HOBBY MERCHANT
by Edna Macks and Evelyn Owen

Arthur Fenwick Higgins was born July 24, 1864, in St.
New Brunswick and came to Southern Manitoba
1881. He and his wife, the former Jessie McKenzie had
family of two sons and three daughters.
In 1935 Mr. Higgins purchased the J.A. Clare store on
corner of Mountain Avenue and Hamilton Street
known as Fenwicks Ltd. He started on a small scale and
business grew into a large department store.
Once when Mr. Higgins was being interviewed by the
he was asked if he had any favorite sports or
With that familiar twinkle in his eye and jingle
change in his pocket, he replied in one word "work".
On December 25, 1949, Fenwicks' store was gutted by

New store opened April 27, 1950.
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Fire, December 25, 1949.

Photography and Traill's Meats now operate. He started
a grocery business under the name of Fenwicks Foods,
managed by Larry Giles and Ken Spackman.
On April 27, 1950, the ashes and debris that was the
sole remains four months ago, opened its doors to a
beautiful three-storey department store. On hand to greet
the customers that morning were, owner Mr. Higgins,
assistant Harold Petterson, Arleigh Davidson, Evelyn
Long, Helen Kines, Edna Long, Shirley Montgomery,
Vivian Goodwin and William Kellington.
The store carried on a thriving business supplying
Neepawa and area with quality merchandise. Mr. Higgins
took a very active part in the business, seldom missed a
day in the office. He was one of Neepawa's oldest
businessmen. He died July 1954, at the age of ninety
years.
Later the business was sold to Allan and Doris Lytle of
Winnipeg who carried on under the name of Fenwicks.
They retired from the retail business in March, 1977.

NELSON SHOEMAKER "THE WATKINS MAN"
by Nelson Shoemaker

Neepawa was over fifty years "young" when I arrived
here in the spring of 1932 from the home farm at
Grandview. Therefore, I do not consider myself a
Pioneer of the area, nor do I take any credit for any
major contributions to the Land of Plenty. However, I
will always be thankful for fate having decided that
Neepawa was to be my home.
It became evident to me at an early age that there
would be no room for all of us on the farm where I was
born, for I was the eldest of eight. Furthermore I was not
sure that I wanted to be a farmer. Jobs were hard to come
by in the Dirty Thirties and after little consideration, I
decided to try my luck at selling. I made application for a
Rural Route to sell Watkins products and was assigned
an area comprising the municipalities of Langford,
Rosedale and Lansdowne.
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Trying to sell anything to farmers, or anyone else in the
midst of a depression is not the easiest thing in the world
to do I soon found out. Since little or no cash was
available, I started to barter with the farmers, taking in
trade nearly anything they had in exchange for Watkins
products. Nearly every night I would land home with my
old car half full of horsehair, beef hides, eggs, honey,
raw furs or anything else I could turn into cash.
In the winters of 1932, 33 and 34, the snow drifts got
too deep for myoId car and since little or no effort was
made to plow out the roads, I had to resort to getting
around to my customers by a make-shift van and team of
horses. The first winter, I borrowed a team from my Dad
at Grandview and drove them across the Riding
Mountains to Neepawa in late November. The trip took
me about a week as I was selling goods as I went along. I
had to make the return trip in April to take the team back
for spring work and pick up myoId car. The following
two winters, I was able to obtain horses from local
farmers who felt sorry for me.

Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Shoemaker.

Depressions, Dirty Thirties or nothing in fact can stop
a young man from falling in love, and so I married Edith
Ford in June, 1933, and we settled down in a small house
(part of the one we still occupy). The rent was $8.00 per
month and it was fortunate for me that our landlady took
most of this amount in Watkins products.
Finances were always a problem and seemed to be
getting worse. So in the spring of 1935, I built two hen
houses (with borrowed money), just fifty feet south of
our rented home. I purchased 1000 baby chicks and that
fall we had about 700 laying hens which provided us with
a supplement to our meagre income. The following
winters I built bee hives and equipment and ended up
with about 200 hives which produced about 150 pounds
of honey per hive. While honey was selling at six cents per
pound, it did provide, along with myoId car, the down
payment on a brand new car in the fall of 1937. It took
two years to payoff the balance, even though the price of
the new "Chevy" was less than $1,000.00.
Things started to "look up" in 1939 following several

years of depression and the talk of war. M.ore by accident
than design, I got into the insurance busmess. A young
local man eager to join the Armed Forces asked me to
look after his small Wawanesa Mutual customers during
his absence. I reluctantly agreed, but after four years of
selling insurance instead of Watkins Products, I came to
enjoy my new work. Furthermore it did provide a better
income. Ten years later, in 1949, I formed a partnership
with Jack McGilvray (who was also selling insurance at
the time), and we opened an office in a small corner of
what is now the Matheson Building. We soon expanded
our business to embrace real estate sales, investments,
etc. In 1960 Air Canada persuaded us to take on their
agency and this was the very beginning of a most successful travel agency as well.
While the profit on air travel was small and the number
of clients limited, it did have certain fringe benefits that
made it possible for me to travel to every continent on
earth in the last two decades.
It is difficult to say who was to blame for my getting
into the political field. Bill Whitmore, mayor of Neepawa
for a number of years, persuaded me to seek a seat on
town council. He said "you'll receive $6.00 per meeting
and we have about three or four meetings each month".
Well it wasn't the money that attracted me, but he
convinced me that I owed a debt to Neepawa for how
well the people treated me over the years. Following a few
years on council, I was persuaded by a number of men,
including the M.L.A. for Gladstone, William Morton, to
allow my name to stand for nomination for the Liberal
Party at a convention in 1958. I was elected in the same
year and served eleven years as a member of the
Provincial Legislature. I enjoyed every minute of my
terms in the House and like to think that I did the job
well that was. expected of me by my constituents.
However, the life of a politician is short and after four
successful elections, I was defeated in 1969.
One of my prized possessions presently hanging on a
wall in my basement office at home, is the Centennial
Medal. It was awarded to me on July 1, 1967, on the
occasion of the one hundredth anniversary of the
Confederation of Canada. It is addressed to myself and
reads: "in recognition of valuable service to the nation".
Five years ago I sold my interests in the Agency that I
founded, and presently living a semi-retired life. All this
was made possible by the kindness and trust placed in me
by the good people of Neepawa and district.

Left to Right: Margaret Murray, Gerald Murray, Earl Murray.

trucks. The first car sale was made in 1933 to a party by
the name of T.D. Robertson of Winnipeg. The Pontiac
was a long wheel base 8 cylinder job which was not overly
popular in that year. In 1934 two similar vehicles were
sold. Popularity of our serrvice and parts department
became evident to a number of customers who became
owners of Pontiac and Buick automobiles and in 1935, 28
new models of 6 cylinder Pontiacs and 2 Buick
automobiles were sold.
We were fortunate in securing the services of Sture
Forsman in 1933 whose ability as a professional mechanic
followed him until his retirement in 1972. With the exception of a year which he spent with Greyhound Bus
Lines, he remained in the employment of our garage.
Over the years his three sons followed in their father's
footsteps. Ron, Doug, and Don were all rated as first
class mechanics and remained in service with us for many
years. Douglas is rated highly by General Motors
Products and by our many service customers as a top

THE HISTORY OF MURRAY'S GARAGE
by Earl and Gerald Murray

Murray's Garage officially opened in 1932 when the
building utilized by Earl Murray to accommodate truck
storage and repair shop was converted to a garage for
automobile sales and service. The truck service was
subsequently transferred to an adjoining building to the
east of the garage in 1945.
In 1932 a contract was awarded to Earl Murray by
General Motors Products which authorized the sales and
service of Pontiac and Buick automobiles and GMC

Murray's Garage picture.
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Murray's Garage.

ranking service manager. Doug joined the staff of
Murray's in August 1957 as an apprentice mechanic. He
became highly skilled in the profession and in 1974
became Service Manager. At time of writing, Doug has
served with Murray's for 25 years.
In the first few years of operation the original owner,
Earl Murray served as Office Manager, Parts Manager
and Salesman. In 1934 a contract with the International
Harvester Co. for the sale of farm machinery and motor
trucks was made. Soon Mr. Jim Collier was employed to
handle the Parts and Service, while the sales of farm
machinery became an added responsibility of the owner
who spent the evening hours after Garage closing on sales
in the rural parts of the community. Jim Collier later
took over the management of the Truck Service
operation.
Continued growth of business necessitated more
building accommodation. Some twenty feet of land
adjoining the northern part of our property was acquired
fr?m the Town of Neepawa. A contract to build a large
WIng to add to the north of the original building was
awarded to the Fusee-McFeetors Co. This was almost
completed when an explosion took place in the original
building, resulting in 100070 loss of building and contents
whi~h included a few customer cars, all office and garage
eqUipment, a .l~rge stock of tires and parts. Fortunately,
due to the effIcIent work of the fire brigade, only a small
part of the new building was damaged. Insurance was a
low minimum which might well have meant the collapse
of the whole operation. However, the kindness of friends
and staff and the help of one George Robb, one of a
distributor's salesmen who took over the salvaging of
parts, encouraged Earl to rebuild. A sizeable loan with
only a note as security made it possible to rebuild the

Murray's Garage.

burned out bUilding. Car sales increased, as did parts and
service volume and the business again became a successful business operation.
In 1940, the second year of the war when the purchase
of new vehicles was limited to emergency service, General
Motors added the Chevrolet-Oldsmobile contract to ours
on the understanding that the contract would be split
when vehicles became available for resale. We were given
the right to choose contracts and we chose to retain our
original Pontiac-Buick contract. In the meantime a local
tornado hit the corner of the new part of the building.
Damage was substantial but repairs were soon made and
business soon returned to normal.
In 1943 our only son Gerald enlisted in the RCAF and
served in aircrew as an Observer overseas until the war
ended. On his safe return he chose to join his father in the
business. Initiating his training he spent two years in
business training in a General Motors Business Institute
in Flint, Michigan, graduating with high honors. He soon
became an important factor in the business. He returned
to Detroit, Michigan in 1960 and took a course in a Post
Graduate School of Modern Merchandising and
Management after which he returned to take up the
position as Sales Manager in the garage.
Increase in the whole operation demanded the addition
of more property. The Hansen building, better known as
the "Crawford Property" was purchased. This allowed
service space for reconditioning of used cars and a
sizeable lot for parking space. In addition suitable office
space was available and this was utilized for a sales outlet
for Thomas school buses which contract we held for
distribution for all of Manitoba. A thriving business in
that area was built up and doing well until the government of the day decided they were going to invest in a bus
building factory which they did after which they would
not accept tenders. This building has since· been
demolished and was located on the south part of the
Neepawa Co-op Parking Lot.
Our next investment was the purchase of what was
known as the "Ego" property for the purpose of use as a
car sales lot. Subsequently we added the adjoining
property which was owned by the Beaver Lumber Co.
In 1964 we completely remodeled the original building
adding additional floor space for office and parts sales.
In addition a mezzanine floor with sizeable office space
and rest room was added.
In December, Earl Murray made a complete
assessment of the operation. He concluded that he had a
staff of honest and reliable people, that Gerald was
capable and well qualified to take over an operation of
which he was extremely proud. In December 1964, he
proudly turned the keys over to his son, Gerald. The new
showroom was officially opened in June 1965.
The staff of Murray's Garage, now familiarly known
as Murray's of Neepawa, who in 1982 are celebrating
their 50th anniversary, are proud of the long service
record of many of their staff members:
Peter Cottingham, sales representative, has been a
faithful employee for 26 years.
Ron LeBoutillier, a mechanic technician, has continuously been employed for 32 years.
Doug Forsman, service manager, has served a con-

Murray's Garage.

David LeBoutillier has been employed as a partsman
for the last 16 years.
Victor Murray began his career with his brother Earl in
1935 while still going to high school. He joined the Royal
Canadian Air force in 1941 until his discharge in 1945 at
which time he rejoined the organization to serve firstly as
Parts Manager, and later as Accountant and Office
Manager until his sudden death in October 1980. He was
a highly valued employee and was regarded as Assistant
Manager.
Earl and Gerald Murray have obtained many
automotive honors during the fifty years of association
with General Motors. Earl served as President of the
Manitoba Motor Dealers Association for 8 years and
President of the Federation of Automotive Dealers of
Canada in 1962, 1963. He was the first Manitoba dealer
to ever achieve this honor. He served on General Motors
Advisory Dealer Councils for the Western provinces as
well as serving twice on the National General Motors
Dealer Councils where he met with top G.M. executives
in Detroit, Michigan. He has served 8 years on Town
Council, President of the Chamber of Commerce, locally
as well as President of the Manitoba Chamber of
Commerce. Upon his retirement as President of the
Murray's Garage, he acted as Secretary Manager of the
Manitoba Motor Dealers Association for 61/2 years.
Gerald Murray has served 8 years on the Town
Council, President of the Lions Club, President of the
Neepawa and District Centennial Corporation which
built Yellowhead Centre. He has served on four General
Motors Dealer Advisory Councils and was recently
awarded the distinct honor of receiving the Time
Magazine Award for his "outstanding performance as an
automobile dealer and a valued citizen of his community".
Gerald's sons, Richard "Rick" and James "Jim",
have now joined the staff of the Garage. Rick has
completed an associate degree in Business Administration, majoring in Automotive Management, and
is now Sales Manager of Murray's of Neepawa. Jim is
employed in accounting in the General Office of the
dealership.
The past fifty years have had their ups and downs in
the Murray family. However, with the arrival of the third
generation, actively engaged in the business, it is likely
the business will continue to serve Neepawa and district
for many more years to come.

THE NEEP A W A AIRPORT
Later Garage.

tinuous 25 years.
Jack Johnstone, sales representative, has been employed for the last 24 years.
Conrad Thorkelson, parts manager, has been employed for the last 18 years.
Bill Dimmery, gas pump attendant has served
Murray's for the past 24 years.

The Neepawa Airport, pictured here from the air. The
town can be seen in the background, while the runways
and airport buildings are featured in the centre. The
picture was taken from about 1,000 feet up. Neepawa
Press JULY 19, 1968.
"In July 1968, Neepawa purchased the Neepawa
Airport from the Department of Transport and Crown
Assets Corporation for $10,000.00. It was the intention
of the town to develop the area as an industrial park for
small businesses".
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The Neepawa Airport, pictured from the air. The town can be seen in the background, while the runways and airport buildings are featured in the
centre. The picture was taken from about 1,000 feet up. Neepawa Press, July 19, 1968.

Immediately following World War II, the Elementary
Flying School was closed and all assets disposed of.
However, from 1945 to the late fifties the office operated
under the Department of Transport for Aircraft Communications. A radio range station was operated just
north of town. The remaining staff was transferred to
Dauphin at the close.
The Neepawa Aerial Spray and Charter operated out
of the hanger for a number of years. The building is now
being used by the G.M.W. Limited, Road Construction.
The drill hall was used by the Manitoba Dragoons and
the No.9 Squadron Air Cadets for some time. It was then
taken over by Edson Industries Ltd., producing and
equipping campers. It is now used by Prendeville Wood
Preservers - producing custom and pressure treated
products.
Don Cowell built and operated two tomato greenhouses for a short time.
Ray's Hydraulics (Ray Pegoski) operated out of the
old M.T. section.
Now in 1982 the actual airport facilities are going to be
used. The Neepawa Flying Club has taken over! A new
club house will be built near the old hangar which will
serve as a rendezvous point. A public telephone will be
installed, a tie-down area established, runway lights
approved. Upon the old tower, one of the last of its kind
in Canada, the Club hopes to restore a rotating beacon.
A metal wind direction indicator, from World War II
days, will be moved out where it can help approaching
aircraft.
Neepawa is fortunate with the restoration of this
commodity.
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ENTHUSIASTIC CROWD
GREETS TRUDEAU
Neepawa Press, June 1968

The personal magnetism of Prime Minister Pierre
Elliott Trudeau was demonstrated at the Neepawa
Airport as close to 2,000 persons - including about 600
school children - braved chilly winds and some light rain
to greet him on his only scheduled stop in the Marquette
constituency.
Though he spoke only briefly, he spoke of the need for
co-operation from all Canadians and reminded his
audience that "polititians alone cannot solve the
problems of the nation. We must all work together".
Farewell Wave is given by Prime Minister Trudeau as
he boards his plane to leave following his brief visit at
Neepawa.

Farewell wave is given by Prime Minister Trudeau as he boards his
plane to leave, following his brief visit at Neepawa.

HISTORY OF WHITE'S FUNERAL HOME
by Lyle Byram

1.G. (Jack) White with his wife Isabella came to
Neepawa in February, 1935 taking over the business of
Simpson and Son Funeral Home on First Street, after the
death of S.G. Simpson. Three Funeral Homes operated
at this time and took in a large area including Minnedosa,
Newdale and Erickson as well as Neepawa. In the winter
months due to snow and poor roads, a team of horses
often had to be hired to go out with a sleigh to remove the
deceased. Sometimes the preparation and funeral
arrangements of the deceased were made right in the
home.
During the flood in British Columbia in the 1940's, a
family wanted a relative brought home to Manitoba for

burial. No trains were travelling from British Columbia
due to the flood and following a great number of
telephone calls, Whites was one of the first in Canada to
have a body transported to Winnipeg by airplane.
In 1940 the Funeral Home moved to a new location on
Mountain Avenue. A new addition was built in 1958 with
a chapel with seating capacity of 180. This building is the
present Funeral Chapel.
The Funeral Home in Carberry was purchased by 1.G.
White from Davies Funeral Home in 1947 following the
death of Floyd Davies. The Funeral Home in Carberry is
still owned and operated by Whites.
Whites provided an ambulance service for Neepawa
and surrounding area until 1975.
White's Funeral Home is now operated by Douglas
White, son of 1.G. & Isabella White.

White's Funeral Home - 1950.
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White's Funeral Home - 1980.

Mr. White, better known by his nickname" Jack" was
best known for his activities in the Masonic Lodge. He
was a member of the United Church, served several years
as a trustee on the School Board, a member of Board of
Directors of Beautiful Plains Agricultural Society for 25
years and handled the announcing duties at the July 1
sports day during that time. He was a member of the
Shrine and was appointed the Potentate's Representative
of Khartum Temple for the Neepawa area.
Always interested in sports, he was well known in
amateur hockey, baseball and bowling. He was one of the
original shareholders who started the present golf course
at Neepawa Golf Club.

J.G. "Jack" White passed away December 21, 1967 at
the age of 61 years. Mrs. White resides in Neepawa and is
still involved with the family business. One daughter Lois
married Murray Christie (formerly of Neepawa), they
now reside in Edmonton. They have two sons and a
daughter. A son Douglas, resides in Neepawa and
operates the Funeral Home. He is married to Dora
Nikkel of Elm Creek, Manitoba and they have a daughter
and a son. Doug also has three sons by a previous
marriage. A daughter Lyle is married to Ray Byram and
they reside on the farm at Oberon, Manitoba, and they
have two daughters and a son. Mrs. White also has one
great grandchild.

NO. 35 E.F.T.S. R.A.F.
NEEP A WA, MANITOBA

Mr. J. W. Humphrey, Manager of Miramichi Flying Training School
Ltd.
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A message from the Right Honorable W.L. MacKenzie
King, Prime Minister of Canada, Ottawa, February 1944:
"Out of the comradeship of war will emerge a
comradeship of peace. The British Commonwealth Air
Training Plan has brought great numbers of the young
men of Britain, Australia, and New Zealand into close
contact with Canada and its people. By coming to know
one another better, you have been establishing friendships and gaining knowledge of each other which will
help you the better to plan and enjoy the peace to come.
Canada is proud to be the training ground for so many
young men whose valour in the skies over the world's
battlefronts is hastening the day of victory. To that great
company of fighting airmen, your school has contributed
an admirable share. To your instructors particularly, I
should like to express Canada's thanks. They labour
patiently to fit other men for action in which they
themselves would like to take a part.
To the Officers and Airmen of 35 E.F.T.S. and
through them to members of the R.A.F. serving in
Canada, I extend my best wishes. It is my earnest hope

Canadian hospitality has been such that you will return to
enjoyit again in times of peace".
.'.
August 26th, 1941 - The new air school bemg bUIlt 2
miles west of Neepawa is one of a series of air schools
which are being established in Western Canada to give
Elementary Flying Training to pupil pilots of the R.A.F.
from Britain, command headquarters of No. 2 Air
Training Command announced Friday.
September 12th, 1941 - Construction work on
Neepawa's Elementary Flying Training School is well
under way with Assiniboia Engineering Company and
Bird Construction Company of Winnipeg.
September 30th, 1941 - Great activity going on at new
field west of town.
14th, 1942 - The R.A.F. arrived at Neepawa
the command of Wing Commander H.R. Black
F.C. The arrival at the Neepawa station was quite an
and threw the town into some confusion. About
this time blizzards were experienced almost daily and the
'-'LIU1l11"'UU.U1 5 Officer and S.M.O. F. Lt. Dowding nearly
their lives attempting to walk to the hospital at
wa. Impressions of Canada at this stage were a
adverse.
August 27, 1942 - Neepawa Press: One hundred and
members of the Miramichi Flying Training School
by special train last Friday from Chatham, New
k. Mr. J.W. Humphrey, manager of the
stated that the Company's payroll will be
hpj·U/,>pn eight and ten thousand dollars per week, and
he will hire every man that wants to work and is
",,~'aV.L" of working until his staff is at full strength. The
uses only air force men as instructors as is the
of R.A.F. schools, and the pupils are members
the R.A.F. coming from different parts of the Empire.
The Miramichi Company formerly operated No. 21
.F.T.S. at Chatham, New Brunswick and is managed by
. J.W. Humphrey. Both airmen and civilians are
with the friendliness and hospitality of the people
Manitoba. Many arrangements have been made for
relaxation and convenience of the airmen and include
l)',""U',"IOU
sport, a theatre, canteens, post office, a
L:analdia.n Legion library, a classical music club and the
, a hard working concert party.
The School remained under civilian management, but
in 1943 it was changed from 35 E.F.T.S. R.A.F. to
E.F.T.S., R.C.A.F.
March 16, 1944 - Local airport to close down on

Tiger No. 26 E.F. T.S. 1944, Neepawa.

FlO Dudley Fisher.

FIOE.J. Richards, U.S.A.

No. 26 E.F. T.S., Neepawa, Man.

E.F. T.S. Neepawa 1944 - Tiger moths.
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August 25th, 1944. Listed with 27 other schools, the
Neepawa school is slated to close, as is No. 33,S.F.T.S.,
Carberry, Manitoba.
Manager of No. 35 E.F.T.S. voices appreciation
January 7, 1943 - "The untiring efforts of the citizens of
Neepawa, to provide entertainment and also make a
home away from home for the personnel of No. 35
E.F.T.S. during the festive season is deeply appreciated,
and as so many citizens are involved, we take this means
of extending our thanks, as it would be impossible to
approach each of you personally. Your generous undertaking is surely a symbol of the Town of Neepawa,
and many will be the happy memories carried away by the
unit, who will spread it far and wide that Neepawa truly
is the home of unstinted and wholehearted hospitality.
On behalf of all members of the organization, we thank
you" .
Yours Sincerely,
J.W. Humphrey
Manager E.F.T.S. No. 35
Neepawa, Manitoba
During the time the Station has been here, Neepawa
has benefitted by a greater spending power, and has had
patriotic, recreational and social activities strengthened.

Florence Adams and Doris Ross - 1943.
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WELCOME WAGON
by Florence Bates

International in scope but local in service
Welcome Wagon is a personalized advertising service
which was first introduced to Neepawa in February 1963.
Pauline Hill of Winnipeg, then Welcome Wagon
Supervisor for Manitoba and North Western Ontario,
but later became President of Welcome Wagon Limited
in Toronto, organized the program here. Her first duties
were to choose a Hostess and sign up at least eleven
Sponsors.
The Hostess chosen was Florence Bates. Florence went
to Winnipeg in March to take a ten day course. On
graduating she was fitted for her new job. Florence is still
carrying on the job and can be spotted on the streets of
Neepawa carrying a pretty decorated basket when out
making Welcome Wagon calls.
The first merchant to sign up with Welcome Wagon
was R.L. Hurrell (Hurrell's Bakery). Of the original
Sponsors the following business places are still with
Welcome Wagon. Clark's Bakery (formally Hurrell's
Bakery); Murray's Garage Neepawa Limited;
Shoemaker-McGillvary (now Gill-Schmall Agencies);
Hargreaves Drug Store; Economy Department Store
(now Jorundson's Department Store); Mutual Life
Insurance (Agent was R.T. (Bill) Robinson) present
Agent is Newton Clark of Minnedosa. Neepawa Press is a
Reciprocal Sponsor. Neepawa Co-operative signed up in
June of 1963 when Forrest Wilcox was manager. Over the
years several other merchants have sponsored the
program with as many as 25 belonging at one time.
Presently 21 businesses are participating.
Many newcomers to town have been welcomed with a
visit from the Welcome Wagon Hostess, gifts from the
Sponsors, as well as religious, civic, and community
information.
Local engaged girls, who marry and remain in town
also are called upon. The very first Welcome Wagon visit
was made April 6, 1963 on Laura Mackie (now Mrs.
Norman Chapman).
Baby Welcome calls are made on new mothers at the
local Hospital which takes in a large area.
On the social side, a Welcome Wagon Club was
organized by the Hostess.
Newcomers when called on are automatically invited to
the Club. The meetings are the third Wednesday of each
month. Members take turns offering their homes for the
meetings and bringing lunch. We always have a short
program, which consists of someone showing slides, or a
tour of a point of interest, or someone who talks on an
interesting topic. Many lasting friendships and coffee
parties have developed from Welcome Wagon Club
acquaintances.

THE SALT WELL
by John Herne

At the turn of the century a group of enterprising local
men were interested in the search for oil in the Neepawa
district. Among these was John McKone. His untiring
efforts and perseverence contributed much to the
eventual establishment of a Salt Industry, even though he
encountered many disappointing setbacks.
During this period, the Province of Manitoba, also
interested in the search for oil, established a drilling
outfit referred to as The Roblin Government Oil Boring
Operations. The government planned to drill a series of
test holes in the Riding Mountain District. As the drilling
operation was in this area the Government was persuaded
to drill a test hole in Neepawa and drilling was started on
John McKone's property. Boring operations were slow,
reaching a depth of only one hundred and fifty feet after
two weeks drilling. Further drilling was delayed when in
March, 1910, a hurricane of unusual force caused extensive damage to the town, including the drilling
equipment and derrick. A new derrick was constructed
and drilling operations were continued reaching a depth
of five hundred feet. Drilling ceased at this point as the
drilling outfit moved to Riding Mountain to fulfil a
previous commitment.
A few months later with improved equipment drilling
resumed reaching a depth of fifteen hundred and fifty
feet. Well tests were taken and much to the disappointment of all promoters no sign of oil was evident.
Instead, the "well" was filled with a salt brine. It was
decided to drill farther and after reaching nineteen
hundred feet, the drilling rig pulled out. Further tests
confirmed a vast supply of salt brine. A test gallon of
brine was boiled down yielding two to three pounds of
good salt. Prospects of developing a salt industry for
Neepawa were confirmed by a salt expert from Windsor,
Ontario. Mr. McKone travelled to Windsor and Detroit
to obtain knowledge regarding equipment and
production methods.
The First World War halted further development at
this time.
In 1919 John McKone commenced testing brine,
negotiating purchase of equipment, and, as a great deal
of steam was required, approached the local Quaker Oats
plant for use of their exhaust steam.
Armed with a brine sample, McKone approached all
packing plants in Winnipeg. They were impressed
with the quality of salt and agreed to purchase all salt
or()dllced. Some packers even indicated the offer of
Ull"U"'~«~ support for the establishment of a salt industry.
for production of salt in Neepawa were rated
, but attempts to interest local residents in financial
ort were negative and once again further developremained dormant for almost nine years.
Renewed interest in 1924 saw the formation of The
I\.lp,,,n",,,,'" Salt Company, by Manitoba Charter for a joint
Company capitalized at $500,000.00. Directors
appointed. They proceeded with the construction of
new derrick and some bUildings. New equipment was
"l"'~"''''' The start-up was disappointing as the "Brine
ell" could not supply a constant flow of brine. This

Old plant, well house and centrifugal dryer.

Boiler house and Grainer plant.
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Showing Blower Plant, cordwood, spur line oj old salt plant, about 1932.

Canadian Salt Company.
Neepawa Salt Plant.
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failure was attributed to inadequate equipment and
inexperienced operators. The directors decided to curtail
operations and seek expert advice.
In 1925 John McKone sold all his land and salt interests to T.G. Murphy.
In 1931 the company was reorganized under a
Dominion Charter as The Neepawa Salt Company
Limited and incorporated for 16,000 shares of common
stock. The plant commenced production with the Grainer
method and by 1932 was producing thirty-five tons daily.
Operations were maintained during the difficult
depression years until 1935 when The Canadian Industries Limited purchased the entire salt operations and
continued production until 1941.
The Company, visualizing the need for expansion,
began construction of a modern plant in 1940 at the
corner of Commerce Street and Mountain Avenue. The
plant was to use the Vacuum Pan method with a rated
production of one hundred tons per day.
In April, 1941, the new plant went on stream
producing various salt products for domestic, commercial and agricultural use. Calcium Magnesium
Chloride was produced as a by-product of the salt brine.
Ironically, in June, 1941, a violent storm destroyed
some of the buildings of the old Grainer plant, and since
replacement costs were too high, it was the end of a

struggling industry.
The men responsible for the successful progress of the
new plant were H.A. Wilson, directing construction and
installation of equipment, and Martin F. O'Day, whose
technical expertise guided all the operations to a successful salt production for years to come.
In 1951 the Salt Plant was sold to The Canadian Salt
Company and became a part of the largest national salt
operation. The Plant operated until 1970 when a decision
was made to shut down the plant in Neepawa and move
its operations to Saskatchewan. The main reason for
closure was the low saturation of the salt brine - sixtyeight percent as opposed to one hundred percent brine,
coupled with the high cost of salt production, etc. The
Company felt it was forced to migrate to Saskatchewan
for reason of economics.
The entire plant and site were sold to a local community organization. With the co-operation of Neepawa
citizens and surrounding communities they transformed
the old plant into an activity centre which they named
The Yellowhead Centre. This included a large hall and ice
arena with all modern facilities.
The Yellow head Centre will always remain a fitting
monument to an industry which struggled for survival
and enjoyed successful operations to the end.

Bagging chloride - a by-product.
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Original size of warehouse - now Yellowhead Center.

Construction of new Plant. Boiler house, bulk warehouse, and brine tank. 1940 - 41.
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PHONE
GROWTH OF INTER CITY GAS
INNEEPAWA
The first Natural Gas mains were installed in Neepawa
during 1957. Some of the main lines connecting the town
with Trans Canada Pipelines at Oberon were probably
laid during 1956. The next three years saw many homes
and businesses convert to Gas from coal and oil.
The coming of Natural Gas to this community, as with
many others, meant getting away from the daily chore of
filling the coal burner and hauling out the ashes. Wood
piles almost disappeared from the back yard. The smell
of fuel oil was gone from the home. Chimney fires were
also a thing of the past. Natural Gas is clean burning and
there are no deposits left in chimney vents.
During the twenty five years Inter City Gas has been
operating in Neepawa the company has continued to add
new customers to the system each year.
Plastic pipe is now used underground rather than steel.
There are approximately 1100 customers today in
Neepawa. Our office was opened at 287 Hamilton Street
during 1976. There, a customer may pay accounts, make
enquiries, or just pass the time of day with one of the
company personnel.
COMMENDATION
Congratulations go out to Mr. Joe Bialkoski in
Neepawa, who received the following letter of thanks
from a satisfied customer:

Dear Mr. Bialkoski:
I'd like to formally thank you for your persistent
efforts to help us solve our problem with our natural gas
furnace. Without your help in discovering the gas leak,
our repairmen were not able to rectify the problem. I
particularly appreciated the fact that you came back
several times to check on their work and informed them
each time that the work was not yet complete.
It's competent employees like you who build customer
confidence in your Company.
Thanks once again!
Yours sincerely,
Robert J. Bradley
Keep up the good work Joe!
If you know of anyone in your division, branch or area
130

Lois LeBoutillier at work.
Bookkeeper for Inter City Gas.

who has received a special word of thanks from a happy
customer, let the Inter-City Gasette know and we'll let
everyone else know.

MANITOBA HYDRO
Electrical Service in Neepawa
Perhaps no other utility has been received with greate
enthusiasm than the Electrical Service as supplied by thl
Manitoba Power Commission.
For the farmer's wife - butter is no longer kept in th
ice well. There's the fridge, the freezer, the range, th
laundry appliances, the cooking appliances and vacuums
For the farmer - there are lights in the barn, yard light5
the milking machine, the stock feeding machine, th
television, the radio market reports, the tape recordel
the computers, and so much, much more.
The Beautiful Plains came alive and the Ridin
Mountains began to glow! "Life down on the farm"
indeed a happy one. The M.P.C. was "Lights Up" j
May 1944.
The Town of Neepawa operated its own electric
generation and distribution system from around the tUl
of the century when the electrical industry was still in i

infancy. Details of the plant as it existed in 1915 were
described in the Myers Report based on a thorough investigation of power sources and operations in Manitoba.
A copy of Myers' account of Neepawa's plant is attached.
(Myers compiled the report for Chicago power tycoon
Samuel Insull who foresaw the benefits of mass electrical
energy production in Manitoba with the aim to build the
power empire himself. Insulliost out on the opportunity
when the provincial government opted for governmental
control of rural electrification.
The Manitoba Power Commission was subsequently
formed by Legislature in 1919 under the Electrical Power
Transmission Act. Under the Act, any municipality could
apply for service through the Minister of Public Works.)
The Town of Neepawa continued to operate independently through the depression and into the war
years. Before the war broke out in 1939 some 145
Manitoba communities had signed up for MPC network
power. But it wasn't until March 17,1944 when the Town
of Neepawa by a vote of the ratepayers agreed to dispose
of its electric distribution system and join the provincial
network system. Subsequently on May 1 of that year, the
Manitoba Power Commission commenced service to
Neepawa. The late Lloyd Playfair was Neepawa's first
'Hydro Man' (see attached).
In 1961 Neepawa was designated as one of 11
managerial areas for customer service operations under
the newly-created Manitoba Hydro. The Area Manager
was Ed Salway who is still residing in Neepawa. (He is
now Special Assistant to the Mid West Area Manager in
Brandon.)

Old Neepawa Power House 1915, Park Lake.

NP I Public Relations
November 2,1981

Manitoba Hydro.

Manitoba Hydro Neepawa Operating Centre, designated Managerial
Office 1961.
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HYDRO HIGHLIGHTS
The seo
.
up with op of the month is Neepawa's decision to hook
getting eve~Yd~o. Lloyd Playfair is working overtime
153.
ythmg shipshape to take over hydro town No.
Neepawa
BYdro fa ,needs no introduction to the rest of the
reeognize:lly. It was incorporated in 1884 and is now
Manitoba Ia~ one of the most progressive towns in
regarded ' t IS located in the County of Beautiful Plains,
West.
as One of the finest agricultural sections in the
The town b
There is in 0 oas~s an alert and growing business section.
a ?atehery peratJon a $350,000 salt well, two creameries,
mill, whol ' a POUltry finishing plant, a 100 barrel flour
garages esale SUpply houses, marble works, up-to-date
restaur~nts mOd e: n apartment blocks, hotels and
theatre, Th a fl?e printing plant and moving picture
carefUl att e. reSidential section is very attractive and
,Situatede~honis given to good educational facilities.
r~IIwayS andn the t,runk lines of the C.N.R. and C.P.R.
IghwayS ,f?rmlllg the junction of No.4 and No.5
Ne epaWa's,It
h IS I.dea II y located for future growth.
the enterpr' .appy location, the presence of Hydro, and
about the dISillg ability of the town's citizens will bring
aWn of a great era of industrial development.

h

NEEPAWA
POPUlau

on - 2,100

The city

~ater SYSteC:;;ns and operated both the electric light and
OCated at th s. The power plant and water works are
~rnal1 Streame ext:eme southeast part of the city near a
t tternpt mad' which was at one time dammed and an
t o the Very e to Use water power. The plan failed owing
~e plant So ~rUde construction adopted. The location of
o 50 Cents ar from the railroads adds a haulage charge
WOOd.
Per ton for coal and 50 cents per cord for
The el
ret
ectric I
Urn tUbul P ant consists of - two Goldie-McCulloch
~ndenser ar bOilers, duplicate feed water pumps, jet
C CCUlIoch Von~ 188 h.p. cross compound Goldieanadian G ertIcal engine direct connected to alSO k. w .
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street lighting system and for this the Lighting Department was credited $4,769.60 or 15 cents per kwhr. The
service is from dusk until midnight with one hour of
lighting in the early morning at train time.
The city at one time owned and operated the local
telephone system, together with the electric light system,
and has joint k pole lines with the Manitoba Government, which now operates the telephone system.
The lines are in fair condition considering that the
plant is some seventeen years old. A total of 350 kw in
transformers is connected on the lines, which results in
core loss of 6 kw and during the day the power factor is
shown as low as 60 kw.
The city has 300 lighting customers and 10 power
consumers. The rates charged for lighting are 15 cents per
kw hr. net, minimum $1.00 per month, with a penalty of
10070 added to accounts unpaid by the 20th. For power
installations up to 10 h.p., 9 cents per kwhr net, 11 to 50
h.p., 6 cents net and 51 h.p. and over 4 cents net,
minimum $1.00 per month per meter.
The following shows the power services:
Sash & Door Factory
Marble works
Elevator, Lake of the Woods
Press printing, offices
Register
Confectionery shop
Bakery
Meat Markets, two of 2 h.p.
Harness shop

87 h.p.
lOh.p.
71/2h.p.
5 h.p.
112 h.p.
10h.p.
5 h.p.
4h.p.
1 h.p.

The waterworks is located in the same building with the
electric plant and consists of a 300 gallon per minute
Goulds triplex plunger pump geared to a 50 h.p. 220 volt
3 phase motor, and an 18 x 10 x 12 Fairbanks-Morse
duplex high pressure fire pump. The motor driven pump
is used for normal operation, pumping from a well fed by
a pipe line which is carried down from a dam on a small
stream located some distance from town. The steam
pump is used for fire pressure only and works against a
head of 140 Ibs. per square inch. Steam is furnished from
the boilers in the electric plant. The electric light
department has had a varied career and mismanagement
has created a heavy capitalization which is shown by the
Auditor's report herewith.
Other users of power in the city are: The Ogilvie Co.
with a 30,000 bushel elevator which is operated during
the harvest season. An eight h.p. gasoline engine is now
used. Elevator closed and no cost data obtainable.
The Hayes Machine Shop uses an 8 h.p. engine. No
records are kept.
A local creamery is operated by steam which should
be displaced by a 10 h.p. motor. Steam is used for power
and other combined operations so no power cost figures
are obtainable.
The local laundry is running with a 10 h.p. steam
engine being used. No cost data are obtainable.
An oatmeal mill, located here, is at present shut down
owing to financial troubles. The controlling interest is
held by Winnipeg parties.
A brick plant near the town has been idle for some time

and it was stated that cheap power would very likely re.
open this industry.
A match factory was started but soon discontinued,
due to difficulty with the machinery used.

From the information secured and expressions' from
the City officials and business men, the city should be
able to contract for 200 h.p. at $60.00 per h.p. per year.
Gross income $12,000.00 per year.

STATEMENT OF ELECTRIC LIGHT DEPARTMENT
ASSETS AND LIABILITIES - AT DECEMBER 31, 1915

Elec. Light dept. cash on hand and in bank
Coal on hand
Wood on hand
Oil, waste and packing on hand
Stores and supplies on hand
Customers' light accts. receivable
Customers' power accts. receivable
Waterworks dept. accts. rec.
Electric light tax arrears
Interior wiring accts. rec.
Street lighting for December
Mun. Bldg. lighting for December

$2,390.79
1,078.95
209.87
195.45
864.05
2,110.66
84.30
90.50
117.32
1,387.86
450.30
69.45

Electric light plant
Boiler and engine repairs

35,169.11
973.65

Less reserve for Depr'n

36,142.76
2,142.88
33,999.88
500.00
188.03

4,310.48

Phone services paid in advance

34,687.91
12.67

Excess of liabilities / assets at debit of Electric
Light Dept. general fund account

12,828.37
$56,578.54

During the year 1914 the sum of $24,346.10 was written off the electric light plant and new installation accounts to
conform to the valuation as made by the Public Utilities Commissioner.

Electric Light Debenture Indebtedness
Less amount on deposit in sinking fund

55,000.00
1,456.65

nion Bank of Canada accrued interest
on debentures
accounts payable

797.50

at credit of new installation a/ c

657.22

53,543.35

1,454.72
1,580.38
$56,578.45
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Operating Accounts - December 31, 1915
Revenue:
Customers' lighting accounts
Customers' power accounts
Water works power account
Street lighting account
City building light account
Misc. electrical receipts

11,068.94
2,162.10
952.59
4,769.60
689.95
10.00

19,653.18
4,804.29
44.64

Gross surplus brought down
Int. earned on sinking fund acct.

4,848.93

Expenditure:
Fuel
Oil, waste, packing
Water
Wages
Stationery-printing
Light, heat
Insurance
Int. on capitalization of $35,399.82
Misc. operating expenses

7,816.70
202.57
329.02
3,302.80
82.25
510.45
424.50
1,722.27
458.33

7,816.70

7,032.19

Gross surplus carried down

4,804.29

Depreciation on plant as required by
Public Utilities Commission

2,142.88

Provision for 1915 levy for sinking fund
on capitalization of plant by Public Utilities
Commission

1,129.98

Surplus carried to reserve for interest paid
and sinking fund provisions on difference between
capitalization of plant and debenture issue.

19,653.18

3,272.86

1,576.07
$4,848.93

MANITOBA TELEPHONE SYSTEM
History of the Telephone
in Neepawa

First Telephone exchange office building.
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There seems to be a difference of opinion about when
telephones were first introduced to Neepawa. An article
in the Neepawa Press of May 28, 1896 contains this
paragraph: "A telephone exchange with about fifty
subscribers is one of the greatest conveniences enjoyed by
the citizens of Neepawa. Mr. H.W. Gerhardt is the
manager." It was said that this was the first privately
owned system on the North American continent.

Switchboard.

Test Unit, with Districtman C. Robinson making a
test.

It was later reported that in 1899, a group of ambitious
local merchants and farmers decided to establish
telephone service and their efforts were rewarded one
year later when the Neepawa Municipal Telephone
System was placed in operation with 69 customers
connected to a switchboard located in the home of the
resident appointed local agent.
When the Manitoba Government Telephones came
into being on January 15, 1908 it immediately began
constructing rural lines in many areas, including the
Neepawa district. Long distance links were also
established between Winnipeg, Portage la Prairie,
Brandon, Carman, Neepawa and Carberry.
In 1912, M.G.T. (later changed to Manitoba
Telephone System) erected a one-storey manual exCustomers formerly served by the municipal
were transferred to equipment in this building.
a few months the exchange provided service to
telephones in Neepawa and to 300 phones on local

farms.
A new common battery multiple switchboard and
associated power plant were installed and went into
operation on February 23, 1937. By the end of 1951 this
equipment was providing service to 666 local and 481
rural telephones.
Neepawa was cut over to dial service on November 16,
1967. The central office equipment was located in a new
building at the corner of Brown Avenue and Hamilton
Street. This was the 119th automatic exchange to be
established in Manitoba. The total cost of this project
was $715,000.00. The total number of telephones had
increased to 1,456 local and 300 rural.
Direct Distance Dialing (DDD) was established in
Neepawa on April 22, 1976. This facility made it possible
for residents to direct dial to over 150 million telephones
in North America.
At the present time the Neepawa exchange is providing
service to 2, 706 local and 481 rural telephones.

Relay Racks - Power Unit.
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NEEPAWA WATERWORKS
PROGRESS

PROGRESS

PROGRESS

To encourage industry to locate, citizens to build new
homes, banks, retailers to invest"in our Town, there must
be a good supply of good water. Our councils have been
cognizant of this fact for many years.
On June 13, 1911, Council received the report of
Messrs Chipman & Power C.E. on proposed systems of
waterworks and sewage. Authorization to permit the
Town to proceed with a bylaw on waterworks and sewage
and hold a vote of the ratepayers was received Aug. / 11.
"A splendid new asset" Premier Duff Roblin termed
Neepawa's new water treatment plant opened Aug. 1963.
Roblin gave full credit to the Town Council and citizens
of Neepawa for the new facilities for the entire project
was handled by the town. He also termed the new plant
system absolutely essential for the growth of the community. The cost of the plant in 1913 was $145,000. The
new plant project was $315,000.00
Major waterworks projects were underway the summer
of 1982 in Neepawa. Painting of the 500,000 gallon steel
tank atop Neepawa's newest tower was completed. Both
the inside and outside were sandblasted; five coats of
paint applied inside; outside of the tank became a pastel
beige with huge green letters - spelling Neepawa - added
to the east and west face. Inside of the tank was sealed in
preparation for filling. Neepawa is to be congratulated
on the completion of this major project - an assurance of
our economic future.
(Information taken from Council Minutes and Neepawa
Press reports. Pictures courtesy Neepawa Press).

New Water Treatment Plant.
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Neepawa's new Water Tower - 1982.

Our First Sewage Disposal Plant??

Neepawa Water Tower - 1947.
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Trenching machine putting in waterworks at Neepawa - 1912.

Trenching machine - 1912 waterworks.

Installing waterworks - Neepawa 1982.

Installing waterworks - Neepawa 1982.

THE MEN OF THE NEEPA W A
FIRE DEPARTMENT
by Louise Rey

Fire! Fire! Cried Mrs. Alguire!
Where? Where? Yelled Mrs. Clare.
Downtown shouted Mrs. Brown!
Oh heaven save us - moaned Mrs. Davis!
(a favorite childhood chant!)

Neepawa Fire Brigade (circa) 1893. Courtesy - the Colonist.

Team and wagon in front of the doors. Standing, Left to Right: ?, on
steps ?, Jim Dalton, Andy Mitchell, Art Cowland, Chas. Parrott, Bob
Christie, Arthur Hetherington. Team and wagon on the right: Driver
Ed Howard, Jack Manning, Alf Heyes. Neepawa Fire Department.

Beginning with a group of concerned citizens headed
by M.H. Fieldhouse, on Feb. 6th, 1884, fire protection
for the Town of Neepawa, and its citizens has been a
major concern of the council. The property committee
recommended on Mar. 12/84 that two ladders 16' with an
eight splice for each, 4 roof ladders with hooks attached,
24 pails, 2 axes and 100 ft. of rope with hooks attached be
procured. The beginning. Over the next few years there
were many motions to buy equipment and dig wells.
On June 19th, 1896, Mr. R.D. Young was appointed
captain of the fire brigade. On July 3, 1896, Mr. Young
named the personnel of men as R.D. Young, Captain;
Alex Hunter and B. Hartley - hose; M. Mills, Harry
Hodkinson, J. Forrester, B. Kellington - hook and
ladder; W.H. Gossell, D.C. Lamorie, W. Little, Jas.
Skelding, Benson Peters, W. Taylor - bucket brigade.
Subsequent motions of town council made provision
for the purchase of property for a fire hall- (lots 23, 24 in
block D), and a suitable building for a fire engine and a
dwelling to house all the equipment; also a person to
gather up all the fire apparatus after use! Water supply
was a major consideration. Wells were dug on Hamilton
St; 1 - 8'x8'x20' deep; 1 - 5'x5'x20' deep on the north side
of Hamilton; 1 -12'-12'-16' at Davidson and Mountain.
Three more wells were dug; Ion Mountain Ave. north;
one near Dan Hamilton's livery stable; one near Railway
St.
In 1896, Council considered purchasing a chemical fire
engine, this in addition to the water unit, both horse
drawn. The usual problems of labor arose: firemen asked
for one dollar per hour, 5¢ an hour for false alarms
attending fires, proper clothing, hourly wages, rubber
boots, coats, etc. The fire hall was to be properly fitted
up and heated.
Firemen were called by ringing the large bell in the
tower. In 1900, by motion, the bell was to be rung at 7
and 12 a.m.; 1 and 6 p.m; and the correct time got from
Mr. Fred Leach! During W.W.1. the bell was rung to
indicate news! Neighbors gathered on street corners to
discuss the latest disasters! Four more tanks of 10,000
gal. capacity each were placed on strategic corners, still
not sufficient.
Problems continued to arise with proper housing,
sufficient water, equipment, the bell, personnel and
house call payments. However, the Neepawa Fire Brigade
gave good service.
Throughout the years of the Neepawa Fire Brigades the
men have built up the enviable reputation of being one of
the most efficient brigades in Canada. They turn out
faithfully to practises and spend many hours learning to
combat every type of fire. They are on call 24 hours of
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every day and the speed at which they answer fire calls is
a constant amazement to Neepawa residents. .
Some of the Fire Chiefs have been: R.D. Young, Alex
Hunter, John Simpson, A.H. Humber, A.G. Heyes,
Chas. Robinson, C.W. Parrott, Gerald Parrott, A.Y.
Guillas, H. Randall.
There have been many changes in the methods of fire
fighting, equipment, trucks. Neepawa has three trucks
fully equipped and ready for use at all times.
The Dept. now runs a vehicle extrication unit. This
apparatus was donated to the town by the Royal
Canadian Legion No. 23, to be operated by the fire
department, wherever need for the tool is required.
We are the only town (at this writing) in a municipality
in the province of Manitoba that rotates its equipment on
a 15 year basis. With 3 pumper trucks in use then, our
equipment is always up to date, including 2 way radios,
walkie talkies, resuscitator, portable pump, exhaust fan,
air masks.
We have a written agreement with the three rural
municipalities of Rosedale, Langford and Lansdowne for
the Town of Neepawa to provide fire protection.
Now, in addition, we provide fire protection assistance
to any town or municipality in the Neepawa mutual aid
district: Neepawa, Gladstone, south and east to
MacGregor, Austin, north to Amaranth, Alonsa, McCreary, south on No.5 highway in R.M. of Rosedale to
Neepawa. This includes approximately 14 participating
departments, Neepawa is the centre and our chief the
coordinator.
.
In July, 1982, the Neepawa Fire Brigade personnel
were:
Tim Prawdzik - Fire Chief; Ron Gray - Ass't. Fire
Chief;
Jim Pickering - Deputy Ass't. Fire Chief.
Brigade members: B. Ennis, W. Dimmery, D.
Evenson, T. Bates, A. Kingdon, N. Hogarth, B. Birch,
L. Dagg, H. Kuyp, W. Clark, E. Ford, K. Kuyp, R.
Simpson, C. Middleton, E. Foster, G. Barron, J. McDougall.
Gone are the days of the fire summons by the fire bell!
That was replaced by the use of the conference line
phone. In the fall of 1982 the department will be on a 25
unit electronic pager.
Information for this article was supplied by George
Rey, Tim Prawdzik. Pictures contributed by the
Neepawa Fire Department, and Mr. Jack Halliday,
retired brigade member with seventeen years service.

Neepawa Fire Dept., No.2.

Neepawa Fire Trucks.

Neepawa Press of 1896

The first fire alarm to startle Neepawa people was
sounded on the Knox Church bell on Monday at about
7:20 as many were out for their evening stroll. Matt
Gamble had his team out at once - and hastened to
Johnstone's machine shop to hitch onto the chemical
engine. With the ringing of the gong, the galloping of the
horses, away went the engine to the scene of the blaze, a
bonfire near the Simpson House. Capt. R.D. Young had
charge of the engine, assisted by H.W. Hodkinson and
B.F. Hartley.

Neepawa Fire Truck, No.2.

Fenwick's Fire, Dec. 25/49.

Fenwick's Fire, Dec. 25/49.

Fenwick's Fire, Dec. 25/49.
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Mountain Road Church - 1925.

Fire at Mountain Road Church.
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Fire at Mountain Road Church.

George Jackson, 88, died of smoke inhalation early Tuesday morning after his
home at Riding Mountain caught fire. /-lis wife, Mary, and son Arnold escaped
without injury but a neighbor was unable to reach lv1r. Jackson dUG to the heavy
SmOKf.:. The house was completoly destroyed in [fIB blaze,

Washout - Park Lake Dam.

Blizzard - March 24, 1904.
Drive-In Fire Worst In Years.

Fire Claims Lives of Three Children.

Cloudburst.

F. Kozak - Gas main fire - 1965.

Fire at TomBoy Store - 1967.
F. Kozak - Gas main fire - 1965.
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TOR ADOAT
LA EIRWI

PA
SWift's Hatchery Fire - New Year's Eve, Dec. 31, 1967.

WASHROOMS
DEMOLISHED

THE LAST
BIG WI D
Swift's Hatchery Fire - New Year's Eve, Dec. 31, 1967.

Presented with certificates and a gate sign. at the Century Farms Awards
presentations, were the Babcock families. The Babcock farm was established 1879
near Birnie and has been in the family ever since. Pictured are (left to right): Lloyd
Babcock. Richard Hanke, Barbara Lynn Babcock, Ruth Hanke, Dorothy Babcock
and Arthur Babcock.

WILLIAM BABCOCK FAMILY
by Arthur and Dorothy Babcock

William Babcock was born in Holsworthy, Devonshire, England in the year 1847. As a young man, and a
cabinet-maker by trade, he decided to immigrate to
Canada - the new land of hope and promise. He settled in
London, Ontario, where he eventually met and married
Sarah Jane McMillan.
Being ambitious and adventurous, he felt that a new
'Land of Opportunity' beckoned him to pack up his
family and possessions to come west and seek a new life.
The Government was opening up the prairie provinces
and encouraging settlers by giving them homesteads of
160 acres for the minimal sum of $10.00, and the further
privilege of pre-empting another 160 acres.
Father travelled from London, Ontario to Fargo by

William Babcock

Mary Ellen Babcock.

railway, from there he came on a boat to Winnipeg. His
further travels into Manitoba in search of land took him
as far northwest to what is now the Dauphin area. Seeing
nothing which appealed to him as much as the setting
along the base of the beautiful Riding Mountains, he
returned, and took homestead of the southeast quarter of
18-17-14, pre-empting the northeast quarter of the same
section in 1879.
Being a lover of nature and also knowing the necessity
of water, he chose to make his home site beside a springfed creek which was flowing from the mountains. The
area was surrounded with beautiful hardwood trees,
poplars and many varieties of wild fruit. A log home and
other shelters were quickly constructed to accommodate
the family and livestock until such time that permanent
dwellings could be erected.
William and Sarah had three children: William Giddy
(later known as W.G.) was born in Ontario, and three
years of age when they came west. May Eugene arrived in
1881, and George Preston in 1882.
The year 1893 brought misfortune to the family with
the passing of Sarah Jane.
Time moved on and Father married Mary Ellen
Gilmore, daughter of James Gilmore - one of the first
settlers in the Glensmith area (now Kelwood). Of this
marriage there were four children: Arthur, Fredrick,
Mary Elizabeth and Joseph.
Father was an active, well-educated man who played a
large part in building the Orange Ridge community. He
served as magistrate, and had the post office in his home.
He was one of the instigators of organizing a school
district in the area, serving as Secretary-Treasurer.
Being very staunch Methodists, he and mother worked
hard for their church. Travelling ministers found shelter
in their home, and father served as a lay minister
whenever necessary. Prior to building a church, prayer
meetings, revival gatherings and other social gettogethers were held on the farm. It seemed to be a central
location. A circular clearing was cut in the bush just
south of the home-site, gravel spread on the ground,
planks set up for benches and a platform raised for the
speakers - this is where such events were held. To keep the
area free from mosquitoes and other worrisome insects,
trees were sawed off two or three feet from the ground,
all around the outer edge of the enclosure, then the
stumps were ignited - the smoke from the fires proved
very effective. People drove long distances in wagons,
buggies and democrats to attend these meetings and
social activities.
In 1898 a Methodist church was built on the southeast
corner of the farm. The first board of Trustees was: M.E.
Boughton of Arden, P. Winters, W.H. Hearn, G.
Featherstone, S. Impett and Wm. Babcock, all of Orange
Ridge. The minutes show that they had purchased 100
chairs for the sum of $45.00. This church was eventually
moved into Birnie in 1909.
In the early 1890's the family built a brick home, an
addition was built in 1906, making a five bedroom house
which we still occupy. Father also framed a barn 36 feet
by 50 feet, plus a lean-to which was 18 feet by 50 feet, this
structure was raised by a 'work -bee' of neighbors in 1902.
The first family automobile was a McLaughlin Buick
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The Babcocks. Back: Mary Ellen, William. Front: Fred,· Mary,
Arthur.

touring, purchased in 1917.
As a young man in England, father was stricken with
rheumatic fever which left him with a weak heart, that,
along with bronchitis, made it necessary for him to seek a
warmer climate during the winter months of his latter
years. It eventually caused his death in 1917.
Being an early settler's wife was an experience of
endurance and very hard work. Mother spent long hours
caring for her family, home, sewing, gardening and
tending other outside jobs. Besides this, she always found
time to help a neighbor, take an active part in the churchserving as organist, attending Ladies Aid meetings and
Women's Missionary groups. She remained on the farm
with the family until 1942, when she moved to Saskatoon
to be with her daughter, Mary.
Through the years more farmland was acquired and
worked mainly by horses until early 1940 when a tractor
was purchased to speed up operations. The crops were
threshed with a steam engine and separator run by family
members. This engine was also used for breaking land,
crushing grain, moving buildings and other necessary
jobs. The first combine was purchased in 1947.
August 22, 1956 the Orange Ridge school was moved
onto the farm, approximately where the church had
previously stood. This was in operation until 1968 when
centralization of schools took place. The event was
celebrated with a reunion of teachers, students and
families, also the unveiling of a cairn to commemorate
the pioneers and all who had helped to promote
education in the district.
The Families
Following is a list of the progeny of the families:
W.G. married Ethel McCallum of Roland who had
come to teach the Brydges school (later known as Orange
Ridge). Their children are: Stanley and his wife Greta
reside in Winnipeg; Lillian - Mrs. Ted Frend, living in
Edmonton; Marion, Mrs. Jack Jardine of Portage la
Prairie; Lorne and his family are in Sudbury; Bryce and
Rosalee live in Ottawa; Noble resided in Winnipeg until
his death in 1979. The four boys of this family served in
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the Armed Forces of World War II.
The second son, George, married Lottie Ingram of
Portage who also was a teacher at the Brydges school.
The children of this union are: Olive, Mrs. Jim Anderson
who resided in California until her death in 1977; Preston
and his family are in Fort St. John; Leslie and family live
in California; the only daughter, May Eugene, died in
1901 when stricken with peritonitis at the age of 20.
The second family members: Arthur married Dorothy
Griffiths of Glenholm. They carried on the family farm.
Now retired, they still live on the original homestead.
There are five children: Ruth married Richard Hanke
of Plumas and they both teach school in Neepawa. They
have two children, Allen and Debra; Bruce married
Carol, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Stefanyshen of
McCreary. Bruce took Business Administration and is
working for the Kimberley-Clarke Company in Winnipeg. Their two children are Roberta and Ryan; Lloyd
married Barbara-Lynn, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mervin Chorneyko of Eden. They have two children,
Kristen and Warren. They live in a separate residence,
and are carrying on the farm operations; Lynne and her
husband John, who is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Cook of Eden, have a daughter Erin Marie. John is a
computer technician for the Bank of Montreal. Lynne is
a nurse; Brenda married Kelvin Hearson of Dauphin and
they reside in Winnipeg. Kelly works with a Structural
Engineering Company and Brenda with Victorian Order
of Nurses.
The second son, Fred, married Coral Elliott, daughter
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Robert Elliott of Glenholm.
They spent their farming years in different localities Kelwood, McCreary, Eden and finally at Birnie where
they bought the west half of 18-17-14. They had two
children: Gaye is married to Gordon Lang and they farm
two miles east of her parental home. There are six
children of this marriage: Lorna, Mrs. Larry Baraniuk of
Neepawa; Arlene, Mrs. Bob Henderson, Hamiota; Jim
of Gladstone; Laurie employed in Neepawa; Glen and
Dwayne at home. Lorna and Larry have three children:
Carrie, Kelly and Cory. Dean, the son, married Dorothy
Potter of Neepawa. They are carrying on the parental
farm at Birnie and Dorothy also nurses. Their children
are: Nadine, taking nurses training in Brandon; Grant
and Lea at home.
Coral passed away in 1978. Fred has since married the
former Hazel McKee of Neepawa, and they reside in
Vancouver.
Mary, the only daughter of the family, was an accomplished pianist. She attended Normal school and
taught in Birnie before going to Saskatchewan where she
met and married Boyd Wilson. They farmed at Harris.
On retiring, they moved to Saskatoon where Mary still
resides. Boyd passed away in 1970. Grant is the only sonhe and wife Glenys reside in Mississauga, Ontario. Their
children are: Andrew, who is employed with Air Canada;
Jeffrey attending the Guelph Veterinary College and
Laurie also attending college.
Joseph, the youngest son, went west to work for an oil
company. He met and married Margaret Maynes, and
they had twin daughters, Patricia and Ellen. Joe and
Margaret returned to this area in 1940, farming at Riding

Mountain and then Eden. They moved to Brookdale and
operated a store and post-office for a few years,. before
moving to Vancouver where Joe was employed III Real
Estate and Investments. Margaret taught school. Patricia
married Donald McIntosh, and they had four children:
Maggi, Sarah, David and Jay. Joe and family were
saddened with Margaret's passing in 1978, and Don the
following year as a result of an accident.
This summarizes the Babcock history to the best of our
knowledge. We just wish that more of the earlier years
had been better recorded.
The east half of 18-17-14 has now been in the family
102 years, and the fourth generation are growing up on it.

Mrs. A. V. (Nora) Brydon, Mr. W. Campbell Brydon, B.C.
The Babcock Family. Arthur, Sam Ball and Lizzie Pue (hired help),
Mary, Fred in buggy, William, Joe, Mary Ellen.

Century Farm Award
goes to Brydon family
WALTER BRYDON
by Nora Brydon

In the spring of 1877 Walter and George Brydon of
Galt, Ontario decided to join their brothers who had
taken up homesteads near Portage some three years
previously. However, when they arrived they found that
the land surrounding their brother had all been taken up,
so they set out on foot in a westerly direction. They
settled on what was to become 25-14-15, now known as
the Brydon farm, three miles east of Neepawa.
They were accompanied at this time by Jack and
Duncan McLaren, Walter and John Hunter, neighbors
from Galt and names that were to become prominent in
the district from then on.
The area was heavily wooded but with the help of a
team of oxen, Walter cleared, broke and seeded some
land for his first crop. In 1886 the best of the logs were
used to build a log house and a shelter for the livestock to
replace the rude shanties that were put up initially. A
mixture of sand and cement was used to plaster between

the logs of the building, then it was brushed over with a
clear white lime wash.
In 1887 Walter married Elizabeth Campbell whose
parents had come from Molesworth, Ontario, a few years
earlier. The young couple settled down in their new log
house and in the ensuing years had a family of three sons
and three daughters.
In 1890 the municipality of Langford was formed, and
Walter was appointed first councillor in Ward Four. He
was assessor for the municipality for several years,
travelling by horse and bob sleigh. Later he was to act on
the local school board, and was an early director of the
Beautiful Plains Agricultural Society.
As the boys began to grow, they took over the farming
while Walter took on the task of beautification of the
surroundings. He planted spruce trees in the farmyard
that were to become a familiar landmark; he had one of
the first crabapple trees in the district; he helped his wife
with household chores and with the milking, caring for
the hens and chickens at a time when butter and eggs
could be exchanged at the store for other groceries, and
when eggs were ten cents a dozen and a nicely dressed
chicken could be bought for fifty cents.
Early in 1912 a new cement block house was built on
the farm. Gravel had been drawn from the Arden Ridge
for two falls prior to the start of construction. Blocks
were made from the gravel and cement and put to dry
during the summers of 1910 and 1911. The basement was
dug with two teams of horses and the boys, Bert and Ern,
using two-handled scrapers. The cement was poured, and
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Mr. and Mrs. Walter Brydon - 1913.

the blocks being elevated by block and tackle and pulled
by a horse, went up for the sides of the house. On the
twelfth of July, four men put on the roof and carried on
with the carpentry. The lathers finished the inside of the
house in four days, and William Batters and six men
plastered the entire house in three and a half days. With
the chimney built, furnace installed and the decorating
done, the house was ready by December, an eight room
house at a cost of $1609.30 from records kept by Mr.
Brydon.
Mr. Brydon passed away in 1926. His widow continued
to live on the farm until 1934 when she moved in to
Neepawa where she and her sister lived in retirement until
her death in 1952.

Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Brydon and son Don.

ALBERT VICTOR (BERT) BRYDON
by Nora Brydon

Albert Victor (Bert) - eldest son of Mr. and Mrs.
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Walter Brydon, attended Union school. As a very youn:
man he began taking over the farm work with his brothe
Ern. He married Nora Graham of Rosedale Municipalit:
in 1923, and they moved to Birtle where they farmed fo
many years, returning to Neepawa in 1944 after buyinl
the original homestead.
Happy to be back home again, Nora and Bert con
tinued the beautification of the farm yard by plantin~
many plum and apple trees and lots of flowers. In 195(
they received the provincial prize for the yard. In 1970 th(
Manitoba Centennial Corporation honored the farrr
when it awarded a Certificate of Merit, which wal
presented to Nora and Bert by the Lieutenant-Governor
John McKeag.
On completion of his Grade Twelve, son Don enlisted
in the Air Force, serving five years. He is now married,
has'three children and lives in Winnipeg.
Bert retired in 1962 but continued to live on the farm
until his death in 1967. Nora moved to Neepawa in 1969
and continues her retirement there.

ALFRED ERNEST (ERN) BRYDON
by Joan Brydon

Alfred Ernest (Ern) - second son in the family of
Walter, was born in 1889. He married Joan Vinnell of
Russell. They settled on a farm in the Arden district that
was to be their home for thirty-seven years.
Over the years five children were born to Ern and
Joan. The children went to the Oakdale school, some
three miles from the farm, by horse-drawn toboggan in
winter, and a two-wheeled cart in summer. The farm
seemed to be on a "cyclone path" for fairly frequently
one would go through the yard picking up granaries and
scattering them far and wide.
Ern's eyesight failed and he was blind for twenty years,
necessitating his retirement. He and Joan lived in
Franklin for a time, then moved to Neepawa until his
death in 1973. Joan now lives in Yellowhead Manor.
Of the children, Robert Ernest lives at Hargrave,
Manitoba; Margaret Isabelle (Freeman) in Neepawa;
Doris Jean (Meadows) at Kenora, Ontario; Norma Joan
(Watson) at Plumas; and Allen Vinnell, the youngest son
now lives in his grandfather's cement block home built in
1912 on the original homestead, now designated as a
Century Farm.
Margaret Vera, the first daughter born to the Senior
Brydons, died during the 'flu epidemic in 1919, and
second daughter Jean Mabel died in 1964. Ella Isabel
married James Davidson Harper in 1919 and they farmed
in the Inkerman district for many years. A daughter
Agnes passed away in 1941 at the a~e of si~teen, and a
son Howard in 1956. Son Kenneth IS marned and has
three children. James died in 1956, and Ella now makes
her home in East View Lodge. Cam, the youngest son,
continued on the farm with his mother until 1934 when ~e
and lone Stonehouse were married. He now makes hIS
home in Maple Ridge, B.C.

CENTURY FAMILY FARM

Descendants of the Burns Family gathered to receive the Centennial
certificates awarded for 100 years direct descendency on the SW 114
of 17-14-15. Left to Right: W.J. "Bill" Burns, Joanne Burns and
family Jennifer and Robert, Mrs. Robert A. (Doris) Burns, Mrs.
E.K. (Agnes Burns) Tomlin, daughter Penny Tomlin, granddaughter
Katie Bishop, Earl Tomlin.

THE BURNS FAMILY
Burns Farm Homestead
100 Years Direct Descendency
SW 11417-14-15
by W.J. Burns

Robert Burns (2nd) was, as his Father before him, born
with the pioneer spirit. Robert and his wife Jean (nee
McNab) left Ontario for Manitoba in the spring of 1881,
Jean's parents, Daniel and Grace McNab, had previously
left Ontario and homesteaded near Neepawa, Manitoba.
Robert's father, also named Robert Burns, at the age
of 19 years in 1843 left Hawich, Scotland and came to
Canada to farm near Brussels in Huron County, Ontario.
Robert (1st), born in 1790, was the youngest of seven
sons of Alexander Burns, a shepherd in Hawich, Roxboroughshire, Scotland. Robert knew little of farm work,
however set about to build himself a shelter, clear a
section of his land in Huron County, cutting timber and
taking out stumps before he could put in his first crop
with oxen. The following year, 1844, Robert's wife-to-be,
Elizabeth Richardson, 21 years old, sailed to Canada,
being on the sea six or seven weeks. Robert was supposed
to meet her on landing but missed her ship. They located
each other, however, and were married, he 20 years old
and she 21.
Robert (2nd), the first Manitoba immigrant of the
Burns family, was one of eleven children born to Robert

Burns Family - 1900. Left to Right: Olive (Mrs. R. Loucks), Jean
(Mrs. E. Atkinson), Elizabeth, Robert Burns (2nd), Mrs. Robert
Burns (nee Jean McNab), Isabel (Mrs. F. Guthrie), Robert Burns
(3rd), Margaret (Mrs. J. Stevenson), Grace (Mrs. F. Cochrane), boy
seated unknown.

and Elizabeth in 1853, Robert (2nd), married Jean
McNab in ontario in 1878. In the spring of 1881 Robert
and Jean and their infant daughter Grace, set out for a
new life in Manitoba.
Robert (2nd) and his wife Jean travelled from Ontario
by train to somewhere past Portage la Prairie, the end of
the line. Their first homestead was at Elkhorn. However
the land did not prove very productive or perhaps Jean
was anxious to go to Neepawa where her parents, the
McNabs, had settled. The move to Neepawa was made
and the family lived on SW 114 17-14-15, the homestead
that Jean's father, Dan.iel McNab, purchased on Jan. 7,
1881. There Robert and Jean raised their eight children,
seven girls and one boy.
The Neepawa farm proved to their liking and many
good years with bountiful harvest were enjoyed. Their
log house was soon replaced by a large house, barn and
granary. They enjoyed, to the fullest, simple community
pleasures - barn raisings, qUilting bees, picnics, dances,
church suppers and school concerts. Their new life was in
stark contrast to the one in their previous log house with
hooked rugs on the floor and crocheted tidies on
homemade chair backs. The threat of involvement of the
Blackfoot Nation in the Rebellion of 1885 to the West
caused some consternation but that soon passed and life
went on as usual.
Tragedy struck in 1889 when their eldest daughter,
Grace, died in a diphtheria epidemic at age nine. The six
Burns girls, Isabel, Margaret, Elizabeth, Jean, Olive and
Grace, we are told, ruled the household and their younger
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brother, Robert (3rd), as only older sisters can rule .
. Robert Burns (3rd), married a lady from the Oakdale
district, Florence Cruikshank, in 1917. Robert (3rd) and
Florence lived on the family farm after Robert's parents

1928. Robert and Florence Burns, son Robert, daughters
Agnes and Jean.
Seated: Robert A. Burns, Lee Ann, Doris. Standing: William J.,
Robert E., 1959.

retired to Regina. Robert and Florence had three
children, Robert (4th), Agnes and Jean. The Osprey
district was a beehive of activity.
A new house was built on the farm in 1917 after the
original structure burned. Although the house burned
completely to the ground, all of the furniture and even
the doors and windows were saved by friends and
neighbors who came by to help in their time of trouble.
Florence and Robert raised their three children during the
prosperous 1920's and enjoyed a rewarding lifestyle.
The problems of the 1930's were soon at hand but
perhaps of any place in the world to be during those
catastrophic years the Neepawa farm may have been the
least cruel. Although they were plagued by dust storms
that eventually buried four foot high fence lines, they
survived and strangely with very little complaining. They,
unlike City people, or those less fortunate in Saskatchewan, had their own meat, butter and eggs and each
fall would take a load of wheat to the "grist mill" and
attempt to exchange it for enough flour to last the winter.
Wood was cut and hauled either from Riding Mountain
or the Sand Hills.
In the fall of 1936, a polio epidemic hit the district and
all three children were stricken. The youngest daughter
Jean, died at age 10.
Robert and Agnes grew up on the Neepawa farm attending the local Osprey Grade School and then Neepawa
High School. Robert married Doris Osborne of the Eden
district, and Agnes married Earl Tomlin of Neepawa.
Agnes and Earl Tomlin raised two children, Richard,
currently of Madawaska, Ontario, and Penny, currently
of Regina, Saskatchewan. They have two grandchildren,
Darin, son of Richard, and Katie, daughter of Penny.
Agnes and Earl now reside in Neepawa.
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Robert and Doris resided on the home farm from 1946
to 1958. At this time they moved to Neepawa where Bob
worked as a car and implement salesman while continuing to operate the farm. Robert (4th) died in 1980.
They raised three children, Robert (5th), Bill of
Winnipeg and Lee Ann. Robert married Marlene
Morrison of Gladstone in 1966 and was killed in a stock
car racing accident in 1968. Lee Ann works as an exercise
girl at racetracks in Canada and United States.
Bill married Joanne McKee of Neepawa. They have a
daughter Jennifer and a son Robert (6th).
This centennial family farm that was homesteaded in
1881 is still in the Burns' name and is owned and
managed by W.J. "Bill" Burns.

Lee Burns - Woodbine Track, Toronto.

Members of the Davidson family received certificates and a gate plaque for theil
Century Family Farm recently. They are Ileft to fight) Beulah and Bob Davidson,
Beth D)ler. Ethel Caws ton. AI/an and Linda Davidson and Margaret Bruce. (2)

The Davidson's Springbank Farm.
Burns Family - 1981. William John Burns, Joanne (McKee) Burns,
Robert D. (6th), Jennifer Burns.

THE DAVIDSON FARM
CENTURY FARM -1881-1981
by Mrs. Robert (Beulah) Davidson

Robert Alexander Davidson and Thomasina (Tena)
Gerrond of Seaforth, Ontario were married at High Bluff
in 1878. They came from Palestine to Osprey by ox cart
with their daughter, Mabel, in 1881. They lived in a log
house on the north half of 31-13-15, which he purchased
from B.R. Hamilton. Later Mr. Davidson bought the SE
114 of 31-13-15 from his brother John Andrew Davidson
and took up residence there the year of 1898. He also
purchased the W 1/2 of 32-13-15. Besides Mabel, (Mrs.
F.A. Sirett), who died in 1963, there were six other
children. Reginald, married Mary Ellen Prout, farmed at
La Fleche, Saskatchewan, later going into insurance
business at La Fleche, died in March 1956; Bert, carried
on at Springbank Farm (named by Robert Alexander
Davidson), retiring in 1948; and Eva who died in her
early teens. Harry, married Vesta Whitley, teacher at
Brookdale, ran a hardware store in Brookdale and later
in Govan, Saskatchewan, died in 1944; Nell (Mrs. F.C.
Middleton), lived in various places as she married a
minister, died in 1977; Ethel married G.W. Cawston
(deceased) of Kelwood and now resides in Neepawa.
Robert Davidson was active in the Osprey community
and served on the Osprey Council. Osprey later became a
part of Langford Municipality. In 1913, he represented
Manitoba in the Canadian Immigration Office in
England. When he died, he was a member of Neepawa
School Board. Robert Alexander Davidson died in 1922
and his wife, Thomasina, in 1936.
B.ertram Francis Davidson took over farming at
Sprmgbank Farm when his parents moved to Neepawa in
1912. He married Jean McNab of the Osprey district in

1914. They had five children: Evelyn Gertrude (Eva)
married William Wintonyk, one daughter Yvonne;
Douglas Gerrond married Shirley Blackwell of Neepawa,
- Brian married Irene Kroeker - one daugher Kimberley,
Wenda married Grant Johnson - one daughter Lindsay,
Campbell married Elizabeth Webster, three sons, Shane,
McKinley and Michael, a son Michael at home studying
Medicine at University of Manitoba; Robert Allan
married Beulah Smith - three children: Elizabeth married
James Dyer, Neepawa - 2 boys, Christopher and Bobbie,
residing in Niverville, Manitoba until March 1982 when
they moved to Grand Rapids, Manitoba; Allan married
Linda Radford, Neepawa, a son Gerond; Robert John
(Jack) married Jayne Mills, Souris - 3 children, Terri
Lynne, Michael and Melanie, resides in Carman; Phyllis
Jean married E.P. Mitchell, resides in Calgary - 3 sons
David married Susan Grant, one son Robbie, Rob and
Douglas; Margaret Helen married James ~ruce
(deceased), Stephenfield, Manitoba
2 chIldren
Catherine, married Robert Oakes, a daughter Amy
Catherine, and Douglas farming at home.
.
In 1933, Bert Davidson purchased the SE 1/4 of 32-1315.
During his years at Osprey, Mr. Davidson was a
member of the School Board. In 1935 he wrote a history
of the Osprey School District, a copy of it which is
contained in the cairn erected in 1967 at the site of the
Osprey School. This history was also included in the
Osprey history book compiled in 1967. Bert served on
Langford Council from 1940-1945 and as Reeve from
1945-1948 when he retired. He was one of the instigators of the Langford Community Pasture.
Although Mr. Davidson owned an old barn (built in
1890), he was one of the first to modernize and equip it
with electric lights and running water (pumped by a
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Mr. and Mrs. David McNab (Jean Davidson's father and stepmother), Minister, Mabel Sirett, Mrs. Robert (Thomasina) Davidson,
Jean McNab Davidson (bride), Bert Davidson (groom), Robert
Alexander Davidson (Bert's father). Photo taken on Bert and Jean's
wedding day, January 17, 1914.

Robert Alexander Davidson family taken at Springbank Farm. Back
Row: Bert, Harry and Reginald Davidson. Front Row: Mrs. Robert
Davidson (Thomasina), Mrs. Fred Middleton (Nell), Mrs. Fred Sirett
(Mabel), Mrs. William Cawston (Ethel).

Bert Davidson Family. Back Row: Hired girl, Evelyn, Jean, Bert. Front Row: Douglas,
Phyllis, Robert, Margaret.

windmill), and metal stanchions.
He was noted for the quality of cattle he raised and
won prizes for some of them at Brandon Winter Fair. His
son Robert, also shared his interest in livestock, and has
won several ribbons for cattle shown at Boy's and Girl's
Clubs, and at Brandon Winter Fairs.
During Bert's years on the farm, a great change took
place in that the horse was replaced by the tractor. Both
Bert and his father had kept a large number of good
horses. It was while Bert was farming that the combine
started replacing the threshing machine. He finished his
last harvest using both.
The original home built in 1890 was enlarged and
remodelled in 1928 and is still in use today.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Davidson retired in 1948 and moved
to Vancouver, B.C. in 1949. Bert died in April 1956, and
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Jean in October 1961.
Robert Allan Davidson married Beulah Margaret
Smith of Kelwood, Manitoba in 1948. They farmed
Springbank Farm following Bert's retirement. This
family Elizabeth, Allan and Jack are mentioned above.
In 1957 (the year Beth started school), the Osprey
School closed due to lack of enrolment. The children
travelled by bus (car) and later the "big yellow school
bus" to get their education in Neepawa. Their Dad rode
horseback or drove a horse to Osprey up until Grade
VIII. He and his brother Douglas were among the first
students to drive a car to Neepawa High School
(Viscount). Perhaps the reason was the necessity to rush
home to help milk 25 cows (later in 1942, they were using
a milking machine, which lessened the chore).
In 1962, Robert bought the SW 1145-14-15 (known as

Allan Davidson Family. Back Row: Jack, Beulah. Seated:
daughter Beth. Allan kneeling in foreground.

Present Springbank Farm occupants. Allan, Linda and Gerond
Davidson. September, 1980.

Plunkett place). This made the Davidson holding one
three quarter sections.
In 1964, Robert had the old barn torn down and a new
built using part of the old foundation and the
The old windmill, no longer needed to pump
since hydro came to the area in 1949, also came
. With the removal of the old barn and windmill, a
disappeared.
The history of this farm would not be complete
t mentioning Jacob Novak and Peter McNab.
of them worked as hired hands for both Bert and
. Jake spent 43 years with the Davidsons, and
eter 30 years. Jake retired at Springbank Farm and died
1969. Peter left to live with friends in Winnipeg, later
back to Neepawa. He now resides in Osborne
in Neepawa.
Robert served as a member of Osprey School Board
was serving in that capacity when the school closed.
was councillor for Langford Municipality for three
1974-77 prior to moving to Neepawa.
Robert's wife, Beulah, taught school at Osprey and in
wa before marriage. She was active in community
at Mentmore. Beulah taught 4-H for 7 years. She was
member of the Admittance Board of East View Lodge
11 years. She is presently on the authority of
Manor, President of Neepawa United
Women and a Charter member of the CorToastmistress Club.
Allan Ross Davidson and his bride Linda took up
at Springbank Farm in March 1977 when

Robert and Beulah moved to Neepawa. Robert and Allan
are presently carrying on a father-son operation, Allan
raises hogs while his father still carries on a cow-calf
operation.
Gerond, the beginning of the fifth generation on the
farm, is able to accompany Dad and Grandad to the
field, due to the invention of the tractor cab. Times have
changed over the past four genertions on 31-13-15.

LCU.''-ULVLL''.

Davidson home built in 1890 - remodelled in 1928.
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1880-1980

CENTURY FAMILY FARM

DRYSDALE FAMILY PHOTO taken at)Oll! 1895. Children, let! to riqht, front row: Gladstone, Allan and Catherine
Drysdale. Second row, left to right: Magnus Waters, PIHiIP, James, Margaret, Georgina and George Drysdale.
Back row, left to right: William, James, Robert, Elizabeth and David.

Drysdale Family Photo - 1st generation.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Drysdale.

DRYSDALE CENTENNIAL FARM
by Leween Drysdale

James Drysdale was born 15 May 1829 and married
Georgina Waters 10 December 1869 at Graigmill,
Clagmanninshire, Parish of Logie, Scotland. After their
marriage they farmed at St. Ninians. In 1879 the decision
to emigrate to Canada was made. Georgina's brother
Magnus Waters had emigrated that year and taken a
homestead in Neepawa, Manitoba on the southwest
quarter of 5-15-14. He may have been instrumental in
James and Georgina's decision to come to Canada. At
any rate in 1880 the family packed what goods they
thought they might need in their new home, disposed of
the rest by auction and emigrated to Canada. They
homesteaded on the southwest quarter of 32-14-14 east of
Neepawa.
Prior to their departure for Manitoba, eight children James Cairn (J.C.), George Alexander, William, Robert,
Elizabeth (Mrs. John McLaren), David Magnus,
Margaret Cairn (Mrs. Duff McElroy) and Catherine
Euphemia (Mrs. James Porter) were born.
The crossing of the Atlantic in "The Grecian" was
very rough so the family was happy to leave the ship at
Montreal. On their way to Manitoba the family visited
for a time in Ontario with Georgina's sister. Here James
worked for a short time and also made arrangements for
meeting Magnus.
The family then continued their journey westward.
First via the train through the United States to Winnipeg,
then by boat from Winnipeg to Portage la Prairie.
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Magnus Waters was not at Portage to meet the family so
a message was sent to him. After a wait of two weeks
Magnus arrived and the family set off again. They
continued their journey by cart and oxen. A story goes
that everyone who could, walked. David (Stan's father)
who was two at the time, said he walked the whole way.
The family spent the first winter with Magnus Waters
on his homestead. Needless to say it must have been very
crowded with three adults and eight children living in a 12
x 14 foot log cabin. Supplies at that time had to be
brought from Palestine (Gladstone) eighteen miles to the
east.
That first year in Canada, James worked for a time on
the railway which was being pushed toward Brandon. A
log house was also built on the homestead at SW 32-1414. Neighbors who helped raise the home were Walter
and George Brydon, Jim Dark, Walter and John Hunter
and Bob and Tom Newton.
Making a living in the early days was very hard,
however in 1883 the first school (Union School) in the
area was built for $160.00. Walter Hunter was Chairman
of the organizational meeting and Walter Brydon the
secretary. The first trustees were James Drysdale, James
Campbell and Duncan McLaren.
After James and Georgina's arrival in Canada three
more children were born - Philip Charles, Allan Waters
and Ewart Gladstone. In 1898, reflecting the increasing
prosperity of the district, a large frame house was built to
replace the log house. In 1915 James and Georgina
retired to the Town of Neepawa. James passed away a
few months later at the age of 86. Georgina lived on in
Neepawa until her death in 1925.
James and Georgina helped their sons get homesteads.

3rd generation. Left to Right: Glen, Charles, Jim, Robert, Clarence,
John, Gladstone. Front: Philip and Clarice Drysdale.

Philip and Clarice Drysdale - 2nd generation.

Six of their sons were set up on other land (James - NW
33-14-14; George - NW 35-14-14; Will - SE 31-15-14;
Robert - NW 3-15-14; Dave - NE 4-15-14; Gladstone - NE
31-14-14), and Philip took over the original homestead.
Philip married, in 1915, Clarice Minshull, a young lady
from Wales. They raised seven sons: Gladstone,
Clarence, Charles, James, Glen, John and Robert. Their
father was crippled with polio when the boys were young
and they had quite a struggle to keep the farm going
during the' depression of the thirties.
During the war, Gladstone ran the farm while
Clarence, Charles and Jim were in the Armed Forces.
John, a younger brother served later in the R.C.A.F.
Robert started out as a butcher.
At the present time, five of the brothers have farms
and Jim and Glen have retired from the Canadian
National Railway.

held a reunion. Of the 350 descendants, 250 were able to
attend and enjoy the three-day family gathering. For
many, one of the highlights of the reunion was a visit to
the original homestead where Philip's son, Charles and
his wife Leween now live.

FOURTH GENERATION
In 1946, Charles bought the original homestead on the
Veterans' Land Association Plan and in 1948 he married
Leween Singleton, a teacher. From this marriage, there
are two children, Arleen and Morris. Arleen is a
registered nurse with a British degree in midwifery. She
worked on the Arctic Islands for 14 months and is now
nursing in Edmonton. Morris is a mill-wright with the
Manitoba Hydro, and enjoys getting home to the farm to
help out. He lives in Winnipeg.
Altogether there have been twenty children raised on
the farm and their descendants have spread out all across
Canada.
It is not known why the first generation chose this land
but no doubt its hills and vales reminded them of
Scotland. However they chose well, for the park-like land
with its streams, trees, meadows and grain land has given
four generations over the first hundred years an appreciation of a good life.
In July of 1980 to celebrate the Centennial of the
arrival of James and Georgina in Neepawa, the family

4th generation. Charles and Leween Drysdale, Arleen and Morris _
1978.

Drysdale home built in 1885.
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Century ward

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Grover.

CENTURY FAMILY FARM
Grover Farm Established
at Riding Mountain
John Grover was born in England in 1850. He came to
Canada in 1870 and worked at various jobs in Montreal
and later Barrie, Ont. It was at Barrie he met and married
Phoebe Gough, the granddaughter of a United Empire
Loyalist farmer.
In March of 1878, leaving his wife and one child with
her parents, he loaded provisions at Hamilton for the trip
west by rail as far as Fisher's Landing, Minnesota and
then by boat to Winnipeg. The provisions included two
horses and wagons, plow, tools, seed wheat and
household goods. From Winnipeg he made the trip by
horses to what was then called Riding Mountain and
proceeded to look for a suitable homestead and made his
choice at NW 3-17-15. This had to be registered at the
land titles office at Portage, which was done April 11,
1878.
After clearing some land and sowing a crop and building a small log cabin, Mr. Grover made a trip to the
grist mill at Totagan where he and Mr. McAskill
arranged a trade - the two horses for a five-year old team
of oxen, two steers, a heifer in calf, a six-month old sow,
six hens and a rooster. That was the beginning of the
livestock herd on the farm.
Mrs. Grover and two children came west later that
summer and experienced all the hardships of the pioneer
women.
The family consisted of two sons and six daughters, all
of whom have passed. away. The eldest son, Egbert, took
over the farm when his father retired. John and Phoebe
Grover lived on the farm until their death. A daughter,
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tfte Murray Hunter family of Langford municipality received
aj]ate plaque and certificate for their farm being over 100
Y€Jars in the same family at the Agricultural Centennial
b9nguet November 30. The family includes (left to right)
M,u.tray, Ryan and Gay/e.
'
j
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Annie, looked after her parents in their declining years.

W ALTER HUNTER
by W. Graham Hunter

Walter Hunter was born in Galt, Ontario in 1844. I
1866 he married Mary Sangster, who was born
Scotland in 1848. Walter passed away in 1909 and
in 1931, both in Neepawa.
Walter, his wife and five children, Robert, J
Margaret, John and Jane headed west, along
Walter's brother John and his family. Walter, Mary
the children moved onto NW 36-14-15 from Lakelet
Ontario in 1878. After they had settled on
homestead, four more children were born, Walter
1882, George 1885, Annie 1888, and Georgina 1890.
family story must be credited to Annie, their daughter
who at age 94 still enjoys life in Neepawa. She lives'
East View Lodge.
Robert married Janet Campbell and they had
children, Mary and Weldon. He had a sawmill south
Arden Ridge, then became a partner with Hughes
Neepawa Machine Works before moving to
Govenlock place at SE 36-14-15 where they lived out
lives. Robert who was well remembered for his

shooting and sporting ability, became a mast.er of the art.
Many of his trophies and medals ar~ on .dlsplay. ~t t~e
Yellowhead arena. The old gun still III fair conditIOn IS
kept at the old homestead by Murray Hunter. Robert
passed away in 1953. His son Weldon farmed for a
number of years, then moved. to Neepawa, farmi~g only
in the summer. He also enjoyed and never missed a
hunting season, usually filling his licence with a nice
buck. After the passing of Weldon, Graham Hunter,
eldest son of George, began farming on SE 36-14-15 and
is still there today.
James also married a Campbell (Jean) and lived in
Neepawa for some time. Jim had a steamer, and he and
Robert ran a threshing outfit and sawmill for a few years.
They then moved out to Alberta where they lived out
their lives. James died in 1953.
Margaret married William Mills. They lived north of
the Hunters, over by what was then known as the Cedar
Plains. Their family numbered 5 and they moved to the
Glencairn district, then to Kelwood. Two daughters and a
son settled in the area. Two boys went west, one in B.C.,
the other in Oregon, U.S.A. Margaret passed away in
1962.
Son John died in a drowning accident in 1893 at age 18.
Jane married Peter Graham, a noted pitcher and ball
player for many years with the old Shamrocks. They lived
close by on SE 6-15-14. They raised a family of eight
children. Three boys, John, Walter and Peter, served in
W.W.II. John lost his life at Dieppe. Walter passed away
at Neepawa, and Peter still lives in Neepawa. Roland
farmed east of Neepawa for a few years, he died in 1956.
Of the four girls, Florence, Daisy, and Irene, still live in
Neepawa, and Violet lives in Winnipeg. Florence married
Archie McNair. Their Jean was born and educated at
Union School. They also made a home for Robert, both
Jean and Robert and family live down east. Jane passed
away in 1962.
Walter married Isabelle Buchanan. They lived in the
Union district on NW 31-14-14. They also lived in the
Laurier area, and he ran a sawmill west of Eden. He was
a carpenter until he retired, also enjoyed playing for the
Shamrocks. There were nine in their family. Jack and
Wellington were involved in the war, and Jack was
decorated, but lost his life doing so. Wellington now lives
in Winnipeg. Vernon lives in Saskatchewan, Gordon and

George in Neepawa. Glen died in an accident. Lillian
married Ross Howatt (whose Mother is the former
Georgina Hunter). Violet died in 1981, Bessie married
into another local family, Jack Arnold and lives south of
our district.
Annie married Thomas Mills (brother of William), and
had an adopted son who lives in B.c. Annie provided us
with a family tree in 1967 and without her letters and
knowledge, we would have been lost in our family story.
Georgina, the youngest, married Lewis Howatt. They
had five children. Ross lives in Edrans, Leona in
Hamilton, Beatrice in the Minnedosa area, Myrtle in
Winnipeg. Another son Stanley passed away in 1945.
Georgina died in 1969.
George married Elizabeth Graham. They had a family
of two sons, Graham and Murray. Mrs. Hunter passed
away in 1931. She was the granddaughter of the earliest
homesteaders in the Neepawa area, coming out in 1876.
George lived his lifetime on the original homestead,
married Isabelle Laidler in 1949, after her many years of
dedication to the family in their younger years. This was
the period of the dirty thirties, which will never be
forgotten by those who struggled through them. His
eldest son, Graham Hunter, married May Walker and
lived in Winnipeg for a few years. They now live on the
Robert Hunter farm at SE 36-14-15. He fathered six
children: Lynn, Valerie, Nancy, Virginia, Graham Jr.,
and Mardelle.
Murray and wife Gayle and son Ryan live on the old
homestead to this day. The original log house was built
beside an oak tree which still stands today, back of the
granary. In 1928 fire destroyed the first big barn built in
1911. A new one was standing by the end of that year.
The old frame house which stood the family for 60 years
was replaced in 1949. This house was built by Walter
Hunter, who could also remember the old one being
built. At one time the Hunters had four quarters running
east and west, and we still have in our possession a
certificate of land grant issued in 1885 for two quarters.
Farming in this day and age has seen many changes since
our grandparents came. However, happiness prevails and
this is one of the most important factors in our life. We
hope by ending our story here, where it all began so many
years ago, we have not forgotten anyone, and if we have,
please accept our apology.

Threshing gang - 1935.
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Members of the Jardine family who attended the Centennial Farms award~
dinner were (/ to r) Jean and Clare Jardine, Verna Grant, Joyce and Ron Jardine

CENTURY FAMILY FARM
Hardy Scot Settles Near Brookdale
Daniel and Lillias Jardine left Ecclefechan, Scotland
the day after their wedding in February 1881. They were
both 30 years old.
Daniel was the son of Elizabeth and William Jardine.
There were six boys and one daughter in the family.
James Jardine, one of Daniel's brothers, later immigrated to Australia.
Little is known about Lillias, not even her real family
name. She was raised by a family by the name of Geddes
and she went by their name.
They arrived in Winnipeg in the spring and described
Winnipeg as a "mud hole". They travelled to Portage la
Prairie by train. There they purchased a team of oxen, a
cow and their necessary supplies and started their
overland journey via the Old Edmonton Trail to Birtle.
Why Birtle was their destination has been lost over the
years.
One night they were preparing to camp at a campsite
just south of where Charlie Swanson now lives, a mile
and a half east of Brookdale. At that time a Mr. and Mrs.
Dodds lived there and they insisted that Daniel and Lillias
spent the night with them in their home. A lasting
friendship sprang up and Daniel and Lillias decided to
locate close to the Dodds.
We've often wondered while picking stones, why
Daniel would by-pass all the good, stone-free land at
Brookdale. Apparently at this time Brookdale was just a
bog and perhaps the gently rolling land west of
Brookdale reminded him of Ecclefechan. Anyway, he
made his Homestead Entry in the Dominion Lands
Office at Odanah on July 9,1881 for SE 36-12-17.
Daniel and Lillias lived in a tent that first summer and
by August 17 he had some land cultivated. Lillias used to
run that first summer, to try to get away from the
mosquitoes. Lillias went back to Portage la Prairie for
that first winter, and Daniel spent it in the bush south of
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Douglas cutting and hauling home logs for their first
dwelling, a 12' by 14' log house.
Daniel was a very kind, soft spoken man. He wasn't
very tall. Lillias is remembered as being a rather stern,
quiet person. They had five children. They lost one
daughter at the age of three weeks. They only had one
son, William.
Daniel had been a miller in Scotland and he always
weighed his grain and measured his fields to insure
proper planting.
Title for the homestead quarter was recorded in 1887.
In a IS-year period he had a frame house and large barn
constructed, plus other farm buildings. The first car was
a McLaughlin, purchased in 1914. A Wallace tractor
made its appearance in 1927. In 1928 a Model A Ford
half-ton was purchased. At the time of his death, Daniel
owned a section of land and rented a half section of land.
The Jardines attended church and Sunday school at the
Stone Church (Knox Presbyterian) a mile and a half to
the west until it was closed in 1933. This church was built
by the pioneers in 1892.
Lillias died in 1916 from pernicious anemia, and
Daniel was killed when crushed by horse-drawn packers
in 1925 at the age of 74.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Jardine are buried in Madford
Cemetery, two miles north and a little west of Douglas.
Mr. Jardine's funeral was the last time Brockie Donovan
used their black horses and horse-drawn hearse.
There have been five generations of Jardine's in
Canada. There are 119 descendants, 111 living descendants of Daniel and Lillias Jardine.
The homestead quarter is now being farmed by their
great-grandson, James Grant Jardine.

CENTURY FAMILY FARM
WILLIAM ROBERT McKEE FAMILY

/lncestors of the McKee family journeyed from Ontario in 1879. ffrielly settlin9 on
18-15-15. in thG R.M. of Rosedale in 1881. Members ofthG McKGefamilyareshown
eccepting thG certificate end gate sign. Left.to right: Char/asSteppler, Laura
McKee, Jean Steppler. JackMcKe.e.• Grace McKee, Ruth Lautie end. William McKee.

WILLIAM ROBERT McKEE FAMILY
by Kelly Marlin

William Robert McKee, with his parents, John and
Charlotte McKee (nee Campbell), and his five brothers
and sisters, John Hammond, Andrew George, Sa.muel
Elliott Sarah Elizabeth and Charlotte, came to Mamtoba
in the'summer of 1879. They journeyed by train from
Gorrie, Ontario to Winnipeg, where they camped for five
days while Mrs. McKee recovered from an illness.

year prior to her marriage.
William and Jennie raised six children on their farm.
Their home was often the center of many community
activities. During the summer men from the neighbouring farms would hold ball practice on the east side of
the bluff. Every year a picnic was held and everyone from
miles around would attend. Ball teams from as far as
Eden would come to play. No one had ball-gloves and all
used only their bare hands to catch the ball.
Jennie McKee was a good housekeeper. She cured her
own hams in the smokehouse, where she burned oak
chips from the fence posts. The McKees also hired a
seamstress, who would come to their home for a week or
two, to make their clothes. Jennie also made her own
sauerkraut. A well remembered incident occurred when
Jennie had four or five of her neighbors over to visit. She
had on a big fire to make biscuits, and the sauerkraut was
behind the stove, and it started to smell. One woman
after another would grab her child and take it into the
little room, to see what it had done in its pants. The smell
was not from the children at all, but the sauerkraut.
In 1915, William McKee was not well. With the war
on, decent help was hard to get, so the family rented the
farm and moved to town. A few years later the family
moved back to the farm, but retained ownership of their
house in Neepawa.

Members of the McKee family which came to Neepawa in 1879.
Seated from Left: Bruce McKee, Sarah McLean, Margaret Graham,
Thomas McKee, Charlotte White. Standing: William R. McKee, John
McKee, Andrew McKee, Samuel McKee.

Then they proceeded west with their possessions loaded
two wagons, one of which pulled a buggy that carried
McKee and her two small daughters. William and
brothers drove and tended the cattle. Many times
the journey, the wagons would become mired in
and have to be unloaded in order to cross the bogs.
two weeks on the open prairie they arrived at the
of John Crawford at Snake Creek where they
.... u" ... u ..... '" for the winter. In October Thomas Richard was
orn.
In the spring of 1880 they arrived in Neepawa. John
filed his homestead on the south-east quarter of
8-15-15 in the Rural Municipality of Rosedale. The Fort
Trail ran across their property and the traces made
the Red River Carts were visible for many years.
as the eldest son, farmed there for the rest of his
fe. Many were the stories William told his family of his
, John, walking to Portage la Prairie for supplies
also to Rossburn to visit relatives.
William married Jane Elli~tt Lindsay (Jennie) in
897. Jennie was born in Molesworth, Ontario and was
and educated in Listowel, Ontario. She had come
Listowel to visit her sister, Mrs. Thomas Farrell, the

Wm. R. McKee (centre back) and his Wife Jennie with 4 of their 6
children in front of their house in Neepawa. William's brother John
Hammond McKee standing on the left. Children are - Left to Right:
Bill, Jean, Ruth, and Jack is in front.

William McKee's first car was a Model T. Later when
he purchased a closed-in car Jennie was afraid to ride in
it. Like many people of the time, she felt that if ever there
was an accident, the glass would shatter and cut the
occupants severely.
Five of six of the McKee children attended Mountain
View School. Eva Florence, the eldest, played the organ
in the Little Church on the correction line for many
years. She died in 1915. Opal Charlotte worked as a
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telephone operator in Neepawa. She spent a year in
California. Upon her return, she moved to. Portage la
Prairie, where she met her future husband, George Cook.
They were ma~ried in 1~36: They resided in Brandon for
the rnaj or portIOn of theIr hves and had a son, Garry.
Wilrna Jean went to Central School in Neepawa and
after finishing she worked in the telephone office for four
years. At that time there were ten operators working ten
hours per day for about $38.00 a month. Jean married
Charles F. Steppler in 1928 .. ~hey far~ed in the
Springhill and Neepawa area dlstncts and III 1941 they
moved to Neepawa. Charles went to work for the salt
plant, and retired whe~ i~ closed in 1970. They had four
daughters Wilma, MarJone, Donna, and Myrna.
Ruth Elizabeth, like her sisters, went to grade eleven in
Neepawa. After that she spent a year at Brandon Normal
School. She taught for four years at Dumfries school and
then she moved to Oberon to teach. Ruth was an athlete
in her youth and still remembers the fun she had playing
hockey. The teams would go by sleigh to the rink and the
girls would play first the boys second. After the games,
there would be a dance and often they would not arrive
home until early in the morning. Ruth married Angus
Lawrie in 1937. Angus served in World War II and was
decorated with the Military Cross. After the war, Angus
opened a business in Brookdale, where they resided. Ruth
was widowed in 1969. She still lives in Brookdale and is

Newell in 1936. They raised three daughters Lois, Jean,
and Joanne. Jack is retired, but they still live on their
farm on the north half of 17-15-15, in the Municipality of
Rosedale. Jack is very interested in music and has enjoyed playing for dances in and around the Neepawa
area. Both Jack and Bill, while active in farming, raised
and showed registered Shorthorn cattle and had many
champions.
William and Jennie McKee had that essential spirit of
the pioneers. They were honest, hard working, and above
all, kindly towards their neighbors. This spirit still lives
on in their children. This author, the granddaughter of
Jack McKee, remembers a Thanksgiving day a few years
ago, when her grandparents exemplified the true meaning
of being a neighbor. While out for a Sunday drive, we
passed a farm where a bachelor friend of Jack and
Laura's was combining. They both noticed and com- I
men ted on the fact that he had no one to draw his grain i
for him. We drove home, where Jack changed into his I
work clothes, while Laura wrapped some turkey from the
oven. It was sent, along with the pumpkin pie, with Jack
who went to help his neighbor. This sharing of food,
labour, time and energy, without being asked and with no
thought of return, is an essential feature of the spirit of
Neepawa's first pioneers. This spirit still lives on today.

From Left: Irene Tail, Ruth McKee, Agnes Tail, Jean McKee.

very active in the Eastern Star.
William R. McKee died in 1930, and left his sons
William Andrew, (Bill), and John Hammond, (Jack), to
carryon with the farm. When the boys were younger they
often 'batched' during the winters, while the girls and
their Mother and Dad were in town.
Mrs. McKee passed away in 1963.
Bill farmed the homestead after his father's death. He
married Grace Campbell Drinkwater in 1973. He was
elected as a Councillor for the Municipality of Rosedale
in 1957. Though retired, Bill and Grace still live on the
homestead, which has been in the McKee family for over
one hundred years.
The youngest son, John Hammond, married Laura
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Harvesting.
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Descendants of the McGorman clan (Miller) settled in the Salisbury area early in
1877. Shown accepting the gate sign and Century Farm Certificate are (left to right)
Brian McGorman, Mrs. Ruth Francis, Margaret McGorman (Miller) and Ronald
McGorman.

Mr. and Mrs. W. Millar - 1873 - Wedding
picture.

McGorman Family.

WILLIAM MILLAR
by Margaret McGorman

It was known as "Halfway House" and many a weary
traveller wending his way west in search of a location for
his new home, welcomed the sight of the light in the
Millar home at Salisbury. "Halfway House" was and
probably always will be legendary insofar as the history
of Lansdowne is concerned.
Its origin dates back to 1877 and as the name might
indicate, it was situated on the Carleton Trail almost five
miles over the Arden Ridge to the west and four miles
north of Neepawa. Of course there was no Arden at that
time.
Here at "Salisbury Place", William Millar built a log
house for his family, then a stopping place and a post
office. This stopping place being midway between
Palestine (Gladstone) and Tanners Crossing later known

as Minnedosa on one branch of the Saskatchewan Trail
to the unknown west came to be known as "Halfway
House", and in succeeding years supplied food and
shelter to many a tired and footsore pioneer. Beyond
doubt a book could be written about the many settlers
who passed to and fro, their hopes, their adventures, and
their disappointments, the tales that were told, the
success, and the failures. Unfortunately only a few of
those tales were recorded. But for a chain of circumstances this spot in the Salisbury district might well
have been the trading centre of the Lansdowne
Municipality-to-be. Fate ruled otherwise and Arden
became the centre.
William Millar was born in Howick, Quebec, on June
28, 1846. In 1874 he married Elizabeth Bolton, and three
years later the Millars with sons John and Sanford, and
Elizabeth Bell (who later became Mrs. R.M. Buchanan,
mother of Sanford Buchanan and Florence Habkirk, the
only remaining ones of that family).
Travelling by Duluth to Emerson, thence on a flat
bottom boat down the Red River to Winnipeg, they
reached the Fort Garry settlement on June 3rd 1877.
Again it was by slow boat to Portage la Prairie. Here they
transferred their belongings to the then prevalent mode
of transportation, the Red River cart and oxen, finally
reaching their destination in the Snake Creek settlement,
later to be known as Salisbury.
He became the postmaster, with the post office in his
own home. He took the mail to Eden and Petrel. He put
in a stock of staple goods and supplies, food, clothing,
boots, tobacco and coal-oil. From his ledger which his
granddaughter Mrs. Margaret McGorman has, are the
prices of some of the above articles. John Garrick 3
spools thread 15¢, Wm. Fraser tobacco 1O¢, Big Indian
box caps 15¢, Blind Indian sugar 1O¢, Wm. Bird 1 dozen
fish $1.00, 1 yard linen 15¢, lamp chimney 30¢, 1 lb. tea
25¢, boy's braces 15¢, 2 window shades 25¢, roll tar
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WILLIAM JOHN ORR

paper $1.00, 1 lb. soda 8¢, 1 lb. raisins 15¢, 1 pair farm
boots $1.25.
It took around three weeks to make the round trip by
ox cart to Winnipeg for supplies. He couldn't carry coal
oil in the same cart as flour and sugar, so he had to take
two carts. Many times he had to transfer these goods
across the creeks on his back.
The Mounted Police often brought their prisoners to
"Halfway House" on their way to Winnipeg for trial.
Some of the neighbor ladies would have eggs or
homemade butter to barter for groceries or wearables.
Two or three eggs were traded for a spool of thread.
Always an event of interest was Mrs. Millar's churning
day. She used a churn operated by a dog on a treadmill.
Whenever old Nero saw her getting the churn ready, he
knew it was time for him to disappear. In that case some
of the boys had to take turns in treading the mill.
About 1883 the Salisbury School was started in a log
house on 17-15-14 with John M.L. Young of Moosomin,
Saskatchewan as teacher. The story is told that Mr.
Young drove home to Moosomin at Christmastime
driving a yoke of two year old steers hitched to ~
stoneboat and he wearing a Christy-stiff (derby to you).
He wore this headgear winter and summer. Some of the
pupils were Dick and Billy Gill, the Martins, Walkers,
McLeans, Coulter, Stewarts, and Pattisons. Later a new
school was built by O.E. Reilly, father of Oscar, Wilfred
and Alvin Reilly, on the farm now owned by Henry
Lewis. Then early in the 1900s the school No. 127 was
built across the road from the Wm. Millar home.
Some of the frequent visitors were the Grovers from
Birnie, Bakers from Springhill, Honeymans from Eden
B~rnies of Glenholm then known as Poverty Flats, Arthu;
Kilburn, the Hunters and Brydons of Union district.
There were also many Indians known as "the one eyed
Indian", "the old squaw", "the fat squaw", "the lame
Indian" .
Mrs. Millar passed away in April 1930 and Mr. Millar
September 1932.
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Manitoba Centennial Farm.

THE DAVID ORR FAMILY
David Orr was born July 11,1863. He married Harriet
Gallagher on June 1st, 1890. Their homestead was the
SW 14-15-17. He constructed a house in 1890; 16x20 Feet
at a value of $125.00. In approximately 1898 the family
moved to the SE 1/4 of 12-15-17. He constructed a frame
house, which was later added onto, as his family grew to
six children. The first home was torn down.
David was not a physically hardy man as was his
father, however, he was deeply religious and a good
speaker. Many times he was called upon to lead the
Methodist church services if the minister was not
~vailable. In the Minnedosa Tribune of April 23, 1908 it
IS recorded that David Orr won a gold medal in the

Wedding of David Orr and Harriet
Gallagher, 1890.

Claire Orr - World War I.

Bob and Anne (Orr)
Freeman.

David Orr Family.

"Gold Medal Contest" for his speech on "Attractions".
He spoke of the nice way things were made to attract
him, of the downward road and of the efforts of the
churches to attract people to a better way of life. He was
also elected president of the Epworth League at that time.
David passed away in 1927 followed by his wife in
1950. They are buried in Minnedosa Cemetery.
Verna, eldest daughter of David and Harriet Orr was
born in 1893. She died in 1908 of diptheria and acute
appendicitis after just completing entrance music
examinations.
Claire was born in 1895. He served overseas during
World War I and returned to resume farming near
Franklin after the war. He married Nellie Greenway in

1948 (a widow with four married daughters). Claire died
suddenly of a coronary in 1951. This farm is owned and
operated today by Mr. and Mrs. H. Berry (daughter and
son-in-law of Nellie Orr).
Anne was born in 1897 and married Robert (Bob)
Freeman. Bob and his brother Ernie owned and operated
the General Store in Franklin for some years. Bob passed
away suddenly in 1957. Anne resided in Winnipeg in later
years and passed away in 1978. She was very musical and
in addition to giving piano lessons in Neepawa for some
years, she also played the organ and sang in the choir in
Franklin for many years. Anne and Bob had two
children: Robert Reginald (Reg) of Edmonton and
Norma Jane (Mrs. David Wilton) of California.
Gertrude was born in 1900 and married Donald
McLeod in 1926. Don taught mathematics at Daniel
McIntyre Collegiate in Wpg. for several years until his
retirement. They had two children: Arnold of Fort
Frances, Ont. and Gail McLeod of Wpg., who once
skated professionally with the Ice Capades. Gertrude was
very musical and enjoyed many pleasurable hours seated
at her piano. She passed away in 1979 in Wpg.
William John Orr was born in 1902. He married Morag
Little of Wpg. in 1953 and they have two daughters:
Betty Ann (married to Parker Sieffert) residing in
Lorette, Man. and Catherine who studied forestry and
works in the industry in the Yukon. William owned and
operated the family farm of his father David Orr for
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Leslie G.
Orr and
Margaret Atkinson wedding - 1941.

many years until his retirement. In 1970 he was presented
with a certificate appointing his farm as a Manitoba
Centennial Farm because it had been owned and operated
for so many years by the same family. The original
farmhouse stands today, but is not lived in. Mr. and Mrs.
W. Orr currently reside in Neepawa.
Leslie Gallagher Orr was born in 1910. He married
Marjorie Atkinson (a teacher in Minnedosa) in 1941 and
they had two daughters: Diane (Mrs. Brian McCord) of
Toronto and Judie (Mrs. Andrew Lucock) of Elmvale,
Ont. Leslie graduated from Civil Engineering at the
University of Manitoba in 1942 and worked for many
years with the Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Act
(P.F.R.A.) in Manitoba, where he was responsible for
the construction of many dam sites in small communities
across the province, including Lake Irwin, Neepawa, and
West Park Lake, Neepawa. In 1958, he was transferred
to Regina where he retired in 1971. He was accomplished
at and enjoyed the hobby of woodworking, until he
passed away suddenly on April 30th, 1981 in Toronto.
Mrs. Orr presently resides in Regina.

Home of David Orr, Franklin.
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Members of the Baker clan proudly display their farm sign. given at the Century
Farms award night,

Baker Family.

JONAH POTTER THE GREENBUSH FARM
by Bonnie Lee Baker
Great-great-granddaughter
of Jonah and Jane Potter

In the year 1877 Jonah Potter came to Manitoba from
Minden, Ontario to settle a claim on a homestead for
himself, his wife Jane and his daughter Mary. This was in
the spring, and later that fall he returned to Ontario,
returning the following spring 1878 with Jane and Mary.
There were no railroads in the country at that time. The
earlier settlers, as he was, travelled by boat up the Great
Lakes to Duluth, then across country to the Red River
and down the Red to Fort Garry, now Winnipeg, then ox
team and wagon to Portage la Prairie to the Springhill
district.
George Baker lived in Minden on his father's farm
until the winter of 1891-92, when an uncle who had gone
to Manitoba in his earlier years, came back to Minden for
a visit. This uncle painted such a glowing picture of
Manitoba that George caught "Red River Fever" and he
and a young neighbor boy, Henry Bonney, set a date of
March 14, 1892 to head west to Manitoba.
During the first summer he worked with his uncle
William Jackson but when harvest rolled around, he
found work with' Jonah Potter. The years went by with
George having a variety of jobs until the year of 1898
when Mary Potter, only daughter of Jonah and Jane
Potter became Mrs. Geo. A. Baker.
In 1905 Jonah Potter and his wife moved to Port
Hammond, B.C. George and Mary took over the !arm.
In their 53 years of marriage George and Mary raIsed 8
children. One boy Willet died in infancy.
Norman, wife Evelyn Bell, 2 children.

Greenbush Farm built 1892 - 35-15-16. Homesteaded by Jonah and
Jane Potter.

George and Mary Baker.

Cora, husband John Young, 2 children.
Fred, never married.
Egbert (Bert), wife Mabel Carter, 5 children.
Robin (Bob), wife Anne Attwood, 3 children.
Ethel, husband Bill Allen, 1 child.
Henry, wife Julie Wilkinson, an English bride. Henry
served as an air gunner in the R.C.A.F., and died in
World War II.
After moving to B.C., Jane died in 1925 and Jonah in
1936.
During the course of years many true stories were told.
One of them was about Albert Clark while working for
Jonah Potter stacking sheaves before 5 A.M. so they
could get an early start after breakfast.
Another interesting story was one day Jonah was on
his way to put up hay when he met two neighbors. They
ed him why he was going to put up hay on Sunday.
Since there were no calendars, Jonah had mixed up his
days. Jonah asked them where they were going, and they
said to pick wild plums. As a result to that answer, Jonah
saw no difference in putting up hay than picking plums.
Mary often mentioned the Red River Cart Trail and
easily the carts could be heard passing by. History
made by Jonah when he and another man found the
on the hill, which is how this district got the name
"Springhill". Jonah planted many spruce trees before
turn of the century. These trees are still growing
and healthy, making a wonderful landmark in the
Back seventy or eighty years ago, most farms were
'ven a name, such as this one "Greenbush". The name
from the old farm home where Geo. A. Baker
born and grew up as a boy. He was born 1872 at
sby, township of Minden, county of Haliburton,
. His father's farm was named Greenbush, so
he took over NE 35-15-16 from his father-in-law,
Potter, Springhill, he decided he would like to
that name here. He raised registered Yorkshire hogs

for many years and Greenbush was always included in the
registrations. R.G. Baker (Bob) in 1934 took over the
farm and in 1949 bought it. He secured a herd of
registered Angus cattle, and the name of Greenbush was
carried on in the registration. It is now recorded in the
Livestock Records in Ottawa, Ontario.
Bob married Anne Attwood in 1937. They raised 3
children: James George, wife - Hazel Bell, 2 children.
Barrie Raymond, wife - Bernice Hack, 4 children. Grace
Anne, husband - Dennis Dunsmore, 2 children.
George and Mary moved to Neepawa in 1950. Nine
months after they moved to Neepawa, Mary died and in
1953 George died.
Barrie now operates the farm and lives on the home
place in the same yard as his mother and dad and James,
lives not far up the road with his family, do much of their
farm work together.
Grace sprang away from the nest and resides in
Winnipeg with her family, but still this family goes on
down the generations and a very close family is kept
alive.

Hart Parr Co.
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The James Family.

Etobicoke. The family moved to the Lake Rosseau
district in 1865 travelling by rail and in a five-ton open
boat across Georgian Bay. In 1873 William married
Margaret Symington.
The lure of the West brought them to Manitoba. In
October 1881, William arrived at his new location,
having walked from Brandon to Minnedosa. He purchased 3/4 of 5-14-16. This was part of the first land
grant from the Government to the C.P.R. on their
completion of the line from Winnipeg to Brandon.
The first year saw forty acres broken. The first load of
wheat from Maple Grove Farm yielded 25 bushels per
acre and graded No. 1 Hard. It was marketed at Carberry, 26 miles away and brought fifty-six cents a bushel.
The next ten years were years of progress for the
community. In 1882 the Glendale Post Office was
established in the Sirett home. For many years the mail
was carried by stage from Douglas. This Post Office
operated until 1928 when rural delivery from Franklin
took over. In 1883 the Gordon School was built on the SE
corner of Section 5. W.F. Sirett served as SecretaryTreasurer. When the Municipality was formed he served
as Councillor and Reeve.
At this time too, the Patrons of Industry was organized
as a social and helpful Farmers Organization. They
decided to enter politics and on their ticket, W.F. Sirett
was elected to the Legislature in 1896, the Greenway
Government. In this capacity he initiated many reforms

SIRETT FAMILY (1881-1981)
CENTENNIAL FARM
by Irma Sirett

The history of the Sirett family in this district began
with the arrival of William Flowers Sirett in 1881. He was
joined by his wife and three children Mary, William
Flowers II, and Ebenezer in the spring of 1882.
William was born in Croughton, England in 1848,
emigrating with his parents and siblings in 1859 to

Margaret Symington - Williams Flowers Sirett 1881 - 1907.

Back Row: Fred, Jack, Will, Eb. Front Row: Sarah, Amy, Father,
Mother, Mary. The first family to grow lip on Maple Grove.
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for farmers. His action led to the appointment of the
Royal Commission on Grain Marketing, of which he was
a member. On this report was based the Grain Act of
1899. He also travelled to London in the interests of
emigration, bringing several families to the district.
Margaret and William Sirett farmed until 1907 and
raised a family of eight. When son Fred took over the
farm, they moved to Minnedosa. Here William served on
Town Council until they moved to Neepawa in 1912. H~
served as Police Magistrate of Neepawa from 1916 untIl
his death in 1924. Mrs. Sirett then resided with her

daughter Sarah in Vancouver until her death i? 1938.
Of their family, Mary the eldest marned George
Blackwell, the local school teacher. This was the first
wedding in Gordon Methodist Church. The Blackwell
family lived for some years in Franklin where George
taught schoo!. There were five children.
William Flowers II received a diploma from the
University of Wisconsin School of Agriculture, then
attended the University of Toronto Veterinary College,
graduating in 1906. From there he attended McKillop
Veterinary College in Chicago and received his degree in
Veterinary Medicine in 1907. He practiced Veterinary
Medicine in Minnedosa for over fifty years, covering a
very large territory. He married Katherine Halpenny (the
first white child in Minnedosa). They raised two children.
Sarah became a nurse, graduating from Dr. Beath's
Private Hospital in Winnipeg. She took post-graduate
work at the Poly Clinic Hospital in New York, then
worked as Operating-room nurse there. She returned to
Neepawa and was Superintendent of the Neepawa
Hospital at the time of her marriage to George L.
Foerster in 1918. They celebrated their Golden Wedding
Anniversary before her death. George died in 1972 after
having passed his one-hundredth birthday.
Ebenezer became a lawyer and was practicing law in
Neepawa and Rossburn when he enlisted in World War I.
He was awarded the Croix de Guerre in Belgium for
helping to rescue wounded companions after he himself
was wounded. On return home he was appointed District

Mabel Davidson - Fred Sirett 1907-1940.

Registrar at the Neepawa Land Titles Office. He married
Winnifred Thompson in August 1919. Ten days later he
died while bathing at Clear Lake. At first the cause of
death was considered drowning, but was later determined
to be due to lung collapse and attributed to severe exposure to gas during the war. His widow later married
Dr. Kippen of Newdale.
Frederick, the first Manitoba-born son, attended
Wesley College in Winnipeg. In 1907 he married Mabel

Davidson of the Osprey district and the young couple
took over the operation of Maple Grove Farm. They
raised five children and farmed until 1940 when Fred died
suddenly of a heart attack. Like his father before him, he
was very active in church, school and farm affairs.
John was a 1915 graduate in Agriculture from the
University of Manitoba. He went that year to teach
Science at Roblin. He left teaching in 1918 to become
Agricultural Advisor to the Rural Credit Societies. In
1931 he opened his own business, Sirett Home Services,
in Winnipeg, which he operated until his death in 1952.
While in Roblin he married Ruby Ashcroft and they had
three daughters.
Amy the youngest daughter, entered the teaching
profession. She taught at Lornedale, Portage la Prairie
and Neepawa before moving to Vancouver where she
married Charles Loader, formerly of Brookdale. They
continued to live in Vancouver.
The Fred Sirett family was the only branch of the
family to remain in the Neepawa area. Beryl, the eldest,
pursued a career in teaching. She taught at Havelock and
Minnedosa. She married Arthur Smith of Dauphin and
they moved to the U.S.A. where they have since resided.
There were two children. They are now retired in Florida.
Janice attended the University of Manitoba and then
took a secretarial course. She married John Goodison of
Wasagaming in 1947. They lived for some years at
Wasagaming where John was Park Forester. After their
retirement to Fergus, Ontario, their only son Edward
(Ted) died in a car accident in 1976. John died suddenly
in 1977. Janice now resides in Victoria.
William Flowers III (Will) purchased land adjoining
the home farm. He married Vera Delgatty of Gilbert
Plains in 1938. Will took an active interest in school
affairs, first of the Gordon School Board and then on the
Neepawa Secondary Area Board. Will and Vera retired to
Vancouver Island in 1965. Of their family of five, only
Dennis, a Lab and X-Ray Technician, resides in
Manitoba. Dennis, with wife Hazel, and two children
lives at Selkirk. Carol, the eldest, is a member of the
Faculty of Eastern Pentecostal College in Peterborough,
Ontario. Earlier she served as a missionary teacher for
four years in Kenya. Judy graduated from Brandon
School of Nursing. She married Murray Kipling of
Brandon. They now, with their two boys are residents of
Vancouver. Nancy graduated with a B.Ed. degree in
1972. She married Gerry Vaughan, a Medical student.
They live with their two children in Nanaimo where Gerry
has a Medical Practice. Jack, the youngest, is a carpenter. He and his wife Maureen live in Naniamo where
he works at his trade.
Ebenezer, the youngest of the Fred Sirett family, was
attending the University of Manitoba at the outbreak of
World War II. He joined the R.C.A.F. and attained the
rank of Flying Officer before he lost his life in a raid on
Essen in April 1943.
Lloyd, the second son, who had chosen a career in
electronics, assumed operation of the farm at the time of
his father's death. In 1945 he married Irma Hearn of
Kelwood and they farmed until 1974. Like his father and
grandfather, Lloyd took an active interest in farm affairs. He served on many local boards as well as being
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Irma Hearn - Lloyd Sirett 1945-1974.

Chairman of the Neepawa Cooperative for many years.
Irma was also active in church and community affairs. A
long-time dream of working in a developing country
became a reality for them in 1974 when they took early
retirement from the farm to work with the Canadian
University Services Overseas (CUSO), in Zambia. Lloyd

Joan Sirett - Edward James 1974. Coming up - Scott and Cathy.
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managed a large Government Farm, an~ Irma resumed
her teaching career. They were accompamed by Sally, the
youngest of their four daughters.
They completed their two-year assignment and. w.ere
home for a year when they accepted anoth~r slmll~r
CUSO Posting to Barbados, West Indies. Smce the~r
return from this two-year stint, they have made theIr
home in Neepawa.
Joan, the eldest daughter, was operating-room nurs~ at
the Misericordia Hospital in Winnipeg when she marrIed
Edward James of Macdonald. They decided to make a
career of farming, and took over the farm in 1974. Their
two children, Scott and Cathy are the fifth generation on
Maple Grove Farm.
Lorna married Bruce Poole of Neepawa. They live in
Calgary where Bruce works as a printer, and Lorna as a
hospital Pharmacist's Assistant.
Lois graduated in Science from the University of
Manitoba, and after Teacher Training taught one year at
Plumas before moving with husband Alan McNiven to
Terrace, B.C. Alan is Director of Parks and Recreation,
and Lois works in a Travel Agency. They have one son.
Sally, the youngest, after having attended school in
three different countries, is now enrolled at Brandon
University.
In the summer of 1981, 68 descendants of the original
family gathered to celebrate the Centennial of Maple
Grove Farm. The eldest member attending was Amy
(Mrs. Charles Loader), the youngest was Brooks McNiven, great-great-grandson of the pioneer couple,
William and Margaret Sirett.

THRESHERMEN'S REUNION
Threshing Competition. Austin Agricultural Museum. Steam power vs. Gas power.
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THE CHANGING FACE
OF AGRICULTURAL POWER
(Excerptsfrom 'Power and Prairie Plows' by Grant MacEwan.)
by Doris Burns

The change in farm power in Beautiful Plains was a
fast moving development. The complete
from
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Before 1900 - Mr. and Mrs. Pollock, Wm.

FAITHS OF OUR
FATHERS
HISTORY OF THE NEEP A W A
MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATION
Richard C. Kunzelman, Secretary- Treasurer

The Neepawa Ministerial Association was first
organized in October 1931 by then Presbyterian minister,
the Rev. H.M. Coulter. The others were Captain Watts
and the following Reverend gentlemen: Canon Roy, H.
Mutchmore, and F.W. Haskins. The Ministerial is a
voluntary organization that has functioned continuously
in the community. It has always had two executive officers of a president and a secretary-treasurer.
The Ministerial is a fellowship of clergy in Neepawa
and district. It has been characterized by a spirit of cooperation. For example, there was co-ordination in filling
the pulpits in the summer of 1936. The expression of
strict denominational viewpoints has been welcome. The
minutes reveal that in December 1940 there was a
presentation on the meaning and merits of baptism and it
was recorded that "tolerance prevailed and all were
agreed it was very much worth while" .
The Ministerial has met practically monthly on a
rotating basis among the churches and on occasion in
homes. In October 1936, there was a reorganizational
meeting in the Anglican or what was then called the
"English Church". It appears that there were only three
clergymen in town and that they were all out in full force.
Meetings have begun with a brief devotional period
before getting into business.
The work of the Ministerial is largely the work of the
individual churches. Christian education on a community
scale was first discussed in March 1944 of its place in the
school and community. At one time the Ministerial
organized Daily Vacation Bible Schools in the summer.
They had their "second annual" one in September. It
was decided to purchase a film projector in view of
having religious films in the school. Books have also been
an acquisition and donations made to the public library
in October 1968 and in June 1980. Also during the years
of the Neepex commercial exhibition the Ministerial
operated a booth.
The Ministerial has also been a fellowship for its
members. New clergy have been welcomed into the
community and farewells have been organized for
departing members. There are many minutes that reveal
the Ministerial ended with a lunch. Our present practice is
to meet over coffee. The only new innovation was in180

Rev. H.M. Coulter organized
the Neepawa Ministerial
Society - 1931.

troduced in November 1979 with a Thursday morning
restaurant breakfast strictly for fellowship.
The work of the Ministerial is the work of the individual clergy in the community done on a co-ordinated
basis with his or her colleagues. There are religious
services held on a rotational basis in institutions as well as
a part-time chaplaincy service. The Ministerial has
organized its own co-operative ecumenical services at
different times in the year with the two most popular
times being the Week of Prayer for Christian Unity in
January and either Lent or Holy Week. There was also a
time when the churches came together in 1950, 1953,
1960, 1962, and 1976 to hold a "Christ for Neepawa"
mission in which the resources of an outside speaker were
secured.
The first recorded instance of relief was in April of
1932 collecting clothes for the Red Cross. The only other
occasion appears in October 1979 for the Boat People
from southeast Asia.
A noticeable change occurs in the Ministerial in
becoming involved with social issues from the time of the
second world war up until the present day. In 1941 it was
to support parishioners in purchasing war bonds. Since
then the list would include gambling, drinking, juvenile
delinquency, and organized sports, etc. Some of these
subjects are now "dead" in the Ministerial while others
are matters of ongoing concern such as organized sports.
The only one that appears to have spiritually worked
itself out has been with teenagers. The issue first raised its

head in August 1944 as "juvenile delinquency. The
following fall the Ministerial had as its goal to bring back
the place of "father" into family life. Again and again
for the remainder of the 1940's and 1950's, the teenage
problem is referred to. Some description of the actual
problem appears in November 1947 with "immorality on
streets and dance halls". As for what the Ministerial did
about it is best described at the October 1953 meeting
where "discussion followed concerning various local
problems involving young people of the community, but
no specific action was taken". There was discussion with
the Mayor, Chief of Police, Home and School
Association, and the Student Council of the Neepawa
Collegiate. The spiritual breakthrough c;,llme in
November 1976 in what is referred to as a "terrible
t~agedy" when on graduation night two teenagers were
kIlled and two were injured in a car accident. The clergy
saw themselves as spiritual leaders and offering meaning
for life. They prayed for their leadership in the community.
Spiritual leadership and the co-ordinating of it is the
reason we have a Ministerial Association in this town and
di~t:ict. We have sought to make the impact of that
spmtual leadership felt in the community. Sometimes
even the clergy have wrung their hands not knowing what
to do .. The unique thing the Ministerial does is to fold
hands III prayer and seek the spiritual guidance that God
seeks to give the community.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF
CALVARY CHAPEL
by Garry Lybeck, Pastor

The Beginnings - Rev. and Mrs. E. Cantelon came to
Neepawa in 1942 to "Pioneer" as gospel workers in this
area. A large house was purchased (where the present
manse no:v stands) in 1943; and renovated to provide for
a ~hapel III the lower area with the residence upstairs.
ThiS IS where services were held for sometime. Mrs.
C:a~telon did most of the preaching while Mr. Cantelon
VISIted and gave testimony to the Gospel of Christ.
The S~art oj a Sunday School - Barry and Donna Gee,
along WIth Helen Burnett, were the first "students" of
~e ne:v ly organized Sunday School and Christian
ducatIOn program. The Cantelons left for British
C olumbia in May, 1948.
H Th~ Growth - Rev. and Mrs. G. Fulford came from
amiota to "Shepherd" the new congregation. The
~~~~c~ grew under their ministry. They left Neepawa in
: ev. and Mrs. E. Tombs followed the Fulfords and
~~ntIllued to build the congregation until 1952. After
ey left, Rev. and Mrs. H. Collver came to Calvary
Ch~pel and there was significant growth as a spirit of
rev~~~ was e~ident. The Chapel was cramped for space.
S d Erectlon oj the Church - Since there were no real
un ay School classrooms, something had to be done. A
new church bUilding was erected with dedication of the
~~; c~apeI taking place in. 1955. With the new facilities,
C II c urch. exper.Ienced Its most rapid growth. The
overs resigned III 1958. Rev. and Mrs. R. Wightman

Calvary Chapel.

followed the Collvers and served in Neepawa until 1961,
when they left to do evangelism in Great Britain. They
were followed by Rev. and Mrs. L. Preston who stayed in
Neepawa until 1964.
The Erection oj a New Manse - Rev. and Mrs. I. Roset
came to Calvary Chapel in 1964 and the church continued
to grow under their ministry. A new manse was built on
the same site as the previous residence, under the
direction of Pastor Roset who was a very able carpenter.
Rev. Roset resigned as pastor in 1970. The next pastor
was Rev. L. Clarey and his wife who served the
congregation faithfully until 1973, when Rev. and Mrs.
B. Linaker came to Neepawa.
New Church Building Erected - During Pastor
Linaker's ministry, the church and Sunday School again
became over-crowded. The congregation decided to
construct new facilities on the same site. Mr. Frank
Giesbrecht supervised the building of the new auditorium
and facilities. The new Calvary Chapel was dedicated on
Sunday, Sept. 23, 1979. The new auditorium seats 250
people. There is also a spacious lower auditorium and
excellent Christian Education facilities. Rev. and Mrs.
Linaker resigned in July of 1981 and Rev. and Mrs. G.
Lybeck came to Neepawa in September, 1981 from
Tisdale, Saskatchewan.
A Church's Ministry - Calvary Chapel has always
stood for a personal commitment and dedicated life to
Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior. The "Good News" of
Christ's love and sacrificial death, His glorious
resurrection and His visible, physical return have continually been emphasized. The church believes in applying the message and meaning of Christ's Gospel to the
issues shaping man and his society today. The
congregation has organized and established a Christian
Education class for residents of the Touchwood Center
providing their transportation each Sunday. Calvary
Chapel was also the first church in Neepawa to provide a
wheel-chair ramp into the sanctuary for the handicapped.
The church has a reputation of caring for the individual.
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Interior of Christ Lutheran Church.

The 'Little Church' was situated on the Correction Line 2 112 miles
west of Neepawa. Pictured are the McKee children whose grandfather
John McKee and great uncle Samuel McKee helped to build in 1882.

THE LITTLE CHURCH
As a preamble to this historic event, we look backward
into the early history of the church in Neepawa and
include in the history record a picture and press commentary of what is considered to be the first Methodist
church to be built in Neepawa district. This appeared in
the Neepawa Press on May 28th, 1896.
"Believed to be the first church built west of Winnipeg,
the "Little Church" was situated on the correction line 2
112 miles west of Neepawa. Built in 1882, it was opened
on Christmas Day that year. Everyone brought lunch
and, the church being crowded and the day mild, some
ate outdoors.
"Those who helped build the church, who helped haul
the logs with their ox teams, and then hewed them and
built the pews included: John and Sam McKee, John
Buchanan, Wesley Petch, Wm. Connell, Mat Kilpatrick,
Charles Cameron, Dave Watson, John Howe and Wm.
Ash."

CHRIST LUTHERAN CHURCH
by Christ Lutheran Church
Rev. Mel Wolters

In 1972 Rev. Melvin Wolters was sent to the Neepawa
area by the Mission Board of the Lutheran Church to
establish a new Lutheran congregation. The Wolters
family moved to Neepawa on November 2, 1972. There
was no parsonage or congregation of Lutherans in
~eepawa so the first thing the Wolters family did was
fI?~ a large house and set up an office. This house at 366
VIVIan Street became the first Lutheran parsonage.
Pastor Wolters began making calls. At the end of
November, 1972, eleven people braved a vicious
snowstorm to come to the parsonage for the very first
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Rev. M. Wolters, Pastor of
Christ Lutheran Church.

meeting of what eventually became Christ Lutheran
Church. There was enough interest to begin having
worship services so the small handful of people voted to
rent St. James Anglican Church. On December 10, 1972,
the first Lutheran worship service was held with 33
people attending. Worship services continued each
Sunday at 9:00 A.M. On January 14, 1973, an Adult
Bible Class was begun in the parsonage living room and
the first Sunday School class was held upstairs. Donna
Kendell and Dorothy Mauthe were the first teachers. The
end of January a small Junior Choir was begun and
directed by Carolyn Wolters.
On March 19, 1973, a local chapter of The Lutheran
Women's Missionary League (LWML) was formed and
affiliated with 210,000 other Lutheran women who
comprised the International mission organization.
June 10, 1973, just seven months after the first worship
service was held, this new mission voted to adopt a
constitution and Christ Lutheran Church became an
official congregation. First Council members were:
Walter Mauthe, chairman; Florence Keating, secretary;
Vern Kendell, elder; Dorothy Mauthe, treasurer; and
Donna Kendell, financial secretary. Organists were
Elaine Wolters, Debbie Mauthe, and Carolyn Wolters.
A youth group was organized and they called themselves SonRays Youth Group. Meetings were held at the

parsonage and consisted of Bible study, business,
projects, recreation and lunch. There were 12 members.
Michael Wolters was elected first president and Debbie
Mauthe was elected secretary-treasurer.
It soon became evident that the members of the
congregation wanted to move forward and establish their
own house of worship. In September of 1974 a building
committee was appointed. After nearly a year of searching for suitable property large enough for a church,
parking, and parsonage, the congregation purchased an
acre situated east of town on a hill overlooking scenic
Riverbend Park and facing the town of Neepawa.
In May, 1976, the rented parsonage was sold and the
congregation voted to build their own parsonage on their
newly purchased property. The basement was dug and
the foundation poured by the members. The house was
built and moved onto the foundation.
On June 12, 1977, a Service of Dedication for the new
parsonage and Groundbreaking Ceremonies for the new
church were held. Guest speaker was Rev. Dennis
Bylund, circuit counsellor. The service was held in the
Anglican Church with the congregation then moving to
the new property for the ceremonies. Eighty-six people
stood in the rain and with water dripping off their
programs sang their praises to God for His bountiful
blessings of a new parsonage, property and a forthcoming new church. They braved the rain and mud as
they broke ground and then continued to the parsonage
to view it and have the ribbon cutting ceremony.
Chairman Walter Mauthe presented the keys to Pastor
Wolters before the group moved back to the Anglican
Church and a potluck supper.
By August, 1977, the foundation for the new church
had been poured and the rafters and walls were going up.
Contractor Bob Radford finished building the shell of the
church and from there the members themselves took over
and did the wiring, plumbing, painting, carpeting,
assembling the pews, building the altar, pulpit, lecturn,
cupboards, etc. Ladies of the congregation joined in and
helped with painting, sewing of altar, baptismal and
communion linens, curtains and drapes. Children of the
congregation also did their part and purchased the
candlelabras, candlelighter I extinguisher, Bible stand for
the altar, and offering plates with their Sunday School
mission offerings.
The dedication of this new church took place July 30,
1978, with a day of joyful celebrations. Rev. Luther
Koehler, former circuit counsellor, was guest speaker.
Over 250 people crowded into the church for the morning
service. Dinner was served by the ladies with tables and
chairs set up inside and outside to seat the crowd. At 3:30
a Service of Thanksgiving and Praise was held with over
250 attending. Visitors were present from many provinces
and several states. Guest speaker was Rev. Dennis Bylund
of Zion Lutheran Church in Plumas, Manitoba. Lunch
was served and at 7:30 P.M. an informal gathering was
held with special greetings brought from District church
officials and various people from the Town of Neepawa
and other congregations. A colored slide presentation
showing the history of the congregation from its
beginning several years earlier were shown. After the
excitement of building and dedication, things quieted

First Church Council of
Lutheran Church: Seated,
Left to Right: Florence
Keating, Sec.; Walter Mauthe,
Chairman. Standing: Dorothy
Mauthe,
Treasurer; Vern
Donna
Kendell,
Elder;
Kendell, Financial Secretary.

Rev. Melvin Wolters Family. Michael, Mel, Elaine, Carolyn, Joyce.
Tammy in front.

down and the normal work of the congregation resumed.
Little by little exciting things have happened to the
congregation. God has lived among us and we have
experienced His many blessings. We have planted and He
has given the increase. In the 9 years since the
congregation first began, He has given us a membership
of 122 baptized members, 96 of these are communicant
members. Cradle Roll and Sunday School enrollment is
30 with a staff of five teachers, three substitutes and a
superintendent. There is also an active choir, ladies
group, youth group, with much Bible Study and many
activities involving the entire congregation such as family
nights, church picnics, talent nights, etc. We have a
beautiful church where God's Word is taught, a parsonage, two-car garage, and scenic land site. The
illuminated cross on the front of the church shines
towards the town as an everpresent reminder that Christ
died for our sins and the sins of the whole world. May we
ever remain faithful to that message and "let our light so
shine that men may see our works and glorify our Father
in heaven". Matthew 5:16.
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Neepawa Baptist Church - 1890.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
by Jean Cassells and Joy De'Ath

June 29, 1869, two Ontario men, having Come on a
jolting road through Minnesota, halted at the Canadian
border, dismounted and studied the post marking the
boundary. Lettering on the south read: "U.S.A." The
North said: "H. B. Co." One man scratched through the
latter monogram and wrote: CANADA. Leaping back
into the wagon, they gave three cheers and heartily sang:
"God Save the Queen!" The pair were Baptist spies to
Manitoba Northwest Territory.
After the "spies", came Pioneer Alexander McDonald
in 1873. He settled in the swampy village of Winnipeg,
making missionary trips East, North, South and West. In
scattered communities, people hungered for God's Word
and Christian fellowship. Other preachers followed the
Pioneer.
Baptist-minded people met in homes. The formation of
the town of Neepawa gave homesteaders more frequent
opportunities to exchange visits as they came for supplies. Public meetings were called as early as 1886. By
1888, the Northwest Convention reported Neepawa as a
"New Field" to be occupied. This date is accepted as the
organization of First Baptist Church.
In 1889, Rev. R. Yeatman undertook the new field
(including Glendale, Minnedosa and Eden) with services
in the Town Hall. Neepawa, "with excellent country
surrounding it", was favoured to be a center of the
"Field". Talk began of erecting a chapel.
By October, 1889, Rev. D.H. McGillivray took charge,
"stirred up the desire already existing" and raised funds
in eight weeks to buy three lots at the N. W. corner of
First Avenue and Boundary Street and constructed a 24 x
36 sanctuary, entry, baptistry and vestry. In spite of an
epidemic of "Ie Grippe", and stormy weather, worshippers packed the building for three services of
dedication January 19, 1890. The existence of prayer
meetings, Sunday School, Ladies' Auxiliary and Baptist
Young Peoples' Union (purchased a stove), no doubt
inspired words recorded of that day: "there are bright
hopes for progress and a willingness to work".
By 1900, the work became self-supporting. In 1914, the
church purchased an organ, half paid by the Ladies'
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True Blue Class.

Auxiliary, and a parsonage but sold the latter when the
pastor resigned. The work ebbed and flowed.
With the exception of Rev. J.A. Bracken (1912-15),
pastors came and went yearly until Rev. Harold Wilson
(1922-27), a newly-graduated young man from McMaster
University arrived. The building soon needed to be
enlarged. A neVi wing (1923) added space for expanding
youth activities. Mr. Wilson ministered to some members
from the "earliest days" and some who are still with us.
He married Eva Murray. Alma Townsend (Murray)
became organist (1927-1975). Olive Murray (Harvey) led
the Sunshine Class that purchased the hand-carved
communion table and chairs still in use.
The Neepawa Press (June 27, 1933) paid tribute to
beloved Pastor Rev. Frank Haskins (1929-34): " ...
Through his guidance the Baptist Church is ... a strong
force for the promotion of good in the community".
Mrs. E.W. Poole led a diligent class of girls, "The True
Blues", during this period.
At a time when famine and poverty touched all, "The
Dirty Thirties", Rev. J.C. MacFarlane (1934-36) endeared himself to many by his vigorous witness and faith.
March 8, 1936, the church mourned his death. His son,
Jack, married Laura Murray.
Dedicated pastors led through the War years,
stabilizing the church in troublesome times. Chesley
Grassie made the "supreme sacrifice".
Rev. A.G. Elliott (1949-51) served Rapid City and
Neepawa. After leaving Neepawa, he held several
executive positions with the Baptist Union of Weste~n
Canada. He returned in 1955 to preach the last ser~o? m
the old church and the first sermon in the new bUIldmg.
The Onanole United Church bought the original building
which is still in use.

Rev. J.C. Mack, 1966-1969.
Recipient Order oj Canada 1982.

Cassells Family. Back Row: Rosemary, John, Sharon. Front Row:
Bryan, Jean, Herb.

extra seating purposes. Further enlargement is anticipated.
The church has activities and groups for all ages. A
Vacation Bible School is held for the community each
summer. We are grateful for the proper stewardship of
Time, Talents and Tithes.

GLENDALE BAPTIST CHURCH
by Jean Cassells

New members received - 1981.

Mr. E. W. Poole had the present building erected " ...
in memory of my wife, Alma and daughter, Phyllis Ann
... and in token of fondest regard for my daughter,
Willard Fern Vivian ... " and presented the keys to Rev.
Elmer G. Anderson (1954-60). Victor Murray, choir
leader for 25 years, sang: "Bless This House".
Under the ministry of Rev. Gordon Swan (1960-64),
the church, once again self-supporting, purchased a
Hammond organ. Rev. S. Hunter served briefly prior to
the coming of Rev. J. Mack (1966-69), who led in writing
a history of the church during Canada's Centennial Year.
Ivan and Mary (1968 President of the Western Women's
Auxiliary) Shanks painted the church as a centennial
project.
Rev. Len Wenham (1970-71) was an effective Interim
pastor. While Rev. George Sears was pastor (1971-73)
New Baptist Hymnals were placed in memory of Chesley
Grassie. Rev. Ken Duncan (1974-76) is remembered for
his ministry of unifying love.
Since Rev. Herb Cassells' coming in 1977, a parsonage
has been purchased. Due to increased attendance, the
of the church have remodeled the entrance and
a folding wall at the rear of the sanctuary for

The Glendale Baptist Church was built in 1899 in the
R.M. of Langford on the NE quarter of 20-14-16.
Prominent families in the church were those of Melvin
Murray, Jesse Curtis, John, Peter and A.M. Dunsmore,
John A. and James G. Robertson. Peter Kines was the
Sunday School Superintendent for many years.
Glendale was part of the Neepawa field and always
contributed a share of the Pastor's salary .
The building and property were sold in 1940 to Ross
Dunsmore. The land is now part of Bill Dunsmore's
farm.

Glendale Baptist Church - built in 1899, sold in 1940. Built on NE
20-14-16.
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A HISTORY OF THE GORDON CHURCH
DISTRICT
1898 -1958
- by Irma Sirett

Homesteaders travelled by covered wagon to the area
southwest of Neepawa which came to be known as
Glendale district.
In 1890 the Methodist church came into the picture.
The first pastor was a young student, C.A. Edwards, who
preached at five appointments _ Gordon, Orr, Glendale,
Osprey and Dumfries. The stipend was $500 annually.
In 1897 plans were made to build a church at Gordon.
The building was constructed in 1898. The first board of
trustees consisted of John Forsyth, George Stoneho~se,
Robert Cutting, Edgar Murray, Isaac Kerr, W.F. Slrett
and George Forsyth.
The first service was held August 21, 1898 with Dr.
MacLean of Neepawa and Rev. T.J. Johnson of Franklin
as speakers. The first wedding was that of Miss Mary
Sirett and George Blackwell.
The Ladies Aid Society of Gordon and Osprey was
organized in 1904. An old store two miles east of the
church was converted into a parsonage. Rev. and Mrs.
Parsons were the first residents.
The church building was moved to a new location on
the farm of Ed Murray and united the congregations of
Gordon and Osprey. Miss Nellie Davidson, the Osprey
school teacher married the Gordon church minister and
the union was complete.
In 1927 a new manse was built at Brookdale following
Church Union in 1925 and the charge was once more rearranged. Through the years the following appointments
were served by the local preacher: Gordon, Orr, Glendale, Osprey, Dumfries Hallboro Rookhurst, Stoney
Creek, Freeland, Aberdour, Lorn~dale and the Little
Church.
Names of dedicated people appearing in the church
records were: Bro. N.P. Shuttleworth, local preacher;
Bro. Hockin, Junior Bible Class and Rev. J .E. Bell,
Young People's Society.
Then came the depression and the church recor~s
reflect these lean years. The minister received part of hIs
salary in the form of meat, eggs, honey, potatoes and
milk.
Through the war years the ladies worked for the Red
Cross and th~ various relief organizations.
By 1958 extensive renovations had been made to the
building. The four-point charge included Brookdale,
Oberon, Ingelow and Gordon.
The Gordon community was not immune to the
changing patterns of rural life during the sixties and
seventies.
In the mid-fifties, after Ingelow closed, the Gordon
Church held services only during the summer months.
Attendance did not warrant the high costs of heating the
sanctuary and the basement was too cold for Sunday
School classes. A better road system made it quite
feasible to attend church at Brookdale or Neepawa.
As the farms grew larger many families left our dist:ict
to !ake up. other occupations. As the local populatIOn
dwmdled, It became very difficult to get Church School
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teachers although a very good choir was maintained.
When the local schools closed and children were bussed
to Neepawa it became almost impossible to preserve the
smaller communities. In March, 1971 the congregation
voted to close the church and the last service was held on
June 27th, 1971. The last baptism was that of Marie
Murray. The last marriage was that of Joyce Hart and
Donald Jones. The last funeral was a service for Mrs.
Geo. L. Foerster (nee Sarah Sirett) who had been a
member of the choir on opening day in 1898.
The contents of the church were given or sold to
nei~hboring churches. The new electric organ and pulpit
c~alr were placed in East View Lodge in memory of our
pIOneers. T~e church building was purchased by the
Murray famIly, moved to their farm and made into a
m~seum that has become a credit to the community. A
CaIrn marks the former site of the church.

HISTORY OF JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
IN THE NEEP A W A AREA
by Sarah Clauss

It was in the years 1922 - 1923 that the first Bible
now known as Jehovah's Witnesses became
the Neepawa area, Fred, Gladys, Clara and
LIZZY Clancy, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Chambers, John Barrie
(J .~.) and Frances Fleming a group, sincere, forthright in
theIr zeal, spearheading the work.
As their goal to promote accurate Biblical und~rstanding, vindicate God's name and proclaim his
kIngdom government, they used each modern avenue of
communication from the printed page to sound film
even at that early date. Perhaps some will remember th~
s~und cars of the late 1920's and early 1930's, equipped
wIth loudspeakers, or seeing the Photo Drama of
C:eation, a c~mbi~ation coloured (hand-painted) picture
slI~e and mOVIng pIcture sound presentation of the Bible.
ThIS was an eight hour showing in the late 1920's and
early 1930's.
Their first public meetings were held in the Court
House and later were held in the gracious tapestry hung
Student~,
k~own In

Kingdom Haff of Jehovah's Witnesses.

KNOX PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
NEEPAWA
by Mrs. R.A. (Doris) Burns

Interior of Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's Witnesses.

parlour and livingroom of the J.B. Fleming

"'''1''''''1.1\..'''. During the Government imposed ban on the
meetings in 1940's of Jehovah's witnesses, the
itnesses met quietly in the private homes of their
ers in smaller groups. When the ban was lifted,
meetings once again resumed at the J .B. Fleming
being moved briefly to the Tom Woods
t;;:'lUt;J.1\..t; just prior to their installation in their present
lUL,aU.Ull at 281 - First Avenue, Neepawa.
In the 1950's preparations were made to construct their
place of public worship, and so a group took out a
. to cut lumber in the Duck Mountains during the
of 1954 and 1955. Among those volunteering
time and labour to cut and transport the lumber
Mark and John McCaig, Frank Nickart, Louis
ntJ1!OLUU, Fred Strohman, Sr. and Jr., Wilmer Clancey
Raymond Strohman. This project took parts of two
wherein enough lumber had been felled to
the hall and pay for the planing of the lumber.
lumber was planed at the sawmill in Durban,
ba.
Albert Zerkie and Wilmer Clancey donated the
nrr\np,rhr where, in 1957 under the direction of Barrie
a fine Kingdom Hall was constructed. The
stage of the building was the digging of the foun, which was done by horses and sludge. With the
aid of the witnesses from Kelwood, Ingelow,
and three congregations from Winnipeg along
the local witnesses and their friends, the conof the hall was completed, plumbing and
work included by their own members.
The first marriage to be performed therein was that of
Woods, who married Ed Hewson of Invermay,
in January of 1958, while the first funeral
that of Joseph Nowicky who died in August, 1958.
The Kingdom Hall was designed to blend in with its
tial surroundings, and in these peaceful
lJUllU.lll"'''. the local congregation continues to hold
weekly meetings to promote Bible understanding in
area, a contribution to the heritage of the Neepawa
district area.

Presbyterianism had its roots in Europe through the
work of reformers Johrt Calvin and John Knox in the
1500's. After 1600, many Presbyterians fled from Europe
to North America to seek religious freedom. This
'Reformed Faith' was introduced to Canada by the
French Huguenots in 1598. Presbyterians arrived in
Manitoba from Scotland as the Selkirk settlers in 1812,
they had fled from religious persecution and brought
with them the emblem of the 'Burning Bush'.
Presbyterianism was brought to Neepawa and district
by travelling missionaries who held services in pioneer
homes. Rev. S. Stewart, Mr. J.C. Willett and Rev. D.
McRae were among these early ministers. Early services
were held in the upper story of a Neepawa post office
building at the east end of Hamilton Street and in the
'Little Church' west of Neepawa.
The first Presbyterian Church was erected at a cost of
$1200 east of the present Anglican Church in 1882. The
first Board of Managers consisted of J.J. Hamilton,
Peter Scott, and John Hunter. The first session included
G.O. Clare, Wm. Connell and Thomas Everall. The first
service was led by Rev. James Robertson, superintendent
of missions.

Knox Presbyterian Church.

The congregation grew as Neepawa and district expanded. In 1892 the present church at Mill Street and
First Avenue was opened. Rev. S.C. Murray officiated at
the opening service. Session members governing the new
church were W.F. Young, John Coutts, J.J. Hamilton,
and P.M. Stewart. The first manse was built by G.O.
Clare two blocks south of the Land Titles office.
Early records include: the first baptism, Walter
Hunter; the first marriage, J.J. Hamilton and bride; the
first reference to Sunday School, 1884; the Presbyterian
Publication was introduced in 1898; the installation of an
organ in 1887 followed the precentor who had given the
note and led the singing. Presbyterian churches built
around the turn of the century in surrounding districts
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Oberon, Inkerman, Arden: Franklin,
were: Roseda~e,
Eden and Birnt e .
f Presbyterianism m Neepawa and
Over 100 yearsh~ about many changes. Many pioneer
district has bro~g ed before 1892 no longer appear on
family narnes l~st role. However of those early names
Knox cornrn~nt~~veral descendants of the. following
there are stIll
tive church members: Damel McNab,
pioneers who are ac Walter Hunter, Duncan McLaren,
Charles carner~r' Wm. Thomson, Mrs. Margaret
Thomas Evera ,
Cruickshank.
. n '5 duties are the spiritual oversight of
The Kirk S~551fn which they have been elected.
the congre~~tIO~f Clerk of Session through the years has
The posItIOn f Howing:
been filled by th~92~_ 1941 R.D. Young
1942- 1944 F.G. Abbott
1944 - 1948 Rev. Bas~edo
1948- 1951 D. Carm!c~ael
1951- 1957 A.R. Sparlmg
1957- 1960 Bert Eaton
1961- 1972 J.K. Johnstone
1973- 1974 Gordon Hall
1975- 1980 Fred Powell
1980- 1981 W.-!"-. Fraser
982- Jenny VIckers
1 'derabl e controversy aroused in 1925
There was conS! f Union within the Methodist and
over the matter r~hes. Union was brought about forand Knox Church lost about 106
Presbyterian ch u
925
mally in June 1 h the years a close fellowship has grown
members. ThroUg d and Presbyterian families.
between the Unite

THIRD GENERATION PRESBYTERiANS - SU;1ciay 'NilS
Church when thrC'e mCmbCl'$ of the congregation wen"e
as Eiders of the church. Their
fathers and grandfathers were all membo::s of :l:he same congregation. LeU to right: Chutl£!s E.
Cameron, Robert A. Bums. Rev. D. A. Smith ;J.nd Harold Thomson.

Knox Presbyterian Church 3rd Generation Elders.

The Board of Managers ~ / .1"/;:,
Back Row:
R. Arnold, E. Cameron, HJrvey Thomson, H. MacLean,
Wm. McKell. H~rold Thomson, V'll. Gerrie! C. Gihbs. F. G. Aobott.
Front Row: J. Hall, W. G. Fraser, O. Docking. \V. G. Pollock, R. HUnter.

Knox Presbyterian Church Board of Managers - 1942.

Row: P. Connell, A.
S ession - 1960. JBack
. Chureh G.
I
Knox Presbyterian
Lloyd, J. 01llstone,
A. Eaton, R.
McDougall, M. c.0l!.e~armichael, T. Johnstone, Rev. D.A. Smith,
Ferris. Front RO~ stone.
W. Coutts, A. Jo n

Dedications and bequests in loving memory of family
and friends surround us as we worship in Knox Church
sanctuary. These gifts stand as symbols of our love.
It has been the task of the Board of Managers to keep
the church functioning financially. We still have the
church our pioneers built and with that same faith we are
meeting our obligations each year.
The Women's groups have played a vital role from the
early years. The original Women's Missionary Society
and Ladies' Aid joined to form the Presbyterian Women
in 1968. Finally as membership decreased this
organization also disbanded in 1977.
The Heather Club was formed in 1949. Charter
members were Agnes McDougall, Florence Bates, Velma
Johnstone, Verna McGregor, Elsie Pilkey and Marie
Johnstone. The Heather Club is affiliated with the

1977 Presbyterian Women. Back Row, Left to Right: Mrs. F. Burns,
Mrs. N. Styles, Mrs. F. Thomson, Miss L. Kelly, Mrs. C. Murdock,
Mrs. J. Chisholm, Mrs. E. Nicol, Mrs. A. Banyard, Mrs. L. Sly,
Mrs. M. Connell, Mrs. Middleton, Mrs. McGillivray. Seated: Mrs. L.
Lindsay, Mrs. M. McLaren, Mrs. Blakely, Mrs. S. Reilly, Mrs. E.
McLarty.

W.M.S. Through the years it has carried on the mission
work of the church, assisted the Board of Managers
financially and served the needs of parishioners.

Church Choir - 1952. Front Row, Left to Right: Florence
Marjorie Sparling, Director; Rev. D. Anderson, Ronald Jones
Verna McGregor, Dorothy Lilley. Second Row: Lillian
Mabel Thomson, Isabel Lawrence, A vis Thomson,
Briese, Dorothy Shields, Leita Styles, Alice Wall. Back
W. McLeod, G.S. Blackwell, W.J. Shore, W.H. Thomson,
Ferris.

The Heather Club has been represented on the W.M.S.
byterial of Brandon from 1972 - 1975, and on the
society of Manitoba and North Western
from 1979 - 1982. Mrs. Fran Fraser has been
of these representations. Since 1979 the western
yHO'"'U'.... '" presidents have had more participation in the
Executive meetings held in Toronto.
Knox Church Choir - has made many and varied
.
to the history of our church. Early records
that the choir was organized in 1898. Organists and

choir leaders through the years have been:
1925 - Bertha Simpson
1925- 1939 - Reta (McKenzie) Dixon
1939- 1946 - Florence (Coutts) Mair
1946- 1948 - Bill Crawshaw - Doug Bell - choir leader Mrs. Adam Leckie
1948- 1958 - Ronald Jones - choir leader - Marjorie
(Sparling) Sandercock
1958- 1981 - Marjorie Sandercock has served as organist
and choir leader
In 1952 a Hammond electric organ was purchased in
loving memory of the pioneers of Knox Church.
Knox Church Sunday Schoo! has been in operation
since 1882 when W.F. Young was Superintendent.
Personnel has changed, attendance has varied, teaching
materials have taken on new forms but for 100 years
dedicated parents and teachers have striven to develop in
the children proper attitudes toward their church and a
knowledge of their history and faith. Mid week groups
for children have also been active through the years.
The missionary spirit that brought Knox Church into
being exists today for we have many frontiers demanding
the presence of the Church of Jesus Christ. Members of
our congregations will be challenged to greater commitment, not just of finances to carryon the work, but
the whole of one's life.

Junior Choir - 1962. Seated: Lynne Walker, Lynne Montgomery,
Kathy McDougall, Cathy Hall, Janet Sieffert, Lee Sangster.
Standing: Gary Potter, John Thomson, Douglas McLachlan, Jim
Johnstone, Alan Johnstone, Terry Bates, Rev. D. Smith, Richard
Howden, Kenneth Hall, Donald McDougall, Dee Howden, John
Sieffert, David Powell.
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Plan of Neepawa Mission, 1886.

by Dorothy E. Campbell

The story of the United Church of Canada is, in some
parts of the Dominion, the story of three churches, who
finally, in 1925, merged into one. They were the
Methodist, Presbyterian and Congregational. For
Neepawa United, it is the story of the Methodist who
joined with a part of Knox Presbyterian congregation,
there being no Congregational church in this area. Since
our sister church, Knox Presbyterian, will be writing their
history, we will deal only with the Methodist church from
about 1878 to 1925 (the time of Union), and continue
with Neepawa United from 1925 to the present.
In following the progress of the Methodist Church
development we must note the happenings as reported of
the "Salisbury Mission", since later on it was named the
"Neepawa Mission".
The Methodist Conference at Toronto in about 1878
sent Rev. Thos. Lawson to the Little Saskatchewan
Valley, and established 'regular appointments' at
Salisbury, Honeyman's, Rapid City and Prairie City
(now Minnedosa). A Circuit Board was formed and two
missionaries served in that area. In 1879 the work was
divided with Rev. J. Walton from Edmonton coming to
Salisbury. He, in turn, opened up 'appointments' at
Stoney Creek, Hamilton's and Graham's, near where
Neepawa is now located. In 1880 Rev. G.K. Adams
arrived from Ontario. He was a hard working, dedicated
man, opening up additional appointments at Fraser's,
Vanblaricom's and Tait's. At a meeting held in 1881 the
name of the mission was changed from "Salisbury" to
"Neepawa" .
Rev. I.N. Robinson followed, 'labouring faithfully'
for 3 years, covering nearly all the area of what was, just
before Union, the Neepawa, Franklin, Arden, Kelwood,
Eden and Glendale Circuits. He preached 3 and often 4
times every Sunday (he must have used a good race horse
to get around).
In 1887 the Circuit was divided, forming the Neepawa
Circuit and the Lansdowne Mission. Other ministers
followed labouring in the work of the Master, and trying
to keep pace with the changing times. It was termed "a
very trying time" with adjustments to church membership rolls, and the subject of church union to be dealt
with.
Work towards Union began in Canada in 1904, and
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finally in June 1925 the first United Church of Canada
service was held in Toronto. The first service in Neepawa
was held on August 28, 1925, with Rev. R.G. Pritchard
the minister.
The changes in boundaries and make-up of
congregations continued. But for many years - 1925 until
1948 - the same area of Neepawa was served with one
minister and one church, and two services each Sunday,
at Neepawa United. Then in 1948 the Rosedale
congregation, whose church dates back to the 1880s and
was Presbyterian until Union, decided that it should
become part of the Neepawa church. This seemed
reasonable since it was only 4 miles out of town. The
Springhill Church, built in 1891 and located 11 miles
northwest, after 76 years of service to the community,
decided to close its doors in 1967, and the congregation
joined Neepawa as well. Inkerman (1904-1969) closed in
1969 as did Salisbury (1910-1969).
,
The workload for one minister was becoming im-I
possible, the need for assistance was imperative. It was
about this time that the idea of shared ministry and the
larger parish was closely considered. It was the wish 0
Presbytery to keep the remaining churches in the area,
open as long as possible. So it was, after much planning
that, with the approval of the congregations involved, th
first Larger Parish with a shared ministry, was formed in
1969. It was composed of Arden, Franklin and Neepawa.
Ministers were Rev. Wilton Fraser and Rev. Gordon
Fulford, who came from Rossburn.
In 1970 the Franklin Church, formed of Methodist and
Presbyterian denominations, which united in 1925,
77 years, joined the Neepawa Church. The following
the Gordon Church (1882-1971) of
background closed, the congregation
Brookdale or Neepawa.
This was indeed a time for review and change,
demonstration of faith in the future of.the larger
and shared ministry concept. The Neepawa
May 16, 1971, gave its approval to join with
Eden , Birnie , Riding Mountain, and Brookdale ".
become the "Neepawa and Area United Church Parish
Rev. Carol Roberts of Brookdale was added to the
of ministers.

We have written of congregations, a few ministers, and
the ever shifting boundaries. Now we will tell of the
Neepawa church. We would like to tell the story of all
those churches involved, but that is impossible. During
the early days of settlement there were very few church
buildings but as the pioneers gathered in homes for
worship and fellowship, probably a sizeable portion of
the conversation was taken up in figuring ways and
means of building a place of worship.
The first Methodist Church built in the vicinity was
situated on the correction line 2 1/2 miles west of
Neepawa. According to Press reports it was opened in
1896, but other records say 1882. It was of log construction, and teams of oxen were used to haul the logs to
the building site. It was called "The Little Church".
Many sanctuaries were built throughout the area
between 1880 and 1900. The first Methodist church in the
town of Neepawa was built in 1881, and was located on
the corner of Ellen St. and Walker Ave., at a cost of
$1300. Membership added up to 39. In 1888 the first
parsonage was built.
The church in which we worship today was built in
1892 at a cost of $8000. In 1896 church records, we read
of plans for a barn, and in that same year the fencing of
the churchyard and planting of trees around it. In 1921
the beautiful pipe organ was installed, replacing the two
manual pedal reed organ. In 1923 the balcony was added
to accommodate about 75 more worshippers. The lower
hall had been furnished and equipped for meetings,
socials and fund-raising events. The clarion chimes,
installed in 1953 are still a delight to hear, especially on a
crisp winter evening - one gift of many, from the John
Law estate.
In about 1957 serious steps were taken in planning for
additional space. It was obvious that more room was
needed for church school classes, mid-week groups and
for fund raising. After three years the dream became a
reality, for in December, 1960 the "Christian Education

The front of the church as it appeared before renovations eliminated
painted scroll above the organ pipes.

LA YI:>iG OF THE CORNER STO:>iE
Christian Education Centre, May 19, 1963.
Left to right: H. MiddJemass, chairman of Board of Stewards; Jim Guinn,
representing the Guinn Bros., donors of the plaque: Eric Pettitt, Church
School Superintendent: James Shearer, Clerk of Session: Rev. W. E.
McDonald, Minister.

Laying of the Corner Stone.

Centre" was dedicated. The stained glass windows in the
sanctuary became memorial windows, as members or
former members, now living elsewhere, paid for the
much needed repairs to them, and names were engraved
"In Memoriam". This took place in 1979.
THE WOMEN'S GROUPS
The Women's Missionary Society was formed in 1896,
and the Ladies' Aid about the same time. Down through
the years they worked tirelessly for the church, and for
those at home and abroad in less fortunate circumstances. An excerpt from the June 18, 1896 Neepawa
Press is interesting. The Ladies' Aid had sponsored a
'Crazy Tea' at the parsonage grounds. There was a band
and other entertainment. In reference to the food served
we quote: 'the viands were served on the European plan,
and the menu was enigmatical!!' A puzzle? The Ladies'
Aid and W.M.S. continued separately until 1962 when all
women's organizations of the church merged under the
title of "United Church Women".
The Ladies' Aid, the Women's Auxiliary, the U.C.W. whatever the name, have always been a tower of strength
and support, assisting with manse expenses and furnishings, with church school and choir - with the general
funds for the church operation, be it salaries or what
have you.
There were 9 groups of United Church Women at
Neepawa United for about 10 years 1968-1978 - the
Rosedale ladies forming Unit 6 and Springhill Unit 9.
Remembering their W.M.S. segment, the U.C.W. each
year makes an impressive contribution to the Mission and
Service Fund. The "Young Women's Auxiliary"
operated from 1929 to 1935, when it became the
"Evening Auxiliary" until 1962, when it too became part
of the U.C.W. The "United Church Guild", an enthusiastic group of young women (1948-1962) supplied
many necessities to church, Sunday School, Minister's
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United Church Ch .
.
Pettitt. Front Row.o~ - Easter 1952. Back Row: Orchard, Cleland, Morrish, Murray, Cheetham, Shoemaker, Rush, Martin, Smith, Murray,
Dalgleish, Vera CO~h anna Steppler, Beryl Williamson, Una McKelvey, Elizabeth Farrell, Beth Freed, Grace Kolesar, Marjorie Steppler, Carrie
Organist _ Wes MCA~~~n~· Sutherland, E. Henry, B. Spafford, Janet Cleland, Phyllis Serle, Joyce McDonald, Wilma Steppler, Marjorie Piett.
, leader - V. Cochran, Minister _ W.A. Osborne.

stUdy etc. On
.
something special r;ergI~g, each organization brought
~he Men's Club ~ ennch the whole U.C. W.
untIl 1947. The
ates back to 1936 and it continued on
presenting minst~Tel~~~ a fun,. fund raising group too,
There was a revival. ws, carmvals, pancake socials etc.
attended. Fellowshi In 1964 When 51 men of the church
month, and this
p supper meetings were held each
It ceased to functf;~u~ also sponsored special programs.
THE CHURCH SC; ter a couple of years.
The
.
OOL
orgamzation
.
Neepawa was held· of the fIrst Church School in
School. Later wh In 1882. It was carried on as a Union
organized their owen ;;;e Methodists and Presbyterians
as Superintendent' u ~. Nathaniel Churchill continued
MethOdist fIistory B ntll 1888. To quote from the
. .
oak "A
maIntaIned for sever 1
good orchestra has been
school being the a t· a Years, the boys and girls of the
An orchestra form rdl sts , the music being a great help".
the 30s and 40s.
e part of the worship in music during
. The average SUnda
In 1926 the avera
Y School attendance in 1885 was 37·
ge Was 144 an d·In 1965 it was 196. It is'
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less than that today, but families are smaller, and
Neepawa has more older people in it. We do have a
vibrant 'alive and well' church school in 1981, with many
departments and teachers.
Youth Group records are not available, but the groups
were many, some church oriented such as Explorers,
Tyros, Mission Band, Tuxis and Trail Rangers. The
C.G.LT., Brownies and Boy Scouts used the Christian
Education Centre as a meeting place. Then there was the
Young People's Union, the HIC, and the Teen Group
who met for four years, being organized in 1962.
The Choirs, Senior and Junior have contributed so
much to the worship services, with their messages of joy,
comfort, faith. Choir leaders and members must remain
nameless along with the rest, but the gratitude we feel for
them remains high.
"The Great Parade" of people, "God's own people"
(we sang of them at our 50th United Church Anniversary)
goes on. The lists of names of those who helped down
through the years, would make up a book in itself - the
ministers, the lay people who served on boards, the
church school workers, the choirs, the mid-week groups,

the women who through their organizations contributed
so much, the hundreds of others who gave so much of
their time, talents and finances. We have moved from a
time of worrying about stove pipes and cordwood, to
elevators, ramps for the handicapped -- energy saving
devices. We have moved frqm, in 1882, one minister
serving one congregation to where in 1981, we have,
being part of the Larger Parish, a staff of 3 ministers,
and 2 interns who receive a year of training in the
ministry, church secretaries who, since 1967 have eased
the load of bookwork and secretarial work that ministers
in the past suffered through.
The Church Building Stands - The Tangible - a solid
brick structure, made to endure. The intangible, the
church 'presence' which has been an influence for good,
where it may make itself manifest here or on the other
side of the world through its people, has had its effect.
The Church stands. May it always be to the Glory of
God.

The arrival of the North West Brigade, Staff-Captain Young and five
other officers at the railway station in Winnipeg on December 12,
1886, heralded the start of the "Army" work in Western Canada and
the Northern United States. In early 1887 the Salvation Army
commenced meetings in Neepawa, and by late July, 1888 had built
their new Citadel. You will note by this old photo of the opening
ceremony how many uni/ormed Salvationists were in attendance. The
present Hall on Davidson St. is the original site of this Hall which I
believe burned down about 1932.

THE SALVATION ARMY IN NEEP A W A
by Stanley Norman Orton

The Salvation Army was founded by William Booth
and Mrs. Catherine Booth in 1878 in London, England.
had been active in missions and conceived the idea
a world-wide organization along military lines. The
has grown to a present strength of two million in
countries and is known over the world for its
. The first Corps band was formed in 1879 in
England.
The Salvation Army began work in Western Canada in
886 with the arrival of a Brigade in Winnipeg. Meetings
held in Neepawa in the court house, in 1887, and a
was built in July 1888 on land purchased for
00 from a John Mcintyre. This building served until
2 when it 'burned down. Not much was left but the
of Gen. Booth which was salvaged and now hangs
the new hall. The present hall is on the same site.
If you singled out the maximum contribution of service
the Army in Neepawa, I would think that the list
have to include Verner Wright, Mrs. Robinson,
oldest son Ross was an employee of the Neepawa
Ada Orton, Mrs. Orr of Hummerson. The
, the Foleys, and we should not forget the
hnsons and the Sheens. So many contributed their
, spirit and efforts in making it a very well worth
in our History.
I can remember in the old days when the Citadel in
would be filled on many nights in the week; life
good and we were proud of the Army. Why wouldn't
, with the bounteous enthusiasm of it's members,
as Bill Johnson, Cecil Kerr, Ada Orton and yes,
forget George Dinsdale, without a doubt, he was
best platform performer that I have ever heard and I
heard the best in Canada, Britain, Australia and
Zealand.
The Local Army open airs, by Vansickles on a
night or in front of the Hamilton Hotel on a

The Neepawa Salvation Army Corps Band 1921. Photo was taken on
the occasion of the Band's visit to Kelwood. The only Band members
I recognize are Wesley Green on the Bass, Walter Johnson, Baritone,
Cecil Kerr, Euphonium, George Johnson, Baritone, Verner Wright,
Cornet, (Bandmaster). Top Row: Melvin Green, Cornet, Allan
Ramsay, Cornet, George Gunn, Horn, Norman Orton (my dad),
Bass Drummer, Gladys Poole, Solo Horn, Captain McCaughey, Corps
Officer.
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The Neepawa Corps Home League 1923. Pauline Plest, Agnes
Baxter, Mrs. Allan Ramsay, Mrs. Captain McCaughey, Mrs.
Robinson, Mrs. Ada Orton, Mrs. Bert Cox, Mrs. Green, May Ellis,
Gladys Poole, Mrs. Miles Drew, Mrs. Jim Foley, Mrs. Denbeigh.
Picture taken by the Percy Coultas Studio.

The Home League in 1963 received this banner for largest attendance
at the Rally. Captain M. Woodley at left. Mrs. Dennie, Ethel Dennie,
Mrs. Willerton Sr., Mrs. Hawkins holding banner, Olive
Glendenning, Grace Mattice, Alma Banyard, Mabel Tanner holding
banner, Mrs. Gunn, Jean Campbell, Laura Dobson, May Lloyd,
Agnes Willerton, Flossie Walker, Mrs. Bird, Terry Woodley, Mrs.
North, Nellie Graham, Sarah Roberts, Beth Johnston, Mrs. Babcock,
Mrs. McFadyen not visible.

Sunday stirred many a heart before the radio or
television.
byM. Tanner

In 1937 The Army held its 50th anniversary in
Neepawa, with special services - Winnipeg Citadel Band
was in attendance.
July 30, 1955 Commissioner and Mrs. William Booth
visited Neepawa and closed the Army hall. The Corps
carried on with the Home League being held every week
in the homes. The hall was heated on Sundays when
Envoy and Mrs. Howard Nichol came from Brandon to
do services. It was reopened as an outpost of Brandon
with Envoy and Mrs. Wendellio in charge and was then
taken over by Doug Moore (Lt.) and in 1960 was
reopened to full meetings.
In June 1962 Capt. Merle Woodley came to take over
as Officer for this area. She was here for five years and
left for Fort Rouge for two years. She returned to
Neepawa in 1970 and in 1974 farewelled to Winnipeg
where she has been Divional Cashier since.
The Corps had their 85th anniversary and the opening
of the new addition to the building in 1970.
In June 1974 Darlene McClay, daughter of Hector and
Irene McClay, left Neepawa for Winnipeg and Toronto
to become an officer. She is beginning her third year as
Lt. at Indian Head, Sask. Darlene is the first since Gladys
Poole left here to be an officer many years ago.
There have been many officers who have farewelled
and left Neepawa with many regrets to see them leave.
Space does not permit to name them. Many were seen
at the Centennial Congress in the Convention Hall in
Winnipeg where the Salvation Army celebrated its one
hundred years in Canada. At one time 6000 people were
gathered in the centre at Congress. We here in Neepawa
have celebrated our 95 years this year. We also said
farewell to Envoy and Mrs. Longmire who went to
Winnipeg and we welcome Lt. Hall and Lt. Arkinstol to
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Neepawa S.A. Group camping out. Left to Right: Vera Patterson,
Isabel Ramsay, Ellen Meakin, Joyce Lowe, Eileen Williams.

our Corps.
God has richly blessed us here at Neepawa as we look
forward to greater things and our one hundred years of
Service to God and Humanity.
God's Blessing to All.

St. Dominic's Roman Catholic Church,

\

ST. DOMINIC'S ROMAN
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Prior to 1925 Neepawa's Catholics were served by the
Redemptorist priests from Brandon who celebrated Mass
in the homes of D. O'Donohue and E.P. Boyle. In 1917,
five families attended Easter Mass; the hosts
O'Donohues; the Mike Kolesars; Mrs. Jack Brown and
children; Johnstons from Arden; Bud Penny and the
Boyles. By 1925 it became possible for Father M.
Cournoyer to move a church from Rapid City to
wa where it was reassembled on two lots donated
E.P. Boyle. The small, white frame church with
capacity of one hundred was blessed on August
1925 by Archbishop Sinnott. Fathers McCauley,
......"u"n''''Qv' , Grace and Luty tended the needs of this
during the twenties.
1929 saw Father B.V. Murdin serving Neepawa from
where a rectory had been built. Pastors
U~'-~~U"'6 Father Murdin were:
Father G.A. Plessers - 1935; Father P.J. Holloway 1936; Father E. Mullally - 1941; Father L. Socinski 1956; Father A. Seaman - 1979, September 3rd.
Extensions to the church were built in 1941 and 1949,
an oil burner replaced the wood burning stove in
949.
In 1955 a lot adjoining the church was purchased and
residence thereon remodelled for rectory needs in
958. Moving from Minnedosa to Neepawa in August,
968, Father Lucien Socinski became St. Dominic's first
.
pastor.
With need for a larger church clearly indicated, a
for a $40,000 building fund was

initiated November 2, 1958. Objective surpassed, construction of a new, solid brick building began July 10,
196i, on the same site. The cornerstone was laid and
blessed and the church in use by the first week of
December, 1961. On September 3, 1962, the blessing of
the church by Archbishop George B. Flahiff took place,
followed by a reception and dinner served by the ladies of
the parish. '
The new church seats 325 in the nave and contains a
large hall, three classrooms, a kitchen and washrooms.
Total cost of the building was $109,425.00. Within six
years this debt was liquidated, thanks to the generosity
and hard work of parishioners under the guidance of
Father Socinski.
Organizations which have contributed to parish life
were the Ladies Altar Society, which worked zealously
until relieved in 1949 by Ste. Anne's Society (1949 to
1973); the Ladies of St. Dominic's Church, organized by
substitute-pastor Father J. Wronski in 1973; the Catholic
Women's League which supplanted it on November 2,
1977; the men's Holy Name Society, which terminated
after the establishment of Parish Council; the Council
and the Knights of Columbus.
Members appointed to the first Parish Council,
October 6, 1972, were: Messrs. C. Hanson - secretary, R.
Betz, Dr. D. Ledding, F. Millan, S. Podruchny, K.
Sauerborn, J. Suski, and Mesdames R. Atkins, E.
Dobson, L. Lehmann, A. Maes, T. Kostenchuk, Martha
and Minnie Kuharski.
Early teachers of Christian Doctrine were Gertrude
Boyd, Mr. and Mrs. J. Mulvena, Mrs. E.P. Boyle, Agnes
McHale and Irene Boyle.
Special tribute is due the invaluable services of Jack
Mulvena and Mrs. E.P. Boyle during these early days.
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The organist from 1925 to 1979 was Mrs. Irene
(McHale) Kerr. Mrs. Kerr continues to play and sing for
week-day Masses. Present organists are Judy McClelland
and Mrs. Olia Jesson. The Senior Choir has expanded
under the directorship of Carl Brenner and Dave McClelland. A Junior choir directed by Mrs. Ruth Whelan is
making notable progress.
The parish has always been fortunate in having a corps
of dedicated well-trained altar boys.
The twenty-three year tenure of Father Socinski,
climaxed by the celebration of his Golden Jubilee to the
priesthood in 1978, ended with his retirement in 1979.
Father Art Seaman now ministers not only to Neepawa
but to Carberry, Gladstone, Glenella and Plumas. Under
Father Seaman, changes continue to evolve and St.
Dominic's parish continues to grow.
St. James Anglican Church, Neepawa.

ST. JAMES ANGLICAN CHURCH
by St. James Historical Society

It is believed that the first Anglican service held, was in
Glendale, six miles southwest of Neepawa in the year
1879, and was conducted by Rev. Sargent. Services were
also held north of Neepawa in the Orange Ridge district
by Rev. Fortin as early as 1881.
It is reported in earlier writings that Rev. Sargent's ten
year old daughter was taken by Indians and never
returned.
According to the Anglican Centre, Winnipeg, St.
George's Parish Glendale, was formed on May 17, 1888,
comprised of sections 19-36 inclusive, township 13,
sections 1-24, township 14, range 16. Records in Synod
Office in Brandon indicate that the land on which the
Church was to be erected was purchased from a Glendale
farmer Mr. Thomas Bolton on November 3, 1888 for the
sum of $1.00.
Rev. Mark Jukes of Minnedosa held the first recorded
Anglican service within the town of Neepawa on March
1, 1885 in the home of Dr. J.J. McFadden. He continued
regular services in lawyer Breck's office in the Court
House, as well as in the Orange Hall until October 24,
1886, after which time he was no longer available for
Neepawa.
Mr. John Taylor, a licensed lay reader, with the occasional help of an ordained clergyman took care of the
services until the fall of 1888.
With the growth of the congregation the need for a
resident minister was soon felt. In the autumn the
parishioners met and passed a resolution that a request be
sent to the Archbishop, asking for the appointment of a
permanent clergyman for Neepawa. Prime movers were
Dr. J.J. McFadden, Harold Pierson, Richard Ralph,
C.D. Bemrose, James Greener, H.D. Talbot, David
Moore, C. Walsh and U. McFadden.
On December 13, 1888 Archbishop Machray appointed
Rev. C.R. Littler to St. James Parish Neepawa and St.
George's Parish Glendale. Rev. Littler also held services
at Eden, north of Neepawa and Bridge Creek, northwest
of Neepawa. St. James Parish received its Deed of
Formation on January 2, 1889, its boundaries are the
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town of Neepawa.
The Parish of St. Martin's, Bridge Creek was formed
April 12, 1889, with E. Farquhar and Richard Lea as
wardens.
It was in 1889 during Rev. Littler's incumbency that
the first St. James church was built. It was situated on the
southwest corner of First Ave. and Ellen St. on land
donated by Mrs. Sophia Davidson, wife of John Anderson Davidson. The opening took place November 17,
1889.
Rev. Littler answered a call to Christ Church, Selkirk,
Manitoba in December 1890 and Rev. F.R. Hole became
Rector until June 1893. He was followed by Rev. W.E.
Hobbs, incumbent from June 1893 until June 1896.
Rev. C. W. Houghton took up his duties as Rector in
June 1896. Services were discontinued at Glendale and
Eden. On February 27, 1897 St. James was destroyed by
fire. Valued at $3,000.00 it was partially covered by
$1,000 insurance, and there was a debt of $450 against it.
Services were again held in the Court House.
Undaunted, the Minister and church people set
themselves the task of raising the funds to build a bigger
and more durable church. Help arrived from the
townspeople and members both inside and outside the
Parish. On May 13, 1897 they were able to purchase five
lots on the southeast corner of Main Street and Mountain
Avenue at the cost of $222.10 and building began at once.
The architect was Mr. E. Peters of Winnipeg and the
contractors were Jones and Fusee of Neepawa. (The
church sits on a good solid foundation, the footings of
the walls are over six feet below ground level, being three
feet in width, all stones squared and joints broken. The
walls to the top of basement are tapered off to twenty
inches. They show six feet above the ground, an imposing
mass of masonry. Above these rise the walls of the church
proper, built of brick with air space and a lath and plaster
interior). The cost of the building was $3,500.00, and at
the time of opening $1,000 was owing. Canon S.P.
Matheson journeyed from Winnipeg to conduct the first
service.
In July of 1898 the contract for the building of the

present rectory was given to Jones & Fusee. It was
completed by the end of October, and in early November
Rev. Houghton and family took up residence.
By the middle of the summer of 1898 the debt of $1,000
had been retired and Archbishop Machray travelled from
Winnipeg to consecrate the church on August 7.
While church and rectory were being built, St.
George's Church Glendale was being moved to St.
Martin's, Bridge Creek. (This was accomplished by
cutting it into sections and conveying it by horse and dray
to its new location. There it was put together, repaired
and restored to its former state). It was placed on an acre
of land donated. by Mrs. Sarah Smith. It opened for
worship on October 16, 1898. Neepawa had a close
association with both these parishes.
Rev. Houghton stayed with St. James until April 1901,
at which time Rev. A.W. Woods became the incumbent
until the fall of 1903. It was during this time the parish
became self-supporting with the co-operation of Bridge
Creek.
Rev. F.W. Goodeve was rector from October 1903
until June 1907. His son of radar fame was knighted by
the King. He was born in the rectory.
Rev. F. Sandeman DeMattos became rector June 1,
1909. Bridge Creek continued its association with
Neepawa until November 1, 1908 at which time it was
joined to a mission and Neepawa became self-supporting.
In later years the services at St. Martin's were again taken
by the Neepawa rector until it disbanded and the land
transferred to H. Clark. This period saw the placing of a
two manual organ in St. James Church.
In 1909 Rev. DeMattos left Neepawa. He was replaced
by Rev. 1. McDonald who served until 1912, when Rev.
R.C. Pitts became rector until 1916.
From 1916 to 1924 Rev. P.D. Locke ministered to the
needs of St. James. In 1922 the belfry and tower were
added in memory of Mr. and Mrs. Roberts, former
parishioners.
Other dedicated ministers were the Rev. J.L.
McKinney 1924-1927, Rev. W. Brailsford 1927-1930,
Canon H.L. Roy 1930-1934, Rev. Ivor Norris, later
Bishop of Brandon, 1934-1938, Rev. Gordon Walker
1938-1942, Rev. S.B. Guille 1942-1949, Rev. C.W.J.
Salmon February 1949-July 1949, Rev. G.H. Adams
1949-1951, Rev. E. Hyett 1951-1954, Fr. John Patrick
1954-1955, Rev. D.W. Roberts 1955-1959, Rev. C.F.
Greene 1960-1963, Rev. A.G. Johnson 1963-1967, Rev.
Charles Alexander 1967-1971, Rev. Graham Bradshaw
1971-1979, Rev. W. Giovetti 1979-1982.
(The church has always been fortunate in having willing lay readers. Although we do not have a record of
them all, some of the early ones were W. Wigmore, H. L.
Wethey, F. W. Alguire and Mr. George Burnett Sr. Mr.
A.P. Clarke served for 22 years. Other known lay readers
N. Elwick, W. Pierson, B. Webb and J. Salmon,
who was later ordained at Bethany. The present readers
Mrs. Marie Salway, Clay Gault, Pat Angers and Ed
Johnson.)
(The Vestry is the governing body of the church. Its
bers are the Rector, Peoples warden, Rectors warand up to 12 members of the congregation elected at
annual meeting of parishioners). The officers of the

first congregation were, Peoples Warden J.J. Ewer,
Rectors Warden Dr. J.J. McFadden, Vestry H.J.
Pierson, J.P. Curran, H.D. Talbot, A.M. Dalton, R.
Edwards, Jas. Greener, R. Ralph, J. McGill, C.L.
Walsh, D.H. Harrison and W.H. Ewer. The year 1966
saw the election of women to St. James Vestry for the
first time. They were Miss Nora Benson and Mrs. D.C.
Lee. Present wardens are Rectors Warden Pat Angers
and Peoples Warden Mrs. Audrey Hall.
(Remembered Sunday School Superintendents are Mr.
Geo. Burnett Sr., Miss Alvira Phipps, Mr. C.B. Tyler,
Mr. Gordon Beard, Mr. George Keyes, Mr. T.W.
Woods, Mr. T.E. Dickson, Mrs. D.C. Lee, Laura and
Dale Platford, Dixie and Reed Pierce, and at present
Mrs. Daphne Hall and Mrs. Judy Taylor.)
(The Altar Guild was formed during Rev. DeMattos'
tenure. It is still active today, Mrs. R.T. Shanks is its Directoress.)
St. James has been blessed with dedicated organists
who have given fully of their talents. The number is too
great to record here. Presently we have Mrs. Marjorie
Goodwin, Mrs. Alice Hartley and Mrs. Marie Angers.
The Anglican Church Women formerly known as the
Women's Auxiliary have always been active. Apart from
their missionary and Diocesan commitments they raise
money to help support the church. They retired the
mortgage on the rectory and paid taxes on same for many
years. They visit the sick and shut-ins, take services when
requested, arrange receptions and suppers, and generally
turn their hands to any required tasks.
Through the years major renovations have been made
to church and rectory. In Rev. Ivor Norris' time the rood
screen, present Altar and reredos were placed in the
church. They were made by Mr. Drinkwater, and given in
memory of Mrs. W.J. Pattison and Mr. Charles Pattison. Later the Altar was moved forward and the reredos
covered by a leather carving made by Mrs. Olive
Wiseman in memory of her husband Mr. S. Wiseman.
The pulpit is the work and freewill offering of Mr.
Cleave, much of it made from old oak barrel staves. In
1955 the sanctuary and chancel were added. The
memorial windows were placed in the church during Rev.
Greenes' incumbency. It is regrettable there is not the

St. James Anglican Church.
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space to mention all the beautiful memorials that have
been given to the church.
No history of St. James would be complete without
mention of its internationally famous sign that reads,
"Drive Carefully, You May Hit an Anglican". This was
erected in 1954 after a reckless motorist ran over the
previous sign. The humorous twist to the inscription is
the work of Rev. (Father) John Patrick.

Rev. V. Luchkiw suddenly passed away. Our Parish was
without a resident priest for four months. On November
17, 1978 St. John the Baptist Ukrainian Catholic Parish
was fortunate that Rev. Emilian Pilkiw was appointed
resident Pastor and now serves us. To date the Ukrainian
Catholic Parish of St. John the Baptist in Neepawa has
105 members.

ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST
UKRAINIAN CATHOLIC CHURCH
by Pat Gawasiuk

Since the early 1900s church services of the Ukrainian
Catholic Rite have been conducted in Neepawa. At first,
visiting clergy from surrounding parishes of Brandon,
Mountain Road and Portage la Prairie came once a
month to Neepawa to celebrate Holy Mass in the local
Roman Catholic Church. Then families like Mr. and
Mrs. John Grasky, Mr. and Mrs. Nykifor Wasyluk and
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Baziuk offered their homes for Sunday
services, funerals, weddings, baptisms as well as social
functions. Just a handful of members worked together
very hard during the 20s and 30s, raising money in the
hope that a church building would soon be erected.
Through picnics, raffles, bingos, whist drives and dinners
held in various homes, construction on the new church
began. Finally through the arduous volunteer labor of
members, their dream came true when on July 6, 1940
Rev. Joseph Pulak of Brandon conducted the first Holy
Mass in the nearly completed church. After the Church
Service which was· held to commemorate the Feast Day of
St. John the Baptist, a luncheon was served at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. John Grasky. When the church was
completed, Mr. John Pushka of Angusville painted the
interior murals and designs. At the time of construction
of the church, there were 10 members and 50 children and
youth. The church board at the time were: J.P.
Yakachuk, Fred Chorney, Michael Pulak, Peter
Slobodian, John Grasky and Nikyfor Wasyluk.
By the early 1950s it was evident that the present
church was not big enough to accommodate the needs of
the growing Parish. Peter Motuz and Frank Yakiwchuk
donated two lots each for a raffle to raise money for
lumber. Six hundred dollars were raised from that
venture which paid for most of the lumber.
Again this church was constructed by volunteer labor
of the parish members - this time under the guidance of
Rev. J. Sholdak. The cornerstone was laid in 1959. The
beautiful interior murals and designs were done in 1974
over a five-month period by Canadian renowned church
artist, Mr. Theodore Baran of Saskatoon.
In 1966 the Parish acquired a new house next to.the
east of the Church to serve as a Rectory. Now Neepawa
Parish had a permanent resident Priest - Rev .. V.
Luchkiw.
Over the span of sixty or seventy years, 16 clergy have
served Neepawa, administering to the religious, social
and cultural.needs of the parishioners.
The Parish was deeply saddened on June 1, 1978 when
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St. John the Baptist Ukrainian Catholic Church.

Interior of St. John the Baptist Ukrainian Church.

SERVICE CLUBS

Kinsmen Kourts under construction - 1982.

KINSMEN CLUB OF NEEP A W A
by W. Hollier
L. Watson

The Kinsmen Club of Neepawa was formed in
November of 1976 and chartered with thirty-nine
members. The original executive were Charter Pres. Wayne Hollier; Secretary - Clancy Dreger; Treasurer Randy Dudak; Vice-President - Jim Loucks and
Directors - Barry Carver, Doug Forsman and Dennis
Boyle.
Subsequent presidents have been Dave Speiss, Jim
Loucks, John Antonik, Ken Judd and Doug Maxwell.
The Kinsmen projects have included the construction
of a Kinsmen Touchwood Playpark, purchase of medical
equipment for the hospital - instant heart resuscitator;
climbing bars, swing sets, slope bars as playground
equipment for Hazel M. Kellington School, and sponsorship of Cubs and Scouts and minor sports.
The Kinsmen Centennial project is the construction of
a 51 suite senior citizen housing called Kinsmen Kourts.

NEEP A W A KINETTE CLUB
- by Glennis Black

The first Kinette Club of Neepawa officially received
its charter at a Formation Night held on May 5, 1978.
Over one hundred people attended a dinner and
ceremony at the Legion at which time thirty-three
Kinettes became Charter Members.
Charter officers for the new club were: President
Noreen Hollier; Vice-President Anna Speiss; Secretary
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Kinsmen Kourts.

Carlee Dreger; Treasurer Marlene Steingart; Bulletin
Editors were Marge Loucks assisted by Jean Forsman
and Yvonne Ferguson.
Kinsmen deputy governor Phil Brown congratulated
the Kinettes on their formation and reminded them of the
four cornerstones of Kin work - Service, Fellowship,
Friendship and Fun, self development and the family
involvement aspect. Kinettes' basic role is one of assisting
the Kinsmen and working on projects of their own to
provide service to the community.

Neepawa Kinette Club.

Charter members for the club included: Madeline
Antonik, Myra Bennet, Nancy Birch, Glennis Black,
Phyllis Borsa, Sharon Brown, Heather Carver, Laura
Chapman, Edie Clarke, Carlee Dreger, Leona Dutchak,
Yvonne Ferguson, Bev Finlayson, Jean Forsman,
Cynthia Gammack, Bertie Gray, Tippy Hinks, Diana
Hnidy, Brenda Hodges, Noreen Hollier, Judy Holmes,

Shelly Lepischak, Marge Loucks, Monica MacDonald,
Linda Martin, Elaine McCutchin, Barbara McLachlan,
Susan Raffai, Pat Rondeau, Anna Speiss, Marlene
Steingart, Vicky Taylor and Darlene Walker.

NEEP A W A LIONS CLUB
by Lion George Rey

Sponsored by the Portage la Prairie Lions Club, the
Neepawa Lions Club received its Charter on November
3rd, 1938. Presentation of the Charter was made to
Charter President, George Howden, by District
Governor Charlie Carter of Winnipeg.
Twenty Lions were inducted: George Howden, Jim
English, George Blackwell, F. Hole, Dr. Alec Howden,
L.A. Walton, Percy Murray, Ed. McMillan, A.E.
Cantelon, Bill Kellington, R.E. Churchill, Ted Fryer,
d Petterson, Dr. G.T. Creasy, R.B. Harris, Murray
outts, Preston Cheetham, F.e. "Bush" Wilcox, F.
wling, A.E. Morrish. It is interesting to note that of
he twenty Charter members, one member is still an
Lion, Percy Murray. "Bush" Wilcox is retired and
in Neepawa, the remainder are deceased or have
ed away. During the past 40 years, approximately
members have been inducted into the Club, the
membership is 46.
The Neepawa Lions Club has sponsored four other
bs, Shoal Lake, Erickson, Plumas in 1957, and
in 1982.
Throughout the years the Club has undertaken many

1955 - Lion George Rey crowning Country Fair Queen Tessie
Dreveski with princesses Julia Nowicky and Phyllis Lindsay.
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This Handy Van was originally financed by the Lions Club and
private donors. It is now owned and opealed by Neepawa alld
District Disabled Persons Association Inc.

projects, including the Band, Lions Club Riverbend
Park, artificial ice plant in the arena in Yellowheacl
Center, and in support of the Manitoba Summer Games
in 1976. The Club pledged $40,000.00 for construction of
a swimming pool. These large expenditures, along with
many smaller and worthy undertakings, have required
some vigorous fund raising projects. In 1946 the Club
helel a three-clay "Country Fair" in the skating rink. This
became an annual affair and was subsequently taken over
by Parko (car bingo). Recently funds have been raised by
the sale of lottery tickets and light bulbs.
In 1946 the "Lions Roar" began publication. lL is
mailed to all members, notifying them of meetings and
all Club activities.
1981 was declared "[he year for disabled persons".
Together with donations from interested persons the
Club raised $28,000.00 for a Disability Van. It was
presented to the Neepawa and District Disabled Persons
Association Inc. in 1982.
The emergency lighting unit, and an operating table
were installed, wardrooms were furnished, in the
Neepawa District Memorial Hospital in the laCest
renovation.
Many children were provided new glasses, families
received Christmas hampers, all part of the Lion slogan
"Vve serve".
A point of iI1lerest at Riverbend Park is Stoney Creek
School, which the Lions moved into town to preserve this
hall of learning.
For this 100th celebration, the Lions are improving
facilities at the P<lrk, and will assist the local committee,
sponsoring a monster barbecue.

Neepawa Liolls Club President George Rey breaking sad for Kiddies'
pool at West Park site, the first club projecl.

Neepawa Lions Club in Winnipeg Parade - Muriel Cottingham,
Louise McKee, Dorothy Rutley.

WE SERVE
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Lionelles: Back Row, Lejt to Right: Charier Members: Ann Lee,
Bertie Gray, Darlene Gillies, Helen Harris. Front Row: Louise Rey,
Marion Lockhart, Fran Cram, Inky ForslIlan, Bernice Zeke, Marg
Hasiuk.

NEEP A W A LIONELLES
by Freda Edwards

The initial meeting of the Neepawa Lionelles was held
at the home of L. Sharon Cox on Thursday, November
14th, 1974. Twenty enthusiastic Lionelles attended, along
with two Charter members of the Plumas Lionelles.
The first slate of officers was as follows:
President - Lionelle Sandra Matthews.
1st Vice - Lionelle Bertie Gray.
Treasurer - Lionelle Laura Platford.
Secretary - Lionelle Sharon Cox.
Hair Puller - Lionelle Linda Waloski.
It was decided that the group would be a social club but
help our Lions Club with their projects.
The Lionelles started providing gifts for the students of

NeepalVa Lionelles President Sylvia Johnson (Iejt) presents a cassette
player to Jean Forslllan, head librarian at the Neepawa Branch oj the
Western Manitoba Regional Library in May, 1980. The casselle
player is available to the visually illlpaired jar use with talking books,
stocked by the libral)'.

Touchwood at Christmas in 1974, and have continued
this practice ever since. They have also helped Touchwood with their booth for several years.
The Neepawa Lionelles hosted the "Lionelle Gettogether" in October 1981. Approximately 99 Lionelles
from various Clubs attended.

NEEPAWA ROTARY CLUB
by John Kerr

This service club was chartered in 1951. Rotarians meet
each Friday for a luncheon meeting, enlisting members to
represent different professions, businesses and trades in
the community. Their program of volunteer service work
is aimed at involving its members in a balance of community and international benefits. A strong emphasis is
given projects involving young people's development.
Rotarians have sent two students to the Model United
Nations Assembly for many annual sessions, another
student each spring on the Adventure in Citizenship tour
of the national capital, in recent years another high
school pupil has been chosen to visit the heavily industrialized centres of Eastern Canada. This fall (1982)
another student tour is proposed for the oil fields and the
refineries around Edmonton. A more extensive project is
the international student exchange program in a foreign
country. That country sends a student to be hosted by
families in Neepawa for the school year. Alternate years,
the regional Rotary District selects a group of outstanding young business and professional men to go on a
4 to 6 week tour of another country. The next year a
group from that country comes to visit and study our
culture and economy.
Neepawa Rotary Club community projects have in203

Charter night jor Neepawa Rotary Club - 1951.
Dick Mayson, District Governor; George
Mackidd, Charter President.
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PAST PRESIDENTS OF ROTARY
CHARTER PRESIDENT
1951 G. MacKidd
1952 J. Thomas
1953 A. McLean
1954 D. Anderson
1955 A. McKenzie
1956 F. Alquire
1957 W. Greenhalgh
1958 W. Houston
1959 G. Children
1960 W. Hares
1961 C. Nicholson
1962 J. Kerr
1963 C. Astley
1964 R. Turner
1965 L. Atkins
1966 R. Robinson
1967 L. Hargreaves

1968 W. Guinn
1969 R. McGillivray
1970 J. Huxley
1971 A. Lytle
1972 I. Traill
1973 D. George
1974J. Barker
1975 E. Wiebe
1976 H. Ishenberg
1977 H. Gill
1978 S. Lachter
1979 F. Chappel
1980 H. Connerton
1981 B. Jakobson
1982 L. Sirett
1983 A. Berg

INNER WHEEL CLUB OF NEEP A W A
prepared by Myrtle McKenzie

Inner Wheel is part of an international organization of
wives and widows of Rotarians with clubs in most
countries of the world and has a membership of some
74,000 members. The local club was organized in March,
1956 and received its charter from headquarters in
England in June of that year. In 1981 the club celebrated
its 25th anniversary with five charter members present in
the persons of Bea Guinn, Freda Mackidd, Agnes
McDougall, Gloria Thomas and Myrtle McKenzie.
Friendship and Service is the motto of the club and
with this in mind, for a number of years the club sent
boxes of clothing and books to an Indian Mission in the
North-West Territories when former residents Ron Jones
and Rev. Hyett were working there. The club has also
sent monetary contributions to a children's home in
Northern Ireland where children are brought to have a
holiday away from the troubled streets of the cities in that
part of the world. Presently the club sponsors a little girl
in EI Salvador through the Foster Parents Plan and
assists in befriending the Rotary Exchange students who
come from the various parts of the world to go to school
here and to learn Canadian ways and customs. It further
assists in canvasses for Red Shield, United Way, etc.
The friendship aspect is demonstrated by a visiting
program at East View Lodge when birthdays are
recognized with a tea party and by assisting in delivering
Meals-on Wheels, hosting the museum and assisting the
Rotary Club in its various projects. The clubs in District
555 which stretches from Moose Jaw in the west to
Scarborough in the east, meet once a year in a 'Fun and
Friendship' weekend at the end of September to exchange
ideas and friendship.
The board of international organization meets once a
year with representatives of sixteen countries including
most of the European countries, Australia and New
Zealand, the Phillipines, Egypt, Israel, Great Britain and
Ireland, and India. In 1975 Agnes McDougall
represented Canada when the board met in Stratford-onAvon, England, and in 1981 Myrtle McKenzie was
Canada's representative in Sorrento, Italy.

Inner Wheel. Back Row: Ardylh Robinson, Marie Anderson, Irma
Greenhalgh, Barb Guinn, Slella Birnie, Lea McKenzie, Myrtle
Greenlree, Irene Hares, Gloria Thomas. Middle Row: June Bilkoski,
Fran Holland, Rela Kilburn, Marg Bell, Bea Guinn, Gerl Williams,
Freda Mackidd, Dora Jones. Front Row: Agnes McDougall, Joan
Winterton, Gladys Alguire, Myrtle McKenzie, Velma Johnstone, Ev
Shulman, Dorothy Mills.

Neepawa Inner Wheel 25th Anniversary - 1981.
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DOYOU KNOW YOUR HOME TOWN? Shown here are
four lovely old homes. Tell, us the address and the' present
resident and win a lovely Centennial T-Shirt. It would make
some one happy at Christmas time.
Top: E.P. Boyle - 135 Hamilton Street.
Bottom: Murray Kolesar - 217 Mill Street.

Top: Charles Gordon, 516 Brown Ave.
Bottom: K. Judd, 643 Brown Ave.

I

E.? Boyle home circa 1927.

DA VIDSON ~ DONALDSON "'
BOYLE HOUSE
by irenC' Boyle

On the corner of Fourth and Hamilton street stands the
B.P. Boyle family home. Since the house is among those
pictured in the special 1903 edition of the Neepawa Press,
it was constructed prior to that time. The owners were
Mr. Jas. H. Davidson and his wife, who was Neepawa's
first woman-doctor. Mr. Davidson was manager of the
local flour mill operated by the Manitoba Milling
Company.
Woodwork in the house shows the craftsmanship of
skilled Scottish artisan Forbes Adam, who was employed
by Fusee & McFeetors Sash & Door Factory. A feature
which delighted the small Boyle children was the pushbutton bell present in each room for maid-service -- even
though their rings brought no response. But the system
was doubtless a necessity in the days when Dr. Davidson
conducted her practice from the residence.
The family of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Donaldson occupied
the premises between 1904 and 1924, when Mr. Boyle
purchased the house and nine accompanying lots. Replacement of the original eavestroughing system in 1982
revealed the merits of building material and methods in
the "good old days". Since, but one board required
replacement. Mr. Boyle, his daughter, Irene, and sisterin-law, Mrs. Fred Kerr, are present occupants of the
house.

516 BROWN AVE.
Monica Gordon

For eighty years this stately brick house has stood on
the corner of Brown and Main.
Records in the Land Titles Office state that the three
were purchased by John Hall in 1894 and carried a
of $590. Mr. Hall's occupation is not recorded,
can be assumed that he was one of the early land
ators, as his name appears on the titles of several
nr,"'n"'r';,QC purchased around the turn of the century.
1902, he built the present house. No expense was
. the woodwork was all oak, the floors maple,
beautiful stained glass windows added a note of
entrance hall featured folding doors and a
oak staircase with carved newel posts. A
with graceful columns provided a spot to while

Older home - 516 Brown Avenue.

away the long summer evenings watching the world go
by.
John Hall retained ownership until 1928.
However, in the years intervening, the residence must
have been rented out as several of the town's older
residents recall Dr. Mack, the veterinarian, who lived
there for some years around the period of World War I.
He was married to a Miss Hamilton who lived in a big
white house on the east end of Emma Street. Her parents
owned a barn built on the hillside leading down to the
White Mud River. Dr. Mack used this to stable his
handsome span of drivers. He also kept four or five cows
that grazed peacefully on the hillside and provided the
family's milk, cream and butter.
In 1928, John Hall sold the house to John Gerow. In
1942, he in turn sold it to F. D. MacKenzie, Liberal
M.L.A. During the intervening years it must have once
again been rented as there are recollections of it being
occupied by Aikenhead who "vas a bandmaster and
practised in a studio in the attic.
Harold Cleland purchased the property in 1945, lived
in it until 1948, and sold it to John McGillivray, principal
of Viscount School. They lived in it until 1952 and then
sold it to Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Gwyer when they retired
from their farm home at Cordova. Mrs. Gwyer
established a boarding house renowned for its fine cuisine
and hospitality. After her husband's death, she cOIlverted
it to a rooming house and many of Neepawa's pioneers
spent their twilight years beneath her roof.
Upon Mrs. Gwyer's death in 1976, her son-in-law and
daughter, Charles and Monica Gordon, purchased the
house. They are now retired and it makes a gracious and
lovely home for aU the f8mily and friends who enjoy their
hospitality.
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Older Home - 580 First A venue.

Older Home - 252 Third A venue.

McCLELLAND HOME
Shirley and Ken McClelland 1982

This home was built in 1900. The bricks were brought
from Portage La Prairie. There is a double layer of bricks
in the construction, with a two inch air space, then
finished on the inside with lath and plaster. The builder
was Jack McKone who owned 10 acres surrounding the
house. He dug for oil and discovered salt. He later died in
Cuba. His daughter married Tom Murphy, local druggist
and M.P. - Minister of Interior. He had the upper and
lower verandahs put on in 1927, the french doors, the
archway, the fireplace and the kitchen sink. The next
owner was F.D. McKenzie, Principal at the high school.
Also a Mr. Irvine owned it with his wife and seven
children. When the present owners, Mr. and Mrs. Ken
McClelland, bought it in 1977, it had been standing idle
for 18 - 20 years. They re-decorated the home; note also
the original wrought iron fence.

SSO-lst A VENUE
(THE JOHNSON RESIDENCE)
by Grant G. Johnson

The large two-and-a-half storey wood balloon frame
house located on the northwest corner of 1st Avenue and
Vivian Street is thought to have been the funeral home
Margaret Laurence (Wemyss) had in mind when she
wrote the novel "A Jest of God" which subsequently
became the basis of the movie' 'Rachel Rachel" .
The house has served many people and uses over the
years. This brief synopsis is not intended to be a comprehensive history of the house or occupants.
The home is located on N.W. 28-14-15 originally given
under patent by the crown to Matthew Whaley on 10th
December, 1879. The land was partly subdivided in 1892
as an extension of the Town of Neepawa. In 1899 Andrew Caswell purchased lots 13, 14, 15 and 16 from
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Whaley, and in 1906 the trustees of the Knox
Presbyterian Church (Neepawa) purchased the land from
Caswell for $375.00. It is unclear to the writer as to the
exact date of the construction of the house as available
histories of the Presbyterian Church and assessments
records do not reveal this information. However, a
manse was erected by the Presbyterians sometime between 1906 and 1910.
The house was used as a manse from 1906(?) to 1927.
During this period the house served briefly as a hospital
(Miss Olive Mitchell, who now resides in Winnipeg, can
remember her sister dying in the home while it fulfilled
this function. The exact dates and circumstances are
unknown, but it may be assumed to have been put to
this purpose as a result of the great flu epidemic).
A list of resident ministers and their term of service are
as follows:
1901 - 1910 Rev. R. Francis Hall
1911 - 1915 Rev. H.G. Crozier
1916 - 1920 Rev. C.H. Best
1921 - 1925 Rev. R.G. Stewart
1926 - 1927 Rev. R.J. Kirkland (who, having 15
children in the family made good use of the large home).
In 1929 Stuart Gordon Simpson (an undertaker and
uncle to Margaret Wemyss purchased the manse to be
utilized as a funeral parlour on the first floor and a
family suite on the second floor. Mr. Simpson's father
had commenced undertaking in the community in 1896,
and his son Stuart took over the business in 1914 and
continued in this avocation until his death in 1935.
The funeral home operated by Jack White continued in
this location until about 1940 when he relocated his
undertaking operation to north Mountain Avenue where
it is today, operated by his son Douglas.
Messrs. Herbert H. Smith and William Hughes took
over the 1st Avenue funeral home and continued
operating in this location until 1947. Mr. Smith operated
an undertaking business in Minnedosa while Mr. Hughes
operated the Home in Neepawa. Mr. Hughes and family
occupied part of the second floor suite while renting out
rooms mainly to personnel from the local Air Force
training base.

The registered owners of the house during this period
of time were:
1935 - 1940 Dominion Manufacturers Ltd., - 1940 1943 Winnipeg Casket Co. Ltd., and 1943 - 1947 Herbert
H. Smith.
In 1947 the house was sold to Harold Knudson. Mr.
and Mrs. Knudson raised a family of nine children in the
home and had continuous occupancy and ownership
until 1976. In the latter years Mr. Knudson had converted
the house into rooms and suites. During Knudson's
tenure, the old dilapitated verandah was torn off to
accommodate new siding. Mrs. Knudson, husband now
deceased, lives with her daughter, Orla, in Wawota,
Saskatchewan.
The house was held briefly as a speculation property
and purchased in 1977 by the present occupants, Peggy
and Grant Johnson. The deterioration of the home
proved to be a challenge for the Johnson's and they did
extensive restoration and some remodelling before
moving in with their family in 1978. One major project
remains to be completed: the restoration of the open

verandah that fronted the east and part of the south side
of the home.

GOVER MENT HOUSI G
EAST VIEW LODGE
George Rey
Eric Pettitt

At their regular meeting Tuesday, June 15th, 1963,
Neepawa Town Council received and passed a by-law of
acceptance for the assets of the estate of the late John
Marriott. The estate involved the amount of $12,250 in
cash, and a certain amount of real and personal property.
The will granting the money to the Town states it is to
be used "to establish a fund to erect and maintain an old
folks home in Neepawa". The will does not state
specifically what type of home this should be, but in a
letter directed to the Council, dated December 25th,
1956, Mr. Marriott stated it should "be open to the aged
and infirm alike, without the stigma of charity".
George Howden was at the meeting as executor of the
estate, he turned the assets over to the Town. He argued
that it was the intention of Mr. Mariott to establish a
home of alternate care, and suggested that perhaps this
could best be filled by a nursing home, although it is
actually up to the Council to decide on what type of home
is to be built.
Nelson Shoemaker, M.L.A. for Gladstone Constituency, was also present at the meeting- and gave
further information on the proposed nursing home. He
stated that there was a great need for a nursing home in
Neepawa. He recommended that the fund be used for a
basis to promote such a facility rather than the alternative
thought of an addition to the existing Osborne Residence.
Mr. Shoemaker had written a letter to the Department
of Welfare to find out what assistance was available for
the construction of care homes for senior citizens. A
reply dated January 11th, 1963 informed that there was
at present no provincial grant structure for nursing

East View Lodge - Senior Citizen's Residence.

homes, but the matter is under active consideration by
the "New Care Services Office for the aged and infirm".
Loans may be made from the Central Mortgage and
Housing Corporation for this type of home when it is
accompanied by housing units.
The letter suggested that a meeting be arranged between the Council, Mr. Shoemaker, a representative of
the Osborne Board and officials of the Care Services
Office.
Considerable discussion arose out of this matter and
the opinion was expressed that the Town could do
nothing until they found out more about what assistance
they could expect from the government in construction of
this home. The matter was under consideration by the
government at that time, and it may be brought up in the
Throne Speech debate when the Legislature convenes.
Council felt they should wait until this time before any
action was taken. For the present, the matter was
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assigned to the Projects Committee of Council for
consideration.
On June 7th, 1963 Mayor George Rey reported to
Council at their regular meeting Tuesday night that he
had been in contact with the Reeves of the Municipalities
of Langford, Lansdowne, Rosedale and Glenella
regarding a joint meeting to discuss a nursing home in
Neepawa.
June 17th, 1963 was set as a date for the joint meeting
between the Councils of the various municipalities and
officials of the Provincial Department of Health.
Purpose of the meeting was to discuss the grant
structure offered by the Provincial government, and to
determine if the municipalities would be willing to cooperate in the project of building a senior citizen's home.
The committee studied Bill 105, which set out the types
of accommodation and grants available for senior citizen
housing.
Neepawa Press headlines good news!
"Solid support for elderly person's home".
"770/0 approve housing project, 1133 ratepayers in the
four municipali.ties vote, for - 877, against - 256".
"Personal Care Home moved toward reality".
"112 Million project will start this fall" .
The survey indicated the need of a home to accommodate 75 persons, 25 of them requiring extended
care.
The cost of such a building, known as East View Lodge
was approximately $600,000.00. The money was raised
by a money by-law approved by the rate payers of four
municipalities, proceeds from the Marriott Estate, a loan
from C.M.H.C., and with the passing of Bill 105, a grant
from the Provincial Government.
East View Lodge was incorporated on October 14th,
1965 under the seal of the Neepawa & District Elderly &
Infirmed Persons Housing Incorporated. The official
opening of East View Lodge held June 28th, 1967 was
part of the Neepawa and District Centennial
Celebrations. Hon. J .B. Carroll, Manitoba Minister of
Welfare, was guest speaker. Harold Casselman, Ad210

ministrator, Edith McCallum, R.N. Nursing Supervisor,
Mrs. Ida Holmes who was the first guest registered, and
Sharon Perrett, who won the contest which established
the name "East View Lodge", were introduced.
Serving on the East View Lodge Board 1967, Chairman
George Rey, W. Lyle Hulme of Neepawa, Vice-chairman
and the following directors: Reeve Cecil Ferguson, and
Hugh McCamis of Lansdowne Municipality, Reeve J.
Clare Montgomery and Elgin G. Drayson of Langford
Municipality, Reeve Gordon Stewart and Mike J.
Woloski of Rosedale Municipality, and T. Allan Nebbs
and Harry B. Smith of the Town of Neepawa. The
admission committee, under the chairmanship of A.
Nebbs, included Dr. K.l. Johnson, Medical Director of
the Neepawa Health Unit, Mrs. Beulah Davidson of
Langford, Mrs. Myrtle Hannah of Rosedale, Frank
Russell of Lansdowne and Mrs. Jean Herne of Neepawa,
Manitoba.
The applications for accommodation far exceeded the
75 units which the building provided. It soon became
evident that in order to meet the needs of Neepawa and
District an expansion was most desirable and necessary.
necessary.

Fifth Floor Lounge,
Left to Right: Mrs.
Freda Chudley, Mrs.
Edith Osborne, Mrs.
Violet Adamson, Mrs.
Myrtle Farrell.

George Walker - original resident residing in
East View Lodge.

Mrs. Audrey Graham steno clerk, East View
Lodge.

A special executive meeting of the East View Lodge
Board was held on August 2nd, 1969 for the pu.rpose of
discussing an expansion in terms of 50 umts .. ~he
suggested location was adding to the south of the eXlstmg
building. Present at this meeting were Allan Nebbs,
Chairman of the Board, Lyle Hulme, Gordon Stewart,
Reeve of Rosedale Municipality, Mrs. Edith McCallum,
director of Nursing and Dr. K. Johnson representing the
District Health Unit.
At this meeting plans were made to meet with Mr.
Wally Noyes, Director of the Housing division of the
Elderly and Infirmed Housing Corporation and further
to contact the same Architects Pratt, Lindgren, Tomcej
Associates. The response from the department of the
Elderly and Infirmed Housing Corporation was that in
their opinion Neepawa was better served in the care of
Senior Citizens than many other towns of Manitoba and
they were not prepared to support a further building
program at this time.
The Board then looked to another division of
government "The Manitoba Housing and Renewal
Corporation" which at this time was considering expanding into elderly persons housing as well as family
dwellings. Following several months of negotiating it was
decided to enter into an agreement with Manitoba
and Renewal Corporation with plans to cona 50 unit, five storey addition attached to the south
the existing building. A loan for the construction for
000.00 was obtained through Central Mortgage &
ousing Corporation to cover the capital cost.
""''''''TI'',n, was amortized over a period of 50 years.
The contract for construction of the new wing was
ven to the same contractor of the existing building, B.F.
, Winnipeg and under the same Architects Pratt,
, Snider, Tomcej Associates. Thus, we have two
Ulll•.l111ie,O,
adjoining under one Administration but
ownership. This had caused some difficulties in
field of finance and administration. At this time of
1981 and for sometime there have been
between the Manitoba Health Services and
Manitoba Housing and Renewal Corporation to
ClaJll':"\.-! the holdings under one ownership.
The new facility was completed in early 1971 with the
fficial opening held on September 23rd, 1971.
Members of the Board at this time were:
Neepawa: Chairman Allan Nebbs, Lyle Hulme,
·llor Eric Pettitt, and Wally Raginski.
Langford: Reeve Lloyd Briese and Elgin Drayson.
Rosedale: Reeve Gordon Stewart and M. Woloski.
Lansdowne: Reeve Doug Foreman and Hugh McDuring the period of 1967 to 1981 the Administration
been directed by four Administrators namely:
Harold Casselman
1966 to 1974
Stan Bruce
1974 to 1978
Frank Park
1978 to 1980
Herb Osmond
1980 to
Other statistics of interest reveals that until July 1st,
973 all residents who were financially able were charged
full per diem cost per patient day which was at that
$4.52 for the Hostel care person. As of July 1st,
all residents were charged the same per diem rate

throughout Manitoba regardless of the level o"f care or
their personal financial status. It was at this point that the
Manitoba Health Services took over the directing of
financing of all housing units for elderly persons which
were sponsored by this Department of Government. All
financial costs are now subsidized by the Manitoba
Government and the portion paid by the residents has
been geared to the rates of Old Age Pensions. East View
Lodge provides two other services to the community,
Meals on Wheels and Day Care.
"Meals on Wheels" are prepared by the dietary staff
of East View Lodge. The program is directed through our
local Neepawa & District Health Unit. A hot noon meal is
delivered by volunteers to people who need and benefit
by one full course meal each day. These meals are
provided at cost.
"DayCare" is a newer program with much merit. A
service wherein senior citizens and handicapped persons
of the area are given the opportunity of spending a day
out of their home and intermingling with others at East
View Lodge. A noon meal is provided at cost, some
activities, a whirl-pool bath if desired plus transportation. This program is partially subsidized by the
Manitoba Health Services.
Since the opening of the facility in 1967 until 1981,
records indicate that East View Lodge has been a home to
over 500 senior citizens. The majority of the residents
were and are pioneers of this area. The life history of
many of those people will be written in the pages of this
book.
In closing let us again pay tribute to Mr. John Marriott
who recognized the need for a senior citizens home in this
area. A plaque on the entrance to the dining hall reads:
"To honor the memory of
JOHN MARRIOTT
whose generous concern for
this community led to the
founding of East View Lodge"
A sincere voice of appreciation to all those who have
given freely of their time in the construction plan of the
building; the members of the boards and committees over
the years and not forgetting the many volunteer workers.
The day to day care of the residents is borne by the
Administration and over 100 employees. Most of these
people are proud to wear the badge "WE CARE". We
trust that this facility will serve the Neepawa and District
for many years.
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Living room of Mrs.
Sadie Reilly with friend
Mrs. Phyllis Hipwell.

enable him to pay the mllllmum rent, the Provincial
Government, under their Safer Program will subsidize
the monthly rent in order to make this type of housing
affordable to everyone.
The Kinsmen Club of Neepawa, with the support of
the local service clubs, area businesses, and the citizens of
our community, are proud to be associated with the
Federal and Provincial Government to make this subsidized housing available to our area.

OSBORNE HOME AND HOUSING UNITS
byE. Murray

Dinette area - Kinsmen
Kourts.

KINSMEN KOURTS
Lyle Watson
Chairman
Neepawa Kinsmen Senior Citizens Housing Inc.

A Senior Citizens Housing Complex consisting of 51
units, made possible through Federal and Provincial
grants and assistance.
The project was spearheaded and is managed by the
Kinsmen Club of Neepawa. Th~ official opening will be
held early in 1983. The Kinsmen's purpose of constructing the complex was to recognize and contribute to
Neepawa's Centennial Year through our motto "Serving
the Community's Greatest Needs." The need for Senior
Citizens Housing was one of our community's greatest
needs. From that, the project was chosen as our centennial project.
The total projected cost is $2,000,000.00. The Kinsmen
Club is responsible for five percent of the equity and were
required to invest the first $100,000.00 into the project,
which was later matched by the Government under a
Manitoba Housing and Renewal Grant. The remaining
$1,800,000.00 was attained by way of a mortgage, from
the local Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce, by the
Kinsmen Club, with Canada Housing and Mortgage
Corporation effectively reducing the interest rate to
TWO percent. The mortgage is amortized over a period
of 35 years.
The monthly rental for the tenants is based on 25070 of
their annual income with a maximum rent presently set at
$320.00 per month and a minimum rent of $245.00 per
month. In the case whereby a tenant's income does not
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Inspired by an article which appeared in the Neepawa
Press on June 22nd, 1947 which drew public attention to
the need of a new hospital and for housing accommodation for elderly citizens, the Council of the
Town of Neepawa appointed a special committee to
investigate possibilities. Mr. Earl Murray was named
chairman and Mayor Dr. Paul Cleave assistant. Lengthy
deliberations took place with Federal and Provincial
governments resulting in agreement that the need of a
new hospital was imperative. Immediate action was taken
and a new hospital constructed and officially opened on
June 22nd, 1951. In the interim and committee, with the
able assistance of Reverend W.A. Osborne, obtained the
interest of the Manitoba Conference of the United
Church of Canada. The generous offer of the governors
of the old hospital to turn over the building and property
to the United Church for the sum of $1.00 for the purpose of converting it to a Home for senior citizens was
accepted. A committee was set up to proceed with a
conversion program. Mr. R.J. Drysdale was named
chairman, Earl Murray, chairman of the building
committee, Rev. J.M. Shaver of Sidney, Man., secretary,
R.M. Mills, treasurer and Robert Scott of Eden,
chairman of Finance. Original estimate of alterations and
furnishings was $30,000.00.
The general contract was awarded to Wm. Clyde.

Osborne Home - Senior Citizen's Home.

Housekeeping Units.

Subcontractors were W. Mathews, Smith and Anderson
and Eric Pettitt.
On May 28th, 1951, an official board and operating
committee was set up. In addition to the above named
persons who would hold their respective positions on the
board, Mrs. Paul Cleave was appointed chairman of the
furnishing committee. Additional board members appointed were: R.J. McKenzie, Gladstone, A.C. Chudley,
Brookdale, Jas. Adamson, Gladstone, Rev. W.A.
Osborne, Mrs. A.V. Brydon and A.E. Morrish, all of
Neepawa, John Muirhead, Carberry, Rev. D. Conly,
Minnedosa, A.J.M. Poole, Kelwood, C.D. Rouse,
Riding Mountain, A.J. Hearn, Kelwood and Robt.
Milne, Keyes.
Plans were drawn to provide accommodation for 25
persons and an early regulation established which
required that all persons would be ambulant. That the
Home would be operated in a Christian atmosphere, to
accommodate elderly men and women, irrespective of
class or creed, in necessitive circumstances which is not
limited to money but includes loneliness, lack of accommodation and fear for the future.
All committees took over their responsibilities with
vigor. Special mention should be made of the excellent
work of Mrs. Paul Cleave who solicited support from all
parts of the Province. Generous donations came from
United Church Women's Auxiliaries everywhere, from
United Church boards, from Service Clubs, a number of
organizations and a large number of interested individuals. The project was largely contributed to by the
Dept. of Evangelism and Social Services of The United
Church of Canada.
No history of the Home would be complete without
special reference to the outstanding contribution made by
the Reverend and Mrs. Osborne. It was most fitting that
the Home should be named in memory of Reverend
Osborne whose vision, work and interest had so much to
do with its establishment shortly before his death on the
date of October 12th, 1951.
The Home was officially opened on May 1st, 1952,
with an estimated attendance of some 1200 people.
Dignitaries attending were: Premier D.L. Campbell,
President of the Manitoba Conference, Rev. S.C.
Matchett, Dr. Homer Lane, Asst. Secy. Board of
Evangelism and Social Service of the United Church of
Canada, Rev. M.J.V. Shaver, Chairman of the Portage

Presbytery and others including the chairpersons of the
respective committees as well as M.L.A.'s of and Reeves
of adjoining municipalities.
Mrs. Jean Johnson of Sioux Lookout, Ontario,
became the first Superintendent on a probationary basis.
She was later relieved by Mrs. Beth Sims who agreed to
accept the position for a period of three months only.
Mrs. Meta Cathrea became the permanent Superintendent and carried on most efficiently until her sudden
passing on Sept. 30th, 1966. She was succeeded by Mrs.
F. Rowe, Mrs. Brady, Mrs. Osborne, Mrs. Allan. At the
time of writing Mrs. Muriel Lindsay is carrying out her
responsibilities most efficiently.
Mrs. Elizabeth Jones was the first applicant and
resident of the Home. She resided there for 27 years. She
is now in East View Lodge. Mrs. Beth McCurry was the
first and an excellent cook. Mr. Sam Hunter was the first
caretaker.
Osborne Home has operated as a Home with a friendly
atmosphere and with a most considerate and concerned
staff with the comfort, pleasure and happiness of all
guests.
Soon after the opening of the Home a spacious sun
room, overlooking the Golf Course and Lions Riverbend
Park was added.
A legacy of some $20,000.00, designated for the
building of homes for retiring ministers prompted the
Board to acquire property for the purpose. The property
was in the vicinity of the Home but not entirely suitable.
It was subsequently sold and a most desirable residence
was offered and purchased for the purpose at a very
opportune time when there was a need.
The need for housing for elderly persons was a constant concern of management. In 1958 property adjoining the Home on Hospital Street was made available
and two buildings, each containing suites for three
couples and a suite for one single person were constructed. At no time has there been a vacancy and there is
a continuing list of applicants for suites. The Board
subsequently honored two of its retiring members by
naming the buildings the Drysdale and Murray Units.
So great was the ever increasing need for housing for
the elderly that the Board obtained additional property in
the vicinity of the Home, on Bourke Street and, with the
consent of the officials of The United Church of Canada,
registered owners of all the above mentioned buildings
and properties, constructed a building which contained
six couple suites and four single suites. The building was
officially opened in 1962. There is again a continuing list
of applications on the waiting list, a proof of the great
need for additional housing of this kind in our beautiful
and thriving town of Neepawa.
Osborne Home and Housing Units provide accommodation for 56 elderly persons. Values of the
properties, before inflation, were some $191,000.00.
Fitting programs are being regularly provided by many
interested volunteers and weekly worship services are
voluntarily arranged by the Ministerial Association of
Neepawa.
* Co-ordinators' note: This article was the first written
for our Centennial Book - "Heritage", completed and
received June 29, 1981.
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YELLOWHEAD MANOR,
SENIOR CITIZENS' RESIDENCE
by Eric Pettitt

On June 20th, 1972, a delegation from the Board of
East View Lodge comprising of Allan Nebbs, Lyle Hulme
and Harold Casselman, administrator attended the
Council meeting of the Town of Neepawa with a
proposal to build a senior citizens' apartment block.
From this initial step the Yellow head Manor housing unit
for 65 senior citizens became a reality in 1974.
There were a number of changes in the community's
development that led to the building of the Manor. The
Neepawa Salt Plant of the Canadian Industries Ltd. had
closed in 1970 to relocate in Saskatchewan. The old
Arena located on the present site of the Yellowhead
Manor required a great deal of up-grading and there was
the question of whether or not a complete new building
would be more practical.
The Salt Plant property was available for a minimal
price. A group of Neepawa people interested in building a
new sports complex formed a corporation and bought the
property to construct what is now known as the
Yellowhead Centre. The idea of the old arena being
demolished sparked the Board of East View Lodge to
approach the Neepawa Council requesting them to give
consideration to making this property available for the
proposed apartment block. East View Lodge had already
been negotiating with the Manitoba Housing and
Renewal Corporation for their approval to construct a
government owned low rental housing unit for senior
citizens in Neepawa. It was most desirable that this type
of housing be constructed as close to the town business
area as possible. The Council agreed to sell the property
of the old arena for a price of $20,000.00 with the arena
building removed and the ground levelled. This price was
not acceptable and with further negotiations the price of
$15,000.00 was accepted.
The first proposal was for a 30 unit block. However, as
the applications were received the need for a larger
facility became evident. As a result the Manitoba

Af:s. R~by Bell, the first resident of Yellowhead Manor, Nov. 1974
Cats with the Manager Eric Pettitt.
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Mrs. Florence
Burns, one of
the first tenants
of Yellowhead
Manor, 1974.
Mrs. Bums is
the historian of
the Manor.

Housing and Renewal Corporation proposed a larger
block of 56 suites with 45 bachelor and 11 doubles. The
Manitoba Housing and Renewal Corporation accepted
the responsibility of the construction and providing the
necessary financing. The Central Mortgage and Housing
Corporation provided 900/0 of the loan with the
Manitoba government's support of 100/0. The cost of
construction for the six storey structure was quoted at
$768,640.00.
The Board of East View Lodge in proposing the facility
to the Neepawa Council had requested that they be given
authority to negotiate the construction and to administer
the block in future. It was desirable that there be a close
liaison between the administration of the two facilities of
East View Lodge and the Yellow head Manor. In March
of 1973 Eric Pettitt joined the staff of East View Lodge as
Building Services Supervisor with the understanding that
he would be prepared to assume the responsibility of
managing the new facility as part of his work.
The construction of the building commenced in the fall
of 1973. The architects were the lkoy Partnership,
Winnipeg and the contractor Massey Construction Ltd.
of Winnipeg. The building was ready for occupancy in
November, 1974.
The first tenant, Mrs. Ruby Bell, was received. on
November 15th, 1974. Early in December all the SUItes

were occupied with a waiting list remaining for single
suites.
.
The facility was named, "The Yellow head Manor"
through a contest sponsored by the East Vie,:" Lodge
Board. Mrs. George Fischer of Plumas submItted the
winning entry.
The official opening was held on June 2nd, 1975. The
ribbon cutting ceremony included Mr. H.N. Dubowits of
the Manitoba Housing and Renewal Corporation, Mr.
V.E. Hamm representing the Central Mortgage and
Housing Corporation. They were assisted by two tenant
board members of the Yellowhead Manor, Mr. Frank
McConnell and Mrs. Mabel Nebbs. Other officials attending were Mr. Craig Stewart, M.P. for Marquette
constituency, Mr. James Ferguson, M.L.A. GladstoneNeepawa, Mr. R.L. Hurrell, Mayor of Neepawa, Mr.
Gordon Stewart, reeve of the R.M. of Rosedale, Mr.
Lionel Windus, reeve of the R.M. of Lansdowne, Mr.
Lloyd Briese who was reeve of the R.M. of Langford,
chairman of the Yellow head Manor Housing Authority.
Mr. Craig Stewart, M.P. presented a picture of Queen
Elizabeth II which hangs in the residents' lounge.
The administrative board of the Yellow head Manor is
a representative body of six members. The first board
members were as follows: Mr. Lloyd Briese representing
East View Lodge, Mr. Harold Middlemass representing
East View Lodge, Mrs. Beulah Davidson - citizen
member, Mr. R.L. Hurrell - citizen member, Mr. Frank
McConnell representing the tenants, and Mr. Eric Pettitt
- manager.
Others who have since served on the board to 1981 are:
Miss Florence Rush, Mrs. Gertie Vance, Mrs. Joan
Brydon and Mrs. Mabel Tanner, all representing the
tenants, and Mrs. Berna Boyle and Mr. Ronald Forsman
representing East View Lodge.
The historian for the Manor since the beginning has
been Mrs. Florence Burns. Mrs. Burns became a resident
at the opening of the building in 1974.

Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Watt have jointly been the
custodians of the Manor throughout the years.
The ground floor area is divided into two activity
areas. On entering is the tenants' lounge which is for the
use of the tenants. The larger room is known as the
"Drop-in-centre" which is a welcome area for senior
citizens of the Manor and community to take part in
activities of cards, shuffleboard, pool etc., six days a
week. The Golden Age Club hold their weekly program
and activities in this area. The furnishings for this area
were provided through the government program "New
Horizons" in an amount of $11 ,000.00.
Yellowhead Manor is a low-rental non-profit senior
citizens housing project owned and operated by the
Manitoba Housing and Renewal Corporation. The rent
paid by the residents is geared to their income. During the
first seven years of operation there have been only approximately 20 changes in residency. Yellowhead Manor
provides a home with less responsibilities; a home where
there is less need of loneliness; above all, it is a home
wherein we find a group of happy people, appreciative of
those who in 1972 saw the need of a housing facility in
Neepawa for senior citizens.

TOUCHWOOD PARK
by Dorothy Scott

In the early 1960s a group of concerned persons, both
parents and others, decided that the situation faced by
mentally retarded children was in need of change. They
formed the Neepawa branch of the Canadian Association
for Retarded Children, and as the result of their efforts in
1965 the Inkerman School building on Highway No.4
east of Neepawa opened to provide schooling for these
children. In 1967 the Provincial Government accepted
this responsibility within the newly formed Beautiful
Plains School Division, and the efforts of this group
turned to other areas.
Adults within the community and surrounding area
had no services at all, so this is where the new focus lay.
The LO.O.F. building on Mountain Avenue housed the
first Activity program. Opening in 1969 five young
people from Wellwood, Kelwood, Portage la Prairie

Drop-in Centre, Yellowhead Manor. Left to Right: John Kwiatkowski,
Cecil Bee, Tom Hockin, Mel Potter.
Touchwood Park Workshop.
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Touchwood residence No.1 - Tupper Avenue North.

Touch wood residence No.2 - 313 First Ave.

313 First Avenue- Opening oj Residence No.2, Oct. 28/82.

Men oj Touchwood Park going out to work in van donated by the
Royal Canadian Legion, Neepawa.

School and Neepawa enrolled for handicrafts on a part
time basis. Shortly it was evident that a more structured
program was needed and the centre expanded to 5 days
per week with 17 attending.
1970 saw the purchase of a unit from the old MacDonald Airport for $1.00, and the token purchase from
the Town of Neepawa of the property east of the Salt
Well for $1.00. With work donations from the
surrounding Municipalities, Town of Neepawa and many
volunteers, the building was moved to its present site on
Commerce and Tupptr. The activity program was then
expanded to teach basic work skills, life skills, and social
skills. With a winter works program and a donation from
the Eager Beavers of H.M. Kellington school, the
basement was finished in 1972 to provide a woodworking
area.
The name of the association was changed to Touchwood Park, which comes from the Touchwood Hills
described in early histories as the first stop after Tanners

Crossing (Minnedosa) that settlers made on the Old Fort
Ellice Trail to Edmonton.
In 1978 Touchwood Apartments, Tupper Avenue,
opened a training residence to teach Life Skills to eight
handicapped adults. In 1980 this was expanded to accommodate ten people. At the time of writing, a second
residence will shortly be in operation.
So many individuals and community groups h.ave
donated money, equipment and time, that it is in:posSIble
to list them. Someone would be missed. But it IS due to
this support that Touchwood is able to continue to help
our handicapped citizens help themselves. The concern
and care behind the whole concept is so important.
People who are so handicapped, now. have ~he opportunity to develop their own potentIal, enJ<?Y the
communication and interaction with others :VhICh s.o
many of us take for granted. At the same tIme, thIS
enables their families to have the freedom to more fully
participate in their communities.
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MEMORIES OF OUR
SENIOR CITIZENS
THE WAY IT WAS
as told to Doris Burns

A desire to have the thoughts of some of our senior
citizens included in our history book took me to East
View Lodge and the Yellowhead Manor.
These are not stories of earthshaking events but of day
to day living in another time and virtually in another
world.
These are the people who lived close to the land, knew
how to conserve what nature supplied to them, were
thankful for their blessings and learned how to cope with
their difficulties.

There was a numbered coupon book for each member
of the family, even the new baby. People complained
about rationing food and gasoline but we were fortuante
compared to people in Europe who were being bombed
and the young men and women who were fighting the
war.
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Mrs. Grace Brodie -1898
East View Lodge
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We saved all our ration books from the Wartime Prices
and Trade Board issued during the war in the early 1940s.
I have them in my room in East View Lodge.
Does this book cover look familiar? Do you remember
coupons for butter, tea, coffee, meat, sugar, gasoline
etc? These products were in short supply because of
shipping from distant countires, feeding the armed forces
and making of war materials. The regulations were very
strict but neighbors did help each other when coupons
became scarce.
We lived on a farm two miles from Kelwood and the
rationing did not affect us much. We didn't need gasoline
as we didn't drive a car. We had enough butter and meat
because we produced our own. We could get extra sugar
for canning and used saccharin for baking so we had
enough. Extra rations were available for threshing time.
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NATIVE FRIENDS
Mrs. Jean Chisholm - 1902
East View Lodge

I was introduced to the native way of life in my early
married years as our first home was across the road from
the Way-way-see-cappo reserve. I had never met a full
blooded Indian in my previous life as a nurse.
Our home was two rooms off the engine room of the
elevator and we were blessed with a tiny baby so blond
and fair. When we came home it was such a novelty to the
Indians. It was quite a surprise to turn around and find a
very black and aged old fellow saying, "Ba-show (Hello)
- me Joe Bone me like to see white papoose". This was
quite a rgular occurence. He often brought a tiny gift
such as a pair of beaded, deer-skin bootees and then
slipped silently out the door.
A few years later the Company built us a house. As all
women like to change the wallpaper, I hired a girl to help.
My husband and we two women scraped the old paper
off. As we were working I heard a sound. The door
opened and the same Joe Bone was standing in our midst
with a glum look. He said, "Oh, Oh! him a bad man, two
squaws!" He turned and was gone.
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SNOWBANKS
Mrs. E. Osborne-1893
East View Lodge

We always expected to have long winter storms. This
snowstorm of March, 1942 at Eden was one of the worst.
We dug our way out through this tunnel. The snowbank
reached the eaves troughs and was solid enough to have
several people stand on it. It lasted until the April sun
melted it.

Snowbanks - 1942; Bert Osborne.

EMPIRE DAY

hating the city. I moved to Hallboro district in 1919 and
worked for Benny Lang for about 50 years. I remember
3-day blizzards and plunging horses, howling coyotes,
feeding the wood furnace, hard work. I believe that
electricity was the best thing that happened to the farms.

INFLUENZA - 1918
Mrs. A.C. Becker-1892
Yellowhead Manor

In the fall of 1918 my family lived near Elgin,
Manitoba, a small town of 400 people. A terrible
epidemic of influenza began to spread through the
countryside. The illness spread through most of the
world. Statistics say 20,000,000 people died, more than
the number killed during the war which had just ended.
Elgin had no hospital so the basement of the Methodist
church was made into a hospital ward. There was one
nurse, one doctor and many volunteers. Supplies were
donated and those caring for the sick worked day and
night.
In our home there were five people in bed with the 'flu'
at one time. My father was our life saver. He gave us
medicine to bring our temperature down, medicine for
our coughs, he steamed us and made mustard poultices to
relieve congestion in our lungs. He made soup and more
soup, it was many years before I could face pea soup
again.
Influenza affected all parts of life, schools and
churches were closed and everybody concentrated on
fighting the flu. However, in spite of all the people who
were so sick there were only 2 deaths in Elgin, a grandfather and his grandaughter.
Dr. Finlay also visited sick people in country homes.
He was driven in a cutter by the livery man. He was kept
warm by a coon coat, a fur rug and a foot warmer.

Mrs. Mabel Tanner - 1913
Yellowhead Manor

When I was a child attending school in 1920-1929 I
always looked forward to the 24th of May, Queen
Victoria's birthday. Our class or the school, as we had
only one room, worked and drilled and made our school
banner. Two children were appointed to carry it.
We were nine miles from town so we were up early. We
drove with teams and wagons taking our dinner and
supper with us. The school lined up at the cenotaph and
we marched to the Fair Grounds. We played baseball and
competed in drills and races of all kinds.
No one got prizes as I remember but we would have a
shield we would hang in our school for first, second or
third. Everyone had a good day and worked hard for
their school. And how we enjoyed the picnic dinner and
supper!

CIRCUS
Joan Brydon - 1901
Yellowhead Manor

In 1910 the first circus came to our town. It seemed
miles long. I've never seen one with as many animals
since. There were performing monkeys in cages which we
children had never seen.
The elephants unloaded cages of lions, bears, tigers
and other things from railway cars. They were used
instead of horses. It was the most exciting and thrilling
day, one we will never forget.

REFRIGERATION IN THE THIRTIES
Mrs. K.M. Buchanan
Yellowhead Manor

WHAT MEMORIES DO I HAVE?
William Sivyer-1902
East View Lodge

I remember being a messenger boy in Winnipeg and
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In the 1930s on the farm there was no refrigeration. In
hot weather we put the prints of butter into a grape
basket and hung it on a rope down a deep well several feet
above the water to keep the butter firm.

All our grocery money disappeare? one week when the
rope broke and the butter ended up 10 the well. After my
tears and a scolding for my carelessness, my husband
rescued the butter with a pail tied by a rope. My family
did not go hungry after all and I checked the rope in the
future before hanging butter.

JEWELER AND AUCTIONEER
Mrs. Ruby Bell- 1897
Yellowhead Manor

My father, J .E. Black was a jeweler and auctioneer at
Sintaluta, North West Territories. This picture was taken
before Saskatchewan became a province in 1905. My
mother and father (with bicycles) and their family lived
behind the store.
The commercial salesman was an important man in our
lives. He travelled by train from town to town. Trunks of
samples of his products were shipped in the baggage car.
Each hotel along the line had a sample room. I used to
love to go with my mother to the sample room to buy for
the store: jewelery, musical instruments, china,
stationery, etc. Life was good in that little prairie town.

Montreal to Neepawa - Florence May McDougall.

MONTREAL TO NEEP A W A
Florence McDougall-1889
East View Lodge

"Go west young man, go west" seems to have been a
familiar cry in Eastern Canada years ago. My father
David Ramsay McDougall, brought his family from
Montreal, Quebec to Neepawa about 1900. We were soon
established in school and the church of our choice, Knox
Presbyterian.
The well at the back door soon was replaced by
waterworks and plumbing. Coal and wood supplied heat
for homes and business places, later came gas and oil.
My father was a baker and confectioner, he served his
apprenticeship in Chicago, Illinois. He was employed in
Neepawa by Wm. Howatt. Bread dough was mixed by
hand, beautifully decorated cakes were baked, puff
pastry would melt in your mouth.
My parents were great students of the Bible. They were
very involved in Church and Sunday School. They did
not send us to church, they took us.
I have made many friends through the years in
Neepawa, many are now gone. I look back at the many
community activities and social events we enjoyed in that
day, and see su<:;h a change in the way people search for
entertainment in modern times.
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FROM POLAND TO HUNS' VALLEY

MEMORIES

Mrs. Oakley -1891
East View Lodge

Ken Moore - 1906
East View Lodge

My grandfather left Europe because of hard times. The
big landowners took away his land, he couldn't even own
a house and he had to work for the big boss to earn a few
cents. When he got to Canada he settled in Huns' Valley,
cleared some land, built a log house chinked with mud
with a sod roof, and began to earn some money.
Finally he sent enough money to Poland to bring out
my grandmother and my mother. They were on the boat
for 7 weeks, homesick, seasick and frightened. They
came by train to Minnedosa and walked from there to
Huns' Valley which is now Polonia. It was April and they
almost drowned.
They loved Canada, they were free, they owned land, a
log house, grew good crops and gardens. There were lots
of trees for buildings and fuel. We didn't have to buy
much, only sugar, salt, tea, flour etc.
I learned to speak English when I went to work for a
nice lady when I was 15. I was raised by my grandmother.
My children can speak Polish but my grandchildren
can't. Canada has been good to us.

I was born at Norway House and attended school al
Brandon Residential School. I worked on a farm neal
Chater where all farm work was done with eight horses
Eight cows had to be milked before walking to school
Cooking and baking was done on a wood stove. Crearr
and eggs were sold to a store at Forrest. Working for Mr
McPherson of Grand Valley we threshed with a stearr
engine.
In September 1930 I joined Artillery 1st Division ir
Brandon. I spent 5 1/2 years in England, Germany ane
Italy. After being wounded in Italy, I returned tc
England and back to Canada in 1946.
In 1952 I trained in Regina with the Royal Canadiar
Mounted Police and was stationed at Norway House
Grand Rapids and Waboden for 16 years. I am no,",
living at East View Lodge in Neepawa after spending 2(
years on the farm ofMr. and Mrs. Mel Batters.

SASKATCHEW AN MUD
Mrs. Ruby Bell- 1897
Yellowhead Manor

Polonia today.

My teaching career ended June 1923 near Saskatoor
for I was going to be married. I travelled to Angusville.
Manitoba to visit my future in-laws. From there m)
fiance and I started out for Sintaluta, Saskatchewan tc
visit my folks.
By the time we reached the trans Canada highway.
storm clouds gathered, the rain came down in torrent~
and flooded everything. Now came the mud roads, at on(
place there was a large slough and the road went righ
through it. All that could be seen were weeds whicl
showed where the road was. We hired a man with a tearr
and wagon to haul us across. We finally had to take th(
train to Sintaluta.
I salute that old Ford car that carried us through mue
and slush, people today take good roads for granted.
also salute my fiance who never lost his temper througl
that ordeal. I had chosen well!

ELECTION NIGHT
THE OLD MILK HOUSE
Mrs. Hazel Griffith - 1901
Yellowhead Manor

The old milk house was a square hole in the ground
perhaps four feet deep. It was built up with sods, a
lumber roof and a door. There the cream, butter, milk,
meat and such was kept cool in crocks. Oh, how cool and
nice it was on a real hot day!
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Mrs. Hazel Griffith -1901
Yellowhead Manor

We were raised one mile north of the Canadian Pacifil
Railway station. On election night we could watch fron
our yard the burning broom parade on Mountair
Avenue. The winning side stuffed overalls with straw an<
burned the leader of the opposite side. It was all in gOO(
fun, not a feeling of hate like now.

The Way It Was - A Calendar's Story.

A CALENDAR'S STORY
John Graham -1898
East View Lodge

This 1917 calendar was saved by my wife Edith, and
hangs on my wall in East View Lodge. It is a cloth
and is precious because it reminds me of my

brother-in-law Private R.E. Jones who enlisted in the
181st Battalion Canadian Expeditionary Force on
January 1, 1917 and of my brother Private Sam Graham
of the 226th Battalion C.E.F.
Neither of these young men returned to the home fires
which their families kept burning.
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FRATERNITIES

Neepawa Masonic Temple.

NEEPAWA MASONIC LODGE NO 24 A.F.
&A.M.
by Doug Anderson

A dispensation for the institution of Neepawa Lodge
was granted by M.W. Bro. J.H. Bell Grand Master on
12th March, 1883.
The first meeting was held 23rd. March, 1883. These
meetings were held in the upper part of a small log and
frame building which was occupied by the first late M.H.
Fieldhouse, as a house and office. April 20th, 1883, the
first degree was conferred. The Lodge met in the same
building until August 1886. They moved and rented a
Lodge room from the late John A. Davidson, rent $25.00
a year. This building was situated on the north side of
Hamilton Street near corner of Tupper Ave. In
November, 1888, the Lodge moved to the Mathers Block
and in 1899 moved once more to a new building erected
by E.F. Hutchings which they shared jointly with the
Oddfellows Lodge, until 1903 when they moved to the
upper portion of a block which was rented from George
Hamilton for $200.00 a year.
The first church service attended by the Lodge clothed
as Masons was Sunday, June 22, 1890 at St. James
Anglican Church, Brother C.R. Littler, secretary of the
Lodge was the preacher.
Over the years the Lodge continued to grow with men
of all occupations becoming members. In 1912 a committee appointed from the Lodge secured property on the
corner of Hamilton Street and 3rd Ave. for the purpose
of building a Temple. In 1925 the present Masonic
Temple was built for $10,000.00. The building contractor
was Fusee-McFeetors Co. The turning of the first sod was
August 14, 1925. The laying of the corner stone was
October 13, 1925. A special session of Grand Lodge was
called for this event. The procession left the Masonic
Hall headed by the Neepawa Town Band and proceeded
to the Temple grounds where Most Worshipful Brother
J~hn Wemyss declared the corner stone well and truly
lard. The first meeting was held in the new Temple
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December 29, 1925.
The temple now houses three bodies of Masonry
namely Neepawa Lodge No. 24, King Edward Chapter
No.4 Royal Arch Masons and Mount Carmel Preceptory
No. 44, also Naomi Chapter No. 11 Order of the Eastern
Star.
Since the beginning of the Lodge the members have
been active in the Grand Lodge of Manitoba and have
provided three Grand Masters, 1911 M.W. Bro. John
Wemyss, 1956 M.W. Bro. J.F. Irwin, 1976 M.W. Bro.
C.L. Chamberlain and at this time of writing one of our
members R.W. Bro. F.W.C. Gault is the Deputy Grand
Master. They also have provided many District Deputy
Grand Masters and have had many appointments.
Over the years the members of the Lodge could be
found active in all the activities working for the betterment of the Town and district and feel proud they have
taken their part in the first 100 years of Neepawa, at the
same time have enjoyed a unique and happy fellowship.
Their common purpose is to establish the brotherhood of
man under the fatherhood of God.

HISTORY OF NAOMI CHAPTER NO. 11,
ORDER OF THE EASTERN STAR
by Nettie Orchard
Vera Birnie

Much of the credit for the organization of Naomi
Chapter No. 11, Order of the Eastern Star should go to
Mrs. Alice Still (Claude), who canvassed for the
necessary number of members to start a Chapter, and
then called a meeting. Mr. Stephen Benson, father of
Nora Benson suggested the name of the Chapter be
Naomi, she being his favorite Bible heroine.
Naomi Chapter was instituted December 16, 1920, by
Palestine Chapter No. 7 of Gladstone. Mrs. Alice Still
was the first Worthy Matron and Mr. George Harper the
first Worthy Patron. There were 30 Charter members,
two of whom are living today: Mrs. Vi Davidson
(Bradley) of Neepawa was the first Warder and Mrs.
Olive Penny of Kelowna, B.C. the first Treasurer. Mrs.
Alice Leach (Fred) was the first secretary and held that
Office for 16 years.
Meetings were held once a month on the first Wednesday after the full moon, in the Masonic Hall, then
situated on Hamilton Street between Mountain and First
Street. Rent was $50.00 a year.
On December 22, 1925, the present Masonic Temple
was opened and the rent increased to $170.00 a year.
Mrs. Marie Ewer, a talented member composed some
of the drills used in the early days and was drill captain
for a number of years. The suggested proposed motto for
the Drill Team was: "Let not your right foot know what
your left foot doeth", a motto which could still apply.
Like any organization, funds were needed to keep it
going. Some of the fund raising projects used in the past
were: Skating Parties, Calico Balls, 400 Card Parties,
Oyster Suppers, Bridge Suppers, Costume Parties, et~.,
and for entertainment, Englishman's Night, Famlly
Night and Verse Writings contests. One year a China Dog

Neepawa Masonic Temple.

Show was enjoyed, with prizes, and hot dogs for lunch.
Catering was not only a fund raising project entailing
work, but was enjoyed socially for the workers. Lunches
were 15<!: each and a hot plate 50<!:, and believe it or not,
money was made at this price. At one dinner, when a
larger crowd than expected appeared, the potatoes ran
out. One member hurried to a Cafe, lifted a pot of
potatoes off their stove and took it to the Temple amid
protests from the Cook. The next day she went back and
paid for it.
An "At Home" was held every year and was an enjoyable social event. The first one cleared the sum of
$9,39.
During the war years there was still time for dinners
and entertainment for the Airmen based west of town.
Also, a Red Cross Group was formed and met once a
month at different houses. The evenings were spent
knitting and sewing. After the War the group continued
to meet and make bed pads for cancer patients and enjoy
a social time.
In June, 1949, the Hydro kept going off all day. By
evening we had no power and our meeting was held by
candle or lamplight. We even had Initiation.
In 1926 Grand Chapter was held in Neepawa. Members
from Chapters all over Manitoba and elsewhere met. This
a red letter day in the history of Naomi. Money for
purpose was raised by a Card Party, Corn Roast and
Black Minstrel Show and donations.
In 1926 the Chapter voted to equip and maintain the
:u".~".~' Ward in the local Hospital and has continued
work as needed until the present time. The last large
was an incubator bought in 1977. From
932-42 the Chapter sponsored a Sale for the Blind. They
their work from Winnipeg and we sold it and served
During the War a Tag was held in Neepawa and a
air purchased with the proceeds.
Other projects supported by the Chapter are: Cancer

Research, Heart Foundation, Arthritis, Diabetes and
Estarl.
In November, 1981, the Chapter celebrated its 60th
Anniversary. This was a gala event with visitors from
many Chapters. The meeting was presided over by Mrs.
Janet Finlayson, Worthy Matron, and Mr. William
Uranick, Worthy Patron.
These past 60 years have been years of achievement,
good fellowship and lasting friendships, and we look
forward to the challenge of the future.

ORDER OF THE EASTERN STARBROOKDALE NO. 55
by Marie McDonald

In the early 50s, five ladies, Harriet Martin, Helen
Evans, Florence Dickson, Etta Ballantyne and Marriette
Dodds, all who were members of Naomi Chapter No. 11
at Neepawa, dreamed of having an Eastern Star Chapter
in Brookdale. Due to their enthusiastic efforts their
dreams became a reality when on August 28th, 1953,
Brookdale Chapter No. 55 was Instituted in Brookdale
by W.G.M. Sis. Mary Owens and W.G.P. Bro. Arthur
Hopkins. Then on June 14th, 1954, this Chapter was
Constituted by W.G.M. sis. Christine Piper and W.G.P.
Bro. Wm. Bradley. Officers of Naomi Chapter conferred
the degrees the night of Institution on 27 petitioners and
these 27 names were enrolled on the Charter. Helen
Evans was installed as Worthy Matron, Angus Lawrie as
Worthy Patron, Harriet Martin and Wm. Dickson as
Associates. By 1955 the membership had grown to fortyseven. On this date of October 1981, we have lost 15 by
death, and 16 have moved to distant locations and are
unable to attend regularly.
During the years the members have found inspiration
in the ceremony, joy in the fellowship, and pride in their
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Brookdale DES No. 55, Charter members 1953-54.

contributions to worthy causes.
The Chapter has responded whole heartedly to the call
of the needy. Each year Star members have volunteered
to canvass the area for the Children's Aid and the March
of Dimes. They have packed and mailed good used
clothing to Dr. Hitchmanova in Germany; Rev. Joshua
Bunsu in Malaysia; Dr. F. Murray and Beulah Bournes in
Korea; and to Indian Missions in Canada. They have
donated suitable items (i.e. jewellery, ties, purses etc.) to
the Mental Hospital in Brandon for use as prizes and gifts
at Christmas. Perhaps dearest to their hearts are the times
they helped members and neighbors by gifts of food and
remembrances at the time of bereavement or illness.
For a number of years the Chapter presented a bursary
to a grade nine student; then when there was no High
School, the donation went to the two choirs of Brookdale
United Church, or to Neepawa or Carberry Hospitals.
The Chapter has made substantial donations to Cancer
Research and the Heart Foundation, and to Estarl which
is Theological Education. Money was raised for these
projects through dances, bake-sales, hobo teas, raffles
and auction sales, and craft sales, and words cannot
express the joy and satisfaction reaped from these efforts.
Exchange visits with other Chapters on Friendship
nights, attending Official Visits of Grand Officers, attending Grand Chapter, and having others visit us has
broadened interest and made many friendships.
Honour has been bestowed on our Chapter by the
appointment of some members to Grand Chapter. Helen
Evans was Grand Martha in 1962; Helen Poole was
Grand Organist in 1970; Harriet Martin was Grand
Warder in 1979; Mona Nelson as Grand Page in 1980.
Several have had the pleasure of being Grand
Representative of the Grand Chapter of Manitoba.
Marjorie Mikkelsen to the Grand Jurisdiction of British
Columbia; Harriet Martin to the State of Indiana; Lottie
McLeod to the State of Georgia; Jean Jardine to the State
of Ohio; Ruth Lawrie to the State of Maine; Helen Evans
to the State of Idaho; Jean McDonald to the State of
Virginia; and Lila Stewart to the State of Connecticut.
Chapter members were not forgotten in merit awards.
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On the Chapter's twenty-fifth birthday, Jean McDonald
organized an impressive ceremony at which each Charter
member received a twenty-five year pin. Other members
receiving theirs as they reach that milestone. A first for
Brookdale Chapter was when Harriet Martin presented a
twenty-five year pin to her daughter, Mrs. Mona Nelson,
having initiated her 25 years previously.
Socially, members have enjoyed informal tea hours
after each meeting and thoroughly relished the turkey
dinner and exchange of gifts each Christmas, prior to the
meeting.
The Chapter, though small, is still thriving with a
membership of 43. It's motto has always been "Friendship within itself", "Loyalty to the Order", "Service to
the Community" and "to the needs of the underprivileged". May the Chapter continue to prosper in
these worthy endeavors.

BENEVOLENT AND PROTECTIVE ORDER
OF ELKS. NEEP A W A LODGE NO. 398
byM.Murray
Oct. 1981

The B.P.O. Elks Lodge No. 398 was instituted on
November 3rd 1955, with 41 Members on the roll.
There was a Lodge in Neepawa during the late 1920's
and early 1930's, but very little information could be
found about this lodge, other than a photograph of a
float in the parade, celebrating Canada's Diamond
Jubilee of 1927.
The B.P .0. Elks is a Fraternal and Service Lodge, and
as such, works for the betterment of mankind.
The Lodge has made many donations throughout the
years, to various organizations, including our nationally
known Purple Cross Fund. It has also purchased
equipment for our Neepawa Memorial Hospital on
several occasions.
Every December the Lodge holds a Christmas party for
the children, and gives hampers to the less fortunate.
An Elks float in the Christmas Parade, is an annual
event, the Lodge also had floats in Neepawa's 75th
Celebration of 1958, where they also catered to a successful beef barbeque, Canada's Centennial Parade in
1967, Manitoba's Centennial Parade in 1970, and
numerous Summer Fairs. The Lodge ran the Sports
Arena for three years, and sponsored Little League Ball
and Tom Thumb Hockey, for many years. The Elks have
been very active in golf and curling, hosting the
Provincial Playdowns on several occasions.
A current project is the childrens' playground at Lake
Irwin.
The Lodge to date, has had 21 Exalted Rulers, some
serving for more than one term, with many holding
positions in the Provincial Organizations.
With a roll today of 62 members, the Neepawa B.P .0.
Elks are looking forward to greater accomplishments.

InfJ'talJ'ati(Jn of Officers, November 3, 1955, B.P.O. Elks No. 398. Back Row, Left to Right: E/dered Storey, trustee; Vernon Johnson, secretary;
treasurer; Tony Evans, Chaplain; Jim McKinley, Lyl. Knight; Lawrence Ke//y, Tyler; Ab Newe//, organist; Lome Ledoux, Esquire;
Ledoux, Lect. Knight; Jack Huxley, Inner Guard. Front Row: Rad Bates, trustee; Lionel Charbonneau, trustee; Lawrence Chisholm,
Ruler; Maurice Weiner, Historian; Wm. Yuel, Leading Knight.

NEEP A W A ORDER OF ROYAL PURPLE
NO. 207 (1957-82)
by Mrs. Dorothy Martin

Elk's Float - Canada's Centennial, 1967.

The Neepawa O.O.R.P. No. 207 was instituted on
April 4, 1957 with twenty-three chartered members on its
list. The Charter which hangs in the Legion Hall was
presented to Honored Royal Lady Alma Batters on
March 20, 1958.
For the year 1957-58, the installation of officers took
place on June 6, 1957 and the Lodge officially began its
first full year. After 25 years of operation, the meetings
are still being held on the first and third Thursdays of
each month in the Legion Hall.
The 23 chartered members are: Ladies Alma Batters,
Pearl Jackson, Florence Bates, Della Yuel, Marjorie
Drayson, Shirley Walker, Caroline Murray, Myrtle
Farrell, Olive Windus, Irene Storey, Anne Oslund,
Eleanor Fisher, Marguerite Kolesar, Ruby Mason, Ethel
Johnson, Evelyn Hillier, Margaret Ledoux, Jessie Pratt,
Annie Hallen, Virginia Sanburn, Rhea Bell, Geraldine
McKinley, Thelma Eros.
The first ten ladies named above are still members of
the organization. Worthy of mention is that Florence
Bates has a record of twenty-three years of perfect attendance.
On April 6, 1972 life memberships were presented to
Ladies P. Jackson,A. Hallen, C. Murray and M. Farrell
at the 15th birthday celebration.
Our Honoured Royal Ladies through the 25 years have
been: J. Pratt, A. Batters, E. Kosmolak, A. Oslund, D.
Yuel (2 terms), F. Bates, M. Rubachuk, T. Eros, C.
Murray, E. Martin, M. Lindsay (2 terms), J. Hart, A;
Clark, B. Curtis, J. Nelson, E. North, C. Murdock, G.
Buchanan, D .. McCracken, I. Hockin, J. Graham, E.
Pilkey, E. Curtis, D. Schmall.
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NEEPAWA LOYAL ORANGE LODGE NO.
1494
by Jim Clarke

Back Row, Left to Right: I. Storey, S. Walker, M. Drayson, O.
Windus, F. Bates, D. Yuel. Front Row: C. Murray, A. Batters, M.
Farrell, P. Jackson. These ladies received 25 year pins on May 8, 1982.

Our present membership is fifty-eight.
Four of our ladies have served as District Deputies:
Alma Batters (1961-62), Edith Martin (1969-70), Muriel
Lindsay (1973-74), Florence Bates (1975-76).
Catering is our main means of making money. In 1957
the cost was 75¢ a plate - now it's $5.50 a plate for roast
beef served.
Being a charitable organization, the Lodge has supported various community projects (too numerous to
mention) plus promoting the community's youth activities. Our enthusiastic members are very busy in their
efforts to aid and comfort the sick, the aged, the needy,
the unfortunate and the two Foster children in far away
countries.
The O.O.R.P. is an auxiliary of the Benevolent and
Protective Order of Elks and assists their brothers in their
benevolent, charitable and social work.

While the records of Neepawa Loyal Orange Lodge
No. 1494 are not complete, the following is a brief history
of the Orange activity in the Neepawa area.
Various Lodges and associations held formation dates
around or soon after the Town of Neepawa was incorporated. The Orange Lodge was formed before that
date, operating under a Travelling Warrant, the second
Warrant the Lodge now operates under. The last
Warrant received was a re-organization of all Lodges in
Canada by the Grand Orange Lodge of Canada. On this
last Warrant, Mr. Wm. Clyde was listed as Master.
Pioneer members coming from Ontario, and
prominent families were the Grahams and Buchanans.
The Graham family were the donors of the land in which
Riverside Cemetery is situated. There was an attempt to
segregate the cemetery by others but the donors had this
stopped.
The local Lodge as well as the Neepawa County C65
Orange Lodge was responsible for many successful 12th
of July parades. In earlier years the parades were large.
The late Archie Pink was in charge of transportation of
visiting Lodges and on one occasion had seven charter
trains coming in from all areas of the province. Later,
large parades were held in 1966, 1970 and 1972. Attendances at the later ones were not as great but they were
considered a success. In addition to the usual, several
Bands providing music for the marchers and spectators,
traditional King Billy on the white horse, the various
Lodges and County Orange banners made a clear
distinction of an Orange Parade, different from any
other parade.
With the change of times, the local Lodge is still active,
promotes the Queen of Canada, Public School System,
and the Protestant Church. They raise money by bingos,
support major charities such as the Cancer Fund, Heart
Fund, Salvation Army, Protestant Orange Orphanage at
Indian Head, Saskatchewan, minor hockey, baseball and
soccer.
Present Officers are Terry McMurray, Master; J .M.
Mutch, Deputy; Rev. Richard C. Kunzelman, Chaplain;
J. Clarke, Recording Secretary; J .G. Stitt, Treasurer;
Robert W. Walker, Marshal.

LADIES ORANGE BENEVOLENT
ASSOCIATION
by Norma Owen

William N. Crooks - Past Grand
Master of Provincial Grand Orange
Lodge.
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The Ladies Orange Benevolent Association
stituted in Neepawa on April 26, 1915 by the
L.O.B.A. Mrs. Addie Hudson was the first Wo
Mistress.
Our two oldest members are Sister Hazel Griffith
joined in 1917 and Sister Flossie McFadyen who joined
1920. These two Sisters are still members of the Lodge.
Money was made by holding whist drives, dances,
raffles, box socials, and a tag day on which Orange

were sold which helped to support the Orange Orphan
Home in Winnipeg. This Orange Home closed in 1953
and since then donations are sent to Orange Orphan
Home in Indian Head, Saskatchewan.
The Glorious 12th of July was celebrated in Neepawa
quite a few times and the last parade was held in July
1975.
Church parades were also held once a year in June.
The Travelling Gavel was started to promote Lodge
visitations and proved very successful.
Our 50th Anniversary was held in 1965. Honourary
Membership was conferred on Sisters Annie Nicholson,
Jemima Rikely, Rose Partaker, Ethel Ralph, Elizabeth

Hilton, Kate Huband, Doris Pierson (Pilgrim), Ellen
Marsh, Fanny Shatford, Ellen Pink, Jean Griffith, Agnes
Chisholm, Hazel Griffith in 1971, and Sisters Martha
Smith and Beth Johnston 1981.
Right Worshipful Honorary Membership was conferredon Flossie McFadyen in 1966 and Sisters Elizabeth
Hilton and Ethel Ralph in 1968, and Most Worshipful
Honorary Membership on Flossie McFadyen in 1971.
There are also two Provincial Grand Lodge Officers,
namely, Sister Eleanor Crooks - Deputy Mistress, and
Sister Norma Owen - Grand Auditor.
Our present Worthy Mistress is Sister Marlene McCurry.

New Lodge Collars - 1964 - Loyal Orange Lodge.
Left to Righi: S.G. Crooks, G.A. Warnock, Doug
Wm. T. Buchanan, Rev. c.K.S. Moffat,
Gordon Webb. Second Row: Wm.
Jim Clarke, Ken Graham, R. Smith.

Primrose Lodge No. 23 - L. O.B.A. July 12th Parade.

WilliamR. Crooks played King William III, July 12th.
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ANEMONE REBEKAH LODGE NO. 23
respectfully submitted
Mary Newton, P.D.D.P.
Olive M. Bremner, P.N.G.

Anemone Rebekah Lodge No. 23 was instituted on
November 11th, 1910, by a Staff from Brandon. There
were sixteen Charter Members. Following the institution,
a Degree Staff from Naomi Rebekah Lodge, Brandon,
initiated one-hundred and forty candidates, two of whom
were still living for the 70th Anniversary, namely, Miss
Florence McDougall of East View Lodge, Neepawa, and
Miss Olive Mitchell of Winnipeg.
The name "Anemone" was chosen because of these
hardy white flowers which grew in profusion in and
around the town.
The Lodge was instituted for the social and fraternal
betterment of Neepawa and district, under the symbol of
the three links, "Friendship, Love, and Truth".
Meetings were held in the I.O.O.F. Hall at a monthly
rental of $6.00. A seal was purchased for $6.00 and the
regalia for $90.65. The officers were changed every six
months until 1931, when the term was changed to twelve
months.
Since 1955, each member on attaining fifteen years
continuous membership, has been presented with a
Veteran's Jewel. Since 1968, members with fifty years
continuous membership, receive a Veteran Life Membership, with fourteen of these having been presented to
date. The Decoration of Chivalry is the highest honor a
member may receive, and nine of these decorations have
been presented.
Throughout the years a number of members have
served as appointed officers for the Rebekah Assembly of
Manitoba, but, in 1981, Sister Shirley Brydon, became
our first elected officer, that of Warden of the Rebekah
Assembly. Brother Robert Newton, of I.O.O.F. No. 16,
brought us honor when he was elected Warden of the
Grand Lodge of Manitoba, being installed as Grand
Master in 1978. Our Lodge waS also very honored in
1980, when Sister Betty Greig, P.N.G., was invited as
soloist at the International Association of Rebekah
Assembly sessions held in Toronto, Ontario.
The Odd Fellows Home in Charleswood, which once
housed widows and orphans, and later only senior
citizens, is a project of the Jurisdiction, with Anemone
Rebekah Lodge No. 23, supportng it with financial
contributions and gifts of linens over the years, as well as
generous support towards the installation of an elevator
in the late sixties.
Eye screening for Amblyopia has been a provincial
project since 1968, and members of our Lodge conducted
these tests, using the Grand Lodge machine until 1973,
when the two branches jointly purchased a machine and
placed it in the local Health United for use in this area.
We are also proud of the Odd Fellow - Rebekah Gates
at the International Peace Gardens, and members were
present at their dedication in July, 1964.
The Lodge has actively participated in many local
projects, both financially and otherwise. Visiting the
sick, shut-ins, and the bereaved has always been one of
our projects. During the two wars, much sewing and
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Odd Fellows Hall.

knitting was done (for the Red Cross) and parcels were
sent to soldiers overseas.
A ward was furnished and maintained in the Neepawa
Hospital, and jointly with the Odd Fellows, one was
furnished in the Neepawa and District Memorial
Hospital, and in East View Lodge for senior citizens. The
two Lodges organized the "March of Dimes" for
Crippled Children and Adults, and over the many years,
several thousand dollars were turned over as a result.
Support has been given to the 4-H Home Economics
Club, Fine Arts Festival, Meals on Wheels, and to the
local Museum.
Several students from this area have been chosen as
delegates to the United Nations Pilgrimage for Youth,
sponsored by the Order - a three-week educational bus
trip to New York and to the United Nations.
Floats have been entered in the parades for Neepawa's
Anniversary Celebrations for the Dominion and the
province in 1967 and 1970. In 1970, besides an "AT
HOME" for Lodge Members, we sponsored a dance in
the "Yellow head Center" - the first event in this building
since its inception as a Centennial project. Our own 50th,
60th and 70th Anniversaries were marked with special
activities.
At one time, the Lodge was the centre of social life for
its members and a variety of functions were held, including dances, banquets, plays etc. Over the years, many
friends have been made through fraternal visits to
surrounding Lodges.
May the Lodge and its members continue to thrive and
grow under the principles of Odd Fellowship.

INDEPENDENT ORDER OF
ODD FELLOWS
THE THREE LINK FRATERNITY
by Donald J. Bremner, Recording Secretary
Dan J. Potter, P.D.D. G.M.

Common belief is that the origin of our Fraternity

came from "Guilds" formed in 14th century England.
"Guilds" were simply people banding together for
their own good; organizations of the people, for the
In that day organizations similar to our Social
elfare were non-existent, consequently, Guilds were
formed. Soon the Guilds were separated into two classes Social and Trade Guilds, and from the Social Guilds
evolved our Fraternity.
It was in 1745, that Societies of Odd Fellows were
mentioned in publications, and at this time, they were
separated and independent groups. In 1809, it was
that there was strength in unity, and all the
came together under the name of the "Manester Unity". At this time it was "Odd" to find a
of men organized for the purpose of giving aid to
in need and of pursuing projects for the benefit of
mankind. Those who belonged to such an
lISCU1"CCllJlVll were termed "Odd Fellows".
Order of Odd Fellows was founded in
, Maryland, on April 28th, 1819. The first
in Canada was the Prince of Wales Lodge No.1,
in Montreal, August 19th, 1843. The first
in Manitoba was Manitoba Historic Lodge No.1,
in Winnipeg. August 18th, 1873. Neepawa
No. 16, soon followed after and was the sixteenth
dge instituted in Manitoba on January 15th, 1889.
The first meeting place of No. 16 was above the
office, but outgrew these premises and moved to
Hutchings Block, soon to be the Hutchings - Bemrose
, later the C.D. Bemrose Block, the site of the
MacLeods Store, where more space was
the first ten years of existence, the membership
the one-hundred mark, and the need for new
quarters became evident. In 1902, the contract
let to a local firm, Fusee-McFeeters, to erect a

Odd Fellows Hall.

building at the lot already owned by the Lodge, and from
which W. Wigmore had sold farm machinery. The
contract price was $12,000.00. An article from the October 13th, 1903, issue of the Neepawa Press tells that "the brickwork and roofing are complete and the
structure presents an imposing appearance. When the
large plate glass windows are put in, the building will
look much handsomer". The windows were in the southeast corner, which was occupied by the Post Office, the
north side of the main floor was occupied by W .H.
Gossell Jewellery. The three offices in the west end of the
ground floor were occupied by Doctors McCrae and
Poole, which undoubtedly means that Dr. Poole spent all
his professional life at the same address.
The first meeting was held in the new hall in January,
1904. The dedication of the hall was held on June 8th,
1904, and it was noted in the minutes, that due to the
length of the dedication ceremony, Degree work would
be dispensed with.
Over the years, there has been a long list of tenants,
Jewellery Shops, Post Office, Doctors Offices, Grocery
store, Tailor shop, and the Home Bank of Canada, which
took up occupancy early in 1912, and crashed in 1924.
The new building was a great asset to the Lodge, in that
membership sky-rocketed, and also to the community,
for no less than seven organizations met there. They were
Woodmen of the World, Royal Templars of Temperance, Knights of Pythias, Foresters, Orange Lodge,
Order of Young Britons (Orange), and Hancock's Orchestra. Strict rules were set up by the Hall Committee
and some organizations were refused use of the Hall,
because their only interest was to make money. Fortunately, the members who wanted a maple floor outnumbered those who wanted fir, and for many years the
Hall was a popular spot for dancing.
In May, 1910, Noble Grand, John Young, set up a
committee to take steps to organize a Rebekah Lodge,
and in November, 1910, Anemone Rebekah Lodge No.
23 was instituted, a great step forward for OddFellowship in Neepawa.
In 1906, first mention was made of maintaining a ward
in the Neepawa Hospital, and over the years, many cash
donations were made, and in a few instances, the
W.H.A.S. met in the hall, rent free.
In 1893, Neepawa Lodge No. 16, sent a three-dollar
donation to Grand Lodge, designating it as the "Home
Fund", and from this humble beginning, our LO.O.F.
Home in Charleswood, came into being. It was erected
on the bank of the Assiniboine River adjacent to the
Assiniboine Park, in 1922, at the cost of $140,000.00,
and furnished by the Rebekah Lodges at a further cost of
$25,000.00.
We have, since its inception in 1950, supported the
Youth Pilgrimage to the United Nations, and have been
fortunate in having several of our candidates (Grade XI
students) journey to New York to witness the inner
workings of the United Nations. This is an exclusive
project of the Odd Fellow and Rebekah Lodges of North
America, as was the placing of the Gates at the International Peace Gardens in July, 1964.
In the early 1950's, the Odd-Fellows and Rebekah
Lodge of Neepawa organized the "March of Dimes"
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Campaign for funds in the Town and surrounding area,
and over the years, were quite successful in collecting a
considerable amount of money for this worthy cause.
In 1968, another joint project was eye-screening for
Amblyopia, an eye defect in young children. In 1973, an
Amblyopia machine was purchased and placed in the
Neepawa Health Unit for their use.
In June, 1955, one of our members, Brother George S.
Adams, was honored with a medal for Meritorious
Service, a presentation from Sovereign Grand Lodge.
This award was for outstanding service to the Order,
throughout his lifetime.
Over the years, Neepawa No. 16, has been honored to
have had two Grand Masters, Brother John Wemyss in
1902, and Brother Robert A. Newton in 1978, and several
members have served as appointed officers.
Looking back over the years, we are proud of the
achievements of our Neepawa Lodge No. 16, and hope
that in the future, our Order will continue to grow and
prosper under the aims and objectives of our Order and
the principles of Friendship, Love and Truth.

MEDICAL SERVICES

Hospital and Nurses' Home grounds as they appeared about 1933.
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Gladys Donaldson, Flo Swainson, Mabel Miller, Miss Murray
(matron), Ev. Adams - about 1919.

NEEPAWA GENERAL HOSPITAL
NEEPA WA DISTRICT
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
NURSES' RESIDEN CE
by Myrtle McKenzie

At the turn of the century when it began to appear that
Neepawa would become a thriving community, citizens
like the late John A. Davidson began talking to friends
and business people about the necessity for a hospital even offering to contribute a thousand dollars to get the
project underway. He was unable to generate much
enthusiasm until about 1903 when the late J.J. Hamilton
was compelled to spend a few days in a Winnipeg
hospital and came home thinking that Neepawa did
indeed need a hospital. He got busy, began talking
hospital and very shortly had persuaded a number of
friends and business acquaintances to subscribe $100
each toward a building fund. Encouraged, he and Mr.
J .H. Howden canvassed the town and collected $6000.
who contributed $100 was a Life Governor.
were 32 of the, among them J .A. Clare, J .H.
, J.J. Hamilton, Stephen Benson, John
ord, John Simpson and other names familiar to the
families of the town. The municipalities of
Langford and Lansdowne were asked to
and willingly did so with $1750, $1250 and

$1000 respectively. Together with some personal subscriptions, some $12,000 was collected and plans for
building went ahead. The act to incorporate the Neepawa
General Hospital was granted by the Manitoba
Legislature on February 8, 1904. With great foresight the
committee selected a site on the north-east corner of the
town on a knoll overlooking the Whitemud River.
Originally, plans called for a main building with two
wings. However, when the tenders were in, it was found
that there wasn't enough money to carry out this plan. It
was agreed that the main building would go ahead and
the wings would be added later. The contract was
awarded to Fusee and McFeetors. The first sod was
turned in July, 1903 and the first patient was admitted
May 24, 1904. He was John Fallon of Birnie with Dr. I.I.
McInnis as physician-in-charge.
This four-storey brick building had accommodation
for 20 patients in public wards at $1.00 a day and private
wards at $2., an operating room, maternity ward, kitchen
and laundry facilities. The nursing staff consisted of
three nurses-in-training and a graduate. There were four
doctors in the town.
In the early years student nurses were housed on the
fourth floor of the hospital. However, in August 1919 the
Victory Loan Committee under the chairmanship of the
late J .A. Clare proposed that a residence be built. The
idea caught on, plans were made and funds raised. An
architect from Winnipeg designed the building and Mr.
William Clyde and his men had it ready for occupancy
early in the summer of 1920. Happily, nurses now found
themselves with comfortable bedrooms, a sunny living
room complete with a fireplace. In 1936 a wing was
added to the west side adding six more bedrooms and a
kitchenette, further adding to the home-like atmosphere.
Because of the discontinuance of the nurse training
programs, the need for a Nurses' Residence decreased.
Eventually it was decided that the building would be sold
and, if possible, moved off the site. However, this proved
to be too difficult and the building was demolished in
1980.

Back Row, Left to Right: Miss McCallum, Miss Whitman, Miss
Moulson, Miss Bray. Front Row: Miss Esselmont, Miss Morrison 1913.
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Left to Right: Ethel Swainson, Flo Swainson, McNab, Fallis, John
Swainson - 1920.

In 1926 the long-awaited wing was added to the west
side of the hospital. This building was to serve the
community for fifty years. Apart from the joys and
heartaches that were, of necessity, part of hospital life,
one remembers the foibles of the building ... when the
scrub nurse had to run downstairs to the basement to
throw a shovelful of coal into the jacket heater to
generate enough steam to sterilize instruments and
supplies in the operating room upstairs. And not to forget to run down again to close off the damper before a
blast of escaping steam from the safety valve reminded
her. One remembers too, when, because of the lack of an
elevator, one had to man one corner of a hand stretcher
to carry an unconscious patient from the operating room
up the stairs. Most times the only men available were a
doctor and the janitor.
With affection we remember Miss Millie Turner who
taught students nurses 1929 to 1942 - an excellent teacher
and Miss Gertrude Johnson as Superintendent from 1928
to 1943. It was the interest of these two ladies in gardening and landscaping that turned the Nurses' Home
grounds from bald prairie to a delightful spot of shrubs
and flowers. The training of student nurses started in
1904 when the first class of Christina M. McConnell,
Bertha Rowland and Maggie Lamb began their training
with Mrs. Snider as superintendent. It was discontinued
in 1945 having graduated some one hundred nurses
although Practical Nurse training replaced the R.N.
training until 1974. Discipline in the training school was
strict and sometimes unrelenting - all in the interest of
building character. Infractions of the rules often meant
the loss of that one precious late leave a week. It was
during these years, too, that Drs. Poole, Martin, Hutchinson and McInnis took time out from their busy
schedules to lecture and set examinations in Anatomy
and Physiology, Obstetrics, etc. for students each year.
In the late 40s it was realized that the hospital had
become obsolete and the community selected a new
hospital as a suitable war memorial.
Under the guidance of the late Dr. Paul Cleave and
Mr. Earl Murray as Building Chairman, a committee of
Reeve T.R. Young, W. Addis, C.H. Bowe, 1.M. Ellis, R.
Tamplin, E. Wutski, C.H. Hockin, 1.E. McCamis and
James McLaren, a new 34-bed hospital was erected at a
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Top Row: M. Fuller, Anne Tomchuk, Miss Turner. Second Row:
Edythe Knight (seated), Irene Kydd, Ilene Thomson. Standing - Front:
Rose Tokarchuk. Seated - Front: Margaret Iverach, Dorothy Emberley
-1933.

cost of some $l70,000. It was opened June 21, 1951 with
Dr. J .S. Poole cutting the ribbon. Dr. Poole was in
practice when the first hospital was built in 1904 and
served on the Board of Governors at that time. The staff
now consisted of 8 RNs, 4 LPNs, 3 student Practical
Nurses and Superintendent Miss Olive Dennison. Many
organizations and individuals furnished wards, waiting
and day rooms and provided operating room and nursery
equipment.
This hospital served as a fitting memorial for some
twenty years ... although not everyone was satisfied with
the service. One remembers a dear old lady of some 80
plus being brought in requiring immediate surgery. After,
a few days on the critical list, she recovered fairly quickly·
and the staff were feeling rather pleased with her and
themselves. When the Superintendent presented the
lady's husband with a bill for $72 (it was in the days
before prepaid hospitalization), he glanced at it and
exploded "Hell, woman, I didn't want to BUY the
place" .
By the mid 60s increasing technology along with an
ever-growing demand for hospital care due to prepaid
medical and hospital services, it became evident that a
major renovation of the hospital would be necessary.
Costing over three-quarters of a million dollars, the
newly renovated facility was. opened June 9, 1973.
Because of an association with the hospital spanning
almost forty years, the writer feels constrained to add a
few autobiographical notes.
I came to Neepawa in September, 1933 and became a
'probie'. A probie to the uninitiated is a beginning
student in the nurse training program. At that time, my
name was Fuller. I retired at the end of 1972 having
garnered along the way a Registered Nurse diploma, a
degree in hospital administration and a husband when I
married Dick McKenzie in 1952.
Along with Mary Delamater, we taught the last class of
R.N.s to be trained in the Neepawa Hospital; worked for
seven years as Operating scrub nurse and assumed administrative duties in 1952.
Probably I've acquired a few enemies during this l~:mg
association but quite a few friends and a lot of memones.

HOSPITAL GUILD OF THE
NEEP A W A MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
(GIRLS' AUXILIARY OF THE WOMEN'S
HOSPITAL AID SOCIETY)
From the Neepawa Register of July, 1906, we learn
that on June 27, 1904, a group of fifteen young ladies met
at the home of Mrs. Thos. Harrison, and the Girls'
Auxiliary of the Women's Hospital Aid Society came
into existence. The organization was to be open to girls 15
years and over and its function was to assist the Aid in
raising funds for hospital work. Officers at that time
were President May Dunlop, 1st Vice-President Eva
Clare, 2nd Vice-President Gertie Kerr, Secretary Gwen
Eliss and Treasurer Mabel Davidson.
The original Cash Book - which is a hard-covered book
half an inch thick and cost 30<1:, gives the names of 27
members for the year 1904-05. The yearly fee for
belonging was 50<1: and it stayed at that figure until 1974.
This same Cash Book tells of buying lumber for $1.15
to build a platform, of paying $2.00 to rent a room in the
Court House and of paying $1.95 to buy footlights, thus
telling of raising funds by band concerts, plays and lawn
socials. Later it was to be St. Patrick Day dances,
Halloween dances and The Spring Fling ... and for many
years the annual Violet Tag Day. This was originally a
project started by the Hospital Aid and loaned to the
Auxiliary who carried it on until 1973 when it was handed
over to them permanently. In 1924 the group compiled
and sold a cookbook, selling some 150 copies.
In 1920 the Nurses' Residence was built and the Girls'
Auxiliary assumed the task of supplying linens, furniture,
and general upkeep of the building - even to buying a
piano in 1925. It was around this time that the group
started the custom of giving silver cufflinks to the
graduating nurses. This was continued until the training
school was discontinued in 1945. In 1926 when a wing
was added to the hospital, the Auxiliary presented the
Hospital Board with a cheque for $500 towards the
building of it.
In 1936 a new wing was added to the Residence increasing the size by six more rooms and the group enthusiastically turned their efforts toward buying furniture, bedding and equipping the newly acquired kitchenette.
In 1953 the name of the organization was changed to
that of the Hospital Guild of the Neepawa District
Memorial Hospital, the hospital having acquired a new
name with the building of a new facility a couple of years
before. Starting in 1945 when the training school for
Registered Nurses was discontinued, and later when the
Licensed Practical Nurse training was dispensed with, the
utilization of the Nurses' Residence was lessened.
Eventually the Home was sold and demolished in 1980.
The Guild donated the furnishings and equipment to
Touchwood Park School. After almost seventy-five
years, the work of the Guild as an adjunct to the Nurses'
Residence seemed to be over. Officers at the time of
dissolution were President Marion Lockhart, Secretary
McKenzie and Treasurer Agnes Mitchell. During
years of its operation the names of Ruth Faryon,

Mildred Musgrove, Reta and Colena McKenzie, Irene
Boyle, Freda Mackidd, Margaret Smith, Leta and Bea
Guinn, Louise Card and Margaret Kilburn - to name only
a few - appear very frequently and must surely be given
credit for a lot of work cheerfully done.

MANITOBA HEALTH AUXILIARIES
ASSOCIATION NEEP A W A
(WOMEN'S HOSPITAL AID SOCIETY)
Many months before the Neepawa General Hospital
opened its doors, the ladies of the town were busy
organizing an aid to assist in buying supplies and furnishings, sewing linens and doing the mending. The
inaugural meeting of the Women's Hospital Aid Society
was held in the 'parlor' of the Union Bank on May 19,
1903. During the balance of the year additional
auxiliaries were formed at Franklin, Arden, Eden,
Winchester-Plumas-Florenta and Osprey-Freeland.
In 1906 a special edition of the Neepawa Register was
put out entirely by the women of this organization in aid
of the hospital. The masthead reads like a who's who of
early pioneers ... the names of Clare, Wemyss, Davidson,
Irwin and Harrison appear there and throughout the
paper.
The variety of money-making projects through the
years tell something of the vigor of the members. They
range from teas, bazaars, plays, dances, fashion shows
and recitals to minstrel shows, draws and bake sales.
Several were annual events for many years. The Violet
Tag Day was started some time around 1915. The Aid
carried it on until the early 50's when it was loaned to the
Girls Auxiliary who continued it until the mid 70's. The
ladies armed themselves with purple and green paper and
spent long hours making violets and selling them on the
street in early April each year. Another long-term project
which must be mentioned is the Hope Chest draw, started
in 1937 and still being continued. Originally a cedar chest
was given as first prize. In 1969 the chest was deemed too
expensive and so a jewel case with a cheque in it was
substituted. Later the jewel case was omitted and now a
cheque is given for the first two prizes and dozens of
other prizes donated by the business people in the town
are drawn for each year.
Since 1966 a program of teenage volunteers who are
called Candy Stripers are sponsored by the Aid each year.
These young people carry trays, feed patients and provide
other services after school and on weekends. The
program gives these volunteers an insight into hospital
work and not a few have gone on to become professionals
in the health field with the help of two bursaries given by
the Aid as encouragement.
No history of the Aid should be written without
mention of a few of the very many dedicated members
who have given of their time and talents over the years. It
must be emphasized that the list should contain many
others who deserve mention and the writer asks the indulgence of friends for omissions.
Mrs. F.C. (Kitty) Murray does not remember exactly
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when she joined the Aid but does remember that she was
a member of the Girls Auxiliary in 1918. In 1958 the
Neepawa Press reported that she was elected President
for the fourth consecutive term. She has been a member
of the buying committee, in charge of the Baby Spoon
project and probably every other committee in the
organization for well over 50 years and continues her
interest. She was made a Life Member in 1967.
There is no record of Mrs. A.E. Martin's entry into the
Aid but it is known that she retired on June 3, 1969 after
24 years as treasurer. She was made a Life Member in
1966.
Mrs. Fred Alguire joined in 1919 and continued a very
active member until her death October 16, 1972. She
became a Life Member in 1960.
The Neepawa Press in 1951 reported that Mrs. Lila
McKee had been on the buying committee for 12 years.
Aid records show that she continued in this capacity until
1959. Other Life Members include Mrs. C.V. Kerr, Mrs.
Earl Murray, Mrs. M. O'Day and Mrs. J.T. Crawford
now of Winnipeg. The names of the late Hilda Rush,
Morrie Orr, Agnes McDougall, Nora Brydon and Viola
Stitt appear very frequently in Aid records as being hard
workers for the organization.
In September 1980, the Aid became known as the
Manitoba Health Auxiliaries Association Neepawa.
Provincially, this had been the name for some little time
but this group did not adopt the name until now.
Also at this time a Memorial Fund was set up whereby
individuals who wish to honor friends and relatives who
have passed away, may make a donation to hospital work
through the association. Names are inscribed in a book
which serves as a permanent record at the Royal Bank on
Hamilton Street.

NEEP A W A HEALTH UNIT
by Marie Salway

A committee formed in 1942, to assist Claire Hough,
the public nurse, set the stage for an organized public
health program. This committee boasting names like
Boyle, Shore, Wilcox, Cantelon, Poole, Cleave and
Hutchinson, got on with cleaning up Park Lake, Baby
clinics, pre-school examinations, immunizations, hot
school lunches, sick room supplies, pasteurization of
milk, tuberculin testing, and a child guidance library.
They didn't pretend to do it alone - they involved
Council, Lions, the Ministerial, School Board and Red
Cross.
In 1945 the Manitoba Health Services Act was passed
promoting local health units which would co-ordinate
and standardize all health programs; costs would be
shared equally between local, provincial and federal
governments. In April 1946 the Neepawa Health
Committee decided to "agitate for one of these health
units". They didn't have long to wait!
In June 1946 the Neepawa Health Unit No. 6 was
established to include Neepawa, Gladstone and the
surrounding municipalities. Mr. F.L. Davis of Neepawa
was the first chairman of the Advisory Board which was
made up of representatives of the local governments
involved. Dr. J.H. Preston, the first Medical Director,
had a public health nurse and a health inspector on his
staff; offices were four rooms over the old post office at
341 Mountain Avenue; rent was $40 per month.
Even in the early years they were plagued by staff turnover and no cars! But Dr. Bill Watt who came in October
1948 and stayed until July 1954 brought stability to the
unit. He led the attack on raw milk, nitrates in well water
which cause "blue babies", brucellosis, diptheria, unsafe
water, fur farms too close to town, fish peddlers without
licences, unsanitary one-roomed country schools and
tuberculosis (through mass screening and the testing of
cattle). During his tenure, baby clinics, school visits and
immunizations became run of the mill and the offices
were relocated in the hospital basement (1953).

Neepawa's New Health Unit Building.

In 1955 the Lab and X-Ray unit opened to provide
medical diagnostic facilities previously known only to the
city dweller - at a cost of 10 1/ 2¢ per person per year!
Other developments include:
Fluorides in our water supply (1963)
Universal Hospital Insurance coverage (1958)
Polio wiped out by Salk '56 and Sabin '63
Family Planning Clinic, 1968, the only one in rural
Manitoba
Provincial Medical Insurance 1969 (foundation for this
program was laid by Dr. K.1. Johnson who was borrowed
from the Neepawa staff)
Offices opened in the present location, a new brick
building near the hospital, 1969
Insured services in personal care homes, 1973
Home Care (insured homemaking and nursing services
to maintain people in their own homes as long as
possible) 1973
Regionalization 1972. The province set up seven
regions to deliver decentralized health care to the people
of the province. Neepawa was designated as a service
district in the Westman Region with Brandon as
Headquarters.
Team approach to health care where the public health
nurse and the health inspector are joined by workers
from psychology, social work, dental, mental retardation, rehabilitation, mental health and health
education to provide a comprehensive health service.
Health Liaison Committee (1975) representing the
doctors, hospital, senior citizens housing, personal care
homes, health units, to co-ordinate planning for community-wide health care.
The early settlers would smile now to see us come to the
realization that our lifestyle is what dictates the length
quality of our sojourn here. We have to dump the
"UIU""';" and booze, control our weight on a balanced diet,
up our exercise, reduce our accidents and bolster the
if we want to be around to take advantage of the
fancy, expensive government health

DR. G.N. DUNN
by Dr. G.N. Dunn

I came to Neepawa on a 2 - afternoon per week basis to
Hamilton Street (Matheson Furniture Building),
March 1, 1977. The office was very small with a
r",,,,,,nt'i""T1
area and one treatment area. As practise
I came to Neepawa 2 full days per week and
"U"~~".J 2 and 1 /2 days per week.
In April of 1978 I moved to Neepawa on a full time
. selling my practise in Brandon. In September of .
978 I moved my office to 269 Hamilton St. - this office
much larger and had a reception area, 2 treatment
and an office.
practise grew, we outgrew this facility and we
to our present location in August of 1981. This
has a large reception area, and 4 treatment areas
office space.

U"JlU<I.UU."U

Neepawa and District Ambulance Service Ltd. Owned and operated by
Ron Forsman.

THE NEEP A W A AND DISTRICT
AMBULANCE SERVICES
by Inky Forsman

The Ambulance Service in Neepawa was operated by
White's Funeral Home until March 15, 1975 when
Ronald Forsman took it over under the name Neepawa
and District Ambulance Service.
The areas serviced are the Town of Neepawa, Rural
Municipalities of Rosedale, Langford and Lansdowne,
Village of McCreary and District of McCreary.
The Ambulance Service provides 24 hour a day service
with 2 vehicles and three full time employees: Randy
Oslund, Kelly Forsman and Kim Wenham, and volunteers Lory Wowk and Grant Hurrell. There are dedicated
nurses to assist on long distance trips, one of whom. is
Marg Loucks.
The employees and volunteers are trained in First Aid
and C.P.R.

MOUNTAIN MEDICAL CLINIC
from information supplied by Dr. Smith

On Aug. 18/80 Dr. M. Smith, surgeon, opened the
clinic, first established in his home, 181 Hamilton St.
Readers may recognize that address as the residence of
pioneer citizens Mr. and Mrs. James McIntosh. Dr.
Smith was joined by Drs. J. Smart and D. McKay. Larger
offices were located in the former Dr. G.H. MacDonald
(dentist) building, where the clinic is now established.
Secretaries Mrs. Margaret Giesbrecht and Mrs. Kathy
Smart complete the staff.
Over the two years, 3500 patients have been registered,
so consideration may be given to building in the future.
Dr. McKay left the staff June, 1982. His practise will
be filled by Dr. H. Benning, who will join the clinic in
Sept. 1982.
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Hargreaves.

Harris Pharmacy.

PHARMACY IN NEEP AWA

coming to Neepawa.
Mr. W.M. Hamilton who graduated in 1898, came to
Neepawa some time around 1900. He opened a store on
Hamilton Street, known as the Medical Hall. Mr. C.N.R.
Still completed his apprenticeship with Mr. Hamilton
after serving part of it with Dr. Wellwood at Eden.
Following graduation in 1911, he returned to Neepawa.
Mr. Still took over operation of the store in 1916 and it
continued as Still's Drug Store until 1952, located in the
present Hargreave's Drug Store.
Mr. Still retired in 1952 to live in Waterloo, Ontario.
He was succeeded by Mr. Lawrence Hargreaves who
continues to operate the business as Hargreave's Drug
Store. Mr. Hargreaves graduated from the University of
Manitoba in 1952 and came directly to Neepawa.
In 1953, Mr. George Wickett opened a third pharmacy
in Neepawa. Prior to opening his own business, he was
employed by Murphy and Hole. Mr. Wickett operated
his pharmacy until 1967 when it was closed. Mr. Wickett
now works in the summer as a relief pharmacist.

contributed

The pioneer pharmacists of Neepawa were Mr. C. W.
Herrell and Mr. W. Young. Mr. Herrell graduated in
1891 and Mr. Young in 1899.
The present store operated by Mr. Art Harris was
probably established by Mr. Herrell some time around
1891. He was succeeded by Mr. Young who operated the
business until 1911 when it was taken over by Mr. T.G.
Murphy. Mr. Murphy served as a member of the House
of Commons in the 1920s and 1930s.
In 1938 Mr. Francis P. (Boxer) Hole became associated
with the business and it continued under the name of
Murphy and Hole. Mr. Hole graduated from the
University of Manitoba in 1927. He worked for Eaton's
Pharmacy in Winnipeg before coming to Neepawa.
In 1960 Mr. Art Harris succeeded Mr. Hole and the
business continues to function as Harris Pharmacy. Mr.
Harris graduated from the University of Manitoba in
1952. He worked in Brandon from 1952 to 1958 before

GREGORI'S DENTAL LABORATORY
contributed

Another Neepawa Service is that of the dental
laboratory established by Dr. and Mrs. Gregori in 1978.
The office is in the old building on Davidson St. which
served as a warehouse for Alguire Bros. It was bought
and renovated by Angus McDougall, and in 1976 housed
the Summer Games Office.
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Ribbon cutting ceremony at the official opening of the Neepawa Medical Dental Clinic on Feb. 28, 1970. Left to Right: Dr. D.G. Dawson, Dr.
T.B. Dobson, Mayor H.B. Smith, Dr. B.B. Jakobson.

NEEPAWA MEDICAL AND
DENTAL CLINIC
by Borga Jakobson

Prior to 1970 Neepawa doctors conducted individual
practices, each on his own. Dr. Delmar G. Dawson,
Dentist, began his practice in Neepawa in 1954. Dr.
Thomas Dobson and Dr. Bjarki Jakobson both arrived in
Neepawa in the year 1964. They were both engaged in
General Practice, and served as physicians and surgeons.
They often worked together in the hospital, although
they had separate offices.
Through discussions Dr. Dawson, Dr. Dobson and Dr.
Jakobson developed the concept of a medical-dental
clinic for Neepawa. The Clinic was established because:
1) Solo practitioners found it difficult to get off for
post graduate study leave, professional meetings and
holidays.
2) Patients who were ill when their doctor was away
had no continuity of care. With common records, all
members of the Clinic had access to the files and were
therefore, able to give better care to the sick as well as
avoiding needless cost in duplication of services and
laboratory work.

3) Group practice has enabled the Clinic to attract
more highly qualified and experienced doctors and this
has resulted in better medical care for the community.
In 1970, the Neepawa Medical Clinic was formed. Dr.
Dawson, Dr. Dobson and Dr. Jakobson planned and
built the Neepawa Medical-Dental Clinic Building. This
building was officially opened by Mayor .Harry B. Smith
on February 28, 1970. A unique ribbon-cutting ceremony
took place, where Mayor Smith donned a pair of rubber
gloves and cut the ribbon with a scalpel.
Dr. Dawson had his own practice but the building
provided space for another dentist. Dr. Dan Sieffert
worked there for the first year and after that, Dr. Terry
Tkachyk. Dr. Dawson died in 1976 and his practice was
taken over by Dr. Ishmael Bruce. Dr. Bruce was succeeded by Dr. David Moyer.
The Neepawa Medical Clinic, a group practice, became
reality on March 1, 1970. The founders were Drs.
Dobson and Jakobson and their first associate partners
were Dr. Maurice Fahy and Dr. David Ledding. Other
partners in the Clinic have been Dr. John O'Connor, Dr.
S.N. Heywood, Dr. J.P. Smyth, Dr. G.H.E. Ong, Dr.
M.J. Hewitt and Dr. S.D. Chapman. Dr. Brian Sharkey
and his wife Dr. Michele Evans practised with the Clinic
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The Neepawa Medical and Dental Clinic - December 1981.

for one year. Dr. D.R. Kadambi, Opthalmologist,
although not associated with the Clinic, has held office
two days a month for several years. After twelve years,
Dr. Jakobson is the only one of the original doctors who
is still working with the Clinic. His partners at the present
time are Dr. Heywood, Dr. Ong, Dr. Hewitt and Dr.
Chapman.
Several other doctors have been employed by the Clinic
on a short-term basis: Dr. Roger Thornington, Dr.
Martin Thornington, Dr. John Barnett, Dr. Richard
Smith, Dr. Michael Smith, Dr. Robin Kemp, Dr. David
Sim, Dr. Rutledge, Dr. Patricia Phelan, Dr. Charles
Bannerman, Dr. Bluett, Dr. Dennis Sokol, Dr. Leach,
Dr. John McCullough, and Dr. Paddy Gallagher.
Office Manager, Mrs. Brenda Ellis, has been with the

Clinic from the beginning. Mrs. Gladys McBain has
worked at the Clinic for ten years, since 1972. The
present clinic staff also includes Susan Morrison, Linda
Ford, Nancy Schmidt, Shannon Kaspick and Kathy
Foster. Staff in the past has included Jan Bailey, Stella
Allum, Lynne Montgomery, Judy Holmes, Norma
Rainkie, Feather Deiner, Marcia Oshust, Margaret
Bidizinski, Mary Bolton, Kristine Jakobson, Cathy
Kostenchuk, Barbara Lough, Cindy Bold, Kathy
Drysdale and Gwen Williams.
During the past twelve years, the Neepawa Medical
Clinic has endeavored to fulfill the objectives which were
outlined earlier in this article. It is our hope that it may
continue to do so in the future.

Original Hospital built in 1904. First patient was John Fallon, Birnie, Man. Dr. 1.1.
McInnis - physician.
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AGRICULTURAL GROUNDS

HISTORY OF
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY

Old exhibition grounds overlooking Park Lake.

HISTORY OF
THE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
by Lloyd Briese
Glen Cummings

John Davidson, Member of Provincial Parliament,
and Alfred Dalton were two persons appointed by the
Board of Agriculture called the first meeting of the
Dauphin Agricultural Society on July 29, 1882. At that
meeting John Davidson, by resolution, was appointed
chairman and M.H. Fieldhouse was appointed secretarytreasurer. The chairman read a letter from the Deputy
Minister of Agriculture appointing Neepawa as the place
for the first meeting. John Hunter, by ballot, was elected
president and M.H. Fieldhouse as secretary and J.J.
Hamilton as treasurer.
The second meeting was held on August 8, 1882 and
some of the discussions were to do with the purchase of
some land and the first fair to be held on October 12,
1882. George Brownell offered his warehouse for
exhibits. At a meeting held on September 25, 1882, rules
and regulations for a fair were arrived at and also a list of
judges was accepted.
Sometime in 1886, a meeting was called according to
the act of the Legislature for reorganization of the
Agricultural Society. At that meeting the name was

changed from Dauphin Agricultural Society to Beautiful
Plains Agricultural Society. D. McShannock was the first
president.
The Society had several offers of land and at a meeting
held on May 18, 1889 the Society accepted the offer of
land from the Town of Neepawa on SW 33-14-15 (behind
the present curling rink). At a meeting on March 5, 1890,
the secretary was instructed to call plans and
specifications for an agricultural hall, size to be 50'x60'.
They decided on a brick structure. It was also noted that
the Society from then on has been in considerable debt as
grants from the provincial government and municipalities
were requested.
In 1899 the directors decided to change from a fall fair
to a summer fair, date to be August 8, 9 and 10.
It was noted that a delegation from the Society met
with the Manitoba Government to have an agricultural
college established in Neepawa.
Discussion at regular meeting included: export cattle
situation, farm labour, regional library and public hail
insurance.
In July 1902 the Agricultural Society sold their interests and property to the C.N .R. for $2,500.00 and
again approached the Town of Neepawa for their
cooperation in obtaining new grounds for the Society.
The Minister of Interior was approached in regard for a
free permit to cut timber for lumber for the construction
of livestock barns for the Society'S use. On February 25,
1903 a free permit was granted to cut 100,000 feet of
lumber.
Also, at that meeting a motion was passed to apply to
the government for letter of incorporation as a joint
stock company under the name of the Neepawa Industrial and Agricultural Association of North Western
Manitoba. At a meeting held on April 8, 1903 a motion
was passed that the directors of the Beautiful Plains
Agricultural Society be authorized to transfer assets to
the North Western Agricultural and Arts Association
with the latter assuming the liabilities. Minutes of the
Provisional Board of Directors of the North Western
Agricultural and Arts Association show that on March
25, 1903 they established a stock book for subscription
for stock in the new company. When sufficient funds
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Agricultural Grounds.

were raised by stock sales, the organization elected a
board of directors and began operation. G.S. McGregor
was the first president and W.J. Wenyss as SecretaryTreasurer.
One of the first actions of the new association was to
purchase the present site of the fair grounds from Mr.
Coswell. In 1905 the directors started making room on
the grounds for the race track on the west side.
From 1908 on, the operations of the organization
mainly centred around sponsoring a fair and race meet
each year. Some special projects were to establish a
demonstration farm in the district and also an annual
field day for young people.
In 1915 the association had to mortgage the property
for $5,000.00 to satisfy the creditors - a mortgage that
still showed eight years later.
Some of the day-to-day changes included a need for a
Fourth Street entrance. This led to a purchase of five lots
on the north side of the property.
There was competition for the job of printing the fair
books and when the job was tendered as many as six bids
came in.
Their winter projects included judging school for light
and heavy horses, beef and dairy cattle and bacon hogs
and classes for seed grain. Until their facilities were
finished, they often rented local barns for their winter
shows such as Willoughby's livery barn at the corner of
Brown and Hamilton (the present Ford dealership) and
the Hamilton barn (behind the Hamilton Hotel).
As the fairs developed, the early construction included
a grand stand on the west side of the grounds for the
races. The fairs became an attraction for miles around
and the Society even guaranteed excursion trains from
Russell, Dauphin and Winnipeg. The Society helped
sponsor farmstead beautification. They worked to have
demonstration plots established in the district and also
sponsored field days for school children during the fair
and on other dates in later years.
In 1915 the Society borrowed $5,000.00, a debt that
showed on the books on into the 1940's.
The Society moved along very well and became part of
the 'B' circuit and had a three-day fair for several years
finally withdrawing in 1925.
In 1918 the Society, for some reason, changed its name
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Beautiful Plains Agricultural Society Executive - late 1950s. Back
Row, Left to Right: Harvey Thomson, Jack White, Dick McKenzie,
Bob Greentree, Tom Martin. Seated: Nels Dunsmore, Clarence Kerr,
Clair Montgomery.

back to the Beautiful Plains Agricultural Society. A
probable reason was that about that time the government
would provide grants towards the prize money to nonshare holder organizations. A year later they were
assessed for municipal taxes. The town council, however,
gave a grant to the Society to off-set taxes. The Society
sold thirteen acres off the south end of the property to
Mr. R. Burnett and this later became the local golf
course.
Fairs began to slow down as the economy did in the
late 1920's and early 1930's and the directors became
personally responsible for bank loans.
The sports committee became more responsible for
carrying on the work of the Society. Fairs ceased in 1934
but the Society carried on with sports days and
demonstration days gradually getting back into holding
fairs in 1938 with mare and foal classes.
The directors were also pressuring the government for
an Agricultural Representative. The Department of
Agriculture looked favourably on our request and in 1939
an Agricultural Representative's Office opened in
Neepawa. Mr. J. Bowman was the Agricultural
Representative, a position he held in Neepawa for approximately seven years. Some of the activities he
promoted were fed cattle show and sales, A.1. (the first in
Canada), government boar programs, etc. There was no
veterinarian in the area and he promoted vaccine
programs, etc. for livestock.
G. Bates followed J. Bowman as Agricultural
Representative in 1946 and he was interested in boys and
girls clubs, which later developed into 4-H clubs. Club
rallies shared jointly with Minnedosa were held with
some of our club members getting dominion and
provincial recognition. The Society along with the Extension Branch acted as sponsors.
In February 1959 a summer fair was discussed and as a
result a fair was held. Summer fairs and sports days have
been held each summer since. Other than 4-H calves,
cattle classes have dropped from the prize list. Light

horses, gymkhana and rodeo classes are stilI carried on as
well as a large ladies' section.
.
The Agricultural Representatives that have contributed
to the activities of the Agricultural Society since 1939
have been: Mr. J. Bowman, Mr. G. Bates, Mr. W. Lee,
Mr. A. Nebbs, Mr. N. Hemstad, Mr. R. Gerelus and at
present Mr. R. Durston.
"
.
The first president of the Dauphm AgrIcultural SocIety
(1882-1886) was Mr. John Hunter who acted for two
years followed by M.G. McGregor for one year and W.
Brydon for one year. The first president of the Beautiful
Plains Agricultural Society (1886-1903) was D. W.
McShannock for one year, W. Brydon for three years (it
should be noted that our present president is a grandson
of W. Brydon) and G.S. McGregor for fourteen years.
While the Society was under the name of the North
Western Agricultural and Arts Association (1903-1919),
there was one president, G.S. McGregor for the sixteen
years. In 1919 the Society went back to the name of the
Beautiful Plains Agricultural Society with G. Hamilton
as first president and he carried on for five years followed
by R. Habkirk for five years, J. Hall for twenty-one
years, N. Dunsmore for ten years, H. Ishenberg for two
years, J. Deveson for five years, R. Kilburn for three
years, R. Newton for five years, Glen Cummings for two
years and A. Brydon for four years and still president.
These men have provided good leadership over the years
and have kept the Society together through good and
poor years.
Secretary-treasurer over the years have been: M.H.
Fieldhouse for eight years, W.J. Wemyss for fifteen
years, R.D. Young for six years, J. Dempsey for 3 years,
G. Harper for nine years, Miss Nora Benson for twelve
years, J. Curtis for nine years, H. Thomson for fourteen
years, J. Veale for five years, M. Buchanan for seven
years, Judy Roe for two years, Gladys McBain for two
years, Norma Reid for three years, Lorraine Tanner for
three years and at present is Betty Curtis, who has held
the position for the last three years.
These people along with a good slate of approximately
sixteen directors kept the Society active. The Society at
present is financially sound and has four improved ball

diamonds as well as space for livestock shows and clear
of debt.

THE AGRICULTURAL GROUNDS
Way back when, 1925-35 and there abouts the
Agricultural grounds was a magical place for kids. We
could look forward to a wonderful time for three days in
July when the "Exhibition "was held.
The exhibition building, with observatory was a show
place of knitting and tatting, baking and lace making,
and hobbies of all kinds. The last days of school would
have been spent preparing our best samples of writing,
'push and pull', strings of O's, all perfectly formed by the
aid of tongue in cheek. The Times Tables and exercise
pages were not too hard. The water colors, and shaded
drawings provided a few problems. No matter, each
sample prepared was put on exhibition by our teachers.
We didn't own a car but Dad rented one from Bert
Rutledge or Charlie Pedlar, usually driven by Lome Guy
or relative. A huge lunch was packed and off the family
went on the "middle" day. There was horse racing and
ball, a midway (rides were 5¢) with a glorious ferris wheel
and merry-go-round, kid's races, usually 3-legged and the
potato sack race.
The stock barns were fascinating to a "town kid', all
the pigs, cows, horses, hens and rabbits!
Mr. Hodkinson, Jack Willoughby, and Mrs. Fred
McClain would demonstrate their driving abilities with
their beautiful horses. There was Jim Hall and friends
with their six horse teams. If you were lucky you got a
seat in the grandstand Gust like "Polo Park") and the
judges gave their decisions by horn, from the judge's
stand. The performance of dignitaries and the entrants
was something to behold!
There was a sadness too. "Bennet Patch" - Harold
Dempsey's race horse was burned in a disastrous fire, and
buried, with tombstone, in the northeast corner of the
grounds. Kids always had to visit the graveside.
Oh, for those exhibition days of long ago! To be a kid
again!

Afew prize winners- Neepawa Fair, 1915.
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George McLaughlin with "Goldie" at Neepawa Fair.

Jack Willoughby - prize horse.

Jack Willoughby - race horse.

Best lady drive - Mrs. Fred McClain, Willoughby team.

H. W. Hodkinson - up. Professional Jockey. (Mrs. Lottie Hole's
father).

Champion Grade and Crossbred Angus steer - Toronto, 1952. J. W.
Cummings.

Neepawa Fair - Bill McDonald, Brookdale; Cliff Kenney, Brookdale;
Jim Cummings, Neepawa.

Grand Parade infront of grandstand. Jim Hall (Hallboroj with six horse team.
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
EARLY HISTORY OF THE
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
by E. Pi/key

In a 1927 issue of the Neepawa Press it was stated that
the fourteenth Beautiful Plains Horticultural Society
flower show was held August 19 and 20 that year.
The society ceased to function in the 1940s and was
reorganized on April 8, 1969. On November 1, 1969, the
society received its certificate of Organization under the
Manitoba Horticultural Association. Names appearing
on the certificate are Mrs. J.C. Acutt, Mrs. R.T.
Robinson, Mrs. B.J. Kolesar, J.C. Acutt, Mrs. 1.J.
Grudeski, Mrs. W.G. Moger, A.B. Thurston, S.J.
Prawdzik, Mrs. G. Pryor, Mrs. F.e. Murray.
The overall objective of Beautiful Plains Horticultural
Society is to encourage the improvement of horticulture
by holding meetings, garden competitions, home grounds
compe~itons, distribution of information, bulbs, seeds,
shrubs, back lane competition.
The society sponsors flower and vegetable shows, and
each year plants flowers at the Yellowhead Manor, and,
in cooperation with the Parks Board had given the hill at
the east entrance to town a face-lift by planting and
tending shrubs.
Fund raising activities include plant-produce and bake
sales. We sponsor an active Junior Garden group whose
members enter the shows and other activities of the
society.
The culmination of the various projects is the Pot Luck
Supper at the annual meeting.

Horticultural Society Peony Show - St. James Church, June 23-24,
1933.

BOYS' AND GIRLS' CLUBS
BOYS AND GIRLS CLUBS
IN THE NEEPA WA AREA
by Mary E.J. Newton

The first Boys and Girls Clubs in Manitoba were
formed in 1913 - the idea being promoted by the Extension Service of the Manitoba Agricultural College in
Winnipeg. Their primary purpose was to improve
agricultural production and for girls to improve
homemaking skills (bread baking, preserving and
sewing). The produce was exhibited at school fairs in the
fall and members could exhibit in a variety of classes.
The earliest record which I have found of a club in
Neepawa is a certificate received by Stan Hockin in 1918
for participating in a swine show at Freeland School. The
motto was, "Vocational Efficiency". The Hockin family
also have the cover of a Boys and Girls Fair Prize List for
1919 when the Executive of the Central Committee of
Boys and Girls Clubs of Neepawa had a representative
from each of the surrounding rural schools as well as
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from the school in Neepawa. At one time,
were held in Rutledge's Garage.
Then a picture has been found of a group of boys, with
Mr. Ferg Irwin as leader, who had participated in a
judging competition.
From the files of the Neepawa Press, on October 4,
1921 a boys and girls fair had 1,100 exhibits with over 37
exhibitors. Winner of a competition for judging livestock
was awarded a trip to Winnipeg.
In 1928 club work was reorganized so that all clubs
were single project clubs.
No doubt there were clubs throughout the 1920's and
1930's, but I have found no records.
In 1939 Mr. Jim Bowman became the first Agricultural
Representative in the area and I understand promoted
Boys and Girls Club work but it was during the years that
C.E.G. Bates was Agricultural Representative, 1946 to
1953, that club work really flourished. He spent much of
his time organizing clubs and working with the members.
The emphasis of the club was gradually changed from the

Boys' and Girls' Dairy Cattle Judging - 1926. Judging team - Neepawa:
Jim Cummings, 2nd row - 3rd from left; Leonard Randall. 2nd row 4th from left.
4-HRaIlY·

project only to activities for development of young
people to more capable individuals in larger communities.
The name, 4-H, which had been used in other areas for
a time was adopted in Manitoba about 1951. The motto
of 4-H clubs was and is, "Learn to do by Doing" and
their pledge:
"I pledge my head, to clearer thinking,
My heart, to greater loyalty,
My hands, to larger service, and
My health, to better living,
For my club, my community and my country."
The community became very conscious of the work
being done by these clubs and a number of awards were
set up. In 1946 a public speaking competition was instituted by the Winnipeg Kiwanis Clubs and the Extension Service of the Department of Agriculture.
Fenwick's Ltd. provided a trophy for best public speaker
in the Neepawa area in 1949 and Jean McNair of the
Circle C 4-H Beef Club won it then. This trophy is still
being presented. In 1947 the Neepawa Board of Trade
provided a trophy for annual competition to the best club
in the Neepawa area. Criteria for this competition included quality of records and minutes, attendance at club
meetings, participation in club and community activities.
The Union 4-H Garden Club was the first winner. This
has not been awarded since 1973. Later there was the
Estelle Ames Memorial Trophy for the best club secretary
based on quality of minutes handed in. Neepawa Consumers Co-op sponsored an essay contest open to all club
members.
The achievement day was the highlight of the year
when completed project work was exhibited. The time
and format of these depended on the project.
Each club planned and set up an educational display to
display a theme or fact and the best went to the Club
Rally.
Demo?strations by a team of two members, prepared
on ~ tOPIC related to their project, were also given at the
achIevement program and again best went on to the

Rally.
The Neepawa and Minnedosa Agricultural Representative Districts combined for the Club Rally sponsored by the local agricultural society and the Extension
Service. These were big events with the one in 1951 being
one of the largest ever held, when 3,000 people attended
and members from 72 clubs participated. The day's
program consisted of many activities so that all club
members were involved. There were judging competitions
relative to their chosen project for all members. Displays
were scored and demonstrations were judged in senior
and junior competitions. The highlight for the clothing
clubs was the dress revue culminating in the crowning of
the queen and her princesses. A program of sports was
carried out and even a square dancing competition for a
few years.
The parade of all club members, each in their chosen
uniform carrying their own banner was the climax of the
day. After this, winners in all events were announced and
awards given out. The most coveted award was the Gold
Watch awarded by T. Eaton Co. to the most deserving
member in the agricultural clubs and the home economics
clubs.
The format of the Rally changed over the years to
accommodate different projects and aims but eventually
it was discontinued.
Canadian Judging Championships were a fundamental
part of the program until 1956 when they were replaced
by a citizenship program known as National 4-H Club
Week. Neepawa area had several provincial judging
championship teams go to the Toronto Royal Winter Fair
and place well.
Since the 1960's, much emphasis has been placed on
the development of young people into mature sound
thinking and confident adults. Many new projects have
been added and multi-project clubs formed. There has
been great emphasis on exchange trips to various parts of
Canada and the United States and on workshops and
seminars to develop a youth's potential. Tours have been
conducted, both around Manitoba and to other provinces
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for deserving leaders.
Throughout the years, the Boys and Girls or 4-H CI~bs
have provided valuable training for young folks, helpmg
to enable them to become good citizens in all walks of
life. Much credit is due to those dedicated leaders who
have given unselfishly of their time and talents in
promoting the program, and als~ to the pare.nts and
community as a whole for supportmg the clubs m many
ways.
SWINE CLUBS
There were three very active swine clubs namely,
Neepawa, Mentmore and Inkerman with James Patterson, Stan Hockin and Wilfred Drysdale as leaders
respectively in the period, 1945 to 1954.
These clubs produced five Provincial Championship
Judging Teams, three of whom placed second in the
Dominion Judging Championships in Toronto:
1947 - Elgin Drayson and Bill De' Ath.
1948 - Roy Hockin and Harold Hockin.
1949 - Ken Hockin and Don Conrad.
1950 - Calvin Whelpton and Morris Deveson.
1954 - Harvey Hill and Fred Strohman.
In 1952 Bill Sumner was Provincial Champion
Showman.
CALF CLUBS
There have been quite a number of calf clubs over the
years with the Circle C Club organized in 1946 by Archie
McNair and Peden Connell and the Beautiful Plains Calf
Club organized in 1948 by James Patterson. The latter
was active for about two years. The former became the I
Bar U Club from 1950 to 1960 when it was changed to the
Neepawa Calf Club as members came from a number of
areas around Neepawa.
For a few years around this time there was a Neepawa
Dairy Club. Members of it appreciated the fact that they
did not sell their calves as was done in a beef club.
In 1963 a multi-project club was formed known as the
Neepawa Community Club, of which the calf club was a
part until it folded.
Mentmore district had a thriving calf club from 1963 to
1977 with up to 30 members.
In 1974 the Neepawa and Area 4-H Beef Club was
formed with members from all around Neepawa.
In 1962 Glen Cummings of Neepawa Calf Club won a
trip to National4-H Club Week in Toronto.
The achievement day, when the club's calves were
exhibited and judged and then the Fat Stock Show and
Sale, with inter-club competitions before the sale was the
culmination of the year. Many a tear was shed at the
thought of parting with a calf which has been so
diligently cared for throughout the year.
Many members of the calf clubs and swine clubs have
become the young farmers of the district, even into a
third generation of members.
POULTRY CLUB
The only poultry club was the Mentmore Slick Chicks
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under the leadership of Mrs. F.C. Murray organized in
1945 and had three Provincial Championship Judging
Teams:
1948 - Marie Sumner and Gladys De' Ath.
1951 - Shirley Hockin and Louise Sumner.
1952 - Ruth Hockin and Edythe Sumner.
The latter emerged as Dominion Champion.
In 1953 this was the top poultry club in the province.
GARDEN CLUBS
About 1947 the Union Garden Club led by Mrs. H.
Pollock and the Inkerman Garden Club led by Mrs. A.
Gray were active, the former winning the Neepawa Board
of Trade Trophy for the best club in the Neepawa area,
the first time it was presented.
There seems to have been two clubs in Neepawa town Neepawa Spade and Callous and Neepawa Deep Rooters.
From 1959 to 1964 the Neepawa Green Thumbs
Garden Club had members from all around the Neepawa
area with a number of leaders. They had two demonstriltions which went on to competition at the Inter-Club
Rally in Portage.
CLOTHING CLUBS
The Inkerman Home Economics Club was formed in
1956. Some of its members competed in provincial public
speaking and demonstration competitions. It became a
part of the Neepawa Community Club in 1963, which
also had a woodworking project.
The Neepawa Buttons and Bows Home Economics
Club was formed in 1962 and is still active. Members
have been from the town and surrounding rural areas
with leaders from the same areas. Membership has varied
from 15 to a peak of 85. Its members have taken an active
part in club activities and received many awards. Over the
years, projects have been varied including sewing,
handicrafts, home design, home nursing and woodworking.
CONSERVATION CLUB
The Neepawa Conservation Club functioned from
1974 to 1979 with about 15 boys, who used a quarter
section of land with permission of the Whitemud
Watershed as a home base for bird and animal study.
LIGHT HORSE AND PONY CLUB
In 1975 the Neepawa Silver Spurs Light Horse Club
with around 20 to 25 members was formed and is still
active. Members study the theories of good horsemanship
with practical application in warmer months and compete
in 4-H events with other clubs.

and Girls' Club Fair. Governor General and Lady Byng. Lord
Bob Habkirk, Lady Byng, H.L. Wethey, Jim Hall, Jack Bradley,
Cecil Brooker.

Guide Patrol out on "maneuvers". Guide leaders are Mrs. Braelsford
(with rake), nurse (Mrs. Swinburne). Some of the Guides are Isabel
Ramsay, Drena Wethey, Joan Stead, Freda Martin, Lorna
Swinburne, Isobella Adams, Velma Forsythe. (1928 or 29).

Anglican Rev. Pills and Boy Scout Troupe, St. James Church, circa 1911.
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Monument erected to World War II and Korean War Veterans.
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UNVEILING OF

THE

WAR MEMORIAL
NEEPA.'\N'"A.
Th:u.rsday, Ju.1.y 13th, 1 9 2 2

-$~$~-~$~$-~$~$--~-1. Guard of Honor meets Sir James Aikins and Major General
Ketchen, C. P. R. Depot at 12.53 p.m.
Veterans Next of Kin,Band, Finng Party and Flower GIrls fall
in at the Post Office Square 2 p.m.
3. Military Ceremonial 3 p.m.
4. "0 Canada" - Choir and Band.

2.
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Our Glorious Dead
WORLD WAR II AND KOREA
Adams, R.
Baker, H. D.
Baroni, R.
Birch, T.
Blackwell, H.
Brown, R. McL.
Burton, F. E.
Carpenter, D. C.
Cook, B. (D.F.M.)
Coutts, R. 1\f.
Cumberland, R. R.
Davidson. R.
Day, J. W.
Deakin, A.
*Edgley, H.
Forsman, C.
Fraser, D. (D.F.C.)
Graham, C. V.
Graham, J. A.
Grassie, C.
Grenon, F.
Hallen, E.
Harris, B.
Hart, G.
Hunter, J. J. (lVLM.)
Hudson, T.

Jackson, A. R.
Jackson, M.
Kasprlck, J.
Kennedy, C.
Kennedy, F. J.
Kinsley. F.
Kirk, R. L.
Kolesar, C.
Kolesar, T.
Laudrum, E.
LeSlie, R.
Meakin, F.
Meakin, G.
:;)'futch, A. G.
Mutch, R. D.
McConaghy. A.
McGorman, H.
Nesbitt, G.
Nicholson, A.
OIstead, G.
Parasiuk, M.
Pasferyzlr, E. J.
Pasowysty, P.
Patterson, W. N.
Payne, R. L.

WORLD WAR I
Alder~lOn,

George
Ames, Joseph
Attwood, Ernest
Balfour, Hobert
Barr, Stanley
Booth, Arthur
Bowman. George G.
Betts, William G.
Brown, Leonard
Burkell, G. Raymond
Brown, Erwin F.
Barker, W. Frank
Burns, Roy
Bntler, William A. N.
Buchanan, Lawrence
Ball, Harold
Caswell, Ernest
Clark, Walter G.
Clark, Francis W.
Campbell, Roy
Cheetham, John E.
Champion, Bruce
Colson, Archie
Chisholm. Marcus
Craven, Harry
Crook, Herbert
Crossland, William
Davis. P. Webster
Day, Walter
Donnelly. Walter
Dougan, Harry
Downs, George
Emmons, Hugh O.
Elliott, George R.
Finlay, William M.
Fenwick, Arthur
FranCiS, Wheelock C.
Farrell, T. Elgin
Fraser, Noel
Fogan, John
Foster, Robert G.

*Pearson. R. B.
Pennie, R. M.
Prawdzlk. C.
Ritchey. W. H.
Sangster, J.
Scott, O.
Seaman. W. T.
Shewfelt, H.
Singleton, B.
Sirett, E.
Skeet. O.
Slezak, H.
Smith. W.
Spinks. A.
Stevenson. R. J.
Thomas, G. S.
Titus, G. R. N.
Tomlin, A. M.
Touchbourne, P. S.
Venn, J.
Weaver, C.
Weaver, F.
,\Veaver, G.
Wilman, R. N.
*Wright, W. D.
• Korea

1914-1918

Fowley, George
Fracis, William
.Fairley, James A.
Fraser, John G.
Grassie, Harold
Gibson, Rolfe J.
Goodwillle, George
Greentree, Bernard F.
Grandison, John
Green, Fred
Graham, Samuel J.
Gardiner, Carman
Gardiner. Hugh W.
Hayward, Frank B.
Haygreen. William
Heaps, K. W.
Hearn, William H.
Hoodmott, George F.
Holsey, William
Housley. George
Howe, Edward A.
Hockin, Andrew B.
Howden, R. Reid
Hughes. Robert
Ingram, Alexander
Ingram, Melville
Irvin, Blm
,Tamieson, Alexander
Jones, R. Edgar
,Tackson.· Thomas
Jones, Harry S.
Kolesar, George
King, Benjamin G.
Kitchen, Christopher
Ken, Oscar R.
Kerr. Oscar R.
Lassitier. Arthur
Lough, William G.
Lloyd, Richard W.
Lord, John L.

Lowe, John L.
Maltby, Robert
Martin, Harold G .
Mennie, George
Moore, Ashton
Mitchell, George
Mitchell, Garfield R.
Monnington, Sedley J.
McDonald, Peter
McRae, Frederick W.
McMartin, William
McRae, Alexander lV1.
Macey, Richard
McFadyen, Harry H.
McCairsland, John G.
McNab, James
McConachy, Arthul'
Mackman, George
Oleson, Karl
Peacock, George
Rolfe, Fred
Rushton, Thomas
Reid, Pred
Roberts, Gilwyn
Roberts, James
Ross, A mold
Reilly, Ernest
Reilly, Edward
Smith, Willlam
Suddaby, Gordon
Sutton, Vllilliam
Singleton, Ben
Saxton, Alfred
Stacey, Jack
Thomas, George
Turnbull, Thomas
Walker, Edward
Willerton, Joseph
Whitelaw, Alex.
Worsey, T. Arthur
Watson, George W.

Lord God of Hosts, Be with us yet; Lest we forget, Lest we forget.

5. Addre3s-Chairman J. A. Clare.
6. Address-Sir James Aikins.
7. "0 God, OUf Help "-Choir and Band.
8. Floral Decoration of the Memorial.
9. Band.
10. Address-Major General Ketchen.
11. "Empire and Mother Land "-Choir.
12.

(~OD

SAVE

THE

KING
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Address unveiling oj the War Memorial.
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Sir James Aikins dedicating the Neepawa Soldier's
Monument.

Troops on parade.
226th leaving Neepawa W. W. I, 1914-1918.

Troopsonparade- Neepawa W. W.l., 1914-1918.

Troops 1914-18.

Troops on parade W. W.l, 1914-18.

Parade.
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1933 CELEBRATION
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ARADES
Diamond Jubilee Parade, Neepawa, 1927.

Diamond Jubilee celebration, Neepawa, 1927.

GRADE VI

JUBILEE
DAY

Jubilee Day - Grade VI

Seaborn's Bakery Float, Diamond Jubilee, Neepawa, 1927.
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Neepawa and District

OFFICIAL

75th Anniversary

PROGRAM

Co-ordinating Committee
George Rey -

Chairman

Mrs. R. Peden Connell
Miss Louise Card
C. H. "Bud" Hanson
Nelson G. Dunsmore

Sub-Committee
Neepawa and District

75th
Anniversary

Chairmen
Walter Greenhalgh

Neepawa and District Chamber
of Commerce
Decorating Committee

A. F. "Dick" McKenzie

Editor "Celebrate in '58"
column

Miss Ruth Faryon

Business and Professional
Women's Club
Names Committee

Mrs. James McLaren

Pioneer Museum Committee

R. T. "Bill" Robinson

Publicity Committee

Mrs. A. F. McKenzie

Rotary Inner Wheel
Billeting Committee

June 29th - July 5th, 1958

~

~

--------------------

75th Anniversary Parade - Kerr's Store Float.
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75th Anniversary, Neepawa Co-ordinating commiltee.

and District 75th Anniversary Parade, June 29 _
5/58.

Neepawa's Lions Club 75th Anniversary Parade.
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AWA'S FIRE OF FRIENDSHIP turned out to be a dandy
attracted a large crowd estimated at over 1000 persons.
Ccntennial Committce was pleasecl at the success of the
particularly at the number of chilclren amI young people

who were able to attend. The whole program went off smoothly
without any disagreeable incidents and the Centennial Year in
Neepawa was given a rousing send-off.

OFFICIAL

PROGRAM
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Manitoba Centennial 1870-1970. John Oslund, Louise Rey,
McLaren, Wilma Gill, Foss Taylor.

1870 MANITOBA CENTENNIAL 1970

1870 MANITOBA CENTENNIAL 1970

{)junin9 {!e'temony
dVeej:w.wa and f£Jiihid
{!e[efrtation of the

Manitoba Centennial

New Year
Community Servic
commemorating

The Manitoba Centennial

*
Hazel M. Kellington School Auditorium

Sunday, Jan. 4, 1970
2:00 o'clock

c/Veepawa

~/='Lt~

cJt'Lena

7:30

o'clock

*

Conducted by
Neepawa Ministerial Association

Parade - Mountain A venue.

Intersection around 1920s.

226th Battalion.

Presenting medals - King's Jubilee, May 6, 1935.

226th Battalion and Mascot.
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THE MARCH OF

INTELLECT
OUR LIVING HISTORY
The only history we know is that which matters to us
and which we have therefore troubled to remember.
Everything else is history also, in the sense that it happened; but nobody bothered to record it or to recall it,
and it is forgotten. But what we remember is part of us;
indeed we live and act by it, because of necessity we live
and act out of the past into the present. We are ourselves
as persons, the buildings we live in, the streets we walk in,
are projections out of the past into the present. History is
therefore always living history; there is no history except
that which people live in their acts, or in their memories,
which is itself an act.
Much of the history we live, however, is lived unconsciously. It is a matter of habit, of custom, of
tradition. We behave as our ancestors have behaved,
without knowing why; we pursue our ways in life as
persons and as communities without much conscious
planning.
While this is true enough, however, it is also true that
we seek and the more we seek the more civilized people
we are, to make our history explicit and to live our lives
according to a consciously known and clearly accepted
pattern. It is for this reason, among others, that we
maintain our schools and universities, and in particular
our teachers of literature, philosophy, and history.
_ A message to the citizens of Neepawa by Professor
W.L. Morton, delivered to a Chamber of Commerce
banquet in January 164, on the occasion of the
establishment of the Beautiful Plains Museum.

Beautiful Plains Museum.
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Beautiful Plains Museum.

THE BEAUTIFUL PLAINS MUSEUM
by Evelyn A. Vivian

A meeting was held in Neepawa, April 25, 1976,
study the feasibility of establishing a museum in the an
A committee of nine people was appointed to gatt
further information.
Within two weeks this committee began holdi
meetings and another member was added to the bOaJ
The first problems to be dealt with were a name, fundi
and a home for the museum.
Prior to 1881 the province of Manitoba was known
the postage stamp province with the western boundary
Meridian 99 W., at Midway (later known as Keyes). 1
were still part of the North West Territories. In 1881
province was extended farther west to the pres
boundary. The County of Beautiful Plains was formec
the same year. The County was later divided i
municipalities, namely: Rosedale, Lansdowne, Glend
and Osprey. The latter two amalgamated to form
municipality of Langford. Neepawa was situated aIm
in the centre of the area. Because it was to be the airr
the museum to preserve the history of the pioneers of
town and the municipalities, what better name could h
been chosen than that of Beautiful Plains Museum.
Funding was a more difficult task. At one of the j
meetings, the ten directors dropped one dollar each in
"slush fund", so that our secretary could purchase a
supplies. A proposal was made that we would ask
public to buy founding memberships or place a nam(
a memorial scroll at a cost of five dollars for each na
When this project closed, we had raised over e
thousand dollars. In the fall of 1976, we held our
Flea Market and made a profit of almost one thow
dollars.
In the summer of 1976, the Viscount Cultural C
mittee had leased the vacant Viscount School from
school board for one dollar per year. They agreed to
two rooms to the museum board for the sum of
dollars per room with occupancy to commence Oct
1, 1976. Now that we had a name, funds and a homt
signed our papers for incorporation on October 26, 1
The birth of the Beautiful Plains Museum was
official.

Beautiful Plains Museum
- courtesy Neepawa Press.

Renovations began in early January of 1977. Cleaning,
and repairing were being done by volunteer help.
plans told us that more space would be
, so a third room was rented at sixty-five dollars.
total rent was now one hundred and sixty-five dollars
month and we were months away from opening day.
The first building to be completed within the museum
the log cabin. Logs were taken from a log home in
area and were carefully marked so that they could
be re-assembled in the museum. When this was
n',",L"~' the logs were chinked with a mixture of clay,
straw and water. The ladies of the Women's
gathered the furnishings for the cabin.
A general store was constructed with a veranda. The
was furnished with articles one would find in the
country general store. It also housed the post office
and postal boxes from the old Birnie post office
had opened in the early 1900's. In those days
boxes had a dial lock rather than the key of today.
The Ukrainian people built a small cabin to display
artifacts. The roof was thatched with reeds cut in
Mountain Road area. The Polish people donated a
ous display, depicting their culture. The Royal
Legion gathered articles for our military
. The furnishings in the little chapel were collected
churches throughout the area which have been

JU"'U"'E>

_V'.l ...

A group of students constructed a large map of Lake
. to remind us that much of Manitoba was ooce a
lake. The collection of native artifacts tells the story
the first people here - the Indian. Area residents made
of the three municipalities, inscribed with the
of early land owners.
Villages and school districts throughout the area were
vited to compile picture albums. This project resulted
a wonderful pictorial history of the old County. The
can study the earliest modes of transportation,
of agriculture, furniture, architecture,
and the fashion of the day. The photographs
the pioneers and their descendants will be most useful
or genealogists of the future.
The building of a museum involves hard work and
frustrations. A little laughter has to be added to
. We heard that part of the estate of an old
an was gathering dust in the attic of the County
Building. This dear old man was not only
,",UJ,,",u.,uered for his good works, but also his passion for

riding a bicycle and wearing of gaiters. A lady and three
gentlemen climbed the many stairs to the attic and the
former was soon on her knees handing out articles from
under the unlit eaves. She was delighted to inform the
men that she had found the gaiters. Imagine her surprise
when the articles were moved into the museum that a man
came in carrying not two gaiters, but one dress form
which he had assembled enroute. The lady pleaded
darkness for being unable to tell the difference between a
pair of knees and another part of the anatomy.
Another funny incident occurred when some ladies
arrived at the museum to find two ex-army men trying to
put a navy uniform on the only available model - that of a
female. The ladies were a little perplexed to see one of the
men embracing the model. It was quickly explained that
he was only holding her upright while his companion was
replacing an arm which had fallen off. The whole performance was later repeated when a navy man came by to
inform us that the pants were on backwards.
After thirteen months of hard work, encouragement,
discouragement, laughter and a few tears, the museum
doors were opened to the public on June 27, 1977. All of
the wonderful volunteers had good reason to be proud of
their efforts. They were rewarded in late 1978 when the
museum received a merit award from the Man-West
Tourist Association.
The museum continues to operate with volunteer help.
The Flea Market is an annual event and our largest source
of income. Inflation does not deter our people - they just

Beautiful Plains Museum - courtesy Neepawa Press.

work harder. The result of this is that in 1979, our Flea
Market profits doubled from our humble beginning in
1976. Other sources of income are admission fees, annual
memberships, life memberships, memorial gifts and
grants.
The year 1980 brought the museum to a crossroad. We
were paying $2400 a year rental and, although we'd built
the original ten dollar slush fund into an expansion fund
of ten thousand, we had no room to expand. The
members were reluctant to spend money on much needed
permanent displays in rented premises. The CN station
was no longer being used by the railway so the committee
looked into the possibility of acquiring it for a permanent
museum. It has been said that the acquisition of anything
is the easy part. We found this to be very true. The
committee was able to purchase the station building for
$100 and to rent the land on which it stood for one dollar
a year, and then set about adapting the building for
museum purposes. To meet the government regulations
and to ensure public safety, it has been necessary to
install fire doors with panic hardware, outside fire
escape, fire alarm / emergency lighting system, a new
stairway and many other adaptations. The artifacts were
moved to the new facility during the summer but the
building was not ready for the museum to be opened to
the public for the 1981 summer. The wisdom of the
expansion fund has become very evident but the committee will have to continue to work hard and long to
achieve the excellent museum they have in mind for the
town and district by the year 1983.
In closing, the writer would like to remind the reader
that a museum is not a place to store 'old things', but a
place of learning. One must observe the primitive stone
tools of our first people - the Indian. Pause to think

Beautiful Plains Museum - The Book Corner - courtesy
Press.

NN'na>va.

about the austere conditions under which the first
settlers lived and see the improvements made by t
descendants. Rather than just reaping the harvest
by our ancestors we might sow a few seeds of our own
future generations. Perhaps they will preserve the
of our contribution to the old Beautiful Plains County.

THE HISTORY OF THE MANITOBA
HOLIDAY FESTIVAL OF THE ARTS, INC.
1967 -1982
by Marlene Siatecki

The Manitoba Holiday Festival of the Arts owes
beginning to Gissur Eliasson, an instructor at the
of Fine Arts, University of Manitoba. He recognized
the man-in-the-street who has never had time for art
the opportunity for lessons nevertheless has creati
abilities. In order to spark some of these, he decided
start a "Painting in the Park" program. He was ass'
by Gordon Hancock of the Continuing Edu
Division of the U. of M., and by Judy Hay, then
charge of a number of Age and Opportunity programs.
was the first time that the Continuing Education
had involved itself in the arts.
The first festival was held at Souris in 1967,
1968 it came to Neepawa. It was hosted by a ¥~"~W.H
drawn from the Chamber of Commerce, the Fine
Festival, representatives from the Neepawa
••

Beautiful Plains Museum - A Pioneer Room - courtesy Neepawa
Press.

Beautiful Plains Museum - The Chapel - courtesy Neepawa Press.
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Manitoba Holiday Festival oj the Arts.

'-'U'l1"i",!a~1;; Institute staff, and other interested people. In

1969, the University agreed to look after all arrangements
expenses for courses. The local committee looked
the expenses of the varied and entertaining evening
which they have continued to offer, free of
to present. By the summer of 1969, the founUal,!Vll~ of the Festival had been laid.
In 1970, when the University could no longer subsidize
program, the festival committee decided to take over
registrations. They applied for assistance from the
In'Ul1'~VUa Arts Council, and in February of 1971 received
grant of $3000.00, as well as a special grant from the
lJU'1111111l.-'11 Drama Festival. Since then, the M.H.F.A. has
received support from the Arts Council, and
from the Department of Cultural Affairs and
Resources.
The M.H.F.A. was incorporated in May of 1971 and
objectives were set down. In October of that year there
discussion on continuity and communications from
to year, and it was suggested that a co-ordinator be
. In 1974, the M.H.F.A. committee suggested to the
Plains School Division that Viscount School,
vacated, become a cultural centre. This came about
1976. The following year, they were able to hire a
through a Job Opportunities Grant.
The M.H.F.A. committee had some discussion with
representatives in 1977, who reported that the
"(had) established a reputation as a creative art
throughout the province." The M.H.F.A.
independent of the U. of M. in 1978, and a
in structure from a committee to a board of
with a hired administrative staff was decided
along with a new festival constitution, which was
on Nov. 15, 1978.
The courses offered and the structures of the programs
gone through a series of changes over the years.
, courses were offered only in Art, Creative
and Drama. The Festival has since been
uallU\::U to include: creative writing, fibre-arts, painphotography, poetry, pottery, sculpturing, stained
piano, drama, songwriting and other creative and
music programs, and golf. A special, creative
's program of arts and recreation has also been
, along with a day-care service which many

Manitoba Holiday Festival of the Arts.

Manitoba Holiday Festival of the Arts.

festival participants and Neepawa residents have utilized.
Over the years, the Festival has gained the
wholehearted support of the Manitoba Arts Council. It
has survived and grown by adhering to its belief that
living itself is an art, and by giving people the opportunity to learn a variety of art forms and be exposed
to others, regardless of their level of experience.

NEEP A W A FILM COUNCIL
by Myrtle McKenzie

The history of the Neepawa Film Council is the story
of the tenacity and dedication of one man - Sture Forsman.
It was on September 16, 1946 that a group of men and
women representing various organizations in town met in
the Presbyterian Church hall on the invitation of a Mr.
Davidson of the National Film Board. He explained that
the object of the meeting was to form a film council in
Neepawa. Members of this council were to represent
organizations of the town, and once formed would
'
permit the establishment of a film library.
The ~urpose of the council was to promote community
e~t~rpnses . through the use of educational and nonfIctIOnal fIlms. The schools, the service clubs, the
School ~oard a.nd some of the churches were represented.
From thIS meetmg the Neepawa Film Council was formed
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with George S. Blackwell as president; Jack White as
vice-president and Nett Blackwell was secretarytreasurer. Mr. Ray and Mr. McAmmond were to be
custodians of the films.
Following this meeting the organization seems to have
languished until 1954 when a reorganization took place
with Art McLean as president, Sture Forsman as vicepresident and Doug Anderson as secretary-treasurer with
Lawrence Hargreaves as custodian.
The group canvassed for funds and, with a generous
donation from the Manitoba Brewers and Hotelmen's
Association through Peter W oytko of the Hamilton
Hotel and George Vivian of the Vivian Hotel, were able
to purchase a projector and screen. Membership in the
Council enabled organizations to draw on films from the
National Film Board and the University of Manitoba
Film Library. The Council planned to purchase films for
its own library as finances permitted.
Perusal of the log book on the use of films during the
late 50s and throughout the 60s indicate that films were
used extensively by the churches, the service clubs, the
Collegiate, the Game & Fish Organization, the 4-H clubs,
the Women's Institutes and others. The participation of
men such as Lewis Deveson, Merv Buchanan, Ed Smee,
Rev. McDannold and Dick McKenzie is recognized but
the name of Sture Forsman is consistent throughout.
It was in 1955 that Sture became president of the
organization - a position he held until 1968 when his son
Ron took over in that capacity. Sture not only guided the
course of the council, he became custodian; he did all the
repairs to equipment, rewinding and splicing films to
keep them in good condition, preserving them for long
use. He did more - he conducted workshops in the
operation of the projector and kept records on the use of
films; he instilled an interest in films in his son Ron and
taught him well in all aspects of film use and care. It was
Sture, too, who promoted and did the filming of the 75th
Anniversary celebrations of the town in 1958.
In the late 60s when the local theatre was closed for a
time, he persuaded the Neepawa Automotive Dealers to
get together and fund the showing of Saturday-night
films in the LO.O.F. Hall.
Because of declining interest - probably due to the
increasing popularity of television - the Film Council in
1970 decided to disband and to turn over its assets to the
Beautiful Plains School Division. This included several
hundreds of dollars worth of equipment and films.

Brandon were asked to attend as resource people. Th
offered encouragement and assistance to the group and
recommended the use of the same number system as
Brandon Festival.
The officers of the new organization were J. Butcher,
President; Peggy Smith, First Vice-President; Borga
Jakobson, Second Vice-Pres.,; Eileen Kosmolak,
Secretary and Clem Turner in charge of Program. The
Finance Committee was comprised of Eric Pettitt, Gerald
Murray, Fran Cram and Cecil Cox. Mr. Cox offered to
have the Syllabus and Program done at the school.
The group met again on Nov. 15, 1965. Mrs. Smith
moved that the official name of the group be "Neepawa
Fine Arts Festival". It was felt that this name allowed for
the addition of new categories in the future. 240 letters
were sent to prospective patrons and 5,000 newsletters
were sent out to school children and others in Neepawa
and surrounding area. The festival adopted as its motto
the words of Sir H. Walford Davies "In music festivals
the object is not to gain a prize nor to defeat a rival, but
to pace one another on the road to excellence."
The first festival was held in April, 1966, with Harold
Lugsdin as Music adjudicator, Sheila Maurer as Speech
Arts Adjudicator and Jim Belford as Dance Adjudicator.
The festival was well received in 1966 and quickly became
established as an annual event in Neepawa. The festival
has always enjoyed the co-operation of the Beautiful
Plains School Division Board and the Administration.
Patrons have kept the festival solvent financially and
entries have remained fairly constant for 15 years. Over
the years the festival has come to include sections in
Vocal, Piano, Strings, Band, Spoken Poetry, Dance, and
many others such as classes in Original Composition
(Music and Poetry), story teIling, public speaking, etc. In

1960s

NEEPA W A AND DISTRICT
FINE ARTS FESTIVAL
Borga Jakobson

In the fall of 1965 a group of interested people talked
about the formation of a festival group in Neepawa. The
aim was to provide a stage for the performance of music,
speech and dance and to provide help through good
adjudication. On Nov. 5, 1965, a public meeting was
called with about 30 people in attendance. Margaret
(Peggy) Smith acted as chairman, with Eileen Kosmolak
as secretary. Mrs. Vi Streuber and Mr. W. Wightman of
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1970s

1971 the name was changed to "Neepawa and District
Fine Arts Festival", to reflect involvement from the
community-at-Iarge.
Festival Presidents from 1966-1981 have been J.
Butcher, B. Jakobson, H. Casselman, B. Zeke, E. Bartel,
R. Bouchard, M. Cottingham, F. Fraser, and L. Hanson.
Over the years the festival executive has provided the
framework for this annual "happening" in Neepawa.
However, the people who made the festival an event are
the hundreds of participants who took time to get involved. It is through the dedication of the music teachers,
elementary school teachers and many, many volunteers
that the festival has flourished. To name them all in an
article of this length is not possible. Music students will
long remember Grace Acutt, Remi Bouchard, Gladys
Hannah, Bill Fraser, Ted Good, Peggy Smith and Brian
Bailey, to name only a few. We have been fortunate to
have many well-qualified and gracious adjudicators who
have made their own special contribution. They have
been our' 'honoured guests" .
From its beginning the festival was a member of the
Area Council of Manitoba and North-Western Ontario.
In 1973 that group was re-organized to form the A.M.F.
(Associated Manitoba Festivals). Since then our festival
has been represented at an annual Provincial Highlights
Concert. We are also eligible to compete in provincial or
even national competitions. For 1981-82 A.M.F. has
produced its First Annual Official Syllabus for the use of
all Manitoba Festivals. This syllabus has been sponsored
jointly by the Dept. of Cultural Affairs and Historical
Resources, and the Dept. of Education. At this time,
then, our festival faces a new challenge, to adapt to some
changes in format and test its standards.
Looking back over the history of the Neepawa and

Folk dancing is fun.
Neepawa Fine Arts
Festival.
Kindergarten
students - 1980s.

Inner Wheel trophy
presented to David
Rogers
by
Pat
Middlemass.

District Fine Arts Festival, it can be said that this has
been a happy story. We look forward to a good future.

HISTORY OF THE NEEP A W A PUBLIC
LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
by Mildred Musgrove

Members of two book reading circles formed the
nucleus for a public meeting in the Court House September 1937 to organize a Neepawa Public Library
Association. The librarian from Dauphin Municipal
Library addressed the gathering pointing out the benefits
of an organized public library. A constitution was drawn
up providing for a board of eight members, four to retire
each year, with power to make rules and regulations and
appoint offices. Margaret Wemyss was named librarian
with Connie Kerr as assistant. A membership of three
dollars a year was set; later double memberships and
postal services were added. Library was to be open
Tuesday and Saturday afternoons; later an evening
service.
Over the years the library was housed in various
locations: Murphy's Drug Store, Brown's Variety Store,
over the Post Office, third floor on Central School,
Legion Hall, and the Court House. For the latter two the
Town paid the rent.
Book stocks began with books loaned from Dauphin
Library, donations from the public and copyrights
purchased from fees, some second-hand from book
stores. Many happy Sunday afternoons were spent by
board members in choosing copyright books from book
publishers who allowed a thirty percent discount. It was
surprising how far one hundred dollars would stretch.
The late Eva Clare donated a music library, first loaned
to West Park School but later given to Brandon
University. Donations from Regional Libraries swelled
the reference section. Occasionally books were given or
sold to schools. Annual teas and book raffles added to
our coffers.
Much credit is due to volunteer librarians: Mesdames
Wemyss, Kerr, Poole, Spratt, Davidson, Warren,
Robinson, Waters, Fisher, Orchard, Ralph, Alguire,
Drysdale, Crabbe, Miss and Mr. Wiseman and
Musgrove. Thanks to Board Members and SecretaryTreasurer.
When Neepawa was planning its seventy-fifth
celebration it was suggested that a Regional Library
would make a fitting project. A committee was formed,
plans made to have Neepawa, Rosedale, Langruth and
Lansdowne form a Regional Library. At a public meeting
the Provincial Librarian explained that the Government
offered a $lO,OOO grant plus $2,000 per municipality.
Canvassers had to get eight percent of voters' signatures
before asking council to present a by-law. All
organizations were contacted. In October 1958 the by-law
was defeated in every poll. It could have passed in
Neepawa if all supporters had voted.
A few years later a second attempt was begun but
Town requested it be temporarily dropped as other
financial matters were more pressing.
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Not until 1967 was another serious campaign started
for a Neepawa Library. Several Organizations backed the
project headed by Home and School Association and the
Neepawa Press. This time the by-law passed an~ application to become a branch of Western Mamtoba
Regional Library was approved.
The Town bought the vacant Telephone building, the
Lions Club provided shelving, three local tenders were
accepted for renovation of the building. A full time
librarian was hired who first worked in Brandon Library,
then used the skills to catalogue and repair over four
thousand books which the N.P .L.A. had turned over
with all assets free of charge. Neepawa had representatives on the Regional Board. Supplies of books were
rotated regularly from Brandon. The Neepawa branch
opened July 30,1968.
The writer is justly proud of a marble wall plaque
which reads "In honor of Mildred G. Musgrove for her
dedicated work towards the establishment of this
library" .
The Neepawa Branch of the Western Manitoba
Regional Library has continued to grow. Book circulation in 1980 was 27,799, with over one thousand
members.
The International Year of the Child (1980) inspired
improvements to the children's section of the library.
With a government grant paying one-half the cost, the
town of Neepawa approved renovations to change back
room storage to a children's library and multipurpose
room. These were completed by local contractors. Ramps
at the rear entrance provide access to the library for the
handicapped. Local service clubs donated new books for
the children's section.
In 1981, the municipality of Langford joined the
Regional Library, adding more new members.
The library remains a well used part of the community.

Neepawa Public Library.

VISCOUNT CULTURAL COUNCIL
by Borga lakobson

A special meeting was held Sept. 25, 1975, between
representatives of the Beautiful Plains School Division
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Board and interested groups and individuals in an effort
to determine the future use of the facilities of Viscount
School in Neepawa.
Several groups expressed interest in the Viscount
School building, some of them interested in only a
portion of the building. One of the groups was the
Manitoba Holiday Festival of the Arts who "suggested a
cultural centre for the entire community could be set up.
This could include such things as a museum, art gallery,
office space for all of the arts and cultural groups in the
district. In addition, some of the facilities could be made
available for the use of such organizations as needed
limited space for recitals, drama presentations or other
small displays." (Quote from Neepawa Press Oct. 2,
1975) The Dauphin Allied Arts Centre was cited as an
illustration of this type of organization operating an
interesting old bUilding. The Oct. 23 issue of the
Neepawa Press continues, "The responsibility for
developing Viscount School as an arts and cultural centre
has been turned over to the Manitoba Holiday Festival of
the Arts Inc. following a meeting between the Viscount
School Committee of the BPSD and interested arts
groups. By delegating this authority to a single body, it
was hoped that the scheme could be better organized ...
Borga Jakobson, who presented the brief on behalf of the
MHFA ... (also) suggested that besides the arts groups
already in existence, the presence of an arts and cultural
centre could very likely induce other groups to organize
and could be very beneficial to the cultural and social
development of the town." An interim fact-finding
committee was formed to investigate the need and
possible uses of such a centre.
On June 21, 1976, an open meeting was held at NACI
to present the report from the Interim Committee. At this
meeting a slate of officers was elected. A motion was
passed accepting the constitution prepared by the Interim
Committee. The name of the new organization was the
Viscount Cultural Council. The objectives of the Council
were, in brief,
1) to take over the administration, maintenance, and
renovation of Viscount School, now to be known as
Viscount Centre;
2) to bear in mind the important role the school had
played in the community;
3) to ensure that the facilities be used as fully as
possible. The underlying purpose of the Viscount
Cultural Council is to work towards enrichment and
recreation for the citizens of Neepawa and the community-at-Iarge. The Council would serve as a contact
group for arts organizations such as Manitoba Arts
Council, touring groups, local artists, etc.
H was proposed that the Cultural Council would have a
liaison with Town Council, the Chamber of Commerce,
Westman Recreation Specialist, and would comprise
representatives from all of the arts groups in the area,
such as MHFA, Neepawa and District Fine Arts Festival,
the Recreation Commission, BPSD, the Cornucopia
Overture Concert Group, the Cornucopia Toastmistress
Club, Community Schools, SPEBSQSA, Choraliers,
Ministerial Association, Lions' Band, NACI Drama,
Golden Age Club and Museum Society.
The Council has made arrangements for classes in art,

pottery, weaving, macrame, tap, jazz and disco dancing
and provided a base for permanent programs such as
Senior Men's Club, MHFA, NACI Drama and displays
from the Winnipeg Art Gallery.
Viscount Centre served as headquarters for the
Summer Games in 1976. In 1978 a very successful
Reunion was held for former students and graduates of
Viscount School.
Viscount Cultural Council is a very young
organization. However, in the five years since it was
formed, there have been considerable improvements and
repairs to the building.
The Council owes a great deal to the leadership of
Presidents Brian Bailey, Jack White and Lorna Nelson,
as well as Jim Finlayson who served as our first
Treasurer; to the dedication of Marlene Siatecki who has
served as administrator, and to the co-operation of Supt.
Cecil Cox and members of Beautiful Plains School
Board.
We hope that in the future the Council will be able to
carry out its objectives to the fullest.

Miss Ada Howatt in the boarding house parlor - 1901.

BIOGRAPHIES
REMI BOUCHARD
by Remi Bouchard

Remi Bouchard was born and educated in Laurier,
Manitoba. His musical education began there with the
"Presentation of Mary" nuns. Later he travelled weekly
for four years to study with Gerald Death. In 1956, he
began teaching piano in Neepawa. He continued more
advanced studies with Phyllis Holtby (piano) and Alfred
Zimmerman (theory) in Winnipeg. He graduated with
a piano teacher's diploma (U. of M.) in 1960 and became
a member of the Manitoba Registered Music Teacher's
Association a few years later. For twelve years now he
has also taught classroom music at J .M. Young School,
Eden. In the last few years, conversational French has
added to his work load.
Since his arrival here, he has helped to organize and
many local cultural organizations such as "The
Overture Concert Association" and "The
lU'UULVLla Holiday Festival of the Arts". He has been on
the syllabus committee of "The Neepawa and District
Arts Festival" since the beginning of this
~a.1l1L.aLJ.VU and served as its chairman for a two year
a few years he was accompanist and then
of the "Choraliers." He has been an acas well as instructor at "The Manitoba
Festival of the Arts".
As a composer, his works have slowly begun to get
rec:oe:llltlon in this province and elsewhere. In 1975 and
with the help of Winnipeg musicians, he gave
of his works both here in Neepawa and in
UUH..,,,,,,. In 1976, his "Ode to the Neepawa Fine Arts
" (piano duet) was published by the Waterloo
Company, with asistance from the Manitoba Arts
Remi Bouchard
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Council. In 1979, "Choral Fantasy on Haibu" was given
its first performance by a University choir in Tampere,
Finland. In 1981, the University Singers (U. of M.) under
the direction of Henry Engbrecht, performed the
"Choral Fantasy etc.", as well as two other choral works
at Eva Clare Hall (U. of M.). After this concert, the St.
John's College (U. of M.) commissioned him to write
a capella mass to be performed by the University Singers
in 1982. His works have also been performed several
times by students at the Neepawa Fine Arts Festival for
close to a decade.
His music is greatly influenced by French and English
composers. Some of his works have neo-impressionistic
tendencies and others are influenced by ancient church
modes. His prairie pieces certainly make an honest attempt at describing his homeland. A few critics have
described his style as engagingly melodious, modestly
scaled and rhythmically inventive. Most of his music is
written for piano. There are also a few choral and vocal
works as well as solos for different brass and woodwind
instruments.
Presently, he is working on several compositions for
Neepawa's Centennial which will be presented in a
special concert in 1983.
The near future looks bright. The Associated
Manitoba Festivals have chosen two of Remi's compositions to be used as test pieces in festivals throughout
the province in 1983. Furthermore, more of his works are
being published very soon. In November of 1982, some
of his pieces will be performed in Winnipeg at a festival
organized by the Manitoba Composer's Association of
which he is a member.

material for her book 'Musical Appreciation and the
Studio Club (New York 1924)'.
In 1918 she settled in Winnipeg and over the next
several years did concert tours in Europe where she
became well known. From Vienna Tagblaft we read 'Eva
Clare surprised by her manlike tone of beautiful quality.
Her technique is brilliant. She played with much poetry
the Kinderszenen of Schumann and the Sonata Op.81 of
Beethoven in which she showed musicianly qualities of
high order. She received great applause.' And from
Prague Bohemia 'When one thinks of Canada, one
thinks of mountains, of great spaces. In the playing of
Eva Clare, a Canadian, who gave her first Prague recital
in the Mozartheum this week, was the vigor and freshness
one would expect, and also a warmth that captivated her
audience.' Similar praise followed from Munich,
Budapest and London, and in Canada from Toronto,
Winnipeg and Regina.
More than a performer, she spent a great deal of time
and effort as an educator and a reformer. In 1937 she
became musical director at the University of Manitoba
and, on her retirement in 1949 director emeritus. She was
chairman of the committee to set up the School of Music
in 1964. Prior to that time music courses were taught but
there was no degree program. The Eva Clare Hall at the
University is named in her memory and was opened in
1964, after her death which occurred in 1961.
Eva's brother Murray graduated in medicine and
served overseas during World War 1. On his return to
Canada he specialized in Pediatrics and became well
known for his brilliance in this field. He was in practice in
Neepawa at the time of his death in 1959.

EVA CLARE
by Myrtle McKenzie

The name of Clare has figured prominently in the history
of Neepawa since the 1880s. From A.F. McKenzie's Land
of Plenty we learn that James Arthur Clare was
associated with John A. Davidson at the start of his local
career, and for a time was a partner in the firm Clare and
Brownell, at the east end of Hamilton Street. Mr. Clare
then had a store of his own where the Royal Cafe (now
Kim's Cafe) is today, and in 1901 he built on the
southwest corner of Hamilton and Mountain. For long
years Clare's Store was a busy shopping centre. It was
taken over by A.F. Higgins in the mid 30s under the
name of Jewel Stores, later becoming Fenwick's Ltd. On
Christmas morning in 1949 it was destroyed by fire,
rebuilt into a modern departmental store and later
became Reg Williams' Tom Boy grocery store which
continues today.
Clare has meant more than buildings. Daughter Eva,
born in 1884, was to become a well-known pianist and
educator. She studied piano in Winnipeg, for five years in
Berlin with Madame Varet-Stepanoff and Josef
Lhevinne, and during World War I in New York with
Ernest Hutcheson and Howard Brockway. She taught in
Regina, and her Eva Clare Studio Club, founded there in
1915, became the Orpheus Club of Regina and provided
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Pianists'.

KEMMIE FRAMPTON
by Verla Slezak

Kemmie, as he is affectionately known by his friends,
was born in Neepawa, and attended the Neepawa
Schools, graduating from Grade XII.
The older son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Frampton,
Kemmie has one brother, Hory, two sisters, Verla (Mrs.
Lawrence Slezak) and Clare, Mrs. Vernon Dempsey.
Kemmie has always been a great lover of sports. He
played tennis, some ball and hockey, until he tore a
ligament in the back of his knee, ending his athletic
participation, then he became a first class sports reporter
of the Neepawa Press. His sports columns were eagerly
awaited, and his clever nicknames and coinage of words
and phrases was very amusing.
In his younger days Kemmie was a member of the
Neepawa Athletic Club. The boys liked to box and set up
a "ring" in the old barn behind the St. James Church.
Later, when Mr. A. Evans showed interest in the club
real fights were promoted with good fighters. Som~
members of the old club were 'Starve' and Steve
Robinson, the three Guinn brothers, Gerald Parrott
'Luther' Dempsey, Fred Wyatt, the Randall Brothers'
Cliff Virtue.
'
Bef~re joining the Press and during the War II days,
Kemmle worked for Dominion Rubber in Kitchener
Ont.
'
Kemmie loved a good and worthy performance. For
many years one of his most enjoyable recreations was
attending the shows at Rainbow Stage (Winnipeg).
A pleasant pastime has been his beloved' 'scrapbook" ,
(20"x24"x6" at least), kept since he first became inin sports. He has supported the 'Sportsmans
, for many years. He was a kind and good friend
Mrs. Mabel Thomson. It was enjoyable to see Kemmie
Mrs. Thomson at the blue line, scribbling away and
the exuberant burst of joy when "Dipsey Doo~ner"
or "Slug" Guinn scored a goal. To finish off the
Kemmie would take both reports to the C.P .R. to
then: in. (~rs. Thomson reported for the Tribune).
Kemmle enJOYS sports, and through his reporting
them enjoyable for the thousands who read hi~

KEM FRAMPTON TROPHY
MALE AND FEMALE ATHLETE
OF THE YEAR
TOWN OF NEEPAWA
by Cecil Pittman

A meeting was held April 12, 1976 to organize an
a?preciation night for Kern Frampton, in recognition of
hIS many years (1948-1976) as sportswriter for the
Neepawa Press.
The meeting was chaired by Cecil Pittman and others
in attendance were Cecil Bolton, Harvey Ebner, Art
Harris, Larry Evans, John Oslund, Don Smith, Louise
Rey and Dave Jorundson.
Cecil Pittman suggested that they contact all the local
sports organizations to see if they would be interested in
making a donation towards the purchase of a trophy that
would be presented to the top male and female athlete of
the year for the Town of Neepawa, in appreciation of
Kern Frampton's contributions to sports in Neepawa and
surrounding district.
The interest was overwhelming with the following
organizations contributing to the purchase of the trophy:
- Neepawa Natives Hockey Club; Minor Hockey
Association; Minor Baseball Association; Cubs Baseball
Club; Mens and Ladies Curling Club; Golf and Country
Club; Commercial Hockey League; Williams Tom-Boy
Fastball Club and Trailblazers Snowmobile Club.
The balance of the money after the purchase of the
main trophy is kept in a trust account with the accrued
interest used to purchase the individual trophies awarded
to the winners.
The award is open to residents of Neepawa and the
three surrounding municipalities of Langford, Lansdowne and Rosedale. The induction of the trophy into
the Community was made by Mayor Pete Hurrell at
Kern's Appreciation Night Banquet. Kern was also made
an honorary citizen of the Town of Neepawa.

Kem Frampton Trophy.
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With the cooperation of the Chamber of Commerce
the presentations are made at their annual spring
banquet. The winners to date are:1976 -

Rick Fraser - Track and Field
Marilyn Buchanan - Bowling

1977 -

Lawson Davie - Baseball
(there was no nomination for female athlete)

1978 -

Michael Wilman - Water Skiing
Lori Bold - Fastball and Volleyball

1979 -

Glen Newton - Track & Field
Penny McElmon - SWimming

1980 -

Glen Newton - Track & Field
Valerie Jasienczyk - SWimming

1981 -

Harvey Ebner - Golfing
Holly Fulford - Basketball and Volleyball
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MARGARET LAURENCE
by Marian Bass

Described as one of the "foremost of novelists of the
twentieth century ... " and as an author who " ... continues to exert a powerful influence in the literature of
Canada and of the rest of the English-speaking world", 1
Margaret Laurence began her life on July 18, 1926, in the
town of Neepawa, Manitoba. Born Jean Margaret
Wemyss (better known as Peggy), Mrs. Laurence was the
daughter of Robert and Verna Wemyss (nee Simpson).
She was raised in Neepawa and received her Grade XII
from Neepawa Collegiate in 1944. She later continued her
education at United College, graduating with a B.A. in
1947. As well, in 1947 Peggy Wemyss married Jack
Laurence. The couple produced two children, born in
1952 and 1955, and were later divorced in 1969. Mrs.
Laurence has lived portions of her life in Canada,
England, Somaliland and Ghana, but has resided in
Lakefield, Ontario since 1974.
Mrs. Laurence's roots in Neepawa stretch back to the
earliest moments of the town's official creation, for it
was indeed her grandfather, John WemySS, a local
lawyer, who prepared the incorporation documents
which legally heralded Neepawa's status as a town. Later,
his son and Margaret's father, Robert Wemyss, continued to practice law in the town until the time of his
early death. As well, her maternal grandfather, John
Simpson, an undertaker and furniture store OWner was
also one of Neepawa's early businessmen. Mr. SiU-:ps
on
lived an extremely long life, and his autocratic manner
still can be recalled by many present-day residents. (The
homes of grandfathers Wemyss and Simpson and of
father Robert Wemyss still stand in Neepawa today; the
John Wemyss home at 483 - 2nd Avenue, the Simpson
home at the corner of First and Brydon, and the Robert
Wemyss cottage at the corner of Vivian and Mountain.)
Margaret's natural mother died in 1930, and later her
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In addition to these many achievements, a former
collegiate teacher, Miss Mildred Musgrove, describes
Peggy's school paper editorials as " ... strongly slanted
toward the NCI war effort which she did much to extend."2
The Neepawa years of Peggy Wemyss were ones that
would be etched indelibly in the memories of all concerned. Fraught with international, local, and personal
crises and hardships, the years from 1929 to 1945 left no
one unscathed. Like her fellow citizens, Peggy felt the
effects of the Depression and, most certainly, the tragedy
of the war. The Neepawa Press accounts of both the 1943
and 1944 Collegiate Graduation Ceremonies reported
that the war and its related concerns were major points of
emphasis during the keynote addresses and the evening's
activities. To illustrate the point more clearly, Peggy
Wemyss's 1944 graduation class consisted only of girls,
the young men being involved in the war. Principal H.C.
Ray reported at the 1943 graduation that "Last year's
grade eleven stretched from Vancouver to Halifax with
nearly 100070 of the boys in the armed forces."3 Each
week, during the war years, the Neepawa Press carried
detailed accounts of the war, the local air force training
school, as well as ad campaigns for war bonds, Red
Cross, the collection of rags, scrap iron, suet or anything
at all to help with the war effort. The entire community
was constantly surrounded by the realities of war, and as
the weekly paper reported the names of the dead,
missing, and wounded, it brought news not of some
unknown soldiers in distant lands, but rather told the
fates of relatives, friends, and neighbours.
Such were the childhood experiences of Peggy
Wemyss, and interestingly, Margaret Laurence, in
writing of her Canadian and Prairie roots, has stated:
This is where my world began. A world which
includes ancestors -- both my own and other people's
ancestors who become mine. A world which formed me,

and continues to do so. A world which gave me my own
lifework to do, because it was here that I learned the sight
of my own particular eyes. 4
The Town of Neepawa, therefore, its geography, its
people, its history, have played a definite role in the
development of one of Canada's leading authors. While
Mrs. Laurence points out that the Manawaka of her
novels is not the Town of Neepawa, she nonetheless
allows that" ... it has elements of Neepawa, especially in
some of the descriptions of places, .. ."5. She sees
Manawaka, however, as being" ... not so much anyone
prairie town as an amalgam of many prairie towns."6 In
the following excerpt, Clara Thomas succinctly and
insightfully describes the relationship between Neepawa
and the writings of Margaret Laurence:
Manawaka is not Neepawa, but its geography, the
details of its situation, its landmarks, and its people
depend on Margaret Laurence's experience of Neepawa
and on her ability to store in memory and to transmute
what she knew and what she felt into a created fictional
world. All the history of her town has been woven into
the fabric of the Manawaka works, but particularly the
cataclysmic events of her own time: the effects of the
First World War and the actuality of the Depression and
the Second World War. Chance set and predetermined
her ancestors and her place of growth; some alchemy of
heredity also predetermined her talent. The personal
experiences of her childhood, their strong tensions
between loss and love, challenge and achievement, had
begun a very early forcing and encouraging of that talent
in the direction of her mature work'?
Such is the almost symbiotic relationship which exists
between Neepawa and Manawaka. While much of
Neepawa permeates Manawaka, much of Manawaka
inevitably finds its way back to Neepawa. Expressed in
Mrs. Laurence's own image, "The river flows both
ways."8
Since 1954, Margaret Laurence's writings have been
prodigious. Her books span a variety of topics, including
collections of African literature, novels set in Africa, the
Manawaka novels, and children's books. As well, she has
written a wide variety of articles and essays. To date, her
published books include: A Tree For Poverty (1954), This
Side Jordan (1960), The Prophet's Camel Bell (1963),
The Tomorrow-Tamer (1963), The Stone Angel (1964), A
Jest of God (1966), Long Drums and Cannons (1968),
The Fire-Dwellers (1969), Jason's Quest (1969), A Bird In
The House (1970), The Diviners (1974), Heart of A
Stranger (1976), The Olden Days Coat (1979), Six Darn
Cows (1979), The Christmas Birthday Story (1980).
Recent media reports give us hope that other works are
yet to come.
Her books and short stories have been published in
Canada, America and Britain and, as well, some of her
books have been translated into French, German,
Spanish and Norwegian. Many of her works have also
been adapted for radio and T. V. A film, Rachel, Rachel,
starring Joanne Woodward and directed by Paul
Newman, was based on Laurence's novel, A Jest Of God,
and a short film of her children's Christmas story, The
Olden Days Coat, has also been produced recently.
Throughout her career as an author, Mrs. Laurence
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featured actress Norma Edwards and portrayed five
women from the Manawaka novels.
Today the town still continues to consider and plan
other projects designed to recognize its talented author's
many achievements. Informative pamphlets, a special
Margaret Laurence room, and a Margaret Laurence
centennial picture placemat are but a few of many ideas
being discussed. As well, the Neepawa Library, the
Viscount Cultural Center and the Beautiful Plains
Museum all contain Margaret Laurence information. But
while Neepawa may well take pride in the accomplishments of Margaret Laurence, it is hoped that the
town will always love and fondly remember its native
daughter, Peggy Wemyss.

Margaret Laurence - 1980, Lakefield, Ontario.

A.F. (DICK) McKENZIE
by M. McKenzie

Alexander Fleming McKenzie - few outside of his
immediate family knew him as anything but Dick - was
born in Deloraine. He was the eldest son of Dr. and Mrs.
George A. McKenzie and came to Neepawa with ?is
parents in the late 1890s. Neepawa was to be home to hIm
for the rest of his life. His strong sense of loyalty to the
community and to his friends was, we suspect, a heritage
from his Scottish mother and his love of animals, a legacy
from his veterinarian father. Dick was a thoughtful man
who nonetheless could not tolerate sham or stupidity. If
he suspected that he was being treated with less than a
full degree of intelligence, his sarcasm could be scathing.
He enlisted in the Canadian Army Medical Corps in
1916 and served with the 5th Field Ambulance Corps in
France and in Belgium. Later he was attached to the No.
6 Mobile Dental Corps and, at the close of the war, went
to Germany with the army of occupation. After being
demobilized in 1919 he returned to work as a dental
technician with the late Dr. G.H. MacDonald and later
on with the late Dr. Paul Cleave.
He was interested in all sports, probably baseball
ranked first. For many years he was active as a player and
later as an umpire. Baseball was not merely a summer
pastime with him - he studied rules and read baseball the
year round. During his years as a player and as an umpire, he made friends in all corners of the province. He
was a member of the Manitoba Baseball Association and
was made a member of their Hall of Fame in 1969.
As a young man he was interested in Ten-Pin Bowling
and when that game became popular again in the early
40s, he became the first president of the Neepawa TenPin League when it was formed in 1942 and served in that
capacity for the next 28 years. In March 1944, he bowled
an impressive 722 and thus became a member of the '700
Club', a record of which he was very proud. He was
made an Honourary Life Member of the Manitoba
Provincial Ten-Pin Bowling Association in 1959 and also
in the Neepawa Ten-Pin Association for many, many
years as President.
In the late 1920s he became organizer for the B.P.O.E.
and helped to establish lodges in Dauphin, Roblin, Souris
and Virden. It was during this time that he was able to
continue his interest in amateur theatricals. For the Elks
in Virden, he directed "Mrs. Temple's Telegram", and
for the Dauphin Elks, it was "Jane". Around the
province "Street Scene", "The Runaway Girl" and
others were vehicles for his talent as an actor and
director. His sense of community was demonstrated in
many ways. He served as director of the Beautiful Plains
Agricultural Society and was made a Honorary Life
Member in 1969. For several years he was chairman of
the sports committee responsible for the 1st of July
Sports Day. During the depression years, he and such
men as the late James Hall and Jesse Curtis, fought hard
to prevent the agricultural grounds from being sold as
farmland.
He joined the Rotary Club in the mid 50s and served as
secretary of that organization for several years. He. was
interested in the international aspect of Rotary, and

carried on an extensive correspondence with people in
many parts of the world.
Reading was as important to him as food and drink _
his reading interests were wide and embraced history,
politics, religion and sports. He loved his books and
amassed a great many of them in his lifetime. He had
favorites among them that he read and re-read many
times. Because he loved words, he wrote. During the time
he was Associate Editor of the Neepawa Press, he wrote a
weekly editorial; in 1957 and 1958 he wrote a weekly
column for the 75th Anniversary which culminated in his
writing of his book "Neepawa - Land of Plenty"; in 1967
he was commissioned by the municipality of Lansdowne
to write their history and "The Lansdowne Story" was
the result. He wrote letters to editors when he felt that
someone or something should be commended, or conversely, needed to be scolded. He wrote compassionate
and understanding letters to friends who had lost their
spouses through death; and eUlogies to departed friends
and even to beloved pets, notably dogs like his sister's
Monty and our own beagle Mickey.
Possessed of a good speaking voice he, not infrequently, found himself being asked to act as an afterdinner speaker at sports windups, Agricultural Society
Annual meetings and service club meetings. When the
75th Anniversary film of the town was made, he was
asked to do the commentary.
At the time of Dick's death in August, 1970, his friend
Bill Poole wrote of him - "he was unusual and enjoyed
life, accepting all that went with it with a sardonic smile
and more understanding than most of us will ever have.
As Marc Antony said of Caesar: his life was gentle and
the elements so mixed in him that Nature might stand up,
and say to all the world, this was a man".

A.F. (Dick) McKenzie.

Edith Cochran £.va Vickery smging "The
Countess. " 1912-13.

Trial by Jury - 1951. Hazel M. Kellington aUditorium.
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THERE'S SOMETHING ABOUT A
HOMETOWN BAND
THAT MAKES YOU WANT TO SHOUT!
And for the past seventy years Neepawa has had
something to shout about! The stories published here
have been written by former residents, and indicate that
over the years there has been wonderful support and
participation by our citizens and band members.
Two of the pictures published are pre-World War I.
With each picture we have endeavoured to identify each
member and the years.
Our bandmasters were H. Hancock, W.H. Harrison,
Verner Wright, Mr. Sharpe, Percy Aikenhead, V.
Johnson, John Voth, Wm. Fraser, Ted Good, Vic
Murray; Assistants: Wm. Dyer, Doug Kitson, Brian
Bailey.
The first majorette was Jacqueline Holmes (early
1950s), a talented young lady. Then four young girls,
Ernestine Mogensen, Nancie Lou Hole, Yvonne
Waggoner, and Carol McEwen formed a small twirling
and marching corps, a delightful addition to our band
concerts. This number increased to twenty-four in the
sixties. The group were accomplished twirlers and
executed intricate march routines.
Financing a band is a major problem. There are large
expenditures for uniforms, instruments, bandmasters
and instructors. Some of the bandmasters, and many
many members were all volunteers, participating through
the sheer love of band music.
Our town council has supported the band with
donations even in the lean pre-War I days and into the
fifties. The Canadian Legion and the Neepawa Lions
Club have played major parts in support of the town
band in later years.
The Canadian Legion assumed responsibility for the
band around 1936 and it was known as the Neepawa
Legion Band. The Legion assisted with administration,
the bandmaster, uniforms and instruments. The personnel of the band included young and older members.
In the early fifties the band was experiencing problems
with personnel. The older members, the backbone, were
retiring and the younger members were not advancing
fast enough to maintain the interest. The Legion no
longer supported the band, their programs expanding in
other directions. The Neepawa Lions Club, in 1952, was
concerned about the status of the band, particularly the
lack of interest of younger members. In 1960 the Lions
interviewed the Neepawa School Board, and suggested a
program for training of young band personnel that would
be jointly sponsored and financed by the Lions and the
School Board.
The Lions Club reported, in 1962, that a new Junior
Band had been organized to ensure a steady flow of
members going on into the Senior Band. John Voth was
the first principal in the new Neepawa Area Collegiate.
Under the joint program, the School Division supported the Junior grades, supplying instruments and
instruction. The Lions Club supplied instruments for the
Senior Band.
In 1982 there were 154 band students in Grades 5 to 9;
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65 members in the Senior High School Band. Instructors
were Marion Ali and Carol Hauchbaum.
For twenty-five years the Neepawa Lions Club have
given administration assistance and very generous
financial assistance to the Band. It has been a most
worthy project.
The Neepawa School Division is to be commended for
the support given to the youth of Neepawa.

THE NEEP A W A BAND
PAST AND PRESENT 1920
by H.A. Rounds

One of the best organizations any town can have is a
Band. It not only promotes the study of music but
develops a comradeship amongst the members that is
everlasting. And it is a good Advertisement. Everybody
in Neepawa will acknowledge these statements, for the
proof is before us - or, perhaps more correctly speaking,
behind us. Neepawa has had a band for over a quarter of
a century - always a good band, sometimes an excellent
band. There are two outstanding reasons for this. One is,
there was always one or more local enthusiasts, as well as
musicians; and the other is, practical public appreciation.
As to enthusiasts, nothing need be said. Look up the
group pictures in this issue; they are food for thought,
and recall volumes of reminiscences. As to appreciation it was a recognized municipal policy for many years prior
to the late war to make monthly grants from the town
treasury for the purpose of supplying music and instruments for the band. And a lucrative position for the
band master was always available. Whether the policy of
municipal grants to the band shall ever be restored is not
now a matter of discussion. There are too many other
problems; and economy is the dominating idea for the
present. But the time is opportune to say that band en·
thusiasm and prospects were never stronger, thanks tc
the energy and pains-taking efforts of Mr. WID.
Harrison, who stepped in at the psycological moment ane
trained up a lot of boys, who, it is a pleasure to know,
seconded his efforts with results that must be pleasing tc
every townsman who has the interests of his town al
heart. A lot of people do not realize or stop to think whal
it means to take in hand a bunch of green boys and shap(
them up in this way and it would be an impossible tas1
except in the case of a man like Mr. Harrison, who ha~
not an assumed, but a real interest in the boys; in fact th(
boys look on him as "one of the boys" which in grea
measure accounts for their success. So the next time yOl
hear them, give them a cheer and let them see you ap
preciate their efforts and be proud of the fact that we arl
one of the few towns in the province that has a band.

Neepawa Band: J. "Harry Kerr" - rear row - 5th from left; Jim Dalton - bottom row 2nd from
left; Hegie Dalton - seated right front.

1920 Band: Stewart Fraser, George Farrell, Wilfred Dunlop, W. Wright, Ralph Donnelly, Jas.
Dalton, Herb Hancock Jr., W. Fyfe, Alex Ashby, J.H. Howden, Jack Bradley, H. Hancock
(leader), Wilfred Rutledge, A. McMillan, Pat McMillan, E. Dalton, Wm. Young, J.A. Stevenson,
Jno. Hancock, Harry Kerr, Thos. Pain, Herb Stacey, W.H. Harrison, W. Hancock, Jas.
Chapman, S. Monnington, F. Dalton.
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Neepawa Boys' Band, July 1, 1919. Back Row, Left to Right: George Burnett, Earl Rutledge, Leslie Ramsay, Frank Alg~ire, Wm.
Harrison, ?, John O'Donaghue, ?, Gordon McKay. Second Row: Bruce Pedlar, Ruxton Guinn. Seated: Herb Rutledge, ?, Harold McKay,
Carman Holmes, George Morrison, Wesley Vickery, Bill McConaghy, ?, Alex Howden, Maurice Norman.

IDEAS OF ANOTHER
What benefit to the community is a band? Of the
professional band, whose players are artists and whose
playing is a finished product, there is no chance for
argument - it bears the same relation to the community
that the art galleries and libraries do. So, therefore take it
for granted that the above query refers to the ordinary
country or village band.
There is the bare possibility that I may be biased, for I
have as a little boy been often led home by the ear when I
have been out beyond the usual bed-time listening to the
home town band.
I have played in them, I have taught them, and I have
laid under the trees of a summer evening and listened to
them, and it would take mighty strong financial interest
to make l)1e live in a town that could not or would not
Support its band.
"Of benefit to the community." As the community is
made up of individuals so anything that affects the individuals affects the community. There is that in the
human breast that demands amusement, relaxation and if
we cannot get it at home we'll go from home to get it.
S?me are inclined to sports, some to parades and
dIsplays, some to music, and we all like every means of
enjoyment a little, so that each class goes to furnish its
quota of mutual pleasures.
When the tooters first begin to toot there is the usual
"Ain't it awful". But when the embry~ band has played
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out on the stands the first few pieces, the community has
had its first lesson, and after the second little band
concert, the community pride begins to assert itself and
the citizens square their shoulders, for the boys have
made good and the town has a band. That is the second
lesson. And so it goes on, and the community progresses
with its band. They forgive its mistakes, and they share
its successes and grow with it, for the boys are all theirs.
We believe in advertising our town. Look at Chicago
or any large city. Her citizens finance her great symphony
concerts and her immense summer bands. One reason
they do this, they say, is that the city may be further
advertised and what is good for a large city is good for a
small town. I lived midway between two towns. One had
a band and the other had not. I was in the "band town"
twice every week, why, because there was a band concert
two evenings a week, and what merchandise we needed
we bought at the town and what picnics and sports were
in that county, we took in, because there was a band to
furnish the music. This habit grows - it becomes a
custom, and in engagements in surrounding places the
band placed its town and its citizens just a little in advance of other towns and places in point of enterprize.
And that is the business end of it.
The moral end of it is immeasurable. Mischief in boys
is usually misdirected energy. Give them a place in your
community and they'll never disappoint you if they know
you are depending on them.
All of this must have financial support as well and do

Back Row, Left to Right: Cecil Kerr, Ruxton Guinn, ?, George Burnett, ?, Harold Hall. Middle Row:
George Howden, Joe Robertson, Albert Walker, ?, WG. Pollock, William Harrison, Mac Fusee, Bruce
Pedlar, Mike Veale. Front: ?, Harry Randall, Bill Worrall, Clarence Murray.

Mr. Hancock and boys John, Herb
and Willie.

not forget it. Make provision for that without fail. What
a boost to a town is a well lighted little band stand. A
trained band in clean uniforms. The harmony they will
unfold in that community; the increase in musical
production, and not the least, the community pride and
business it brings, will more than pay for every dollar
invested.

Bandmaster Bill Harrison.
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Neepawa Citizen's Band - June 27, 1933. Back Row, Left to Right: Ashby, Boyce, J.
Dalton, Stewart. Second Row: McKone, Walker, Tyndall, McMackin, Hellis. Third Row:
Gowing, Monnington, Harrison, Hellis, E. Dalton, F. Dalton, Rolfe. Front Row: Tipper,
Lawrence.

THE NEEP A W A BAND --- A STORY
by Edith Cochran McCracken

Then there was the Neepawa Band. I think it was the
Hancock family that gathered these men and boys who
were interested. They managed somehow to get instruments and music - and put together a creditable band.
They practiced in a back upstairs room in the Court
House and various booms and bangs came wafting down
through open windows each Thursday evening.
In the summer on Saturday evenings the Band played
in the bandstand for an hour or so. The setting was just
like the band in State Fair - a round green and white
building - with gingerbread trimmings and open sides. It
had lights all around the top and a bench all around
inside. It stood in the lawn beside the Court House and of
course the music drew a great crowd of listeners. People
came in to the town to shop on Saturday nights - to see a
moving picture and have a banana split - or a David
Harem. But the youngsters were entirely enchanted by
the Band. They rolled on the grass, chased each other,
turned somersaults and almost drowned out the Band
with their exuberant shouts.
The Band changed personnel many times. After the
Hancocks, Bill Harrison, my uncle, was the leader. He
seemed to have the right touch with boys - he taught them
music and discipline and loyalty, with a mixture of fun
and understanding. That Band had uniforms - dark blue
jackets and white caps with navy peaks. They were invited to play at neighboring Fairs during the summer, and
even went as far afield as Dauphin.
They had many exciting experiences which we heard
about at home on Uncle Bill's return. But age and hard
times and need for new instruments finally discouraged
those remaining members. Still I can remember the
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excitement that thrilled us teenagers when we heard that
The Band was going to march and we stood watching
with proud hearts while our young boyfriends went
marching by with one eye on the music, and the other
seeking out the girlfriend on the sidewalk. Every time I
hear that old time march "Colonel Bogey", I am back as
a kid in Neepawa revelling in the joy of youth and music.

THE NEEP A WA CITIZENS' BAND
by Percy A. Aikenhead

First of all I would like to say how pleased I am to hear
of the Neepawa Centennial Celebration coming up in
1983. My congratulations to the committee which is
undertaking the publishing of a book of historic events.
May their effort meet with every success. Am sure it will
contain many happy memories and occasions of much
work and achievement in the community over the
decades.
I had the pleasure of being bandmaster of the Neepawa
Citizens' Band from 1938 to 1943. We had a wonderfully
enthusiastic group and, although I cannot remember
them all, the names of many come to mind - Charlie
Joyce, Cyril Cockerham, Eric Muir, Vic Murray, Bill
Burdett, Bill Warren, Allan Brooker, Harry Cox, Al
Gallimore Howard Alguire, George Burnett, Albert
Dale, Be~ Yallop, George Johnson, Bill Rikley, E~ic
Pettitt, Readman George, Albert Walker, Bobby Ferns,
Jim Foley, Jim Harper, Bob Munro, Jack Tyler and
Cecil Kerr.
When I took over we had no uniforms and decided to
ask the Town Council for money to purchase some. We
were turned down. However, we had some inspired

Neepawa Legion Band. Back Row, Left 10 Right: George Burnett, Alex Howden, W.l. Shore, ?, Manson Martin V. Murray, A. Newell, George
Johnson, George Blackwell, M. McGregor, Cecil Kerr. Front: Mickey Veale, lack Hall, Charlie Hall, Bob Munro, Hany Randall, Director Sharpe,
lim Harper, Albert Walker, Roy McKell, Gordon Roblin, l.R. Bell. In Front: Gerald Harte, Bob Blackwell, Ken Munro.

understand that they had great success. Congratulations
bandsmen and we decided to put on concerts to raise
to the Lions Club.
It was a great pleasure and joy being bandmaster.
money for them ourselves.
The first concert was December 25, 1938 followed by
concerts at McCreary, Kelwood, Clear Lake and Arden.
I would like to say here that the management of the
In the cornstalk's silken ear
Neepawa Press was very generous with write-ups and
A very special secret
pictures. Mr. Blake Dunlop was the man behind it all.
So, please keep it quiet, my dear
Alan Ramsay also deserves mention. We had a good
I really shouldn't tell it
press relations man in the band. He was Bill Warren and
But a Carrot said today
he wrote most of the articles that went into the Press. He
That a Turnip heard the Lettuce
was our secretary too.
In the row across the way
The Neepawa Press tells of the concert in Knox
Tell a chubby little Radish
Presbyterian Church. Vic Murray left Winnipeg at six
That the Celery overheard
o'clock that day and was seated at the concert at 8:15.
When the Broadbean told the Greenpea
This was a real effort by a fellow I call "Bandsman of
Not to breathe a single word
Bandsmen" ... Vic Murray - a valuable member indeed.
'Cause she'd got it from the Parsnip
A man who was a great help to me when I took over
Who had heard it from the Beet
was Mr. Leon Asper, owner of the Roxy theatre in
Who was told it by the Onion
Neepawa. He had been a professional musician and
And was warned to not repeat
conductor early in his life. His advice and knowledge was
But she told it to the Parsley
greatly appreciated by me and every bandsman.
Who just told it to the Cress
Who whispered to the Spinach
Looking back, 1 must say that a great deal of credit
goes to every member of the band at that time. Everyone
And so it went, I guess
From potatoes to Tomatoes
gave his time and energy. In the matter of uniforms
And the Mint and Sage and Thyme
George Rey was the only merchant at that time who was
Then to the Scarlet Runners
interested in getting the business. His efforts were greatly
Where along the fence they climb
appreciated ?y members of the band and myself. He gave
Now
for this dreadful secret
us great serVIce.
Please
listen closer yet
It is unfortunate that many of the bandsmen have
NoW let me see, what was it?
passed away. To those who are still around, I'm sure that
Why, my dear, I quite forget.
they get great satisfaction out of being a member of the
band at that particular time, and of going out and raising
money for uniforms. 1 know I do.
After the war, the Lions Club took over the band and 1
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Lions Club Band. Left to Right: John Voth, Bill Fraser, George H/ickett, Jack English, George Rey, Vic Murray.

Neepawa Lions Club Band. Left to Right: Yvonne Waggoner, Carol Ann McEwen, Nancey
Lou Hole, Ernestine Mogensen.
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Neepawa Lions Club Band - /950-5/. Back Row, Left to Right: Lome Buchanan, Vic Venier, ?, Eric Pettitt, Vern Johnson (director), Gordon Hall,
Jim Gillespie, ? Whitmore, Murray Christie. Second Row: Albert Newell, Ray Verkindt, ?, Jim Minions, Roy Way tko, Don Bajus, Doug Kitson, Vic
Murray. Front Row: Reg Freeman, Walter Greenhalgh, Bill McEwen, Jim Brandenburg, Howard Alguire, Bob Munro, Jack Eros, Merle Johnson, Ed
Yakiwchuk, Paul Eros, Garnet Kolesar, Bob Freeman, Majorelles, Left to Right: Carol Ann McEwen, Linda Mogenson, Jacqueline Holmes, Nancey
Lou Hole.

The Trumpet Section.
Band Leader Percy Aikenhead.
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The Original Black Hawks. Arleigh
Davidson, Vern Lord, George Burnett,
Ab Newell, Al Gallimore, Readman
George, Harold Thomson, Bruce Pedlar,
Allan Brooker, Percy Aikenhead,
Howard Alguire, Emerson Townsend.

Black Hawk Orchestra - 1936. Back Row:
Emerson Townsend, piano accordian; Harold
Batters, drums; Roy Lodge, guitar. Front Row:
Lloyd Murray, trumpet; Percy Aikenhead,
trumpet; Allan Brooker, sax; Bob Hawley,
piano.

NEEP A W A BLACK HAWK ORCHESTRA
by Percy Aikenhead

I would like to make this contribution of the history
about our Neepawa Black Hawk Orchestra and its origin
for the Centennial Book of 1983.
In the fall of 1935 Al Brooker, who had lots of enthusiasm and great organizational ability, had an idea to
form an orchestra. He approached Bob Hawley (a lively
piano player), Hal Batters on drums, Roy Lodge on
guitar and Percy Aikenhead on trumpet. He named us
the Neepawa Black Hawks. This was the original personnel of the band. It changed over the years but was
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very popular for many miles around the country. Some
of the places, after a fast start, were Russell, Gilbert
Plains, Dauphin, Kenton, Brandon, Shoal Lake,
Riverside, Gladstone, just to mention a few places.
As I say the band personnel changed over the years.
Some that come to mind are Emerson Townsend, Herbi£
Lord, Ross Smiley (from Winnipeg), Bill Kelly. Voca15
included Lloyd Murray, Jack Curtis, Barney Griffiths,
Arlie Davidson.
We always took a taxi to where we played. The tax
driver was Thorpe Crawford. He had an old Buick seven·
passenger with wooden wheels. It was really old. It hae
two folding seats in the back seat. On long trips he usee

to take a hotel room and slept while we played, and was
fresh to drive home. We slept on the way home. He had
to travel on gravel roads in those days. It was bumpy but
we always made it home regardless of weather conditions.
Many times we played a long way from home. We used
to leave Neepawa at 6 o'clock at night and travel for
dances and then get home in time for breakfast at 7
A.M., then go to work.
On these trips we would leave and 15 minutes after we
left town we had some good story tellers and they would
have us doubled up with laughter. By the time we got to
where we were to play we were always fresh to start the
dance. Some of the story tellers were Al Brooker,
Emerson Townsend and Herbie Lord (Jewish jokes).
Contrary to local gossipers, we never touched liquor on
those trips. We never had time. The young ladies and
young men who came to our dances were neatly dressed.
We reached a peak while I was in the band when
Charlie Pedlar turned his garage into a dance hall. There
were 12 in the band and we played orchestrations. We
had many compliments on our playing after moving into
C. Pedlar's "Arcade". Bruce Pedlar likely has a picture
we had taken at the time. He can give you the band
personnel at that time. I left in September 1943. Either
Bruce Pedlar or Harold Thomson can give the rest of the
history of the band from September '43 to the time when
it was disbanded.
I had the pleasure recently of having Herbie Lord of
Calgary to see my wife and me. We had a great time
recalling the Black Hawk days. He is still going strong,
playing with a band in Calgary.

Brookers Melody Boys. In Circle: Cecil Brooker. Left to Right:
George Burnett, Walter Pink, Fred Pilgrim, Clayton Hallman,
Wesley Vickery, Frank Alguire.

Elk's Orchestra. Left to Right: W. Kelly, J.
Harper, A. Walker, G. Burnett, T.
McKenzie, D. Piett, F. McClure.
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NEEPA WA VARIATONE§
by Bill Fraser

The Neepawa Variatones orchestra was formed in 1963
by five people: Bill Fraser, Vic Murray, Walter Zeke,
Gordon Pearson and Ted Dixon. All of these men had
been involved in other musical groups over the years and
they originally got together because of a request to
provide some entertainment at a convention meeting
being held in Neepawa.
During rehearsals for this program they discovered
that, with the varied musical backgrounds they each had,
they could playa variety of musical styles from the full
sounds of the big band era to country, western and rock _ hence the choice of the name Variatones. Bill played
drums and tenor sax and acted as business manager and
arranger; WaIter played alto sax, violin and clarinet; Vic
played trumpet and did some singing; Gordon also sang
and played accordion and Ted played guitar. One of the
unique features of the band was that Bill, the drummer,
could also put in an extra part on tenor sax for slower
numbers while limiting the drumming to a bass beat, thus
creating a full three part harmony. Another feature, very
different from most bands of today, was that most of the
music was written, with the library eventually growing to
over 450 numbers. This kept rehearsals to a minimum
and also enabled the group to play requests quite easily.
It was originally thought to add a sixth player to the
group and a local musician who played saxophone was
asked to join. He declined the invitation however, and
went on instead to become a professor of music at a
university in Finland!
The first dance the group played was on March 29,
1963, in Strathclair. There were many memorable
moments after that. Some that come to mind are the
Centennial Ball held in the old drill hall at the airport in
1967, probably the largest crowd ever to attend a dance in
Neepawa; the Miss Manitoba pageant held in Ste. Rose in
1970 which was broadcast over radio; playing at the
James Richardson ranch in Winnipeg when the band was
pulled in on a hayrack; a cruise down the Red River on
the "River Rouge"; New Years eves in Shilo which used
to go on until five or six in the morning and end with

breakfast; and more recently a two day cruise on the
Lord Selkirk II down Lake Winnipeg.
Other engagements are remembered, not because they
were unique in themselves, but because of some of the
funny things that happened such as the time a box of
instruments flew off the top of the car and the ditch was
searched for almost an hour before finding the last drum;
carrying the instruments up a freight elevator and
through the kitchen to get to the ballroom in the Royal
Alex Hotel; or the time the band pulled into Rivers to
play only to discover they were supposed to be in Shilo.
Ted and Gordon left the band in 1965 to go to Toronto
and Winnipeg respectively and Don Sawchuk was
recruited to play guitar and sing and Marvin Alex for
accordion. Don left in 1969 when his job took him to
Saskatoon and Dale McDonald from Gladstone and later
Portage took over on guitar and vocals and played with
the group until it broke up in 1982.
The group made a record in 1965, but it was done
locally and only a few discs were out. Then in 1975 a
professional recording was made at Century 21 Studios in
Winnipeg called "Time to Dance". This group consisted
of Bill, Walter, Vic, Marvin and Dale. In 1975 Walter
retired and was replaced by Rick Fraser on alto sax and
clarinet. Vic's health also forced his retirement in the
same year and Carol (Bowie) Hochbaum took over on
trumpet, tenor sax and vocals. This group made a
recording in 1977 called "77 Sounds". In 1978 Marvin
retired due to a new job and Fran Fraser joined the group
on electric piano. John and David Zeke often filled in
with the group on trumpet and drums respectively and
during 1981 Bob Fraser was added on bass guitar.
The Variatones stopped taking engagements in 1982
when Rick got married and moved to Kelowna, B.C.;
Carol and her husband AI moved to Ashern and Dale
began finding the driving from Portage a little too much
and began playing with a group closer to home.
During the years from 1963 to 1981 the Variatones
were well known in Western Manitoba and many of their
loyal fans will remember the closing theme of "Dream"
as signalling the end of a fun-filled evening of good
music, dancing and partying.

Neepawa Variatones. Ted Dixon,
Gordon Pearson, Walter Zeke,
Bill Fraser, Vic Murray.

Neepawa Variatones, Left to Right: Walter Zeke, Vic Murray, Bill Fraser, Dale McDonald. Front: Marvin Alex.

ONE OF OUR
FIRST DANCE
BANDS.

·Back Row: Earl Rutledge, Gordon McKay, Bert Rutledge, Herb Rutledge, F. (Boxer) Hole.
Front: Harold Matthews, Bruce Pedlar, Maurice Norman.
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WOMEN'S ORGANI

Listed. in the fifth authDratative list Df
WDmen in. Pl.~b1ic Life in CaI1.ada, pUblished
annually ,in the Business and PrDfessiDnal
WDn'len's Magazine are three charter members

TIONS

Df Neenawa Business and PrDfessiDnal WDmen's
Club. -The Dnly Dne Df its kind inCanada, the
list is in cDntinual demand by libraries, radiO'
statiDns and public Dffices.

Thomson

. ,•• first woman'tDibe secretarysince treaS1J;rer o'fthe N eeparw,a ,and Dis~
,the the first wO'man I trict Chamber of t;omlll1erce. She
,in . . '.
. '. to' hold the Qffice.lretired last. year as assistant
She has also served ,as'agent foif' f a(:oountant O'Ltne staff ,of ,the
t,he :MbtDr" Vehi.c1e .. ' Branch 'of t·· Neepaw<;t CanadiJan B,ank of ComMan:ttoba'fO'r oveif' 35, years.
merce.
CD\lrt~ler:\r:,

secretary - treasurer,' of' the
Municipality Df Rosedale sinc~
June 1942. A native of. Neepawa;
Miss Benson succeedced A. B'.
Westlake, whO' served fDr a'·
mDnths, fDUD,wing the resigna1Jj:a;!t
'Df <the late W. ,fl. Ha,rrisDn, She.
is alsO' ;the :\;irst woman toh.olCt,
this Dffice. '
.
.

few

Local Women in Public Life

THE BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL
WOMEN'S CLUB
submitted by Winnie Cheetham

On June 17, 1948, the Neepawa Business and
Professional Women's Club received its charter from the
Canadian Federation of Business and Professional
Women's Clubs with Olive Dennison, R.N. as president
and Hazel Kellington as secretary. The charter members
of this club were:
Estelle Ames
Hazel Kellington
Nora Benson
Margaret Martin
I vy Blackwell
Mildred Musgrove
Florence McDougall
Louise Card
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Vera Cochran
Anne Orton
Carrie Dalgleish
Eileen Robinson
Margaret Smith
Nora Day
Mabel Thomson
Elsie Dempsey
Eva Vodden
Olive Dennison
Margaret Wemyss
Ruth Faryon
Mary Griffiths
The Club presidents down through the years were:
1948 - Olive Dennison
1957 - Florence Burns
1950 - Margaret Wemyss
1958 - Mildred Musgrove
1951 - Margaret Smith
1960 - Arlowa Keefe
1952 - Louise Card
1961 - Nancy Small
1953 - Ruth Faryon
1962 - Julie Dyer
1964 - Winnie Cheetham
1954 - Phyllis Hadland

1955 - Verna Brown
1966 - Doris Burns
1956 - Nora Day
1968 - Betty Pasquill
Some of the projects carried out by the Club included
financing of business training seven girls in Ramallah,
participating in UNICEF prograrr;mes; ta? d~y
tornado victims in Vita, Manitoba; hostmg provmclal
kshops and Conferences in Neepawa; entered and
the CFB&PWC provincial programme contest
Women of Manitoba; hosted a Minstrel Show;
- ... ·'- .. ··0
and presented a local young lady, Edna
as our Woman of the Year; presented a
hip annually to the Neepawa Fine Arts Festival;
helped in the planning of Canada's Centennial
in 1967.
Through our representation on the Status of Women's
b, we were instrumental in bringing "Equal Pay for
Work".
Our "Miss Dollar Bills" raffle enabled us to present
ally a monetary scholarship to a graduating Grade
girl from the Neepawa Area Collegiate. These

recipients were:
1958 - Carol Sirett
1967 - M. Hanson
1959 - M. J. Halliday
1968 - S. Shanks
1960 - E. Whitmore
1969 - P. Large
1961 - G. Irvine
1970 - P. Hanson
1962 - K. Bates
1971 - A. Niewiadomy
1963 - L. Smee
1972 - K. Wyatt
1964 - P. Madsen
1973 - G. Pifko
1965 - J. Wabick
1974-B. Babcock
1966 - L. Snell
We are especially proud of one of our members, Louise
Rey, who was Provincial President of this Club for two
terms, 1956 - 58 and for 1958 - 60. In 1962 she was
National Vice-president and led the National
organization from 1966 - 68. Our club made Louise a life
member of the Organization and since disbanding in the
early 1970's, while our club has not been active, Louise
has kept up her work in the Club.
Throughout the lifetime of our Club, our members
have made some very worthwhile contributions to
women's lives and have enjoyed many worthwhile and
lasting friendships throughout our Canada.

1962 Executive of Neepawa Business and Professional Women's
Club. Left to Right: Frances Thomson, Julie Dyer, Vi Graham
(Provincial President), Winnie Cheetham, Bee Hipwell, Ruth Faryon,
Doris Burns.

Irvine recelvmg the Business and Professional Scholarship
by Miss A. Small· 1961.

R & P DELEGATES - Th(':'>(} I!t'lt~gate:;: l~ft It)i!ay for Xkt:)ria. Re., to nttend :1 national convcntiol.l
of the Bu.sin:ss and Profe)';sio{lnl Wnuu::u'",
.
f,t:fi. to righ!. urr. nl!th F'al'yon of Winnipeg,
{urInel' l~nnt"lpal of the el(~ml~lltary sdw1)l h~:'C" 110ris
[.(lul:;(: Card. first vicc.prcsidcnt of the
Nutioll<ll R & P A:.-s(H:i:ttion. tllld ,\!nr2!llt'l·t ~mHh. aU (If the :\"ecpawa R & P Club.
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THE WOMEN'S INSTITUTE
by Ethel Good,vin

The various Women's Institutes played a necessary role
in the rural areas of Neepawa.
This Canadian organization was fo~nded at Stoney
Creek, Ontario, in 1897. A Mrs. Adelmd Hoodless had
been asked to be guest speaker at a local country meeting.
The death of her little daughter from drinking unpasteurized milk had so saddened her that she chose as
her topic 'The need for better living conditions for the
women and children of rural Ontario'. She spoke so
eloquently on the subject that her audience was aroused
and resolved to remedy the situation. With the help of
Mr. and Mrs. Erland Lee, a new women's organization,
known as the Women's Institute was founded.
This organization was well received and branch
organizations sprang up rapidly throughout the country.
It has since expanded into the Associated Country
Women of the World. Several Women's Institutes were
in operation in and around Neepawa in the decades from
the 1930's and on.

Members of the Stony Creek Women's Institute and guests,
celebrated the 75th anniversary of the founding, in Stony Creek,
Ontario.
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Walnut dining room table on which original Women's
constitution was hand penned in 1897.

THE OSPREY -STONEY CREEK
WOMEN'S INSTITUTE 1947-1978
This branch was organized on November 18, 1947
the home of Mrs. Milton Cooper. Mrs. R.P. Connell
the first president. There were 31 members. M
were held once a month and consisted of usual business,
topic, entertainment and lunch. Baby-sitters
common those days so pre-school children
accompanied their mothers.
This Institute did Red Cross sewing and
raised money through a birthday barrel, serving ''-'lJ''''''_'1
at local dances, or auction sales, catered to weddings
banquets, etc.
With their funds they donated to many worthy ca
such as The Royal Canadian Legion Christmas
fund, The Canadian National Institute for the
donated to families unfortunate to lose their home
fire, collected clothing parcels for bombed-out "",>re.>.,
families, to the Peace Garden Fund and to 4-H clubs
the Junior Rifle Club.
In 1951, along with three other local Institutes, t
decorated and furnished a semi-private ward in the
Neepawa Memorial Hospital.
In 1958, along with sister Institutes, they sponsored
project for the Neepawa 75th anniversary.
proximately 1800 articles were displayed. Jointly with
other Institutes, they sponsored Rural Field Days for
surrounding schools.
The second Carol Lane safety awards contest was
in 1965. Union, Dumfries and Osprey-Stoney
pooled their resources to create a safety program and
awarded first prize. They provided lunch and a nrr"Yr·~rrI
once a year for the Golden Age Club in Neepawa.

THE UNION WOMEN'S INSTITUTE
by Leween Drysdale

Union W.I. was formed in November, 1946,
its charter at the Court House from Miss
McKay of the Gov. Extension Service.
Their members were encouraged to hold office and to
papers and talks on educational topics. During the
ten years of operation nineteen guest speakers and 42
12 demonstrations had been sponsored. Funds
amounted to $3,553.33. Much of this money was
t equipping the new Union School, built in 1950.
were raised from bazaars, community concerts
fun fairs.

A local history book of family histories and pictures
was compiled. A copy of the original book is in the
Manitoba Archives, and a revised copy is in the Neepawa
Museum.
A social activity enjoyed by the members was bus trips.
Often the school children were also taken along. Places
toured were the Hydro Steam Plant, Brandon, and
Campbell Soup Factory and the women's jail at Portage.
Other projects in co-operation with sister Institutes
were equipping a ward in the new Neepawa Hospital,
directing and funding the rural field days. They also had
a part in setting up the museum for Neepawa's 75th
anniversary.
This W.I. disbanded in 1969.

Ralfy at Riverbend Park. Back Row: Mrs. Ranson, Helen Ranson, Gladys Poole, Dorothy Nicholson, Ella Nicholson, Mrs. McLarty, Mrs.
Mrs. Goodwin, Mrs. Thomason, Reta Kilburn, Mrs. C. Bray, Greta Patterson, Laura McKee, Ruby Campbell, Edith McCracken, Mary
Anna Connell, Grace Stewart, Mrs. Heinson, Doris Bent, Mrs. McNair, Verla McLaren, Mary McLaren, Rhoda Lloyd, Kate
Row: Mrs. Curtis, Mrs. Perry, Nell Potter, Edith Martin, ?, Mrs. G.H. Kilburn, Mrs. Bent, Mrs. Connell, Mrs. Wm. Stewart,
Mrs. Peeler, Mrs. W. McKee, Mrs. Mervyn, Mrs. S. Baker, Mrs. W. Newell, Mrs. J. Hall, Miss Hunter, Vi Cameron, Mrs. R.

THE DUMFRIES WOMEN'S INSTITUTE
by Belfe Tindalf

The Dumfries W.L was organized on June 14, 1939 at
home of Rose Briese. Mrs. Gladys Turner was first
and Laura Lindsay first secretary. There were
4 members.
Sewing, knitting and quilts for the Red Cross was
. The W.I. sponsored courses by Home
such as sewing, upholstering, etc. They
penmanship prizes at the Dumfries School, also
curtains and Christmas gifts.
1966 they bought Dumfries school building for a
centre, used until 1977, when it was resold.
also helped with the Age and Opportunity group of
Together with sister Institutes they supplied paper cups
the local restroom, helped sponsor 4-H clubs, public

Dumfries W.l. - 1939. Mrs. Turner - first President and Laura
Lindsay, first secretary.
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speaking, rural field-days, provided uniforms for candystripers, sponsored safety programs, donated towards a
"Hoyer-Lift" for East V~ew Lodge. Members worked at
Austin in the dining hall during the threshermen's
reunion. They donated a trophy to the Neepawa Musical
Festival, books to the Book Market, Christmas gifts to
Brandon Mental Hospital, donations to Deer Lodge and
Touchwood Park.
Over the years 17 Life Members were presented with
pins.
This Institute is still in operation after 42 years. One
charter member still is with them.
The Dumfries W.I. at Neepawa, presented life membership
tificates and pins to senior members, who, since 1939, have
faithfUlly in their community through their local institute. 1<t"'Pllllnc
the awards Left to Right are: Mrs. Agnes Hall, Mrs. w.J. Da
Sr., Mrs. Rose Briese and Mrs. Jean Irwin.

IROQUOIS W.1. 1928 - 1976
by Mary V. McLaughlin

Dumfries W.I. - first group to receive Life Memberships. Flo
Dudenhoffer, Laura Lindsay, Muriel Bray, Mrs. Cork, Lil
LeBoutillier, Jean Farough, Eva Davie.

Dumfries W.l. Ladies - 25th Anniversary. Laura Lindsay, Mrs. R.
Briese, Mrs. Turner, Flo Dudenhoffer, Rita Hockin, Mrs. Davie, Flo
McNair, Mrs. Hall.

Second group to receive Life Memberships. Mrs. Roger, Florence
Hall, Ann Turner, Jean Farough, Jean Howard, Belle Tindall.
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Iroquois W.1. received its charter from the Extensio
Service in 1928. It was formed in thia hopes it would be
source of help - a time for socializing, and to improv
conditions for the busy rural farm woman.
Mrs. Robert (Mary) Campbell of Iroquois was firs!
president with 15 members joining. They were affiliatec
with the Federated Women's Institute of Canada, and th(
Associated Country Women of the World. Miss France:
McKay of the Extension Service was in charge 0
Manitoba W.1. groups. Only one charter member, Mrs
Rita Kilburn, is still with us. The last meeting was helc
June, 1976, at Mrs. Rose Kain's home. She was also thl
last president.
Some of the projects accomplished were:
1. Provided amateur concerts, where talented boys ane
girls could compete for awards.
2. Sponsored dances for low cost entertainment fo
young people during the depression years.
3. Donated knitting, and quilts to Red Cross fo
soldiers overseas, as well as food parcels.
4. Helped to sponsor rural field days.
5. Held showers for all district boys and girls as the:
were married.
6. Helped sponsor district Conventions.
7. Helped furnish a ward in Neepawa Memoria
Hospital- a children's ward.
8. Donated to Children's Aid Society of Manitoba.
9. Sponsored a safe-driving course.
10. Assisted in setting up the Museum.
11. Compiled an Iroquois District History Book.
12. Provided bus tours for a reasonable sum to place
of interest.
13. Donated goods to fire victims or anyone needin
assistance.
14. Cleaned the local school during summer vacatioIl
During the years, the Iroquois W.1. functioned as.
group; many, many useful interesting and worthwhll
things were accomplished for the betterment of tb
community.

W./. Back Row: Mrs. Bent, Mrs. Morley Poole, Mrs. W.
Mrs. G.H. Kilburn, Mrs. J. Patterson, Mrs. Herb Peeler,
Baker, Mrs. J. Nicholson, Mrs. W. Stewart, Mrs.
. Front Row: Mrs. Argyle Connell, Mrs. Mel Potter, Mrs.
Campbell, and son Bob, Mrs. Art McLaughlin and son Jim,
C. Kilburn, Mrs. Roy Stewart, Mrs. Jack McKee and daughter
Mrs. Wes Hawkins and daughter Judy, Mrs. W. Perry, Mrs .
. McCracken.

pOSItIOn of Provincial President. She retained this
position for several years. During her term of office, she
was presented with a medal by King George VI in
recognition of her social service in the Province.
Some of our interesting meetings included a character
study of poets and authors and other distinguished
persons; group discussions on state medicine, municipal
doctors, Parent and Teachers Association, Technology
etc.
We sponsored a debating team to take part in a
provincial contest. They debated in four districts, before
meeting defeat. We also sponsored a group to take part in
a Drama contest. They reached the semi-finals. We used
a 5 cent collection to be taken at the meeting; raffles,
dances and concerts were also used. It was decided we
should cater to the Municipal Conference in Neepawa at
a charge of 15 cents for lunch and 25 cents for supper.
That year gave us a satisfying balance of $58.30.
One of our most pleasant meetings took place when we
entertained the Grandmothers of the district, and listened
to them recounting their earlier experiences .
As the years went on, the U.F.W.M. developed into a
"Welfare Club". Then the Red Cross, the W.I. and
finally the "Crocus Club" which is in existence at the
present time. Several of the original members of the
U.F.W.M. now belong to the Crocus Club which is
primarily a social group, but they still look back with
nostalgia on the happy days during the existence of the
U.F.W.M.

OSPREY -STONEY CREEK U.F. W .M.
by Florence Burns

The U.F.M. (United Farmers of Manitoba) and their
the U.F.W.M. (United Farm Women of
.
had formed a non-political group in an effort
Improve the condition of the Manitoba farmer.
The Office of the Headquarters was located in Win, and local groups were organized throughout the
. These groups were very active in the year of
920.
The Districts of Osprey and Stoney Creek united to
a group. Practically every woman in the two
belonged. It formed a social as well as an
outlet for them. They also worked closely
the U.F.M. The meetings were held in the homes
.were very well attended. They opened with
exercises, business and a social hour. The
of one such meeting contained a motion stating
"as the lu?ches were becoming too elaborate, they
be restncted to two kinds of sandwiches, or a
and not more than two kinds of cake" .
The meetings took on a practical aspect as the hard
of 1930 approached. Some of the things introduced
the making of cheese, laundry and toilet soap, a
weeks home course in dressmaking, among other

Osprey - Stoney Creek United Farm Women. Back Row: Mrs.
Charlotte Curtis and baby Joanne, Mrs. Alma Banyard, Mrs. Charles
Barsby, Mrs. Myrtle Drayson, Stanley Wiseman, Mrs. Belle Habkirk,
Mrs. Burnash, Bob Habkirk, Mrs. Gee-Curtis, Mrs. Belle Arbuckle,
Mrs. Mary Thomson, Mrs. Margaret Connell, Mrs. White, Mrs.
Grace Cameron, Mrs. McDonald, Mrs. Edna Connell, Mrs. Frances
Thomson, Mrs. Florence Burns, Mrs. Kitty Murray and son. Middle
Row: Mrs. Frances Lattin, Miss Bessie Hewitt, Mrs. Little, Mrs.
Maggie Sangster, Mrs. Hockin, Mrs. Hewitt, Mrs. Charles Cameron
Sr., Mrs. Ed Murray. Front Row: Charles Cameron Sr., Charles
Cameron Jr., ?, Mabel Cameron, Arlowa Keefe, Audrey Curtis, Mrs.
Evelina Adams, Mrs. Olive Wiseman, Mrs. Charlie Barsby, Mrs.
Lyman Watson.

We were fortunate in having as one of our group
bers, Mrs. Gee-Curtis, who was a big help to the
. The Provincial Executive appointed her to the
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MILITARY ORGANIZATIO S

ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION
NO. 23 BRANCH
On 9 Nov. 1910, a goodly number of veterans
representing different branches of the service and having
taken part in many of the Empire's battles of the last fifty
years, assembled in the office of The Hon. J .H. Howden
for the purpose of forming a local company of the
Veterans' Brigade.
It was unanimously decided to organize and to be
known as "The Neepawa Company of Veterans'
Brigade." The following officers were elected: Hon J .H.
Howden, Captain; Mr. Walter Gordon, Lieutenant; and
Rev. A.W. Mayse as Sec. Treas.
The qualifications to join were possession of a war
medal or in lieu of medal, ten years continuous service
with the colors.
The following was a list of those who enrolled: Hon.
J.H. Howden - 90th Rifles, Northwest Rebellion; Walter
Gordon - Boulton's Horse, Northwest Rebellion and
South Africa; Rev. Mayse - 1st Batt York and Lancaster
Regt., South Africa; J .H. Monnington - 90th Rifles Riel
Rebellion and Fenian Raids; F. Urquhart - Royal Artillery, 16 years service; O.A. Walker - Strathcona Horse,
South Africa; Ralph Donnelly - 1st Batt. Oxford L.H.,
12 years, India; John Pettet, Royal Navy, 23 years
service; J .H. Mault - 1st Scottish Horse, South Africa;
Soloman Watson - 91st Batt., Northwest Rebellion; A.H.
Scouden - 47th Batt., Fenian Raids; Henry Allen, Royal
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Horse Artillery, 5 years service; Albert M. Knowles Imperial Yeomanry, South Africa; G.W. King - South
Africa; J. McKittrick - Fenian Raids; Henry Smith
Munroe - South Africa; Fred Oates (Minnedosa) - South
Africa; George O. Clare (Arden) 18th Batt., Fenian
Raids.
With the conclusion of World War I, a branch of the
Great War Veterans' Association was organized in
Neepawa. A provisional slate of officers was elected with
W. Miles, President; Jack McConaghy, vice-president;
and Andy Mitchell, secretary-treasurer. A general
meeting was organized for 21 March 1919.
The meeting resulted in the formation of the Great
War Veterans' Association of Neepawa. Its executive
consisted of E.T. Sirett - President; Jack McConaghy
and Rev. P. Cundy, vice-presidents, and Leslie McDougall, secretary. A charter was applied for and
received.
13 May 1919, about a hundred soldiers of this district
attended the LO.D.E. banquet at the Hotel Hamilton.
Mayor McKay, ex-mayor Brown and Rev. Cundy expressed the general public's appreciation of their heroic
services in defense of home and country.
On 15 August 1919, the Association made plans for
memorial church parade. It was also noted th
association had grown from 125 branches in July 1918 t
450. The organization's membership was 150, 000 b
June 1919. The Great War Veterans' Association wa
also the only organization of returned men that ha

recognition with the repatriation committee of
government.
.
A vote of congratulations was extended to the
D~.o~i,rl.,y't of the local organization, Comrade E.T. Sirett
the happy occasion of his marriage a week earlier.
It was with saddness that on 19 August 1919, the Great
Veterans' Association met at the Court House to
the funeral of President E.T. Sirett, who had
I<L"S'''''''''UJ died of drowning at Clear Lake.
On 5 September 1919, Comrade Jack Simpson was
President of the G.W.V.A. The Association
two motions at its last meeting. The Association
to bring to the public bodies and citizens atthe need for a public memorial to the fallen who
overseas from the district. It was felt a memorial
be erected in some suitable place with the names
the fallen inscribed thereon. This was passed 2 Sept.
919.
It was also felt that a town of Neepawa's size should
ve a municipal rink and a committee of G.W.V.A.
bring the matter to the Town Council's attention.
26 Sept. 1919, a meeting was called with the intent of
JL5'U1JlLll'5 a Women's Service League to the G.W.V.A.
10 Oct. 1919, Mr. E. Dalton elected president of the
. tion, H. Saxon, 1st vice.
With the advent of the 20s the various veterans
tions came together in 1926 to form the Royal
~""",,,"UU'" Legion. The Great War Veterans Association,
"",..,,,,,r, joined somewhat later.
Veterans in the community were active in working
and attending numerous veteran's organization
dances, family outings and remembering those
gave up their lives.
The 1930s saw plans afoot for Manitoba's Diamond
Celebrations. Jack Bradley convened the comwith Henry Dunbar and James Monnington
With the realization that the Depression was real and
help would be forthcoming, people realized only
and strength from within would, when pooled
that of friends and comrades, deal with the hard. Veterans of the day, newly established in business
discouraged. There was a need for strong Legion. In
summer of 1931, Branch No. 23 was revitalized.
On 24 July, 1931, thirty veterans gathered in the
~V'.UH Chambers in Neepawa to determine whether the
of the District should remain with the Royal
~a.'la ••u a l l Legion or join the Army and Navy Veterans.
Sewell chaired the meeting and an unanimous vote
support for the Royal Canadian Legion
•• 11

10 February 1932, a Legion Clubroom in the
Hotel was opened by the Mayor.
With the visit of Col. Ralph Webb, Provincial
and Alex Cairns, Provincial Secretary to the
in January of 1933, the new Legion executive was
Mr. Cairns in a rousing speech condemned
which failed to deal adequately with the
. He also indicated that Branch No. 23 "was
the best in the province."
Socials were often jointly sponsored with the Ladies
Admission 25¢ a person. The Legion Georgian

fL"J.llUCVll

Mrs. Leach receiVing her son Harold's Victoria Cross from the
Prince of Wales (later King Edward the 8th) in Winnipeg, 1919. Her
son was a Major and had enlisted at the outbreak of war, August
1914.

Orchestra often supplied the music. In March of 1933,
the Legion challenged the Masons to a game of hockey.
Bob Hutchison, Harry Coulter, Gordon Roblin, Bob
Weymss, Forrest Wilcox, Fred Burgess, Russ Bell, Pat
Lord, Lorne Guy, Ross Robinson George Farrell, Percy
Edkins, Charles Hall supplied the Legion talent. Fred
Burgess released a couple of sizzling shots but was foiled
when the first aid team used a stretcher to help the
Mason's goalie.
Legion Sports Day of July 1933 fielded over fifty
teams. The day was a huge success. The Legion Pipe and
Drum Band, raised from the district by Legionnaires
Hebe Hockin and Bob Munro, was in attendance.
The Legion Band was going strong in 1936 under the
directorship of Verner Wright.
Colin Mann returned from the Vimy Day Pilgrimage
and the unveiling of the Vimy Memorial in July of 1936.
With the advent of the late thirties, the Legion Band
under the directorship of Mr. Percy Aikenhead was quite
active at local functions around the community.
Comrade David Kidd, secretary of the Canadian
Legion of Neepawa was delegated the task of gathering
information in April of 1939 to ascertain the location and
qualifications of local veterans should the need arise to
safeguard the security of Canada.
A Legion branch was proposed for Arden in April
1939. As a result of a meeting in the Council chambers in
Arden, Branch No. 144 of the Royal Canadian Legion
was formed there.
During the 'Decoration Day' Service of 16 July 1939,
the Legion band in its new red and grey uniforms, made
an appearance. An address by Rev. J. W. Cruikshank
indicated "the war situation did not look very bright. "
By August 29, 1939, the Dominion President of the
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Royal Canadian Legion wired Prime Minister King that
the Legion was ready to place 60,000 registered war
veterans at the disposal of the Dominion in time of
emergency.
In Neepawa, special guards, twenty in number, were to
patrol civic utilities and maintain a 24 hour guard on the
railway trestle.
With the coming of war, the local branch actively
assisted with recruitment, fund raising band drives and
the general requirement needed to successfully assist in
the defense of the nation.
By February of 1940, the Legion locally and nationally
appealed to the community to assist with the carrying on
of education, entertainment, personal services, leave
hostels, recreation huts, and sports, in addition to morale
and esprit-de-corps for our fighting men on active service
and to help bring the conflict to a victorious conclusion.
With 11 June 1940, Lt. J.G. McAree of Neepawa was
appointed to command one company of the Great War
Vets. Home Guard. To date fourteen Neepawa Veterans
had signed up.
At the 16 July 1940, Decoration Day a crowd of over
500, heard speaker, L. V. Smith of Brandon, state, "the
struggle for life, honor, freedom is on, the challenge must
be met with furious, unrelenting assault. "
With the war won, and battle done, the challenge of
resettling these thousands of returning veterans to the
normality of life began in earnest.
The task of the local Royal Canadian Legion was met
in 1945 by:
President - F.S. Burgess
1st Vice-President - A.F. McKenzie
2nd Vice-President - R. Binnie
Secretary-Treasurer - D. Kidd
Sergeant-at-Arms - J. Dalton
Executive Members: L.J. Minions, R.E. Beecher,
W.J. Farrell, J.W. Thompson, J. Boulter, H.
Hockin.
Housing, of course, became a crucial concern for those
wanting to settle down in the community. The local
branch took a leading part in relaying information to
returning veterans as to the bureaucratic maze to be
tackled and how best to do so with some hope of success.
The veterans of the First War, tirelessly and doggedly
fought to make the resettlement of the "new" veterans as
easy as possible. Too well, they remembered government
inaction and failure to make their return to civilian life
easy and gradual after the First World War. Instead of a
"well they never did much for us attitude" the 'old
sweats' were determined to see justice done. In March
1945, a Legion Memorial Hall Fund was set up to build
some monument in the community to those who had
made the supreme sacrifice. Committee members, F.S.
Burgess, J.R. Bell, Dr. P. Cleave, W. Thompson, H.
Dunbar, W.J. Farrell, J. Boulter, J.H. Thomson, R.
Lowe, and R. Beecher, undertook to do the initial study
for the Branch.
Bob Munro and committee undertook to preserve the
memory of those in the soldiers and airmen plots in the
local cemetery. A job he did tirelessly and whose stan296
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dards were meticulous and uncompromlSlng. His task
was later carried on by an equally determined Len
Seaborn.
At the Remembrance Day Banquet in the skating rink
waiting room, 8 Nov 45; the Veterans and ladies of
1914-18 hosted the returning service personnel. Veterans
of the South African War and North West Rebellion were
also in attendance. The "Old Sweats", insured there was
no charge to the "new veterans" and over 300 were in
attendance.
Branch President A.F. McKenzie welcomed all,
particularly the returned men and women.
The Branch was busy that first Christmas of Peace
supporting the Deer Lodge Christmas Tree. Fourteen
hundred patients and battle casualties were not able to
share their Christmas at home. The local Branch sent in
over 250 gifts that Christmas.
With the advent of 1946, the Branch sent a resolution
to Ottawa, indicating the need for housing to purchase or
rent by returning veterans. Despite indications from the
C.G. Hoose of Wartime Housing that the Wartime
Housing would not likely build in Neepawa; members of
the branch took their plight to Ottawa during that year's
National Convention.
While in Ottawa, Mr. A.F. McKenzie (branch
president) conferred with officials regarding Housing in
Neepawa. The town it was felt could use a fair share of
the airport buildings for temporary housing, the
Sergeant's Mess be made available as a Legion Hall, and
the airport hospital for the Neepawa Health Unit.
The Ladies Auxiliary in November 1946 raised funds
for the furniture and fixtures for the proposed Legion
Hall.
In Dec. 1946, a number of airport buildings
released for purchase. In June 1947, the f
Sergeant's Mess was purchased to be used as the Legion
Hall.
An advisory building commitee composed of F.S.
Burgess, J .R. Bell, Dr. Cleave, E. Levenick, Ralph
Harvey, J. Thomas, and O. Ramstad was struck to
begin work in June 1947. A special Housing Committee
chaired by H.B. Smith, applied for sixty buildings or
lumber for these when such were released by war assests ..

First and Second Rows: Home Guard. Third and Fourth Rows: 12th Manitoba Dragoons.

While housing and plans for the Legion Hall were
issues to be dealt with by the branch, the branch
found time to host a Legion Bonspiel on 12
1947. Thomas Inverarity slipped by Cliff
9-8 to capture the first event, and Harvey
IlUlll;:'Ull bested Norm Cheetham with a 7-6 score to take
second event. Eighteen rinks participated.
The Branch Past-President's Night, on the 20 Feb.
947, was held in the LO.O.F. Hall. The branch's oldest
James H. Monnington was honoured. A life
of the British Empire Service League, charter
of the Army and Navy Veterans Assoc., member
the 90th Battalion, (the Little Black Devils who took
fight out of Riel and Big Bear), he had only missed
Decoration Days since 1885.
The Branch sponsored a meeting in the Court House to
proposals for a War Memorial 15 April 1947.
took over coordinating sponsoring a District
to those who made the supreme sacrifice. By 22

lll"JlllV'"

April 1948, a project committee was made up and
consisted of C.V. Kerr, A.F. Higgins, J.O. White, Adam
Leckie, Oeo, Vivian and F. Hole.
Plans, too, were moving ahead on the Legion Hall with
the foundation being poured on Aug 13, 1948.
With the plans for building underway, funds now
became a concern of the branch. The District opened
their hearts and contributed unselfishly to the project.
Neepawa, too, saw professional boxing come to town in
aid of the building fund. Twelve hundred fans crowded
the local sports arena. Tony Evans sponsored by the
Royal Canadian Legion was instrumental in getting the
games to town. The Legion band under the direction of
Vern Johnson and mayor Paul Cleave were in attendance. Master of Ceremonies for the event was Fred
Anderson.
With the arrival of spring work began in earnest on the
new hall at the Brown-Davidson Street location.
Members of the Branch spent hundreds of hours moving,
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ting and finishing the hall. Mem.bers o~ the ~ommunity
district too, were generous wIth their assistance and
utions.
Finally by Tuesday, January 18, 1949, the moment all
worked so hard to obtain was at hand; the official
of the Royal Canadian Legion Memorial Hall.
Head table guests included branch President and Mrs.
Anderson, President Ladies Auxiliary Mrs. H.
Mayor W.H. Whitmore, President of the
Board of Trade, Mr. Earl Murray, and master
ceremonies, Comrade WaIter Meakin.
Tom Carter, age 82 and a navy veteran of the Boxer
eIlion and World War I, cut the ribbon. Comrade
had worked 7-8 hours a day for over four months.
had worn out two hammers in the process of assisting
construction. He was presented with a new one by
branch.
The new building boasted a 90 x 30 Hall area, a public
system, fully modern kitchen, a banquet room in
basement. The evening concluded with bingo in the
and a dance, music supplied by the Black
s with Mel Batters, in the hall area.
With the arrival of the 50s, the Branch continued to be
in the community. Hardwood floors were installed
the new hall. President Comrade Harold MacDonald,
've and members of the branch decided to raise
to furnish and equip a Legion Memorial Ward in
hospital.
A Legion Amateur Show raised funds for the new
fund. The Branch was, also active in "Flood
'for those hurt by the severe flooding of 1950. Mel
donated the music, and the local merchants the
for the 'Oscar Contest' in aid of flood relief. 6 July
950, Comrade MacDonald called district residents to the
"Canada must be on her toes in the dangerous
>H""'-'LJlVU that now exists." With that the Korean Conflict
.VL.<LU.1U\"U and once more recruiting material appeared in
local paper. Once again local lads went overseas.
1952 saw the opening of the club rooms below the
Hall.
The Town's 75th celebrations saw the branch hosting a
Decoration Day. The Decoration Day Service
the Town's 75th was attended by a crowd
'~hrn"tpr1 in the 1000s. Speaker Rev. George Walker, St.
Anglican Church in Winnipeg, stated to the vast

crowd "that their attendance was ample evidence that
you do not forget those who died to preserve your
heritage. "
Jeff Cook, a Boer War Veteran, took the salute. A
special guard was composed of Bob Munro, in a
Grenadier Guard uniform, and Jack Mackie in kilts.
Oct. 17, 1958, too, was a memorable day for the
Legion. Premier Duff Roblin had joined branch
president Alf Evans and the members to burn the
mortgage. It was fitting the ceremony was done by
representatives of the "old sweats', Wm. Farrell, and the
"young blood," Carl Mattern. Over 500 people witnessed the event. Meritorous Service medals were
awarded to Comrades Bob Munro and David Kidd for
their contributions to the Branch.
The 1960s saw an expanded branch community
program with its members encouraging participation at
the Legion Camp at the Peace Gardens, Flying
Scholarships for cadets and activity at our local fair.
The Branch recognized the efforts of Mrs. Kennedy a
staff member at N.A.C.I. in 1963 for her work in the
track and field area as well as the efforts of L. Vivian and
Jim Bell for coaching Legion Teams (1965).
The Centennial Year, 1967, found the Branch and its
centennial committee, Hebe Hockin (chairman), Phil
Crabbe, Vic McBride, Frank Burgess, Fred Hares, ready.
A memorial commemorating those who had fallen was
erected at the Veteran's plot of Neepawa Cemetery.
As the 70s began the branch had a membership of
nearly 250, by 1976 it had risen to 263. The Branch was
active for Manitoba's Centennial.
The Branch President D.F. Hockin, his executive and
the membership were out in mass to reaffirm their
dedication and respect to those whose sacrifice Manitoba
owed so much. Comrade Jeff Cook, a Boer War veteran
took the salute. The Neepawa Lions Club Band, Queen's
Own Cameron Highlanders Pipe Band, and the Neepawa
Centennial Choir conducted by Brian Bailey highlighted
the event. Parade Marshall M.M. Asplin and the color
guard, Phil Crabbe, Ewart Deveson, John Ford and Don
Scott provided the continuity between Legion tradition
and the Manitoba's Centennial: "Lest We Forget Those
Who Died That We Might Live."
1971 saw the renovations of the clubroom area. The
Branch hosted a banquet in honor of the World War I

Air Force Plot - Riverside Cemetery.
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Veterans. Continued branch participation in the Horticultural Society's Fair saw the Legion Trophy for the
best poppy to Mrs. Henry Kolesar in 1972.
Comrade Dan Levellick of Branch No. 23, was elected
to the Presidency of the Legion Command Manitoba,
N.W. Ont. Comrade Levenick has been a keen, active
Legion member.
With 1979, Comrade Sid Brown on behalf of the
branch presented the 'Jaws of Life' to the District
Ambulance Service in the hope a life might be saved in
future accidents.
In a continuing series of changes the late seventies saw
the numerous changes and renovations taking place in
what is a new Legion Complex. Comrade Carr, the
clubroom chairman spent long hours fighting
bureaucratic tape, but with the support of President C.
McCullough, the executive and the membership, an
enlarged facility is available not only to the members, but
the district as well.
The 80s has seen an increasingly viable Royal
Canadian Legion with expanded programs continued
service and dedication. Support of activities such as
sponsoring air cadets, (since Sept. 1971), hosting Vi my
Day, the Legion Athletic Camp Scholarships for high
school students, Remembrance Day Essay-Poem
Contests in the school, trophy for the Fine Arts Festival,
Manitoba Holiday Festival of the Arts, Minor Ball,
Minor Hockey, Cubs, Scouts, Horticultural Society,
volunteer programs to transport disabled vets.,
Touchwood Park Association, Christmas hampers,
service to veterans and their dependents and numerous
other areas in the community.
1981 saw the arrival of the Van purchased by the
Branch for the Touchwood Park Association.
With the 80s comes a viable, vibrant Legion
organization. Its service has grown, not lessened. Its
membership faces the challenges of the future with the
same firm resolve that they faced so many in the past.
The Torch has and is being passed as it has so many
times before, firmly, held high.
The Royal Canadian Legion has served its members
and the district for nearly sixty years. Previous veterans
organizations longer than that. It stands as a memorial to
the memory of so many who have served their country
and district.

We Shall Remember Them
We Shall Remember Them.

CHARTER MEMBERS
William Ross
Ross Robinson
Lawrence Lees
H.S. Coulter
J. W. Bradley
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G.V. Stonehouse
W.A. Worral
H. Marner
T.E. Estwich
Frank Wareham

REMEMBER THOSE WHO MADE
THE SUPREME SACRIFICE
WORLD WAR I - 1914-1918
Alderson, George
Ames, Joseph
Attwood, Ernest
Balfour, Robert
Barr, Stanley
Booth, Arthur
Bowman, George G.
Betts, William G.
Brown, Leonard
Burkell, G. Raymond
Brown, Erwin F.
Barker, W. Frank
Burns, Roy
Butler, William A.N.
Buchanan, Lawrence
Ball, Harold
Caswell, Ernest
Clark, Walter G.
Clark, Francis W.
Campbell, Roy
Cheetham, John E.
Champion, Bruce
Colson, Archie
Chisholm, Marcus
Craven, Harry
Crook, Herbert
Crossland, William
Davis. K. Webster
Day, Walter
Donnelly , Walter
Dougan, Harry
Downs, George
Emmons, Hugh O.
Elliott, George R.
Finlay, William M.
Fenwick, Arthur
Francis, Wheelock C.
Farrell, T. Elgin
Fraser, Noel
Fogan, John
Foster, Robert G.
Fowley, George
Francis, William
Fairley, James A.
Fraser, John G.
Grassie, Harold
Gibson, Rolfe J.
Goodwillie, George
Greentree, Bernard F.
Grandison, John
Green, Fred
Graham, Samuel J.
Gardiner, Carman
Gardiner, Hugh W.
Hayward, Frank B.
Haygreen, William
Heaps, K.W.

Hearn, William H.
Hoodmott, George F.
Holsey, William
Housley, George
Howe, Edward A.
Hockin, Andrew B.
Howden, R. Reid
Hughes, Robert
Ingram, Alexander
Ingram, Melville
Irvin, Bim
Jamieson, Alexander
Jones, R. Edgar
Jackson, Thomas
Jones, Harry S.
Kolesar, George
King, Benjamin G.
Kitchen, Christopher
Kerr, Oscar R.
Lassitier, Arthur
Lough, William G.
Lloyd, Richard W.
Lord, John L.
Lowe, John L.
Maltby, Robert
Martin, Harold G.
Mennie, George
Moore, Ashton
Mitchell, George
Mitchell, Garfield R.
Monnington, Sedley J.
McDonald, Peter
McRae, Frederick W.
McMartin, William
McRae, Alexander M.
Macey, Richard
McFadyen, Harry H.
McCairsland, John G.
McNab, James
McConachy, Arthur
Mackman, George
Oleson, Karl
Peacock, George
Rolfe, Fred
Rushton, Thomas
Reid, Fred
Roberts, Gilwyn
Roberts, James
Ross, Arnold
Reilly, Ernest
Reilly, Edward
Smith, William
Suddaby, Gordon
Sutton, William
Singleton, Ben
Saxton, Alfred
Stacey, Jack

George
, Thomas
InT._lI'~., Edward
l11erton, Joseph
UV","v,

Whitelaw, Alex.
Worsey, T. Arthur
Watson, George W.

RLD WAR II AND KOREA
Mutch, R.D.
McConaghy, A.
McGorman, H.
Nesbitt, G.
Nicholson, A.
Olstead, G.
Parasiuk, M.
Pasferyzk, E.J.
Pasowysty, P.
Patterson, W.N.
Payne, R.L.
*Pearson, R.B.
Pennie, R.M.
Prawdzik, C.
Ritchey, W.H.
Sangster, J.
Scott, O.
Seaman, W.T.
Shewfelt, H.
Singleton, B.
Sirett, E.
Skeet, O.
Slezak, H.
Smith, W.
Spinks, A.
Stevenson, R.J.
Thomas, G.S.
Titus, G.R.N.
Tomlin, A.M.
Touchbourne, P .S.
Venn, J.
Weaver, C.
Weaver, F.
Weaver, G.
Witman, G.N.
*Wright, Vv .D.
*Korea
CrabbeT.G.
At Sea, 1969

They Died
That We
Might Live

Legion Ladies Auxiliary and Canadian Legion present bed radios to
hospital. B. Farrell, " Mar) Crawford, Matron Myrtle McKenzie, -,
Mrs. C. Johnson.

CANADIAN LEGION LADIES AUXILIARY
by Ruby Campbell

The first meeting of the Ladies Auxiliary to the British
Empire Service League was held September 14, 1939.
This was the fore-runner of the Legion Ladies Auxiliary.
The first President was Mrs. Marner, Secretary, Louise
Murray, and Treasurer, Mrs. Lovall. There were 13
members present. Some of the first members were, Mrs.
Willerton, Mrs. Partaker, Mrs. Kidd, Mrs. Pasquil, Mrs.
Guy, Mrs. Hudson and Mrs. Treffery. Mrs. Mary Jane
Dunbar joined at the second meeting. Their first activities
were making items for the Red Cross and raising money
to send parcels to the armed forces overseas. In 1942 they
opened a Recreation Room where socials were held and
the Legion Men and Airmen from the local Air Training
Station were invited. Up until 1946 the members met in
each other's homes but as the numbers increased,
arrangements were made to meet at the St. James Parish
Hall. Plans were now underway to build a new Legion
Hall and so they increased their efforts to help the Men's
Branch raise funds for the Hall. Their first donation was
$300.00 and the purchase of an electric stove.
In 1950, the Town started to plan for a new Hospital.
Mrs. Lucy Rowe and Charlotte Curtis were put on a
committee to work with the Men's Branch towards this
project. In 1956 the first Scholarships were set up for the
son or daughter of a Veteran completing Grade XII and
continuing their education. Nancy Lou Hole was the first
winner. Since then the Auxiliary has set up awards to the
Fine Arts Festival, the Holiday Festival of Arts and the
Peace Garden's Athletes Awards. In more recent years,
radios were given to the local hospital for patient use and
in 1980 a Portable Heart Monitor was donated in
cooperation with the Hospital Aid.
Over the years the Auxiliary served banquets and
assisted the men in their money making projects to help
raise money for the many organizations in Neepawa. The
list of organizations include The Salvation Army, Red
Cross, Blind Institute, Cancer Fund, Children's Aid and
have assisted Touchwood Park. The Auxiliary has
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catered to the Air Cadet banquet each year and in appreciation they were presented with a plaque by the local
Cadet Squadron in 1981.
In 1979, the Auxiliary celebrated their 40th anniversary. To help cut the cake those of our senior
members were Mrs. Mary Jane Hockin, a 40 year
member, Mrs. Hilton, 39 years and Mrs. Mabel Munro,
35 years. Those who had held the office of President were
Mrs. Hockin, Mrs. Edith Hares, Mrs. IIa Hockin, Mrs.
Marjorie Crawford, Mrs. Doreen Deveson, and Mrs.
RUby Campbell. Mr. Fred Burgess, the only Legion
member present who had been a Legion member when
the Auxiliary was organized was also a guest.
From the original 13 members our Auxiliary has grown
to 80. In 1978, we won the Provincial Shield for the
greatest increase in members over all in the Manitoba
Northwestern Ontario Command.
Legion Ladies Auxiliary. Jean Tremain, Marjorie Crawford, Jean
Crabbe, Ivy Adams, Edith Hares.

LAND were planted Tuesday morning at the tawncerlOtaph by MayarGar}AMcElman(left),
McCullough and Nell Haverkamp of Amsterdam. Neepawa received 1,000 t{Jliptiulbs.i,!
from the government of Holland' in tharlks for those who seflledin th.ear:medforcesdl!fin~
IC"'''''',,,... als() will be planted at the Le~;on grounds at Riverside Cemetery. Ot':'8rsPlf1iciPfltin[Jil1
to r) Capncillor Chris
ad, Grey Link (who was born in •HOlia(!.(j),f1u.fJ~C~nlf!bf"'!
t;;.t:I'UIU,fI auxiliary, and Jacl<
,..
tone, Lti~gion secretary-treasurer.
.
... ' . , . ." ...
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Canadian Legion Ladies Auxiliary combines with Women's Hospital Aid
Society in presenting a cheque for a Monitor to local hospital. Lije-Pak6 Cardiac Monitor. Left to Right: Ruby Campbell, Dorothy Campbell,
Marjorie Ford, Dr. B. lakobson.

ROYAL CANADIAN AIR CADETS
by Capt. Bob Ferruson

1st Air Cadet Group - 1941.
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FIL J. Masters, FlO J. Fellows, Cadets oj No.9 squadron at C.F.B. Moose Jaw.

On July 29th, 1941, at a meeting held in Neepawa Collegiate with J .E. Sigurjonsson acting as chairman and
F.D. McKenzie M.P., Dr. J.S. Poole, MLA, R.E.
Beecher, (Inspector of Schools), H.A. Wilson, (Manager
of Neepawa Branch of CIL), J.E. Sigurjonsson,
(Principal Neepawa Collegiate), and H.C. Ray (VicePrincipal), J.A. Davidson (Chairman of Neepawa School
Board) were in attendance.
It was decided to organize a Flight of Air Cadets of
Canada in Neepawa. The first executive struck at that
meeting consisted of:
J .E. Sigurjonsson - Chairman
H.C. Ray - Secretary
H.A. Wilson - Commanding Officer
Dr. J .R. Martin - Medical Officer
H.A. Wilson - Provincial Committee
The Neepawa School Board offered the collegiate and
collegiate shop for Air Cadet training purposes, two
nights a week.
Cadets assisted the local Lions Club in transporting
chairs for Victory Lion Rallies.
With the advent of 1944, the drill hall of No. 26
E.F.T.S. became the location of the squadron one night a
week.
1945 saw a few changes in the squadron. PI 0 Ray and
FlO McGillvray retired to the reserve and Mr. George
Vivian joined Mr. R. Beecher, J. Davidson, Dr. J.S.
Poole, Dr. Paul Cleave, H.C. Ray and M. O'Day on the
committee.
With 1946, the squadron began what has become a
continuing program of offering Flying Scholarships.
Cadet Jim Bell was the first recipient.
With 1946, J.C. Williamson, A. Johannesson, Walter
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Greenhalgh and Ed. Harper joined the local committee
and assisted the squadron.
The local committee, too, sponsored transportation of
cadets to Brandon for glider training.
The corps officers in 1948: FlO O'Day, Charles
Chapman, adjutant instructors were Mr. Babe Marcell,
Preston Cheetham, Russell George.
By 1949, the corps had grown to thirty-three cadets.
Renovations were undertaken in the drill hall to house
cadet equipment. This was completed with the assistance
of the carpenters from the Salt Plant.
The corps instructional staff was joined by Mr. Fred
Anderson, Jack Barton, and Jim Tereschuk.
Cadets Frank Jasienczyk (1949) and Weldon Kilburn
(1950) were able to successfully complete their flying
program.
In a September 1949 meeting, the local flying club
undertook to sponsor the corps. As a result a new
executive was struck. It consisted of members of the
Flying Club and other interested persons. Mr. H.B.
Smith was chairman, Mr. Dave Perry, secretary-treasurer
with Cliff Kilburn, Charles Chapman, Blair Lindsay, Ed.
Vopni, Doug Drysdale, Jim Peeler and T. Whitley
assisting.
At the corps level the following instructors were appointed for Navigation, meteorology, airmanship (Blair
Lindsay), Radar, Communications, (Fred Anderson),
(George Cooper) armament (Cliff Farrell, later Preston
Cheetham) recreation (Jim Tereschuk), aero engines,
(Walter Greenhalgh).
Following FlO O'Day's retirement from the corps,
F I Lt. Charles Chapman took over for a year, to be
succeeded by FlO P.L. Cottingham in 1953. With 1953,
the local Branch No. 23 Royal Canadian Legion took
over the sponsorship of the corps. Mr. H.B. Smith was

chairman of the sponsoring body.
The Corps was plagued by a shortage of instructional
staff. The dedication and enthusiasm, however, of those
who were keeping the corps active, managed to overcome
adversity despite the odds. These, indeed were trying
times.
The high point of the corps was its Coronation Parade
to recognize the coronation of our new Queen, Elizabeth
II.

By 1954, the corps was on the move. Annual Inspection saw numerous squadron displays and drill
steadily improving. There was, however, still an acute
shortage of instructional staff.
The squadron did receive some assistance from
R.C.A.F. Base MacDonald. Inspecting Officer, Group
Captain R.D.P. Blagrave was able to comment, "800/0
attendance is indicative of a healthy, active interest in the
squadron by cadets, officers, and the committee."
Cadet Jim Bell became another of No. 9's Flying
Scholarship winners.
One of the highlights in 1957, was the squadron's
turkey shoot; but the squadron was already looking
ahead to 1958 and the Town of Neepawa's 75th. The
Corps redoubled its efforts and parades, inspections, tag
days, church parades and inter squadron activities, made
the year a busy one. F/Sgt. Bill Shanks and W.O. Glen
Coull became winners of Flying Scholarships.
1959, found the squadron in trouble, there was the
usual problem of finding instructors, and the sponsoring
body was experiencing difficulty in selling the Air Cadet
Movement to the Town and surrounding area. It was felt
if matters did not improve the squadron might have to be
put on probation.
The Corps, however, in adversity, once again was able
due to the enthusiasm and effort of the sponsors, officers, parents and cadets began the ascent which was to
take the squadron to the top.
Cadets Morley Henderson, George Crooks, Wayne
Trembath, J. Pollock, R. Scott, L. Keyes, Roger Minkus,
Glen Clarke became flying scholarships candidates (196061).
By the early 60s the corps was steadily improving. By
Annual Inspection in 1963, the corps had won the
C.J.A.T.C. Rifle Competition (Rivers), and corps colour
party had gone to Brandon. Group Captain C.M. Black
stated "The Corps is a strong contender for the most
improved squadron. An excellent squadron in all
respects. " The corps rated third in the province that year.
The squadron was also visited by The Rt. Honourable
John G. Diefenbaker. With 1964, the corps soared to
even greater heights. One hundred and three cadets were
on parade at the Annual Inspection. No.9 squadron's
cadets were involved in Battle of Britain parades, Air
Force Day, Decoration Day (Gladstone, Neepawa),
Remembrance Day, Air Cadet Week Parades.
Air Cadet Week saw an Open House for the town's
people to inspect the multiplicity of the cadet movement's
program. The corps had a free film evening for the
public. Tag Days were held in Gladstone and Neepawa. A
church parade was also held by the corps.
Hanson received his flying Scholarship.
Group Captain C.M. Black commented at the corps

Left Rear: F.L. Jack Masters, FlO Dudley Lee, Inspecting Officer.
No.9 Neepawa RCAC Sqdn. - June 1965.
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SIL M.D. Arch deacon inspecting officer.

H.B. Smith award - 1973. Terry Drayson W.O., H.B. Smith, Capt.
Fellows clofficer (centre).

Annual Inspection and later to Air Command that "H.B.
Smith leads a very keen and energetic sponsoring
committee. The squadron's support and cooperation
with the town is excellent, the local newspaper outstanding. The program "Cadet of the Week", Cadet of
the Year" have stimulated interest both by the cadets and
the town. Cadets are enthusiastic producing new and
better methods of achieving excellence in the cadet
movement. I recommend the corps for the best squadron
award."
Continuing Group Captain C.M. Black (Base Commander C.J.A.T.C. Rivers) stated, "The squadron leaves
very little to be desired ... is a definite part of the community as a whole. "
1965 saw a downward tumble due to personnel
transfers and illness in the squadron's instructional staff.
While the corps strength dropped off, the potential was
still there.
The 1966 training year saw some initial cadet disappointments when glider familiarization flights did not
materialize. At Annual Inspection however, the Lions
Band did much to rekindle spirits. Squadron leader
Thomas Cook, the inspecting officer, noted, "the inspection was well organized and efficiently conducted."
Canada's Centennial Year saw the corps inspected by
the Dominion President of the Royal Canadian Legion,
Mr. Ron McBeath.
Cadets David Cottingham and Murray Martin and
Frank Fetterly qualified for the flying Scholarship
program.
Pressure of winter sports and school work pressured
the squadron despite the enthusiastic efforts of the instructional staff and the sponsoring committee. The
pressures, too of limited space also hindered squadron
growth.
Squadron leader M.D. Archdeacon was able to

comment "that the squadron officers, the civilian instructors are of a very high caliber ... this is a squadron
with an excellent future."
Flying scholarships were won by cadets Bruce Cook,
Bruce Jackson, David Powell and Bob MacMannis.
The squadron, now, began to experience a series of
locational problems since the drill hall at the airport was
no longer the home of Canada's Manitoba Dragoons or
the Air Cadet squadron.
The high school principal, Mr. Ivan Traill, was
mentioned often for his excellent cooperation with the
corps and allowing it to use school facilities. Times,
however, were tough. Enrolment dropped, accommodations were lost twice, and the corps ended up in
the high school basement. Once again it was only the
enthusiasm, dedication and vibrance of the sponsors, and
staff which helped the squadron survive these series of
crushing blows.
The decade ended with three more flying scholarships
for the corps. Cadets Lloyd Hall, Bob Hockin and Bob
Hill made the team.
For Manitoba's Centennial the squadron once again
was beginning its upward swing and involvement in
numerous activities at this time helped to sustain and
rebuild the corps. Cadet Roy Simon became a member of
No. 9's select Flying Scholarship group.
The gym controversy raged and the corps adapted to
crisis by adopting gym shoes for parading in the high
school gym.
But alas, the corps underwent three more mo.ves to
different training areas. It was certainly not a tlT?e ~o
build a movement. The corps was fortunate to mamtam
its existence.
The Town of Neepawa came to the rescue in this, the
corps darkest hour, to provide a .ne,!" l,?cation in the
basement of the Town Library BUlldmg m January of
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Dr. J. McPhedran, C/O Captain P. Cottingham, Inspecting Officer
G/C C.M. Black.

1971. The corps, still, with frequent upgrading and
improvement of facilities, occupies this area. Thanks to
the continued and selfless support of the Town of
Neepawa.
The corps now underwent an expansion of course
options offering photography, radio and a variety of
technical courses. Squadron Supply Officer, Jack
Masters received one of the many commendations during
his term as corps supply officer. Area Cadet Officer
Captain W.J. Jack, noted: "the records and inventory
are models for other units to follow ... it is rated as very
superior. "
Captain Jack also noted, "a healthy squadron at the
end of a tough year."
With 1975, the squadron suffered another blow when it
lost access to the N.A.C.1. Gym. A.C.O. Captain Don
Freudenberg was able to note at the Annual Inspection in
1976, "that the squadron continues to maintain its
position of excellence." "With maximum use of
resources and facilities available."
The Corps also was able to drill in the Hazel M.
Kellington Gym. Thanks to the efforts of Jack Titus, Jim
Schmall and Dennis Wrightson.
Flying Scholarship winners, Erick Dyck, Darwin
Debackere - 1971, Terry Drayson - 1972.
In 1976, W.O. David Baskerville joined the ranks of
Flying Scholarship winners.
Exclusive male domination of the Cadet Movement in
Neepawa was shattered in mid-1970s. Competition was
fierce and it was no little surprise to male cadets when
female cadets S. Cassells, D. Loucks, S. Muir, J. Bray, J.
Johnstone and S. McLaughlin walked away with all the
top honors. Competition was fierce but the quality and
espirit de corps of the squadron was high.
The squadron was enjoying an increasingly high level
of morale and an excellence in community cooperation.
It was with pride, the squadron accepted the Harold A.
Steele Trophy as the Most proficient Squadron and the
Brock-Smith Trophy for the Most Improved Squadron in
1979, from Mr. Charles Guichon as a representative of
the Air Cadet League and a dedicated friend of the

squadron.
W.O. Gerry Dyck and F/Sgt. B. Mowat achieved
Flying Scholarship in 1981 and 1982 respectively.
With the advent of the eighties the squadron, Canada's
third oldest, can look back with pride. Despite adversity
which was sometimes seemingly insurmountable, the
squadron has continued to grow.
It has not been easy but in the darkest times there were
those who came forward to see the movement through.
Undoubtedly, there is always the danger when mentioning those countless Neepawa and Area people who
have done so much to assist, encourage or revitalize the
squadron, that someone will, unintentionally, be missed.
To not however, at least make some attempt to mention
these dedicated people would be an even greater disservice. Time after time, people came forward to keep the
movement vibrant, and a vital part of Neepawa. Many
who haven't been mentioned before, but have spent years
with the program were men such as Dr. J .A. McPhedran, M.M. (Smitty) Asplin, Russ Craig, R.G.
Stewart, Charles Guichon, C.E. Hockin, D.C. Lee, G.R.
DeBackere, H. Gill, P. Fellows, T. Edwards, F.S.
Bremner, R.A. Burns, Ross Dunsmore, Fred Strohman,
G. Baskerville, R.C. Bradshaw, G. McElmon and many
other selfless individuals.
Mr. Masters and the late Mr. H.B. Smith have spent
nearly a quarter century devoted to the cause of Air
Cadets in Neepawa. That's dedication. Mrs. Margaret
Smith has continued her husband's concern for the
squadron.
The Corps as a result has seen over nine hundred youth
pass through its program since September 1941. The
corps has had numerous cadets benefit from the Flying
Scholarship program. A sizeable number of Neepawa
youth today make their living flying as a result of opportunities received in No.9 R.C.A.C.S.
Hundreds of Neepawa youths benefitted from camp
experiences and education in such places as Vernon, B.C.
Penhold, Alberta, Whitehorse, North West Territories,
Borden, Ontario, Trenton, Ontario and numerous other
localities.
Cadets, too have benefitted from exchange trips
throughout North America, and the N.A.T.O. countries
of Europe.
The Movement has done well over the years and undoubtedly will continue to do so with the continued
support of and dedication of groups such as the Town of
Neepawa, surrounding area, Royal Canadian Legion,
Legion Branches No. 23 and No. 110, the Ladies
Auxiliary of the Royal Canadian Legion, Beautiful
Plains School Division, particularly the Hazel M.
Kellington School staff, the Neepawa Rifle Club, the
Neepawa Press, the Yellowhead Committee, the Air
Cadet League, the Department of National Defense and
particularly the unqualified support of so many, many
parents over the years.
The "Land of Plenty" Squadron has much to be
thankful for in this Neepawa's Centennial Year.
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SILVER CROSS WOMEN OF CANADA
NEEP A WA CHAPTER 1954-1965
by Mrs. Margaret Peterson

The Silver Cross Organization was formed by women
whose loved ones had given their all for God, King and
Country, and helped to make this land of ours a better
place in which to live.
The first Silver Cross meeting for Neepawa women was
held in the Legion Hall, October 1954.
Charter members were: Mrs. George Hallen,
President; Mrs. John Peterson, 1st Vice-President; Mrs.
Roderick McKay, 2nd Vice-President; Mrs. Alfred
Singleton, Secretary; Mrs. R.A.R. Jackson, Treasurer;
Mrs. Edward Hudson, Standard Bearer; Mrs. Stephen
Kolesar, Chaplain; Mrs. M. Birch, Press Reporter; Mrs.
Harvey Murdoch, Welcome and Welfare; Mrs. George
Thomas, Member; Mrs. Janet Scott, Member. Members
usually held office for a two-year period.
Mrs. Fred Martyn, Provincial President, from Winnipeg, attended a meeting to instruct on standard rules
and order of meetings.
The Charter was sent from the National Council. Mr.
Wm. Whitmore, Mayor of Neepawa at that time, had the
honor of putting the name on the Charter, and presenting
it to the President, Mrs. Hallen.
Other members joining were: Mrs. R. Grassie, Mrs. J.
Day, Mrs. A. Kirk, Mrs. W. Hunter, Mrs. Kingsley and
Mrs. J. Burton.
The weekly fee for each member was ten cents. This,
along with teas, bazaars and bingos, were the ways used
to raise money for various projects.
The first project was buying a wheel chair for $220.00.
It was presented to Winnipeg's Children's Hospital. An
electric kettle was donated to Osborne Home as well as a
hamper, given yearly.
In 1961 a commode wheel chair was purchased for
$67.00 and presented to the Neepawa Hospital along with
a plaque. Rev. David Smith and Rev. W.E. McDonald
dedicated the chair and plaque. Mrs. McKenzie, Matron,
accepted it and thanked the Silver Cross Women for their
gift.
Another wheel chair was donated. This one coasting
$100.00. It was to be used free by anyone needing the
chair. Money was also given to buy supplies for hospital
maternity ward.
In 1966 the President, Mrs. R.A.R. Jackson, presented
Mayor George Rey with a cheque for $200.00 to be used
at East View Lodge. The centennial project in 1967 was
to buy another wheel chair and present it to the East View
Lodge, Administrator, Mr. Casselman and the Matron
Mrs. McCallum. Rev. Mack dedicated the chair and
Mayor Rey applied a plaque to it.
Wreaths are laid at the cenetoph on Decoration and
Remembrance Days, usually by the President.
Honor Roll:
P~ivate Jack Hunter M.M. killed August 1942, buried
Dlepe shores.
L/Cpl. George E. Meakin - June 1944, Normandy.
Cpl. Frank V. Meakin - June 1944, Normandy.
Private E.A. Hallen - Wismar, Holten.
Cpl. B.W. Singleton - 1944, Hong Kong, buried in Hong
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Kong.
L/Cpl. R.J. Stevenson - killed in action June 1944,
Normandy, buried Beny Sur Mer Cemetery.
Pte. P.J. Ernest Peterson - killed September 1944 near La
Panne, buried Adegem, Belgium.
Pte. John Thomas Birch - killed and buried in France.
Sgt. George Stanley Thomas - 1943, buried Nijmegen,
Holland.
Pte. Thomas Hudson - killed 1943, buried in France.
Pte. Olin Garfield Scott - buried in Germany.
Pte. John Thomas Kolesar - killed on duty in Ontario,
buried in Ontario.
Sgt. W.T. Seaman - killed June 1943 in raid over France,
buried in Nantes, France.
Pilot Officer Alvin Roy Jackson - shot down on mission
between Frankfurt and Stuttgart, August 1944, awarded
Operational Wings for gallant services, buried at Bad
Lolz, Germany in British Military Cemetery.
Flying Officer C.R. Grassie - killed November 1944,
buried at Harrogate, England.
Frank Earl Burton - killed 1942, St. John, buried at St.
John, Newfoundland.
Wm. Fraser Kinsley - killed November 1944, Holland.
Pte. John Day - killed and buried in Germany.
Roy Lomax Kirk - 1945, buried Commonwealth
Cemetery, Yohama.
Mr. and Mrs. R. McKay's son - unknown.

To My Mbther On Her J89th Birthday
B¥ Borga Jakobson

"

t
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Her rocking-chair creaks on the old .verandah,
Amm;l rests her ,eyes. Her knitting laid aside,
Her hands are still.
Now is' time to enjoy the twilight:
-,
Friends long~gone return, faces of little children,
Her husband's kiss upon her cheek.
Wasitthehay onthenorthfarm he was tendillg? .
The treasures of old age are hers,
The· jobs completed, bravely done,
The friendships forged and firmly kept..
The helping hand, the kindly word:
Glow in memory like embers from the' evening fire.
Now Miskva comes to rest beside the creaking chair,
AM lay his head on Amma's knee.
His tail moves in quiet rhythm.
The columbines are blooming,
Wind whispers through the mountain ash.
The old house is behind her - ~
It is' as if it speaks: The years are rich in story
For Love has dwelt herein.
Peace has left her touch here and Workhas had
We thank this home for Nurture and Calm, theEle. '.' . .·..i
And .Faith that lights the Unknown beyond thedailY'.c~

W

8 (;ame into your country smiling
As we had laughed in our own,
And we were soon men'S together
You and us, the English.
We scattered over the Dominion
We scrambled in the passes of the Rockies
And we cursed merrily at the vastness of the Prairie,
Pleased and Happy
In a transient sort of way.
The bad among you were liitter
i%s~)
To the intolerant, ;;unong. :~S'f'.,","'---7> ..

But many of ~f),l~f?tJ~~f~~t~~:S:::~~~~~;:'::~:
Into your life and laid thefr'royalty,
.
In part, to Canada.
We cannot take our heart from England
No Englishman can or will
Yet, when we return we shali sometimes
Surely long for the dusty wind and the
Bitter cold that smelno us of Canada
With a little of the longing that now'
Brings images of ralll and fog
That smell to us of England.
We shall miss Canada.

. -THE R.A.F.
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READIN' RITIN' RITHMETIC
:1:
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X

RESPONSIBILITY
RECTITUDE
Big Valley School.

REALIABILITY

Glendale School -1897, built on McGillivray's NW 1/4 21-14-16.

Inkerman School -1902/03. Duff McIlroy, teacher.
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lFor the School District at,. .

Central School 1931-32. Lena McKenzie, Grade 3; Mr. Hannay (music);
T.J. Wilson, Grade 7; Hazel Kellington, Grade /; F.E. Palmiter, Grade
8.

Acton School opened 1887, closed 1903 for new school. N. W. acre of
NW4-16-15.

Osprey School Students - 1952. Winners of the Women's Institllte
Shield at the W.I. Field Day. Ten rural schools competed.

Neepawa Elementary School.
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Neepawa Collegiate Institute. Left to Right: Ruth Faryon, Alice Brown,
Ethel Crabbe, Leigh McDougall, Ruth Ralph, Catherine Simpson,
Nona BrolVn, Florence Coutts, Ruth MacDonald.

Neepawa Collegiate Institute, 1928 - 1958.

THE NEEP A W A COLLEGIATE
1905 to 1982
May 17,1982
by Winnie Cheetham

The following motions appeared in the minutes of the
Neepawa School Board:
MAY 5, 1902 - Mr. Davis reported the renting of a
room in the Central School Building to the Business
College at $10. a month, the Board to pay one half of the
price of installing lights.
DECEMBER 15, 1902 - MIS Mr. Wemyss and Mr.
McGill THAT the chairman be requested to obtain
whatever information he can in regard to collegiate
teaching and report same to the next meeting of this
Board. CARRIED.
JANUARY, 1905 - MIS Mr. McFadden-Mr. F.L.
Davis, THAT a committee consisting of the mover,
seconder and chairman of the Board be appointed to
inquire into and report at the next session (regular) of this
Board of the advisability of taking up collegiate work in
the Neepawa School, so far as Arts, Senior
Matriculation. CARRIED.
MARCH 13, 1905 MIS J.J. McFadden - F.L. Davis

THAT high school work be taken up in the Neepawa
School and that a teacher be employed who is a graduate
in Arts, qualified to assist in taking up such work, duties
to commence first day September, 1905. CARRIED.
It would appear that the first high school classes were
conducted in Neepawa Central School, with Mr. Marshall, Miss Yemen and Mr. A.J. Bell the beginning staff
on September 1, 1905. However, no attendance register is
available for that time and the first one to be found is
dated January, 1908, with Gustavus A. Colpitts, J .F.
Yemen and Mr. A.J. Bell in charge at that time.
The Grade IX students beginning at this date were:
Wesley Bell
Elva Walker
Myrtle Blough
Elsie Tanner
Ethel Bridgman
May Hancock
Lillian Collins
Elizabeth Channon
Gordon Connell
Florence Cruikshank
Alma Hamilton
Wilfrid Dunlop
Preston Hamilton
Florrie Hallis
Anney Honeyman
Marion Jamieson
Meta Montgomery
Irene Kellington
Ethel McIvor
Earl Kennedy
Wilbur Skelding
Olive Molland
Lizzie Young
Eva McLeod
Anna McLean
Crawford McMillan
Ethel Walker
Hazel McNab
Olive Hall
Bessie Parsons
Frances Kerr
Maggie Robertson
J.B. Jackson
Laura Sealey
Mabel Thomson
The school trustees at this time were John Wemyss, Dr.
McFadden, George Kellington, J. McGill, E.J. Harris
and Chairman F.L. Davis. The secretary-treasurer was
M.H. Fieldhouse and the average monthly attendance for
the first year was 24.57.
It is noted that Mr. W.T. Shipley, principal in 1910
received an annual salary of $1500., and that there was
no religion taught or used in the school at that ~ime. The
collegiate courses offered at this time were ThIrd Cla:s,
Pt. 1 and Languages, University Primary, Comn:erclal
and Special. In 1922 thirty students were taking Latm and
French, with Latin discontinuing in 1937 and French
continuing on to the present day.
.
Classes continued in two rooms in the old Central

Collegiate Choir -1932-33.

School until 1928 when the present Viscount Centre was
built, at a cost of $46,530.31. On July 10, 1928, the Rt.
Hon_ Viscount Willingdon, 13th Governor-General of
Canada, laid the cornerstone of the new collegiate. The
Hon. R.A. Hoey, Minister of Education, officially
opened the school with the prayer of dedication given by
Rev. W. Brailsford, Rector of St. James Anglican
Church.
The beginning Grade IX students in 1928 were:
Isabella Adam
Alex Macdonald
Gladys Beard
William McLaren
Isabel Bowser
Laura Murray
Irene Boyle
Percy Murray
Marjorie Buchanan
Kenneth O'Neill
Samuel Bunting
Nancy O'Neill
Louise Card
George Oldstead
Kenneth Clyde
Vivian Oldstead
Nina Davidson
Elizabeth Pollock
Melvin Docking
Esther Poole
Alan Drysdale
Marie Rutledge
Georgina Dunn
Dora Shorten
Horace Frampton
Harold Thomson
Preston Cheetham
Ruth Thorpe
Grace Graham
Erma Townsend
Kathleen Graham
Gladys Stewart
Constance Hall
William Swinburne
Stanley Hall
Isabel Vivian
George Howden
Florence Walker
Gordon Howatt
Muriel Walker
Robert Johnson
Reginald Drysdale
Dorothy Keeling
Eric Marner
Margaret Kerr
Marmaduke McDougall
Margaret Kines
Ronald Guinn
Florence Lousley
Clifford Virtue
The collegiate teachers for this date were H.R. Brown,
Dorothea C. Peter, Luella M. Telfer and J.R.
Thompson. The Trustees were Wm. Dalton, Dr. J .R.
Martin, Dr. McInnis, S.G. Simpson, W. Townsend and
R.H. Wemyss. Mr. R.D. Young was the secretary-treasurer.
In June, 1957, the Neepawa School Board No. 126
became the Neepawa Area Board, with Wilf Sirett as
Chairman. The present collegiate building was then

erected and, in September, 1958, the Beautiful Plains
School Division No. 31 was formed and the school was
named the Neepawa Area Collegiate Institute, which
included Grades IX to XII, with the Viscount Building
being the Junior High. The trustees were: W. Sirett, J.
Young, W. Boughton, C. Fitzsimmons, J.R. McMillan,
C.H. Hanson and P. Cottingham.
1968 brought all Grade IX, X, XI and XII students
from Arden, Eden and Brookdale into the NACI and the
Trustees for this term in Beautiful Plains School Division
No. 31 were J.M. Young, W. Thompson, M.R.
Buchanan, J. Kosomolak, K. Hockin, J.S. Titus, G.E.
McPhail, C. Fitzsimmons and C.H. Hanson, Chairman.
This type of administration has continued until the
present day but Grades VII and VIII are now included.
Activities within the collegiate varied with the years
and a mention only can be made here of some of them.
Let your minds reminisce a while with the literary society,
debating teams, all sports activities from outside
basketball, hockey and curling to intramural sports,
freshie and initiation days, musical festivals, War Savings

-------------

Neepawa Area Collegiate Institute - 1958.

Stamps Drives, foster children, major productions, band
trips, Travel clubs, many field trips, exchange students,
candy-striping, spring proms, graduations, articles made
in the shops, Home Ec. dinners, Model Parliament,
Winter Carnivals, Track and Field Days, Yearbooks,
Business Ed. working experience days, as well as Occupational Entrance work places, and so many more of
which you will think.
The beginning staff at NACI, in 1958, included: Carol
Bennett, M. Blanshard, Verna Brown, Edith Dodds,
Peter Isaak, Valerie Kolson, Ray MacDonald, Harold
Middlemass, Mildred Musgrove, Ed. Smee and Principal, John Voth.
The Grade IX students in September, 1958 were:
Donna Arnold
Doris Dyck
Norman Chapman
Wayne Graham
Kenneth Crabbe
David Harding
Leslie Davie
Christopher Jackson
Joan Deveson
Elaine Kostenchuk
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Terry Martin
Lawrence McMillan
Myrna Middleton
Glen Middleton
Donna Partridge
Rosaline Pasowysty
Lynne Russell
Faye Schmaus
Sherry Sparling
Bette Louise Stoddart
John Gerald Suski
Ray Tindall
Gary Thomasson
Hilda Weselowski
Joyce Winthrop
Helen Yakachuk
Clara Anderson
Margaret Ball
Bryan Barker
Kerry Bates
Marvin Best
Robert Birnie
Gerald Bradley
Lorne Bradley
Leonard Bray
Robert Burns
Lynda Callaghan
Jane Campbell

Marney Cox
Carol Craig·
Robert Curle
Ray Drysdale
Elaine Dunn
Dennis Dunsmore
Patricia Freed
Roberta George
Glen Gordon
Isabelle Gratton
Ronald Greider
Earl Harding
Connie Henton
Barry Hunter
David Kalinowski
Marjorie Kandel
Marilyn Kasprick
Donald Lee
Doreen Kuharski
Ilene Kuharski
Lorraine Labuick
Gordon McCallum
Marlene McGregor
David Murray
William Nicholson
Frank Pasquill
Robert Patterson
Carole Piett

Top Left: Mildred Musgrove, Peter Isaak, Nancy Small, Mrs. Nugent,
Bill Fraser, Clem Turner. Centre: Harold Middlemass, Greta Cook.
Lower: Mel Chambers, Mrs. E. Dodds, Verna Brown, Barney
McIntyre, John Voth (principal).

Harold Middlemass,
Teacher, 1956 - 73.
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Science

Ronald Pilkey
Gail Strock
James Pollock
Linda Sumner
Shirley Sumner
Sharon Radford
Catherine Ritchey
Elsie Tingey
Ruth Robinson
Dorothy Tummon
Karen Ross
Anthonie Verhoeven
Jeannette Simon
Robert Wasyluk
Edna Sinclair
John Westdal
Judith Sirett
Edith White
Lawrence Sprott
Diane Wiseman
Courses offered at NACI are Academic, Business
Education, Industrial Arts, Home Economics, Building
and Construction, Occupational Entrance, and Special
Education.
It is hardly fair to single out certain teachers over the
years but former students will recall pet theories and
principles used by individual teachers.
Two scholarships were subscribed in honor of teachers
at NACI -- Miss Mildred Musgrove, English and
Commercial, and later librarian, whose teaching years
with the collegiate totalled thirty-two and the late Harold
M. Middlemass, Science Teacher.
Other scholarships and trophies presented in honor of
Mr. Wm. Ingram, Harold Kines, Jas. S. Dempsey, Bruce
Gladden, Robert Burns, Rodney Gill, all deceased.
The local Legion and Ladies' Auxiliary, Lions,
Rotarians and Kinsmen Clubs, Shoemaker-Gill,
Manitoba Holiday Festival of the Arts, Hospital Aid
Society, Neepawa-Gladstone Co-op, the Universities of
Manitoba, Winnipeg, Brandon, Manitoba Teachers'
Society, BPSD No. 31, Ruth Faryon, MCI and NACI
Reunion, Business and Professional Women's Club have
contributed greatly to the life of the students through
scholarships as well.
The coveted award of the Governor-General's Medal
offered annually went to the following students:
1928 - Aileen Drysdale
1953 - Jim Kidd
1929 - No Award
1954 - Donald Kidd
1930 - No Award
1955 - Donald Whitmore
1931 - Irene Boyle
1956 - Ronald Buchanan
1932 - Joan Stead
1957 - Nancie Lou Hole
1933 - Earl Tomlin
1958 - Alex Whitmore
1934 - Gordon Cripps
1959 - Garry Martin
1935 - Margaret Thompson 1960 - Edna Whitmore
1936 - Nora Cann
1961 - Marjorie Greenhalgh
1937 - Jack Arbuckle
1962 - Robert Astley
1938 - Elizabeth Irwin
1963 - Linda Smee
1939 - Muriel Fleger
1964 - Joy Henry
1940 - Jack Coutts
1965 - Marilyn Cottingham
1941 - Jack Cantelon
1966 - Robert Turner
1942 - Dorothy Coutts
1967 - Marti Stoddart
1943 - Peggy Wemyss
1968 - Carl Hanson
(Margaret Laurence)
1969 - Beverley Murray
1944 - Fred Ralph
1970 - Jean Jackson
1945 - Don Burgess
1971 - Lois Berry
1946 - Aubrey Asper
1972 - Suzanne Hanson
1947 - Marjorie Lawson
1973 - Sonja Pasiechnik
1948 - Ian Burgess
1974 - Earl Isaak
1949 - Florence Mann
1975 - Bruce Isa~k .
1950 - Barry Hutchinson
1976 - Carol Paslechmk
1951 - Betty Thomson
1977 - Debra F:aser
1952 - Beryl Williamson
1978 - Betty MItchell

1979 - Deborah Mauthe
1981 - Scott Finlayson
1980 - Lorna Jakobson
School principals from 1908 to the present time were:
1908 - Gustavus Colpitts
1938 - Mr. J .E. Sigurjonsson
1910 - W.T. Shipley
1941 - Mr. H.C. Ray
1915 -E. Burgess
1947 -Mr. Thos. M. Whitley
1918 - George H. Robertson 1953 - Mr. J .C. Williamson
1926-E.C. Jordan
1958-Mr. JohnA. Voth
1928 - H.R. Brown
1961 - Mr. O.A. Olsen
1929 - Mr. G.O. Thorsteinson 1963 - Mr. C.C. Cox
1930 - Mr. W. Fife
1968 - Mr. I.L. Traill
1931 - Mr. F.D. McKenzie
1978 - Mr. Lloyd Cavers
1935 - Mr. W. Delgaty
1980 - Mr. Pat Angers
School Inspectors for Neepawa Secondary School
from 1912 on: Previous to 1912, Mr. A.B. Fallis was
stationed at Neepawa and inspected both elementary and
high school. From 1912 to 1947 all secondary schools of
two or more rooms in rural Manitoba were visited by two
centrally located inspectors, one for north of the CP
railroad and the other one south of the CPR.
1912-22, Mr. S.E. Lang
1922-27, Mr. Erwin Knapp
1927-40, Mr. Andrew Moore
1940-41, Mr. Erwin Knapp
1941-42, Mr. J.R. Reid
1942-43, Mr. Clarence Moore
1943-45, Mr. Andrew Moore
1945-46, Miss Margery Brooker
1946-47, Mr. E.H. Reid
In 1947, the duty of high school inspector was taken
over by the local elementary school inspector.
1947-56, Mr. R.E. Beecher, inspector of elementary since
1936.
1959-70, Mr. J.W. Butcher
1956-59, Mr. R.E. Vasey
Not long after 1970, the title of "school inspector" was
abolished, team inspecting took place. Since then, Mr.
M. Taylor, Brandon, has been the Departmental
supervisor for Neepawa Collegiate.
Here are a few of the school cheers along the years:
One, two, three, four
We're for the Blacks,
Who are we for!
We're for Neepawa!
We're for the Golds,
We're not slack!
With an N, with an E, with an N - E - E
With a P, with an A, with a P - A '- W
With an A, with a W, with an A - W - A
Neepawa Collegiate, Hooray, ray ray!
These are the cheers that helped so many of our
students achieve many honors, both academically and in
the sports field and Neepawa and District can be very
proud of NCI and NACI students. The school motto
down the years has been "To strive, to seek to find and
not to yield", and it has served the students very well.

NEEPA WA ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
by Ruth Faryon

September has marked the beginning of a new term for
pupils in the Neepawa elementary schools for over a
hundred years. Pupils, teachers, and even parents have
eagerly anticipated this event. The Neepawa Press of
1910 aptly described school opening in these words, "Joy
was prominent on the face of each pupil marching to a
higher grade for another year's study". I shared in this
occasion for thirty-three years - seven as a pupil and
twenty-six years as a staff member. It is a pleasure to
recall these days, happy association with pupils and staff
and many activities that added much to the enjoyment of
school life.
Documents in the archives of the Department of
Education, local board minutes, and conversations with
former pupils have provided information about
elementary school activities in our town. It all began in a
little white school house located about half a mile east of
the present townsite. This school was in operation even
before the formation of Neepawa School District No. 126
in 188l. Soon a school was built in town and later, when
more accommodation was needed, a second building was
erected nearby. This must have been a temporary
measure, for school board minutes record the notice of a
meeting to be held in June, 1888 "to consider the
question of a new school site in accordance with instructions from the Department of Education". This
meeting proved to be a stormy session. Many possible
sites were proposed, and after bitter debate, rejected.
Finally, a majority approved of the property on the west
side of Mountain Avenue between Ellen and Isabel
Streets. So strong was the feeling about the selection of
this site that ratepayers asked to have their votes
recorded. The following day, a group who had been
unable to attend the meeting asked that their names be
added to the list of those favoring this site.
The new school was completed in 1898 at a cost of one
thousand dollars a room. The former schools were
moved to new locations. One became the Fire Hall and
the other was moved to Vivian Street where it was
converted into a residence occupied by the Richardson
family and later the Martin and Fryer families. The threestorey brick building contained classrooms for all grades

Neepawa our alma mater
School of quality,
We'll remember you forever
Pledge our loyalty!
With our emblem shining brightly
Colors black and gold,
Keep our motto e'er before us,
Faith and Truth uphold!
South End School- 1902.
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North End School.
Neepawa Grade VI.

from one to eleven and was under the supervision of one
principal. In 1901, a kindergarten room was opened with
Miss Alice Walker in charge. Unfortunately, all board
members were not in favor of this venture and questions
were constantly raised as to the value of this class from an
educational standpoint. Finally, in 1915, in spite of the
petitions of parents who favored its retention, the board
decided to close the room. It was not until 1965 that
kindergarten classes again became part of the school
system.
To serve the needs of a growing population, Viscount
School was built in 1928 and the high school classes
moved there. In 1908, a two-roomed school had been
built at the north end of the town, on a site later occupied
by the Swift Canadian Company. Fairview or North
Ward was meant to accommodate pupils living in that
part of town. However, many parents preferred to send
their children to the larger school and board minutes of
this time made frequent reference to the fact that "if they
(the parents) refused to send their children to North
Ward, steps would be taken to force their attendance
there". With the opening of Viscount, North Ward was
closed and a primary room was opened in the basement
of Viscount with Miss Lily Rutledge in charge. Eventually this class was moved to Central School and Miss
Rutledge taught on the staff there for many years.
After nearly half a century of service, it became evident
that the Central School was no longer a safe bUilding.
The question of erecting a new school was brought to the
attention of the ratepayers. Eventually, a by-law was
passed authorizing money for the building of a new
elementary school on the property formerly occupied by
the Fusee McFeetors Company. West Park, consisting of
four classrooms (grades 1, 2, and part of 3) and an
auditorium was opened in 1951. Miss Hazel Kellington
was the teacher in charge, operating under the supervision of Mr. R.W. McAmmond, principal of Central
School. In 1953, twelve classrooms and office space were
added and the remainder of the grades moved to West
Park. A new collegiate was built in 1958 and grades seven
and eight then moved to Viscount School. The old
Central School was demolished and a shopping centre
with a parking lot was created on this site. Later, Mr. A.
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Lytle, one of the merchants in this centre, erected a
plaque to mark the site of the school.
In the 1960s, many rural schools in the province were
finding it difficult to remain open, due to decreased
enrollment and increased costs. They requested that their
pupils be allowed to attend schools in the larger centres.
Several schools close to Neepawa asked for this consideration and as a result, their pupils were bussed to
West Park. This movement became province-wide and it
resulted in the formation of the larger areas of administration. In 1967, Neepawa S.D. No. 126 became
part of Beautiful Plains S.D. No. 31.
It is not possible to mention all the extracurricular
activities that made school an exciting and interesting
place in the 1920s. It is hoped that many readers will
identify with the highlights here recorded and add to
them many memories of their own.
Early in October, we looked forward to the Boys' and
Girls' Club Fair which was held in the Rutledge Garage at
the corner of Mountain Avenue and Davidson Street.
The cars were removed and long tables were set up to
hold the large number of exhibits. At school, teachers
encouraged pupils to enter samples of their best writing,
printing or drawing. At home, mothers tried to teach
daughters, who for most of the year showed little interest
in domestic activities, how to produce light, tasty biscuits
or sew a fine seam. Boys called on their fathers to help
them harvest their vegetable crop and prepare them for
exhibition. Finally, all was in readiness and the doors
were closed while the judges made their difficult decisions
as to which exhibits would receive the coveted awards.
When the doors were opened, there was a wild dash to see
if a prize ribbon was on your entry. One year, the
Governor-General and Lady Byng visited the fair and
congratulated the young exhibitors on the quality and
quantity of their entries.
As soon as the cold weather arrived, the ground west of
the school was prepared for flooding for the school rink.
Below zero weather did not deter the eager children from
donning their skates as soon as school was dismissed, and.
the shouts of the happy children as they skimmed over

Mrs. Cochran'sClass-1917.

the somewhat rough and bumpy surface, could be heard
all over town. The hardest punishment to take was if a
teacher kept you in after four while your friends were free
to indulge in their favorite sport. Wintertime also
presented additional problems for the school. When
blizzards raged, I cannot remember school being closed.
Mr. McBride with his team of horses made a gallant
attempt to plow out the streets before school time but this
was an impossible task. Hardy children bundled up to
their eyes in warm clothing, invented all kinds of games
in order to make their way through the huge snowdrifts.
Eventually, we arrived at school, exhausted and soaking
wet. Coats were hung in the halls to dry, and mittens,
scarves and toques for the rest of the day. On such cold
days, the heating system was not capable of providing
sufficient heat for all the rooms so we were crowded into
the one room which had an auxiliary stove, and we stayed
there until the rest of the rooms became warm enough for
to return to our own places.
Preparation for Christmas in the school was largely
,",v •. uu,,",u to decorating the rooms and making presents
family members. Each year mothers and fathers were
with book marks, shoe polishers and needle
as each child brought home his contribution.
concerts were the concern of the churches. By
time that the festive season rolled around, every child
connected with some Sunday School. Otherwise,
would you "have a part" in the entertainment or
ve a bag of candies from Santa?
The first Friday in June was a red-letter day in the
year. This was the occasion of the annual Field
enjoyed by pupils of the rural and town schools.
of preparation on the part of pupils and teachers
a high point as the day drew near. Only then, did
realization that the event might have to be cancelled
of inclement weather, became a terrible
ibility. Fortunately the weatherman usually connl~r"rpn and early on the appointed day, the children
to assemble on the grounds of the Public School.
they were assigned their places for the parade
was a feature of the day's proceedings. They
)re:senteC1 a colorful sight in their colorful costumes and
beautiful banners which carried the name of their
or grade. Promptly at ten o'clock, the Citizen's

Band lead by their drum major Mr. W.G. Pollock,
resplendent in his uniform of blue and gold, arrived at
the school. Soon the parade was on its way, and to the
tune of "Colonel Bogey" we proudly marched to the Fair
Grounds. The street was lined with parents and friends
but one did not dare to look at them lest they "get out of
step", for there were judges stationed all along the route.
At last we reached the Fair Grounds where we lined up to
await the judge's decision. Who would have the privilege
of hanging the coveted shield in their room for the
following year? When the announcement of the winner
was finally made, the cheers of the victors drowned out
the moans and groans of the losers. Physical drill
competitions, races, and ball games were all parts of the
day's activities. The final event of this glorious day was a
free show at the Opera House, courtesy of the Neepawa
School Board.
The autumn walks around Park Lake, the "dibs"
season in early spring, Hallowe'en and Valentine parties,
the visits of Jack Miner and Ernest Seton Thompson,
operettas such as "The Golden Whistle" and "Over the
Garden Wall", Empire Day pageants, and Arbor Day
activities were events that provided enjoyment for pupils
in the elementary school.
I recall with gratitude my elementary school teachers. I
was one of the fifty-one pupils in Miss Kellington's first
class in Neepawa. The size of the class was enough to
discourage a young teacher but fortunately for Neepawa
pupils, she continued to skillfully teach primary children
until her retirement in 1965. Miss Kellington was an
accomplished pianist and was much in demand at the
musical festival and school concerts. She now resides in
Victoria, B.C. In the second grade we loved to gather
around the old organ and sing "The Ugly, Grizzly Bear"
and "The Friendly Cow". Mrs. Cochran delighted in
producing concerts for parents and friends. Mothers
made beautiful crepe paper costumes, and fathers
provided suitable scenery for these plays. We enjoyed
being a part of such events. Miss Nugent (Mrs. Alguire)
was my teacher in the third grade. I remember the reading
contests she conducted. Every pupil worked hard to be
word perfect. In this way we earned points for our side.

Teachers - Central School-1939.
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Miss Elsie Ritchie (now living in Winnipeg) introduced us
to the study of geography in the fourth grade. She made
the subject so interesting that we were eager to learn all
we could about the world and its people. Miss Laidler
(Mrs. Evans) was the daughter of a pioneer of the
Glendale district. Her vivid accounts of her father's life
in the new Canadian West were most interesting. It was
the year that Miss Sirett (Mrs. Loader), now living in
Vancouver, B.C., was our teacher that we finally won the
award for marching in the Field Day parade. She must
have worked very hard tQ bring us to this stage of perfection.
The public school remained under the direction of the
Collegiate Principal until 1934 when Mr. Herbert Bell
was appointed Principal of the elementary school.
Previous to this, Mr. Palmiter who taught grades seven
and eight, was designated as "teacher in charge of the
elementary school" and "in charge", he certainly was!
Former pupils tell stories, many no doubt, exaggerated
accounts, of his rather unorthodox disciplinary
measures. I remember the lectures he would deliver on his
favorite quotation, "To thine own self be true". Then he
would assign work to do and he would leave the room to
patrol the halls and stairways. Later he would creep in
silently in the back door and catch pupils who were not
working at the task assigned to them.
I returned to Neepawa in 1939 to join the staff of the
public school. In the spring of that year, the school
children were taken by special train to Winnipeg to see
King George and Queen Elizabeth. From all accounts this
was a memorable occasion and it is reported that the
Neepawa children saw the Royal visitors more times than
any other group did.
The war had its impact upon school activities in the
1940s. A number of pupils arrived from New Brunswick
to attend our school. Their parents were civilians employed by the Miramichi Flying School who operated the
E.F.T.S. at the local airport. The buying of War Savings
Stamps was encouraged and pupils made substantial
donations to the Milk for Britain Fund. They also

became involved in a major effort for the Local
Corps. Capitalizing on the fact that children are
collectors, the pupils were organized into teams to
all kinds of salvage material that would be useful in
war effort. Their leaders did a marvellous job of
couraging each team member to gather as much
material as possible. The result was that for
months, the school yard resembled a large junk-yard.
Although the old school lacked a suitable auditoriu
and gymnasium, the school board made provision to
other buildings in town for school activities. Rem
brance Day services and Commencement Day
were held in local churches. The senior grades went to
Arcade for square dancing, and the Roxy Theatre was
scene of school concerts. With the building of
auditorium at West Park, it was possible to enjoy
activities, especially in the field of physical education
sports. Gymnastics, folk dancing, basketball
volleyball were introduced. Track meets took the place
Field Day which had been discontinued. Near the end
the school year, the primary children participated in
tabloid meet on the school grounds while the sen"
grades went to the Fair Grounds or the Collegiate tr
for their events.
Neepawa has always been a "hockey town" so it is
surprising that boys (and girls) were introduced to t
sport early in their school life. School rinks and the
were the scenes of exciting games as the young p
worked hard to win the coveted "Wildfire" trophy.
the spring, softball and later hardball leagues
organized for the boys and girls.
The junior grades observed special days with parties·
their classrooms. The seniors enjoyed weiner roasts a
Bray's pasture, and parties at the school when games
dancing, and lunch were features of the entertainment.
The stage in the auditorium provided an
for pupils to take parts in plays and operettas.
productions entailed a great deal of work on the part
children, teachers, and parents but they provided
joyment for audience and participant alike.
In 1935, Mr. Wes McAmmond came to Neepawa
teach Grade seven in the Public School. One of his
teresting experiences that year was connected with
weiner roast to be held at Bray's pasture. As usual,
group of eager beavers had rushed ahead and when
finally arrived at the trestle bridge with the last of
stragglers, he was astonished to see some
hanging from the heavy beams under the bridge,
others were racing precariously near the edge of
bridge at a breakneck speed. This was a frighten
situation. There and then he vowed that it would
happen again. Next year he planned a treasure hunt
you may be sure that none of the clues for the
treasure lead anywhere near that bridge! In 1941, he
appointed teaching principal (Grade 8) and in 195~
became supervising principal, a position he held un~ll
left to become a member of the staff of the IV1c:UULV<>'1
Teachers' College.
School board minutes provide interesting informa
about pupil activities prior to 1919. One such ac~ivity
the planting of school gardens. The board pr~v~ded
and seeds to those pupils who wished to partiCIpate.
An"nAl"Tll"m

SALISBURY SCHOOL
by Mrs. C. Drysdale

Salisbury School was closed in 1966. It was a brick
veneer bUilding that was built in 1921. Actually it was the
fourth school in the district. The first classes were held in
a log bUilding, dating back to 1881. In 1883, O.E. Reilly
bUilt a school on SE 21-15-14 for $335.00. Another
school was built and in 1910 a frame church was built just
north of it. Then in 1921 the brick school was built. The
boundaries of the district were changed and the new

Miss H. Kellington's Class· 1951 Grade I.
Salisbury School· 1945.

long the young gardeners carefully tended the
and in the fall prizes were awarded for the best
Prominent among the annual winners were
of families well-known in horticultural circles. Ted
Kitty Ashby (Mrs. Murray), George Randall, Nettie
on (Mrs. Orchard) and Eva Vickery (Mrs.
, to mention a few.
high degree of academic excellence has been
eved in the elementary schools through the efforts of
teaching staff. Each staff member has brought to the
sroom his or her Own particular talent. EnthuSiasm,
ence, a real concern for the individual added to skill
the art of teaching have been characteristics of these
. Pupils, school boards, and parents continue to
grateful for the fine instruction provided.
The efficient management of a school depends on
people: school board members who are concerned
the best possible facilities be provided; parents, Who
their encouragement show interest in the work the
is attempting to do; secretaries, custodians, and in
years, bus drivers who performed their duties efand cheerfully. For over a hundred years
""",,...,,,"'0 has been fortunate to have had these types of
associated with elementary education in Our town.

Salisbury School Children. 1945.

school was more centrally located.
A picture of the children and the ponies they rode to
school - taken by Miss Singleton in 1945. The children

Teachers of Salisbury School.

West Park School Staff. 1959.60.

were Ken, Cam, Dennis and Donna Paterson; Bill, Marie
and Murray Buchanan; Ella, Irene, Ron and Audrey
Roe; Mavis and Allan Harkness; Shirley and Betty
Cicholski; Harriet King and Shirley Tindall.
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When the school closed in 1966, a picnic and community supper was held. Seven former teachers - all still living
in the Neepawa area were present. Back Row, Left to
Right: Mesdames Mildred Kilburn, Edith Martin,
Leween Drysdale, Margaret Lowery. Seated: Noreen
Smith, Homer Gill and Gladys Buchanan.

STONEY CREEK SCHOOLS
NO. 1331881-1964
from History of Stoney Creek District

The first Stoney Creek school was opened for instruction Dec. 8, 1881. It was the second school to open
in the Neepawa area and the first teacher was John
Edwards of Listowel, Ont. and the last teacher in the

Stoney Creek School about 1902. Front Row, Left to Right: Lawrence
McCallum, Harvey Thomson, Heber Hockin, Johnny McKee, Willie
Sangster, May Ash, Nellie Ash, Clair Montgomery, Jessie Ash, Alma
Sangster. Second Row: Florence Graham, Janet Thomson, Elly Mae
Johnston, Mabel Thomson, Meta Montgomery. Third Row: Andy
Hockin, Gordon Johnston, Cecil Connell, Wilfred Thomson, Willie
Graham, Peden Connell, Gordon Connell, Charlie Ash, John
Johnston, Miss Barbara Stratton - teacher.

little log school house was Miss Eva Leach.
The second school was built in 1897, and was in use
until 1950, the last teacher to teach in this school was
Mrs. Ann,a Gray.
In 1964 the school was sold to the Neepawa Lions Club
for one dollar, and moved to its present site at Neepawa's
Riverbend Park.
In 1967 when Canada celebrated her lOOth birthday,
the Neepawa Centennial Committee asked that a pageant
on the history of this school be produced. Produced and
directed by Mrs. R.P. Connell, and assisted by former
teachers, Mesdames Ron Guinn, Ron Howe, Clarence
Martin, Alma Murray, and Murray Elliott, this
production was thoroughly enjoyed by young and old,
alike. In producing this pageant an attempt was made to
show some of the past that transpired in a one-room rural
school.
In the early days, rural schools were situated every four
miles. Grades one to eight were taught, and anywhere
from fifteen to forty pupils or more, attended. Every
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Stoney Creek School on parade.

school had one teacher, who came with her books,
patience, always ready to teach the words and wisdom
time.
For many years the Stoney Creek school provided
centre for the social life of the district. Especially was
so during the dark days of the Thirties. These
consisted of cards, croquinole, and checker tourmlm(~nt.
dances, box socials, picnics, variety concerts and
One play, "Autumn Blooming", was entered in
Manitoba Drama League in 1932, and received first
in the Festival held in Neepawa. The players were
to enter it in the Dominion Festival in Ottawa. This
not possible, however, as no funds were available
travel. This play was directed by Mrs. R.P. Connell,
the characters were - Ed Cameron, Cecil Connell,
Crabbe, Frances Thomson and Alma Murray.
At the closing of the Pageant, a dedication of
school to the Neepawa Lions Club was held. Perhaps,
this old school were able to talk to us, it might
something like this:
"Gaze on me, visitors to this park
And remember that thy days shall be as mine.
Retired, replaced, reviewed, for what once
was thine."

UNION SCHOOLS
by Mrs. C. Drysdale

The first school open in this area about 1880 was a
house owned by Peter Graham, located about half a
north of where Angus Kozoroski now lives. It was
for two winters and the teacher was an old man by
name of Richard Edwards. About this time Neepawa
built a school on the face of the hill just east of the
Burnett farm buildings. This was too far for the U
boys and girls to go, so in 1883 the Union School
built.
The first meeting to organize the Union School
was held at John Hunter's house. Walter Hunter "h"iT'.
the meeting and Walter Brydon was Secretary.
elected were James Drysdale for a term of two
James Campbell for a term of one year, and
McLaren was elected to finish the year as third trustee.
A site to build on was chosen on NE corner of 30-

Union School built 1883, jour miles east ojNeepawa.

14. Tenders were called for to build the school and eleven
tenders were received. John Wesley Hunter's tender of
$160.00 was accepted.
The school was completed and taken off the contractor's hands on July 30, 1883. Miss Shafer was
engaged as first teacher on August 15, 1883. Children
attending in the early days were McLarens, Drysdales,
Hunters, Campbells, Newtons, Nelsons, Biggs and
Brydons.
In 1933 when Union School marked its 50th anniversary, it was recorded that there had been forty-eight
teachers and five substitutes engaged, and approximately
thirty-thousand dollars paid to teachers. The highest
salary was $110.00 a month, and the lowest was $30.00 a
month.
The first school was used until after World War II, at
which time it was decided to build again. The old school
was sold to Philip Wiesbrot.
In 1950 a new school was built at a cost of $10,000.00.
The members of the school board at that time were
Archie McNair, Jim McLaren, and George Pollock. They
built a school with a few luxuries that the old one lacked.
It had a built-in stage that was great for Christmas
concerts and community concerts. The full sized
basement was equipped with an oil furnace a small
kitchen, toilets and a recreation room.
'

Mr. Rbt. Hunter, Miss Mary Campbell, Mrs. John McLaren, Mrs.
Peter Graham, Mr. David Drysdale - taken 1950.

Nearly two hundred people assembled August 27th,
1950 for the opening ceremonies. Five of the first class of
1883 were present. They were Robt. Hunter, Miss Mary
Campbell, Mrs. John McLaren, Mrs. Peter Graham and
Dave Drysdale.
The first teacher in the new school was Miss Audrey
Buchanan (now Mrs. Audrey Simon). There were twentyone pupils in grades I to VIII. Mrs. Simon taught for ten
years at Union.
The enrolment dropped gradually until in 1967 there
were only eight pupils. The Dept. of Education was
recommending the closing of rural schools. A ratepayers
meeting was called and a good representation of the
district voted unanimously to close the school. The
children are now taken by bus to Neepawa.
There was a little sadness in everyone's heart when the
school closed for it had turned out many excellent
students and it had been a good community centre. We
had it equipped for concerts and dances and many good
times were held there.
It is now owned by the Alcoholics Anonymous, and we
trust they are doing good work in it.

WILLERTON, SPRINGHILL

COLONY SCHOOL
Mildred Kilburn

"No matter where you teach you will never be treated
better than these people will treat you" - so said Mr.
Grafton of Special Schools when he and Mr. Waldner,
the German teacher came to see me about teaching at
Willerton School, Springhill Colony. I was to find out,
over the next years how true his words were.
Since the Colony was new there was no school as such.
The school room was located in the main building which
held a kitchen, bakery, dining room for adults, a church
and a dining hall for children. In this room we held
school. The children had been attending school at
Sunnyside Colony, Newton Siding. They had only 3
surnames, Wallman, Waldner and Hofer, and at first I'm
afraid I mixed them up badly.
The girls wore the traditional Hutterite dress. Little
girls wore black bonnets fastened under the chin, long
skirts, aprons, blouses and jackets. Older girls dressed
the same but wore a pretty white cap (often lace) and of
course, the polka dot head scarf.
Boys wore pants with braces, shirts and jackets. All
clothing was hand made.
The little children - beginners - could speak little or no
English when they came from the Kindergarten (this is a
baby sitting service provided by the colony for children
from 2 1/2 to 5 years. Here they are taught prayers, songs
and are cared for by the older women while their mothers
do their share of colony work). With the help of the older
children, though, they picked up English enough to
manage. The children in a.colony go every day at 8 A.M.
to German school. Since the Hutterite language is an
archaic Austrian Tyrolean dialect, it is unwritten. To
read their traditional Bibles, the children must learn
German and they copy (and memorize) hundreds of
verses, often in very artistic handwriting.
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The
Sweet
Singers

The regular school teacher begins at 9 A.M. and the
Uinesian curriculum (here Beautiful Plains) is followed
until 4 P.M. The children then attend German school
again until 5 o'clock - a long day. German school is
conducted by the Colony appointed German teacher.
Caretaking was done by the older girls. The school was
swept, dusted and the desks washed every day. On
weekends the floor was washed, waxed and polished.
After a year or two in the main building, the school
was moved to a separate one and eventually we had
modern washrooms and a room for a library.
Anyone coming to a Colony school would find it very
like the old time rural school, all the grades in one room.
Nowadays computers are often in evidence in the older
grades. Some radio and films are permitted but T.V. is
not approved.
Halloween, Valentine's Day and the school picnic and
field day were looked forward to with great enthusiasm
but the highlight of the year was the Christmas co~cert.
Lines for recitations and dialogues were learned with
lightning rapidity and new carols, old carols and German
carols practiced daily. We had no piano or other accompaniment but the older girls are accomplished singers
and to hear "Stille Nacht" sung (often in four parts)
would bring tears to your eyes. We always had a
Christmas tree and decorating it and putting on the lights
was a very exciting affair, especially for the smaller
children. There were gifts for all and the teacher was

Willerton
School
and
students

Christmas
Concert

usually overwhelmed with gifts that were for the most
part practical and often hand made.
We did not have a Parent's Day as it did not fit in with
the work of the Colony. Instead when reports were ready
I usually took them around to each home. Everyone
welcomed me so warmly that I really looked forward to
these visits. The school nurse visited us and often
remarked on the healthy well-cared for children.
"Needles" of course were not very popular and I well
remember one first grader who took off for home with
me in pursuit. I met his mother about half way, dragging
her reluctant boy back. His heels were dug in and his
lungs in full operation!
We had visitors too. Doctors studying genetics,
University students, school tours, foreign students and
teachers from Australia, Japan, England and every
province in Canada. A great day for the boys was the day
a well known hockey star paid us a visit for most Hutterite boys are avid hockey fans.
Hutterite children do not go to school after they are 15.
The boys begin to learn the work of the Colony and the
girls become helpers in the kitchen and garden. Higher
education is frowned upon but education of a practical
nature is encouraged by doing and the work ethic is
learned early in life.
Teaching in a Colony school is not really much different from teaching children anywhere. Most of them
were good students but the indifferent, lazy and slow
child can be found in any school and colony schools are
no exception. The Colony child with his or her unique
dress, language and religion is very aware of his own
history of persecution and relocation and they appreciate
Canada - "a free and beautiful land" .
Like children anywhere they love to play games and a
long skirt in no way hampers a three bagger in softball!
Hutterite families are large and children regarded as
great treasures. I remember one little girl coming running
to school to tell me "Teacher, you must see our new baby
_ he's the most beautiful one yet" (Baby was number 12)!
One could go on and on with funny and sometimes sad
anecdotes - as when a favorite 7 year old student died of
cancer. Teachers in other Colony schools may have
different views and experiences but I found my years at
Willerton so rewarding, the people so warm hearte~ and
kind that I can only conclude that Mr. Grafton was nght.

Fire Drill - Neepawa Public School. 4 floors cleared in 3 minutes. Mayor W. G. Pollock and Fire Chief - C. W. Parrott, School Board Chairman J.A. Davidson, Wm. Gerrie - Town Council, Les Harvey - Caretaker, Wes McAmmond, Teachers - Ruth Faryon, Eva Christensen, Margaret
Hutney, Lena McKenzie, .Mrs. Cochran, Margaret Simpson, Hazel Kellington.

Girls of Grade 1-1919. Back Row: Mary Bragg, Gladys Beard, ?, Ruth
Faryon, Catherine Simpson, Leigh Dunsmore, Margaret Kerr. Middle
Row: Hazel White, ?, Erma Townsend, Bryda King, Ruth MacDonald.
Front Row: Bruce MacDonald, Georgina Bain, Marie Rutledge, Edith
Radley, Bernice McMillan, Margaret Adam, Connie Hall.

Boys of Grade 1 - 1919. Back Row: Ron Guinn, Gordon Howatt, Jack
Brown, Ralph Harvey, ?, Arthur Slllnner, ?, ?, ?, Johnny Petch,
Elmore Elliott, Leonard Morrison. Middle Row: Roy McKell, Gordon
Merriman, ?, Gordon Garrett. Front Row: Doug Brown, Marin
McDougall, Preston Cheetham, Fred Richardson.
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EXPANSION AND GROWTH OF
NEEPAWA
CENTERED AROUND THE TWO
RAILWAY STATIONS

settled when the townspeople gave the Railway Company
a note for $16,000, and Davidson and Hamilton threw in
many lots of their survey as special inducement. After the
incorporation of the town, the note was retired by an
issue of the town's debentures for the above amount."

part excerpt 'The Land of Plenty' - A.F. (Dick) McKenzie

Many stories can be told; the arrival in blinding
snowstorms of a trainload of European immigrants,
carloads of horses shipped here to local farmers, the
tearful departures of our troops (the 226th regiment
1915) and the many servicemen in the years 1939-1944,
their joyful returns following 1945, the arrival of
newlyweds and prospective brides, the travelling
salesmen with their carpetbags.
Stories can be told of Billy Munford and his express
truck (Billy could unload "tons" of freight), and there
was Owny Docking at the C.N.R., in fair weather and
foul, Bill Davidson delivered our telegrams, George
Mantion and Buckle Farrell had their own distinctive
whistles when returning to Neepawa, Sammy Heard met
all trains faithfully, no matter the hour of day, with his
enchanting old bus delivering all passengers safely to
their destinations.
A trial survey for the main line of the C.P.R. was made
in 1880. It was expected that one station would be at
Boggy Creek and another at Spring Creek in Glendale. In
fact, so much speculation and political maneuvering was
indulged in, that a townsite was laid out at Grand Valley,
two miles east of the present City of Brandon. Early
settlers and speculators had visions of Grand Valley
becoming the "Wheat City" of the future. Residents of
Rapid City, too, had surveyed and laid out a large
townsite, firm in the belief that the main line would pass
through that town. Grand Valley became a ghost town
and Rapid City never did come up to the fond hopes of
the first residents.
It was much the same problem with the future
Neepawa. When they seemed reasonably sure that the
C.P .R. would go through some miles to the south,
Davidson and Hamilton arranged to build a store in the
Glendale district. But instead, the C.P .R. main line was
built twenty miles farther south, through the small town
of De Winton (Carberry).
Meanwhile, the Manitoba & North Western Railway
seemed a probability, and in 1882 was built as far as
Gladstone. It was expected that the new line would come
into Neepawa directly from the east. In fact, part of the
grade was built a short distance north of the present No.
4 Highway. Then the Railway Company changed its plan
and decided that the line would proceed west a mile north
of the correction line, or about two miles away from the
new town centering on Hamilton Street.
Disaster appeared imminent. Neepawa was to experience the fate of Grand Valley. But a mistake in the
calculations of the railway proved a break for the young
town.
By some error they had located their grade on and
along the road allowance. An immediate action was
begun by the County Council, at the instance of the
founders of the town, to enjoin and restrain the company
from continuing the track as planned. The dispute was
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C.P.R. Station, Neepawa -1922.

C.P.R. Neepawa.

C.P.R. Neepawa.

C.P.R. Station, Neepawa.
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TRANSPORTATION
COMING OF THE RAILWAYS·
C.P.R. AND M. & N.W.
June 27, 1933 Neepall'a Press

In 1880 a trial survey for the Main line of the C.P .R.
passed through townships thirteen. One station was to be
at Boggy Creek and it was supposed the next would be
near Spring Creek, then a steadily flowing stream in
Glendale. Here John A. Davidson and Jonathan J.
Hamilton expected to start a centre for the district and in
1880 built a store on the northwest corner of 25-13-16.
But the C.P.R. was built in 1881 twenty miles further
south. In that year the M. & N.W. Railway was mooted
and in 1882 built to Gladstone - old Palestine. So in 1881
the young merchants decided to build at Clydesdale - now
Neepawa.
The Davidson family had settled at Palestine in 1873
and came from there to Neepawa. In the beginning of
1874 Jonathan J. Hamilton was in Red River with his
father and joined the Mounted Police, and after his
discharge joined forces with John A. Davidson in
mercantile ventures. From Andrew Baker, who had
homesteaded SE 33-14-15, they purchased that quarter
and had it and the adjoining quarter in 28, surveyed into
town lots.

Wreck at Uno, Manitoba-1915.

C.N .R. IN NEEP A W A
June 25,1912 Neepawa Press

The biggest industry in Neepawa at the present time is
the Canadian Northern Railway with its hundred employees drawing eight thousand dollars a month and
maintaining twenty-five homes containing close to
another hundred souls. In other words, the C.N.R. is ten
per cent of Neepawa.
The business in and through Neepawa has grown
rapidly in the past three years and it is confidently expected the increase will be just as much in the coming
three years. The erection of an engineer's bunk house
with complete and up-to-date equipment and to accommodate sixteen men indicates that the company
anticipates a very great increase. Railways are systematic.
Such a bunkhouse is out of proportion with the present
five-stall roundhouse. But that was partly experimental.
With the waterworks in operation there is little doubt the
roundhouse will be trebled in size - as a matter of
necessity - within a year or two at the most. The roundhouse staff now numbers fifteen men - half of them
working in day time and half at night. But there is always
more work than they can do. It is a question of having the
facilities for doing work. Hence much is now sent to
Winnipeg, Brandon or Dauphin that will later on be done
here. It costs something like $30 to take an engine to
Winnipeg and return; and as a wash-out is required for
every 800 mile run or equivalent work, it is readily seen
what an important matter it is to have a completely
equipped terminal at this point.
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Uno, Manitoba -1915.
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Trestle Bridge, C.N.R., Neepawa.

C.N .R. AND C.P .R. IN NEEP A W A - 1982

C.N.R. Station and Water Tower

At present there are no C.N. rail lines into Neepawa
from the south. Connecting lines to Beulah, Brandon,
C.N. main line and Gladstone subdivision have been
dismantled, as has the old trestle bridge. A connection to .
the Rossburn sub-division (Neepawa to Russell) remains
in operation. C.N. trains to Neepawa run on C.P.R. rail
from Gladstone to Neepawa, transfer to Neepawa C.N.
yard to service industries located there and handle traffic
to and from the Rossburn sub-division.
The C.N. station officially closed January 31, 1980.
An operators shack was built at the junction of c.P. lines
and Neepawa C.N. yard connection. A C.N. operator
now handles train orders for both c.P .R. through traffic
and C.N. traffic to the Rossburn sub-division.
The C.N. station was purchased by the Beautiful
Plains Museum Society and converted into a very interesting and well equipped museum.
There have been no major changes in the C.P .R. line
except that the station and elevator have been dismantled. Industries on the C.P .R. line are serviced by carload
traffic only.

BUS AND TRUCK SERVICE

C.N.R. Station and Water Tower

Clearing snow on C.N.R.

Neepawa citizens have been served well for many years
by Greyhound and Grey Goose bus lines. Bus service
began in the Neepawa area approximately forty-five
years ago.
As railway passenger service was cut back and finally
discontinued, the buses expanded their schedules to fill
the transportation needs of the people. Greyhound and
Grey Goose bus lines not only carry passengers, but also
have a bus package express which is widely used.
Greyhound lines of Canada have three main routes:
Trans Canada Highway, Yellowhead Route, and
Southern Trans Canada Route. Their motto is 'Go
Greyhound and leave the driving to us'. Greyhound
service to Neepawa includes 7 daily departures west and 6
daily departures east.
Grey Goose has two daily departures to Winnipeg and
one daily departure to each of Brandon, Duck Bay, Swan
River and Flin Flon.
Both bus lines run special tours to interesting parts of
Canada and United States.
The Neepawa Truck Service was founded in 1926 by
Mr. Earl Murray. The Company has served Neepawa
continuously and well on a daily basis, handling general
freight and livestock, during that time. Hares Cartage
was founded in the late 1940's. The two companies
amalgamated in 1977. This company served under the
name 'Neepawa Truck Service' and the incorporated
company is known as Hares Cartage. It serves the
province of Manitoba. There are ten permanent employees. Mr. Don Smith is the present resident manager.
It is currently owned by Harold Ishenberg and Mr.
Smith. Don plans on acquiring full ownership.
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Eden Station - 1908. Mr. McKague (back of handcar), Cassie
Fitzgerald - daughter of station master in rocking chair.

Franklin Station.

Grand Trunk Pacific R.R. construction in Manitoba.

McKinnon Family Farm, north of Neepawa, Man. The family homesteaded to the prairies in the early 1900s.

22 Clydesdales, Percherons and Belgians pulling a genuine freighter
wagon, a load of freight, a rack of feed and a tank of water.

Locomotive with cow catcher.

Snowbank on C.N.R.

REMNANTS OF NEEPAWA'S HISTORY disappeared during the past
week as the Canadian National Railway tressle bridge south of town was
dismantled during the past week. The bridge, which had beenJn use until
last yeer, was removed because the track has been abandoned.

Snowbanks on C.N.R.
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C.N.R. 5-stall roundhouse, Neepawa.

Roundhouse.
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BASEBALL
submitted by Cecil Pittman

Baseball played a very important part in the recreation
of towns and districts. Equipment was scarce and most
teams never had any. Competition was keen and injuries
were frequent. In approximately 1893 Neepawa travelled
via train from Carberry to Virden to play in the first
baseball tournament held in Western Canada. The
homemade bats and uniforms, made out of flour sacks,
drew much laughter from the capacity crowd and the
other teams. Neepawa got the last laugh knocking off the
top rated Winnipeg club 28-2 only to lose to Virden in the
finals.
With the donation of the Fred Leach Cup in 1900 a 4
team league was formed comprising of Prairie Clippers,
Eden, Salisbury and Neepawa. The rivalry was hot and
heavy with Neepawa winning the cup the first year
followed by Eden in 1901 and the Salisbury Shamrocks in
1902-03.
One of the outstanding sporting organizations in the
earlier days was the Neepawa Ladies Baseball team which
defeated every team they played during the years 1916
thru 1918 having 28 consecutive wins to their credit. They

Salisbury Shamrock Ball Team 1903. Back Row: Wm. Millar, Sanford
Millar, Tom Graham, Jack Walker, Fred Leach, Walter Pattison,
Walter Hunter, Geo. Walker. Front Row: Fred Walker, Will Graham,
Allan Walker, Andy Graham, Pete Graham.
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Neepawa Baseball Club 190B. J.N. McFadden, Sec.- Treas.; A.F.
McKenzie, Pitcher and Capt.; .l.H. Kerr, Substitute; .l.A. Baxter, Left
Field; A.L. O'N MacMillen, Right Field; A. W. Gardiner, First Base
(Com.); J.A. Dempsey, President; w.P. McCormick, Centre Field;
F. W. Alguire, Third Base; B. Newton, Short Stop; F.E. McCormick,
Second Base. (Com.) D.J. Bain, Catcher. (Committee).

Eden Baseball Club - Winners Mountain League and Dinwoody.CuP
1906. Back Row, Left to Right: A. W. Kilburn: Left Field;.!. V. Dedda~
Short Stop (Mgr.); H.J.H. Coad, Centre Field; R.E. Coad, Se;:XZd
Base; Angus McFadyen, Right Field. Front Row: .l. W. EdW~~~~i. F. S
Base; D.C. Denoon, Catcher; Dr. JA. Welfwood, Presl e , . ,
Walker, Pitcher; J. McFadyen, First Base.

were proclaimed champions of Western Can~da and the
critics at that time considered them the best ill Canada.
While each member was a star at their position, the
battery of Myrtle McKinnon, pitching, and Annie
McKinnon, catching, was the mainstay. They were ably
managed by Archie McConaghy.
The George Dinwoody Cup provided some exciting

Neepawa Ladies Baseball Team 1916-1918. Back Row: Isla Mitchell,
Annie McClory, Archie McConaghy Mgr., Margaret Thomson,
Dorothy Higham. Front Row: Flossie Morrison, [sa Hearn, Edith
Connell, Myrtle McKinnon, Gertie Hearn.

Neepawa Baseball Club 1921. Front Row, Left to Right: Stan Piett,
Mike Veale (bat boy); Wm. McPhail, Centre Row: Vince Piett, Doc
MacDonald, Pres.; Walter Townsend, Mgr.; Harold Dempsey. Back
Row: Harvey Thomson, Vern Piett, not known, Doc Martin, Roy
Rush, Wm. Adams.

playoff action. Some 5000 people came from miles
around to witness a game at Cedar Plains, northeast of
Neepawa, between Salisbury Shamrocks and Neepawa.
Neepawa came out the loser claiming a poor call from the
umpire cost them the game. At another close contested
game between Neepawa and Eden our home-town crew
came out on top with the losers echoing the same charges.
Both games almost caused mini-riots but stronger minds
prevailed with no injuries occurring in either contest.
The 1921 baseball team managed by Walter Townsend
with President Doc MacDonald, put together a strong
team. With no leagues organized at this time games were
limited to tournaments and exhibition games. The battery
of Stan and Vern Piett and Roy Rush pitching and Vince
Piett catching led the team to many victories. Their
record made them giants of the baseball circuit to be
feared by their competitors.
One of the most memorable games was when Harold
(Red) Nelson, who was listed in "Ripley's Believe It or
Not", for pitching 3 shut-out games in a row in one day,
won a pitching dual with Neepawa's Roy Rush to capture
the Carberry Tourney. Jack Hind (Terry Hind's father),
was also a spitball specialist, playing with our hometown
crew in those gallant years.
1950 saw the formation of the first organized Little
League team outside of Winnipeg, according to a write-

Franklin Ball Team 1920. Bill Dunsmore, Coach; Alan Orr, Carl Orr,
Wilford Brown, Jim Fraser, George Brodie, Manager; Charlie Kerr,
Harry Wright, Clare Orr, Archie McComb, Len Stewart.

1~24. St~nding; V.ern Piett, Harold Murray, Roy Rush, Stan Piett,

Vmce 1!lett. Kneelmg: Harvey Thomson, Bill Adams, Scotty Burnett,
Don KIpper, Howard Kerr.
Baseball Team.
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Mrs. David's Bearded Youngsters. Neepawa All Stars Church League.

up by the renowned sports writer, Vince Leah. Jim Scott,
Jim Bulloch and Scotty McGregor headed the
organization and managing of the team.
The same year the Neepawa and District League was
formed with the donation of a trophy by A.J. Bajus,
F.C. Wilcox, Vivian Bros., Al Shulman, Bell Lumber
and Wally's Jewelers. Dick McKenzie was the first
President and held that office until 1969 during which
time he also umpired many games.

Manitoba Senior Baseball Champions 1951. Back Row, Left to Right:
Wi((is Murray, Pitcher; Tommie lnverarity, Field Mgr.; Cam Fischer,
F; Roy Davie, F; Danny Buchanan, Catcher; Russ Craig, F; Dave
Alexander, Short Stop. Centre: Jack Bodner, Pitcher; Bob Baker,
Pitcher; John White, Business Mgr.; Clint McKerlie, Pitcher; Raeburn
Rush, C.F. Front Row: Morris Deveson, Second Base; Gerald
Buchanan, Catcher. Missing from Picture: ·C. Bolton, Len Bolton,
utility players.

A Neepawa team headed by Bob Greentree, Jim
English, Percy Murray and Bill Johnson joined the
Northland Baseball League in 1949 and 1950. The hired
talent brought in to play proved a bit of a financial
disaster. Although the baseball rated with the best played
in Manitoba with some exciting contests with Dauphin,
Grandview, Roblin and Gilbert Plains, the gates didn't
cover the expenses and after two years the team closed
down operations. I am told by a staunch baseball supporter, Hory Frampton, that a couple of hundred people
were asked to throw in $10.45 each to help payoff the
team's debt.
One of the most exciting playoff series in the district
league had to be in 1962 when the arch rivals, Neepawa
Farmers and Cubs met in the league finals. It was to be a

Neepawa Tigers Little Baseball Club. First little league team organized
outside of Winnipeg, 1950. Front Row, Left to Right: Murray Reid,
Mervyn Brown, Mel McGregor, Wayne Murray, Don LeBoutiUier,
Cecil Pittman. Back Row: Stan Hudey, Kas Holod, Mervyn Pilkey.
Missing from Picture: Coaches Jim Scott and Jim Bulloch, Manager
Scotty McGregor.

When the league folded at the end of the 1969 season
the Neepawa Cubs, graduates from the Neepawa Pirates
Juvenile Ball Team, had won the trophy 10 times. Merv
"Buck" Buchanan managed the team for eight years.
Eden was next with five championships, Neepawa
Farmers had two and Springhill, Wellwood and Carberry
one each.
The star laden Neepawa Farmers managed by Jack
White won the Manitoba Senior "B" Championship in
1951. The nucleus of the team was comprised of some of
the standouts that had played so well for the now defunct
Neepawa Baseball Club of the Northland League. They
included Rae Rush, Tom Inverarity and Jack Bodnar to
name a few.
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Neepawa and District Pony League Champions - 1961. Front Row, Le.ft
to Right: Ken Campbell, Brian Curtis, Harvey Martin, Norman Martm,
David Walker. Middle Row: Homer Gill, assistant manager; Jack
Tremain, Jim Stuart, Calvert Graham, Jim Dyer, Lome Coulson, Mr.
Campbell, Secretary- Treas. Back Row: John Birnie, Fred Kosm,olak,
John Berry, Jim Schmall, manager; Danny Sieffert, Ron Wahoskl, Ken
Hall.

best of three series and when the smoke all cleared it had
gone six games and over 1000 spectators had witnessed
the final two games. The Cubs came out the winners and
after totalling all the runs scored they had made one more
than the Farmers. Ron Pilkey, starry second baseman for
the Farmers, had hit no less than six home runs in the
series.
The Neepawa Bantams managed by Barry McLachlan
and Gerry Buchanan, won the Manitoba Championship
in 1970 and were hosts to the Western Canadian
Championships.
The Red Hot Neepawa Cubs, under the management
skills of Franklin's Bill Fraser, annexed the Manitoba
"Senior B" Championship in 1973. With much the same
team that had won the Provincial Bantam Championship
in 1970, Manager Roy Davie and Gerry Buchanan led
their hustling midgets to the 1974 Manitoba Championship.
The '70s seemed to be Neepawa's when it came to
baseball championships. In 1979 a Neepawa team would
again have the taste of glory. This time it was the agile
Neepawa Legion Beavers who ran off with the Provincial

Neepawa Legion Baseball Club - Manitoba Beaver Champions - 1979.
Back: Murray Van Buskirk, Ed Kulbacki - Managers; John Thompson,
Brad McConnell, Kent Thorkelsson, Kevin Kulbacki, Dwayne
Houston, Lionel Dubiel, Bob Clark, Don Clark - Manager. Front: Evan
McGorman, Derrick Mudge, Derek Cathcart, Allan Hanke, Lindsay
Kaspick, Stephen Sager, Mark Clark - Bat Boy. Missing: Brent
Cochrane.

Manitoba Senior Champions - 1973 - Neepawa Cubs. Back Row: Don
Luhowy, Ron McGorman, Norm Hemstad, Ted Williams, Jim
Schmall, Bill Fraser, Pat Angers, Terry Oliver, Tony Kelechyn. Centre
Row: Don Martin, Ron McKinnon, Vince Martin, Richard Hanke,
Dennis Hunter, Ed. Crabbe. Front Row: Neil Martin, Weldon Newton,
Dennis Thomson, Robt. Smith, Brian Reid.

Neepawa Farmers Baseball Club - Intermediate "A" Champions
Manitoba 1981. Back Row, Left to Right: Brian Yerex, Larry
Nicholson, Tom Smith, Terry McTavish, Terry Szucki, Blain Peterson,
Bill Nelson, Len Nicholson, Danny Guillas, Joe Jakubowski, Glen
Tibbett, Coach Duane Yerex. Front Row: Wayne Nelson, Barry
Kerkowich, Garth White, Brian Sorenson (Bat Boy), Mike Levandosky,
Brian NelsOl!, Jim White.

laurels. They too would host the Western Canada
Championships, but like their counterparts from town,
who have hosted such playoffs, came up shorthanded.
Manager Daune Yerex's Neepawa Farmers started the
80's off in grand fashion by winning the Yellow head
League and then the Manitoba Intermediate Crown in
1981. They flew to Quesnell, B.C. to compete in the
Western Canadian Championships. The club made a
gallant try but were over-powered by the hard hitting
westerners.
Special mention should be made about the late A.F.
(Dick) McKenzie who in 1969 was given a special award
by the Manitoba Baseball Association for his contributions to the game of baseball. Active in the game
since the 1920's he played with Neepawa and after
retiring he became a noted organizer of all classifications

of district baseball. He was President of the Northern
Baseball League some years ago and later helped organize
the Neepawa and District Baseball League in 1950. He
served as President until 1969. He served as a director of
the Manitoba Baseball Association for two years. One of
Manitoba's top umpires for many years, he had worked
an unbelievable 1170 games, some he admitted of controversial nature, as an official in tournaments and other
ball games. He had many times donated his services for
minor games and other events.
Space does not allow to list all the names of those who
have done so much to help organize and promote
baseball in our town. To those people we owe so much
for the time and"effort and in some cases, money, that
they contributed which all helped to make Neepawa one
of the most competitive baseball towns around.
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SOME OF NEEPAWABOWLING
HISTORY HI-LITES
by Larry Evans

Two bowling lanes below Roxy Theatre, known as
Brookers Opera House - approx. 1912-22 - 5 and 10 pins,
hand set; operated and known as Fred Denbeigh
Bowling Alleys; open bowling only, no leagues.
Pedlar's Bowladrome - located where MacLeods store
is now; approx. 1942-47; 5 and 10 pins, hand set;
operated by Bruce Pedlar.
Regent Bowling Lanes - Mayor W.G. Pollock conducted official opening Aug. 18, 1941. Leagues commenced Sept. 11 41, 5 nights a week, league bowlers were
to contact J. Gorai. Operators were: 1941 - Walter and
Norman Critchlow.

Evans Lanes.

On Saturday, Sept. 15/60, Neepawa's newest bowling
centre - "Evans Lanes" was officially opened. 8 lanes of
5 and 10 pin bowling with four automatic Brunswick
Pinsetters.

Evans Bowling Lanes - '62- '63. Champions: H. Frampton, Merle Foley,
Mary Pearson, B. Webb, M. Buchanan, O. Thomas. Wally Raginski
presenting trophy.

Neepawa Bowling Champions.

Tony Evans and Trophy Winners.

Regent Bowling - Billiards.
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First mixed 5-pin bowling champions at Evans Lanes
was a team of bowlers from Neepawa: George Thomas,
Mary Pearson, Hory Frampton, Burt Webb, Marilyn
Buchanan, Merle .Foley.
Top bowler Hory Frampton won 5 High Average

trophies in five different leagues in one season - 19~3 / 64.
Top bowlers from Neep,awa .who bowled In·. the
Western Canada 5-pin champIOnshIps were as follows.
Hazel Pedlar - Calgary 1960, Saskatoon 1962
Donna Schmall- Winnipeg 1961, Vancouver 1965
Mary Jackson - Winnipeg 1961
Mary Pearson - Vancouver 1965
..
Marilyn Buchanan - Edmonton 1971, WInnIpeg 1967
Gerry Collins - Edmonton 1971
Dolly McLachlan of Neepawa received the Frankie Lee
Trophy as the best woman bowler in the Central
Manitoba 5-pin Bowlers Assoc. in 1958/59.
First ever Golden Age Championships for Senior
Citizens in Regina June 28 and 29, 1975 at Nortown
Lanes.
Manitoba Provincial Champion Fred Burgess was
eldest bowler in the 5-pin finals at 77 years of age.
April 30170 - A.F. (Dick) McKenzie was honored with
a life membership in the Neepawa men's lO-pin league.
Cindy Crabbe wins provincial youth bowling council
(bantam girls) championship at Thompson, Man., on
March 16174. She now travels to the Nationals in Ottawa
on April 21-25174.
Friday, February 4, 1966, Don Corner, a member of
the Rotary team of the Neepawa lO-pin league, bowled a
high single game of 265, which still stands as a record at
Evans Lanes.
A ladies 5-pin league was started in the 1940's by some
of the business girls of Neepawa: Nett Blackwell, Lena
McKenzie, Ruth Faryon. It continued in the Regent
Lanes and was on Wednesday nights. The league consisted of four teams of six bowlers each. Former members
are now scattered from coast to coast.
DISTRICT BOWLING LEAGUE
The district 5-pin bowling league celebrated 20 years of
league bowling at Evans Lanes. A banquet and dance was
held in Neepawa on April 24, 1982, to commemorate this
event. Four bowlers complete 20 consecutive years of
league bowling in the spring of 1982. 20 year trophies
were presented to Mr. and Mrs. Claire Oliver and Mr.
and Mrs. Gar Scott by Ann and Larry Evans. First year
chairman Earl Thorn was in attendance for the
celebration.
The league's first executive in 1962-63:
President - Ray Boles
Secretary - Helen Poole
Treasurer - Gar Scott

MEN'S TEN PIN LEAGUE HISTORY
by Larry Evans

A local sports organization which has not been too
highly publicized over the years in Neepawa is the ten pin
league.
Or~anized on Sept. 3/42 as an eight team loop has
functIOned successfully year after year wiihout asking the
public for any assistance, handing back substantial prizes

to seasons winners, and affording the best in sport and
recreation to its members. Its early home was the Regent
Alleys. For the first two years it played on a split schedule
basis, with the winners of each half playing a post season
series for the league championship. In 1940-45 it adapted
the single schedule with the top four teams playing off at
the end of the season.
In 1943 it affiliated with the American Bowling
Congress which has a membership of 20,000,000 in the
United States and Canada of ten pin bowlers. Since its
inception, the league has been under the supervision of
A.F. (Dick) McKenzie and Boxer Hole, as President and
Secretary respectively. These men have been re-elected
annually and, along with the various team captains,
formed the executive.
At the end of each season, the league distributes cash
prizes to its members, which is derived from membership
fees, plus a small portion of the playing fee which is set
aside each bowling night. In addition to cash awards, the
team winning the league championship gets possession
for one year of the McKenzie Cup, donated by the
president. The league donates a cup each year to the
bowler with the season's highest average.
The Royal Cafe trophy is for post season roll-off
among the top ten trundlers, while the league awards
special prizes to the two most improved bowlers over the
season's play. Other special awards are made for high
single game, high single with handicap, high three games,
high three with handicap, high team three game series,
high team three with handicap.
A "600" club was initiated a few years ago for bowlers
rolling an aggregate of 600 or better in a three game
series.
The league has sent a number of teams to the annual
tournament in Winnipeg, where small amounts of prize
money have been picked up.
The most single honor was in 1948 when Tony Evans
and Pete Loiselle represented the local club in Winnipeg
in competition for the Consolidated Motors event, emblematic of doubles championship for the province. Tony
and Pete won the trophy. Tony has also played in an
A.B.C. tournament in Los Angeles.
Many fine scores have been made in league play. Single
games - Jim Rodgers 272; Al Shulman 258; W. White
256; C. McKee 255; W. Raginski 255.
Three game series: R. Rush 673; Loiselle 667; J .A.
White 697; H. Smith 695, to name a few.
The best three game series ever rolled locally was 722
made up of single games 255, 245, 222; this in March
1945 by Dick McKenzie, who was later honored by a
"Life" membership in "700" Bowling Clubs of
America.
In addition to bowling, the league doesn't neglect the
human angle - comforts are provided in cases of sickness
among members and their families, while wedding gifts
are presented to those bowlers who make the plunge into
the matrimonial sea.
The league holds its annual meeting and banquet
towards the end of April each year, at which time
presentations are made and business for the coming
season is transacted. There must be something to this ten
pin game - a lot of people have gone overboard for it!
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THE NEEP A W A CURLING CLUB
by Earl Murray

The Neepawa Curling Club was originally started in
1894 when John Andrew Davidson, John Crawford,
Robert Ennis, Wilbert Harrison and J .H. Howden
combined to form a company called the Neepawa Curling
Club. Two hundred shares of capital stock were offered
at $20 per share.
On January 28th, 1898, seven lots on the south side of
Davidson Street were purchased from Hugh Andrew
Allen for $375. It is known that a rink was built about
that time which contained two or three sheets of curling
ice in the centre and provision for skating around the
outside.

of difficult times and the fact that there was thought
given to the desirability of closing the rink, co-operation
between the Holding Co. and the Curling Club combined
to keep the rink open.
Curlers enjoyed the challenge games for the provincial
O'Grady Cup which was held by winners until won by the
challenger. The records show that Neepawa Club held the
cup on numerous occasions. The same applied to the
FOllr

pioneers.
C. T. Pedlar
Jas. McIntosh
Dr.
J.R.
Martin
W. G. Pollock
Honorary
Life Members
of N.C.C.,
all clirled as a
rink in a bonspiel.

Neepawa Winners of Tuckett Trophy, Winnipeg Bonspiel, 1911. Jas.
Mills, lead; W.S. Gordon, 2nd; J.B. Cain, 2nd; D. Ewer, lead; John
Kerr, 3rd; Geo. Richardson, skip; Dan Hamilton, 3rd; A. McConaghy,
skip.

Neepawa Curling Rink.

In December, 1921, the property was sold to Fred
Hunter for $1,000. He in return sold the property to H.R.
Rutledge for $2,000 and presumably managed the rink
until the property was acquired by the Town in 1929. No
records are available until 1934 when a contract was let
to Albert Madill to tear down the rink and build a new
one, designated by the Town to be used for skating and
hockey.
The first available records of meetings of the N.C.C.
Ltd. were in April, 1922. Election of officers took place
naming John Kerr as Patron. N.W. McCrum, President,
Jas. Murdock, V.P. and Dr. J.R. Martin, SecretaryTreasurer. A membership fee of $1 was noted and nine
persons paid membership. In 1922 the shareholders
purchased six lots in block 16, plan 222 from the
Neepawa Manufacturing Co. for the sum of $241. On
Oct. 5, 1922, the Board of Directors authorized the
building of a new rink and on Nov. 8th Mr. Wm. Clyde
was appointed caretaker.
Lack of finances was for years a problem. The Holding
Company had difficulty in collecting commitments for
the purchase of shares and the Curling Club in meeting its
annual rental assessments. In spite of the lengthy period

Hobberlin Cup which was a district trophy held until the
challenger was able to take it away.
It was like a new lease on life when, in April 1940, the
treasurer announced that the club was out of debt and
there was a small amount of money in the bank. The
North Western Bonspiel, normally held in towns to the
north and west of Neepawa, was revived and held in
Neepawa. With assistance from the ladies, many of
whom curled with the men during the period of 1939 and
1945 when their club did not function, mixed bonspiels
were held. The ladies assisted greatly in keeping the
interior in respectable condition. The rink had
depreciated greatly leaving the concern that a new rink
was necessary in the near future. Membership in men and
ladies clubs increased greatly. Some 160 shares of
common stock were sold at $10 a share. Junior curlers
were invited to curl and were given assistance. Open
bonspiels were now annual events and space in the
skating rink was necessary to accommodate the large
entries in the bonspiels. The need for a larger rink was
obvious.
A well attended general meeting held on March 30th,
1951, approved the proposal to increase the capital stock
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to $40,000 by the creation and sale of 180 cumulative,
redeemable, preferred 3070 share at a par value of $20
each. A deal was made with P.R. Murray to transfer
adjoining properties, he to pay $1,500 for the building
and exchange his 6 lots adjoining his property for the 6
lots on which the building is situated. On June lIth,
1951, the first sod was turned on the new property. The
official opening took place on January 9th, 1952. Keen
interest was shown and all six sheets were taxed to
capacity with afternoon and evening curling. Bonspiels,
district playdowns and provincial playdowns attracted
many visitors to Neepawa. In 1963 artificial ice was
installed and subsequently heating equipment was installed in the ice arena. This combination, added to the
extra conveniences including a lunch counter, became an
attraction for people in all parts of the province. In 1963
by unanimous decision of the Holding Co. and the
Curling Club, an amalgamation of the two took place
giving sole possession of the property to the Curling
Club, when the common shares of the original company
were obtained. The rink served an excellent purpose from
1952 to 1975 when repairs and major expense necessitated
early action either in the form of a new rink or extensive
remodelling. Plans progressed to completely remodel and
add to the present building. Stage one has cost approximately $217,000. Stage two at the time of writing is
estimated to cost approximately $300,000 and is now
underway. When completed our rink will no doubt

Truck Service Trophy - 1952. Max Wolko, Ralph Harvey, Doug
Anderson, Bill Adams, Percy Murray.

qualify as one of the best rinks in rural Manitoba. A new
official name was necessary when the original shares were
transferred to a new company and the club is now officially "The Yellow head Development Society, Inc."
Space will not permit for inclusion in the records of the
names of rink members who have brought honors to the
town through their winnings of trophies over the years.
The names of the Honorary Life members of the
Manitoba Curling Association and the Neepawa Curling
Club are listed. Included also is a list of skips only of
rinks that have won trophies in the Manitoba Curling
Association Bonspiels and of skips of rinks that have
qualified to play in the provincial playdowns of the

British Consols Event. There is one exception that should
be mentioned. Don Montgomery and his rink won the
provincial championship in Junior curling for Manitoba
in 1947, then went on to defeat Saskatchewan and
Alberta.
The Hon. Life Members of the Manitoba Curling
Association
1915 - Archie McConaghy
1944-Dr. J.R. Martin
1947 - Earl Murray
Hon. Life Members of the Neepawa Curling Club
Nov. 1940- W.G. Pollock; R.D. Young
Nov. 1941 - John McIntosh; Jas. McIntosh
Nov. 1942 - F.L. Davis; M.M. Murray
Sept. 1947 - Dr. J.R. Martin
March 1949 - WaIter Hunter
March 1952 - W. Coutts; C.T. Pedlar
April 1963 - Spara Ward
April 1968 - A. Forsythe
April 1969 - E. Murray; R. Lough
Skips recorded as winners of Consol District or earning
a spot through special event.
1953 - Earl Murray
1966 - Ken Hockin
1967 - Ken Hockin
1968 - Terry Oliver
1971 - Keith Cameron
1973 - Gord. Lang
1974 - W.L. Fraser
1975 - B. Stein
1976 - W.A. Fraser
Neepawa skips winning trophies in Manitoba Curling
Association Bonspiels
1899 - A. McConaghy - A Royal Caledonian Event
1914 - A. McConaghy - A Royal Caledonian Event
1901 - A. McConaghy - Alfred Dodge Trophy
1913 - A McConaghy - Alfred Dodge Trophy
1915 - A. McConaghy - Dingwall Trophy
1901 - J. Vance - New York Life Event
1911 - J. Kerr and D. Hamilton - Tucket Trophy
Doubles Event
1913 - J. Kerr - McLaren Trophy
1914 - A. McConaghy - Eaton Trophy
1943 - Dr. J.R. Martin - Capitol Coal Trophy
1943 - Dr. J .R. Martin - Birks Trophy
1937 - D. McConaghy - Free Press Trophy
1940 - D. McConaghy - Purity Flour Trophy
The above records were taken from the M.C.C.A. 1980
Annual Statement and are believed to be correct.
The records showing names of Hon. Life Members
may not be complete as records were not available for
several years. There could be omissions.
Records shown as to winners of Consols Playdowns,
with one or two exceptions, were not available. Information obtained was made by personal contact. It is
regretted if there are omissions.

NEEPAWA LADIES' CURLING CLUB
by Ila Hockin

On Tuesday evening, October 24th, 1922, a number of
interested ladies met in the Bank of Commerce chambers,
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Neepawa, and formed the first ladie~' club of t.he
Neepawa Curling Club. The first PresIdent was MISS
G. W. Campbell, and the first Secretary-Treasurer was
Nora Benson. The curling season began after Christmas
with a total of six rinks. The fee was set at $3.00. Ice
rental was $100 for one sheet of ice.
At the beginning of the curling season in 1923 the club
had a bank balance of $19.96 which leads one to believe
that then, as now, the lady curlers find ways and means
to make money for the club which cannot be operated on
the amount collected for fees alone.
Money making projects were, and still are, dances and
social evenings, raffles and bake sales. The ladies have
furnished the concession and operated it, supplying food
and taking turns at working. For a few years the ladies
still furnished the concession but rented it out for $300
for the season. At the present time the lady curlers are
Winners of
Lady Eaton
Trophy,
Winnipeg
Ladies
Bonspiel
-1945.
Mrs.
Olive
Thorn
Mrs.
Earl
Murray
Connie Offen
Mildred Musgrove

operating the concession and all members, male or
female, are asked to donate their time to work behind the
counter at a given time during the season.
It is a matter of interest that in 1970 when the concession was rented to Mrs. Rose (John) Kasprick, the
Lassie Zone playoffs were held in Neepawa. Mrs.
Kasprick agreed to supply a luncheon to the curlers
consisting of homemade soup, sandwich, pie and coffee
at $1.00 per person.
In addition to operating the concession, the ladies have
contributed to the curling club in many ways. Over the
years they have supplied drapes, tiled the floor, shared in
the cost of new curling rocks and installed two gas heaters
in 1968 at a cost of $1250.00. In April, 1969, $1000.00
was voted toward the remaining debt on the artificial ice
plant.
The ladies' club have always tried to create interest in
curling among the high school girls and this is first in
evidence in the minutes of a meeting held December 8th,
1926, when it was decided to invite the high school girls to
curl.at a fee of $2.00. At the present time students are still
encouraged to participate in curling and are offered a
lesser fee.
We have had our share of district and Zone winners
over the years, but in 1972, a rink skipped by Agnes
McDougall, with Edith McCracken, Olga Wolko and
Gladys Buchanan, won the Provincial Senior Ladies
Championship.
The first annual open bonspiel was held in 1933 and
since then the format for the bonspiel has seen many
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changes. The first weekend annual bonspiel was held in
January, 1972. The first "pick-a-day" spiel for ladies
was held in March, 1969. The first time the ladies held a
dance in connection with their bon spiel was in March,
1970, when a smorgasbord and dance were held in the
Legion hall.
A Canadian Ladies' Curling Association, representing
more than 30,000 members was formed in February of
1960, and Mrs. Margaret Murray of the Neepawa club
was a member of that general council. Mrs. Agnes
McDougall was the first rural lady curler to become
president of the Manitoba Ladies' Curling Association in
1975. Both Mrs. Murray and Mrs. McDougall have been
honored by the Provincial Ladies' Association with life
memberships. Life memberships have also been given
within the Neepawa Ladies' Club to M. Musgrove, Tot
Montgomery, Margaret Murray, Agnes McDougall and
Annie Guy.
The biggest undertaking of this club was the hosting of
the Provincial Lassie Playdowns in February, 1976, and
the Provincial Mixed Playdowns in 1981. With the
completion of our new facility it is certain the club will be
the focal point for many more such undertakings.

NEEP A W A GOLF AND COUNTRY CLUB
by Earl Murray.

The history of the Club dates back to the early 1920's
when a group of enthusiastic ladies who wished to golf,
located property known as the Burnett property. Detailed
information is contained in the history written by
members of the ladies golf club. Also, contained in the
history is information respecting persons involved in
locating the site of the present golf course.
Records are not available which would provide the date
of purchase of the property which was obviously prior to
the date of 1943-44, about which time, through the
generosity of Mr. J. W. Humphrey, who capably
managed No. 35 E.F.T.S. in Neepawa during a period of
the war, and with governmental assistance, provided
equipment to prepare the property to be laid out for a
golf Course. Mr. John Lawrence, then the pro at the
Clear Lake Golf Course, provided excellent assistance in
laying out the 9 hole course. While the course operated
with sand greens for some years, interest was keen and a
growing membership was encouraging. A small building

on the eastern end of the property served for years as the
Golf ClubHouse.
.
.
.
The Ladies Club did an outstandmg Job m the
"
promotion and operation of the Club.
In 1960 a building, formerly vacated by the FIsherIes
Branch of the Manitoba Government, was purchased and
moved on to a prepared foundation. Development costs
necessitated negotiation of a loan of $12,000 at 70/0 interest. As improvements were made at mounting costs, a
special committee was authorized to arrange for the sale
of 4% preferred share. Approximately $12,000.00 was
raised through this effort and the Club was able to
continue its improvement policy and to retire the loan.
On September 16th, 1961, the newly acquired property
was officially opened.
Keen interest in providing grass greens and a watering
system for the course prompted a favorable motion to
proceed with the program. Mr. Clay Gault and Keith
Lockhart were named to control the complete operation.
The assistance of Ralph Rhyason was solicited and an
amazing and excellent job was done in record time. Mr.
John Steel of St. Charles Golf Club, who was chairman
of the Manitoba Green Keepers Association, provided
excellent advice and assistance. Great credit was extended
to the committee for doing such a fine job. The improvement was a great start in the development of the
Course which now rates among the top 9-hole Golf
Courses in the Province. In 1964 the greens were seeded,
waterlines installed and the greens put into service in
1965. Cost of materials for the project was approximately
$20,000.
Realizing the need of financial assistance, Mrs. Fred
Alguire and family expressed a desire to contribute an
amount required to prepare anyone green. No.5 green
was selected. This was done in loving memory of the
husband and father, Fred Alguire, who was an ardent
golfer and one who contributed much to the success of
the Club. Mr. Alguire passed away in Aug. 1963. The
Club installed and inscribed footstone just outside the
green and in a dedication ceremony held in the
Club House in 1964, a wall plaque inscribed in his
memory was hung there.
Each year in the Club House and on the fairways and
greens, decided improvement were made. Kitchen
equipment was added, a beverage license was granted, a
beautiful fireplace was installed in the loungeroom and
window lighting on the north side of the building
allowing a beautiful view of a large portion of No. 1
green and the foliage around it. A view of buildings in
town was also a part of a beautiful setting in any picture.
Neepawa Golf and Country Club has become widely
known in the province and beyond. Bus loads of visitors
appear often and enjoy time spent on the Golf Course.
Tournaments attract large entries, in most cases there are
waiting lists. This applies to the ladies tournaments as
well as the mens. The Clubhouse facilities attract many
banquets and organizational meetings contributing to the
overall success of the whole operation.
Not the least of the major developments was the installation of the rope tow on No.9 fairway in 1963. This
was a much talked about improvement and a great asset
to those who walk the Course and who previously had to

Neepawa Golf Course.

Neepawa Golf and Country Golf Course.

Neepawa Golf and Country Clubhouse.

pull their carts up the 125 ft. slope. The cost of construction was approximately $1,200. Considerable parts
and pieces were donated as was about 95% of the labor.
At the time of writing this history in July, 1982, there are
approximately 40 power carts in operation. A fenced area
provides protection for some 30 such carts.
The golf course, with its many attractions, attracts
many visitors and golf enthusiasts to our town. There is
now obvious need for larger premises and this is being
given current consideration. With this in mind in
December, 1973, a strip of land on the south side of the
present clubhouse 150 ft. in width and 180 ft. in length
was purchased. It should be noted that the executive very
wisely entered into a contract with the Manitoba Power
Commission which obligated the Power Commission to
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move the power line at their expense in the event of
further expansion of the golf club. The present operating
management includes the services of a pro golfer who is
in charge of the club house operation under committee
supervision. The pro is available to instruct and give
lessons to those who wish the services.
The history would be incomplete without words of
commendation of the work of our two excellent
caretakers, Dave Stewart and Charlie Sing, who are so
well recognized by our own golfers and visitors alike.
Our 1982 President is Dr. G. N. Dunn
Secretary Mr. Aaron Berg
Treasurer Mrs. Fred Gray
NEEPA W A LADIES GOLF CLUB
by Jean Forsman

In the early 1920s a newcomer to Neepawa, Mrs. Dyer
from Regina, was a golf enthusiast, and with Mrs. Phillip
Todd of Neepawa, a Scotswoman who had enjoyed golf
in Scotland as a young girl, and won a tournament in
Winnipeg, also Mrs. Claude Still of Neepawa, together
these ladies walked all around the outskirts of the town to
find pastureland that they might knock a ball around.
They approached Mr. Scotty Burnett who had
pastureland south of the Agricultural Grounds, and had
cattle and sheep on it. These ladies got to use it, and
finally both men and women were interested, and a Golf
Club was formed. A small club house was built. Mrs.
Todd introduced competitions and the ladies club
flourished. They also got the Pro from Brandon to come
and give them lessons. With the warnings of the Second
World War breaking, Mr. Burnett decided to put all this
land into crop. Sorry to say, the golfers were out of luck.
Mr. J. Humphrey, a golf enthusiast and Mr. Fred Kerr

were anxious to find a place to play. With the help of
George Howden, lawyer, negotiations took place to
acquire the land for the present golf course. This land
dated back to the Hamilton Estate. It was not until 1950
that the Title was acquired by the Golf Club.
Items taken from the Press in 1926: Officers of the
Ladies Golf Club - President, Mrs. Todd; VicePresident, Mrs. W.G.M. Robertson, Mrs. Still;
Secretary-Treasurer, Mrs. A.E. Martin; Captain, Mrs.
Doug. Brown; Vice-Captain, Mrs. C.V. Kerr; House
Committee, Mrs. John Wemyss, Mrs. S. Simpson, and
Mrs. King.
April 20, 1926 - a meeting was held in Dr. Martin's
office; fees were set at $8.00.
April 27, 1926 - notice of opening golf course on Arbor
Day May 10th. June 1st Mrs. C.V. Kerr won the Stroke
competition.

Violet Bradley and Elsie Farrell - Life members of Neepawa Golf and
Country Club - 1955.

NEEPAWA HOCKEY CLUBS
by Cecil and Maureen Pittman

Can you name these lady golfers?
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On January 28, 1897 The Neepawa Press wrote - "It
seems rather too bad that in a pretentious place like
Neepawa, there should be no chance for the boys to
organize and operate a hockey team; the curlers have
every chance, and do credit to their town in bonspiels,
but the boys, who might with practice, acquit themselves
creditably in the Intermediate Hockey Championship
Competition, are deterred by lack of a place to practice".
At the end of each curling season the hockey enthusiasts
were allowed to use the ice for practice games, on the
condition they pay for the necessary expenses of the rink.
This was done by passing the hat around to the many
spectators who showed up for the matches.
Despite the lack of ice available in those early years the
Neepawa teams did very well in scoring victories over
teams like Dauphin, Portage, Gladstone, to name a few.
The two things made clear by these matches were that
Neepawa had good material for a hockey club and that a
rink was necessary for the development of a team. Finally
on Friday, October 20, 1902, a meeting, with approximately 25 men in attendance, was held at the store
of Wilkins & Richardson, to organize a hockey club. The
object of the meeting was fully attained. H.F. Forrest

was chosen patron and J.H. Howden,. hono~ary
president; Jas. Hay, president, F.E. Whlte, VI~e
record. They were presented with the CodvilIe & Co.
president; Geo. A. Fisher, secret~ry; with an executIve
Trophy
committee composed of G.M. GIbbs, Dr. J.S. Poole,
Leach. and individual gold lockets from jeweler, Fred
W.S. Gordon, W. Young, Fred Hewitt and P.B.
Every year the same echoes were heard around town
Hazleton. Dr. Leech is to be manager of the t.eam.
for the need of a new rink. With many men away at war
Application is to be made for admission to the Mamtoba
hockey started
hit a low
ebblife.
and it wasn't until the '20's that
Hockey Association and efforts made to arrange a
hockey
a new
schedule of games for Northwestern Manitoba teams.
At a curling meeting Tuesday, November 4, 1902 the
curlers did not take kindly to the Proposition to take the
side sheets of ice in order to permit the hockeyists to have
the centre; still there was a disposition to meet the puck
pushers in a ~riendly spirit, and an adjo~rnment was
made until Fnday so that the matter mIght be fully
considered. If the hockey club can put up the necessary
money it is very pro?abl e they will get the centre ice in
which event the cUrlmg rink may be enlarged so as to
provide three sheets of cUrling ice. The following
Tuesday the prospects for hockey in Neepawa were not
encouraging. The curlers have grown enthusiastic of late
and demand space according to their financial standing.
This places the hockeyists in a position of helplessness so
far as this season is concerned, but they will likely devise
means of placing themselves in an independent position
before another season comes round. It wasn't until 1903
Neepawa Collegiate Girls - 1920. Back: Minnie Ego, Beatrice Ashby,
that the curling club agreed to the proposition that the
Anne Fusee.Marjorie
Front: Bernice
GUinn. Card, GertrUde Boyd (teacher), Gladys
Richardson,
hockey club take charge of the rink that winter and
provide two sheets of ice for curling with alterations to be
made to the ri.nk..
..
NEEPAWAAUCTIONEERS HOCKEY CLUB 1921-22
With ice fmally avaIlable Neepawa jomed the Northwestern District League consisting of Neepawa,
Tom Viness, manager of the rink, helped finance the
Portage, Dauphin, Gladstone. Our team won the
team during the '20's. The collegiate girls organized a
championship with 5 wins and 1 loss. They then headed
team and with a win Over Portage were presented with tin
mugs.
by train to Brandon, complete with a large following of
spectators, only to be defeated by Souris 8-2 for the
1924 saw the Neepawa team make a creditable showing
Manitoba and Northwestern Championship.
in the M.A.H.A. Junior Playdowns before losing a
Hockey fever hit town. Even the ladies got into the act
marathon playoff series to a strong Portage team.
forming teams made up of School teachers and employees
Bert Rutledge bought the old rink for $1000 in 1929,
of mercantile establishments. The jubilee and Dundee
with the provision that it be Operated as same and would
Blocks put up contending teams. The boys from the
be removed
in the event of the construction of a new rink
on
that location.
Union, Merchants and Commerce Banks also took to the
blades, challenging each other whenever they could get
In March, 1930 the Collegiate Team defeated the
ice
time.
Intermediates
in the Commercial league, winning the
Rutledge Shield.
COLLEGIATE GIRLS' HOCKEY CLUB 1920
In the fall. of 190~, wit.h t?e interest in hockey and
curling catchmg on lIke wIldfIre, meetings were held to
look into building a new rink. The old rink was fast
tgrowing its usefulness. That same year the Inmediates joined the North"n District of Man;'oba
h'::Ckey along with teams hom Gladstone and Dauphin.
The local hockeyists decided at a meeting December 11
that it was tim: to form a t.own league made up of hardare mechamcs, professIOns, grocers, bankers and
The fOllowing 'year the Intermediates joined
the same league along wIth new teams from Brandon
Shamrocks and Carberry.

~u

~ns~iths.

The Town League was stilI going strong with the drygoo ds team winning the championship with a 7 to 2

Neepawa Auctioneers Winners Town League 1921-22. Top Row, Left
to Right: T.ll. McKenZie, de!; H.J. Dempsey, de! (Mgr.); H.J. Hall,
sub; George E. Faryon, sec; F.L. Crobie, sub; W.R. Robinson, sub.
Bottom: H.A. Hamilton, LW; W. Adam, goal; J.A. Dempsey, Pres.;
C.J. Murray, centre; R.ll. Tindall, L W; and Capt.; Maurice Norman,
mascot.

Many activities went on including a 10 team tournament but the hard times of the '30s forced the rink to
close.
In the spring of 1933 the Colleaiate Team coached by
F.D. McKenzie, and paced by the~tarry performances of
such players as Merv and Earl Tomlin, George Vivian,
Harold Thomson, Jim Guinn and Gordon Robinson, to
name a few, captured the Manitoba Collegiate Hockey
Championship.
NEEPA W A COLLEGIATE HOCKEY TEAM 1932-33
Coach Dick Chisholm's Junior Club journeyed to
Winnipeg's famed Olympic Rink to vie for the Junior A
Crown of Manitoba. The series was terminated after the
power laden Elmwood Millionaires trounced our boys lSI.
In 1933 a dream finally came true - a committee made
up of town councillors, Legion and the Board of Trade
came up with plans to finance and construct a new rink.
It was to be completed for the 1935-36 season.
At a meeting Tuesday, November 5, 1935 an Intermediate Hockey Club was formed to participate in
Provincial Playoffs. Elected were President Clarence V.
Kerr, Coaches Al Bajus and Arnold McConaghy,
Manager Jim Y. Wilson, Sec-Treasurer T. Langford
Miller.
The following Thursday the Commercial League was
formed with J.G. White, President; Vice-President E.W.
Poole; Secretary Bert Randall; Treasurer J.P. Coutts,
Reporter Clement Frampton. The teams were Monarchs,
Bankers, Collegiate and West End and would play for the
Rutledge Shield. Pee Wee and girls' teams were organized
from the Public School.
The moment had finally arrived, November 28, 1935.
Before a near-capacity crowd of 1200 people and after
the playing of O'Canada by the Legion Band, Mayor
W.G. Pollock and the President of the Board of Trade,
Fred L. Davis, officially opened the rink. An exhibition
hockey game between two local teams was played. John
Card scored the first goal in the new rink.
A great night for hockey here when Canada Packers of
the Big 4 Senior Hockey League visited the Sports Arena
with five former 1932 Olympic Champions on their
roster. The city men won 8-2 over the locals before a
/
crowd of 1600.
Who could forget those famous? ? Aerials of the old
Town League headed by organizer Jim Guinn, President
Ron Guinn and Manager Kem (Turk) Frampton. Of
course they had the horses - capable netman Arnold
Baron backed up by Ralph Harvey, forwards Cliff
Virtue, Charley (Bear) Thompson, Gerald (Bain) Parrott,
Glen (Hosie) Holmes, to name a few, and oh yes, don't
forget Trainer James (Colonel) Dunsmore. The top big
line had to be the highly paid Thompson, Hory Frampton, Lloyd Murray, attacking unit. The death of Lloyd
Murray broke up this line.
The season of 1936-37 started the locals on the road to
~a~y Provincial Honors. Dan Daly, the crushing, hardhIttmg, ex-pro coached and led our team to our first
Provincial Intermediate A Championship. The rivalry
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Neepawa Collegiate Hockey Team, Manitoba Champions 1932-33.
Back: C. Green, M. Tomlin. D. Pink, F.D. McKenzie, coach, H.
Thomson, M. McDougal!. Front: P. Cheetham, G. Vivian, J. Guinn,
W. Swinburne, E. Tomlin, W. Zaphe, G. Robinson.

Neepawa Sports Arena built 1935, demolished early 1972.

between teams like Dauphin and Portage packed the
rinks. The special trains too were filled to capacity
carrying the enthusiastic fans to the various towns for the
playoffs.
NEEP A W A INTERMEDIATE HOCKEY
CLUB 1936-37
Sam Pollock's Montreal Canadien Juniors also played
here for an exhibition game in the late thirties. Our lads
made a good showing but lost to the classy Canadiens.
Some of their players helped the N.H.L. Canadiens win
Stanley Cups.
1946-47 was our next claim to Provincial honors when
the Neepawa Hockey Club won the first Bantam BB
Championship of Manitoba. The team was coached by
Alex Kuly and managed by Wes McAmmond.
1947-48 was another banner year for the same team
that had annexed the BB Championship the previous
year, when they skated off with Provincial Bantam AB
honors, coached again by Dick Guinan, who wa~ helped
by executive members Milt Baker and Al McKenZIe.
The 1948-49 season proved to be a record setter, not
only in the Province of Manitoba, but in all likeliho.od ,
the Dominion of Canada. Neepawa won the IntermedIate
A Championship by defeating Emerson before a record
breaking crowd of 1923 fans, the most fans ever to
witness a sports event in the area._ This was never

duplicated again. Jack White, vice-president of the
M.A.H.A., presented Captain Clarence Chamberlain
with the Dr. H.O. McDiarmid Shield. Murray McKay,
star goaltender, was awarded the Bell Lumber Trophy for

Manitoba Intermediate Champions 1956-57.

George Vivian, starring centre from the days of the Town
League and the 1936-37 Intermediate Championship
team, led our spunky juveniles to the Juvenile B
Championship of Manitoba for 1952-53. C.D. (Doc)
Bolton managed the team.
After a six year drought the Neepawa Bantams started
to click again under the disciplined leadership of coach
Lewis Vivian. They captured the 1955 BB Championship
of Manitoba. Wes McAmmond managed the team.

Neepawa Bantam AB Hockey Club, Provincial Champions 1961-62.
Back Row: WD. Cathcart (Manager), Wayne Cameron, Don Osborne,
Dennis Foley, Harvey Martin, C.M. Campbell (Coach), Fred
Kozmolak, John Birnie, Danny Siejjert, Brian Curtis, D. Martin
(Assistant Coach). Front Row: David Walker, Ken Hall, Ronald
Merriman, Jack Tremain, Richard Howden, Calvert Graham, Norman
Martin. Seated (stick boys): Bill Tremain, Bruce Poole.

being the most valuable player to his team at the team's
windup banquet. They also captured the Midget Band
Bantam BB Championships of Manitoba, all teams being
coached by Intermediate's playing coach Dick Guinan.
Wes McAmmond managed the Midgets and Walter
Green the Bantams.
NEEPAWA INTERMEDIATES 1948-49
The Bantam AB's who the previous year had walked
off with the Provincial BB crown were still hungry for
victory and hustled their way to the Manitoba AB
Championship, defeating the Elm Creek Club in the
finals. Jim Bulloch coached and Wes McAmmond
managed the team.
The late Eddie Bell, longtime sports enthusiast
organized and managed a Rural Hockey Tournament,
confined to unregistered hockey players. Ten to twelve
rural teams took part and the winner awarded the
Neepawa Hockey Association Cup. This tourney started
in 1950 with Mentmore being the first recipient until 1957
when Glenholm skated off with top honors.
The Neepawa Juveniles were the next to skate off with
the Provincial laurels when they captured the Manitoba
Juvenile B. Championship and the E.A. Gilroy Trophy in
the 1950-51 season. Les Gothrop coached with manager
Cliff Kilburn and president Wes McAmmond. Coach

Manitoba Intermediate Champions - Neepawa Hockey Club
1948-49.
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AB Finalists 1964-65 Homer Gill (manager). Back: Ron Csati, Doug
McLaren, John Siejjert, John Thomson, Jim Schmall (coach). Middle:
Dave Speiss, Trevor Curtis, Leslie Pifko, Brian Kilborn, Brian Birch.
Front: Jim Martin, Kevin McMillan, Eddie Williams, Terry Boyle,
Allen Willert on.

Coach Arni Boyd and Manager Homer Gill directed
the BB's to our next Provincial BB title in 1957-58,
followed again in 1960-61. This time Cliff Campbell
coached. Homer Gill and Jim Schmall managed the
team's affairs. With much the same team that won the
BB crown the previous year, the locals romped off with
the Provincial BB crown, coached by Cliff Campbell and
Don Martin and managed by Dave Cathcart.
Neepawa also had its go at the Big Six coached by
former New York Ranger Star, Lin Bend, and the Riding
Mountain Leagues, but hockey never reached the
spectacular appeal of the 30's and 40's. A group of
enthusiasts worked to keep Intermediate Hockey alive in
town playing exhibition games and then entering in the
Provincial Playoffs but it was clear we had to get into a
league in order to have steady games if we were to ever
compete in the strong Provincial Playoffs. Coached by
Lawrence (Tubby) Cathcart the locals joined and topped
the Inter-Ridge League in 1961-62. Cecil Bolton, scoring
champ of the year, coached the team to its second
straight league championship in 1962-63. Cecil Pittman
won the goaltender trophy.
Don Smith took over the reins in the 1963-64 season,
coaching the team to the Central Plains Hockey League
crown. Cecil Bolton skated off with the scoring trophy
and Cecil Pittman won the goal tending and most
valuable player trophies.
In 1963 the Intermediates reorganized the Rural
Hockey Tournament that had been so popular in the
50s. George Vivian donated the Vivian Motor Hotel
Trophy to the top team. It was first won by the Kelwood
crew and the last team to win it was Glenella in 1974 when
the tourneys were discontinued.
Former local hockey star Ron "Slug" Guinn suggested
that the Intermediates should have a team name. Consequently the name "Natives" was chosen by Yvonne
Allen. The Indian head was adopted as their crest.
1966-67 proved a banner year for the Natives. Coach
Don Smith's crew lost only three games out of 45 played,
annexiw, the Provincial Intermediate A Championship in
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Manitoba Intermediate "A" Champs 1966-1967.

straight games and also capturing the South West Hockey
League Crown. The Natives also won the league
championship in the 1970-71 and 1972-73 seasons.
NEEP A W A NATIVES 1966-67 CHAMPIONSHIP
Over the years some of the players also skated off with
the league's individual awards. Bob Jaska, elusive
defenceman, won the scoring and most valuable player
awards in the 1968-69 season. Captain Cecil Bolton won
the Gurba Trophy for sportsman and playing ability in
1969-70. Don Martin won the scoring championship in
1970-71. Cecil Pittman won the goaltending championship in 1966-67, 1968-69, 1969-70 and 1970-71.
Cecil Bolton and Keith Graham hold a record that
many players would envy. They both played on no less
than seven Provincial Championship teams. One of
Cecil's being with the Flin Flon Bombers Junior Club
when they won the Saskatchewan Junior Hockey
Championship. Other points of interest would be the
three Guinn brothers all played on Provincial Intermediate Championship teams. Ron and Jim on the
1936-37 team and Bill on the 1948-49 roster. In 1957-58
Bantam BB Championship team had the distinction, we
believe, of being the only hockey club in Canada to boast
two sets of twins, Dave and Dargie Bennet and Bob and
Bryan Barker. George and Lewis Vivian were the only
Neepawa brothers to coach two Provincial Championship teams. Former minor hockey player Allan

1

Murdoch was the recipient of the 1980-81 Coach of the
Year Award for the Central States Collegiate Hockey
League. In his eleven years as coach, he guided t~e I?wa
State Cyclones to two C.S.H.L. titles and three bIg eIght
championships. Allan has also had experience in International hockey having twice been invited to work and
lecture at hockey symposiums in Moscow, Russia.
Murray Wilkie, a graduate from the local hockey scene,
played with the Brandon Wheat Kings of the M.J .H.L.
From there he went to the Cleveland Barons of the
American Hockey League, winning the championship
and the Calder Cup in 1953-54. Murray moved to the
Western Canada Hockey League, playing with the
Winnipeg Warriors, Calgary Stampeders (capturing the
league championship in 1957-58). and the Vancouver
Canucks. After retiring from the pros Wilkie played for
the St. Boniface Mohawks where they skated off with the
Western Canada Senior Championship in 1968. They lost
to Victoriaville Braves in the Allan Cup Finals.
With the construction of the Yellowhead Arena,
complete with artificial ice, the season grew longer and
with the availability of more ice time the four team
Commercial Hockey League was formed. Cliff
Nicholson was the first President in the 1972-73 season. It
was not until the 1978-79 season that a local team was to
feel the taste of glory once more. The Pee Wee B's
coached by Garry Black and George Cochrane and
managed by Elwood Clark hustled their way to the
Provincial Championship.
The Natives Old-timers, coached by Don Smith, entered Canadian Championships in Regina in 1978,
winning the Bronze Medal; the Prairie Cup in Winnipeg
in 1980, capturing the Labatts Trophy and gold medals
and also in Edmonton in 1981, skating off with the silver
medals.
A highlight in the minor hockey circuit had to be in
February 1978 when Jim Davies spearheaded (with the
co-operation of the Minor Hockey Assoc.), an International Exhibition game with a team from
Stockholm, Sweden. The colorful opening ceremonies in
front of a crowd of 1100 people, left a good impression
with the visitors and was a credit to our town. The locals
put up a gallant stand but lost by a close margin of 7-5.
Although the minor hockey teams have not won too
many Provincial Championships lately, they have
captured many trophies in local and area leagues and
tournaments.
As all good things must come to an end, the sports
arena too had outlived it's usefulness. As the old landmark slowly succumbed to the wrecker's hammer, one
would stop and pause for a while, staring at the
skeletoned rafters, many memories rushing through their
minds - the cheering of capacity crowds, exciting games,
or maybe as a minor hockey player, remembering Public
School Principal, Wes McAmmond, pacing back and
forth yelling encouragement to the kids.
We would be remiss in not mentioning a man who has
done much for hockey in Neepawa. Over the years Kern
Frampton, descriptive sportswriter for the Neepawa
Press, reported hockey games with his colorful sports
columns. His stories were never critical but always encouraging and often more interesting than the games

themselves. At his retirement banquet in 1976 the local
sports organizations showed their appreciation for a job
well done, by presenting in his honor, a trophy to be
awarded annually to the top male and female athlete of
the year for the Town of Neepawa.

NEEP A W A JUNIOR RIFLE CLUB
by Mrs. Bill (Lillian) Sangster
The Junior Rifle Club movement in Manitoba had its birth in 1948 in
a small shooting Club, near Neepawa, called 'The Ospreys', named
after the school district. The founders, Bob Burns and Fred Strohman,
believed strongly that 'Education - not Legislation' a better approach to
the suggested licensing of .22 rifles. Word of this Club interested the
local Chief of Police, Geof. Pasquill, and over a cup of tea in the Burns'
home, plans were made to expand the Club, encompassing the Town of
Neepawa and rural district; thus, the groundwork for the Neepawa
Junior Rifle Club. The purpose - to teach, juniors 9-16 years of age,
safe firearm handling, and to instill a high degree of sportsmanship;

Neepawa Junior Rifle Club 1955. Back Row, Left to Right: Fred
Strohman, Mervin Montgomery, Bob Burns, Geoj. Pasquill, Elsie
Pasquill, Henry Grieder, Kaare Bow. Centre Row: Tommy Evans,
Michael Jones, Alvin Bow, Tommy Crabbe, Raymond Crabbe, Glen
Middleton, Robbie Burns, Lyle Giles, Richard Clare, Harvey Bow.
Silting: Melvyn Crawford, Bill Burns, Wayne Griffith, Raymond Bow,
Harley Hunt, Joan McEachern, Jackie Pasquill, Jim Levandoski,
Grant Hall, Victor Kostenchuk, Barry Deveson. Kneeling: Barbara
Pasquill, Valerie Pasquill.

also to foster a good competitive spirit in a clean healthy sport. The
Motto - Safety, Sportsmanship and Shooting. In 1954, with a few
borrowed rifles and binoculars for spotting scopes, the first shoot was
held. Instructors, coaches and helpers were conscripted from anyone
daring to show an interest, like Geof. and Elsie Pasquill, AI. Campbell,
Mervin Montgomery, Jim Tomasson, Ross Dunsmore, K. Bow, H.
Grieder and Alf. Singleton, to name a few.
The Club was talked up to anyone who would listen, interesting the
local Game and Fish Association, who became the parent body, and the
Wildlife Federation, resulting in the formation of The Manitoba Junior
Rifle Committee in 1955, bringing together all existing shooting clubs in
the province. Bob Todd and Bob Burns were the first Chairmen of this
new Committee, and that same fall Neepawa hosted the first Provincial
Championship Shoot.
Firearm Legislation again threatened shooting clubs. The Provincial
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Committee, with their constant belief in education and training,
presented a brief to the Enquiry, which proved instrumental in the
establishment of a Hunter and Firearm Safety Training Office in 1964,
offering training in Hunter Safety. The first class to receive certificates
was a group of fifteen youngsters trained by the Neepawa Club. In

Instructor - Geo/. Pasquill 1955. Pupils - Joan McEachern, Jackie
Pasquill, Wayne Griffith, Grant Hall, Tommy Evans, Glen Middleton,
Robbie Burns, Harvey Bow, Michael Jones, Alvin Bow, Lyle Giles,
Tommy Crabbe.

On the Range, 1955. Instructors - Bob Burns. Standing: Merv
Montgomery, coaching; Henry Grieder, Kaare Bow. Shooters: Bill
Burns, Raymond Bow, Harley Hunt, Barry Deveson, Richard Clare,
Victor Kostenchuk.

A lesson in Safety, 1955. Instructor - Fred Strohman. Pupils - Richard
Clare, Raymond Bow, Victor Kostenchuk.
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1966, AI. Campbell, local Instructor, was appointed Assistant Hunter
Safety Training Officer.
The caliber of shooters, in the Club, was proven when the pupils just
about torpedoed the Instructors in a fine exhibition of shooting. Alf.
Singleton selected a team of four youngsters: Robbie Burns, David
Murray, Frank Pasquill and Bill Dunsmore; and challenged four Instructors: Bob Burns, Fred Strohman, Merv. Montgomery, and Ross
Dunsmore, to a shoot for a steak supper with Alf. backing the
youngsters. The final score (out of 400) Instructors 399-28X and the
youngsters 398-29X. A Club record was set in 1959 when Grant Hall
became the first member to fire a perfect target - lOO-lOX. This is a
difficult feat under any circumstances, but Grant's feat was all the more
remarkable because he fired it from the sitting position.
Always classed as a tough competitor in the Province, the Club won
the Provincial Championships five times - three consecutive years 1957 - Team Alvin Bow, Larry Nice, Robbie Burns, Frank
Pasquill, Bill Dunsmore, and David Murray.
1958 -) Team David Murray, Frank Pasquill, Robbie and Bill
Burns, and
1959 -)
Bill and Barry Dunsmore.
1962 - TeamKen Campbell, Fred Scherpenisse, Diane
Cameron, Ken McGillvray, John Sieffert, and Bill
Burns.
1970 - Team Cathy Sangster, Bruce and Barry Bremner, Gary
and Glen Tibbett and Wayne McFarlane.
Shooting ranges varied, over the years, from the rural farmyard to an
abandoned outdoor range at the local Airport, to basements below
Reys' Drycleaning, Eatons, Rogers Fruit Building, to the present Indoor Shooting Range built in 1961 on the Agricultural Grounds. Only
through assistance from community clubs, town merchants and hours
of volunteer labor was the dream of this range achieved. Many new
faces came on the scene at this time - the Fred Hares family, W.
Fergusons, W. Sangsters, and the F. Bremners were a few.
The Club had also gained the interest of the women of the area and in
1957 a Ladies Auxiliary was formed with Mrs. Isobel Sprague,
President. This group proved to be the money-makers of the Club,
serving banquets, meeting mortgage payments on the new range and
offering financial assistance when needed.
Since 1959, Parent-Member banquets have been held annually to
wind-up the year's activities and present awards - all donations from
interested townspeople - Nelson Shoemaker has presented a .22 rifle,
annually, since 1961; Trophies are presented by AI. Campbell, Paul
Eros, Stan Sykes, the Sprague family and the Wildlife Association; as
well as generous assistance from Justin Hipwell.
Further expansion of Junior Rifle came a few years ago in the formation of an Intermediate Class, age 17-21; bridging the years from
Junior to Instructor. The Shooting Federation of Canada governs this
Class offering Coaching Clinics; resulting in Instructor, Bill Dunsmore,
obtaining Level III, (national level), and four Intermediates obtaining
Levels I and II.
Neepawa hosted the Manitoba Summer Games in 1976 and it was
none other than the original founders of Junior Rifle, again soliciting
help for the construction of a regulation Open Range for the shooting
competitions. A note of interest, the only Gold medal won, at these
Games, by a Neepawa athlete was in the Shooting Competitions by
local Instructor, Bill Dunsmore. Intermediate Lyle Bremner was also
chosen to participate on the Manitoba Shooting Team attending the
Canada Games in Newfoundland in 1977.
Sept. 24, 1980, Junior Rifle was shocked by the sudden death of Bob
Burns, 'The Father of Junior Rifle', Instructor, Coach and friend.
Bobs' foresight, determination and constant belief in the purpose and
aims of J r. Rifle, that has 'stood the test of time', will be an inspiration
to all that may pass through Junior Rifle in generations to come.

FISH & GAME

Harold
Thomson.
Thanksgiving
morning
shoot at
Newdale. Ten
nice mallards
each for
Harvey
Thomson,
Hugh Bell
and!.

Yearly Hunting Expedition. Left to Right: Bill Denoon, Donald
Denoon, Fred Walker, Dave Denoon, Dick Coad, Henry Coad, Jack
Denoon.

Hunting Season -1920.

TENNIS
Deer Hunters.

Great White
Hunters. Don,
Pat and Bruce.

Tennis was a popular sport in Neepawa - lOs, 20s, 30s,
40s. The courts were on Second Ave. South, east side,
where Crams, Hurrells, Gaults and Nicholson houses are
now situated. There were 4 shale courts. There was a
lawn bowling green where Bremner's house is situated.
The courts disappeared in the housing shortage and tax
sales.
The clubhouse was the scene of many social teas. In the
191Os-20s there were good competitions between Minnedosa and Neepawa. In the late 1930s-40s, there was a
Class B competition between Carberry, Rivers, Minnedosa, and Dauphin. Neepawa won this competition in
1937. Times were tough too. In order to enter one of our
club competitions, the player had to dig a post hole for a
much needed fence.
.

Pat Lord and
his Fish and
Game Award
catch.

Neepawa Tennis Club around 1910.
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THE GOLDEN AGE CLUB
by Mary Bolton

Clubhouse - Dr. Poole's home in background.

Class D. Champions - 1937. Helen Walker, Mr. and Mrs. Telford, Ted
Fryer, Louise Card, Lang Miller, Dinty Farrell, Manson Martin, Marie
Rutledge, Jiggs Tomlin.

In 1976 (Summer Games), through the efforts of
Harvey Ebner, interest was revived in the game. We now
have two excellent hard courts on the northwest corner of
the old Viscount Collegiate grounds.

Tennis Club President Dennis Boyle - presented the tennis tournament
winners with their trophies. Winners in Junior doubles were Sheldon
Curtis (center) and Don Smith (right). Sheldon also topped the Junior
Singles competition.
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On January 11, 1965 the Neepawa United Church
Women discussed the need for a Senior Citizens
Organization. Envoy Woodley of the Salvation Army
was asked to take this matter to the attention of the
Ministerial Association.
About two months later the first meeting was held in
the Legion Hall. Every church, lodge, service club, etc.,
was asked to send a representative. The Ministerial
Association and their wives put on a musical variety
program as well as serving a delicious lunch.
Father Socinski gave an inspiring address. Mayor Rey
brought greetings from the Town.
Ministers at that time were: Rev. D. Smith,
Presbyterian Church; Rev. G. Swann, Baptist Church;
Rev. E. MacDonald, United Church; Rev. I. Rosett,
Calvary Chapel; Rev. A. Johnston, Anglican Church;
Envoy Woodley, Salvation Army; Father Socinski,
Roman Catholic Church.
The name of the group was to be The Golden Age
Club. Meetings were to be held in the Legion Hall every
Friday afternoon from 2:00 to 4:30. A committee was
formed to plan the meetings. Envoy Woodley presided at
all the meetings. In November a slate of officers was
elected at a meeting in the Anglican Church, with Mr.
Truman as President.
This club was formed to help the Senior Citizens as
well as any person who was retired because of health or
other reasons.
It enabled retired persons to participate in the community activities as well as putting to use their knowledge
and experience to benefit themselves as well as others.
New friendships would be formed, while mutual aid
among retired persons was encouraged.
The Golden Age Club joined the Provincial Citizens
Federation and this affiliated them with the National
Pensioners across Canada.
Programs and lunches have been arranged and put on
by various groups from churches, lodges, service clubs
and schools for the meetings. Games of whist, cribbage,
checkers, bingos, etc. as well as sing-songs are enjoyed
also.
By 1972 the need for an apartment for retired citizens
was being discussed. Various locations were considered.
The old Arena property at the corner of Brown and
Davidson was chosen. A delegation from East View
Lodge Board of Directors, comprised of Allan Nebbs,
Lyle Hulme, and Harold Casselman attended a council
meeting and sought approval to purchase the property.
Ey 1974 the Yellowhead Manor was being built.
Ten double suites and forty-five single suites m:e
located on five floors with the first floor to be used as a
recreation area, where room for games, office, lounge,
etc. would be available.
Mrs. Ruby Bell was the first resident to be moved into
the Manor, November 15, 1974. Five residents were
moved into the Manor each day until the suites were
occupied.
The Golden Age Club held their first meeting in the
Recreation Room of the Manor, December 6,1974.

Chess Club. Back:
Wes McAmmond,
Doug Dryden, Herb
Rey. Middle: John
Kerr, P. Jordan,
Don Humphrey, Ian
Burgess. Front: Don
McEwen, Aubrey
Asper.

Centennial Pioneer Day Parade - July 1970. Left to Right: Mrs. J. Bell,
Mrs. Wetherill, Mr. Downey, Mrs. Briese, Organist - Mrs. Hulbert,
Violinist - Charlie Sage.

The official opening of the Yellow head Manor took
place on June 2, 1975 with Mr. F. McConnell and Mrs.
M. Nebbs holding the ribbon while Mr. Dubowits and
Mr. Hamm of Housing Corporation cut the ribbon.
Help was received from the New Horizons Group to
aid in financing many projects. Teas, bazaars, etc., are
held frequently by Golden Age Group. Some of the
money raised at these functions is donated to Heart,
Lung, Cancer, and other worthwhile organizations.
Guided tours have been arranged and many of these
citizens have taken trips to the Maritimes, Peace Gardens, Clear Lake and Winnipeg, and on one tour they
enjoyed a ride on River Rouge Steamer.
Groups from various places have visited at the Manor
and were royally treated by the Golden Age members.
Anniversaries, Christmas, and other events are celebrated
in a suitable manner, bringing everyone together for an
enjoyable time.
Exercises, under the leadership of Myrtle McKenzie,
are held twice a week. These exercises help to keep
muscles and joints flexible as well as aiding hearts, lungs,
circulation etc.
During July and August each year, exercises are taken
in the swimming pool beside Riverbend Park.

THE NEEP A W A CHESS CLUB
by Don McEwen

The Neepawa Chess Club was active from 1943 to 1946
under the auspices of Wes McAmmond, Principal of the
Neepawa Public School, and H.C. Ray, Principal of the
Neepawa Collegiate Institute. Both of these gentlemen
were excellent chess players.
The fourteen and fifteen-year-old student members
met every Saturday night during the winter months at the
First Avenue home of Mr. McAmmond. We were taught
the fundamentals of the game and spent a couple of

Neepawa - 1944.
R. W. McAmmond
and H. C. Ray.

hours trying to defeat the teachers. We seldom did.
The membership of the club consisted of: Aubrey
Asper whose family operated the Roxy Theatre; Larry
(Stan) Lowman, son of Bob and Mabel Munro; Don
McEwen, son of Russ and Mabel McEwen; Don
Humphrey, whose father was the Air Force Officer in
charge of No. 35 Elementary Flying Training School at
Neepawa Airport; Doug Dryden, whose father was also
an officer with the Air Force in Neepawa; Peter Jordan, a
student from England who was a guest of the Humphreys.
The club was surprisingly stable considering the ages of
the student members. I don't recall missing a Saturday
night meeting in over two years. Of course, in addition to
the good fellowship and good cheer that we enjoyed,
perhaps the fact that we often listened to the broadcasts
of the Saturday night hockey game from Maple Leaf
Gardens in Toronto, on Mr. McAmmond's radio, had
something to do with our desire to get together every
week.
In any event, by 1946 the intellectual study of Kings
and Queens and Knights and Bishops had given way to
the stimulating pursuit of girls and Saturday night at Mr.
McAmmond's house was replaced by the dance at Ed
Poole's Arcade.
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Gordon Fulford. protorol chllJrman;: Bud Hanson, loew
tramip(I(·tation chairman; Don Smith. bl1f:ieh:lJ1 thaIrmant Ray
Speiiis, softball chairman_ Ernie u,escher~ soccer dlllirm-lln,
had a pressing: engagement on the' golf tours:), and Mayor
nurre!!? •• Hi:' was stiU trying tu find !!.nenker" ,dInt would fit,

MANITOBA SUMMER GAMES
by Chris Heywood

In August 1976 The Rt. Hon. "Bud" Jobin officially
opened the first ever Provincial Finals of the Manitoba
Summer Games, in Neepawa.
For the previous eighteen months members of the
various committees and sub committees had spent much
time and effort to ensure that the Games would be a real
success.
The then Mayor of Neepawa, R.L. (Pete) Hurrell was
president of the Manitoba Summer Games Neepawa
(1976) Inc. and was ably assisted by Lome W. Reid, VicePresident, Chris Heywood, Secretary, and Fred Gray
Treasurer. These were supported by Committee
Chairpersons, Mrs. Louise Rey, Publicity, Ted Cox,
Finance, Cecil Cox, Administration, Gary McElmon and
Ivan Traill, Sports, Gordon Fulford, Protocol, Allan
Campbell, Security, who in turn were assisted by many,
many volunteers just too numerous to mention individually.
With grant aid Neepawa constructed within the space
of one year a swimming pool, running track, tennis
courts, shooting range and up-graded the
baseball / softball facilities.
Over 2000 athletes together with their coaches, trainers
etc, from all thirteen regions in the Province converged
on Neepawa during the week 21-28 August 1976. They
were housed in the old Viscount School and the
N.A.C.I., fed in the Yellowhead Hall and had their
numerous aches and pains seen to in a temporary Sports
Medicine Clinic in the basement of the hospital.
It was befitting that the Westman Region emerged as
over-all champions.
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Manitoba Summer Games - Neepawa Float.

Opening of Rifle Range. Left to Right: Mayor Gary McElmon, Ab
Campbell, Louise Rey, Bob Burns.

NEEPAWASQUAREDANCECLUB
(LATER KNOWN
NEEPAWA WHIRLAWAYS)
by Pat Traill

The square dance movement became one of the
popular recreational activities for many couples in
Neepawa in the early 1950s. As a result of a few couples
from Neepawa journeying to Minnedosa to dance there
once a week a Club was formed in Neepawa in 1952 and
53. Curly Tyler from Brandon was the first instructor for
the Club. The large membership of 120 dancers met once
a week at Hazel M. Kellington school auditorium, and
later moved to dance in the local hall known as the
Arcade. In 1954 Roy and Stella Birnie became instructors
for the Club. The early days of dancing all calls were on
dance records and instructing was done from the record.
The Birnies devoted many hours to the Neepawa Club
and also became representatives from Neepawa to the
Western Square Dance Federation of which the Neepawa
Club was a member.
One highlight of square dancing in those years was
inviting big name American callers to call at yearly
Jamborees. From this it became popular for local clubs
to find their own callers to call and instruct. Neepawa
was fortunate to have Roy McGillivray as their caller for
a time. Lyle Hulme used to help with the singing calls.
When Neepawa celebrated their 75th anniversary in
1958 the square dance club participated by having a float
with square dancers on it, in the parade for the
celebration. They also sponsored a jamboree in the
Arcade with Al Rutherford of Winnipeg as guest caller
for the evening.
For a period of nearly 10 years the Club did not meet
because of lack of interest.
Then in 1968 the Club was revived by a few interested
couples. Ivan Traill was elected president for the Club

Trip to Shilo Club with the Travelling Banner - March 22171. Left to
Right: Alex and Evelyn Potter, Bob and Beverly Finlayson, Alex and
Doris James, Ollie and Bernice Overbrook (Shilo Club Pres.), Elwood
and Mary Ellen Clark, Jim and Hazel Baker.

which was now called the Neepawa Whirlaways. Mr. Bob
Waite from Shilo was caller for the Club. The first year
there were only two squares of dancers but succeeding
years there were four to six squares and the dancers met
once again at Hazel M. Kellington School. With the
death of Bob Waite, Mr. Eldon McDonald of Brookdale
was invited to call and under his capable supervision the
Club thrived until the spring of 1980. Since then the Club
dances in Brookdale.
During the active years the square dancers in Neepawa
always participated in parades, entertained in Senior
Citizens Homes and attended workshops and jamborees
sponsored by the Western Square Dance Federation, and
danced with the neighboring Clubs in southwestern
Manitoba.
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NEEP A WA'S PARKS
Neepawa's three parks are part of the reason for the
most beautiful town awards being presented to our town
in recent years.
Lions Riverbend Park is set under a canopy of trees by
the waters of the Whitemud River. It is an enchanting
spot on a summer day with extensive camping facilities. It
is also home to a 25 metre swimming pool. Of historic
interest in Neepawa is a plaque in Riverbend Park
marking the Saskatchewan Trail, which formed part of
the major route from the Red River settlement to Fort
Edmonton to the northeast.
Park Lake and Rotary Park is a hideaway tucked in the
trees for those who want to get away from it all yet have
easy access to Neepawa's many facilities. Park Lake was
Neepawa's original water supply.
Lake Irwin, the product of joint work between the
R.M. of Langford and Neepawa has a wide open beach
for swimming, fishing, skiing and boating. It also is
beautified by summer cottages and a large area available
for tenting and for Recreational Vehicles.

Court House Grounds, Neepawa.

Riverbend Park.

Riverbend Park.

Looking north over Riverbend Park.
Park Lake.
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July 1, 1967 - Canada's Centennial, Official Opening of Lake Irwin. Unveiling plaque. Left to Right:
Mayor George Rey, Mrs. Lillian McJannet, Heber Hockin, Mrs. Elizabeth Wes/on.

HISTORY OF LAKE IRWIN
by Lloyd Briese (Langford Commillee)

Sometime in the early 1950s, the Town of Neepawa
discussed the need for a more reliable source of water for
residential and industrial use. They approached P .F.R.A.
at Regina to take a survey of the area southeast of town,
known as the Boggy, and Spring Creek area, in the Rural
Municipality of Langford.
P.F.R.A. did a survey and found it was possible to
create a lake by putting in a dam for a supply of water for
the town use.
With the approval of Langford, proceedings started,
land was purchased, and a dam was built.
The project was finished in 1959. P.F.R.A. held the
lake area for one year, then it was turned over to the
province of Manitoba. Later the Game and Fish
Association and the Chamber of Commerce became
interested in this project. The Chamber suggested they
form a corporation for developing purposes. They approached the Town of Neepawa and Langford
Municipality for their views. As a result, the two
Councils met several times, and in 1965 formed the
Neepawa/Langford Centennial Project Committee. This
committee was made up of one member from each
Council, one from the Game and Fish and one citizen
member. Their first duty was to name the lake, and Lake
Irwin was chosen to honor the Irwin family who were
long-time residents of the area.
The committee then decided that some land would be
needed for further development, and an agreement was
reached with the Irwin family to purchase 22 acres along
the west shore of the lake. This land was surveyed into

cottage lots, and a picnic and camping area.
In 1967, Canada's Centennial, a cairn and plaque was
placed at Lake Irwin, and the official opening took place
on July 1st, 1967.
Chairman for the program was Mayor George Rey.
Other speakers were Clare Montgomery, Reeve of
Langford, and M.L. Begg from Manitoba Centennial
Corporation. The plaque was unveiled by Mr. Heber
Hockin, Chairman of the committee.
The cottage lots are now all occupied, and the camping
and picnic grounds have been very busy. Boating and
swimming is also enjoyed. Tourists from all parts of
North America as well as other parts of the world enjoy
the facilities of our attractive park.

Lake Irwin.
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Former Salt Plant.

The Yel/owhead Center.

THE YELLOWHEAD CENTRE

(presently the site of the Manitoba Telephone System).
Stage One - Retain existing arena with alterations and
installation of artificial ice - $255,000.00
Stage Two - Swimming Pool- $181,000.00
Stage Three
Auditorium and gymnasium
$117,625.00
After lengthy discussions it was decided that the
Centennial Project Committee work towards a project
being, a multi-use Community Centre and an Arena with
artificial ice. The committee decided to meet every two
weeks.
An open General Meeting was held in the Council
Chambers on February 5, 1970 at which representatives
from twenty-three organizations from Town and District
as well as many interested citizens were asked to approve
or disapprove the Committee's ideas regarding a project.
It was carried with five opposing votes being recorded.
On April 15, 1970, the Council of the. Town of
Neepawa advised the Manitoba Centennial Corporation
that the Council fovored the project and requested
permission to make available the Centennial Fund
Reserve and the Manitoba Government's per capita grant
for Centennial Projects.
Many various sites and locations were studied and
suddenly it was made known that the Canadian Salt
Company might be interested in disposing of their
buildings and land. George Rey and Gerald Murray
negotiated by telephone with Jack Mair (a former
Neepawa resident) of the Canada Salt Co. in Montreal.
The Committee then authorized a firm offer of $19,000
be made to the Canada Salt Company and a deposit of
nineteen hundred dollars accompany the offer. The
Rotary Club immediately donated one thousand dollars
to the project and the offer was accepted with a take over
date of June 15, 1970.
Executive meetings were then called weekly.
A community work bee was held on June 8, 1970 to
clean up the salt storage warehouse and loose debris in
many of the buildings.
Approval of the first dance to be held in the future hall
was given to the Knights of Columbus with all proceeds
directed to the project. Temporary washrooms were
constructed and the dance was held June 26, 1970.
The LO.O.F. hosted the Centennial Ball on July 15,

by Gerald Murray

In November 1969, the Town Council of Neepawa
announced that the 1970 Manitoba Centennial project
for the community was to be the installation of artificial
ice in the old hockey arena which was originally constructed in 1935.
The Neepawa Lions Club drafted a motion which was
presented to Council, asking that the Town call a Public
Meeting to inform the public of their plans and offering
them the opportunity to express their wishes.
This meeting was called for December 11, 1969, and at
this meeting twenty-three organizations were represented,
and a motion was duly moved, seconded and carried,
"That a Centennial Project Committee be organized
compnsmg of representatives from interested
organizations, committee of Council and individuals,
their duties to be to investigate all aspects and name a
1970 Centennial project for Neepawa and District and to
follow it through to completion".
Gerald Murray was named Chairman of the Centennial Project Committee.
On January 8, 1970 a general meeting was held and the
following Executive was elected; Allan Nebbs, Don
Smith, Wally Millan, Eleanor Martin, Walter Zeke, Cecil
Bolton, Jack Huxley, Suzanne Hanson, Glen Cummings,
Jack Johnstone, Evelyn Holmstrom and the following
Liaison members; 2 members of Council (later named as
Foss Taylor and Lyle Hulme), 1 member of the Centennial Coordinating Committee (John Oslund),
Recreation Director, Dave Sherlock, and School Board
Representative, Bud Hanson and Ivan Traill representing
the schools. Jean Burnett was named Secretary.
At a meeting January 15, 1970, information was
passed to the Committee that Underwood, McLellan and
Associates, Consulting Engineers for the Town had
earlier investigated the costs for a new arena with artificial ice at an estimated cost of $250,000.00. Three
tenders for the installation of artificial ice in the old arena
ranged from $28,545 to $29,980. Another report by the
Town Consultants dated August 1965, which envisioned
the use of the property of the old arena (presently occupied by the Yellowhead Manor) and the adjacent lot
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Ladies helped too.

1970 in the future hall.
Tenders were advertised for the removal of equipment
and some buildings, and the acceptance of the first
tenders was made on August 6, 1970 and an amount of
$4,255 was realized from the first sales.
The Neepawa Lions Club donated ten thousand dollars
(which proved to be the first of two further donations).
Income as of August 10, 1970 was $24,107.44 with expenditures to that date of $22,805.88.
In November, 1970 work commenced on winterizing
the Hall. Members of the Hydro staff, spurred on by
Ernie Sydor, donated their services and installed electric
heaters which had been purchased at a cost of $2,050.00
plus tax. Volunteer work parties under the guidance of
Ron McKelvy installed insulation, sound deadner
materials and gyproc to the hall's walls.
The first winter function of the Hall was the Formal
Ball held December 28, 1970 and was sponsored by the
Centennial Coordinating Committee.
Many many fund raising projects had been held and
one of the major fund raising projects was a walk-a-thon
held in November, 1970 when a total of $6,600.00 was
realized.
In February, 1971 the first Government PEP, winter
works program was approved and workers were hired to
start demolishing the high portion of the production
plant to prepare for future dressing rooms, on a second
storey. Barry Strohman was the foreman of the project.
In March, 1971 a contract was entered into with Stran
Steel of Winnipeg to supply and erect the red steel for the
arena and supply the metal cladding. Winter works labor
would install the metal siding. A loan for $80,000 was
negotiated with the Bank of Montreal providing sufficient guarantors of the loan could be found. These were
found and the loan was approved at 1070 over prime
interest rate (Prime at that time was 6 112%). The intial
contract with Stran Steel was for an amount of
$84,000.00.
A decision to demolish the large smoke stack on the
property was made. Mr. Newshan of Birtle was hired at a
contracted price of $125.
In May of 1971 a separate fund raising committee was
formed under the chairmanship of Earl Murray.

Smoke stack to be demolished.

Members of this committee included Glen Cummings,
Desmond George, Ed Salway, Cecil Cox, Wally Millan,
Bud Hanson, Ivan Traill, Louise Rey and secretary Mona
Thorkelson.
Projected costs of the arena at this stage were $251,798
and the Fund Raising committee was given an objective
of $126,000 to raise.
In July, 1971 Gerald Murray and lawyer Sid Lachter
flew to Ottawa to present a brief to the tax department in
an attempt to have the Complex recognized as a
"charitable organization" and thus be able to issue tax
deductible receipts for donations. The trip proved
successful and a tax number was issued.
At a meeting on October 14, 1971 a decision as to the
name of the complex was made. A previous campaign
invited people to submit names and this produced twenty
suggestions. The name selected was the "Yellow head
Centre".
At the annual meeting held October 21, 1971, 30
organizations were represented and the following
executive were elected: President Gerald Murray, VicePresident Orli Johnson, Secretary Norm Koberinski,
Treasurer Merle Brydges, Executive Cecil Pittman, Don
Smith, Glen Cummings, Ada Clark, Walter Zeke, Jack
Huxley, Suzanne Hanson, Jack Johnstone, Bill Harding,
Wally Millan, Wally Cram, Bud Hanson and Ivan Traill.
Notes of interest showed Hall rental rates at this time
was $60.00 per function.
A report by the Fund Raising Chairman dated March
20, 72 showed $28,258.21 raised in cash, $25,860.00 in
pledges, 385 bushels of wheat and 100 bushels of barley.
Total contributors to this date numbered 328.
The Royal Purple donated $1,100.00 towards improvements to the kitchen.
The committee at this stage considered whether we
could lay a concrete slab in conjunction with the artificial
ice installation. Projected costs of $12,478 were
presented. The loan at the Bank was $95,000.00.
The decision to lay the slab along with pockets for
_ various nets for tennis, volleyball etc. was made. An ice
flooding machine was ordered at a contract price of
$1,000.00.
Approval of Hall rental for a three-day Jehovah
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The Salt Warehouse - 1970. New Yellowhead Center Dance Hall.

Neepex Arena Area.

Witness convention to be held in February 1973 was given
a rate of $250.00 including use of the kitchen. Approval
was also given to rent the Chamber of Commerce the
complete complex for a three-day fall Trade Fair in
September 1972 for the sum of $500.00.
Total expenditures on the arena only to June 17, 1972
were $174,754.67.
A Rink Management Committee was formed with
Cecil Pittman becoming Chairman. Don Smith took over
Chairmanship of the Hall Committee. Ada Clark became
head of the Yellow head Ladies Auxiliary.
The Musicians' Ball featuring the Neepawa Variatones
and the Brandon Keynotes resulted in a net profit of
$884.02. The musicians volunteered their services to help
the costs of the public address system. The Neepawa
Variatones organized and with the help of other
musicians conducted at least five of these Musicians'
Balls.
The fee schedule for use of the Arena for the first
season was set at - Season Membership 12 years and
under $6.00, 13-15 years $8.00, 16 and over $10.00,
family $25.00. Single Admission 16 and under 25<r, over
16,60<r.
In addition each organization was to be assessed $2.00
per registrant.
Hydro costs for the operation of the Arena were
estimated at $2,000.00 for the season.
Several volunteer work bees under the direction of
George Murray Black completed the painting of the
Bleachers.
The official opening of the Yellowhead Arena was held
November 7, 1972, and a capacity crowd filled the arena.
The Hon. Larry Desjardens, representing the Province
brought greetings from the Province. Other speakers of
the platform included MLA Jim Ferguson, Mayor H.B.
Smith and Chairman Gerald Murray. Bud Hanson acted
as Master of Ceremonies. An exhibition hockey game
followed with two Manitoba Junior Hockey Teams,
Rudy Pilous' Brandon Wheat Kings and Muz Patricks'
Portage Terriers.
A statement prepared by Horne-Finlayson, chartered
accountants, dated November 16, 1972 showed current
assets of $315,093.64, and liabilities of $196,045.82.
(Bank loan was $108,000.00).

Arrangements were made with the Bank to retire the
loan on a monthly basis over a 12 year period with a
minimum monthly payment of $500.00 plus interest.
Elected for the 1973 year were Orli Johnson and
Walter Zeke as Co-Chairmen while 1st Vice-President
was Dave Bennett, 2nd Vice-President Terry Atkinson,
Secretary Gerald Murray, Treasurer Jim Instance.
Executive; Wally Millan, Ada Clark, Kelly Kilburn, Don
Smith, Cecil Pittman, Jim Fleger, Carman Lindsay,
Eleanor Nicholson, Bill Harding.
The New Year's Ball held December 31, 1972 with
music by the Neepawa Variatones who played from 10
P.M. to 3:15 A.M. saw a record 580 people attend at
$5.00 per person. Net profit realized was $2,344.19.
A report of the rink management committee made
February 1, 1973 outlined that an operating grant from
the Town in the amount of $10,000 would be required to
keep the rink operation in the black. Outstanding loan at
the Bank at this time was $89,500.00.
Improvements to the Hall and Rink continued with the
help of "winter works labor" and funds for Capital items
continued to receive a great deal of attention. Committees scraped and saved and scrounged every item as it
came up for discussion. Fund raising continued and
many projects were held as well as many well attended
dances.
Removal of several posts in the centre of the Hall was
approved in March 1973. Engineering plans drawn by
Mr. Martin O'Day, former Manager of the Salt Plant
were used to accomplish this feat.
At a meeting held August 24,1973 it was reported the
loan at the Bank stood at $82,000.00 and the loan interest
rate was 71/2070.
In October 1973, the Bank of Montreal agreed to
release the Guarantors who had backed the loan and the
agreement to retire the loan at $500.00 per month plus
interest was placed into effect.
Many hundreds of people dedicated their time and
efforts to the formation and operation of the Yellowhead
Centre and it is still being operated by a volunteer group,
forming an executive yearly and the Yellowhead Ladies
Auxiliary continue to be active in the operation of the
concession.
The loan in April 1982 had been reduced to $5,500.00
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and the Neepawa Lions Club in April 1982, passed a
resolution to payoff this loan.
As mentioned many, many people dedicated their time
and effort to the Yellow head Centre. Only those who
were deeply involved in the early stages of building and
operation are mentioned, with apologies to any not
mentioned. The operation continues to run very
smoothly and to those involved, we salute you.
Some who were deeply involved with the Yellowhead
Centre from day one or day two were: Dave Bennett,
Merle Brydges, Ada and Frank Clark, Wally Cram, Glen
Cummings, Bill Harding, Orli Johnson, Jack Johnstone,
Carman Lindsay, Wally Millan, Earl Murray, Gerald
Murray, Eleanor Nicholson, Bruce Pilkey, Cecil Pittman, Don Smith, Walter Zeke.

NEW YEAR'S
EVE

DEC. 31ST

II1II

1982

THE YELLOWHEAD LADIES'
AUXILIARY
- by Marg Kaspick

With the new Yellowhead complex due to open in
October, 1972 it was decided that a subsidiary group be
organized to operate the concession. This group, which
became known as the Yellowhead Ladies' Auxiliary, held
its organizational meeting on October 2, 1972 with the
following people being elected to the executive; President
Ada Clark, Vice-President Merle Brydges, Secretary
Maureen Pittman, Treasurer Eleanor Nicholson, Block
Captains Joan Yerex, Gail Cathcart, and Doreen
Pearson. Purchasing Agents were Dorothy Smith and
Joyce Kingdon.
Much credit is due these organizers who provided the
framework under which the operation has continued to
function efficiently. Throughout the years the volunteers
have been comprised of community-minded volunteers as
well as people directly involved with the complex. It has
proven to be a very successful venture, contributing a
total of $109,712.86 to the Centennial Projects Committee from the year 1972 up to and including the 1980-81
season. As well, we now have a very well-equipped
concession featuring a grill, bun warmer, hot dog
machine, coffee maker, hot chocolate machine, popcorn
machine, freezer, electric stove and microwave oven.
The executive for the 1981-82 season is as follows: Past
President Evelyn McConnell, President Shirley Brydon,
Vice-President Chris Heywood, Secretary Marg Kaspick,
Treasurer Joyce Kingdon, Buyers Sharon Cox, Phyllis
Clark.

New Years Eve.

New Years Eve - Decorations.

Neepawa Centennial Cake.
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Neepawa Football Team - Intermediate Champions oj Manitoba 1898,
1899, 1900. Back Row: F.L. Davis, B. Heyes, C. Plunkett, G. Craig,
H. Irwin. Centre: R. Sheppard, H. Morrison, W. Rutledge, H.
Fieldhouse, A.E. Kellington, P. Gilbert, F. Hewitt, E. Agnew, A.
Fraser, J. Mills.

Neepawa Lacrosse Team - early 1900s.

K. Levine
Owner
D. A. Vivian

Trainer

BAGPIPER
2nd Jim Sim

3rd Speedy Debut

W. G;rasby Up

5 Furlongs
Time L.02
Aug. 27, 1965

William Grasby, Neepawa.

Sports - Running
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Track Meet. Back Row: C. Cameron, ?, D. Bell, Ty Thomson, K. Connell, A. Slobodian, M. Martin, M. Gordon, ?, W. Agnew, C. Thompson,
G. Cripps. Middle Row: F.D. McKenzie, Glen Parrott, J. Guinn, A. Figures, L. Bailey, H. Thomson, N. Robinson, B. MacDonald, G. Olstead,
R. Dunn, ?, D. Fearns, R. Kilburn, D. Drysdale. Front Row: W. Harris, V. Murray, J. Hall, ?, S. Thomas, J. Card, G. Vivian, O. Nelson, R.
Kerr, P. Morris, R. Davidson.

Neepawa Bicycle Club - 1898.

Broomball.
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Wedding photo of Robert Johnston and Ella Alice Lunn April 16, 1891.

Wedding of Donald C. Denoon and Elsie May
Trickett -1911.

Wedding of Don and Shirley Boelter.
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FAMILY HISTORIES.

First Row, Third/rom Right: Forbes Adams.

FORBES ADAM
by Margaret L. Adam and Isabelle Schepp

Our Dad came to Canada from Dundee, Scotland, in
1905, working first in the Toronto-Hamilton area. Born
in 1884, he came to Neepawa in 1909 and joined the
Fusee-McFeetor Sash and Door Factory, commonly
known as 'The Mill'. He lived in the Neepawa boarding
house near the C.P.R. station. In 1910 he returned to
Dundee and the same year brought out his bride, Mary
McLeod Hendry (1885-1943) to settle in Neepawa. They
had three daughters, Margaret and Isabelle (Mrs. W.A.
Schepp) of Winnipeg, and Edith who died in infancy.
Our Dad and Mother were members of Knox
Presbyterian Church, he serving as an Elder since 1922
and she working in the Sunday School, Ladies Aid and
the Women's Missionary Society. Through the encouragement of James McIntosh, Dad became a member
of the Masonic Lodge, and served on the School Board
for several terms during the 40s. Both Mother and Dad
were members of the Curling Club.
After the close of Fusee's Mill, he joined with two
other members of the firm, Bill McKell and Fred Taylor,
to serve the community with their carpentry skills. About
this time, George Blackwell, Claude Tyler and Dad were
instrumental in having evening wood-working classes
started in the High School. When the Air Training
School was established in·· Neepawa during the Second

World War, he joined the Maintenance staff.
Dad was very much interested in Scottish music. The
bringing in of The Haggis at Knox Church and other
local public functions, as well as playing the Scottish
Lament at Remembrance Day Services in Neepawa and
Arden, called for Dad and his bagpipes.
While our family was not of the real pioneer era, they
were close enough to it to have received from them real
friendship, courage and strength to meet the challenges
of a new environment and way of life, away from home,
friends and families. One such family who befriended
ours was that of Bill McKinnon, who in the late 80s
homesteaded at Oberon on the land later owned by
Donald Carmichael. Many were the tales we heard as
children of their struggles to exist in a small log cabin,
having to travel many miles to Gladstone by ox team and
cart for supplies. On one trip Mr. McKinnon arrived
home after many weeks to find a hole had sprung in the
drum of oil and nearly their whole winter's supply gone,
and also to learn that marauders had been surrounding
their house. Mrs. McKinnon had barricaded herself and
four little children behind upturned tables and chairs,
with a handkerchief tucked in the baby's mouth to keep
her from making a sound, until they, thinking the house
was empty, rode away.
We pay tribute to the courage, hard work, and spirit of
these early pioneers and thank them for building a
beautiful town and community in which we grew up.
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lohnAdams

Sarah Adams

Bill and son Gerald - 1924.

Grandchildren 1932 - Gerald, Billy, Peggy, Florence Adams.

JOHN AND SARAH ADAMS
by (Mrs. WR.) Evelina Adams

John Adams - born 1869, near Trenton, Ontario, the
fourth child of Thomas and Margaret Adams. He and his
brother Edward arrived in the Neepawa district in 1887.
He began farming on the NE 1/4 of 27-14-16, owned by
his father Thomas Adams, who had purchased it from
Joseph Little in 1889. In 1896 John built his home close
to the road, now highway No. 16. On February 5, 1897,
at Grace Methodist Church, County of Selkirk,
Manitoba, he and Sarah Little were married by Rev.
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Hugh Pedly. Their only son, William Reginald, was born
in 1898. A quote from the 'Neepawa Register' November
30, 1898 reads: "John Adams is comfortably settled in his
new home. Is it due to this fact, or because he has a boy
to nurse, that he looks so pleasant?" In July, 1903 an
infant niece, Annie Marian was born. The mother, Annie
Rogers (nee Adams), died in August of that year and the
baby was taken by John and Sarah Adams into their
home and family. In February 1904 their daughter Pearl
Julien was born, thus the two little girls grew up almost as
twins.
Sarah Adams was born in 1871 at Woodside,
Manitoba, the tenth of eleven children to the Joseph
Little family, arriving in Glendale in 1878. She attended
school there, and as a young lady took an active part in
the young people's church groups. She spent some time
before her marriage living in Winnipeg with her sister,
Mrs. Margaret Barrowclough.
Both John and Sarah Adams took an active part in
community affairs. He served as councillor for Langford
Municipality 1912-1915. During a typhoid outbreak in
1908, both he and Marian were very ill in the Neepawa
Hospital.
An interesting article copied from the Neepawa Press,
April 1918, reads as follows: "Monday evening over one
hundred persons gathered at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
John Adams to honor three young men of the Glendale
district who have responded to the call to serve their
country; Neil Laidler, Wilfred Rogers and Stanley
Nicholson. They were each given a wrist watch."
Bill, Marian and Pearl received their education at
Stoney Creek school, closer to their home than Glendale.
They finished high school at Neepawa in the old Central
High School. After attending a business course in 1921,
Marian held positions with Barristers in Neepawa and
Saskatoon, where she remembers taking dictation from
(in 1927) Mr. John Diefenbaker. In 1929 she joined the
Canadian National Railways where she remained until
her retirement in 1968. She resides in Winnipeg,
Manitoba.
Pearl trained and graduated from Dauphin General
Hospital as a registered nurse. In 1929 she married John
Allan who was employed by Canadian National
Railways. This was followed by many moves of residence
and the birth of four daughters: Phyllis, Patricia, Thelma
'Betty', Catherine, and one son John Robert. In 1944 the
family moved to Neepawa and Pearl was employed as
Night Supervisor at the Neepawa Memorial Hospital for
several years. Pearl passed away suddenly at St. Boniface
Hospital, Winnipeg, in 1966. Interment was at Riverside
Cemetery, Neepawa.
William R. 'Bill' and Evelina Sinclair (1), nurse, were
married in 1922 at my father's home at Rossburn,
Manitoba. Upon our arrival back to Neepawa a reception
of relatives and friends greeted us. Times were not good,
a terrific hail storm had crippled the family finances.
John 'Dad' rented the NW 1/4 of 27-14-16 and moved
into the old Miles Murray house. It was larger and had a
good well, (Bill and I later bought this land) so we all
lived together. I am happy and grateful to acknowledge
that my dear mother-in-law taught me the many tasks a
farmer's wife was expected to perform. Later when our

first child was born in December 1923, John Gerald, and
two girls followed in due course, Florence Julien 1925,
and Sarah Margaret 1926, Grandma Sarah and my nurse
friend Miss Gladys Donaldson were angels indeed. Early
in 1929 Grandma became ill, she was taken to the
Winnipeg General Hospital where one of the first
operations of its kind was performed. She came home,
but within a year she passed away, March 15, 1930.
Just at the beginning of the depression, in 1932, our
youngest child was born, William Sinclair. Yes, all were
born in the same old fashioned bed, same Dr. J .S. Poole,
same Registered Nurse Gladys Donaldson. This time our
good neighbour Charlotte Curtis took our Grandma
Sarah's place.
Back to Bill - following high school, except for a winter
spent with Jack Batters at Las Animas, Colorado, he had
continued with his father on the farm. Sports were a very
important part of his life, during summer, baseball,
where he played short-stop with Neepawa teams for
several years. Winter, hockey. He played a goal keeper
for teams at both Neepawa and Minnedosa. Many times
we would have an early supper, Bill would hitch the team
to the cutter and we would drive twelve miles to Minnedosa to play hockey. Curling has gone on for years,
and he has two eight-enders to his credit as skip, with
many bonspiel trophies and prizes won over the years.
Last year 1981, he decided to pack it up.
Bill had joined the Independent Order of Odd Fellows,
Neepawa Lodge No. 16 in 1919. He is a Past Grand and
Life Member. He joined the Masonic Lodge No. 24,
Neepawa in 1947, and has enjoyed the fraternal
fellowship of both lodges throughout the years.
Early in 1927 Bill obtained a job with the Good Roads
Department, Manitoba Government, as a maintenance
man. So for twelve years he operated a small open
grader, drawn by four horses, through all kinds of
weather, twenty miles each day, ten hours each day for
six days each week for twelve years. Between 1939-1945,
he operated a power mowing machine. He erected and
stored snow fences, etc., and during the winter with Mr.
J. Gordon from Minnedosa, operated a snow plow from
Portage la Prairie to Russell, Manitoba. Those winter
jobs were what finally convinced me that Grandad and I
could no longer manage the 'chores' so we bought the
Peter Mitchell home, the first house built in block N,
Neepawa, in 1891. It has the unusual distinction of
having only two families live in it during all those years.
We have been happy and comfortable here at 287 corner
of Third and Mill St. Also we have the only red fire
hydrant almost in the middle of the cement side walk in
front of our house, to be found in Canada.
Grandad John enjoyed his last eight years with us here
in town. His death came suddenly, walking home from a
game of cards with the Hall brothers, in December of
1952. One of the early pioneers of the Glendale district,
he was an honest upright gentleman. In all the years we
lived together, never once did I hear a profane word
spoken by him. John was a Life Member of the Masonic
Lodge No. 24, Neepawa, and a fifty year member of
Neepawa LO.O.F. Lodge No. 16.
Our children all attended Glendale school, all going on
into high school in the Neepawa Collegiate. July 1941,

Florence and Peggy both joined the staff of the
Elementary Flying Training School No. 35 as Flight Time
Keepers. Early in 1942, Gerald joined the Canadian
Royal Navy. Again I consider this a separate story.
We now have fifteen grandchildren, plus several grandin-laws and nine great-grandchildren. God willing, this
month of November, 1981, Bill and I will celebrate our
eighty-third birthdays and our fifty-ninth wedding anniversary. We have indeed been blessed, and also with
wonderful neighbours and friends. Thank you for this
privilege.

Thomas Adams 1834-1926.

Margaret Melissa (Julien), Mrs.
Thos. Adams 1839-1915.

THOMAS AND MARGARET ADAMS
by (Mrs. w'R.) Evelina Adams

Thomas Adams was born in 1834 at Adenbury, Oxfordshire, England. At the age of eleven years he, with
his parents, John Adams and his wife, arrived in Canada
early in 1845. The family settled in Northumberland
County, near Trenton, Ontario, where they farmed.
During 1869 Thomas married Margaret Melissa Julien,
born in 1839, of French and Irish (Julien and Moran)
parents, at Codrington, Ontario and educated at Three
Rivers, Quebec. She was a relative of Sir Wilfrid Laurier,
one time Prime Minister of Canada. When he was on a
trip through the west, she was invited to visit with him in
his train at Neepawa, Man.
While they were farming near Trenton, a family of six
sons and four daughters were born. The two eldest sons,
Edward and John came west in 1887 and located in the
Glendale district. Two years later in 1889, the family
followed and settled upon the NW 1/423-14-16. Thomas
was a staunch Methodist and a sincere advocate for
temperance, and was very interested in the affairs of the
church and community.
Margaret, a fine Christian woman, who gave up her
own church to serve her family, was dearly loved by her
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family, grandchildren and neighbors, always ready to
lend a helping hand and assisted many a babe into the
world during those early days. Following a stroke and
several months of helplessness, she passed away in 1915.
Interment was at Riverside Cemetery, Neepawa.
Following his wife's death, Thomas retired to
Neepawa, and at the age of 84, married Eliza Tuck, the
widow of a Methodist minister. In July 1925 a family
reunion was held on his 91st birthday at the John Adams
farm. A picture of Thomas, son John, grandson William
and great grandson John Gerald was taken and appeared
in the Neepawa Press. Four generations and all male was
rather a rarity in those days. Thomas died in 1926, and
his widow Eliza returned to her relatives in the U.S.A.
I shall give only a brief review of those members of the
family residing in the Neepawa district:
'Ed' the eldest, born in 1861, married Susan Hogarth
of Strathclair in 1891. He was employed in the Neepawa
Land Titles Office for several years and later transferred
to the Dauphin office, where they lived until he retired to
live in Winnipeg. He was a Past Grand of Neepawa
Lodge No. 16, Independent Order of Odd Fellows. Susan
was a member of the Rebekah Lodge in Neepawa and
later at Dauphin. In 1918 she was elected President of the
Rebekah Assembly of Manitoba. Edward died in 1933,
Susan in 1955. To date only one of three children is alive,
Mrs. Alice Brunsden of Calgary.
Julien Moran - 1872-1932. He remained at home until

George S. Adams 1879·1956.

Walter Adams 1881-1952.

Board as a caretaker at the Collegiate. He enjoyed his
job, and especially the students. He died in 1956 while
directing traffic at a 4H parade. He was devoted to the
two Neepawa fraternal lodges, the Masonic Lodge No. 24
and LO.O.F. No. 16.
Walter Lawrence - born in 1881. He was employed at
Aberdeen, Saskatchewan for some time, returning to the
farm in 1915. He and Tena Greentree were married in
1924. They farmed two miles west of the old Rosedale
United Church in the Rosedale Municipality. Two
daughters were born while they lived there: Eva
Geraldine (Mrs. Alex. Lawrence), Shirley Marguerite
(Mrs. G.K. Little). Walter and Tena retired to Neepawa
where she passed away in August 1944, and Walter,
suddenly February 1952. Walter was a Past Master of
Masonic Lodge No. 24, and a Past Grand of LO.O.F.
No. 16, both of Neepawa.

SAMUEL ADAMSON FAMILY
by Sybil Burton

Julien Adams 1872-1932.

forced by tuberculosis to enter sanatoriums off and on
for the most of his life. Unmarried, he lived with his
illness, a patient uncomplaining gentleman, until his
death in St. Vital sanatorium. He was a member of
Masonic Lodge No. 24, also a member of Independent
Order of Odd Fellows No. 16, Neepawa.
George Sylvester - born 1879. Unmarried, he spent
several years on the old family farm. He then moved to
Neepawa where he was employed by the Neepawa School
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Samuel (1839-1900), eldest son of seven children, born
to John and Elizabeth Adamson, emigrated from
Yorkshire, England with his parents around 1835 settling
on a homestead near York (Toronto) in Ontario County,
Township of Pickering. John was a bricklayer and built a
row of houses on his land which by then had become part
of the city of Toronto. John died in 1860 and Elizabeth in
1901.
Samuel was a brick maker. He served in the Army at
the time of the Fenian raids of 1866. He and his wife
Mary Ann' (Wilson) and family came west from
Greenwood, Ontario by train in 1883 bringing their
cattle, horses, sheep and pigs, and took up homesteads in
the Springhill district. There were thirteen children but
one boy, Arthur Thomas, died at age one and one-half in
1871. They built a log house on SE 12-16-16 and a larger
frame building later. The family took up the remainder
of the section as well as NE 1-16-16 and NE 13-16-16 and

set about improving the land.
Samuel was a respected member of the community and
served as councillor for Rosedale Municipality during the
1890's. He died accidentally when struck by a train. His
wife, known as Grandma Adamson to all the community,
served as midwife at the births of the neighbors' children.
She was active in the Acton Methodist Sunday School.
She died in 1924 at the age of 87.

Adamson home andfamily.
Left to Right: Hubert, next two unknown, Irene, Delia. Front: Harriet
and Arthur and twins (Irene and Gordon), Samuel and Mary Ann at
right side.

Robert Adamson with his team of oxen.

The stories of each of their twelve children follow in
order of birth.
Mary Elizabeth (1855-1930) married Phillip McCrae;
they homesteaded NE 12-16-16. In later years they retired
to Neepawa where he was caretaker in the Post Office.
Their daughter Albertina died of typhoid fever as a
young woman.

John (1857-1933) never married. He worked for many
years in lumber camps in the east and in the U.S.A.
before settling in Manitoba around 1902. Here he
contracted for lumber sawing and also became wellknown as a gardener.
Samuel (1859-1950) never married. He worked for
many years as a stone mason in Ontario before moving to
Kelwood about 1915 where he followed the same trade.
He made his home with the T.C. Wilsons.
Albert Henry (1861-1944) married Elsie Birch. He
homesteaded NE 13-16-16. They raised a family of four;
Raymond, Leslie, Louise and Elsie. The couple retired to
the village of Eden where he died.
William Wilfred (1863-1940) married Jennie Brooks.
They farmed for a short while on the McCrae farm and
then settled in Santa Ana, California. One son Earl died
in the earthquake of 1932. There is a daughter Miriam
(Mrs. Fred McMillan) in Santa Ana and a son Will (Wid)
in Seattle, Washington.
Annetta Arabella (1865-1886) married Alf Willerton.
She died at an early age of tuberculosis.
Robert Richard (1867-1948) married Georgina
Freeland. At the age of sixteen he took up a homestead
on NW 12-16-16 where he lived till his death. In 1921 he
built a large home, doing a good deal of the work
himself. He served as councillor for the R.M. of Rosedale
for a period between 1898 and 1904. Georgina became
well known for her cooking. She died at the age of eighty
in 1960. The couple had a family of three sons and two
daughters: Robert Roy, Mary Emily, Henry, Edna
Freeland and Calvin Wellington. Roy stayed on the
family farm and died in 1976 at the age of seventy-two.
Mary Emily (Emma) has retired to Neepawa after
working for many years as a cook in local restaurants.
She has two daughters; Eleanor (Mrs. Gar) Scott of
Birnie and Shirley (Mrs. H. Goodridge) of Kenora. There
are six grandchildren. Henry married Margaret Campbell
of Riding Mountain. He served for a few years in W.W.
II, working as a cook. Later he settled at Kenora where
he continued as a cook in restaurants and on tourist boats
during the summer until retirement. One son Ronald died
of leukemia. There is another son Barry and a daughter
Sheryl. Edna resides in Portage where she has retired
after working for twenty-four years as cook at the RCAF
base. Calvin married Mary Laming. They have a family
of four daughters and two sons; Eric, Becky, Trudy,
Terry, Phyllis and Scott. Calvin works for the maintenance department for the town of Minnedosa.
Christina Ardelia (1872-1958) married Adam Watson.
They farmed for several years on SE 6-16-15 and raised
one son Jim and a daughter Alma (Wreath). After the
death of Adam, she moved to Santa Ana where she
married Will Young.
Miriam Irene (1874-1965) married Jeff Munroe. They
farmed near Eden on SW 16-16-15 for some years before
going to a dairy farm at Spokane, Washington. Mrs.
Munroe died in Saskatoon where she had lived since
about 1933.
Arthur Ernest (1875-1931) married Margaret Harriett
Poole, daughter of pioneers John and Rebecca Poole.
They farmed for several years on NE 1-16-16 where
Arthur was a renowned thresherman using steam engine
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and separator. In 1911 they sold and moved to Kelwood
NW 10-19-15 which he had purchased fromMr. R.
McLeod. Here Arthur became well known as coach of
the Senior ball team in which his three sons played. He
enjoyed curling. His wife Hattie was an active community worker and was president of the United Church
W.A. She enjoyed acting in plays in the district, a popular
entertainment in those days. She spent the last few years
of her life in Neepawa and died at seventy-five. Their
family of five included twins William Gordon and Irene
Elizabeth; others were John Weldon, Samuel Lawrence
and Viola Gertrude. Of this family Gordon worked for
the C.N.R., chiefly as fireman, before moving to the
U.S.A. where he cooked for a hotel. Later he settled in
Detroit and worked for a dairy. He married and raised a
family of four girls and one boy. He died in 1964. Irene
worked as a telephone operator at Kelwood, Santa Ana
and Neepawa before she married Noble Yerex of
Springhill. She was a Life Member of the W.M.S. She
died in 1973 at the age of seventy-four. John Weldon did
some work in lumber camps before settling for farming
with brother Samuel on the family farm. John (Jack) was
an active community supporter especially in the realm of
sports (baseball, curling) and the Agricultural Society
and United Church organizations. In 1967 he and his wife
retired to Neepawa. Samuel Lawrence married Ethel
Beddome, a nurse from Minnedosa. Sam and Jack expanded the farm, moving to land east of Kelwood. Sam
and his wife were also active community supporters
especially in sports and agriculture. Sam was a member
of the school board for twelve years while Ethel worked
for W.I. and was a 4-H leader for twenty years. They
retired to the village of Kelwood. Two daughters were
born to them: Lorna (Mrs. Murray Cawston) of Kelwood
and Joyce (Mrs. Ab Kingdon) of Neepawa. There are five
grandchildren. Viola Gertrude, youngest daughter of the
Arthur Ernest Adamson family, married and lived in
Alberta for a time and had one daughter, Connie (Foster)
Carrier. After the death of her second husband Harold
Eyre in Vancouver, she came to reside in East View
Lodge in Neepawa. She now has two granddaughters and
five great-granddaughters.
Hubert Frederick (1878-1963) farmed SW 12-16-16.
His first wife Tessie Coulter died in childbirth. Later he
married Elizabeth Dunlop and raised a family of four
girls. After farming for some thirty years he sold the land
and moved to Saskatoon in 1929. The family drove a
Model T Ford to join their father. The daughters Nettie
(Mrs. Allen Morden), Ruth (Mrs. Joe Potter), Anne
(Mrs. Len Pepply) and Grace (Mrs. Don Graham)
worked in offices before marriage. There are eight
grandchildren.
Charles Phillip (1880-1954) married Alice Taylor. He
farmed briefly, then had a general store at Birnie and
Bethany and finally settled to grain buying at various
places before arriving at Broadview, Saskatchewan where
he remained until his death. They had a family of five:
Herman, Samuel, Phyllis, Alice and Muriel.
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Kelwood Ball Team. Left to Right: Jack Adamson, Bob Kyle, Bob
Sayers, Alex Russell, Wilbert McLeod, Lyle Wilson, Albert Bouchard,
Bill McKone, Arthur Adamson, (Coach), Sam Adamson.

ALGUIRE FAMILY
by Mrs. F. (Gladys) Alguire

In 1907 Walter and Mary Alguire purchased the King
Edward Hotel, and in December of that year they arrived
in Neepawa with four of their six children, all of whom
were born in Ontario.
In 1909, at the death of his father, the oldest son Oliver
(Ollie) left his job in Ontario and came west to manage
the hotel. The second son, Louis, joined the family for a
short time, and then went on to manage two small
Manitoba hotels before moving to the United States. He
eventually became sales manager for the Hotel
Cleveland.
After the first world war, when the third son Fred came
back from overseas, and when Ollie had to give up the
Hotel, the brothers opened up a poolroom. Later they
started a wholesale tobacco and confectionery business.
At that time, their younger brother joined them.
In 1933 they built a resort hotel (The Chalet) in Riding
Mountain National Park. This hotel was operated by
members of the family for twenty years.
Over the years the brothers bought, renovated and
rented several business blocks in Neepawa, including the
Churchill Block and the Victory Block. These provided
modern offices, stores and apartment space.
The oldest daughter, Hazel, married A.K. McDonald
of Brandon and made her home in the city until her
death.
The youngest daughter, Eckey, married W.J. McIntyre
and has lived in the Toronto area ever since.
All four brothers were members of the Masonic Lodge.
The family were members of St. James Anglican Church.
Ollie made his home with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Alguire,
the home being located on the south-east corner of First
and Main Streets. Fred, his wife and family lived for
many years in their home at the corner of Second and
Hamilton Streets.

In 1957 Ollie, along with Frank and his wife and their
son Harold and his wife and family moved to Victoria,
B.C., where Ollie and Frank made their home for the
remainder of their lives.
Fred and his wife lived in Neepawa until their deaths.
Their daughter, Louise, and her family live in British
Columbia. Their son, Howard, except for his service
years in the Navy, has continued to make his home in
Neepawa along with his wife and family.

R.B.ALLEN
by Ethel Allen

Richard Brandon Allen, known to everyone as R.B.,
was one of four children born to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Allen. The others were: a brother, Joe, and two sisters,
Annie and Maggie.
R.B. was born at Durban, Ontario in 1872, but was
raised in the Douglas, Manitoba area. He and his brother
Joe farmed together and bached in the Creeford district
north of Douglas for some time.
Richard Brandon Allen married Jennie Alexander at
Portage la Prairie in 1898. Jennie was born at Brussels,
Ontario in 1876 and had settled with her family at High
Bluff near Portage in 1891.
R.B. and Jennie raised three sons: William married
Ethel Baker. They had one son, Larry. Cecil married

Mr. and Mrs. R.B. Allen, Ethel Allen and Larry.

Mr. and Mrs. R.B. Allen.

Bill Allen and son Larry.

Celesta Overback, no family. Eugene married Edith
Morrison and have one son, Timothy. A fourth son,
Earl, died at 8 years of age. There is one great-grandson,
William Dean, grandson of William and Ethel.
William (Bill) in his early years worked in Winnipeg on
the C.P.R., then later became the grain agent at Howden
Elevator, 5 miles north of Neepawa, and lived there until
his death in 1964. His widow, Ethel, lives in Neepawa.
Cecil bought grain also at various points, and worked
as a trucker and machinery salesman. He and Celesta are
retired in Carberry.
Eugene farmed in the Oberon area and he and Edith
are now retired and residing in Neepawa.
R.B. and Jennie farmed most of their lives in the
Oberon area, exept a few years when they were at Mill
Creek near Portage. He also worked in Riding Mountain
National Park in the 1930's building roads.
Pioneer tales are always interesting, one of which I
recall R.B. telling of his father, who walked to Portage
from Douglas to purchase a cow. On the way home a
blizzard blew up, so he and the cow bedded down in a hay
stack. The next morning, when the storm had subsided,
Joe milked the cow, drank the milk and journeyed on
home with his purchase.
R.B. and Jennie were good neighbors and travelled
miles to visit families who had sickness or were in
trouble. R.B. told of another incident where he was
calling on a friend (living alone). This man was sure he
would never live until spring as he was ailing, so he insisted R.B. take a new pair of boots he had purchased as
he would never need them. R.B. took them to satisfy the
fellow, but in the spring this friend showed up feeling fine
and wanting his boots back, which of course he got.
Mrs. Allen passed away in 1955. R.B. remained on the
farm for awhile, then moved to Neepawa in 1957 to live
with Cecil and Celesta. He died in 1961.
They were one of many pioneer families who worked
hard and helped to open up the west. Interesting stories
have been told of the years when the family growing up,
of Sunday afternoon swimming in Boggy Creek where all
the young people met, community picnics, trips into the
hills for deer and other game and other adventures, some
quite amusing.
These were times of hardship but also of good times
and happiness.
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DOUGLAS AND BETH ANDERSON
by Doug Anderson

My father John and mother Jessie Anderson came to
Canada in the early 1900's from London, England. Like
so many people at that time, they were eager to find a
new life in Canada and to raise a family. There were
seven children in our family, four boys and three girls.
I was born in Russell, Manitoba and it was there I
attended school and, like so many, left school at an early
age to go to work. It was in the early 30's and work was
scarce and money more so and one sure gained a lot of
experience in the number of jobs held. I liked the life on
the farm in the 30s but wages were low and the days were
long. I soon moved on to other work and tried some
carpentry also some time as a painter. Finally started to
work for the C.N.R. as a section hand and during that
time came to Neepawa and worked around at different
places for the C.N.R. It was hard to find steady work so
was consequently on the move a lot.
In 1937 my parents moved to Rorketon, Manitoba
and, after a few years there, moved back to Silverton
where my father retired after a lifetime of railroad work.
I was working for 'Uncle Lou' Vivian at the King
Edward Hotel which was situated next door to the Roxy
Theatre in the fall of 1940. It was from there that I joined
the army and, at last, a steady job for the next five years.
I joined Army Unit 10th St. Catharines Battery Royal
Canadian Artillery, 2nd Field Regiment. Most of my
army life was spent overseas. After taking a signals radio
operator course at Kingston, Ontario it was off to
England for two years. Then I spent almost two years in
Sicily and Italy, returning to Germany and Holland until
the end of hostilities. I returned to Neepawa after my
discharge from the army and became a barber. I worked
at the barber and hairdressing business for the next
thirty-five years, retiring in March, 1981.
It was a happy thirty-five years for me and I saw many
changes in Neepawa during that time. My first employment as a barber was with Mr. Hugh Poole. His
barbershop was located in the old Stead Block where the
Credit Union now stands. Next I worked for Mr. James
English. His business was in the north half of the building
now known as Zeke's Jewellers. Next move was up the
street, next door to the Bamboo Cafe and then I returned
to take over the business of James English. At the time of
my retirement I was located in Hargreaves Block. The
business is now owned and operated by Mr. Frank Reid.
I married Beth Orton in 1941. Her family were early
pioneers in the Arden and later in the Salisbury districts.
We are blessed with two children - a daughter and a
son. Lynda is married to William E. Nicholson who is
with the Winnipeg Police force. Lynda works for a
wholesale travel agency, Holiday House. They have a son
and a daughter who are attending school in St. James.
Blair lives in Winnipeg and is working for the Federal
Government in the Income Tax Department. His hobby
is music and is the sub-organist at All Saints Anglican
Church, Winnipeg and is a chorister with the all-male
choir of that church. At this time of writing their choir is
preparing for a second visit to England where they will be
singing in two different cathedrals during August of this
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year 1982.
Beth and I are enjoying our retirement years and the
time is full with our hobbies of gardening, golfing and
curling. Now, too, we are able to travel with our Lodges.
I am a member of the Neepawa Masonic Lodge and Beth
is a member of the Eastern Star.
When I first saw Neepawa I had the feeling I would like
to live here. I have never been sorry I put my roots down
so deep.

Doug Anderson

Doug Anderson

Left to Right: W. (Bill) Nicholson, Cristy N., Lynda N., Doug and
Beth, Blair, Robert N.

GERMUND AND SHIRLEY ANDERSON
by The Family

Germund and Shirley Anderson and sons Jeff and
Bruce have lived in Neepawa since 1972, although
Germund did live here a number of years ago with his
parents. Germund now has a well-established GeneralContracting business and Shirley is presently the O. R.
Supervisor of Neepawa District Memorial Hospital. Jeff
graduated from N.A.C.I. in 1981, and this year, 1982,
Bruce has just completed Grade XI.
Germund's father Nils was born in Sweden and came
to the U.S.A. after completing his carpentry training in
Sweden. He met his future wife, Hilma Nelson, in
Minneapolis where she was working as a seamstress. Her
parents had emigrated from Sweden many years before
and had settled near Eagle Bend, Minnesota. Germund
and his twin sister, Gertrude (Mrs. William Dimmery), of

Germund and Shirley.

Jeff and Bruce.

Neepawa were born in Minneapolis and the family moved
shortly afterward to Lang, Sask. Here his other sister
Ester (Mrs. Wm. Jackson of Eden, who was killed in a
car accident in 1974), was born.
The family moved to McCreary, Manitoba a few years
later to try farming, but during the 1930s times were very
hard and farming was not too profitable, so his father
continued on with carpentry work. Eventually they sold
the farm and moved to Neepawa and from here Germund

joined the Army as Canada was at war. He was overseas
for nearly 3 years fighting in Holland, Belgium and
Germany and was in Germany when the war ended. He
was discharged in 1946 and returned home to Neepawa
and joined his father in the carpentry business, learning
from the ground up. He learned so well apprenticing with
his father that in 1964 he was able to pass his Journeyman
Carpenter exams without any further training.
Germund and his parents moved back to McCreary and
he and his Dad did a great deal of building in and around
the area.
Shirley's father, Morley Manhard, was born in
Brockville, Ontario, and descended from the United
Empire Loyalists. He started work in the Bank of
Toronto after finishing school and eventually was sent to
Portage la Prairie where he met Elizabeth Allardyce, a
nurse in training at the Portage General Hospital. She
had been born in China while her parents were
missionaries there, but the family had moved to Canada
when foreigners had to leave China after the Boxer
Rebellion. Shirley's mother and father were married in
1919 and she was born while her father was Manager of
the Bank in Kennedy, Sask. Her sister, Patricia (Mrs.
Gerald Faurschou of Portage la Prairie), was born while
they were living at Montmarte, Saskatchewan, and
shortly after they moved to LaFleche, Saskatchewan,
where they lived throughout the "dirty-thirties". In 1940
they moved to Pilot Mound, Manitoba, where Shirley
completed Grade XII and then joined the Canadian
Women's Army Corps (C.W.A.C.). In the Army she
received Secretarial training and spent nearly 3 years in
Ottawa, Ontario, at National Defence Headquarters. In
1946 she received her discharge and after working in the
Bank of Toronto for a year she trained as a nurse at the
Winnipeg General Hospital. She worked at various
nursing jobs until 1957 when she went to McCreary,
Manitoba as Matron of their hospital. Here she met
Germund and they were married in 1962. After opening
the new addition to McCreary Hospital in June 1963, she
retired as Matron, and Jeffrey was born in October,
1963. Bruce was born in March, 1965. Shirley continued
working part-time in McCreary Hospital until the family
moved to Neepawa in 1972.
Both boys started school in McCreary and when they
moved to Neepawa, Jeff was in Grade 4 and Bruce in
Grade 2. Germund started up his own firm "G.A.
Anderson Neepawa Ltd." and has been a general contractor here, building a large number of new homes in
Neepawa and surrounding area as well as several commercial buildings. He still belongs to the Masonic Lodge
in McCreary, of which he is a Past-Master, is a member
of the Neepawa Legion and a charter member of the
newly formed Neepawa Flying Club - having learned to
fly in Neepawa many years ago. He is also on the Board
of Neepawa United Church, Osborne Home and
Touchwood Park.
Shirley started working in the Neepawa District
Memorial Hospital shortly after moving here as O.R.
Supervisor and has been employed there ever since. She is
a member of the U.C.W., Neepawa Legion and on the
executive of the N.A.C.I. Band Boosters Club. She is
presently President of the Neepawa Nurses Local No. 12.
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Jeff has decided to follow in his father's footsteps and
is planning on taking a carpentry course at a Commercial
College. He has spent the last few summers working with
his Dad and enjoys the outside work. Bruce is still undecided about his future, although appears to be heading
toward Sciences at University. He has taken advanced
swimming courses and now enjoys summer employment
at the Neepawa Swimming Pool. Both boys have been
very active in the Neepawa Air Cadet Squadron,
belonged to the School Band and enjoy both water and
snow skiing.
1981-82 has been a very busy happy year in this family
with the addition of two more "sons". Patrick Streeter
has lived with us and taken his Grade XII as his parents
moved to Arizona, and we also had Gerard Guanzon for
two months - a Phillipine Exchange Student brought over
on the Rotary Exchange Programme. He completed his
Grade X while here. We also could not finish a history of
this family without mention of our beloved pet dog
"Dixie". Although not the purebred poodle she was
supposed to be, we can't imagine life without her.

Grant/Rose Burnash (Jean, Patti), lack/Natalie Yarmey
(Valerie, Warren), Bob/Bernice Scott (Forbes, Donna,
Grant, Dianne, Neil) . .Ethel/Wm. Alexander
Merle/George Chisholm (no family), Forrest/Margaret
McIntosh (Diane, Sheila, Dearl), Glen/Renie White
(Garry), Percy/Kay Brock (Peggy), Laura/Del Watts (no
family).

SAMUEL AND ISABELLE ARBUCKLE
by R.H. Arbuckle

Samuel Arbuckle, his parents, 10 brothers and sisters,
emigrated to Canada from Ireland by sailboat about
1850. The voyage took 6 weeks during which time his
father died and was buired at sea. The family eventually
settled at Arnprior, Ontario.
Samuel married Isabelle Graham and lived in the
Arnprior area until 1888 at which time they went West to
Manitoba accompanied by their family of 5 boys and 4
girls and settled in the Carberry Plains on the west half of
27-12-15W. Samuel died in 1926 at the age of 86 and
Isabelle died in 1917.
The following is a brief outline of Samuel and
Isabelle's children/who they married - their grandchildren/who they married (and the names of their greatgrandchildren).
Bill/bachelor..Eliza
lane/Frank
Abbott
Ada/married (no family), Edith/Finlay White (Lloyd,
Evelyn, Audrey), Samuel/Minnie Robertson (Allan),
Ethel!Peter Galloway (June, Clare, Keith),
Gilbert/Hazel Graham (Jim, Sharon, Dale), Wilma/Ed
Fleger (Muriel) . .Isabelle/George Kilgour - Louise
'Lina'/Sylvester Bird (no family), Sam/married (no
family), Percy/bachelor, George/bachelor .. Mary/ Jack
McKinnon - Ernest/Annie Boyd (Phyllis, Vernon),
Myrtle/ Alfred Young (Jack), Belle/Larry Parks (no
family), Mabel! Lyle Hemingway (Ada and
Jackie) . .Jack/married (no family) .. Bob/ Annie Hicks Roy/Emma
Mikkelson
(Vernon),
Clarence
'Tye'/Margaret Brooks (Franklin), Earl 'The Parson'/bachelor, Dorothy/died age 13 .. Sam/Isabelle
Graham - Amy/Paul Simpson (Stewart, Gwen),
Gert/George Matheson (Rose, Ann, Willard, Ross),
Stuart/Evelyn Holmes (no family), Annie/died age
22 .. Allan/Isabelle Cruickshank - Gordon/Phyllis Lester
(Harvey, Murray, Allan, Carroll, Marjorie, Richard),
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Allan Arbuckle/amity.

ALLAN AND ISABELLE ARBUCKLE
They were married in 1910 and farmed in the
Wellwood area till 1917 on the southwest 27-12-15W,
during which time 2 sons were born; Gordon - 1911, and
Grant - 1916. In the spring of 1917 the family moved to a
half section farm located about 6 miles northeast of
Neepawa and remained here till 1930. During this interval2 more sons were born; Jack - 1921 and Bob - 1928.
In 1930, in the midst of the Depression, the family
moved to the Hamilton farm, located immediately south
and east of Neepawa and remained here until the spring
of 1933 at which time the family again moved to the
Smith farm, 2 112 miles south of Neepawa. In 1943
Gordon bought the Murray Lester farm located 3 miles
west of Neepawa and both Gordon and Allan and their
families moved to this farm December, 1943.
Grant worked on construction at Vancouver and
Calgary from 1936 to 1941. He joined the Royal
Canadian Air Force in May 1942 and was posted overseas
in early 1944. He was reassigned to India where the bulk
of his flying activities were in the Burma-China area.
Returned to Canada in January 1946, got to within a half
mile of home and the cutter upset; his only frightening
experience on his travel home from India. Grant and
Rose are 'almost' retired and reside in Calgary.
Jack graduated from Neepawa High School in 1938
and while attending high school was the recipient of the
Governor General's Medal. He worked for the Bank of
Commerce at Neepawa, Virden and Stonewall and joined
the Royal Canadian Navy in 1941 and was a sailor on a

submarine supply ship for the duration of the war. After
the war he returned to the bank until 1949, at which time
he left the employ of the bank and went to Toronto. He
was married in 1950 and worked in the Toronto area until
his untimely death in 1967. He died of cancer in March,
1967 at the age of 46.
Bob completed High School in June, 1946, taught
school at Mountain View as a 'permit' teacher for 1 year;
attended the University of Manitoba - graduating in 1950
with a degree in agriculture and commenced work as an
assessor for the Provincial Municipal Assessment
Branch. He is still in the employ of this Branch and
resides in Winnipeg.
Allan and Gordon farmed together until the fall of
1944. Allan had a stroke on November 15 and died on
November 18, 1944. Isabelle moved to Neepawa in 1945
and worked as a bookkeeper until her death - 1954.
Gordon and his family farmed west of Neepawa on the
east half of 1-15-16W until April 1961. They moved to
Carstairs, Alberta in the spring of 1961 to farm as Arbuckle Farms Limited with sons Harvey, Murray and
Allan. Gordon and Phyllis retired from farming in 1976
and now spend their winters in Phoenix, Arizona and
their summers on the company farm 'basking' in the sun.
At the present time, Gordon is the oldest living Arbuckle, a grandson of Samuel and Isabelle Arbuckle who
settled in the Carberry Plains of Manitoba in 1888.

He purchased twenty acres of land east of the C.N.R.
and north of the C.P.R. from Jonathan Hamilton in
1916 where he operated a market garden and nursery
until his demise in 1940.
His wife died in 1920.
His brother Owen and his mother, accompanied by his
sister, Margaret Randall and her husband Harry and five
children came to Canada and settled in Neepawa in 1912.
Owen worked for Alex until Alex died.
In 1927 Alex married Ethel Williams. One daughter
Alice Jean was born in 1928.
He was a member of the Masonic Lodge No. 24 in
Neepawa and was Master of the lodge in 1924. He was a
faithful member of St. James Anglican Church where he
sang in the choir for many years. He also played the bass
horn in the Neepawa Band. He was caretaker of the
cemetery and planted many of the large spruce trees in
the old part of the cemetery.
All six of Alex Ashby's family are still living at the
present time.

CLARENCE AND MARGARET ARBUCKLE
Clarence (Tye) Arbuckle, his wife Margaret and son
Franklin moved to Neepawa in the early 1940s. Tye was
in the egg and poultry business for a number of years and
Margaret operated the T. Eaton mail order office for a
number of years. Tye died of cancer in the early 1960s
and a few years later Margaret moved to Vancouver,
B.C. where she and Franklin now reside.

Alex Ashby

ALEX ASHBY
Alex Ashby was one of a family of ten children, eight
boys and two girls. He was born at Horsham, Sussex,
England in 1873. His father, John Ashby, was a game
keeper on a large estate.
He married Caroline Lee Bowman in 1898 at Colgate,
Sussex, England. He emigrated to Canada in April, 1902
with his wife and two children, Caroline Ellen (Kitty),
born in 1900, and Edward George (Ted), born in 1901.
He worked for the Honorable J .A. Davidson as a
gardener in the summer and sawed wood in the winter.
In Neepawa Annie Margaret was born in 1904,
Beatrice Mary in 1905 and Amelia Rose (Millie) in 1910.
He established a market garden in 1908 on seven acres
of land on the south side of the C.P .R. and west side of
the old Canadian Northern Railways, presently the
corner of Commerce Street and Provincial Trunk
Highway No.5.

Mrs. Alex Ashby
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Caroline, Edward, Annie, Beatrice, Amelia.
James Francis and Minnie Ann Attwood.

THIRTY YEARS AGO, 1908News travels: It is reported that Jos. Laidler says that
Geo. McLaughlin told him that he heard Walter Brydon
say that W.B. Piett told him that Carl Briese had heard
that there was no doubt that Sam Holmes said that W.T.
Shearer, the contractor, thought John McLaren had told
Wm. Willoughby that Peter Mitchell had declared to
Geo. Little that it was generally believed that P.J.
Stewart said in plain terms Dan Hamilton said that his
friend Dick McKee had said that Robt. Burns informed
him at the council room that it was well known all over
the country that S. Benson had caught Geo. Edwards
saying that in his opinion it was a matter of great public
interest that Wm. Thompson had said Fred Halpenny
mentioned that Archie McConaghy, the great baseball
player had told him that Harrison's had said that their
lumber yards was the cheapest and best place to buy all
kinds and grades of building material. This latter report
is absolutely true. Harrison's for lumber.

JAMES FRANCIS ATTWOOD
by Anne Baker, youngest of the A ttwoods

James (Jim) Attwood was born at Weston, Ontario in
1857. He received only about 6 months of schooling as he
lived with his parents in a deeply wooded area a great
distance from a school. The railroads were being built
and he worked as a water boy. Later as a man he worked
in the bush. He also worked as an apprentice for a
carpenter.
He married Eliza Hutton and of this union two
children were born:
Florence Alfrieta, born in Minto, Ontario in 1879.
Died 1897 and buried at Wawanesa, Manitoba.
Willie Hutton, born at Minto, Ontario in 1882. Died in
1900 and was buried at Wawanesa, Manitoba.
Eliza died in 1885, buried at Minto, Ontario. Jim
remarried in 1886 or 1887 to Minnie Ann Allen of
Pilkington, Ontario.
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Of the second union 13 children were born:
(May) Emily May Attwood, born in 1889, Gray,
Ontario. Married David Kerr in 1909 at Neepawa,
Manitoba. 4 children.
(Rose) Eliza Rosetta Jane Attwood, born in 1892,
Oakland, Manitoba. Married Julius Briese in 1916. 6
children.
(Ernie) James Ernest, born in 1893 in Oakland,
Manitoba. Served in the first World War. Died in
Paschendale on November 6, 1917. Buried in Flanders
Fields.
(Verner) George Verner, born in 1885, Oakland,
Manitoba. Served in World War I. Returned and worked
on the railroad as an engineer. Died in Thunder Bay,
Ontario, 1971.
(Ada) Ada Victoria Gertrude, born in 1897, Oakland,
Manitoba. Married Lloyd MacPhee, January, 1914 at
Neepawa, Manitoba. 9 children.
(Ab) Albert Messenger, born in 1899, Oakland,
Manitoba. Married Marie Koskella, Detroit, Michigan in
1927. Worked in automobile industry. 2 children.
(Cec) Henry Cecil Redvers, born 1900, Oakland,
Manitoba. Married Alma Cross, Detroit, Michigan in
1927. 2 children, worked in steel industry.
(Tot) Rachel Lavina, born in 1902, Langford,
Manitoba. Married Clare Montgomery in 1925 at
Neepawa, Manitoba. (farmers) 5 children.
(Bill) William John, born in 1904, North Cypress,
Manitoba. Married Mildred Dow, Bethany, Manitoba in
1932 at Franklin, Manitoba. 3 children. Worked in
farming and later in sugar industry.
(Bud) Maurice Allen, born in 1906, North Cypress,
Manitoba. Married Margaret Hutton, Bethany,
Manitoba in 1932 at Brandon, Manitoba. Carpenter at
Toronto, Winnipeg and Minnedosa, Manitoba.
(Ray) Raymond Francis, born in 1907, Langford,
Manitoba. Married Velma Murray in 1935 at Raymond,
Alberta. Worked in the sugar beet industry, served
overseas in W.W. II. On his return, he farmed in the
Raymond area and was killed in a combine accident in
1962.2 children.

(Ralph) Edmund Ralph, born in 1909, Langford,
Manitoba. Married Gladys Davies in 1936 at Clanwilliam, Manitoba. 4 children, farmer and industry
worked in Minnedosa, Manitoba.
(Anne) Martha Anne, born in 19l3, Rosedale,
Manitoba. Married Robin George Baker in 1937 at
Franklin, Manitoba. (farmers) 3 children.
Jim Attwood remarked that he arrived in Brandon,
Manitoba with 35¢ in his pocket in March, 1888. He
obtained work with a farmer in southern Manitoba in the
Wawanesa area. He returned to Ontario after a year's
work and brought his wife and three children with him.
Later on he rented a farm. He and his brother George
Attwood invested in a steam engine and separator and
threshed for many years. Early years in Manitoba the
grain was stooked and stacked and threshing would
continue well into the winter months. With early
maturing grain, it was cut and stooked and hauled into
the threshing machine by horses and wagons, shortening
the harvest time.
Jim and Minnie often mentioned about the great
prairie fire that swept through southwest to southeast to
the shores of Lake Manitoba. It came within rods of their
home. Blizzards were another element they had to battle.
Jim tells of a time when he took shelter in a hay stack to
wait out the storm. When the storm cleared he discovered
that it was his own haystack and he was only a few rods
from home.
They moved many times while living in southern
Manitoba on rented farms. Six of the children were born
there at home. Jim travelled many a mile through bad
storms winter and summer to return with a midwife for
the birth of a son or daughter. Minnie often remarked
that he could make the bread and butter as well as she
could.
They moved to Brookdale, purchased a farm and lived
there until 1911. Five children were born there. Minnie
was a home loving person, her family always came first.
She worked very hard to keep her family clothed and fed.
She was a good seamstress and a good cook. Beside all
this she worked outside with her husband helping to clear
the land. She taught her family to believe in God and to
have faith in Him.
In the spring of 1911 or 12 they bought the SE 1143115-16 in Rosedale, five miles north of Franklin. This
farm was all in heavy bush, just a few acres broken, with
a small house. Jim built some log buildings. One was a
blacksmith shop. He did custom work for many years for
the farmers in the area. He cleared a few acres every
summer and the wood was used for cooking and heating
the home. The winters were spent at Bert Walker's saw
mill at Stink Lake which is now part of Riding Mountain
National Park. He built all the buildings on the farm,
some are still standing.
In order to provide for his family he purchased a
Stationary Engine and a grain crusher and did custom
crushing for farmers in the district for ten cents a grain
bag. This was the first outfit in the area.
A daughter was born on June 26, 1913, the total now
was 15 children. This family was musical and would
entertain in the evenings by singing and by playing
violins, mouth organs, banjo, etc.

A story is told about our Doctor, the difference between then and now. One of the boys (Allen) fell and
broke his arm and when taken to the doctor, the splints
were taken from a wooden crate, put on the arm, bound
up and left for months before removing it. The arm was
fine and still is. When one of the children took scarlet
fever, the household was quarantined for months and
when the doctor returned in the spring, the children were
all back in school. He was very angry.
Minnie Attwood died in 1937, buried in Riverside
Cemetery. James Attwood died in 1939, buried in
Riverside Cemetery.
Bob and Anne Baker bought the farm in 1940 and the
farm is now operated by James Baker (grandson).
There are six of the family still living;
Ada MacPhee, Richmond, B.C.
Bill Attwood, Lethbridge, Alta.
Allen and Ralph Attwood, Minnedosa, Man.
Rachel Montgomery, Neepawa, Man.
Anne Baker, Springhill, Man.

ATKINS FAMILY
by Lloyd Atkins

The Atkins arrived in Neepawa in September, 1945.
Two brothers, George and Cliff bought the Ford
Dealership from Tom and Adam Johnstone, and began
Atkins Brothers Garage which served the area until
December, 1970.
The building that was the first Atkins Garage was
originally a three storey livery barn, built and owned by
the Willoughbys. The present shop buildings were added
in 1950. This allowed for partial demolition of the
original building. The Harrison property at the corner of
Brown and Hamilton was acquired in the late 50s,
allowing for remodelling of office and showroom and
expansion of outdoor car lot. Following this, the last
remaining section of the livery barn, turned garage, was
torn down. Part of the original property was subsequently sold to Thomas Cabinet Works, and sometime
later a portion was sold to Canada Post Office for their
new building.
The families of George and Cliff arriving in the fall of
1945, purchased the John Simpson house at the corner of
First and Brydon, complete with waiting casket in the
garage. Both families lived in the house the first year.
Cliff and his wife Gladys were associated with Atkins
Garage until 1956 at which time Cliff sold his interest to
George. During Cliff's life in Neepawa, he was very
active in the affairs of the town, serving on Town
Council for a number of years as well as being active with
the Shrine. Cliff and Gladys continued to live in Neepawa
until 1957 when they moved to Calgary, and finally to
Victoria where Cliff passed away in June, 1981. Cliff's
funeral was conducted by Rev. David Smith who was a
minister in Neepawa just after Cliff and Gladys left
Neepawa. Gladys is still living in Victoria.
In 1946, George, his wife Rita and children Lloyd and
Joan, moved into one of the Burnash homes. Lewis
Vivian Sr. sold George the south-west corner of the
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Vivian property at the corner of Brown and Vivian where
George hired Bill Clyde to build a new home, which they
moved into in 1947.
George was active in Lions Club and Elks. He enjoyed
bowling, curling and golf. He continued to be associated
with the garage until its sale in December, 1970. George
remained active until he became ill in the summer of
1973. He passed away in October 1973, and is buried in
Neepawa Cemetery.
His wife, Rita, has also been active in the community
serving for many years on the Women's Hospital Aid and
continues to contribute her effort and support to St.
Dominic's Church. She is currently enjoying her life in
the Bri-Mont Apartments.
Lloyd graduated from Neepawa Collegiate in 1950,
and like most graduates of that era went to Winnipeg.
While there he worked and attended University, returning to Neepawa in 1956 with his wife Joan. Lloyd and
Joan lived in Neepawa for 16 years. During this time their
children Catherine, Gregory, Patricia, Teresa and Allison
were born and all started school. Lloyd was associated
with his father in the garage until its sale at which time he
returned to University. He is presently living and teaching
in Winnipeg where he has also lectured at both University
of Winnipeg and University of Manitoba. Lloyd and
Joan were active in Neepawa Rotary Club, Chamber of
Commerce, St. Dominic's Church as well as Neepawa
School Board.
Joan, George and Rita's daughter, graduated from the
Neepawa Collegiate in 1954 and also went to Winnipeg
and was employed with the Department of Health,
returning to Neepawa in 1955 to work at the Lab. and xRay Unit. She married Cecil Bolton in 1957 and moved to
Dryden, Ontario until 1962 when they returned to
Neepawa. Two of their children, Tim and Geordie, were
born in Dryden, and Mary-Jo in Neepawa.
Other members of the Atkins family also lived in
Neepawa over the years.
Harris, a brother to George and Cliff, and his wife
Kathleen moved to Neepawa in 1966 from Minnedosa.
Harris passed away in 1977. Kathleen continues to live in
one of the United Church Units.
Their son George, known as Laurie to the family, came
to Neepawa to manage the Safeway Store from 1966 to
1969. He and his wife Diane and family now live in
Penticton, B.C.
A sister to George, Cliff and Harris was Sadie Walker,
who with her husband James D. Walker retired to
Neepawa from Winnipeg in 1970. Jim passed away in
1971 at East View Lodge and Sadie continued living in
Neepawa until her death in 1982.
Their son, James Alexander Walker worked for the
Hydro and lived in Neepawa from 1966. Jim, wife
Lorraine and their family Mitchell, Susan and Jeff
moved to Neepawa from Minnedosa right after their
youngest daughter, Nicole, 6 years of age, was killed in a
tragic car accident in October of 1966. One more
daughter, Jennifer, was born in Neepawa. Jim passed
away in November 1979. Lorraine and Jennifer continue
to live in Neepawa.
Maureen Little, daughter of Sadie and Jim, also lived
in Neepawa. She and her family of four children moved
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to Neepawa from Indiana in 1970. They now reside in
Brandon.

Atkins Garage 1945-46.

George A tkins near pump.

WILLIAM BABCOCK (See Century Farm)
THE BAILEY FAMILY
by Brian Bailey

Janice (Lockhart) and Brian Bailey, originally from
Carberry, were married on August 10, 1968 and took up
residence in Neepawa on Brock Street in the home
temporarily vacated by the D. Bennet family who were
off to Britain on a teacher exchange. Jan worked briefly
at the local hospital until she accepted a clinic job, a
position which she held for almost four years. She has
continued to work part time in the Neepawa medical field
as a registered nurse since her graduation from Brandon
General Hospital School of Nursing in 1966.
Brian, a farm boy, graduated from Brandon College
with a Bachelor of Arts Degree in 1967 and proceeded to
the University of Manitoba for his Education program.
He accepted a position on May 1, 1968 at Neepawa Area
Collegiate and has since taught English, History, Drama,
and Music at NACI specializing in English and Drama in
the latter years. He has derived a great deal of pleasure
from working with students, especially in Major
Productions and choral work.

The Baileys built a home at 458 Commerce St. in 1972
and have since welcomed three children into their lives Jerilyn in 1972, Ryan in 1975, and Allison in 1980. All
five Baileys find Neepawa a wonderful place to call
home.

they have one son Murray, who resides in Calgary with
his wife and three children.
After five years in the R.C.A.F., Clarence obtained a
degree in Agriculture at Saskatchewan University and
continued in education work at Dauphin and as
Agricultural Representative at Hamiota. In 1960 he
obtained a Bachelor of Education degree and taught at
Eden and Minnedosa. In 1967 he moved to Winnipeg as
School Counsellor at Charleswood Collegiate. He obtained a Masters degree in Education and continued as
Counsellor until his retirement in 1976.
Nina and Clare are still enjoying life in St. James. He is
presently Manitoba Conference A.O.T.S. president and
they enjoy frequent holidays with their family in Calgary
and Neepawa.

STANLEY BAKER FAMILY
by Evelyn Potter and Nell Potter

Brian Bailey family.

ROCHE BAILEY FAMILY
by Clarence Bailey

Roche Bailey was born at Clanwilliam, Manitoba in
1884, the eldest son of five children born to Thomas
Bailey and Betsy (Wilson), both of whom came from
Ontario. In the early 90s the family traded farms with H.
Madill and moved near Birnie and built a brick house
which is still occupied.
In 1910 Roche married Janet Amy Hickling of Barrie,
Ontario, a relative of John Grover of Birnie. A son
Clarence was born in 1911.
In 1916 Roche moved to Salisbury district and carried
on a farming and dairy business, driving five miles each
way daily to deliver milk to Neepawa.
In 1919 he moved to Rosser as a grain buyer but came
to Neepawa in the off-season to work with Holmes Bros.
draying business. After living in various parts of
Manitoba, Roche returned to Birnie in 1939, where he
farmed until 1965 when he retired to Neepawa.
Roche served as a member of Rosedale Council, Birnie
School Board, Birnie Church Board and he was an usher
in Birnie church for fifty years, a 4-H Club leader during
these years. His wife Janet died in 1970. Roche died in
1974.
Roche was a generous kind neighbor who enjoyed life
and friends and one who devoted his life to serving
others.
Their son, Clarence, returned to Neepawa in 1931 after
completing Normal Training in Brandon. During this
year he lived with his grandmother, later Mrs. W.G.
Pollock, and completed his Grade XII at Viscount
Collegiate. He taught school at Riding Mountain from
1932-1940. He married Nina Davidson of Neepawa and

Stanley Baker was born in Ingoldsby, Ontario in 1875.
Mary Jane Hicks was born in Lochlin, Ontario in 1877.
They were married in 1897, and farmed in the Halburton
area. In the fall of 1908, Stanley came to work for his
brother, George, in Springhill. He was so impressed with
the land he returned home and moved his family to
Manitoba in 1909. They farmed in the Springhill and
Riding Mountain districts, returning to Springhill in
1932. Stanley was a carpenter, and was always willing to
give a helping hand. Janie and Stanley took an active part
in the church and community. They retired to Neepawa
in 1945. Stanley died in 1948; his wife in 1967.
They had a family of four sons and three daughters.
Irvine married Gladys Butterfield. He worked for 25
years as Greenskeeper at the golf course at Wasagaming.
They retired to Minnedosa, where he died in 1976.
Lillian married Bert Ritchey. They farmed in the
Kelwood and Arden districts, moving to Saskatchewan in
1928. Lillian now resides in Lloydminster, Sask.

Harvesting in 1929. Nell on horseback, George on binder, Stanley
Baker on second binder and Allison on tractor.
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Cecil married Gertrude Clark. He worked for the
Neepawa Salt Plant for twenty-five years. They retired to
Portage la Prairie. He died in 1975 . .
Allison married Bernice MacDuff. They moved to
Ontario where he worked for Ontario Hydro. They reside
in St. Catharines, Ontario.
George married Merle Guy. He farmed in the
Springhill and Iroquois districts, moving to British
Columbia in 1943. He died in 1954.
Ina E. (Nell) married Melvin Potter. They live in the
Mountain View district.
Evelyn married Alex Potter and resides in Neepawa.

Dwayne, Kelly, Sharron and Kristine.
Bette was born in 1910 and received her primary
education in Mountain Road and attended high school in
Eden. She attended Success Commercial College in
Winnipeg for one year. She was employed with
Westinghouse Co. Ltd. in Winnipeg from 1957 - 1963,
Meyers Norris and Penny from 1974 - 80, and is presently
working for Kelleher and Co. in Brandon. She has two
children: Darren and Kerry.
Bernadette was born in 1951 and attended school in
Mountain Road until her parents moved to Neepawa. She
completed her education in Neepawa. Upon graduating
she moved to Vancouver. In 1973 she married Wayne
Philips and is presently living in Vancouver. Bernadette is
employed by the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce.

NICHOLAS M. AND ANNIE BARANIUK
by Inky Forsman

The parents of Nicholas Baraniuk immigrated to
Canada from the Ukraine in 1898. They settled in
Mountain Road where they farmed a quarter section of
land a half mile north of the village. They raised a family
of eleven of whom four are still living.
Upon his parent's retirement, Nicholas took over the
farm. In 1929 he married Annie Woloski, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Eli Woloski. They farmed on the original
farm until Nick had to give it up due to illness in 1962 at
which time they moved to Neepawa.
Nick was employed with Swifts of Neepawa for 2
years. He passed away in 1969. Annie was employed by
the Neepawa Hospital Laundry department for 14 years
and 4 months. She retired in 1977. Since her retirement,
Annie has been travelling all over the world.
They raised five children; Lawrence was born in 1931
and received his primary education at Mountain Road
and high school at St. Joseph's College in Yorkton, Sask.
He taught school for one year at Pine Bluff. In 1951 he
commenced employment with Manitoba Hydro and is
working for them at present. In 1958 he married Joan
Ferguson of Winnipeg and have resided in the city since
their marriage. They have 3 children: Mark, Marcy and
Christopher.
Margaret was born in 1934 and received her primary
education at Mountain Road and high school at St.
Mary's Academy in Yorkton, Sask. She taught school at
Pine Bluff for one year and then worked at the Bank of
Commerce in Neepawa. She married John Forsyth in
1954 and they farmed 5 miles north of Neepawa until
they moved to Victoria, B.C. They lived in Victoria from
1967 to 1974. They now reside in Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Margaret is employed by the Credit Union, and Jack
works for Transport Canada at the Winnipeg International Airport. They have 3 children: Robert, Brian
and Kimberley.
Innocent (Inky) was born in 1936 and received her
primary education at Mountain Road and attended high
school at St. Mary's Academy in Yorkton, Sask. She
graduated in 1954 and moved to Calgary where she was
employed by the Royal Bank. In 1956 she moved to
Neepawa and took up employment with the Bank of
Commerce where she is presently employed. In 1958 she
married Ronald Forsman. They have 4 children:
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Baraniuk family.

SAMUEL D. BARR FAMILY

Circa 1918. Family Member Car.

Portage from Franklin many times to carry one hundred
pounds of flour home on his back, before the railway was
built. They had six children, four girls and two boys.
Everett and Emily bought land, the northwest quarter
of section 16-14-14 homesteaded by Bill James, also the

Circa 1908. Samuel and Ellen Barr family - one of Neepawa's early
families. Grandparents of Mrs. Dorothy Vasey. Family active in
Presbyterian Church Choir. Left to Right: Irene worked in Neepawa
bank, Ariah, Jennie, John, Gertie, Billy-Neepawa Chartered
Accountant, Murray.

WILLIAM EVERETT AND EMILY
BARRON
by Mrs. Irene (Barron) Finlayson

Everett Barron's grandfather Calep Barron and family
came from the south of England to Maine, U.S.A. with
the United Empire Loyalists.
Everett's father, Alonso Wellington Barron, youngest
son of Calep Barron, was an architect. He drew plans and
contracted for many big buildings and stations in U.S.A.
as the railway was being built across the country.
Alonso married Mary Orr, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Orr and lived at Wilmot, South Dakota, where
William Everett was born, 1884. He recalled being at
husking bees at his grandfather's farm as corn was
harvested by hand in those days.
Everett's father died when he was four years old. One
year later, Mary and Everett came to Canada with her
parents. They lived four miles west of Neepawa on a
farm, later owned by Mary's brother, Foster Orr. Mary
married again to W.J. Jackson, who ran a photograph
gallery in Neepawa on the north side of the old post
office, where the pizza place is now. They retired to
Vancouver, B.C.
Everett got his education at Central School, Neepawa,
formerly built on the Safeway lot. He delivered meat
after school and Saturdays for Archie McConeghy, who
ran the town butcher shop. Everett also trained for a
telegraph operator and worked on the construction of
Eaton's store in downtown Winnipeg, but in the end
decided he would rather be a farmer.
In 1905 Everett married Emily Burton, second
daughter of Joseph and Eliza Burton of Franklin,
Manitoba. Emily's grandparents came from London,
England to Canada by sailboat which was a long
monotonous trip depending on the weather. They settled
at Cambria, Ontario. Then Joseph and Eliza came west
to homestead north of Franklin, driving from Portage la
Prairie with a team of oxen. Grandpa Burton walked to

Everett and Emily Barron. Eva, Irene and Emerson.

southeast quarter of the same section homesteaded by
J.W. Drysdale in Langford Municipality. They broke up
land and built new buildings, which, with wheat selling at
twenty-eight cents per bushel, oats at twelve cents, butter
at fifteen cents a pound and eggs at five cents a dozen,
took a lot of hard work to accomplish. They had three
children, Eva, Emerson and Irene, who attended Oakdale
school.
J.G. Hunter, H. Brautigam, J.W. Marner, J. Howe
and the James families were some of the neighbours in
the Oakdale district at this time. They shared good times
and bad for the welfare of the community.
Oakdale school burned down. In 1921 they built a new
school. Everett and hired help hauled the lumber by team
on sleigh or wagon, twenty miles the round trip for the
school. With building a house and other farm buildings,
also helping with the school, many trips were made to
Mr. Fusee's lumberyard. The school was the center for
social events, the ladies supplied lunch and all had a good
time with little expense. Everett was secretary-treasurer
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of Oakdale school No. 709 for thirty-five years. Also a
member of the United Farmers of Manitoba.
When they first moved to the district, they went to
Southwood church, built on the northeast corner of 1414-14 Langford. Later this church closed, they joined
Inkerman church. Emily belonged to the W.A. and
W.M.S. and also did a lot of sewing and knitting for the
Red Cross.
Everett and Emily lived on the farm forty-eight years.
Emily passed away in 1953.
Their son, Emerson, married Ethel Godbold and had
two of a family, Gwen, married to Rod Moore at Rabbit
Lake, Saskatchewan, and Gordon, in Neepawa. Emerson
took over the farm for some years then sold it to Don
Pollock and moved to Neepawa.
Eva May, the eldest daughter of Emily and Everett
married Frank Renwick, 1933. He had come from
Greenlaw, Scotland in 1922 and farmed for a few years.
They lived in the Union district. Eva was an active
member of the W.A. and W.M.S. and Frank worked for
Manitoba Hydro after their marriage. They had three
daughters, Mrs. Ross Bray (Oreen), Neepawa, Mrs. Don
Head (Merlyn), Chilliwack, B.C. and Mrs. Ahm Landry
(Jess), Tahsis, B.C. Eva died in 1958 at fifty-two years of
age. Frank passed away suddenly in 1963, at sixty-one
years.
Irene married William Finlayson in 1935. They farmed
at Arden for twenty-five years, then moved to Neepawa.
Bill worked for Gulf Oil Co., and died in 1969. Irene
worked at Osborne Home for eleven years. They had
three sons; James E. Finlayson, C.A., Neepawa, married
to Janet Orchard in 1962; Robert H. Finlayson, B.Ed.,
B.Sc., Neepawa, married toBeverley Clark in 1963; and
W. Barron (Barry) Finlayson, B.Sc. (Pharmacy), M.Sc.,
Winnipeg, married to Janet Maydaniuk in 1975.
Everett Barron was a resident of East View Lodge for a
number of years before passing away in 1971 at eightyseven years of age. He had enjoyed the company and the
craft work at the lodge.
Mrs. Dale Wolaniuk (Maureen Bray), Winnipeg,
Shannon and Janine Bray, Neepawa; Kimberley, Kevin,
Shelley and Darren Head, Chilliwack, B.C.; Chad and
Amanda Landry, Tahsis, B.C.; Scot, Lori, Rhonda and
Glen Finlayson, Neepawa; Derek and Curtis Moore,
Rabbit Lake, Saskatchewan; Pamela (deceased), Bill,
Cheryl and Heather Finlayson, Neepawa; Nolan and
Ryan Finlayson, Winnipeg are great-grandchildren of
Everett and Emily Barron. Also there is one great-greatgrandchild, Justin Wolaniuk of Winnipeg.
When one watches television and sees some of the
turmoil in other parts of the world, it's a privilege to live
at Neepawa, to enjoy the peace and plenty that our
forefathers worked so hard for us to inherit.

BATE(S) FAMILY
by Florence Bates

Clement Bate came to Canada in the spring of 1914
from Charlbury, Oxfordshire, England. He worked all
summer for Mr. and Mrs. Tom Williams at Riding
Mountain. On his way back to England in the fall of the
same year, he passed away and was buried in Winnipeg.
His widow, Louisa Rose, came to Canada in October,
1921, bringing the three youngest children - Charles, Vera
and Radley. The family stayed for a short time with Mrs.
Bate's sister and husband (Mr. and Mrs. Tom Williams)
at Riding Mountain. Mrs. Bate was housekeeper for
families in Kelwood, Arden and Brookdale. After
moving to Neepawa she carried on her profession of
dress-making. She passed away June 16, 1938.
Charles worked on the farm of George Willerton of
Springhill. Later he worked in Neepawa for Seaborn's
Bakery as a delivery man. He joined the Air Force shortly
after the outbreak of World War II. Charles married
Gladys Drew of Neepawa in August, 1932. They are
presently residing in St. Thomas, Ontario. They have one
son Clive who resides in Winnipeg.
Vera (Doll as she was known) worked for the Alfred
Greentree family in Neepawa, later working for Eatons in
Winnipeg. She married William Halliwell of Winnipeg.
They lived in various places in Manitoba and Ontario,
before moving to Vancouver. Vera passed away in 1979.
Two girls - Margaret of Quesnel, B.C. and Gail of
Vancouver were born from this marriage.
Radley attended school, then at the age of fourteen he
went to work for Hawksley's Bakery, which was located
in the present Mountain Block. One year later he started
to work for Seaborn's Bakery. From 1943-46 he served in
the Army Service Corps as a baker. After his discharge he
came back to work for R.L. Hurrell who had purchased
the Seaborn Bakery. 1972 saw the Bakery again change.
owners when Wayne Clark bought the business. In spite
of changes and progress Radley has worked 53 years in
the same location, which is probably a record for
Neepawa. He is a Charter member of the Elk's Lodge
No. 398 and also bowled for many years.
December 14, 1938 Radley married Florence Lamb of
Neepawa. Florence came to Neepawa with her mother,
Mrs. Harriett Paterson, in 1930. After completing school
she worked for Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kerr and Mr. and
Mrs. J.Y. Wilson until her marriage. Three sons were
born to Radley and Florence. After the boys were in
school Florence worked in Hurrell's Bakery and in 1963
she became Neepawa's first Welcome Wagon hostess, a
position she still holds. She is a Charter member of the
Royal Purple Lodge No. 207, having held many offices.
She has taken an active part in Knox Presbyterian
Church, on the Board of Managers and the Heather
Club. Bowling is a favorite sport and knitting her favorite
hobby.
The eldest son, William (Bill) Harold, married Beatrice
Bradley of Neepawa, September 6, 1960. Bill worked for
Neepawa Press, later joining Vopni Press of Portage la
Prairie where he is still employed. Beatrice worked for
Canad~ Safeway until her marriage and is presently
employed at Campbell Soup Company in Portage. They

have five children. Patricia Thorkelsson and son Ryan of
Portage, Kimberly, Kelly, Gaylene and Valerie at home.
Terrance (Terry) Malcolm married Frances Curle of
Neepawa June 29, 1973. Terry is employed as a Mechanic
at the School Bus Garage for Beautiful Plains School
Division. Frances is employed at East View Lodge. Their
children are Andrew, who is Frances' son from a
previous marriage, and their daughter Beverly Ann, both
in school at this time.
Alan David married Min Je (Joyce) February 24, 1981.
Joyce is from Shanghai, China, and liked Canada so well
she didn't want to go back to China. Alan is presently
taking a carpentry course at Assiniboine Community
College in Brandon. Joyce is working part time at
Brandon University.

GEORGE AND MARY ANN BASKERVILLE
by George Baskerville

The family name, Baskerville, is one of the oldest
family names in English history, and its records are
closely interwoven into the rich fabric of English
chronicles.
The family are of Norman descent, and their name
appears on the Honour Roll of Battell Abby. The
Normans were Vikings by origin, landing in Scotland
about 870 A.D. Rollo was the first Duke of Normandy,
whose descendant, William the Conqueror, became King
of England, after his successful invasion in 1066 A.D.
The family boast the blood of Kings of England, and
were granted lands by William the Conqueror. From
Erdisley Castle, they served as Sherriff's of Herefordshire, no less than twenty-one times. Traditionally, the
family gave the King one barbed arrow whenever he came
to hunt.
The family became involved in religious conflicts,
which ravaged England during the 16th, and 17th centuries. Religious persecution made life difficult, and
many joined the Militia units in Ireland. Life in Ireland
was little improved over what they had left in England, so
families immigrated to North America in 1640.

Around 1854, Great-Grandparents, Mary Ann
Shepherd, and George Baskerville of Tipperary, and
County Kilkenny, Ireland, married and immigrated to
southern Ontario, raising a family of ten. The second
eldest, my Grandfather Dave, married Esther Laithwaite,
raising two girls, and three boys on a farm in Clinton
Township. They separated; Grandmother taking the girls
and the youngest boy to the United States. My father,
Will Edward, was not to see them again.
When Will was about eighteen, he, and his father
Dave, and brother George moved to Manitoba, working
for various people in the Neepawa area the first few
years. In 1912 they purchased the NW 13-14-17, cut and
hauled logs from the Riding Mountains, for lumber for a
house. In 1914, Will married Bertha Jane McVeety,
moving into the new house.
Bertha's father, George, was on the first survey crews
to come west, and married Mary Jane Wilson, raising
two other girls, Elizabeth and Vina May.
Grandfather Dave remained prominent, raIsmg
purebred Percheron horses, and travelled his Champion
stallions around the country. He also trained horses for
the Cavalry, with all animals requiring identical head

Dave and Will Baskerville.

George and Mary Anne Baskerville.

Mrs. Baskerville
(Esther Laithwaite).

carriage. This he accomplished with a system of ties, and
straps he called a "Dumb-jock".
Being inventive, Dave saw a need for a different way to
hitch horses to the plow, so they could walk in the unplowed land while pulling. So he invented what was
called a "Draft-Hitch". He received patents from
Canada in 1912, America in 1914. The hitches were
manufactured by hand in his home shop. Eventually, the
large machine companies took over the idea, and built
their own. Patent laws then, did not mean as much as
now, and Grandfather lost out, receiving no money for
his idea.
During this period they also operated a custom
threshing outfit around the area, with a crew of thirty or
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more, most returning each year.
Dave, and sons Will and George, were members of the
Orange Lodge, playing in the Pipe and Drum band. Dad
and Uncle George played the fyfe, and Grandfather
played the bass drum.
George Baskerville worked for the railway in the
Transcona shops, being one of the first to use an arc
welder. He became an expert welder, doing such jobs as
steam engine flues. He eventually moved to Detroit,
Michigan, as foreman of a boiler making factory.
Will and Bertha raised a family of five girls and two
boys, with Dad farming until his death in 1954. Mother
stayed on the farm until her passing in 1980. Girls were:
Lena May - William Duncan, live at Waskada,
Manitoba; Evelyn Anne - Colin Robinson, live in
Merritt, B.C.; Dora Esther - Douglas McFarlane, live at
Erickson; Mary Alice - (Cyril Thrush), (deceased) settled
in Whitefish, Ontario; Marion Sheppard - Richard
Hallen, farm west of Neepawa; youngest son, William
Howard - Rose Young, live in Regina, Sask; Edward
David George - Mavis May McClay, are farming the
homestead, with a daughter and two sons to carryon.
BASKERVILLE COAT OF ARMS - a red chevron
between three blue circles on a silver background.
FAMILY CREST - A wolf's head holding in its mouth
a broken spear.
FAMILY MOTTO - "SPERO UT FIDELIS"

THE BATCHELOR FAMILY
by Dorothy Brown

Albert Batchelor was born in 1888 at Old Romney,
County of Kent, England. His father was a shepherd and
he was one of a family of thirteen. He and his brother
Frank came to Canada in 1907 and worked as farm hands
for local farmers in the Oberon District. Five years after
they arrived in Canada they started farming for themselves in the School District of Freeland.
Elizabeth Mary Baker was born in 1896 at Deeping St.
James, County of Lincolnshire, England. She came to
Canada with her sister Florence in 1913 and they worked

Bert and his milk wagon ready for The Parade in Neepawa's 50th in
1933.
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Some of the dairy herd waiting to be milked.

as "hired girls" for farmers' wives in the Oberon
District. Albert and Elizabeth met and were married in
Brandon on December 4, 1916 and they lived on the S.E.
13-l3-16 in the Rural Municipality of Langford, known
as "The Freeland Place". Later they purchased a farm in
North Cypress south and east of the village of Oberon on
the S.W. 27-12-15, where their only child, Dorothy, was
born. They returned to England in about 1924 intending
to buy property and take up farming in their homeland.
However, they were not happy there and returned to
Canada and rented a farm for one year in the Wellwood
District. In 1927 they purchased the S.W. 32-14-15 in the
Langford Municipality, from a man by the name of Sam
Harris, and in the spring of that year they moved from
Wellwood to Neepawa. In 1929 they purchased the N.W.
29-14-15 from the Estate of Edmund Bray.
In 1929 Albert and Elizabeth started a dairy business

Mr. and Mrs. Batchelor in their yard.

Elizabeth (Grace) Batchelor, Dorothy (Montgomery) Brown,
Daughter; Gail Cathcart, Granddaughter; Scott Cathcart, Greatgrandson.

which they operated until their retirement in 1941.
During this time they became known as "Pop and
Grace'.' and many bottles of milk were delivered from
door to door and quite a few were left "for free" because
the thirties were rough and "pop" would say "those kids
had to have milk". It was a familiar sight to see his milk
wagon loaded with kids wanting a ride around the block.
It is believed that former Neepawa resident, author
Margaret Laurence was referring to Bert Batchelor when
she wrote the following ina short story entitled "Where
The World Began": "In winter, we used to hitch rides on
the back of the milk sleigh, our moccasins squeaking and
slithering on the hard rutted snow of the roads, our hands
in ice bubbled mitts hanging onto the box edge of the
sleigh for dear life, while Bert grinned at us through his
great frosted moustache and shouted the horse into
speed, daring us to stay put".
Their days were long and their work was done with no
modern conveniences. They had no time to enjoy any
social life as their day started at 4 A.M., doing the
milking and filling the bottles, and he would be in
Neepawa with his horse, and wagon full of bottles of
milk by 8 A.M. By 1 P.M. he would be back home with a
wagon full of empty bottles to be washed and sterilized.
By 4 P.M. - back to milking the cows again and filling
bottles, and so it went - 7 days a week, winter and
summer. Their only outside activity was their Church.
They were dedicated supporters of St. James Anglican

Church and even though they were very busy they always
had time to work to support their Church and attend
services when they could.
Their daughter Dorothy married Gordon Montgomery
in 1940 and they had three daughters - Maureen, Mrs.
Cecil Pittman, of Neepawa; Gail, Mrs. Lawrence
Cathcart, living in the Rural Municipality of Rosedale;
and Lynne, living in Winnipeg. Gail and Lawrence have 4
boys - Scott, born in 1962, Kevin, born in 1964, Derek,
born in 1966, and Myles born in 1971.
Albert retired from his dairy business in 1941 at the age
of 53, and his son-in-law, Gordon farmed the land until
his death at the age of 43 in 1956. The Montgomerys also
had a dairy business, but their milk was sold in bUlk to a
milk pasteurizing plant.
After Gordon's death in 1956, Dorothy, with the
moral support of her parents, went to work in the Town
of Neepawa Municipal Office, where she worked until
1967 when she became the secretary-treasurer of the
Rural Municipality of Langford. In the meantime the
farm land was sold to Harold Ishenberg, and the two
houses were retained as the residence of Albert and
Elizabeth and for Dorothy and her family. In 1964 she
married Don Brown and they lived in the residence on the
farm until 1971 when they purchased a home on
Mountain Avenue and moved into the Town of
Neepawa. They both retired at the end of 1981.
It is a special note of interest that the home of the
Batchelor family on the S.W. 32-14-15, then owned by
Richard Halpenny, was the location of the first Langford
Council Meeting on January 6, 1981, when the
Municipalities of Osprey and Glendale joined to form the
Rural Municipality of Langford.
Albert and Elizabeth enjoyed their retirement and were
able to return to their beloved England three times to visit
relatives. Albert died in 1966 at' the age of 78 and
Elizabeth died in 1976 at the age of 80. They may not
have been considered pioneers in the true sense of
homesteading the land, but they left their mark in the
communities in which they lived.

BATTERS FAMILY
by Marie Robinson

The Batters family arrived from Elora, Ontario in 1885
when they settled in the Union district. At about the same
time, Will Sharpin, with his sister, Mary moved here
from Ontario also. John Batters and Mary Sharpin were
married in 1897. John and Will formed a farming partnership which was to last their lifetimes. Their first farm
was on the correction line where Wes Hawkins now lives.
While John and Mary lived there, they had three sons,
Russell, Laurence and John. In 1904 the family moved to
the Osprey district on 12-14-16. Ten years later, Melvin
and Harold were born on the new farm where Melvin
remained for the rest of his life.
The Batters-Sharpin alliance was well known for their
good horses. They made frequent appearances at 'fairs in
Neepawa and thesurrounding areas.
John Batters Sr. was an entertainer at house parties
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and school dances where he would play the violin and
step-dance. Melvin continued in the family tradition of
music, playing violin and having his own orchestra in
later years. Harold also played piano and drums.
Russell worked in Neepawa at the Salt Well and
married Vera Mcintosh in 1922 and had one son, Reid.
Laurence's first job was in a bank at Newdale and
finally made his home in the United States.
John Jr. married Florence Wood of the Glendale
district in 1924. They farmed on 12-14-16 and had two
children, Marie and Bill.
Melvin married Alma Morrell of Arden in 1953 and
lived on the home farm.
Harold married in Ontario while he was serving in the
Army in 1942. They had three sons and now live in
Pontiac, Michigan.
The Neepawa Branch of the Batters family has thinned
out considerably now. Alma and John live in their
respective homes in the country and glad to be there.
It's a strange thing, but I have never found the name of
Batters in a phone book without finding a blood
relationship.

HERBERT WILLIAM BEARD
by Gladys Paul

Herbert William Beard ("Bert" to all who knew him)
was born in Gloucestershire, England on December 22,
1877.
Following his schooling he accepted a clerical position
with an English life insurance company.
Having, as most English boys did, enlisted in the
County Territorials (the Canadian equivalent is the
Militia, or Reserve), he volunteered for service in the
South African War, but was unable to pass the stiff
medical requirements.
In 1905 he married Mabel Gertrude King of neighbouring Herefordshire, and by 1910 the couple were
blessed with two boys, Harold and Arthur.
A younger brother of Bert, and a nephew, had
emigrated to Canada, winding up in the Neepawa
district. Their glowing reports induced Bert and his
family to come out also, and he found employment with
Kerr's department store.
.
Shortly after settling in Neepawa the Beards' elder son,
Harold, died of complications following whooping
cough, but a girl, Gladys, was born, followed two or
three years later by another son, Gordon, who completed
the family number.
Arthur left home after graduating from Neepawa
Collegiate, tried the Alberta oilfields for a while, and
wound up on the staff of the British Columbia Electric
Company. He died in 1967.
Gladys worked in the Neepawa Creamery for a number
of years, married Percy J. Paul, an employee of the Bank
of Montreal, and has resided in Regina for the past
thirty-odd years.
Gordon became interested in managing tourist cabins
at Clear Lake, and later, a restaurant-filling station at
Dauphin. His paramount interest surfaced when he
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undertook a similar operation at Thompson, Manitoba,
just when the 'boom' started up there. A few years later
he was selected to represent the Progressive Conservatives for Thompson. Winning, he retained the seat
and was the sitting member for the constituency until his
death in 1972.
Bert ventured into business in Neepawa for himself,
but the depression years forced him into bankruptcy, and
he was forced to seek any employment. At the time of his
death in 1949, somewhat untimely as a result of poor
health following a collision between his bicycle and an
automobile, he was maintenance man at both the
Masonic and Oddfellow's halls in Neepawa.
Mrs. Beard, who had passed her last few years with her
daughter and son-in-law in Regina, passed away in 1966.

EV A AND PERCY BEERE
by Percy Beere

I was born in Maidenhead, England in 1911. My
working days started at the age of fourteen when I went
into a brewery as a bottle washer. A few years later I was
working in the coal mines in south Wales when I learned
that men were needed in western Canada to help gather in
a bumper crop. An old ship commandeered as a 'harvest
special' brought us to Montreal and then by train to the
Neepawa area in 1928. Very soon I decided that the wide
open spaces of Manitoba was where I wanted to live.
Working on farms with horses was to be my life for the
next several years. When mechanization became popular
I had to look for something else because I didn't know
anything about running tractors. I found work at the old
Salt Well at twenty-five cents an hour and stayed at that
for several years.
My wife, Sarah Eva Dennie, was born at Ochre River
in 1923. She came to Neepawa and did housework for a
few years and was then called home to help her parents
on the farm. She says, "I milked cows, churned butter,
helped with the haying and, yes, I forked manure on
occasions too."
Eva and I have never been out of a job since we came
to Neepawa and we continue to work. After the war I
worked at the airport dismantling some of the buildings;
I worked with 'Uncle Lou' at the old Vivian Hotel and
now work weekends at the 'new' Vivian in addition to
each evening at the School Division office. Eva also
continues to carry her share and is presently upstairs girl
at the Vivian Hotel. We have a comfortable home on
Isabel Street with enough yard for us to enjoy our gardening.
We have a daughter Diane Buck living in Sooke,
British Columbia, and two grandchildren, Denise and
David.

THOMAS EDWARD BELL
by John Bell

Born in Appleby, Westmoorland, England, Thomas
Edward and Ethel Mary Bell and two-year old son John

John and Wilbert Bell.

Dorothy and John Bell.

emigrated to Canada in 1913, coming directly to
Neepawa by boat and train. Their first living accommodation was upstairs in the Simpson Block. Later
they bought a home at 215 First Street. Three more
children were born into the family: Wilbert, Dorothy and
George. All are now deceased.
The family attended St. James Anglican Church. At
one time Dad held the position of warden. Mother
belonged to the W.A. and worked for the Red Cross
during the war, and the children all attended Sunday
School. Dad was also a member of the Sons of England
organization and the volunteer fire brigade. By trade Dad
was a carpenter and shared a shop with Peter Mitchell,
the blacksmith.
Dad passed away in 1922, leaving Mother with new
baby George and three other children. George passed
away the next year. Mother and Mrs. Alf Carpenter did
dress making for some time. Later she got a job at
Vansickle's confectionery store.
After Dad died I worked two summers for Le
Boutilliers during threshing time and then worked for
sixteen months for Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lea at Bridge
Creek. During this time people were exceptionally kind to
Mother, especially Mr. Alex Ashby and Mrs. Harry
Randall (brother and sister) who gave us all the milk and
honey we needed. One of our teachers, Mrs. Gray,
organized a concert to help payoff the house. Mr.
Palmiter remains in my mind as another outstanding
teacher. I can remember Mr. Forbes Adam playing his
bagpipe which could be heard all over town.
I left Neepawa in May, 1926 to live in England but was
back to Neepawa by August of the same year. I left to live
in Winnipeg in 1929.

THE BENNET FAMILY
by Dave Bennet

Dargie (Scotty) Bennet emigrated from Arbroath,
Scotland to Manitoba in 1926 at the age of 17. He first
worked as a farm hand at Hartney and Lauder. Later he
moved to the Portage la Prairie area where he met and
married Marjorie Dahl. Twin sons, David and Dargie
were born to them while in Portage.
In 1946 the family moved to Neepawa where Scotty

Marge and Scotty Bennett. Dave and Dargie.

was the Imperial Oil Bulk Station agent for 12 years.
While in Neepawa, Marge and Scotty were active in the
local Game and Fish Association and the Curling Club,
as well as following their sons in the minor sports
programs of the town and school.
Marge was employed by Alguire Bros. Wholesale for a
number of years. Scotty also worked for Alguires as well
as Williams TomBoy Store.
David and Dargie received their local education at
Central School, West Park School, N.C.1. and N.A.C.1.
The family then moved to Winnipeg where the boys
completed Science degrees at the University of Manitoba.
Dargie (Jr.) left Manitoba to pursue a career as a
systems Analyst in the computer field. He has worked for
Alcan, Great Canadian Oil Sands and Suncor-Oil
Company at Montreal, Kitimat, Cleveland, Edmonton
and Fort McMurray. He and his wife Diana (nee
Browning of Montreal) have 3 children, Trevor,
Deborah, and Geoffrey, and are presently living in Fort
McMurray.
Dave returned to the home town to teach mathematics
and computer education at N.A.C.1. He and his wife
Myra (nee Howe of Neepawa) and two sons, Cameron
and Craig, have resided in Neepawa since 1965, except
for two separate years when the family went to England
and Australia on a teacher exchange program. Dave was
vice-principal at N.A.C.I. froin 1970 to 1980, and is
presently a town councillor.
Scotty died in Neepawa in April, 1978. Marge still
resides in town.
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BENSON FAMILY
by Maureen Benson

Stephen Benson came from the Township of Manvers,
County Durham, Ontario in 1890. He came on a harvest
excursion with his brother-in-law, George Stonehouse.
In 1894 he married Susan Hutchinson who was a
school teacher at Gordon school. They bought the
Holstead farm of 700 acres south of Neepawa in 1896.
Stephen Benson was an exhibitor of cattle and horses
at fairs in the district. He was later known for his judging
ability. He judged cattle, horses, swine, fruit and
vegetables until 1944. In a Provincial Better Farm
competition, he was awarded the highest mark.
In 1906, along with J.H. Howden and Geo. Geisel, the
Neepawa Brick Yard was started on his farm, and
continued until the first World War.
Mr. Benson bought the insurance and real estate
business in 1912 from B.W. Bolton, and later took Miss
Florence McDougall as his partner.
Mr. Benson was instrumental in seeing the St. Boniface
Stock Yards get its beginning. He also was on the
University Council in 1910. He was a stockholder in
many local enterprises: Neepawa Hotel, Laurentian Milk
Co., Fusee-McFeetors and Lawn Tennis and Bowling Co.
He was one of the original governors of the Neepawa
Hospital, President of the Board of Trade, and on the
Neepawa Parks Board. He was a member of the Masonic
Order, the· Chapter Preceptory and the Shrine. He was
also a member of the St. James Anglican Church. He was
instrumental in securing the present site of the Anglican
church now standing.
Mr. and Mrs. Benson moved to Neepawa in 1919,
taking a keen interest in gardening and horticulture. They
had two children, Clifford born in 1896, and Nora born
in 1898.
Mrs. Benson died in 1930, and Mr. Benson in 1953.
Clifford Benson was born November 24, 1896 in
Neepawa. He followed much in the same footsteps as his
father in the cattle showing and judging abilities.
Clifford married Annie McClory who was born in
1900. They had two sons, Robert Stephen born in 1925
and Arthur Clifford in 1930. Arthur died in 1970.
Clifford joined'the R.C.A.F. during the First World
War. They farmed in the Neepawa, Langruth and Keyes
districts before retiring to Neepawa in 1965.
Mrs. Benson died in 1977 and Clifford died in 1979.
Nora Benson was born in 1898 in Langford
Municipality, and spent her entire life in Neepawa. After
finishing high school in Neepawa, she attended Manitoba
Agriculture College in 1922 and received her Home
Economics degree.
Nora became Secretary-treasurer of Rosedale
Municipality for 26 years and retired when she was 70
years old. She was a member of St. James Anglican
Church, Eastern Star and Neepawa Agriculture Society.
Nora also was known for her judging abilities in the
horticulture line. She entered her handwork in the fairs
and received many prizes in that department. Nora died
in 1976. She was a resident of East View Lodge.
Robert Stephen Benson was born in Neepawa in 1925.
He took his schooling in Neepawa. He joined the Navy in
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1944. After the services he took up farming with his
father, first at Langruth and then moved to the Keyes
district.
Robert married Maureen Webster in 1953 in Arden,
Manitoba. They have four children: Stephen Webster
born in 1955, Tanis Virjean born in 1958, Trevor Dale
born in 1961 and Glen Robert born in 1963.
Stephen is married to Wendy Hayden from Winnipeg.
They have one daughter, Trisha Nicole. They are living in
Minnedosa. Tanis is married to Brent Clayton from
Arden. They live at Gillam where Tanis is teaching and
Brent works for the Hydro. Trevor and Glen are both in
Calgary in construction.
The 4-H beef club has played a big part in the Robert
Benson family life. They have shown cattle for a number
of years and have won their share of awards. Robert has
been a leader for eleven years.
Robert and Maureen retired to the original Benson
home in 1975. Robert still has a few cattle on the Scotty
Burnett farm as a hobby. Maureen is employed at East
View Lodge on part time basis.

DERRIS "JAKE" AND LYNN BIRCH
by Lynn Birch

Jake was born in Neepawa Hospital on June 20, 1948
"Father's Day" to Ernest and Jean. He lived in the
Birnie district until 1970 when he moved to town with his
mother Jean and sister Kim. In 1980 he married Lynn
Green.
Lynn was born in 1956 at Estevan, Saskatchewan, to
Mae and Cecil Green. Prior to moving to Neepawa in
1971, Lynn lived in Melville, Yorkton, Virden, Minnedosa and McCreary.
Jake has worked for Neepawa Creamery and the Ideal
Service Station. He also worked on the construction crew
of the Yellowhead Arena. He spent several years working
on road construction. He now works for Bayes Equipment.
Lynn worked at East View Lodge as a kitchen dietary
aide, while going to high school. After graduation in 1975
she worked as a bookkeeper for Big "M" Manufacturing. She also worked at Williams Tom Boy and
Acklands. She returned to East View Lodge in 1979
where she is presently working as a nurse's aide.
Jake and Lynn live at 193 Vivian Street. They have one
daughter, Kelli Lynn, born in 1982, in a house which was
built in approximately 1953 by Mr. Fred Anderson, a
well known electrician in the area at that time.

TOM BIRCH FAMILY
by Jean Birch

In 1888 Tom Birch and his family came from England
and settled at Huns Valley (now Polonia). There they
farmed and looked after the Post Office. The majority of
the settlers at that time were Ukrainian and Polish. It was
here their youngest son Ernest was born in 1908. In 1920

D. Botham, E. Birch cutting ice on beaver dam.

Left to Right: Bud, Jean, Ernie holding Kim, Derris and
Sandra.

the family moved to Birnie, one brother Tom still lives
there, also a sister, Aunt Nell Birnie who is now 94.
Ern married me (Jean Griffin) in 1940.
We had four children. Arnold (Bud) born in 1941, who
is now on the farm. He sold part of the land to Big Valley
Realty, built a house on the Bonny farm, east of No.5
highway at the Birnie corner. He raises Semintal cattle
and is presently Reeve of Rosedale Municipality. He
married Judie Oswald of Waldersee in 1967. They have
three children: Derrick, Dawn and Debra.
Sandra was born in 1944. She married Wayne Dunham
of Foxwarren in 1966. They live at Russell where Wayne
teaches school. They have three children: Tracy, Paula
and Bret.
Derris (Jake) was born in 1948. He married Lynn
Green. They live in Neepawa. He has worked mostly on
construction but is presently working at Bayes Equipment
and is a town fireman. Jake also has a son Chet by a
former marriage to Ruby Fetterly of Springhill.
Kim was born in 1960. She lives with me and works in
Neepawa. She has not yet chosen a vocation.
We lived right in Big· Valley on 17-17-15. Except for
Kim, all the family walked to Big Valley School (1 mile)
up to Grade VIII, then to Birnie and Eden. Big Valley at
one time had an attendance of over 40 pupils, but
dwindled down to 6. It closed in 1958, and was burned
down in 1966.
Between our place and the school there was a snake pit.
In the fall the ~th to school was just crawling with
snakes.
In the 1930's Big Valley boasted a ski resort. They had
3 or 4 slides (runs), one was called 'Undertaker's

E.R. Birchfarm - clover stooks July 1967.

Delight', which I could see from my kitchen window for
years. It has now grown over. Bus loads of skiers from
Winnipeg parked in our yard and skied up the valley to
the runs. After the second world war it was closed down.
Snake Creek ran through our yard and we also had a
beaver dam from which Ern cut ice. It was marked off
and cut in 40 lb. blocks. Farmers for miles around came
with teams of horses and sleighs for loads of ice which
they packed for summer use. At one time there was a big
truck from Eden and Neepawa hauled ice for commercial
sale in the summer. I still have the ice saw and tongs.
We raised our own beef, pork, poultry, eggs, churned
butter and shipped cream. Two generations l'ff Doldings,
Bill and later his son Dave, picked up our cream twice a
week and took it to the Neepawa Creamery.
.
At one time we had big threshing gangs. Ern had a
Rumley outfit and threshed many farmers in the
district. But with the coming of the combine, the work
force was cut down to two or three.
Ern played the banjo in the Birch Orchestra for many
years. They played for a good many benefit Red Cross
dances during war time, also for burned-out victims.
They also played at Ukrainian and Polish weddings,
sometimes they lasted three days.
We attended Birnie United Church where I taught
Sunday School for a period of time. We all curled and
most winters had an outdoor skating rink (also outdoor
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plumbing). We played ball and worked on Sports Days.
Wednesday was the big day in Birnie in the early years
of our life there. That was the day the train came in and
everyone gathered for the mail.
Three generations of Servantes have served us, Ernie,
Fred, and now Fred's daughter Janet O'Donnell takes
care of the mail.
All my family except Kim were born in the old
hospital, now the Osborne Home, with Dr. H.H.
Hutchinson in attendance. Kim was born in the new
hospital, Dr. Hutchinson's son, Barry, delivered her.
In September, 1970 Ern passed away after a 2 1/2 year
illness. We moved to Neepawa in 1970 to the Harry
Singleton house at 204 First Ave. I have worked at the
local hospital since 1971. I am looking forward to
retirement in October of this year, 1982.

WILLIAM BIRCH FAMILY
by Mrs. Rex Hulbert

Mr. and Mrs. William Birch came from England in
1888. They homesteaded near Minnedosa and Clanwilliam. They moved to Neepawa in 1900, where they
lived in an old log house on the old Willoughby place
near the cemetery. My father worked as a Signalman for
the C.P.R., the tower was later taken over by the C.N.R.
In 1903, they built their own home on Railway Street, the
last house towards the cemetery on the North side. Our
family lived in this house u~til 1946, and it is still standing and lived in.
My parents had eight children. I was the youngest in
the family, and was born in 1905. I attended school in the
North End School until grade six. Some of my
schoolmates were Marjorie Guinn, Patsy Guinn, Theora
McKone, Alberta Rush, Hilda Heard, Gladys Poole,
Beatie Ashbey. My sister Ester went to school with Elsie
and Violet Heard, Annie Ashby and Mary and Fran
Flemming. The North School, grades 1-5 inclusive, was
later purchased by Swifts.
In 1917, my father was killed by a train while he was
riding a jigger on his way to work at the Diamond. He
was fifty-two years old. My mother received $20.00 a
month from the Workman's Compensation and $5.00 a
month for Ester and me, until we finished school. The
Old Age Pension was then $20.00 a month, but because
my mother was getting $20.00 from the Workman's
Compensation Board, whe could not get the Old Age
Pension.
My sister, Edith Willerton (Birch) lived all her life
around Neepawa until her death in 1968. My brother,
Bill, worked in the Express office of the c.p .R. until he
learned telegraphy from George Fraser, then he lived in
Saskatoon. Ester lived around Neepawa until 1952.
I received all my education in Neepawa, until I attended Normal School in Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan, as
there was no room in the Manitoba Normal School. In
1944, I was married to James Reginald Hulbert (Rex) of
Bethany. We farmed at Bethany until 1960, when we
retired to Neepawa. In 1970, we moved to Kamloops,
B.C. where Rex passed away in 1977.

JOHN BIRNIE FAMILY
by Vaughan Birnie

John Birnie was born at Strechan, Aberdeenshire,
Scotland on December 28, 1845. He was the son of
George Birnie, a farm labourer, and the eldest of nine
children. John apprenticed as a ship builder for awhile in
Glasgow, Scotland, but later migrated with the opportunist trend of the day to New York in 1863. Here he
continued his previous occupation as a ship builder.
Later, he travelled to Thamesville, Ontario qnd was
married to Eleanor Shirran, who had also originated
from the same area as John. She had come to Canada to
stay with her brother, George Shirran, a watch-maker
and hardware man at Thamesville. John and Eleanor
stayed in Ontario for approximately ten years. During
this time John was employed as a bridge builder in
London, Ontario, and worked on the North Western
Railroad. He also purchased a fifty acre farm. Here four
of their eight children were born, namely, Mary,
Margaret, James and Jane.
At this time the west was being settled and John again
followed the migrating trend in 1878. Travelling was not
the most convenient and it was necessary to travel to
Grand Forks, North Dakota, this being the end of the
railway. From here he travelled by boat on the Red River
to Winnipeg and by Red River Ox Cart to the Glenholm
district. He filed for a homestead here, section SE 30-1614W in the now Rural Municipality of Lansdowne. This
land was approximately four miles east of Eden, on the
Plumas road. Three more children were born on this
farm - George, Eleanor and John Jr.
The family kept a fairly large number of cattle and
John decided to move once again. This time he located in
1886 on the southwest quarter of section 14-17-15 in the
Rural Municipality of Rosedale, where the village of
Birnie now stands. This site was chosen because of the
ample water supply provided by the creek running
through the farm. The youngest son, Leslie, was born
here in 1886.
Even after finally securing what he believed to be an
adequate farm unit, much hard work remained to be
done. Breaking land was slow and difficult, with the axe

John Birnie -1845.
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Eleanor (Sherran) Birnie.

being the main tool used in this process. Food supplies,
such as sugar, tea and flour, were far from the locality
and it was even necessary in the beginning to walk to
Winnipeg, and later Portage la· Prairie, for them,
returning with a one hundred pound sack of flour on his
shoulder. A journey like this, to Winnipeg, took approximately three weeks.
However, conditions improved with the great benefit
provided to settlers by the railroad. The steel came to
Birnie in 1903, and the town was subsequently named by
the railway company.
Three h·ouses were built on the original homestead. The
first being a small log house, later a larger log and frame
home, and finally the present brick house in 1904. Two of
the sons, John Jr. and George, later built brick houses on
the quarter section directly south of the homestead in
1909 and 19lO respectively.

Jim married Enie Lindsay and farmed in the McCreary
district for awhile, later moving to a farm two miles north
of Birnie corner. Jane married Albert Henton and lived,
until her death at age twenty-five, approximately one and
one-half miles south of her parents' homestead. She left
behind three small children. George married Charlotte
Eleanor Birch of Huns Valley (now Po Ionia) and farmed
directly to the south of the original homestead. It is
interesting to note that Aunt Nell Birnie has been the
original resident of their home from 19lO to date, a
period of over seventy years. John Jr. (Jack) married
Waltrena Turner of the Glenholm district and they
operated the store and Massey-Harris implement
dealership for a number of years, with the exception of a
four year interval when they farmed three miles north of
the homestead. Leslie, the youngest, married Jennie
Bowe of the Orange Ridge district. They farmed the
home place until the 1950's, with the exception of. the
years 1920-1924 when they lived briefly in British
Columbia and on a farm approximately one and one-half
miles east of Birnie, as well as for a time in the village of
Birnie. Eleanor married Jim Graham of Eden.
Some members of the Birnie family still reside in the
area.

AL AND DONNA BLACK
by Donna Black

Al and Donna Black moved to Neepawa in January,
1972. I, Donna, am the daughter of Ken and Dora Smith
of Edrans. I took my initial schooling at Edrans and the
later years at Austin. Alfred George (AI) was born at
Coles Island, New Brunswick and took his schooling
there. He joined the Navy, serving out of Shearwater,
Nova Scotia and was a member for five years, during
which time he was transferred to Portage la Prairie.
In 1971 Al and I were married and the next year we
moved to Neepawa. Al worked for Steve's Sales &
Service and later for Coop Implements.
In 1976 we began operating our own business, known
as Black's Sales & Service. We started out very small and
worked our way up. Now we carry boats, motors,
skidoos, lawn equipment, motorcycles and we do repairs
on all leisure vehicle and farm equipment as well as on
small engines.
We have two children: Randy born in 1972 and Dawn
in 1975 and both are attending Hazel M. Kellington
School.

John Birnie store.

GEORGE ALBERT BLACKWELL
by Myrtle Sveinson

All of the eight family members remained relatively
close to the Birnie locality. Mary, the oldest, married Ted
Cartwright and farmed in the Oak Leaf district. Margaret
married Roland Higgins, a cousin of Ted Cartwright, and
farmed approximately one-half miles north of Birnie.

Mr. George A. Blackwell was born in 1864 in Aldwinale, Northamptonshire, England. Mrs. Blackwell (nee
Harriet Trowell) was born in 1866 in Sittingbourne, Kent.
They were married in Stoke Church, Guildford, in 1885,
leaving for Australia two weeks later.
After four years in Rockhampton, they returned to
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London where Mr. Blackwell continued his trade as a
baker. In 1898 they came to Canada, living in Winnipeg
until 1901 when they moved to Holland, Manitoba.
He established a grocery and confectionery store also a
bakery business in which he continued until retirement to
Neepawa in 1936.
During their early years in Holland, they were active
church workers. Mrs. Blackwell was a charter member of
Ideal Rebekah Lodge, a member of the L.O.B.A. and a
life member of the Red Cross Society.
Mr. Blackwell was a veteran member of the I.O.O.F.,
Masonic Blue and Chapter Lodges. He was secretary for
Masonic Blue for many years, also secretary-treasurer for
the Holland Consolidated School District.
Thei'r family consisted of seven girls and three boys iI}cluding two sets of twins. The three boys served in
W.W. I, Charles having paid the supreme sacrifice.
Of the ten· children, three daughters and one son
remain. Ellen Blackwell, R.N., Doreen Morfitt, Myrtle
Sveinson, all living in Neepawa. Robert is retired and
living in Winnipeg.
Mr. and Mrs. Blackwell celebrated their 65th wedding
. anniversary before her death in 1951. He died in 1961.

and was twice wounded. In 1922 he and Florence Butt
were married. He joined the family business and continued its operation after his father retired. In later years
he was Secretary for the Canadian Legion (Manitoba and
Northwest Ontario Command).
Ellen (Nell) - born and educated in Holland. She
trained at St. Boniface Hospital, graduating in 1926. The
next year she went to Chicago and began nursing in the
Illinois Central Hospital. Following retirement in 1964,
Nell came to Neepawa and is a member of Knox
Presbyterian Church.
George Stephen, eldest son of Mr. and Mrs. George A.
Blackwell, was born in London and came to Canada with
his parents in 1898. He received his education in Winnipeg and Holland.
During W.W.I he served in the Canadian Army from
1915-1919 and was overseas 31/2 years. He was awarded

Onni Jackson making a presentation to Geroge S. Blackwell on his
retirement.

Mr. and Mrs. G.A. Blackwell.

Other family members were:
Harriet - born in Australia, .she worked in Morden and
Holland before coming to Neepawa. A member of Knox
Presbyterian Church, she was an ardent Sunday School
worker. A member of Anemone Lodge, she received the
Award of Chivalry in 1957. Her death occurred in 1973.
Edith - born in Australia and educated in England. She
worked for the M.T.S. in Winnipeg. She died at age 24 in
.
1913.
May - born in England, married Percy Denning, 1919.
They moved to Alberta and raised a family of six. She
died in 1980 ..
Charles and" Robert - the twins were born in Winnipeg
and educated 'in Holland. Charles was a teller for the
Royal Bank prior to enlistment. He was killed in action in
October, 1918. Robert served in the army froIl). 1916-1919
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the Military Medal in 1917.
George was a c.p .R. agent for four years. He came to
Neepawa in 1928 and in 1930 was appointed Postmaster
here. He served in that capacity until his retirement in
1959. George was a member of the Shrine and Masonic
Orders, a charter member of the Lions Club and a
member of the Legion. He served on the Hospital Board,
also the Neepawa School Board, he helped introduce the
shop work course into the Collegiate. Before teachers
were hired, he gave freely of his time as an instructor.
George was active in the work of Knox Presbyterian
Church, being an elder in the church, superintendent of
the Sunday School and a member of the choir.
He was keenly interested in sports.
Following his return from overseas, he married Lillian
E. Houston of Starbuck in 1920. She was educated there
and in Selkirk.
Lillian was a school teacher and then became a nurse.
She graduated from the Winnipeg General Hospital in
1919. They lived in several Manitoba towns before
coming to Neepawa in 1928.

Ivy - (Nett) Myrtle's twin sister - born and educated in
Holland, Manitoba, coming to Neepawa in 1930 where
she worked with brother, George, in the Post Office as
assistant postmaster until her retirement in 1966 after 25
years' service. She was a faithful member of Knox
Presbyterian Church all her years in Neepawa. Nett was
also a charter member of the Neepawa Business &
Professional Women's Club.
Lillian, too, was an active member of Knox
Presbyterian Church, the Women's Missionary Society
and also a choir member. Their family consisted of a
daughter, Shirley, and one son, Robert George. He died
in 1966 at age thirty-five. Shirley is married to D.J.
Davidson of Neepawa. They reside in Winnipeg.

GUDMUNDUR SVEINSON
Gudmundur Magnus (Mundi) Sveinson was born at
Cypress River, Manitoba where he was raised and
received his education. He farmed in the Bru District
until retirement.
Mundi was a school trustee for many years, having
served the Oliver S.D., Cypress Valley S.D., and the
Consolidated S.D. of Cypress River. He was a councillor
for the R.M. of Argyle for ten years and a member of the
Memorial Hall Committee from 1948-68.
In 1943, Mundi married Myrtle Blackwell (Nett's twin
sister). Prior to marriage she taught school for several
years. They were members of Bru Lutheran Church and
she taught Sunday School. She is also a past president of
the Legion Auxiliary at Cypress River. Their son Kerry
was born in 1945 and farms in the Bru district. He
married Connie-Lee Johnson in 1969. That same year
Mundi and Myrtle moved to Neepawa.

SEWARD H. (BUD) MORIFITT
Seward H. (Bud) was born in Swan River, educated in
Dauphin, Roblin and Holland. Bud served in the Navy
during W.W. II and was stationed in Halifax.
In 1936 he married Doreen Blackwell, who was born
and educated in Holland. She was graduated from Grace
Hospital and nursed for a year prior to marriage. Their
son, Gary, was born in Halifax and educated in Winnipeg. The family moved to ~epawa in 1960. Bud died
in 1965 at age fifty-one.

BLOUGH FAMILY
byE. Yerex

Mr. James Blough of the Salisbury District was born in
Wellesly Township, Perth County, Ontario in 1865 and
died at his home in 1941. Mr. Blough was the son of
Christopher Blough and Mary Malloy of Maple, Ontario.
Christopher had emigrated from Somerset County,
Pennsylvania with his father John and a brother and

Mr. and Mrs. James Blough (Jessie Ford). Wedding photo 1889.

sister. They settled in Vaughan Township near Toronto
and lived there for many years. James was a direct
descendant of Christian Gastelli-Blauch of Berne,
Switzerland who arrived in America on the ship 'The
Brotherhood' in 1750 and settled in Lebanon, Pennsylvania. In the mid nineteenth century the 'Blauch'
name was anglicized to 'Blough'.
Due to the death of his father, James had to go to work
at the Molesworth Cheese Factory near Atwood at the
age of thirteen. His apprenticeship in cheesemaking
proved to be valuable when he came to Manitoba in 1889,
where he was frequently asked to make cheese for
neighbors.
Mr. Blough married Jessie Ford of Atwood, Ontario in
1889. Jessie, born in 1876 - died 1956, was the daughter
of Robert Forrest Ford and Alice Wilson who came from
Roxboroughshire, Scotland in 1857. After his marriage in
1889 Mr. Blough came alone to Manitoba where he
worked for William Millar of the Salisbury District. Mrs.
Blough came a year later and they settled on a rented
farm owned by Ally Waite (NW 1/47-15-15) in the
Iroquois District. In 1902 they bought a farm in the
Salisbury District on which they built their house (SW
114 25-15-15) and lived there until their death. Mr.
Blough's mother Mary who died in 1895 and a brother
Neil who died in 1916 also lived with them. A sister Janet
(Mrs. John Stewart) also lived in Neepawa (SE 32-14-15).
Mr. Blough was elected to the Rosedale Council in
1928 and served until his death in 1941. His son Laurence
later became councillor after his father's death. He also
served on the school board. They were staunch members
of the Rosedale Presbyterian Church and were not in
favor of church union.
Mrs. Blough was well known for her love of hard
work. Together they raised a family of twelve children,
eleven of whom reached adulthood: Clara (1) (who died
at 3 years of age), Mary (Mrs. Owen Ellis), Myrtle (Mrs.
A.H. Eaton), Laurence, Janet (Mrs. Alan Neville),
Mabel (Mrs. J. MacIsaacs), Melvin, Stanley, Weldon,
Clara (2) (Mrs. A. Yerex), Garfield, Grace (Mrs. R.W.
Campbell).
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"Doc" and Mary Bolton.

"Doc" Bolton - c. T. Pedlar.

BOLTON FAMILY

graduating obtained employment in Winnipeg. Margaret
and Colin Hayter of Winnipeg were married in 1954 and
had two sons, Malcolm and Lance. They all make their
home in Winnipeg. Margaret is Manager of Sterling
Shoes, Eaton Place and Colin is a Sales Representative.
Donald grew up in Neepawa, attending Central and
Viscount Schools. After graduation he worked for the
late Charlie Martin at the Milk Plant, 266 Davidson
Street. Don was quite young when he won a shetland
pony on a raffle ticket. This sparked his interest in
horses. He trained a palomino which performed many
tricks at various shows. Later he went on race circuit with
harness horses. In 1957 Don went to work for the late
Colonel and Mike Sifton of Toronto and is now Manager
of the Sifton Stables and farm near Aurora, Ontario.
Don trains horses for Fox and Hound Hunts and polo
games. He plays polo in Canada, United States and
overseas and has played polo with Prince Phillip. Don
also grooms the horses for Royalty when they visit in
Toronto area. Don and Diane Meek of Toronto were
married in 1965 and have children Debbie and Douglas.
Irene was the younger daughter in the family and had
the misfortune of contacting polio at the age of three.
After attending Central and Viscount School, she took a
business course in Winnipeg, which upon completing,
secured employment in Winnipeg. Irene and Alan Tuck
of Winnipeg were married in 1958. Al joined the
R.C.A.F. so they have lived across Canada from
Greenwood, Nova Scotia to Comox, B.C., where they
now have their home. They also lived for some time on a
Base in West Germany. They have three of a family,
Bruce, Barry and Charlene, as well as son-in-law Steve
and grandson Bryan.
Cecil, the second youngest, received his education at
Central and Viscount Schools and played all his minor
hockey and baseball in Neepawa. His first part-time job
while attending high school was helping Stuart Lindsay
deliver bread with his horse drawn van. Also worked for
the late Doug McLean at Rogers Fruit Company, before
going to Flin Flon to play hockey for the Flin Flon
Bombers in 1953. In 1957 Cecil and Joan Atkins of
Neepawa were married and lived in Dryden (where he
also played hockey) until 1962 when they returned to

by Mary Bolton

Clarence Bolton, better known as Doc Bolton, was
born to William and Sarah Bolton at Kelloe, Manitoba.
The family moved to Glenella where Doc grew up. He
moved to Neepawa in 1928. Doc and Mary McDonald
were married in 1929 and made their home in Neepawa.
Two daughters and three sons were born and grew up in
Neepawa.
Doc worked for farmers near Glenella in his younger
years. The late Fred McClain was sheriff and Doc worked
for him as bailiff having their office in the Smith Block
on Hamilton Street. Doc became an auctioneer in 1927
serving the Glenella and later Neepawa and area until his
death in 1962. During World War II he opened and
managed a second hand furniture store, situated where
the Liquor Mart is now located.
He enjoyed tennis and ten-pin bowling as well as
dancing, and he was a caller when square dancing was
popular and was keenly interested in hockey and horses.
About 1920 he bought a team of driving horses which
were used as a livery team. This livery work was carried
out in Neepawa especially during winter months. Doc
owned many horses including a hackney, palomino,
welsh, race and a standard bred. The latter was used in
many parades. Doc spent many hours at the fair grounds
where horses were stabled. He helped groom and exercise
Dr. William Brydge's race horses.
Mary Bolton was born on a farm south east of the
village of Riding Mountain, the older daughter of
Hamilton and Jennie McDonald. Mary attended Oak
Leaf Public School and the Collegiate at Neepawa
Central School and became a teacher. She taught for four
years in one-room country schools before her marriage.
She returned to teaching after Doc's death, again for
three years in one-room country schools and then for
three years at H.M. Kellington, teaching Grade One from
1967 to 1969. After her retirement as a teacher, Mary
worked at the Neepawa Medical Clinic and now enjoys
full retirement at her home on 4th Avenue.
Margaret was the first child born to Doc and Mary.
She attended Central and Viscount Schools and after
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Neepawa. On their return, Cecil worked at Atkins
Garage, later at the Esso Bulk Plant and in 1971 purchased the Ideal Service Station which he managed until
it was sold in July 1976. He is now Assistant Manager at
Gulf Servico. Cecil and Joan have two sons and a
daughter.
Joan was born in Winnipeg to George and Rita Atkins,
moving to Neepawa in 1945. After completing her
education, Joan worked in Winnipeg, later returned to
Neepawa to work at the Lab. and X-Ray Unit from 195557. In 1977 she returned to the Lab. and X-Ray Unit
where she is still employed.
Tim, the older son of Cecil and Joan was born in
Dryden but started his schooling at Hazel M. Kellington,
being a member of the first kindergarten class in the
school. After completing his education at Viscount and
N.A.C.I., Tim worked in Winnipeg, presently being
employed with Trans Canada Credit, Winnipeg.
Geordie, born in Dryden, received his education at
Hazel M. Kellington, Viscount and N.A.C.I. Schools.
After graduation he worked one year on the C.N.
Railroad and is now in Winnipeg continuing his love of
music by playing the drums with a rock band. Their
engagements have taken them from Ontario, west to B.C.
Mary-Jo, the youngest, was born in Neepawa. She
attended H.M. Kellington, Viscount just for Grade 7 and
N.A.C.I., graduating in 1981. Mary-Jo is now attending
the University of Manitoba.
Leonard, the youngest in Doc and Mary Bolton's
family, attended Central and Viscount Schools. Leonard
played all his minor baseball and hockey here, going on
to play hockey with the Flin Flon Bombers. He now plays
for an Old Timers team in Flin Flon.
Len works at Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting
Company, Flin Flon, as an electrician and in 1981
received a gold watch for 25 years employment. Len and
Babe Roberts of Flin Flon were married in 1956. They
have four sons, Harvey, daughter-in-law Karen and
grandchildren Melissa and Michael. Sons David and Bob
are also employed at Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting
Company, and Ron works in Calgary.

Nov. 17, 1960. Toronto and North York, hounds moving off from
Roughlanck. Don Bolton - whip.

SARAH JANE BONNEY (FREED, MARTIN)
by Edith Kidds

Sarah was born in England in 1850, and was brought as
an infant of three months by her parents to reside at
Little Britain, Ontario.
Her first marriage was to John Freed in 1882, coming
to Manitoba and settling on a homestead at Miniota,
where three children, Ellen, Charles and Jesse, were
born. Upon the death of her husband in 1888, she came
to Eden and resided with her brother, Joseph Bonney. On
the advice of her brother, she applied for and was granted
homestead rights on NE 32-15-16. This land adjoined the
homestead of her cousin Fletcher Martin, whom she
married in 1891. From this union her last son, Harry, was
born in 1892.
Sarah died in 1927 at Eden, in the home of her son
Charles. The funeral was held on December 20, from the
home of her son to Riverside Cemetery. Rev. R.G.
MacKay conducted the service.
One day when Dad was about 18 months, Grandma
was in town shopping for necessities at the local store.
After finishing her order, she turned to pick up Dad and
round he was missing. Upon inquiry, she finally located
him in the arms of an Indian woman who was showing
off his very white skin and reddish hair to her friends
where they were having some work done at the
blacksmith's shop. My Dad's hair later became very
black but he never lost his milk white skin.
I remember my Grandmother as quite a large woman.
At times I remember her sitting on a hewn homemade
chair with very substantial legs, very carefully lowering
the level of milk in a tall milk can. When the cream
showed through the window on the lower side of the can,
she would turn the spout off. Then she would carefully
run the cream into a contaiher. This was then either put
into the earthen root house at the north side of the house
or placed into the running water of the creek to keep
cool. This cream was later churned into butter. Some of
this butter was sparingly used at home and the rest was
taken to town where it was traded in at the store for much
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needed staples such as sugar, tea, salt, dried apples.
During the long winter Grandma would pla:ce all the
ashes from the stove into a wooden barrel outside. In the
spring she would carefully catch the liquid caused from
the melting snow and rain which ran through the ashes.
This lye she then used with rendered fat to make all of her
soap.
Another incident showing how much care was taken of
food. A log footpath was laid across the creek where
Grandma cooled her tall cans of milk. Grandpa was
helping by carrying the can part way across to where she
wanted it put. He slipped and landed in the creek with a
mighty splash. Grandma's first instinct caused her to
shout, "Fletcher, have you spilt the milk?"
E.P. Boylefamily.

E.P. BOYLE FAMILY
by Irene Boyle

John Freed

Sarah Jane Bonney (Freed)
(Martin).

Aunt Lizzy and Grandpa Fletcher Martin.
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A native Minnesotan, E.P. Boyle trained as a creamery
operator with the Hutchinson Produce Company, a gold
medal winner for butter shown at the St. Louis World
Fair. By 1913 he had determined to strike out on his own
despite an attractive offer of a management-promotion.
A Swedish cream patron with relatives in Erickson,
Manitoba, had told him of a creamery available in that
community, so north he went. Disappointed, he had
turned homeward when he learned of a creamery for sale
in Shellmouth near Russell. E.P. took possession of this
plant in June, 1913, and it was here he brought his bride,
Rose Mary McHale, from Minnesota the following year.
In 1916 Mr. Boyle learned that the Laurentia Milk
Company of Neepawa was bankrupt after thirteen
months' operation. He bought the building and started
operation of his second creamery. With the arrival of
Mrs. Boyle, Irene and Bud in December, 1916, Neepawa
became hometown to the Boyle family. Here Robert,
Kenneth, Winnifred and Jack were born.
Five of the children took post-secondary training.
Irene obtained her degree in music before returning to
Neepawa where she has been in the creamery office since
the thirties. Winnifred (Mrs. H. Sanders), M.A., retired
from her teaching career in San Francisco where she
continues to reside. Kenneth, B.Sc., moved to California
after his discharge from the R.C.A.F. and taught Dairy
Science at the San Luis Obispo Polytechnic College. He
and his wife, Mary Margaret Doyle, have reared six sons
and one daughter in California, but they maintain contact
with their Canadian roots. Jack, after his discharge from
the R.C.A.F., returned to work in the creamery which he
now manages. Jack is married to Berna Hargreaves and
they have a family of three sons and three daughters. At
time of writing Janet is completing her education; Francis
is touring with an 'Up With People' group; Catherine
and Michael are English teachers and Terry and Dennis
are working at the creamery. Terry returned to Neepawa
after four years with Boy Scouts of Canada implementing
the Beaver Program in Winnipeg and Toronto.
All the children and resident grandchildren have

worked in the family business during their summer
holidays. The business grew to become Manitoba's
largest independent butter-manufacturer (over a million
pounds in 1932). Despite the depression Mr. Boyle
opened a creamery in Brandon in 1933 which was
operated successfully for twenty years by Mr. Boyle'S
brother Neil.
Mr. Boyle has been associated with the Agricultural
Society, the District Builder's Ass'n., the Board of
Trade. He served as president of the Manitoba Dairy
Manufacturers' Ass'n. He was a charter member of the
first Elk's Lodge and one of the twenty founding
members of the present Golf & Country club. An
Honorary Life Member of the Wasagaming Golf Club,
he played his last game at age 84, but was able to carry
out the occasional duck-hunt up to age 89. Now nearing
ninety-five, Mr. Boyle maintains his interest in business
and current events and resides at home.
Mrs. Boyle was active in church work, the Red Cross,
Hospital Aid and the Home League of depression days.
She was especially dedicated to working for the
Children's Aid Society and the assistance of any child in
need. Mrs. Boyle lived to be eighty-seven.
Robert died in 1943, Kenneth in 1977 and Bud in 1979.
There are thirteen grandchildren and three greatgrandchildren.

JOHN W.F. BRADLEY

In 1914 he applied to enlist in the Army but was
rejected. In 1915 he applied again and was accepted,
going overseas the same year. He served with the C.E.F.

Jack Bradley - served Town of Neepawa 50 years.

by Mrs. Vi Davidson

John W.F. Bradley, always known as Jack Bradley,
was born in the village named Street, outside Dartmouth,
Devonshire, England, son of John Ball Bradley, purser in
the Royal Navy. He was educated in the Public School
for Boys, Dartmouth. As a youth he worked in an office
in London. At that time there were big advertisements of
Canada, extolling the youths to "Go west, young man."
Coming to Canada by boat in the year of 1898, he made
the acquaintance of a man returning to Canada, having
delivered cattle to England. He asked Jack where he was
going in Canada. He replied, "I have my ticket to
Winnipeg." He advised not to stay in the city but to make
for a smaller place, and spoke of Neepawa.
Arriving in town, staying in the Hamilton Hotel, he
met Mr. George Hamilton who offered him a job on his
farm south of Neepawa towards Carberry. Jack bached
there for four years, looking after a big head of cattle,
and delivering milk and cream to a creamery in town
located on Davidson Street near the river. Later he went
west, working in carpentry, some bush work, and buying
grain.
Returning to Neepawa he joined Mr. Moses McFadden, surveyor. Together they went west, surveying at
Clanwilliam, Gilbert Plains and many other places north,
living in tents. Coming back to Neepawa, he assisted in
the Town office with James W. Pattison, SecretaryTreasurer. Upon Mr. Pattison's retirement, Jack was
appointed Secretary-Treasurer. He worked earnestly to
have waterworks installed, and the electric light plant in
town.

Neepawa Town Council. Fred Anderson, W. Whitmore, Forrest
Wilcox, J. W. Bradley - Sec. Treas., George Rey, Dr. Paul Cleave,
C.N.R. Still, Angus McDougall.
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Signal Division of the 27th Battalion, and was at
Courcelette when the Germans first used the tanks. He
was taken out of the trenches to a base hospital in France,
later sent to England, and spent many weeks in Bristol
hospital. After convalescence he was sent to Seaford. He
was placed on the Staff.
After the Armistice, he married Violet Agnes Blyth of
St. Margaret's Mddlx, both arriving in Neepawa in 1919.
In earlier years he was a member of the town band
under the direction of Mr. Herbert Hancock. The band
was invited to go to Regina when the Northwest
Territories was divided into Provinces. They lived in tents
there.
Many years he was Secretary of the Board of Trade,
fifty years a member of Neepawa Masonic Lodge,
twenty-five years Secretary of the Royal Arch Mason,
and was D.D.G.M. 1936-1937, a staunch member of St.
James Anglican Church, served as People's Warden,
vestry clerk, vestryman for many years. Jack Bradley
served under fifteen different Mayors, seventy Councillors, six different Provincial Auditors.
It was said that Jack Bradley had a record of being
always strictly correct in his clerical work. This was his
outstanding quality. He had another, he was recognized
as a real authority on any question related to the
Municipal Act. Lawyers always respected his judgement
in that regard.
He was a lover of dogs, and left his prize Russian
wolfhounds with Mr. Peden Connell while overseas.
Later years he bred British bulldogs, and exhibited in
shows, winning ribbons.
Jack retired from the Town Office in 1955, having
served fifty years. He died in September, 1955. A son
Warren Leonard was born in 1923 and died in 1936. Mrs.
Bradley remarried in 1968 to John A. Davidson, Q.C.,
Neepawa, and still resides in town.

HENRY AND MARY ELIZABETH
BRAUTIGAM
byA.P. Brautigam

Henry Brautigam was born at Listowel, Ontario in
1879 and came to the Neepawa area with his parents and
older brother in 188l. His father, Ludwig Brautigam and
his mother , formerly Caroline Krueger, homesteaded in
the Osprey district, southwest of Neepawa. It is noted
that as he prospered, he later bought a quarter section of
land for $850.00. There were ten children born into this
family, five boys and five girls, being Ludwig (Lou),
Henry, Frederick, William, John, Elizabeth, Carrie,
Winnifred, Gertrude and Annie. His father Ludwig died
in 1929 at age 81, and his mother Caroline in 1922 at age
66. Lou, William and John farmed in the Gladstone and
Neepawa areas, Gertrude married and lived in the
Gladstone and Neepawa areas and the others moved
further west as far as B.C. All are now deceased. Henry
died in 1955 at the age of 75.
Mary Elizabeth Brautigam (nee Alberstead) was born
in Toronto in 1880 to a Swiss immigrant couple, and had
one sister and one brother. Her father died when she was
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Henry and Mary Elizabeth Brautigam.

only five and she spent a lot of her young life with an
aunt and uncle on a farm near Toronto. As a young
woman, she went west to Regina to train as a nurse, but
she contracted a bladder illness, confining her to a
hospital for five months. She later came to Neepawa,
working for Dan Hamilton in the dining room of the
Hotel Hamilton, and later as a dressmaker in Kerr's old
store, now the Tom Boy. She was married in 1909 to
Henry.
Prior to this, Henry had homesteaded in the Oakdale
district. He was also an accomplished carpenter and
designed and built a modern two-storey home as well as
the barn, granaries and other out-buildings. He and Mary
(Marie as he called her) were both avid gardeners, having
always a large garden with ripe tomatoes by the first of
July thanks to a miniature greenhouse built by Henry. He
was a progressive farmer, eventually amassing a section
of land which was large in those days of often quartersection farms. Like everyone else, there were poor times
during the depression, but they operated a mixed farm
and no one ever went hungry. In fact, they never had a
complete crop failure, which attests to Henry's better
farming methods for those days. He helped out many
others, such as helping to re-establish 'dust-bowl'
families from southern Manitoba in the area. They had
the first radio in the district and it is remembered that
neighbors would sometimes listen to it over the rural
telephone. Henry also purchased one of the first
automobiles in the district, being a 1919 Overland touring
car. He was a noted marksman, being a member of the
Neepawa Rifle Association and the Canadian Rifle
League. He won numerous trophies and awards, among
them being the Brandon Times-Office cup in 1907, the
Dominion of Canada shield in 1912, the Pickering Shield
in 1903 and 1904. He was a member of the Independent
Order of Odd Fellows Neepawa Lodge, and of the
Inkerman Presbyterian Church. He was also a former
trustee and chairman of the Oakdale School District for
many years. By his thoughtfulness and kindness towards

others, he remained a most respected member of the
community. He and Mary raised four sons, Rudolph and
Glenn, both now deceased, and Albert of Brampton,
Ontario and Aubrey of Winnipeg.
Mary (still living as of this writing) celebrated her 100th
birthday in 1980 with a Come and Go Tea at East View
Lodge, where she now resides. There were approximately
200 relatives and friends in either attendance or sending
greetings, flowers and gifts, also speaking for the many
friends she has established in her lifetime of doing for
others. She is the oldest resident of the Neepawa district
and perhaps of Manitoba (written Oct. 1981). She is a life
member of the Rebekah Lodge, having been initiated in
19l3. She is also a life member of the Women's
Missionary Society of the Presbyterian Church; a life
member of the Inkerman United (formerly Presbyterian)
Church; a member of the Inkerman U.C.W. She also has
the Pioneer of Manitoba Certificate. She has remained
very active, knitting, writing and reading, but now partial
blindness had curtailed these activities. She has many
kind friends who visit her regularly, and her sharp and
active memory helps pass the hours when she recalls
many incidents in her life's adventures.

THE EDMUND BRAY FAMIL Y
by Muriel and Carol Bray

Edmund and Eliza Jane Bray, along with their family,
arrived in Canada from Mulvern, Herefordshire County,
England, in September, 1912. They had brought with
them a quantity of household goods and some livestock.
Reuben, one of the sons, accompanied the livestock
(consisting of eight horses and a dog) over on a cattle
boat. After leaving Halifax, they journeyed west by train
until they arrived at Neepawa. They were met here by
their eldest son, George, who had found accommodation
for them over King's Hardware Store (this is the present
site of Ebner's Men's Wear).
George had originally arrived in Neepawa in 1902 and
had worked, first as a wheelwright, then as a farm
laborer. In 1911, he went home to England and persuaded his family to return with him to Canada. He then
came back to Neepawa ahead of the family in order to
find them a place to live.
The Brays had a family of nine: George, Reuben and
Cyril of Neepawa, Fred of Arden, Laura of Winnipeg,
Clara (Mrs. Harry Lawrance of Birtle), Grace (Mrs.
E.M. Plaice of Winnipeg), Druscilla (Mrs. Joe Lawrance
of Portage) and Katherine (Mrs. W.T. Forbes of Winnipeg).
Edmund eventually bought the quarter section known
as the J. McGill farm, on the west end of Park Lake, and
also a quarter section situated one mile west of the lake.
They farmed here until 1918, when they rented Stephen
Benson's farm (section 21-14-15), just south of town.
It was on a part of this farm that the Neepawa
Brickyard had been built. A spur was installed off the
CNR track and Mr. Geisel was hired as the Commpany's
manager. However, labor costs were too high to make a
profit and the Brick Company closed down about 1912.

The CNR spur remained though and was very useful in
loading grain and livestock. The spur was finally
removed when trucks became readily available.
For the next fifteen years the Bray family farmed here,
raising approximately 200 cattle and 400 pigs, as well as
several horses. In 1927 Edmund Bray passed away. He
had contracted pneumonia while accompanying a carload
of cattle to Winnipeg. George, Reuben, Cyril and their
mother carried on for two more years, until 1929, when
the partnership was dissolved.
George then acquired the Connell farm in the early
thirties. However, he sold it again in 1940 and bought the
farm on the south side of Park Lake, near the trestle
bridge. This farm is now occupied by E. Kulbacki. Later,
he bought the Rutledge farm along No.4 highway (on the
north side, at the junction of the Carberry Road and No.
4 highway) and was residing there at the time of his death
in 1942.
Reuben and Cyril bought the home place - Reuben
taking the part west of the railway, and Cyril taking the
part east of it.
In 1931 Reuben married Florence Kinsley of Minto and
they had a family of three: Fern (Mrs. D. Stewart of
Kelwood), Doreen (Mrs. Willsey of Toronto) and Ross of
Neepawa. He passed away in 1954 and his son Ross, with
his wife Oreen, took over the farm.
Cyril and his mother moved across the tracks to his
farm, where Mrs. Bray resided until her death in 1954. In
1941 Cyril married Muriel Sumner of Neepawa and they
had two sons: Leonard of Winnipeg and Dave, who now
works the farm.

THE BRENNER FAMILY
by Carl Brenner

Carl was born at Markinch, Saskatchewan and Berniece was born, a Degelman, at Raymore, Saskatchewan.
After living in various cities in Manitoba and Saskatchewan they moved to Regina where they met and were
married in early 1959.
In August of 1973 Carl was transferred to Brandon as
District Manager for Clarke Equipment, Melroe
Division. With Berniece and Carl came their four
children: Dean 14, Glenn 13, Guy 11 and Leah 10, all
born in Regina, and in June of 1974 Carla arrived.
October of 1976 is when Carl and Tom Borsa formed
Agri Ease Equipment Center, a division of their company
Brenner Borsa Ltd. which took over the International
Harvester dealership from Dudley and Bud Lee. In
November the Brenners moved to Neepawa.
The children continued their education at N.A.C.I.
Dean graduated and went to .work in Brandon at K
Mart. He was transferred to Saskatoon where he is still
living. Glenn completed high school, went on a Parts
Marketing course at Saskatoon and now works in the
parts department at Agri Ease Equipment Center. Guy
moved to Winnipeg after his formal education where he
worked at various jobs and now is working in Neepawa at
Agri Ease Equipment. Leah has completed her high
school and soon will be out in the world of the working,
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seeking her fortune. Carla is working at her education at
H.M.K.
.
Berniece and Carl attend St. Dominic's Church and
assist in activities as C. W.L., the choir, Liturgy committee and Parish Council. Berniece is also involved with
the Red Cross Blood Donor clinics. They are also actively
involved with the Lions Club and the Lionelles.
Carl is a director of the Saskatchewan-Manitoba
Implement Dealers Association, and chairman of the
Advisory Committee for the Farm Machinery Mechanics
Course at Assiniboine Community College in Brandon.
He has also served as a director of the Neepawa and
District Chamber of Commerce and the Neepawa Area
Development Committee.

BRIESE FAMILY AND FARM
by Mrs. Lloyd Briese

Carl Christopher Briese was born in Germany in 1850.
He moved to New York State with his family when he
was six years old. Later the family moved to Bracebridge,
Ontario, District of Muskoka.
In 1879 he married Anna Katherine Weismiller, who
was born in Bracebridge in 1861.
They had nine children, Herman Louis 1880-1966;
Julius Charles 1882-1950; Arthur Ferdinand 1886-1970;
Bertha Julian 1890-1928; Marguerite Emma 1893-1975;
Edith Pauline 1896; Anna Elvina 1897; and Lillian
Amelia 1904; one daughter, Dorothy died in infancy with
diphtheria.
In 1900 Carl brought his family to Neepawa, Man. He
purchased the Wakefield farm NW 14-14-15 in Langford
Municipality, later he bought an adjoining 114 section
from Stuart Lindsay SW 14-14-15. All his farming was
done by horsepower, and he maintained three four-horse
teams at all times, plus two or three brood mares.

Back Row: Edith, Julius, Arthur, Annie. Front Row: Bertha, Carl
(father), Lillian, Anna (mother), Margaret (Emma). Inset - Herman.
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Of this family, all but Julius moved to other parts of
Canada and U.S.A.
Julius remained in this area, and in 1916 he married
Rosetta Jane Attwood of the Clarksville district. Their
first home was on 22-14-15, then known as the Hamilton
place, later belonged to Scotty Burnett. It was here their
first son was born, Lloyd Gordon. While he was still a
baby, they moved to E 112 14-14-15; then owned by
James Hall of the Dumfries district. Julius later bought
this land and it is still owned and operated by a Briese.
The old Dumfries School still sits on the corner of this
property.
Julius and Rose raised six children; Lloyd Gordon
1917; Marguerite Eleanor 1919 (Mrs. Roy Baker,
Hamilton, Ont.); Elizabeth (Beth) Ann (Mrs. Hazen
Manderson, B.C. 1920-1967; Ernest Charles 1925
(married to Audrey Chisholm, Riding Mountain)
Minnedosa, Man; Lillian May 1928 (Mrs. Wm. Sangster)
Neepawa; Laverne Francis 1934 (Mrs. Amie Decock)
Winnipeg.
Julius died in 1950 and Rose in 1972. Rose will be well
remembered for her community work. She was active in
organizations such as Rebekah Lodge; Women's Institute; Royal Canadian Legion Auxiliary; Local Red
Cross; Silver Cross; Primrose Lodge LOBA, and others.
In 1944 Lloyd married Gertrude (Trudy) Harrison of
Laurier, Manitoba, and in the spring of 1945 his parents
moved into Neepawa. Lloyd and Trudy rented the farm
until 1950. Shortly before Julius died in 1950 he sold the
farm to Lloyd.
Lloyd and Trudy operated a dairy farm here for
several years. At first the milk was delivered to Charlie
Martin's plant in Neepawa in eight-gallon cans. When he
went out of business, a truck picked up the milk in town,
and it was delivered to a milk plant in Brandon. As we
were three miles off the highway, we had many problems
in delivering the milk. Many times Lloyd had to take the
milk by team and van to the highway, to be met by a taxi
which delivered to the Brandon truck. Early rising was
the rule, as our herd of cows had to be milked, and the
milk in town by 9 A.M.
In 1959 part of our land was cleared off for the Lake
Irwin Project. The following spring, the culverts in our
main road were washed out, causing more transportation
problems.
Three children were raised during this period. Stuart
Gordon 1946; Wanda Louise 1947 (Mrs. Brian Long,
Manitou, Man.); and Karen Ann 1952 (Mrs. David
Janzen, Winnipeg, Man.).
As Stuart became interested in farming, the operation
changed from dairying to hogs. In 1967 the last cows
were sold. Trudy then went to work at East View Lodge,
where she stayed until retiring in 1978.
Lloyd was very active in municipal work from 19591979, first as councillor of Ward four, then as Reeve of
Langford from 1967-1979.
.
In 1971 Stuart married Shirley Drysdale, daughter of
Stan and Pearl Drysdale, Neepawa. They have two
children, Karla Rhae 1972, and KaHan Stuart 1973. They
lived in town for a few years with Stuart working on the·
farm, then in 1975 Lloyd and Trudy moved into town,
and Stuart and family moved to the farm. Stuart has

since bought the farm and runs a fairly large hog
operation.
.
Lloyd, although retired, spends most of his summers
helping out on the farm, but they spend most of the
winter in Texas.

ERNEST AND AUDREY BRIESE
by Audrey R. Briese

Ernest Charles Briese was born in Neepawa in 1925,
younger son of Julius and Rose Briese of the Dumfries
district. He attended school at Dumfries School and
Neepawa Collegiate. While attending High School he
worked on the farm for Mr. J.C. Montgomery and Mr.
B.F. Davidson, and for the Neepawa General Hospital.
Ernie joined the R.C.A.F. in 1944, and following
discharge in 1945 he was employed at Rutledge's Garage,
and for Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Montgomery on the farm.
In 1948 he started working for Anglo Canadian Oils
(later Royalite and Gulf Oils) in Neepawa and continued
with them at Birtle and back in Neepawa until 1980.
In 1949 Ernie married Audrey Robina Chisholm,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R.T. Chisholm of Riding
Mountain, Manitoba.
Audrey was born in Neepawa in 1926, and lived in
Brookdale, New Osgoode, Saskatchewan and Riding
Mountain, and attended High School in Kelwood.
Following Normal School in Winnipeg (1945-46) she
taught at Dumfries (boarding with Lloyd and Trudy
Briese), Central and Hazel Kellington Schools in
Neepawa.
Always interested in farming, they purchased the east
half of 17-15-17 in 1964 from Mr. and Mrs. Lionel
Broome in the Bethany district, and are still residing
there.
They raised three children: Robert Allan, born in 1957,
who lives in Winnipeg; James Ernest, born in 1959, who
is employed by the C.P.R.; and Lois Marie, born in 1961,
and is employed in Brandon. The children attended
school in Birtle, Bethany and Minnedosa.
Robert was involved in Air Cadets, and obtained his
glider and pilot'S license through Squadron 82 in
Brandon. Jim was involved in Minnedosa Minor Hockey,
while Lois enjoyed volleyball and singing as hobbies.

CECIL BROOKER FAMILY
by Norma Inga/dson

George Cecil Brooker was born in Croydon, England,
in 1889. During his childhood he suffered very badly with
asthma, was unable to attend school and received most of
his education from a private tutor.
In 1905 the Brooker family, along with several
relatives, emigrated to Canada, arriving in Portage la
Prairie. They chose this town simply because a friend had
mentioned the name in a letter. The father built a home

with a large verandah where young Cecil could sleep
outdoors the year around. Whether due to the outdoor
sleeping, the change of environment or some other
factor, the asthma cleared and he wasn't to suffer with it
again. Meantime the father, who had been a train
dispatcher in England, became a railway laborer. One of
Cecil's early jobs was a handyman at the station, and
later he was to work with George Rey's father at a drycleaning establishment. In 1912 Cecil and his brother
Bertram came to Neepawa where they purchased the
Roxy Theatre for $1600. Bob Greentree was their
projectionist. The partnership lasted only a year or so
when Bertram went on to pursue a career in journalism in
Winnipeg and Regina. He later turned to art in Toronto
where he became well known.
In 1913 Cecil married Helen Mitchell of Portage and
over the next few years became the parents of Allen,
Norma and Gordon.
In addition to raising a family he became active in civic
affairs - serving on the council for eight years, singing in
the Anglican Church choir and leading an orchestra. He
was a member of the local fire brigade and a member of
the Oddfellows Lodge.
In 1923 the Brookers bought Peter Mitchell's Confectionery located in what is now Dr. Cram's Optometry
office. Cecil died in 1930 and his widow carried on the
business, moving it to what is now Radio Shack, when
the Alguire Brothers built two offices south of the Bank
of Commerce. She continued in the business until her
death in 1942 when her son Allen took over. He in turn
carried on with the business until he enlisted in the
R.C.A.F. during the war.
For a short time Eileen (Robinson) Thompson ran the
business - then Brooker's Cafe ceased to exist.
Allen married Hilda Stead and they had three children
- Joanne, David and Court - all living in Winnipeg. While
Allen was growing up in Neepawa he demonstrated his
musical ability by gathering together a band. Many will
remember having danced to his 'Revellers' or 'The
Blackhawks'. At the close of the war when he was
discharged from the Air Force, he settled in Winnipeg
where he worked for Furnasman Heating Contractors
until his death in 1978.
Norma worked in the Post Office for four years, then
joined the staff of Sears local office for the next twentyfive years, retiring in 1978. In 1942 she and Tryggve
Ingaldson of Winnipeg were married. Tryg served in the
Royal Canadian Navy from 1942 to 1945 and died in
1974. Three children were born to this marriage: Helen
(Cherney) who lives in Thompson, Murray in Brandon,
Tryggvina died in infancy. Norma lives in what came to
be the family home when her father bought the house on
First Street from the Sirett family for $lOOO plus a small
house he owned north of Boundary Street. This has been
her home since the age of nine.
Gordon married Peggy Murphy of Winnipeg. They,
too, have three children - Richard, Robert and Barbara.
On completion of his business education, Gordon
worked in the Grain Exchange, and later became Office
Manager of Standard Machine Co. He suffered for
several years with a heart ailment and died at the early
age of thirty-five.
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JOHN BROWN F AMIL Y
by J.K. Brown

John Brown was born in Dundee, Scotland, 1854. He
married Margaret Kinnaird in 1876 and in 1880 they
emigrated to Canada with their two daughters, Annie
Jane and Margaret. Until the Louise Bridge was opened
in 1881 the Countess of Dufferin steam engine pulled
trains from St. Paul to St. Boniface. It was on this train
that the Browns arrived in April, 1880 in St. Boniface.
The Portage, Westbourne and North Western Railway
had been constructed as far as Gladstone and the family
went that far by rail. They then transferred to covered
wagons for the trip to Millwood where they homesteaded
the NE 1/ 4 16-21-28W. That was 2 1/ 2 miles northwest
of the present town of Russell which was not surveyed
until 1881.
About 1886 John Brown left the homestead and, with a
partner, opened a general store in Russell. While in that
area the family was increased by five more children. They
were Jessie (Mrs. J. White), Ethel (Mrs. A. McCorvieMrs. W. Clyde), Jack, Douglas and Dorothy. In 1897
John Brown purchased the general store business of
Davidson and Company in Neepawa. He immediately
expanded the business to take in the whole of the north
west corner of Mountain Avenue and Hamilton Street.
The enlarged building carried the name, in stone, Dundee
Block, as a proud reminder of the Scottish city they had
left in 1880. This became a large and prosperous business
until a disastrous fire destroyed the premises in the winter
of 1915. The business was liquidated after his death in
1923.
The oldest girl, Annie Jane, and the youngest,
Dorothy, did not marry. The other children married in
the early years of the century. Margaret married W.A.
Blenner-Hassett and they later moved to Alberta. Their

John Brown & Co. Store.
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This was taken during the construction of the addition to the John
Brown store (where Bamboo Gardens now located).

family consisted of Dorothy (the first grandchild), Jack,
Lyle, Ethel and Robert. Jack Brown married Mabel
Poston from Davenport, Iowa and their children were
Jack, Douglas and Joan. Jessie married James M. White
and their children were Jean and Florence. Douglas
married Gertrude Kerr and their children were Alice and
Winona. Ethel Brown married Archie McCorvie and they
also moved to Alberta for some years. They returned in
later years to Neepawa where Archie died. Ethel subsequently married Bill Clyde. There were no children in
either marriage.
John Brown was very sincere in discharging his duties
as a citizen. He would allow his name to stand for
election to office and would explain his views on current
issues. He would not solicit votes as he felt the voters
should have a free choice and not be asked to pledge
support. He served as mayor for the 1904/05 term and
then remained out of active participation until 1909 when
he served as a councillor. He served again as mayor for
the terms of 1914, 1915 and 1916. He was a member of
the Masonic Order and a strong supporter of the
Presbyterian Church.
Mrs. Margaret Brown, his wife, was also born in
Dundee. She was a staunch Presbyterian. She was
president of the Knox Ladies Aid for a number of years,
taught in the Sunday School and was a long time member
of the Women's Missionary Society. She was convenor of
war work for the local Red Cross during World War 1.
She became a life member of the LO.D.E. and an
Honorary Member of the Women's Hospital Aid.
Jack Brown, the oldest son, moved to a farm in 1917
and that was the beginning of difficult years. Leaf and
stem rust played havoc with the crops and this was

followed by drought years. In retrospect, it is hard to
realize how hard everyone worked to make do and not
despair. There were no massive aid programs for unfortunate circumstances. Some time was found for social
activities. One winter, my father Jack Brown decided it
would be worthwhile to put on a play in the Stoney Creek
schoolhouse. He directed the effort and it was acclaimed
successful enough to repeat the performance in town for
benefit, I believe, of the Hospital Auxiliary.
Mother and Dad also promoted social evenings at our
place during the winter where the evening centered
around an oyster stew. It took two large preserving
kettles to cook the stew. The adults would play whist and
bridge and dance sometimes. All would join in loud, if
not good, sing songs around the piano. Some of the songs
were - "The Long Long Trail", "Mighty Lak a Rose",
"By the Light of the Silvery Moon", "Sidewalks of New
York" and some of the newer tunes being popularized by
the new radios such as "The Prisoner Song" and "When
the Red Red Robin Comes Bob Bob Bobbin Along".
Indeed, all was not despair and these good evenings were
enjoyed without alcohol.
Jessie and her husband, Jim White, lived in High Bluff
and Moose Jaw for some years before moving to Winnipeg. During all those years they were frequently in
Neepawa with their children, to visit Mrs. Brown and
Dorothy at the old family home on Hamilton Street.
Douglas Brown remained in Neepawa and remained in
the merchandising business. He successfully operated
"Brownie's" Tea Room at Wasagaming for several
years. He died in Neepawa in 1974 at the age of 88 years.
Dorothy Brown died in Neepawa in February, 1979.
She was the last living member of the family who had
come from Russell in 1897. She was 87 years old. While
that was the last member of that family, there are several
grandchildren of John and Margaret Brown who are
proud to call Neepawa our home town and a larger
number of grandchildren and great-grandchildren who
identify immediately with all the current citizens of that
fine community.

Back, Left to Right: Edith Brydon, Ina Brydon. Front: John Brydon,
Mary (Bennett) Brydon.

John Brydon and prize Clydesdales.

THE JOHN BRYDON FAMILY
by Roy W. Stewart

John Brydon was bo.rn in 1858 at Galt, Ontario. He
married Mary Ellen Bennett in 1887, at Beverly, near
Gault, and they had two children, Edith (born in 1887)
and Ina (born in 1891). John ran a dray business there
until 1893, when he and Mary decided to move out west
to Manitoba, where John's sisters, Mrs. Duncan
McLaren and Mrs. Jas. Dark, had already settled. His
sisters lived in the Union District, east of Neepawa.
John, Mary and family settled at Franklin on SW 11 4
36-14-17. John spent the next year working for a man
named Robert Scott. He then rented the farm from Mr.
Scott for three more years. After this, they bought and
moved to NW 1145-15-14, in the Union District. Here,
they broke the land and farmed for the next fifteen years.
Their daughters attended Union School. John took great
pride in his Clyde horses and as a result, he won several

ribbons with them, at the local fairs.
Their farm had a lot of river flats, which gave them
many problems with frost and sow thistle. Occasionally,
Park Lake Dam would break with the late spring rains
and flood the river flats all the way to Arden, washing
out bridges and crops.
In 1910 he sold the farm to his nephew, Bob McLaren,
and bought the SW 114 32-14-15, west of Neepawa
(known today as the Batchelor farm) from Mr. F.
Halpenny. They moved here in order to be closer to town
during their retiring years.
Also, in 1910, their daughter Edith married Alex F.
Stewart and moved to his farm north-west of town. Alex
and Edith had one daughter, Gladys (Mrs. Morley Poole)
of Neepawa. Ina, their other daughter, married Will J.
Stewart (a brother of Alex), in 1914, and had a family of
three: Dorothy (Mrs. John Nicholson) of Neepawa,
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Greta (Mrs. James Patterson) of Winnipeg and Roy of
Neepawa. Ina and Will also had a farm out north-west of
town.
When John died in 1917, his wife Mary moved into
Neepawa, where she resided until her death in 1936.

WALTER BRYDON (See Century Farms)

BUCHANANS
by Mervyn R. Buchanan

THE BRYDGES FAMILY HISTORY
by The Family

Dr. William Brydges was born April 6, 1929, in
Winnipeg. His parents were Reginald and Cecil
Gwendolyn Brydges.
In 1932 the family moved to Old High Bluff where Bill
went to Public School. Then he proceeded to High
School at High Bluff and Grade XII at Portage
Collegiate.
In 1946 he entered Ontario Veterinary College,
graduating May 26, 1950 with the degree, Doctor of
Veterinary Medicine.
On June 1, 1950, the Veterinary Practice was opened in
Neepawa and the Brydges family took up permanent
residence here, living for fifteen months in the Guinn
House. The practice office was in the rear of the Oddfellows Hall.
September 15, 1951, the Brydges family moved to 512
Mountain Avenue, the former residence of Neepawa
Pioneer Fred L. Davis. The practice was moved to 512
Mountain Avenue in October, 1953.
In 1955, Bill married Merle Williams. Merle is the
daughter of Laurel and Glenna Williams formerly of
Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan. Mr. and Mrs. Williams now
live in Brandon. Merle has one brother Larry who also
lives in Brandon with his wife, Darlene and his two sons
Robbie and Ricky.
Randy Brydges was born to Merle and Bill in 1955. He
went to Public and High School in Neepawa, proceeding
in Grade XII to Dauphin where he played hockey for the
Dauphin Kings. After graduating in Neepawa, he went
on to play in the Western Canada Hockey League with
the Flin Flon Bombers and then the Winnipeg Clubs.
From there he attended the University of Manitoba,
played for the Manitoba Bison Hockey Team and
graduated in 1979 with a Bachelor of Commerce (Honors) degree. He is now employed by Xerox Corporation
at Fort McMurray, Alberta. In 1979, Randy married
Joan Cantin, daughter of Bernice and Noel Cantin of
McCreary.
Merle and Bill's daughter Cheryl was born in 1958 and
was educated in Neepawa. She obtained a Dental
Hygeinist degree at the University of Manitoba in 1981.
She is now employed at the Assiniboine Dental Clinic in
Winnipeg.
Reginald Brydges died in 1961 and is buried in
Riverside Cemetery. Mrs. Brydges still resides at 225
Main Street, Neepawa.
On January 15, 1973, the Brydges residence, office and
garage was destroyed by fire.
At present Merle and Bill reside at 184 Third Avenue,
Neepawa.
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Our branch of the Buchanan clan came to Canada in
the fall of 1847. In this particular era of history a number
of families immigrated from Ireland due to a potato
famine. A large number of people immigrated to Canada
and the United States. My great-great-grandfather,
Andrew Buchanan, and his wife, whose maiden name
was Jane Long, came from Armagh, County Tyrone in
Ireland to Canada. My great-grandfather Samuel
Buchanan was seventeen years old at this time and one of
seven brothers and one sister who came with their parents
to this country. Our forefathers were seven weeks on a
sailing ship before landing at Kingston, Ontario. They
were quarantined on board ship for another three weeks
due to a fever epidemic among the passengers and crew.
After landing at Kingston our family settled in Perth
County in the Elma township of Ontario.
My great-grandfather Samuel Buchanan married Mary
Watson in Ontario and they, along with their family
came to Neepawa area in the year 1878. They came by
rail to St. Boniface and then by ox cart and wagons to
Neepawa. There were eight sons and one daughter born
in this family. My grandfather Robert George Buchanan
was born September 28, 1875, the second youngest of
nine children. When my great-grandfather came to
Neepawa district he homesteaded the east half section of
28-15-15 in Rosedale municipality which has now been in
our family for four generations and is presently farmed
by my brother Gerald. The west half section of 28-15-15
was homesteaded by my grandfather's oldest brother
John Buchanan. Our great uncle John fought in the Riel
Rebellion in 1885. Other than a period of 10 or 11 years
through the 1920's when this half section belonged to the
Jim Connell family, this farm has belonged to our family
and is the farm where my brothers and I grew up. Our
early school days were spent at Mountain View School
which was situated one mile south of our farm on Section
21-15-15.
My grandfather R.G. Buchanan married Annie
Coulter on February 14, 1900. There were two children
born to this couple. The oldest child, Gertrude, was born
in May, 1901 and my father, Samuel, was born in October, 1902. My grandmother died when my Dad and
aunt were very young and both of these children spent a
lot of their early childhood with their grandparents the
Coulter's who also farmed in the Mountain View district
prior to and after the turn of the century. Grandpa
remarried Katie Watson and to this marriage three
children were born. The oldest son, Norman, was accidentally killed in a fire in 1931. The second son, Bert,
farmed the east half of the section prior to he and his
wife, the former Betty Howard, retiring to Neepawa,
where they still reside. The youngest was Anne, who
married Charles Bradshaw and are presently living in
Riding Mountain, Manitoba.
Family born to R.G. Buchanan's children are: Ger-

trude married George Wilson and they live in Maple
Ridge, B.C. Their only daughter June married Bill
McCracken, presently living in Port Moody, B.C. June
and Bill have two children, Scott and Laurie. Scott and
his wife Karen live in Port Moody and Laurie is working
in Winnipeg.
Sam married Margaret Jackson in 1927 and had a
family of four boys. The eldest son, Deryle, died in infancy. Their second son, Mervyn, married Mary May
McCracken, presently living in Moose Jaw, Sask. Their
family consists of twin daughters, Judy and Joanne, and
one son, Howard. Judy married Al Frankowski and they
have two sons, Christopher and Derek, who live in
Regina. Joanne married Randy Kuharski and they also
have two sons, Kyle and Myles. Joanne and her husband,
who is a member of the R.C.M.P., are currently
stationed at Hay River, N.W.T. Howie and his wife
Janice (nee Chodakowski) are presently stationed in
Toronto with the R.C.M.P. Third son, Gerald, married
Marilyn Wood and they have a family of three boys.
Their oldest son Robbie and wife Susan (nee Huxley) live
in Swan River where Rob is teaching school. Scott is
employed in Winnipeg and Byron is completing high
school in Neepawa. Gerald is farming the original section
of land homesteaded by our great-grandfather and greatuncle. Ron, the youngest son, and his wife, the former
Donna Pacquette, have a daughter Catherine and a son
Kevin. Ron and his family presently reside in Winnipeg.
Anne and Charlie Bradshaw have a family of two
daughters. Their oldest daughter Sharon is married to
Eric Davies and they have two daughters, Tammy and
Shaunna. Sharon and her family are living in Riding
Mountain. Their younger daughter, Marjorie, is married
to David Morden and they have two sons, Christopher
and Ryan. Marjorie and her family live in Brandon.
This is a short family history from the time our family
came to Canada nearly 140 years ago.

Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Griffith (Wedding picture).

ANDREW BUCHANAN F AMIL Y
by Mrs. Jean Hunter

The potato famine of 1845 in Ireland was the cause of a
great exodus of many Irishmen from their homeland. The
Buchanans of County Tyrone were among those going
their different ways to Australia, New Zealand, the
United States and Canada.
In 1847, after an arduous sea voyage of nine weeks,
Andrew Buchanan, his wife Jane (Long) and their seven
sons; Robert 1815-1868, his wife Margaret (Booth);
Charles 1817-1905, his wife Nancy (Porter); James 1821;
William 1824; Andrew 1826; Samuel 1830, John 1831;
and Jane 1836, arrived in Canada. Fever had raged on
board and the passengers were quarantined for three
weeks in harbor; here Andrew died of fever. Jane and her
<::hildren settled in Perth County, Ontario.
On May 20th 1878, Robert, John, Samuel, and Jane's
husband James Watson came west to make homestead
claims, arriving in late July. Each laid claim and returned
to Perth County for their wives and families.
In 1879 John Buchanan, his wife Isabell Watson settled

Joyce, Bernice, Marg, Doug, Jean, Joan, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. J.
Griffith.

with their children: Jane married John Hamilton;
Margaret married John Keating; Mary married Wm.
Ash; James married Sarah Watson; Robert (Red Bob)
married Margaret Buchanan Tibbetts; Elizabeth married
Daniel McGillivray; William married Elizabeth Watson,
on their homestead SW 6-15-15.
Their son, Robert (Red Bob) married Margaret
Buchanan Tibbetts and they homesteaded SW 10-15-16 in
1880, raising all their family: John James married Eva
Puff; Isabell married Walter Hunter; Russell married
Gertrude Barnhart; Elizabeth married Wilbert
Livingstone; Douglas married Grace Birch; Stanley
married Hazel Birch; Hazel Margaret married William
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James Griffith; Edward married Elizabeth Birch.
Their son John James (deceased in 1918) married Eva
Puff. They raised 2 children: Almer Melvin (Sonny)
married Reta Bud. They have 3 children: Darlene married
Leonard Perrett and they have 2 children, Mitchell Scott
and Lindsay Jannelle; Wayne Melvin; Bonnie-Lou
married William Gagawchuch and have one daughter,
Darcie Lea. Edna married William L. Jasper. They have
5 children: Wilma married Arnold Buchanan, and their
children are: Kenneth married Sylvia Wabick, they have 2
children, Wm. John and Tracy Lynn; Deborah married
Don Norris, they have one daughter, Michelle Mary;
Brian married Judy Roland, they have 2 daughters, Jodi
and Jacquie; Dawn; Roy married Sheila Goss, they have
one son Wm. Leslie; Keith married Doris Staggs, they
have 2 children, Timothy Wayne and Wanda Gail;
William married Lorna Crandall, they have 2 children,
Richard William and Karen Rose; Wendy married Wayne
Henuset, they have 2 children, Shane Dennis and Tera
Lee.
Their daughter Isabell married Walter Hunter in 1907.
They resided in the Neepawa area during their lifetime
and raised nine children: Gordon married Kate Shaw.
They have 2 children: Delmar married Linda Atchim,
they have 3 children, Scott, Alana, and Nickole; Harold
married Donelda Redaway, they have 2 children, Dale
and Adam. George had no family. Vernon married
Betrice Liecks. They have 3 children: Beverley married
Alph Young, they have 3 children, Grege, Carla, and
Scott; Marie married Wayne Friesen, they have 2
children, Tyler and Collon. Violet married Jesse Rogers.
They have 2 children: Viola married Danny Lewis, they
have 2 children, Tammy and Walter; Isabell married Bill
Robinson, they have one daughter Heather. Lillian
(deceased) married Ross Howatt. They have 4 children:
Josie married Harvie Hill, they have 4 children, Greg,
Heather, David, and Denis; George married Dorne
Stone; David; Ritchard married Jann McDonald. Bessie
married Jack Arnold. They have 2 chi1.dren: James
married Christen Oakly, they have 2 children Robyn and
Catherine; Donna married Charles Snezyk, they have 3
children, Karl, Teresa, and Jamie. Wellington married
Marge Stockley. They have 4 children: Cheryl; Linda
married David Ducharme; Garry; Kim. Jack J. was
awarded the Military Medal for bravery at Dieppe in
August 1942, where he lost his life. Glen was accidentally
killed in October, 1958.
Their son Russell (deceased) married Gertrude Barnhart. They had 2 children: Audrey married Ernest
Wilkie, they have 3 children, Trever, Lynne, April;

Front Row: Mr. and Mrs. W,L.
Jasper. Back Row: Roy, Wendy,
Bill, Wilma, Keith.
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Arnold (deceased).
Their daughter Elizabeth (deceased) 1918 married Bert
Livingstone. They had one daughter: Margaret (Peggy)
married William S. Birch. They have 4 children: Murray
married Mavis, they have 3 children Garry married
Donnelle Busch, they have 2 children Kelly and Deborah,
and reside in Missouri; Lynne married Lanny Lillibridge,
they have 2 children Matt and Heather, and reside in
Colorado; Jo-Anne married Roland Lovely, they reside
in California.
Their son Douglas (deceased) married Grace Birch.
They have 3 children: William (deceased) married Phyllis
Rodgers Buchanan. They have 2 daughters, Kimberly
and Colleen; Murray married Lorraine Francis, their
children are, Randy and Deborah; Marie married Lorne
McKinnon, their 4 children are, Douglas, Dale, Denise,
Darren.
Their son Stanley (deceased) married Hazel Birch.
They had 2 sons: John (Jack) (dec.) married Phyllis
Rodgers. They had one son David married Diane Jordon.
Their 3 children are Cristine, David and Jordon. Glen
married Ada Brooks. Their 3 children are Glenda
married Wilf Goodburn, they have one girl Sheryl Lynn;
Allen; Jacquie.
Their daughter, Hazel Margaret and her husband
William James Griffith, spent their life together in the
Neepawa, Arden, and Keyes areas, raising a family of
six: Margaret Edna (deceased) married Stuart Milne of
Keyes. Their only daughter, Karen Hazel married Keith
Lambert of Westbourne. They have 2 children, Charles
Joseph and Holly-Lee Margaret. John Douglas married
Jean Watson of Arden. They have 6 children: Beverley
Shannon married Charles Lee; Richard John; Robyn
Douglas; Timothy Lawrence; Bonnie Jean; Daniel
William. All reside in the Stonewall area. Willard Jean
married Peter John Hunter of Arden. They have 5
children: Joseph Garth married Darlene Simon, they
have one daughter, Christina Lynn; Peter Brent; Tannis
Jean married James Brown, they have 2 children, Tannis
Lynn and Michael James; Stephen Wade; Alayne Faye.
All reside in the Neepawa area. Althia Berniece married
Wilmer Andrew Smith of Gladstone. They have 5
children: Valerie Diane married William Ward. They
have 3 children: Shelly Diane, William Kyle, and Scott
Andrew, they reside at Wanless, Manitoba; Reginald
William; Vicki Jean of Laduc, Alberta; Wilmer Ross
married Barbara Laner, they had a daughter, Kristi-Rai
Martina (deceased) and one son Jory Joseph Andrew;
home base is Winnipeg. Joyce Isabell married Lionel
Welbourne of Newdale. They have 3 children: Shannon
Joyce; Lyle Dwayne; James Evan. All reside in the Souris
area. Joan Elizabeth married George Douglas Kitson of
Franklin. Their 4 children are: Heather Joyce married
Peter Behrens; Brian Douglas; Kevin William; Trevor
John.
Their son Edward (deceased) married Elizabeth Birch.
They had 2 children: Robert (Danny)· married Mavis
Johnson. They have 4 children: Bruce; Kelly married
Brian Derkson, they have one daughter, Amanda Lee;
Rodrick; Lisa; Bernice (deceased) married Frances
Turner.
One story of amusing interest told about the Buchanan

and Watson families journey from the east in 1879, worth
retelling; They came by train as far as St. Boniface. The
livestock in one boxcar, equipment that they owned in
another, and all the family members in another. There
was no dining-car so the womenfolk had to provide meals
for their men and children in very trying and crowded
conditions. They brought their own provisions and relied
on "Old Bossy" to supply fresh milk. So when it came
near milking time, one of the men would take up a milk
pail and wait until the train stopped at a station, or for
some other reason, and would jump off and run alongside the train to the livestock car, where he would do the
milking. He would then have to wait, patiently or impatiently, until another stop was made so he could jump
off and make the return dash with his donation for the
meal.

GLADYS AND WELDON BUCHANAN
by The Family

Weldon Buchanan was born on January 8th 1904 in the
Rosedale Municipality the seventh child and youngest son
in a family of ten children born to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
M. Buchanan. Mr. and Mrs. Buchanan met and married
in the district after immigrating from Ontario, and took
up farming as early pioneers in the Mountain View
school district. Weldon attended this school, and farmed
16-15-15 until his retirement to 235 Boundary Street in
Neepawa in October of 1970. He was keenly interested in
sports and was a faithful supporter of the Cubs and
Farmers Baseball teams, and an active curler.
In 1942, Weldon married Gladys McGhie, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Peter McGhie of Arden. The McGhies had
immigrated from Scotland and became acquainted with
each other at Arden, where they married and settled
down to farm.
Gladys and Weldon had one son "Terry Weldon."
Terry married Sharon Leigh Johnson and have two
children Tara Lee and Bryce Weldon, and this family
lives in Minnedosa Man. where Terry works for the
Department of Highways.
On March 5th. Weldon passed away and Gladys had to
make a new life for herself. Prior to her marriage she
taught school for ten years at Salisbury School and
boarded with Miss Sarah Millar. She was often spoken of
as "the other Millar girl" as she became part of the
family life and social events. She was an active community worker and led the United Church Womens
group for 5 years on the farm and continued in this
capacity for 2 years after moving to Neepawa. For seven
years she kept the girls together, but involvement in town
activities proved a problem so the group disbanded.
Gladys was an avid curler and played lead on the rink
that won the Sr's playdowns in 1972 with Agnes McDougall as skip, Edith McCracken third and Olga Wolko
second.
Since becoming a widow Gladys has set a standard for
herself of doing one good deed each day, unknown to the
recipient, and "living for others".

LAWRENCE C. AND DORIS BUCHANAN
by Lawrence Buchanan

I came to Neepawa in 1943 with my parents, Bert and
Maud Buchanan. At this time my father was employed at
the Neepawa Airport. I worked at the Neepawa Co-Op
for a short time, then began work at the Airport. When
the Neepawa Airport closed, I went to the Portage
Airport until 1945.
I then returned to Neepawa and was employed with
Walter Mathews as a plumber and tinsmith. This is when
I took my training as a sheet metal worker. In August of
1951 I began working in the Neepawa Post Office.
In January, 1952 I met Doris Sneesby, the third eldest
daughter of Albert and Jean Sneesby of Woodside,
Manitoba. At this time she was living with her grandmother, Mrs. Charles Patterson, and working at the
Neepawa Co-Op.
We were married at her parent's home at Woodside in
March, 1953 and lived in Neepawa until September, 1980
when the Post Office transferred us to Altona, Manitoba.
Doris continued working at the Co-Op until 1959 when
our first child arrived. Brent Lawrence was born in July,
1959. He took all his schooling in the Neepawa schools
and graduated from Grade XII in 1977. He managed the
Port West Music Store until it closed. In 1980 he went to
Portage where he began his training as an undertaker
with the Omega Funeral Home. In 1981 he went to work
and continued his training with Brockie-Donavon Funeral Home in Brandon.
Brian Mark was born in July, 1960 in Neepawa. He
took all his schooling in Neepawa and graduated from
the Neepawa Collegiate in 1978. He attended Central
Pentecostal College for one year. He moved to California
in 1979 where he managed a Happy Steak Restaurant
until he moved to Flagstaff, Arizona to work as a
painter's apprentice. In 1980 he married Deborah Plett.
They have one son, Micah James.
Sharon Doris was born in November, 1964 in
Neepawa. She attended school in Neepawa until 1980
when she moved with her parents to Altona, Manitoba
where she took her Grade XI and XII at the W.C. Miller
Collegiate and graduated in 1982 with a business
education diploma.
In 1960, Ronald and Gordon Davis came to make their
home with us.
Ronald Cameron was born in 1954. He started his
schooling in Winnipeg in 1959, then came to Neepawa
where he graduated from Grade XII in 1972. He attended
Central Pentecostal College in Saskatoon for three years.
He then went to Laval University for one year where he
studied French. In 1976, he married Holly Stephenson of
Saskatoon. They went to serve as missionaries in Sept
Isle, Quebec, for two years. He attended Brandon
University where in 1980 he received his Bachelor of Arts
degree. In 1981 he received his Master of Divinity from
the Lutheran Theological Seminary in Saskatoon. In
1981 he began serving as Assistant Pastor at Elim
Tabernacle at Saskatoon, and in 1982 he received his
certificate of ordination to the ministry.
Gordon Russell was born in 1955. He began schooling
in Neepawa in 1960 and graduated in 1973. He later
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attended the University of Manitoba for two years. He
obtained work with Household Finance where he
managed his own office until he moved to Calgary,
Alberta. In 1977 he married Vicki-Lou Cameron. They
lived in Winnipeg until 1981 when they moved to
Calgary. Gordon is now employed with Revenue Canada.

ROBERTM. BUCHANAN
by K.M. Buchanan

Robert M. Buchanan was born at Donegal, Ontario in
1861, the second son of Robert and Margaret Buchanan.
Following the death of her husband, Margaret married a
Mr. Long and they came West to Neepawa with her three
sons, Andrew, Robert and John.
Elizabeth Bell was born at Newboro, Ontario in 1863.
She came West with the William Millar family in 1877.
The Millars operated a Post Office and Store, known as
the "Half-Way House", located half way between
Gladstone and Minnedosa. Elizabeth worked there and
met "Big Bob" as he was known. There were several
Robert Buchanans there. Having no second name, Big
Bob's mother was Margaret, so it was decided to take M.
for his initial and save confusion. Robert M. and
Elizabeth were married in Minnedosa in December 1882,
and lived in Rosedale Municipality. Three sons and eight
daughters were born to them: Robert, known as "Wee
Robbie" born in 1889, whose death occurred in 1911;
Sanford married Katherine M. Averill, they farmed in
Rosedale, and retired to Neepawa in 1968; Weldon Roy,
who married Gladys A. McGhie, they farmed in
Rosedale, retiring to Neepawa. Weldon died in 1980; Ida
Elizabeth, who married Thomas Holmes, and lived in
Neepawa. Following the death of her husband, Ida was
the first guest admitted to East View Lodge where she
resided until her death in 1972; Margaret Hester married
Arthur A. Smith, and they farmed in Rosedale; Mary
Ellen married James V. McLaughlin, they also farmed in
Rosedale. She died in 1981; Lucie Stella married William
Edgar Coulter. They lived in a number of towns in
Saskatchewan where he was a grain buyer. She died in
1965; Beatrice Mildred married Bert Fenwick. They
farmed at Hayfield, Manitoba. She died in 1957; Flossie
died in infancy; Florence Bell married Maurice Habkirk,
they farmed in Langford, later retired to Neepawa;
Flossie May married Allan Scott. They lived in Neepawa.
She died in 1971.
Robert M. Buchanan was a member of the Loyal
Orange Lodge and for some time was a member of
I.O.O.F. until his death. He died in 1927, following a
long illness.
Elizabeth Buchanan died in 1937. They are buried in
Rosedale Cemetery.
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Dr. Bugg's home and ojjice, Eden.

DR. EDWIN EDWARD BUGG
by Jessie Graham

Dr. E.E. Bugg was born at St. Mary's, Ontario in
1879. He came to Manitoba with his parents, a brother
and a sister. He taught school for a few years before
entering the University of Manitoba to study medicine.
On his final exams he missed earning the scholarship by
one mark for highest marks.
Dr. Bugg settled in the village of Eden in 1915. His
mother kept house for him after his father passed away.
In 1930 he built a larger house to accommodate both his
office and living quarters. It is still in good repair today.
Dr. Bugg was essentially a rural doctor, serving a very
large area comprised of Polonia, Eden, Mountain Road,
Birnie, Riding Mountain. In summer he made his house
calls using his early model car, or when the roads were
muddy, by team and buggy. In winter he travelled by
team and cutter.
He was on call 24 hours of the day and went out in
weather that only Manitoba can hand out. There were
times, returning home late at night in a blizzard, that he
would miss the Eden corner and wonder where he was.
Once, crossing a bridge in a blinding rain-storm, his team
went over the edge of the bridge, down onto the stones
below. Dr. Bugg, upon ascertaining that one of the
horses had suffered a broken leg, unhitched the team and
rode the other horse to the nearest farmhouse, asking the
farmer to please take a gun and put the injured horse out
of pain.
Often, returning late at night, he would find urgent
calls awaiting him, so he simply changed teams at the
livery barn and started out again.
The 'flu epidemic of 1918 was a trying time for Dr.
Bugg as he was almost constantly on the road answering
calls. Many families in this area can attest to the faithful
work of Dr. Bugg. Of these I will touch on only two.

During the polio epidemic of 1916, his cousin's little
girl in the Mentmore district came down with a crippling
case of polio. The family sought the help and advice of
Dr. Bugg. In his concern for this little patient, Dr. Bugg,
after his day's work was finished in his own area, would
drive the 25 miles over rough country roads to the little
girl's home, and assist and advise the parents in giving the
child hot baths and massaging limbs with warm oil. The
grateful family ever to this day say that it was those
treatments that saved the little girl from being crippled.
The second story I will touch on relates to a farm
accident. A man was cutting hay with a horse-drawn
mower when something went wrong and he dismounted
from the mower to investigate. His small four-year old
son saw his daddy stopped not far away and ran over to
him. By chance the boy put a hand on the mower knife
just as the team took a restless step forward. The little
boy lost the first joints of three fingers. The distraught
father tied the team, grabbed up the boy and the finger
pieces and raced for Dr. Bugg. Luckily, the doctor was in
his office. He "froze" the boy's hand and carefully
stitched the finger pieces back on and the operation was a
success.
Early in his practice of medicine Dr. Bugg saw the
necessity of having a drug store in the district, as in
winter especially, the roads to Neepawa were often
blocked with snow, so Dr. Bugg opened a well stocked
one in Eden.
Dr. Bugg also pulled teeth and prescribed glasses. As
well as all this, Dr. Bugg acted somewhat of a banker, in
that he cashed cheques for surrounding farmers when
they were unable to get to the banks in Neepawa.
In his younger days, Dr. Bugg enjoyed singing in the
choir. He also enjoyed skating when he had leisure
evenings. He took an interest in the young people and
often advised and encouraged them.
The doctor died quietly in his office in December,
1952, and was buried in Riverside Cemetery, Neepawa.

FREDERICK SAMUEL BURGESS
by Ian R. Burgess

Fred moved to Neepawa from Minnedosa in 1929,
having bought Hodgkinson's Meat Market on Hamilton
Street from Harry Hodgkinson. Prior to that Fred had
worked in the family business "J. Burgess & Sons" in
Minnedosa.
He moved to Neepawa with his wife Marie Norine
(MacDonald) of Glenboro, Manitoba, and two sons, Joe
and Don. A third son, Ian, was born in Neepawa in 1931.
Fred operated Burgess' Meat Market at its original
location, although the building changed hands and he
operated in a space leased from the Neepawa Co-op until
1948. In that year he bought out Bates' Grocery, across
the street from his original meat market. He operated
there under the name Sunnyside Grocery until his
retirement in 1969. The store is now the site of the
Beautiful Plains School offices.
During his years in Neepawa, Fred put in a term on the
school board and was president of the Legion when they

were planning their building (1948 or so). He also has
been a long time supporter of the Golf Club and has been
chairman of various committees over the years. Still a
faithful golfer, Fred has been a long time bowler, both
five and ten pins. In the past he was an avid curler and
baseball player, and was a member of the Neepawa Rifle
Club, and was a hunter.
Norine, until her death in 1952, was an active supporter of the St. James Anglican Church and of the
Hospital Ladies Auxiliary. Subsequently Fred was
married to Mary (McFadyen) McIntyre of Eden.
Fred and Norine's three sons are:
Frederick Joseph (Joe) - 1923. He attended school in
Neepawa and won a scholarship to the University of
Manitoba. After completing a year at the University, he
enlisted in the R.C.A.F. and qualified as a navigator.
Upon his return from overseas Joe entered the Faculty of
Medicine in Winnipeg. He graduated in 1950 and
practised for a year in Erickson. He then went to Leduc,
Alberta for some months. He returned from there and
spent some months as a locum tenens in Alec Howden's
practice in Neepawa. Joe then went to Winnipeg where he
began studies in Internal Medicine. He finished his
studies at Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario. In the
meantime he was married to Holly Orgryzlo (Winnipegosis) and practised medicine in Brandon and
Dauphin before joining the Abbott Clinic in Winnipeg.
Joe has now ceased practice due to ill health. Joe and
Holly have five children:
Elizabeth Ann - 1957 - Graduated from the University
of Manitoba in Biological Sciences and is studying for her
Masters Degree at the University of B.C. Frederick
(Freddie) - 1958 - Graduated in Commerce from the
University of Manitoba. He is now working in Winnipeg.
Jean - 1960 - is married and living in Winnipeg and going
to university. Robert (Bobby) - 1962 is enrolled at the
University of Manitoba. William (Billie) - 1963 - is also
enrolled at the University of Manitoba.
Harold MacDonald (Don) - 1928 - Attended school in
Neepawa where he won the Governor General's Medal.
He won a scholarship to the University of Manitoba and
entered law school after 2 years pre-law. He practised in
N'eepawa for a year and then worked in Winnipeg before
moving to Calgary to work for Dome Petroleum (where
he became secretary of the company). He now practises
law in Calgary. He married Christina (Chris) Moore of
Winnipeg in 1951 and they have three sons:
Michael - 1956 - a graduate in Philosophy from Spring
Arbor College, Jackson, Michigan. He is now studying
for his Ph.D. (with the support of a Sir James Lougheed
Scholarship) at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville,
Tennessee. Patrick - 1959 - is studying law at the
University of Alberta in Edmonton. Grant - 1963 - is
enrolled at the University of Calgary.
Ian Robert - 1931 - Born in Neepawa and attended
school here. He won the Governor General's Medal and a
scholarship to the University of Manitoba. He earned his
B.A. and M.D. in Manitoba. He practised medicine for 2
years in the Hutchinson practice - 1963-65 and then
returned to the Winnipeg Children's Hospital where he
specialized in Pediatrics. Ian now practises in Calgary.
He married Gwendoline Sweet in 1960 and they have two
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children:
H. Norine - 1962 - now studying at the University of
Calgary. David - 1964 - in Grade XII at Central
Memorial High School in Calgary.
The Burgess dogs were famous. Happy was the large
brown collie with the white ruff and he would protect any
baby left on the property from everyone including the
babe's mother until one of the boys or Norine or Fred
came along. Bomber, the big black labrador-cross, would
climb the stairs to the second floor in the old Neepawa
public school to visit Ian in the old grade VII room - all
the while balancing a piece of cord wood in his mouth.

JOHN JOSEPH BURNASH FAMILY
by Pearl Elves

John Joseph Burnash came West from Gananoque,
Ontario area in 1903 and worked on a farm east of
Waskada, Manitoba. In the winter of 1908 he returned to
Ontario and married Mary McDonald of Lansdowne,
Ont. He brought his bride West to what he thought
would be greener fields which were to prove to be not so
green in some of the years ahead. They farmed in the
southwest corner of Manitoba until 1934, and raised a
family of three boys and four girls, losing one son,
Bernard, in 1929 at the age of seventeen.
The early thirties were tough times for everyone, but
especially so in the southwest corner of Manitoba. In
1931 not a bushel of grain was harvested due to drought,
very little in 1932 and 33, and prices were hitting rock
bottom - eggs were selling for 5¢ a dozen.
In the summer of 1934 the Burnash family made the
decision to move out of the drought stricken area. Mr.
Burnash made a trip to Neepawa with regard to an advertisement in the Free Press Prairie Farmer from R.P.
Connell with regard to the purchase of horses, as Mr.
Connell had lost his horses in a fire.
Mr. and Mrs. Burnash were impressed with the area
with its green fields, abundance of trees and creeks, and
so with a few milk cows and what could be loaded on
racks, wagons and a 1929 Chevy truck, left the Medora
district in southwest Manitoba, with its drought,
grasshoppers, Russian thistles and sandstorms behind,
and headed north to the Neepawa area on July 10, 1934.
The men were able to do custom harvesting that fall
and the three oldest girls obtained domestic positions in
the area.
We'lived in the R.P. Connell brick house until the end
of November, when the Shorten farm SE 26-14-16 was
purchased.
In 1935 crops were poor due to rust, 1936 was a very
dry year and in 1937 the crops were badly hailed.
Conditions and prices began to improve in the next few
years and with much perseverance and hard work, we
were able to keep going. Cream cheques kept us supplied
with groceries, as well as helping out with fuel and
machinery repairs. Fruit trees, a large raspberry patch
and vegetable garden also helped to supplement the
grocery bill. In 1945 Mr. Burnash decided to let son
Donald take over the farm. Mr. and Mrs. Burnash retired
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Mr. and Mrs. Joe Burnash 60th Anniversary.

to Neepawa, and built a two-bedroom bungalow on the
corner of Mill Street and 2nd Avenue (the former
location of Fusee McFeetors Sash and Door Factory).
From 1945 to 1959 he built nine more houses which he
rented. In 1959 he built a large three-storey block across
from Hazel M. Kellington School when he had reached
the age of 75.
In 1968 Mr. and Mrs. Burnash celebrated sixty years of
marriage, with all their family home to join in the
celebration.
Mrs. Burnash passed away in 1968, and Mr. Burnash
in 1969. Donald (who never married) worked long and
hard on the farm until he retired a few years ago due to
rheumatism. He has been a resident of East View Lodge
since April, 1976.
Pearl, the eldest daughter, was needed to help out at
home, and quit school after completing Grade 8. She
spent the next seventeen years at home and as domestic
help for several other families. In 1944 she married Fred
Elves at Neepawa, and they farmed in the Neepawa and
Gladstone areas until 1965 when Fred's health began to
fail, then moving in to Neepawa. Fred passed away in
June, 1971. They raised a family of three: John married
Echo Dugdale in 1972 at Bellevue, Alberta. They live in
Pincher Creek, Alberta. Echo, a former secretary, is kept
busy at home with their four children: Bradley, RebeccaJo, Roberta and Jennifer. John completed a course in
building material merchandising for which he received
numerous scholarships. He was then employed by Beaver

Threshing 1925-26
J. Burnash.

Rita married Barry Levandosky of the Eden district.
Barry is employed by Motor Coach Industries in Winnipe~, and Rita is a secretary for Tri-Line Trucking;
VIckI attended the University of Manitoba, receiving a
degree in Home Economics and is employed as a
department manager for Eatons of Calgary. She is
married to Gordon Davis who is a manager for
Household Finance.

RANALD(SCOTTY)BURNETT
Lumber and until recently was a store manager. He is
presently with Home Building Centre. Emmett married
Karen Wiley, a registered nurse, in Brandon in 1973.
They have three sons: Michael, Robert and Andrew.
Karen is making use of her skills at home with them.
Emmett, who grad\.l.ated from Brandon University with
the 1971 Governor General's Gold Medal, completed his
studies in medicine with honors and is presently
specializing in pediatrics at the Brandon Clinic. Marie, a
secretary after graduation, married Joe Bialkoski in
Winnipeg in 1972. They have a family of three sons:
Peter, Colin and Ryan. Joe farms and is a serviceman for
Inter~City Gas in Neepawa.
Ruby took teacher's training and taught school for 27
years. In 1965 she married Grant Andrews and they live
on the farm at Coulter, Man. Ruby has been a 4-H leader
at Melita for 28 years and was awarded the Queen's
Jubilee Medal for 25 years dedicated service, and a trip to
Toronto.
Rose graduated from the Misericordia School of
Nursing in Winnipeg, receiving the gold medal for
highest marks in theory. In 1943 she married Grant
Arbuckle. Grant served overseas with the R.C <\.F. They
have resided in Calgary since 1947. They have two
daughters, Jean and Pat, and a granddaughter Christine
Lynn.
Jim served overseas with the Canadian Army from
1939 to 1945. Upon his return he worked in Uranium City
for seventeen years, later he settled in Edmonton and
worked as a commissionaire at the Young Men's Hostel.
In 1973 he married Ruth Baxter of Edmonton. Jim
passed away suddenly in 1977.
Vi received her education at Stoney Creek school and
Neepawa Collegiate, completing the business course, and
was employed at the Bank of Montreal in Neepawa for
three years. In 1946 she married Nathan Cameron and
they farmed in the Stoney Creek district until 1975 when
they sold the buildings and small acreage to Bob and
Carol Quesnel. Nathan was employed with the Department of National Defence for 25 years at Neepawa and
Shilo, is now retired and living in Shilo. Nathan and Vi
have five children: Diane, who is employed with Community and Social Services, Brandon, and is married to
Brian Hutchison, formerly of Virden, and a Highways
Dept. surveyor. They reside in Brandon; Jo Ann (Mrs.
Ted Greenhalgh), Ted is a self-employed consulting
engineer, Jo Ann is his secretary. They reside in Winnipeg; David is employed by Hares Cartage, Neepawa,
and married Ivy Sunley, L.P.N. of Decker, Manitoba.
They have three children, Darryn, Tanya and Robert;

by ThomasA. Faulkner

Born on November 17th, 1890, at Old Meldrum near
Aberdeen in Scotland, Scotty as he was affectio~ately
known, hardly knew his father who died when Scotty was
three years old, and his mother had many hard times to
face, for food and clothing for the family. He began to
work. when he could walk, little schooling, and was
wor~mg regularly when he was twelve to help the family
reqUIrements.
He also was apprenticed to saddlery, and this
knpwledge was useful at work when he arrived in Canada
in 1910 doing some in the short work days in the wintertime. He found this very beneficial for quite a few
years, when horses were in vogue. His farming days
started around Oberon, Manitoba, helping with chores
for the farmers until he became able to fend for himself.
He always adapted well, also learning to butcher cattle
selling it door to door, meeting many who wanted help.
very thrifty person, he learned from many dire straits as a
child in Scotland. He was well liked. He also helped a
younger brother, but his brother died early in life, and is
also buried in Neepawa.
Scotty started a butcher business with a Mr. Dunn in
Neepawa for a few years, and was very successful until he

A

Ranald "Scotty" Burnett.
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finally decided to go it alone. Also he bought horses for a
contract to supply the needs for bush cutting iIi Ontario.
Many of the horses were from Alberta, Saskatchewan
and also Manitoba. He supplied them for Mr. Al Buell
and did a good business. His name was known by this
time in many parts of Canada, again gaining a reputation
for being a hard working man and making many friends.
He was first married to a Miss White who bore him his
three boys and three girls, Alex, Mack, Donald, Jean,
Peggy and Jessie. Jean passed away fifteen years ago at
Duluth, Minnesota, U.S.A. Alex now lives in Brandon,
Mack, Peggy and Jessie in Calgary, Alberta, and Donald
lives at Thompson, Man.
Scotty always considered Neepawa his home town, but
he travelled many times back to Scotland renewing old
faces. After his first wife died he married Rita to continue
bringing up his family at his new home of Sleepy Hollow,
where he continued the butcher business in fine style until
he retired at the age of 84, still serving most of Neepawa
with his fine chosen meats. His name was well known at
the many auction marts for his fine selections of cattle.
He loved his Scotland, he loved their beloved poet
Robert Burns, and could recite perfectly the many poems
in his Scottish brogue, the dialect of Robert Burns, and it
was to many of his listeners a grand treat, even if they did
not fully understand the words.
Until Scotty passed away in October, 1981, every
person was his friend, and he loved to have them visit
him. He had very little illness throughout his term of life.
He would have been 91 years old if he had lived four
more days, but he was satisfied of himself at the end, a
resident of Manitoba for 70 years.

away in 1970. His wife, Clara, sold her home and moved
into the East View Lodge in 1981. She loved flowers and
doing handicrafts.
Dorothy, their eldest child, married Ken Martin in
1941. They live on the Martin home place at Oberon yet.
They had 3 children: Verna, Lorraine and Robbyn.
Verna married Gerald Wilson in 1968 and passed away in
1979, leaving three small children. She had taught over
ten years. Lorraine, now Mrs. Ron MacDonald, married
in 1968 and has taught since 1967. They live near Stony
Mountain, Manitoba, and have a girl, Catherine. Their
son, Robbyn, works at Agri-Ease Equipment at
Neepawa.
Leonard, the eldest son, married Bernice Bateman in
1956 and lives on his father's farm. He served in World
War II.

Clara and Jim Burton's Family Picture, 1941-42. Back Row, Left to
Right: Robert, Len, Frank. Front: Jim, Irene, Dorothy, Audrey, Clara.

JAMES BURTON
by Dorothy Martin

James Burton, a strong adventurous Englishman,
came from Salisbury Plain in southern England to
Manitoba in the spring of 1910. Arriving in Winnipeg, he
soon found a job with Rod McKenzie, building a race
track in west Winnipeg. Rod was the son of McKenzie, of
McKenzie and Mann, the big firm of railroad construction contractors who built much of the C.N.R. In
the fall he landed at Neepawa and worked for Stephen
Benson, a farmer south of town for a couple of summers.
Jim and his brother, Theodore, moved into the
Glenholm district about 1913 and farmed south of the
present home site. He married Clara Walker, daughter of
Dan Walker, in April 1918 and settled on the James
Sutherland farm in the north-west corner of the district.
They had a family of six - 3 boys and 3 girls: Dorothy,
Leonard, Wilfred (Bob), Frank, Irene and Audrey. He
served as a school trustee and board chairman for several
years. After spending many years farming, the Burtons
retired to Neepawa in 1951, later moving to Brandon in
1963. Jim loved gardening and woodwork. He passed
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Wilfred (Bob) has never married. He lives with Len
and his wife, farming his land further west.
Frank, the youngest son, joined the R.C.A.F. in 1940
during World War II. He lost his life in a hostel fire in St.
John's Newfoundland in 1942 after being rescued from
the sinking Newfoundland-Nova Scotia steamship ferry
which was torpedoed by a German submarine in October
1942.
Irene wed Lawrence Bateman, a brother of Len's wife,
in 1954 and lives on the Bateman home farm at Arden.
They were blessed with a family of four: Lonnie,
Darlene, Kelly and Julie. Lonnie, a welder, wed Dorothy
Banman in 1978 and has one daughter, Shannon. They
live in Brookdale. Darlene graduated as an L.P.N. in
1977 at St. Boniface Hospital - spent 3 1/2 years nursing
at Winkler and is presently at the Assiniboine Hospital in
Brandon. Kelly takes part in the bull riding and bronco
riding events when not farming or working on the oil rigs.
Julie is attending the Neepawa High School.
Audrey, the youngest Burton girl, (now Mrs. H.G.
Uthe) lives in Saskatoon and has two married daughters,
Wendy and Joanne, and two grandchildren.
All of Jim and Clara's daughters were teachers - also
two granddaughters.

Irene and Lawrence Bateman's Family, October 1979. Back Row:
Lonnie, Lawrence. Front Row: Dorothy, Julie, Irene, Darlene, Kelly.

BURTON FAMILY
by Mrs. G. (Sibyl) Burton

William Burton was born in England in 1821. He
settled first at Sadowa, Ontario, where he married Sarah
Manning who had emigrated from Ireland with her
family. Later they located at Cambray.
Joseph was the third son in a family of six boys. In the
summer of 1880 he left the family home where he had
worked, and went west to Manitoba and the Minnedosa
area to found a home for himself and his future bride. On
June 28, 1880, he filed for a homestead north-east of
Bethany - SW 12-16-17, near the first Murchison church.
Provisions such as a bag of flour, were back-packed from
Portage la Prairie, a distance of eighty miles - also lumber
for a table from Minnedosa (12 miles). At Minnedosa in
1881, he was married to Eliza Burgess by Rev. J. M.
Wellwood. (Eliza was the sixth child in a family of four
boys and seven girls born to Samuel and Anne (Cook)
Burgess. They had migrated to Manitoba that spring
from Fenelon, Ontario.)
Their wedding presents included a cow from Eliza's
father and a hen from a neighbor, Mrs. Murchison. For
awhile they pioneered, living in a log hut with thatched
roof. In the first years of frontier life, Eliza told of
hunting the cows whilst being in constant fear of Indians
and wild animals. Gathering firewood and dry cow chips
were daily chores. Joseph worked steadily at clearing
land, cutting hay with a scythe and getting out a supply of
winter firewood. The first crops were harvested with a
cradle and flail. There were two sons (Noble and Gilbert)
and four daughters (Roxy - Mrs. Foster Orr, Vancouver;
Emily - Mrs. Everett Barron, Neepawa; Flossie - Mrs.

Charles Ash, Ochre River; Maud - Mrs. Charles Warren,
Franklin).
The Burton children were only given one name - the
reason, their parents "couldn't afford anymore"! Aunt
Maud used to tell of staying home from school at harvest
time to keep the blackbirds off the oat crop and also to
herd the cattle.
In 1888, because of early killing frosts in the Bethany
area, Joseph moved his family to NE 24-15-17, near
Franklin, which he had bought from James Ennis for the
sum of $505.00, and established a successful farm
business. The children attended Coldstream School and
Joseph served as trustee for some years. Another contribution to society was that of cornering (dove-tailing)
log buildings whenever a building "bee" was held. Logs
for the first Bethany school were cut and hewn by him.
The Saskatchewan Trail was only a short distance away
as it crossed the Stoney Creek, just west of their farm.
Mr. Pat Burns, cattle trader, used to visit and have dinner
at the Burtons' when on a trip. Eliza told of washing his
socks on one of these trips. Another of Eliza's anecdotes
told of watching an Indian while he stealthily crept up to
the remains of a pig which Joseph had butchered and
snatched it up to cart it off to his squaw. And still
another story relates how she was able to walk all the way
to visit her neighbor, the Petch's, a distance of half a
mile, on a row of cordwood which had been piled beside
the road.
In 1911, after thirty years of farming, Joseph sold his
half section to his eldest son, Noble, for $10,000.00. He
and Eliza retired to the village of Franklin where he
worked as a casual helping hand. He died in 1923, age 66,
respected by all who knew him. Eliza died in 1940 at age
83, well remembered for her jolly disposition and
practical jokes. She had been active in church and
community affairs. They were Presbyterians until
Church Union which took place at Franklin in 1925.
Their home became the home for the Pool Elevator
agents.
Roxy (1882 - 1969) married Foster Orr in 1903 and
farmed near Neepawa on SE 2-15-16. One son, Stanley,
died in infancy. During the late 1920s they moved to
Richmond, B.C. Foster died in 1964, Roxy in 1969.
Emily (1885 - 1954) See Barron Story.
Noble (1887 - 1960) married Stella Matilda Orr in 1914,
at the home of her parents, Ephriam and Isabella Orr,
also early homesteaders of the Franklin area. They
farmed successfully for forty-five years and experienced
the transition from horse and steam engine to caterpillar
and gas tractors. Over the years the old buildings were
replaced. In 1921, a lovely brick house was built,
financed by one bumper crop of barley on the east
quarter. Electric power for this home was generated by a
windmill which was used until rural Manitoba received
electricity in 1946.
Noble was school trustee for Coldstream for 25 years.
He was well known as a curler, hunter and municipal
road commissioner for high grade roads and bridges. He
is remembered for his sense of humor and wit. He died at
age 73 in 1960. He is buried in Boyd Cemetery, Bethany,
near his parents, Joseph and Eliza.
Stella was an efficient homemaker, loving mother and
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married and lives
children.

III

Edmonton. There are six grand-

JOE AND BABS BUTCHER
by J. W. Butcher

Left to Right: Maud (Warren), Gilbert, Noble, Flossie (Ash), Emily
(Barron), Eliza and Joseph Burton, Roxy (Orr).

grandmother and kind neighbor. There was always a
cookie in the jar for the children or a piece of pie or cake
for anyone who entered the house. She was an active
member of the United Church, Red Cross and Hospital
Aid. She was especially well known for her artistic
handwork and sewing (every grandchild benefited) as
well as her horticultural interests. The latter years of her
life were spent in the Personal Care Home in Minnedosa
until her death in 1981, age 87.
There were five children born to this couple. Three
sons, all farmers - Hector Joseph (married Irene Cook)
Minnedosa; Galvin Noble (married Sibyl Yerex)
Franklin, on the family farm; Ormand Ephriam (married
Betty Wilmot) Minnedosa. Two daughters - Ruby Isabell
(Mrs. E. Hodgson) Bramalea, Ont; Gwendolyn Edna
(Mrs. J .A. Dowsett) Winnipeg, Manitoba. There are
fourteen grandchildren and 21 great grandchildren.
Flossie (1889 - 1941) married Charles Ash in 1911.
They farmed just northwest of Neepawa, later settling at
Ochre River where they farmed until the death of Flossie
in 1941. She is buried at Bethany. Charlie died in 1972 at
Victoria, B.C.
Maud (1894 - 1971) married Charles Henry Warren in
1916. After a few years in Franklin village, they purchased a farm, NE 10-15-17, where they lived until
Maud's death in 1971. They celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary. Charlie died in 1979. Both are buried in
Neepawa Cemetery.
Gilbert (Gib) 1898 - married Laura Ellen Davies of
Bethany in 1926, and they farmed, making their home on
NE 30-15-16. Gib was a successful farmer. He was school
trustee for Clarksville District for some years. Ellen was a
loving mother and is remembered as one who always had
a smile despite her chronic illness from which she suffered most of her life. She died in 1960, at age 59, and is
buried in Riverside Cemetery, Neepawa. There are two
sons - Joseph Mervyn, and Wilfred Jack. Joe married
Mary R. Hyett and farms the family farm. Jack is
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My wife and I moved to Neepawa in August, 1959
where I served as Inspector of Schools for the Manitoba
Department of Education. At that time my territory
included the school divisions of Beautiful Plains and part
of Rolling River. I supervised 47 rural one and two
roomed schools, 8 elementary and 5 high schools, including Neepawa Area Collegiate.
My wife, formerly Anne Dickison, moved with her
family when she was a very small child, from England to
Virden, Manitoba where her father carried on a harness
making business for many years. She has brothers,
Andrew at Peterborough, Ontario, John at Lethbridge,
Alberta, and sisters Jean at Regina, Saskatchewan, and
Margaret at Nanaimo, B.C. We have no children.
At the age of six my father came with his parents from
England, spending some six weeks trapped in an ice field
off the coast of Newfoundland where the passengers and
crew suffered severe hardships and almost starved. The
family farm was established near Fort Ellice in 1880. My
mother, whose family had arrived at Fort Ellice previous
to that date, was, by her own account, the first white
baby born in the vicinity of Fort Ellice in 1881. The
Assiniboine passed through her parents' farm and her
father operated the "Landing" which was the dock at
which the river boat took on fuel and off-loaded cargo
for the Fort. The Red River Cart trail from Neepawa and
points east branched off at Birtle and crossed our home
farm on the way to Fort Ellice "Landing". Its wheel ruts
were still there when I was a boy.
I have brothers Fred on the home farm at Birtle,
George at Vancouver, B.C., and sisters Nell and Wynne
at Kamloops, B.C. My sister Wynne trained as a nurse in
Neepawa hospital on or about 1940.
Since retiring as School Inspector in 1970, my wife and
I have become "Winter Texans", spending each winter in
the valley of the Rio Grande where we have made
numerous American and Canadian friends, and have
participated actively in senior citizen activities. However,
we are always glad to come home each spring to the Most
Beautiful Town in Manitoba.

GEORGE BYRAM F AMIL Y
by the Byram/amity

George Byram married Harriet Ann Richardson in
Peterborough, Ontario, in 1898, and the couple
honeymooned at Niagara F~lls. Har~iet ha.d I?ut herself
through business college III DetrOlt, MIchIgan, and
worked as a stenographer the eight years prior to her
marriage.
They had four children while living at Keene, Ontario,
namely: Myrtle, Archie, William and Harry. In 1906 they
moved to Firdale, Manitoba, where two more were born,
Clair and Margery. In the process of moving to Oberon
in 1917, they drove past Tom Freeborn's farm near
Wellwood. The ever-hospitable Mrs. Freeborn had them
come in to get warm and Dad always said that never did
anything taste as good as the hot chocolate and biscuits
she served them that bitterly cold March day.
The family grew up and scattered. Myrtle taught many
years in the school for the deaf in Winnipeg. Later she
followed sister Margery to California and eventually
married Dr. Joseph Matern, and is now residing in
Miami, Florida.
Archie farmed all his life near Oberon. He married
Pearl Beck and they had three children; Myrtle (Mrs. R.
Wilson of Wellwood), Stanley of Neepawa whose wife
Elaine was an Elmhurst from Carberry, and Ray who
married Lyle White of Neepawa and their residence is on
the home farm at Oberon. There are nine greatgrandchildren in this branch of the family.
Harry stayed home and managed the farm for his
parents until their retirement to Carberry, then he
married Mrs. Pearl Parfitt, mother of three children:
Selby, Don, both now in Edmonton, and Gail of Aubrey,
California. Later a son was born to them, Clarence, who
lives in Kinsley, Sask. There are nine great-grandchildren
in this branch of the family also.
William (Bill) was widely known, having kept store and
post office at Oberon for years. He married Dorothy
Baker who predeceased him in 1947, leaving two sons Keith of Whitehorse and Edwin of Edmonton. Bill later
married Freda Becker and they had three daughters Betty (Mrs. Ed Redlin) of Brookdale, Lynn of Neepawa,
and Dorothy of Whitehorse. Bill's passing away in 1973
was the first break in the "half-dozen" as he used to refer
to us. Five great-grandchildren in this branch.
Clair spent 15 years in the R.A.F. serving as Squadron
Leader during World War II. He could write a book on
the interesting experiences he has had in the many parts
of the world. He married Phyllis Bell of Medicine Hat,
Alberta, in 1946 and they moved to California where
Phyllis died suddenly in 1973 during a family dinner
party. Clair recently married Lucy Jennings and they
make their home in Packwood, Washington.
Margery taught school at Harte, Manitoba, before
marrying Arnold May. They started the treck to
California in 1939. They raised three sons; Byram who
followed construction, Morgan a doctor in Reno,
Nevada, and John, also in construction at Elma,
Washington. All are married with families of their own.
There are two sets of twins in these seven greatgrandchildren.

Arnold passed away in 1975. Margery remarried in
1978 to Russel Vaughan, but he lived less than a year and
died from heart attack, and Margery was a widow again,
but living in the same town as Clair, Parkwood,
Washington.
At this time, November 1981, there are 30 greatgrandchildren in the George Byram family.

CAMERON FAMILY
by Chas. E. Cameron

Charles Angus Cameron was born at Cobourg, Ontario in 1958, one of a family of ten boys and one girl.
His parents, John and Dallas Cameron, had emigrated
from Inverness, Scotland in 1855.
He was fortunate to be able to receive a good education
and attended industrial school to learn the carpenter
trade.
In 1877, Charles and two of his brothers, Rodney and
Simon, decided to seek their fortunes in the West.
Charles worked at his trade in Winnipeg and Portage la
Prairie, contracting the building of the first fire hall and
municipal buildings. On June 2, 1879 Charles married
Mary Little, who had come to Portage la Prairie by ox
cart with her family, Joe and Elizabeth Little, from Bruce
County, Ontario in 1869.
Following their marriage, they moved to a homestead

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cameron - approx. 1900.
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Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Cameron.

in the Rolling River district, north of Minnedosa. Heavy
early frosts prevented the growing of productive crops,
and so in 1882 they moved back to the Glendale area. In
1883 they bought Mrs. Cameron's sister's farm, three
miles west of Neepawa, 25-14-16. The log buildings were
on the bank of Stoney Creek in the centre of the north
side of the farm on what is now Yellowhead highway No.
16. They built a modern two-storey house and farm
buildings. This house was occupied by Camerons until
1961 and has now been demolished.
Charles and Mary were very community minded. He
supervised the building of the first church and school in
the district. Mary acted as midwife until she was seventy
years old.
Out of a family of six girls and two boys, only four
lived over the age of twenty-one: Dallas (Mrs. Bob
Drysdale), Mamie (Mrs. Sam Crabbe), Sadie (Mrs.
Norman Shuttleworth), Edwin; Maggie, Katie and Willie
died in infancy, and Grace died at age 21.
In 1921 Charles and Mary retired to their new home he
had built on Mill Street in Neepawa, leaving a well
established farm (NW 25-14-16) to their son Edwin. They
continued to enjoy good health and a happy retirement
until Charles passed away in 1939. Mary returned to the
farm to live with her son and daughter-in-law, Ed and
Grace. She attended the christening of her first great,
great grandchild, Stacey Veale, and was a special guest at
Winnipeg's 75th anniversary celebrations. She had
passed through Winnipeg five years before Winnipeg
became a town. She was never hospitalized, and enjoyed
good health until the day she passed away at the grand
old age of 89, in 1949.
Ed married Grace Little of Fork River in 1916. They
had three children, Charles, Mabel and Nathan.
Ed, like his father, was very active in community
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affairs, serving many years on the local school board and
drama clubs, and always ready and willing to help
wherever and whenever needed.
Grace's father passed away suddenly in 1920, and her
mother came to live with them. The two grandmothers
shared a bedroom at the big house for ten years and were
never known to have quarrelled or had a disagreement.
Ed remained on the farm until his death in 1955.
Grace's mother (Mrs. Little) passed away III
November, 1955, after an illness of three years.
Grace spent her summers at the farm and her winters
travelling until her death in October, 1961.
Charles Edwin stayed and worked with his father on
the farm. He married Margaret Smith of the Salisbury
district in 1942. Charles built a small bungalow in the
yard, selling this one and building a larger one in 1956,
also a set of out-buildings, including barn and shed. They
raised three children. Donna, who married Edward
Perrett in 1966, and have three boys, Jason, and twins
Craig and Mark. These boys are sixth generation of
Littles and fifth generation of Camerons.
Donald married Barbara Lindsay in 1977. He is employed by the Pool elevator. Neil is employed with
construction work.
After 32 years of farming the home farm, Charlie and
Margaret retired to Neepawa in 1973, selling the yard and
small acreage to his nephew, David. Charlie worked with
his son-in-law, Ed Perrett, for many years doing stone
and brick work. They are active members of Knox
Presbyterian Church and Charlie is a representing Elder.
Mabel attended Stoney Creek school and Neepawa
Collegiate. In 1939 she married Frank McDonald of
Rosetown, Saskatchewan. Frank worked on elevator
construction for a couple of years, then became a United
Grain Growers buyer at Ashville and Russell, retiring in
1981. Frank and Mabel now make their home in Winnipeg, spending several months each winter at Weslaco,
Texas. They have one son, Ronald, who is employed by
Great West Life in Winnipeg, daughter-in-law Lorraine,
a teacher, and granddaughter Kathryn. They reside at
Stony Mountain.
Nathan enlisted in the Army in September 1939,
serving in England and also serving in the Navy from
1941 to 1945 on convoy duty in the North Atlantic. After
the war, he returned to the farm, and in June 1946,
married Vi Burnash of the Stoney Creek district. They
purchased the NE 1/4 26-14-16, where they lived until
1975 when the buildings and small acreage were sold to
Bob and Carol Quesnell. Nathan was employed with the
Department of National Defence for 25 years at Neepawa
and Shilo, and has now retired. Nathan and Vi have five
children: Diane (Mrs. Brian Hutchison) with Community
and Social Services, Brandon; Jo Ann (Mrs. Ted
Greenhalgh) Winnipeg; David (employed by Hares
Cartage, Neepawa) and married Ivy Sunley, L.P.N. of
Decker, Manitoba; Rita (Mrs. Barry Levandosky)
secretary for Tri-Line Trucking, Winnipeg; Vicki Lou
Cameron-Davis (Dept. Manager for Eaton's of Calgary).
They have three grandchildren, Darryn, Tanya, and
Robert Cameron. It is interesting to note there have been
five generations of Camerons residing on the Cameron
farm (NW 25-14-16).

with their life in Manitoba. There was no school the first
winter for the young family, so Tilly, as Matilda was
called, helped with the meals and the dishes at the
sawmill.

Mr. and Mrs. H. Campbell- 1903.

The Cameron House. Mrs. Little (Mrs. Cameron's mother), Mrs. Ed.
Cameron, Mabel, Nathan, Ed. Cameron, Charles.

HUGH CAMPBELL FAMILY
by Grace McKee

Hugh Campbell was born at Belgrave, Ontario, in
1874, and came west in 1891. He worked for George
Kerr, a farmer in the Franklin district in the summer, and
at their sawmill at Kerr's Lake in the winter. In 1899, he
purchased the SE 114 17-15-16, three miles northeast of
Franklin, from Jack Mcintosh. In 1903 he met and
married Matilda Koping of Clanwilliam.
Matilda Koping was born in Kromfors, Sweden, in
1882, and came to Canada with her parents, brother and
sisters in 1893. They lived for two years at Thompson's
sawmill, Otter Lake, before buying the homestead near
Lund. The family, at first, were bitterly disappointed

When the Kopings left the sawmill, Jack Thompson,
the owner, gave Tilly a load of lumber for her work, as
money was scarce. Tilly's father took the lumber to
Minnedosa to sell, but as lumber was a glut on the
market, could get no cash, so had to take the value out in
trade. As the Kopings were building a house on their
homestead, Mr. Koping traded the lumber for nails.
At 13 years of age Tilly went out to work for a small
wage and the privilege of attending school in the winter to
learn to read and write English. She had received the
equivalent of Grade nine in Sweden, so the rural school
she attended hadn't really much to offer her,
academically. At 15 she went to work for Mrs. George
Kerr. Tilly often told in later years, of the pie-making
days they would have before going to the sawmill at
Kerr's Lake. It was not unusual to bake up to 100 pies
and freeze them. The men would peel and slice the apples, and Mrs. Kerr and Tilly made the pastry.
In November, 1911, Hugh Campbell purchased the S
1/23-15-16 from Mr. Paul Homer, and moved his family
there on April 12, 1912. Mrs. Campbell remembered the
date very distinctly, as on their way to the farm, Mrs. Ed
Nicholson came out and told them that the news had just
come to Neepawa by telegraph of the sinking of the
Titanic. The first telephone call they received in their new
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Hugh Campbell's house in one ofthefloods.

Hugh Campbell Family - October 1978.

home was from Mrs. George Kitson, telling them the
same thing.
Ten children, three sons and seven daughters, were
born to the Campbells. All the children received their
elementary education at Iroquois School, two miles north
of the farm. For Grades nine to eleven they attended
Franklin School. For Grade twelve, some attended
Neepawa, and some attended Eden. Five of the girls
attended Normal School, as it was called then, to get their
teacher training.
Although Mrs. Campbell had been confirmed in the
Swedish Lutheran Church, and Mr. Campbell was a
Scottish Presbyterian, the family attended St. Martins
Anglican Church at Bridge Creek, a mile north of the
farm. There were not enough local children for a Sunday
School class so the youngsters had to sit quietly through
the service. Often the service was accompanied by the
accidental dropping of pennies before the collection was
taken up. Mrs. Campbell would groan inwardly and
shake her head at the culprit(s).
Mr. Campbell soon added another three-quarters of
land to his holdings making 1 112 sections in all. He
carried on mixed farming, always having a good herd of
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cattle and plenty of pigs. He also raised all his own
horses. He bought a steam-powered threshing outfit to
do custom threshing as well as his own. This required a
lot of help, especially at harvest time. It was not unusual
to hear four or five languages spoken in the large dining
room in the evenings. Often the number of people sitting
down to a meal was over thirty, so this required a lot of
food. The bread was all baked at home and a 100 pound
bag of flour was often baked up in two weeks. Mr.
Campbell believed in large quantity buying, so that flour
was bought in ten bag lots of 100-pounds each, apples in
the late fall were bought five barrels at a time, coffee was
bought twice a year in 30-pound bags. The basement held
four wagon loads of potatoes, enough to see the family
through from one season to the next with some left over
for any needy family in the spring. The coffee pot was
never left empty, but was immediately refilled and kept
warm throughout the day on the back of the stove and
everyone could help himself freely to it. The coffee was
bought as whole beans and every night there was a coffee
grinding session before going to bed. This chore always
fell to one or another of the children, and happy were
they when visiting school friends stayed overnight, they
were fascinated and always begged for a chance to grind
the coffee.
There were good times and bad times. In 1915 Mr.
Campbell harvested a bumper crop of nine carloads of.
Marquis wheat, grading No.1 hard, for which because of
the war, he received a good price. However, in 1923 he
was hailed out in the great hailstorm that travelled from
Regina to Portage la Prairie. In 1935, the year the
Thatcher wheat rusted, his whole wheat crop had to be
burned. In 1936, he had a section of wheat hailed out,
and these were the years of the Great Depression, too. It
was his cattle that helped him survive. Also, in 1936 there
was an outbreak of Western Equine Encephalitis, and
Mr. Campbell lost five fine work horses.
The C.P.R. tracks crossed a part of the farm, and
during the depression years it was not uncommon for
men riding the freights to jump off as the train was going
upgrade, and come to the house, seeking food, and
hopefully, work. They were always given coffee and a
lunch and sent on their way again.
Stoney Creek circled the farm buildings and in the
spring it was a raging torrent. The men around the yard
were always on the alert to pull colts, calves, pigs and
kids from the swirling waters.
Mr. Campbell died in 1949, and Mrs. Campbell in
1965. They are buried in Riverside Cemetery, Neepawa.
They left to mourn their loss, their three sons, John,
Colin, Allen, seven daughters, Anna (Mrs. Argyle
Connell), Jessie (Mrs. Les Graham), Nellie (Mrs. John
Collum), Grace (Mrs. McKee, formerly Mrs. Frank
Drinkwater), Mary (Mrs. Arthur McLaughlin), Shirley
(Mrs. Wilf Brown) and Lorna (Mrs. John Salmon).
There are also twenty-eight grandchildren.
Mr. and Mrs. Campbell's high regard for education
has carried through to the grandchildren. Many of them
have completed university and hold good jobs. One
granddaughter, Andrene Salmon, was offered a
Woodrow Wilson Scholarship towards a doctorate in
literature, upon graduating from the University of

Toronto. Another one, Glen Brown, won the gold medal
for the highest three-year average at the University of
Manitoba in pharmacy. He is enrolling in an American
University to attain his doctorate in pharmacy in order to
go into research. Another one, Shirley Bay (nee
Graham), has already got her Master's Degree in
Education, after obtaining her B.A. and B.Ed. Another
granddaughter, Ella Brown, was accepted into the "Up
with People" group upon graduating from Grade 12 at
Souris. After training in Tucson, Arizona, she spent two
years touring the United States and Europe. She has
completed her term with them and is now enrolled in the
University of Manitoba, taking Commerce.

RICHARD CAMPBELL AND HIS SON,
JOHN NELSON CAMPBELL
by Dorothy E. Campbell and Rita Hockin

Richard Campbell and his wife Eliza Beamer Campbell, as a young couple, left their home in Listowell,
Ontario in 1878, travelling west to the Neepawa area,
where they homesteaded in the Stoney Creek district,
south-west of town.
A sister of Richard, Sarah Letitia, came from Ontario
in 1880. She married Andrew Buchanan, and they too
settled in Stoney Creek. Another sister, Charlotte,
married John McKee in 1865. They, and their six children
arrived in the Salisbury district from Ontario in 1879.
Richard, Eliza and family later moved to the Dumfries
district, where they farmed until 1901. Children born of
this marriage were Melissa (Mrs. Jack Elliott), Maud
(Mrs. Wm. Habkirk), Margaret (Mrs. Wm. Hawkins),
Gertrude (Mrs. James Dunsmore), Minerva Ann, who
died at the age of 13 in 1906, and one son, John Nelson.
Richard was a shrewd business man, and like so many
of the pioneers, confident in the future. He purchased the
Caswell farm, which now takes in that part of Neepawa
from First Avenue west to the C.N. tracks, and from
Main Street (highway) to the Fair Grounds. This area was
known as the Campbell-Wilkins subdivision. It was
surveyed, streets were laid out and cement sidewalks put
down. He did not live to see his dream realized.
Richard was also involved in the grain business.
Quoting from the Neepawa Press, 'Looking Backward':
"In 1908 James H. Davidson and Richard Campbell
entered into partnership as grain buyers and shippers,
and leased the Manitoba Milling Co. Elevators at
Neepawa, Franklin and Minnedosa." He was also involved in other business enterprises.
He built a home on the corner of Main Street and
Fourth Avenue, where he and Eliza resided until his
death in 1928. Eliza died in 1943 at age 86.
Richard's only son, John Nelson Campbell, was born
in 1879 in the R.M. of Langford. He married Louise J.
Pearse of Orillia, Ontario in 1901, taking over the farm
from his father. Over the years three daughters and two
sons were born. They were: Elta (Mrs. Stanford Carr),
Hazel (Mrs. Herb Johnson), Rita (Mrs. Thos. H.
Hockin), Robert Nelson who married Dorothy Horne,
and Richard W. who married Grace Blough.

Mr. Richard Campbell, Mrs. Eliza Campbell.

John Campbell served for many years on the School
Board at Dumfries, and as the Superintendent of the
Sunday School there. He was a faithful member of the
I.O.O.F. No. 16, serving as Past Grand in 1920. He was a
Masonic Lodge member as well.
John and Louise retired from farming in 1937, when
they took up residence in Neepawa. John died of injuries
as a result of a fall in 1942, at the age of 63. Louise passed
away the following year.
There are 11 grandchildren living, Howard Campbell
Carr having died in 1963, and Gary James Campbell in
1979. Of John and Louise's family and their spouses,
Grace died in 1974, Stan Carr in 1975, his wife Elta the
following year, and Richard (Dick) in 1977. Left to carry
on the name of "Campbell" are Robert, his sons Bob
and Scott, and grandson Curtis (the great-great-grandson
of the first Richard).

ROBERT C. CAMPBELL
by The Family

In the year 1880 Mr. and Mrs. Robert Campbell
packed their belongings and with their family moved west
from Leamington, Ontario, to a homestead in Manitoba.
The journey was made by train to St. Boniface, from
there to Portage la Prairie by boat and the remainder of
the trip was by covered wagon.
At that time their family consisted of four boys, one of
whom was crippled, and a five week old daughter. The
baby travelled in a market basket without benefit of
Pampers or disposable bottles.
A log house was built after their arrival on SW 10-1516 in Rosedale Municipality. This house was later the
home of the Bridge Creek Post Office.
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celebrate both their Golden and Diamond wedding
anniversaries.

ROBERT N. AND DOROTHY E.
CAMPBELL
by Dorothy Campbell

Robert (Bert), the second eldest child of John N. and
Louise Campbell of Neepawa, was born in the R.M. of
Langford (SE 23-14-15). This farm is partly covered now
by the waters of Lake Irwin.
Bert attended Dumfries school, and at the time of
writing, two of his teachers, Mrs. Florence Burns and
Miss Lyall Robertson, still reside in Neepawa. Miss H.M.
Kellington was also one of his teachers.
Mr. and Mrs. R.C. Campbell.

During the early years clearing the land of shrubs,
trees, etc., was a major operation and a back-breaking
one. In 1885 on a hot dry summer day, someone started a
fire near Brandon. It quickly spread north-east and was
burning everything in its path. The c.p .R. line was new
at that time and it was hoped it would stop the fire, but
no luck. The next hope was Stoney Creek but again it
only slowed it down. The Campbell place was saved but
their neighbor, Mr. Richard Lea, lost his barns and a
number of pigs. That may have been the origin of barbecuing as the morning after the fire, the Indians came
and had a feast of roast pork.
The fire did clear the land and made farming a little
easier.
In 1885 a school was built on the same section as the
Campbell place and was called Iroquois. Until this time
the Campbell boys had been walking to Glendale to
attend classes. The first teacher at Iroquois was Sir James
A. Calder.
Robert Campbell was active in many community
affairs, was on the school board, served as councillor of
his ward and finally as reeve of the municipality.
A frame house later replaced the log one, and by this
time the family had increased to twelve.
Eight boys - William, who remained a bachelor;
Charles married Louise Robinson; Angus married
Harriet Robinson; Roy, a bachelor; Robert married
Mary Hamilton; Scott married Eva Kilpatrick. Percy and
Colin died as children, the victims of scarlet fever. Four
daughters - Dollie, who married Langlois Lefroy;
Margaret married Duncan Stewart; Mary married Robert
Horner, and Blanche who married Basil Barker.
Mr. Lea played a big role in supplying husbands for the
Campbell girls. He taught young Englishmen how to
farm and these boys were duly warned not to associate
with the Campbell girls, and Mrs. Campbell in turn told
her daughters to avoid those young Englishmen. Human
nature being what it is, three of the Campbell girls
married Englishmen.
Mr. and Mrs. Campbell lived on the farm until their
retirement to the village of Franklin. They lived to
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John Nelson Campbell and Louise J. (Pearse) Campbell.

Robert and brother Dick helped with the operation of
their father's farm, and for some years, that of their
grandfather Richard Campbell which is situated two
miles west of Neepawa on the correction line.
In 1932 Robert, Argyle Connell and George Elliot, all
young bachelors of Neepawa, decided to go to N.E.
Saskatchewan to try their luck there. They settled in the
Carlea district not far from Nipawin. Argyle soon
returned to Manitoba, but Bert and George remained.
In 1936 Robert married Dorothy Evelyn Horne, a
native of Saskatchewan. They farmed in the district until
1952. During that time Elaine, Robert Jr., Lorna and
Diane were born.
Both Bert and Dorothy were active in the community,
taking part in school, church and social affairs. Bert
served on the school board for ten years. They were both
fond of curling. They were keenly interested in the
political scene, and served on the executive at both
provincial and federal level -- an interest and involvement
which has not lessened over the years.
In 1952 a house was bought in Aylsham, just nine miles
from the old home. Here the children were able to attend
high school when that time came. Farmland was purchased north of town, as well as in the Moose Range
district.

Late arrivals -- a son and a daughter, arrived about the
time that the other four were finishing school...Howard
Scott and Heather Jo Anne.
In 1967 Bert decided he'd had enough of farm life, and
the family chose Neepawa as a good place to retire to,
and here Bert has enjoyed 15 years of 'doing his own
thing'.
Jo Anne attended H.M.K., Viscount and N.A.C.I.,
and Scott the latter two schools. Dorothy served as
church secretary for 11 years at Neepawa United, and in
1982 completed 50 years of almost continuous involvement in church school. Interest in the community
and in politics has not diminished for either Bert or
Dorothy.
As to the six children -- Elaine is teaching in Trail,
B.C., Bob is with a farm chemical firm in Saskatchewan,
Lorna is church office secretary at Neepawa United.
Diane is private secretary in a law firm in Winnipeg,
while Scott is with Ebner's Mens Wear in Neepawa, and
Jo Anne is a supervisor in the cosmetic department of
The Bay, Winnipeg. There are 7 grandchildren and one
great -grandchild.
Clement John and Catherine Louise Card.

Back Row, Left to Right: Scott, Robert Jr., Diane, Lorna, Elaine.
Front: JoAnne, Dorothy, Robert.

CLEMENT JOHN AND CATHERINE
LOUISE CARD
by Louise Rey

Neepawa with his sister Gertrude, Mrs. Ed Jones, wife of
a local carpenter. Dad learned the carpenter trade with
him.
Mum was born 1877 in Mount Forest, Ont., where her
father owned and operated a lumber business. She came
out to Neepawa in 1894-5 to visit her brother Harry
Gerhardt, and to work for him in Reed and Gerhardts,
clerking and sometimes serving as telephone operator.
Skatirig parties on Park Lake, cutter rides, church
socials, amateur theatricals, the bicycle club were all part
of the social events that provided entertainment for
young people of that era.
Mum returned to Mount Forest for a year and then
Dad went there in 1896 to claim his bride. Our parents
returned to Neepawa in Feb. 1897 with the Walter Rowes
and other young couples bound for Eden.
Dad continued as a carpenter and a salesman. He went
into the Gents Furnishings business - "The Oak Hall",
about 1907 and continued to 1927. III health and business
reverses resulted in the loss of his business. For more than
twenty years the "Oak Hall' served the gentry of
Neepawa. The store was very modern for that era, well

Information received in 1961, from the Rev. Gardner
Brown, Vicar of Lydbury North, indicates that our
grandfather Robert Michael Card was an accountant
working for the Earl of Powis in the Walcot Estate office. This estate became the home of Robert Clive of
India in 1764. The estate was in Lydbury North and the
home and beautiful old church complete with tower still
stand. Our father, Clement John, his brother and sisters
were baptized and registered there. Our ancestral cottage
was on the estate.
Dad, born in 1868, came to Canada as a young man in
his early twenties. He came to Hamilton, Ont. visiting
sisters and brother, then came on to make his home in
Oak Hall decoratedfor Parade -1919.
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OAK HALL, Neepawa Clothing & Furnishings "IF IT'S FROM OAK
HALL IT'S O.K. "

K oj P Picnic 1912 held in Irwin's grove.

stocked and well displayed. The store was first located on
the premises presently occupied by Hargreaves Drugs,
and later, in the south half of the Neepawa Furniture
Centre. The stock featured buffalo coats and 'Lailey
Trimble' and 'Tip Top Tailors' made-to-measure suits.
The Oak Hall motto and logo was "If its from the Oak
Hall its O.K.!"
Our home was built in 1910 by Dad. He planted roses
and a tamarack tree that are still growing beautifully.
Dad was a Charter member of the Knights of Phythias
and a Dokey, also was the first president of the Oddfellows and a member of the Board of Trade. Mum was
an active member of the Women's Hospital Aid Society
and the Red Cross. Dad died in 1929 and Mum in 1965.
We (9) were all born in Neepawa, at home. The first
three died in infancy. The rest of us just 'growed'! - and
we learned our 3 R's from Mr. Palmiter and Mrs.
Cochran.
- Enid Louise graduated as a home economist from
Toronto Tech. She established a career in hospitals in
Philadelphia; public relations and sales with national
dairy firms in the U.S. and with school food programs in
Florida. She married Randolph L. Smallwood of
Philadelphia. They have one son, Randolph Junior and
two grandchildren Kathy and Randy, all living in the
States.
- Bernice Mae was a student of Neepawa's first
commercial class, and became secretary to J.S. Smart,
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first superintendent of the newly created Riding
Mountain National Park, later was in charge of the
Tourist Information Bureau. She married Wilford
Brown, Park foreman. They lived at the park until his
retirement. They had three children: Enid (McDowell),
children Heather, Merilee and Jerry; Corinne (Smith),
children Robert and Linda; Alan - gas station manager,
single.
- Vera Lydia was a sales person in Hardware Dept.
stores in Russell and Neepawa. She married Clare W.
Virtue of Neepawa. They had three children: Catherine
Mary (Renner), children Carol and Brent; Clare
Barrymore, he and Bunny have four children - Kelly,
Lori, Michael, Cory; Joan Louise (Ryding) - daughters
Nancy, Barbara and Katherine.
- William R. (Bill) served his apprenticeship in drugs
with Thomas G. Murphy in Neepawa, receiving his
degree from the U. of Manitoba. Bill pursued his career
in drugs to become western sales manager for Ayerst
McKenna and Harrison of Montreal from Thunder Bay
to Victoria, and then became consultant to the medical
profession for his company. He married Florence McPherson of Winnipeg. They have three sons - John A.,
William R., Donald A., not married, all living in Vancouver.
- Louise - see George and Louise Rey story.
- John Allison V. finished collegiate in June 1939;
joined the army - R.C.E., Sept. 1939 and was in England
in 3 months time arriving there Dec. 17/39. He served
through the Battle of Britain, in Sicily, Italy and the
north west Europe campaign, under Patton and Montgomery. He is now a condominium mgr. He married
Carmen McClay of Surrey, England and they have three
children: Coralie (Serle), children Teresa, Kathi and
Ivale; Roberta Louise, single; John Douglas and his wife
June have two children: Derek Michael and Jennifer
Louise. The families live in the States.
We had a wonderful family life. A bike (no brakes), a
wagon (with steel rims), carriage, skates, go-cart, a great
swing, a piano, a playhouse, and "Fritz" - Bill's dog! We
took measles, mumps, Whooping cough, scarlet fever,
diptheria, the whole bit. Along would come Chief
Williams with the red quarantine cards! What patience
our parents had.
My most poignant memories are of Sundays. Off to
Sunday School at 2:30; home for a walk with Dad around
Park Lake (always a nature study); back to Mum for you guessed it - the inevitable chicken dinner. We got 5¢
for the "Buffalo Bill" matinees on Saturday and shared a
bag of candy.
Ruby Dunlop, a very good friend of Mother's, referred
to us as "Mrs. Card and all her little tickets".

REV. AND MRS. HERB CASSELLS
AND FAMILY
by H. Cassells

The Cassells moved to Neepawa in the summer of 1977
from Asquith, Sask. Previously they had lived in
Medicine Hat, Alta., Trail and Victoria, B.C. Herb was

born in Calgary, Alta., to the Rev. and Mrs. Sam Cassells
who had emigrated from Scotland in 1925. Jean was born
in Richton, Miss., to Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Wade.
Jean and Herb met in Chicago where they were both
studying at Northern Baptist Theological Seminary. They
were married there in 1956 and moved to Victoria, B.C.,
in 1958 following graduation. Herb was ordained in the
Baptist ministry in 1959 in Victoria. He has served a
church in each of the communities where the family has
lived. Herb has been involved in community and
denominational organizations. He served for two years as
president of the Neepawa Ministerial Association, and at
the time of writing he is Moderator of the Manitoba Area
of Baptist Churches.
Bryan and Rosemary were born in Victoria and John
and Sharon in Trail. Bryan expects to graduate with a
B.A. (honours) in psychology from the University of
Calgary in 1983. Rosemary graduated from NACI in
1980 and married Gerald, son of Ron and Beryl Parrott
of Franklin in September, 1981. John graduated from
NACI in 1981, and Sharon is a student in the class of
1983. Bryan, Rosemary and John are also graduates of
The Baptist Leadership Training School in Calgary.

Calvert and Ruby, 1938 at Keyes, Man.

Nursing in 1961. Two years later she married Ron
Lougheed of Deloraine. They have three children; Bruce,
Sheila and Grant. They reside in Grandview.
Lawrence preferred to farm besides doing a lot of
interesting jobs. In 1962 he married Gail Montgomery of
Neepawa. They have four children; Scott, Kevin, Derek
and Myles.

Back Row, Left to Right: Rosemary, John and Sharon. Front: Bryan,
Jean and Herb Cassells.
Calvert on the machine he ran.

CALVERT AND RUBY CATHCART
by Ruby Cathcart

The family of Calvert and Ruby (Buchanan) Cathcart
started at Keyes, Manitoba. From there they moved to
the Inkerman district where they remained for eight years
before moving to Neepawa in 1948.
First daughter Donna arrived in 1938, then Elaine in
1940, Lawrence in 1941, Sandra in 1945 and after a lapse
of thirteen years Barbara appeared on the scene. They all
attended Neepawa schools.
Donna graduated from Normal School in Winnipeg
and taught at Brookdale before marrying Hugh Boyd of
Yorkton. They have three children - Kathy, Jamie and
Patti-Jo. Donna went on to earn her Bachelor of
Education in 1981 at Regina.
Elaine graduated from the Victoria Hospital School of

At edge of town - Yvonne (Waggoner) Allen, Donna, Elaine, Don
Martin, Lawrence, Sandra, Shirley Newton our foster child.
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Sandra graduated from Victoria Hospital in Winnipeg
as a nurse and is now a Public Health nurse. She is
married to Captain R.J. McCauley of Ottawa and they
have one son Cameron.
Barbara graduated from Neepawa School in 1977 in
Business Education. She is married to Arnold Coutts of
Plumas.
After living for fourteen years at the 'Edge of Town'
where our home was open to all the neighbor children
plus numerous boarders and children of the Children's
Aid, of which there were many, we traded our house to
Morley Poole for their farm north of Neepawa.
Lawrence and Gail with their boys are living there now.
We lived in Winnipeg for nine years where Calvert was
able to hold work as a crane operator for the C.N .R. qJ.
which he had worked from 1928 to 1970. He helped to lay
the tracks through muskegs and rock from The Pas to
Churchill and Lynn Lake. He had to retire in 1970
because of ill health.
We moved to Franklin and lived there eight years until
Calvert passed away in 1979. The next year Barbara and I
moved back to Neepawa.
All of the family were interested in sports of one kind
or another. Curling, hockey, baseball and swimming
were a large part of our lives. Barbara was one of the first
lifeguards when the swimming pool was opened in
Neepawa in 1976. Few families can boast of having a son
and four grandsons wearing the Neepawa Natives hockey
sweaters as Lawrence, Kevin, Derek, Scott and Myles
did.

Nine sons and three daughters eventually made up this
family.
After some time on homesteads and in other employment, all the sons but Robert and the three sisters left
in the early 1900's one by one for the West coast, as did
the parents. The sisters had married homesteaders in the
area, Mary Ann to Marsh Scott, Amelia to Alex Fraser,
and Adelaide to Murdoch McIntyre.
Robert having taken a homestead in Eden area,
married a Minnedosa girl, Christina Carmichael, in 1890.
Three daughters were born, Edith, Amelia and Ethel,
Edith marrying Thomas Spafford, Amelia to George
Edwards, farmer of the area, and Ethel to Alex
Hamilton.
Edith passed away in the flu epidemic of 1919, leaving
three daughters who came to live with their grandparents
in Eden.
Millie and Ethel went to Saskatchewan with husbands
to farm and raise their families. Millie still lives in
Nipawin, Saskatchewan, and Ethel in New Westminster,
B.C.
Mrs. Chatwin passed away in 1926, leaving Bob (as he
was known by everyone) with three grandchildren to
raise, Merle, Marie and Evelyn who remained with him
until his death in August 1939.
Mrs. Chatwin lived a very full life, living by the motto
"Love thy neighbor as thyself", and many benefited by
this philosophy.

EDWIN CHEETHAM FAMILY
by Winnie Cheetham

Kevin, Lawrence, Derek, Scott. Front: Myles.

CHATWIN FAMILY
by Merle Coak

Chatwin was not an unfamiliar name III the Eden
district and area in the late 1800's and early 1900's.
Alfred Chatwin and wife Elizabeth left North Keppel,
Ontario with several of their family, arriving in the Red
River valley by boat and ox-cart in 1877, after a short
stay, left by Red River cart for Portage la Prairie and
thence to Eden in 1878.
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Edwin Cheetham, born in Macclesfield, England, and
Catherine MacKinnon, of Inverness, Scotland, were
married in Hilton, Manitoba and moved to Neepawa in
1908, with their five children, Hannah, Johnny,
Marguerite, Raymond and Norman. Two more children,
Muriel and Preston, were born in Neepawa. "Grandpa"
Cheetham worked as section foreman with the CNR in
Hilton and retired as Roadmaster in 1932, in Neepawa.
He died in April, 1942 and "Gram" Cheetham in 1964.
Hannah - married W.L. Leppert of WeIland, Ontario,
and they had two sons, Jack and Spencer, but also much
sadness when Jack was drowned at Pine Falls in 1928,
and Spencer, a pilot in the Air Force in World War II,
was killed in 1944. Hannah passed away in 1977 and
"Lepp" in 1974.
Johnny - joined the ranks of World War I and was
missing in action.
Marguerite - married Beman Hamilton of Neepawa,
later moving to Cloquet, Minnesota. They had three
children, Jack, of Cloquet, Grace (Mrs. Tom Golds),
Toronto, and Pat, deceased, of Cloquet. They had nine
grandchildren. Marguerite passed away in 1949, and
Beman in 1965.
Raymond - married Nona Farrell, also of Neepawa,
and he also worked with the CNR. When he died in 1959,
at The Pas, he was Master Mechanic, the position now
held by his son, Ted. Their daughter, Muriel Roderick,
resides in Victoria, B.C. where she works as a Registered

Nurse. They have eight grandchildren.
Norman - married Winnie Ellis, also of Neepawa.
Working with the Canadian Salt Company in Neepawa,
he served with the Seaforth Highlanders of Canada in
World War II. They have two daughters, Gayle and
Judy, both of Winnipeg, and three grandchildren. In
1981, Norman was awarded the Order of Merit, the
highest honor given by the Royal Canadian Legion.
Muriel- Mrs. H.C. Cram, resides in Brandon. She has
two daughters, Mrs. Marj Frenette of Chilliwack, B.C.,
and Mrs. Joanne Nicholson of Franklin, Manitoba. She
has nine grandchildren.
Preston - married Vidah Kellough of Neepawa, worked
with the Post Office prior to joining the Queen's Own
Cameron Highlanders of Canada in World War II. Pres
passed away in 1965. One daughter, June, Mrs. Dennis
Forbes, resides in Gimli. They have two sons. Vidah,
remarried Charles Gilbert, now deceased, and she lives in
Portage la Prairie.

THE CHISHOLM FAMILY
by Jean Chisholm

1879 saw three young men, Marc Chisholm, Robert C.
Chisholm (brothers) and their friend Joe Laidler, arrive
here from Berwick-an-Tweed, Scotland. They each
acquired land acreage in the Langford Municipality to
homestead. The first winter they lived in a tent, erected
on the spot where the three corners of their properties
met. They depended on wild game for their livelihood, so
kept a keg of gun powder in their tent - never thinking of
the danger. The following summer they built a shanty
over their tent. Not knowing much about carpentry they
had the boards going up and down. Each year they were
to make some improvements on their land, clearing and
breaking it up with a yoke of oxen. A lot of hard work
but each of them were able to eventually establish their
own homes, marriage and a family.
Marc Chisholm married Elizabeth Little and they lived
in the Brookdale area and then in Neepawa where he
worked for the Langford Municipality as SecretaryTreasurer. They had a large family. Two daughters, Mrs.
Harvey Thomson (Frances) of Neepawa and Mrs.
Elizabeth Ames of Brandon, and one son, George
Chisholm of Oberon still survive.
Robert C. Chisholm married Ruebina Young. They
were married in the Neepawa Presbyterian Church by
Rev. S.C. Murray. Ruebina was a Scottish girl who came
to Canada with her parents. She was a music teacher and
brought her piano with her, which proved to be a blessing
for her family, but she had trouble keeping it in tune in
our cold winters. She had to sell it and buy a Canadian
piano adapted for our climate. They lived on their
homestead in Langford Municipality. They had four
children, Bessie, Robina, Ralph and Robert. Bessie, the
eldest, at ninety years of age resides in Vancouver.
Robina, a teacher, deceased, spent her life teaching at
Nipawin, Saskatchewan. Ralph, now deceased, owned a
garage at Brookdale and later worked as a grain buyer.
He was married to Hazel Smithson and they had two

daughters, Mrs. Audrey Briese and Mrs. Ila McNabb,
both of Minnedosa. Hazel passed away and Ralph later
remarried. Mrs. Bernice Chisholm now resides in
Neepawa. Robert Chisholm was a grain buyer. He
married Jean Cumming. She was a graduate nurse at the
Neepawa Hospital. Her parental home was at Listowel,
Ont. Their first home was at Birdtail, Manitoba.
Through the years they lived at different locations,
coming to Neepawa in 1944. They had a family of three
daughters and one son.
Mildred, their eldest daughter, is a teacher. She
married Ross Drayson and they live at Dufresne,
Manitoba. They have two daughters, Robin and Lee.
Ardith, second eldest, is also a teacher. She married
Larry Lawson of Waskada, Manitoba. They now live in
Selkirk, Manitoba and have a family of four sons. Greg is
a teacher at Minnedosa, Tim a music teacher at Killarney,
Chris a teacher at St. James, and Bradley, the youngest,
is still at home.
Betty, their third daughter, is a teacher. She works as a
teacher supervisor at Medicine Hat, Alberta.
Marc, their only son, is also a teacher. He is VicePrincipal at "Tanner's Crossing School" in Minnedosa.
Marc is married to Elaine Strahl and they have two
daughters, Shannon and Erin.
Robert Chisholm died in 1976. His wife Jean now
resides at East View Lodge in Neepawa. She is very much
enjoying the life there.

THE ROBERT CHISHOLM STORY
(1850-1922)
by Audrey (Chisholm) Briese

Robert Clark Chisholm was born on Ford Hill Farm
near Newcastle, England in 1850. He and his brother
Marcus decided to come to Canada, their father had died
and the family, who were sheep crofters, had been
burned out. They left their mother and the rest of the
family in England, to get a homestead for them to come
to. In 1882 they located on 14-14-16, in the Glendale
District. There they erected a shelter that housed both
themselves and their livestock for the first winter. Story
has it that back in England, when the rest of the family
had pooled their resources to make the trip over ,another
son held up the mother, took the money;' and went .to
Australia, so no one was able to join the boys in Glendale.
Robert and Marcus purchased their supplies at First
Crossing of the Whitemud River (near Westbourne), and
there Robert met Robina Carr Young (born 1851). Mr.
and Mrs. Young and their family of two sons and three
daughters had come from Berwickshire, Scotland (across
the River Tweed from Newcastle) to Toronto in 1879.
They started west by ox cart in 1880. Mr. Young took
very sick on the journey and died. He was buried at Pine
Creek near Gladstone. Mrs. Young continued westward
and homesteaded on 34-11-19, near Forest, which they
named "Marchmont".
One of the daughters, Mary, married John Evans and
had one son Willie, who carried on farming there until
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the late 1950's, and married a former Neepawa school
teacher, Ellen C. (Nellie) Laidler. John R.C. Young took
a farm in the Glanton District, married Grace Donkin,
raised four children, and moved to the Roseland District,
west of Brandon in 1904. Another daughter, Bessie,
married John McIllwraith. The youngest son, George,
became a doctor, and was first employed as a Ship's
Doctor, and later became one of Virden's first doctors.
He had married a Miss Pinio.
When Robina had arrived at First Crossing, she was
hired by a Mr. McArthur, who was a lumberman whose
wife had died, so he needed a governess for his daughter.
She had been a governess in Scotland to children of a
branch of the Royal Family. She married Robert C.
Chisholm and made her home in the Glendale District.
Robert and Robina raised four children; Elizabeth
Edna (Bessie), Ralph Thomas, Robina Carr, and Robert
Clark.
Bessie was born in 1890 in Glendale, as were all of the
children. She was fond of the farm and returned to it
between periods of teaching in different schools in
Manitoba. When the farm was sold in 1934, she moved to
Moose Range, Sask., and operated a store there for a
time. The Depression was at its height and business
wasn't good so she moved to British Columbia, determined to do anything she could to support herself. She
found work in a rope factory, a fish cannery, Boeing
Aircraft Factory and a pickle factory, at which she
worked until she was seventy-five years old. While still on
the farm she was assisted by a young Danish immigrant
named Carl Borg, who is married with children, and lives
in Nipawin, Sask. Carl was a part of the family. Bessie, at
age 91, lives in Vancouver.
Ralph Thomas - (see Ralph Thomas Chisholm Story)
Robina Carr was also a teacher and taught in various
schools in Manitoba before moving to a school at Carlea,
Sask. Late in life she married a long time friend, Jack
Crowley, who also farmed in that area. They retired to
Nipawin and several years after Jack died, she passed
away in July, 1977.
Robert Clark was born in 1896. He helped on the farm
until he decided to go into the grain buying business. He
bought for the U.G.G. at Rossburn, Birdtail and Carrot
River, Sask., before moving to Neepawa and operating
the Ogilvie Elevator there.
In 1927, Bob married Jean Olive Cumming in
Neepawa. Jean had been born in Molesworth, Ont., in
1904, and later came to Neepawa to a drier climate,
because of her asthma. She trained as a nurse in Neepawa
Hospital, obtaining her R.N. and nursing there until her
marriage. They raised four children: Mildred, Ardith,
Marc and Betty.
Mildred Roberta was born in 1927, and has spent her
working life teaching. She taught at Osprey, Miami and
St. Vital. She married Ross Drayson of Neepawa, who is
presently an accountant with a dept. of Air Canada. They
live at Dufresne, Man. and have two daughters, Robin
Jean, born 1964, and Leona Louise (Lee), born in 1966.
Both girls attend school in Steinbach.
Ardith Jean was born in 1930, and taught for one year
at Waskada before marrying Harry Lawson, an employee
of North American Lumber in Selkirk. Ardith and Harry
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have four boys. Greg married Cathy Johnson of Portage
in 1978, and are presently teaching in Minnedosa. Tim
married Jean Comrie of Minnedosa in 1979. Tim teaches
in Killarney and Jean at Boissevain. Chris married
Brenda Mason of Winnipeg in 1981 and both teach in St.
James. Brad lives at home and works in the Steel Mills in
Selkirk. Ardith is presently Director of Volunteer Services for the City of Selkirk.
Elizabeth Robina (Betty) was born in 1936. She also is
a teacher. She taught at Rocky Lane, Alta., Norway
House and Melita before moving to Medicine Hat, Alta.,
where she is a Special Ed. Teacher. Betty has an interest
in writing and has lived in Australia.
Robert Marcus (Marc) was born in 1941 and like the
others he attended school in Neepawa. He went to
Teacher's College in Winnipeg in 1960-61 and taught at
Woodnorth before moving to Minnedosa where he is
Assistant Principal of Tanner's Crossing School. In 1968
he married Elaine Strahl of Minnedosa. Elaine has been
employed by the Royal Bank in Minnedosa, Brandon and
Vancouver, and was secretary for the R.C.M.P. in
Minnedosa. They have two daughters; Shannon, born in
1970, and Erin, born in 1974. They are active in church
and community affairs.
Returning to Robert and Robina, they were determined
to pass on a love of music and culture to their family, and
this resulted in all four children learning, from their
mother, to play the piano and violin. Violins were ordered from Germany, fine pictures were bestowed as
birthday gifts and the table had to be set properly (bread
and butter plates and water glasses were a must at all
times). This was thought to be a bit "high hat" by some
acquaintances.
As the Young and Chisholm families lived in fairly
close proximity, get-togethers were frequent and picnic
baskets were toted to Brandon Fair, Neepawa on July
First, to Clear Lake and other places. Huge family
dinners celebrated all important occasions, and a good
time was had reminiscing. House Parties and dances were
winter fare, and there might be three a week. The sleigh
rides there and home again were as jolly as the dance.
This generation didn't have things easy, but using their
own ingenuity they managed well and worked hard to
have a good time. Friends, neighbours and relatives were
invaluable, and by and large, we, and they, can be very
proud of the kinds of lives they lived and the heritage
they built. May someone be able to say the same of us
when the next history is written.

ALBERT ELI AND VIOLETTA CLARK
by Mary Ellen Clark

Albert Eli Clark came out West from Cobourg, Ontario at the age of twelve in 1883. Several years later he
homesteaded in the Springhill district on SE 33-15-16. In
1899 he took out a patent on the land for $800 from the
Commercial Colonization Company of Manitoba Ltd.
On June 29, 1898 he married Violetta Blackwell. They
raised five children, and lost two in infancy. The four
sons were Eldon R., Eric H., Ivan A., and Orville W.,

membership committee. Mary Ellen is also an active
member of the Beta Sigma Phi Sorority.
David is keenly interested in minor sports and apart
from school activities, plays hockey and baseball.
Donna Mae is active in 4-H and music.
The family farm continues to operate into the third
generation with many outside interests in the Springhill
and Neepawa communities.

HERBERT AND LILIAN CLARK
by The Family

Clark Home.

their daughter was Annis. In 1914 they built a big brick
house which still stands today on the family farm.
In 1929 Albert and Violetta retired to Neepawa and the
farm was taken over by Eric and his wife Lorna Ennis.
They raised three children of which were two sons,
Elwood and Wayne, and one daughter, Norma. In 1961
Eric was deceased, and the farm was taken over by son
Elwood.
In 1964 Elwood married Mary Ellen Harper and they
raised one son, James David, and one daughter, Donna
Mae. Apart from farming Elwood has been active on the
Neepawa United Church Board and is keenly interested
in minor sports. He has been Manager of David's hockey
team for the last four years and is this year serving on the
Neepawa Minor Hockey Association Executive.
Mary Ellen has been an employee of the Royal Bank
staff since its reopening in 1977 and is now the Branch
Administration Officer. Mary Ellen has also been active
in the Neepawa United Church as a Sunday School
teacher and a member of the Worship Committee and

Elwood and Mary Ellen Clark, David and Donna Mae.

William Herbert Clark was the second youngest son of
William Anthony and Mary Ellen Clark. He was born on
the farm his father had homesteaded in the Clarksville
school district northwest of Neepawa on November 5,
1909. He had two older brothers, Stanley Clifford and
George, and a younger brother, Russell John. He also
had an older sister, Louisa. They all received their
education at Clarksville school.
Due to the death of his father in 1916, Herb had to
leave school in the 7th grade to help out at home. After
his older brothers left home he worked the farm himself.
All the field work was done with horses in the early years,
later by tractor. In the fall Herb worked on his brothersin-law's threshing outfit. Much of his winters were spent
cutting wood both for cooking and heating at home, and
for sale in town. When he ran out of other jobs, he could
always pick stones which were in plentiful supply. Most
of his farming was grain farming with always a few cattle
and pigs and chickens for home use and for sale.
Lilian was born at the farm home at Kelwood, the
daughter of Charlotte Matilda and John Frederick
Winthrop, on March 4, 1913. She is the second youngest
of nine children, having had four brothers and four
sisters. She received all her schooling at Kelwood,
Manitoba.
In 1935 she went to the Franklin district to help on the
farm at Ernie Gee's. That winter she went to Franklin to
stay at Mrs. Burton's and keep her company. She stayed
there two years. On October 5, 1938 she married Herbert
Clark at her home in Kelwood and went to live with her
husband on the farm in the Clarksville district, and lived
there until 1964 when after a year's poor health, Herbert
died on August 28th.
In November, Lilian, the oldest daughter Marilyn and
the three youngest daughters moved to Neepawa. They
rented a house at 545 1st Ave.
Lilian worked at sewing and at cleaning until 1967
when she started to work at East View Lodge as a Nurse's
Aid, taking a training course that was offered there, as
she worked. She stayed there for 11 years until retirement
in 1978.
There were six children born to the couple; Marilyn
Joyce in 1939, Beverley Anne in 1942, Lois Linda in
1945 Mary Elaine in 1948, Kathryn Jean in 1951, and
Lore~n Gail in 1954. The children all attended Clarksville
school, going by horse and sleigh in winter, by car or
walking in summer.
Marilyn, Beverley, Linda and Elaine were in
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Clarksville until they finished grade 9. The two younger
ones took part of their elementary and all their high
school in Neepawa. Herb served 2 years on Clarksville
school board.
Marilyn went to Kelwood school to take her Grade X
and boarded at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Max Yerex.
She finished the school term, then because of poor health
she could go no further. In July 1955 she was operated on
in Winnipeg for a brain tumor, after which she went
blind. She worked in the dark room at St. Boniface
Hospital in 1963, but after a year had to quit because of
her health. She was home in Neepawa from then until
August 1971 when she moved in to East View Lodge. She
died there on February 12, 1975, age 35 years.
When Beverley reached grade X, she had to go to a
different school for high school so she went to Winnipeg
to stay with her aunt, Unie Heath. There she attended
Daniel McIntyre and Gordon Bell schools. She came
back to Neepawa to take her grade XII. In 1960-61 she
took teacher training in Winnipeg and taught school at
Macdonald. She married William Robert Finlayson,
second son of William and Irene Finlayson, in 1963 and
lived and taught in Winnipeg. They moved back to
Neepawa where Bob taught and still teaches at the high
school.
Bob and Bev have four children: Pamela Anne born in
1965, died accidentally in 1966; Robert William born in
1966; Cheryl Kathryn born in 1967; and Heather Marie
born in 1972.
They are now living in Neepawa where Bob is VicePrincipal of Neepawa Area Collegiate Institute.
Linda took her high school training in Neepawa, and
when she was 18 she went to work at the Bank of
Commerce in Portage la Prairie and worked there for
four years. While she was there she met Gordon James,
son of Mr. and Mrs. John James of Rathwell. They were
married in Neepawa in 1967. They lived in Rathwell
where Gordon ran a grain elevator, then transferred to
Qu'Appelle in Saskatchewan. Then Gordon took a job
with the Affiliated Inspection Bureau and they moved to
Weyburn where they still live.
They have three children: Graham John born in 1969;
Darryl Shawn born in 1972; and Angela Lynne born in
1980.
Elaine also took her high school at Neepawa
Collegiate. In 1965 she went to Winnipeg to take Teacher
training. She then taught a year at Union school, east of
Neepawa. In 1967 she married Bryan McCutchin, and
taught that year at Orange Ridge school, east of Birnie.
Bryan then took a job at Gull Lake, Saskatchewan, and
Elaine taught there for a year. They came back to live on
the Clark farm. They bought the old Thomas Pierson
farm and this is where they live now.
Elaine and Bryan have three sons: Stanley John born in
1970; Robert Daniel born in 1972; and Douglas Gordon
born in 1975.
Kathy took her schooling from grade 7 on through
high school at Neepawa Collegiate. After graduation she
went to Brandon Community College and took a clerktypist course. She then got a job at Great _West Life
Assurance Company in Winnipeg. She married Frederick
Stanley Forster of Winnipeg in 1974. They have two
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children: Bruce Kevin born in 1977, and Erin Kathryn
born in 1980. They now live in Portage where Stan is an
electrician with McCain's Foods.
Loreen's schooling from grade 5 on was in Neepawa
schools - Hazel M. Kellington, then Viscount and
N.A.C.I. After graduation she went to Winnipeg and got
a job at K-Mart where she worked a couple of years. She
then took a job with Eatons where she has worked both
in the warehouse and in the down-town store. At present
she works in the office at the Eaton warehouse. In 1976
she married Scott Buchanan, son of Mr. and Mrs. W.G.
Buchanan of Winnipeg. Scott works at Eatons in Polo
Park.
In 1968 Lilian bought the house she had rented at 545
1st Avenue and is still living there.

JOHN CLARK
by Viola M. Clark

On July 4th, 1877 at the age of nineteen, John Clark
left England and sailed to New York. He spent two years
in Wisconsin where he learned to farm and also worked
in a cheese factory. His brother Frank, then eighteen,
joined him in 1878, and in the spring of 1879 they set out
together for Manitoba. Letters home to his Mother told
that as they came west by train, they spent Sunday in
Chicago and were surprised to find places of commerce
and amusement were open and doing business. There was
no bridge across the Red River at Winnipeg, and crossing
was made by boat.
Oxen cart and supplies were bought, then they set out
to look for land to homestead. Letters told of hordes of
mosquitoes and of the many times they had to take off
half of their load in order to get across a muddy pond,
then go back for the remainder. After three weeks they
reached the swollen Stoney Creek. Though they had
intended to go on to Rapid City area, they decided they
had unloaded often enough so stayed there.
The receipt for John's homestead, 2-15-16, is dated
May 12, 1879 at Tanner's Crossing. Their first dwelling
was made of poles and canvas and was shared by the oxen
the first winter. Coyotes were plentiful and would chew
the rawhide thongs on the harrows if left out overnight.
John told of carrying flour and groceries from
Gladstone and getting their mail at Tanner's Crossing.
Later the Post Office of Bridge Creek was located on the
Campbell home west of Clarks.
John helped haul the supplies from Carberry for the
J .A. Clare general store in Neepawa. Frank spent some
time hauling supplies for the Riel Rebellion in Saskatchewan. Frank married and later moved to Glenella to
farm.
John made cheese for his neighbours and butter for
sale. He spent the winter of 1890 in Wisconsin and while
there married Alice Bancroft. Their home was always
open to friends and strangers and to the tea salesmen and
others who travelled by.
The Minutes Book of the Iroquois School District
showed that a motion to form a School District was made
by John Clark. He served continuously as trustee and

secretary-treasurer until his death in 1928. He was actively involved with the Beautiful Plains Agricultural
Society, the Boys and Girls Club and the Manitoba Farm
Union. He was pastor's warden at the small Anglican
Church on the NW corner of the farm. Mrs. Clark and
Ethel were W.A. members.
Four children were born to John and Alice Clark.
Walter farmed near by and married Jessie Pettit of
Neepawa. In 1934 they moved to Cumberland on
Vancouver Island. Walter died in 1972 and Jessie in 1976.
Ethel remained at home until 1945, then lived in
Victoria, B.C. until she passed away in 1974.
Harold managed the family farm after his father's
death in 1928. Mrs. Clark continued to live there until her
death in 1941. In 1930 Harold married Viola Kines. In
1945 Harold rented the farm to Joe and Minnie Kuharski
and he and his family moved to Penticton, B.C. He died
there in 1980 and Viola continues to reside there.
Frank remained at home until 1945. He married Ada
LeBoutillier in 1946 and they lived at Riding Mountain
and Neepawa until their tragic fatal car accident in 1979.
There are nine grandchildren and a number of greatgrandchildren of John and Alice Clark. The farm is now
owned and operated by Larry Nicholson, a grandson of
one of John Clark's first neighbours, Ed Nicholson.

WAYNE AND JANIS CLARK
by Janis Clark

Janis and Wayne moved to Neepawa from Brandon in
June, 1971. Wayne was employed as Food Supervisor at
East View Lodge until he purchased Clark's Bakery
(formerly Hurrell's Bakery) in November, 1973. Janis is a
Laboratory Technologist and has been employed at the
Neepawa Hospital since 1971.
The Clarks have 2 children - Laura Anne, born in 1974
and Tracy Lynn, born in 1979.
Wayne is a member of the Masonic Lodge and the
Shriners. Both Wayne and Janis are involved with the
Lions and Lionelles. Golfing at the Neepawa Golf and
Country Clubs is a pastime they both enjoy.
Wayne is well known for his involvement with the
Commercial Hockey League and for his fine culinary
ability.

THE CLEAVE FAMILY
by Inez I. Boyd

Dr. Paul Cleave came to Neepawa in 1919 after serving
in World War I. He was affiliated as a dentist with Dr.
MacDonald until he established his own private
practice.
In 1923 he married Gay Grassie and they resided in
Neepawa until 1952. They had one daughter, Jane, who
married Ernie Gorrick in 1954.
Jane and Ernie had three children - Paul, Janice and
Shelley. Jane passed away in Montreal in 1970.
Both Dr. and Mrs. Cleave were interested in community and church affairs. They were members of the
United Church where he served as an elder and she was a

very active worker in the U.C.W. She was chairman of
the equipment committee in establishing the Osborne
Home and Mayor Cleave helped officiate at its opening
in 1952.
Dr. Cleave was on the town council for 23 years and
served as Mayor of Neepawa for 5 years. He resigned that
position when the family moved to Winnipeg in 1952.
Dr. Cleave passed away in Winnipeg in 1955 and Mrs.
Cleave moved to Vancouver. She married Carrol Smith
and they resided at Camano Island, Washington. Carrol
passed away and Gay still lives at Camano Island.

WILLIAM CLYDE FAMILY
by Ken Clyde

William Clyde, a carpenter, came to Neepawa in 1906
from Listowel, Ontario.
In 1914 he married Janet Belle Graham whose family
were among the earliest settlers in Neepawa. They had
two sons and two daughters, Ken, Thelma, Helen, and
Bruce.
Bill built many fine buildings in Neepawa and district,
and was carpenter foreman at Clear Lake during the
depression when most of the log government buildings
were constructed. He then returned to Neepawa and
continued in the building trade.
Mrs. Clyde passed away in 1939 at Ninette Sanitarium,
after an illness of nine years.
Mr. Clyde married Ethel McCorrie of Neepawa in
1943. He passed away in 1961, and she in 1963.
Ken worked with his father and when he retired carried
on the business. In 1944 he married Marjorie Spence of
Winnipeg who was a Corporal in the C. W .A.C. They had
three children: Judith, Bill and Patricia.
Judith was a Lab. Technologist, and married John
Enns of Plumas who is a mechanic. They have two girls,
Krista and Melanie.
Bill, an agricultural mechanic married Sheryl Nesbitt
of Neepawa. They have one daughter Megan, and live at
Keyes.
Patricia is employed in Neepawa and lives at home.
Thelma joined the C.W.A.C. in 1942 and went
overseas. In 1945 she married Victor Rogal, an R.S.M. in
the P.P .c.L.I. They live in Flin Flon where Vic was a
foreman in the smelter.
They have two sons, Clyde a teacher who married
Melena Njegovan. They have one son Ashley, and reside
in Runnymede, Saskatchewan; James, who married
Donna Franks, is a plant foreman in Kamloops, B.C.
Helen married Arthur Evans in 1947. They have three
children and farm at Brookdale.
Ray was a nurse, and married Jake Oldenburger, an
electrical contractor in Grande Prairie, Alberta. They
have two sons, Shaun and Scott.
Rick married Patricia Kotaska of Carberry. They have
a son Kelly, and reside on the farm at Brookdale.
Debbie married Douglas Grant, an electrical contractor, and reside in Wellwood.
Bruce joined the R.W.R. shortly after leaving school
and was wounded twice overseas. He spent three years in
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Deer Lodge Hospital after his return. He worked in
Neepawa for a short time, then joined the CNR signals
department in Edmonton.

COAD HISTORY
by Mrs. W. (Verna) Snyder

John Coad 1843-1925
and
Margaret Reilly 1848-1921
Came to Manitoba from Ontario in 1890.
Arrived at Neepawa May 2nd.
Took up residence on farm at Eden. Later moved to
Eden village where he had a flour and feed store.
They had five children - Minnie (Mrs. Archie McConaghy), Richard (Dick), Henry, Olive Maud and
Laura.
Richard (Dick) 1876-1931
and
married 1900
Margaret Fraser 1877-1958
Born in Ontario.
Farmed near Eden.

Mr. and Mrs. Dick eoad, December 26, 1900.

John eoad and afriend.

1912 moved to village and bought grain until killed in
an accident in elevator in 1931.
Was very active in sports of all kinds, especially
baseball.
Also keen hunter and fisherman.
Hunted in Riding Mountain area for many years.
Built cottage at Clear Lake in 1919 and spent his
summers there.
Four children: Earl, Margaret, Verna and Irene.
Henry 1878-1961
Fought in 1st World War.
Carried on his father's flour and feed store.
Took up a homestead near Choiceland, Saskatchewan.
Keen fisherman and sportsman.
Died at old home in Eden, 1961.
Olive Maud 1887-1974
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Mrs. John eoad reading to daughters Laura and Olive.

Graduated from Winnipeg General Hospital as R,N. in
1910.
Served in 1st World War.
Nursed in homes and specialized until retiring.
Moved to Eden and lived there until her death in 1974.
Laura 1888-1929
Took a Business Course and worked in banks and
stores.
Stayed in Eden taking care of her Mother.
Died at 41 years in 1929.
She and Olive built a cottage at Clear Lake in 1920,
something they both enjoyed greatly.
Both Coad cottages now sold.

Goodwin, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C.A. Goodwin of
Neepawa in 1956. They reside on the same farm, and
Doug and his father farm in partnership. Doug and
Eleanor have 3 children, Dean, Duane, and Joy. They
attended Sinclairville School until its closing in 1966, and
then attended Arden Elementary School and Neepawa
Collegiate. Dean married Juanita Endersby from British
Columbia in 1977. They have 2 children, Chrystabelle
and Kent. They live in a trailer on the same farm - making
4 generations on the family farm. Duane married Kim
Morrison of Gladstone in 1981 and they reside in
Neepawa. Joy married Andy Macsymic of Neepawa in
1979, and they also live in Neepawa.

Aunt Olive Coad - nurse W. W. I in France, 1917.

BUD AND KAROLINA COCHRANE

Bud Cochranejamity - Aprit1974.

by The Famity

Mr. and Mrs. W.E. "Bud" Cochrane were married in
Neepawa in April, 1929. Mrs. Cochrane, the former
Karolina Schmall, was the third eldest of 7 children in the
family of Frederick and Freda Schmall from Mekiwin
district. Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Schmall came to Canada
from Austria in 1907. William Burnett "Bud" was the
eldest of 3 sons in the family of John S. and Janet
Cochrane of Sinclairville. John came to Canada from
Scotland in 1907. Janet, accompanied by John's mother,
Margaret came to Canada from Scotland in 1909.
Bud and Karolina Cochrane farmed in the Mekiwin
and Carberry areas and in 1937, they and their 3 children
moved to the present Cochrane farm 3 miles south and
1/2 mile east of Arden Ridge Service Station, situated on
NE 8-14-13. Their children, Helen, Doug and Margaret
attended Sinclairville and Arden schools. Helen married
Neil .Boughton and they reside in Winnipeg. Margaret
mamed Lome Kilburn and lives in the Rural
Municipality of Rosedale. Doug married Eleanor

Doug Cochranejamily - April 1979.
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THE MAURICE COCHRANE FAMILY
by Janet Cochrane

We came to Neepawa in August of 1970 when Maurice
was transferred as manager of Manitoba Pool Elevators.
At that time, the elevator was located on the CPR track
in the north end of town. In January, 1975, a big elevator
complex was officially opened, situated on the CN line on
the west side of town.
We have three children: George, 19; Tanis 16 and
Brent 14. George was amongst the graduates in the NACI
class of '80. He was a member of the football team and
served on Student Council. George is presently enrolled
in Physical Education at the University of Alberta in
Edmonton. Tanis has just completed grade 10, Brent
grade 9.
Tanis is a member of the NACI volleyball and
basketball teams and also serves on Student Council. She
was a 4H and Girl Guide member, then a Brownie Junior
Leader. She is presently assisting with the three year old
Church school class.
Brent is a member of the NACI Junior Varsity
volleyball and basketball teams. He was also Sports
Representative on Student Council in his final year of
Junior High.
We are a sports orientated family and take an active
part in this facet of the community. Our favorite winter
pastime is hockey. Maurice played in the Commercial
League and is now active with the Neepawa 39'ers. As
well as being involved with the Neepawa Minor Hockey
Association executive, he has been a minor hockey coach
and referee. George played minor hockey and Brent
continues to enjoy the game. Both boys also referee.
Ball and golf are part of our summer activities. When
George was playing minor baseball, Maurice was involved as a coach. Tanis and Brent also participate in the
baseball program.
I am active in the Yellow head Ladies Auxiliary,
Church School and past involvements include 4H
leadership and Brownie-Girl Guide Parent Committee. In
1978, I was offered a part-time job as sports reporter with
the Neepawa Press. It continues to be an interesting and
challenging venture.
While our association here is recent, my ties go back
many years. My Grandpa Kenner, a Methodist minister,
lived in Franklin from 1914-.1918. My mother, Naomi,
started school in Franklin. My aunt, Eleanor
(Williamson) Mumby, lived with my grandparents and
attended high school in Franklin in 1916-17.

came by railroad to Carberry in 1888.
They planned to start a store in Neepawa but first built
a barn in which they lived until the house was built.
Mother tells of sleeping in the tin bath tub - just the right
size for a 5 year old.
Vera went to school in Neepawa and enjoyed the usual
small town activities. She learned to play the piano starting by playing on an organ (the one in the museum).
She learned to skate, and skate well. She tells of going to
school to Mr. Mabley - the Principal. When she was 18
she went in to Winnipeg to attend Wesley College. There
she took her 'senior matriculation', the equivalent of a
grade eleven. She stayed with her oldest brother Charlie
and his wife in the Empire Hotel and walked all winter to
the college. She told me her clothes were not very warm,
and that she had practically no spending money.
However she was popular and was in demand as a soloist
for special occasions. Because there were few telephones,
the requests for her presence came usually by letter. I
came across one among her things from Arthur Meighan,
thanking her for singing at a gathering after church one
Sunday.
After College she returned to Neepawa (and was
accepted as teacher there) and became one of the
town's most attractive young ladies, a vivacious redheaded beauty, with green eyes and a lythe figure. She
took part in plays and musical productions, and had
many "suitors". She also had a bicycle and went
cycling with the young people. But one young man - a
newcomer from the East - Jack Cochran, took her
attention and won her heart. This was a genuine deep
love. The town was delighted to see these two very
beautiful and popular people so full of love for each
other, and were not surprised when they decided to
marry, although the senior Harrisons were away in
California (November 12, 1902).
They rented a small house behind the lumberyard and
set up a home. The morning after their wedding, Jack
had to go out to the jewelery store, Leach and Vickery, to
buy some knives so they could have toast for breakfast!
Jack was a Clerk in Brown's Store. He was an obliging
employee and was a valuable help in the store. He was
about 5 feet 10 inches tall, had light brown hair and eyes,
and a small moustache. He had a beautiful tenor voice.
He and Vera sang in operettas and concerts and delighted
everyone.

VERA HARRISON COCHRAN
by Edith McCracken

Vera Harrison came to Neepawa when she was a little
girl of five. Her parents had come to Manitoba from a
small town near London, Ontario where they owned a
general store. The excitement in the West got the best of
them and with five boys growing up, it seemed a good
thing to move West. After a trip out by my grandfather
to pick out a homestead, and a second trip by my
grandmother to payoff the balance owing, they finally
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Jack, Edith and Vera Cochran.

In 1904 the couple had a little girl and happiness
seemed assured. But soon after the baby was born", they
decided to move to Winnipeg and start a store of their
own. They had a happy home in the north end of
Winnipeg near Vera's brother Fred. On summer evenings
they would all take an open sided street car to a fun place
called "Happy Land" - on Portage Ave. West.
The second summer was very, very warm, and Jack
decided Vera and Edith should go to Neepawa to keep
cool. Also there was a typhoid scare in the city. They
went off on the train, but Jack stayed alone in the city.
He, it was, who developed the typhoid fever - Vera left
the baby in Neepawa and did everything possible to keep
her dear husband "You aren't going to leave me Jack?
You can't leave me Jack". But he did - after a long
illness. The town was shocked. Not young Jack Cochran!
But it was him. He was brought back to Vera's home and
the coffin was there in the parlor. Mother told me how
that night late when everything was quiet, just to get
away, she went out and walked around the house outside.
When she went to go in again, she found she had locked
herself out. How to get in without making a noise? She
threw pebbles at her brother Bill's window until he woke
and let her in.
Vera was shattered, devastated. All her household
effects were sold or packed in large boxes and stored in
the Harrison's back kitchen. Boxes piled to the ceiling never opened until before my wedding, years later. Vera
sat doing embroidery - hating the inactivity, but unable to
face friends or the public at all. Gradually though, she
was persuaded to play for church gatherings and began to
overcome her reluctance to take part in things again always conscious of the loss of her beloved partner.
Finally she realized that she must make a life for
herself. It must be teaching, as that was the profession
open to women in the early 20th century. Vera enrolled
for Normal School in Winnipeg. With Edith well cared
for and loved in the Harrison home, Vera had an interesting year in Winnipeg - made many friends and
returned to Neepawa to accept a position on the Neepawa
school staff. That was in 1908.
From that time until she retired at the age of 70, Vera
Cochran was a much loved and respected teacher in
Neepawa.

Vera Cochran, circa 1925.

Vera and Edith lived in the Harrison home which was
always full of fun, music, animals, birds and relatives.
Vera played strenuous tennis, flew around the skating
rink like a bird, enjoyed the choir and her friends, but
could not be tempted into romance. "I married once for
love - anything less would be wrong". In holidays, she
travelled the continent. She and her sister went to Europe
in 1912 on the first conducted teacher's tour.
Children loved her. Her teaching was interesting and
innovative. She took courses in the summer to improve
her work and put her new ideas into practice. Grade II
was her grade - for all those years. She taught the children
of the children, and influenced many lives. She kept in
touch with dozens of her former students and was interested in their families and successes.
As well as her teaching life, she had her musical life. for years in the choir and then for over 15 years the choir
leader in the United Church.
The congestion in the family home gradually
dissipated. Sister Cassie married, Edith went to
University and into teaching and marriage. Mrs.
Harrison (grandma) died at 96 years - and Vera and
brother Bill were the sole occupants of the big house,
except a dog and two cats. With the help of the faithful
Labas, they continued in the old home until the years
overtook them and they faded away.
Vera influenced many lives in her years of teaching.
She knew and loved so many children and always treated
her grown up students as if they were still in her care
"What a big boy you've got to be!" They all loved her
and respected her.
After she died one of the Guinn boys told me - "We
used to sing Mrs. Cochran's grade 2 songs when we had
parties - about Bunny rabbit and such. But now that she's
gone we don't seem to want to sing them anymore."
Mother certainly turned her sadness into happiness for
others over her long life - and she died 25 years ago. But
friends and family still feel the love and interest given
them by Vera long ago.

Mrs. Cochran's Class - 1917. Shirley Kellington, Alice Howden, Merle
McCallum, Inez Virtue, Patsy Guinn, Marguerite McClelland, Verla
Forsythe, Alverne Donaldson, Marjorie Coutts, Hazel Townsend, Vera
Elves, Marjorie, Millie Keyes, Etoile Farrar, Winnie Davidson,
Clarence Murray, George Johnson, Arthur Leach, May Fussee, Glennie
Morrison, Harry Parker, Walter Q'Donahue, Duuglass Washburn,
Tom Parker, Leslie Spafford, Wellington Townsend, Keith Ralph, Kem
Frampton, Lornie Rutledge, Wilfred Manning, Carl Chambers, Joe
Robertson.
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Vera Cochran's last class- 1951.

The Connell Family. Mother, in the centre. Father, to the right. Jim,
sealed on the left. Standing: Gordon, John, Peden, Cecil.

WILLIAM AND AGNES CONNELL

up a log house and stable. Agnes and William lived in the
log house for ten years. Five children were born there Jim, the oldest, then Agnes who died at 18 months, John,
Peden and Gordon. The youngest boy, Cecil, was born in
the new brick house built in 1888.
A steady inflow of settlers made schools and churches
necessary. William helped to organize the school district
of Stoney Creek, and a log school was built in 1881. At
times, as many as 60 pupils attended during the winter
season.
The Connell family went to Knox Presbyterian Church
in Neepawa, travelling in a wagon in summer and bob
sleigh in the winter. The 10:30 A.M. bell was the signal
for the family to be half way between their gate and the
south hill of the Stoney Creek.
The brick house built in 1888 is still in use as the home
of the present owners, Mr. and Mrs. Dick Hallen.

by Connie Birnie

William Connell was born at Guelph, Ontario in
January 1852, soon after his parents' arrival from Ayr,
Scotland. In 1878 he left his father's farm and came west
to homestead at Red River, then the North-West
Territories. He travelled by rail and stage coach to
Fisher's Landing, then up the Red River to Winnipeg.
The balance of the journey was on foot. He visited
friends at Portage la Prairie, then went on by way of
Katogan where the Whitemud River emptied into Lake
Manitoba, to Arden Ridge, and Neepawa where he
stayed with Peter Grahams. Neepawa Riverside Cemetery
is now located on Mr. Graham's farm.
William then looked for a good location for a
homestead, and decided on the NE 1/4 of 25-14-16 as
water from the Stoney Creek was available for livestock.
The SE 1/4 was chosen as a pre-emption. Then he wenl to
Tanner's Crossing, where Minnedosa now stands, to file
for his homestead at the land office. From there he
headed back to Winnipeg, and thence home to Ontario,
arriving November 12th.

R.P. Connell home built 1888 - Stoney Creek.
Wm. Connell Homestead.

JOHN AND ELLA CONNELL
That winter he worked in the bush. In March, he
started back west with his bride, Agnes McMurchy,
whose parents came to Canada from Argyle, Scotland. It
took eight days to reach St. Boniface travelling on the
second passenger train to reach here. They rented a farm
at Portage for one year, put in the crop, then came up to
the homestead where William did some breaking and put
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by Cam Connell

I was born in the family home on NE 1/4 20-14-15
Langford Municipality. My sisters, Tannas (Mrs. C.F.
Brown) of Winnipeg, and Margaret (Mrs. G.W. Armstrong) of Langruth, and my brother Kenneth of Minnedosa were also born there. I mention this because in the
first decade of the 20th century most births occurred in

the home where a midwife assisted. Hospital births were
rare.
During the war years Ken and I were in the Air Force
and our brothers-in-law Clare Brown and George Armstrong, were in the Army. All four served in active
theatres of war. While their husbands were overseas,
Tannas worked in Martin's store and Marg taught in
Glenholme, Stoney Creek and Minnedosa.
Our parents were John and Ella Connell. My paternal
grandparents, William and Agnes Connell, came from
Harriston in 1879 to homestead east half of 25-14-16.
One quarter was the homestead, the other the preemption. My mother's parents came from Wingham near
Goderich about 1898. George Howatt became a very busy
drayman with many teamsters working for him. His
biggest competitor was Melvin Murray. In those days
everything had to be hauled from the two railway
stations, gardens had to be ploughed, etc.
My parents' farm had been improved by Mr. Parsons
(Eloise Thurston's (Elliott) grandfather). He was a
brother of Lew Parsons who was a barber in Neepawa.
We attended Knox Presbyterian Church -- yes, quite
regularly -- it was the accepted thing to do then. I was a
member of Trail Rangers and well remember that we used
to do some boxing. Miles McGregor never had anyone to
box with -- he was bigger and stronger than his peers. One
evening our leader, Ivan Chisholm, put on the gloves
with Miles. Ivan landed up in a pile of chairs. I was
president of the Y.P.S. one year -- about 1933. There
were over 60 members. The United Church had an even
larger membership. I must go back in time a bit. In 1922 a
bad hailstorm hit the Neepawa area. The poplars along
the creek bed on our farm were killed and were replaced
by wild raspberries. My mother and we four children
spent many a hot summer day picking raspberries. They
sold for $1.00 for a ten-pound honey pail full! Of course,
milk was delivered in those days for 12 quarts for $1.00. I
know because I delivered milk before I went to school at
9 o'clock.
We drove to school in town using a horse and buggy.
The horse was stabled at Ego's livery, right next to the
old public school. One of our recess games was to play
horse. The steel tower for the flag pole served as the
elevator and each team lined up to deliver imaginary
loads of grain. Jack Holmes and I were always Bink
Johnson's team.
The dirty thirties and the dust storms were something
to behold. My sister Tannas and I had to write a
departmental exam one June afternoon. We had a
horrible time getting there - the horse continually turned
around as he could not stand the dust that was cutting his
nostrils.
But there were times when there was too much water.
Stoney Creek sometimes flooded and the two bridges
between our farm and the town would be washed out.
Then we would have to walk across the railway trestle
bridge.
Recently I saw an article on "zero-tillage". Apparently
a new practice of seeding on stubble without any
cultivation - it conserves moisture. The only thing new
about the practice is the name. Seeding on stubble was
tried in the 'dirty thirties'. My dad tried it but it did not

work as the fox tail grew as thick as a dog's fur. There
were no chemicals to kill the weeds. The pitman shaft
surely hammered away in that field!
I recall a neighbour George Bray had bought a new
Cock shutt binder. I say new, although I am sure it was
second hand because nobody bought new machinery in
the thirties. In any case, I asked George how he liked his
binder. "Well, Cam," he said, "It's like cheese.
Sometimes it binds and sometimes it doesn't." The
knotter on the Cock shutt had a notorious reputation.
The Massey-Harris was a better binder but it was heavy like pulling a stoneboat with two tons of rock on it.
My uncle Peden had a big steam outfit for threshing.
He and two of his brothers, John and Cecil, worked
together at threshing time. Such excitement, but oh, such
hard work both in the field and in the house. Three big
meals plus two lunches for 15 or more men. What were
the signals? One toot for water, two toots for more grain
teams and three for stook teams. It's a long time ago!
Billy Sangster was always the tank man (water).
A lot of the social life was in the winter. Many of the
families in a school district or similar area would gather
at a home on Friday evening. Some of the homes I
remember going to were: Strohman's, Davidson's,
Montgomery's, Wiseman's, Batter's, Burn's, and many
others. Dad would hitch up the team and we would be all
bundled up under robes in the grain box which was on
sleighs. Yes, the whole family was included. Whist was
played, then there was dancing. Mr. Batters or Mr. Kerr
often provided the music - yes, the fiddle. There was
always a huge lunch, every family bringing something.
For two years I taught school at Dumfries. I believe I
taught all the Brieses except Lloyd. The Brieses brought
drinking water and I think they got 5 cents a day. Jack
McIntosh, who lived with the Woods family, got 1O¢ for
lighting the fire. The teacher did the sweeping. My salary
was $40.00 a month - for teaching, not for sweeping the
floor!
In the late winter, when the days were a little longer,
but before the winter sleigh roads started to break up,
most of the farmers headed out each morning for the
sandhills to cut poplar trees for wood. The back set of
bobs were turned over on top of the front ones - a couple
of oat sheaves were put in bags and tied on the sled and
away the teamster would go to cut a load of green poles.
Unless I left early for Dumfries, that is before dawn, I
would get caught behind seven of eight teams and that
meant a walking pace for two or three miles. There was
no way one could pass on a winter trail! I drove a very
spirited sorrel standard bred and he used to hate that slow
walk - as I did. So we tried to be away ahead of the wood
teams. By the way, those poles were cut up and seasoned
for the next year-'s fuel - both cooking and heating. In our
district Clare Montgomery had an engine and circular
saw on sleighs and he did the neighbourhood wood
sawing. A crew of five men would be required - a sort of
neighbourhood bee. A rather dangerous job, either
operating the cradle or throwing blocks away.
Stoney Creek, Glendale, Dumfries and Osprey had a
competition for collecting gopher tails and crow's eggs.
Dumfries won the competition mainly because we had
Jack McIntosh in our school. He loved the bush.
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We closed off the competition with a picnic at
Riverside Park. We had a softball tournament. I am
going to claim that Dumfries won that also although
Harold Thomson wiII deny it. He was teaching at Osprey
then.
I haven't visited the old home farm for some years
now. The last time I was there the house had burned
down. Now I am told the big barn sheeted with
corrugated iron which could be seen from two miles away
has been dismantled. Only the timbers remain. They
should be as dry and hard as rock. Now they can be used
only for firewood. And so disappears another fine
farmstead from the prairie scene! Whenever my wife
Hazel and I drive in the rural areas, and pass a derelict
farmstead, we often comment on the dreams that must
have been dreamed by those that built those buildings
and how sad it is that apparently those dreams were
shattered. I wonder why it is that Canadians have to do
things bigger and in that process have to destroy what has
gone before!

IRWIN AND CONNIE CONQUERGOOD

Irwin and Connie Conquergood.

Myrna and Judy
Conquergood.

by Connie Conquergood

There are probably many points in time in the past
when we could say "this is the beginning", and for the
Conquergood family this seemed to be the case when they
took up residence in Neepawa in 1955.
Irwin Conquergood was born and raised on a farm at
McAuley, Manitoba. This town had been named after the
McAuley family, which was his mother's maiden name.
In 1935 his family moved to Winnipeg where he completed his education. He served four years overseas in the
RCNVR during the war from 1939-1945. On his return to
Winnipeg, he was employed as a salesman for Russell
Motors, and later as a bus driver for Greyhound Lines
out of Winnipeg.
Connie Conquergood, daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Kolskeggur Thorsteinson, was born and raised in
'Winnipeg. She attended Norberry School in St. Vital,
and later took her business training at the Felt & Tarrant
Comptometer School in Winnipeg. She was employed in
the Audit Office at the Hudson Bay retail store, and later
spent four years in the Comptrollers Office with the
provincial government in the Legislative Buildings in
Winnipeg.
In 1954 they moved to Los Angeles, California, where
Irwin operated his own truck with a contract hauling
gravel and land fiII from Inglewood to Long Beach. After
living a year in the United States, the idea of returning to
Canada seemed to be their choice of a better life. On the
suggestion of a former Neepawa resident and friend,
asking them to consider moving to Neepawa to help
manage the furniture store, then known as Hiebert's
Furniture, they returned to Canada and joined the
business in the summer of 1955. This store was located on
Hamilton Street between the Royal Cafe and Pratt's Shoe
Store.
In 1956 the Hiebert family left the furniture business,
and it became Conquergood Furniture. In 1965 they
enlarged the business by purchasing the Arcade building,
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formerly the dance hall. Business continued in this
location for the next seven years.
Their two daughters, Myrna and Judy took their
schooling in West Park School, Viscount and N.A.C.I.
On completion, both entered nurse's training at the
Winnipeg General Hospital.
Myrna is married to Lorne Kines, a masonry contractor in Neepawa. They have a family of three children:
Connie 14, Karen 12, and Martin 11 years of age.
Judy is married to Jim McEachern, a music teacher in
Winnipeg. They are currently in the process of moving to
Toronto where he will join the company of Inter Note
Canada Ltd.
Irwin sold the furniture business in 1973, after which
he purchased the franchise for Manitoba of distributing
Pic a Pop throughout the province.
In 1976, Lorne Kines became a partner in this business,
which they operated together, for two years. During this
time they built a storage warehouse on the home property
to accommodate the distribution of stock and bottle
returns. This building has since been sold and moved.
In 1979-1980, Irwin was driving a semi-trailer for
Kleysen Transport Ltd., hauling potash from Esterhazy,
Saskatchewan to the American border. At the present
time, he is driving bus for Grey Goose Bus Lines on the
Brandon - Dauphin run.
Connie and Irwin reside in the family home on the edge
of town, on the small holding they purchased in 1963 formerly the Reichel property. Their daughter and
family, Myrna and Lome Kines reside on the adjoining
acreage which they purchased in 1968, formerly the Bert
Gibson property.

During these years, Irwin was instrumental in keeping
the Neepawa Flying Club active, having organized and
worked on numerous club functions. He later served a
term as President. He was also a member of the Neepawa
School Board for two years, and a member of the
voluntary fire brigade for 10 years. In 1961 he w6n a trip
to Paris, France for the highest sales of Philips Electronics Televisions, along with 88 dealers across Canada.
In 1963, they purchased a Daffin Feedmobile in
Lancanster, Pennsylvania, U.S.A., starting a mobile feed
grinding operation knbwn as Superior Mobile Feed
Service. This business served the area around Neepawa
for a radius of 40 miles, processing feed on the farm, for
a period of 15 years. It was sold in 1978.

Peter Cottingham - Air Force.

Irwin and Connie.

Irwin

PETER AND MURIEL COTTINGHAM
by Muriel Cottingham

Peter Cottingham was the second of six sons to be born
to Edward and Anne Cottingham. He was born in a log
house on his parent's homestead five miles east of Swan
River in late November of 1921. His father had ridden
horseback through deep snow to try to get a doctor from
town but with the assistance of a neighbor woman he and
his mother managed to survive without a doctor. His
family moved into the town of Swan River several years
later where his father became the Postmaster. Peter was
educated in the Swan River school and in St. John's
College School in Winnipeg.
Shortly after the outbreak of World War II, Peter
joined the Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry in
Winnipeg. In 1941 he went overseas to Britain with the
Regina Rifle Regiment at the height of the U-Boat war in
the North Atlantic. One of the passengers who shared
that dangerous journey was a young midshipman in the
Royal Navy, Prince Philip of Greece, who later became
known as The Duke of Edinburgh.
In 1942 Peter became one of the first Canadians to
qualify as a paratrooper and returned to North America
where he transferred into the First Special Service Force,
a parachute unit composed of Canadians and Americans.
He served with this unit for the remainder of the war in

Peter at Mount Agassiz Ski Resort.

such places as The Aleutian Islands, North Africa, Italy
and Southern France. He came through the war relatively
unscathed with only one slight shrapnel wound.
Muriel was born on her parent's farm in the Salisbury
district near Neepawa. She was the second of six children
born to Wilmot and Bertha Gill. A brother, Homer Gill,
is the present mayor of Neepawa.
Muriel and Peter met in Swan River shortly after his
return from overseas in 1945 and they were married in the
Arden United Church in August of 1946. They lived in
Swan River for several years during which time Peter and
his brother Richmond owned a car dealership. In 1950
they sold the business and Richmond went to EI Paso,
Texas, and Peter and Muriel moved to Neepawa, where
Peter has been employed by Murray's Garage these many
years.
The eldest of their five children, Marilyn Edith, was
born in Swan River and took her schooling in Neepawa
where she was awarded the Governor General's Medal at
her graduation from high school. She went on to achieve
a degree in nursing ftom the University of Manitoba. In
1969 she married Frank Shinyei, an electrical engineer.
They spent two years in South America as C.U.S.O.
workers in Bogota, Colombia. While there they adopted
two children, Takeo Eduardo and Julie Pilar and now
have a daughter Marlo Allison as well. They now live in
Edmonton where Frank is employed by the Edmonton
Power Corporation. Marilyn is one of the principal
founders of the Adoptive Parents Association in Alberta.
Their only son, David Christopher, was the first of
four children to be born in Neepawa. He is presently
employed in the oil industry in Alberta as a well-head
technician. He and a friend in the parks service recently
collaborated in publishing a booklet about Grizzly bears
in Canada's mountain parks. David is an avid skier and
mountaineer.
Karen Elaine, the third child, is married to Ron
Fenwick of Kamloops, B.C. They have two daughters,
Lia Margaret and Leslie Megan. Karen and her husband
own a driver training school in Kamloops. Karen loves
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meeting flyers and their families from here and there. He
has s~rved on the executive of the Neepawa Golf Club,
the LIOns Club, and the United Church and is a longtime
member of the Canadian Legion.
I~ 1977 Peter received a plaque in recognition of
hav~ng saved two young people from drowning in Lake
Irwm. In 1980 he was elected president of the First
Special Service Force Association at their Annual
Reuni.on in Helena, Montana, and subsequently presided
at theIr Vancouver reunion in 1981.
Neepawa has been a central meeting place for both the
Gill and Cottingham families over the years and is a
wonderful place to call home.

THE COULTER'S
Diane, Karen, David, Marilyn, Muriel, Peter and Joy Cottingham.

horseback riding, swimming and skiing.
Diane, the fourth child, lives in Neepawa in the
Touchwood apartments and attends the Touchwood
Workshop. She is an active member of the United
Church and enjoys helping in the office and singing in the
choir.
The youngest, Kathleen Joy, has completed her second
year Arts at the University of Manitoba. In 1979 she was
awarded a Rotary overseas exchange visit and spent an
exciting and educational year in Germany. She is an
enthusiastic tennis player, skier, and wind surfer and
enjoys playing the flute and piano.
Muriel and Peter have taken an active part in community affairs and have worked in many organizations
over the years. Muriel was one of the key persons in
founding Neepawa's Fine Arts Festival and was instrumental in establishing Touchwood Park Association
for the Mentally Retarded. She has been teaching kindergarten in: Hazel M. Kellington School for fourteen
years and is also involved in real estate. She golfs in her
spare time.
Peter was asked to take over the local Air Cadet
Squadron in 1952 and enjoyed working with many young
people from Neepawa and surrounding districts for the
ten years ~e was with the squadron. A number of boys
who obt~med their pilot's training through cadet
scholarshIps are now airline pilots. Peter was elected to
the sch~ol board in 1957 and took a very active part in the
conve!"slOn to the Division system and helped in the
planmng of the present Collegiate building in 1958. He
also served on the town council from 1974 to 1980 and
was council's representative on the East View Lodge
Board.
.
In ~962 Peter. organized a Neepawa based company,
AgassIz EnterprIses Limited, to build and manage the
Mo~nt Agassiz Ski Resort in the Riding Mountain
NatIon~1 P~:k. He and his family enjoyed many years of
dow~hlll skllng and made many friends from all parts of
Mamtoba because of this association. Peter was an active
me.mber of the ea.rly Neep.awa Flying Club and enjoyed
flymg to the varIOUS fly-ms around the province and
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contributed by Lu Buchan
Winnipeg, Manitoba

My father William C. Coulter and mother Isabella
Stinson were both born in Ireland seventy five miles from
Belfast near Armagh in the county Tyrone. My parents
never met in Ireland but they both had relatives in the
Un~ted .S.t~tes an? it w~s there they met in Philadelphia
whIle vlsltmg theIr relatIves. Our parents were married in
1888. Some years after their marriage our parents decided
they wanted to come to Canada. William and Isabella
along with Annie the oldest of our family came to
Neepawa along with our grandparents. Cold weather and
little money made conditions most unbearable but our
folks decided if other settlers could survive the hardships
they could do likewise. When our family arrived in
Winnipeg it was a city of tents.
Upon coming to Neepawa our parents settled on Sec.
21-15-15 in the municipality of Rosedale. This farm was
where the rest of our family was born. I had 3 sisters and
4 brothers. Our education was obtained at Mountain
View school. Our father was a plasterer by trade and he
was able to secure work in the small towns plastering the
homes that grew like mushrooms. We had a good
bringing up and were all happy and healthy.
Annie married R.G. Buchanan. Rob married Cassie
McCauley. Jean married Jack McFadyen. Flossie
married Roy Clyde. Ed married Lucie Buchanan. Fred
married Belle Urquart. Lu married Roy Buchan and Carl
married Evalena Munstein.
The Coulter clan are all deceased except Lu, Rob's
second wife Ruby Hamilton, Fred's wife Belle and Carl's
wife Evalena. Our families are widely scattered over
Western Canada and the United States.

COUTTS FAMILY
by Dorothy G. Shields

John Coutts brought his wife, Agnes, (nee Green) and
three s~all children to the Neepawa area from Wingham,
Ont., III 1890 and they took up homesteading on the
property just East of town which is sometimes called
"Sleepy Hollow" .
John and Agnes were staunch Scottish Presbyterians

and he became one of the pioneer elders in Knox
.
Presbyterian Church in 1890.
Three more children were born to the couple after their
arrival in the West, but only the oldest son, John Wallace
Coutts, remained to make his permanent home in
Neepawa. As a boy, he used to help his father in the dairy
business and often told stories of how he delivered milk
into town by horse and wagon. He recalled that it was so
cold that he would have to run behind the wagon to keep
from freezing. He would put his lunch on the horse's
back, under its blanket, in order to thaw it enough to be
able to eat it.
John Coutts built a home on Mountain Avenue and
Vivian Street, and upon his death in 1913, Mrs. Coutts
moved to Virden, and later to Winnipeg where she died in
1948 at the age of 90.
The family home was taken over by Wallace and his
wife, Lavina (nee Murray, from Seaforth, Ontario).
Wallace was employed by International Harvester Co. of
Canada, operating out of Brandon as a Zone Manager
for almost 40 years on the territory referred to by
commercial travellers as the "turkey trail".
He and Vyne were especially active in Knox
Presbyterian Church; he served on the Kirk Session for
many years and she worked tirelessly in the Ladies' Aid
Society. They both enjoyed curling and bridge. Wallace
served on The Neepawa School Board and the Town
Council and was an Honorary Member of The Neepawa
Curling Club. Vyne passed away following a lengthy
illness, 1947; Wallace died in 1968.
The family, comprised of five children, all received
their early education in Neepawa schools.
The oldest daughter, Marjorie, still resides in Neepawa
with her husband, Percy R. Murray. Their son, David,
married Shaoron Swinburnson and they live with their
two daughters, Dana and Sara, in Port Alberni, B.C.
Marge and Perc's daughter, Lynda, married Merv
Hajnrych. One son, Billy, was born to them. When that
marriage was dissolved, Lynda married Brad Johnson
and they had two children, Murray and Pamela. Lynda
passed at the age of 23, following an acute attack of
multiple sclerosis.
Florence, the second daughter, married J.D. (Jack)
Mair and they now are living in Victoria, B.C. They have
two children: Shirley married Ben Brown and they make
their home in Saskatoon with their son, Kenneth;
Douglas is married to Christianne Champagne and they
reside in Montreal.
The eldest son, Murray, became a Flying Officer in the
R.C.A.F. and was killed on active service in 1944.
Jack, and his wife Blanche, (nee Muris Ott) live in
Lake Bluff, Illinois. He is Chemistry Department Head
at Lake Forest College. Their son, Jerry Blayd Ott, is
living in Los Angeles, Calif.
The third daughter, Dorothy, lives in Calgary with her
husband, E. V. (Paddy) Shields. Their family consists of
three daughers. Carol married D' Arcy McCloy and they
make their home in Calgary with their son, Paul, and a
daughter, Jane. Bonnie resides with her husband, Bob
Worthington, in Vancouver. The youngest daughter,
Marion, lives in Napier, New Zealand, with her husband,
Merv Lapwood.

ALFRED B. COX
by Alfred Cox

My father William Henry Cox, along with his parents
and four brothers, James, Edward, Robert and Benjamin
came to Canada from England in 1924. They were accompanied by Dorothy May Pogson who later married
William. They worked for a time with farmers in the
district and also on highway construction on what was to
become No. 10.
In 1933 my Dad and mother were married in the
Anglican church in Neepawa. At that time Dad was told
that it would cost him three dollars for the minister's fee
but when he presented himself to be married he was told
the fee would be five. The wedding couldn't be put off so
Dad told the preacher that he'd have to owe him the two
dollars until he could go home, milk some cows and get a
'cream cheque' to pay him. I was born in 1935 and my
sister Kathleen Elizabeth in 1936.
In 1936 we moved to a farm west of Neepawa and then
two years later to a farm north of the town. It was in 1938
that my parents sold out and went back to England intending to re-settle there. However, it was found that
jobs were scarce and after a short time, they decided to
return to Canada.

The A.B. Cox Family.

It was in September, 1939 when Mother, Dad, sister
Kathleen and I had booked passage on the Athenia to
return. World War II had just commenced, and because
of the threat of enemy action, there was a great deal of
confusion at the purser's office in getting our valuables
taken care of. We were advised to board the liner and to
present ourselves at his office next day. Of course, the
Athenia was torpedoed when it was about three hundred
miles out. We were in a life boat for twelve hours before
being rescued by the destroyer Duchess of York and
taken back to England. Of course, we'd lost all of our
money but were brought back to Canada a few days later.
We lived in the basement of the old Neepawa Hotel
(where the Vivian Hotel now stands) and were provided
with furniture, clothing, etc. by Kerrs, Boyles, the Red
Cross and many others whose names are cherished by my
family. My Dad got a job with Bert Batchelor in his dairy
and we began to get our life organized again.
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by Sharon Cox

Playdowns in 1976. She was also one of those instrumental in bringing the Overture Concert Series to
Neepawa in 1973.
Leigh attended Hazel M. Kellington School and then
the Neepawa Collegiate. She was quite active in school
affairs. She participated in the Fine Arts Festival and was
a faithful member of the United Church Junior and
Senior Choirs. Her love of animals has led her into the
University of Manitoba where she is presently enrolled in
the Faculty of Agriculture, Pre. Vet. program.
Janice also attended both schools here and has been a
keen participant in most school functions. She has
participated in Neepawa Fine Arts and Holiday Festivals
and plays piano for the music department of the United
Church Sunday School. She is presently completing her
Grade XII at the Collegiate and plans to attend the
University of Manitoba, Faculty of Arts.
Graham is in his final year at Hazel M. Kellington and
looks forward to moving to the Junior High in September. He has been very active in most school affairs.
He was Bambi in the 1981 Grade V production of Bambi.
Graham has been actively involved in sports, participating in both the Neepawa Minor Hockey and
Baseball programs.
The Cecil Cox family has spent seventeen enjoyable
and busy years here and is proud to be a part of Neepawa
history.

Cecil was born in 1930 at Minitonas, Manitoba. He
was raised on the family farm there, leaving to take
teacher training at the Normal School in Winnipeg in
1949-50. He taught at Shoal Lake and Minnedosa before
taking three years off to complete his Science Degree at
the University of Manitoba. Upon completion of his
degree he accepted a teaching position at the Carberry
Collegiate. Here he met Sharon Barlow, born in 1940 in
Rossburn but raised in Carberry. Sharon completed her
schooling in Carberry and then took teacher training at
Brandon College. In the fall of 1959 she began a four
year teaching career at the Carberry Elementary School.
Cecil and Sharon were married in December, 1962 and
were blessed with the birth of a daughter, Leigh Alison,
in December, 1963.
In July, 1964 they moved to Neepawa where Cecil had
accepted the principalship of the Neepawa Collegiate.
It seems that December was their month as their second
daughter, Janice Lynn, was born in December, 1964.
They decided that Neepawa was their kind of town and
in the spring of 1966 they had their present home built on
Brown Avenue.
In 1968 the Beautiful Plains School Division was
formed and Cecil moved from the Collegiate to become
Superintendent of Schools.
In January, 1970 they celebrated the Manitoba
Centennial by having their third child, Graham Scott.
During their seventeen years in Neepawa they have
been interested in almost all aspects of community life.
They have both served on numerous community committees. Cecil was extremely active in the organization of
the Manitoba Summer Games held in Neepawa during
the summer of 1976. Sharon was President of the Ladies'
Curling Club when it hosted the Manitoba Lassie

Sharon, Janice, Cecil, Leigh and Graham Cox, 1976.

Alj, Helena, Chris and Eric Cox.

On April 10, 1940 we moved to a farm north of town
owned by Mr. and Mrs. T. Jones where we've been ever
since. I started school at Salisbury with Gladys Buchanan
as teacher and later Kathleen and I went to Mountain
View School with Velma Collier (Johnstone) as teacher.
. My Dad passed away in 1966 and my mother in 1971.
In 1976 I married Helina Toniak and we have two sons,
Chris and Eric. My sister Kathleen lives in Kelvington,
Saskatchewan; has two sons Darwin and Tracy, and
works in a law office in Wadena, Saskatchewan.

CECIL COX FAMILY
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THE CRABBE Ji'AMILY
by Florence Rutledge

Samuel Crabbe was born in Dorset, England, in 1872.
He came to Canada in 1892; and, after being here for
four years, decided to buy a one-way ticket home.
However after a short time, he decided that he much
preferred' Canada to England and returned to Canada in
1897.
He married Mary Elizabeth Cameron, second daughter
of Charles and Mary Cameron, in 1905. They made their
first home in the Glendale district until 1907. At this
time, they moved to a farm 4 miles west of Neepawa.
Mrs. Crabbe died in 1919; Mr. Crabbe, in 1941. Their
family consisted of four girls and two boys: Esther
Crabbe, Florence (Mrs. Herb Rutledge), Mary (Mrs. Lyle
Hulme), Edith (Mrs. Carl North), George, married to
Kathleen Le Froy, and Arthur (deceased) was married to
Greta Stewart. George and Kathleen still reside on the
home farm.
We are pleased that our father decided to return from
England to make his home in the Neepawa district where
we all grew up and now continue to live in, or near, the
most beautiful town in Manitoba - Neepawa!

DAVID CRAIG
by Blanche Tully (Blanche Craig)

We moved to Neepawa from my grandfather's farm at
Cordova in 1926. Well do I remember the packing of
dishes, and the loading of boxes into lumber wagons for
the fifteen mile trek to our new farm one mile east of
Neepawa.
The neighbors all helped by loading their wagons and I
am sure it looked like a wagon train proceeding along the
old mud road.
My mother, my sister and I along with the house plants
and an old mother cat with kittens, packed into the 1915
touring car with top down on a lovely warm day in May,
to make the journey. All arrived safely except mother
'Tabby' who chewed her way out of the box and left us
with four motherless kittens.
With the move completed, our new neighbors soon
helped us to get settled and we started school at the little
North End School. As I remember, Miss Bacon was my
grade III teacher. This school only accommodated
students in grades I to IV, then we had to go to the South
End School. There I attended to grade VIII. Teachers I
remember were Miss Kellington, grade I; Mrs. Cochran,
grade II; Lilly Rutledge, grade I; Mrs. Gray, grade VI;
Miss Lousley, grade VI; Mr. Wilson, grade VII; and Mr.
Palmiter, grade VIII.
By this time the new collegiate was built near the
hospital and I was present when Lord Willingdon,
Governor General of Canada laid the cornerstone.
School days were pleasant but frustrating at times. I
can still remember those cold Remembrance Days when
aU students had to march to tbe cenotaph and listen to
speeches which seemed hours long to a ten year old.

Lunch hours at school were times when we were allowed
to go up to the third storey of the school. It was scary to
see the "big" boys climb out one window, walk on the
eaves trough and climb in the next window. Luckily, no
one ever slipped.
Neepawa was a bustling town in those days. The livery
stable was on the north of the school yard. It was used
mostly to stable the horses for people shopping in town in
winter. The Anglican Church was across the street,
although my sister and I attended the Presbyterian
Sunday School and Miss McKenzie sure had patience
when we did not have our memorizing done.
Springtime was always exciting when the old "White
Mud" literally flooded the countryside. It was a common
sight to see trees uprooted and bridges washed out by
giant cakes of ice slashing their way to Lake Manitoba.
My mother's constant worry was that some of her family
might be drawn into this roaring torrent. But after the
water subsided a bit, there was always a few days of
fishing, because it took the high waters to let the fish
swim over the dam at Westbourne. Our fishing was done
with a dip net and we made some worthwhile catches.
Summer followed spring and visitors arrived from the
city (Winnipeg). Our farm was a lovely place with such
park-like surroundings, water for the kids, and lovely
bread baked by Mother, together with fresh garden
vegetables, and butter and cream. No wonder we kids
had to sleep in the barn loft at times while others slept in
the big tent.
I remember the dry years and the dust storms that piled
sand on our window sills inside the house, and cut off the
newly sprouted crop. Anywhere there was a hedge, soil
drifted like snow sometimes a foot, two feet, and over the
years three feet deep in places. In those years money was
scarce and father cut cordwood to supplement the income. Mother made butter, put it in prints, and sold it to
the stores for groceries.
All farming in those years was done by horses. We had
a four horse team to plough, seed and cut grain. The
acreages were much smaller than today - ours was only
1/4 section, partly broken. The harvest consisted of
cutting grain with the binder, stooking the sheaves, and
then stacking them. The stacks were placed in two
parallel lines so that the sheaves could be forked into the
separator from each side. Since there were few threshing
outfits, people had to wait their turn to be harvested.
With grain in stacks, this could take place after the snow
came and winter arrived. Percy Hawksley took off our
crop most years.
As I remember everyone went to town on Saturday
night in summer. Our old Ford car was purchased from
Charlie Pedlar. We kids just sat in the car while our
parents shopped and watched the people walk up and
down the street. One time the 'Chautaugua' was in town,
and I wondered what that was. One show we attended
was "Rin Tin Tin in the Hills of Kentucky", and I
certainly thought that dog was wonderful.
With dry years and illness in ur family, we had to leave
that farm in 1931, but I still have fond memories of
paddling in the river, picking berries in season, and
viewing the blue haze of the Riding Mountains as we
walked to school in the morning.
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DR. WALLACE D. CRAM
by Fran Cram

Wally and Fran Cram moved to Neepawa in July of
1949 when Wally opened his practice of Optometry.
Wally was born in Morden, son of W.J. Cram, a principal and school Inspector. Mr. Cram, at one time,
taught in Neepawa in the old Central school. Wally
graduated from the Morden Collegiate, served in the
R.C.A.F. as an Observor for five years. He then attended
the College of Optometry in Toronto, graduating in 1948
and serving a year's internship in Winnipeg.
Fran was born in Brandon, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
H.A. Cochlan, receiving her education in Brandon,
Winnipeg and Morden. She attended the University of
Manitoba, graduating with the degree Bachelor of
Commerce, and worked for the Federal Government of
Internal Revenue in Winnipeg and Toronto.
Wally's first office was in the Hotel Hamilton, office
space in Neepawa was at a premium in 1949. He later
moved to a small addition to the Churchill Block,
remaining there until he purchased the block at 418
Mountain Avenue from R.L. Hurrell in 1969.
Wally has been very active in the community, having
acted in various capacities, on the executive of the Lions
Club, Golf Club, Curling Club, Legion, and Minor
League Baseball. He served as a school trustee, town
councillor, and as Finance Chairman of the Yellowhead
Centennial Project Committee. Fran has been active in
church organizations, and has served on the executive of
the Golf Club, Curling Club, Neepawa Fine Arts
Festival, and Overture Concert Association.
There are three children in the Cram family, all three
graduated from N.A.C.1. Colleen attended the
University of Manitoba and has her B.A. B.Ed. and a
pre-masters in Education. She is presently teaching in the
St. James-Assiniboia School Division. John (Jack) is also
a graduate of the University of Manitoba, having obtained his Law degree. Jack is married to Marina
Marumoto, a pharmacist, and is a partner in the law firm
of Clement, Potter & Co. in Brandon.
David graduated from N.A.C.I., receiving the Chown
scholarship, and is presently attending the University of
Manitoba as a third year Medical student.
All three children were members of the Lions Club
Band and participated in high school curling. The boys
played Little League ball, tennis and golf.
Wally is still practising in Neepawa, and he and Fran
reside at 551 Second Avenue.

JAMES THORPE CRA WFORD FAMILY
by Louceil E. McLaren

James Thorpe Crawford with his wife and family came
to Manitoba in 1876 and settled on Snake Creek in the
Salisbury area. He had been a prominent business man in
Port Albert, near Goderich, Ontario, operating a
sawmill, a grist mill and a store. Mrs. Crawford, the
former Catherine McGregor, came to Canada as a young
girl from Inverness in the Highlands of Scotland. She was
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the second woman to reach the Beautiful Plains district
of Manitoba. Mr. M.E. Boughton homesteaded next to
the Crawfords' and in the early days, Crawford and
Boughton journeyed to DeWinton (Carberry) where they
purchased a wire self binder, said to be the first to be
brought to the district. There were just winding trails
from one settlement to the other and the mode of travel
was to walk, later oxen, and then horses.

John Crawford. For
50 Years an Implement Dealer in
Manitoba.

The James T. Crawfords were blessed with two sons
and six daughters: James, John, Annie, Jane, Mary,
Elizabeth, Grace and Kate. Two daughters were married
to Mr. M.E. Boughton, Elizabeth and then Grace.
The parents went to live in Neepawa where they
operated a store and a grist mill at the north end of town,
across from the C.P .R. station. Eventually they again
moved to a homestead on the Ridge but finally returned
to Neepawa where James died at the age of 80 years,
predeceasing his wife who lived to be 97.
John Crawford originally walked with his father James
T. from Portage la Prairie to Neepawa but John later had
a team of oxen which he drove to Portage for provisions.
On one of the return trips they had to travel through a
slough near the Robert Hunter farm, the oxen stopped in
the middle of the slough and would go no further, so he
sold them to Robert Hunter on the spot. Money being
scarce, he started out the hard way. He took the wheels
off a hay rake, built himself a sulky, and drove around
the country selling Gerolamy fanning mills. He sold a
carload on his first trip. From this humble beginning, he
developed a prosperous agricultural implement business.
In the early 1900's he owned four thousand acres of
fertile land, all in the vicinity of Neepawa, of which
about three thousand acres was in crop. He owned the
first lumber yard in Neepawa but sold it out to give his
undivided attention to the implement business. Later he
sold the first McLaughlin cars that were sold in Neepawa.
There he and his wife Matilda Hayden spent their lives.
Prior to this, John Crawford, born in 1856-1928,
served as a captain in the Northwest Rebellion in 1885.
He had been a councillor, a reeve, a school trustee, a
member of the Legislature of Manitoba from 1886-1892,
and a member of the House of Commons at Ottawa in
the Laurier government from 1904-1908. In the early

years he and four other men founded the Laurentia Milk
Company where they made cream, butter, buttermilk,
and ice cream. They had hoped to manufacture a type of
powdered milk but this never materialized. The premises
have been occupied by Boyle's Creamery for many
years.
He was also involved in a match factory at the north
end of town but matches never did light very well.
Eventually my father (Thorpe) would toss in a whole
carton and they got the furnace going very well.
The Craw fords were staunch members of the
Presbyterian Church, Neepawa. He died after a busy and
illustrious career at the age ··of 72, having been
predeceased by his wife, sons Otway and Hayden and a
daughter Bessie, who was killed in a car accident. His
daughter, Annie (Mrs. Wilmer Gibson) spent most of her
married life in Toronto and lived to be elderly.
John Crawford's youngest son Thorpe went to war in
1916 and returned to continue in his father's implement
and car business. He married Marguerite Roche in 1921.
Two girls were born to them, Louceil and Margie.
The original two storey business premise built in 1906
and a warehouse containing many barrels of oil were
gutted by fire in the early thirties. Under adverse conditions a new place of business was erected and hardships
were endured in the depression years. During the second
world war, Thorpe owned and operated the Tiger Moth
bus line to the Elementary Flying Training School here at
Neepawa, and developed a charter bus business after the
war which he carried on until his later years. He died in
1979. His wife Marguerite was very active in the
Presbyterian Church, the Girls Auxiliary to the Hospital,
the Women's Hospital Aid and the Liberal Ladies and
took her turn as president in all of these organizations.
They had a golf club in those days too (the days of
wooden shafted clubs) in which she also took an active
part.
Louceil graduated from the Children's Hospital,
Winnipeg and became related to another of the pioneer
families when she married John Douglas McLaren. They
have three children born in Neepawa but all residing in
Winnipeg. Wendy, born 1949, graduated from the
Health Sciences Centre in 1972 and is married to James
Bailey. They have two children, Scott and Lindsay.
Twins, Donald and Debra, born 1953. They are still
single. Don graduated from Red River Community
College in business administration in 1975 and works
with his father in the family business. Debra is working
on her masters degree in plant pathology at the University
of Manitoba.
Margie Crawford became a lab technician and married
Dan Street of Portage la Prairie where they reside. Their
daughter Sandy, born 1960, graduated as a lab
technologist from Grace Hospital, Winnipeg, in 1981 and
Shelley, born 1962, is working towards her C.G.A. and is
employed at the Monarch Life Insurance Company,
Winnipeg.

for what it is worth, here goes. I first saw the light of day
in London, England in October, 1904 and will just
narrate one or two incidents of the years following. First
I remember my mother dressing me up like a Little Lord
Fauntleroy with a boater straw hat, a large red bow at a
celluloid collar, short pants and colored top socks and I
had to hold my sister's hand all the way to Sunday School
under threats. How I hated that get-up and the chore!
Next I remember the paper boys on the street yelling
"Titanic sinks" and everyone running for a paper.
Another memory that stands out was the bunch of
hooligans, early in the 1914 war, demolishing German
bakers' shops. People who, no doubt, had served the
British for years and many born there and many in the
British forces. Just in a few minutes before the police
could get there it was a pile of rubble with a screaming
crowd watching.
When I was eleven and my Dad went to France in 1915,
I was sent to live with my mother's parents, farmers on
the border of Scotland, at the country Cowburn school
north of the Roman Wall. My London Cockney twang
took a severe beating and helped me to quickly change to
the north country dialect, so much so that on the ship I
came out on I was called Scotty.
The last farm I worked on, one day had a visitor in the
person of T.W. Woods, now at 96 in East View Lodge.
Tom was over for a holiday in 1922 and came to visit his
cousin, my boss. He got talking to me and suggested I
come to Canada instead of working there for nothing,
but I told him I was all ready to join the Navy. Tom said
"H--- with the Navy. Come on out to me." I did - in
June, 1923. He sent me a letter of instructions on how to
get to Cordova which I still have. I arrived at Hallboro on
the 23rd, supposed to change trains there. After the train
left I asked the agent how long I'd have to wait. The
answer I got was "Why the H--- didn't you stay on the
train to Neepawa?" (It was the first time I'd ever heard
the name.) He said "The train won't be back for hours
on account of the wash-outs." He said he'd flag a freight
down, which he kindly did for the trip to this mystical
Neepawa. The Brakie and Conductor wanted to know
where I came from and when I told them it was greeted
with the exclamation "What the H---do you guys come
out here for when there isn't enough work for those that
are here?" I thought what a greeting to my new country
with only at that time nine and a half million population.
For most of four years I worked on farms and as a
section hand, then for three years in the gold mines at

THE FRED CROOK FAMILY
by Fred Crook

My history will be a little more recent than some but
Fred and Annie Crook and baby -1931.
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Fred Crook cutting
oats.

Women and Red Lakes, mostly underground where the
wages were good, and because I kept clear of poker
games I saved the fabulous sum of $1400.
I came back to Cordova in March, 1930 and married
my loyal girl friend Annie May Sykes who was raised on
her father's farm, the N 1/21-14-17. We were married at
the Fanklin Manse by a Mr. Hanley on March 31 st. We
set up farming on the NW 114 and 80 of 2-14-17 that I
paid a thousand dollars down on. With the $400 and
some help from my wife's folks, I bought four old
horses, some machinery and furniture and we were in
business. But those were depression years. After I'd paid
the threshing the first year we had $60 left which I paid to
the former owner while we existed on two cows and a few
hens; trading the eggs and butter for groceries at the
store. We never were able to pay the interest, never mind
the principal. Once I tried at the Royal Bank in Minnedosa to borrow ten dollars for twine and couldn't get
it. One year the wheat all rusted and we burned it all. My
old tin lizzie stood on blocks about four years; no money
to buy gas even at four gallons for a dollar. Wheat at the
elevator was 24 1/2 cents a bushel, oats and barley eight
and nine cents.
In December, 1936 I gave the owner a Quit Claim Deed
and rented the east half of 34-14-16 four miles west of
Neepawa from Mr. Jesse Curtis. He and his wife were
wonderful friends to have. Our first crop there was good
so I bought a new John Deere binder from Walter
Aikenhead, brought it home and greased it up and made
four rounds around a lovely crop of oats when I saw a
storm coming. I didn't make it to the barn before the hail
was coming down like fury. My first but not last experience. It battered everything down and even took the
oats off the few sheaves, and we had no insurance. Next
morning Mr. Curtis came out and told me "You have to
feed your horses; anything you can salvage, you keep it."
Four years later we bought the farm and stayed there
thirty-two years. Years before this farm had been the old
Dan McGillivray place and for twelve years prior to our
arrival had been farmed by a Mr. Robertson. After that
first year's hail experience we always carried insurance
and collected five times, two total and three partial. In
later years the hail storms seem to have changed direction.
During our married life which now stretches to fiftytwo years, we raised one boy and three girls. There were
no school buses then; in summer they drove a two444

wheeled cart to Iroquois school. In winter a toboggan.
Two winters it was one rig to Iroquois and another to
Franklin High.
My son is still on the same farm. Our eldest daughter
Joyce is married to Dwight Johnson, an engineer on the
C.P. out of Minnedosa. Daughter Grace is married to
Dean Gwyer, farmer and Odanah municipal councillor at
Cordova, while our youngest daughter is Mrs. Ken
McKee, farmers north west of Brookdale.
My good wife and I joined the ranks of the retired and
moved to town in 1969 to enjoy life in one of the most
beautiful and well-kept towns in Manitoba.

Fred and Annie Crook and family.

THE CRUICKSHANK FAMILY
by Florence Burns

My father, Alex Cruickshank, was born in Dundee,
Scotland in 1861. He married Margaret Nichol of Lintrathen, Scotland. Their first home was a "Butt and
Ben", near his parents. Father was put in charge of a
stable of horses.
On receiving many brochures depicting the new
country of Canada as a land of opportunity for young

The Cruickshank Family. Back Row: Florence (Mrs. Robt. Burns),
Alex, Belle (Mrs. A. Arbuckle). Front Row: Madge, Hugh, Lyle (Mrs.
T. W. Milne), Jessie (Mrs. G. Kay).

men, he became obsessed with the desire to emigrate.
After duly persuading my mother to come to a country
that she thought of as a place inhabited only by wild
Indians, he and a friend, Geordie Dare, set sail for
Canada in May, 1888, leaving his family with his parents.
The following is a poem he composed as he saw the last
of his native land:

ALEXANDER CRUICKSHANK'S
FAREWELL TO SCOTLAND
IN 1888
The last of auld Scotland has faded from view,
The black rocks of Ireland appear,
But my heart to the north like the needle sae true
Turns back to the land that's maist dear.
Oh where is the man that feels not a pang
When leaving his native soil?
His thoughts he may hide wi' a jest or a sang,
Or a tear he may hide wi' a smile.
'Tis not the Country alone that my fancy dwells on,
'Tis the loved ones that I've left behind.
They are far from my sight and their presence is gone,
But bright in my memory their image you'll find.
To cross the wide ocean the first of my kin,
Nearest and dearest I hae left behind me.
If fortune prove kind and wealth I do win,
At some distant date they will be wi' me.
My wife and my bairnies I've left on yon side,
But by me they'll ne'er beforsaken.
If Providence be kindfor them He'll provide,
If I, their support, should be taken.
Adieu! Adieu! my parents so kind, my sisters so dear,
Farewell to my brothers and a';
Though seas between us roll let our hearts be ever near,
and the distance seems nothing ava.
Upon arriving in Winnipeg, he was advised to try the
Neepawa District - a new budding town. During that
summer he worked for a farmer in the Osprey District,
and then settled on an abandoned homestead in the
Oakdale District on which was a log house and barn. The
winter was spent cutting and selling wood to pay for the
fares of his family. Being a good carpenter, he made
furniture for his new home. The following year he sent
for his wife and family.
My Mother and four children arrived in 1889. After
spending two uncomfortable days in the Immigration
Building in Winnipeg, they left for Neepawa which
consisted of a few scattered houses and two stores owned
by J .A. Clare and Kerr and Graham. After a ten mile
drive in a lumber wagon, they arrived at the homestead at
one o'clock in the morning, tired, but happy to be
reunited with father. Their life followed the pattern of
other new settlers who had moved in. A church, affiliated

with Knox Presbyterian Church in Neepawa, and a
school were built.
They once had a very thrilling experience. They had
driven to Winnipeg with a team and wagon to visit
father's brother who had come out from Scotland. When
returning home, as they drove through the heavily bushed
district of Mekiwin, they ran into a forest fire. They
could not escape it. The horses were terrified, but they
had to drive through sections of the fire. They finally
arrived home, frightened but unscathed.
In the spring of 1899, my father rescued a team of
runaway horses from a slough. He caught a chill and
after a week of pneumonia he died at the age of thirtyeight, only ten years after arriving in Canada. He left a
young widow of thirty-eight with eight children ranging
in age from one to sixteen years. They were namely: Lyle,
later Mrs. Thomas Milne; Madge, unmarried; Alex,
married Millie Porteous; Belle, Mrs. Allan Arbuckle;
Florence, Mrs. Robert Burns; Grant, married Acey
Caldwell; Jess, Mrs. George Kay; Hugh, married Gladys
Manley.
Life was lonely and difficult for a young inexperienced
woman, but my mother made a good home for us, and
took an active part in the church and district. In 1918 she
sold the farm and moved to Neepawa, where she spent
the remainder of her life. She lived to be one hundred
years and four months old. On her one hundredth birthday she greeted more then one hundred guests by name.
Her eyesight and hearing had deteriorated, but her
memory was excellent.
She died on May 16, 1961, and was buried from Knox
Presbyterian Church, where she had been a faithful
member all her life.

CUMMINGS FAMILY
by Frances Lattin and Mary Murison

James Cummings was born in 1879 in Lochgilphead,
Argyllshire, Scotland. He married Elizabeth Scott of
Glasgow in 1900. His occupation was a gardener, he
worked for Lady Hamilton and also took care of the
grounds at Melrose Abbey. Three daughters were born in
Scotland - Bessie, Molly and Isabel. They immigrated to
Canada in April, 1909, and stayed with Mr. and Mrs.
James McNair of Mentmore district for a short time.
They rented the Victor Stonehouse farm, while they lived
there another daughter, Dolly was born. They moved to
the Smith farm in the Brookdale area, where their first
son Jim was born. The children attended the Freeland
school. The Hockins family were our neighbors and close
friends. Mr. Cummings bought the Stenhouse farm in the
Mentmore district in 1913. Another son, Don, was born.
The children now attended the Osprey school under K.
Bristow (who enlisted in World War I). James Cummings
was the organizer and later appointed chairman of the
Brookdale Consolidated School. He resigned, as he was
in favor of including the Gordon district in the consolidation. He served as trustee of Osprey school district
until his untimely death in 1924. The Davidson and
Wiseman families were close friends and offered a great
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deal of assistance.
Later Mrs. Cummings married Walter Lottiri, and they
continued to live on the farm until her death in 1929.
Walter eventually moved to Winnipeg, and passed away
in 1968.
The eldest daughter, Bessie, left to teach in Saskatchewan, and later married a rancher by the name of
Moody Bromley of Assiniboia, now widowed, and living
in Kelowna, B.C.
Molly also went teaching in various schools in
Manitoba. She married Bill Murison, a farmer. They now
live in Winnipeg. They have two sons, Ross and Gordon,
both married. Ross teaches in Warren High School and
Gordon in Daniel McIntyre High School.
Isabel became a nurse, graduated from Dauphin
hospital. She nursed in Winnipeg, passed away in 1938.
Dolly married a farmer, Bill Lottin, and they lived on
the Lottin farm (now the Hockin farm). They had a
daughter and two sons who attended Brookdale school.
Marjorie was a stenographer. She married Garth McDonald and now lives in Maple Ridge, B.C. One son
Walter works in Whitehorse, Yukon, their youngest son
Robert is deceased.
Jim, the elder Cummings' son, worked as a boy on the
family farm and was always interested in raising and
showing cattle for the Provincial and Toronto Royal
Fairs. He had a transfer business for a few years, then
bought the Albert Drayson farm where he still resides. He
married Grace McDonald of Brookdale. They had two
children, Glen and Betty. Grace passed away in 1965. Jim
married Olive Denoon in 1973. Glen attended Osprey
school until it closed, then finished his education in
Neepawa. Following in his father's footsteps, Glen took
a keen interest in showing cattle, winning many ribbons
and awards. He was active in 4H for years. He married
Heather Harvey and with his wife and two children, lives
on the same farm as his dad. Betty attended Neepawa
school and the University of Manitoba. She is now the
Home Economist of the Neepawa/Minnedosa area. She
married Ron Kozak, a pharmacist, and they live in
Minnedosa.
Don, the younger Cummings' son, received his
education in Osprey and Neepawa, furthering his studies
at university. He is now a marketing consultant for
Western Co-operative Fertilizers Ltd. of Calgary. In 1941
he married Anne Wareham and they make their home in
Winnipeg. They have one daughter, Heather, who is
married to Richard Burkett. They both teach in Lahr,
Germany.

Champion SteerWestern Fair,
Brandon.

Champion
and
Reserve Champion.
The Hereford in the
front of the picture
took the Championship and was owned
by J.A. Kartanson,
Minnedosa.
It
weighed 870 Ibs.,
and sold for 42 112ft.
The Angus took
Reserve Champion
and was owned by
C.R. Kinney, Brookdale. It weighed 730
Ibs. and soldfor 2M.

JESSE CURTIS FAMILY
by Evelyn Vivian

Jesse Curtis was born in Dorset County, England in
1867. Charlotte Crabb was born in the same County in
1852. Following the death of her first husband, Job
Hyde, she married Jesse Curtis in 1885. They lived in
Cardiff, Wales, for three years where Frances and Arthur

Homestead of Jesse and Charlotte Curtis. NE 28-14-16, Langford
Municipality. First home built in 1888. This home added to original
around 1910- became home of Arthur and Charlotte Curtis.

were born. In 1888, Mr. and Mrs. Curtis, their two
children and Mrs. Curtis's daughter, Lilly Hyde,
emigrated to Canada. They settled in Glendale
Municipality (now Langford) on the NE 28-14-16.
Bertram was born the following year.
Although the Curtises had arrived in Canada with little
capital, by 1900 they added to their homestead with the
purchase of the east 1/2 33-14-16. This farm was to
remain in the Curtis family for eighty-six years. The
prairie sod had to be broken and the small frame house
was replaced with a two and a half storey structure. Fine
outbuildings were erected and the yard planted with
evergreen and maples. Perhaps this latter task was
performed as a protection from the harsh Manitoba
winters or perhaps they missed the green of England.
Their labours were lost when nearly all these trees were

destroyed in one year by insects - there were no in.
secticides in those days.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis retired to their home on Vivian
Street in Neepawa in 1911. Mr. Curtis continued his
interest in the settling of Manitoba through his appointment as land commissioner with the C.P.R. He
made trips to England and the U.S.A. in the interests of
bringing in settlers to occupy the C.P.R. land. He worked
with F.L. Davis, K.C. as a realtor. Mr. Curtis was Field
Supervisor with the Soldier Settlement Board following
W. W. 1. The work again involved the settling of land this time by the returned veterans. Mr. Curtis served as
councillor of the Town of Neepawa and was secretarytreasurer of the Beautiful Plains Agricultural Society for
many years. During his long association with the
Neepawa Parks Board, he gave many hours toward the
beautification of Riverside Cemetery.
Mrs. Curtis died in 1926, and Mr. Curtis married Mrs.
S.E. Gee in 1929. In 1946 they retired to the west coast
where Mr. Curtis died in 1951.
Lilly Hyde married George Rogers of Glendale in 1894.
Frances married Wilbur Thompson of Neepawa in 1908.
Arthur, who remained on the family farm, married
Charlotte White of the Iroquois district in 1915.
Following Bertram's graduation from Agricultural
College in 1912, he farmed in the Berton district (now
Helston), and married Annie Govenlock in 1920. Bertram died in 1922 from diphtheria. He left one son
Raymond, and a second son William was born several
months after his father's death.
All of these pioneers, with the exception of Jesse
Curtis's second wife and Annie Govenlock are buried in
Riverside Cemetery.

ARTHUR CURTIS FAMILY
by Evelyn Vivian

Arthur Curtis arrived in Canada with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse Curtis in 1888. He married Charlotte,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James A. White of the
Iroquois District in 1915. They resided on the Curtis farm
in Glendale and raised seven children.
W. Glen married Ruth Seekings - one son Allen. John
married Betty Thurston - three sons Brian, Trevor and
Sheldon. James married Eileen Buchanan - five children,
Donald, Gordon, Murray, Tanis and Shanon. Audrey
married Readman George - three children, William,
Heather and David. Following Readman's death in 1966,
Audrey married John Doll in 1976. His death occurred
the following year. Evelyn married Lewis Vivian daughter Lee. Norma married Maurice Stewart - children
Scott and Jill. Joanne married Ian Broadfoot - three
children, Lori, Kevin and Sarah.
Mrs. Curtis worked for community affairs and for the
Red Cross. She was made a Life Member of this
organization. She was always willing to help her
neighbours. During the thirties a lady of the district was
giving premature birth. Mrs. Curtis and Mrs. Adams
arrived to deliver not one baby, but twin boys. The wee

things were placed in a basket in the oven to keep them
warm. They grew to be healthy men without benefit of a
hospital or incubator. Another neighbour decided to give
birth on a thirty-five below zero night. Glen hitched the
horse to the stoneboat and drove his Mother across the
field to where the event was taking place. Mrs. Curtis
delivered the baby and walked back home in time to
prepare the breakfast porridge.
Mr. Curtis was a long time chairman of the Glendale
School Board and served as councillor of the
Municipality of Langford for over twenty years. Heavy
horses, a team of wild hackneys and a race horse named
"Old Black Joe" were stabled on the Curtis farm. Mr.
Curtis operated a steam threshing machine for over forty
years and was one of the last farmers to own a combine.
He claimed they wasted grain. Each steam outfit had a
distinctive whistle tone. When the ladies heard that long
blast, they knew they would soon have about twenty-five
men to feed. Mr. Curtis was one of the first men in
Glendale to own a car. On a driver's licence of 1912 it
shows that he owned a twenty-five horse power Detroiter.
Later models were Case and Briscoe.
New inventions made farm life easier in the first forty
years of the century. Gas lamps were brighter than the
coal oil type. A cess pool (before septic tank) replaced the
slop pail. Cisterns were put in homes and water hand
pumped to the stove reservoir to be heated. The beef ring
was a grand way to get fresh meat each Saturday. The
week that you supplied the animal, you got the bonus of
the heart in your meat bag. Ice wells were about eight feet
deep and were filled with ice from Stoney Creek in late
winter and covered with sawdust. The heated vans were
more comfortable than the open sleigh. Number Four.
Highway (now 16) was built past the Curtis farm about
1928. Now that was progress - we had a gravel road those
long five miles to Neepawa.
Mrs. Curtis died in 1969. Mr. Curtis died in 1970 and
James in 1971. They are buried in Riverside Cemetery,
Neepawa.

DALTON FAMILY
by Ruth (Dalton) Rush

Mr. Alfred M. Dalton hailed from Manchester,
England. He married a London, England girl, Alice M.
Ralbot right here in Neepawa. They were the first white
couple married in Neepawa.
Mr. Dalton was the first Postmaster. He built the first
frame dwelling, hauling the lumber from DeWinton near
Carberry, Manitoba. The house is still standing, still
occupied. This house is on the north side of the highway
hill coming into Neepawa.
Mr. and Mrs. Dalton had four sons, William, Ernie,
James and Frederick. William the oldest was the first
white boy born in Neepawa August 24, 1883.
William lived all his life in Neepawa and the three
brothers moved away. He received his schooling in
Neepawa, in fact he grew with the town. The first school
in Neepawa was a one-roomer, top of the hill, a mile east
of the present town. He started in a two-room school
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located right back of where the Safeway Store is now. His
first teacher was Miss Mcintosh, she became the mother
of barrister George Howden. His last teacher (after nine
years of schooling) was A.E. Kellington. He was the
uncle of Miss Hazel Kellington, a primary teacher. She
taught all William's four children.
William was active in the community, served on the
fire department, also a member of the school board for
eighteen years. He received his fifty year pin in the
Masons.
A tinsmith and plumber by trade, he started with
George L. Forrester's tin shop in 1901. He bought out the
shop and remained in business until 1962. His shop was
located across the lane behind the Imperial Bank of
Commerce.

Burrows in England and resides there with their two
children, Glen and Claire.
Agnes pre-deceased her mother in 1962.
Dorothy, having taught school at Brookdale, Arden
and Winnipeg, then worked in Civil Service, Ottawa, and
married Harry W. Armstrong. They reside at Calgary,
Alberta with their family, sons Norman and Glenn, and
daughter Ellen (Mrs. Dan Chase) of Cluny, Alberta.
Their 2 children are Cailey and Joe Chase.
The house which Mrs. Davidson bought from Andy
Graham in 1939, on the corner of Brown Ave. & Ellen St.
is one of the older houses in Neepawa. It was built by
Russ Woodard's father.

GEORGE AND MARY DAVIDSON
by The Family

Mr. and Mrs. George S. Davidson were Scottish
pioneers who were married in 1905 in Scotland and
planned to make Canada their home.
There was an extensive advertising campaign at that
time regarding free land for a homestead.
George arrived in Neepawa in 1907 and worked for
John McLaren, east of Neepawa, to learn Canadian

George Davidson
and Wife Mary.

Mr. and Mrs. William Dalton.

William married Eva Olive Ward, April, 1918. Eva was
also a native of Neepawa. They had four children, June,
the twins Ruth and Jim and Alice. The family were
members of the Anglican Church. Mr. Dalton served on
the vestry for many years. Mrs. Dalton was active in the
Women's Auxiliary and both sang in the church choir.
William passed away March, 1964 and Mrs. Dalton
March, 1981. Both are buried in the family plot along
with his mother in the Neepawa cemetery. His father is
buried in Blind River, Ontario.

ELLEN ELIZABETH DAVIDSON
by Dorothy Davidson

Ellen Elizabeth (Layng) Davidson, born at Hallboro,
Man., in 1884, resided in Neepawa with her three
daughters, Mary, Agnes and Dorothy from 1939 until her
death in 1968.
Mary married EdgarL. Johnston in 1937 and they
farmed in the Oakdale district, also northeast of
Neepawa, then resided in town in Mrs. Davidson's house.
Ed worked for Murray's Garage also at Geo. Rey Dry
Cleaners.
Their daughter, Mary Ellen married Graham P.
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farming methods. The following year, his wife Mary and
daughter Bathia, joined him, May 1908.
The homestead, in Mafeking area, seemed so remote
that they abandoned it and hired out as a couple for a
short time, eventually moving into Neepawa where
George became a town employee. He helped lay the
waterworks to the Neepawa Hospital in 1912.
Later he became a C.N.R. employee in 19l3. He
became a fireman and then a locomotive engineer, and
acquired the nickname of "the flying Scotsman".
During World War II he was the engineer on a
"mixed" train, transporting troops and equipment to
Churchill and had some interesting and hair-raising
experiences. In the pre-war days there were moose, elk
and even wolves to block the tracks, so numerous were
they. At night they would get caught in the tunnel of light
and the engine would have to stop and put out the light to
disperse them. He loved the North, and Churchill Harbor
reminded him of his home in Gardenstown, Scotland.
However, they settled in Neepawa and there they
stayed and raised a large family, viz: - Bathia, Winnifred,
William, Alexander, Nina, Roy, Gladys, and Elaine.
Sorrow struck the family when the youngest son Roy
was killed in action on June 21, 1942. He was in the
R.C.A.F. and lies buried in Waddington, England.
George succumbed to a heart attack in December,

Neighbors and friends through farming and C.N.R. Left to Right: Bill
Davie, Bill Blackburn, Harold Parker, Mrs. E. Parker, Mr. and Mrs.
G. Davidson, Mr. and Mrs. W. Davie, Mrs. E. Blackburn, E. Parker,
E. Blackburn.

George and Mary Davidson, Bathia (Farrell), Winnie (Lees), William
Davidson, A. Davidson, Nina (Bailey), Roy Davidson, Gladys
(McLaughlin).

1946, an untimely death at age 63. His widow continued
to live in the family house, with son Bill, until her death
in March 1972. Bill also suffered a heart attack and died
in 1982.
Despite trials and tribulations in early years, George
and Mary Davidson loved Neepawa, Manitoba, Canada,
and never regretted migrating to their new homeland.

ISSAC DAVIDSON HISTORY
by Mrs. Robert (Beulah) Davidson

Since several members of the Issac Davidson family
pioneered in the Beautiful Plains area, it is most fitting to
start this story with Great-grandfather, Issac Davidson.
Issac Davidson was born in Oxford County at
Thamesford, Ontario in 1829. He married Christian
Cameron, who was of an old United Empire Loyalist
family and a sister of Sir Douglas Cameron, Lieutenant
Governor of Manitoba. About 1869, Mr. and Mrs. Issac
Davidson moved to Iowa and in 1871 came to Manitoba,
settling in the Palestine settlement on the White Mud
River, now known as Gladstone. Mr. Davidson was a
blacksmith and wagon maker.

Their family consisted of eight children: John Andrew
Davidson, one of the pioneers of Neepawa and father of
lawyer John A. Davidson (known to all as Jack). John
married Ellen Hamilton. Their children were Hamilton,
Maud, Hazel and John. Robert Alexander Davidson
married Thomasina Gerrond, his story will follow.
William Davidson married Maude Stevenson. They
raised their family of Grace, Gordon and Howard at
Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan.
James Henry Davidson married Dr. Mary Allen. They
resided in Neepawa and built the home now owned by
E.P. Boyle. Their family was Marguerite (McConaghy),
Allen and Mary (Bishop).
Francis Davidson married Evangeline Holmes, and
their children were: Francis (who married Vera Stubbs
and lived in Carberry, Man.), Lucille and Birdie
(Hancock), George Davidson married Mary Ingram and
their family were Russell, Gloria and Janis. Emma
Davidson married Corydon P. Brown. They had one
child, Lillian Brown (Halpenny). Emma died and C.P.
Brown married her sister Jean Davidson. Their family
was Edith (Tweed) and Muriel (Cottingham).
An excerpt from Issac Davidson's accounting book
when he blacksmithed at Palestine reads" 1874 - Adam
McKenzie Account, Sept. 3 - 'Plow repeared' $1. Sept. 18
- Sickle Rivets .25¢."
Issac Davidson retired to Neepawa in 1886 where he
lived on the north side of the east hill, opposite the large
brick house built by his son John Andrew Davidson (later
known as the Guinn house). He was an avid gardener and
his granddaughter Ethel (Davidson) Cawston recalls,
"Grandfather would pay any of his grandchildren five
cents for each weed they found in his garden. I do not
remember receiving, or seeing him hand out, a nickel" .
Issac Davidson's wife, Christina, died in 1882, and he
in 1893. They are buried in Riverside Cemetery in
Neepawa.

R.A. DAVIDSON (See Century Farms)
JACK ADRIAN DAVIDSON
by Myrtle McKenzie

Jack Adrian Davidson, son of the Honorable John
Andrew, was born in Neepawa in 1890. He received his
elementary and high school education in Neepawa and
then attended the University of Manitoba. After
graduating in law he was called to the bar in 1916 and
began his career when he articled with J.H. Howden,
one-time Attorney-General of Manitoba. Later he was to
enter practice with F.L. Davis, K.C. and became active in
civic affairs of the town. For a time he was Councillor
and for a short time in 1923 he was mayor. However, he
did not hold this position very long as he moved to
Saskatchewan where he set up practice in Preeceville.
In an interview with the Neepawa Press at the time of
his retirement in 1969, Jack reminisced that this was a
difficult time in his life - setting up practice during the
depression years. However difficult it was for him, it was
more so for some of his farmer clients. One incident
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involved a farmer who had sent a shipment of hides east
by freight. His payment was less than the cost of shipping
the hides. When asked how he intended to pay the difference he replied that he'd send more hides.
Returning to Neepawa in 1935 Jack took over the
practice of the late Robert Wemyss. He again became
active in the affairs of the town, serving as chairman of
the School Board, then as secretary-treasurer until it was
taken over by the Beautiful Plains School Division. For
thirty years, until his retirement in 1969, he was solicitor
for the town. In 1963 he was named president of the

Robert G. Cummings in 1977. Present firm is known as
Taylor & Cummings as of April, 1982.
During his life in Neepawa Jack was a member of the
United Church and the Lions Club. He was Past Master
of Neepawa Masonic Lodge No. 24 A.F. & A.M.,
District Deputy Grand Master of the Masonic Order. On
May 19, 1970 in Winnipeg he was honored at a
Testimonial Dinner by the Manitoba Bar Association (in
conjunction with The Law Society of Manitoba) in
recognition of all living members who were called to the
Bar or admitted as Solicitors in the Province fifty years or
longer.
In 1914 Jack married Claire Bolton. Two children were
born to them: John Adrian who married Doreen Gertrude McKenzie of Vancouver. They have three children John Adrian, Marcia Dawn and Keith Thomas. Daughter
Mary is Mrs. William Garry Hargreaves. They live in
Brandon and are the parents of William, Lois, Bruce and
Kenneth.
Claire passed away in 1962. Later Jack married Violet
Bradley in 1968. His death occurred in 1974.

WILLIAM AND DOLLY DAVIDSON
by Merrell Davidson

Mrs. John A. Davidson and family in the back garden of the house on
the hill.

Jack Adrian Davidson.

Central Manitoba Judicial Bar Association and in 1964
he was named Queen's Counsel.
Jack was joined in his practice by Hersh Lerner in
1965. The firm of Davidson and Lerner continued until
Jack's retirement. R. Dale Brawn joined the Lerner
practice until a fire destroyed their office in March, 1975
and what was known as the 'Jack Davidson Law Office'
for many years passed out of existence.
Dale Brawn moved across the street to the Smith Block
and took in new partners. Charles Taylor in 1976, and
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In the early 1800s the Davidsons and their maternal
parents, the Steinhoffs, came to Neepawa from Glencoe,
Ontario. Both families lived in a large house on corner of
First and Mill St. Mr. Steinhoff and Mr. Davidson were
blacksmiths and managed a shop at north end of town.
Mrs. Steinhoff was well known as a practical nurse and
midwife.
In 1900 William James (Bill) Davidson joined his
parents and family. Mr. and Mrs. Davidson left Neepawa
and went to Detroit where they died.
Bill Davidson worked for a short time with an implement company at Minnedosa. He and Margaret Jane
(Dolly) Ralph were married at Franklin and made their
home in Neepawa. Bill worked at C.N. Roundhouse for
many years. Bill and Dolly had one daughter, Merrell
Annis.
Merrell grew up and got her education in Central
School in Neepawa. After completion of Grade twelve,
Merrell trained for a nurse at the Hospital here for two
and one half years. Health problems prevented her
continuing this career. Merrell commenced to work for
Manitoba Telephone Co. in 1932, retiring in 1970. Now
she enjoys complete retirement in her suite on Mountain
Avenue.

William James Davidson - his grandmother was Mrs. Steinhoff.

Aileen
Jackson,
Merrill and Dolly
Davidson, Nora Day 1933.

home in Neepawa. Merrell, their only daughter, lived
with them. Anna Elvina was the next daughter. She never
married., Anna died in 1960.
Pearl Willi men a married Harry Thompson and lived in
Saskatchewan. They had four of a family. Marion died in
1979. The other members of the family were Geraldine,
George and Harry.
William James married Ethel Hanley. William served
during World War I and was never very well after he
returned home. They lived at north end of Neepawa and
later in one of the United Church Units. There was no
family.

DEL AND DORIS DAWSON
RICHARD RALPH

by Doris Dawson

by Merrell Davidson

Easter weekend of 1954, Dr. D.G. (Del) Dawson and
his wife Doris arrived in Neepawa. He began his practice
immediately and was busy throughout his years of service. Doris worked in the office too until the arrival of
their twins, Deborah and Drew. This made their family
complete. They settled into community and family life
from the beginning. They were members of St. James
Anglican Church - both Del and Doris took their stint at
teaching in the Sunday School and Deborah and Drew
had many years perfect attendance. Del was an avid
hunter and looked forward eagerly to fall. They both
were active in the Curling Club and the Golf Club, and
travelled from town to town for bon spiels and tournaments, and spent many happy hours in the pastime.
The Lions Club offered Del an opportunity to participate
in work for the community, and Doris was a charter
member of the Lionelles. She was also a charter member
of the Sweet Adelines.
In retrospect, one of Del's achievements was the
establishment of the Medical Dental Clinic built in 1970
which he designed and this will remain as a memorial to
him for many years. They also had the joy of planning a
home which to them was very special, and they enjoyed
living in it for many years.
Today, Deborah is married to Leonard Prawdzik,
formerly of Eden, and they live in British Columbia with
their two daughters. Drew is married to Emily Lehman
from Arden, and they reside in Winnipeg.
Del died in July of 1976 and is buried in Riverside
Cemetery. He made his mark in our community through
years of unselfish service in every endeavour.
Doris still lives in town and keeps busy with
organizations of her choice and enjoys being a grandmother.

The Ralphs came to Neepawa with the Davidsons and
Steinhoffs. They had four children.
Richard was instrumental in getting a permanent
clergyman for the Anglican Church in 1888. Richard
became an officer of the first congregation.
Elizabeth married Bob Elliott. They farmed across the
river from the bottom of Davidson Street.
John was another member of the family. Little is
known about him.
Joseph married Jane Anne Coulter. They farmed east
of Neepawa where the Hydro station is situated now.
They had four of a family who were very young when
Jane Anne died.

Family oj Joseph and
Jane Ann Ralph
(Dolly) Margaret Jane
1885 - 1967, Pearl
Wilhelmina - 1890 1974, Anna Elvina 1887 - 1960, William
James-1891-1963.

DE'ATHFAMILY
Jose~h's

second wife was Catherin Arnott. They had
?o f~mlly. Joseph built a house in town and they moved
mto It. He worked as a drayman and excavator.
M~rgaret. Jane (Dolly) was the oldest in Joseph and
Jane s famlly. When she grew up Dolly worked in the
milli.nery department of J.A. Clare's store. Dolly and Bill
Davidson were'married in Franklin. They made their

by Joy De'Ath

The De' Ath family have lived in the Neepawa area
since 1925. George William De' Ath was born in Birmingham, England in 1886. After completing school he
became bookkeeper and later assistant manager in a CoOp Store, but Canada enticed him, so at 19 years of age
he sailed to what would be his permanent home. His ship
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docked in Halifax, then he travelled by train to the
Sidney area. He worked on different farms· and was
eventually joined by his brother Harry. During this time
he also met Margaret Elizabeth Kilgore. They were
married in 1925 in Neepawa and took up residence in the
Springhill area.
Their first son William George, first daughter Gladys
Caroline, and second son Arthur Jasper were born while
they were in this area. Bill and Gladys attended Iroquois
School. They moved to the Osprey district for three years
and in 1939 moved to NE 27-13-16. Twins Edward Roy
and Joyce Marion arrived to complete the family. They
bought the north 1/2 of the section and continued mixed
farming. Regular crops of wheat, oats and barley, and
occasionally flax were grown, eggs were hatched in the
incubator, and the chickens grown for meat or as layers.
Cream was "hung down the well" before the ice house
was built and kept in the ice house until the hydro came
through in 1948. The cream truck called regularly with
the driver often making it his dinner stop. The first
tractor was purchased in 1945, but horses were still
important, particularly for winter transportation as the
"Mentmore Road" and side roads were in considerably
worse condition than they are today and snow removal
equipment was not very powerful. Seeing the farm was
close to Mentmore village, there was a "winter road"
through it, as neighbors travelled to the store for
necessities, to the blacksmith, the elevator, to meet the
train, and pick up mail or to go to either the curling or
skating rink. The train provided twice weekly service for
freight and passengers. Another regular visitor was the
"Watkin's Man", especially when he was in the person
of Nelson Shoemaker who always had a package of gum
for the children.
George and Bill were butchers for the Mentmore Beef
Ring for some time. George served on the Gordon School
Board and Mentmore Elevator Board. Bill was secretary
of the Elevator Board for over 25 years and served on the
Church Board. Bill and Gladys were both awarded 4-H
trips to Toronto. All of Bill's family have been or are
members of 4-H clubs. They also were active participants
in rink activities. The family attended Gordon Church,
although George was a member of the Anglican Church.
Once the family grew up, members started moving
around. Gladys worked in the Neepawa Hospital where
she suddenly became a patient due to an emergency
appendectomy and through that little episode became one
of the last patients in the old hospital and first in the new
one. In 1953 she married David Lewis Jones. They had
two children, David Ross and Gladys Elizabeth. Beth
married Larry Macsymic in 1977. They have two
children, Amber Dawn and Sean David. Ross married Jo
Anne Neufeld in 1980. Lewis passed away in 1973 as the
result of an accident. In 1977 Gladys married Gordon
Welbourne and moved to Hartney.
Arthur joined the Navy and after his discharge moved
back to Winnipeg where he married Carol Woodhall in
1959. They had three children, Douglas Arthur, Kenneth
Steven, and Sharon Lynn. In 1981, Art and Carol moved
to Sayward, B.C.
George and Margaret retired to Neepawa in 1960.
Bill married Joy McCrae in 1962. They have three
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George on binder, Buddy on tractor -1947.

Mr. and Mrs. George De'Ath - 50th Anniversary.

children, Dale William, Maureen Joy, and Gary Earle.
Bill and Joy reside on the home farm.
Joyce took secretarial training in Winnipeg and was
employed by Manitoba Pool Elevators. She married Ross
Romanyshyn in 1967. They have two children, Angela
Gae and Todd Wayne, and still reside in Winnipeg.
Roy joined Manitoba Pool Elevators staff in 1962 and
has since become Assistant District Manager for South
Western Manitoba. His home is now in Killarney.
George passed away in 1976, just short of his 90th
birthday. He was well respected in the community and his
thoughtfulness and sense of humor much appreciated by
his friends and family. Margaret is an active member of
the Orange Lodge, attends Home League at the Salvation
Army, and is known as a good friend and neighbor.
Bill's friendly smile and helpful ways are known to
many post office customers. Dale was a member of the
graduating class of '82, and Gary is known for his
participation in sports. The family enjoys various activities including mechanics, music, sports, travel,
photography, and church activities.
In looking back over the years, there are so many
stories that could have been told. Tales of winter wood
and ice cutting, incidents with "dumb?" animals, school
experiences and many comical situations. We would like
to share more but space does not allow. So
congratulations Neepawa on your 100th birthday, and
many more to come.

JAMES ALEXANDER DEMPSEY
by Gwendolyn E. Holmes

James A. Dempsey was born in 1867, in Osborne
Township, Ontario, the eldest of ten children. He started
his teaching career in his own district as a youth, coming
West in 1896 and teaching at Hallboro School for two
years. Following his marriage to Mary Emma Jacobs,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Bronson Jacobs,
pioneer settlers of Hallboro in 1882, he attended
Manitoba College, subsequently teaching the Osprey
School until 1902 when he moved to Neepawa to become
District Agent for the Great West Life Assurance
Company. In 1906, he opened a furniture store and was
still in business until his death in 1938. J. Dempsey was a
former chairman and honorary member of the Board of
Managers of Knox Presbyterian Church, manager of
Beautiful Plains Agricultural Society, served as a
councillor in Ward 2, and was assessor for the R.M. of
Rosedale for 21 years. He was also an auctioneer in
Neepawa for over 35 years and his varied occupations
brought him in contact with every phase of life in the
community, and once an acquaintance was made he
rarely forgot it.
There were five children - Harold J., S. James., Elsie
M., Glen L., and Gwendolyn E., the latter two surviving.
S. James Dempsey, former counsel for the Board of
Tansport Commissioners, whose chosen career was
interrupted due to ill health, purchased the Neepawa
Press from Mr. Blake Dunlop, son of the founder, in
1946. It was later sold to Vopni Press, Portage. Elsie
Dempsey, apart from four years in Toronto where she
attended the Conservatory of Music, resided in Neepawa
until her death in 1979. She taught music for many years
and was later associated with the Neepawa Press when
her brother purchased it. She was editor of the Looking
Backward column and social page, and maintained her
interest in the paper after her retirement, often contributing news items. The Dempsey family spans four
generations in the Neepawa area. John Dempsey,
grandfather of J.A. Dempsey, who emigrated from
Ireland to Ontario in 1842, came West to the Dumfries
district with five unmarried members of his family in
1882 at the age of sixty-seven years. He was a charter
member of Knox Presbyterian Church and for seventyseven years a devoted member of the Masonic Fraternity.
He was said to be the oldest Mason in the world at the
time of his death in 1912, age 98.

JAMES DENOON 1832-1890
by Mrs. R. (Lorna) Wood and Ethel Denoon

The Denoons were farmers, living on a farm near Tain,
Scotland. They raised sheep and were affiliated with
woolen mills as well. James was born in 1832, and in 1866
married Catherine Graham. Shortly after their marriage,
they travelled out to Canada. They purchased a home at
North Keppel, County of Grey, Canada West (as that
part of Ontario was known at that time, north of Owen
Sound). They lived here until 1889. During this time,
Catherine and James raised seven children of their own

James Denoon 1832 -1890.

Catherine Denoon

and a nephew Doug Denoon whose mother died at
childbirth. Doug lived with them until he was 15, when an
uncle persuaded him to go and live on the old Denoon
farm in Scotland.
In 1889 James and Catherine moved their family to
Manitoba where they purchased a farm north east of
Neepawa in the Eden district. Here they lived in a twostorey log house. 1890 brought tragedy to the Denoon
family, when James died of pneumonia. To help the
family financial situation, the boys went to work at
neighbouring farms. Younger members of the family
received their education at a little country school by the
name of North End School located on the farm of John
Grover. The school was so called because it was the end
of the territory.
Catherine Denoon was a friendly person, loved and
respected by all. She was noted for her hospitality and for
her garden. She always had plenty of flowers, and loved
to share with one and all, whether it was to decorate the
church, a wedding, funeral or just a bouquet to cheer a
friend or neighbour. She was a devoted member of the
Presbyterian Church, and later United. Devastated by the
untimely death of her oldest daughter, her faith was a
source of comfort to her. Mrs. Denoon lived until 1924.
A lot of hard work went into clearing and breaking
more land on the farm. The farm animals increased and
the family prospered. A large modern brick home was
built with the added luxury of electricity and running
water. The following year, the old house was struck by
lightning and burned to the ground. A large barn was
also built and it too, had all the modern conveniences.
The Denoon boys were active in sports: hockey in
winter, and baseball in summer. They had numerous
trophies and scars to show for their efforts. Some of the
surgical techniques weren't too antiseptic, as cuts were
often sewn up on the spot, by whoever was handiest with
needle and thread. Donald Denoon was left with a
crooked finger resulting from a facture that was not set.
One memorable occasion was a game played against an
Ontario team in which Jack Miner was a participant.
During the winter months, the Denoons also found
time to haul ice from Birnie Creek. The ice was packed in
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sawdust in the "ice house" as this was the cooling agent
used for refrigeration during the hot summer months.
Later on a well was dug and lined with wooden "crib",
then filled with ice. The well had a removable lid so
cream and butter could be stored inside.
Groups of neighbours went together to form a "beef
ring". Each one in rotation supplied a beef. A nearby
farmer had a slaughter house, where the animal was
butchered and divided into portions for the families.
When this meat was gone, another beef was butchered,
thus providing fresh meat the year around. A few pigs
and chickens were also raised to provide a change in diet.
Each winter a group of men would go on a hunting
expedition. This was sort of a fun trip as well as hopefully
to get a moose, deer or elk to provide food for the cold
months ahead. Usually they came home with the limit.
The highlight of one winter was having Ralph Conner
join them. He prove~ to be as adept as anyone "roughing
it" and was an interesting and entertaining person to
have along. He soon put to rest any misgivings any of the
men had about a minister along! One winter near tragedy
struck when one of the hunters, Alex Denoon, missed the
trail and for three days wandered without food or shelter.
When found he was near exhaustion, and travelling in
circles. He was rushed by relay teams and sleigh to the
Neepawa hospital. Alex did eventually recover but lost
several toes to frost bite.
Alexander Graham Denoon 1867-1921
Alec married Sarah? about 1902. They bought a farm

west of the Denoon property and built their home. They
lived here until 1908 when they moved to Port Moody,
B.C. In 1920 Alec was badly burned when their B.C.
home was destroyed by fire. He never fully recovered
from the effects of his injuries and died suddenly in 1921.
They had one daughter, Hazel, born in Manitoba who
now resides in a nursing home in Maple Ridge, British
Columbia.
Christina Denoon 1868-1891
John Denoon 1870-1941
John never married and lived on the original family
land until his death. He was a member of the IOOF lodge
and well known for his remarkable memory and as a
great conversationalist. The greatest tribulation of his
final illness was being deprived of the ability to speak.
John (and Donald) Denoon bought a steam engine and
threshing machine and for many years threshed their own
and several neighbour's crops. He had the distinction of
being the first farmer in the Eden district to load a car of
wheat over the C.N.R. platform in Neepawa.
David Graham Denoon 1872-1932
David married Edith McCracken in 1902. They farmed
in the Eden district until 1929, when they moved to Crest,
Saskatchewan. They had three children; James, killed
accidentally while sawing wood, Audrey (Thompson)
who resided in Chico, California, and Alma (Stothers)
who resided in Comox, British Columbia. All are
deceased.
William McGregor Denoon

Alexander and Sarah Denoon, Hazel-1913.

Jack Denoon 1930s.

Donald Denoon family. Left to Right: Douglas, Vernon, Lorna, Elsie,
Bill, Norman. Front: May, Donald.
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William married Blanche Scott in 1908. They farmed
near Birnie until ill health forced retirement in 1941 to the
village of Birnie. William believed in working for the
betterment of the community. He served as a Lansdowne
councillor (Ward 5) for 19 years, Secretary-Treasurer of
Orange Ridge S.D. (formerly known as Brydges S.S.)
No. 576 for 21 years, Secretary of the United Grain
Growers local at Eden for 25 years, and was on the Board
of Directors for the Birnie Pool Elevator for a number of
years. He died in 1951 after a lengthy illness. Blanche
died in 1967. They had three daughters; Ethel a retired
accountant, Winnipeg, Jean (Mrs. Nels Bay) who lived
on the home farm at Birnie until retirement at Riding
Mountain, Manitoba, and Dorothy (Mrs. Gordon
Olmstead), Ottawa, Ontario.
Donald Calder Denoon 1877-1947
Donald Denoon, like his mother, was very fond of
gardening and was well known in the district for his fruit,
vegetable and flower garden. He was a trustee of the
Eden S.D. for many years. In 1911 he married Elsie May
Trickett. May, at the age of 15, left her home in Birkdale,
England to come to Canada. Befriended on board ship by
a compassionate family travelling with their little
daughter to Canada, they took the young May "under
their wings" and saw her safely through customs and
aboard a train for Winnipeg. Here they met again and
were overnight in Winnipeg. Once again they saw May to
the proper train to Neepawa where she was met by her
uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Johnson. Mr.
Johnson was a carriage maker and wheel-wright in north
Neepawa. May stayed with them for a time taking
"dressmaking" from Miss McIntosh. She did sewing for
the Grovers at Birnie, Coads and Reillys at Eden until
1911 when she and Donald were married. They purchased
the farm adjoining the home place from Alan Ramsey.
They raised a family of six: Norman, Neepawa
(deceased), Lorna (Wood), Richmond, B.C., Vernon,
Onanole, Manitoba, Douglas, Eden, Man., Bill, Eden
(deceased) and Elsie (Bell), Neepawa, Manitoba.
Bill took over the farm at the death of his father and
lived there until his death in 1979.
Mrs. Denoon purchased a home in Neepawa in 1953.
She was a member of the United Church and also a
regular attendant of the Salvation Army. She married
Howard McCracken in March, 1961. Howard died in
1968. Mrs. McCracken managed on her own, until a bad
fall in 1980 forced her to give up her home. She currently
resides in East View Lodge in Neepawa.
Annie Elizabeth Denoon 1879-1934
Annie married a veteran of W.W. I, John McKenzie.
They moved to newly opened territory west of the town
of Erickson and here they farmed until her death in 1934.
They had no family. John died in 1946.

Grandpa Deveson, age 16,
Boer War.

1899 he took a four months special course at Aldershot
and went to South Africa. After the war was over he
returned to England in 1902, and after receiving his
discharge from the army, came to Canada in 1903.
His first stop was at Brandon where he worked on a
farm in the Chater district for the first year. In the spring
of 1904 he came to the Inkerman district where he
worked as a farm hand until he bought the west half of
36-14-14 in the fall of 1907.
In 1911 he married Verna E. Drysdale, the eldest
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Drysdale who were
pioneers of the Inkerman district. George and Verna
raised a family of six sons and two daughters.

George Deveson family. Back Row, Left to Right: Peter, Jim, Bob,
Ewart, Lewis. Front: Verna (mother), Ethne, Morris, Reva, George
(father).

GEORGE M. DEVESON
by Lewis Deveson

George M. Deveson, a well-known farmer in the
Inkerman district, was born in Sandwich, County of
Kent, England in 1881. In 1898 he enlisted in the
Garrison Artillery and after the Boer War broke out in
Four generations - 1945.
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George Deveson took a very active part in community
affairs. He was a member of the Canadian Legion at
Arden for many years, secretary of the Inkerman church
for twenty-one. years, on the board of Arden Pool
Elevators for twenty years, twelve of those years as
president and on the Board of Directors of the Neepawa
Consumers Co-op for eighteen years. He was also an
active member of the LO.O.F. Lodge No. 77 in Arden
for fifty-one years. His six sons and one grandson are
also members of Arden Lodge No. 77.
Verna Deveson was also active in the community with
her work in the church and in the Ladies Aid, as it was
known in the early days. She was a charter member of the
Inkerman Missionary Society which started in 1914. The
Missionary Society later became the U.C.W. It was an
unwritten law but strictly adhered to that nothing was to
interfere with Ladies Aid Day so the men of the district
had to baby-sit and see that their wives got out to the
meeting.
Verna was 'Granny Deveson' to every child in the
district and everyone knew where Granny's cookie jars
were and also knew they could always have as many as
they could eat.
George Deveson lived on his farm at Inkerman from
1907 until his death in 1961. Verna passed away at East
View Lodge in 1978.

Deveson Farm - 1950.

The six sons and two daughters of George and Verna
Deveson all began their education at Inkerman school
before going on to pursue their various careers.
Jim and his wife, the former Doris Ross, continued to
live on the home farm where they have raised a family of
four. The farm has grown from the original half section
to a two-and-one-half section operation.
Jim and Doris have both been active in community
affairs. Jim was secretary of Inkerman school for many
years, and both were active in the Inkerman church until
it closed in 1968, and Doris a member ofU .C.W. Jim has
been associated with the Beautiful Plains Agricultural
Society for many years but is perhaps best known as a
member of the Manitoba Pool Elevators for over forty
years. He was a director of Arden Pool Elevators for a
number of years and president of the board from 1953456

56. In 1956 he became Pool Director of District No.6,
became Vice-President in 1974. In 1977 he was elected
president of Manitoba Pool Elevators, a position he held
until he retired in 1980. Jim and Doris have returned to
the farm where they have built a new house and Jim is
taking an active part in the farm again after a few years in
'big city business'.
Ethne continued her education in Neepawa Collegiate
and Normal School in Winnipeg. She taught at Winchester, Sinclairville and Moline schools. In 1940 she
married Guy Orchard who had just purchased the Arden
Ridge Service Station from his brother Flynn. Guy joined
the Winnipeg Light Infantry and, until he returned home
in 1944 Ethne ran the service station alone. In 1976 they
sold the business after thirty-seven years during which
time they had become known far and wide for excellent
service to the travelling public. After raising five
daughters, Guy and Ethne have now retired to Neepawa.
Lewis worked for several years on farms in the district
and then decided that it wasn't a promising outlook so
turned to carpentering which he learned from a Mr.
William Stockdale of Arden.
In 1940 he married Muriel Mitchell, granddaughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Lord, pioneer family of the town.
Lewis and Muriel settled in Neepawa, raised a family of
four boys. Lewis went to work for the Neepawa Consumers Co-op where he was to remain for the next forty
years, retiring in April, 1981.
Lewis has been active in the United Church, first as a
Sunday School teacher, then on the Board of Stewards
for several years. He was the first treasurer of the
Neepawa and District Larger Parish. He has been a
member of the Lions Club for over twenty years, ten of
them as treasurer. He is also a charter member of the
Beautiful Plains Credit Union and has served on the
credit committee for twenty-five years.
Robert K. as with Lewis Robert, tried farming before
becoming grounds keeper at Clear Lake National Park
for several years.
Bob married Phyllis Hoddinot of the Glenholm district
and they have two daughters.
In 1939 Bob joined the Air Force and went to England
on active duty. On discharge he went to Vancouver where
he worked in the Post Office, becoming Assistant Post
Master. He retired in 1979 and continues to make his
home in Vancouver.
Peter A. followed in his father's footsteps and became
a farmer also. In March, 1942 he joined the 27th Anti
Aircraft Artillery and was stationed at Halifax and later
on Vancouver Island. On discharge he returned to the
farm and now owns and operates the farm formerly
owned by his grandfather, J.W. Drysdale, a pioneer of
the Inkerman district.
G. Ewart joined the Air Force in January, 1943 and
was assigned to a construction and maintenance crew.
One of the projects he worked on was the building of the
first landing field at Baker Lake which is about 400 miles
north of Churchill in the Northwest Territories. On
discharge he returned to Inkerman district for a short
time, then came to live in Neepawa. He married Doreen
White. They have a family of two sons and one daughter.
After driving for Hares Cartage for eight years, he

worked for another eight years as manager of the Legion
Hall. For the past several winters Ewart can be found
looking after the ice-making at the Curling Rink and
doing some curling himself.
Reva A. continued her education at Neepawa
Collegiate and Normal School in Winnipeg, then taught
in the Austin and Strathclair areas. She married Clarence
Martin. They have two sons. Reva and Clarence are
active in community affairs. Clarence is well known for
his show horses, having had many winners at Brandon
Fairs, the Regina Exhibitions and at the Toronto Royal
Fairs.
R. Morris continued his education at Neepawa and the
University of Manitoba. After graduating with a degree
in Agriculture he was employed as an Ag. Rep. and was
posted first to Hamiota and then to Brandon to become
Supervisor of Ag. Reps. in Western Manitoba. He is now
Superintendent of Agricultural Societies for the
Department of Agriculture, and is stationed in Winnipeg.
He married Joyce Adams of Gilbert Plains. They have
two sons and one daughter.

DIN WOODY FAMILY
by Dickson V. Donnelly (Din woody)

My father, George A. Dinwoody, was born in
Cookstown, Ontario in 1863 where his grandparents had
come from Ireland in 1824. They settled in that area
hewing a farm from the Ontario forests.
In the early 1890s, on the advice of Harry Irwin, then
a farmer at Neepawa and a former Cookstown friend, my
father came to Neepawa via a "Harvester's Excursion"
to see the opportunities the town had to offer at that
time. He decided to open a Farm Implement business and
had the agencies for McCormack binders and threshing
machines, Rumley engines and De Laval separators etc.
When automobiles arrived on the scene early in the
1900s, he had the first agency for Ford cars in Neepawa.
In the early years he suffered two disastrous fires, one
on Hamilton Street in which the whole block of stores
(Kerr's) and the original Opera House were burned. He
then erected the block directly east of the present theatre.
After some years it became the Vivian Hotel replacing the
old King Edward Hotel which was also destroyed by fire.
My father married my mother Florence Butterfield
who was born in London, England. They were both
active members of Knox Presbyterian Church, especially
my mother who led the choir for many years. She was
very musical and sang in many operettas and concerts
performed at the Opera House. During the 1914-18 war
she enthusiastically organized many events to raise
money for the Red Cross war effort, as did many
Neepawa people. My father was a member of the
Masonic Lodge and faithfully attended their meetings.
He was also interested in horses and drove his horse in the
trotting races at the Neepawa Fair.
For myself, my childhood in Neepawa was very
pleasant. I have fond memories of tobogganing down
Howden's hill, skating on Park Lake, picnicing near the
trestle bridge, and swimming in the creek below the
"Creamery" (now Neepawa's beautiful park area).

We moved to Winnipeg in 1919, but Neepawa will
always seem like home to me.

THE DOBLES
by The Family

In the early 1800s William Doble, his wife and three
children left Ireland to make their home in Canada. After
a long and tedious journey, they arrived at York, now
Toronto, on Lake Ontario.
Wm. applied for and was granted two hundred acres of
crown land at Brock. Hardships were numerous, crude
implements, wild animals, cold, snow, mosquitoes were
some of these. Other members of the Doble families came
to Brock later from Ireland to make their homes.
In 1880 one of these descendants, William John and his
wife Sarah Jane, decided to move west to Manitoba.
They travelled by ox cart through Emerson, Winnipeg,
Portage and on to Neepawa, settling in Rosedale
Municipality.
They had ten children. Margaret Alice and Sanford
Lawrence died in infancy. The other children were Walter
James, Rhoda Anne, Mary Elizabeth, William John,
Robert Wesley, Howard, Maud and Lillian Ruth.
The DobIes were hard-working people. They acquired
many acres of land and better machinery. Binders
replaced the sickle and flail used by the earlier DobIes to
harvest their grain at Brock, Ontario. It was a familiar

Doble Brothers' Threshing Outfit - about 1910. Note Gardiner blowerafirst in Manitoba.

sight to see six four-horse teams hitched to binders
cutting grain during harvest on the Doble farms north of
Neepawa. About 1900 they owned and operated a steam
engine and threshing machine, serving other farmers as
well as themselves.
They also managed a lumber camp near Laurier, Man.
This provided work for many men as well as clearing land
and supplying lumber for homes and other uses. Card
games and violin music were enjoyed by the men after a
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long day's work.
Sarah Jane Doble died in 1918 at age of seventy four.
William John died at Brock, Ontario at eighty one years
of age in 1925. Interment was in Riverside cemetery,
Neepawa. The farm was taken over by William John,
Wesley, Howard, and Walter. They were widely known
as the Doble Brothers.
When Wesley retired he moved to Lindsay, Ontario
where he died in 1959. Walter also died in Ontario.
Howard moved to Vernon, B.C. and died in 1974. The
other brother, William John, married Mary Elizabeth
Ivey in 1909. They lived on the farm N.W. 32-15-15, later
moving to S.E. 5-16-15 in Rosedale. They had seven
children.
Ernest died in infancy. In 1945 Clifford was killed in a
train accident at age of twenty seven. Lillian resides in
Regina. Baden remained on the farm. Isla is in Winnipeg.
Velma lives in Danville, P.A., while Phyllis makes her
home at Coldstream, Scotland.
Wm. John and Mary also raised three Ivey children.
Donald resides at Kenora, Ont., Russell lives at Binscarth, Man., Alma passed away at Edmonton, Alta.
Wm. John and Mary's son, Baden, married Jessie
Stefanishen in 1938. They took over the farm in 1962 and
moved in 1963 to S.E. 5-16-15. They have five children.
Verla married Robt. Cleland. They live in Winnipeg
with their children, Marla and Michael.
Ralph and Irene Popien were married and live in
Neepawa with their children, Bradley, Christopher,
Michelle and Johnathon.
Norma married Winston Pengelly. They have Cheri
and Ashley. Regina, Sask. is home to them.
Lucille married Lenin Sandy. They live on the farm
with their children, Adrea and Addison.
William married Muriel Burridge. Glen and Cameron
are their children. They live in Brandon.

WILLIAM JOHN DOCKING FAMILY
by Mel Docking

My father, William John Docking moved his family
from Holland, Manitoba, to a farm west of Neepawa in
1924, where he operated a dairy. The family consisted of
Dad, Mother, sister Mabel, brother Roy and myself,
Melvin. Mother died in 1925 and after a couple of years
Dad sold the dairy and we moved to Neepawa where he
had a small holding at the South-West corner of town. In
his later years Dad lived in Winnipeg where he died in
1950.
Mabel married Kenneth Campbell of Holland in 1928
where she raised her family of three girls and a boy and
where she lived until her death in 1955.
Roy was employed at Pedlar's Garage for ten years
prior to joining the R.C.A.F. In 1944 he married Betty
Kerns of Winnipeg and they have three sons, Gordon,
Alex and Robert. Roy and Betty have lived in Winnipeg
since 1945 and are now enjoying retirement.
I attended the old Cental School where Safeway now
stands, and Neepawa Collegiate (later Viscount).
In 1936 Laura Mikkelsen of Oberon and I were
married and built the small bungalow at 538 - 3rd
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Avenue, now owned by Dan Levenick. The lots were
purchased from the Town for $10.00 each and ours was
the only house on 3rd Avenue south of Main.
Laura and I have two sons, Ron and Bruce. Ron was
born in 1939. He received his elementary and high school
education in Neepawa, graduating from Grade XII at
Neepawa Collegiate in 1957. He then moved to Winnipeg
to further his education and received a degree in Chartered Accountancy. Ron and Patricia (Pat) Young of
Winnipeg were married in 1967. They have a son David
and now reside at Oakville, Ontario.
Bruce was born in 1942. He attended West Park (now
Hazel Kellington) school and Neepawa Collegiate,
graduating in 1960. He continued his education at the
University of Manitoba obtaining a degree in Commerce
in 1963. In 1972 Bruce and Roberta (Bobbie) Meder of
Winnipeg were married. They reside in Winnipeg and
have a daughter Leanne and a son Stephen.
Throughout their Neepawa years, the boys enjoyed the
usual activities of growing up in a fine community Sunday School, hockey, curling, student council, etc. For
spending money they had paper routes and various jobs
such as Ron working at the locker plant and at Boxer
Hole's drug store; Bruce as a lifeguard at Riverbend Park
and working for the town, etc.
Laura and I lived in Neepawa until 1960 when I
transferred from the Land Titles Office to the Land
Acquisition Branch in Winnipeg. We lived in an apartment for two years, then purchased our home where we
now live. I retired in 1977 and we are enjoying our
grandchildren, some travelling, etc.
We have fond memories of friendships and experiences
enjoyed in Neepawa. Our family belonged to the United
Church. Laura has many pleasant memories of her
association with Home and School, Girls' Auxiliary,
U.C.W., some bowling and golf, and I with Sunday
School, curling, Lion's Club, Town Council, etc.
This is submitted not as from what might be deemed a
true pioneer family but one that is proud to have been a
part of the community for some 35 years.

WILLIAM JOHN DONALDSON
by Gladys P. Donaldson

William John Donaldson, of Scottish descent, was
born in 1859 in Mona Mills, Ontario. About 1879 he
came west and worked as a carpenter in Winnipeg,
Manitoba, until 1881 when he came as far as Carberry.
He walked from there to Neepawa, where he applied for
homestead and pre-emption on N 1/2 of 14-15-15 in the
Municipality of Rosedale. Each summer he came to
Neepawa from Winnipeg and worked on the land. In
1884 he got the title for the land, built a small log cabin,
and dug a well. In 1891 a larger dwelling was built, which
was later the diningroom of the home.
In 1894 he married Minnie Currie of Strathroy, Ontario. They were married in Neepawa by Rev. J.J. Leech
in the home of Mrs. Della Johnston, Minnie Currie's
cousin. After their marriage they went to the farm by
sleigh, drawn by a team of oxen. They lived in the oneroomed house until after their second daughter was born

ELIZABETH COX DOUGLAS
by Thelma Cox Raven

Wm. John and Minnie Donaldson - 1927.

in 1897. In the summer of that year the upstairs room was
built and, the same year, they bought a team of horses
and a young cow. In 1898 a kitchen was added, and in
1904 the front part of the house was built. In 1909 the
large barn was built, followed by a milk house, driving
shed, carpenter shed, hen house, and garage.
To this union were born six children: Hazel Eliza born
in 1895; She was a teacher in Manitoba and Saskatchewan. She died in Vancouver in 1941. Gladys Pearl,
born in 1897; She was a Registered Nurse, trained in the
Neepawa General Hospital, nursed in Neepawa,
Chicago, and Winnipeg. She is now retired, living in
Winnipeg. Vivian born in 1898; She worked in the Home
Bank in Neepawa until it closed, and then in the Royal
Bank in Winnipeg. Moving to Vancouver, she married
Samuel Chadwick. They had one son, John Garry, who
now resides in Port Moody, B.C. Vivian died in Vancouver in 1973. Hilburn Currie born in 1900; He still
resides in Saundre, Alberta. Edith Mae born in 1903; She
died in Vancouver in 1978. Gordon Ormsby born in 1906;
He married Muriel Neal in Minnesota, U.S.A., and was
on the police force there until retirement. They had two
sons, Neal and Frederick, and one daughter, Sandra.
Gordon died in 1967.
William and Minnie farmed until his death in 1927. In
1930 Minnie moved to Vancouver and lived alternately
with Vivian and Edith. She passed away in 1962, in her
98th year. William and Minnie are both buried in
Riverside Cemetery, Neepawa.

My earliest recollection of my grandmother was of a
tall graceful single-minded woman who baked the most
delicious pastry and always had a full cookie jar.
As we both grew older, she would often reminisce
about the first families to settle the countryside around
Neepawa and Mentmore, and of course her own family
beginnings in Ontario.
She was born Elizabeth Hannah Lake in Ethel, Ontario, in 1869. She was one of three girls reported to be
the prettiest girls of the time and location. The Lake
family moved to Lindsay, Ontario, and there she met and
married William Henry Cox, from Grey Township,
Huron County. They had three sons, namely: Wilfred
George (my father), Charles Russell and William Henry.
In search of greener pastures they joined several other
farmers and headed out west while their sons were still
young. They journeyed by train from Ontario to the mid
west U.S.A. and then by ox cart to Winnipeg, and west
heading for Saskatchewan. In the late fall and with
winter approaching, they camped by the Whitemud River
east of where Neepawa now stands. They were joined by
others including a family with milling experience from
the east. The following spring found a fast developing
community with several skills to market so the group
stayed, intending to continue to Saskatchewan later. The
pioneer group spread out the first year and the millers
built a flour mill on the Whitemud. My grandparents
settled at Mentmore.
Life was hard and amenities few and far between. Her
recollections included a very difficult winter and a late
spring. William Henry, hearing of a blacksmith's shop in
Portage la Prairie set out in the early spring with plow
shares to mend and sharpen. He travelled by ox cart but
the spring weather broke severely and blizzards set in for
several days. It was many weeks before he returned and
the family had no food except turnips and some seed corn
carefully saved for spring planting. My grandmother
cooked the turnips and added some of the corn to make a
broth of turnip water. The turnips were mashed to make
a gruel and they prayed and survived. With the return of
spring, rabbits and other game became plentiful.
Grandmother was widowed in 1907 and remarried
shortly after to a man named Douglas for whom she had
been housekeeper. He encountered hard times when a
friend with whom he had co-signed a note, went
bankrupt and the bailiffs took the farm and grandmother's possessions, leaving her a stove and a bed. Her
husband died shortly after with pneumonia leaving her a
widow again.
This brave woman, raising her family the best way she
could, then moved into Neepawa in 1910. She rented a
house near where the Anglican church stands for the sum
of nine dollars a month. She took in boarders and saved
enough money to buy a house on third street, where the
boys finished their schooling, grew up and left home.
Grandmother was from the east and had no contact
with Indians. She related an experience whilst living on
the farm. While working in her kitchen, looked up and
was surprised by two braves standing quietly in her open
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doorway, just looking and not moving. She panicked
when she realized her small children were outside playing.
Keeping a cool head and realizing the braves were just
curious, she kept working and later looked up and the
braves were departing as silently as they had come.
She was a brave lady, accepting life as it came, never
asking or receiving charity from anyone. As a citizen of
Neepawa, in her younger years was very active in the
church, and saw to it that her sons attended always
contending that "we all need the Lord." During the war
years she would sit by her radio and listen to the war news
and would discuss it with amazing understanding. She
once told me of a bomb that would have such fire power
that it could wipe out whole cities.
Places she had never seen would become topics of
conversation to discuss with her callers. She departed this
life at great sorrow and loss to her family in 1965 at the
age of 95 years. The West lost a great pioneer and I lost a
wonderful grandmother.

wielding considerable influence in the district, and he was
also one of the leaders in the UFM group in the district.
He was involved in many committees and delegations,
including going to Ottawa to try and obtain better
conditions for the farmer. One such involvement was in
obtaining grain loading platforms at strategic points on
the new railway lines being built across the country. Also
in the early years he was one of those chosen by the
Federal Government to make trips to the Old Country to
talk to would-be immigrants and tell them about Canada
and then accompany them to their new homes. One such
group of immigrants is shown in the picture of the train
stuck in a snowdrift between Winnipeg and Portage la
Prairie in March, 1904.
While on the farm the Drayson family were members
of Gordon Church and after retirement in 1911 to
Neepawa, Thos. H. Drayson became an Elder in the

Immigrant Train stuck between Winnipeg and Portage, 1904.

Thomas Henry Draysonjamily.

THOMAS HENRY DRA YSON AND
FAMILY

Neepawa Methodist Church and upon Church union,
was on the first Session of the Neepawa United Church.
They had a family of nine - one daughter and eight
sons.
Thomas Charles William: Born in England in 1882. Died
in Victoria, B.C. in 1951. He married Amy E. Deveson of
Arden and they farmed in the Gordon district on S 4-1616. Tom Drayson was a Trustee of the Gordon School for
over 25 years. He was also an Elder for several years in
the Gordon United Church. Also an active member for
the UFM and in all Co-op movements. On their
retirement to Victoria, B.C. in 1939 he still served his
Church in the capacity of Elder in the Garden City
United Church. They had two daughters, Margaret (Mrs.
Bob Averill) and Edith (Mrs. Steve Averill), both residing
in Victoria. Their mother, Amy Drayson, passed away in
1979.
Florence Beatrice: Born in England in 1883. Died in 1884.
ErnestHenry: Born in England in 1887. Died in Neepawa
in 1960. He married Mary Elizabeth Atkinson from
Westmoreland, England in 1916 and made their home on
the W 1/225-13-16 where they lived until retiring in 1948
to Neepawa. Ernest graduated from the Manitoba
Agriculture College in 1911. Being quite a horticulturalist, when laying out the grounds for their new

by Alfred Drayson

Thomas Henry Drayson was born in 1863 in Sandwich,
Kent, England. He was the fifth son of Charles and
Harriet Drayson, who also had three daughters. He
married Eliza Ann Austin, also of Sandwich, in 1881 and
they immigrated to Canada in 1888. Thomas H. Drayson
died in 1935. Mrs. Drayson died in Winnipeg in 1939.
On their arrival in Neepawa they worked for Joe
Laidler in the Glendale district, now known as Mentmore, living in a log cabin and later purchasing the E 1/2
26-13-16 on which is shown the family home. It was in
this home the first telephone in the district was installed.
During their first years, oxen was the mode of power but
when mosquitoes got bad in the summer they would hit
for the big slough or first body of water they came to and
nothing could get them out. It was not surprising that
Thos. H. obtained horses at the first opportunity.
He became involved in many activities in the farming
community and was a strong advocate of things that
would help the farmer. He was President of the Neepawa
Grain Growers Association. He was one of the earliest
members of the Patrons of Industry, a political group
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home, he surrounded it with shrubs and trees as well as
including an orchard. He was an active community
worker and an Elder in both the Gordon and Neepawa
United Churches. They had two sons, Wilbur of
Neepawa and Jim of Billings, Montana, U.S.A. Their
mother passed away in 1964.
Percy William: Born in Glendale in 1889. Died in
Brandon in 1934. Percy was a member of the United
Farm movement and active in community affairs. He
served as Secretary-Treasurer of Gordon United Church
for a time. He was a member of the I.O.O.F. in
Neepawa. He not only graduated from but joined the
University Battalion (No. 196) in the First World War being wounded and gassed which contributed to his
premature passing. On his return home he married
Myrtle Whelpton in 1921 and made their home on the
home farm. They had two sons, Lloyd and Ross, both
residing in Winnipeg. Their mother passed away in 1970.
Albert Victor: Born in 1892. Died in Winnipeg in 1972.
He married Helen Oman of Aberdeen, Scotland in 1924.
They purchased and made their home on S 112 12-14-16.
Albert not only attended Business College in Winnipeg
but was a graduate of the University of Manitoba (1916).
He was also active in Church work as well as the UFM
movement. He also enjoyed taking part in debates on
various subjects. They had one son and two daughters Albert Herbert, Winnipeg, Marjorie (Mrs. Colvine) also
of Winnipeg, and Eva Joyce (Mrs. Mills) of Minneapolis,
U.S.A.
Charles Dixon: Born in 1895. Died in Neepawa in 1972.
He married Gladys E. Hockin in 1923 and made their
home on the S 1/2 26-13-16, retiring to Neepawa in 1964.
Charlie was a Municipal Councillor for many years. He
was an active member of Gordon Church, and was also
interested in sports. He was the first President of the
Mentmore Curling Club. They had three sons and one
daughter: Charles Mervin, Gerald Edwin, and Elgin
Gordon, all of Neepawa, and Jean Louise (Mrs. A.
Ernest) of Vancouver, B.C.
Edwin Austin: Born in 1896. Died in 1903.
Herbert Oliver: Born in 1900. Died in 1900.
Alfred Raymond: Born in 1905. He married Anne Fusee
in Neepawa in 1927 and took up residence in Winnipeg
where they have since resided. Alfred represented an
Eastern Manufacturing Company for many years,
retiring in 1970. He is a life member of the Masonic
Order. They have two daughters and one son: BettyAnne (Mrs. A.R. Thorn) and Karen Joy (Mrs. M. Critch)
both of Winnipeg, and Edwin David of Moncton, N .B.

Drayson Farm.

THE DRYSDALE FAMILY
by Allan Drysdale

J ames and Georgina Drysdale emigrated to Canada in
1880. Their story is told in the Drysdale Century Farm
story. Of their eleven children - James Cairns, George
Alexander, William Robert, Elizabeth, David Magnus,
Margaret Cairn, Catherine Euphemia, Philip Charles,
Allan Waters and Ewart Gladstone - several moved to
other parts of the country to establish homes and raise
their families. Only brief mention of these families will be
made here.
J ames Cairns married Henrietta McElroy. After brief
stays in New Zealand and Vancouver, they returned to
Neepawa until James' death in 1928. Henrietta and her
family of Philip, Alan, Alistair James and Norma
Kathleen then returned to Vancouver.
William made Calgary his home, going there in 1905
and was engaged in the carpentry trade.
Robert married Dallas Cameron and farmed in the
Arden district for ten years before moving to Camrose,
Alberta and later to Brandon. Four children were born to
them - Clifford, Ruby, Cameron and Florence.
Elizabeth married John McLaren. Their history appears elsewhere.
Margaret married Duff McElroy. They moved to
Bulyea, Saskatchewan and raised their family of Jean,
Grace, Eva, Inez and James.
Catherine married James Kenneth Porter. They made
their home in Calgary and became the parents of Bruce,
Kenneth and Muriel.
Allan, born in 1885 at Neepawa, was accidentally
killed trying to stop a runaway team in 1903.
Ewart Gladstone, born in Neepawa, studied law and
settled in Foremost, Alberta where he died in the late
1930s.
The other members of the family - George, David and
Philip - remained in the district, established their homes
and raised their families here. Philip's story is included in
the Century Farm story. George's and David's follows.

THE GEORGE DRYSDALES
by Allan Drysdale

When George was ready to start .farming for himself,
he was given the NW 35-14-1'4 in the Langford
municipality. Through the years he added to it and later
acquired SW and SE 28-14-14 which the family always
called the homestead.
In 1904 he married Jean McNaughton who had learned
dressmaking and tailoring and was practicing her
profession in Arden. George and Jean had met while
teaching Sunday School in the village. Following the
wedding festivities the bride and groom, of necessity,
purchased, at the H.D. McCamis store rain coats to
protect their wedding finery from the pouring rain on the
drive by horse and buggy to the farm home.
1904 was also the year the Inkerman Presbyterian
church was built, mostly by volunteer labor. The bride
was immediately a member of the Ladies Aid and in461

volved in helping to provide meals for carpenters. As
well, George gave each member of the Ladies Aid one
dollar with the understanding she was to increase it to
help pay for the pews. Over one hundred dollars was
raised and the church opened with oak pews in place.
Jean remained a member of the Ladies Aid, later to
become known as the Women's Association and was
treasurer for over twenty-five years. She was president of
the Women's Missionary Society for many years and was
made an Honorary Life Member.
Throughout their lives George and Jean were active
members of the Inkerman Church, George acting as elder
and both of them teaching in the Sunday School.
Five children were born in the original log house on the
farm. In 1916 the family moved into a large modern
frame house. In the basement were large pressurized
tanks which carried soft water from a cistern to a hot
water tank, to a bath and taps on three floors, and hard
water from a well for drinking and a flush toilet. The
power to operate the pressure system came from a small
gasoline engine. This motor also provided power to drive
a washing machine. The house was heated with a hot
water system and a coal-burning furnace. In time wood
replaced coal as fuel. This necessitated twenty to thirty
loads of logs to be cut and hauled home and sawn each
winter.
About 1920 a Lalley motor and batteries were installed
in the basement to provide electric light for the house and
barn. Poles were installed and wires strung to carry
electricity from the house to the church to light it for its
many community activities. In the late 40s the Hydro
serviced the rural areas of Manitoba and thus improved
the lifestyle of its residents.
George was always interested in farm and community
organizations. He was an original member of the United
Grain Growers Association, taking an active part and
being delegate to the annual conventions. He participated
in the organization of the local Manitoba Pool Elevator
Association and was its first president. The presidency
stayed in the Drysdale and Deveson families for the next
thirty years and family members continued to serve as
directors up to the 1980s. George also helped in the
formation of the Neepawa Consumers Co-operative and
was on its first board from 1929 to 1934. In the early
1930s the political group known as the CCF came into
being and, though it never became popular in the rural
areas of Manitoba, George maintained his membership
and his belief in the principles of socialism.
Of their six children, one died in infancy and a
daughter, Jean died at age fourteen in 1933. Irene, the
eldest, taught school in Manitoba and married Bill
Shaver in 1941. They are now retired and living in
Kingston. Marguerite, a nurse, married Ron MacBeath in
1943. They maintain a home in Moncton. Their one
daughter, Margaret Anne, with a Masters Degree in
Psychology worked in the Kitchener Hospital. She
married Rich Willis in 1978 and now lives in Florida.
Of this family, George has remained in the district.
Marrying Doris Alexander in 1936, they lived on 28-14-14
until 1954 when they took over the home farm. Wilfred,
as did his father, became active in his church and
community. He was an elder and Sunday School
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superintendent for many years; he was president and a
director of the Manitoba Pool Elevator at Arden, a
director of the Neepawa Consumers Cooperative and a
member of the Manitoba Honey Cooperative.
For many years the community had a 'picnic field' on
part of his land. Each year Wilfred cut the first hay crop
so as to make sure that the field was ready for the first
picnic of the season.
Doris, too, has been an enthusiastic worker in her
church and the community. For many years she was choir
leader and pianist in her church. She has devoted many
years and untold hours to the Women's Institute and the
Women's Association (now United Church Women). Her
participation in the Portage Presbytery of the United
Church has taken her to many conferences and involved
her in leadership roles at all levels. She and Wilfred have
been active members of the Beautiful Plains Agricultural
Society and the Horticultural Society as directors,
exhibitors (and prize winners) at the summer fairs.
Of their four children; Allan lives on 28-14-14 and
raises sheep. He married Helen Gagnon in 1973 and they
are the parents of Stephanie and James. Ray works the
home farm but lives in Neepawa. He married Colleen
Cotton in 1979 and are now the parents of a daughter,
Michelle. Janice married Merv Sumner in 1965. They
farm in the Neepawa area and have two daughters, Lori
and Mandy. Keith is an electronic technician in Medicine
Hat, is married to Sandra Cotton and the father of
daughter Chrystle.

THE DAVID MAGNUS DRYSDALES
by Allan Drysdale

Dave, born in Scotland in 1878, was the sixth child
born to James and Georgina. He began farming on the
east half of 4-15-14 adding two more quarter sections in
later years. He married Lillian Johanna Farnell in 1910
and six children were born to this union - Aileen, Reg,
George, Douglas, Violet and Stanley. All attended
Inkerman Church where Dave was Senior Bible Class
teacher for many years.
Dave had the misfortune to lose his wife on April 13,
1928 and from then on he raised his family himself.
When his sons were old enough to begin farming, Doug,
George and Stan took over and farmed the section and
one-half that Dave owned, adding other half sections in
due time. David retired to Neepawa where he bached for
a number of years. Later he entered Eastview Lodge
where he passed away in 1970.
Aileen Georgina was the first child born to Dave and
Lillian - in 1911. She attended Union School then took
Grades IX - XII in Neepawa Collegiate and was lucky
enough to be awarded the Governor General's Medal for
Grade XI in 1927. Lillian passed away in April just
before Aileen finished Grade XII so she spent the next
year and a half housekeeping for her father and brothers
and sister. Later she attended Winnipeg Normal School
and taught southwest of Killarney. Later she married
Rowland Beattie and they farmed in the Lang River
districts. They became the parents of Margaret, Ruth,

Clare and George.
.
Reg married Martha Evelyn Youngstrom in Forget,
Saskatchewan. They have a son DonaJd James and a
daughter Lois Arlene.
George Roland and his wife Marion Nelso~ ",:ere both
born raised and educated in the Neepawa Dlstnct. They
were' married in 1940 and farmed in the Arden district
until 1956 when they moved to Winnipeg. George was
employed by the Federal Government for ei¥hteen year~.
They moved to Kelowna in 1975. George IS n?w semIretired and Marion has been employed and stIll works
with the Sears Company. They have five children: Lynne,
Valerie, Ken, Calvin and Lori.
Lloyd Douglas, born in Neepawa in 1917, was
educated in Neepawa and Brandon. He served four years
in the R.C.A.F. during the Second World War. After
farming for approximately thirty years, he moved to
Salmon Arm, B.C. in 1971. Doug married Sybil G.
Cleave who was born in Youngstown, Alta. She was
educated in Ochre River and attended Teachers' College
in Brandon in 1937-38. She taught school in Neepawa,
Dauphin, Westbourne, and Ochre River districts. She
and Doug were married in 1947 and are the parents of
Brent, Gregory, Dalyce, and Shelley.
Violet E. was born in 1919 at the end of World War 1.
She attended Union School and Neepawa Collegiate. In
1942 she married Jack Barton and lived in England
during World War II while Jack was serving as a pilot
with the R.A.F. They have two children; Lesley Joanne
and Richard John.
Stanley, the youngest of David's family, graduated
from High School in 1939 and farmed at home until 1942
when he joined the R.C.A.F. as a Wireless Air Gunner.
He trained in Canada and Nassau in the Bahamas and
spent his tour of duty with the R.A.F. in India, returning
to Canada in 1945. He was discharged that year and
returned to the home farm. In 1947 he married Pearl Eros
of Neepawa. They have three daughters - Shirley, Tannis
and Cynthia. In 1960 the family moved into Neepawa but
continued farming. In 1967, due to illness Stanley sold
the farm to his brother Douglas.
Pearl and Stanley's daughter Shirley graduated from
Neepawa school in 1969 with the Legion Scholarship. She
attended Brandon University and had some vocal
training at that time, receiving the medal for Teaching of
Music, Elementary. Graduating in 1971, she taught at
Erickson. She is married to Stuart Briese and they are the
parents of Karla Rhae and Kallan Gordon.
The second daughter of Pearl and Stanley, Tannis, is
trained in hairdressing and cosmetology. While living in
Calgary, she met and married William Skeet.
Third daughter, Cynthia, received her education in
Neepawa and graduated in 1974. She received the
Mildred Musgrove Scholarship and Medal, the Charles
Gray Chown Scholarship, the University of Manitoba
Medal and the trophy for the highest scholastic standing
in Grade XII. She attended the University of Manitoba
winning several awards over the years, graduating with a
Bachelor of Science, Honors (Geology) and is employed
as a Research Associate at the University of Calgary. In
1975 she married Wesley Nahnybida of Neepawa who is
employed by Adams TV in Calgary.

DRYSDALE (See Century Farms)
JAMES W. DRYSDALE
by Ethne Orchard

James Watt Drysdale was born in 1861 in Scotland.
After attending Edinburgh University, he came to
Canada to work on the railroad in the early 1880s. He
later arrived at the home of his cousin, James Drysdale,
in the Union district. Here he met his future wife,
Margaret Ann Robb, who had come from Ontario to
teach in the Union School which had opened in 1883. She
taught at Union from April 1885 to January, 1886.
J .W. and Margaret were married in 1886 and
homesteaded on SE 1/4 section 16-14-14 in the Oakdale
district. Here they lived for five years and endured the
hardships common to all pioneering folk. Money was
scarce and they had to produce all their necessities. Other
families soon settled in this area and together they built
the Oakdale Presbyterian Church, a log building on NW
1 /4 section 9-14-14, in 1889. J. W. Drysdale became the
first Sunday School teacher.
J. W., as he was called, acquired many more quarter
sections in the area and in 1890 the family moved to
section 27-14-14 in the Inkerman district. Here he and his
wife were active in community life and were good
neighbors to all. The closest school at that time was
Union School so J.W. Drysdale, Geo. Robinson, James
Waters and others worked for two years to get a school
built at Inkerman in 1896. It was needed, as nineteen
students attended the first day, three of whom were
Drysdale children. The first teacher's salary was $35 a
month with a week's holiday, and wood was bought at
65<f a cord. Inkerman District also needed a church and
the Drysdales, Rowes, Nelsons, Watts and many others
worked for the formation of a Presbyterian Church
which was built in 1904.
J. W. built a large cement block home in 1904 which
was the scene of many house parties and community
gatherings. This house still stands on Highway 16 and is
owned by a grandson. While farming J.W. specialized in
purebred Shorthorn cattle and Shire horses.

Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Drysdale, their jamily and grandchildren.
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When J.W.'s son Roslyn was married in 1916, he took
over the family farm and J.W. and his wife retired to
Neepawa. Here he was a member of the Town Council
for the years 1929-1939, also he was an employment
agent and weed inspector. Many people came to his door
asking for relief in the early thirties. Mrs. Drysdale died
in 1944 and J.W. in 1948 and they are buried in Riverside
Cemetery.
They raised two sons and four daughters. Three babies
died in infancy. Roslyn married Calista Brown and they
farmed for fifty years in the Inkerman district. They had
one daughter.
Stanley died in 1913 at the age of twenty~five from
tu berculosis.
Verna married Geo. Deveson who had arrived in the
district from Kent, England. They also farmed for over
fifty years in Inkerman and had six sons and two
daughters.
Anna married Will Gray, son of a pioneer Mekiwin
family. He died three years later. She then taught school
and was Secretary of the United Farmer's of Manitoba.
Their only son, Murray, died soon after graduating from
University.
Elma married John Gray, and after farming for many
years, they retired to Neepawa. They had three sons and
one daughter.
Alison married John Allbright of Shellmouth. After
living and working at various places in Manitoba, they
retired to and are still living in Minnedosa.
Direct descendants of this couple number about
seventy and they are scattered across Canada from P .E.!.
to British Columbia.
Also worthy of note are Mrs. Drysdale's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Peter B. Robb, who, because of a Depression in
Ontario in the early 1890's came to make a new home in
Manitoba. They farmed in the Dumfries district where
they acquired quite a lot of land. He died in 1912 and she
in 1913. Their son, Gladstone, also farmed in the
Neepawa area for many years. Another daughter
Elizabeth, married David McNaughton of Brookdale.

THE DUNSMORES
by Mrs. Ross (Edith) Dunsmore

Among the early settlers in Glendale were the Dunsmores. They were Scots who emigrated from Govan,
near Glasgow, to Canada in 1842. The father, possibly a
weaver, came with his wife and family of two girls and
three boys (we think a fourth died on the way across the
Atlantic). After several moves they finally located in
Mornington Township, Perth County, Ontario. In 1880
and 1881 the boys, William, Glaud, and Rober!, who
were married now with families, moved to Glendale. We
know little about the move except that they came by rail,
with their effects, as far as Portage la Prairie and the rest
of the way in wagons. They probably had horses since we
know from the Agricultural Census in Ontario that they
owned horses as early as 1861.
Robert, the youngest came first. He filed for
homestead July 1, 1880, on SE 1/4 30-14-16W. William
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Mr. and Mrs. Glaud Dunsmore and family. Back: Alex, William,
Robert. Front: John, Peter.

and Glaud followed in 1881. William settled on SE 11 4
18-14-16w and Glaud on W 112 17-14-16w. Each had a
son who bought a quarter section adjoining his father's.
Robert had graduated from Woodstock College in
1864 as teacher. He taught for four years and then went
into business in Ontario before coming to Manitoba.
When the Municipality of Glendale was formed in 1884,
by By-law No.1 of Glendale, he was appointed secretarytreasurer at a salary of $100.00 per annum. In addition he
had to post a bond with the municipality in the sum of
$3000.00 "with satisfactory security for the safekeeping
of municipal monies in his charge, and the correct,
careful and satisfactory performance of his duties".
Later, upon the formation of Langford Municipality in
1891, he became its secretary-treasurer, a position he held
until his retirement in 1912. The farm in Glendale was
sold in 1900.
William, because of his wife's ill health, sold his farm,
too, and moved to Portage la Prairie.
Only Glaud, who is our ancestor, continued to live on
the original site. There, in 1896, he built a new home,
known to us and many others, as "The Stone House". It
was an imposing structure, built entirely of large, squared
granite stones, cemented with mortar made with homekilned lime, using local limestone. It was very large, two
full stories high, with basement and attic. Ceilings were
ten feet high downstairs and nine upstairs and it had two
full-height bay windows. The windowsills, which were
fully two feet deep, were favorite places to sit. Unfortunately it proved too difficult to heat and quantities
of wood, which must be cut and hauled from the Riding
Mountains, were required. Consequently the bay windows were removed and the house made square, but it
was still rather cold in winter. In summertime it was
lovely, never hot, and no extra "summer kitchen" was
ever needed.
It was a wonderful place for the many church socials,
parties and family gatherings held there over the period
of time that three generations of Dunsmores lived there.

(Glaud) Claud Dunsmore Stone House - 1896.

Dances were never held there, though, as Grandma
Dunsmore was a staunch Baptist who would never allow
it. As time went on and the occupants wanted to
modernize, it proved too difficult and expensive and so,
in 1952, it was torn down and a new house built on the
site.
Glaud and his wife, the former Helen Robertson, had
five sons: William Andrew, Peter Robertson, John
Alexander and Robert Joshua.
William A., from whom this family is descended,
farmed on SE 114 17-14-16, that was originally bought in
his name. Here he built a new house for his bride,
Margery McGillivray, who had come West from
Glengarry to be with her sister. It was with much interest
we learned recently that each girl had planted a small
sugar maple tree in front of their home before they left
for the far-off West and that those trees are still there
after more than 80 years. The house was reasonably large
with parlor, kitchen-dining room, pantry and washroom
downstairs, and an added "summer kitchen". Hallway
and stairway led to three bedrooms upstairs and a big
attic. In the full basement there was a cistern for
collecting rainwater, a coal-burning furnace and much
storage space for root vegetables, pickles, preserves and
cured meat.
Other buildings followed for the farming operation as
it grew. For many years William and Peter owned and
operated a threshing outfit together.
There were three children: Ross, Gertrude and Annie.
Gertrude died as a young woman; Annie (Mrs. Murray
Graham) farmed with her husband in Glendale, but now
lives, retired, outside Neepawa. Their son, Garry, bought
the former Glendale School, remodelled it and lives there
with his family. Ronald lives in The Pas.
Ross, except for two years, has continued to live and
farm in Glendale, now on three quarter section of 20-1416. He recently sold it to his son, William, who came
from Ontario with his family seven years ago to farm it,
but has now, 1982, returned to Ontario to live, renting

Wm. A. Dunsmore.

Mrs. Wm. A. Dunsmore (Margery
McGillivray)
holding Ross
Dunsmore.

the land to a neighbor. Another son, Barry, lives in
Vancouver and a daughter, Gertrude (Trudy) in Alberta.
Peter's family history is told separately in this book.
John was the one who took over the home farm when
his parents retired. His first wife, Marian Shearer, died
very early in their marriage and he later married Jessie
Hammond. They continued farming in Glendale until
1934 when he went with his daughter, Helen, to Ontario
for his first real holiday. He was tragically killed in an
automobile accident there. There were three children:
Clayton, Helen, and Jean. Clayton took over the farm
and continued there until 1944 when he sold it, and it was
no longer in Dunsmore hands. Of John's family only
Jean of Toronto is still living. Helen died as a young
woman and Clayton in 1979.
Alexander, the fourth son, married Gertrude L. Elsey,
daughter of a Hallboro farmer. They farmed for some
years in Glendale. However, they left the farm, he to try
his hand as implement dealer in Neepawa and later as
grain buyer in Rounthwaite, but finally settling in
Winnipeg where the family operated a grocery store from
1929 on. They had one daughter, Leith, who was born in
Neepawa and started school there. She carried on the
business for some time after her parents' death in 1954
and 1973 respectively, but continues to live in Winnipeg.
The mother of the boys thought that one among her
brood should do something besides farming and so the
youngest, Robert J. was sent to Brandon College to
study. We understand that he branched into Theology for
the family, story is that he preached one sermon and
decided to be a dentist. Some time along his course of
studies he took a postgraduate course in Chicago.
In 1906 he married Annie Boyes whom he had courted
from Portage la Prairie to Nelson, B.C. They lived in
B.C. until he had completed his dentistry studies when he
returned to Neepawa to set up practice. Here he became a
respected dentist particularly known for his gold inlays.
The family joined the Baptist Church and Robert served
several years as clerk. They participated actively in the
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social life of the town.
Later they moved to Virden and then Winnipeg
followed by a final settling in St. James where Robert
continued to practice until he was almost 80 years old.
Following WWI times were hard for dentists, as for
everyone else, and the last move was made with the help
of his wife. She was an excellent designer and worked at
Malabars until the office was permanently established.
She took up this work again when a daughter established
a dancing school in the city, designing and making many
costumes for the pupils' public performances.
There were two daughters, Kemy (Larcombe) and
Beverly (Calderwood). Both live in Stonewall, retired,
but still entertaining at Senior Citizens' Affairs with their
dancing.
These early settlers all took an active part in Glendale
community serving both church and school. Some attended the Baptist church, others the Presbyterian one,
both of which were in the community. We know, too,
that the men tried to make life easier for their womenfolk. Proof is a picture of the young Mrs. Wm. A.
Dunsmore with her baby son, Ross, whom she stands on
a washing machine. It appears that the machine has a
large hand-cranked wheel which would give it a rocking
motion. The picture itself we had printed from an
original glass negative taken with a camera owned by the
father.
Churning, too, they tried to make easier, sometimes
with more dubious results. One of the boys decided to rig
up a machine-operated churn. Power was supplied by a
steam engine with a large fly-wheel connected to the
churn with a long belt. The ratio of the two wheels was
disproportionate, to say the least, but with the engine
throttled right down it worked fine if you opened the
throttle just a little and started up by turning the flywheel off centre. Worked well, that is, when the boys
were there to do it, but the girls were not all that
mechanically inclined! Disaster struck the day a niece of
Grandma Dunsmore's (she later became Mrs. Andrew
Montgomery) was left to start the operation. She opened
the throttle wide and turned the fly-wheel! I have never
heard the end result. Did they ever find the churn again
or was the wall of the milk house able to contain it?
This is only a brief summary of 100 years of history of
one family. Perhaps it will spur us on to write a more
comprehensive one for ourselves.

THE PETER DUNSMORE FAMILY
by Mrs. Nelson (Edith M.) Dunsmore

The Dunsmores emigrated to Perth County, Ontario
from Scotland in 1842. Peter, one in a family of five, was
the second son of Glaud Dunsmore and the former Helen
Robertson came to Glendale District with his parents in
1881.
Peter Robertson Dunsmore of Franklin P.O. married
Ellen Rutherford Hetherington of Listowel, Ontario in
Winnipeg Aug. 24, 1900 by Rev. F. W. Auvache, Minister
of the Neepawa First Baptist Church.
They settled on S.W. 20-14-16 and started farming.
They saw many hardships as all settlers did. They had to
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Mr. and Mrs. Peter Dunsmore nee Ellen Hetherington, Gladys and
Nelson.

haul all their water which was a daily chore. They dug
several wells but didn't find water. The Dunsmores took
part in all community activities and soon became part of
the district. They had a family of three, Gladys Eleanor,
Nelson Glaud, and Ray Robertson.
Peter's health began to fail and after searching for help
near by, he went to Rochester U.S.A. where he had his
leg amputated in the early part of 1921. He passed
away in October of the same year and was buried in the
Riverside Cemetery, Neepawa.
Gladys was born in Dec. 1901 and attended Glendale
School and Franklin High School, she furthered her
education at Brandon College where she graduated in
1920. She worked for Boyles Neepawa Creamery and The
T. Eaton Co. in Winnipeg. Her untimely death came in
Dec. 1932.
Nelson was educated at Glendale School and then
helped on the family farm. He was fifteen at the time of
his father's death and carried on mixed farming with the
help of hired men. About 1947 he started "grain farming", with no stock to care for, he and his Mother
rented a suite and moved to Neepawa for the winter. For
the next four years they lived on the farm in summer and
moved to town for the winter. In 1952 Nelson built a
home in Neepawa where he and his mother lived until her
death, at the age of ninety in Jan. 1963. In April 1963 he
married Edith Marion Long. They continued grain
farming and lived in Neepawa. He was a sportsman and
enjoyed baseball, curling and bowling. He was president
of the Beautiful Plains Agriculture Society for several
years, Past President of Neepawa Curling Club and was
on the Committee for Neepawa's 75th celebration in
1958. His health failed and he sold the farm in 1972 and
retired. He passed away in July 1974. Edith still lives in
Neepawa.
Ray went to Glendale and Franklin Schools. He served
in the RCAF. He married Violet Buchanan in 1941. They
had four sons: Robert married Ann King and they have
one son; David married Faye Zayatz, they have one son
and three daughters. They live in Stonewall; Kenneth
married Lynne Jackson, they have two daughters and live
in Stonewall; Brent married Karen Skakum. They have
one daughter and live in Winnipeg. Ray has now retired
and lives in Winnipeg.

WILLIAM AND ROBERTA DYER

THOMAS AND FREDA EDWARDS

by The Family

by Freda Edwards

William Lawrence Dyer, with wife Roberta and
children Patricia, Bill Jr., Jim, Judy, and Laurel, moved
to Neepawa from Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan in 1958.
Bill Sr. 's father, Lawrence Amaziah Dyer,
homesteaded in Saskatchewan in the early 1900s. His
widow, Bessie Armstrong Dyer, still lives in Moose Jaw.
Bill Sr. was raised in Saskatchewan. After finising
school he went to work for Swifts D & P in Moose Jaw.
During the war he spent four years in the army, serving
part of that time overseas in England. After the war Bill
returned to Swift's in Moose Jaw, and then was transferred to Swift's D & P in Neepawa.
When the Dyers first moved to Neepawa they rented a
house from Jack Harris. Later they moved to No. 518 3rd Avenue.
The Dyers were active community members, involved
in their church (Neepawa United), and sports activities.
Roberta was a 4-H leader for many years, and also helped
with Brownies.
Patricia finished high school in Neepawa and then
returned to Moose Jaw to take Registered Nurse's
training. She has worked in many places in Canada, and
is working in Kitchener, Ontario, now.
Bill Jr. worked at the Travel Agency in Neepawa when
he finished school. Later he studied music at university in
London, Ontario. Bill Jr., his wife Marj, and children
Joel and Lisa live in Tampere, Finland where he teaches
music. His daughter Melanie married Darrell Jacobson
and lives at Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.
Jim joined Manitoba Hydro after he finished high
school. After working on a crew all over Manitoba, he
became Assistant District Operator in Niverville, and
later District Operator at Grand Rapids, Manitoba,
where he lives now. In 1974 he married Elizabeth
Davidson, they have two children, Christopher and
Robert.
Judy studied education at Brandon University after
high school. She taught for several years in the Interlake
area of Manitoba. She married Douglas Watt in 1974.
They have one daughter, Stacy. The Watts live at St.
Martin, Manitoba.
Laurie received the majority of her education in
Neepawa. She finished high school in Edmonton,
Alberta, and has since moved to Hanover, Ontario. She
works in the office at Pepplar's, a furniture manufacturer.
Bill Sr. was transferred to Swifts in Edmonton,
Alberta, in 1971. Five years later he was transferred to
Hanover, Ontario, where he and Roberta still reside.
The thirteen years the Dyers spent in Neepawa were
happy, fulfilling years, looked back on with fond
memories.

On September 18, 1927, in the small farming community of Roblin, Manitoba, Thomas Arthur Edwards
was born. Tom was raised in Roblin with his two sisters,
Joyce and Doris, by their parents Lottie and John. As a
teenager, Tom was anxious and ambitious, so he left
Roblin and sought employment as an underground miner
for the H.B.M.S. in Flin Flon, Manitoba. Eventually
Tom was promoted to an Exploration Team located in
the wild north and was no doubt faced with many
challenges, but none were as challenging as the young
company nurse, Freda Lucille McIntosh.
Freda was born on October 25, 1931 in Flin Flon to
Annie Mabel and Fredrick Graham McIntosh. Freda's
mother had been a former Scott, descending from the
Glenella region until she married an A vison, with whom
she had Freda's brother and sister, George and Muriel.
After being tragically widowed, Annie remarried to Fred
and the new family moved to Flin Flon. Freda received
all her schooling in Flin Flon and received her high school
diploma in 1949 from Hapnot High. In 1952 Freda
graduated as a Registered Nurse from the Victoria
General Hospital in Winnipeg, and immediately began
practising at the Company General Hospital in Flin Flon.
In 1955, Tom and Freda exchanged their wedding
vows, and moved residence to Winnipeg where Tom
attended the University of Manitoba and Freda continued her medical practise. Flin Flon became their home
once more in 1956, and in 1959 their first child, Cheryl
Lynn, was born. The family moved once again to
Winnipeg where Freda nursed at the Municipal Hospital
and Tom earned his full teaching degree.
Throughout the next four years the family of three
followed Tom's employment to Chatfield (1961),
Metagoshe (1962), Fairfax (1963), and finally Neepawa
(1965). During their stay in Fairfax, Tom and Freda
became parents to a second daughter, Maureen Elizabeth
who was born in the Deloraine Hospital in 1963.
The following five years were spent at the address 291
Vivian Street, and Tom became a teacher of sciences at
the Neepawa Viscount school and Freda an employee of
the Neepawa General Hospital. In 1969 they bought their
present home located at 291 Main Street and Freda
resumed her nursing career at East View Lodge. In 1970,
Freda gave birth to their only son, Graham Arthur.
Throughout their residency in Neepawa, Tom and
Freda have both been involved in many organizations.
Tom became a member of the Lions Club, the Masonic
Order, and was the Captain of the Neepawa Air Cadets.
His hobbies and interests include golfing, fishing hunting, and some curling. Freda in turn became a member
of the Neepawa Lionelles, the Eastern Star, the
Choraliers, and the secretary of the Cornucopia Overture
Concert Association. Freda proved dependable as a
volunteer for such things as the Red Cross Blood Donor
and the Ear Testing sent throughout the public schools;
she also enjoyed curling and golfing as her seasonal
sports.
Cheryl Lynn received all her schooling except for her
Grade XII from the Hazel M. Kellington elementary
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school, Viscount school, and Neepawa Area Collegiate.
She graduated from Flin Flon Hapnot High School in
1977. Throughout her school years; Cheryl was involved
in such things as a Grade V varsity operetta, volleyball,
basketball, soccer, curling, gymnastics, candy-striping
and student council. In 1978 Cheryl became an employee
of the Canadian Bank of Commerce in Neepawa and
eventually moved to such branches as Brandon, and
Calgary. Cheryl is presently employed with the Royal
Bank of Canada.
Maureen Elizabeth also attended H.M.K., Viscount
and N.A.C.I. While a student in Neepawa, she too was
involved in many activities. Varsity volleyball, soccer,
chorus, drama club and band were the main extracurricular activities Maureen took part in. Through
the band system Maureen took part in the 1978 trip to
Florida, playing the clarinet and oboe. Maureen also
competed every year in the Neepawa Fine Arts Festival in
Voice and Piano. In 1981 she proudly took home the
Lions Club Rosebowl and Rodney Gill Memorial
Scholarship. She received her piano lessons from Mrs.
Acutt, Mr. Bouchard, and voice from Mrs. C. Durston;
she was also a member of the United Church Senior
Choir and was confirmed in 1980. Maureen has been
employed in such establishments as the Neepawa
Yellowhead Centre, Robinsons, Avon Sales representative, and lifeguarding at Denare Beach, Saskatchewan.
Maureen has recently completed her first year of
Education with a Music, minor in Voice, her Professor
being Earl Davie.
Graham Arthur has been an avid sports buff ever
since his first steps. Presently enrolled in a H.M.K. Grade
VI class, Graham is involved in many different clubs.
During the winter months, Graham displays his talents
on ice as he donns his skates and hockey equipment; in
the spring and summer months, his athletic versatility
allows him to do exceptionally well in baseball, soccer
and golf. Fishing and duck hunting seasons are two other
sports that he greets with enthusiasm and enjoys immensely with his father.

THEEGOSOFNEEPAWA
by Raymond M. Beaumont
(Grand-nephew of Charles D. Ego)

Charles Donald Ego was born in 1873, the sixth and
youngest child of Andrew and Mary Jane Langman Ego
of Virginia, Ontario. His father was a Scot from the
Parish of Crathie in Aberdeenshire, while his mother
came from a large Anglo-Irish family near OriIlia.
Charlie grew up on the farm and later took an apprenticeship in blacksmithing at Udora. He arrived in
Neepawa in 1896 at the age of twenty-three and was soon
engaged
his chosen profession. A year later, he
established himself in a blacksmith shop at Franklin, a
bustling village a few miles west of Neepawa, where his
talkative, outgoing nature, keen sense of humour, and
storytelling ability soon earned him many friends among
the people there. His interest in sports such as baseball
and lacrosse took him to tournaments and picnics where
he may have met his future wife, Elleanor Jane Scott, a
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daughter of John Y. and Annie Melvin Scott, a pioneer
family originally from Brampton, Ontario, who had
settled in the community in 1897. They were married in
1902 and their only daughter, Mary Jane Eulalia, was
born in November 1903. She recalls that her name was a
matter of considerable controversy between her parents.
Ella preferred Isabel Eulalia, the latter name from a book
she was reading, while Charlie detested them both,
preferring instead Mary Jane in memory of his mother
who had recently died. Finally, a compromise was effected, and she has been known as Minnie ever since!
Charlie was a quick-tempered man, but it never lasted
long and he never held a grudge. Ella, on the other hand,
was mild mannered. While she usually deferred to her
husband, she put her foot down when he went out with
his brother Jack and came home quite drunk one night.
She gave him an ultimatum that/if it ever happened again,
she would leave. After that, he kept drinking in strict
moderation!
Jack Ego had arrived in Manitoba with his wife Lucy
and three small children sometime after 1901 and farmed
south of Franklin in the Gordon District. Lucy died in

Charles Donald Ego, 1873 - 1946, Elleanor (Jane Scott) Ego - 1879 1957, Minnie Ego (daughter) -1903.

1906, about a year after the birth of her youngest son,
Roy, and Jack's sister Charlotte came out to keep house
and look after the children. After her marriage to
William Shirritt in 1907, Jack left the farm and eventually settled in Alberta. Another brother, William Ego,
lived for a time in Neepawa with his wife Maggie and
nephew Roy, but he returned to Ontario to the old home
farm at Virginia and remained there. Charlie was the only
one of the Ego brothers left in the area.
In 1910 he moved to a farm in the Gordon District not
far from the Shirritts. His family stayed there until 1914
when his poor health and economic considerations led
them to Neepawa. He worked for a year in the livery barn
of Tom and Sam Holmes before going into business with
Charlie Pedlar selling automobiles and Massey-Harris
farm implements. Later he became the agent for International Harvester and operated a livery barn next to
the Hamilton Hotel until his retirement in 1938.
The livery barn gained Charlie many friends among the
high school students from the country who kept their
horses and buggies there, rural farmers in for a day's
shopping, and the men from Mountain Road and
Polonia who brought cordwood during the winter for
sale in the town. They would put their horses in the stable
and go uptown to see if a sale could be made, returning to
have their lunches and tea, which Charlie always kept on

the stove. When the Mountain Road Church was
dedicated, Charlie and Ella were invited to attend the
service and he felt it a great honor to be there among
friends of many years' standing.
Minnie recalls that her father continued an active
interest in sports while in Neepawa and he and his wife
sometimes accompanied the hockey players when they
went to other towns to compete. His daughter inherited
her father's enthusiasm, playing on the girls' baseball,
basketball, and hockey teams while in high school and
continuing this interest after she started working in
Neepawa stores. Besides sports, Minnie was involved in
the Rebekah Lodge and Hospital Aid, the latter of which
prompted her to enter nurses' training at Misericordia
Hospital in 1931. Three years later she graduated as a
registered nurse, receiving the gold medal for practical
nursing. There followed a successful career in Winnipeg,
her last eight years to her retirement in 1968 being spent
in the Oral Surgery section of the Dental College.
After Charlie's death in January 1946, Ella moved to
be with her daughter Minnie in Winnipeg where she spent
many enjoyable years in retirement until her death in
December 1957. She and Minnie travelled considerably,
and vacations often included Beth Gillingham, whom
Minnie had known since first moving to Winnipeg. One
trip back east to Ontario enabled Ella to see school chums
she had not seen for over fifty years. Minnie believed in
working hard and playing hard, a trait very much in
keeping with her father's sentiments. The family is gone
from Neepawa now, but it was one which left its mark on
the community and will be remembered for that contribution.

JAMES ERWIN ELLIS FAMILY
by Winnie Cheetham

My father, James E. Ellis, of London, Ontario, who
served in World War I, came to Winnipeg, Manitoba,
with my mother, Marvel A. McGillivray of Ottawa,
Ontario, and my sister, Elizabeth Merle. Arriving during
the General Strike of 1919, many problems and
discomforts were experienced. Under the Soldier Settlement Act, they took up farming in the Baldur,
Manitoba district, where I, Violet Winnifred, was born.
Very soon my father found he was no western farmer and
went into the butchering trade in Baldur, where Merle
and I attended school. In 1927, we moved to Holmfield,
Manitoba, and on April 30, 1930, we came to Neepawa.
My father passed away in 1942, at fifty-eight years of age
and twenty years later my mother died at seventy-two.
Merle, being in Grade VIII at the time of our arrival to
Neepawa, was introduced to Mr. Fred Palmiter, a
remarkable teacher and disciplinarian; my first teacher in
Neepawa was Miss E. Laidler. I, too, went through Mr.
Palmiter's regime. Merle graduated from Grade XII at
NCI, working for one year in Neepawa, and in January,
19~7,. we both attended Success Business College,
Wmmpeg, each receiving our Business Educators
Association diploma -large enough to cover a wall!
Merle remained in Winnipeg working with Martin
Paper Products until she married Herbert Wilson of

Winnipeg. They have three children, David of Winnipeg,
Larry of Ottawa, and Elizabeth of Calgary, all married.
They have three grandchildren. Later, Merle worked as
Christian Education Director at Riverview United
Church, Winnipeg. From 1968 to 1980 she worked as a
councillor with new immigrants in the International
Centre and is still involved with Experiment in International Living.
After completing business training, I came to Neepawa
and married Norman Cheetham. We have two daughters,
who both received their education in Neepawa, Gayle
Fischer and Judy Lauret, both of Winnipeg. We have
three Fischer grandchildren. I have been fortunate in
having had some very interesting employment during and
since World War II. I worked with Mr. J.A. Davidson,
Lawyer, deceased; W.W. Whitmore, Massey-Harris, and
spent ten interesting years with R.T. "Bill" Robinson,
C.L.U., and Outdoor Writer, deceased. In 1965, I was
able to begin my career as a Business Education Teacher
with Beautiful Plains School Division, at first driving
from Arden to Neepawa to Eden during a week's cycle. I
had fifteen wonderful years filled with so many pleasant
events.
Norman and I are now both retired and very content to
have had Neepawa our home for so many years.

THE ENNIS FAMILY
from material by Mrs. David G.G. Haines
Victoria, B. C.

Of the twelve children of Tom and Fanny Ennis of the
Brussells district in Ontario, seven of them were to come
to the Neepawa district to establish homes and families.
Probably Robert Cosby, or R.C. as he was known, is best
remembered by the early residents of the town. After
working for three years as cook for McKenzie and Mann
in the United States on the Northern Pacific Railroad
which was being built coast to coast, he returned briefly
to Ontario and then came to Neepawa where he
established a general store. In 1886 he returned to Ontario to marry Meanue Cox of Listowel and brought her
to Neepawa to establish their home here. Four children
were born to them - Maude, George, Carl and Tom.
Meanue became active in church work and was

Robert Cosby Ennis, 1858 -1925.

Meanue (Cox) Ennis.
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Home of Robert Cosby and Meanue Ennis, 1896 -1906.

president of the Women's Christian Temperance Union
in Neepawa while R.C. went on to become part of the
business life of the town. He was elected to school board,
town council, was President of the Turf Club, a Charter
Member of the Oddfellows and was elected to the Board
of Trade. After three years in the general store, R.C. sold
it and built a flour mill - the Beautiful Plains Milling
Company which included five acres of land. He was
granted twenty-five years free of taxes for building the
mill. He also became the owner of a farm machinery
agency, a lumberyard, grain elevators in Neepawa,
Franklin and Dauphin. A brief flyer into politics saw him
elected Liberal M.P. in 1899. Stories have it that the
Conservatives paid the local bank manager $1500 to call
in R.C.'s $100,000 credit note, which forced R.C. to sell
out and give up his newly elected seat.
In the spring of 1900 the flour and feed store in
Dauphin was destroyed by fire. However, R.C. salvaged
enough money to start a railroad contracting business
and from 1902 to 1914 he put in many grades for the
Grand Trunk Pacific and Canadian Northern railroads
throughout Manitoba and Saskatchewan.
He died in 1925 and his wife in 1945.
Joe, brother of R.C., came to Neepawa in 1899. After
his marrige to 'Avie' Galloway of Franklin he took over

the Carberry stage line. Later he was to become owner
and operator of the Grand Central Livery and Feed
business which also sold horses and buggies.
Joe and A vie became owners and operators of the
Simpson House in the north end of Neepawa. In
February 1904 an article appeared in the Neepawa Press
"Another charge of illegally selling liquor was laid
against Jos. Ennis of the Simpson House last week and
disposed of by Magistrate Gordon with a fine of $50 and
costs." The Simpson House was destroyed by fire April
6, 1906. Joe purchased the Klondike Hotel but later that
year closed it and departed for Buchanan, Saskatchewan
where he leased the new Windsor Hotel for which a
license was assured.
Another brother, Frank, came to the Springhill district
in the fall of 1897. In 1901 he married Jessie Jane Smith.
Three children were born to them - Minerva Jane, Lorna
Margaret and Clifford Lloyd. Of these Minerva has
retired to live in Neepawa.
A sister, Ellady, came to Neepawa, married William A.

Minerva, Lorna
and
Clifford
Ennis, children
of Frank Ennis.

McLaughlin and lived in the Glendale district.
Mary Ann (Ennis) and her husband John Richard
Hamilton came to Neepawa in 1883 and farmed in the
district until they moved to Edmonton in 1904.
Elizabeth Ennis arrived in Neepawa in 1897. After her
marriage to Frederick James Smith, they farmed in the

Joseph Morden
Ennis.

Sydney and Elizabeth Gourlay Ennis.
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Neepawa and Kelwood districts.
Sydney, youngest of the Ennis' to come west, arrived
in 1889 at the age of seventeen. He· drifted west and
worked in British Columbia and Alberta for a time but
came back to work in the flour mill with his brother R.C.
He married Elizabeth Gourlay in 1900. They farmed for a
short time north of Neepawa, later moving to Kelwood
where five children were born to them. Elizabeth passed
away in 1919 and Sydney in 1950 after having lived in
retirement in Kelwood for several years.

TONY (ANTONIOS) AND ANNE EVANS
by Tony and Anne Evans

Born in Greece, I came to Canada at the age of thirteen
in 1922 with my mother to join my father who had
arrived in Manitoba some years previously. We settled in
Minto where I remember, with affection, a school teacher
by the name of Miss Jones who gave up her recesses and
after-fours to teach me English. With her help I was able
to progress from primary to grade four by Christmas of
my first year in this country.
After several years in Minto, Brandon and Minnedosa,
I came to Neepawa in 1942 when I bought Mrs. Scotty
Mann's cafe on the corner of Hamilton and Mountain
Avenues in the location of what is now Jorundson's
store. Early residents of the town will remember that for
many years this corner was Vansickle's Cafe. It was in
this year, too, that Anne Kuculyn of Basswood and I
were married. This corner was to be our business place
for the next year when we moved to what is now the
Bamboo Gardens where we stayed for four years.
Always interested in sports, I started a Boxing and
Wrestling club in 1947 and put on matches to raise funds
to help the Legion in their efforts to build a hall. At this
time, too, 'Pete' Loiselle and I competed in the Consolidated Bowling Doubles in Winnipeg and won it - the
first time it had been won by anyone outside of Winnipeg
in forty-nine years. About 1952, I took over the
management of the Little League Baseball team. We
played in a vacant lot where Rutledge's Garage now
stands. We started with one team and before the end of
that year we had six teams and two ball diamonds and at
one time had two sets of twins on one team - the Bennetts
and the Barkers.
In 1952 Anne and I built the first Drive-in in Neepawa.
As a matter of fact, we believe that this was the second
drive-in in Manitoba. This was located at the corner of
what is now No. 16 Highway and No.5. In 1960 we sold
this business to the Kotsalis Brothers who operated it
until it was destroyed by fire in 1966. After a trip to
Greece in 1961, Anne and I responded to a demand for
bowling lanes. Bowling had increased in popularity so we
built an eight-lane facility on the north side of where the
drive-in had been. We were able to encourage participation in both Ten-Pin and Five-Pin bowling at all
levels from Squirt leagues to Seniors.
In 1971 we opened the restaurant adjacent to the lanes.
Meanwhile, son Larry was pursuing a career in hockey.
From age six when he first donned skates and played on

an outdoor rink of the lot of what is now Safeway· and
Saan stores, this sport had been an important part of his
life. Starting with Minor hockey in Neepawa, he played
Juvenile and Junior in Brandon, Junior in Weyburn and
with the Winnipeg Rangers, and with the Jersey Devils of
the Eastern Hockey League in Cherry Hill near
Philadelphia and tried out with the New Haven Blades.
For the past three years, along with Murray Wilkie, he
had taken part in the annual Old-timers Olympic tournament in Los Angeles sponsored by Charles Schulz,
creator of the Peanuts cartoons.
A few health problems and the march of time have
forced Anne and I to retire from active participation in
the business, but Larry is seeing to it that the name of
Evans and bowling remain linked together in the
recreation history of Neepawa by managing the bowling
lanes and the restaurant.

ALFRED FAROUGH
by Mrs. Clifford Farough

Alfred Farough was born in 1907, the youngest in a
family of 14, to Glodimiere and Eliza Jane Farough of
Treesbank, Manitoba. In 1934 he married Jeanie Bell
Galbraith of Stockton, and they took up residence in
Treesbank where Alfred was employed by the C.P.
Railway, later farming in the area.
In 1944 they moved to Neepawa with their four
children where they purchased land south of town. This
consisted of 3 quarters, the NE 1/4 16-14-15, NW and
SW of 16-14-15. This land is now farmed by Jim
Farough.
In the late '40s it was a common sight to see Jean
Farough driving their three older children to Dumfries
school 3 112 miles in the morning, returning in the afternoon with the horse and buggy, picking up and
dropping off neighbour 'children as she went. In the
winter she taught them at home by correspondence,
because of winter roads. As the education system
changed, Pearl, the youngest, took all her education in
Neepawa. The older three completed their education at
the Neepawa Collegiate.
Alfred soon became known in the district for his
capability with both his threshing outfit and his woodsawing equipment. Many a winter day was spent at a
sawing bee.
A herd of registered Hereford cattle proved an asset to
the farm. Alfred took many prizes showing his cattle at
the Neepawa and Brandon Winter Fairs.
He was an active member of the community, serving as
a trustee on the Dumfries School Board and a director of
the Neepawa Fair Board. The 4-H Club received active
support from all members of the family. Alfred and Jean
belonged to the Royal Order of Canadian Foresters, both
holding offices. Jean is an active member of the Dumfries
Women's Institute and a Life Member, having attended
conventions and rallys, helping with rural field days,
bake sales, community auctions, bazaars, school picnics,
and quilting bees.
In 1974 they retired and now reside in Neepawa. Over
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the years they have always enjoyed curling, camping and
fishing. Alfred belongs to the local Wildlife Association,
and has a number of trophys to prove his ability as a
hunter and fisherman.
Their home remains the favourite gathering place of
the family for any special occasions and holidays. Jeanie
is married to Cliff Farough, and they farm in the Osprey
district. Jim is living on the home farm. Bob is married,
and employed by Manitoba Hydro in Neepawa. Pearl is
married to Jack Hill, lives in Minnedosa, and is employed
at Morris Industries.
They have 10 grandchildren and 4 great-grandchildren.

GEORGEFARYON
by Ruth Faryon

George Faryon was born in England in 1875 and came
with his parents to Canada in 1891. The family settled in
Sarnia, Ontario where he began to learn his trade as a
tailor. While living here, his father, who had attended
Pastor's College in England, heard an appeal for workers
in the mission fields of Western Canada. He volunteered,
was accepted, and subsequently the family moved to
Manitoba. George also answered the call for missionary
workers and for a time he served the Presbyterian Church
in Manor, Saskatchewan. He returned to Manitoba in
1897 and secured employment in Neepawa in the tailor
shop owned by Mr. James McIntosh. He later established
his own tailor and clothing business until ill health forced
him to retire in 1934.
Addie Wilson was born in Ontario in 1878 and came to
Neepawa with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Wilson, in
1889. She completed her education in the Neepawa
schools and prior to her marriage to George Faryon in
1909 was employed in the bookstore owned by Mr. M.H.
Fieldhouse and later in the Post Office.
During their long residence in Neepawa, Mr. and Mrs.
Faryon were happy to share in the work of the church
and other community organizations. Because they were

intereste? .i~ gardening, the Faryons particularly enjoyed
the . a~tlVlt~es of th7 Horticultural Society. They
speCialIzed III t?e gro':"lllg of flowers and received many
awards for their entnes at the annual exhibition. They
also received recognition for the best kept home grounds
and garden. In the fall they turned their attention to the
indoor planting of bulbs for early spring blooming. This
entailed a good deal of work but great was the reward
when, at the end of a long winter season, their home wa~
filled with the brilliant colors of daffodils, tulips and
hyacinths. It was their pleasure to share these flowers so
they often took them to the hospital and churches where
they could be enjoyed by others. Mr. Faryon served as
secretary-treasurer of the Horticultural Society for eight
years and as a member of the Parks Board he was one of
those responsible for the planting of the trees on the town
boulevards.
Mr. Faryon was a long time member of the LO.O.F.
Lodge and with Mrs. Faryon he joined the Rebekah
Lodge at the time of its inception here. In 1960 Mrs.
Faryon received her fifty-year jewel in recognition of her
long association with Anemone Lodge No. 23.
Although he was not an active participant in sports,
Mr. Faryon was an avid sports fan and he served on the
executive of various clubs associated with sporting activities. He was especially interested in the popular
hockey team sponsored by the town merchants. He
assisted in the formation of this league and later acted as
its secretary-treasurer.
Mrs. Faryon enjoyed her association with the members

Ruth Faryon

Mr. and Mrs. George Faryon Wedding - May 12, 1909.
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Leigh McDougall, Marmaduke
McDougall, Ruth Faryon.

of the various organizations in the town. Although she
was not a person who wished to take a prominent part in
these organizations, nevertheless, in her own quiet way
she made significant contributions to the success of the
projects they undertook. She was especially interested in
the work of the Methodist Ladies' Aid (later the United
Church Women) and the Women's Hospital Aid Society.
Following Mr. Faryon's death in 1937, Mrs. Faryon
and her daughter Ruth moved to Newdale where Ruth
taught on the staff of the elementary school for a year.
The hospitality and kindness of the Newdale people made
this a very happy year for both of them. They returned to
Neepawa when Ruth was offered a position with the
Neepawa School Board and they lived here until Mrs.
Faryon's death in 1964. The next year Ruth moved to
Winnipeg. She taught in Laidlaw School, Tuxedo, until
her retirement in 1973.

FLOSSIE AND GEORGE FAULKNER
by Thomas G. Faulkner

Flossie and George Faulkner came to Manitoba as a
young married couple, eager and determined to prosper,
in July 1923 from England where they both had a varied
education and the trades apprenticeship necessary to
carry them through the different Canadian ways of life
here.
George started on the C.N.R. two days after arriving,
going East to Redditt in Ontario to build a station there,
leaving Floss to herself in a furnished house on Lipton
Street, caring for a young family of children belonging to
an American couple. After several months, and the work
complete at Redditt, George returned to Winnipeg to
build a house for the Chief of Police, Chris Newton,
through the winter of 1923 and 1924, along with two
other builders. It was all hand work those days. He
worked also for the Lawrie Wagon and Carriage
Company for two years, and built new washing machines
for the Rumford Laundry in a new addition to the plant.
He was also becoming well known working in private
homes at his joiner work craftsmanship, doing very well
on his own, until the Spring of 1927 when he was asked to
join the Winnipeg Electric Company, building new street
cars and buses. This work he continued for nearly
twenty-five years until 1951. During this time war had
broken out and George joined the Canadian Air Force in
1940, and until 1945 he supervised repairs and building of
air craft in P.E.I., St. Johns, Quebec, and Trenton,
Ontario. Floss was commissioned to the Commonwealth
Air Training plant as a supervisor of ammunition at the
Singer plant in St. Johns while George was there for three
and a half years, and until the war was over.
They returned to Winnipeg and bought a hardware
store in Glenboro for a while, until they were engaged by
the Manitoba Government as House Parents at the
Manitoba Home for Boys in Portage la Prairie, almost
twenty years. They both found this work very challenging
and also very rewarding as over 500 lads passed through
their hands from the courts for training, schooling and
caring for their healths, some for two, three and four
years until they were discharged. They received many
commendations from people across Canada, Premiers,
Judges, and other officials for their dedication towards
the boys, many making good citizens, and many taking
time to write them afterwards of success. George had the
4th Portage Troop of Scouts while there, and taught
them first aid along with his St. Johns Ambulance work
buying most of their uniforms from work the boy~
volunteered to do.
Neepawa always appealed to them as a wonderful town
in which to retire, having a grand natural environment,
and so many contented folk for their many friends, the
many facilities for easy living and pleasure for whatever
the desires one needs.
They will be celebrating their sixty years of married life
in 1983.
They had two girls of a family, Joan and Barbara and
five grandchildren (Gregory, Barbara, Dana, Wayn~ and
Jeffrey), the oldest is a Captain on Air Canada, two
grandsons on the Winnipeg Police Force, and now ten

Mr. and Mrs. T.G. Faulkner, House Parents 'D' Cottage, Manitoba
Homefor Boys, Portage la Prairie -1960.

great-grandchildren, eight in Winnipeg and two in
Glendale Heights, U.S.A.

WILLIAM FERGUSON FAMILY
by Donalda Ferguson

Wm. J. Ferguson of Helston purchased the "Woods
Farm" NW 12-14-15 in Dumfries district, Langford
Municipality in the fall of 1947. In November 1948 he
married Donalda Bell of Angusville, Manitoba. Living so
close to the school, their home was "home" to several
teachers. Their family of five, three sons Douglas,
William and Blair, and two daughters Linda and Brenda
attended Dumfries and Neepawa schools.
The family was active in community affairs. William
served as trustee of Dumfries School until its closure in
1966. He is a member of the Neepawa Oddfellows Lodge,
director of the Neepawa Junior Rifle Club and a longtime member of the Neepawa Wildlife Association. Their
home situated between the "sand hills" and Lake Irwin
makes it easy for him to enjoy his favorite pastimes,
hunting and fishing. He retired from active farming in

Wm. and Donalda Ferguson family. Left to Right: Douglas Blair
Willixm, Linda, Brenda.
'
,
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1982 and rented his land.
Donalda is a member of Anemone Rebekah Lodge.
She also taught Sunday School and 4-H. For 12 years she
has been an employee of the Neepawa Canvas Works.
Their family chose various careers. Linda married
Peter Proulx of Winnipeg and at the time of writing she
and her two children, Daryl and Michele are living in
Burlington, Ontario. She is Service Supervisor of
Manufacturers Life Group Insurance Sales Operation for
Western Ontario.
Douglas's liking of horses led to a career in P .F.R.A.
community pasture work. At the present time he works at
the Ellice-Archie Pasture and resides near McAuley,
Manitoba.
William worked for several years at the Co-Op Service
Station in Neepawa. His "love of travel" led to him
being employed by a farmer at Niverville, Manitoba, and
he spends his summers "custom combining" in the
U.S.A.
Brenda lives in Winnipeg and is an employee at a
branch of the Bank of Montreal.
Blair lives at home and plans to attend Assiniboine
College and take a course in mechanics.

During the 1920s and 30s, some people may remember
the quartet of Ferris, Green, Grennon and Hawksley who
entertained with songs and solos at many concerts around
town and in the country at fowl suppers. Robert Ferris's
tenor voice and delightful Irish songs were always enjoyed.
His wife Fanny passed away in 1936 which was a great
blow to his life, followed shortly by Grandma Estwick
who had made her home with them. Robert Ferris was
always cheerful and pleasant, with a cheery smile and
joke for everyone who came into his shop or met him. He
passed away in June 1977 in his 91st year. A wonderful
father and grandfather.

ROBERT JOHN FERRIS
by Norah Brugger

Robert Ferris arrived in Canada from Ireland in the
year 1910. He came to Neepawa in 1912 and worked for
Mr. W. Gossell, the jeweler, for four years before buying
him out and having his own business. He was a member
of Knox Presbyterian Church, sang in the choir, and was
also a member of the Session. In his early years he played
on the football team, and belonged to the Odd fellows
Lodge and also the Elks.
In 1916 he married Frances Estwick and they had three
children, Frances, Norah, and Bob. His jewelery shop
was just north of the Bank of Montreal until 1941 when
he moved his shop to Mr. Pedlar's building on the corner
of Mountain and Brown. When the property was sold to
Macleods, he moved into a house just south of there.
That place was later sold so he moved his business to his
home and continued his watch repairs there until his 90th
year.

Robert Ferris
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Presbyterian Church Picnic, 1940.

MARMADUKE HENRY FIELDHOUSE
by - M. Leigh McDougall

Marmaduke Henry Fieldhouse, (1845-1911), subject of
this sketch, was born in Murray township, county of
Northumberland, Ontario, on January 31, 1845, a son of
Henry Fieldhouse, who was a native of England, and an
early settler of the county of Northumberland, where for
many years he was clerk of the court, division and
municipal clerk in Murray township.
Mr. Fieldhouse received his education in the public
schools of his native county and for twelve years
following, he taught in these same schools. He afterwards
acted as clerk of the court and township clerk for five
years, and in August, 1878, he came to Manitoba,
locating on a homestead two miles south of Keyes. The
following year he returned to Ontario and brought out
his family to their new home, where he continued farming operations for two and a half years, and in January,
1882, moved to Neepawa, where he remained until his
death in 1911. Up to 1889 he was clerk of the county
court, and after his retirement from that position, went
into real estate, conveyancing and the insurance business.
From 1895 to 1902 he also kept a fancy goods store, but
disposed of his interests in 1902 to J.L. McKay.
In 1874, he married Helen Mar Gerow of United
Empire Loyalist stock and a native of Northumberland
County. There were five children born of this union:
Stanley Harcourt who died in the diphtheria epidemic of
1889; Henry Vernon, Q.C. who articled in Neepawa and

later practised law in Wainwright, Alberta; Cecil Gerow,
who started out in the bank and at his death was employed in the Comptroller's office, University of
Manitoba; Esme Lee who married A.J. McDougall and
lived her entire life in Neepawa (1882-1955); Helen Alma
who married B.M. Collett and died in Winnipeg in 1975.
Mr. Fieldhouse was a Liberal in politics, secretary of
the school board, having also served as its chairman. He
was also a council man for Neepawa for a number of
years, first magistrate and secretary-treasurer of the
Board of Trade from the date of its organization.
He and Mrs. Fieldhouse were active in the Methodist
Church and he worked tirelessly for local option.
Fraternally he was affiliated with the Neepawa Lodge
No. 24, A.F. and A.M.
Mr. Fieldhouse can be included amongst the other
pioneers whose pride, integrity and vision are reflected in
the buildings, institutions and beauty of our town. These
are our ancestors. We salute them.

Regina. They have two sons - Wade and Craig. Robert
and his wife moved to Brandon in 1957 where he was
employed at Hydro Electric until his death in 1960. His
wife passed away April, 1978.
William, Jr. married Irene Barron in 1935. They
farmed in the Inkerman and Arden districts until they
moved to Neepawa in 1961 where he was employed at
Royalite Oil Company until his death in January, 1969.
They had three sons James, Robert and Barry. James
married Janet Orchard and are the parents of four
children - Scot, Lori, Rhonda and Glen, all of Neepawa.
Robert married Beverley Clark. They have Bill, Cheryl
and Heather also of Neepawa. Barry married Jan
Maydaniuk. They have two sons - Nolan and Ryan and
live in Winnipeg.
Isabella (Belle) lived with her parents in Neepawa until
they passed away - father in 1948 and mother in 1951. She
was employed at Robinson Store here for thirty-three
years until retirement in 1975.

WILLIAM FINLAYSON FAMILY

R. T. FISHER FAMILY

by Belle Finlayson

by Shirley Fisher Boelter

William Finlayson, son of John and Elizabeth
Finlayson, was born November 30, 1879 at Lilliesleaf,
Scotland.
Jane Renwick Hume, daughter of Robert and Isabella
Hume, was born June 15, 1879 at Langfauch, Scotland.
William and Jane were married December 27, 1901 at
Jedburgh, Scotland. They came to Canada in 1907 with
three small sons - John, Robert and William, settling at
Carberry in the Linwood district, where they farmed for
eighteen years. In May, 1910 a daughter Isabella was
born. All of the children received their education in the
Linwood school.
When William and Jane came to Canada, they were
accompanied by Jane's older sister Agnes who made her
home with the Finlayson family until her death in October, 1925. A brother John Hume also came to Canada.
He and his wife Annie farmed in the Summerville district
near Carberry until his death September, 1942. His wife
died in December, 1973.
William and Jane with their family moved to the
Neepawa area in 1926 where they farmed until taking up
residence in Neepawa. Their son John went to Peace
River and homesteaded for a few years but, owing to the
depression in the thirties and no work being available, he
came back to Neepawa. He married Reta Ross in
November, 1934 and they farmed in the Oakdale district
until moving to town in 1974. They had three of a family.
Margaret married Roman Swidnicki. They live in
Brandon and have one son and six daughters - David,
Barbara, Lori, Carol, Myrna, Cheryl, Nadine and one
grandchild Paul James. Donald and his wife Clare live in
Winnipeg and have a son Terry and a daughter Tracy.
Agnes married Clare Moir of Griswold. They have two
daughters - Erin and Charlene.
Robert, second son of William and Jane, was employed at the Neepawa Salt Plant for seventeen years. He
married Pearl Douglas of Franklin in 1944. They had one
daughter, Myrna who married Edward Shutko of

The Reuben T. Fisher family arrived in Neepawa in
October, 1940 from Gainsborough, Sask. R.T. had lived
in Gainsborough all his life except for the three years he
attended Agricultural College in Winnipeg. This was
indeed a new and rather frightening experience for us. In
Gainsborough R.T. had been a farmer, cattle buyer and
car dealer, and to go into the grocery business was
something entirely different. He purchased the grocery
store from Mr. Roblin. We were very fortunate to have
Reg Williams with us until he went into the Army. Those
were the years of hard work but it had many benefits.
One benefit was getting to know many of our customers
and these soon became our friends. In 1947 R.T. sold the
store and became a car dealer until his retirement in 1955.
After a long illness, he passed on at the age of 82 years.
R.T. had always been an avid outdoorsman, spending
many hours hunting and fishing. He never really forgave
his niece, who was married on the first day of hunting
season one year. One of his hobbies was gardening - we
could have fed half the town with his vegetables, raspberries, apples and crabapples, but his true love was for
flowers. His greatest joys in life were his family and his
love for all little children - especially his own grandchildren. I cannot think of my Dad but remember his
tremendous sense of humor. His family and friends
shared many laughs with him - even during his last years
when he was ill. At the time of his death, one of our
neighbors wrote the following poem for him:
"To a neighbor'S life
Which came to an end
But you died as you lived
Everyone's friend"
Gwen Martin Fisher was born in England and came to
Gainsborough when she was ten years old. She and R.T.
were married in 1920 at Boissevain. Her father owned the
printing shop there.
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Osborne. Don and I lived in Pipestone until June of 1970
when we moved to Casa Grande, Arizona. We moved to
Mesa, Arizona in 1973 where Don is Assistant VicePresident and Manager of the First Interstate Bank. We
love Arizona and see many of our Neepawa friends
during the winter months. We have one daughter Becky.
She graduated from the University of Arizona and is an
escrow officer in Title Guarantee Company in Tucson,
Arizona. Every summer Becky went to Neepawa for her
summer vacation. Some of the highlights of these
summers were hikes to Bray's pasture, taking picnics to
the pond, swimming in Riverbend Park, eating Chinese
food at the Bamboo, and last but not least, her friendship
with Suzanne Hanson. Although she never lived in
Neepawa, it played a large part in her life.
Gary was in Grade IV when we moved to Neepawa.
Moving was not a big deal to him except that his cat
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben T. Fisher.

Gwen loved the grocery business - always had a smile
for the customers, and time to have a little visit with
them. The grocery store business was so different than it
is today. There were no grocery carts, the clerks had to
fill each order. Now when I see the stores being locked at
9 o'clock sharp, I remember the many Saturday nights
when we waited hours for the farmers to come from the
show to pick up their groceries.
One of Gwen's talents was her music. She sang in the
United Church choir for many years. She belonged to
United Church Women and the Hospital Auxiliary. One
of her main interests was in the Town Library. She gave
many hours of her time to the library.
She loved to knit and to bake. Dozens of cookies and
her famous bread braids went to welcome newcomers to
the community or to say thanks to a special friend or
neighbor. After R.T. died she purchased a mobile home
in Mesa, Arizona, and spent her winters there.
During her last illness she became a source of strength
to all her family, friends, nurses, doctors and ministers.
During her memorial service in February of 1979, the
minister said "Some people are born to be givers, and
Gwen was one of these - it was a natural part of her life
just as her faith was part of her life. She had passed this
faith on to her family". During her last hospital stay, one
of the nurses said to her, "Gwen, if friends mean wealth,
you are indeed a wealthy person because your friends are
always here to help you". As I write about my parents,
more than ever I realize how fortunate I was to have such
special ones.
I, Shirley, was fifteen when we moved to Neepawa. I
thought the end of the world had come having to leave
my beloved little village of Gainsborough where my
friends and relatives were. It was a big change but I soon
became involved in school, church and helping in the
store. After graduating from N.C.1. in 1943, I went on to
Miss Woods Kindergarten and Primary Training School
in Minneapolis. Just knowing Miss Wood was a
rewarding experience. I graduated from Miss Woods and
went to teach in Pipestone, Minnesota. I became
acquainted with a young banker and we were married in
1949 at the United Church in Neepawa by Rev. W.A.
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Don and Shirley Boelter and Becqy.

disappeared just as we were ready to leave Gainsborough.
We spent hours looking for the cat before we could be on
our way to our new home in Neepawa. Gary was very
musical and participated in many concerts. He also
worked in the store and more than once we found him
asleep on top of the sacks of flour on a Saturday night.
He graduated from N.C.!. in 1949 and was Valedictorian
of his class. He attended United College in Winnipeg and
then transferred to the University of Manitoba,
graduating with a B.A. degree. He then went to the
University of Utah in Salt Lake City where he earned his
masters degree and doctorate in psychology. He now lives
in Los Angeles. His three daughters, Melanie, Bess and
Zoey also live in California.

Gary Fisher,
1961.

ARCHIE FLEGER
by Orlo North

Archie Fleger moved to the Neepawa area from
Gravenhurst, Ontario in 1899 with his Mother and Dad,
Frances and John Fleger, and his sisters and brothers John, Annie, Wesley, Elizabeth, Edgar, Mary and
Angus. Irvin and Gladys were born in Manitoba.
Archie married the former Grace Wallace of Golden
Stream, Manitoba on December 25th, 1918. They had
three of a family - Orlo, Jim and Gwen. He has six
grandchildren and four great-grandchildren.
Farming was Archie's life occupation and he and his
wife farmed in the Springhill district until 1963 when they
retired to live in Neepawa. They were active in school and
community activities during their farming years. Archie
was also a member of the Orange Lodge while it was
active in Springhill.
Archie's wife died in 1973 but he continued to live in
his home until he moved to the East View Lodge in 1981.
He still enjoys good health, visiting with friends and
playing a lively game of cribbage. He celebrated his 90th
birthday on January 15th, 1981.
Archie has sisters Mary Wallace living in Brandon,
Elizabeth Dodge in Prince Albert, Saskatchewan, and a
brother Irvin in the Birnie district.

C.G.LT. and if she had any spare minutes they were
spent on the tennis courts. She took a secretarial course at
what was then known as Wesley College, now the
University of Winnipeg. She joined the Air Canada
organization when it was known as T.C.A. She was
loaned by Air Canada to the British government and
worked out of Canada House in London for two years
assisting in bringing out immigrants.
She is now living in Toronto where she has her own
hotel travel agency and represents exclusive hotels all
over the world.

Muriel Fleger

EDGAR AND WILMA FLEGER
- by Wilma Fleger

STURE FORSMAN FAMILY

Edgar and Wilma Fleger and daughter Muriel came to
Neepawa in 1932 and bought the D.K. Brown home on
Fourth Street. It has been my home for fifty years now.
Edgar was manager of the Safeway store which was
then located where the Beautiful Plains School Division
office is now. He was with Safeway for five years then
went into business for himself until 1965 when he retired.
He passed away in 1970.
Both Edgar and I were active in community work and
since Edgar's death I have continued working in the
United Church as I have for many years.
Muriel was in Grade IV when we came to town and
continued her education here until she finished Grade XII
winning the Governor-General's Medal in 1940. During
these years she was active in the Brownies and the

John and Annie Forsman, with two children, left
Norra Vram, Sweden and came to Canada in 1898 and
settled in Scandinavia, Manitoba. There they farmed and
managed a general store and post office.
Sture Stanley Forsman was born in 1903 at Scandinavia where he spent his childhood. He lived in
Erickson, Manitoba, for a short time before coming to
Neepawa to work as a mechanic for Charlie Pedlar in
Pedlar's Garage which was situated where Matheson's
Store is now. Sture (known as 'Stu') went to work$ at
Murray's Garage in 1933. He worked in many capacities
and had been Service Manager for years before retiring in
1972, after 39 years with Murray's Garage.

Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Fleger.

Mr. and Mrs. Sture Forsman.

by Ruth Forsman
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In his spare time, Stu serviced lawn mowers and
repaired small appliances. After his retirement he enjoyed the many hours he spent working in the shop.
In October, 1937, Stu married Ruth Thompson,
second daughter of Frances and Wilbur Thompson. They
had three sons, Ron, Doug and Don, and one daughter,
Mallorie. Stu also had an older daughter, Lola.
Ruth was born in Melville, Saskatchewan in 1914. She
moved to Binscarth, Manitoba and Langenburg,
Saskatchewan before coming to Neepawa in 1927. Here
she went to the old Central School and then to Viscount
Collegiate. She was interested in baseball and basketball.
In later years, her favourite sport was bowling. She was a
volunteer at East View Lodge for several years.
Ruth and Stu celebrated their 40th anniversary in 1977.
Stu was ill for some time before his death in September,
1978. Ruth lives in her own house at 494 Third Avenue.

RONALD FORSMAN F AMIL Y
by Inky Forsman

Ronald, the oldest child of Ruth and Sture Forsman,
was born in September 1938. He received his education in
Neepawa. He worked for the Department of Highways in
1954. In 1955 he was employed by Murray's Garage. He
took an apprenticeship course in Auto Mechanics and in
1960 received his mechanics papers. He worked as an
auto mechanic at Murray's Garage until 1964 when he
assumed the position of Service Manager. He held that
position until 1974. In 1975 he took over the Ambulance
Service in Neepawa and is operating the business at
present. In 1979 he opened up a business in recreational
sales and service under the name of Centerville Sales and
Service.
Ronald joined the Neepawa Fire Department in 1958
and was in the department for 14 years. He has been a
member of the Neepawa Lions Club since 1966 and is
presently serving on the Neepawa Town Council as well
as on the Board of East View Lodge.
In 1958 he married Inky Baranuik. They have four
children:
'Dwayne was born in 1958 and received his education in
Neepawa. While attending school he was involved with
the minor hockey. While attending high school he was
employed part time at William's Tom Boy, Ebner's Mens
Wear and assisted his father with the Ambulance Service.
In March 1977 he moved to Winnipeg where he took up
employment with Winnipeg Ambulance Service. In 1981
he married Christine Boguski of Winnipeg.
Kelvin (Kelly) was born in 1962. He received his
education in Neepawa. While attending school he was
involved in the Figure Skating Club. He is presently
employed by Neepawa and District Ambulance Service Centerville Sales and Service.
Sharon has been attending school in Neepawa and is
presently completing Grade VIII. She has been involved
in Neepawa Figure Skating Club and the Gymnastics
Club.
Kristine was born in 1971 and is presently 'completing
Grade V. She has been involved in the Figure Skating
Club and Gymnastics Club.

Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Forsman, Dwayne, Kelvin, Sharron and Kristine.

DOUGLAS WAYNE FORSMAN FAMILY
by Jean Forsman

Doug was born in Neepawa on November 26, 1941,
and has lived here all his life. He played school hockey as
a boy, and was a member of the Bantam B.B. Provincial
Hockey Team at the age of thirteen.
Doug apprenticed as a mechanic at Murray's Garage in
1957, receiving his mechanic's papers in 1962. He worked
as a mechanic and shop foreman until 1975 when he
became Service Manager. He graduated in 1978 from
G.M. University of Automotive Management at Simon
Fraser University. He is a 25-year member of G.M. of
Canada Technician's Guild and a member of the Master
Manager's National Council.
Doug still retains his interest in hockey, having played
in the Commercial League since it started, and in 1981,
joining the 3gers Oldtimer Hockey Team as well. An avid
golfer, Doug has been grounds chairman for the
Neepawa Golf Club for a number of years. Other sports
that he has participated in are water skiing and
snowmobiling.
He was a charter member of the Neepawa Kinsmen
Club and is at present a member of the Neepawa Lions
Club.
Doug served on the Neepawa Volunteer Fire Department for twenty years.
In 1961 he married Jean Ellen McClelland. Jean was
born in Durban, Manitoba in March, 1941, to Ken and
Alison McClelland. She was the third child in a family of
seven.
Jean grew up in Grandview, Manitoba, where she won
the best all-round athlete award in 1955. After moving to
Neepawa in 1958, Jean graduated from N.A.C.1. and
attended Teacher's College. She taught school at
Woodside Manitoba for one year before their marriage.
After w'orking at ~arious temporary jobs in between
children, Jean started as teacher aide at Hazel !VI.
Kellington School, then as a teacher, before becommg

Librarian in the Neepawa Public Library in 1976.
A charter member of the Kinettes, Jean is now a
member of the Lionelles, and is junior girls' representative at the Neepawa Golf Club. She has been active in
the Neepawa Fine Arts Festival, the Pottery Club, and
the Neepawa Tennis Club.
Doug and Jean have two sons. Grant Douglas was
born in 1965. He has completed Grade XII at N.A.C.I.
He played hockey for several years, and spent his
summers at the golf course before part time work occupied his spare time. He played the drums in the school
band for eight years. James Ronald was born in 1968 and
at present is in Grade IX at N.A.C.I. James is interested
in track and field and fitness. He works as a volunteer for
Access 12 Community T.V. He also plays drums in the
school band.

Nurses' Aid in the East View Lodge in 1974. In the fall of
1976 she quit to take a bookkeeping course in Brandon's
Assiniboine Community College. She did well at school
which helped her to get a job at the Land Titles Office
right after graduating in 1977. She likes her job there very
much and expects to stay working for many years.
In July of 1980 she was married to James Alan Harper
whom she met while working at East View Lodge. He was
working there as an Orderly at that time. Now they live in
the Arden area where he farms in the summer and works
at the Yellow head arena in the winter. They have one
daughter, Shawna Lynne, in Grade V. She is quite interested in 4-H and enjoys skating, swimming and
running.

THE FORSYTH SAGA
DONALD ERNEST FORSMAN

by Merle Lewis

by Ruth Forsman

To draw a parallel between the exodus of the Hebrew
People from Egypt, the present-day revolts by landhungry peasants in Central America, and the opening of
the West is not all that great a stretch of the imagination.
The hunger for land, for a place to call one's own, for
a place to establish a base for a better future for the
family is surely the motivation that embraces all.
Not many men are given to be pioneers twice in their
life-time but such a one was John Forsyth, patriarch of
the Forsyth family. In 1858, at the age of 21, he migrated
from Durham County in the north of England and settled
in what was then known as Queen's Bush in western
Ontario.
Here in 1864, in a church which even today is still a
place of worship, at Lowville he married Anne
Featherston whose family also had roots in the north of
England. From this union were born five children, all but
one of whom were with their parents when, for the
second time in his life, John Forsyth became a pioneer
and set out in 1882 for the West. The third born, John
Wesley, died at the age of two years.
In this day of easy jet travel it is difficult for us to
imagine how arduous an undertaking travel must have
been a hundred years ago. And what great courage it
must have taken to embark on a journey into a new and
unknown part of the world with little else but a will and
determination to succeed.
Pierre Berton has drawn a vivid picture for us in his
historical writings: "In Eastern Canada, thousands of
adventurers were preparing to set out for the "New
Eldorado" as the Winnipeg Times dubbed the North
West. By early April 1882, every train from St. Paul was
bringing hundreds of immigrants from Eastern Canada.
The scene described by one traveller was of men, women,
and children with their kits and baggage and all their
household goods, 'their faces beaming with satisfaction
as being at last on the way to Manitoba'."
In this fashion moved John Forsyth, wife and four
children, the eldest being William aged 15 and the
youngest Annie a three year old toddler. Their destination was Minnedosa although no railroad had yet
been laid down to that place, and the final miles of the
long journey were made by ox-cart from Brandon on the

Don was born in Neepawa, Manitoba in June 1947. He
attended West Park School and the Neepawa Area
Collegiate. He played school hockey and volleyball on a
collegiate team.
In 1966 he too went to work for Murray's Garage
along with his Dad and two older brothers, for a couple
of years.
In September 1966, Don married Winnifred Elizabeth
Willis (known as Liz), the second daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Willis. Her father was Postmaster in
Neepawa for several years before going to reside at Flin
Flon, Manitoba. Don and Liz have two children.
In 1970 Don and Liz with their young daughter packed
all their belongings and ventured out to Kamloops, B.C.
where Don had secured a job at Sid Smith Motors. Here
they lived for a number of years before going to
Sorrento, B.C., where they operated a Kandy Korner
Store in Salmon Arm. In 1981 they moved to Caronport,
Saskatchewan, where Don and Liz are attending
Briercrest Bible College with intentions of going out into
the missionary field when completing their courses.
Jo Vonne was born in Neepawa in April 1967. She had
her early schooling at Sorrento, B.C. She is now in Grade
X at Caron port High School. She enjoys music and many
sports.
Korbyn was born in Kamloops, B.C. in 1972, and went
to the Sorrento school for 2 years, and is now in Grade IV
at Caronport Junior school. He enjoys hockey and
baseball.

MALLORIE RUTH HARPER
by Mallorie Harper

Mallorie was born July 22, 1953. She had quite a time
growing up with her three older brothers as they were
always teasing her. But when they got married and left
home, she sure missed them.
She attended school in Neepawa and completed Grade
XI, then moved to Winnipeg. After living there for a few
years she moved back home and went to work as a
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main-line of the shiny-new rails of the Canadian Pacific
Railway, the culmination of the ambition of Sir John A.
Macdonald.
Religious faith was an integral component of community and family life in those early days and the Forsyth
family was staunchly Methodist. In 1876, while yet a
resident of Ontario, thirty-nine year old John Forsyth
was licensed as a "local preacher," a responsibility he
carried on with faithfulness conducting Sunday morning
services of worship at Minnedosa.
John Forsyth's first means of supporting his family
was employment as an engineer in the Minnedosa flour
mill. Later he took up a homestead in the municipality of
Odanah (Township 37, Range 17). As well as his interest
in and contribution to the religious life of the community
he took an active interest in public affairs and was Reeve
of the municipality in 1889.
In 1887 "Interim Homestead Receipt" number 0516
was issued at Minnedosa on September 22nd to William
Joseph Forsyth, John's eldest son, then 20 years of age.
The fee was $10 and for that amount the North West
quarter of Section 32, Township 15, Range 16 young
William was "vested with the rights conferred in such
cases by the provisions of the Dominion Lands Act 1883
respecting Homestead rights."
Not too long afterwards John Forsyth moved from
Odanah to the municipality of Langford where he
secured property in the vicinity of Gordon School. His
reputation and his sense of community responsibility
followed him and from 1891 to 1894 he served on the
Langford Council representing Ward 2.
Nor was his great loyalty to his Church left behind and
he continued preaching on the Neepawa Circuit of the
Methodist Church. There were nine different places of
worship on the circuit and a printed schedule in
possession of the family shows the charges assigned to
John Forsyth as being Neepawa, Osprey, Gordon,
Stoney Creek and Glendale. Services were conducted
either at 11 a.m., 3 p.m. or 7 p.m., and on some Sundays
the "local preacher" would have double duties, and that
long before the days of the automobile. Many a Sunday
visit must have been made in driving rain or in bitter cold.
In the 1890's there were strong feelings of animosity
between city and country. Rural folk held to the belief,
rightly or wrongly, that they were being exploited by the
business world of the "city slickers." Grain prices, for
example, were set by competitive world markets while the
price farmers had to pay for binder twine was protected
against foreign competition by tariffs. From this
discontent there emerged in Manitoba a new political
party which called itself "Patrons of Industry," a terminology surely intended to be reconciliatory but at the
same time a political force not to be ignored by the
traditional Grits and Tories. The party was short-lived
but research of the Manitoba Archives confirms that
John Forsyth was the first elected member of the
dissident movement. He successfully ran in a by-election
in 1894 when for some unknown reason the riding of
Beautiful Plains was open. In a very close race he
defeated John A. Davidson who, from the records,
appeared to have been the incumbent member.
The August 17, 1894 issue of the Neepawa Register
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published a statement from John Forsyth in which he set
out his political platform and sought the support of the
electorate. Many of the political problems of that day are
still with us. Almost a hundred years later a would-be
MLA could run on much the same platform.
The first plank called for "the maintenance of the
British connection" which is no doubt still dear to the
hearts and minds of those Francophones in our midst
today who do so much petty screaming about French on
the Corn Flake boxes. The 1982 session of the Manitoba
Legislature debated a Bill very similar in nature to the
second plank of candidate Forsyth, "Reservation of land
for Settlers." He ran on a platform of economy in public
spending, reduction in the machinery of government,
anti-combines and monopolies, and well before his time,
for abolition of the Senate. A cause long espoused by the
Hon. Stanley Knowles, M.P. eighty six years later. It all
sounds very familiar today and it would appear as if the
Senate is still in little danger of extinction. There were
thirteen planks in John Forsyth political statement
published in the Register and the thirteenth, and surely a
daring one in that era of male supremacy, was votes for
women.
According to the Winnipeg Free Press the election
result in favor of John Forsyth was "unexpected and
unexplainable" and clearly a victory of country over
town. But not according to the Neepawa Register who
had editorially supported John Davidson who was
"experienced" whereas Forsyth was not, although it
generously conceded that both were "good men."
Somewhat apologetically in a post-election story the
Register pointed out that the Town vote had been split.
Although the town gave a majority to Davidson, fortyfive cast ballots for Forsyth, and if the fifty who did not
vote at all had voted for Davidson the election result
would have been reversed. A General Election was held in
1896. John Forsyth did not seek the nomination and the
seat was won for the Patrons of Industry by William
Sirett with the active support of John Forsyth. But after
that the new-born political party passed into history. It
did not contest the next election.
John Forsyth, the pioneer twice over, the local
preacher, the politician died in 1918 at the age of 81. Well
loved as he must have been to win elected office the
greatest tribute that could be paid to any man was surely
in the words of his obituary in the December 13th issue of
the Neepawa Press: "He was very hospitable in his home,
a good neighbor and friend."
There was a depth of feeling and love between men and
women in those less hectic days that is today sadly
missing from our lives. Witness this excerpt from a letter
from James McIntosh, Recording Steward of the
Neepawa Methodist Church at a time when John Forsyth
was seriously ill. "We hope and pray that all the days you
may yet be spared to us will be filled with Blessing to all
you meet, we are, yours truly and lovingly."
William Forsyth, the eldest son, ultimately gave up
farming and moved to the town of Neepawa in the early
1900's. He became a travelling salesman for the DeLaval
Company. His territory extended from Portage la Prairie
to Rocky Mountain House in Alberta north of the CPR
main-line. Not an easy one to cover in those days of

travel by train and by horse and buggy. He was also
heavily involved in farming and real estate.
William Forsyth married Margaret Evaline Willoughby
and from that union were born the present-day Forsyths;
Verla Lewis in Winnipeg, Velma Lewis, the Lewis's are
unrelated, in Toronto, and Morley in Vancouver.
The same willingness to assume community responsibility that was so evident in John Forsyth was also
present in William. After his retirement from the
DeLaval Company, and at last becoming a stay-at-home
he served on the Neepawa Town Council and took an
active interest in the Masonic Order being a member of
the Neepawa Lodge, the Preceptory, the Eastern Star and
the Shrine.
The Forsyth name is now carried on by Morley and his
family. In 1935 he married Virginia Baroni and from that
union were born Barbara, Raymond, and the twins
Morley Jr. and Bill. Raymond and Bill are engaged in
their Father's successful heavy equipment rental business
in Vancouver. Morley Jr. lives in Toronto and is engaged
in national advertising with Chatelaine. Barbara married
Paul Weiler of Thunder Bay and has 4 children; twins,
Katherine and Charlie, and John and Virginia and at the
present time is residing in Whitehorse, Yukon.

ALEXANDER FRASER FAMILY
by Leila M. Cook

As a brief introduction to the history of the Fraser
family in the Franklin area, district of Neepawa, we go
back to the end of the Napoleonic wars in 1815, when
vast numbers of soldiers found their military service had
left them quite unfitted for the trades and professions of
civilian life and the Government was unable to supply
them all with employment. The plight of the Highland
regiments was even more serious as they returned home
to Scotland to find the little crofts they had left behind
had been burned down to clear the land for sheep farms.
To remedy these conditions the Imperial Government
launched the "Soldiers' Settlement Scheme" which
offered the soldiers a choice of land in Upper Canada or
Quebec. To qualify, each had to deposit 16 pounds, plus
two guineas for his wife, and, in return the Government
gave them free passage to Canada, assigned land and
provided tools for clearing and cultivating and dealt out
rations until the harvest was reaped.
Alexander Fraser, great great grandfather of the
present senior Frasers, born in 1791, was one of these
soldiers, and the last of a long line of forefathers born in
the Highlands. It was he who established our present line
of Frasers in the New World. With his wife, Sarah
Howell, he set out for Canada and arrived in Quebec in
1816, where the Frasers before him in General Wolfe's
Army had climbed the steep path up the banks of the St.
Lawrence River that led the way to the British victory on
the Plains of Abraham. They arrived in Brockville in
1816, and received 200 acres of land 4 miles from Perth,
Ontario. They had 14 children, 12 of whom lived to
maturity. Alexander Jr., third child (1820 - 1876) was our
great grandfather.
Following his marriage to Ann Wallace, they settled on

a farm on the Second Concession near Perth and eight
years later they moved to Renfrew County, near
Beachburg. They had four children, the fourth being our
grandfather William James Fraser.
Grandfather was born in 1854 "just up the road a
piece" from the original homestead at Perth. As a young
man he began to hear exciting stories of the West and
soon he decided to go homesteading in Manitoba. He
gave his cow to his sister, sold whatever other assets he
had and acquired enough money for his fare, a bag of
clothing and $40. His grandmother Sarah, thinking of
her own pioneer hardships exclaimed "Eh, Jamie, ye'll
nae gang tae yon Toby kintry".
On April 9, 1878, he set out for the West. He travelled
by train to Toronto, to Sarnia, from Sarnia by boat to
Duluth, then by train through the United States to Fisher
Landing (Winnipeg) on the Red River, arriving April
29th - a 3-week trip. During this trip he met a young
Mounted Police - the force had then only been organized
for 5 years. Winnipeg was swarming with settlers and the
two of them tramped for hours before finding lodging.
Many were camping in tents along the river bank despite
the cold weather. In the morning grandfather stepped out
to view the New World and his first sight was a horse and
cart stuck fast in the mud on Main Street.
Grandfather's first homestead was at Carman,
Manitoba, and he walked 60 miles to Emerson to register
his claim. He was not entirely satisfied with this claim
and it was not long before he exercised his right for a
second choice and came further west and settled on his
second homestead 12 miles west of Neepawa. In those
days there were three main trails from Winnipeg to the
west; the main trail, a continuation of Portage A venue
through to Portage la Prairie on to Edmonton; at
Headingly the south trail branched off to Southern
Manitoba and at Portage the north trail branched off to
Neepawa-Minnedosa and northwestern Manitoba. It was
only required that they work six months on the
homestead and the other six months they were free to
work at any job available. That winter grandfather
worked in Winnipeg and by spring had enough money to
buy a yoke of oxen, two steers and other equipment. He
now gave his full time to homesteading and with the help
of his friend, Dave Sharp, built a shanty and a stable.
Meantime, Bill and Edward Sharp had settled on a
homestead 2 miles east at Franklin. Their sisters, Amelia
at age 20, and Louisa, left Galt, Ontario by train and
arrived in Winnipeg September 1880. They spent the
winter and summer in Winnipeg and in December Amelia
took the train to Portage as the railway had then been

Grandfather Fraser's homestead - 2 miles west of Franklin.
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Grandfather's second home.

Grandfather with yoke of oxen.

finished that far. Amelia was the first woman to travel on
that section of the main line which now extends to the
west coast. Her brother Bill met her at Portage with his
Red River cart and oxen. They set out the next morning
over the open frozen prairie. It was bitterly cold and the
chill seeped through to her very bones and she was often
forced to get out and walk to stir up her circulation. They
made the 20 miles to Westbourne by evening. Her room
at the stopping-house was so cold she shivered all night
and woke up to find the walls covered with frost and the
water frozen in the basin. The temperature had dropped
to 40 below and all day they struggled on walking to keep
warm until they reached Little's stopping-place, east of
Gladstone. The next night they stopped at an empty cabin
where they put the oxen in one end and in the other lit a
fire and cooked their supper, then slept fully clothed on
the floor. They travelled continuously the next day, had
supper at a stopping-place and at 11 o'clock that night
Amelia reached the end of her journey from Galt.
It was not long before Bill Fraser called on the new
neighbor and in time, romance blossomed and on March
29, 1883, Amelia Mary Sharp and William James Fraser
were married on the very spot where they were to spend
the last years of their life together - the farm 1/4 mile
south of Franklin.
The life was hard but good and they were very happy.
The end of the day meant time to relax, grandfather
would read aloud while grandmother sewed, then she
would finish up her evening chores, then sit by the table
to read - a quiet silent figure with dark head bent over the
worn pages of her Bible. They had nine children Winnifred, John, James, Frederick Wallace (our father),
George, Louise, Amelia, Patricia, and Alice, all of whom
lived to maturity except George who died in infancy.
There was no school at Franklin and the nearest to the
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homestead was Edna School, two miles away to the
south, across the virgin prairie. Grandfather would plow
a double furrow to the school so the children could find
their way. Later on Franklin Union School was built in
1908, and Winnifred Fraser who had become a school
teacher took the junior room at Franklin and taught three
of her own sisters.
There was no church so services were held in the
station-house at Franklin where Fred and several other
children in the community were baptized. Eventually a
Presbyterian Church was built, then a Baptist Church.
Then they amalgamated and became the United Church
which the family attended through the years.
Grandfather had always wanted to have horses but the
water was poor on the homestead so he bought a farm
from great Uncle Jack Brown, two miles east and one
mile south where there was a fine well in the gravel streak
near the house. The Scotts who were renting this farm
bought grandfather's homestead and one day they simply
exchanged homes. Grandfather bought a fine team of
broncos, a team of horses and already had two oxen, a
cow, a dog and Sneaky, the cat.
They worked hard and managed a good life, on occasion being wiped out by hail storms and once were
lucky to escape a roaring prairie fire.
We often heard the stories of the hunting trips to
Riding Mountain, or the trips there to cut trees and haul
them to the mill to be cut into lumber for the new barn.
They would be gone a week at a time and that time in the
bush would be fraught with problems. Winters in those
days were "unholy severe" and the clothing not warm.
One can imagine the eating and sleeping in the tents or
rough shacks.
The men in the family were always good with guns and
kept the family well supplied with deer meat, ducks and
partridge. They were right in it when the Dominion and
Provincial shooting meets opened in the district, the
Kerrs usually providing them with their best competition.
Because of the shooting meets they built a stone target
butt in the pasture and would practice from a distance of
about 600 yards.
Jim Stewart owned the only threshing outfit and did
the district. Our father, Fred, and Fin McMartin were the
engineers. There was a crew of 21 men and they brought

Target with stone butt.

along a caboose for the men to sleep in. These men were
mostly immigrants from Europe and at night' 'we would
go out in the harvest moon and listen to the strange
cadence of their foreign songs".
The local game was soccer / football. There was also a
baseball team. Fred was a very good pitcher with the
curves and Jim a very agile outfielder. They had a circuit
of games to play and these games drew enthusiastic
crowds from all around. Before tennis came into vogue
they already had a court at the farm. The men were keen
players and often had a game at noon while waiting for
the horses to have their hour before returning to the field.
By this time there were tennis courts in the village and
tournaments were being scheduled.
In winter it was chess. Great grandfather Sharp had
taught the men to playa good game and they would have
their chess playing friends in for a game, or go out, and
the Kerr boys were keen competitors. A skating rink with
four sheets of curling ice had been built. Grandfather
often entered a Fraser rink made up of himself, Fred, Jim
and Ame, in the bonspiels. The women decided to take a
rink to the Winnipeg bonspiel (1916) and this rink was
skipped by Elsie Brown, our mother.
In 1913 the half section where Bill Fraser now lives,
came into possession of grandfather and in 1915 the
north quarter was sold to Dad. In March 1916, our
father, Frederick Wallace Fraser, and our mother Elsie
Jane Brown, were married in Franklin, and their
honeymoon trip was made by horse and buggy to the very
home where Vonnie and Bill Fraser and their family now
live. In 1921 Dad acquired the south quarter and now had
the half section he worked the rest of his life. Their four
children, Leila Mary (Mrs. William Cook, Hudson,
P.Q.), Wilford Wallace (m. Ruth Whitman) Florida,
Rebe Elsie (Mrs. Alvin Anderson, Cypress River) and
William Lawrence (m. Viona Chesney) all attended
Franklin Union School and Neepawa Collegiate.
In the 20s the Sharpes moved away and our grandparents moved to their farm, the 1/4 mile south of
Franklin, leaving the farm one mile south in charge of
Jim. Grandfather, Dad and Jim worked together over the
years and when grandfather was no longer able, Dad
took over the farm.
We do not remember the days when our grandparents
lived on Uncle Jim's farm but we do remember the happy

times when they lived south of the Franklin School.
Many teachers boarded with our grandparents and
walked the quarter mile to the school. We can well
remember the tennis court north of the house and our
aunts and uncles and friends from town having their
games. The men set up a 6-hole golf course, the first hole
starting just outside the front door. A small bush, which
camouflaged the outdoor privy, had to be negotiated
from the first tee and many a stray shot left its dent in the
'wee Hoosie' .
Grandmother always had a beautiful flower garden
with lots of Sweet Mary, and she would always tuck a
small leaf in her letters. Our aunts had a riding horse
named Kit and mother rode our frisky Harry - they had
many enjoyable jaunts through the fields, each praising
their own horse. By this time Grandmother had a radio
and was able to listen to her Sunday services and ignore
the goings on outside on the Sabbath.
We recall the long slow drive to Neepawa and back in
the horse and buggy; delivering the meat to the members
of the meat-ring every Saturday with Uncle John in the
democrat. Winter time brought skating on the ponds and
snow-shoeing through the woods. Winter also meant long
cold trips for Dad to the Coldstream creek for drinking
water - the tank would be covered with ice and his big
buffalo coat a mass of icicles. We always went to our
grandparents for Christmas and remember so well the
very stormy day we were to go and had one-month old
brother Bill to protect from the cold wind. Mother put
him in the clothes basket, sat on the bottom of the sleigh
to keep an eye on him and Dad covered them both with
the fur robes and away we went. The big event of the day
was to watch and admire grandfather's skill at carving
the bird - goose or turkey. There was no telephone at
grandfather's so our trip to town included a detour
through the fields to visit and check on their health.
Grandmother passed away in her 80s and grandfather
lived to be 95.
Meantime, young brother Bill had taken a course in
Agriculture and remained on the farm and fell into
father's footsteps, and learned the tricks of the trade. Bill
was brought up as a grain farmer as Dad had gone out of
cattle when Bill was quite young. We lost our Mother in
1953 and Dad at age 80 in 1969. During the years our
Uncle Jim was a constant visitor and always up to his
humorous tricks. He had never married and was taken
under the wing of the whole family.
Today, the three farms - grandfather's, Uncle Jim's,

Vonnie and Bill Fraser, 1981.
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and Dad's are managed by Bill Fraser, with the able
assistance of his wife Vonnie, and the very good advice
and help of their daughters, Debbie (Mrs. Tom Askin),
Sharon (Brandon University), and Tami and Glenda,
both in school in Neepawa - not to mention Adam, the
dog, Twinkles, the pony and Ginger, the cat.

he bought and occupied a house on Second Street North
in Neepawa. (That house later became the home of the
Huron Rush family). It was there that he suffered a
stroke in the late teens and he died in the brick house
which was built beside the original log house on the
homestead that he and his family turned into a
productive farm. His widow survived him by several
years into the early 1930's.

DONALD FRASER-EDEN
by D.J. Fraser

This brief history is written in very general terms to
avoid speculation and error as much as possible. Dates
and events are not precisely known to the writer.
Donald Fraser was born and raised in the Aberdeen
area of Scotland. He arrived in Canada with his wife,
Margaret (nee Agnew) in the mid-1800's by sailing boat.
The trip took about the same number of weeks as it does
to fly the Atlantic in hours today. They settled at
Hamilton, Ontario and resided there for several years
while sons and daughters were born and grew.
Then the appeal of the West and the offer of land for
development attracted Donald and he moved his family
to Winnipeg for a brief stay before moving to Eden about
1880. He acquired the homestead rights to the west half
of 15-16-15 of the Rosedale Municipality. Life by any
standard was hard. The land had to be cleared of bush
and broken with the help of oxen before any kind of crop
could be produced. A log house was erected. Household
supplies were back-packed from Portage la Prairie
because it was faster than oxen and cart. Young trees for
a windbreak were set out. Some are still standing today.
There were seven children born into the family, four

Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Fraser.

A group of Eden ladies waiting for the train and bound for a shopping
spree in Neepawa. Left to Right: Mrs. Harry Honeyman, Mrs. Bob
Scott, Mrs. Dick Coad, Mrs. Charlie Fraser, Mrs. Young, Mrs. Bob
Smithson, Minnie Young and Nettie Ireland. The two young ladies in
front are Laura Fraser and Verna Coad. (Approx. 1912).

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Fraser.

boys and three girls. Three of the sons, Alexander (Sandy
or Alec), John (Jack) and William (Will) settled on farms
in the area and Charlie, the youngest son, remained on
the home place. The daughters, Annie, Maude and Irene,
married and lived locally. The list which follows shows
the family members to the third generation. There is a
fourth generation Donald Fraser, son of Bill and
namesake of his great grandfather. He lives at Vancouver, B.C.
When he retired from farming in the late 1890's the
patriarch and his wife lived for a time in Winnipeg. Then
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Photo of the school banner and parade taken in the lane of the Fraser
home place. (Approx. 1917).

DESCENDANTS OF DONALD AND MARGARET
FRASER
TO THE THIRD GENERA nON
Locales of survivors are shown

Alexander
Margaret (Mrs Bert Reid)
Roy
Mabel (Mrs. Jim McFadyen, Winnipeg, Man.)
William
Mervyn
Vera (Mrs. C. Steele)
Bill
Marjorie (Mrs. Leonard Fox, Worne, N. Carolina)
Belle (Mrs. Fred Coulter, Neepawa, Man.)
Maude (Mrs. Dick Coad)
Earl (Kelowna, B.C.)
Margaret (Mrs. Douglas Ross, Kelowna, B.C.)
Verna (Mrs. Bill Schneider, Benito, Man.)
Irene (Mrs. Vernon Denoon, Onanole, Man.)

the fiddle and won many a contest at old-time gatherings
in Neepawa and area. During his railroad career he was
chairman of the Order of Railroad Telegraphers in
Manitoba for a number of years. They had four children:
Stewart, Olive, Murray and Ross, who were all educated
in Neepawa. Stewart made his life with the Royal Bank.
He was deceased some years ago. Ross was an agent with
the C.P .R. at Rocanville and Indian Head, Saskatchewan, is now. retired and living in Victoria, B.C.
Murray died very early in life. Olive married Robert
Pennie, a railroad telegrapher and they continued to live
in Neepawa for a few years. Then, as C.P.R. agent,
Robert was in Arden, Shoal Lake, Minnedosa and
Neepawa until his retirement when they moved to
Kelowna, B.C. They had two children - Elizabeth and
Bob, the latter giving his life in World War II.
Margaret and Jessie married and moved further west
but Bertha married Stewart Simpson. They remained in
Neepawa so their history will be recorded elsewhere.

John
Jessie (Mrs. Mark Edwards)
Pearl (Mrs. J.B. Jackson, Neepawa, Man.)
Bert
Annie (Mrs. George Guy, Neepawa, Man.)
Annie (Mrs. John Smith)
Marguerite (Mrs. George Alexander)
Kaye (Mrs. Stan Blackman, Winnipeg, Man.)
Donald (Eden, Man.)
Jean (Mrs. Roy McKell, Ormstown, Quebec)
Charles
Muriel (Mrs. Huron Rush)
Leila (Mrs. L.M. Dashney, Winnipeg, Man.)
Laura (Mrs. Nelson Linton, Winnipeg, Man.)
Donald (Ottawa, Ont.)

W.G. Frasers, S.G. Simpsons, Grandmother Fraser, Ross Fraser,
Catherine Simpson at the Simpson's home.

Mr. and Mrs.
George Fraser.

Irene (Mrs. Walter McCormick)
Illa (Mrs. I. Clark, Winnipeg, Man.)
Kenneth (Winnipeg, Man.)

JOHN SIMON FRASER
by D. Wilton Fraser

John Simon Fraser and his wife Catherine came to
Manitoba from Ailsa Craig, Ontario in 1888, settling on
a homestead at Petrel south of Neepawa. At the turn of
the century they moved to Neepawa.
Their children were Hugh, George, Margaret, David,
Albert, Jessie, Archibald and Bertha.
Hugh spent most of his life as the C.P.R. agent at
Selkirk.
George was the C.P.R. agent at Neepawa from 1902
until his retirement in 1934. He and his wife (Teen
Tennant) continued to live in Neepawa, taking an active
part in the community especially Knox Presbyterian
Church and the Masonic orders. George had the love of

David married Eva Ruttan. They resided for many
years in Kenton, Manitoba where, with their sons
Gordon and Bruce, they contributed much to the music
life of that whole area.
Archie, while living in Neepawa, worked as a tailor and
a railroader. He was a member of the Neepawa Football
Team who were champions of Manitoba in 1898, 1899
and 1900. He took a keen interest in curling and won
many prizes at bonspiels in Manitoba. In 1909 he married
Emily Kerr-McKay in Knox Presbyterian church where
they had both sang in the choir. They went to Kenton to
live and joined brother David in a hardware, coal and
lumber business also as agents for Imperial Oil. Once
again they were active in community sports, music and
the church. They had three children: Wilton, Gwen and
Catherine. Gwen is married and living in Thunder Bay,
Ontario. Catherine resides in Mitchell, Manitoba.
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W.A. (BILL) AND FRANCES FRASER
by W.A. "Bill" Fraser

W.A. (Bill) Fraser was born in Binscarth, Manitoba
and took all his schooling in Waskada, graduating from
Brandon University in 1953. Frances (Wells) Fraser grew
up in Wellwood and graduated from Brandon U. in 1957.
Bill and Fran were married in Brandon in 1957 where
Bill was teaching at Brandon Collegiate. Fran also taught
at David Livingstone School until their first son, Rick,
was born in 1959. In the summer of 1959 the Fraser
family moved to Neepawa where Bill had been recruited
to teach math and organize a band program at Neepawa
Collegiate. Mr. John Voth was then principal of the
Collegiate and was very interested in music of all types.
Under Bill's direction and with assistance from the
Lion's Club the band program was established in the
school at the Grade IX level, and later extended to grades
7 and 8. About 1966, Mr. Ted Good of Brandon, was
hired as a full time band director and Bill returned to
teaching academic subjects.
Their other three children, Lori, Mary and Robert,
were all born in Neepawa and all four children went
through the Neepawa school system.
Music was always an important part of their lives and
they performed as a family group on several occasions in
the Neepawa Fine Arts Festival. The children all played
piano as well as band instruments and both Rick and
Robert won the band instrumental trophy in the Festival
on a couple of occasions, Rick on clarinet and Robert on
trombone. Also, Lori, Mary and finally Robert won the
Rose Bowl as top vocalist in the Festival in different
years. Fran was always an active Festival worker and
served as president for three years. Bill served as
president of the Manitoba Holiday Festival for two years
when it was a relatively new organization in Neepawa.
Rick was the first male winner of the Kem Frampton
trophy for athlete of the year for his work as a long
distance runner. When the Manitoba Summer Games
were held here Rick had the honor of lighting the flame
and also ran for Westman.
Both Bill and Fran have been active in the Presbyterian
Church where Fran has sung in the choir for over 23 years
and Bill has served on the Session. Fran also served three
years in Manitoba as president of the Women's
Missionary Society. She taught C.G.LT. groups and
trained a boy's choir for several years, as well as singing
with the Choraliers for 10 years.
Bill was one of the original organizers of the Neepawa
Variatones dance orchestra which played for many
weddings, dances and parties from 1963 until 1981. Rick,
Robert and Fran also played with the group in later years
and Rick was featured on one of the three records the
group made.
Curling and golf are the two sports enjoyed most by
Bill and Fran and both have served on the executive of
these clubs over the years.
Rick graduated from Brandon University in 1980 and
in 1982 he married his high school sweetheart, Anita
Harkness. About the same time he graduated from basic
training in the R.C.M.P. and they now live in Kelowna,
B.C. Lori and Mary are finishing university and are
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looking at careers in teaching. Bob is still at Neepawa
Collegiate where in 1982 he was a member of the four
man "Reach for the Top" team which got as far as the
Manitoba finals. Besides his interest in music he is
developing a hobby of calligraphy. As well as playing
piano, trombone and bass guitar he has been a member
of the Western Manitoba Youth Choir during his high
school years.
Bill and Fran, who celebrated their 25th wedding
anniversary in 1982, have come to love Neepawa and its
people and will always look upon it as home.

Mr. and Mrs. W.A. (Bill) Fraser, Robert, Laurie, Richard, Mary.

DAVID WILTON AND EVELYN FRASER
by Evelyn Fraser

Wilton Fraser received his early education in Kenton,
Manitoba then attended Brandon College and United
College in Winnipeg. His studies for the ministry were
interrupted by the war and he served as an instructor in
the R.C.A.F. for four years.
In 1941 he married Evelyn Strachan and in 1945 he was
ordained by the United Church of Canada. As a student
minister he served the Clear Lake pastoral charge and at
Otter burne, Manitoba. After ordination Wilton began
his ministry as a Travelling Missionary in the Thunder
Bay area where he stayed for 3 years, and then was called
to Dryden, Ontario where he served for eleven years.
Two churches were built during this ministry, one in
Dryden and the other in Vermilion Bay, Ontario which
came under the supervision of Dryden at the time. A call
to Rosedale United Church in Winnipeg was followed,
after seven years, by a call to Neepawa United Church in
1966. The move to Neepawa was a kind of homecoming
for Wilton who had spent many school holidays with his
relatives here, and for Evelyn who was born in Gladstone
where her father was a minister in the Presbyterian
church for fourteen years.
During Wilton's pastorate the Neepawa Area Larger
Parish was created and for nine years he served this
community, in addition to serving these years as padre of
the local Legion. He was a member of the Rotary Club in
Dryden and since coming here has been a member of the

Neepawa club, a membership that has extended over
nearly twenty years.
For five years Evelyn taught in the Neepawa Area
Collegiate. She retired in 1972 and Wilton retired from
the active ministry in 1975 although he continues to serve
as Chaplain for East View Lodge and Osborne Home.
Thanks to a legacy left to the Osborne Home Board, a
home was provided for a retired minister and it was with
gratitude they accepted the Board's offer to retire in this
home. The children are not far away as Carolyn is
married to James Farmer, a teacher in Winnipeg.
Kenneth is a captain with Pacific Western Airlines flying
out of Winnipeg, and Brenda is married to Stanley
Hazlewood of Dryden who is in construction business.
Although the Frasers now spend several months of
winter in Arizona it is always a joy to return to friends in
beautiful Neepawa.

On one occasion the dogs did corner a bear. John Elliott,
who was an expert shot with a gun, was sent for and he
quickly ended the bear's life.
As soon as Charles was old enough to work out for hire
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Hill Head School, No. 860; Blanche Scott,
teacher. School Trustees, Dec. 1900 - J. Smith,
S. Currie, F. Martin.

At the Fraser's retirement party. The ribbon is inscribed with the names
of all the congregation.

CHARLES STANLEY FREED
by Edith K idds (nee Freed)

Charles was born in Miniota in 1884, the eldest son of
Sarah Jane and John.
When Charles was four, his dad was accidentally killed
when a threshing machine separator tipped over,
smothering him in the snow. His Mother rented the farm
and moved to Eden district in 1888. When he became old
enough to attend school, he started to go to Hillhead
School. One of his teachers was Blanche Scott. The
school trustees at the end of December 1900 were L
Smith, Samuel Currie, and Fletcher Martin. As Charles
became a little older he was only able to attend school
during the winter. In the winter he was given a little
spending money for starting the school fire every morning. He finally had to stop going to school just when he
was ready to study "Euclid". During the summer season
he was required to help on the homestead. One of his
duties was to go for the cattle and sometimes would go
for miles barefooted through the bush in search of them.
There was always the off chance of meeting a bear face to
face as there were many in the bush throughout the area.

to other farmers, he did so. In this way he was able to
earn enough to buy himself horses and a breaking plough
with which to break more land on his mother's
homestead. He sold cordwood off the property to also
help pay for more machinery. Finally he was able to buy
the quarter section west of his mother's and then he had a
half section of land.
One of his duties when fall came was to take a wagon
full of wheat to the grist mill in Neepawa to be made into
flour, bran and shorts.
Charles married Adalena Suddaby in 1921. On NE 3215-16 and in the same yard as his mother's home, he built
himself a new home. In this home was born his children.
Edith Dorothy in 1923, John Stanley in 1927, Sarah
Elizabeth in 1932, Robert Argyle in 1938, Patricia
Adalena in 1944, was born in the Neepawa Hospital. Dr.

Ada and Charles
Freed and baby
Edith.
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Bugg of Eden delivered all the babies.
Times became tough on the farmers in the i930s and
the municipalities offered them a way to pay their taxes.
One way was by statute labour. Each farmer was required
to do a few days work on the road passing by his farm. A
group of farmers would work together to grade the road
and put in culverts to help drain the water away from the
road. In return the wages were credited to their taxes.
School taxes were paid by each farmer taking a week in
turn to drive the van with his own team of horses.
During the winter of 1933-34 Charles became seriously
ill with double pneumonia. His wife nursed him at home
with Dr. Bugg making several calls. In 1941 he sold his
farm and the family first moved into the village of Eden
and then to Neepawa. On July 12, 1943 he obtained a job
in the Neepawa Salt Plant as a loader in the shipping
department at 35¢ an hour. After five years of service he
was retired from his last occupation in the plant as a press
mixer at age 65, in 1949.
As most retired persons find, retirement is not easy
after years of manual labour. So it was with Charles. He
went back to work. First on the mink ranch, then the
hydro, then at the golf course and finally helped at the
cemetery. Low blood pressure caused him to take things
easier and in the latter part of his life he worked around
his garden and visited with his neighbours. After several
severe strokes, he passed away in Neepawa Hospital in
1967, at age 83.

Four generations - Mrs. Ada Freed, Mrs. Edith Kidds, Mrs. Myfanwy
de Groot, Kimberley Anne.

GEORGE FROST FAMILY
by Margaret (Frost) Christianson
Vernon, B.C.

My father, George Frost, was born in Cambridgeshire,
England in 1889, and in 1908 emigrated to Canada
arriving in Rainy River, Ontario where he was employed
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at the lumber establishment of Shovel & Clarke. In 1908
he had saved sufficient funds to allow him to go to
Winnipeg and purchase a team of oxen and make his way
to Wellwood, Manitoba. According to a letter he wrote
to his mother in England at Christmas of that year, he
had to take the oxen into the small abode he had to keep
from freezing on the homestead grant he had secured. He
farmed around Wellwood until 1915 when he joined the
Canadian Army and spent the next four years overseas.
He was gassed at Vimy Ridge. After the war he spent one
year in the Army of Occupation in Ireland, and in 1919
returned to Wellwood. He married our mother Florence
Sarah Baker, an English girl who had come to Canada in
1913 with her sister Elizabeth, later Mrs. Albert Batchelor, and worked in the Wellwood and Oberon
districts. Of this marriage three children were born in the
Neepawa General Hospital, Margaret Jean 1924, Kenneth George 1929, and Gordon Albert 1939.
In 1925 the family moved to the Neepawa district and
for the first five years lived on the Jimmie Watson farm
west of town on the Correction Line. 1930 saw the family
move to the Fred Willie farm on the same Correction
Line and remain here until 1931. During that time the
eldest child started to school in the basement of the
Neepawa Collegiate in the north end of town, under Miss
Lillian Rutledge who later transferred to the Central
School. Getting to school those days meant walking,
snowdrifts and all. In 1933 hard times forced the family
off the farm and into the Town of Neepawa, where
George worked at various jobs until 1935 when he
secured a position as constable with the Neepawa Town
Police under Chief Fred McLean.
In 1941 George and his daughter Margaret joined the
Canadian Army and served until the end of the War.
Upon demobilization George settled in British Columbia
and died at Shaughnessy Military Hospital in 1969. His
wife predeceased him in 1968. During his years in
Neepawa, George was a member of the Great War
Veterans Association, which later became the Canadian
Legion and the Sons of England, and made many good
friends. Florence, our mother, was an active member of
the Ladies Auxiliary of the Canadian Legion. She was
past president and finally a life member before she moved
to British Columbia in 1944.
We were members of St. James Anglican Church, and
I have fond memories of going to our church in the
morning, and then to the Salvation Army in the afternoon because we were allowed to remain seated while
singing. While life was very hard from 1929-1939 and
there was not much opportunity for social functions, the
house parties flourished and very few Saturday nights
went by without such a gathering, and they were fun.
In 1943 Margaret married Donald Christianson, a
parachutist, and later prisoner of war and now lives in
Vernon, retired. Kenneth George Frost now lives in
Campbell River, B.C., and is a Sheriff with the
Correctional System. Gordon Albert Frost is living in
Delta B.C. and is bank manager with the Toronto
Domi~ion Bank in North Vancouver. From the family of
George and Florence Frost there are now 14 issues living.

Man standing in/rant next to horse: R.H. Fussee - owner a/mill. Man standing in/irst row at extreme le/t wearing white hat: Albert Walker.

FUSEE
by J.M. Fusee

Robert Hezekiah Fusee was born in Osnabrook,
Ontario in 1864. After receiving his schooling and apprenticeship in carpentry, came west, arriving in
Neepawa in 1891. He had married Alice Alguire of
Cornwall County in 1886. She came to Neepawa to join
him about 2 years later. They had a daughter born to
them in 1888 and named her Nellie. Another daughter
was born later but died in infancy. On March 2nd, 1893,
his wife, Alice, passed away leaving him a widower with a
4 year old daughter. They were given a home with Mr.
and Mrs. James Mcintosh.
On January 1st, 1896, Mr. Fusee married Frances Ann
McFeetors of Springhill whose family had emigrated
from Ross Township, Ontario, in 1889, and they, with
Nellie, set up a home of their own. The location of the
house was on property in a wheat field purchased from
J.A. Davidson. It was added to as time went on and
finances permitted. This location later became 3rd
Avenue and was the 2nd house south of Mill Street, next
to that of Peter Mitchell.
Mrs. Fusee's sister, Mary, married William Rowe; they
had a son and daughter and moved to California for
health reasons, but soon after both parents passed away.
The girl was taken and raised by another sister, Mrs.
D.E. Harris. The boy was given a home with Mr. and
Mrs. Fusee and he, Stafford Rowe, became a member of
the Fusee family in 1904 at the age of 5 years. He became
just like a son and responded to his new family in a most
respectable way. He has always had the same influence
and respect of all members of the family.
Next to their family, the first love of both Mr. and
Mrs. Fusee was their Church life. They were members of
Neepawa Methodist Church and were instrumental in the
organizing and putting into being, Neepawa United
Church. Mr. Fusee spent most of his years on many of
the Church committees. He was Clerk of the Session for

many years and attended pretty well all Presbytery
meetings in the Province and on a couple of occasions
was honoured to represent Manitoba at the General
Conference in Toronto. As he had been appointed
Layman for the Presbytery, it was expected of him to
assist the local Ministers in their duties. This he did with
great dignity and many Ministers looked to him for
advice and council. His great pride, as attested to by
many, was his organizing and leadership of what became
known as the Adult Bible Class which met each Sunday
afternoon. This responsibility he carried for 33 years. It is
impossible in this limited space to make comment on all
the work and efforts he put into his Church life but he
felt well rewarded within himself for his efforts in the
work of the Lord.
During his years in Neepawa, Mr. Fusee constructed
many of the homes and business places in town and
district. In 1903 he went into partnership with his
brother-in-law, John McFeetors, and they purchased a
sash and door factory from Wakefield and Kellington. In
1906 disaster struck and they were burned out. A joint
stock company was then formed and the plant was rebuilt and operated under the name of Fusee-McFeetors
Company Limited. This business, along with a lumberyard and contracting, operated until 1938 when it was
forced to close, caused by depression problems. Mr.
Fusee carried on in the carpentry trade until his physical
health began to fail. He was then appointed Town
Assessor and Building Inspector. "R.H." or "Kiah" as
he was affectionately called by many, was on the Town
Council for 12 years and served as mayor in 1913 and
again during 1932 and 1933.
During these terms of office he was instrumental in
helping to promote many improvements and developments such as Town Water Works; a Salt Well; Swift's
Abbatoir and a Back Home Week commemorating the
Town's 25th Anniversary. He was honoured to place a
memorial Stone at the Court House on the 50th and again
on the 75th Anniversaries.
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In later years his health began to fail and in the late
1950's he moved to British Columbia to live out the rest
of his life with his daughter, Robena. He died on
February 17th, 1960, at Langley - 3 months short of his
96th Birthday.
Mrs. Fusee took the same active interest in Church
work throughout her life. She passed away September
6th, 1953. Her special interests and work were the
organizing and continual activity in such organizations as
Ladies Aid, Missionary Society and was first President of
W.C.T.U. in the district, all the time being very active in
the Sunday School work. While busy in all these efforts,
she made time to raise a family as follows:
Stafford Rowe - Referred to above, now lives in Toronto
Nellie - Married to Donald McKinnon - both now
deceased.
Willard - Married to Ernie Naven - both now deceased.
Alexandra - Married to William Nason - both now
deceased.
Robena - Married to Reverend Andrew Rutherford who
died in 1965.
- She presently lives at Langley, B.C.
Annie - Married to Alfred Drayson. They live in Winnipeg.
Joseph (Mack) - Married to Eva Mitchell. They live in
Winnipeg.

Glen graduated from Eden school also, and was a
member of the local Dragoons for two years, joining the
regular Army in 1962. He attended Royal Roads and
graduated from Kingston University with a degree in
engineering. He married Bev Sinclair of Victoria in 1966.
They have two boys. Glen now works for the Federal
Government and lives in Ottawa.
Kevin moved to Neepawa with his parents in 1965, and
graduated from N.A.C.1. in 1968. He has been employed
with the Royal Bank ever since. In 1973 he married
Janice Sachvie of Beausejour, they have three children
and are living in Steinbach, Manitoba.
From 1965 to 1970 Jim was employed at the Hamilton
Hotel which was owned then by the Millan Bros. He
passed away in May, 1970.
Lottie worked at the Bamboo for two years, and has
now been employed at the Bakery since 1967.

Jim and Lottie
Gibbons, Merle,
Kevin, Glen.

GILL FAMILY
by Muriel Cottingham

Seated - Mr. and Mrs. R.H. Fussee - 50th Anniversary. Standing Alexandra, Robena, Mack, Annie, Willard. Inset - Nellie. Inset Stafford.

JIM AND LOTTIE GIBBONS
by Lottie Gibbons

Jim and Lottie Gibbons came to the Birnie district in
1942. They worked for C. Bay for a few years and then
bought a quarter section west of Birnie in the Big Valley
S.D.
They had three children. Merle, attended Big Valley
and Birnie schools and graduated from Eden Collegiate
in 1960. The same year she married A. Rahn of
Amaranth. They farmed until moving to Brandon in 1966
when Arnie joined the Brandon City Police. They have
three children.
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One of the first settlers in the Salisbury districts was
David Gill. He and his identical twin brother William, of
Irish descent, came with their wives and young families
from the Port Huron area of Ontario in 1876.
Billy (Wm.) and his family left the Arden district for
Watrous, Saskatchewan in the early 1900's. One of his
daughters, Jennie, married Edgar MacKenzie and resided
in Arden. Their surviving children are Myrtle Greentree
and Lottie McGilvray of Neepawa, Ena Bradley of
Portage and Edith Munshaw of Winnipeg.
Davy homesteaded across the corner from the
Salisbury church and original school site. An entertaining
character, he was noted for his story telling talents. In
Ontario he had worked as a logger and the two storey log
home which he built about 1890 was evidence of his
excellent craftsmanship. He had varied occupations in
the very early years. He told of helping to build the
Hamilton Hotel in Neepawa. He was also hired by a grain
company in Portage la Prairie to take rafts loaded with
bags of wheat down the Assiniboine River to Winnipeg,
where he would sell both the wheat and the raft and
return on foot to Portage for another consignment. It
was not uncommon for him to carry supplies on foot
from Portage to Salisbury. Before the railway reached
Neepawa in 1883, he transported settlers to the Arden area
from Portage by oxcart. This writer remembers Mr. M.E.
Boughton telling how he and his family and household
belongings arrived at Arden in this fashion.

Davy's first wife died leaving him with three small
sons, William, Richard and Albert. In 1886 he married
Mathilda Kerr Wray. Mrs. Wray had arrived in Portage
la Prairie in 1882 only to learn that her husband had been
killed in a train crash while travelling through Wisconsin
with their household belongings. During that first winter
she suffered further loss in the death of two of her three
small sons during a diphtheria epidemic, leaving one son,
James Wray.
Mrs. Wray was granted a certificate to teach in the first
school for Indian children established at Portage. She
remained employed there until her marriage to David
Gill.
A son and two daughters were born to them; Wilmot
1888, Ethel 1890, Mabel 1892. The family attended
school in Salisbury and later in Neepawa. Many
humorous stories were told by Wilmot to his family
about those early years. One of his early responsibilities
was as caretaker of the school. He spoke of lighting the
fires in sub-zero Manitoba mornings. His sister Ethel was
church organist for many years.
The sons from the first marriage, Will, Dick and
Albert left Manitoba for Watrous, Sask., in 1902, where
they took homesteads and farmed through the well
remembered drought and depression years. Several of
their descendants still live in the Watrous, Saskatoon,
and Prince Albert areas.
Davy Gill died there in 1935 at the age of 87 and is
buried in the Watrous cemetery.
James Wray, the surviving child of Mrs. Wray,
married Margaret Cinnamon of Norgate. He farmed a
mile south of the Salisbury church and built a large home
there. The family moved to New Westminster, B.C.
about 1918 where he owned and operated a lumber
business. Their daughters, Grace, Violet, Alma, and
Hazel, and their families live in Vancouver area.
The youngest daughter of the second marriage, Mabel,
married Allison Forsythe, newly arrived from Nova
Scotia. They farmed in the Mentmore district. Mabel
died in 1927 leaving three very young children, Ruth,
Florence and Earle. Ruth, who married Bill Dennis, a
W.W. II veteran, died in 1964 leaving three young
children, Michael, Maureen, and Douglas. All three live
in British Columbia. Florence married Joe Tester from
Toronto and they reside in Calgary with their three
children, Stephen, Paulette and Timothy. Earle and his
wife and family Dennis, Ray, Barry and Joanne have
made their home in Kamloops, B.C.
Ethel married George McMillan and they farmed at
Kelwood where they raised a family of five boys and one
daughter. Ardyth who married R.T. Robinson, resided in
Neepawa until 1975 when they moved to Victoria, B.C.
Their children are Anne, Haney, B.C., Gerald C.B.C.
Toronto, and Jean, Victoria, B.C. The five McMillan
boys are Clarence, Alberta; Murray, Brandon; Archie,
Winnipeg; Lome, Texas; Lyle, deceased.
Wilmot Gill attended Neepawa high school to take his
Grade X. Following this he went to Portage la Prairie
Normal School in 1907. He taught school at Salisbury
and in the Cordova district (Glenbirnie). He remained in
the Salisbury district farming his father's land and his
own farm across the road until 1928 when he moved his

family to Arden. Here he continued to farm as well as
deal in horses and cattle. He ran one of the early community pasture operations and in partnership with Fred
Bullock brought broncos in from Alberta. For many
years the Gill ranch was the scene of exciting rodeo
performances. The broncos that arrived 20 to a box car
load were beautiful sorrels, roans, dapple greys, bays and
blacks and had never been even halter broken. The men
who bought them came from as far as Mountain Road,
Elk Ranch, Alonsa and Amaranth. They drove by team
and wagon from thirty and forty miles away. Often they
stayed two nights and a day before leaving with two
wildly bucking broncos tied to their team, all four
galloping madly out of sight. Mrs. Gill probably served
more meals than most restauranteers and all of them free.
In later years Wilmot served as enumerator, wheat
acreage inspector, and municipal assessor.
Wilmot married Bertha Ann Wray of Linwood,
Ontario, June 18, 1919. Bertha had been a stenographer
for 10 years in Eatons head office in Toronto. Their
family consisted of six:
Elmer married: Ruth Hill and living in Winnipeg.
Muriel married Peter Cottingham and living in Neepawa.
Homer married Wilma Step pIer and living in Neepawa.
Edith married Donald Kerr and living in Cardale.
Helen - deceased. Clair -living in MacGregor.
The Gill grandchildren are:
Rodney - son of Homer and Wilma - deceased.
Marilyn (Cottingham) Shinyei - Edmonton. Her children
- Takeo, Julie, Marlo.
David Cottingham - Calgary.
Karen (Cottingham) Fenwick - Kamloops - Her children Lila, Megan.
Diane Cottingham - Neepawa.
Joy Cottingham - U. of M. - Winnipeg.
Lois Kerr - Brandon.
Michael - Brandon.
Four of the Gill family became teachers, following in
the tradition of their father and grandmother, but only
Muriel continues in the teaching profession at this time.
Homer is a well known business man, is presently Mayor
of Neepawa.

HOMER AND WILMA GILL
by Homer Gill

Homer, son of Wilmot and Bertha Gill, was born on
the SW 21-15-14 in the Salisbury district. This was immediately across the road from the homestead of his
grandfather, David Gill, situated on the NW 16-15-14
and settled in 1876. He attended public and high school in
Arden, Manitoba, along with brothers Clair and Elmer,
and sisters Edith and Muriel. After graduating from
Grade 12, he joined the Royal Canadian Airforce and
trained as an air gunner at Bombing & Gunnery School,
Mount Joli, Quebec. After his discharge from the
R.C.A.F. he took a year at Teacher's College followed by
a year at the University of Manitoba. He taught at
various schools including Salisbury, Sinclairville, Arden,
Russell and Neepawa. He also worked for a short time as
bookkeeper and salesman in Fenwick's Dept. Store under
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the late Mr. Fenwick Higgins.
His first teaching position in Neepawa was in 1953 at
the West Park Public School, later to be called Hazel M.
Kellington. This was under the Principals hip of Mr. Wes
McAmmond. Homer then moved to the old Collegiate,
newly named Viscount Junior High where he proceeded
to organize the Grade 7 and 8 classes as a junior high
department. On his staff at that time were James R.
Schmall, Helen Burr, Corine Fraser, Gladys Hildebrand,
Barry Knight, Clifford Campbell and Michael Sawchuk.
In 1967 Homer moved to the Neepawa Collegiate for the
remammg 2 years of his teaching career. During his
tenure at Viscount, he, J .R. Schmall and Clifford
Campbell produced a Manitoba Provincial Championship Bantam hockey team. Much of the success for
this team was directly due to an outdoor rink built adjacent to Viscount on which the boys practiced daily.
From 1962 to 1970 Homer also served on Neepawa
Town Council, including the position of Deputy Mayor.
Going back to 1948, it was one weekend while home
from University that he met Wilma Steppler of Neepawa,
eldest daughter of Charles and Jean Steppler, also of
Neepawa. Homer and Wilma were married on June 19,
1951 by the Rev. W.A. Osborne in the Neepawa United
Church. Most of their married life has been spent in
Neepawa. Both Homer and Wilma have taken an active
part in the Neepawa United Church Choir, and as
Sunday School teachers and superintendents. Homer
presently serves as Trustee of Neepawa United Church.
Wilma has served as President of the Neepawa Ladies
Curling Club, President of the Ladies Golf Club,
President of the Inner Wheel. She served as secretary of
the 1970 Neepawa committee for Manitoba centennial
year, and chairperson of many other community committees.
Homer served as president of the Beautiful Plains
Teachers Society, Past President of Neepawa United
Way, Past President of the Manitoba Real Estate
Association, adjutant of the local Air Cadet Squadron,
Director on Public Finance Corporation, and many other
local committee chairmanships. He received a Bachelor
of Arts degree from the University of Manitoba and a
Bachelor of Education from University of Brandon.
Their only son, Rodney was born to them in 1962.
Rodney attended Grades 1 to 11 in the Neepawa School
system. Rodney was active in hockey, skiing, golf, and
curling. He was Junior High Curling champion skip in
1977. He was an ardent game hunter along with his father

Rodney GiIl- A lover of dogs.
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Rodney Gill 16 yrs. Taken Sept.
16178.

on many occasions. Rodney died accidentally on April
30, 1979.
In 1962, Homer and Wilma built a new home at 508
Walker Avenue.
In 1970, Homer and Wilma bought half interest in the
Shoemaker-McGilvray Agency and had the name
changed to Shoemaker-Gill Agencies. In 1977 James R.
Schmall, Homer's brother-in-law, bought the Nelson
Shoemaker share of the business. The office was then
moved from the Hamilton Hotel Annex to the former
George Rey Clothing and Dry Cleaning Plant next to the
Bank of Commerce building. They now operate insurance, investment, travel and real-estate offices under
the name of Gill & Schmall Agencies.
One other area that Homer has been most active in is
the Real Estate development field. In 1961 he purchased
property on Mountain Ave. opposite White's Funeral
Home and built the first automatic laundry in Neepawa.
Later in the 1970's he developed a number of housing
sites; the most important being a 19 home development
on the corner of 3rd and Boundary on the original T.G.
Murphy Estate. One new street was developed here,
namely Arden Drive.
In 1980, after several years of planning, a new commercial subdivision was developed by Homer and
Associates on the west side of PTH No.5. The Town of
Neepawa purchased one site here for the new town water
tower. Several other small business enterprises are
presently locating on this property adjacent to two new
streets named Gill Drive and Rodney Road.
A large tract of this development has been set aside in
perpetuity as a wildlife sanctuary and natural habitat
area.
Further development for residential is presently being
planned in the southeast corner of Neepawa adjacent to
the Carberry highway.
Neepawa is expected to expand in this direction in the
decades to come and has already been serviced with a
major water line into a 26 acre site. Home and Associates
(James R. Schmall and Lyle Watson) have very extensive
development plans for the future in this area.
In 1981, Homer returned to the local political scene to
become Mayor of Neepawa for the term of 1981-1983. At
this time of writing, Homer and Wilma look forward to
celebrating with all of you in 1983 the Neepawa Centennial year.

Election night - May 27/81, Wilma and Homer Gill.

ROY AND ISABELLA GILLESPIE
by Isabella Gillespie

Roy Wesley Gillespie was born at Gunton, Manitoba.
1901 - attended high school there, one year at United
College. Was employed at the General Motors plant,
Regina, married Isabella Gillespie in 1933 - one son,
Alexander James.
Roy came to Neepawa in 1938, was a blockman for
Minneapolis-Moline Machinery for Neepawa and
surrounding district including Russell, Grandview,
Brandon, etc. New dealerships were organized in towns
in his area, including Neepawa. Nicholas Hornsby of
Neepawa was appointed here. The dealership in Brandon
was originally organized there at this time, and the dealer
came from Benito, Manitoba in the person of Harold
Wright, and is now represented by his son under White
Farm Equipment.
During the years of the Second World War, it was
necessary to change vocation, and for two years Roy was
employed at the Neepawa Salt Plant and during that time
purchased a small Esso filling station on the corner of
Brydon Street and Mountain A venue, and took over the
Minneapolis-Moline dealership in 1943. He extended the
building to the north, then later a further extension to the
north and west the full length of the building to accommodate workmen in the repair of customer's cars,
etc., and a showroom and storage for the Dodge-DeSoto
dealership.
The corner known as Centerville by the businessmen
included Guinn Marble and Granite Works, Roy Birnie's
Tire Shop, Matt Stoetzel, and Scotty McGregor's
Blacksmith Shop, and they prized the name among
themselves in a humorous manner.
The property across the street to the east was purchased and used for parking used cars, etc., and later was
sold and the Brimont Apartments was built with capacity
of 22 suites. The garage was rented to Maurice Maes, and
later the building was destroyed by fire. In 1976 the
Royal Bank purchased the property.
Roy enjoyed all sports, baseball a favourite. One

Sunday having played golf - two rounds with Russell
McEwen, had a third round with his wife and being in
good form made a hole-in-one on the 5th hole.
Isabella Gillespie was born at Reston, obtained her
high school education there, worked three years as
Postmistress at Kincaid, Saskatchewan, and graduated
from the Regina General Hospital in 1931. She gave
general duty, obstetrical and operating room services in
Neepawa for 19 years, retiring in 1973.
Music is one of her interests, Sweet Adelines under Cy
Astley, Glee Club and United Church Choir under Brian
Bailey. The Family Album under Vera Cochran when
Mabel Thomson ably played her mouth organ. With
Gwendolyn Davies, teacher in piano, a rhythm band was
organized for pre-schoolers. Pat Hutchinson, Joyce
Bowman, Phyllis Bajus, and Jim Gillespie were trained in
voice.
Jim obtained his public and high school education in
Neepawa, then Grade XII at the University of Manitoba.
Jim furthered his education, A.R.C.T. Piano 1964,
Master of Library Science, London, Ontario 1969,
Master of Arts History, Guelph, Ontario 1971.
He married Ellen Mary Kelly, North Bay in 1962, and
has two daughters, Mary Ellen Tegan and Sandra
Kathryn Loyce.
Skating carnivals, an annual event was fun. The first
prize winners were Byron Hamilton and Jim Gillespie.
Byron Hamilton married Jim's cousin, Arlene McIver of
Reston, Man. Byron is the only son of the late Hubert
Allen Hamilton and Mae Hamilton. He has one sister,
Betty, of Neepawa. Mae Hamilton's parents came from
Milverton, Ontario, then her father moved to Minnesota,
and met his wife there, her maiden name was Anna

Bryon Hamilton
and Jim Gillespie.

Neepawa Salt
Symbol.

Roy W. Gillespie, 3JOMountain Ave. corner Mountain and Brydon.

Left to Right: Roy and Isabella. Front Row, Left to Right: Roy's
mother Mary Ann Gillespie, Isabella's mother Clara Celia McIver.
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Anderson, who was born in Sweden. Hubert's parents
were from Iowa.
Hubert's mother, Mrs. Joseph Henry Hamilton sang in
the Methodist Church Choir, what is now the United
Church. They moved to Vancouver in 1910, and the gift
(a lovely brass jardiniere) on leaving from the church is
now in the home of Mae Hamilton.
Roy's mother's maiden name was MacDonald and
Isabella's was MacLean. Both their forefathers
originated from Scotland and both settled in Kincardine,
Ontario before coming to Gunton and Reston,
Manitoba, respectively.

PENELOPE ANN GODWIN
by Penelope Godwin

Penelope Ann (Penny) Godwin was born in London,
England, the only daughter of Frank and Betty Underhill. She was raised in Lyme Regis, Dorset - a 900 year
old Town, similar in size to Neepawa. In July 1944 she
married Geoffrey Stephen Godwin, who was at that time
a Sergeant in the Air-Sea Rescue Service.
After a number of moves, in 1951 they settled in the
tiny village of White Roding in Essex, with their three
oldest children. Another three children were born there in
the next five years.
In the summer of 1966 Geoff sailed the 20 ft. sloop,
Penny Ballerina, single-handed from Falmouth, Cornwall to Mobile, Newfoundland. In September that year
Penny, with sons Tony and George, daughter Elizabeth,
son-in-law Norman Evans and grand-daughter Tracy,
joined him in St. John's, Newfoundland.
On April 18, 1967 Geoff once again sailed from
Falmouth, this time in the 20 ft. sloop Sundowner,
heading for Montreal and Expo '67. He was accompanied by Canadian Larry Rodney. They were last
sighted, south of Ireland on April 30, 1967.
In April 1973 Penny and son George came to Neepawa
to join her eldest daughter, Penny Blakeston, and
grandchildren Joanne, Andrew and Cathy. After
working for fifteen months at the Neepawa Truck
Service, Penny then joined the staff of The Neepawa
Press as bookkeeper, in October 1974.
Acting as a clearing-house for family news, Penny
keeps her eldest son Chris, his wife Mabel and their two
sons, Kieran and William Benedict in Hong Kong, in
touch with son Tony in Vancouver; daughter Liz and
children Tracy, Steven, Barbara and Pamela in Sydney,
Nova Scotia and daughter Jenny and her children
Michael and Joanna in Chelmsford, Essex, England.

Penny Godwin at
Tintagel, North
Cornwall, England. Reputed to
be King Arthur's
birthplace.
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FORD GOODWIN FAMILY
By Ethel Goodwin

Clifford Alvin, known as "Ford" was born and raised
on a farm in the McTaggart area in Saskatchewan. He,
along with his widowed father, two brothers, Harold and
Lawrence and two sisters, Violet and Vera, moved to a
farm in the Cormach area in 1926.
In 1931 Ford married Ethel Setrum who had been born
and raised in the nearby Hart area. They lived on the
Goodwin farm for 3 years and on another farm for a few
years before coming to Manitoba.
In 1937 Ford and Ethel Goodwin and their infant
daughter Eleanor moved from Saskatchewan to a farm
eight miles south of Glenella. After several years of dust
storms and drought it was nice to see green grass
growing.
Another daughter, Lorna, and a son Melvin were born
to them.
In 1942 the Goodwin family moved to a farm 3 miles
north and 1 mile east of Arden. In 1944 they bought a
farm two and one half miles west and one mile south of

The Clifford (Ford) Goodwin Family. Ethel, Lorna, Melvin, Eleanor
and Ford.

Neepawa and they lived there for the next twenty years.
Harry Broomfield came to live with the Goodwin
family in 1941 and stayed for over twenty years. He then
went to live with his brother Bill in Riding Mountain
where he remained until his passing in 1976.
The Goodwin children went to Stoney Creek School
until 1950 when the school closed. They were then taken
by van, which was a covered truck, into the Neepawa
Schools.
Eleanor graduated from a short course in Home
Economics from the Agriculture School in Brandon and
a Business Course in Brandon. In 1956 she was married
to Douglas Cochrane of the Sinclairville area where they
are still farming. They have two sons, Dean and Daune,
and one daughter Joy.
Lorna graduated a registered nurse from St. Boniface
Hospital. She married Loraine Bailey from St. Vincent,

W.1. They live in Brandon and have three daughters,
Janice, Jackie and Vanessa.
Melvin graduated from Beautiful Plains Area
Collegiate in 1960. He married Marjorie Greenhalgh
from Neepawa. They lived on the farm for one year when
they bought a farm four miles west and two and one half
miles south of Neepawa where they are still farming.
They have two daughters, Michele and Barbara, and one
son, Glen.
In 1966 Ford and Ethel moved to Neepawa. Ford
passed away in 1975 and Ethel is still living in Neepawa.

WALTER GOVENLOCK
by W.S. Govenlock

Walter Govenlock, born in or near Selkirk, Scotland in
1829, died in 1891.
He emigrated to the Brussels district in Ontario in 1853
or 1854. He went back to Scotland in 1856, married Jane
Ballantyne and brought her back to Brussels. During his
adult life he provided a living for himself and family in
various trades - tailor, cabinet maker, cobbler and
operated a grist mill in Seaforth for several years before
heeding the call to the west and moving the family to a
farm in the Union district, east of Neepawa.
Eight children were born to this family; Thomas,
Catherine, Elizabeth, James B., Jessie, John, Helen and
Grace. Of these, James B. was to purchase SE 36-14-15,
the family home in 1887.
Jane Ballantyne Govenlock died in 1869, and Walter
subsequently married Jane Clark. Of this marriage seven
children were born; William Clark, Oliver, Andrew
Edward, Walter Oliver, Robert Atchison, Annie and
Cora.
The entire family were brought up as loyal Presbyterians.

ROBERT ATCHISON GOVENLOCK
by W.S. Govenlock

Our father, Robert A. (Bob) Govenlock was born in
Ontario in 1879 but grew up in the Neepawa district. He
worked as a farm hand, farmed on his own and beginning
in early 1912, operated a farm implement agency in the
building then known as the Dinwood Block, immediately
east of the present Roxy theatre. In the fall of 1918, Dad
became a commercial traveller in the farm implement
field and in late December that year we moved to
Rosetown, Saskatchewan.
Unfortunately, our Mother passed away at Rosetown
in May 1919, and after trying unsuccessfully for a few
months to keep the home going with the aid of a
housekeeper, Dad stored the furniture and we kids lived
with relatives until the summer of 1920 when Dad was
transferred to a district surrounding Rapid City,
Manitoba. At that time, our home was re-established in
Rapid City with a quite capable housekeeper and that
situation continued until Dad remarried in 1922. In the
summer of 1929 Dad was transferred to Whitewood,
Saskatchewan and moved the family to that point. After

several years of failing health Dad passed away in 1950.
I was born nine miles south of Neepawa and while still
in arms we moved to a farm one mile west of the old
Osprey School site. Then in 1912 we moved into Neepawa
where I attended kindergarten to Grade six in Central
School, finished grade six in Rosetown, took grade eight
in Newdale, and high school in Rapid City. Upon leaving
school, I spent most summer months working on farms
and most winter months in the C.P.R. station learning
station work and telegraphy. Finally I got on the C.P.R.
payroll in 1927 and due to the depression, worked the
spareboard until landing my first steady job in early
1942. I then worked as station agent in several Manitoba
towns until 1960 when I obtained leave of absence from
the agency at Birtle and worked in Winnipeg as a
representative of our Telegraphers Union until retirement
in 1970 when my wife and I decided that Neepawa would
be a nice town to retire in. We have never regretted that
choice.
In 1936, I married Daisy Gray of Crandall. We had one
son, Bobby, but lost him accidentally when he was almost
ten years of age. This gave us quite a jolt but fortunately
we have been favoured with reasonably good health and
we are thoroughly enjoying retirement in Neepawa.
Our brother George, born in Neepawa, started school
in Rapid City and graduated from Grade twelve in
Whitewood in the early depression years. After bouncing
around for some time, he became a salesman for
Acklands Ltd., Edmonton, made good progress and held
down a good office job with that Company for many
years before his recent retirement. He married Gladys
Howarth of Nipawin, Saskatchewan, and they raised a
chosen son and a chosen daughter, now young adults and
both doing well.
Our sister Grace, also born in Neepawa, attended
public school in Rapid City and after graduating from
Grade twelve in Whitewood, trained as a nurse in St.
Boniface Hospital, Winnipeg, obtaining her R.N. in
1939. After nursing in several Manitoba and Saskatchewan hospitals for a couple of years, she signed up with
the Imperial Army and in the fall of 1941, was posted to
South Africa with the first contingent of Canadian
nurses. While nursing in an Army Hospital near
Johannesburg, she became interested in one of her
patients, Ivan Frank of the South African Army, and
they were married in January 1943. They raised one
daughter and one son, each now married and there are
five grandchildren. Unfortunately, Grace suffered a
severe stroke in 1968 but with excellent care and therapy
made a very good recovery until succumbing to another
stroke in 1977.

WILLIAM CLARK GOVENLOCK
by Don Govenlock

My father was born near Seaforth, Ontario in 1871 and
moved to Neepawa in 1887 with his father, Walter and
brothers, Jim, Oliver, Andy and Bob. Here he met my
mother, Jane Hunter, a cousin of the late Robert Hunter.
They married and raised a family of six; Alden, Annie,
Russell, Warren, Don, and Jean. All were born in the
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Neepawa district. I was born in the old house still
standing on the Charlie Sage farm near Hallboro:
They farmed in the Union and Ha:llboro districts until
1909, then moved to the Helston area where he farmed
until his sudden death in 1928. My mother then moved to
Melfort, Saskatchewan where she lived until passing
away in 1931.
Alden married May Ash of Edrans in 1914 and farmed
near Helston and in the Springhill district before moving

My youngest sister Jean McGregor is living in Victoria.
I also moved to Saskatchewan in the late twenties and
worked at farm work, lumbering and grain buying before
moving to Flin Flon in 1935. I married Anne Anderson of
Naicam, Saskatchewan in 1937 and we have two
daughters; Marlene Kirby of Snow Lake and Judy Drewe
of Winnipeg, also four grandchildren; Wanda and Alan
Kirby and Linda and Colin Drewe.
I retired from the mine in 1973 and with the help of my
cousin Walter and Homer Gill we found a home in
Neepawa. We are enjoying our retirement here and have
made a lot of friends, some of whom are trying to teach
me the game of golf but so far they have not been very
successful ...

JAMES GRAHAM FAMILY OF EDEN
by Jessie Graham

Mr. and Mrs. William Clark Govenlock andfamily. Taken about 1916.
Top Row: Alden, Annie, Russell. Bottom Row: Mother, Don, Dad,
Jean, Warren.

to Saskatchewan. He farmed near Lac Vert and Naicam
for several years, finally moving to Arborfield. They
raised a family of five; Gordon of Sooke, B.C., Charlie
of Arborfield, Elsie Long of Melfort, Mabel Black
(deceased 1970), and Islay Woods of Victoria, B.C. May
also passed away at Arborfield in 1975.
Annie married Bert Curtis of Helston in 1920 and they
had only two years of happy life together when Bert died,
leaving Annie with two sons, Ray of Calgary and Bill of
Ottawa. She then moved to Melfort where she met and
later married Chris Levring. They had two children, Jack
of Melfort and Doris McKenzie also of Melfort. Annie
passed away in 1976 in a Melfort hospital where she had
been a patient for several years.
Russell fanned and worked in Northern Saskatchewan
for a few years before moving to Flin Flon in 1935 where
he met and married Leone Wright in 1937. They had two
children; Gail Christianson of Kamloops, B.C., and Alan
of Edmonton. Russell died suddenly in 1957 in Flin Flon.
His wife, Leone is still living there.
Warren spent a few years farming and working in
Pleasantdale, Saskatchewan, later returning to the
Neepawa area where he married Alice North of Franklin.
They also had two children; Wes of Ottawa and Donna
Johnsen of Winnipeg. Warren and Alice moved to
Winnipeg about 1940 where Warren worked for Air
Canada for twenty five years. He passed away in 1976
after a lengthy illness, and Alice still lives in Winnipeg.
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James Graham was born in 1866 at North Keppel,
Ontario, near the town of Paisley. He came to Manitoba
in 1893, and worked in a livery barn at Neepawa for two
years. In 1895 he bought a farm at Eden, SW 26-16-15,
from a Mr. Walker. In 1902 he married Eleanor Birnie,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Birnie.
Eleanor was born at Glenholm in 1881. The family
moved to the district now known as the Birnie district,
named after her father. Eleanor received her schooling
there.
Mr. and Mrs. Graham raised a family of eight sons and
four daughters as follows:
James- never married.
John - married Dora McCracken of Eden. They have
four children.
George - married Sadie Barber of Birtle. They had one
son.
Orville (Bus) - married Elsie Newell of Franklin. They
had five children.
Leslie - married Jessie Campbell of Franklin. They had
five children.
Lawrence (Bob) - married Eileen Goodridge of
Neepawa. They had three children.
Carman - killed at Dieppe.
Russell - married Audrey Harrison of Cordova. They
had five children.
Ruth - married Wilbur Webb of Eden. They had one
son (deceased).
Myrtle - married Earl Gilmore of Kelwood. They had
five children.
Margaret - married Harold McLaren of Neepawa.
They had three children.
Cordelia - married Ralph Cruikshank of Neepawa.
They had two children.
A little daughter, Pearl, twin sister to George, passed
away in infancy.
All thirteen children where born at home. Dr. E.E.
Bugg was the family physician from 1915-52.
The older children started school at Seneca, a rural
school built on a farm owned by Mr. Graham. When
Eden Consolidated School was opened in 1917, the
children were taken there by van. Since Jim, the eldest
son, started school in 1909, there has been an unbroken

Mrs. Graham became a Silver Cross mother when her
son, Carman, who was overseas with the Queen's Own
Cameron Highlanders, was killed in action during the
Dieppe Raid. A family member still cherishes a letter
written by Carman the night before the raid, and received
weeks after his death.
Mrs. Graham passed away in 1955. Of their family, at
time of writing, two sons, Lawrence and Russell, and the
four daughters still survive. There are 34 grandchildren
and 50 great grandchildren.
The family home farm, owned later by the youngest
son, Russell, was sold in 1970 to Richard Kasprick who
still lives there. However, land east of Eden, and west of
Eden are still owned by Grahams, descendants of the
original family.
James Graham Family - 1928. Back Row: Leslie, Ruth, Orville (Bus),
Margaret, George, Myrtle, Lawrence (Bob). Seated: Mrs. Graham,
John, Cordelia (Dilly), Russell, Carman, James (Jr.), Mr. James
Graham.

JOHN A. GRAHAM FAMILY
FIRST SETTLERS OF NEEP AWA
by Florence McNair

record of 72 years of Graham children, grandchildren,
and great grandchildren registered at Eden school. This
record is likely to continue for some years yet as there are
two Graham girls attending now, at time of writing, and
little Kelly James Graham, great grandson, is awaiting his
turn to start school. Many of the grandchildren went on
to University or community college after their Eden
years.
Mr. and Mrs. Graham were conscientious, hardworking people, and saw to it that their large family did
not lack for food or clothing. Mrs. Graham, besides
raising a big garden, did all the knitting and sewing for
them. The family purchased a knitting machine that Mrs.
Graham became very skilled at operating. On this
machine she could knit a pair of socks in an evening.
During World War II she also hand-knit countless articles for the Red Cross.
Mr. Graham died in 1931. Mrs. Graham and the boys
continued to live on the farm until 1933, when Mrs.
Graham bought a house in Eden, and she and the
younger children moved to town, leaving the two older
sons to continue farming. The ensuing years were
stressful years, requiring patience and good judgment.
Mr. Graham had become an invalid two years previous to
his death, due to a stroke, and was cared for at home by
Mrs. Graham. Then came the Great Depression of 192939.
The family by this time had acquired a section of land
and Mr. Graham's managing ability was sorely missed.
The family also by this time were on into their teens and
the strong father-figure in the home was no longer there.
It speaks well of Mrs. Graham's ability that she was able
to keep up her spirit, keep her land and her family intact
during this difficult time.
Besides her household work, Mrs. Graham was also
involved with community work. She was a member of the
Eden United Church and did her share at Bazars and
fowl suppers. She was an active member in the Women's
Auxiliary. She taught a Sunday School class for many
years. She was a charter member of the Eden branch of
the Women's Institute.

This family of pioneers have long since passed away
but with our Centennial coming up in 1983 I shall attempt
to relate some of the history and maybe a few interesting
incidents as they were told to me.
My Dad was Peter John Graham. He married Jane C.
Hunter, who came from Ontario, with her family to settle
in this district in 1878.
My grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. John A. Graham with
their parents Mr. and Mrs. James Graham, who were
very elderly, accompanied them. They left Huron
County, Ontario in the early spring of 1877. They left by
boat from Kilcardine, Ontario to begin their long journey
to Manitoba where the government was opening up
homesteads at that time. Far away pastures looked
greener, I suppose. They disembarked at Duluth and
travelled from there by team and wagon with all their
goods and chattels packed into the wagon boxes. Wash
tubs, cooking utensils were hung on the outside of the
wagon boxes. There were 8 horses and four wagons. They
had also brought along four head of cattle. When they
got as far west as West bourne they found that the White
Mud River was in high flood. However George and
Robert Little had made a small ferry. The Grahams
disassembled their wagons and they were taken across a
few parts at a time. The stock swam across. From there
they proceeded west and when they got about four miles
north of Neepawa, they stopped to have a look around.
Grandpa Graham said "It looks good to the south". So
they turned south and followed a cart track to what is
now the north end of Neepawa. They camped there for a
few days while they had a look around for land. They
decided to stake their claim just east of Neepawa on what
is now the Angus Kozoroski farm.
This was in late May of 1877. They slept in the wagon
boxes until they could get out enough logs to build a
house. They moved into the house in November. It had
dirt floors and a thatched roof.
This was a family of five boys and three girls. They
were a strong and rugged people. They worked hard and
they played hard. Twenty acres were cleared and broken
that summer. The crop was threshed by flail. The men
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got out more logs in the winter to erect more buildings.
Indians were the only neighbours and they were quite
friendly. My aunt Catherine (Kate) is said to be the first
white baby born here. I can remember her telling me that
on one summer evening Grandma Graham was outside
doing chores, and when she came back to the house an
Indian woman was sitting inside rocking the baby in the
cradle. Grandma was somewhat perturbed but she need
not have been. It was just that the white baby was a real
novelty to her. She just smiled, got up and went away,
but she came back quite often after that to see the "little
white baby" .
This family of boys needed something for recreation so
they made themselves a set of curling rocks out of blocks
of wood. They curled on a pond just across the road from
where the Don Cox's now live. As the district gradually
became more settled they had house parties, picnics and
baseball games. From these games came the once famed
Shamrock Ball Team, which team may be remembered by
a few even yet. It seems they played in most of the larger
centers in Manitoba. I don't know what they had in the
way of transportation at that time, but I do know they
played at Virden one extremely hot day in July of 1903.
My Dad used to say "the hotter the day, the better we
play", and they did win the game that day. Four of the
Graham family played on that team. Two Walkers and
two Millars and any others I don't remember. A photo of
the Shamrocks with their Fred Leach trophy is hanging in
the lobby of Yellow head Centre now.
The aged parents settled on land which is now the
Riverside Cemetery, and James Graham was the first
burial there when he died in late November of 1877.
I have always understood that my grandmother
Graham gave our town of Neepawa its name. However I
have learned only recently that she had given it the name
of Clydsdale as her maiden name had been Clyde. It was
changed to Neepawa after the town was incorporated in
1883.
So, from that line of pioneers came our town of
Neepawa - Land of Plenty - Most Beautiful Town in
Manitoba, and I feel that we, the citizens owe a sincere
and hearty vote of thanks to our Mayor, Town Council,
Parks Board, etc., and to all property holders for keeping
it that way.

THE GRAHAM F AMIL Y
by Mrs. A. V. Brydon (nee Graham)

The Grahams are one of the oldest clans whose
existence in Scotland near the English Borders is recorded
as far back as the Roman Invasion.
The border clans were a constant problem to
authorities on both sides of the border because of their
constant raids against the English and intermittent clan
warfare. Attempts were made during the late 1600's and
1700's to settle the border troubles by summarily transporting many of the clan families to Ireland and various
British Colonies. So it was that my great-great grandfather - Michol Graham - was born in Cavan, Ireland in
the county of Antrum, in 1740. The family came to
Canada in 1775 and settled in Cavan, Ontario. One son,
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Robert, was born in 1780. In 1817, he married Nancy
Bedford of United Empire Loyalist stock. Nancy was of
Dutch descent and came to Canada with her parents from
Boston, Mass., U.S.A.
In 1852, Joseph Graham, a son of Robert and Nancy,
married Ann Jane Earls, whose family had emigrated
from Armough, Ireland in 1831 and settled in Toronto. A

Joseph Graham taken 1897 at Neepawa.

sister of Ann's married Robert James of St. Catherines,
Ont. and a son of theirs along with his wife and daughter
Freda, located in Winnipeg in the late 1890's.
Joseph was active in public affairs both municipal and
political. A lifelong conservative, he was a staunch
supporter and personal friend of Sir John A. MacDonald. He entered the Civil Service of Upper Canada
and after Confederation, continued for some time in the
Crown Lands Dept. of the Ontario Government. Five
sons were born - one died in infancy.
When Sir John A. MacDonald came back to power in
1878, Joseph was appointed to a post at Fort Edmonton
as Dominion Land agent. However, he was unable to
move as his wife, Ann Jane was in poor health. She
passed away on June 6, 1879 and Joseph left for the west
shortly after, arriving in Winnipeg on July 27, 1879. He
brought his 4 sons and many valuables from their old
home. One was a portrait of Sir John A. MacDonald, a
personal gift from the great man himself! This hangs in
the council chambers in our town hall presented by Nora
Brydon to Mayor Harry Smith in December 1973.
They stayed in Winnipeg at the old Davis House on
Main St. near the corner of Portage Ave. Joseph was
employed in the Dominion Land Office until June the
following year. That winter - 1879-1880 - was noteworthy
as the- coldest on record, and also as the winter the first

train crossed the Red River. The first train had arrived in
St. Boniface, December 9, 1878 but as no bridge spaimed
the Red River, could go no further. Iri late November
1879 until Mid-March, a line of track supported by
double length ties was laid on the ice of the Red River and
by this means, trains passed freely.
Plans were changed for Joseph and instead of going to
Fort Edmonton, he was sent to Gladstone to open a
Dominion Land Office there. They travelled by
steamboat as far as Portage la Prairie. Two teams of
oxen were hired to freight their belongings and by the end
of the first day, they reached Westbourne. Personal
reminiscences of one of the children, Brock Graham,
many years later give some indication of the conditions
endured. "Westbourne was a sea of mud and water.
Stopping places were poor and crowded as so many were
coming into the Red River country. That night at eleven
years of age, I had to crawl in on a cot with an old fellow
who was a perfect stranger. I happened to meet him many
years later on the southeast corner of Lake Dauphin, all
alone in a little shack. The next morning, we left for
Gladstone getting stuck many times in the mud and that
night slept out under the wagons, wolves sending up
weird cries around us, and mosquitos - terrible! On the
third day we reached Gladstone moving into a house on
the side of the trail. I had seen the Red River cart trains
being loaded and leaving from Winnipeg for the west,
now they passed our door. Indians travelled back and
forth all summer, camping just across the river. Years
later when I farmed north of Neepawa, the Old Ellis Trail
ran through our land."
In the spring of 1884, the Dominion Law Office at

Mr. and Mrs. Brock Graham, 1935.

Brock Graham and sons: Leighton, Adne, Harold, Clarence, Joe.

Gladstone was closed and moved to Tanner's Crossing
later known as Minnedosa. Two of Joseph's sons - Adne
and Clarence - left for the Reil Rebellion in 1885 joining
Company No.1, 92nd Winnipeg Light Infantry going by
tain as far as rail was laid, somewhere just west of
Regina, and from there marched on to Fort Edmonton.
Clarence's uniform jacket and rifle are now in our
beautiful Plains Museum, a gift of Nora Brydon. Adne
had a homestead near Plumas and his father and brother,
Brock, finished out homesteading duties for him until his
return. He came by boat, down the Saskatchewan River
along Lake Winnipeg to Winnipeg, while Clarence
returned by the same route they had gone out. The two
brothers took up residence in Neepawa - Adne going into
partnership with John Kerr in a department store under
the name of Kerr & Graham, until the fire of 1905
destroyed the block. Adne sold the homestead near
Plumas and purchased N 1/2 of 16-15-15, four miles
north of Neepawa. He then built the large brick house on
the corner of Mill and Third, now owned by Mrs.
Morfitt.
The first telephone office was located in the N. W.
corner of this house, and from the Neepawa Press files
"Looking Backward" in 1980, comes this: "Three new
switchboards and the latest fixtures for an up-to-date
telephone service arrived here Thursday and will be put in
Mr. Graham's residence."
A young lady by the name of Meta Warren came from
Ontario and was employed as a Milliner (Hats for
W omen) in Browns Store. She and Adne were married in
1894 and from this union four children were born:
1896
Rodney Earls
Died 1897
1898
Ronald
Killed in Action 1917
1900
Stanley
Died 1961
1902
Mona
Died 1968
In 1908, the family moved to Victoria, B.C. and
shortly after the outbreak of war in 1914, the sons joined
up. Ronald was killed in action and Stanley'S health was
impaired from the effects of chlorine gas used by the
Germans. Meta died in 1930 and Adne died in 1941.
Clarence remained a bachelor and like his father, was
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very active in government affairs. At one time, he owned
land extending from the c.p .R. station to the hospital.
He was widely read and did much to promote the
building of the Hudson's Bay Railroad. He travelled
extensively for insurance and financial concerns, and for
several years was a resident of London, England,
returning in 1914 at the outbreak of war. He also served
on many government commissions. Before returning to
Neepawa to spend his last days, he was connected with
the Saskatoon Star Phoenix. He died August 1935 aged
75 years. His pallbearers were former Neepawa's wellknown oldtimers - Harry Irwin, Stephen Benson, J .H.
Howden, Dr. J .S. Poole, Archie McConoghy and
Clarence V. Kerr. He was laid to rest beside his father
and brother Wesley who had died in 1891.
As mentioned earlier, Adne owned the N. 1/2 of 16-1515. His father and brother, Brock, farmed the land and
built a log house and a shelter for the oxen. At this time,
Henry McNaughton and family settled in the land to the
north of us coming from Lachine, Quebec in 1891.
Louina Mary, Henry's eldest daughter, and Brock were
married February 16,1895 by the Rev. J.J. Leach, in his
home on Vivian St., and they started married life in the
little log house with Father, Joseph, "happy to share
housekeeping duties" he said! Louina Mary was later
called 'Rouina' by alL
Early in 1899, Brock bought the north half of 17-15-15
from Tom Everall who the year before had built a frame
house, the first in the district, and we moved across the
road during the summer. 60 acres were broken and Brock
finished breaking the 1/2 section first with oxen and
finally with horses.
Frost, drought, hail, rust and grasshoppers were some
of the problems faced by farmers then, too, but these
were all overcome without the benefit of government
help, something that was unknown in those days!
Swiftly, the wooded land disappeared and more fields
were cleared until as far as the eye could see lay a vast
checkerboard of waving grain. Log houses disappeared
and in their stead, larger ones were built of lumber, brick,
stone or concrete.
Rouina Graham's family goes back to Malcolm
McNaughton born in Dunbarton, Scotland in 1818. The
family moved to state of Maine, U.S.A. He was a school
teacher and married Ellen Clem in tine Aubre in the town
of Beghorn, Maine. From this union, 9 children were
born - Frederick Henry, the eldest, born in 1853. The
family moved to Lachine, Quebec and in 1875 Henry
married Ellen Amelia Weldon. Three children were born
- Rouina Mary, my mother, in May 1876; Jack in 1878
and Ellen in 1891. At that time, their mother died and
Granny McNaughton took care of all three while their
father worked in the bush and sawmills. Henry remarried
and in 1891 with his family, moved to Manitoba, settling
on land 112 mile north of Joseph Graham's farm.
Acquaintances were made and in 1895, Brock and
Rouina, age 19, were married in Neepawa by the Rev.
J.J. Leach.
Joseph Graham went peacefully to rest on Thursday,
July 12, 1900. To quote his obituary: "He had been going
about as usual in the full enjoyment of his mental
faculties up to the last and when the summons came, he
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quietly closed his eyes without a sigh or murmur. This
was typical of the man's character, of his ever-cheerful
disposition and resignation to the predestined will of
providence. Two small granddaughters loved him and he
delighted in them - the first girls in his family! His resting
place - Riverside Cemetery. A truly great man. "
In 1894 Henry McNaughton acquired a homestead in
the Dauphin area and moved his family there. At present,
three daughters survive. Henry died in 1940 at age 87
years. His mother had gone to Dauphin with them and
kept house for her unmarried son, Bill, who had accompanied Henry from Lachine. She passed away in
October 1910 at the age of 80 years.
The first two children of Brock and Rouina, both
daughters, were born in this little log house - Nora Earls
in 1897 and Emma Ellen in 1899. When the time came,
Brock had to make a hasty trip to Neepawa by horse and
buggy to fetch Dr. McFadden. Mrs. Clancy, a close
neighbour, acted as mid-wife and all went well, no
telephones in those days!
After the birth of Nora and Emma, the family moved

Nora and Emma Graham.

to the new house and later, five sons were born to Brock
and Rouina Graham. They were:
He farmed for some years and
Leighton in 1901
later moved to Neepawa and
worked with the Good Roads
Dept. He married Nellie Woods
and had two daughters - Eileen,
now Mrs. Harold Ernest, and
Thelma, now Mrs. Albert Jury.
Joseph in 1903
After school, started with the
Home Bank and upon its
closure went to the Bank of
Commerce in Neepawa, later to
many parts in Saskatchewan,
and finally Vancouver. He
married Lillian Larson in 1931
and had two sons, Weldon and
Ronald. During World War II,
Joe joined the RCAF and spent
much time in the Middle East.
He was discharged in 1945 with

the rank of Squadron Leader.
He returned to his job ih the
bank and died in 1974.
Started work with the U.G.G.
Clarence in 1906
Elevator Company in various
parts in Saskatchewan and later
as Superintendent. He married
Norma McMillan in 1934 and
they have three daughters Donna, Pat and Gail. Clarence
and Norma now live during
summer in Calgary and spend
winters in their home near Palm
Springs, California.
Harold in 1909
Also worked for U.G.G. and
Federal Grain Company. He
married Ivy Newsham in Birtle
in 1939 and had two daughters Marlene and Faye.
Adne in 1911
Also worked with U.G.G. He
married Isabel Thompson at
McGregor in 1939. They had
two sons - Dennis and Barry.
They now live in Kelowna and
have a winter home in the
south.
Of the two girls, Emma married Elmer Beattie from
Macklin, Sask. They had two children, Irene and
Weldon. Elmer died in 1936 and Emma later remarried
and now lives in Winnipeg with her husband, Archie
Loucks.
Nora married Bert (Albert Victor) Brydon in January
1923.
Rouina continued in very good health until, because of
age and failing eyesight, she entered Eastview Lodge in
1967. She died on February 5, 1971 - a great mother and
friend to all, nearing 95 years of age.
In 1945, Brock and Rouina retired and moved to
Neepawa to a home on Third Ave. Both remained in
excellent health until Brock died in March 1960 after a
short illness going to hospital on the eve of their 65th
Wedding Anniversary. Over the years, he had served
Rosedale Municipality as a councillor, been chairman of
Mountainview School Board for many years, worked
with the Agricultural Society and taken a keen interest in
both Provincial and Federal politics. Following is a quote
from Dick McKenzie's book "75 years":

One of the families who were closest to Brock and
Rouina during their early years was that of the Rev. J. J.
Leach, who was minister of the Neepawa Methodist
Church, now the United Church, from about 1892 until
his death in 1896.
Rev. Leach, as we have stated, married Brock and
Rouina, and Mrs. Leach was, according to Rouina "The
Mother I never had". She helped her many times over the
difficult periods of a young and growing family. She was
"Auntie" to the children.
They had two sons, Percy and Harold. Percy moved to
the Vancouver area and Harold was killed in action in
World War I and posthumously awarded the Victoria
Cross. A plaque in his memory hangs on the north wall of
Neepawa United Church. Fred Leach, the son of J.J.
Leach by his former marriage was, for many years, the
jeweller in Neepawa and an enthusiastic church worker.
Eva Reisberry, a sister of Fred Leach, was the first
teacher at Stoney Creek School, west of Neepawa.
Mrs. Leach died in 1931 in Winnipeg and is buried in
Neepawa's Riverside Cemetery. Emma Street, was
named for Mrs. Leach.

"BROCK"

Thomas Grant was born at Banbury, Oxfordshire,
England on May 13, 1869, and came to Canada in
March, 1887, at the age of 18 as an agricultural laborer
on board the Allen Line ship "The Parisian" which left
Liverpool, England March 17 and arrived at Halifax on
March 28, planning to go to Toronto, but settled at
Norval, a town nearby. He was accompanied by a friend,
Mr. George Simms, who later returned to England.
In October, 1891, Thomas Grant married Mary Ann
North at Streetsville, Ontario. Mary Ann was born May
3, 1870 in Chinquesing County, Peel, Ontario. Mr. and
Mrs. Grant came to Manitoba in 1897 and settled on the
SW 114 of 29-14-16 in the Glendale district, where they
were employed by Mr. R.L.cCampbell. They spent

"Seventy-nine years ago, in 1879, a young fellow,
another Graham, was introduced to the west. he was
never the flamboyant type; he didn't seek publicity; he
was more self-effacing. But he got things done. He was
prominent in all things pertaining to the welfare of the
town and the district. His integrity was beyond reproach;
his personal popularity was, and is, wide-spread. He is
still one of Neepawa's good citizens.
Because he was a good pioneer and a solid citizen down
through the years, the town named one of its
thoroughfares after him -- Brock Street, thus perpetuating the name of the man. B.B. "Brock" Graham."

Mrs. Nora E. Brydon made a
presentation of a portrait of
Canada's "Father of Confederation" Sir John A. McDonald, to Neepawa town council
at a special meeting held in the
council chambers, Dec. 12. Mayor
Harry Smith is shown here accepting the gift. The portrait was
originally presented to Mrs.
Brydon's grandfather, Joseph
Graham, prior to his leaving
Peterborough, Onto in July 1879.
After the death of Mrs. Graham
that year, Mr. Graham, with his
four sons, left for the west and
wintered in Winnipeg and in 1880
settled in Gladstone where he acted
as Registrar in the land Titles
Office. He died in his 80th year in 1900. Mrs. Brydon expressed the wish
that the portrait be hung in the Council Chambers for public view and
bequeathed it to the Town ofNeepawafor safekeeping.

THOMAS GRANT
by Ethel Ritchie
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several years there before moving to the west 1/2 of 1813-16 in the Municipality of Langford in the Cordova
area.
The Grants had four daughters, Violet Annie was born
at Norval in 1897, and was only six weeks old when they
came to Manitoba. Ethel May was born in 1903 at the
farm home in Langford. Mary Olive was born in 1908,
and Eva Sarah was born in 1911 also at the farm home.
The girls attended school at Belton, which was later
consolidated with Brookdale school. In those days, the
students were transported in horse drawn vans. Olive and
Ethel took their Teachers Training at the Normal School
on Eleventh Street in Brandon. Ethel taught school at
Angusville for a year and then at Norman school for a
year. Olive taught at Gourlay school for a few months.
Violet married Russell Laing Stewart of Franklin in
1918. Their family consisted of three boys and three girls.
Russell died in 1965, and Violet died in 1976.
Ethel married Roy Archibald Ritchie of Cordova in
1925. They have two boys and two girls. Roy died in
1973.
Olive married Hector MacDonald Cameron of Moore
Park in 1930. They have three boys and two girls. Hector
died in 1980.
Eva married Clifford Scott Hunter of Brookdale in
1940. They have two girls and one boy.
Olive lives at her home on the farm north of Moore
Park, while Ethel, Clifford and Eva, now reside in
Minnedosa.
Mr. and Mrs. Grant were hard workers, but were
always ready to enjoy a friendly game of Euchre with
their neighbors, Mr. and Mrs. Duncan Stewart. Other
nearby neighbors were the Alex McKee family and the
Thomas Johnston family.
During the war, Mrs. Grant was a diligent Red Cross
worker, knitting many pairs of socks and helping pack
the numerous boxes that were sent to the boys overseas.
Mrs. Grant's family, the Norths, also came west to
Manitoba and lived at Franklin. Mr. and Mrs. Cunningham North are buried at the Glenburney Cemetery.
Mrs. Grant died in 1942, and Mr. Grant died in 1950, and
are buried at the Riverside Cemetery, Neepawa.
Mrs. Robert McKee and her son John are now residing
on the former Thomas Grant farm.

Manitoba from Owen Sound, Ontario in 1880 and retired
to Neepawa in 1921. They settled in the Cordova area
where twelve children were born to .this family. They all
attended Lorndale School which doubled for a church; it
was located near the farm.
Of this family only three of the youngest boys are
living: Charlie of Brandon; George of Palmerston,
Ontario and Archie of White Rock, British Columbia.
Archie was apprenticed for two years (1921-1923) to
D.A. McGregor, local blacksmith at one time.

J.F. Grasby Family -1911.

ARTHUR, VIOLA AND BILL GRASBY
by Viola Grasby

Arthur Grasby or Art as he was known to most, was
born and raised on a farm in the Gordon district. Born in
1897, he was the son of William and Martha Grasby.
Art operated a livery business in Kelwood for a few
years and then, with his parents he moved to Brandon
where he took his barber training.
In May, 1933 he married Viola King, a Brandon
General Hospital graduate. We moved to Neepawa and
Art took over Mr. Lou Parsons' barber business which
was at that time located in a building next to the
Hamilton Hotel. Later he was to move across the street

ARCHIE R. GRASBY
Archie R. Grasby

Mother Hanna and father J.F. Grasby came to

Grasby Home, Cordova.
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Archie Grasby, D.A. McGregor1922.

Art Grasby

where he shared a building with Reg Williams' TomBoy
store next to Stedmans later destroyed by fire. In· this
location Art ineorporated a beauty parlor with his
barbershop, but he had moved his business a .few doo~s
away before the fire took place and located In what IS
now the H.&R. Block Income Tax office. From here he
retired in 1970 and passed away the following year.
In the early 1950s I joined the staff of the local hospital
and continued there for some eighteen years.
Our only child Bill was born in 1939. He was small in
stature and, because of this and his love of horses, early
decided to be a jockey. Unbeknown to us, he wrote to the
late R.J. Speers, a well-known horseman of Carberry. He
surprised us one day by announcing that he had been
accepted as a trainee, at age sixteen. He began the first
stage of his career at the Polo Park meeting in 1956 at the
age of twenty. He proved worthy enough to ride in his
first race at Saskatoon in July, 1957. He was now part of
the Western Circuit and raced at Edmonton, Calgary and
Regina. From there he joined the Eastern Circuit. He
passed away in 1972.

Bill Grasby. Out of the scant maiden Jockey's colony, the first to steer
his mount to victory here this year was the very qualified Bill Grasby,
who had long awaited one of the major highlights of his apprenticeship.
Bill who has just lately become twenty years of age, began the 1st stages
of his career in 1956 at the Polo Park meeting, where he worked for the
late R.J. Speers outfit, handled capably by the well known Duke
Campbell. He proved worthy enough to ride his first race at Saskatoon,
Regina in July 1957, a now cherishes the last 3 years, which have given
him a reasonable degree of ability and confidence, that are indeed,
when perfected, the key instruments to success in any profession. This
fine young fellow is presently under contract to the McMacken outfit,
and is honoured by much concern from trainer Johnny Hornsby, whose
prediction is that Bill will not be overcome by the dread of all riders;
Weight. Agent Walter Taylor handles the engagements of this 105
pound natural, and Valet Don Ware is in charge of his tack, two very
valuable rooters.
We sincerely offer this fine young sportsman our very best wishes, and
think that he will become one of our ace pilots during the 1960 season.

GRASBY - MAYCOCK - MASTERS
by Gladys Masters

Around 1853 my great grandparents Thomas (18331922) and Elizabeth (White) Grasby (1827-1904)
homesteaded in the Mentmore-Gordon district.
Among their children was my grandfather John
Franklin Grasby (1858-1943) who married my grandmother Hannah Falkingham (1862-1929). They farmed
for many years in the Cordova area, raising a family of
thirteen children. Later they retired to Neepawa where
John bought four houses on Elizabeth Street, three of
which remain standing.
Of the thirteen children, only three remain one of
whom is my mother. In 1916 my mother, Myrtle Minnie
Grasby (1895-1976) wed my father William Maycock
(1890-1971) from Staffordshire, England. They were
married in Franklin and farmed in the Cordova district,
retiring to Neepawa in 1961. They had three children:
James (1917-1919) who was trampled by a horse, Agnes
(Roe) born in 1919 and now living in Surrey, B.C. and
myself Gladys (Masters) born in 1921 and living in
Neepawa.

John and Hannah Grasby and Family of 13. Back Row, Left to Right:
Thomas, Herbert, Myrtle (my mother), Eraine, Harry, Linda, William.
Front Row: Martha, Archie, Ada, John, Charles, George, Hannah,
Flora.

John and Gladys Masters and family. Back Row, Left to Right:
Raymond, James, Robert. Front Row: Gladys (mother), Beverly,
William, Wayne, John (father), Frederick.
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In 1938 I was married to John Lewis Masters who was
born in Kent County, England in 1912. John arrived in
Canada with his family in 1918 and settled for a few years
on a farm in the Reston area. We were married in
Franklin by Rev. McDougald and have lived forty-one of
our forty-five years of marriage in Neepawa.
We have raised a family of seven sons and one
daughter and presently have fourteen grandchildren.
My husband John was in the Canadian Forces for three
and one-half years and our four oldest sons Robert,
Raymond, James and William served in the Dragoons.
John also was with the No.9 Squadron of Air Cadets in
Neepawa from 1959 to 1982. Five of our sons have been
members of this Squadron also. Our daughter Bev was an
active swimming instructor in her school years and was
top female athlete in Track and Field in her ninth grade.
Wayne, Frederick and Douglas complete the members of
our family, who live in three provinces - Manitoba,
Saskatchewan and British Columbia.

James Grassie Family. Front Row: Ethel, James, Glen, Lila. Second
Row: Agatha, Reg, Morley, Allison, Earl, Harold.

and continued working in the bank. Morley eventually
moved to North Vancouver, and Allison to Malton,
Ontario. Earl also returned and carried on the home farm
until his death in 1947.
This large family was active in the community for
many years.

RONALD AND JOAN GRAY
by Joan Gray
John Frank Grasby
great-grandad oj twins
Rob and Ray Masters
and Jim.

Jack Masters
Air Cadets
1958-1982.

GRASSIE FAMILY
by Jean Tapscott (nee Grassie)
Cobourg, Ontario

Mr. and Mrs. James Grassie (she was the former
Hannah Jane Piett) were married in Binbrook, Ontario,
November 30, 1880. In 1882 they moved west and
homesteaded northwest of Neepawa. In 1885, Jim
Grassie became a conductor on the Minnedosa and N. W.
Railway. They moved to Minnedosa, and then to
Strathclair where they ran the hotel. Deciding this was
not the right place to raise a large family, they bought
three quarter sections in Glendale across from the
Gordon school and became farmers until their retirement
in 1930 when they moved in to Neepawa.
The Grassies had a family of seven boys and four girls:
Ethel (Mrs. J.B. Tate), Blonde (Mrs. Geo. Virtue),
Harold, Reginald, Earl, Morley, Allison, Donald, Glen
(all deceased), Agatha who was Mrs. Dr. P. Cleave of
Neepawa and is now Mrs. C. Smith of Seattle and Lila,
Mrs. Wm. Spratt of North Vancouver.
1914 saw the outbreak of World War I, and Harold,
Morley, Earl and Allison enlisted for active service.
Harold was killed in 1918. Morley and Allison returned
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Ronald is the older son of Ethel and Wallace Gray of
Portage la Prairie and I the oldest child of Ethel and
William Delbridge of Poplar Point.
We came to Neepawa in 1965 as newlyweds. Ron had
started with Inter-City Gas Utilities in 1960 in Portage la
Prairie after graduating from Elsmith School. He
transferred to Neepawa to assume duties as area manager
of Inter-City.
I had graduated from Portage Collegiate Institute,
received my Bachelor of General Studies from Brandon
University and taught in Winnipeg for a time. I have been
on staff at the Neepawa Area Collegiate Institute since
1973; at present mainly in the area of guidance and
counselling.
In 1966, our only child Bryan Ronald, was born at the
Neepawa Hospital. At present he is completing his grade
eleven at Neepawa Area Collegiate Institute. He enjoys
participating in basketball and has been selected as an allstar at the Bobcat Hoop Classic in 1981, also an all-star
for the Provincial Basketball Team in 1982. He has to his
credit several trophies and awards for this sport at the
local, Westman and provincial levels.

CECIL AND MAE GREEN
by Mae Green

Prior to moving to Neepawa from the Hallboro district
in 1971, Cecil and Mae Green lived in Killarney, Estevan,

Melville, Yorkton, Virden, Minnedosa and McCreary.
Cecil worked for Manitoba Hydro, following this he
spent 18 years working for Macleods. He started working
for A.A. McDougall when he moved to Neepawa. He is
still working for the same business which is now called
.
Hans Weiland Chev. Olds.
Mae has worked for the Regent Hobby and Sports
Centre, Kerrs, and is presently working as activity coordinator of Osborne Home.
Mae and Cecil have three children: Londa, married to
Ernie Defer. They live in B.C. where Ernie is a member
of the R.C.M.P. Londa is an ex-member of the
R.C.M.P.
Lynn is married to Derris "Jake" Birch. They live in
Neepawa, and have a daughter named Kelli Lynn.
Larry lives in Brandon where he works for IGA.
Mae and Cecil now reside at 280 Brock Street.

son Walter, born in 1920. Charlie was organist for a total
of 38 years at St. James Anglican Church, where the
whole family was active in all church activities. Father
and little son entertained far and wide at church and
community gatherings, their music including hymns, war
and tavern songs, and the newest hits. The pump organ
he played so often at the Bridge Creek Church northwest
of Neepawa is now on display in the little church in the
Austin Museum.
Charlie is still remembered for his many visits to
patients in the Neepawa Hospital. He wrote hundreds of
letters and ran countless errands for people.

HUBERT AND MARGARET
GREENHALGH
by Marjorie Goodwin

Sixteen year old Hubert Greenhalgh, later nicknamed
Charlie, first arrived in Neepawa in 1908 far away from
home and family in Lancashire, England. His father had
visited Winnipeg in the 1870s and tales of those early
adventures impressed this older son.
After a visit back home in 1911-12, Charlie missed his
passage to Canada in May because he did not get paid in
time to buy his ticket on the Titanic. But in 1913 enroute
to Canada, he met an Irish lass, Margaret Dickson, who
was planning to work in Montreal at a handkerchief
factory. Married in Neepawa in 1914, the newlyweds
returned to England where Charlie trained horses for the
Royal Cavalry during the war.
Later, both of them worked on the Emerson Barron
farm east of Neepawa before moving into town. Until his
death in 1961 Charlie worked for numerous businesses,
mostly as a clerk or bookkeeper at Stead's Plumbing,
Clare's Store (now TomBoy), John Brown's grocery
department (now Jorundsen's), Kerr's Clothing (now the
Royal Bank), Pedlar's Bowling Alley (now Macleod's),
the Sergeant's Mess at the RAF Training School at the
Neepawa Airport.
In the 1920s when the Riding Mountain National Park
was being carved out of the Manitoba wilderness,
Charlie's family lived in Clear Lake in a tent situated
within a large tent. Charlie worked in the Supplies
Department for the government.
In the late 1920s, Charlie borrowed $500 from sister
Marjorie in England with which he bought the hotel in
Franklin. After dismantling it, he trucked all the lumber
to Neepawa where he built and sold six homes still
located just north of Brydon on 4th and 5th Streets. He
built his own home on the corner of 5th and Brydon and
lived there until his death in 1961.
Charlie's uncanny ability to add five columns of
figures, served him well not only in his employment, but
in his volunteer work in church and community. A love
of music and for people shaped his influence on the
community and, as well, it shaped the growing up of only

Mr. and Mrs. C.H. Greenhalgh and son Walter - 1928.

Margaret Greenhalgh died in 1955 following long years
of ailing health. In 1956 Charlie married Agnes Davidson
of Toronto who, following his death in 1961, moved to
Thunder Bay. She now lives in a nursing home.
Walter Henry, only child of Charlie and Margaret,
completed his Grade Vln with Honours at Central
School in 1934, then apprenticed for three years with
C.T. Pedlar as a garage mechanic. The first year he
received no wages and w()rked at the Service Station (now
Macleod's). During his second year he earned $3.00
weekly. Local police were somewhat surprised to read
about Walter's 16th birthday in the Neepawa Press
because they had seen him test driving vehicles for two
years.
In 1937 Miss Erma Shaw of Glen Ewen, Saskatchewan
arrived in Neepawa to visit a married sister here, Mrs.
Rich (Viola) Richardson. Neepawa looked like a green
oasis compared to the dust bowl of southern Saskatchewan. Walter and Erma married in April, 1941,
Walter's 21st birthday.
Except for the war years when Walter trained and
served in the RCAF as an Aero Engine Mechanic, the
Greenhalghs have lived in Neepawa, moving to the
present family home at 535 First Street in 1958. Walter
was a garage mechanic, then car salesman until the early
1950s working either at Murray's Garage or at McDougall's (now Hans Wieland's).
Walter's ability as an enterprising businessman began
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in 1949 with the purchase of the Arcade Dance Hall (now
Mathesons' Furniture) from Charlie Pedlar.' Widely
known in the community as an astute businessman, Mr.
Pedlar was most generous in requesting a down payment
of $1000, just 5070 of the purchase price, with the
remainder to be paid in annual payments with 4% interest.
Saturday night dances continued to be a social
gathering place in Neepawa until June 1964 when.
Conquergood's Furniture took over the premises. Many
a young romance blossomed at the Arcade with dancing
to the music of such bands as the Blackhawks, Glen
Frain, and the Rythym Pals. At the Arcade's peak of
popularity, over 1000 people paid admission to one New
Year's Eve dance.
During the 1950s Walter established a successful insurance and real estate business, buying out agents including Emerson Townsend and Flossie McDougall.
Coinciding with the arrival of Autopac in 1970, he
established a radio and television business, and in 1975,
following a fire at 275 Hamilton, he relocated in the
former Whitmore building at 269 Hamilton. He retired in
1977 and sold the building to Blake McCutcheon of
Chalet Designs.
Until a major heart attack in 1967 Walter was an
enthusiastic supporter in his church and his community,
having served as a Councillor, Chamber of Commerce
President, Rotary Club President, member of the Town
Planning Commission, A Vestryman at St. James, an
instructor. with Air Cadets, Sunday School Superintendent.
After his heart attack, he enjoyed building his own
one-seater airplane and he enjoyed flying until 1977.
Music, too, was a favourite hobby. Walter died in
February 1979.
The Greenhalghs' goals in life were to own their own
home, to travel to England and Ireland to visit the
family, and give their children the privilege of high
school education and college, too. They achieved the last
of these goals when younger son Don graduated from
Red River College in 1976 as a Computer Programmer
and Analyst. Daughter Marjorie, a teacher, married Mel
Goodwin, son of Ethel and Ford Goodwin, in 1964 and
they have three children, Michele, Barbara and Glen.
They farm in the Glendale district. Son Ted is a
Mechanical Engineer and has established his own consulting firm in Winnipeg. In 1967 he married Jo Ann
Cameron, daughter of Nathan and Vi Cameron.

MR. AND MRS. RICHARD GRIFFITH
by Mrs. George Griffith

Mr. Richard Griffith (Grandpa) came from Ireland.
He worked on the farm for Mr. and Mrs. Armstrong at
Almont, Ontario, and was married to Miss Jennie Armstrong, their daughter, in 1882 at Perth, Ontario.
This couple came with their five children, Peter, John,
George, Bella and Richard. They travelled by train to
Winnipeg, Mrs. Griffith, Bella, George and Richard. Mr.
Griffith came by stock car with the horses and
machinery.
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The children were delighted to see the street cars in
Winnipeg. They stayed in a hotel for a few days waiting
for a train to take them to Neepawa. Mr. R. Beal met
them as the stock car with the men did not make as good
time.
Grandpa Griffith rented a house west of Mr. J.A.
Clare's on Emma Street. The children went to school
where now stands the Safeway Store and Fenwick's
Store. He drew cordwood that winter from the mountains to keep the table supplied. At this residence William
J. Griffith was born.
Again he must move. He had come West to farm. He
located a place 5 miles southeast of Neepawa which he
rented. He drew bricks from the Eden district to build the
new Neepawa School. The two older schools were torn
down to make room for the one large school on these
same grounds.
Still things were not to Grandpa's satisfaction. He
must make another move. Hail had taken its toll and so
drawing wood seemed to be a good chance to make a
little extra money.
Now in all fairness we must mention his wife (Grandma) who to say the least, surely did her share. They
traded a colt for a cow, and Grandma was happy milking
cows. This would be money for the house. They moved to
Springhill in January, 1898 and stayed in that house
about one year. It was there that Wilbert Griffith was
born but they had moved to more comfortable quarters
on the same section. They were closer to school. The
farm was rented for about 3 years. He bought NE 20-1814 and later sold it to Mr. Richard Crandell.
Now, thought Grandpa, I must buy for the boys are
growing up fast. There was land to sell out by Oberon,
the place later owned by Mr. J. White, the W 11 2 8-1315, north of Oberon 2 miles. Later he bought another
quarter on the SE 6-13-15, and again he bought SW 11 4
6-13-15. He sold this place to his son George in 1914, and
sold SE 6-13-15 to Mr. R. Robertson.
Grandpa specialized in Shorthorn Pure Bred cattle.
He bought NE 114 13-13-16 and three quarters of 24-1315, also N 112 of 19-13-15. He sold to George, Peter and
Mr. L. Watson in 1920. He went to the Manitoba border
very near Antler, Saskatchewan.
George bought 6-13-15 in 1914 and sold it to Mr. E.
Evans in 1920. He bought NE 1/4 13-13-15 and SW 1/4
24-13-15 from his dad.
In 1915 Mr. R. Griffith had bought a gasoline portable
threshing outfit. This engine had not enough power to
run any more than one man feeding it slowly so he traded
it for a steamer. Three years later the water glass broke
and the engineer neglected to replace it "right away" so
the water got low. Then he foolishly turned on the cold
water. Bang! Yes, it blew up. Young Richard Jr. had
been feeding it straw but had just by chance, stepped to
one side or he would never have lived to tell the tale.
As we have already said, Mr. R. Griffith moved to
within one half mile of the Saskatchewan border. He
took with him at least three loads of horses, cattle and
grain. He still had his purebred cattle and stallion. Water
was a great problem, he later learned. His youngest son
Wilbert stayed with he and Grandma. Grandpa was
getting old, and drawing water was no picnic, winter or

summer. Up to this move they had never known the want
of water. Here they stayed for about ten years.
A son-in-law was doing very well up West in the Gull
Lake, Cabri district. He urged Grandpa and Grandma to
leave and go to the land of milk and honey. They went,
but things were not in their favor. The "dirty thirties"
were upon them. Wind, dust and grasshoppers were the
order of the day. Who could foretell this disaster. They
and so many more waited around too long. The lean
years had eaten any fat ones. So again they said their
goodbyes to many dear neighbors and friends. They were
discouraged and aged. His things seemed to have been
scattered to the winds. He brought one car load with him
to Tisdale, Saskatchewan where he sold what was left.
Grandpa died in 1941 at Tisdale at 79 years of age.
Grandma died in 1952, 92 years and 5 months. Interment
is at Tisdale Cemetery.
'
As is often the case, Grandpa'S convictions were
strong. He was a Protestant and an Irish Protestant,
carried strong arguments. He was an Orangeman and had
weathered some of those infernal storms so prevalent in
those times as it is today.
Now Mr. Griffith leaned and had great admiration for
the Anglican Church. The student ministers would make
their home there. The district bought a pony to assist the
minister to fulfill his various duties. The Griffith family
fed and cared for the pony. It seems Grandpa felt the
church did not meet with all his views and needs. In later
years he was a strong supporter of the Salvation Army.
He was almost Puritan in "views".
A good horse was a gem in those days. A diamond
would only hold values if it would aid in helping to pay
for a "high stepper", well harnessed to take his loved
ones to town and make the boys' 'look up".
Mr. Griffith showed his Stallion in different places
around Carlton Place and won many ribbons.
Grandma went to visit with her parents and took the
three young children with her for the Christmas holidays,
to Almont, by train. The others would come by cutter or
sleigh later from Smith Falls. The holiday was over.
Grandma's youngest sister came with them and bid
farewell. "All Aboard" had sounded but Bella Armstrong was still on the train and it was now in motion. She
was warned of the danger but she took her chance,
jumped from the moving train and hit her head. In so
doing she was killed.
As if this was not enough, Grandpa was kicked in the
face by one of the horses in that same yard, while the
corpse was in the house. They tried to bring him into the
house quietly and send for the doctor by cutter.
It was some years later (1897) that this Griffith family
moved to Neepawa as was related in the first account of
this story.

Griffith to Winnipeg, and on to Neepawa.
They rented a house on Emma Street and the children
went to school where now stands the Safeway and Saan
store. (Two small schools were there but were later torn
down and the Central School was built there). George's
dad helped draw bricks from the Eden district for that
Central School.
The family later moved to the Springhill district and on
to the Oberon district. There George bought the NE
quarter of 13-13-15 and SW quarter of 23-13-16.
In 1915 George married Florence Daisy Cooper at
Carberry. In 1922 daughter Doris was born.
In 1925 they moved to the Glenallen district, and
farmed there until 1950. During those years at Glenallen
they were blessed with two more daughters, Phyllis and
Florence. All three girls attended Glenallen school as well
as taking much of their schooling by correspondence, as
there was no money to send them out for high school.
The names of some of those teachers who so very
capably contributed to the education of the children of
Glenallen district were: Peggy (Chapman) Gork, Annie
(MacGillivray) Gee, Mabel (Harvey) Carr, Irene
(Bigham) Hillyer, Genevieve Craig, and Leonard Floyd.
Then there was the year of the terrible rust. I believe it
was 1935. I well remember seeing the huge fields of wheat
having to be burned. I did not realize then what a blow
that meant to the financial situation of the families.
However, Dad had sown a fair amount of peas and
beans that year (over a hundred rows and they surely
seemed long when we had to weed them). They were a
marvellous crop. What a blessing! Dad sold them in
towns from Neepawa to Dauphin. Instead of cash he
always took merchandise from the store. It certainly
helped with the groceries and household supplies. He
continued with this effort for many years.
In 1950 George and Daisy left the farm and returned to
Neepawa where they still reside.
Their daughters:
1. Doris (teacher) married Dennis Griffiths, Eden.
Children - Sheila (Mrs. Mac Campbell, Hamiota) with
two sons, Dwayne and Darcy. Ronald married Joanne
Kuchera, Calgary. Children - Kendra, Dossiter,
Brock.
2. Phyllis (nurse) married Dave Dales, Winnipeg.
Children - Judith Lynne and Bruce.
3. Florence (secretary) married Aubrey Konzelman,
Winnipeg. Children - Linda and Aubrey Dale.

MR. AND MRS. GEORGE GRIFFITH
by Doris Griffiths

George Griffith was born in 1889 at Smith Falls,
Ontario. In 1897 at the age of seven, he, with his
brothers, Peter, John and Richard, and sister, Bella,
travelled with their parents Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Mr. and Mrs. George Griffith on their 65th wedding anniversary, 1980.
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Mr. and Mrs. Griffith were privileged to celebrate their
66th wedding anniversary in August 1981. They still live
in their own home, enjoy quite good health and spend
many hours tending their flower and vegetable garden.
As they say "Life has been good. We have been richly
blessed" .

GROVER JOHN (See Century Farm)
W.H. GUINN FAMILY
byBeaGuinn

William Henry was born in Walkerton, Ontario in
1877. He was the son of Sarah and James Guinn - a
farmer. He grew up in Ontario and worked in the stone
cutting trade there. He married Florence Elizabeth
Skilling in 1902.
Florence Elizabeth was born in Walkerton, Ontario in
1879. She was the daughter of Agnes and John Skilling a piano tuner by trade. She grew up to be a music teacher.
She had pupils in the little towns around and used her
bicycle for transportation. After her marriage to William
Henry they moved to Manitoulin Island. William worked
there in his trade as stone cutter.
It was in 1905 that they with their two young children,
Marion and Ruxton, came West and decided to settle in
Neepawa. Their first home was at the North end of town,
near the C.P.R. station. Then they moved to a house on
First Avenue and in 1916 to the big brick house on the
corner of Brown Avenue and Main Street - formerly
owned by Mr. J. Davidson. This was a gracious home
with twenty rooms and situated on one town block. The
property was landscaped with terraced lawns and well
treed with oak, elm, ash and maple as well as fruit trees.
This made an ideal site for the "garden parties" that were
popular in those days.
William, along with his brother Ed Guinn, started
Guinn Brothers Marble and Granite Works. Later when
that partnership dissolved, Ed Guinn moved to Portage
la Prairie to start his own business and William carried on
the Neepawa business, then to be called Neepawa Marble
and Granite Works.
Five more children were born to William and
Elizabeth, now a family of seven, four sons and three

William Henry and Florence Elizabeth Guinn.
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Guinn Family Home.

daughters.
In his business William spent a lot of time on the road
in his early years. Horse and buggy was the means of
travel until the age of the car. This was a plus, of course.
A recollection is - William bought thirty Ford cars and
two Chevys from Mr. C. Pedlar in his lifetime. William
was a member of the Masonic Lodge and a Shriner. He
also belonged to the Order of the Eastern Star. Florence
Elizabeth also an enthusiastic member of the Eastern
Star, sang in the church choir, loved her bridge club and
belonged to the Snowshoe Club. They were both ardent
hockey fans. Their sons Ron, Jim and Bill played hockey
with the Neepawa teams for many years. Marjorie and
Patricia also played hockey on the girls' team. They all
enjoyed the family cottage at Sandy Lake, and spent
most of the holidays there each summer. They could go
to the lake by train and often did as the road wasn't that
good, especially if it had rained. Christmas was always a
favorite holiday in the Guinn family and they celebrated
it in good old Christmas fashion. Each Christmas Eve the
clack of reindeer hooves and Santa's bells could be heard
on the house top. The most famous reindeer then - before
the birth of "Rudolph" was none other than "Barbed
Wire Bill'. A favorite pastime was to gather around the
piano for a singsong.
William died very suddenly in 1933, at the age of 56.
Florence Elizabeth with the help of her sons and other

Guinn cottage - Sandy Lake. Mrs. Guinn (in window), Ron, Jim, Bill,
Marj and Pat Guinn, Frank Alguire, Mike Veale, Cliff Virtue, Edith
Cochran.

employees, carried on the business. During the war with
the airport in Neepawa there was a great need for living
accommodation, so living alone by then, Florence
Elizabeth opened her large home to roomers. This gave
her new interest as well as company and many good
friendships. A great thrill washer first T.V. set. It was
also enjoyed by her family and friends who were always
welcome to watch with her. Florence Elizabeth died in
1959 at the age of 80.
As their children grew up and finished school, they
chose different vocations and later established their own
homes and families.
Marion, the eldest daughter, trained as a nurse. She
later married Robert Sanderson. They made their home
at Minnedosa where Bob owned and published the
Minnedosa Tribune. They had two children, Bill and
Carol. Bill now lives at Swan River and runs the town
newspaper there. He married Kathy Shorrock and they
have two daughters, Shelley and Marney. Their daughter
Carol, an Interior Decorator, now lives at Abbottsford,
B.C. She is married to Doug McCausland, a veterinarian.
They have four children - Nan, Andrew, Patrick and
Sean. Marion and Bob are now deceased.
Ruxton, eldest son, worked with his father in the
business also with Ed Guinn at Portage, later owning his
own business in Quebec. He had two marriages, a family
of two by his first marriage, Glen and Margaret. There
were four children by his second marriage - Bill, Ronald,
Myrna and Marjorie. Glen, the eldest son, resides at Pine
Falls with his wife Dorothy and family. He works at the
mill there. The other members of the family reside in
Eastern Canada. Bill and Ron worked with their father in
the monument business there. Ruxton died in 1980. His
wife Grace still survives.
Marjorie, the second eldest daughter, also took her
schooling in Neepawa and then went on to Art school and
became a commercial artist. She married Harry Nixon, a
civil engineer. They lived in several places because of his
business, lastiy in Dundas, Ontario. They had two
children, Patricia and Charles. Patricia, a commercial
artist and illustrator, lives in Toronto. She married Allen
Cupples and had two children, Rob and Jane. Rob is
now deceased. Jane has graduated and plans to go into
Social Work. Charles Nixon now lives at Aurora, Ontario. Marjorie and Harry are now deceased.
Patricia Guinn, youngest daughter, graduated from
high school and then took a business course at Success
Business College in Winnipeg. She came home to work in
her father's office. She married Harry Flanigan and they
made their home in Winnipeg where Harry was a partner
in the St. Boniface Stock Yards. They have two sons,
George and Jim. George is a land developer. He and his
wife Carol and four sons, Gordon, Jim, Murray and
Michael (twins) make their home in West Vancouver. Jim
Flanigan is employed by Dow Chemical. With his wife
Heather and their two children, Jeffery and Patti, he
makes his home at Burlington, Ontario. Patricia and
Harry now retired, live in Victoria, B.C.
Ronald Guinn, second eldest son, chose to work in the
family business. He married Leta Valens of Brandon,
then a teacher at Stony Creek school. They have two
.children, Bill and Sara. Bill is with National Supply,

starting in Calgary and now in Denver, Colorado. He
married Gwen Simmons of Calgary and they have four
sons, Dean, Stacy, Marty and Glen. Sara, a teacher, lives
in Brantford, Ontario. She is married to Ken Dopson,
who is in the newspaper business there. They have two
children, David and Heather. Ron has now retired from
the business but he and Leta still make their home in
Neepawa.
Jim Guinn, third son, took a radio course in Toronto
and operated his radio shop in Neepawa for a while. He
spent nearly four years in the Airforce during the war and
came home to be a part of the family business. He
married Bernice Frazer of Clanwilliam, then a staff
member at Martin's Store in Neepawa. They have two
children, Ken and Marilee. Ken, always interested in cars,
took Mechanics at Assiniboine College, Brandon. He is
now employed at Clark's Auto Body in Neepawa. He
married Lorraine Fedak and they have three children,
Calvin, Jamie and Michelle. Marilee, after school, took a
drafting course at Assiniboine College. She now resides
in Edmonton where she is working as an Air Traffic
Controller at the commercial airport there. Jim is still a
partner in the Marble Works and resides in Neepawa.
Bill Guinn, youngest son, after finishing school took a
business course. He spent four years in the Airforce
during the war and also came home to be a part of the
family business. He married Barbara Marshall, a
stenographer from Saskatoon. They had three children,
Joyce, Bob and Holly. Joyce, a stenographer, is married
to Harry Robinson and they have two children, Bobby
and Jana. They reside in Franklin. Bob Guinn is employed with the Manitoba Telephone. He, with his wife
Patti and two daughters Janine and Kristin, are now
living at Portage la Prairie. Holly chose teaching as her
vocation and is now residing in Calgary. Barbara passed
away and Bill has since remarried. Still a partner in the
Marble Works, he and his wife Arlene and stepson
Darren Radford, reside in Neepawa.
There are nineteen grandchildren and thirty great
grandchildren in the W.H. Guinn family. Always a
happy bunch with a bit of the Irish blarney prevailing.

Guinn Family gathering. Back Row: Ron Guinn, Bill Guinn, Bill
Sanderson, Harry Nixon, Bob Sanderson, Jim Guinn, Charles Nixon,
Florence Guinn. Second Row: Bernice Guinn, Joyce Guinn, Bill Guinn,
Sarah Guinn, Leta Guinn, Marjorie (Guinn) Nixon, Bob Guinn.
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THE HABKIRK FAMILY
by Donna Strong

Robert Habkirk was born in Brussells, Ontario in
1864. He arrived in Winnipeg from Brussells, Ontario on
March 4, 1892. There had been a mild spell of weather
for a few days and the plank sidewalks were covered with
mud and slush that stuck to your shoes like glue, but by
morning they witnessed one of the worst blizzards they
had ever seen. A train load of immigrants had come in
and the entire floor of the railroad station was covered
with mattresses or quilts. Some had come from the old
country with large families and had no place to go. They
were nearly frozen and many of them were hungry.
In April of 1892, he entered for his homestead West of
Brookdale (N.E. 6-13-16). He had to drive to Minnedosa,
as the Land Titles Office was there at that time. They did
not get on their land until May 6 and on May 24, there
was another severe blizzard.
In 1896 he bought the S.E. 1147-14-15, which was bare
land, no buildings. He started working the land, erected
buildings and built a home. While building his home, he
lived east of Neepawa on the Archie McNair farm, as we
know it today.
In November 1897 he married Margaret Montgomery
and raised a family of three boys and one girl. Three of
them received their education in Osprey School. As he
always stated "I always felt I was privileged in living just
one mile from one of, if not the best schools in Langford.
I think I am quite safe in saying that up to date, Osprey
has turned out more successful students than any other
school in Langford".

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Habkirk.

Robert Habkirk was Trustee and Secretary of the
Osprey School for 22 years. He served on the Council for
many terms and also was Reeve. He took an active part in
the Neepawa Agricultural Society.
His wife Margaret died in 1905. After the death of his
first wife, he married Belle Habkirk of Brussells, Ontario.
Gordon, his eldest son is retired and living in Olds,
Alberta. He had a family of 4.
Helen (Mrs. Sam Seaborn) has 1 daughter who lives in
Kamloops, B.C. Helen died in 1971.
Jim the youngest, is retired and living in Red Deer,
Alberta. He has 1 daughter.
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Habkirk Family - Helen, Gordon, Robert Habkirk and sons Gordon
Maurice.
and Maurice.

Maurice took over the home farm (S.E. 1/47-14-15) in
1935 when his father retired to Neepawa until his death in
1944. Maurice married Florence Buchanan of Mountain
View in 1935. They have a family of four, 1 son and 3
daughters.
Ronald, married and living in Winnipeg. He has one
daughter.
Donna (Mrs. Keith Strong) living in Winnipeg.
Lois (Mrs. Robert MacDuff) living in Edmonton,
Alberta. She has 2 children.
Betty living in Kamloops, B.C.
Maurice lived in the Osprey district from birth until his
retirement to Neepawa in 1966. His children all were
educated in the Osprey School and Neepawa Collegiate.
He was a Trustee of the Osprey School for a number of
years.
He was an avid curler until health prevented him from
taking part. He started curling in 1919 and helped build
the curling rink that was built in 1952. He would drive
through hail, snow, rain, whatever, in order not to miss
his favoured sport of curling.
Farming in the early years was hard work until the
tractor came along which made it a lot easier. He lived
through the invasion of the grasshoppers and was hailed
out a number of years in a row, but never lost his love for
the land.
Maurice and Florence are enjoying their retirement in
the town that has meant so much to them over the years.

Left to Right: Lois, Donna, Maurice, Florence, Ronald, Betty. Taken
at 45th wedding anniversary of Maurice and Florence Habkirk, October
15,1980.

CHAS. P. HALL FAMILY

THE GORDON HALL F AMIL Y

by Mrs. C.M. Hal/and

by Lorraine Hall

An old time Neepawa family is the Charles Hall
family. Mr. Hall was born in Lancashire, England, a~d
came to Canada in the early 1900s and homesteaded III
Tisdale, Saskatchewan. He delivered the mail to other
homesteaders which was no easy task in those days as
travel was very difficult.
Mr. Hall gave up homesteading and returned to
England where he met and married his childhood
sweetheart, Mabel Ellen Salter, of Brentwood, Essex.
Mr. and Mrs. Hall left on their honeymoon for Canada,
settling in Winnipeg, Manitoba. Here their eldest son
Charles was born. Mr. Hall was employed by the Carter
Halls Company for a time.
In 1910 the family made another move, settling in
Neepawa where they spent the rest of their lives. They
owned and operated a small restaurant, Mrs. Hall doing
all the cooking.
Mr. Hall also being a carpenter by trade, worked on
many of the buildings in Neepawa and surrounding
district. He was a veteran of the 1st World War, being
severely wounded, spent many months in hospital in
England before returning home.
In Neepawa he was a gymnast instructor, band leader
for a time, and for many years played the 'Last Post' for
the Decoration Day services. He was also a member of
the Canadian Legion.
Mr. and Mrs. Hall raised six children - Charles, still of
Neepawa, Connie (Mrs. C.M. Holland of Transcona),
Stan in Vancouver, B.C., Jack (Nappy) Picton, Ontario,
Hazel (Mrs. G. Smith, St. Vital), Gwen (Mrs. A.
Ruymar, St. Vital) now deceased. All were educated in
Neepawa.
Mrs. Hall was a very active lady and after raising her
large family had more time for her many hobbies which
were knitting, crocheting, needlework and especially
gardening. She was most happy when out amongst her
many flowers which she loved. She was always ready to
give a helping hand wherever she could.
Mr. and Mrs. Hall were members of St. James
Anglican Church, Mrs. Hall being a member of the
Ladies Auxiliary for many years.
Mr. and Mrs. Hall now deceased are both buried in the
beautifully kept Neepawa Cemetery.

Harold and Hazel Henton, along with daughter
Lorraine Olivia born in 1928, moved from Kenora,
Ontario and settled in the foothills of the Riding
Mountains northwest of Kelwood. A son Melvin was
born in 1933 at McCreary.
We went to school by van summer and winter. In
winter it was dark when we left home and dark when we
returned. We travelled through fields and winding trails
as some roads had ten to fifteen-foot snowbanks III
winter.
Before leaving Kelwood I worked after school at
Playters Potato Chip Factory. Coming to Neepawa in
1944, I was employed at the Neepawa Airport EFTS.
Gordon Alexander Hall, born 1928, came to Neepawa
in 1945. He is the first son of four boys and five girls born
to Alexander and Lillie Hall on Concession 6, Alma
Township, Atwood, Ontario. He attended Union School
No.4. At present the farm is owned by the sixth Hall
generation.
Gordon was first employed by W.B. Robertson in the
Franklin district.
In 1946 Gordon and I were married by Rev. Bastedo in

Gordon and Lorraine Hall- 1946.

Knox Presbyterian Church in Neepawa.
Our family: Kenneth Allen, born in 1947, married
Marilyn Cardinal of Winnipeg. They have a daughter
Kimberley and a son Kenneth Jr. now living in Edmonton. Katherine Ann, born in 1949, married Donald
Brown of Kenora. They have two sons Neil and Glen.
Karen Susan born in June, 1952 lived only four days;
Debra Joy born in 1954, died in 1979.
Gordon started working with the Neepawa Co-op in
1946 and is still with the company today.
Our married life began in the John Simpson Block in a
suite over Charlie Orchard's Butcher Shop (now part of
the Neepawa Furniture Centre). Our honeymoon was
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spent in the Wemyss (John Simpson's daughter) cottage
at Clear Lake.
By 1949 we decided to buy a home. Finding this dream
home on one acre of land next to the cemetery owned by
the Morris family, we were unable to borrow any money
from the bank and we needed $2300 to purchase this
home. Our good friend from Howden and Howden Law
firm saw fit to loan us the first mortgage at 3070, paying
back the loan for five years at twenty-five dollars per
month. In 1959 the property was bought by the Town of
Neepawa.
August 28, 1959 started a venturesome year, for at that
time we opened Hall's Cafeteria by the CNR station, not
even knowing how to make a cup of coffee or ever
working in a restaurant. Upon closing July 24, 1981 we
hold many a good memory and good friends.
Gordon is a member of No. 16 LO.O.F. Lodge since
1952, was a member of the Neepawa Fire Department for
thirty years (1947 - 1977) and upon retiring was hired as
Fire Inspector for the town. He spent eighteen years part
time with the Neepawa Police Department. He was a
member of the Lions Club Band for a number of years.
Gordon and Lorraine are members of Knox
Presbyterian Church, and also Neepawa Golf and
Country Club.

MR. AND MRS. JAMES HALL
by The Hall Family

James Hall first came to Manitoba from Galt, Ontario,
on a harvest excursion in 1900. His two brothers Bob and
Johh had come to Manitoba a few years previous and
homesteaded in the Hallboro district. After harvest he
stayed and got a job with Peter John Stewart on the west
side of town, and broke land where Evans Bowling Alley,
the Agri Ease farm machinery are now located.
Going back to Galthe returned in 1902 to Manitoba,
again to harvest, this time he bought a 1/4 section NE 1114-15 of crown land south east of Neepawa in the
Dumfries district. He stayed that fall and broke land of
his own.
In January of 1903 he went back east for his bride. He
married Agnes White at Galt in Waterloo County. They
came by train to Hallboro where his two brothers met
them with team and sleigh.

Mr. and Mrs. Jim Hall:

In 1904 they bought another 1/2 section 14-14-15 from
Sandy Mitchell, where Dumfries school is still located.
They lived there for seven years. They then purchased the
present farm, west half of 11-14-15 in 1911 from Wm.
Kellington.
Jim Hall was a keen horseman and his six horse hitch
of Clydesdales won many awards, including three times
at Brandon Fair, which donated a large trophy. These
trophies have been placed in the Hall of Fame at the
Yellow head Arena.
In early years times were really tough. Cream, butter
and eggs were traded at the store for groceries. Every
Saturday Mrs. Hall with her driving horse (Charlie)
would go to town with her produce and bring home a
week's groceries.
Jim Hall was also well known as a steam engine
operator and he had a steam threshing outfit. For many
years he threshed on many farms south and east of
Neepawa. The rates for custom harvesting were quite
different in those days. Wheat at 4<): a bushel, barley at 3<):
a bushel and oats at 2<): a bushel.
Driving was by horse and cutter or buggy in the early
years. Church was one of the social events. Mr. and Mrs.
Hall were staunch Presbyterians. Mr. Hall served for
many years on the board of managers and Mrs. Hall was
president of the Women's Missionary Society, and
received her Life Membership of that organization. They

Six horse hitch oj Clydesdales - won many awards.
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were also active in their country school, Jim served on the
board of Trustees, and Mrs. Hall supplied room· and
board for many teachers over the years~ Mrs. Hall was
also very active in the Dumfries Women's Institute and
was one of many who helped organize this group.
Mr. and Mrs. Hall had two children, a daughter
(Grace) Mrs. Grant Freeborn of Winnipeg. They have
one daughter, Sandra. A son Glen on the home farm, has
three children, Janet (Mrs. Robert Scott) of Eden; Brian
of Houston, B.C., and Lori at home.
During the thirties most people entertained in their
homes, holding card parties, or dancing. Mrs. Hall was
an avid quilter, and held many quilting bees in her home.
Jim Hall was a member of the Beautiful Plains
Agricultural Society for forty years, President for twenty
years. It was largely through his efforts that the Society
retained its property during the critical financial period
of the thirties.

died at the early age of ten.
In the early years of John Hall's occupation of SE 3513-15, around the 1900s, the Canadian Northern Railway
line was being built. The advance agents for the railroad
approached the farmers along the proposed right-of-way
regarding the purchase of land and compensation for
crop destroyed. John at this time owned land from
Carberry Junction to the present site of Hallboro.
The story was that as these agents came along to make
a settlement of land and crops, John told them that he
wanted no money and no compensation but in return for
his land and destroyed crop he wanted a full-fledged
station, i.e. no "box car type of building". There was to
be a small stockyard and loading platform. The railway
company acceded to the request and Hallboro siding
came into being - named for John Hall who donated the
land.
In 1914 Mr. and Mrs. Hall left Cherry Hurst Farm and
took up residence in Neepawa. They lived in a cement
block house at the corner of Brown and Vivian, where the

Home oj Mr. and Mrs. John Hall-1914. Wilbur Hall's parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Hall.

Mr. Hall, along with a few others, directed the annual
Sports Day and the Fat Stock Show and Sale associated
with the Beautiful Plains Agricultural Society, which is
still an event of today.
Mr. and Mrs. Hall continued to live at the farm until
Mr. Hall passed away in May 1950, at age 73. Later Mrs.
Hall retired to Neepawa. In 1971 she became a resident of
East View Lodge, until December 1974 when she passed
away at the age of 96 years.

THE JOHN HALL STORY
byJ.B. Hall

John Hall was born in Galt, Ontario in 1861. He came
to Manitoba as a young man in 1885 settling in southern
Manitoba for a short time and then moving on to the
Neepawa area.
He married Jean Green of Newdale in 1889. Jean had
come with her family from Bruce County, Ontario to
Neepawa in 1887. They settled in the area now known as
Hallboro. They named their farm Cherry Hurst Farm.
Of this marriage there were five children: Olive,
George Wilbur, Winnie, Harold and John Douglas who

modern home of Myril Schmauss now stands.
John served as councillor of the Langford
Municipality. After moving to town he served as Mayor
for part of 1921, all of 1922, and part of 1923. He was
serving in that capacity when Lord and Lady Byng visited
the town. John died in 1930 and his wife in 1954. Both
are interred in Riverside Cemetery in Neepawa.
Olive married Donald McNabb of the Stoney Creek
district. They moved to Beaverlodge, Alberta and took
up a homestead. They have a daughter Helen (Mrs.
Henry Taylor) of Wembley, Alberta who has three
children Donna, Lynn and Craig; another daughter Jean
(Mrs. Ken Bueckner) of Grande Prairie with children
Hal, Don, twins Marilyn and Maureen, Gordon and
Linda; and James of Spruce Grove with children
Caroline and Jonathan.
Winnie married Maxwell Buckham who was then
block man for International Harvester. They have a son
Robert in California; Betty (Bliss) in Edmonton; Bruce in
Calgary. Jack gave his life for his country in World War
II. Max is now deceased. Winnie makes her home in
Edmonton.
Harold, the youngest son of the John Hall family,
farmed in the Oberon area next to Edward Ross. Harold
was later employed by the Ford Motor Co. in Detroit,
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later going into the advertising business in California. He
served overseas in the U.S. army in World War II and is
now deceased.
George Wilbur was born in 1890. In 1913 he married
Margaret Brydon, the eldest daughter of Walter and
Elizabeth Brydon. Their family was Jack, Douglas and
Jean. Margaret succumbed to the 'flu epidemic in 1919
and Douglas died a year later at three years.
Of this family Jack married Rose Cann. They reside in
Calgary, Jack having retired from Revelstoke Companies
Ltd. Their family: Douglas married to Janice Brown with
children Wendy and Carolyn live on a farm at Airdrie,
Alberta; Robert married Linda Wickstrom who along
with children Shawn, Devon and Laureen also live on a
farm at Airdrie; James died in 1974; Jacqueline (Mrs.
Werner Schultz) and son Christopher reside in Calgary.
Jean, daughter of Wilbur, is employed as a dental
technician.
In 1921 Wilbur married Elizabeth (Lizzie) McNab,
daughter of David and Elizabeth (Govenlock) McNab.
Elizabeth was a registered nurse having trained in the old
Neepawa General Hospital, now Osborne Home.
Five children were born of this union; Thelma (Mrs.
Joe Dyler) now deceased.
Betty (Mrs. Dale Casey) lives in Calgary and has three
daughters: Maureen (Mrs. Tony Andre), Calgary; Nora
attending university in Edmonton; Kathleen in university
in Calgary and David at home taking Grade XII.
Marion (Mrs. William Sayers) lives in Sarnia, Ontario
and has a family of four: William Jr., Calgary, employed
with Revelstoke Companies Ltd.; Mark with the
Provincial Forestries, Elkwater, Alberta; Margaret attending university in London, Ontario and Dorothy at
home taking Grade XIII.
Helen married Henry Resta and lives at St. Albert,
Alberta. They have two daughters: Anne Marie attending
university in Edmonton and Janet finishing high school.
Walter married Doris Swenson. They farmed the
Wilbur Hall farm at Gull Lake, Saskatchewan before
moving to Cranbook, British Columbia where he is
employed in the pulp industry. Daughter Cindy is
married to Wayne Friesen, Marjorie to Bob Russell with
Donna, Maria and Danny at home.
Wilbur and wife Lizzie moved from the farm at
Hallboro to Gull Lake in 1928. They retired to the town

in 1959 and later moved to Calgary. Wilbur died in 1973
and Lizzie in 1974. Both are interred in Riverside
cemetery in Neepawa.
Wilbur followed his father's interests as councillor of
Ward I in Langford municipality. He was a member of
the Hallboro School Board. His interest in the welfare of
children continued after he moved to Gull Lake where he
served many years on the school board. He sponsored a
trophy for public speaking there. He attended
Agricultural College in Winnipeg and this interest
continued as he served in the Beautiful Plains
Agricultural Society until his departure to Saskatchewan.

GEORGE AND ANNIE HALLEN
by The Family

The east half of section 25-14-16W is situated two miles
west of the town of Neepawa. The farm was homesteaded
by William Connell from Guelph, Ontario in 1878 and
was sold to Cecil Connell in 1917, their youngest son.
On October 6, 1937 the farm was sold to George M.
Hallen who moved there from Rosetown, Saskatchewan
with eight of his ten children.
George Hallen was married to the former Annie Dewar
of P .E.I. in the year 1913. Mrs. Hallen passed away at 93
in May 1981. Mr. Hallen passed away in June 1958 at the
age of76.
The children:
Maisie (Mrs. Rasmussen), Eston, Saskatchewan.
Eleanor (Mrs. D. Gunn), Flin Flon, Manitoba.
Margaret (Mrs. E. O'Brien) deceased 1979.
Donald, Hudson Bay, Saskatchewan.
Isabel (Mrs. S. Vinnell), Fort Langley, B.C.
Patricia (Mrs. M. Reimer), Minnedosa, Man.
Thora (Mrs. H. Woods), Aldergrove, B.C.
Phyllis (Mrs. R. Large), Minnedosa, Man.
Edgar (deceased 1945, killed in Germany).
In 1958 the youngest son Richard D. Hallen bought the
farm and is the present owner. He resides there with his
wife Marion and two daughters, Beverley and Lorilee.

GEORGE HAMILTON FAMILY
by Eleanor Abbott

Hall Family and Friends.
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George and Mary Hamilton, along with children
Charles, William, George, Eliza and half-brothers Kiah,
Nelson and Jack, emigrated from Saginaw, Michigan to
Ontario and then to Manitoba about 1880.
William who was born June 16, 1860, was the first to
come to Winnipeg in 1879. From there he walked to
Neepawa, a distance of rather more than one hundred
miles. A short time later and before he could make plans
to bring the family west, his mother and then his father
died.
George who was born in Saginaw November 14, 1865
and fourteen at the time, brought the rest of the children
west by C.P .R. train. Along with the cattle the train car
was to be their living quarters for thirty-one days.
William met them at Carberry. He had built a log house

and there the family stayed until they were able to look
after themselves.
In 1897 George married Claribel Fisher of Madrid,
New York. He owned a butcher shop at that time and
later purchased land south of Neepawa, where he farmed
specializing in purebred cattle. Sometimes he would take
me with him when he went visiting farmers and looking at
their stock. I enjoyed learning to drive the Model T Ford.
A learner's license was not necessary in those days.
George was active in the community in the agricultural
and hospital societies, a member of the Manitoba
Livestock Board and of the Methodist and United
Churches. He was a thirty-second degree Mason and a
member of the Shrine Order.
Claribel bore him three children: Beman who passed
away in Minnesota in 1965; Grace in 1906; and the
present writer Eleanor who moved with her parents to
Winnipeg in 1927. George passed away December 8, 1930
followed by his wife on March 11, 1931.
Charles Hamilton, his wife Anna, daughter Mae and
son Howard moved from Minnesota to Manitoba in
1911.
Kiah was killed in 1906. He had hitched his broncos to
a light buggy and started out to buy cattle in Plumas, but
his team ran away and he was killed.

JAMES HAMILTON FAMILY
by Mrs. Keith Griffiths

Mr. and Mrs. James Hamilton moved into the Lansdowne Municipality in 1934. They came from south of
Melita to a farm in the Keyes district. They later bought a
farm east of Arden where they lived until they lost their
home by fire on New Year's Day 1968. They then bought
a house on Fourth Street in Neepawa. They had seven
children: John, Charles, May, Florence, Myrtle, Ethel
and Jean.
John never married, and lived at home until his death.
Charles (deceased) married Betsy Wishart and lived in
Flin Flon. They had five children: James, Wayne, Dale,
Janice and Dennis. James married Ellen Berg from

Toronto and they live at Churchill.
May married George Singleton and they live in
Winnipeg. They had six children: Glen, Evelyn, Alice,
Ruth, Stanley and Susan. Glen died in infancy. Evelyn
lives in Winnipeg. Alice married G~en Fleck and they live
in Winnipeg. They had three children: Lori, Richard and
Kathryn. Lori died in infancy. Ruth married Robert
Thomas. They live in Winnipeg. They have three
children: Jeffrey, Robin and David. Susan married
Stephen Wyatt and they live in Edmonton. They have
two children: Michelle and Daniel.
Florence married John Snelgrove and they live in
Brandon. They had four children: Roy, Faye, Colin and
Linda. Roy was accidently killed. Faye married Allen
Twersky and they live in Surrey, B.C. They have two
girls: Melissa and Kelly. Colin married Lorraine Bailey.
They live in Brandon. They have three children: Cathy
and Nancy (twins), and Penny. Linda married Gary
Kinnear and they live in Langley, B.C. They have one
child, Jason.
Myrtle married Keith Griffiths and they live in
Neepawa. They have four children: Linda, Allan,
Frances and Kathryn. Linda married Robert Bexton and
they live in Surrey, B.c. They adopted two children:
Gary and Donna. Allan married Ann Meloney and they
live in Port Coquitlam, B.C. They have two children:
Trevor and Alana. Frances married Brian Clayton and
they live at Gladstone. They have four children: Carla,
Todd, Robyn and Alison. Kathryn married Robert
Humes and they live at Gladstone. They have three
children: Connie, Russell and Wesley.
Ethel married Allen Campbell and they live at Rivers.
They had seven children: Mildred, Edith, Ronald,
Kenneth, Sheila, Irene and Karen. Mildred (deceased)
married Thomas Jones and lived in Brandon. They had
three children: Donna, Richard and Dennis. Edith lives in
Brandon with her two children, Anthony and Trudy.
Ronald lives in Prince George, B.C. with two children,
Gerry and Lisa. Kenneth and Wanda live in Calgary with
their two children, Allen and Wesley. Sheila married
Brian Karnes and they live in Irricana, Alberta. They
have three children: Dawn, Joleyn and Destiny. Irene
married Ronald Clark and they live in Brandon. They
have two children, Kimberly and Michelle. Karen lives in
Brandon.
Jean married Harold Scott. They farmed at Birnie
until their retirement, and now live in Neepawa. They
have two children: Christine in Brandon, and Carol in
Selkirk.

L. MAE HAMILTON
by L. Mae Hamilton

The Hamilton family, taken in /964, Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton's 50th
wedding anniversary. Left to Right, Standing: John, May, Myrtle,
Florence, Ethel, Charles, Jean. Seated: Mr. and Mrs. James Hamilton.
One of the last times the family was all together.

Daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hamilton, I was
born in 1895 at Eagle Bend, Minnesota. I came to
Manitoba with my parents and a brother in 1911 and
settled on a farm north east of Birnie.
In 1920 my father bought the house I am still living in
and we moved to Neepawa.
Eventually I got work as a clerk in Murphy's Drug
Store and worked there until 1930 when I married Hubert
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Hamilton who was also known as Pudge. During the
tough years he was employed at Riding Mountain
National Park and I stayed with my parents as Mother
was a cripple and needed help.
We had a daughter Betty and a son Byron.
In time my husband got work in Neepawa so we stayed
with my parents. He passed away very suddenly on April
9, 1942. After recovering from the shock I realized that I
had a family to support so when people asked if I was
interested in jobs, I accepted the offer. During the years I
worked at the theatre, in the Town Office, the skating
rink, the Land Titles Office and in 1945 I accepted the
Secretary-treasurer's job at the hospital and worked
thirty-three and a half years before retiring.
My mother passed away December 27, 1942 and my
father March 7, 1944.
When Byron finished school he went to work for the
Bank of Montreal and presently is living in Brandon. He
married Arlene McIver in Reston and they have a
daughter and a son, Tannis and Bradley. Tannis has
finished school and is presently employed at the Bank of
Montreal in MacGregor and Bradley graduates from high
school this year.
Betty and I enjoy our life in Neepawa and wish to
thank our friends for their kindness throughout the
years.

THE HANCOCK FAMIL Y

Leslie Hancock - Graduate oj
Manitoba Agriculture College.

Leslie and Marian HanCOck.

Beatrice and Mona Hancock -1921.

by Mona Smith

In the early years of this century the names of Hancock
was familiar to music-lovers of the time.
Herbert and Mary Hancock along with their four
children emigated from England in 1897 to Canada on a
slow ship at a cost of ten dollars each and they were
expected to provide their own food. When they arrived in
Canada, they had to work on a farm for a year, and were
assigned to work for a man whose farm was near Rapid
City, Manitoba. It was a hard life because they were not
used to farm work, nor to such cold weather in winter.
Herbert trapped rabbits and Mary made bonnets and
mittens for the children from the fur.
When their year on the farm was over they moved into
Rapid City. Herbert could not find any accounting work

Herbert Hancock - Early 20th Mary Hancock
century.
century.
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_ Early 20th

so he taught music and sometimes helped the local
butcher in order to provide for the family. While they
lived in Rapid City their fifth child, Leslie, was born.
A short time later the family moved to Neepawa where
Herbert found a position in the Land Titles Office. He
played the organ on Sundays in the Anglican Church and
ran the Opera House where travelling actors put on
shows. He was an Oddfellow and a Mason.
As the older boys grew up Herbert formed a family
orchestra. Herbert played the trumpet, John the
trombone, son Herbert the clarinet and William (still just
a little boy) the piccolo. They called themselves 'The
Assemblies' and played for dances.
Herbert was also bandmaster of the Neepawa Band _
some forty men and boys who enjoyed making music and
holding band concerts. In 1905 at the time of the opening
of the provinces of Saskatchewan and Alberta, the band
was invited to play at the Regina Exhibition.
While Herbert and Mary lived in Neepawa two
daughters were born to them; Beatrice in 1902 and Mona
in 1909. Their family of four sons and three daughters
was then complete.
In 1913 the family moved to Winnipeg where Herbert
became auditor for the City of Winnipeg. He held that
position until he was 81 years old with one lapse, when he
returned to Neepawa in 1923 - perhaps trying to recapture
the happiness he had known there. He.died in 1951; Mary
predeceased him in 1950.
Of the family only Mona survives. She is Mrs. Howard
Smith and lives with her husband of forty-five years in
North Bay, Ontario.

HANSON
CHARLES H. "BUD" AND LEILA
Bud and Leila were married in Montreal on December
28th 1946. Because Neepawa was central to his territory
as an Ashdown Hardware salesman, Bud had taken up
residence here the previous spring, at R.D. Young's, on
First Avenue. In the fall of 1950 the couple moved into
their new home at 186 Vivian Street, where they still
reside. It was the first house to be built in the town under
Central Mortgage & Housing Corporation; mortgage
rates were then 3-3/4070.
Born in Benson, Saskatchewan April 29th 1924, the
second of four children of Carl Hanson and Mae Schmidt, Bud took R.C.A.F. training in Montreal where he
met and married a native Montrealer, Leila, who was the
seventh of eight children of Denis O'Sullivan and Azelia
Routhier. After some years as a salesman with Ashdown's of Winnipeg and the local Bajus Hardware and
Beaver Lumber, Bud is now Secretary-Treasurer of the
Beautiful Plains School Division, a position he has held
since 1970. His interest in school affairs began some years
before as a parent, elected trustee and chairman of the
school board. He has been active in community affairs,
notably as Past-President of the Lions Club and of the
Manitoba Association of School Business Officials. He
also served on the Coordinating Committee for
Neepawa's 75th Anniversary.
Members of St. Dominic's R.C. Parish, Leila will be
remembered as one of the catechists and sacristans. She
was a Brownie and 4-H leader, school helper and
community volunteer. She also enjoyed working with the
Fine Arts and Holiday Festivals and singing with the
Choraliers.
Bud and Leila were blessed with six children who
participated in all phases of school and community life.
There was a great deal of satisfaction and a modicum of
success in music, drama, athletics and scholastics,
particularly two Governor General Medals. Postsecondary education was pursued in Winnipeg.
Neil - Married Esther Dyck of Brandon in 1970 - now
Asst. Manager of Mutual Life of Canada, Winnipeg,
where they reside. They have an eleven-year-old
daughter, Michaela.
Michele - a Counselling Coordinator of Juvenile
Corrections when she married "Chuck" Liebrock of
Windsor, Ontario in 1972. They live in Winnipeg with
their three children, Kristen, Cara and Michael.
Carl - is a Visual Presentation Specialist with the T.
Eaton Co., now of Toronto, Ontario.
Patricia - An Elementary Teacher at Allard School in
Winnipeg when she married James Martin of Neepawa in
1972. They now make their home in Calgary, Alberta,
and have two daughters, Rachel and Danielle.
Suzanne - Dental Hygienist and later, Dental Nurse,
one of the first employed in the Manitoba Children's
Dental Programme. She married Bryan Kennedy of Swan
River in 1977 - they have two children, Sean and Bryna
and reside in Winnipeg.
Madeline - received her Bachelor of Education married Robert Pierce of Winnipeg in 1979, and is

From Left to Right: Bryan, Carl, Suzanne, Leila, Robert, Madeline,
Chuck, Michele, Bud, Esther, Neil and the three little ones, Michaela,
Cara and Kristen. (Inset: James and Patricia).

presently a Sales Representative with the Winnipeg Jets
organization.

SCOTT FARMS. 15-16-15
IWASA WAR BRIDE
by Dorothy (Bobbie) Scott

Don's Aunt Mary (Scott) married my uncle Harry
Williams, and when serving with the Royal Winnipeg
Rifles in 1941 came to see the English side of the family
... that is how I came to be watching the approach of
Halifax harbour. It was dawn, and son Robert 15 months
old and I, on board the S.S. Mauratania, watched for the
first glimpse of our new country. Twelve years later we
were to see ourselves on T.V. gazing shoreward during an
episode of The Valiant Years. It must have been taken
with a telescopic lens on that cold Feb. morning in 1946.
40 below zero ... you must be mistaken ... it couldn't
be that cold ... This was my father's reaction to my report
of the temperature encountered on the train trip through
Northern Ontario on our way to Eden. Robert and I
finally arrived in Winnipeg Feb. 14th, St. Valentine's
Day. Don met us and we drove from Winnipeg. I
couldn't understand why he was so worried by that little
bit of blowing snow, and when the heater quit, why we
couldn't just drive on without it. I didn't feel the cold for
two winters. Don's parents Anna May and Rob Scott
made us so welcome as did all the wonderful people of
the community. Things I remember ... Big red juicy
apples, bananas, oranges, running across a flat snowfilled ditch and breaking through up to my shoulders.
Having fun riding the stoneboat not realizing the horse
was out of control. Snow piled so high it was a "Tunnel"
ride from Eden to Neepawa. Our shower in the Eden Hall
with over 130 new faces and each one a friend. A city girl
with 300 day old chicks that spring. The panic I felt the
first time I was in Neepawa when the noon siren went.
The awful mosquitoes. They loved me and golf ball sized
lumps were my lot for the first few summers ... they still
like me. It is with gratitude and love that I remember.
Thank you Canada. This is the finest country in the
world.
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MR. AND MRS. FRED HARDING
MEMORIES OF OUR DAYS IN EDEN
by Mary Harding

In the spring of 1930 (or it may have been 1931) my
husband, Fred Harding and I with our two little girls
moved from Spy Hill, Saskatchewan to the then thriving
little town or village of Eden, Manitoba. We had purchased Sam Ball's confectionary and ice cream business
and started catering to the public. We did not have any
experience in that line before, so naturally made some
mistakes. We continued until our girls, Dorothy and
Audrey finished their schooling and my husband's ill
health made it necessary for us to move to Neepawa.
We found the Eden people friendly. Reverend and
Mrs. Colpitts had come to Eden shortly before we did, so
Rev. G.A. Colpitts was almost our first visitor. The
village consisted of a United Church and Manse, school,
bank (which was in the process of closing), Dr. Bugg's
office and drugstore, Linton's General Store and Post
Office, Earle Coad's General Store, Walter Gunn's
Hardware Store, Charlie Bozo's Hotel or Boarding
House, livery stable, Mr. Burgess's Blacksmith Shop,
also Mundzieskaviecz's Blacksmith Shop, Knudson's
Garage, two grain elevators, coal and wood yard, Jack
Dilling's Shoe Repair Shop, Finnemore's Butcher Shop,
Bradley's Lumber Yard, combined skating and curling
rink, dance hall, fire hall, Gutoski's Room and Board,
tennis court, CNR station, R.H. Scott's daily milk
delivery, Mrs. McFadyen's weekly butter delivery, Mrs.
Campbell Scott's egg delivery, Jack Webb's Dray
Business, bus service to Winnipeg and Brandon, daily. So
all in all, there was much more to Eden than first met the
eye. Other local residents at the time were: Coad's (Dick
and family), Olive and Henry Coad, Scott's (Marsh and
Henry, Robert H.), Bland's, Pierson's, Eros's, Chorneyko's, William Smithson's, Arthur Clark's, R.J.
Ross's, Thompsons', Horne's, Mrs. Denton, Joe
Bonney, George Ross's, Osborne's, Birch's, Strickland's,
Jack Moderate, Bill Menzies' and Ernie Smithson. I hope
I have mentioned everyone.
We Hardings did 'well enough in our little store and
enjoyed our work even though it meant long hours, seven
days a week, due to also having the bus depot. We sold
groceries and fruit, as well as confectionary and ice
cream. We made sandwiches for the dances and sold
home-made pies when I had time to make them. Our
store was a joy to "the kids" who had a nickel or coppers
to spend. We sort of specialized in penny candy. It was
also hard to keep our own kids from eating up the
profits, to say nothing of me eating the chocolates. At
that time chocolates that were considered expensive just
did not sell, so we would buy a number of boxes and
raffle them off. Some of the older men, with a gambling
urge, were always wanting a raffle. The teenage crowd
used to sit in the booths on Sunday evenings and all buy
candy, peanuts or whatever, and spend an hour or so
eating and drinking soft drinks. Oh, those peanut shells!
The ladies held their meetings, bazaars, fall suppers, etc.
I never seemed to find the time to attend. Also, there
were the sports days. My husband, Fred, being a sports
fan, would accompany the ball team wherever they went.
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Fred Harding in front of Eden Main Street, Eden. Young man Confectionery.
Carman "Stump" Graham.

He also curled, hunted and fished. Speaking of sports, I
must mention the "horseshoe pitch" which was located
in front of the blacksmith shop. It was well patronized in
the summer evenings. The children also had their games:
marbles, hopscotch, hide and seek, kick the can and
other games that I have now forgotten. Eden was a nice
place for young children. Our girls, Dorothy and Audrey
received all their education in Eden.
The war, of course, was in our time. The R.A.F. had
their training camp in Neepawa and we knew many of the
air men. Our girls, then being in their teens, were like all
the other girls, who liked to go to Neepawa to the show or
dance and therefore met a lot of young air men. We
always encouraged them to bring them home. We invited
one young man for Christmas dinner - was he ever a
homesick young man. After that, he spent all his
"leaves" and furloughs with us. After twenty-five years
he came back from England to visit us.
There was one rather bad plane crash a mile or so out
of Eden. Dr. Bugg was out of town that day, so they
brought the two men to our place. We washed them and
did what we could for them until the R.A.F. ambulance
arrived. Then until there could be an investigation there
were three men sent to guard the plane. Their rations
were sent with them. However, it being winter, two of
them took a dim view of sitting out there, so they left the
other poor Joe on guard and they brought their food and
ate with us for several days. Our house was always
crowded with young people and we loved it. When I look
back I wonder how we ever managed. We had electricity
and telephone, but no water works or other plumbing.
The town well was not too far from us, but carrying
water was no easy chore. The school was across the creek
from where most of the children lived. In the spring when
the creek flooded and sometimes ran over the bridge,
Jack Webb would kindly take his team and dray and
safely drive the children to and from school. They
thought it great fun. One Christmas Day a bad blizzard
came and what a night we had! The buses could not get
through, so there were many people stranded in town,
some with children. We lived behind the store so we
supplied blankets etc., so they could sleep on the floor or

wherever in the store. The coffee pot and food were on
all night. It was noon the next day before the roads were
opened. Those were the good old days!
Several of the children liked to go to the dances in the
hall "to watch and listen to the orchestra", however,
they learned to dance at an early age, much to the annoyance of the adults. The dances then were quite different from those today.
We never regretted raising our family in Eden. We just
had the two daughters. Dorothy married Stuart Lindsay
and they have two daughters, Norma and Barbara.
Audrey married Russell Craig and they have one son,
Shaun. My husband died in 1961. I have lived in East
View Lodge for eight years. I have had many people,
formerly from Eden, visit me. Recently, three people,
from as far away as British Columbia and the United
States were here and in reminiscing, the fact was mentioned that, Olive Coad, R.N., Mary Belle Curry, Verna
Linton, Hope Touchbourne, Mary D. Gunn, Alberta
Kennedy, Marcella Nowicky and Viola Dilling (all Eden
girls) had never married, but had kept on with their
various careers.

HARES - A "GREEN ENGLISH FAMILY"
by Walter Hares
Vancouver, B.C.

It was April, 1929 when our family of seven arrived in
the Inkerman district, ten miles east of Neepawa, to settle
on NE 23-14-14. We had completed a long sea voyage
and train trip from Wiltshire, England - no jet planes in
those days. We had come to Canada under a Soldier
Settlement Scheme, father being a veteran of the First
World War. Our farm was provided by the Canadian
government, with payment to be made over a period of
years. Even though we had come from a farm
background, it seemed as though our new home was in a
rather isolated part of the world.
The morning after our arrival a very young man named
Jim Deveson drove into the yard with a team and wagon
loaded with firewood, potatoes and many other food
items. It was the first of many gestures of kindness and
generosity to be displayed by our neighbours and
members of the community in general. In spite of the fact
that many of these neighbours came from a British
background, we found that we were "green" as far as the
Canadian lifestyle was concerned.
It wasn't long before our wonderful new friends - I
wish I could mention them all here - taught Mother how
to bake bread, churn butter, can fruit, vegetables, meat,
etc. I have to admit there were a few failures along the
way but we were taught not to waste and in due course
Mother, with the assistance of my sister Phyllis, mastered
the art quite well.
Now came the task of finding temporary work until
livestock and machinery could be acquired to farm our
own land. Father went to work for James Hall south of
Neepawa. Brother Fred, 17, went to work at John
Bremner's farm in the Mentmore district, and Ted, 15,
went to the Wm. Owen farm in Oberon district. Sister
Phyllis and I started school at Inkerman, a one room

W.O. Hares' Family-1934.

schoolhouse, grades one to nine, with one teacher - very
different from the English school we left, to say the least.
Marjorie Coutts (Mrs. Percy Murray), Neepawa, and
Doris Alexander (Mrs. Wilfred Drysdale), Inkerman,
were two of our teachers during those early years.
The first winter came as quite a shock. We were living
in a small, poorly built, uninsulated house with only the
cook stove and a tin heater for heat. There was usually ice
on the bucket of drinking water when we would rise each
morning. The two mile walk in deep snow to and from
school each day was a new and invigorating experience
for Phyllis and me.
During our early years we were not without sickness.
Doctor H.H. Hutchinson of Arden became our family
doctor. He later practised in Neepawa in an office where
part of Neepawa Co-op is now located. It was not uncommon for doctors to visit patients in rural areas by
horse and cutter in the winter. Neighbours were so
helpful during times of illness. They would take turns
sitting all night with those who were sick, when
necessary.
When Phyllis left school at fourteen she worked at
several places in the district, including the Batchelor
Dairy Farm, one mile west of Neepawa. Milk was
delivered to the town by horse drawn rigs early in the
morning. This required early rising for everyone on the
farm.
In September, 1932 sister Patricia was born in
Neepawa hospital. At the same time, Mrs. John Wright
from Wellwood had also given birth to a baby girl,
Mabel. Little did the mothers realize at the time that these
two baby girls would become sisters-in-law nineteen or
twenty years in the future, when brother Reg would
marry Mabel.
Time moved quickly by, and soon Father had acquired
sufficient machinery and livestock to enable us to work
our own farm. He also rented more land and thus
provided jobs for all hands - and how! We had to construct more log buildings on the home place to house the
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ever-increasing numbers of horses, cattle, and hogs. t-.:Ir.
George Deveson had given me the runt of the litter of PIgs
which proved to be the basis of all future hog productIOn.
One of the farms we rented was within a stone's throw
of the Inkerman Church. Phyllis, Fred, Ted and Reg
moved there. Reg attended Inkerman school which was
practically across the road. Many good tim~s ~ere had in
this house. Young people from the dlstnct. wo~ld
congregate on Sunday afternoon to play mUSIC, smg
songs and tell stories. Fred Spackman, a good story
teller, became Phyllis' "boy friend".

Inkerman School

These were good times even though we were in what is
commonly referred to as the depression years. We had
our share of crop losses through hailstorms and rusted
grain, etc., but we always looked forward to next year
and more hard work.
As we grew up Neepawa really became our home town.
We had graduated from the horse and buggy to the
automobile. Saturday night became the highlight of the
week. The stores were open late and there were dances in
the Orange and Odd fellows Halls and later in the Arcade.
It didn't matter if we had been to a country dance on
Friday night, we still had to go to town on Saturday. Late
nights were no excuse for sleeping in either. We young
bucks used to roam the street and drop in to the dances,
cafes, and pool room to see what was going on. I am sure
the town girls knew we were from the farm by the dirt in
our ears and corners of our eyes from working in the
field. Saturday night was not complete without pie a-Iamode at one of the local cafes.
This lifestyle was to end in September, 1939 with the
outbreak of war in Europe and the declaration of war by
Canada. Many Neepawa boys enlisted in the Q.O.C.H.,
artillery and other units. In April, 1940 brother Fred and
I enlisted in the P.P .C.L.1. at Neepawa along with Alvin
and Wilfred Reilly from Salisbury district. Mr. Frank
Sewell was recruiting officer. We trained in Winnipeg
until June, 1940, then off to England. Prior to our
departure we were honoured at a supper in Inkerman
Church. We were presented with gold signet rings and
wished God speed from all of our friends and neighbours.
After five years service in England and northwest
Europe, I returned home in June, 1945 aboard the He de
France as a member of First Canadian Parachute Battalion. Fred returned in December, 1945 aboard the
Queen Mary as a member of a Provost company.
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Inkerman Church

By this time Ted had married and was farming on his
own. Phyllis, who had married Fred Spackman in 1938,
was living in Neepawa. Fred was still in the army and
later moved back to Winnipeg, and Reg was grown up,
out of school and working with Father.
After a month of leave I was discharged and returned
home to help with the harvest and then to help neighbours. I had forgotten that the best part of any harvest
was the food - lunches in the field and the wonderful
meals prepared by the ladies of the house. Later that
same year, I became involved in the trucking business in
Neepawa and remained in that industry until 1966.
During those years I enjoyed life in Neepawa. I belonged
to the Legion and Neepawa Rotary Club, serving as
president of each organization for one year. I was also a
member of the Neepawa Hospital Board for several
years. Brother Fred was an active member of the
Canadian Legion and the Junior Rifle Club.
It was my privilege to serve the business community of
Neepawa as well as a large rural area for transportation
of livestock and other farm commodities. As a result, I
enjoyed a good relationship with a large number of
farmers in the district. It was always a pleasure to deal
with 4-H Club leaders once a year, transporting Club
calves to and from the fair. Very often I have seen young
people, especially girls, shed tears when a calf, over
which so much time was spent, was sold and led away to
the truck. We transported a lot of livestock during those
years and some of my friends used to refer to me as the
biggest "bullshipper" in town.
Time has not stood still for any of us and many
changes have taken place in our family. Father died in
1959, Mother in 1965 and brother Fred in 1973. All are
buried in Neepawa's beautifully maintained cemetery.
Ted still lives north east of Birnie, Fred's widow and her
family live in and around Neepawa, Reg in Saskatchewan, Phyllis in Alberta, Patricia in Washington State,
and I live in B.C.
It would not be fair for me to speak for the rest of my
family but I say Neepawa has been good to me and I still
consider it my home town.

LAWRENCE HARGREA YES FAMILY
by L. & M. Hargreaves

Lawrence Hargreaves was raised in the Brandon H.ills
district. He attended school there and completed hIgh
school in Brandon.

After graduating in Pharmacy from the University ?f
Manitoba in 1952, he came to work for C.N.R. StIll
(Still's Drug Store). In April 1953, he and his brother
Stuart also a pharmacist, purchased the store from Mr.
Still. in 1955 they purchased a store in Benito which
Stuart operated. In 1958, they sold the Benito store and
purchased Ripley's Drug Store in Portage. Stuart
operated the Portage store until his accidental death in
1962.
Marlyne (Whyte) Hargreaves was raised in the St.
David's district. She attended high school in Oak Lake,
followed by Teacher's College in Winnipeg. After
teaching for five years she attended St. Michaels Business
College. Lawrence has been active in the Chamber of
Commerce and the Rotarians.
Marlyne and Lawrence were married in 1957. They
have three children, Lori, Darron and Janine.
Marlyne has been active with activities and groups in
which the family has been involved. She is an active
member of the Neepawa Inner Wheel Club, Neepawa and
District Fine Arts Festival and Choraliers.
Lori is attending the University of Calgary
(Education), Darron the University of Manitoba, and
Janine is also attending college in Winnipeg.

he helped his father on the farm. He continued farming
after his father died, until 1948 when he started to have
trouble with his health. He was only 37 when rheumatoid
arthritis struck. It started in his wrists, then his arms and
legs, making them very painful and weak. As a result of
this he suffered a series of accidents. He broke his
shoulder when the tractor he was driving went down a
deep ditch because he did not have the strength to keep it
on the road. He broke his hip falling out of a truck, and
he cracked a bone in his back when he fell at home
working in the yard. He spent much of his time in and out
of the hospital, and also several years in the Assiniboine
Hospital in Brandon. From there he went to East View
Lodge in 1975 until he died in 1977. He was a man to
admire because with all his sufferings, he never complained.

JAMES ALAN HARPER
by Mrs. Jim Harper

George Harper was born at Aberdeenshire, Scotland in
1854. There he grew up and worked at gardening and
forestry. In 1893 he moved with his family of six to
Canada and located south of Arden where the home was
a social centre until 1911 when he moved to Neepawa.
George always took an active interest in community
affairs. He attained high offices in both Masonic and
Oddfellow Lodges, also in Presbyterian and United
. Churches ... He was secretary and manager of the
Agricultural Society. He was also an energetic worker in
the Horticultural Society and Parks Board. He helped in
planning the streets of Neepawa, and planted many of the
trees that are there today.
His first wife died in 1912 and he subsequently married
Mrs. W.A. Scott. His children were Bill, Nelson,
Charles, James, George, Annie Pearse, Bess Carr, and
May Skelly.
George David farmed the family farm in the Sinclairville area south of Arden for many years. He was an
ambitious young man and he took out a loan to purchase
two more quarters of land. After that things did not go
well for him, and he had trouble paying off the mortgage.
That land then consequently went into Mortgage Sale
Proceedings in 1927. That must have been very hard on
him and with 12 children to raise and no money, he took
his own life one morning in 1936.
He was married to Dorothy Nelson in 1910 who was
born in England in 1887. They had 2 sons, James and
Grant, and 10 daughters, Dorothy, Irene, Jean, Hazel,
Helen, Thelma, Eva, Islay, Vivienne, and Betty.
James Clarkson Harper, more commonly known as
Jip, was born in 1911. He went to school at Oakdale,.a
small country school not far from home, and after that

Spring 1948 - neighbors helping put crop in.

Jip and Reta wedding day, with Jim and Ella Harper.

He was married to Audrey Reta Jennie Patterson of
Helston in 1944. Reta had to work out when Jip became
ill. She worked at the Hamilton Hotel, Vivian Hotel and
then at East View Lodge when it first opened to present
day. She also took charge of the farm work and with help
from her son, family and neighbors, managed to still take
crops off every year and look after the cattle. They had
one daughter, Judith Reta, born in 1950, and one son,
James Alan, born in 1954.
Judy went on to become a Registered Pyschiatric Nurse
and is presently working at the Health Science Centre in
Winnipeg.
After completing school, Jim went to work at Edson
Camper Trailers which was located in Neepawa at that
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time. From there he went to work at East View Lodge as
an Orderly for 2 years. In 1975 he moved to Winnipeg
and worked at the Misericordia General Hospital for 6
months and then he came home to devote his time to
farming. He also started working at the Yellowhead
Arena in 1976 as an Arena Assistant and he continues to
work there in the winter, and farms with his mother in the
summer.
In 1980 he married Mallorie Ruth Forsman of
Neepawa who presently works at the Land Titles Office,
and they have one daughter, Shawna Lynne.

ART AND HELEN HARRIS
by The Family

Art Harris was born in Glace Bay, Nova Scotia and
moved to Virden, Manitoba at the age of one. He attended school in Virden until moving to Brandon in 1939
where he completed school. He went to the University of
Manitoba where he graduated with a Bachelor of Science
and Pharmacy degree in 1952.
Helen was born and grew up in Elkhorn, Manitoba.
She taught on permit for one year at Whirlpool School, a
one room school near Onanole, Manitoba. In 1950 she
graduated as a Psychiatric Nurse from the Brandon
Hospital for Mental Diseases, then affiliated with other
hospitals, and graduated with her R.N. in 1953.
Art and Helen were married in 1953 and spent the next
six years in Brandon. Art worked in Brown's Drug Store
before moving to Neepawa in 1959. He succeeded Mr.
Boxer Hole of "Murphy & Hole" drug store and the
store's name changed to "Harris Pharmacy".
Three children complete the Harris family. Sheryl was
born in 1957 in Brandon. After graduating from
N.A.C.1. in 1975 she attended Baptist Leadership
Training School in Calgary for one year. She attended the
University of Manitoba where she received a Bachelor of
Education in 1980. After teaching one year in South
Indian Lake, Manitoba, she travelled to New Zealand,
Australia and South East Asia.
Arthur was born in Neepawa in 1960. He graduated
from N.A.C.1. in 1978, received a diploma in Commercial Art from Assiniboine Community College in

Kevin, Helen, Art, Sheryl, Arthur Harris.
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1980 and is currently in the Fine Arts faculty of the
University of Manitoba.
Kevin was also born in Neepawa, arriving in 1962. He
was a 1980 graduate of N .A.C.I., and is also attending
the University of Manitoba. He is in the faculty of
Science.
We have found Neepawa to be an active and friendly
town and enjoy taking an active part in a community that
strives to meet the needs of its people. We pay tribute to
the pioneers who paved the way for a Beautiful Town.

HARVEY FAMILY
by Heather Cummings

Booty Harvey (1870-1922), nicknamed Bert, originally
came to Canada from London, England with his family
and settled at Saltcoats, Saskatchewan.
He began working for the C.P .R. in Saskatchewan,
then changed to the C.N.R. on the sections in Manitoba.
When working in Rignold (near Portage la Prairie) he
met Mary Ethel Calder (1881-1965) who was to become
his wife. When Bert finally became a section foreman in
Neepawa and could afford it, he and Ethel got married in
1903 and settled down to family life. After a few moves
their home became 285 Ada Street and there they raised
three boys and two girls.
In his work Bert helped build some of the rail lines
around Neepawa; for example the line going north to
Howden. He was the section foreman of the Neepawa
Yards and from there to Hallboro, including the trestle
bridge just outside of Neepawa. This line has just been
torn up in 1981. His job included being on the snow
plough in winters. The plough would often go as far as
Beulah or Rossburn.
Bert was a member of both the Odd fellows and the
Orange Lodge. Both he and Ethel were members of the
United Church.
On January 20, 1922 Bert was injured in a railroad
accident losing both of his legs and died a few hours later,
leaving Ethel with their five children between the ages of
fifteen and seven to bring up. They received a very small
railroad pension and Ethel did any kind of work
available, including taking in washing and housekeeping.
Growing up during the depression the children all learned
to be resourceful and worked at various jobs. They all
went to Central School but, due to economics, were not
able to finish school. Les, the oldest, ended up working
as caretaker for the schools in town, retiring in 1973. He
married Milly Kaye and raised two daughters.
Bertha trained as a nurse at the Neepawa Hospital and
married Jack Cruickshank of Brandon where they raised
their two sons and one daughter, then moved to Penticton, British Columbia.
Mary remained single and lived at home working for
neighbors at housekeeping until her mother's death in
1965, after which she moved to Penticton to be with
Bertha.
Ralph married Margaret Brown, and after the war,
settled in Neepawa where they raised three daughters. He
worked at the Land Titles Office and died in 1974.
Earl married Florence Walker. They raised two sons

and two daughters. He worked in various towns, settling
in The Pas where he died in 1980.
Descendants of Bert and Ethel presently number twelve
grandchildren and twenty-four great-grandchildren.

HELEN HASELMEYER (BURNETT)
by Helen Haselmeyer
(nee Burnett)

It is many years since I left Neepawa. However, my
"history" should be added to that of my grandparents,
Harry and Mabel Pettitt who came to the Arden district
in 1912 from England. I am the daughter of their eldest
daughter, Christina Burnett, and a niece of Eric Pettitt
who is still in Neepawa.
I was born at 355 Hamilton Street in Neepawa and
lived there and later at 151 Main until I was 20. Being
part of the "Post War Baby Boom", I always had a new
school to attend. I started at West Park (now Hazel M.
Kellington). I went for a few months to the old Central
School before it was torn down. The old High School
became Viscount School when I was in Grade VIII, and
Homer Gill was Principal. We then went on to N.A.C.1.
After High School I worked for the local Bank of
Commerce and then the Neepawa Health Unit before
moving to Smithers, B.C. in 1965.
I made the trip west to visit Yvonne Johnson (nee
Olson) who is a niece of Sarah Montgomery of Neepawa.
While visiting with Yvonne, I met my husband Lou
Haselmeyer who is from West Germany. We were
married in 1966 and moved to Terrace in 1970. We have
four daughters, Jacqueline, Tamara, Danya and Nola.
My husband is a machine operator at Eurocan Pulp and
Paper in Kitimat, and I am a Sales Manager with Tupperware Home Parties. My Uncle Barney Pettitt has
retired to Terrace four years ago.
I have many fond memories of Neepawa and would
like to return for the Centennial Celebration.

HASIUK
by Margaret Hasiuk

Norman Edward Hasiuk was born in McConnell,
Manitoba. He married Margaret Christine Sinclair.
They moved to Neepawa from Minnedosa with their
three sons in 1956. Norm began working at A.A. McDougall Ltd. In 1965 he joined the firm, Acklands Ltd.
where he is presently employed as branch manager. He
has been a member of the Neepawa Lions Club since
1962. Margaret is a member of Lionelle's and Naomi
Chapter No. 11. They are also members of the Neepawa
United Church.
Edward, the eldest son, graduated from N.A.C.1. in
1970. He then attended Brandon University, specializing
in geology. He received his degree in geology at the
University of Calgary. He married Suzanne, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J. Poirier, of Antler, Saskatchewan.
Edward and Suzanne lived in Calgary until November
1980. They moved to Jakarta, Indonesia, where he is a
geologist and she teaches at the International school.

Blair graduated from N.A.C.1. in 1973. He has since
then been employed with the Manitoba Telephone
System. Blair married Donnalee, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J. Mitchell of Neepawa. At present they are living in
Leaf Rapids, Manitoba.
Darrell, the youngest graduated from N.A.C.1. in
1973. He began his career with the Canadian Imperial
Bank of Commerce. He married Margie, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Dick Large of Neepawa. At present Darrell,
Margie and their two sons, Danny and Kollin are at
Miami, Manitoba, where Darrell is manager of that
bank.

THE NORTHERN ADVANCE
A Social Event
The Irwin History, Harry and Lib

Among the social events, as the old year was passing
out and the New Year speeding in, was the marriage of
Mr. James Henry Irwin. He proceeded to Toronto on the
last day of the old year and took for his bride, Lily E.,
second daughter of our late much esteemed citizen, Lieut.
Col. T.R. Ferguson M.P. The marriage took place at 49
Bellevue Avenue, the residence of the bride's mother.
The Rev. Stuart Acheson, M.A. Clover Hill, brother-inlaw of the bride officiated. The happy couple returned
from their wedding tour on Wednesday the 7th. They
were met at the station by Cookstown's brass band,
under the leadership of Mr. Joseph Banting. The band
proceeded them, while a number of friends joined in. A
fine view of the beautiful residence of Captain James
Irwin could be seen from the height of land, about a mile
in advance. It fairly sparkled with light. A large number
of invited guests had begun to assemble as the band drove
up drawn by four chargers, and playing a lively air. Then
the bride and groom appeared, the verandah and grounds
were filled with guests who afforded them a hearty
welcome. And right heartily was that welcome given, for
the loyal people of South Simcoe evidently seemed
pleased that Mr. Irwin should have brought back to
reside among them the daughter of one of whom this
banner County for so many years delighted to honor. The
magnificent apartments of Capt. Irwin's residence afforded ample room for the enjoyment of the many guests
(about two hundred) that had assembled.
Arnold's quadrille band rendered choice music, while
the merry guests "tripped the light fantastic". Supper of
the very best was served from 12 to 2 A.M. The brass
band occasionally occupied the grounds in front and
provided light music, but the dance did not stop.
"The pipers loud and louder blew,
The dancers swift and swifter flew, "
But time would not tarry, the morning would come,
and the brass band drove off about 5 o'clock. After one
more dance the dancers did too, and the party said goodbye to the happy couple. All seemed happy, for a most
enjoyable time had been spent from beginning to end.
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WILLIAM HAWKINS FAMILY
by Elsie Hawkins.

Wm. Hawkins Family. Back Row, Left to Right: Nelson, Wellington,
Bruce. Front: Ruth, Mrs. Hawkins, Wesley, Mr. Hawkins, Gertie.

Wm. Hawkins came out to Neepawa, Manitoba, from
Ontario in 1898. In 1902 he married Margaret Ellen
Campbell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Campbell.
They lived their first two years of marriage on the farm
now occupied by Mel Batters, then moved to the half of
5-15-15 in 1904 belonging to her father, Richard Campbell. They lived here eleven years and in that time,
Wellington, Ruth, Gertie, and Nelson were born. They
then moved to a farm in the Dumfries district, and Bruce
was born there. After this they moved several times and
had their fourth son, Wesley, born in 1921 when they
lived on a farm near Glenella, Manitoba. In 1930 they
returned to Mr. Campbell's farm once more. The farm
was left to Margaret Hawkins, Gertie Dunsmore and
Mrs. Maud Habkirk, her two sisters. Mrs. Hawkins
bought the two sister's shares and possessed the home
farm. In 1947 she sold the farm to their son Wesley and
wife Elsie, and Mr. and Mrs. Hawkins retired to
Neepawa. In the spring of 1969 Wesley and Elsie's son,
Mervyn and wife Phyllis and children Adele and Robbie,
moved to the farm after living thirteen years in Winnipeg.
They bought five acres of land, built a new house and
new modern pig barn, and started in partnership with his
Dad, operating the farm. His Dad sold the home farm to
Mervyn in 1979. Wesley and Elsie will live in the old yard
as long as they care to. The main part of the house is
some 89 years old. We had it rebuilt with all new windows
and two rooms added, front room and one bedroom, and
water works installed in 1952. In 1975 we had it changed
to electric heating and have sure enjoyed it that way.
The barn on the old yard was built by Mr. Wm.
Hawkins in 1913, and has always been in use. Right now
it is used as a modern cow-farrowing barn with waterworks, electric heat for winter and electric fans for
summer.
Our daughter, Judy, is a 1969 R.N. graduate from
Winnipeg General. She is married to Garfield Minkus.
Their children are Ryan, 9 years old, and Janayce, 5 years
old. Their home is in Winnipeg. Our grandchildren,
Adele and Robbie Hawkins, are our fourth generation
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coming up, now living on the same farm. Their ages are
19 and 17.

Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Hawkins, Mervyn and Judy.

Mr. and Mrs.
Mervyn
Hawkins,
Adele and
Robbie.

THE HENDERSON FAMILY
by Doris Henderson

The Henderson family: James, John, David, Mary
Jane and their widowed mother, arrived in the Franklin
district around 1896, from Norval, Ontario. They took
up farming at NE 35-14-17.
James travelled back to the East later, took a bride,
returned to the family farm raising a family - Leonard,
Llewelyn, Westly, Mildred, Olive and Norman, lived in
the district until 1930 at which time the father and two
sons, Leonard and Norman, took up homesteading near
Nipawin, Sask. Previous to that Llewelyn moved to
employment in Saskatchewan, Westly moved to the
U.S.A., Mildred and Olive became nurses, Mildred
settled with a family in Winnipeg, and Olive the same in
California, U.S.A.
John also went East to marry, returning with Jane
Spence Brooks as his bride. They settled on SE 35-14-17,
and later moved to NW 25-14-17 where they raised six
boys; Leslie, who raised a family on that farm with his
son continuing on with the original farm; Charlie, who
raised a family in the Glendale and then Neepawa
district; Gordon, who settled with family in B.C.; Arthur, who raised a family at Brandon; Frank, who raised
a family in Ottawa and England, then returning to Ot-

tawa; Robert, who raised a family in B.C.
David married a Guinn girl from Portage la Prairie and
farmed on the NE 34-14-17. They had one child, Beverly,
who raised a family in London, Ont.
Mary Jane married Alexander (Sandy) Douglas. They
farmed in the Franklin district and had one child,
Margaret, who moved west and raised a family. Mary
Jane died early in life and he later remarried.

Charlie holding Roy
McGillivray.

LEIGH AND DAVE WOLFE
Leigh Henderson, formerly of Franklin, married Dave
Wolfe in June 1971. They moved to Neepawa in August,
1981. Dave is employed at Hans Wieland's Chev Olds.
Leigh works part-time as an X-Ray Technologist at the
Neepawa Hospital.
They have two children, Jennifer born in 1977 in St.
John, New Brunswick and Robert born in 1978 in
Burlington, Ontario.
Dave is a member of the Neepawa Golf & Country
Club. Both Leigh and Dave are enjoying their involvement in community affairs.

J.C. HENDERSON FAMILY
by Lena Henderson

Charlie was born in Franklin, one of six sons born to
John Orr Henderson and Jane Spence Brooks. Charlie
took all his schooling in Franklin, leaving school at an
early age, and working for many farmers in the Neepawa
Area. These included W.J. Stewart, Ross MacGillivray,
Charlie Kerr, C.W. Martin's Dairy, and Alex Sinclair.
Charlie joined the Army in 1942 and served overseas.
This led him through parts of England, North Africa,
Sicily, Italy, France, Belgium and Holland. Charlie was
wounded while in Italy. He served a year in the Occupation Army, in Germany, returning home in July
1946.
Lena was born at Keyes, Manitoba, to Richard Victor
Turner and Theresa Gladys Hubbard. Her parents moved
to Stoney Creek when she was a year old. She started
school there and then the family moved to Dumfries
distrct, where she lived until she was married.
Charlie and Lena were married on December 17, 1946
in Neepawa. They farmed in Glendale until 1971 when

they moved into town. Charlie was employed as
Maintenance at East View Lodge, until he retired in 1982.
They have four children, Arlene, Edward, Mavis, and
Norman.
The children went to school in Glendale, taking their
last years of schooling in Neepawa.
Arlene was in 4-H for six years, becoming a junior
leader. Arlene took her L.P.N. training at Health Science
Centre and nursed there for 11 years. She married Gerald
Guilbert in 1969. They lived in Winnipeg until 1979 when
they moved to Neepawa. They have three sons, Derrick,
Chad, and Patrick. The boys are active in hockey,
baseball, Cubs and Beavers. Arlene is involved with Boy
Scouts as a Beaver leader, and nurses at East View
Lodge.
Ed married Debbie Ellis in 1972. He worked at Edson
Manufacturing after he was married, then moved to
Rivers for a short time. Upon returning to Neepawa, he
was employed at Murray's Garage, where he has his
Journeyman Mechanics. They have two children, Shelley
and a young son, Robert. Shelley is interested in figure
skating, baseball, gymnastics, and swimming.
Mavis married Jon Cowper-Smith in 1972. They lived
in Neepawa where their daughter Joyce was born. They
moved to Rivers when Edson Manufacturing moved.
They then moved to Edmonton where another daughter
Sandra, and son Richard were born.
Norm worked in Winnipeg for several years after
graduation. Then he returned to Neepawa, where he is
employed at Green Acres John Deer as Parts Manager.

THE HEYWOOD FAMILY
NEIL AND CHRISTINE HEYWOOD
by Christine Heywood

Neil was born in Rochdale, England and educated at
Ashville College, Harrogate and Edinburgh University
where he obtained his medical training and met his wife
Christine (nee Murray) who was born in Edinburgh and
Educated at Leith Academy and Edinburgh University.
Mark was born in 1960 and Christopher in 1962, both
in Edinburgh before the family moved to Innerleithen,
Peeblesshire and then to a single handed practice in the
Island of Westray, Orkney. Shortly before leaving
Westray in August 1966 for a promotional appointment
in the Orkney capital, Kirkwall, Andrew was born thus
Charles and Lena Henderson and Family.
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qualifying himself as an Orcadian and adding further
colour to the mosaic of the family. Christine started her
civic life at this point in time serving on both the Kirkwall
Town Council and the Orkney County Council.
During March 1973 an opportunity arose for Neil to
undertake a locum tenens appointment at Fisher Branch,
in the Interlake area and hence started the Canadian
phase of the family's history. This was followed by a
further locum job in Neepawa during September/October 1973. Having been very favourably
impressed by Neepawa an early morning telephone call
(0100 hrs. C.S.T./0700 hrs. G.M.T.) to the old country
summoned Chris(tine) and Andrew to come that very day
and take stock - the other two boys being at boarding
school. After a ten day sojourn in Neepawa the family's
future was destined to take another course. Returning to
the U.K. in October plans were made to emigrate.
On January 1, 1974, Neil, the advance guard arrived in
Winnipeg by air to be met by a temperature of minus
forty-three degrees Fahrenheit or seventy-five degrees of
frost! Some doubt was expressed as to the navigational
abilities of the airline as the temperature and the ice
crystals in the atmosphere appeared more in keeping with
Antarctica!
During March 1974 the rest of the family followed and
the boys found much amusement in building igloos in the
yard. Personal belongings followed and it is noteworthy
that as introduction to the superior quality of the
Canadian Civil Service we were visited by a Ministry
Veterinarian as we had come from a farming community.
Despite being advised that there had been no foot and
mouth disease in Orkney for many decades a solemn
naked eye inspection of footwear was undertaken leading
to an on the spot pronouncement that all was well!!
On a more pleasant note it proved quicker for the older
boys to commute between Neepawa and boarding school
in Harrogate, England than from Kirkwall.
The first few months of life in Neepawa required readjustment for all- new school for Andrew, new housing
for Chris(tine) and new practice responsibilities for Neil.
Christopher expressed a desire to continue his
schooling in Canada and spent a memorable year at St.
John's Cathedral School, Selkirk during 1974175.
Memories ranged from a 350 mile canoe trip, through the
often applied "swat stick" to his first love affair - with an
Alaskan Malamute dog called Thor.
As the months passed by new doors opened and by the
Fall of 1975 both Chris(tine) and Neil were heavily involved in the planning for the Manitoba Summer Games
to be held in Neepawa in August 1976. Chris(tine) acted
as Games Secretary whilst Neil was Games Medical
Director and Neepawa field hockey coach.
Shortly after obtaining Canadian Citizenship during
September 1977 Chris(tine) ran for her first term as a
Town Councillor being fortunate to be elected as
Neepawa's first lady councillor. Many and varied have
been her community interests since that time - The
Choraliers, Figure Skating, Yellow head Board, Golf and
Curling Clubs, Library, Fine Arts Festival, Manitoba
Holiday Festival to name but a few.
Neil too has had involvement - locally with minor
hockey and provincially serving on numerous committees
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of the Manitoba Medical Association of which he is now
president elect.
Mark having continued his education in the U.K. is due
to graduate in medicine at Dundee University in 1983
then hopes to return to Canada. He already has made his
mark in the area in terms of the Springhill Colony's grain
elevator which he helped erect during the summer of
1978.
Christopher a self professed farmer since his childhood
days in Scotland has to date enjoyed his schooling and
sporting activities, particularly hockey, football and
horse riding.
After spending a year in Japan during 1979/80 as a
Rotary Exchange Student and seven months in New
Zealand from September 1981 to April 1982 on International Agricultural Exchange program Christopher
is now beginning to realize his ambition of being a farmer.
Andrew ·the Orcadian / Canadian has certainly proved
the adage that everything is bigger in Canada for at 6' 2"
and 230 Ibs., aged 15 years he has already surpassed all
family records on that front. He is still undetermined as
to what his calling in life is to be.
In summary the past eight years have been full of
interest largely due to the people that have made
Neepawa what it is today. It would only be fitting to say
as a family "Thank you, Neepawa, your next hundred
years are well assured."

HILL FAMILY
by The Hill Family

John Hill, born in Blenheim, Ontario in 1857, came
west in company with his brother James in the early
1880s. They bought C.P.R. land, the NW and SE of 3113-16, which was to become known as the Robertson and
the Hill farms.
For the first summer they used a wagon box turned
upside down as a home and a team of oxen and a walking
plough to prepare the land for crops. Food was plentifulrabbits, prairie chicken, ducks and geese. At nights the
coyotes serenaded them.
John married Alicia Hamilton in St. Marks Church in

Mr. and Mrs. John Hill, Nellie, Jean, Rella, Bill, John.

ANOTHER "GEM"
by Jack Mulvena

Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Hill.

Minnedosa in 1888 and they settled down to raising a
family of three sons and three daughters.
Ellen Isabel, born in 1889, married J.J. Nelson and
settled in the Gordon district on 20-13-16. She was to
become active in the affairs of the community doing her
share in the Ladies Aid and the Red Cross. Three girls
and two boys were born to the Nelsons over the years:
John Joseph died in infancy; Margaret became Mrs. R.
McKee; of twins boys Harold and Harvey, Harold passed
away in 1980; and Marjorie became Mrs. M. Drayson.
J.J. Nelson passed away in 1979. The family all reside in
the Neepawa area.
Jennie, second child of John and Alicia, was born in
1891 and married John Wood. They had a family of
three: Alicia lives in Brandon, William in Victoria,
British Columbia and Arthur in Oak Lake. Jennie passed
away in 1966 and her husband in 1968.
William Albert (1893-1969) married Evelyn Graham.
They farmed in the Mentmore district, retiring to
Neepawa in 1965. Of their family of three Harvey lives in
Gardenton, Herbert in Niverville, and Denise (Mrs.
Wayne McLaughlin) in British Columbia. Evelyn still
lives in Neepawa.
Retta (1896-1964) never married and spent most of her
life caring for her parents. She worked for several years
in the laundry department of the Neepawa Hospital. She
was a member of the Rebekah Lodge.
John James (1899-1969) married Edra Bennett in 1935.
They farmed in the Mentmore district until they retired to
Neepawa in 1964 where Edra now resides in Yellow head
Manor. Of their three boys Jack lives in Minnedosa, Jim
in Milestone, Saskatchewan and Bob in Carman.
Thomas (1908) married Verence Aitkens in 1933.
Thomas taught school for many years in Winnipeg where
he and his wife still reside. Their family of Barry and
Judy also live in Winnipeg.
James Hill, who had accompanied his brother John to
Manitoba, was born in Scotland in 1854. He married
Frances Jane Sherman and lived on what is now known
as the Robertson farm before retiring to Neepawa ~here
he was caretaker of the Land Titles Office for many
years. Two girls were born to them: Ethel who was to
become Mrs. Tom Hanney, and Lillian became Mrs.
Gordon Elsey.

This one was found in Jack Mulvena's trunk of
treasures. It was written back in 1948 and given to Jack
by his good friend Frank Dudenhoffer.
Remember Jack? - his Dad worked for Rodgers Fruit.
The story goes like this. In the days of two ringey-dingeys
- Jack's voice was so well known, that he would call the
Operator here. "This is Jack - get me Hutch" - and
proceed to place an order for a car of fruit. (Hutch was
the Manager of the Winnipeg wholesale!).
Perhaps you recall Jack and his good wife walking the
streets of Neepawa and "visiting" with those they met!
Jack and Mrs. Mulvena met the Dudenhoffers in Orillia,
Ontario, and came to Neepawa to live in the early 1920s.
Jack Jr. and his sister Kay received their elementary
education in Neepawa. Jack is now married and he and
his family live in Langruth.
Frank Dudenhoffer, a Veteran of World War I, is now
deceased, but is remembered very affectionately by
residents of the Hallboro district, particularly at the time
of socials, Christmas concerts etc. It was quite customary
to say "Let Frank do it" and he would act as MC or write
a poem or anecdote to suit the occasion. Many readers
will recall the times, and places, and faces, in Frank's
poem - "I was born four thousand years ago! "
I was born about four thousand years ago
And there's nothing here in Dumfries I don't know.
While through Pedlar's I was strolling
I saw Andy Wilson bowling
I was there when Dawson's tractor wouldn't go.
I helped Ladouceur invent his breaking plow
I was there when Alfred bought his whiteface cow.
I was standing by his tractor
When he turned them out to pasture
And I wonder where he'll find his horses now.
I have listened to the Dumfries Ladies sing
I saw Roy and Dilly buying wedding rings
I have been administrator
I ran Jim Hall's separator
And I heard Ferg Irwin say he'd vote for King.
I saw Delbert when he trod the bar-room floor
I saw Archie when they turned him from the door
And I saw Dick Campbell shiver
When he swam the White Mud River
And I helped Tom Hockin run the Mentmore store.
I was here before they built the C.N.R.
And I saw the tow truck pulling Howard's car
I saw Brautigams and Campbells
Chasing jumpers in the sand hills
And I helped Dick Turner smoke his first cigar.
I was born about four thousand years ago
I remember when the country had no snow
I remember Charlie Chaplin
I saw Lloyd Briese washing napkins
I can lick the man that says this isn't so.
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MR. ROBERT HILL

E.G. HIPWELL

by (Mrs.) Winnie Cheetham

by Bee Hipwell

In 1863, Robert Hill was born in Durham County,
Ontario, and at the age of thirty-one he and his bride
came to the Neepawa district. Mr. Hill was well-known
throughout the district as a barn builder and carpenter in
general. His "building jacks" hoisted many a building in
later years in and around Neepawa. A quiet, ardent
member of the Neepawa United Church, Mr. Hill was
assistant treasurer for many years and until a very short
time before his death he took up the collection on the
north side of the present Church. Mrs. Hill passed away
in 1934 and Mr. Hill in 1946, at eight-three years of age.
The following poem by Mrs. John Hall, formerly of
Hallboro, whose history is also in this book, tells so well
the story of the kindly Mr. Hill:

Ernest Goodwin Hipwell, known as E.G. to all who
knew him, was born at Newton Robinson, Ontario in
1875.
When he was a very young man he travelled to
Westbourne, Manitoba, and went into the General store
business. Most of his trade being with Indians. He
learned their language and got along with them very well.
He married Catherine Elizabeth Acheson in 1904, and
moved to Arden where he built a store and a lovely new
home. While in the General store business he started to
manufacture a fruit flavored drink which became well
known in later years as "Hip's Fruit Flavored Syrups".
The drinks were made from "real" fruits for many years.
There were three children by this marriage, Justin,
Norval, and Dorothy. His wife passed away in 1922 after
a lengthy illness.
In 1924, E.G. married Eva Phyllis Todd of Rapid City,
Manitoba, and they had one daughter Dorynne, born in
1932.
Dorynne has four children, Dale, Karen, Shawn, and
Kelly, and she now lives in Carberry. Her husband is Rev.
Stewart Anderson of the United Church.
E.G. passed away in 1962 after ten years of retirement
in Neepawa. Phyllis still lives in beautiful Neepawa.

There was a man in our town
And a busy man is he.
He works all day from morn till nite
Though tired he -may be.
His age is close to 80
But what is that to him,
He is happy when he is working
And thinks idleness a sin.
And when on Sunday morning
dressed in his Sunday best,
He makes his way to church each week
nor thinks at home to rest.
He takes up the collection
with manner grave and stern,
Hands out the plate from right to left
to each one in turn.
And when the music changes
Which means bring up the plates,
He marches up with manner grave
and looks quite up to date.
When the prayer is over and he regains his seat
Hefolds his arms, shuts tight his eyes
"Oh, now he's not asleep", he may be meditating
on things profound and deep.

JUSTIN HIPWELL
by Bee Hipwell

Justin Hipwell was born in Arden, Manitoba, 14 miles
north-east of Neepawa in 1905.
His parents were Ernest Goodwin and Catherine
Elizabeth Hipwell. His brother Norval was born in 1907,
and a sister Dorothy born in 1914.
Justin went to school in Arden. His mother passed
away in 1922. In 1924 he went to Detroit, Michigan,
where he also attended school and worked in that city
until his marriage to a Detroit girl, Bernice "Bee" Bell in
1929.
After their marriage they moved to Arden and went
into the Fruit Syrups business with his Dad. That
business became well known throughout Manitoba,
Ontario, Saskatchewan, and even Alberta, by the name

And when the sermon is over
He wends his way back home,
He goes all by his lonesome,
for family he has none.
Perhaps he is quite happy
One would not dare to say
But it'sjust his way!

Robert Hill

Hipwell Building, 401 First St., 1950.
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"Hips" truck - 1950. Justin and
faithful friend.

Joy Nadeau (Hipwell) 1951.

of "Hip's Fruit Flavored Syrups". It was first sold door
to door in stores by Justin and his Dad. Later wholesales
took it over and the business was indeed very well known.
When his father retired from the business, Justin built
a new factory and home in Neepawa in 1950, and carried
on the name. The business was kept in the family when
their only daughter Marilyn Joy was born in Neepawa in
1932, and her husband George Nadeau, bought it over
and carried on the name until it was finally sold to
outsiders in 1976.
During the winter months when the syrup business was
more or less at a stand-still, Justin was a large raw Fur
Dealer. He bought and sold furs throughout Manitoba
until his retirement in 1980.
Justin and Bee have three grandchildren, Alan,
Suzanne, and Elaine. Also two great-grandchildren,
Kenneth Nicholson and Travis Smyth.

FRANK AND JANE ANN HOCKIN
by Vera Hockin

The Frank Hockin clan became part of the Neepawa
district in 1898 when Frank and his wife Jane Ann and
five children came to a farm'in the Stoney Creek area.
Frank and Jane Ann were both born in the county of
Cornwall, England and were married at Palperro there in
1884.
Having heard of the great opportunities in Canada
they decided to emigrate and in 1885 came to Forrest,
Ontario where they remained for several years.
The first Hockin home was on a farm, rented from
Richard Campbell, three miles west of Neepawa on NE
26-14-16. The family attended Stoney Creek school and
went to the 'Little' church one mile north on the
correction line.
In 1907 Frank purchased a farm in the Mentmore
district - the SE 23-13-16 on which they built a new house
in 1916. Frank and his wife and family were active in the
Mentmore community, especially in the Gordon church.
Of their children one died before the family came west.
Hettie born in 1888 died in 1892. Andrew Blair was born
in 1891 and lost his life in the Battle of Amiens August
11,1918 and John Edwin born 1894 died in 1899.

Front Row: Stanley, Frank and Wife Jane Ann, Thomas. Back Row:
Edith (Lewarne), Heber, Gertrude (McCallum), Gladys (Drayson). 6 of
the 10 Frank Hockin children.

Frank passed away in 1925 at the age of sixty-seven and
his wife in 1947 at the age of seventy-five.
Many happy and sad times are recalled by the large
family circle begun by the union of Frank and Jane Ann.
Two family reunions have been held, in 1970 and in 1980,
and a family history book was compiled in 1980. We
hope they will have descendants in this district for many
years to come.

THE HOCKIN FAMILIES
by Vera Hockin

Mary Elizabeth, the eldest, was born 1885. She married
Richard McKee in 1910, settling first on a farm near
Neepawa before moving to Naisberry, Saskatchewan in
1918. Of their family Gertrude married Mort Marshall of
Melfort, Saskatchewan; Arthur (deceased) married
Esther Kyler; Bessie married Allan Tait and resides at
Haney, British Columbia; Florence married Gordon Tait
and resides in Melfort.
Mary was a victim of the 'flu epidemic' and passed
away in 1920. She and her husband are both buried in
Neepawa.
Gertrude, second member of the clan, was born in
1887. She married Sidney G. McCollum in 1906. Moving
to Saskatchewan in 1918, they operated stores in
Naisberry, Valparaiso and Tisdale for many years. Of
their family Fred (deceased) married Mabel Woolsey in
1929 and resided in Port Coquitlam, British Columbia;
Merle (deceased) married George Edworthy and they
were in the hotel business in Alberta; Ray married Alice
Howes and now resides in Kelowna, British Columbia,
and Ross married Anne McLeod still living at Tisdale.
This family remembers travel between Valparaiso and
Neepawa in 1922 with only train maps as guides. It took
six days of travelling from daylight to dark to make the
trip.
Charles Heber, better known as Hebe, was third son in
this family and was born in 1896 in Forrest, Ontario.
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Heber served with his brother Andrew in World War I
and on his return took up farming on 24-l3-16; now the
farm of Roy and Elsie Hockin. In 1924 he married Freda
Pearl Lottin, daughter of Stanislas and Agnes Lottin.
They raised a family of three boys and two girls and were
active members of the Mentmore community. Many
people recall the annual summer picnic held in the
Hockin grove.
Heber once more enlisted in 1939 and was sent overseas
in 1940. When he returned he worked for a time with the
Veteran's Land Act.
Freda died in 1953. Heber lived with Roy and Elsie for
a time, then in 1961, he married Mary Jane Dunbar, a
Neepawa widow. He died in 1974 and Mary Jane has
resided in East View since that time.
The three boys are still farming in the district. Douglas
Frank married Ila Hearn in 1949 and moved on to the
Hugh Bell farm two miles east of the home farm. They
have three children: Neil of Neepawa, married to Darlene
Thompson; Brenda of Neepawa, and Darcy of Courtney,
British Columbia. Elmer, second son of Heber and
Freda, was married to Vera McCullough at Franklin in
1949 and they moved into a house moved from Dauphin
Airport to l3-13-16. They have three sons: Robert
George married to Diane Guillas; Donald Charles
married to Valerie Guillas, and Grant still at home. One
daughter Colleen is now deceased. Roy married Elsie
Rainkie of Birnie in 1953 and their family consists of
Andrew and Murray (Frankie) both at home and Shelly
of Edmonton; Shirley married Herb Trent and lives at
Kenora, Ontario. They have three sons and two
daughters; Ruth married Don Scott, lives in Winnipeg
and has one son.
Edith May (Hockin) Lewarne was born in 1898, shortly
after her parents moved to the Neepawa district. While
attending Normal school in Winnipeg she met and
married Richard Lewarne. Their family consisted of
Stanley who married Harriet Brown and resides at
Cromer; Ruth married John Crossley of Edmonton and
Myrna married Jim Loewen and lives in Toronto. Edith
is one of the three remaining members of the Frank
Hockin clan and now resides in the Kiwanis Home in
Winnipeg.
Emily Gladys, eighth child of Frank and Ann Hockin,
arrived June 24, 1900, her parents sixteenth wedding
anniversary gift! She remembers living at Stoney Creek,
then moving to the Mentmore district and attending
Freeland school. In 1922 she married Charles Dixon
Drayson and they became parents to three boys and one
girl. They were good neighbors and everyone remembers
Gladys' and Charlie's help at the rink and in district
activities. Their three sons still live in the district. Mervyn
married Marjorie Nelson in 1949. They have five
children: Ellen married to Vince Walker, Neepawa; Ray
married to Kelly Learning; Terry at home; Karen married
Calvin Richardson now at Melita, and Rhonda at home.
Jerry, second son of Gladys and Charles, married Helen
Dyck. They raised a family of eight, one of whom is
deceased. Helen passed away in 1976. Their oldest son
Kenneth married Joan Prank and lives in Edmonton;
Beverly married Peter Smith and they are presently
posted in Germany; Donna of Edmonton; Glen married
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to Lyla Kulak in Winnipeg; Patricia and Leann in
Winnipeg and Jay and Jerry on the home farm. Elgin
married Susan O'Day and they live on the home farm at
26-l3-16. They had two children: Martin (deceased) and
Shauna at home. Jean married Arnold Ernest. They live
at Richmond, British Columbia and have a family of one
girl and two boys.
Thomas Henry Hockin was born on the Stoney Creek
farm in 1902. He married Reta Campbell in 1928 and
they began their married life on the home farm later
moving to the Isaac Kerr farm. They moved to Neepawa
in 1947 and celebrated their Fiftieth anniversary in 1978.
They now reside in the Osborne Home Units. Elsie, their
eldest, married John Graham. They live in Melville,
Saskatchewan. They have four sons Allan, Laurie, Blair
and Kevin and one daughter Joan. Allan, the only son of
Tom and Reta, is married to Ann Clow of Minnedosa
and they now reside in Gladstone with two daughters
Janet and JoAnn and a son Blair.
Stanley Richard, the youngest in this family of Frank
and Ann, was born in 1904. He married Isabel Slater in
1927 and, after a short stay on the Kerr farm, moved to
the Hockin home farm. They spent many hours at the
Mentmore curling rink (perhaps that sport is
hereditary!), also helped in the Gordon church and 4H.
His retirement to Neepawa was short-lived as he passed
away in 1957. Isabel still resides in Neepawa. Harold,
their oldest son, married Ruby Hannay in 1969 and they
live on the home farm. Ken married Norma Stewart in
1952. Of their family Barry married Lorraine Blahitka
and Allan married Carol Holmstrom and both farm in
the Mentmore district. Ken and Norma now reside in
Neepawa. Joyce married Don Fraser of Brookdale. Their
family consisted of identical twin boys Lome at home
and Laurie deceased: Patricia married to Blair
McLaughlin living in Neepawa and Margo still at home.
Phyllis, the youngest of Stanley and Isabel, married Bob
Stewart in 1958 and they, too, live in the Mentmore
district. They have three children Ken, Tracy and Barbara
at home.

all

HARRY HODKINSON
by Lottie Hole

Harry Hodkinson was born in Bollington, Cheshire,
England. He was enrolled in "Edgeworth Orphanage".
Mr. and Mrs. Mager, Headmaster and Mistress, must
have been like a mother and father to him as he spoke of
them to his dying day. They instilled in their pupils
ambition, honesty, sympathy and religion.
When they called for volunteers to go to Canada,
Harry was right on deck, requesting that he be sent "the
farthest of anyone". Result, he arrived in Neepawa in
1888 at the age of fifteen. In the early days young Harry
avoided roads on which he might meet Indians "because
they might scalp me" he feared. The Indians came to
town in their Red River carts to deal and barter with the
merchants, which was quite an experience. He farmed
with M. Chisholm for a short while and then decided "to
go to town"'as it were.
He became interested in horse racing as a professional

Harry Hodkinson - Professional
Jockey. 20 years old -1893.

Mr. and Mrs. H. Hodkinson.

jockey, and took a prominent part on the chief tracks of
Canada.
Returning to Neepawa, he became involved with
"Hamilton's Meat Market". He learned the business
from the ground up and finally purchased the latter,
operating as "Hodkinson's Meat Market".
On selling out, the Press reported "Mr. Hodkinson
conducted the neatest and most sanitary meat market in
Manitoba" .
His great hobby was livestock, and he raised
thoroughbred chickens, cattle, sheep, dogs and mink. He
exhibited at many fairs and won numerous prizes and
awards.
He modernized his farm east of Neepawa by installing
a "Delco Electric and Power Plant" with an extension to
the stables, also a "Hilman Milking Plant" to compliment his herd of Holsteins. For pumping water a
windmill and gasoline engine improved facilities.
He was a member of the Neepawa Fire Brigade (drawn
by horses), the Town Council, the Masonic Lodge, the
Anglican Church and supported the Conservative Party.
He was above average "marksman" rifle, trap shooting
and hunting.
The Hodkinson residence, corner of Ellen and First,
was built in 1921 on the former site of the Anglican
Church, built in 1889 and burned down in 1897. While
excavating, two Indian hammer heads were found and

Francis P. (Boxer) Hole, Lottie Peter, Nancie and Diane Waligura.
and Nancie Lou.

are in the Museum. Rev. F.R. Hole (great-greatgrandfather of Nancie) was incumbent from 1891 to the
time of his death in 1893 in the Anglican Church.
Mr. Hodkinson married Hariett Batters in 1897. She
was a member of the Anglican Church and Rebekah
Lodge. Mr. Hodkinson died in 1937 and his wife in 1954.
Their only child, Charlotte, married Boxer Hole in 1938.
They came directly to Neepawa, connected with
"Murphy & Hole Drugs", until forced to sell out because
of ill health. It was purchased by Art Harris.
Nancie Lou received her education in Neepawa. She
had the honor of being presented with the Governor
General's Medal, and belonged to the first Majorettes of
the Lions Club Band. She graduated from the University
of Manitoba, was a stewardess with T.C.A., and employed by the Children's Aid in Winnipeg. She died
suddenly in 1975, leaving her husband Peter Waligura
(married in 1962), and a daughter Diane at 5 years of age.
Mrs. Hole resides in the family residence.

NancieLou
Hole-1956.

THE SAGA OF THE MOGAL
by Thelma Cox Raven

During the great depression of the thirties my Dad was
laid off the railroad. His brother Harry Cox (my uncle)
was a natural born inventor and tinkerer with machinery
and between the two of them they put together a mobile
saw driven by tractor engine and named it "The Mogal".
With this home made apparatus they toured the
highways and byways of Neepawa at a respectable 5 mph,
seeking out customers requiring the sawing of firewood.
The machine sat upon an old truck frame and had two
belt driven saws and other devices plus a chain driven
drive to the rear wheels. It was noisy but efficient and
besides providing work for the owners, it helped many of
the old and infirm citizens in their chores at very little
cost to them. It also kept two proud brothers off relief.
Uncle Harry was the practical member of the team. My
father was a quiet reflective man and often surprised
people with his depth of thought. He forecast 2 way
radios between the locomotive engineer and conductor
and of the demise of rail travel when fast efficient airplanes were invented. These events occurred after his
death in 1948 at the age of 54.
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NORMAN AND PEARL HOGARTH
by Hogarth Family

Norman, the fourth son of Richard and Alice Hogarth,
was born in Gladstone Hospital in 1945 and raised on the
farm in the Soudan District south of Plumas. Pearl, the
fourth daughter of Vinton and Edna Buchanan, was born
in 1944 and raised on the farm near Plumas. Norman
received his elementary education in Soudan School and
his Junior and Senior High in Plumas. Pearl received all
her education in Plumas Schools. Although, in their
adult lives Norman attended Red River Community
College for part of his mechanical trade and Pearl attended Assinniboine Community College to further her
accounting career.
In 1961 Pearl went to work in Winnipeg as a typist.
Norman had worked summers on different farms and in
1962 went also to Winnipeg where he received his training
to become a Qualified Mechanic.
In 1965 they were married in the Plumas United
Church but continued to live in Winnipeg. They were
blessed with two sons, Richard in November 1965 and
Sheldon in 1966 November.
Moving to Neepawa in February 1970, Norman was
employed by Murrays Garage. In this town they were
blessed with two daughters, Tina in June 1972 and
Victoria in 1973 April.
From June 1972 to February 1973 they resided in Swan
River where Norman was a Mac Tool Salesperson.
Returning to Neepawa, Norman returned to his employment at Murrays Garage.
In 1979 they became part-time farmers as they purchased 3/4 sections of the Hogarth family farm when
Norman's parents retired in Gladstone.
Presently, Norman is employed at Murray's Garage
and, with the help of his sons, farms. Pearl is employed
at Johnson Glennie & Harris Chartered Accountants as a
computer operator and accounting clerk. Richard is
employed by the Neepawa Swimming Pool. Sheldon
helps at home and during holidays looks after his sisters
or works on the farm. All enjoy the friendly atmosphere
of living in Neepawa where they had a new home built in
1981.
They have all been active in sports at some time or
other during their time in Neepawa. Norman and Pearl
bowled and played baseball in Winnipeg. In Neepawa,
the family activities have included Square Dancing,
baseball, hockey, swimming, curling, and the children
have all participated in the many activities at their
schools. Other kinds of entertainment have been
snowmobiling, skiing, and camping.

adventures in the New Worlds, and after trying to settle
to life in his homeland, decided that Canada would be his
destination. His older brother had done some travelling
in Canada and the U.S. and had returned to England,
spinning yarns aplenty and thus his direction was set. The
era of immigration was just opening, and colonists were
welcome anywhere in the Empire, and Paul chose
Canada.
Arrangements were made at the immigration office in
London as to where the 18 year old lad would go, and he
was directed to John Rice at Binscarth, Manitoba, who
had a half-section, one quarter by pre-emption and one
quarter Crown grant. When Paul arrived in May, 1887,
John Rice only had 2 or 3 acres under cultivation. Most
farming in those days was of the mixed variety, a little bit
of everything kept the farmer and his family going till the
next year, if everything went in their favor, which often it
did not. In earlier days the Indians fired the prairie grass
to keep the brush down for better hunting, but when the
settlers came, and the rail lines edged their way westward,
the wood-burning 'locies' puffed lots of burning embers
out, the resulting fires being a great menace to farm
buildings.
John Rice came from Ontario 2 years or so previously
and brought with him a house in sections (fore-runner of
the prefab) and necessary furniture and equipment, and
by to-day's standards they were the bare necessities only.
Settlers had the choice of bringing their 'pre-fabs' with
them, or building them on site. The on-site log house was
better in many respects, built usually by four men, one
man at each corner, saddling-in the logs as they rose, tier
on tier till the desired height was arrived at. Then the roof
poles were cut and laid side by side from one wall to the
other, on a gentle slope. Too much slope would encourage the sods, which were laid on the pole ceiling, to
slide down gradually, and give problems at a most inconvenient time.
Paul Homer stayed for 3 years, keeping his eyes open
and 'learning the ropes'. He then went to Bolton, a
community named after Senator Bolton, of the Bolton
Scouts in the Riel Rebellion skirmishes. There he worked
for William Hembroff who had a log house. Here Paul
found that as the sods settled a little, so the snow would
drift in on his bedding, he sleeping in the loft area,
climbing a ladder at bed-time. The Hembroffs had 2 or 3
children, and on the next farm, several miles away, was a

THE HOMER BROTHERS
PAUL AND BEN
Neepawa 1887-1911
by Ben H. Swindell

Paul Aitken Homer, born in England in 1869, was, as a
boy, fired by the stories in the 'penny dreadfuls', low
priced books of the time, depicting the freedoms and
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Paul Aitken Homer when he left Ben Homer and sister Pat - 1907.
England in 1887.

family by the name of Pierce, they with about 6 children,
so there were play-times together for the youngsters ..
Paul heard of a good area near Neepawa and hired out
to Ned Nicholson who had settled there from Ontario a
few years before. Ned had a brother Fred, and 3 sisters,
and it was not too long before Ned's sister Emily was
noticed - which later led to a wedding.
Paul's vivid recollections included the hunting parties
that went to the Riding Mountains, sometimes in winter
where they set up tent camps and everyone, the girls in
long dresses, wollen scarves and mitts, did their bit with
camp chores; the huge amounts of wood that had to be
hauled to the farms every winter, this chore occupying a
great deal of time, and coping with blizzards, drifts, load
upsets, not to mention the cold; the warm welcome that
met every traveller, and the whole-hearted assistance that
was given to any in time of need. On the not-so-nice side
was his recollection of the smelly oil lamps that were the
norm of those days (or nights). The refineries were not so
'refined' as they are to-day, and artificial light left its
odor.
A little later, Paul bought a farm next to Ned's, calling
it "Dormston Manor Farm" Dormston being the name
of his old home. He built his own house which still stands
to-day, and being a man who possessed a good share of
engineering skills and common sense, he designed and
built a very efficient furnace, which took 4 logs, and
heated his spacious house very well. He enjoyed music,
and as the community grew, many evenings of music and
theatricals were enjoyed in their living room. Paul kept
his ear to the ground, and when the government offered
samples of Marquis wheat (the first wheat to be
developed free of smut) he ordered some, and in a few
years was able to sell all he could grow for seed, as
Marquis quickly became the desired variety, and certainly
made a successful farmer out of Paul Homer.
'On the farm' repairs always faced a farmer and still
does. Adaptability and ingenuity being a necessary attribute for a success story. Not long after Paul had
bought himself an 1897 Winchester 12 gauge pump shot
gun, he laid it on the canvas platform of the binder, as he
often carried it with him in case a good target showed up
providing a meal. In an unthinking moment he started up
the machine again with the gun still lying there. The
barrel got bent of course, but nothing daunted, Paul
conceived a perfect repair. As his house was adjacent to
the creek he went to an upstairs window and after firing a
shell at a target in the creek, he could see the variance by
the pattern of the pellets hitting the water. Then came a

delicate series of adjustments to the bent barrel, and
finally, after a number of tests, he found that he had a
'straight shooter' again.
On a visit to his home in England, Paul extolled the
adventures and challenges of life on the prairies, and
suggested to his young brother, Benjamin, 6 years his
junior, that he would do well to go back with him to the
'new land'. Ben did, and 1893 saw him in Canada, first
with his brother, then with Richard Lea of the Franklin
area, and then with Ned Nicholson, finally getting a farm
at Hallboro, eventually extending it to over 800 acres,
and calling it "Poplar Grove Ranch." The land being
very light in many parts, he found it unsuitable for
sustained agricultural production, and being very fond of
horses, Ben soon developed a good blood line and his
mares kept the horse-power well up in that area. His huge
barn was a very impressive addition to the landscape.
During this period, their sister Pat visited with them both
for extended periods. She was later married to Arthur
Swindell at Minnedosa by the Rev. E.A. Wharton Gill,
author of "A Manitoba Chore Boy". They made their
home in Winnipeg for many years.
Paul developed a health problem, and after taking a
look at Vancouver Island, returned to Neepawa, again
recommending to his young brother, that a move to the
Coast would be a good one. 1911 saw the Homer brothers
move to the Victoria area, where they carved new careers
before retiring to enjoy the balmy climate of the Coast.
Paul's daughter, 2 sons, grandchildren and relatives are
residents there to-day.
Paul's farm was bought by Hughie Campbell, now
owned by his son Allan, in what is now known as the
Rosedale District, and Ben's acreage was eventually split
up and bought by W. Boutillier, G.F. Elsey, and one or
two others, whose names are unknown. Thus and thus
were the battles of the prairies fought.

HOW'S THAT
by Harriet Martin

Things were different in the thirties. 50 years ago
Tommy Martin was farming with his parents and Harriet
North was hired-girl to Mrs. Wm. Owen. Plans for a
wedding were made sitting in a cutter behind a restless
horse while watching a full moon slide to rest in the early
morning hours. The couple planned to drive to Hartney,
Man. where a minister friend was waiting to fulfill a
request he had made many years previously to perform
Harriet's wedding ceremony.
The after-harvest date was set for October 25th. When
Harriet's sister Mary telephoned from Clanwilliam to tell
her good news, the sisters found they had set the same
date, (which proved to be proverbial for Harriet). With
Harriet's wages at $3.00 a month and School-teacher
Mary's at $100.00 no elaborate plans could be made.
On October 18th snow started to fall. Mary hoped it
would continue as her man had no car. Harriet wanted it
to stop so she could drive to her destination. It kept on
snowing and ended in a blizzard, tearing down telephone
and telegraph wires, blocking highways and railroads. By
the 24th a single trail had been opened on the roads and
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the first to try the new road to Winnipeg in company with
Mr. Jim Hall. I've heard they pushed and shoveled more
than they drove.
. One of the h~ppiest occupations my Dad had during
hIs many years III Neepawa was that of rink manager for
the newly built indoor skating and hockey rink. He
helped endless numbers of children, and adults, with
laces, skates, lost articles in addition to the many other
duties requiring attention at the rink.
Da? was an active member of the I.O.O.F. Lodge,
reachlllg the higher positions in his cherished lodge.
Mother was an active member of the Rebekahs for many
years. They were strong supporters of the United Church,
the community activities and anything to do with school
functions such as driving aspiring elocutionists soloists
and choirs to the various festivals. Mother broug'ht honor
to the family with her many prizes for lovely embroidery
and cooking entries in the yearly Dominion Day
festivities.
The family was blessed with many good friends and
neighbors at the corner of Fourth and No. 4 Highway
West (now 16), particularly when they rallied around for
our numerous chimney fires, fortunately none of them
were too damaging but not too popular with the local
volunteer fire brigade.
We had a special relationship with close neighbors, the
Rogers. Seldom did you see my mother shopping or
cheering the local hockey team without my Aunty Grace
close by. For years many residents thought they were
sisters but it was simply the renewal of a school friendship that blossomed when they became close neighbors in
Neepawa.
Mother and Dad opened their hearts and their doors to
the many fine young men who were stationed in Neepawa
~t the No. 35 E.F.T.S. during World War II. During this
tIme Dad was working with the Department of National
Defence at various locations in the province. When he
was asked to work at the Winnipeg Airport they reluctantly decided they should move so in 1947 they sold their
home of many years and moved to 738 Goulding Street,
however still maintaining close ties with their friends in
Neepawa and visiting it often. Dad continued to work for
many years. They celebrated their Fiftieth Wedding
Anniversary in 1965. Dad died in 1967 and Mother in
1980.
My sister Olwen now resides in Vancouver where her
son Terry and family also live. Her daughter Sandra and
family live in Whitehorse.
I live in Winnipeg after leaving Neepawa working at
Trans-Canada Air Lines as it was called then. I married
Bill Boreham in 1950. We have one son Jeffrey and we
now live in Montreal.
'
I have always felt very fortunate to have spent my
youth in such a beautiful town. The wonderful NACI
R;union in 1978 was an opportunity to relive those
precious memories of our youth. During the weekend
Jean Williams (Kerr) and I spent many hours in conversati~n with Jean's mother Connie Kerr cherishing the
memon~s. we have of our friends, our school days and
our famIlIes. It was a wonderful reunion and I am sure
the really big reunion in 1983 will be even more spectacular.
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J .B. GOVENLOCK
by W.S. Govenlock

The farm of J .B. Govenlock in Union settlement is
amongst the most attractive in the district. It is nicely
situated, well cultivated with neat and substantial
buildings, completely fenced and a row of maples extending the full length of the half mile front. It was the
attractive appearance of this place that suggested this
interview as everything indicated that the occupant was
more desirous of making a comfortable and happy home
than to be a bonanza farmer. This supposition developed
into a conviction as the interview progressed.
First of all Mr. Govenlock was asked to state the
circumstances attending his settlement here and his
replies were to this effect: He worked as a farmhand
about Seaforth, Ont., and liking the occupation determined in 1887 to make a strike for himself in Manitoba.
After prospecting for some time he decided to purchase
the S.E. 1/4 36-14-15 with 12 acres broken for $1,200
rather than take a less desirable place farther from
market for nothing. Mr. Govenlock was not in a position
t~ pay the purchase price of his place nor any part of it,
hIs only possessions at the time being a span of horses
and a wagon, besides a sufficient quantity of lumber to
build a house. The first four years were trying in different
ways. New ground had to be broken and all the
necessaries had to be purchased at high prices, while his
health was anything but good. Markets were always
good, though, and fairly good progress was made, but it
was never known what the total income and outgo
amounted to. When affairs were in pretty good shape
Mr. Govenlock rented the place and returned to Ontario
in quest of better health; but he didn't find it. Back he
came to Manitoba next spring determined to do or die.
Strange to say, he has been a stranger to aches and pains
ever since -- without taking any of the many advertised
c~re-alls. It is all ascribed to correct habits of living
hItherto unobserved and the bracing climate. With
changed habits of living Mr. Govenlock adopted new
methods of looking after his farming operations. For the
last ten years he has kept accurate account of every cent
spent and received and knows at the end of every year
how much there is to the good. Right here Mr. Govenlock
expressed the opinion that to be a success on the farm a
man needs a careful and confident wife who knowing all
his circumstances can assist in economical management.
It is also essential that both shall have a liking for their
occupation and take pride in their place. Under such
conditions only can mixed farming be carried on successfully. With beef animals, hogs, butter, eggs and
~egetables to dispose of in the summer months bringing
III cash to pay current expenses a great saving is made in
purchase prices and wheat can be held or sold as the state
of the market seems to indicate is the best to be done.
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THE WALTER HOWARD FAMILY
by Walter Howard

I, Walter McWilliams Howard, was born in Crystal
City in 1907. The third son of Mr. and Mrs. H.H.
Howard, I lived in Crystal City until 1919 when the
family moved to a farm four miles out of town. I received
my schooling in Crystal City. For a number of years I
worked on the farm and also worked with my dad part
time as he was a building contractor.
In the summer of 1934, with three of my brothers, I
moved a number of horses and cattle by rail to Glenella
as the dry weather and grasshoppers had left very little
feed to winter so much stock over winter.
My wife, Jean Ola Desjardine was born at Fort
Colounge, Quebec in 1910, the second daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J.H. Jardine. In 1914 they moved from Quebec
to a farm north west of Pilot Mound. Jean received her
schooling at Stuartville School and Pilot Mound schools.
She worked in Parson's Dry Goods Store in Pilot Mound
and helped out at neighbors during threshing or busy
times. In the fall of 1933 the family moved to a farm west
of Glenella because of shortage of feed for· cattle and
horses. Quite a few families moved out of that general
area because of drought and grasshoppers.
In 1936 Jean and I were married in Neepawa by the
Rev. J.W. Cruickshanks, United Church Minister. We
farmed west of Glenella until the spring of 1943 when we
moved to the J. Campbell farm in the Dumfries district
of Neepawa. During the winter of 1942-43 I moved most
of the equipment, etc. to Neepawa with horses and sleigh
- some pretty cold and stormy trips.
While living at Glenella, Ross and June were born and
Joanne, Bonnie and Ken were born at Neepawa. Ross
and the three girls went to Dumfries school.
In 1947 we moved to the Jim Harper farm at Arden
where Ken started school. Ross was finished school then
and helped on the farm and then started working at the
International. The girls and Ken continued school at
Arden and then Neepawa. We had lots of work for
everybody and lots of fun too while our family was
growing up on both of these farms.
Ross married Vivianne Riddell of Arden and lives in
Neepawa. They have two children; Debbie and Devin.
Ross is still working for the I.H.C. and has for more than
twenty years.
June took her teacher's training and then married Jim
Robinson who was manager of Macleod's store in
Minnedosa but has gone into the road gravelling
business. They have four boys; Patrick, Daniel, Cory and
Kelsey.
Joanne married Harvey Riddell of Arden. They are
both in the Bank of Montreal in Regina, Saskatchewan.
They have three children; Judy works for a dentist in
Morden and Dennis and Lynn are still at home in Regina.
Bonnie took a secretary course and worked for some
time with St. John & St. John law firm in Minnedosa.
She married Reg Morrow of the R.C.M.P. His family
live in Ottawa. They have two girls: Krista and Dawn.
They are living in Charleswood now but as Reg is with the
Police, they get quite a few moves.
Ken married Sharon Decker of Dickinson, North
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Dakota. They have two children; Shane and Angela. He
worked in Macleods here in Neepawa and at Rutledge's
Garage. He took two years' university at Bottineau,
North Dakota. At present they are in Brandon where Ken
travels for Binkley Motors.
We moved to Neepawa in 1971 on our retirement
where we are still quite active and enjoy visits of our
family and grandchildren.

HOWDEN FAMILY
JAMES HENRY HOWDEN, K.e.
by Isabel McEachern
(nee Howden)

James H. Howden, whose family was of Irish stock
coming to Canada from Fermanagh, received his
education at Rockwood and St. Catherines, Ontario,
studying law. He came west in 1884, articled in Winnipeg
by N.F. Hagel, Q.C., and was called to the bar in 1887.
In 1885, during the Riel Rebellion, he was a Captain of
the 90th Regiment (known as the Little Black Devils) of
Winnipeg.
In 1892 he moved to Neepawa to practice law, and in
1894 married Barbara Jane McIntosh.
Mr. Howden was first elected as a Conservative
member in the Manitoba Legislature to complete the term

Mr. and Mrs. J.B. Howden.

of John A. Davidson. He was re-elected in 1907
becoming Provincial Secretary and Minister of
Telephones in the Roblin cabinet. He was re-elected in
1911 and 1915 during which time he served as Attorney
General. When the Roblin Government resigned, Mr.
Howden retired from political life.
Mr. Howden was not only a pioneer but a builder. He
was the main promoter of the electric system in Neepawa
which started operation in 1900 while he was still Mayor.
When holding the portfolio in the Legislature, he backed
the purchase of the Bell Telephone Company to make the
system a publicly owned institution.
Active in sports, Mr. Howden favored lacrosse, curling
and target shooting at the rifle range.
He was a member of the Masonic Lodge, King Edward

Chapter, Mount Carmel Preceptory, Shriners, L.O.L.
and Scarlet Chapter, United Woodmen of the World,
Knights of Pythias and United Church.
His sudden death, while acting as chairman at a Reid
family reunion at Clear Lake, in 1938, dissolved a
partnership formed with his youngest son George, who
had been called to the bar that spring.

HOWDEN F AMIL Y
Barbara J. Howden
nee Barbara Jane Mcintosh
Mrs. Howden's mother left Argyle, Scotland in the
spring of 1830 when four years old, one of a family of ten
children. After thirteen weeks sailing, they arrived at
Muddy York, (Toronto). Ox teams took them to the
township of Caledon where the family homesteaded.
When nineteen, she married William McIntosh and for
the second time went through the pioneers hardships on a
50 acre homestead four miles west of Walkerton. Of a
family of twelve, nine lived to find homes in the west.
Barbara Jane and two sisters married and made their
homes in Neepawa - Mary, as Mrs. W.J. Hamilton,
Katherine as wife of Dr. Russel McRae and Barbara Jane
who married James H. Howden in 1894.
Mrs. Howden took her Normal Training in Winnipeg,
and taught at Stoney Creek School. In the family album
is a treasured letter expressing the pupils' thanks to their
teacher, Miss McIntosh. It is signed by Jennie Urquhart
and Mary Ritchie and dated December 22, 1893. Also
treasured is a china tea set given to Miss McIntosh by her
pupils as a wedding gift.
Mrs. Howden was the Superintendent of the United
Church Primary Sunday School for many years, an active
member of the I.O.D.E., Eastern Star and Women's
Institute.
Mrs. Howden was born in 1869 and died in 1943.

J.H. Howden's
first car.

HOWDEN FAMILY
Mr. and Mrs. J .H. Howden's first home where their
two oldest sons were born remained in the family for
years as it became the first home of their youngest son
George and his wife Kay. The second family home was a
large brick house on three acres of land and overlooked
Park Lake. Here their family of seven - five boys and two
girls - spent years of happiness, sadness, work and play.
All seven graduated from the Neepawa High School and

Mr. J.H. Howden, Dr. W.A. Howden, Mr. G.A. Howden.

were given the opportunity to continue their education in
chosen fields.
Reid's railroading days were few as he joined the 43rd
Cameron Highlanders when war was declared in 1914.
He was killed in action onGct. 8, 1916.
Mac after two years in Manitoba Agricultural College
joined the army to drive a lorry in France. He returned to
homestead near St. Rose with Coonie McKone as his
neighbor. Fields looked greener in California so both
went south to make their homes. Mac and his wife
Martha died in the spring of 1976 leaving a son Jim, his
wife and two grandchildren.
Norman, better known as Micky, received his B.A.
degree from St. John's College, Winnipeg. He articled in
law under his father and was called to the bar. He spent a
few years in California with his friend, Harold Hall. He
decided to have necessary surgery done before returning
home to practise with his father, but died Nov. 25, 1930
in Los Angeles.
Alex chose medicine as a career and obtained his degree
of M.D. in Winnipeg. He commenced his practice in
Neepawa in 1931. Married Peggy McKay and their three
sons, Bob, Bill and Don received their early education in
the schools their father had attended. Alex joined the
Canadian Medical Corps in 1939 and after his discharge,
returned to his practice. Many mourned his early death in
1952.
Isabel took her teachers training at Brandon Normal
School. Taught in Swan River, Neepawa and Arborg.
Married Gordon McEachern, a "Commerce" banker in
1931. Neepawa was their home from 1939 to 1946. Their
son Norman and daughter Barbara had the same grade
two teacher, Mrs. Cochran, who had taught their mother
and aunt Alice. Gordon and Isobel are now retired folk
and living in Humboldt, Sask.
Alice took her degree in Home Economics at Winnipeg
Agricultural College. Few positions available in her
chosen profession in the 30s, so she became a capable
stenographer in her father's law office. She married John
MacDonald, a banker (Montreal). Her husband retired
from the bank in Regina where they have made their
home, having their family, Jane and John living in the
city.
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George, after his father's death, carried on his law
practice in the firm of Howden and Howden. He married
Kay Johnson and they raised their family of four sons
and a daughter - Jim, George, Richard, Denis and Isobel
- in Neepawa. When he sold his practice and moved to
B.C., he opened an office in Cloverdale. He will be
retiring in October, 1981.
The Family Album is a treasure bringing back
memories of loved ones, friends and our Home Town,
Neepawa.
We are thankful our mother spent the time and energy
over the years to ensure we would have a pictorial and
written family history.

originally from Woodlands, Manitoba. Margaret had
been living with her sister, Ettie Winds low in Listowel,
Ontario.
In 1895 at Palmerston, Ontario, John Howe and
Margaret Portous were married. They returned to
Manitoba to make their home on the homestead in the
Oakdale district, six miles east and three miles south of
Neepawa. They had six children: Edward Alexander,
Marvin Andrew, Roy Portous, Nelson, Isabella, and
John Howard.
Edward joined the army and was sent overseas. He was
killed in the Battle of Passchendale in 1917.
Marvin, who never married, stayed home and worked

MR. AND MRS. FRANK HOWE
by Mrs. Helen Chapman

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Howe and family of six moved to
Neepawa from farming at Kelwood, the fall of 1922 and
farmed just a few miles northeast of Neepawa. The
family attended Mountain View School. Our neighbors
were Donaldsons, Buchanans and Smiths.
Our Mother passed away in February of 1927, and the
following year we moved back to Elgin, where our Father
had come in 1903 from Ireland. Our Mother's family
moved to Ontario.
Wesley married Jean Cowen, and have two of a family
and three grandchildren. Helen married J .E. Chapman,
north of Brandon. After being a widow many years, she
has two of a family by her first marriage to Thomas
Roberts of Croll, four grandchildren and five great
grandchildren. Martha married Raymond Louttit of
Elgin, and have four children and six grandchildren.
Sidney married Karolina Bjornson of Belmont. They
have six children, ten grandchildren. Elsie married
Gordon Rice of Fairfax, lives in Souris now, have one
son Paul who worked at Neepawa Co-Op store.
Our Father passed away in April 1964 at the age of 83,
and is buried in Neepawa Cemetery.

JOHN HOWE F AMIL Y
by Harold and Anne Howe

John Howe was born in North Easthope, Ontario in
1854. He was the eldest son of Marvin Howe who came to
the Oakdale district to homestead.
In 1878, John Howe married Annie James of
Trowbridge, Ontario. In 1879 he left Ontario to go to his
father's farm in Manitoba. Later that year his wife joined
him. John's father Marvin then returned to Ontario.
John and Annie had two children, a daughter Jessie,
and son George. Jessie married Bob Watson. They had a
daughter, Olyve. Mr. Watson died and Jessie then
married Bob Arnold. Her brother George Howe married
Effie Begg. They had eight children: Sidney, Annie,
Millie, Cecil, Dave, Viola, George, and Clifford.
Mrs. John Howe died in 1891. John then married
Annie's sister Mary who contacted T.B. and lived only a
short time. After his second wife's death, John returned
to Ontario. While there John met Margaret Portous
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John and Margaret Howe Family.

on his father's farm until he retired and came to Neepawa
where he lived with his younger brother Harold and wife
Ann. Later he took up residence in East View Lodge. He
died in 1980.
Roy also joined the army and went overseas with the
79th Battalion. When he came home, he married Agnes
Wells. They had one son George Edward. Roy died in
1962.
Nelson, also enlisted but was too young to go overseas.
He married Isabelle Stewart of the Mekiwin district. They
had four boys, Andrew, Douglas, Jim, and Gordon.
Nelson's second marriage was to Mary Schultz. They had
a daughter Margaret, now living in New Westminster,
B.C. Nelson died in 1969.
Isabella died at two years of age.
Two years later their youngest son Harold was born.
When Harold was old enough to work, he and brother
Marvin worked their father's land. In 1928 he met and
married Anna Katharina Schmall of Mekiwin. They had
two children: Ronald born in 1931, and Myra born in
1942. Ron started working in Neepawa at an early age,
where he met Lila Montgomery. They were married at
Arden in 1950. They have three children: Beverly,
married to Anthony Magalas, Lorraine, married to Cpl.
Cornel Stuart, and one son Brian. Myra, received her
education at Inkerman and Neepawa Collegiate where
she met David Bennet. They were married in Neepawa in
1964. They have two children: Cameron, age 13, and
Craig, age 11.

John Harold is the only surviving son of the John
Howe family.

The Hallboro picnics and Christmas concerts were
always looked forward to for recreation. When the hydro
came through, what a treat not to worry about batteries
for our radio, and before that remember going to Tom
Martins to listen to the crystal set.
Threshing time was always a big event with feeding as
many as 25 men lunch twice a day as well as meals.
John Huband passed away in 1951. Mrs. Huband
moved to Neepawa in 1954, and before her death in
March 1980, spent 6 years at East View Lodge. There are
12 grandchildren and 3 great-grandchildren.

John James
Huband
threshing time.

John Harold - Anna Katharina Howe with their family taken
November, 1978 on their 50th wedding anniversary.

JOHN JAMES HUBAND
by Mrs. Alex (Ruth) Wallman

John or Jack as he was called came from
Wolverhampton, England, in the early 1900s. He bached
on his Hallboro farm until his marriage in 1919 to
Katherine Priscilla Layng, daughter of John and Priscilla
Layng.
They moved to Brookdale for four years, then moved
back to Hallboro to SW 26-13-15. It was tough times to
keep going in the depression years but they managed to
raise five children, Ruth (Mrs. Alex Wallman of
Neepawa); Jack married to Kathy Howard of Surrey,
B.C.; Grace (Mrs. Bill Riley of Brantford, Ont.);
Florence (Mrs. Doug Madden of Transcona, Man.);
Alvin (deceased) February 7/81.
Mrs. Huband drove 8 miles to Neepawa with the horse
and buggy taking cream, eggs, butter and chickens. For
the money she got, bought groceries and clothes. It was a
long day away from home.

ROBERT CHARLES HUNT
by Mrs. Lome Erven

Robert Charles Hunt was born at Birnie, attended
school there and later graduated from Eden High School.
In 1938 he married Margaret Dewar of Gladstone. After
two years residence in Winnipeg they moved to Neepawa
and opened a restaurant.
Robert was a member of the Masonic Order, the
Mount Carmel Preceptory and Khartum Shrine, the
Lion's Club and Neepawa Chamber of Commerce.
Margaret belongs to the Eastern Star, and before
becoming ill, loved to curl. Along with her rink of Mrs.
W. Greenhalgh, Mrs. Vic Murray and Mrs. 1.0. Hansen,
the ladies picked off the major event trophies of the
Neepawa Ladies' 10th Annual bonspiel. Margaret still
resides in Neepawa.
After Bob (Robert) died in 1950, Margaret operated
Hunt's Cafe for a few years, then closed the Cafe and
opened a Children's Wear called Dawnals. About 1958
the store was closed out and Eatons Order Office rented
the downstairs space. In 1964 the building was sold.
Bob and Margaret had two boys and two girls. Dawn
married Lome Erven in 1963. They have three children
and live on the family farm north of Minnedosa. Alex
died in 1946 at the age of three. Harley married Lois
Giesbrecht in 1973. They have two children and live in
Niverville, Manitoba. Margo married Bud Dunphy in
1969. They have one child and live in Scotch Village,
Nova Scotia.

Alvin Huband, Ruth, Florence, Grace, Jack, John James and Katherine
Priscilla Huband. July, 1950.
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Dawnal's Children's Wear.

HUNT'S RESTAURANT WINS ACCLAIM
Copied from a clipping out of the Neepawa Press

Another attractive, fully modern business place was
added to Mountain Avenue here when Robert Hunt's
remodelled restaurant opened to the public recently.
Several of the planned improvements have yet to be made
but enough has already been done to indicate that it will
compare favorably with many of the restaurants in the
large cities.
The main improvement to the building, was, of course,
the remodelling of the second floor to provide for a
spacious new banquet room which will seat 150 people.
The walls and ceiling are done in natural plywood and
modern light fixtures and drapes have been added to
enhance the appearance. A serving kitchen is at the rear.
In the front, a small room is available for meetings and
small receptions. An attractive stairway leads up to the
banquet room on the left side. The front of the restaurant
was extended out to the street level to permit the building
of a stairway to the banquet room and to give additional
floor space at the front of the restaurant.
A structural steel beam was installed along the entire
length of the ceiling with two steel uprights in the central
part helping to support the weight. The beam and
uprights are covered with wallboard. The old metal
ceiling was removed and Donnaconna acoustic board was
placed on the ceiling, which serves to minimize the noise.
The latest type of fluorescent fixtures assures good
lighting. The restaurant walls above the old paneling and
new front section are done in Weltex wood which
presents a pleasing appearance.
The original panelling will be painted black with the
other color schemes indefinite as yet.
A modern horseshoe counter or bar with a beautiful
arborite top will take up the central part of the cafe.
A service window at the back and the new counter will
enable the staff to give faster service to patrons. New
stools will be added.
The main floor restaurant will accommodate 105
persons.
New furniture in the banquet room includes new
folding tables with pearl effect arborite tops, and a
piano.
A new magazine rack prominently displays the reading
matter on the newstand.
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Hunt's Cafe.

Hunt's Cafe.

Patrons entering the restaurant are attracted by the
shiny blue vitrolite frontage, the easily opened double
doors, and the modern type windows.

DON MURRAY
by Gerry Oliver - excerpts from Neepawa Press, Aug. 5, 1982

Many people collect different things through the years,
but few reach a point where they have enough artifacts to
create their own museum.
Don Murray, a Gordon district farmer near Neepawa,
has been collecting various things most of his life.
The collections cover a wide range of artifacts, most he
calls "Canadiana". He started collecting coins, Indian
artifacts, rifles and agates, then branched into several
other areas. He now has a full-fledged museum complete
with displays.
The museum "idea" blossomed in 1971, when the
Gordon District United Church was closed and offered
for sale by tender.
The church, originally Methodist, was built in 1898
and located about one mile west of Murray's farm. It was
moved to a location about one-quarter mile west of him
in 1909, and then closed in 1971. A cairn now marks the

location.
.
Most of the artifacts have come from Western
Manitoba with some bought in the U.S. He gets most
items from flea markets and auctions, plus some people
give him articles.
.
The second building is full of vehIcles, farm tools and
machinery. His most recent purchases were a two-seater
buggy and a 1930 Model A Ford, in r~nning conditio~.
The car goes along with another antIque car, also 10
running order. He has three buggies in various stages of
restoration.
OLD RECORDS PRESERVED
Along with the varied number of artifacts in the
museum, Murray retains a large collection of records,
some dating back to 1890.
He said many of the books have been donated to him,
including Gordon Church records, 1905-1965, the
Gordon United Farmers Union, Whitfield Church, 1890,
the Gordon Association of the Patrons of Industry, 18931896, and the Gordon and Osprey Ladies Aid, 1904. He
also retains records for the Gordon School. All these are
well protected in a fire-proof safe in the museum.
Collecting is not just Don Murray's passion, but the
whole family's. His brother, Mac and his wife, Mary, are
both collectors and the children, Marie, Melanie and
Malcolm, all are keenly interested in the museum.
Mrs. Kitty Murray, Don's mother, at 82 years, still
collects news as a Neepawa Press correspondent. She
was, until not too long ago, tour guide for anyone interested in the museum.
Mr. Murray assisted our Heritage Book committee
with the loan of old photographs and newspaper items.

Donald Murray

MR. AND MRS. JAMES WILLIAM
HUNTER
by Sadie Hunter

James William Hunter, born at Shakespeare, Perth
County, Ontario, and Mary Jane Scott, born Kars,
Carleton County, Ontario, were married in January,
1881. They subsequently came west to Winnipeg,
Manitoba.
James Hunter walked to Minnedosa and obtained a
homestead in June, 1881, the location being the northeast quarter of 22-13-16W. The south-east quarter of 2213-15 West was purchased in 1886.
For two years following their arrival at Winnipeg, Mrs.
Hunter remained in Winnipeg, with her husband
returning there to work for the winter months. Their first
son, Francis, was born in Winnipeg in 1882. Two more
sons - Norman in 1884, James Clifford in 1886, and two
daughters - Ruby Jane (Mrs. Alex Rogers) in 1890 and
Sarah in 1891 (died in infancy) were born. They received
their schooling at Belton School.
In due course the north-east quarter of 4-13-6 West was
obtained and became their home. About 1906 the family
moved to the north half of 2-13-16, and made their home
here 1 3/4 miles north of the village of Brookdale.
Mr. Hunter died in 1932, and Mrs. Hunter in 1938.

W. HUNTER (See Century Farms)
NOAH PHILLIP HUTCHISON
by Jenetta (Nettie) Orchard

Noah Phillip Hutchison was my grandfather, and he
homesteaded in the Inkerman District in the 1890s. He
was the grandson of Captain William Hutchison, who
was a United Empire Loyalist. Captain William Hutchison was in New Jersey and when the war of the
Revolution broke out remained loyal to Britain.
Following the war, rather than swear allegiance to the
new Republic he fled to St. John, New Brunswick. Later
he and his family moved to Long Point, Ontario. He was
a Justice of the Peace and later a Judge and labelled a
"most distinguished j oIly old pioneer. "
Noah Hutchison was born in Aylmer, Ontario in 1832
and married Indiana Yerrington the first white child born
in Mishawaka, Indiana, U.S.A. - hence her name. She
died in 1863.
He moved his family of 3 sisters and 3 brothers to the
homestead in the Inkerman District. It must have been
beside the school because I remember hearing when I was
a child that when his housekeeper baked cookies she took
some to the fence for the school children at recess or
noon hour.
My grandfather and his brother, Lewis, moved from
there to a farm north of Eden, then to a farm at Swan
River and finally back to Aylmer, Ontario, where he died
in 1924 at the age of 93. His brother, Lewis, lived with
him and died in 1924.
My father, Henry Malcolm Hutchison, was born in
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1851 in St. Thomas, Ontario and lived at Inkerman with
his father and uncles until he married in 1896. He moved
to a small farm one mile south of Neepawa, near the old
trestle bridge until following the death of my mother he
moved into Neepawa in 1933. He died in 1937 at the age
of80.
r was born in Neepawa as were my two sisters, Annie
and Mabel. I went to Kindergarten where Miss Walker
was our teacher and was loved by all. I still have 3 work
books from those days.
My sisters and I attended the old Central School and
each took Grade XI. We each attended Normal School at
Brandon and we each taught school.
When we were growing up we always had Christmas
dinner at my Aunt and Uncle's home and they had New
Year's dinner at ours. The turkey was always carved at
the table. The pudding was a rich fruit pUdding. It was
placed on the table, brandy poured over it and lighted. It
burned with a pretty blue flame. My husband followed
this custom and I still do. It is part of Christmas to me.
My oldest sister, Annie, married Frank English of
Harding, Manitoba. Later they moved to Brandon where
she passed away in 1975. They have five children, one
living in each of the following places: Kilgore, Idaho;
Brandon; Chomedy, Quebec; Oliver, B.C.; and St. John,
B.C.
Mabel married Roy McLaughlan and they farmed at
Beaver, Manitoba. On their retirement they moved to
MacGregor. He passed away in. 1968. They have one
daughter, Betty, teaching in Brandon.
I taught in the "dirty 30s" in Saskatchewan, and
experienced the dust storms, when the dust came through
even the cracks. I came back to Neepawa to live in 1932
when my mother passed away.
I married Charles Orchard from Bristol England, a
butcher here. He passed away in 1969. We have one
daughter Janet. She attended Teachers' College in
Winnipeg and taught three years. She married James
Finlayson, a Chartered Accountant. They live in
Neepawa.
I have four grandchildren, Scot the eldest is attending
Manitoba University, taking Computer Science. He won
the Governor General's Medal in 1981, three scholarships
and several awards.
Lori, the second one is finishing Grade XII and plans
on attending Business College in the fall. The younger
two Glen and Rhonda are in Grade III and Grade VIII.
I am proud of them all and so very thankful to have
been around to enjoy seeing them do so well.

after graduating, he became an apprentice printer with
the Carberry News-Express. He was employed there for
seven years. While living in Carberry, he participated in
hockey and baseball and was active in the Game and Fish
Association.
In 1952 he married Marie Hammond, daughter of
Harry and Annie Hammond of Dand, Manitoba. Marie,
at that time, was teaching in the elementary shool at
Carberry, having graduated from Tuxedo Normal School
in 1947. She taught at Wawanesa for two years, at
Carberry for four years, and after marriage, at Neepawa.
In 1953, they moved to Neepawa where Jack was
employed as manager of the Neepawa Press, a position
he held until 1968, when he and a partner purchased the
"Press' - a partnership that continues.
Jack and Marie have three daughters - Susan, Joanne,
and Lois.
Susan graduated from University of Manitoba in 1978
with a Bachelor of Nursing degree. She worked in the
Public Health field at Boissevain. In 1978 she married
Robert Buchanan of Neepawa. They live at Swan River,
where Susan is with Public Health, and Bob is engaged in
teaching school.
Joanne graduated as a Registered Nurse from the
Brandon General Hospital School of Nursing in 1978,
and was employed at that hospital for two years. In 1980
she married Wayne Nelson of the Mentmore district.
They reside in that district, where Wayne farms. Joanne
nurses part time in Neepawa Hospital.
Following high school, Lois worked at Investor's
Syndicate, Winnipeg, for one year. She attended
University of Winnipeg and studied sciences for a year
before entering Brandon General Hospital School of
Nursing in 1982.
During their years in Neepawa, the three girls took an
active part in school activities. They were actively involved in the United Church - in the Youth Choir and in
the Sunday School - helping as teachers there during High
School years.
The family has taken an active part in the Neepawa
community. Jack has been involved in the Wildlife
Association, Elks Lodge, Chamber of Commerce,
Retardate Youth Classes, Rotary Club, Beautiful Plains
School Board, and the United Church.
Marie has, in past years, been active with Brownies,
Messengers, Royal Purple Lodge, and the Figure Skating
Club. She is presently an active member of the Inner
Wheel, United Church Women, and the Beautiful Plains
and District Museum.

JACK AND MARIE HUXLEY

HUYNH, PHILLIP AND ANNE

by Marie Huxley

by Phillip Huynh
as told to Fran Fraser

Jack Huxley was born in Saskatchewan in 1927 and
lived his early years on the family farm at Riverhurst. He
is the second child, and only son of Lynden ("Barney")
and Margaret Huxley, early pioneers of the district.
Depression years saw the family give up the farm and
move to Welwyn, Saskatchewan, in 1936, then to Carberry, Manitoba, in 1939.
Jack received most of his education at Carberry, and
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In 1979, Phillip and Anne decided that they must leave
Vietnam as a matter of survival as much as for freedom.
Food was rationed and the Viet Cong were terrorizing the
country. They lived in Cholon (Ho Chi Mihn City). In
April, 1979, they bought passage on a boat. They were
given 12 hours to be ready to leave the country. Phillip's
mother and sister, whom he supported, were supposed to

go with him and his family. When they arrived at the
dock, the officer in charge would only allow seven people
to come on board so Phillip's mother and sister had to be
left behind.
They spent five days on the boat eating very little food.
On the fifth day they were taken on a larger boat and left
two days later at a refugee camp at Pulau Pengah
Mersing Johole.
Jim was born at Kuala Lampur. In August they found
out that they had been put on a list of refugees that could
go to Canada. This became a reality in 1980. A committee was formed in Neepawa to help them when they
arrived and for the first year.
.
The children quickly adapted to school with the help of
volunteer tutors who went to Hazel M. Kellington for an
hour every morning from March to June. Phillip and
Anne had English lessons for two and a half years, fitted
around their work schedule.
Phillip was trained as a barber. Since coming to
Neepawa, he worked at H.M.K. and with a Beekeeper in
Minnedosa, and now works at N.A.C.1. as a custodian.
Anne works at Chicken Corral and the whole family
looks after the caretaking at the Presbyterian Church.
The family first rented a home at 19 Whitmore
Crescent. In 1981, with the help of the committee, they
made a down payment on a house at 262 3rd Avenue.
The Huynh family took Canadian names: Qui Phi Phillip, Ngoc Anh - Anne, Minh Hung - Howie, Ming
Duc - David, Minh Cuong - Ken, Minh Tai - Tom, Kim
Hua - Kim, Minh Chi - Jim.

Philip Huynh Family.

A TRIBUTE TO MRS. HIKOSKI
by Edith C. McCracken

Long years ago when I was a small child in Neepawa
and lived with my grandmother in the big old house on
the corner, a young girl came to live with us as a helper.
She was Annie Parieski. She was small and had lovely
dark hair and eyes with a twinkle. But she had one leg
shorter than the other, and so limped very noticeably.
She was then about 18, and I was about 5. We were such
good friends; she combed my hair for school - one day

Mrs. Hikoski

she did it up - pinned it up for me, much to the bother of
the kindergarten teacher, who finally took out all the pins
that hadn't already fallen out.
Annie made bread and beautiful buns and was always
the cheerful, patient friend of the little girl in a family of
adults. Then - Annie married Stanley Hikoski and went
to live on his farm at Riding Mountain. She brought her
children in to see us and we loved to see her, but of course
her interest now lay in her home and children.
Some years later after I myself was married and a
mother, I came back to Neepawa for the holidays. Time
grew heavy, being a daughter and a mother and a visitor
all at once. Annie appeared one day and invited me to
visit with her in her home. I went with joy and without
my child. That visit is one of my most delightful
memories. A day with Annie in her small whitewashed
log cabin. I helped collect eggs. I picked red raspberries; I
helped wash a brand'new set of dishes from Eaton's that
were to be used for supper for the first time. Supper was
Annie's fresh homemade bread, hard boiled eggs, fresh
cucumbers in sugar and vinegar, and all the raspberries
and cream one could eat - a gourmet feast. And all the
while the company and comments of my dear little
friend.
Many years later Annie and her husband moved into
town. Stanley was not well then and at last died leaving
my little Annie alone but with 2 sons and a lovely
daughter to comfort her. I visited her whenever I was in
Neepawa, enjoying her wise comments and cheerful
hospitality.
When my own mother was fast fading away, and I was
in Neepawa often and at the last for several weeks, it was
to Annie I would go for support and comfort. Although
she had not much education, she had wisdom and understanding to humanity and faith.
Now, she herself has finished her mortal term. I last
saw her at her son's home in Winnipeg, a tiny sweet little
person, withdrawn and quiet, but still giving to me her
love and comfort. What a privilege to have known such a
genuine lady.
There we were two old people who had shared much,
who had known each other for a lifetime. When I left her
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Mr. Hikoski and John.

Mr. and Mrs.
Mike Hikoski
andfamily.

Their son James and family lived at Ogilvie and
Neepawa before moving to Gladstone where he was
Secretary-Treasurer of the West bourne municipality.
There are two children in this family; Ivan, wife Dianne
and children Melanie and Jeffrey live in Edmonton.
Daughter Yvonne (Mrs. Calvin Ross), husband and
children Dean, LeeAnn and Ace live at Arden.
Daughter Elsie (Mrs. Rae McLaughlin) lives at
Oakville, Manitoba and has four children: Lorraine
(Mrs. Paul Yaworsky) of Dufresne, Manitoba; Thelma
(Mrs. Ed Czarnecki) of Winnipeg, Gerald and Ruth at
home.
Jean, youngest daughter of Laura and Charles,
married Charles Sneesby in 1964. Jean came to Neepawa
in 1947 and worked in the Salt Plant for a year. Then she
became employed by the Bank of Montreal. She was
transferred to the Main Office in Winnipeg in 1958 where
she worked until she returned to Neepawa to marry
Charles Sneesby, son of Albert and Jean Sneesby. They
have two sons, Allan and Murray.

IRWINS
by Lilian McJannel

I felt I had had a visit with my whole family - Mother,
Grandma and Uncle Bill, and my heart was filled with
memories and love and thanks for this friendship over so
many years.

CHARLES AND LAURA INNES
by Jean Sneesby

Charles Innes was born at Elgin, Scotland in 1881, one
of a family of eight children. He migrated to Canada in
1902 and lived the remainder of his life in Manitoba,
mostly in rural areas except for a time when he worked in
Winnipeg when the street railway was begun.
He first farmed at Snowflake, Manitoba. Here he met
and married Laura May Shaver in 1915. According to
family records in Dundurn Castle near Hamilton, the
Shavers were part of an expedition which had come to
Ontario with the United Empire Loyalists in the 17th
century. Laura's parents had settled at Snowflake in 1880
where she was born in 1885.
Following their marriage, the Innes' lived at Tenby,
Manitoba for six years. From there they moved to Colby
and then to the Plumas district and finally to Neepawa in
1951.
They were both active members of the PlumasLansdowne Agricultural Society and the United Church
where Mr. Innes taught Sunday School and later was
Superintendent. He was also a member of the School
Board and fraternally belonged to the Masons. After
moving to Neepawa he worked at the golf course and
spent several summers working at the Siesta Hotel at
Clear Lake.
In Neepawa they resided at 500 Second Avenue, and
after Charles passed away in 1971, Laura moved to East
View Lodge where she passed away in 1978.
They raised a family of one son and two daughters.
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Mr. and Mrs. Harry Irwin and young son J. Ferguson,
better known as "Ferg", came to Manitoba from
Cookstown, near Barrie, Ontario, in the early 1890s.
They settled just south of Neepawa, and records show the
homestead FARM LAND was registered in the Land
Titles Office in April 1891. Lake Irwin now covers a good
part of the land, while a small acreage is still in the
family.
Harry and Lil were always involved in community
activities - Agricultural Society, Knox Presbyterian
Church, LO.D.E., W.H.A.S. Very compassionate and
ever-ready to help friends and neighbors.
Ferg attended Neepawa schools, and worked for a time
with the Merchants Bank. He graduated in Agriculture
from the University of Manitoba. In 1914 he married
Jean Duff of Cookstown, Ontario and they moved to
Lethbridge where he was Assistant Superintendent of the
Experimental Farm. During his tenure the initial
Irrigation of Southern Alberta was launched. In 1918 he
was called home to take over the Home farm due to
Father's illness. Through the years he contributed to
many phases of individual and community growth District Builders, Agricultural Society, Chamber of
Commerce, Knox Presbyterian Church, Masons and
Shriners. In 1925 he was Master of Neepawa Masonic
Lodge - the year the present Masonic Temple was built.
He had a long and enviable record in Masonic Lodge
work and was head of the Masons in Manitoba at the
time of his sudden death in 1956.
The Farm was his first concern. Registered Seed Plots
always had a place - land care and crop rotation (known
perhaps today as soil stewardship) were very important.
Our local Museum has a large framed picture of Alfalfa
threshing on Brookside Farm in 1914 - the first of its kind
in Western Canada.
Jean Irwin was the other half of the Irwin team. She
was a wonderful wife, mother, and hostess. Also active in

Knox Church, Choir, Missionary Society, Charter
Member of Dumfries W.I., Director of the Women's
Section of the Agricultural Society, and bften a winner in
the Baking section.
Ferg and Jean had two daughters - Lilian and
Elisabeth. Lilian now lives in Winnipeg where she has
been Secretary Treasurer of a privately owned Wholesale
Company for over 25 years. Her husband Art, with
Federated Co-Op in Winnipeg, died suddenly in 1967.
Many will remember Lilian McJannet as Manitoba
Secretary for Farm Radio Forum during the late 1950s
and early 1960s. Her two children are now married and
there are three grandsons and one granddaughter.
Elisabeth (Mrs. Raymond C. Western) lives in London, England. She went there to join her husband during
the war, and for some time was Information Officer in
Canada House. Her daughter is presently with the CBC
in Toronto. Her older son is an Electrical Engineer, and
the younger son is completing his course at Bristol
University. Husband Ray has been Headmaster of a large
school in the Hertfordshire area for a number of years.
Ferg was President of the Diamond Jubilee
celebrations in 1933 and records "10,000 people here for
a week of fun, frolic and hilarity". Let's strive for a great
time in 1983, for Ferg always referred to Neepawa as the
best town in Manitoba, and always did 'His Best' to
make it so.

Acres, in 1962 and moved to 32-14-15, a half mile west of
Neepawa. They farmed and went in to the trucking
business. Robert Sumner, Albert's grandson and
Harold's nephew, bought the farm 3-14-16. Bob still
farms it with his wife Deanna (nee Wood) and two sons.
Albert died in 1974 at the age of ninety-three.
In June, 1931, John Sumner married Ida Ishenberg.
The family resume is under the William and Mary
Sumner story.
Harold and Marion have a son Brian, in trucking and
delivery in Winnipeg. Daughter Julie Ann is a Physical
Therapist, married to John Claude Elessaldi from
France, a chemicals salesman. They have two daughters,
Marion and Clair Marie, now living in Montreal,
Quebec. Linda married Clayton Hainstock of Minnedosa, a men's wear clothing store proprietor. They
have a daughter Lindsey, and a son Britt, and now reside
in Swift Current, Saskatchewan. Harold and Marion's
youngest daughter, Moira, is a student at Brandon
University.
Albert and Julia's youngest daughter Mildred, a
business college teacher, married Walter Yonda of
Brandon in 1958. Walter is a refrigeration and air
conditioning service man. They have a daughter Myrna,
an Xray technician, and a son Andy, a student. They live
in Brandon. Mildred operated a private business college
in Portage la Prairie for many years. She is presently
employed by Assiniboine College in Brandon.

ALBERT ISHENBERG
by Mrs. J. (Ida) Sumner

Albert Ishenberg of Birr, Switzerland, spent some time
in France and two years in England before he decided to
migrate to Canada in 1908. His wife to be, Julia Ann
Stucki, of Chur, Switzerland, followed a year later. It
took her group three weeks to make the journey.
They were married in Winnipeg in June, 1909, where
Albert went to meet her. Before they came home, they
bought a full set of dinnerware and a cabinet type sewing
machine at Eatons.
They farmed a few years south of Franklin, then
worked on the farm of John Robinson for a year.
In 1915 they bought NW 114 4-14-16 W from F.A.
Sirett. One advantage was its close proximity to Gordon
School No. 213.
There were four children: Ida, Ernest, Harold, and
Mildred. Ernie died in 1925 at the age of twelve of a
ruptured appendix. All attended Gordon School.
Albert served as director and president for the Mentmore Pool Elevator, organized and built in 1927. He was
trustee and chairman of the Gordon School, and served
on the Gordon Church Board. He was also a councillor
for the Langford Municipality. Julia was active in all
community projects and the Ladies Aid.
In 1928 Albert bought the N 1123-14-16, two miles to
the east. In 1940 he built a house on this farm. They lived
there until 1949 when their son Harold took over the
farm. Harold had married a teacher, Marion Simpson of
Brookdale in 1943. Albert and Julia moved to Neepawa.
Julia passed away in January, 1951, at age 68.
Harold and Marion left the home farm, Rocking

ALFRED AND BETTY IVERSON
by Betty Iverson

Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Iverson who had emigrated
from Norway, resided on a farm in the Glendale district
in the late 1800s. It was while they lived there that a son
Amer Hilton Iverson was born in 1898. The family later
moved to Minnedosa and set up a Coal and Wood
business which they continued until 1918 when the coal
business was sold. Amer and his brother Alfred continued the ice business, cutting blocks of ice from the lake
in winter and selling it for wash ice to local homes. In
March each year they cut large blocks, hauled it to an ice
house and stored it to sell in the summer months for
refrigeration. This business was carried on in both
Minnedosa and Clear Lake.
In June, 1935 Amer married Lois Gurney of Teulon
who was born in England in 1916. They had a family of
four boys: Richard, Alfred, Philip and Steven.
Alfred Norman was born in Minnedosa in 1939. He
lived at Clear Lake for the first four years of his life and
then attended school in Minnedosa, graduating from
Crossley Collegiate in 1956. That year he started work
with Manitoba Power Commission and was in the first
class of the Lineman Training Program set up by that
utility.
In 1961 Alf married Elizabeth (Betty) Joan Kingdon of
Basswood. Betty was the fifth of eight children born to
William and Elsie Kingdon. William Kingdon was born
in 1904 in the Crocus district, north of Minnedosa. He
married Elsie Averill of Crocus, born in 1901, in 1926.
After their marriage they resided on a farm at Basswood
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where they raised their family, namely: Charles, James,
Raymond, Frances (Mrs. James McCutcheon of
Homewood, Man.), Betty, Edith (Mrs. Albert Parson of
Birtle), Ian and Ronald.
.
Betty is a great niece of the late Mrs. Sam HarrIs (nee
Annie Kingdon) who lived in the Springhill area. Mrs.
Harris died in 1940.
Alf and Betty have lived in various towns in Manitoba
as Alf worked in various positions with Manitoba Hydro.
Our first permanent placement after Alf became a
Journeyman Lineman was Rivers in 1964, followed by 4
years in Grand Rapids from 1965-69, 4 years at Portage
la Prairie 1969-73, Flin Flon 1973-76, Steinbach 1976-77
and then to Neepawa when Alf took over duties as
Operating Supervisor succeeding Shorty Turne~ in 1977 ..
Their family consists of Allan Brent born III 1962 III
Minnedosa, Karen Joy born in Rivers in 1965, and Carol
Lois born in 1969 in Minnedosa.
Brent attended elementary school in the various towns
we lived in and then took his High School in Neepawa
graduating from Neepawa Area Collegiate Institute in
1981. During his school years he much enjoyed school
sports, participating in basketball, soccer and football.
During the summers of '79-81 and after four in between
these years, he worked as delivery boy and helper for
Neepawa furniture. In 1982 Brent completed the first
year of the Computer Programmer Analyst course at Red
River Community College in Winnipeg. He hopes to
graduate from this course in 1983.
Joy also attended elementary school in various
Manitoba towns and has taken her High School in
Neepawa. In 1982 she completed Grade XI and is concentrating on Secretarial courses. She enjoys swimming
and received her Bronze Medallion in 1980. She also
derives pleasure from singing and has competed in the
Neepawa and District Fine Arts Festival. One of the
highlights of her singing has been as a member of the
Westman Youth Choir and the N.A.C.1. Choral Ensemble.
Carol has received most of her schooling in Neepawa at
Hazel M. Kellington School and as a Grade VII student
at N.A.C.1. She has taken part in gymnastics, and the 4H Club where she took cooking, sewing and art. Each
summer she attends summer camp at Camp Wannakumbac at Clear Lake.
Alf has taken an active role in the community as a
member of the Lions Club, on the Board of the Neepawa
United Church, Chamber of Commerce, Parks Board
etc.
Betty who took teacher training at Manitoba Teachers
College 1957-58 taught in a rural school called Bidford
near Deloraine where she taught Grades I - VII with 28
pupils. For the next two years she taught Grades III and
IV at Erickson until her marriage. While the children
were small I stayed at home but am currently working as
a Teacher Aid at H.M.K. School. In the community I am
involved in Lionelles, and in the United Church as a
committee member and Sunday School teacher and as a
4-H leader.
Although we are relatively new to Neepawa we are
proud to call Neepawa our home and have enjoyed living
here and raising our family in the small town en546

vironment.

THE GREATEST FANCIER TOWN IN THE
WEST
courtesy Neepawa Press
March 18,1954

This headline in the Neepawa Press March 18, 1954
covers the story of the Neepawa Poultry Association
Show, the 37th since the organization was formed in
1916. Only one year was missed (during World War I).
Chas. Parrott was the first President. Harry Frampton,
another charter member, was the gatekeeper. Charlie,
with Wm. Davie and Russ Bell, made the 'big 3' of the
association. Bill Shore was the judge's clerk.
The show had more than 600 birds. Exhibitors came
from Brandon, Carberry, Waskada, Minnedosa, Portage
la Prairie, Foxwarren, eastern Ontario and the States.
Judge C. Herrington is editor of the "Feather Fancier"
from Georgetown.
Charlie Hall, John White, Roy Tindall, Wes Morrison,
Don Montgomery are members of the association.
This organization operated until the late sixties, and
then the loss of senior members caused it to disband.
One ardent "fancier" of early years was Mr. Wm.
Harrison, shown holding a prize bird.
It pays to Advertise! Last summer (1953) a Manitoba
tourist stopped at a gas station in Texas. The gas man
noticed the Manitoba licence plates and asked if the
tourist knew where Neepawa was located. The tourist
replied he came from there and inquired why the gas man
mentioned Neepawa. The man answered "I read in the
Feather Fancier about the great poultry show you hold
there". Yes, it actually happened!

W.J. Davie receives the Canadian Bank of Commerce trophy from
N.A. Elwick, manager at Neepawa. This is the first time the ~ank has
presented a cup to the Neepawa Poultry Associatio.n to be rf!tamed by a
farmer having the best exhibit. Mr. Davie had.67 birds on t!lsplay at the
recent Neepawa Poultry show and at this speCial presentatIOn ceremony
stated that this was the first time in 35 years of exhibiting that he had
won a cup he could keep. Left to Right: N.A. Elwick, manager, Bank of
Commerce, Neepawa; W.P. Main, superintendent's dept., Bank of
Commerce, Winnipeg; C. Parrott, secretary, Neepawa Poultry
Association; W.J. Davie, Neepawa; R. Shewfelt, accountant, Bank of
Commerce, Neepawa; Wm. Shore, member of Neepawa Poultry
Association.

Members of the Poultry Association attending a Poultry Show.
Bill Harrison and prize rooster "Russ" Bell with one of his prize
(Rhode Island Red).
birds. Mr. Bel! exhibited prize
Brown Leghorns, Rhode Island
Reds.

Harry Frampton

Harry Frampton and Kemmy.

w'J. Davie and a prize winner.

ROY AND LOUISA JACKSON
by Richard Alexander Roy Jackson

In 1876 my grandparents William A. Jackson and his
wife Clarisa came out to Manitoba from Minden, On-

tario. They took out a homestead in rural Municipality of
Rosedale, ten miles north west of Neepawa. In the years
gone by, at the village site, there was a Methodist
Church, an Orange Hall, a general store, and also a
grocery store.
Half a mile west of the village there was a spring on the
road allowance. The water stayed at ground level, it was
cribbed above the ground to prevent cattle from going
into it. During the harvest season, many a tank of water
was hauled by horses for the steam engines. Springhill
was given its name from the hilly district and this spring.
My father, George Richard, was seven years of age
when my grandparents settled in Springhill. He was
raised along with one sister and two brothers. He married
Annie McCutcheon, and took up farming. I was the
eldest, born in 1899. I had three sisters and three
brothers. I received my schooling at Clarksville School,
one and half miles west of the farm.
A beef ring was formed on my grandparent's farm and
a slaughterhouse built. My Uncle Abner Jackson who
lived with his family in a large double house with his
parents was the butcher. Each farmer who was a member
of the ring contributed a young 600 pound live weight
steer. The carcass was cut up into as many pieces as there
were members. At the end of the season each would be
entitled to every section of the carcass. As I remember it
was one of my jobs each Saturday to ride down on my
bike and pick up the family's weekly meat. We had an ice
well to keep the meat in.
In the year 1921, I married Louisa Clark and we took
over my Dad's farm when they moved to Neepawa.
Father worked as a clerk at the Oak Hall Men's Clothing
store, also at Jim Dempsey's furniture store. Later the
family moved to Winnipeg.
In the year 1938, we purchased a farm at Norgate,
Manitoba. We moved there with a family of four, one
daughter and three Sons. Alvin was killed in World War
II. Gerald and his wife Dodie now live in Brandon.
Audrey (Mrs. Gerald Wareham), Brookdale district.
Keith and his wife Grace live at Lockport, Manitoba.
Then we moved to Neepawa in 1950 when I purchased
the Ideal Service Station. I operated it for twenty years,
retiring in 1965 when Keith took over the Service Station.
In 1974 I was widowed with Louisa's lengthy illness
and passing. Now I reside with my wife Ida in Winnipeg.
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DR. JAKOBSON FAMILY
by Borga Jakobson

Dr. Bjarki Jakobson and his wife, Borga, moved to
Neepawa in the fall of 1964 with their eight children:
Kristine, Gestur, Thora, Irene, Karl, Glen, Alma and
Lorna. Dr. "Jake" took over the practice of Dr. George
Lambertsen and bought the Lambertsen home.
From 1964 - 70, Dr. Jakobson operated a solo practice,
with Mrs. Eva Vodden (later Eva Neilands) as secretaryreceptionist. In 1970 Dr. Jakobson and Dr. Dobson
developed the Neepawa Medical Clinic and joined Dr.
Dawson, local dentist, to build the Neepawa MedicalDental Clinic Building, located at Mountain Avenue and
Isabel Street. The Clinic was officially opened on
February 28, 1970, by Mayor Harry Smith.
At the time of writing (faIl/81), Dr. Jakobson has
served as physician and surgeon, and as Medical
Examiner, in Neepawa for 17 years. For many years he
has served as Chief-of-Staff at the Neepawa District
Memorial Hospital. He served for 2 years as representative to the Manitoba Medical Association, and served
for one year as President of District No. 3 of MMA
(Brandon and area). Between 1965 and 1971, Dr.
Jakobson worked on committees with the Hospital Board
and the Manitoba Health Services Commission on plans
for updating the Neepawa Hospital. The culmination of
these efforts came in the fall of 1971 when a building
program began. June 9, 1973 marked the official opening
of the newly renovated hospital. He has also worked on
many committees, such as East View Lodge and Neepawa
Health Unit.
Dr. Jakobson has been actively involved in many
organizations such as Barbershoppers (Society for the
Preservation and Encouragement of Barbershop Quartet
Singing in America), where he served for two years as
President, and Neepawa Rotary Club (President 198182). He was one of the organizers of the Cornucopia
Overture Concert Series and has worked in connection
with them to date. Dr. and Mrs. Jakobson have been
members of the Neepawa United Church since 1964.
Borga Jakobson has been active in several Arts and
service organizations in Neepawa, such as the Neepawa
Fine Arts Festival (President for 2 years), the Manitoba
Holiday Festival of the Arts (President for 2 years), and
she has been a member of Viscount Cultural Council
since its inauguration. Borga is a member of the Neepawa
Inner Wheel Club (President for 1981-82) and Cornucopia Toastmistress Club (President for one year).
Currently she is President of Council 8, International
Toastmistress Clubs. In October, 1981, she was elected
Trustee for the Beautiful Plains School Division.
The Jakobson family grew up in Neepawa and participated in many school, community and church activities. Several family members sang with the Neepawa
United Church Choir. Kristine (Mrs. Bill Perlmutter) is a
language arts teacher. She lives in Winnipeg, and has one
son, David. Gestur teaches Physical Education at Arborg, Manitoba. Thora (Mrs. Pascal Delaquis) is a
Special Education teacher and she lives in Winnipeg.
Irene works in the field of Social Service in Brandon.
Karl obtained his private pilot's license in 1981 and plans
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a career in the aviation field. Glen received his B.A. from
the University of Winnipeg and is presently doing
Postgraduate Studies at the University of Iceland. Alma
(Mrs. Mark McCaffrey) is in her final year in Occupational Therapy at the University of Manitoba. Lorna
completed her First Year Science at the U. of M. and is
spending 1981-82 as a Rotary Exchange student in the
Philippines.

THe Jakobson Family: 3 boys in back row, Left to Right: Karl, Gestur,
Glen. In Front: Borga, Alma, Thora, Lorna, Irene, Kristine, Dr. Bjarki
Jakobson. Photo September, 1980.

D. JARDINE (See Century Farm)
GORDON AND SYLVIA JOHNSEN
AND FAMILY
by Gordon and Sylvia Johnsen
Box 180, Oyen, Alberta TOJ 2JO

The first Sunday in May, 1968 marked the beginning of
a wonderful relationship for me with Neepawa and its
friendly residents. My parents had driven me from our
farm home near Deloraine to meet a pharmacist by name
of Art Harris. I was to begin employment the next day
with Harris Pharmacy as a 'student' pharmacist (my first
ever job in Pharmacy). I can vividly recall as Art and I
got into his car in front of the pharmacy that Sunday a
resident known locally as "Kemmie" strolled down the
sidewalk. Art's remark, "There goes one of the more
colourful characters of Neepawa." Of course, his
reference was to none other than Kem Frampton,
resident "sportswriter" for the Neepawa Press. Art's
reference to "colourful" was indeed very appropriate.
That summer of 1968 was spent boarding at Mrs.
Sarah Richardson's residence on Emma St. Another of
Neepawa's "colourful" characters was "Jock" Mitchell
who was also boarding there at the time. Who could ever
forget "Jock"? The summer of 1968 was also a time to
remember as "Trudeaumania!!".
I accepted full-time employment as a registered
Pharmacist for Harris Pharmacy upon graduation from

the University of Manitoba in May, 1969. On August
2nd, 1969 I became "we" when my bride, Sylvia Novak,
and I were married at Gladstone, Manitoba. Sylvia
graduated in May, 1971 as the Gold Medal winner in
Pharmacy from the University of Manitoba. We were
very proud of her excellent scholastic achievements over
her four years in the Faculty of Pharmacy.
My tenure with Harris Pharmacy was interrupted
briefly for fifteen months from December, 1971 to
February, 1973 while we made our home in Rivers,
Manitoba. I commuted to Brandon while Sylvia managed
Gilchrist's Drugstore. My employment in Brandon was
with Brown's Drugstore on Rosser Avenue (where Art
Harris began his pharmacy career). However the lure of
Neepawa was too great. I was fortunate to rejoin Harris
Pharmacy for what would become a very enjoyable seven
years of employment. That spring we purchased our very
first house at 442 Commerce St. Who can ever forget
one's first purchased home? It was a purchase never to be
regretted. It afforded us a lovely view of the beautiful
Neepawa Golf and Country Club.
Sylvia and I became quite active in the community in
organizations such as Lions, Lionelles, Red Cross,Beta
Sigma Phi, Neepawa Co-operative Play Centre (Nursery
School). Golfing and to a lesser extent curling formed
part of our recreation. I spent several years working on
the executive of the Neepawa Golf and Country Club.
My favourite task was working with the committee in
charge of the super golf tournament held each fall,
known to all Neepawa golfers as the Rose Bowl.
February, 1977 was a proud time for myself as I became
part of a five-man team of young business and
professional men chosen by Rotary International to do a
"Group Study Exchange" to Sydney, Australia for seven
weeks. I am forever indebted to Sylvia for working my
full shift while I was off "studying" the Aussies, along
with their kangaroos and koala bears.
June, 1974 and August, 1977 were milestone months
for us with the births of Karilee and Wesley at Neepawa
and District Memorial Hospital, attended by Dr. B.B.
Jakobson. Their fondest memories of Neepawa are
playing with their neighbours, Jerilyn and Ryan Bailey.
During our last seven years from 1973-80 Sylvia combined the role of wife and mother with part-time employment concurrently for Art Harris and Lawrence
Hargreaves, Hargreaves Drugstore. This permitted her
an escape from the hectic pace of two pre-schoolers.
During this time Harry and Ann Bywater became
"adopted" grandparents to the children as Mrs. Bywater
was their babysitter. Karilee and Wesley will always
remember "Grandma" Bywater. Karilee's only formal
education at Neepawa was kindergarten with Ms. Muriel
Cherry as her teacher.
June, 1978 marked a different beginning for me when I
joined forces with Brian Bailey in a partnership known as
"J .B. Photography". This permitted Brian and I to turn
our photographic hobby into a part-time business enterprise. On May 31st, 1980 we had to conclude our
business relationship as this was to be the last day of
permanent residence for the Johnsen Family in Neepawa.
Thus began a new chapter in our family with our
moving to Oyen, Alberta on June 1st, 1980. Sylvia and I

now operate our own pharmacy called Oyen Pharmacy.
We are delighted when Neepawa friends take the time to
stop when in our area of East-Central Alberta. We have
the fondest regard for Neepawa and still keep very much
in touch with the Harris', the Baileys, Ann Bywater and
numerous other friends acquired over the years. When
possible I still go back to golf in the annual Rose Bowl
match play tournament.
Our years spent in Neepawa were wonderful and
without regret. Perhaps one day we will go back "home"
to stay.

Gordon and Sylvia Johnsen, Kari/ee and Wesley.

MR. AND MRS. THOMAS JOHNSON
by Walter and Ila Johnson

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Johnson and family lived in the
house that was on the site where the present East View
Lodge is now, on the south-west corner. Father owned
the land down the hill to the East road, this road was the
main approach to Neepawa before the present highway
was built, I believe in 1928.
Father was born in Manchester, England, in 1871, and
arrived in Canada by boat in the early 1890s and resided
in Neepawa, Manitoba. He married Eliza Ellen Stinson,
born 1879 at Paisley, Ontario. The family moved to
Riding Mountain with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Copland Stinson. They were married in 1899 at Neepawa.
Father worked as a caretaker for the Manitoba
Telephone building that is now used I believe as a library.
Father retired in December 1938. Mother and Father
were devoted to their family, sharing and giving their
children all their love and care through the years we all
spent together. Father passed away in 1943. Mother
passed away in 1948. Both are buried in Riverside
Cemetery in Neepawa. Mother and Father are sadly
missed by the family.
Children:
Thomas Arthur - born in 1900. Died in 1900. Buried in
Riverside Cemetery.
William Henry - born in 1901, married in 1925 to
Millicent Meaken of Hamiota, Manitoba, born in 1904.
Bill received his education in Neepawa then started to
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work for Earl Murray as a teamster, then he worked for
Rogers Fruit in Neepawa, also in Winnipeg, from 1925 to
his retirement with pension in 1966. Bill was active each
year playing the role of Santa Claus for the town of
Neepawa for over 35 years. His son has taken over these
duties for the past few years. Their daughter Phyllis born
in 1931, died in 1949, and is buried in Riverside
Cemetery.
Mary Victoria Maud - born in 1903, married in 1925 to
Peter Gustafson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Gustafson of
Norway. Peter worked on the construction crew with the
C.N.R. and now retired. Mary took her education in
Neepawa. After they were married, they lived in Winnipeg. Later they moved to Thunder Bay, Ontario, where
they still reside. Mary worked part time in the hospitals

role of Santa Claus for the past 30 years and is still active.
Ila worked as a nurse at the Carman Memorial Hospital
until she left a few years ago. Walter and Ila still live in
Carman, and enjoy travelling and visiting their children
and grandchildren, Lloyd and Eleanor of Grand Centre,
Alberta; Judith and Alan of Victoria, B.C.; and Hal. and
Elizabeth at Campbell River, B.C.
George - born in 1911, married Thora McKee,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. McKee of Neepawa. George
was employed with Swift Canadian Company in the
hatchery department for a number of years before
moving to Edmonton, Alberta, where he has worked
until his retirement. They have one daughter, Glenda,
who is married and also lives in Edmonton.

Walter Johnson - 20 years playing Santa's role.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Johnson.

Grandma and Grandpa Stinson.

there. All their children are married, and they have
grandchildren and great grandchildren who live around
Thunder Bay. They are now enjoying retirement visiting
their children.
Minnie Margaret Ellen - born in 1905, married in 1931
to William Pellow, son of Mr. and Mrs. Pellow of
Neepawa. Minnie took her education in Neepawa, and
always made her home there and looked after her Mother
and Father while they were living in their home. Bill
worked with the C.P.R. as a section man in Neepawa
from 1928 to his retirement in 1969. Minnie and Bill still
live in Neepawa. They had one son who is married and
lives in Winnipeg.
Walter - born in 1909, married in 1939 to Ila Merle
Cummer, daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. F. Cummer.
Walter was educated in Neepawa. He worked for Earl
Murray, the Neepawa Transfer, then for Rogers Fruit
Company in Neepawa and Winnipeg, then transferred to
Walker Fruit at Weyburn, Saskatchewan. He is also a
veteran of the Second World War, serving with the
R.C.A.S.C. for four and a half years. After the war, the
family took up residence in Carman where Walter was
employed as Chief Engineer, and in charge of the ambulance at the Carman Memorial Hospital until his
retirement in 1974. He was a Scout and Cub leader, and
received a long-service Medal. He has also been doing the
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Walter
Johnson Camp Borden,
Ontario.

CLARENCE JOHNSTON FAMILY
by Wilma McLaughlin

The Johnston family came to Manitoba from
Goderich, Ontario, and settled in the Glenburney district
around the year 1900. Thomas Johnston and his wife
Hannah (Andrews) took up farming on section 24-l3-17.
Thomas became one of the most respected residents of
the district and took an active interest in community
affairs. Thomas and Hannah had three sons and two
daughters. Mary and Henry resided on the farm with
their parents. Delbert, Alice, and Clarence lived in
Winnipeg. Clarence was a butcher in Winnipeg for a
number of years until he too decided to go farming.
Clarence married Blanche Pirie in 1925 and they took
up residence on a farm in the Glenburney district, section
23-l3-17. In 1935, Clarence and his family moved to the
Gordon district south of Franklin to section 7-14-16. It
was here that he spent the remaining years of his life. He
was a diligent worker and had to face many hardships.
Due to rust most of the crops had to be burned in 1935.
Money was scarce but he always managed to put food on
the table and help anyone that was in need.
Clarence and Blanche raised a family of seven children
- three sons and four daughters. Clarence passed away in
1958, age 77 years. Right up to the very end he was eager
to work on the land. His wife, Blanche, passed away in
1971, age 77 years.
The seven children are all still living. Gordon, the
oldest, lives in Elliot Lake, Ontario, working for the
town. He was married and has two children, Audrey and
Stuart.
Walter, the second oldest son, took over the home
farm in the Gordon district. He has since retired from
farming and has taken up residence in Neepawa.
Donald, the youngest son, joined the Air Force when
he was eighteen. He married Lois Major and they have
three children, Patrick, Diane, and Rosalie. Don
presently resides in Winnipeg, and works as a mechanic
in the Air Force.
Wilma, the oldest daughter, a teacher, married Roy
McLaughlin, a farmer in the Cordova district. They have
three sons - Wayne, Neil, and Daryl. Wilma is presently
teaching at Tanner's Crossing School in Minnedosa.
Mabel was married to Gordon Welbourne. They have
five children - Deborah, Barbara, Douglas, Donald, and
Heather. Mabel resides in Neepawa and works at East
View Lodge.
Frances, a nurse, married Frank Hampton. They also
have three sons - Brian, Mark, and Stephen. Frances and
her husband reside in Tacoma, Washington.
Shirley, the youngest daughter, is a nurse. She married
Neil McDougall (deceased) and they have one son, Tony.
Shirley resides in Neepawa with her brother Walter. She
is a nurse at East View Lodge.
Out of all the children of the Johnston family, which
includes 17 grandchildren and 11 great grandchildren,
there are only two grandsons to carryon the family
name.

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Johnston and Family. Gordon, Walter, Donald,
Wilma, Mabel, Frances, Shirley.

G.W. JOHNSTON FAMILY
by Mrs. Murt Switzer (Johnston)

My Father and Mother and family of five children
came to Neepawa in 1918 from Rainy River, Ontario.
There were 3 more children born in Neepawa.
Dad was locomotive foreman of the C.N.R. yards. In
1933 he was transferred to Winnipeg and worked there
until his retirement in 1948. My Mother died in 1942.
When Dad retired he moved to Sydney, B.C. and lived
there until his death in 1964.
Hugh, my oldest brother worked for C.N.R. in
Winnipeg and now lives in Fort Frances, Ontario. He
married Hazel White of Neepawa and they have one
daughter, three grandchildren and three great grandchildren.
George was killed in an elevator in Gaults in Winnipeg
when he was 18 years.
Margaret trained for her R.N. at the Victoria Hospital
in Winnipeg and when she graduated went to Seattle,
Washington, to nurse in a hospital. She met Dr. Nutting,
married, settled in Glenwood Springs, Colorado, and
raised two sons and a daughter. Margaret passed away in
1971.
I come next (Mae) and I worked at the phone office in
Neepawa until I met and married Murt Switzer, a farmer
at Strathclair where I am still living. We raised a son and
a daughter and they are both married, and we have five
grandchildren.
Walter worked for T.C.A. in Winnipeg, married a
Winnipeg girl and they had three daughters. They moved
to Vancouver and raised their girls and they are all
married and Walter has 8 grandchildren. Walter died in
1981.
Marie married an Air Pilot, they have two daughters
and a son and several grandchildren. Marie lives at Little
Britain, Ontario.
Helen joined the Air Force during the war and met her
future husband. They raised two sons and a daughter,
and have three grandchildren. Helen resides in Ottawa.
Her husband died in 1975.
Patricia went to Vancouver and entered a hospital to
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train for her R.N. After she graduated she married and
raised two daughters and two sons, and have five
grandchildren, and they live in Bellevue, Washington.
I have fond memories of Neepawa. The two women
that I most admired were Anna Gray and Mrs. Vera
Cochran.
When we first moved to Neepawa we lived in the
"Hornsby" house. Then Dad bought the "McLaren"
home and lived there until the family moved to Winnipeg. I remember when we lived in the Hornsby house,
there was a big oak tree in front of the house and I use to
climb up to the big branches and read. The last time we
were through there, it had been cut down.
Our neighbours were Dave Kerrs, Clydes, an elderly
couple across the street Sheens, and of course the
Murrays down the street. I remember on a Sunday night,
Mr. Murray would take a sleigh load of us to the Baptist
Church for a service, and when we returned home,
Murrays would invite us in for hot chocolate and cookies.
Someone would play the piano and they would all gather
around and sing, and how they could sing!
I also remember how the Murrays used to haul ice from
the river and we kids used to hitch our sleighs to their
sleighs and have rides. They never allowed us to sit on our
sleighs when they were climbing the hill though. Then
there were the times when we used to help Mr. Murray
deliver groceries after school, again we would hitch our
sleighs and have such fun. I can think of a lot of nice
things about Neepawa.

ROBERT AND ELLA JOHNSTON
by Connie Birnie

Robert Johnston came from Harriston, Ontario, in the
spring of 1878. He came by way of the United States to
Winnipeg. From Winnipeg he walked or caught rides in
wagons or carts to the Glendale district, now known as
the Neepawa area.
Robert homesteaded NW 1/424-14-16 in 1879 and preempted SW 11424-14-16 shortly afterwards. He built a
log house and barn on the NE corner of NW 1/4 24-1416.
In 1891 Robert went back to Ontario where he married
Ella Alice Lunn on April 16th. They lived in the log house
on their homestead for eight years. Their oldest daughter
Margaret was born there. In 1899 the Johnstons moved
into a new two-storey frame house. Billy Moore was the
carpenter. A large barn was also built about this time.
In the fall of 1900 Andrew Park rented the farm and
the Johnston family moved into the town of Neepawa.
Margaret q,nd her sisters attended North End School in
Neepawa.
In 1903 the Johnstons moved back to the farm and
lived there until 1918 when Robert sold his livestock,
machinery and household goods and moved to Vancouver, B.C. with his wife and four daughters, Margaret,
Alice (Maim), Jean and Ruby. There Robert dabbled in
real estate. Margaret, who had taught school for four
years in Manitoba, now worked at the Vancouver Sun
newspaper. Maim was a milliner in Spencer's Department
Store, Jean was a stenographer, and Ruby, the youngest,
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attended Art School.
In January, 1918, Margaret married Robert Peden
Connell and returned to the prairies where she lived on
the half section adjoining her former home. Over the
years she enjoyed directing plays in the Stoney Creek
district and the town of Neepawa. She also had a great
interest in back history and helped to produce a museum
display for Neepawa's 75th anniversary and a pageant on
Stoney Creek school history.
Margaret passed away in September, 1979. Her
youngest sister Ruby lives at Kamloops, B.C.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Goodwin purchased the
Johnston fa:rm in 1943, and the family has continued to
operate it since that time.

T .K. JOHNSTONE FAMILY
by Jack Johnstone

Thomas Kerr Johnstone was born in 1888 in the
County of Dumfries, Scotland - the son of David and
Isobella Johnstone.
As a young boy he developed a keen interest in things
mechanical. This led to a lifetime of work in the
automotive industry. Before coming to Canada he was
employed as a mechanic and chauffeur.
He and his brother Adam immigrated to Canada in
1910, coming first to Winnipeg.
In 1912 they came to Neepawa and worked with H.R.
Rutledge. In 1914 they formed a partnership with him,
known as the Neepawa Garage Company, doing business
in the large building on Hamilton Street, formerly known
as the Willoughby barn and later from the former
Pollock Block at the corner of Mountain Avenue and
Davidson Street.
In 1922 the Neepawa Garage Co. dissolved and
Johnstone Bros. Garage was opened on Hamilton Street
at the original location and continued until 1944.
In 1916 Tom married Olive Elizabeth Buchan and they
had two children, Jack and Marie.
Tom was a member of the Neepawa Town Council
from 1923 - 1928 and 1932 and 1933. He was a life
member of the Neepawa Lodge No. 16 LO.O.F. He

Johnstone Bros. Garage. Tom and Adam.

served on the executive of the Neepawa Intermediate
Hockey Club for many years. They were faithful
members of Knox Presbyterian Church. Tom was an
Elder of the Church from 1949 until his death. Olive was
a member of the Ladies Aid, Women's Missionary
Society and Edith Coulter Auxiliary. She was also a life
member of Anemone Rebekah Lodge.
Their son Jack in 1939 began operating the North Star
Service Station at the corner of Mountain Avenue and
Ellen Street. He enlisted and went overseas in 1942,
returning in 1946. During this time Tom operated the
service station. They worked together until 1957 when
Tom retired.
Tom and Olive spent their retirement years in
Neepawa. He died in 1963 and she in 1974.
Jack married Velma Collier and they have two sons Jim and Alan. Except for a short stay in Virden, they
have lived in Neepawa where Jack is a member of the
sales staff at Murray's Garage. In 1960 they bought what

Johnstone Bros. Garage North Star Service Station, 1939-1957.

Social Services for the Provincial and Municipal
Government in the Westlock area. Their family consists
of a son, Tim who is a Public Health Inspector at Moose
Jaw, Saskatchewan, and a daughter, Marlene who works
for the Provincial Government in Edmonton.

WALTER JURY FAMILY
by Eva Jury

Walter was born in the Clanwilliam district in 1913. In
1939 he married the former Eva Tomes of Plumas,
Manitoba. They farmed four years in Clanwilliam, then
moved to Plumas in 1943, farming there until 1962 when
they left for Thompson. They raised a family of three
children. George who is married and lives in Winnipeg.
Phyllis is married and lives in Dauphin. Their youngest
daughter Louise is married to Barry Fedak and lives in
Neepawa. Both are employed here. They have two
children, Tracy and Ryan.
Walter and Eva came to Neepawa in August, 1966.
Walter worked at East View Lodge until his retirement in
1979. Eva was employed at the Bamboo Gardens until
1977. Both are enjoying gardening and travelling. We
enjoy the beautiful town of Neepawa.
Mary Tomes and her son Henry Tomes or "Happy" as
he was known, came to Neepawa in 1946, made their
home here for 30 years. Henry was employed at various
places, always ready to help anyone. He really did enjoy
working for Dr. Jack McPhedran on the spray plane and
was a marker for him for quite a few years. Mary Tomes
enjoyed her garden. Henry died in 1973 and Mary Tomes
in 1975.

ANGUS KASPRICK FAMILY
by Jeannette K asprick

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Kerr Johnstone.

was known as "Howden's hill" and "Archie Pink's
pasture", 11 1 / 2 acres in the south east corner of
Neepawa and developed it into building sites. They are
active in Knox Presbyterian Church, Jack serving as an
elder since 1959.
Their son Jim is employed with the Department of
Highways in Winnipeg, and Alan is with Pritchard
Engineering Company in Winnipeg.
Marie married Dewaine Macaulay and they reside in
Westlock, Alberta. Dewaine is a Director of Preventive

Angus, one of 18 children, son of John and Mary
Kasprick of Polonia married Vera Popien of Polonia on
November 4, 1931. They farmed in the Elk Ranch and
Eden areas until retiring to Neepawa in 1968. Angus has a
twin brother Tom, who lives at Rivers, Manitoba. Vera
and Angus had 12 children:
Irene married Len Soloshy, they live in Tujunga,
California, and have one daughter Darlene.
Kay married Edmund Kasprick, they live in Neepawa
and have two daughters and one granddaughter, Donna
Peters of Edmonton and Karen of Neepawa.
David married Jeannette Kuharski, they live in
Winnipeg, and have two boys, Darrel and Brent.
Ronald married Noreen Reid, they live in Neepawa,
and have three children, Diane in Winnipeg, Rick and
Derrick at home.
Doreen is married to Chuck Gudbranson of Regina,
Saskatchewan. They have seven children and one
grandson; Greg, Charlene, Denise, Laurie, Gary, Tracy
and Colleen.
Beverly married Rudy Ullman, they live at East
Selkirk, and have four children, Robert, Michelle, Diane
and Brenda.
Gerry lives in Keewatin, Ontario. He married Cathy
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McClay, they have two children, Jason and Gerilyn.
Janet married John Parrot, they live in The Pas, and
have three children, Jackie, Jo-Anna and Jeffery.
Marge is married to Rick Savage of Kenora, Ontario,
they have three boys, Brandley and twins Christopher
and Curtis.
Dennis married Beverly Crabbe, they live in Neepawa,
and have two girls, Jennifer and Christy-Lynn.
Diane lives in Port Coquitlam, B.C. She is married to
Garnett Didman, they have one boy Kelly.
Brian is married to Mary-Ann Plas, they live in
Neepawa.
Larry lives in Edmonton, Alberta.
Vera passed away in February, 1982.

W.A. KELLINGTON
by W.J. (Bill) Kellington

William Andrew Kellington was born in Wallace
Township, Ontario in 1861. He came to Neepawa in
1882, settling on a homestead in Dumfries district, which
is now owned by Jim Lindsay. He later came to Neepawa
as Manager of R.G. Ellis elevator, a position he held for
9 years. He then bought the farm which he later sold to
Jim Hall and which is presently owned and operated by
his son, Glen Hall. He lived there for 7 years before
retiring to Neepawa in 1906. From that time he was
employed in buying grain for various Grain Companies.
Besides being a well-known horseman, he was a Director
of the Beautiful Plains Agricultural Society to which he
gave many years of valued service until the time of his
death in 1937. He had been honored with a Life Membership and made an Honorary Director. He was a
member of the United Church.
A brother, George, came to Neepawa in 1879. Here he
established a planing mill known as Wakefield &
Kellington. This business later became Fusee-McFeetors
Sash & Door Factory, where the Hazel M. Kellington
School now stands. Another brother, A.E. (Bert), taught
sehool in Neepawa and was well-known in sports circles
especially in soccer, tennis and lacrosse, prior to his
moving to Vancouver.
In 1896, Mr. Kellington married the former Caroline
Brautigam from Howick Township, Ontario. They were
married at Portage la Prairie. Another well-known
pioneer couple, Mr. and Mrs. J .A. Dempsey, travelled
with them on the same train and were married on the
same day. Mrs. Kellington took an active part in Church
work. She was an Honorary Life Member of the
Women's Society of the United Church, a valued
member of the Ladies Aid, the Women's Hospital
Society, the local branch of the Red Cross Society, the
Ladies Curling Club, also the Agricultural and Horticultural Society. For many years she served as judge in
the Horticultural and Domestic section at the Kelwood
Fair. She retired to Victoria, B.C. in 1954 where she lived
until her death in 1958.
Mr. and Mrs. Kellington had seven children; Stanley,
Hazel, Leighton, Harvey, Muriel, Shirley and William
(Bill).
Stanley, who worked for the railroads, retired to
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Victoria in 1954 where he lived until his death in 1976.
Hazel began her teaching in Dumfries School district
where she taught for two years. She then moved to
Neepawa where she taught for 45 years at Neepawa
Public School and West Park School. On her retirement
in 1965 she was honored by having West Park renamed
the H.M. Kellington School. She retired to Victoria that
summer where she still resides.
Leighton joined the Home Bank in Neepawa and was
transferred to Welwyn, Saskatchewan until the bank
ceased to function. He served overseas with the Canadian
Army and, following his discharge, returned to Welwyn
where he lived until his death in 1973.
Harvey also joined the Home Bank in Neepawa and on
its demise he transferred to the Bank of Montreal. At the
time of his death in 1951 in Montreal he was one of
bank's Head Inspectors. He is survived by his wife and
two sons, presently living in Winnipeg.
Muriel worked in the Neepawa Post Office when Mr.
W. Wigmore was Postmaster. After graduating as a
nurse from Selkirk Mental Hospital, she held a position
in a private Nursing Hospital in Winnipeg until her
marriage to Mr. J.F. Edwards. They retired to Victoria in
1971. They have one son now living in Cupertino,
California.
Shirley also worked in the Neepawa Post Office when
Mr. Wigmore was Postmaster. She married Mr. Lloyd
McCorquodale and they moved from Pine Falls to
Victoria in 1942 where they still reside.
Bill took his education in Neepawa and, after various
pursuits, went overseas with the Canadian Army. He was
active in sports while in Neepawa. He married in 1940
and has two children, living in B.C. Bill is now retired
and living in Vancouver.

EMIL AND SAREFINA KERKOWICH
by Jean Jakubowski

Emil was born on June 20, 1899 near Pinsk, Poland to
a farming family. Sarefina was born October 7, 1893 in
the same area.
Thinking back to his teens, Emil recollects memories of
the First World War and the suffering of many people.
They were forced to leave all their possessions, were
moved by the German army behind the lines and worked
under the command of the army officials. Their horses
and cattle were seized by the army, food was rationed and
distributed but it was not nearly enough. When the
fighting started, the army could no longer look after the
civilians - many went hungry for days. Weeds such as pig
weed, mustard and even stinging nettles were used for
food.
When the Polish army pushed the Germans out, the
teen age boys went into hiding to avoid being forced by
the army to fight against their will.
After the war, many returned to their birthplaces but
there was nothing left to live in. Many died of flu and
starvation. They lived in army dugouts and took up
working the family plots of land which were in long,
narrow strips, usually not in one location. The P?l!sh
government assisted in the rebuilding of homes by glvmg

timber rights and each individual was able to cut and haul
enough logs to begin rebuilding houses and barns.
Volunteers in the Polish army were allotted parcels of
land by the new Polish government, these parcels being
situated in one location.
Being fortunate in living beside a lake, Emil used fish
as a main source of food and also to barter with for other
items of food.
On June 12, 1921 he married the former Sarefina
Rubiec. They had three children, Stefen, Jean and Paul,
and continued farming the family farm for a few years.
In 1927 the decision was made for Emil to go to
Canada to see if it was a better place to bring up his
family. Leaving his wife and family, he arrived alone in
Canada where he worked on farms in Saskatchewan and
for the C.P .R. for a short time. Sarefina, with the help of
her father and brothers continued to work the farm in the
Old Country. During this time they lost their eldest son,
Stefen, through pneumonia. Emil brought his remaining
family over to Canada in August of 1931.
In 1932 Emil rented a farm in the Yellow Grass district
of Saskatchewan. He acquired six horses and machinery
to enable him to seed the land. The crop was good but the
prices were slipping. In 1934 the farm was sold and the
family moved to Cedoux, Sask. Emil saw his crops
destroyed by the hot sun, grasshoppers and duststorms.
August of 1937 marks the moving of Emil's family to a
farm near Plumas, Manitoba where they enjoyed good
crops, gardens and plenty of feed for their livestock. In
1939, Emil bought his first farm, the former Kellington
farm in the Dumfries district of Neepawa and moved to it
in 1940. He purchased his first tractor in 1944.
As the family grew up, Emil decided to purchase more
land. In 1945 he bought a half section in the Arden
district, moved there in 1946, purchased the other half
section in following years, and continued to farm this
land and the farm in the Dumfries district with his sons.
In 1952, Emil and Sarefina bought and moved into a
house in Neepawa. For a few years Emil raised turkeys on
the Dumfries farm while his sons took over the working
of the land of the farms. Over the years, since moving
into town, Emil has taken an active interest in the running of the farms.
,
June 12, 1982 marked the sixty-first wedding anniversary of Emil and Sarefina. They continue to enjoy
their children.
Jean was born in 1924. She married Joe Jakubowski in
October, 1948. They farm in the Oberon district. They
have six children. The eldest, Larry, was born in 1951,
married Debbie Boyd of Riding Mountain in 1972 and
now have two children, Candice and Chris. They are
farming in the Oberon district. Joey was born in 1954,
married Patricia Nicholson of Franklin in 1976, have a
son, Patrick and also farms near Oberon. Dennis was
born in 1958 and is working for the P.F.R.A., Langruth.
Bernard was born in 1960, married Shannon Adamyk of
Birnie in 1982 and farms near Oberon. Kathy was born in
1962, resides at Oberon and is in the business of breeding
and training quarter horses. Robert was born in 1964,
has just graduated from Neepawa Collegiate and is
presently residing with his parents.
Brian and Barry, twins, were born in 1956. Brian

Frank, Paul, Emil and Sarefina Kerkowich, Jean Jakubowski, Audrey
Kerr - 50th wedding anniversary, June 1971.

married Elsie Rempel of Hague, Saskatchewan in 1978
and they now have two children, Jacqueline and Ryan.
David was born in 1957 and Karen in 1965. The sons all
farm in the Arden district and Karen is still attending
school and resides at home.
Frank was born in 1933, married Shirley Kolesar of
Springhill in 1955 and took up farming in the Arden
district. They have three children. Gail born in 1956,
married Lorne McCamis of Arden in 1976 and reside in
St. Norbert, Manitoba. Michael born in 1962, graduated
from R.C.M.P. Academy in 1982 and is presently posted
to La Ronge, Saskatchewan. Theressa was born in 1973
and is still attending elementary school at Arden.
Audrey was born in 1937, taught in the Iroquois school
district of Neepawa for two years, married Bill Kerr of
Kenora, Ontario in 1963 and continues to teach and
reside in Kenora.

GEORGE AND MARGARET KERR
by Ella A. (Kerr) Nicholson

I have been asked to give an outline of my parents'
years as pioneers of this district.
My father was the third child of the family of Robert
Kerr and Eliza Begley. There was one girl, Jane, in the
family and five brothers, John, George, Robert, James
and Thomas. Jane, (wife of Jno White) and John Kerr
were born in the north of Ireland near Enniskillen, but
the rest of the family including my father, George, were
born at Goderich, Ontario. His birthday was 13th August
1856. He spent most of his young life in the district, and
left home when he was 10 years old, with only a grade 5
education, to work for his uncle at 10(1: a day and board.
Later he learned the blacksmith trade and masonry, but
by 1870 he had a yen to travel west. He set out on foot
and by flat bottom boat, working his way as he went. By
1876 he arrived at Fort Gary at 3 a.m. and slept where
Scott was imprisoned before he was shot.
Winnipeg, at that time, was a small town where the
rivers were so high they travelled by boat where Main
Street now runs. While around Winnipeg and North he
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went into the bush and cut 1600 cords of wood and then
floated them down the river in booms to Winnipeg for
sale. After a time he travelled West along with the
Mounted Police under Captain French and other settlers,
some by stage and on foot. The men had to swim the
rivers and the women had to stand on the spring seats to
keep above the water.
Dad went west as far as where Shoal Lake is now, only
to find a lot of the lake property had been filed on and
there were signs of early frost, so he turned back to where
Franklin now stands and made camp on the land now
owned by his grandson C. Patrick Nicholson. He then
went back to the bush, cutting logs to float down the
Assiniboine River to Winnipeg to sell. By that time his
brother Robert came west and Dad filed on land, 3 miles
north of where Franklin now stands. He homesteaded
there where he built a home of logs and a sod roof. In
1878 he went to Winnipeg and bought a team of oxen and
some farm equipment. He came back by where Westbourne is now and camped on the river bed, it was such
dry weather. He chose the land he filed on as it had good
hay, timber, lots of good water, and an abundance of
water fowl in the summer. Where they travelled their
wagon wheels would be red with the juice of luscious
strawberries. His first crop after clearing was 5 acres.
Tanners Crossing, now Minnedosa, became their
town. There he bought a whip saw and that winter went
north to a lake now called "Kerr's Lake" after my
father, setting up a logging camp and later a lumber mill
where they took out huge piles of lumber for their own
buildings as well as for many others in the district.
In 1888 Margaret Ellen Reilly, daughter of Robert and
Mary Reilly of Wingham, Ontario, later of Eden,
Manitoba, came out to the Halpenny farm, cousins, just
west of Neepawa. Dad drove in to meet her and they went
to Tanner's Crossing where they were married 4th April
1888, and returned to his log house. By that time the sod
roof was off and shingles made at their own mill were on.
For years they lived there, broke up land and in the
winter went up to the lumber camp at Kerr's Lake. The
men and some with their wives were from Ontario.
Mother took her organ up which she could play very well.
Several of the men could play the violin and also the
accordian and they had many happy evenings. The
women provided the meals and had their own cabins.
In 1892 Dad decided to build a better home. By that
time his brother John had arrived from Guelph, Ontario.
He was a cabinet builder and Dad a carpenter by then.
They were well qualified to build their homes which were
brick and good homes.
In 1902 Dad had a barn raising where the neighbors,
both men and women came to help. The men chose up
sides and the race was on to see which side would win.
The frame was up in no time. Thewomen helped mother
provide the meals on a long table on the lawn. It was
more like a picnic than work.
Dad had a planing mill behind our farm buildings. It
was nothing for mother to look out and see eight or ten
men with loads of lumber to be planed, coming down the
road. By the time they had arrived, horses watered, fed
and stabled, she would have a huge pan of biscuits in the
oven, and dinner on the table.
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George and Margaret Kerr.

As our family grew in number, so did the farm to 960
acres. In the meantime, Dad's brother James arrived and
took up the quarter section where Franklin now stands.
The c.p .R. asked him to name the new village but as he
lived with Dad, he asked Mother to give it a name and so
she chose "Franklin" after Sir John Franklin, as she had
a cousin in Sir Franklin's expedition in search of the
North-West passage.
In 1900 Dad bought a horse power and later a
Waterloo Steam Engine and a Threshing separator. In
1894 he finished his harvest and some of the neighbors,
and then moved up to Birnie to help out as it was late in
November. He left the machine in the farmer's yard and
the separator was burned in the night, so he gathered up

George Kerr Home.

all the pulleys and metal parts, and went home and built a
separator in 1895 which did him as long as he farmed.
When my brothers started at Wesley College, now the
University of Winnipeg, he built a home in Winnipeg on
Balmoral Place and for several years we spent the winters
there but went back to the farm in the spring. Dad bought
his first car in 1908, a "Pope", his second a "Russel
Knight" in 1911, and a "McLaughlin" when he retired in

1921 to Vancouver, B.C., where he built his own home
on Belmont Avenue, West Point Grey, where they spent
their remaining years.
Mother died in 1936 and Dad in 1939. In our family
were eight children, four boys and four girls. Two
brothers, Stanley J. Kerr, D.C.M., and Oscar Kerr, who
died of wounds in 1916 and is buried in the Canadian
Cemetery at Bailleul, France. They were in the 2nd
Battalion. Stanley was later a pilot in the air force.
Clarence served in W. W. II in the Fort Garry Horse, and
my sister Ruby Kerr, a high school teacher at Haney,
B.C., got leave from her school, and was in the air force
as an aerial photographer. My sister Olive (Mrs. Copping) also was a teacher and taught in Vancouver and
Glasgow, Scotland, married and spent the war years in
England with her husband and two sons.
We lost a baby sister one month old, and a brother
Victor 10 years old, by drowning at school.
My father's brothers all farmed in the district with the
exception of Jim, because of an accident he was not able
to, but he had quite a flair for art and painting. He spent
a year in Paris, France, studying oil painting. One of his
pictures hung in the "Louvre" Paris for some time.
As this is written in 1981, only three of our family
remain, Ruby Kerr, Olive Coppings and myself. I was a
registered Nurse of Class 1919, General Hospital,
Winnipeg.
My parents always had time for sports, although
mother never took part, she saw that we did. Dad was a
great booster of the Franklin baseball club, and was one,
with my uncles to start the Rifle Club which produced
some of the best rifle shots in Western Canada.
My late husband Charles E. Nicholson and I had two
sons, Wm. O. Nicholson (Bill) and C. Patrick Nicholson.
Bill and his wife Donna Marley now own and live on
what was our farm. They have three daughters, Moira,
Norma and Laurie, and one grandchild. Patrick and his
wife Joanne Cowie live on and own the farm where my
father first made camp. They have six children, Leonard,
Larry, Patricia, Blaine, Richard and Susan, and have six
grandchildren.
Mother and Dad worked very hard in the early days
and though Dad had little formal schooling he was a well
informed and self educated man, and Mother was
everything you could ask of a mother.
We had our sorrows like many families, but we had
wonderful happy times in our family home and in the
district.

JOHN KERR, GENERAL MERCHANT
by John C. Kerr

Origins: John Kerr was born in Ratho, Ontario, son of
James Kerr, a shoemaker who had emigrated with a
brother George from Ochiltree, Ayrshire, to Ratho,
Ontario, during the first half of the nineteenth century.
His father and uncle, a tailor, operated stores at Ratho,
Lucknow, Millbank and Bright. He received his business
training working with them before proceeding west to
take employment with J .A. Davidson of Neepawa. His
prowess as a goalkeeper for the lacrosse team that had

defeated a well-known Brantford team may have been
influential in his move west. Neepawa lacrosse promoters
were constantly attempting to put a team together to
compete with an enthusiastic Rapid City crew. Mr. Kerr
arrived with his wife, the former Georgina Hewitt and
two children, James Harry and Lillian Gertrude. Their
earliest known Neepawa residence was the home known
as the Robert Ferris Sr. house, recently razed for the new
Eric Pettitt house on Isabella Street.
Early Neepawa Years: Mr. Kerr worked for several
years in the Davidson and Hamilton store at the corner of
Hamilton and Mountain, now occupied by Jorundson
Department Store. Mr. Davidson, who was involved in
provincial politics at that time sold his business to John
Brown of Russell in 1897. John Kerr formed a partnership with Adney Graham and opened the Kerr and
Graham business in a premises below the Opera House
opposite the old County Court building. The theatre
occupied the greater part of the second and third floors
with shops and offices on the ground floor. The structure
was owned by the Neepawa Realty Company which
existing ledgers indicate was renting business premises
and theatre space for various shows back in 1893. Among
the early shareholders were James Howden, J.A.
Davidson, John Weymss, A.W. McConachy, B.R.
Hamilton and J.J. Hamilton. Kerr and Graham operated
from late 1897 until the end of 1905 when the Opera
House building was consumed in a fire. While the
building was being rebuilt John Kerr managed to keep
going selling wool broadcloth on commission in Western
Canada. In 1899 the family moved to the present Kerr
house at 500 Mountain Avenue to accommodate two
more sons, Clarence Victor and Frederick Howard, and
after 1900 another daughter Ellen Transvaaletta and the
youngest son Hewitt Reid.
Development Years: With the rapid development of
commerce in the Neepawa district, Kerr's Store expanded
taking over more and more space in the new building.
John Kerr acquired shares in the Neepawa Realty Co.
Ltd., and eventually took over the majority of its shares.
He was active in curling circles and up to 1910 in company with sons, Fred and Clarence and son-in-law
Douglas Kinnaird Brown (son of John Brown) who had
married Gertrude, won a great many events in the annual
Winnipeg bonspiel. At this time, his brothers had expanded their mercantile connections in Ontario on the
commodity market, providing the growing Neepawa
business with ready access to eastern suppliers. His eldest
son had joined the bank and worked in Victoria, B.c.
After returning from the First War, Harry joined his
uncle Thomas Kerr in a brokerage firm in Toronto. This
firm eventually operated a cannery and other food
processing equipment that lent further support to the
John Kerr & Co. operation. Clarence and Fred joined
their father in business and took over the operation of the
theatre. They installed the first "talking films" in
Neepawa, playing for many packed houses. Mr. Kerr's
health was declining in the 20s, suffering from diabetes.
Although he was one of the first to be treated with insulin
from the Banting and Best clinic in Toronto, he succumbed in 1927.
W. W. I: Both Harry and Fred served overseas in
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World War I. Harry with the Seaforth Highland
Regiment of Canada until being wounded in Fra'nce, then
as a paymaster in London. Fred went overseas as a senior
N.C.O. with the 196th Battalion, then remustered as
junior officer with the British Army until he returned
from France as a casualty.
Marriages, Grandchildren: Harry Kerr married Norma
Hall of Victoria, B.C., and had a daughter Marjorie and
a son James William Harry in Toronto. Gertrude had
married Douglas K. Brown (Brown's Store) and had two
daughters, Alice and Winona. Alice married Neville
Douglas who had worked at the Bank of Montreal in
Neepawa. Nona, who was a nursing sister overseas in
W.W. II, married Arnold Sinclair of Broadview,
Saskatchewan. Clarence married Constance Haskett who
came to teach in the Neepawa High School from
Markdale, Ontario. They had two children, a daughter
Jean Marion, who became one of the first graduates of
Bachelor of Science in Nursing at the University of
Toronto, and John Clarence who returned to the family
business after military training and managed the business

Commander with the Canadian Navy.
Family Business in Later Years: After John Kerr's
death in 1927, the theatre was sold to consolidate the
property holdings. This proved a prudent course when
the ensuing depression came upon them soon after. In
those difficult years, the grocery operation was
discontinued, clothing and footwear were peddled
throughout the countryside, contracts to supply
depression work camps were sought and finally acquiring
one for a year went a long way to keeping the operation
afloat. Business began to revive in 1936 and the store was
eventually doubled in size again during the late thirties.
For many years the store again traded a considerable
volume of better quality family clothing and footwear.
The fifties heralded a change, rural populations were
declining drastically, draining to the cities where great
industrial centralization changed the nation's agricultural
character. Large mercantile chains were more prolific
with greater stores and shopping marts in the cities. Old
manufacturing firms with age old reputations for
craftsmanship disappeared to make way for rapid
assembly line production. After the sudden deaths of
Fred and Clarence in 1962-63, business was carried on by
John C. Kerr until 1978 when the store operation was
suspended before projected rising costs and spiraling
interest rates made a viable operation untenable. Up to
1982 John C. was still looking after the Realty Company,
and his mother Constance was still keeping up the old
John Kerr home on Mountain Avenue.

JOHN KERR
by John Kerr

John Kerr & Co.

and property after his uncle and father died suddenly a
few months apart in 1963. John C. was officer commanding the local militia squadron for a number of
years. John Kerr's son Fred married Irene McPhail and
they raised a nephew James Brandenburg who is now
living in Calgary. Irene has been well-known as an
organist and church worker for many years in Neepawa's
St. Dominic's Church. Irene was awarded a papal
decoration in 1980 for her long and dedicated service.
Ellen (Nellie) worked in the office of the Winnipeg
General Hospital, married Leo Maxin of Toronto. The
youngest son of John Kerr Hewitt, graduated in Dentistry from the University of Toronto and practiced in
South Saskatchewan during the thirties. In 1939 he left
Regina practice to serve overseas with the First Canadian
Division. After his clinic was shelled in Caen, he received
chemical burns that prevented him from resuming full
time practice after the war. He practices as a fly-in dentist
to communities in Northern Canada during the post war
years, .finally settling in B. C. He married Mary Elizabeth
Robillard of Willowbunch, Saskatchewan, and they had
one son Robert Hewitt who is currently serving as a
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Gleeful Moments: An early association with the theatre
inspired Clarence Kerr to collect costumes. Travelling
entertaining troupes were looking for props and odd
items and needed a local person when they arrived at the
old opera house to help out. In later years Clarence kept a
collection of costumes to loan out or to wear himself. At
skating carnivals and local events, or when the spirit
moved him, it was not unusual to find him "playing the
clown" to provide the comic relief.
Clarence and Fred were a dreaded pair of defencemen
on the early hockey teams. Clarence was active in hockey
organizations in later years and was president of the
Neepawa Hockey Club that won the Provincial Intermediate Championship in the 1936-37 season. Fred
was well-known in those years in golfing circles and
worked on the layout of the present golf course with
Johnny Lawrence, long-time professional at the
Wasagaming Club. Both played lacrosse while it was still
in vogue and an old tale relates the incident when
Clarence laid one of the opposing players low; it so infuriated the poor chap's girl friend and mother that they
chased him off the field, beating him viciously with their
parasols.
During the town's 50th Jubilee celebration, they fitted
up a flat bed truck as an open-air tour bus after the
fashion of those popular in Vancouver at the time. They
ran conducted tours around town for the home-comers
with many brief stops, where someone of the residents

was prepared to entertain or perhaps surprise the
passengers. One popular and sometimes necessary' stop
was a large multiple outhouse with a large recently
painted sign "Jerry's Inn". One morning some wag had
changed the sign to read" Jerry's Out".
During the Second War, Fred organized a company of
para-military character formed in Canada to supplement
the normal security forces. They were called the "Legion
of Frontiersmen" and wore Stetson hats, black uniforms
with chain mail trappings and high boots. The locals
jocularly called them the "Gestapo"; they went along
with it in good humor.
During a Bond Drive an "if" day was held and the
Frontiersmen rounded up the Mayor, Chief of Police,
Bank Managers and any other dignitary that happened in
their way. Before a cheering crowd, they marched the
Mayor and Police Chief into the high-fenced woodyard
behind the courthouse. Two shots rang out and the firing
squad marched out. The Mayor and the Chief seemed to
be goners but were miraculously revived that evening for
the big meeting in the Arcade Hall.

for the cream truck, Cyril worked in the creamery as a
cream tester, grading cream and pasteurizing milk and
cream.
In 1951 Cyril came to Neepawa and worked as a
bartender at the King Edward Hotel, owned by the
Vivian Brothers. In 1954 he joined White's Funeral
Home and was with them for twelve years. Then he
worked as a caretaker at the Osborne Home until his
retirement.
In 1970 he married Edith Williams. They moved to
Northern Manitoba where Cyril's love of music prompted him to compose and sing. In 1979 he had a record cut,
naming it "When I was Twenty-one".
Cyril and Edith are now living in their home in
Neepawa.

Cyril Kidds, 1979.

EDITH DOROTHY FREED
(WILLIAMS, KIDDS)
by Edith Kidds
Diamond Jubilee, 1927.

CYRIL DANIEL S. KIDDS
by Edith Kidds

Cyril was born August 1, 1903, at Fulham, London,
England. He was the eldest son of Daniel and Elizabeth.
In 1906, his parents booked passage on the "S.S.
Canada", landing in Montreal. They then took the train
to Winnipeg and then to Gladstone. Cyril attended
schools at Gladstone and Golden Stream. He remembers
his teachers, Miss Rentoul and Miss Ruth McConnell of
Gladstone, and Miss Alice Elliott at Golden Stream.
In his youth he worked for farmers in the summer at
Glenella, McCreary, Kelwood, Neepawa, Langruth and
Gladstone. During the winter he cut wood in the Riding
Mountains.
In 1924 Cyril married Catherine Hyndman. They
resided in Portage where Cyril worked for the Portage
Creamery. He drove a cream truck for sixteen years north
to Alonsa, Ebb and Flow, Amaranth, Langruth,
Westbourne. He also hauled cream out of Edwin and
Bagot. During the winter when the snow became too deep

I was born in 1923 on NE 32-15-16. I attended Eden
Consolidated School. Grade One was in what we called
the "little school". It had outside toilets to which we
were all used to in our homes. Our Grade I teacher was
Miss Barbour (later Mrs. George Graham). We next
graduated to the "big school" which had indoor toilet
facilities which rather scared us until we became used to
such a luxury. Our teachers in this school were: Miss
Stella Whaley (now Mrs. Roy Birnie) in Grades I and II,
Miss Kathleen Ram in Grades IV and V, Mr. W.J.
McLaughlin Grades VI, VII and VIII (he was from
Plumas), Miss Margaret Morton, assistant principal,
Gladstone, (now Mrs. Fahrni), and Mr. Ivan Hamilton,
principal, from Portage la Prairie. Miss Morton and Mr.
Hamilton shared the subjects in Grades 9, 10, 11 and 12.
In high school we had no choice of courses, everyone
took matriculation, the University Entrance Course.
Our school had nine van routes. Our family went to
school in van No.2. These vehicles were canvas covered.
The summer one was a wagon type in which the canvas
sides could be rolled up on a warm, sunny day.
After completion of school I obtained my teacher's
training at Winnipeg Normal School. My first school was
at Harrowby, a town 15 miles west of Russell. It was
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Edith Freed.

May, Anne and Tom Williams, Mrs. Williams (now Mrs. Kidds).

there I met and married William Williams in 1945. In
1955 we moved to Neepawa. Our children attended
Neepawa schools. Our children are:
Elizabeth Anne, born in 1950. During her senior years
she was in the school band and then in the Lions Band.
After completion of her schooling Anne worked for a
year as teller in the TomBoy Store. Then she went into
training at the Winnipeg General Hospital. After
graduation she accepted a position at Kirkland Lake
Hospital in Ontario. From there Anne went to Australia
for three years where she continued her nursing and took
further training. On her return to Canada, Anne attended
Briarcrest Bible Institute at Caronport, Saskatchewan.
At present she is living in Winnipeg.
Edith Myfanwy (May) was born in 1952. May took the
business course in high school. She was also in the school
band. Upon completion of her courses she was employed
by Hurtig Furriers on Portage Avenue in Winnipeg. May

Eden School Van.

married Bob de Groot in 1970. They have three children:
Peter, Gerald and Kimberly.
Thomas Allan was born in 1954. He also attended
school in Neepawa. After leaving school he worked at
various jobs, finally obtaining a position in the hotel
business. He is at present at Halifax, Nova Scotia.
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In 1970 I married Cyril Kidds. That summer I applied
for and received a teaching position with Frontier School
Division. We moved north that fall and for the next eight
years. We are now living again in Neepawa.

ARTHUR KILBURN SR.
by Verla McLaren

Arthur Kilburn Sr., his wife Sarah Duncan, and five
children Benjamin, Arthur, Jane, Blanche and Herbert,
left Kent, England in 1875 to start a new life in Canada.
In 1883 a fourth son, Goodwin was born. Ben, aged 12
and the oldest, told of his excitement in travelling all the
way from Fort Garry by Red River Cart, over a winding
trail through woodland to the area known at that time as
Acton, where his father filed on a homestead.
After hiring out for two years, Arthur Sr. began cattle
farming and by 1883 was into wheat farming. As the sons
attained manhood, farms were procured for them. In
1889 his two daughters and son Goodwin moved to the
Mountain View district, paying for the preemption with
two bottles of whiskey and two Indian ponies. Mrs.
Kilburn had died in 1887.
Like all early pioneers they endured many hardships.
Their wheat had to be taken to Portage la Prairie to be
ground into flour.
Mr. Kilburn Sr. made several trips back to England,
and as a Western Farmers' delegate convinced some of
his fellow countrymen to follow his example.

Arthur Kilburn
Sr.

GOODWIN KILBURN
Goodwin Kilburn started farming for himself in 1900
with a team of oxen. Though they were slow and steady plowed about one and a half acres a day - they were soon
replaced by horses and in the later years by tractor.
Harvesting was done with a steam engine and threshing
machine requiring a crew of twenty-six men. He was very
proud of his Percheron horses which he showed at local
fairs and at Brandon Exhibition.
In 1904 he married Jean Hall, who was born in Galt,
Ontario, and had come west with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Hall, in 1885. The Halls later moved to the
Mountain View area to the farm now owned by Roy
Kilburn.
Mr. and Mrs. Kilburn had six children. Clifford
married Reta Newell, Franklin. Allan married Blanche
Harper, Edmonton, and has two children, four grand-

children, and lives at Abbotsford, B.C. Marguerite
married Earl Davidson of Estevan, had one son, two
grandchildren, and lives at Kelvington, Saskatchewan.
Olive married Jack Cupiss, Winnipeg, has one daughter,
and lives at Toronto. Verla married James McLaren,
Neepawa. Roy married Mildred Scott, Eden.
Over the years Mr. Kilburn was active in municipal and
community affairs. He was councillor of Rosedale
Municipality for twelve years and reeve for fourteen
years. He was instrumental in helping to form Neepawa
Consumers Co-operative, being its first president and
member of the board for ten years. He was a member of
Beautiful Plains Agriculture Society for many years. He
belonged to both Masonic and Oddfellows' Lodges. For
eighteen years after he retired from farming in 1941 Mr.
Kilburn was on the advisory board of the Veteran's Land
Act. Mr. and Mrs. Kilburn were members of the United
Church where they were active workers.
The farm in Mountain View to which Mr. Arthur
Kilburn Sr. moved has remained in the Kilburn family for
five generations.

CLIFFORD KILBURN
Clifford and Reta Kilburn lived on the original Kilburn
farm until they moved to Neepawa in 1954, when their
son Lorne took it over. They have three children. Lorne,
who married Margaret Cochrane, Arden, has four
children, Janine, David, James and John. Weldon, who
married Shirley Cormack, Rossburn, has two children,
Trevor and Kari. Norma, who married Harvey Russell,
Neepawa, had two children, Kenneth and Katherine.
During the years Clifford was active in civic and
community affairs. He was a member of Neepawa
Consumers Co-operative board, Manitoba Good Roads
Association, first president of Springhill Pool Elevator
and Senior Men's group. He was also on the Neepawa
Town Council for six years. He belongs to the Oddfellows Lodge.

ROY KILBURN
Roy, youngest member of the G.H. Kilburn family,
and his wife Mildred (Scott) live on the family farm once
owned by Grandfather Robert Hall. They have three
children. Richard and his wife Kerstin (Bjorklund) who
live in Pickering, Ontario, have two children, Patrick and
Andrew; Ronald and Jackie (Hunter) live on the family
farm with their three girls, Raegan, Amy and Jill; and
Paulette (Haywood) who lives in Minnedosa has two
children, James and Cheryl.
Over the years Roy was very active in sports - baseball,
curling and bowling and also in community affairs as
Chairman of the Springhill Pool Elevator Association,
President of the Agricultural Society, Chairman of the
Neepawa United Church Board, Rural Co-ordinator of
the United Way, member of the Resource Districts
Commission and President of the Neepawa-Gladstone
Co-Op.
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MATTHEW JAMES KILPATRICK
by The Family .

Matthew James Kilpatrick was born in 1854 at
Ogdenburg, New York. When he was six weeks old, the
family moved to Prescott, Ontario, where he received his
education.
He came West to Manitoba in 1878 to Golden Stream
near Gladstone. Here he worked for and experienced the
hardships of the pioneer. He seeded the fields by
broadcasting the grain. He walked up and down the field
with a pail of grain strapped to his waist, and threw the
grain on the field, first a handful from one hand and then
a handful from the other. It was a tedious job and very
tiring too. However, these pioneers who cleared the land
and broke the sod were a hardy lot.
In 1881, he married Mary Ross of Golden Stream. She
was born in 1861, the daughter of Wm. and Mary (Reece)
Ross. He and his bride farmed on the farm 2 1/2 miles
west of Neepawa on east 1/2 of 36-14-16 in the Stoney
Creek school district. Their buildings were of log or
frame structure. The log house was replaced in 1890 with
a frame house. Eva was the first child born in this house.
The frame house was replaced a few years later, about
1900, with a brick house.
Mr. and Mrs. Kilpatrick had a family of ten children:
Mary Eliza (Lila) born in 1882; Annie Jane born in 1883;
two children deceased, Laurella being six months old;
Olive born in 1888; Eva May born in 1890; Katie Agnes
born in 1893; Laura born in 1895; Matthew James born
in 1897; and the baby born in 1900 died at birth. Mrs.
Kilpatrick died four days later, at the age of 38 years.
Matt Kilpatrick was one of the founders of Stoney
Creek school, situated on NW 24-14-16. The children
walked to school, barefooted in summer, with Laura
. being the youngest of the family to attend the school. The
children also recall the blue-fringed gentians and pink
lady slippers that grew in the vicinity.
Mr. Kilpatrick was also one of the founders of the
"Little Church" in the area. The Neepawa Press in its
May 28, 1896 edition, pictured the church with this
caption, "Believed to be the first church built west of
Winnipeg the "Little Church" was situated on the
correction line, two and a half miles west of Neepawa.
Built in 1882, it was opened on Christmas Day that year.
Everyone brought lunch and the church being crowded
and the day mild, some ate outdoors. Those who helped
build the church, who helped haul the logs with their ox
teams, and then hewed them and built the pews, included
John and Sam McKee, John Buchanan, Wesley Petch,
William Connell, Matt Kilpatrick, Chas. Cameron, Dave
Watson, John Howe and William Ash." The family
walked to church, usually walking down the railway
track.
The children rarely got to town and when they did go
by team, it was a real occasion for them. My mother
(Katie) recalls one trip to town with her mother in the
buggy when she had a toothache. When they got to town,
the dentist was out, so she was taken to the Vet who
removed the troublesome tooth.
Mother recalls only having had one doll, a rag one, but
she loved it. One day another family came to visit. When
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it was time to go home, the little girl cried because she
wanted Katie's doll. So the doll went with the little girl,
and mother, aged about five years, was the one left
broken hearted as she never did get another doll. Of
course toys in those days were not the luxurious ones we
know today. The toys were mainly homemade. When
mother was six years old she got a china mustard pot in
her stocking at Christmas. She still has it and prizes it
greatly.
Following the death of her mother, Lila took over the
household and looked after the children. In 1902, the
family moved to Neepawa and at that time their house on
Third Street, was the most westerly house in Neepawa.
Mr. Kilpatrick, ("Matt" as he was mainly known as),
had a coal and wood business for many years, and also
operated the bowling alley.
In 1902, he married Martha Byers, with Rev. Crux
officiating at the ceremony. She was born in 1867, and
was a seamstress by trade. Of this marriage there were
two sons, Daniel Harold born in 1903, and Stanley born
in 1906, died in 1907. Matthew Kilpatrick died in 1911, at
the age of 57 years. Mrs. Kilpatrick continued to live in
Neepawa until her death in 1951.
Lila, despite becoming a homemaker at an early age,
took music lessons, and was an accomplished seamstress.
She married Samuel McKee in 1902. They farmed south
of Neepawa and then moved to the Kilpatrick farm for a
few years when they moved into Neepawa. Of the
marriage there were two children, Hazel (Mrs. Fred
Babcock) who worked for years in the Neepawa
Telephone Office, and Harvey who died in 1923 at the
age of sixteen years. Sam died in 1911, and Lila died in
1959.
Annie married Hugh McGillivray, born in 1880, in
1903. They farmed in the Neepawa district until moving
to Alberta in 1906. In 1911 they returned to Neepawa to
farm and in 1921 moved to Saskatchewan to farm, and in
1931 moved to their farm at Edgerton, Alberta. They had
five children, Alfred, Ross, Gertie (deceased), Garnet
and Greta (Mrs. Ervin Dahl). Annie died in 1939, and
Hugh in 1953.
Olive, the third daughter, was married to David
George Harris, born in 1878, in 1908. After their
marriage they farmed in the Neepawa district before
moving to Grey, Saskatchewan, and later to another
small community which was subsequently named Harris,
Saskatchewan. They then moved to Prince George, B.C.,
and later to Glenevis, Alta. George and Olive farmed at
Glenevis until 1951 when they retired to Edmonton. They
had fourteen children including two sets of twins. Their
family is: Mrs. Henry Christianson (Ethel), Frank, Mrs.
Arthur Bratt (Janet), Mrs. Alfred Williams (Mary),
Edward, Gordon, Lester, Mrs. Adolph Bablitz
(Margaret), twins David and Robert who are deceased;
William, Mrs. Aljie Bucknell (Pearl), and twins Mrs.
Herbert Sandstrom (Hope) and Roy, Olive died in 1955,
and George in 1962. Their final resting place is Evergreen
Memorial Gardens, Edmonton.
Eva became a school teacher and taught for 7 years. In
1916 in Winnipeg, she married Neil Scott Campbell, born
in 1894, of Franklin. They farmed for many years in the
Iroquois district until moving to Neepawa in 1946. They

had one son Kenneth, who with his wife Gladys (Vine)
live at Gimli. Scott died in 1967. Eva still lives in
Neepawa but spends the winters with Ken at Gimli.
Katie also became a school teacher and taught at Lake
Max, Boissevain; Salisbury school at Arden, Lavender
school at Bowsman, and in the Elkhorn and Souris town
schools. In 1917 at Winnipeg, she married Roy Birbeck
of Boissevain, born in 1886. They farmed at Boissevain
for many years, retiring to Boissevain in 1947. They had
twins, Laura of Boissevain, and Bernard, with his wife
Gladys, live at Trenton, Ontario. Roy died in 1966.
Laura worked in the Telephone Office in Neepawa.
She married James H. Dalton of Neepawa in 1923. They
operated a hardware store in Birtle for many years. They
had two children, James of Birtle, and Corinne (Mrs.
Lloyd Besselt) of Bowsman. Jim died in 1967, and Laura
in 1981.
James (Jim) was to become James Duncan. He went to
Lynne, Massechusetts in 1916. In 1920 he was married to
Freda, and they had three children with only Billie living.
He died in 1973.
Dan was employed by the CPR for many years. He
married Lillian Bowe of Birnie in 1931. They resided in
Winnipeg for many years, and then moved to Burlington,
Ontario, to be near their only son, Dawson.

LORNE AND MYRNA KINES
by Myrna Kines

The Kines family have been residents in Neepawa for
many years.
Lome, son of Helen Kines of Neepawa and Lloyd
Kines of Toronto, was born in Minnedosa, and received
his education in Neepawa. He learned his masonry trade,
working with his grandfather, Ole Ramstad. Together
they worked on numerous brick and stucco buildings
around this area, including the Bri-Mont Apartments and
the Neepawa Medical Clinic. He later started his own
contracting business, known as Lome Kines Masonry
Ltd., and has continued in this ever since.
Myrna was born in Winnipeg, coming to Neepawa at
the age of eight years, with her parents, Connie and Irwin
Conquergood. She received the balance of her elementary
and high school education in Neepawa, during which
time she was successful in winning numerous essay
contests, works of art etc. At the age of 18, she won the
N.A.C.I. Oratorical Contest, along with the bronze
medallion for the Beautiful Plains M.T.S. In 1965, the
same year, she graduated with honors. She continued her
education in Winnipeg, taking her R.N. training at the
Winnipeg General Hospital.
After her marriage, Myrna and Lome purchased the
old Gibson property in 1968, where they built their home
in which they now reside, overlooking the valley towards
town. They moved the original Gibson house to another
location on the existing 12 acre property.
Th~y have three children. Connie 14, Karen 12, and
Martm 11, who are all at the Junior High School level in
their education.
In 1972 they left Neepawa to reside in Victoria, B.C.
Lome continued in the masonry trade in Victoria during

Karen, Connie, Myrna, Martin, Lome Kines.

that time, building numerous fireplaces (including one in
the home of T. V. actor, Sebastian Cabot). They returned
to Neepawa in 1973.
The following year they left again for the coast,
residing in the Oak Bay area in Victoria. Here their
children received their primary education from 1974 to
1975. During this period, Lome worked as Maintenance
Supervisor for the Victoria School Board. They returned
to Neepawa in 1975 to take on a partnership in C & C
Beverages Ltd. This company had been operating out of
Brandon, and was moved to Neepawa, with the construction of a storage building on the home property.
Lome became responsible for setting up Pic a Pop agents
in areas throughout the province. This business continued until 1978, when it was sold to the Winnipeg
distributor.
In 1978, they decided to take a year off and continue
further travelling with their family. They made the
necessary arrangements for Correspondence Courses,
managing their own tutoring of their children for the
complete school years of Grades III, IV, and V. They
purchased an Executive motorhome in California, in
which they lived and travelled for this period of time,
covering most of the central and southern United States.
They lived a greater part of their travels in Florida,
touring the State from the north to the Florida Keys.
The following year they returned to Neepawa where
Lome has continued to work at his own business.
Myrna and Lome are continually active in many
school and sport activities with their children, including
swimming, hockey, baseball and 4-H horsemanship.

PETER KINES
by Viola M. Kines

Peter Kines was born in the village of Pool, Ontario in
1864. His father Joshua Kines, at the age of twelve, came
with his parents from Belfast, Ireland, after his father
had served with Wellington in the battle of Waterloo.
Joshua married Margaret Robertson and their family of
four grew up at Pool and later at Listowel, Ontario,
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where they farmed.
In September 1912, Peter Kines with his wife, the
former Nellie Tompkins, and their five children migrated
to Neepawa. Four years were spent on a farm in the
Glendale district. The farm was rented from Dan McMillan of Neepawa. Even as a young child I observed the
difference of the log walls of the house compared to the
better home in Ontario, and asked my mother to make
the walls smooth next time she cleaned them.
I recall our arrival at Neepawa, being met at the
C.N.R. station by relatives with teams and buggies.
There must have been heavy fall rains for the mud was
half way up the buggy wheels and horses legs.
While they were living in Glendale, another daughter
and son were born.
In 1915 the family moved to the Mountain View school
district where they farmed until moving into Neepawa in
1938.
Mr. and Mrs. Kines were members Of the Neepawa
Baptist Church, and staunch supporters of the United
Farmers'movement.
Mr. Kines died in Neepawa in 1941. Mrs. Kines
remained in Neepawa for several years, then moved to
Penticton, B.C., and later to Toronto where she died in
1972 at the age of 95.
Their older daughter Belle married Harold Wyatt and
now lives at East View Lodge, Neepawa.
Their son Joshua married Islay Graham and they lived
in several Manitoba towns where he was the Pool
Elevator agent. He died in 1959 at Beausejour where Islay
still resides.
Viola married Harold Clark and after fifteen years on
the Clark farm, they moved to Penticton, B.C. Harold
died in 1980, and Viola continues to make her home in
Penticton.
Grace, having worked in Winnipeg and many years in
Toronto, is now retired and enjoys the summer months at
her cottage near Orillia, and spends the winter months in
Toronto.
Vera, having worked in Winnipeg and Toronto,
married Wm. R. Dalzell. They lived several years in B.C.,
then moved back to Toronto and are now retired to
Peterborough, Ontario.
Margaret married Murton McGinnis and they lived in
Manitoba and Saskatchewan towns and then in Winnipeg. Upon retirement they moved to Penticton where
they are enjoying milder climate and good fishing.
Lloyd, after serving in World War II, married Olive
Clarke in Toronto where they now live in retirement.
There are seventeen grandchildren and several greatgreat-grandchildren in the Peter Kines family.

WILLIAM EDWARD NIBLOCK KING
by Bryda-Rae (King) McLuhan

Mr. and Mrs. W.E.N. King came to Neepawa in the
spring of 1912 having bought the Shannon Hardware
Store on the corner of Mountain Avenue and Hamilton
Street.
The year of 1912 was a busy one for Neepawa as water
works were being installed as well as central heating. The
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store employed thirteen men, plumbers and tinsmiths, as
well as clerks. Two of these men were Jim Dalton and
Harry Heigh. Bill King bought a hardware store at Birtle
in 1920 giving Jim Dalton, who had just returned from
the war, a quarter interest and managership. The store in
Neepawa became a distributing point for threshing
supplies for a large area. Often during the fall season,
repairs were made by Mr. King during the night as
farmers came in with broken equipment. The tinsmith
shop was once used as a stake-out for provincial police,
who from foreknowledge, were expecting a bank robbery. Their guns were trained on the Royal Bank to the
north and the Bank of Montreal to the west.
In 1922 Sir James Aikens, Lieutenant-Governor of
Manitoba, appointed W.E.N. King, a Justice of the
Peace.
The family interest centered around church activities,
choir and Sunday School, with both Mr. and Mrs. King
serving on local and provincial boards.
In 1930 Mr. King sold the store and the family moved
into Winnipeg where Mrs. Effie King, at 97 years of age,
still resides in the family home. Three children were born
to the Kings: Bernice (Mrs. Clarke), Bryda-Rae (Mrs.
McLuhan), and Calvin, all residing in the city of Winnipeg.

STANLEY AND ROSE KITCHEN
by Stan Kitchen

Stanley and Rose Kitchen came to live in Neepawa in
1973. A few years earlier they had picked Neepawa as the
place to retire and had bought a house for that purpose.
After having lived in ten Manitoba towns and villages
they decided that Neepawa had everything they wanted.
Rose had worked on farms in the area some years before
and knew quite a bit about the town. They wanted a place
large enough to have good places of business and yet·
small enough to be friendly. Neepawa has the right
mixture. Stanley taught in various Manitoba schools for
nearly forty years and has not really stopped yet as he is
on the "substitute list". With that and the care of their
own property and management of public housing his
"retirement" is in name only.
Rose has become known for making quilts, several
each year. Her quilts have gone to many parts of Canada
and the United States.
The Kitchens have two of a family, a son, Tom in
Medicine Hat and a daughter, Michele in Winnipeg.
There are two granddaughters.

KITSON FAMILY
George Kitson came from Yorkshire, England, at the
age of nineteen, leaving behind two brothers, Thomas
and Charles. He worked as a stable-boy in the Toronto
area until 1885. Then he came to the Franklin area and
leased a quarter from the Mortgage Co. He built a small
cabin on it. In 1893 he purchased his quarter of 5-15-16,
and in 1896 bought another quarter of the same section

from Henry Fry. That same year he built the original
farm home, one-Quarter-mile west of his cabin. That
house is still standing. One part he bathed in and the
other was occupied by the Methodist minister and his
wife.
George married Louisa Chambers Barker. Louisa
came to the district from Lethbridge, Alberta, after her
husband drowned in The Old Man River. She had two

Eleanor, Jack and Douglas Kitson. Heather, Brian, Kevin,
Douglas, Trevor Kitson.

George Kitson, Ernie Barker, Frank Barker, Louisa Kitson, Jack Kitson
-1906.

small sons; Ernie born in 1896, and Frank born in 1898.
George and Louisa were married in 1904. They had two
children; William John born in 1905, and Edith born in
1906.
George built a very large Ontario style barn in 1905,
the lumber for which he cut and hauled from the McCreary area. On August 18th, 1947, a tornado swept
through Franklin, taking the top off the grain elevator.
The winds blew down one half of the large barn and the
windmill.
In 1913, John Wiley, a step-brother of George Kitson,
sold George the NW 1/4 of 31-14-16 which John had
purchased from the Canadian Pacific Railway in 1891.
Frank Barker became an Air Pilot, and while serving in
England in 1918, he died in a plane crash.
Ernie Barker married Jean Howard in England in 1917
and had two children, namely Mary Howard Barker and
Ian Howard Barker. (Ian was killed in the Second World
War.)
Louisa Chambers Barker Kitson died in 1928.
Jack Kitson took over the home farm in 1930, and that
same year married Eleanor Ida Douglas at the Scott
home, two miles west of Franklin. The couple had one
son 'George Douglas'.
George Sr. died in 1947.
Douglas married Joan Elizabeth Griffith in 1959 in the
Neepawa United Church, and moved into the original
farm house in 1960. In 1961 they bought the east half of
31-14-16 from William Laing, and the home farm in
1972. They had one daughter, Heather Joyce, who
married Peter Alexander Behrens in 1981; and three sons,
Brian Douglas, Kevin William, and Trevor John.
Edith Kitson married Thomas Sinclair in Neepawa.

Joan,

Tom was section foreman on the C.P.R. at Franklin
from 1922 to 1957. They had four children; Thomas
Keith, Robert George, Mary Louisa and Linda Jean.
Keith Sinclair married Dorothy White in 1954, and had
three children; Debra who married Chris Sykes in 1976;
Tom who married Rhonda Hardie in 1981; and Shelly.
Bob Sinclair married Freda Halderson in 1960, and
they had a son John and a daughter Sharon.
Mary Lou Sinclair married Arnold Hayseth in 1959
and had two daughters: Janice, who married David
Rinke in 1981, and Karen.
Linda married Julien Faudette in 1971 and had two
children, Jean Paul and Kathine.

Bob, Mary Lou, Keith, Tom, Edith, Linda Sinclair.

Peter and
Heather
Behrens.
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MICHAEL KOLESAR
by Harvey M. Kolesar

One of the original settlers who founded a home
beyond the valley was my grandfather, Michael Kolesar.
He arrived in Manitoba in 1885 with a wife and one
daughter (Mary) and little else. A second daughter
arrived shortly thereafter, followed by a son, Steve, my
father, and another daughter.
Within five years, the Kolesars had purchased and
moved to a farm in the Clarksville area, where they
continued their economic development and the raising of
a substantial family - a total of nine children shortly after
the turn of the century. The unfortunate death of Mrs.
Kolesar in 1911 caused an abrupt halt in this growth until
1914, when a tenth child, Henry, was born to a new Mrs.
Kolesar brought from the homeland. An interesting
episode from these early times pertains to a tin cup owned
by my father when he was about two years old. He had a
habit of running around with the edge of the cup between
his teeth. One day he tripped over a doorstep, cutting the
end off his nose. Since a doctor was not available, the
nose end was bandaged in place, healing with only a
slight scar line, which he carried to the day of his death.
As each of the sons grew to manhood, he obtained land
adjacent to his father's farm, developing it essentially as
a homestead. The oldest son, Steve, (my father) later sold
his land to his brother, Joe, and moved approximately
four miles to a farm in Springhill. The youngest son,
Henry, still resides on the family farm purchased by my
grandfather, Michael Kolesar, when he moved out of
Huns Valley, with his son and his family. The others have
retired from farming, with John and Joe living in
Neepawa. The daughters married and ultimately moved
westward, with the youngest daughter (Julia, Mrs.
William Bird) now living in Vancouver. The rest of the
family is deceased. The second generation is dispersed
throughout the original home communities of Neepawa
and Minnedosa and the western provinces. Exceptions
are myself - who found it necessary to move to a high, dry
climate due to a war-induced illness, and Garnet, who
recently moved across the border from Vancouver as a
protest against the policies of the Trudeau government.

One of the original settlers who founded a home beyond the valley was
my grandfather, Michael Kolesar. He arrived in Manitoba in 1885 with
a Wife and one daughter (Mary) and little else. A second daughter
arrived shortly thereafter, followed by a son, Steve, my father, and
another daughter.

Henry Kolesar's barn.

Henry Kolesar'sfamily.

THE KUHAR SKI STORY
by Jim & Sylvia Kuharski

Mike Kolesar, Barbara and Henry - about 5 years old.
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The Kuharski story includes three generations of
people who were born in Poland, emigrated to Canada at
various stages of their lives and settled in the Polonia
area. The main story concerns George Kuharski. Of his
eleven children and forty-nine grandchildren, fifteen still
live in Neepawa or in the R.M. of Rosedale. Many of his

great-grandchildren are still living with t?eir parents. Of
those who are married, four have homes In Neepawa and
District.
George's parents, Stanley and Margaret (nee
Kwaitkowski) Kuharski, came to Canada in 1890. Their
family at that time included a daughter already married;
George, already eighteen years old, and four younger
children. Their original home was in west central Poland,
where Germans owned huge tracts of land. Each German
landlord owned as much as six sections of land and had
perhaps fifty Polish tenants working it for him. The
Kuharski family, with four boys, needed land of their
own.
After his parents left in 1890, George Kuharski served
his three years compulsory time in the German army. He
married Sophie Matuszak in 1895, while working as a
brakeman on the railway. The couple lived near Wrzesna
in Poland. The nearest city, where the nearest hospital
was found, was Poznan. It could be reached by travelling
about three hours by train.

Early 1900s. House in Poland
belonging to George and Sophie
Kuharski.

George Kuharski -1890s.

In Poland, Grandpa George and Grandma Sophie
lived in a log cabin with a thatched roof and cobbled
yard. They were still tenants on German-owned land,
having about six acres for their own use. There were
cherry, apple, plum, and pear trees in the yard and they
probably had a cow, calf, goat, chickens and pigs. When
they left Poland in 1913, they already had eight children.
The three oldest children in the family went to school
in Poland. The schools were also German-controlled and
instruction was given in German. Because there were 200
or more children to be taught in a small school, the older
ones attended school from 7 a.m. to noon; the younger
ones from 1-4 p.m. Because the families spoke Polish at
home, one of the two teachers would be able to speak
Polish and help the youngest children learn. The school
year began in April and students attended school six days
a week. Children had two weeks holiday in July and
October off so that they could dig potatoes for their
German landlords. The younger boys were often called
from school to herd cows for the Germans as well.
George, at age 41 years, and Sophie, at 38 years left
Poland on April 1, 1913, their youngest child a baby less

than a year old. They carried their belongings -- feather
ticks, pillows, clothes, and a few plates and cups -- in
wicker baskets. In Hamburg, they took a small boat and
travelled three hours to board the ocean liner "Hanover"
on April 6. They stopped in Rotterdam on April 8 for
fuel and supplies, then spent eleven days crossing the
ocean to Portland, Maine. Getting through customs took
some time, then they faced a train trip to Chicago. As
they arrived at 8 a.m. on April 21, they had to spend the
whole day there. They arrived in Winnipeg by train on
April 23 and had to sleep on benches in the station that
night. They made the trip to Neepawa on April 24, but
their journey was still not complete. George's youngest
brother Stanley waited for them at the wrong railway
station. Some of the family had to walk from the CNR
Station to the CPR Livery to tell Uncle Stanley where to
pick up the rest of the family.
Stanley, George's brother, lived east of Polonia (SE
27-16-16). The wagon - trip of 3 112 hours was cold and
uncomfortable. Grandma Sophie lamented that back in
Poland, spring was well-advanced. Her fruit trees were
blooming when she left Poland. In Canada, and almost a
month later, there was still snow with the mud and water
along the road. Grandma Sophie also found that the log
cabins here weren't as nice as the one she had left in
Poland. The family remembers mosquitoes being so bad
on summer nights that George went from one room to
another with a smudge pot.
After staying a few days with Stanley, George moved
into his father's house (21-16-16). His father had been
killed in 1912, when a horse ran away. His mother was
living with her oldest daughter, Mrs. Tilski. That left an
empty house on an 80 acre strip. of land one mile long.
The Polonia Valley was divided into mile-long strips
instead of square quarter-sections so that each family
would have a portion of farm land sloping west into the
valley with its creek for water and surrounding pasture
for cattle. The scrub near the creek could be used for
firewood. There were four other families living on the
same section, their houses fairly close together and their
only road running across the Mr. Ksaver Kulbacki's field.
Because George came to Canada after much of the
land was already settled, he did not receive any of the
government assistance given to earlier settlers. To improve the family finances, the three oldest children
worked; Frank and Verna on farms and Mary in
Neepawa.
While living in the Polonia Valley, George bought land
closer to Eden (nw 13-16-16). He travelled back and forth
to this farm, usually by horse and wagon, to clear the
land and to begin building a house. Their meat supply
was improved by the rabbits he shot while coming and
going. Then, for part of a year, he moved his family into
an empty house on (sw 24-16-16). When the new house
was completed, George and his family lived there for
almost a year.
After their oldest daughter married, she and her
husband lived there while George moved on to a half
section (se 13-16-16, sw 18-16-15). between 1914 and
1921, Sophie had three more children. Babies were
delivered by midwives at that time; Mrs. Anthony
Strelzick being the one remembered by this family. The
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George Kuharski and wife Sophie - 1949, with Violet (nee Stanski)
granddaughter and husband Steve.

family settled on that farm (house on sw 18-16-15), until
1950.
George and Sophie lived part-time with eldest (nw 1316-16), and youngest (SW 34-15-15) daughters until
Sophie's death in 1955. George spent the remaining five
years of his life with the Stanski's (nw 13-16-16). Both
George and Sophie are buried in Neepawa cemetery.
The story continues with our own branch ofthe family,
the third generation to be born in Poland and settle in
Canada. Stanley Kuharski was George and Sophie's
fourth child and was 10 years old when he came with
them to Canada. As he was one of the boys often called
out of school by the German landlord to herd cattle, his
schooling in Poland was sketchy. On the Polonia and

Stanley and Verna Kuharski 50th Wedding Anniversary, 1974.
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Eden farms it fell to his lot to help his father clear land,
look after whatever livestock the family had, and help
maintain the family home, wherever that happened to be.
Stanley married Verna Speiss from the Elk Ranch
district in January of 1924. Verna's parents immigrated
to Canada from Buffalo where they had been some years
after leaving Poland. Stanley and Verna lived on the
George Kuharski farm (sw 18-16-15) for a few months,
then rented and moved to a nearby farm (ne 7-16-15). In
the 10 years they farmed on this 1/4 section, Dad
(Stanley) made extra money by cutting firewood in the
park, sawing and splitting it, and selling it in Neepawa.
Wild meat was still an important part of the family diet
and very little food or clothes were store-bought.
Neighbors were important. Dad tells of hunting with one
neighbor, horse-buying with another, logging with
another. In time of sickness, death or births in the family,
relatives and neighbors pitched in to provide the care
needed before and after Dr. Bugg's calls.
Dad bought his present farm (w 17-16-15) from the
Trust and Loan Company in late 1934. His first crop
(1935) was so damaged by rust and root rot that they
burned most of it. Beginning in 1936, his hard work
showed up in fine crops. Dad was one of the district
farmers who had "a threshing outfit." That meant
having a threshing machine, hiring 12 men, 6 with teams
of horses and a rack to use, 4 to "pitch" stooks onto the
rack and 2 men to feed stooks into the machine. Dad also
had a "Caboose", a small shed on skids - in which his
gang slept. The machine, men, and caboose travelled
from one neighbour to another doing custom threshing
for 6-8 weeks in the fall. These men who fed horses at five
a.m. and worked through to seven or eight o'clock in the
evening ate proportionately. The farm wives who cooked
for a "threshing gang" tell stories yet of the meat and
potatoes they cooked for breakfast, of the number of
sandwiches for afternoon lunch and pies for dinner and
supper that a "gang" consumed. The growing family
helped pick raspberries, harvest potatoes and other
vegetables, and "dress" turkeys, the surplus of these
products being sold in Neepawa. Money from these
sources and the cream and home-made butter shipped
helped to supply the family with necessities.
Dad and Mum Kuharski have been faithful and
generous supporters of their church, St Elizabeth's in
Polonia. Here they celebrated their 50th Wedding Anniversay in 1974, good wishes heaped upon them by their
large family and many friends. Dad was still an excellent
marksman, a fine carpenter, and the careful "keeper of
the land" he had learned to be. Mum's bountiful meals
especially her home-made buns, can never be quite
duplicated, her beautifully patterned quilts are valued by
her grandchildren, and her hospitality was well-known.
To such pioneers, we owe our beginnings.
It may be interesting to note that it was at "quilting
bees" that the material for this history was collected.
Tongues kept pace with flying fingers and a story was
born.

EDDIE KUHARSKI

JOE KUHARSKI FAMILY

by Jeanette Kasprick

by Jeannette Kasprick

Eddie, son of Joe and Minnie Kuharski was born on
January 3, 1933. He attended Iroquois School and
Neepawa Collegiate. His nickname in high school was
"Sunshine". He belonged to the Springhill 4-H Seed
Club. He was a very active member of St. Dominic's
Roman Catholic Church and Parish Council. He formed
the Polonia C.Y.O. and was very active in forming the
Neepawa Council of the Knights of Columbus of which
he was later Grand Knight. Eddie loved sports and was
often seen down at the fairgrounds umping at a ball game
or at the arena during winter refereeing a hockey game.
I think most of us remember Eddie for his love of
music and the many hours of entertainment he gave us.
When he was about 11 years old Grandpa Kolodzy gave
him a button accordian under one condition - that he
learn to play it. He mastered a few tunes on it and entered
a 4-H amateur show and won a trip to Winnipeg. Later
Dad bought him a piano accordian and be began taking
music lessons. In his late teens he formed an orchestra.
There were many people who played with him over the
years. They played for many Friday night dances, socials,
weddings and anniversaries near and far. He brightened
up many a party with his music and good humo~r.
Besides helping Dad farm, he worked as a fIreman on
the C.N.R. Most railroaders packed a lunch-kit, not
Eddie, he emptied the pantry into a tool-kit which he
called a lunch box. These extra provisions came in handy
a few times when they got stuck in a blizzard. Later he
worked at the Salt Plant and at the time of his untimely
demise he was local weed inspector. When they
discovered a new noxious weed, the first place he went to
was Mother's flower bed. There were a couple of times
when Mom had what we thought was a flower but Eddie
said, "No, that's a weed", so out it would come.
On August 26, 1967, Eddie married Mary Mathews of
Arden. They had 2 boys, Dale and Darren. He loved his
family and lived his short life to the fullest. As Father Art
said, "Eddie probably lived more in his 47 years than
most of us would in a hundred years". Eddie was called
to the Home of the Lord very suddenly on March 14,
1980, leaving many enjoyable memories for us all.

Joe, son of Tom Kuharski and Mary Kasprick, was
born on January 4, 1908. He married Minnie (Emily)
Kolodzy of Windsor, Ontario on November 24, 1930.

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Kuharski.

They settled on a farm 1 mile south of Iroquois School
later moving 1/2 mile west. Around 1944 they rented the
Harold Clark farm and lived there until retiring to
Neepawa in 1973. Dad had his own threshing machine
and threshed crops for many farmers in the area.
There were five children.
Edmond, died as a baby.
Edward (Eddie) married Mary Matthews of Arden on
August 26, 1967. They have 2 sons, Dale and Darren.
Eddie passed away on March 14, 1980.
Wanda married Edmund Szucki of Polonia, Manitoba
on August 6, 1956. They live in Windsor, Ontario. They
have 4 children and 1 grandaughter: Maxine Sedo,
Winnipeg, Suzanne, Ken and Randy in Windsor.
Don married Shirley Trowsky of Austin, Manitoba in
May, 1966. They live in Kamloops, B.C. and have 3
children, Lisa, Tiffany and Trent.
Jeannette married David Kasprick of Polonia,
Manitoba on July 24, 1965. They live in Winnipeg and
have 2 sons, Darrel and Brent.
Mom and Dad celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary on Nov. 24, 1980.

TOM KUHARSKI FAMILY
- by Jeanette Kasprick

Tom Kuharski was born in Poland in 1878. At an early
age he immigrated to Connecticut, U.S.A., later coming
to Canada. He married Mary Kasprick, of Polonia in
1903. They farmed in the Polonia area and moved to the
Springhill district in 1919, retiring to Neepawa in 1953.
They raised 12 children-Mike & Jenny (Grochocki) - Bernice, Edmond and
Harvey
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Mary & Frank (Myker) - Paul, Francis, Louis, Stan,
Donnie and Violet. Mary passed away in 1950.
Joe & Minnie (Kolodozy) - Edmund (deceased, 1932),
Edward (deceased, 1980), Wanda, Don and Jeannette
Ignace & Martha (Pilutic) Frank, Mary, Fred, Josie,
Doreen, Connie and Randy
Stanley & Nellie (Lavich) Marilyn, Diane, Leonard,
Kenny, Joanne, Karen, Linda and Patricia
John & Mary (Willis) Marilyn, Ronald, Carol, Lorraine,
Tom and Sandra
Tony & Rose (Wahoski) Eileen, Louise, Ernie, Robbie,
Janice and Suzanne
Henry & Rose (Swiskoski) - Viola, Mervin, Darlene and
Gordon
Rose & Joe Wabick - Donald, David, Jeannette, Diane
Frances & Paul Kulbacki - Raymond, Carol, Victor and
Phyllis (twins), Ralph and Maxine
Raymond & Evelyn (Speiss) - Lorraine, Dennis and Kevin
Nellie & Alex Speiss - Louie, Leo, Terry, Bob, Kenney
and Allan
Mary Kuharski passed away on April 16, 1960 at the
age of71 and Tom died on Oct. 6, 1970 at the age of 91.

Alex Kulbacki Family - April 1981. Back Row: Ned, Chris, Earl,
Harvey, Doreen. Middle Row: Vera, Candace, Sandra, Bob, Shawna.
Front Row: Alex, Darcy, Heidi, Regan, Darin.

THE VILLAGE OF BIRNIE
ALEXANDER AND VERONICA
KULBACKI
by Sandra Delaloye

Alex was born and raised in Polonia, living on the
eastern slope of the valley. Vera was also born in Polonia
and lived atop the western hill except for several years
when she lived in New Britain, Connecticut. They were
married in October of 1936 in St. Elizabeth's Roman
Catholic Church in Polonia.
They spent the first years of their married life living
first on the George Willerton farm in the Mountain View
district and then the Fred Clancey farm in Springhill. In
the spring of 1947, they moved to the Art Smith farm 3
miles north of Neepawa.
In 1961 Alex retired from farming to take over the
Roco Gas Station and Groceteria. In 1962 they moved to
Neepawa and continued to operate the Roco for nine
more years. In 1971 he sold the Roco to his son-in-law,
Robert Delaloye who operated the business for 5 years.
T.hey have 4 children, Harvey, a communication
technician for Manitoba Telephone, married Doreen
Nunn in 1964. They now live in St. Germaine. Shawna,
Darin, and Christopher are their 3 children; Sandra, a
teacher, married Robert Delaloye in 1966. They live in
Neepawa and have 2 children, Regan and Heida; Candace, a teacher, married Earl Backman in 1970. They
have one son, Darcy, and they live in St. Adolphe; Ned is
unmarried. he works for Environment Canada as an ice
observer, working at Inuvik, N.W.T. in the summer
months and along the eastern coast of Canada in the
winter months.
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by Vaughan Birnie

The village of Birnie came into being in 1903, with the
arrival of the railway. However, there were a few events
taking place before this time. The beginning of settlement
in this area came as pioneers began to move northward
from settlements at Neepawa and Eden. The area consisted mainly of fairly dense bushland with the south
being heavy scrub, the northeast meadow, and the
northwest heavy timber.
First on the scene were Harry Armstrong and Seneca
Walker, both being surveyors. Soon after, in 1877-78
came the families of John Stephenson, John Grover,
Alfred Dell, Arthur Thorburn, and John Bare. The
following year 1879, saw the arrival of W.J. Babcock,
Impetts, Loquens, and Joe Cooper. The McConnell
family moved closer to the Birnie area from the Orange
Ridge district. John Birnie and family arrived in 1886
from their farm in the Glenholm district.
Land in the area was cleared by hand until about 1896
when Johnny Mcintyre had Jack Fraser from Acton
break land with a steam traction tractor.
One of the first signs of commercial activity here was a
sawmill built northwest of the village by David McFayden around 1885. He had built Winnipeg's first Bank
and was later to build Birnie's first school on the
southeast corner of the northeast section of 3-17-15. The
school was named North End School No. 465 and meant
just that. At the time of its construction, this building
was the furthest northern school in the province. The
school was later moved to the southeast of 15-17-15 in
1896. Following this, a new brick school was built on the
east side of Birnie in 1909. This school sufficed until 1954
when the new one was built. The new school remained
open until 1968 when the Unitarian School Division ~as
enforced. The building is still used today as a commumty
centre.
The coming of the railroad in 1903 proved to be, as ~n
many small communities, one of the most dramatIc

events. The grade was put up by mules and slush
scrapers. A station and water tank were constructed
because of the availability of water provided by the creek.
A station agent by the name of Venet and a section man
named Terrant were posted to the town. As a result of the
railway, two elevators were built. George Brett operated
the British American Elevator, followed by John Birnie
Jr. At this time John Jr. also worked in the town's first
store owned by a Mr. Brown of Neepawa.
The present day United Church was originally built as
a Presbyterian Church in 1906. The cement blocks used
in this building were made in a wooden crib on the
building site. Also, shortly afterward, the Orange Ridge
Methodist Church built in 1898, was moved to Birnie
around 1909. This building was later used as a high
school and is still in use today as a private residence,
having had some modifications over the years.
A hall was built by the Orange Lodge and later became
a community venture. This building was located directly
north of the present church, and served in its capacity
until moving the function to the school building around
1968.
John Birnie Jr. operated a hardware and MasseyHarris Implement Dealership for many years. This store
began as an early co-operative venture, having many
shareholders from the area. It was later bought by Harry
Rabinovitch and then bought back again by John Birnie
Jr. John received a gold watch one year for selling the
most Massey-Harris grain binders in Manitoba.
Also around this time the Maple Leaf Hotel was built
by Dick Moore, a livery barn by Bob Coulter, a store by
McKay's, and a store by Ed Ramsey. Ramsey's store was
later taken over by Jelks and Servante, and was in
operation until recently by Mr. Servante's granddaughter, Janet and her husband Ken O'Donnell. The
Post Office still operates from this building. In addition
there was a Sterling Bank, lumber yard, butcher shop,
and a blacksmith shop operated by John McConnell.
One of the winter employment factors in Birnie's early
days was the taking out of wood from the mountain land
to the west. One year there was over a thousand cords of
wood taken from there.
In later years, around 1935, a Silver Black Fox Farm
was started east of town. The Company Manager was a
Mr. Blockie and the farm Manager was Vic Dewis. This
was believed to be the largest fox ranch in Canada at one
particular time.
The activity of the town has been slowed considerably
since the 1950s, when better automobiles and roads led
people to the larger market areas of Neepawa and
Brandon. Another problem was the closing of the
elevator and subsequent lifting of the railway tracks.
This village has been a victim, like many others, of
polarization of the population to larger centres, with
better facilities and greater employment opportunities.
However, the village still has a Post Office, store,
curling club, and community centre in operation at this
time.

Village of Birnie.

Les Birnie - shipping foxes.

DUNCAN LAING
by Mrs. Gail Kasprick
great-great granddaughter

Duncan Laing was born in 1844, in Scotland. In 1849
when he was five, his parents brought him to Fullerton
County, in what was then known as Upper Canada. A
few days after arriving, his parents both died, and an
aunt, Mrs. Fullerton, took him in and raised him. When
he was 21 years old, he started farming for himself in
Essex County. In 1868, he married Eleanor Coulter, and
they continued to farm until 1879. That year he left his
wife and six children, and went west with R.C. Campbell,
Robert Dunsmore and Mr. Sewell, to look for
homesteads. The site he chose was on the NE quarter of
section 32-14-16, one mile east of the present village of
Franklin. He and Mr. Campbell then returned to Essex
for their families. They came by train as far as St.
Boniface. From there they travelled by boat up the Red
and Assiniboine Rivers to Portage la Prairie, arriving
there May 12, 1880. The men then came to the
homesteads and built log cabins for their families.
Duncan Laing got legal title to his land on June 5. In
August the families set out for their new homes,
travelling in covered wagons drawn by oxen. The trip
took four days.
The Laings had ten children. The six born in Essex
were: Mary Elizabeth born 1870; Annie Amelia born
1871; Minnie born 1872; Gordon Burnett born 1873;
Marilla Jane born 1877; and Charles Duncan born 1879.
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Mary later married James W. Stewart. They remained
in the Franklin district. Minnie married Donald
Ferguson. They had three daughters, Edith, Ethel and
Gladys. Edith married Neil McLarty of Franklin, and
raised her family there also. She now resides at East View
Lodge in Neepawa.
The four children born to Duncan and Eleanor Laing
after their arrival were: William Leonard born 1881;
Ruby Jeanette born 1883; Clara; and Edith Ellen born
1889.
William later farmed the homestead himself, after
Duncan Laing retired to Franklin in 1923. After his
death, the farm was sold to the Kitson family who still
own it. Ruby never married, and ran a boarding house in
Franklin for many years. She later moved to Edmonton
where she died in the 1950's. Edith Ellen died three weeks
before her third birthday.
Duncan Laing lived in Franklin from his retirement in
1923 at the age of 79, until his death on June 14, 1927.

CARL AND NETTIE LANGSETH
by Sylvia McKie

Carl Langseth and his wife Nettie came to Milner,
North Dakota from Norway in the 1880's. Carl died in
1890 at the young age of 32. In the spring of 1891 his
widow, Nettie, with four young children moved by
covered wagon to free land offered settlers in Canada.
She claimed a homestead in the Lucania district, northeast of Glenella, Manitoba. Her children ranged in age
from 7 years to 3 months.
Neighbors helped construct a three room log house and
later a barn. She worked the fields with her baby (Fritz)
on her back like a papoose and was aided in the fields by
the other three children, Arthur, Clara and Ella. She had
an indomitable pioneer spirit and depended on God for
their daily sustenance.
In 1918, two weeks before Christmas, the log house
burned while the children, now grown, were at a school
dance. The family rebuilt on the same site, the house
which stands on the farm today.
Nettie lived to be 97 years old, and died in 1955.
Arthur remained single and worked the family farm.
He succumbed to spinal menengitis in 1937 at age 51.
Clara became a school teacher. She never married, and
taught school in Lucania District until her retirement at
age 70. She retired in Glenella, after selling the family
farm. Clara died in her 84th year in 1972.
Ella, the third child, took two orphan boys to the
family farm to raise. From one of the boys she contracted
consumption and died at the young age of 18.
Fritz married Gladys Taylor in 1920. They farmed at
Bellhampton from 1920-26, in Molesworth 1926-29 and
at Glenella from 1929-67. They had six children, Melvin,
Oliver, Sylvia, Annabel, Russell and Nettie. Oliver died
in his 4th year with diphtheria, and Annabel had
whooping cough at six weeks and did not recover.
Fritz carried the mail onceaweek.everyFridaY.to
Sunville, Glenhope and Bellhampton, for 15 years during
the depression years. He drove a team of horses in all
kinds of weather, many trips the road was impassible for
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the horse to go through, he had to cut fences and take a
farmer's field. It was a 30-mile trip. Some trips in severe
winter storms he would let the reins loose, the horses
would find their own way home. Post Office paid $4.00.
Fritz also drove a Doctor Bridgeman with horses from
Glenella to a Nursing Station at Alonsa, 22 miles which
took two days.
Besides farming, Fritz had Anglo Bulk Oil sales and
the Glenella Transfer from 1942 to 1966. He was
President of Glenella Pool Elevators for several years and
active in the United Church. Melvin remained at home to
help with the business. He drove the transfer through
many winter storms to get his load of freight through.
Melvin married Irene Flatt in 1947, and was widowed in
1950.
In November 1967, Fritz and Gladys retired to
Neepawa. They purchased a home at 588 Fourth Avenue.
Melvin also came to Neepawa at that time.
In February 1971, Fritz died of cancer, and in June of
the same year Gladys died. Fritz was 80 years old and
Gladys 71 at the time of their deaths.
Melvin stayed on in the Langseth home on Fourth
Avenue. He worked at the Hamilton Hotel for many
years and is now employed with Traill Meats.
Sylvia married McKie, has two children, Russell and
Dale, and lives in Calgary.
Russell married, has four children, Sandra, Donna,
Loree and Jim, and lives in Manitou, Manitoba. He and
his wife and family own and operate Langseth Pharmacy.
Nettie married, has four children, Rhonda, Janice,
Audrey and Garnet, and resides at Glenella on a corner
of the old family farm.

JOHN HAMILTON LAYNG
- by Dorothy Armstrong

John Hamilton Layng was born in New Boyne, Ontario in 1843. He became a cobbler, learning that trade
along with leather tanning and shoemaking from a Mr.
Snyder of Smith's Falls, Ontario.
In 1871 he married Priscilla Rogers and five children
were born to them (Mary Jane, Sarah Ann, William,
Hamilton and John James) before they decided to come
west in 1882.
They travelled by C.P.R. train through the northern
United States to the end of steel at De Winton which was
later to move two miles west and become Carberry. Then
they travelled by stage coach to Oberon where they were
met by John's brothers Ben and George who had come to
Manitoba two years earlier. By wagon and oxen they
made their way to Aberdour which was to become
Hallboro. They homesteaded on a farm east of Boggy
Creek,30-13-14.
Settlers travelling in or out of the district crossed
Boggy Creek at the shallow ford just west of the home
site which became Layng's Ford. It became a stopping
place for meals or overnight. When the district formed a
council and John Layng became reeve, little change was
necessary for the municipality to become Langford.
Grain was hauled over the ford to Minnedosa for
grinding and the mail was brought by stage from Car-

young boys from an orphan home to raise. One is Bill
Styver presently residing in East View Lodge.
A cyclone hit the farm at Hallboro in 1886 and the log
house was blown away. Mrs. Layng was carried with the
house about half a mile out into the field, leaving her
dazed but unhurt. George Hugh was a small baby at this
time, and was being held by his sister Mary Jane. They
were left sitting on the floor where the house had been.
John's mother (Jane Hamilton) who lived with them had

John
Berry
Davidson married Ellen Layng at
Layng farm,
Hallboro, December 1909.

John H. Layng Family. William, Hamilton, George, Ben, Katherine
Huband, John; John H. Samuel, Ellen Davidson, Mary Jane (Sage),
Sarah Ann McBurney, Katherine.

berry to the first post office in the area called Osprey on
the S 1/2 of 32-13-15 later known as Jim Gallop's farm.
The first school in the area was called Aberdour. It was
burned by a grass fire which was set by the Morrison
boys. When the school was rebuilt it was called Hallboro.
Five more children were born in Manitoba making a
total family of ten. Those born in Manitoba were Ellen
Elizabeth, George Hugh, Benjamin Thomas, Katherine
Priscilla and Samuel Rogers. They also took in two

a broken arm. John had his shoemaking equipment and
many of the wooden lasts for shoes were blown away
along with hemp thread which was caught in trees and
bushes. John had had a shop where he made cowboy
boots with high heels, also shoes for the family. He used
wood pegs in the soles. He discontinued shoemaking
after the cyclone, but kept on with his shoe repairs along
with his farming.
John Layng was a strong Irish Protestant and a
member of the Orange Lodge. He had fought against the
Fenians in Ontario when they organized raids in from
U.S.A.
Sons William, Hamilton, John James and Benjamin
all played violin by ear. Ben and William played the fife
and Samuel the piano.

LE BOUTILLIER FAMILY
- by Edith Le Boutillier

Namedfor Layng'sford on Boggey Creek. John H. Layng - first Reeve
of Langford Municipality.

My husband, Peter Le Boutillier, was one of the third
generation Le Boutilliers who immigrated to Canada and
started farming. His grandfather, Peter Le Boutillier,
was born in Jersey, Channel Islands in 1838 and came to
Canada with five of his seven children and settled north
of Minnedosa in 1880.
One of his sons, Wilfred, returned to England and,
after sailing at sea for a few years, ran a hotel at Tolard
Royal, England where he raised a family of six, including
my husband Pete. Wilfred with his family came to
Canada in 1907 and, after living a short time in Glenella
and the Gordon districts, he bought the Cap Harrison
farm in the Hallboro district in 1910. Pete's brother Bill
still resides on part of this land.
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Edith and Pete - eating lunch on running board.

Pete married Edith Willey in 1935 and after living six
years in Hallboro, moved to a farm north of Neepawa
where he died in 1978. We had one son Donald who lives
in Brandon. There are four grandchildren who are the
fifth generation living close to Neepawa.
The family tree has been traced back to Pierre Le
Boutillier, born in 1742 at Trinity in Jersey, one of the
Channel Islands. The stone house on Egypt farm is still
standing there.

Ling Lee, Frank's uncle, came from Montreal in 1912
and worked in the S.K. Laundry for a few years. Then he
and Sam Toy went into partnership and they operated the
Royal Cafe, where the Kim Cafe now is, and the Paris
Cafe where the Bass & Berg Law Office is located. Ling
Lee returned to China, where he died.
Fun Lee came to Neepawa in 1942 and bought the S.K.
Laundry. He operated the laundry until his death in 1968.
Frankie came to Neepawa in 1922. He went to work at
the C.N.R. Cafe and it wasn't long before he owned it.
He spent long hours making sandwiches and pies. When
the trains arrived at the station, Frankie would rush to his
door and loudly and furously ring a bell to attract the
travellers and the train crew, to come and partake of his
wares. He sold the C.N.R. Cafe to Sammy Woo Sammy
operated it for a few years, then planned to return to
China. Sadly he died on board ship on the way home and
was buried at sea.
Frank returned to China to be married. He and his wife
were married in 1927. They have two daughters. Frank
returned to Neepawa to continue in the restaurant
business. In 1949 his wife Jean and the girls Lorraine and

Edith, Pete, Donnie and guest Curly Howell.

FRANK LEE
Frank, Jean, Audrey and Lorraine Lee.

There was great excitement in Grade II class the day
Mrs. Cochran announced that a Chinese boy was to join
us. Frankie Lee soon taught us some of his ways, including writing and arithmetic, at which he was much
better than his classmates. Frankie was in his early teens
at the time. Nevertheless he had duties and chores to
perform after school hours and at times he found the
weather bitterly cold.
Our first Chinese residents arrived in Neepawa in 1907.
They were Lee Soon, Frankie's father, and Shin Sui.
They operated the S.K. Laundry on Mountain Avenue,
south of the Hamilton Hotel, where the liquor store is
now located.
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Audrey joined him. Both girls attended the Public School
and the N.A.C.I. They were good students. Audrey
furthered her education and graduated from University
of Manitoba.
Frank was a very generous and hospitable man and
father. The girls were married in the United Church in
Neepawa and friends enjoyed Chinese suppers. Lorraine
married Ken Gee. They have two daughters and live in
Vancouver. Audrey married Chock Cho. They have two
sons and live in Toronto.
Frank has been a member of the Neepawa Lions Club
for more than forty years, loyal and always ready to

support the Club. He attended the International Convention in New York in 1949. He is also a real sportsman,
fisherman, golfer, curler and a bowler, liked to be called,
a 'big Canadian sport'.
The Bamboo Garden, operated by Frank, became wellknown throughout Manitoba for its Chinese menus.
Always a real Neepawa supporter, Frankie assisted the
Hospital Aid Society by donating the proceeds for a
Hospital Day Tea to the Society, just one of his many
contributions.
Frank and Jean retired in 1975 and now live in Vancouver.
Bill Toy arrived in Neepawa in 1923 and attended
A Happy Occasion - Mayor Whitmore presented Ling Lee (better
known as "Lee Hi") with a gift on behalf of the community Tuesday
night, when a large number of friends gathered to honor the popular
restaurateur prior to his departure for Hong Kong. Neepawa Press January 16, 1959.

Frank and Jean Lee - 50th
anniversary, 1977.

Proprietors of the Bamboo Restaurant and Rose Banquet Toom. Left
to Right: are Dick Lee, Frank Lee and Ming Dare. During the past two
weeks they have completely renovated their premises, adding a dining
room accommodating 60 persons and changing the decor in the .older
part. - Neepawa Press, November 29/68.

public school for four years. He and Frank bought the
Royal and Paris Cafes from Lee Ling. The Paris Cafe
was sold and the Bamboo Garden created in 1950. In
1972 Bill sold his interests in the Royal Cafe and moved
to Vancouver where he passed away in 1974. Mrs. Toy
and son Harry live in Vancouver, and Gary lives in
Calgary.
HOPANGYOU!
Ming Dare and his wife Susie live in Neepawa and have
two children Marvin and Steven.
Dick Lee and his wife Penny live in Neepawa. They
have four children, Teri, Orlando, Kingsley and David.
Ming and Dick are now the operators of the Bamboo
Garden.
The history of our Chinese citizens was told by Frank
Lee to his good friend George Rey who recorded it.

THE MURRAY LESTER FAMILY
- by Lottie Lester Wilkinson.

Murray Lester came to Neepawa from Hamilton,
Ontario in 1911 on a Harvesters Excursion to help at
harvest time. When the harvest was over he got a job with
Fusee and McFeeter Planing Mill as a carpenter. During
the winter he made two trips back to Hamilton, the
second time to help his parents sell their home and move
to Neepawa.
In the fall of 1913 he married Lottie Waite and they
settled on a farm three miles west of Neepawa on the
correction line. All of the buildings on the farm were logs
at that time but a new house was built in 1927 with a new
house and implement shed to follow. Five of the Lester
children were born in the log house and the sixth in
hospital after we were living in the new house.
Those days we used horses, buggies and sleighs to go
where we wanted. On June 4, 1914 we had a heavy
snowfall and we had to use a sleigh to go to my parents
that day. In August 1915 the garden was frozen black,
and on January 1st, 1916 a terrible blizzard raged for
three days; it stayed thirty to forty degrees below zero
with drifting snow until Febraury 19. The farmers had a

The Lester House, 1913.
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terrible time trying to get water and feed to their stock
and to get supplies from town. Gerald was a baby and I
wasn't out of the house during that time. The storm
broke and it was so warm and sunny that we were all like
gophers coming out and everyone went to town. Murray
had a tough time keeping the wood supply into the house.
It burned so fast. The old house was cold and we had to
wear warm clothes and felt boots. Doing the laundry was
something else; we melted snow in the wash boiler the day
before and used the tub and washboard wringing the
clothes out by hand. In the winter when it was so cold we
had to hang them on lines strung around the room. We
didn't have detergents and made soap from meat fat and
Gillett's lye. I thought I was in clover when we got a
washing machine with a side wheel that would work the
stool as we turned it, and a wringer that was attached to
the machine.
The harvests were done with men and horses as long as
we farmed. I drove four horses on a binder a couple of
falls and helped plow the land in the fall with four horses
and a two-furrow plow. I could hitch them to the implements without any problem. Milking cows in the
summer and raising chickens were also my responsibility.
The women were hardy in those days, raising big families
with no conveniences but we were happy, always looking
forward to better things next year.
When the Womens Institute started it served to bring
the women of the district together at their monthly
meetings. In winter we held dances in Iroquois school
every two weeks, charging twenty-five cents admission
which included lunch. The women brought the bread and
donated the filling for sandwiches and made cakes. The
music was by local talent. They got paid about two
dollars each, the money going to some project we had.
When Gerald, Phyllis and Elmer were in their teens, I
taught them music and they would spell off the orchestra.
What good times we had. Friends would drive for miles
no matter what the weather or roads were like.
In 1936 Gerald was the first of the family to venture
out on his own by going to Salmon Arm, British
Columbia. He and his wife live in Penticton now. They
have four children, six grandchildren and one great
grandchild.
Clarence moved to Penticton a short while later and
worked in the iron Foundry, later moving to Vancouver
where he enlisted in the army. He married Myrtle Burtch
before going overseas. They now live in Creston, have
two married daughters and two grandchildren.
Phyllis married Gordon Arbuckle in 1938. They live in
Carstairs and have six children and ten grandchildren.
Elmer went to British Columbia in 1942 and worked on
road construction and for Williams Movers at Nelson.
He married Lisa McCulloch and they had one son. Elmer
was killed accidentally in 1945.
Gertrude married Russell McDonald in 1940. They had
four children, and now have nine grandchildren. Russell
passed away in 1969. Gertrude is now living in Rosetown,
Saskatchewan.
Marjorie married John Dimmery in 1946. She passed
away a year later.
In 1942 Murray built a house in Neepawa and sold the
farm to Gordon Arbuckle and his father. We lived there a
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year but Murray's health was poor so we went to spend
the winter in Penticton. He grew steadily worse and
passed away in 1944. I stayed and decided I'd like to live
there so sold my Neepawa home. Marjorie and I moved
there in 1945. Gertrude and Russell and family moved
there too.
I remarried in 1963 to Henry Wilkinson of Hamilton,
Ontario. He passed away in 1974.
I have fifteen grandchildren, thirty great grandchildren
and one great great grandchild. I'm now in my eightyfifth year.

THE W AITE FAMILY
- by Lottie Lester Wilkinson

Albert Waite came with his parents and brother John
to the Portage district in the late 1870s. Later they
homesteaded three miles west and a mile and a half north
of Neepawa. Grandmother Waite went on to Ochre River
where she kept a stopping house for travellers going
north. Over the next few years Albert and his father and
brother spent considerable time clearing the land and
spending a lot of time travelling the seventy-five miles to
Ochre River by horse and wagon.
In 1895 Albert made a trip back to Hamilton to visit
friends and there he met Agnes Clark. He brought her
back to Ochre River as his bride where she made her
home until Albert had his log house and stables built and
land cleared on his homestead. Lottie and Cecil William
were born there before the family settled into the
Neepawa area where eight more children were born:
Geraldine (Toombs) living in Vernon, British Columbia;
Ethel (Bass) in Tacoma, Washington, U.S.A.; Clark
(deceased in 1922); Keith (deceased at 8 months); Keith
No. 2 (deceased at twenty-seven); Arthur living at
Lardeau, British Columbia; Eveline (Hoover) in Vernon
and Maureen (Mitchell) in Summerland; Cecil in Pentieton.
John, the other brother in the Waite family, became a.
teacher and taught at Stoney Creek for a year. He taught
a year in Iroquois in the old log school. Then he became a
druggist: He married my mother's sister, Emma Clark.
They had two children, Myrtle and Arthur, both born at
Ochre River. Arthur passed away at nine months.
John farmed the old Andy McKee farm which was
located just across the road from my grandparent's and
parent's farms. We had a lot of happy times together. We
attended the little log church a mile and a half south of
us. It was a Methodist church and John played the organ
there.
In 1913 Albert and John made a trip to Chilliwack,
British Columbia, to see a dairy farm that was for sale
They liked the climate and decided to buy it. John sold
his farm to Herb Peeler and moved immediately, Albert
following two years later and later moved to Penticton
where Albert died in 1961 and his wife in 1970.

MR AND MRS. JACK LINDSAY FAMILY
- by Helen Woods and Muriel Lindsay

Jack arrived at Neepawa in 1897 from Listowel,
Ontario. He settled in the Mountain View district north
of Neepawa.
In 1912 he returned to his home in Ontario and
brought back his bride Mabel Coates. They resided on
the farm for thirty-two years and took an active part in
community affairs, raising a family of six of which three
of them remained in the area; Carman who farmed and
later worked for the Town of Neepawa for twenty years
at the Water Plant; Greta (Smith) who resided on a farm
north of Neepawa; Stuart who served as a clerk in the
Land Titles Office; Elston who makes his home at
Tofield, Alberta; Helen (Woods) who lived at Flin Flon
and has retired to Neepawa; and Phyllis (Sanderson) who
lives in Regina.
There are seventeen grandchildren and twenty-two
great grandchildren.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lindsay retired from the farm to
Neepawa in 1944 where they spent the remaining twentyeight years.

was born - John Stewart Merton. They continued to farm
until their deaths - "Till" Lindsay in 1929, and Stewart
the following spring.
During his lifetime Stewart served on the Langford
Municipal Council as councillor as well as reeve. He was
also a director of the Beautiful Plains Agricultural
Society and was well known as a Clydesdale breeder and

Mr. and Mrs. Stewart Lindsay - 1900.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lindsay - 50th wedding anniversary.

STEWART LINDSAY FAMILY
Stewart Lindsay and his direct descendants have been
long time residents of the Neepawa area and in particular
the Dumfries district. In the late 1800's, Stewart and his
brother, James, arrived in Neepawa area from the
Millverton and Woodstock regions in Ontario. Jimmie
married Minnie Scott. Their final move took them to
Radisson, Saskatchewan. Stewart remained in the
Dumfries district where he farmed all his life.
In the year 1900 Stewart married Hannah Mathilda
Everall, daughter of John Everall of Dumfries. Stewart's
holdings at that time were the SE 114 of 14-14-15 and the
NE 1/4 of 10-14-15 on which they resided. During this
time two sons were born - Robert Dawson in 1903 and
Delbert George in 1904. In 1910 Stewart purchased 3/4 of
15-14-15 from George Forsythe, and the family took up
residence on the south-west quarter. In 1913 a third son

showman. He was also a staunch member of Knox
Presbyterian Church in Neepawa.
In the year 1928, Dawson married Jessie Margaret
Carmichael, daughter of Donald Carmichael of Oberon.
Of this union one son, James Robert was born in the year
1929. Their farm was located on the original Lindsay
farm, NE 10-14-15, and Jim with his wife the former
Beth Miller of Austin and their two children, Kenneth
and Naida still reside there.
Delbert married Laura Adeline Kilmister of Grandview
in 1930 and they continued farming on the W 1/2 of 1514-15 until their retirement in Neepawa in 1965, at which
time their farm was purchased by C.L. Bray. They will be
remembered for their involvement in community affairs;
Laura is an original member of the Dumfries W.l., and
she also served as secretary-treasurer of the Dumfires
S.D. for a number of years. They have also been faithful
supporters of the Presbyterian Church. "Toots" and
Delbert had one daughter, Margaret Dell, who has
remained in this area. In 1956 she married Jack Kaspick
of Springhill, and they have three children - Shannon
Leigh, Catherine Dell, and Lindsay John. They reside in
the Franklin area.
Merton Lindsay served in the R.C.A.F. during World
War II, and following that, resided in Winnipeg. He
married Annie Clark of Katrime and of that union there
are two surviving sons, Donald of Victoria, and Robert
with his wife Wendy and children Tim and Laura of
Guelph, Ont. Merton and his second wife, Phyllis, have
now retired in Vernon, B.C.
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prompted by a level, wooded area with plenty of water,
decided that this was their destination, and Joseph named
it Woodside, exactly ten weeks from the day they left
their home in Ontario. This was a remarkable undertaking for those two brave undaunted men and even
more so for the wife and mother with eight children
between the age of twelve and three years. To survive the
hardship endured upon this long trip, to us in this day
and age is hard to visualise. Empire builders in every
sense of the word. Also that amazing cow who provided
milk and butter for the family during the trip. Three
other children were born at Woodside, Joseph Jr., Sarah
and William.
During those early years the "Little" home was a
stopping place for those pioneers travelling west on the
Edmonton trail. The family built a scow (a large flat

Back Row: Laura Lindsay, Cathy, Shannon and Lindsay Kaspick.
Front Row: Delbert Lindsay, Marg and Jack Kaspick.

JOSEPH LITTLE (1831-1912) AND
ELIZABETH (FORRESTER) LITTLE
(1836-1914)
by Evelina Adams

In Cumberland County, England, January 10, 1856,
Joseph and Elizabeth were married. They immediately set
sail for Canada and eventually settled at Georgetown,
Huron County, Ontario. It is recorded that when asked
why he left his homeland Joseph replied, "To get away
from the English wars". Three children were born during
their stay at Georgetown, Jane Anne on December 25,
1856, upon their first Christmas in a strange land. George
was born in 1858 and Martha 1859. During that same
year they moved to Southhampton, Bruce County,
Ontario. There the next five children were born, Mary,
Robert, Elizabeth, Margaret and Katherine.
Joseph and brother-in-law John Forrester, who had
arrived from England had an urge to travel further west,
so in the spring of 1868 the family set sail (probably by
barge) from Owen Sound across Lake Huron to Sault
Ste. Marie and on into Lake Superior to Superior City in
Wisconsin, U.S.A. There they bought a prairie schooner,
a yoke of oxen and a cow, loaded their cargo and leading
the cow, set off upon the long trek to Manitoba. When
they reached the "Second Crossing" on the White Mud
River, this spot apparently appealed to the men and
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Elizabeth and Joseph Little. 1836-1914 -1831-1912.

bottomed boat) which they used to ferry wagons and
supplies across the river, which at that time was wide and
deep. The animals were made to swim across to dry land.
My mother's family, on their way to Rossburn,
Manitoba, have a tale recorded about a load of theirs
being upset off this same ferry in 1878. Strange coincidence that my husband and I, descendants of these two
families should have lived, fairly compatibly for 59 years
(to date).
To make a living from the small farm during the early
years proved difficult. Joseph sold his first wheat at
Portage la Prairie for 30<1: a bushel in trade. So after being
eaten out for two successive years by grasshoppers and
twice flooded out, they decided to move again. Joseph
sold the homestead (NW 1/4 of 9-14-10), upon which he
had filed claim on February 3, 1873, and set off to settle
on land already chosen west of Neepawa in the Glendale
district. Then early in the fall of 1878 they moved into the
log house built upon a knoll on the SE corner of 27-14-16
which allowed one to enjoy the view for as far north,
east, and south as the eye can see. In 1908 a fine new
home was built close to where the old house stood. In fact
that house still proudly stands. Since 1957 the present
owners Robert and Mary Newton have made vast improvements to the exterior and interior, now fully
modern and it is surrounded by beautiful grounds, barns,
sheds, etc.

monton trail. Soon he was needed to help on the farm
and following his parents retirement he took over the
home farm. He was active within the community. A
trustee on the Glendale School Board for years, councillor and later reeve of the Municipality of Langford
(1907-1909). He was elected Member of the Manitoba
Legislative Assembly for the Progressive Party during the
Bracken era, and held the seat from 1920-1928. In July
1921 he and Lilly Anne Keating were married. George
joined the United Church at its inception in 1925 and was
a member of the first official board in Neepawa. His wife
Lilly died in 1929, and George Little died in 1940.
We have records of some 500 descendants of Joseph
and Elizabeth Little scattered throughout Canada and the
U.S.A. The daughters who married and remained in the
Neepawa district are - the late Mary, Mrs. Charles
Cameron (1860-1949), Elizabeth, Mrs. Marcus Chisholm
(1863-1930), Katherine, Mrs. Edwin Murray (1865-1958),
and Sarah, Mrs. John Adams (1871-1930). Their
descendants will no doubt write their own stories.

MRS. NATHAN LITTLE
by Mrs. Frank MacDonald

Wm. Little, 1873-1908.

George Little, 1858-1940.

Joseph Little was one of the first trustees of Glendale
School District No. 207. The younger children received
their education at this school. The family was brought up
in the Presbyterian faith and in the early days attended
the first Presbyterian church built in the Glendale
district, on the NW corner of 9-14-16. This church was
moved later one mile north to the NE corner of 17-14-16,
property of Mr. W.D. Dunsmore. In January 1900 the
youngest of the family, William, joined the Strathcona
Horse, a military unit formed and financed by Lord
Strathcona to fight in the South African war against the
Boers. In May, 1902, the war was over and William
returned home soon after. He completed his training in
pharmacy, married Mary Murchison in 1904. They
moved to Edmonton and he died in 1908 from after
effects of his war experience. No issue.
In 1911 Elizabeth and Joseph retired to live in
Neepawa and later with relatives in Winnipeg, where
their death occurred, interment in the family plot in
Riverside Cemetery, Neepawa.
As a young man George Little freighted cargo by oxen
and wagon from Portage la Prairie west on the Ed-

At the invitation of her son-in-law, Mrs. Little came to
live with Ed and Grace Cameron and her three grandchildren, Charlie of Neepawa, Mabel MacDonald of
Winnipeg, and Nathan of Shilo, Manitoba.
She was born "Jenny Maud Miles" in Perth, Maine,
U.S.A., in 1866. She attended grade school in Perth, then
went on to a private Ladies college in Boston, Mass.,
where she graduated with a degree in music. Mrs. Little
taught music and ran her own store in Boston. She
arrived in Manitoba in 1884, and taught music in and
around Winnipeg. In 1885 she married Nathan Little, a
druggist and general merchant from Cypress River. They
raised four children while they lived in Cypress River,
Monticello, Minnesota, and the Dauphin area.
When Mr. Little passed away in Dauphin March 18,
1920, Mrs. Little came to the Stoney Creek district of
Neepawa to make her home. She was loved and respected
by all who knew her. Mrs. Little attended the
Presbyterian Church and belonged to the Ladies Aid. She
also belonged to the Stoney Creek-Osprey W.1. and Red
Cross.
During the war years, she spent much time knitting,
sending letters and parcels to her grandsons and granddaughter in Canada, England and the front lines.
Mrs. Little passed away in Neepawa in 1955, and is laid
to rest in Riverside Cemetery.

Mrs. Nathan Little.
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THE LONGS
by Edna E. Macks.

John Long was born in Wiltshire, England in 1848. He
married Elizabeth Fennel in 1881 and they sailed to
America. They took up farming in Missouri where their
four children, Florence, Walter, Emily and Sarah, were
born. Florence died in 1889.
In 1890, being of pioneering nature, seeking adventure
and cheap land, the family moved to Manitoba where
John acquired a homestead at NW 27-15-13 in what is
now the Lansdowne Municipality and started farming.
The family made plans to build a house when Elizabeth
died suddenly in 1891 at the age of 29. She was buried in
the Arden Cemetery, which had been established three
years earlier.
This was a hard blow for John, but he built his house.
He was a kind, hard working man who, with help from
his neighbours, raised his motherless family who were
only two, four, and six years of age. They attended Rose
Ridge and Winchester Schools. Emily married Edward
Snell in 1905 and Sarah married Harry Davis in 1909.
John returned to England for a visit and, in 1909,
married Sarah Ann Butler, a nurse. They returned to the
farm. In 1910, while John and Sarah were visiting in
Missouri, a severe flu spread through the country and
Sarah was its victim. John returned to his farm and
carried on farming with his son, Walter. When Walter
married, John made his home with them. He is
remembered as an optimist and a "Real Grandpa" to his
grandchildren. He passed away in 1941 at 92 years of age
and was laid to rest beside his wife, Elizabeth.

Loretta and Walter
Long-1916.

Walter married Loretta Soper of Plumas. They made
their home on 35-15-13. This marriage was blessed with
four daughters. They spent the next thirty-four years
mixed farming. During the depression of the Thirties, it
was a struggle to keep up with expenses. The poor roads
made winter travel to and from town a chore. Walter died
in 1950. Loretta moved to Neepawa where her three
daughters were employed. She sold the farm, bought a
house and made a home for her family and several
Neepawa teachers. For 21 years, she lived in her little
cottage at 281 Vivian Street. In August, 1971, when the
new wing opened up at East View Lodge she became their
guest. She quietly passed away in February, 1972. The
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family still live in the area:
Edith Marion worked in Neepawa and Minnedosa as a
salesclerk and married Nelson Dunsmore of Neepawa in
1963. They farmed in the Franklin District but lived in
Neepawa where Nelson was active in many sports and
community affairs. He died in 1974. Edith still lives in
Neepawa.
Edna came to Neepawa in 1947 as a salesclerk and
buyer for Fenwicks Ltd. She married Reinhardt Macks of
Plumas in 1952. He worked at Sparling's Garage in
Neepawa. Later they moved to his farm at Plumas where
they grain farmed and drove a school bus. They were
blessed with three daughters. Reinhardt died in 1974.
Edna stayed on the farm until the girls finished school.
She then sold the farm and moved to Neepawa. She is
employed by the Neepawa Hospital. The family are:
Faye, who taught school in Winnipegosis and Gladstone.
She married Allistair Scott of Gladstone, where they
make their home. They have a daughter, Lorelei Joy.
Linda became a secretary and was employed in Brandon.
She married Lorne Bullion of Brandon. They now make
their home in Edmonton, Alberta. Ruby is attending
Assiniboine Community College in Brandon.
Evelyn found employment in Oakville, Manitoba.
Then, in 1948, she moved to Neepawa and was employed
by the Manitoba Telephone System. She later became a
salesclerk and buyer for Fenwicks Ltd. She married John
Owen of Oberon in 1955. They farm at Oberon and have
one daughter, Barbara, who is an employee of Safeway
Ltd in Neepawa.
Ruby moved to Neepawa in 1950 and worked for
Bray's Grocery. In 1953, she was employed by Fenwicks
Ltd. as a salesclerk until they closed their business in
1977. She married Clair Gill of Arden in 1954 and they
farmed in the Arden area. They were divorced in 1977.
She worked in Neepawa until September 17, 1980, then
married George Scheper of Portage la Prairie, where they
now make their home.
The Longs have been part of this area for five
generations and are proud to be part of Neepawa and
"Our Land of Plenty".

Edith and Nelson Dunsmore, Evelyn and John Owen, Loretta Long,
Edna alld Reinhardt Macks, Ruby alld Clair Gill, Lillda, Faye alld
Ruby Macks, Barbara Owen.

ISAAC V. AND HANNAH LORD
byl.H. Lord

Isaac V. Lord and wife Hannah, with their six
children, arrived at a homestead northwest of Eden,
Manitoba. They had come from Dublin, Ireland. Fred
Lord, the brother of Isaac, had been in Canada for some
time and had convinced Isaac this was the place to be.
You can imagine the shock when Hannah, a city girl with
her young family, laid eyes on this remote rural scene. Six
children and two adults had to be housed. This was
accomplished with the help of neighbours, (Townsends
and Smithsons). The children were John, twins Hannah
and Marrie, Fred (Pat), Eva and Emmy. Two more boys
were born in Neepawa, Vern and Herb. Elizabeth the
eldest child, stayed in England, where she was employed.
She married Herb S. Stead, and her first daughter Joan
was born in England. Shortly after they also came to
Neepawa and another daughter, Hilda, was born. For
many years Herb Stead had the H.S. Stead plumbing and
heating business. Isaac Lord was well known for his fine
tenor voice. He was a member of the United Church
Choir, under the direction of organist-conductor Prof.
Tom Hannay. As a child I was always thrilled to be able
to go to the Christmas services and listen to my father,
Dr. Martin, Mrs. Cochran and the choir. Another
memory was beautiful music at Easter. Certainly vivid
highlights in my life!

R. Ferris, A.B. Dunlop, I. V. Lord, W. Townsend. Seven years ago,
Sept. 7, 1917, many from town assisted in stooking, help was impossible
to get, and hundreds of acres were done in the evenings by gangs from
town, the above is a snap of one of the gangs.

THE LOTTIN F AMIL Y
- by Francis Lottin

Stanislas Lottin was born in Berlin, Germany in 1846
and his wife Agnes in Poland in 1858. They were married
in Germany in 1880, each having had one son by a
previous marriage who were Alfred and Walter.
Shortly after their marriage they emigrated to the
United States settling in Elk Falls, Kansas where Mr.
Lottin was postmaster for a number of years. Here three

sons and a daughter were born: William, Seigfried, Freda
and Hans.
Around 1900 they came to Canada homesteading and
operating a sawmill at Glenella. They opened a good deal
of land there for agriculture.
A few years later they purchased the T. Poole farm in
the Freeland district. Father and sons all farmed together
and came to be known as the Lottin Brothers. In July
1915 Mrs. Lottin was killed in an accident.
Of the first family Alfred moved to Emo, Ontario
where he farmed. He passed away there several years
later.
Walter married Elizabeth Cummings, widow of James
Cummings, in 1928 and they lived on the Cummings
farm. She passed away in 1929 and, several years later,
Walter remarried. He and Margaret had one son Larry
who now lives at Black Diamond, Alberta. Walter passed
away in Winnipeg in 1968.
In 1924 Freda who was a school teacher, married C.H.
Hockin and settled in the district. They had a family of
three sons and two daughters. Douglas, Elmer and Roy
are all married and living in the district. Shirley married
Herb Trent and resides in Kenora, Ontario. Ruth married
Don Scott and lives in Winnipeg. Freda passed away in
1953 after a lengthy illness.
Siegfried lived on the farm with his brother William
and family until his death in 1937 as did father Stanis las
until his death in 1933.
In 1927 William married Frances (Dolly) Cummings
and together they purchased the home farm. Two sons
and a daughter were born to them: Walter is now living in
Whitehorse, Yukon; Robert was killed in a logging accident in British Columbia in 1969 and Margery who was
a stenographer and an accountant, married Garth
Macdonald and lives in Maple Ridge, British Columbia.
William and I continued on the home farm and over
the years took an active part in community affairs. We
were both members of the Mentmore Curling Club where
many happy times were spent. I also drove the school van
for a number of years for the Brookdale School District
where our children attended school. I was correspondent
for the Neepawa press for many years. We were both
members of the United Farmers of Manitoba and I was
also a member of the United Farm Women of Manitoba,
and I am a member of the Order of Foresters.
During our years on the farm the California Oil
Company drilled for oil on our farm. I belieye it was the
only one drilled in that area. We were told that the
sample was good but that it would be necessary to go
much deeper for quantity. The company capped the hole
and no more was done about it. We also had a lot of
problems with lightning striking in various places. We
lost several head of stock and the end out of an implement shed, in addition to burning a strawpile and a
granary full of grain and leaving a big hole in the ground.
We had experts come out to see what was causing it. The
report was that there was an excess of mineral in the soil.
In 1952 we sold the farm and bought one at Griswold.
After a few years we sold and moved to British Columbia
where William passed away in 1961. I came to Winnipeg
and operated a rooming house for some years before
purchasing a small store which I operated for almost
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eight years. I am now retired and live in Winnipeg.
The home farm is now owned and operated by the
Hockin family.

Jim, Dawn, and Marg Loucks.

Lattin Farm, /8-13-/5.

THE LOUCKS
JIM, MARG, AND DAWN
- by Dawn Loucks

James Robert Loucks, the son of Robert Loucks and
his wife Betsy, was born December 27, 1940 in Portage la
Prairie, Manitoba. Robert was employed as a carpenter
in Portage. Jim grew up in Delta, Manitoba which was
situated at the south end of Lake Manitoba. Jim was an
only child. At the age of fourteen, he moved to Portage la
Prairie, where he boarded with Tom and Ann Hutchinson. He completed his high school education at
Portage Collegiate Institute, where he met Margaret
Salzsauler.
The daughter of Rhinehart and Dorothy Salzsauler,
Margaret Elaine was born on April 4, 1942 in Portage.
Rhinehart was employed as a carpenter at the Manitoba
School. Margaret grew up in Portage la Prairie where she
attended Portage Collegiate Institute. Marg was the
eldest, one of three children; she has a sister Dorothy
and a brother Jerry.
. After high school, Jim joined Manitoba Hydro where
he has been employed for the past 23 years. He received
his journeyman-lineman certificate in 1964. After
finishing her secondary education, Marg attended the
Misericordia School of Nursing in Winnipeg. In June of
1964, she received her registered nurse's degree. Margaret
then returned to Portage where she started work at the
Portage General Hospital. Jim and Marg were married
on August 22, 1964.
The honeymoon completed, the couple moved into an
apartment in Portage. On August 3, 1965, their first and
only child arrived -- Dawn-Marie Loucks. One year later,
Jim was transferred to Hamiota, Manitoba. Here, they
spent five very happy years.
In August of 1970, the Loucks' moved to Winnipeg.
The family was located in Transcona where Dawn attended kindergarten. Jim, Marg, and Dawn spent ten
months in the city, but were eager to escape the urban
hustle and bustle. In June of 1971, the Loucks' arrived in
Neepawa. Residing at 701 Walker Avenue, where they
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have remained.
Jim is now assistant district man at Manitoba Hydro.
Marg is presently employed at Neepawa Memorial
Hospital. Dawn has attended Hazel M. Kellington and
Neepawa Area Collegiate Institute and will complete her
education here. One of the newer editions to the family
has been their nine-year old cat, D.C. One of the family's
most enjoyed pastimes is spending weekends at their
cabin at Manipogo, located ninety miles north of
Neepawa.
Neepawa has certainly been the family's home town,
and the Loucks' will cherish many memories of their time
spent here.

RALPH AND VELMA LOWE
by Ralph and Velma Lowe

Ralph Lowe is a descendant of Noble and Carrie
Duncan. The Duncans, after living on various farms,
settled on a farm at Arden in 1932, half mile east of the
Arden Ridge on No. 16 highway. Noble Duncan had 7
sons - Albert, Russell, Allen, Wesley, Lyle, Melville, and
Elwin, 2 daughters - Buelah and Irene. Russell, Allen and
Melville took over the family farm until 1951.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lowe (Buelah) of Austin had 3
sons and 4 daughters. Ralph, second son, worked with
his father on the farm after completing his schooling at
Austin. In 1945 he married Velma Orriss of Boissevain,
and lived at Austin while driving a transfer truck. In 1951
they moved to Arden with their 2 daughters, Joan and
Arlene, lived on the Duncan farm. They farmed 14 years
during which time 2 sons were born, Bert and Harris.
In 1965 the Lowe family moved to Arden village for
one year, they moved to Neepawa. In June 1966 Ralph
became manager of Parrish and Heimbecker Feed Mill.
While farming at Arden, Ralph and Velma were active
in Inkerman and Arden community life and sports.
Ralph is a member of Arden Oddfellows. Velma helped
form a 4-H Club at Inkerman, and was a leader for 12
years.
Joan completed school at Arden, then moved to
Winnipeg to work. She took 9 years in 4-H, winning an
exchange trip to Iowa. In 1967 she married James
Francis, son of Mr. and Mrs. Graham Francis of Arden.
James is a member of the Military Police of the Armed
Forces. They have been stationed at Comox, B.C.,

They have been president of their respective Curling
Clubs, and Velma a part-time clerk at Sears Office for the
past 10 years and has been bookkeeper at P. & H. Feed
Mill for the past 5 years.

BOB AND MABEL LUMSDEN
by Mabel Lumsden

Ralph Lowe's Family.

Germany, Beausejour, Ottawa, Cold Lake, Alberta and
are now at Camp Borden, Ontario. They have 2 children,
a son Mark (1969), and a daughter Dawn (1973).
Arlene took elementary school at Arden, then completed her schooling at N.A.C.L She served 7 years in 4H work, then she took registered nurses training at
Brandon, receiving the Bedside Nursing bursary the
second year. She graduated in 1971 and found employment at Dauphin. In 1972 she married James
Olynick, lab and X-ray technician at Dauphin hospital.
They have 2 sons, Andrew (1977), and Roger (1981).
Arlene is currently employed at Dauphin Personal Care
home.
Albert went to Arden school seven years and N.A.C.L
five years. He completed 3 years Woodwork in 4-H.
After a year of truck driving he attended Assiniboine
Community College, taking a mechanic's course,
working as a mechanic in Brandon, Dauphin and
Neepawa. He received his licenced mechanic papers and
was accepted as a six-month Agricultural Exchange to
Australia in 1979. He now resides at Red Deer and is a
licenced mechanic.
Harris, except for Grade I, took all his schooling in
Neepawa. He lives in Neepawa and is owner and operator
of a trucking business in conjunction with P. & H. Feed
Mill.
After moving to Neepawa, Ralph and Velma joined the
Rebekah Lodge, and Ralph the Neepawa Lions· Club.

Bob and Mabel moved to Neepawa in June of 1975
from Rapid City where they had farmed.
Prior to moving they were involved in many community activities. Mabel was a Past Noble Grand of
Deborah Rebekah Lodge No. 9 of Rapid City; a Past
President of Hunterville U.c. W.; a member of Tremaine
Community Club. Bob was a trustee of Tremaine School
until it closed; on the Hunterville Church board; served
as President of Tremaine Community Club; a director of
Rapid City Pool Elevator; a director of Rapid City
Agricultural Society; Past President of Rapid City
Legion Branch No. 49; Past Noble Grand of Rapid City
LO.O.F. No. 18; a leader in Rapid City 4-H Beef Club.
They attended Rapid City's Square Dance Club.
Selling their farm in 1974 they moved to Neepawa. Bob
is employed by the Town of Neepawa as a Water Plant
operator.
They have remained active in LO.O.F. and Rebekah
Lodges, each serving a term as Noble Grand. Bob is a
member of the Chamber of Commerce.
They have one son, Lyle. He and wife Audrey live in
Transcona.

ALLAN AND DORIS LYTLE
by Doris Lytle

The Lytles first appeared in Neepawa in October, 1955.
They had bought Fenwicks Department Store Ltd. and
rented a house on First Street with the Catholic Church
on one side and the Stoddart family on the other
(Stoddarts are still their great friends - Lytle's stayed with
the United Church notwithstanding).
Allan, christened Herbert Allan Lytle, was born at
R~la~d in 1912 - an only child. He was brought up in
WmnIpeg but returned to the farm in summer until he
was grown. When war came he was accountant for
Safeway Stores and was soon with the Canadian Intelligence Corp. Back at Safeway after service he
married Doris Joyce Duncan in November 1946. Sh~rtlY
after he left Safeway to manage two firms. It was then he
heard about Fenwicks at a Rotary meeting. He is a 30year member.
By the time Lytles arrived in Neepawa they had two
daughters, Jane and Jo Anne born in 1949 and 1952.
In the late '50s, Fenwicks went out of groceries and
into furniture and appliances and in 1958 opened a ladies
Sportswear Shop at Wasagaming. The Lytle girls helped
their mother operate the Lake Shop fifteen summers until
both had graduated from University - Jane with a B.A.
Arts, Jo Ann with B Sc. in H.E.
In 1963 they built their present home on Brown
Avenue, and the following year Allan's mother Rachel
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died, having moved from Winnipeg to Neepawa several
years previously.
In the spring of 1965 Allan built the new store at
Wasagaming, and later in the year the sod was turned for
Fenwicks new one-floor Department Store beside
Safeway (this site now rented to Saan Stores). All four
Lytles were on hand in January 1966 for the grand
opening.
Allan has always had his eyes open for any business
opportunity. When the CNR sold the old water tower, Al
bought it; when the town built the new water plant - Al
bought the old one; when Swift's closed down part of
their operations, Al was there to salvage what was to be
salvaged. He built a new mobile home park - 50 sites,

"Mayor George Rey breaking the sod July 1965 for the new Fenwick
Store, on the S. W. corner of Isobel St. and Mountain A ve., built by the
Lyt/es:' Shown in the picture are Mr. and Mrs. Lytle and their
daughters".

bought and sold the Neepawa Airport building for a new
business in the town. He ran for the Liberals in
Marquette in 1974 -lost. Ran for Mayor twice -lost.
In 1971 Lytles signed a 5 year lease in the new Brandon
Shoppers Mall which they operated successfully until
retirement in 1977. Both stores were closed at this time,
and Lytles are successfully retired.
1972 brought Jane's wedding to Constable Steven
Goudie R.C.M.P. They now reside in Winnipeg - he a
Corporal- she a Mom of Jason 8, and Travis 6.
1974 Jo Ann married Frank Dixon, Assistant Supt.
CPR. They have a boy 4, Tom, and a girl 2, Leah Ann
Lytle Dixon.
Lytles still keep busy, Al with the Mobile Home Park
and renovated old Post Office building, she with golf,
gardening and grandchildren - just about in that order mostly! They enjoy 2 months in sunny Phoenix each
winter and celebrated their 35th anniversary in 1981, and
Alan's 70th birthday in 1982.

HAROLD MACDONALD FAMIL Y
by Irene Macdonald

Harold Macdonald was born at Springside (near
Yorkton), Saskatchewan in 1912. His father and grandfather came out from Scotland in 1902 and homesteaded;
his mother came from Wales. After finishing school,
Harold worked as a carpenter, grain buyer and farming
around Saskatchewan until he joined the Armed Forces
in 1940. While stationed in Winnipeg, he met Irene
Downey, and they were married in 1942.
Irene was born at Wellwood, Manitoba. Her grandfather, George Downey, came there as a homesteader in
1889, and her great grandparents came to Palestine and
Silver Stream in the early 1880s.
After the war, Harold did occupational work with
D. V.A. at Portage la Prairie. Their oldest son, Bruce,
was born there. When the D.V.A. center closed in 1947,
Harold came to Neepawa as a shop teacher. Besides
school and building a home, Harold was very interested
in sports and legion work, serving as President as well as
Secretary of that organization. Their second son,
Kenneth, was born here in 1969, and Jean in 1950.
In 1951 Harold went to Flin Flon to teach shop. In
1952 their daughter, Jean, died. Bill was born in 1953.
That same year Harold contacted polio but with perseverance he was back teaching the next year. Over the
years he coached in track and field, was President of the
Teacher's Society and the Legion. Janet was born in
1955, and Jim in 1959.
To get the family closer to further education, Harold
moved to Pinawa in 1966. Here they lived for two years,
coming to Neepawa in 1968. Harold continued his interest in track and field and Legion, retiring from
teaching in 1973. Irene's interests are Church, museum,
Legion Auxiliary, and bridge.
Of their family: Bruce is a teacher at Virden. He and
Pat (Sankey) have two children, Twila and Evan.
Kenneth is a roofing contractor in Winnipeg. He and
Brenda (Brant) have a son, Kyle. Brenda has two other
boys from a former marriage. Bill is a plumber at
Pinawa. He and Maureen (Parkinson) have two children,
Ryanne and Andrew. Janet is an occupational therapist.
She and Ken (MacDonald) and children, Kerry and
Tracey live at Bon Accord, Alta. Jim is going through for
a pharmacist. He and Lynn (Lemon), also a pharmacist,
worked at Harris' this past year but have now moved to
Saskatoon for Jim to finish his pharmacy.

(G.H.) MacDONALD FAMILY
by Bruce MacDonald
Islington, Ontario
and
Ruth McDowell
Winnipeg, Manitoba

George Harvey MacDonald was born in Summerside,
P.E.I., in 1877. As a young man he was a druggist in
Summerside and in 1905 graduated in Dental Surgery
from Baltimore Dental College, now part of the
University of Maryland. His father, Daniel MacDonald,
was a Sea Captain sailing from Summerside to Rio de
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Janeiro in the bark Katie Stuart. Dr. George moved West
in 1908 to take over the dental practice of Dr. F.E.
White, who built the block on Hamilton Street, situated
beside the Court House, as a dental office. As well as the
regular dental work, he set broken jaw bones in the
Neepawa General Hospital and was one of the first
dentists to re-plant a dislodged tooth successfully.

The Young Dr.
MacDonald in
front of Land
Titles Office.

Violet Constance Lang was the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James Lang of London, Ontario. As a young lady
she came to Neepawa in 1905 to become choir leader of
the Methodist Church. She married George MacDonald
in 1910. In addition to her choir activity, Violet taught
vocal music for many years and was noted for her fine
soprano voice. An English adjudicator once said at a
Western Manitoba music festival held in Minnedosa that
Herbie Lord (a somewhat reluctant pupil of Mrs.
MacDonald) possessed the finest boy soprano voice he
had ever heard.
George was an ardent bowler, curler, tennis player and
a great lover of baseball. He was a life member of the
Grand Masonic Lodge and served on the Town Council
from 1935 to 1943. His sister,Effie, once held the Ladies'
Golf Championship of Saskatchewan. Doc was also
known for his droll sense of humour. For example, when
he was pestered by a magazine salesman in the 1930s, he
said to him with a solemn face, "Haven't you heard?
Doctor MacDonald passed away last week". However,
when the cottagers were lined up waiting for their
weekend supply of bread that Doc forgot to pick up at
Seaborn's bakery for delivery to Baker's store at Clear
Lake, they failed to see that humour. D.K. Brown,
immortalized the event by recording the poem - "When
Doc forgot the Bread" - in the annals of the Neepawa
Press.
Their daughter, Ruth, was born in 1913 and son, Bruce
(Mac), in 1916. They attended Neepawa Public School
and the Collegiate which was retired in 1978. Mac was a
member of the Collegiate track team, which boasted
super-stars Nero Thomson and Trooper Thompson, but
couldn't get beyond 'team spare' on the hockey squad.
Both teams were coached by F.D. McKenzie, Principal of
Neepawa Collegiate. Rev. Coulter assisted in the track
work-outs at the fair grounds in the cold, early spring

Doctor MacDonald at Governor General's visit - 1936.

For many decades the family occupied the house on
First Street directly across from the Public School, which
site is now occupied by a shopping mall. After George's
illness in 1938, the family moved to the suite above the
MacDonald Block, as it was then known. Mrs. Mabel
Thomson then occupied the lower suite. Fortunately Dr.
MacDonald recovered to practice dentistry for many
more years with the aid of an artificial limb.
Upon graduating from Electrical Engineering at the
University of Manitoba, Bruce served for five years with
the R.C.A.F. during World War II. He married Pippy
Baillie of Montreal. They have a daughter, Heather, a
nurse, and a son Robert, an airline pilot. Heather
married Dennis Arrowsmith of Toronto and they have
two sons, Dougie and Darren.
Ruth attended Riverbend, the United Church School in
Winnipeg and lived for a short time with her aunt in
London, Ontario. She was President of the Neepawa
Tennis Club in 1934. The membership fee was $1.00 and
10 cents a set for non-members. For many years she was
Secretary to the Hon. William Morton, member of the
Manitoba Legislature. In 1955 she married Jack McDowell of Winnipeg who served as a Conservative
member of the Manitoba Legislature for Iberville. He
was a long-time member of the Winnipeg Grain Exchange and an ardent horseman.
The MacDonald family owned a cottage at Clear Lake
and enjoyed vacationing there for many years. During
the great depression, money was scarce in the community. However, food was plentiful and it was not
unusual to open the door in the morning and find a
hamper of vegetables or a chicken. The proud people did
not have the money to pay Doc but they were determined
his family would not go hungry. It was the sort of
thoughtfulness and spirit so characteristic of Neepawa
folk that endeared the family to it.
The depression years also saw establishment of the
$5.00 a month camps. Doc made many trips in the '29
Pontiac in frightful winter weather to provide dental
service to the men at Wasagaming National Park. Donnie
McConachie was his trusty 'chauffeur". In that period,
Bruce, Clement Frampton, Bill Swinburne and Keith
LePage resurfaced the tennis courts by lugging gray shale
down from the Birnie Gorge using Doc's car. Un585

fortunately the weight of the trailer loaded with shale
proved too much and the bumper was separated from the
same Pontiac. Bruce told his father he couldn't understand how it happened since Swinny was watching out
the back window all the time.
Ruth, Bruce and Bruce's family visited Mrs. MacDonald in 'The Block' in 1958 to celebrate the 75th
Anniversary of the founding of Neepawa.
Clarence Kerr built a marvelous 'trolley' contraption
driven by Steve Kolesar which toured the streets during
the 75th. Bruce's eight year old son, Rob, spent most of
the week occupying the prime seat. Roxy Hamilton
provided an organ for sing-songs outside Kerr's store,
frequently played by Mrs. MacDonald. Bruce's wife,
Pippy, was one of the parade judges and the following
item appeared in the "I Saw" feature of the paper "While Neepawa's 75th anniversary parade was in
progress a heavy shower was in progress as well and I saw
the float judges had climbed down from their stand and
taken shelter underneath. They looked real cute peeking
out from behind the gay bunting" - Mrs. W.A. Slade,
Gladstone.
George MacDonald died in December, 1952, and
Violet MacDonald in December, 1960. Ruth McDowell
was widowed in 1980 and lives in Winnipeg. Bruce and
his family live in Toronto.

The MacDonald Family at the 75th - 1958 in front of the MacDonald
Block.

The Toonerville Trolley - Neepawa's 75th.

JOHN MACSYMIC FAMILY
by Jim Martens

John Macsymic, son of Archie and Mary Macsymic,
moved to Neepawa from the Horod area in 1942. In
October, 1943, he married Katie Kozak, daughter of Nick
and Nellie Kozak from Eden. They were married in St.
Mary's Ukrainian Church at Mountain Road. During the
next three years, John worked for the Neepawa
Creamery. They lived at Eden, Virden, Minnedosa and
Franklin. In 1958 they retired in Neepawa. John worked
for various construction firms throughout Canada, while
his family made their home in Neepawa. Katie worked
for various firms and individuals, doing household work.
She worked for the Neepawa Eviscerating Plant during
the time of its closing. Katie was involved in the
Ukrainian Catholic Church.
Their family:
Melvin - living in Neepawa, works for the Manitoba
Liquor Control Commission in Minnedosa.
David - married Francis Mosiendz, they have 3
children, Darren, Billy and Shelly, live in Winnipeg,
works for a Property Management Company.
Eddie - married Karen Desorcy, they have one
daughter, Jolene, lives in Winnipeg, works at the Grace
Hospital.
Victor - lives in Winnipeg, works for a Construction
firm.
Andy - married to Joy Cochrane, lives in Neepawa,
works for the Town of Neepawa.
Larry - married to Beth Jones, they have two children,
Amber and Shaun, living in Neepawa, works for the
Neepawa Co-Op.
Lorraine - married to James Martens, they have one
daughter, Angela, lives in Winnipeg, works part-time at
Heritage Lodge.
Garry - lives in Neepawa, works for Prenderville Industries.

MR. AND MRS. CHARLES MADSEN
Ella B. Madsen

Having sold their farm at Carroll, Man., Mr. and Mrs.
(Ella B.) Charles Madsen and their only daughter,
Pamela, arrived to take up residence in Neepawa, the last
week in August, 1956. Mrs. Madsen had accepted a
position on the staff of West Park School, under the
efficient principals hip of Miss Ruth Faryon, to teach
Social Studies and English in the Junior High Department. Pamela commenced her attendance in West Park
School in Grade 5 under the sympathetic guidance of her
teacher Mrs. Virginia Sanburn. She proceeded to pass
through Viscount School and N.A.C.I. with outstanding
success to go on to Brandon College. She graduated with
her B.A. in 1967; took her M.A. in Edmonton, and is
now a Civil Servant in Ottawa in the Human Rights
division.
In September of 1956, Chas. commenced work on the
Inter-City gas pipe line and terminated his work there in
the fall of 1957. In the spring of 1958, the Madsens
purchased a small acreage across from the Airport and
established a piggery on a small scale - more of a hobby
than a business, because unlike most people, Charles
likes pigs!
In 1960, Chas. built a cosy bungalow on land 1 mile
west of Neepawa. He had built the piggery and other
buildings before this. They moved out to the little farm in
the spring of 1961 and enjoyed 17 years of happy living
there until they sold the property to Larry Harding in
1978. The Madsens then moved back into Neepawa to
take up residence on 4th St. where they still reside.
During this same period, Chas. pursued his lifework as
a mechanic with Bill Whitmore, Steve's Sales & Service
and Massey Harris. In 1965, when the Co-op opened,
Chas. went to work with them and stayed until his
retirement in 1977 - over 60 years in the machine
business.
The second year that the Madsens were in Neepawa,
the Junior High was moved to Viscount School, so Mrs.
Madsen took a Grade 4 room in West Park and taught
seven years in Gr. 4 until her retirement in 1964. They
were happy rewarding years, teaching and learning from
those bright, loving little people.
Another interest besides school and Church was Mrs.
Madsen's involvement in the U.C.W., particularly in
programs for unit meetings and devotionals.
If this were a history of my life, I could fill volumes
telling of the many changes which I have seen and experienced in the over seventy years in which I have been
involved in school life. From the time as a tiny tot I
plodded to school through ice, sleet and snow (like the
postman); through the struggling years and many hardships to get a high school education; then the heart
breaking experience as a little frightened school girl,
going to my first school to teach with pupils bigger than
myself; the loneliness and discomfort in boarding places
etc; the happier years in town schools; my years in the
Corr. Branch in the Dept. of Education; substituting in
City schools, etc., and last but not least, the mere pittance we were paid for our services. But this is not a
history of my life, so I'll leave these experiences for the

book I never did get written.
Neepawa is a fine district with many dedicated and
unselfish people serving it, so I express the hope that it
may continue to flourish in the future as in the past.

MRS. MARY MAINMAN
by Dorothy Babcock

Mr. and Mrs. Roland Griffiths came from
Gloucestershire, England, arriving in Birnie, Manitoba,
on May 6, 1927. Six of their seven children (Keith, Ida,
Dennis, Robert, Dorothy, Peter) and a niece - May
Griffiths were with them. Their eldest son, Edwin
remained in England to continue his training in the
British Royal Navy with the understanding that he would
be transferred to Canadian waters at a later date.
Our parents, Mr. and Mrs. Griffiths, had a farm at
Whitecroft in Gloucestershire. They also operated a
grocery and bakery business. However, in 1925-26 the
coal miners went on strike. With no means of support the
miners were extended credit, which forced many
businesses into bankruptcy - ours included. Hence, our
leaving the "old sod" to come to the new land of
promise.
Having come to Canada under arrangement with the
Canadian Soldier Settlement Board, our new home was
destined to be in the Glenholm district, north-west
quarter of 34-16-14 in the Municipality of Lansdowne.
Upon settling into our new surroundings, it was arranged
that Dad and Keith would take employment with
neighbors and learn methods of farming in this new land.
May took a job as cook at the Birnie Silver Fox Farm - a
thriving concern at that time. Father also worked what
few acres were tillable on our quarter section with very
meager equipment and livestock. As I vaguely remember,
the livestock consisted of a team of horses, "Nip and
King", two or three cattle and a dozen hens.
We younger members of the family were sent off to
resume our education at the Glenholm Consolidated
School.
Life was very hard, especially as time passed on into
the "dirty thirties". Our land was poor with a lot of
stones, and our parents suffered very trying times with
many a hardship. However, as I remember, they never
lost their patience, their sense of humor or their ability to
have fun.
My two brothers and I were very young when we
arrived in Canada. Now when I think of how hard life
really was at that time, I almost feel ashamed to realize
that those bad years rolled by without drastically
disturbing us. Yes, we sensed that times were very hard,
but we were allowed to go blissfully along, enjoying the
adventures of our new life. We rode to school in horsedriven vans or took "special outings" to Birnie with one
of our parents, in the horse and buggy, to buy what few
supplies we could afford from a few dozen eggs, some
pounds of butter, or a small cream cheque.
It was the experience of a very different life, hard
manual labor and many a hardship which led Father to
failing health, and in February 1937 our family was
heart-stricken with his. passing. He was laid to rest in the
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Arden Cemetery.
Mum worked hard on the farm, caring for the family
and helping with outside work whenever necessary:
milking cows, stooking sheaves, driving a team on the
hay rake or bucking pole in haying season, keeping a big
garden, along with many other chores. She could turn her
hand to any job needing to be done, and many a
neighbor's infant was brought into the world with some
tender care from Mum. Besides this, she carried on her
girlhood trade as a dressmaker, sewing for family and
friends.
The year 1939 saw Mother move off the farm and into
Neepawa where she continued her dressmaking trade,
sewing for the public and doing alterations for various
stores. She made her first home in an apartment above
Bajus Hardware Store, and later moving into the newly
renovated Victory Block. Her youngest son, Peter, accompanied her to Neepawa to continue his high school
education. He then worked for the Bank of Commerce
before joining the Canadian Air Force during the war
years.
Mother was a faithful member of the Neepawa United
Church, and also, became an active member of the
Ladies' Business and Professional Club when it first
organized.
In 1959 she left Neepawa to marry Percy Mainman.
They were married in England and on their return they
took up residence in Mandeville Towers on Portage
Avenue in Winnipeg. They lived there for eight happy
years. After Percy's passing in 1966, Mum remained in
her apartment tending to her own needs, doing some
travelling and taking part in the Deer Lodge United
Church organizations, the Keen-Agers Club and the St.
James Business and Professional Club.
Now, at the time of writing this little history, it is
November 1981 - Mother is 98 years young. She gave up
her apartment in the spring and now resides in the Golden
West Centennial Lodge in St. James. She enjoys good
health, lots of vitality, and takes a keen interest in the
Lodge activities, and the other organizations to which she
belongs. Her hobbies are tnitting and crotcheting. She
thoroughly enjoys a "day of the town" shopping or
visiting with family and friends.
The children of the family are married and have
children and grandchildren of their own:
- Edwin and his wife, Irene, live in Hartlepool, England.
- Keith married Myrtle Hamilton (daughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Hamilton of the Arden district). They
reside in Neepawa.
- Ida and her husband, Tom Mainman, (son of Percy)
live in Fort Garry.
- Dennis lost his first wife, Florence Dalgleish of Riding
Mountain, and is remarried to Doris Griffith (daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. George Griffith). Dennis and Doris
reside in Eden.
- Robert married Verna Miller of Neepawa (daughter of
the late Mr. James Miller and Mrs. Herb Clarke of
Carberry). They reside in East Kildonan.
- Peter and his wife, Jan, reside in Toronto.
-Arthur and I live on our farm in the Birnie district.
Mother has twenty-eight grandchildren and thirtythree great grandchildren to add to her interests and
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enjoyment.
Cousin May, who was counted as a member of our
family, spent a busy life catering to the needs of others.
She was a cook at the Birnie Fox Ranch for a number of
years, then a housemaid in Neepawa before moving on to
Winnipeg where she served a family until her retirement.
She now resides in Oakview Place, Winnipeg, hopefully
to enjoy many years of health and happiness.

Mrs. Mary Mainman (nee Griffith), age 98.

MANN
by Mrs. Flo Carter

Thomas Charles Mann and Evelyn Price were married
at the Price farm in the Glencairn district on October 26,
1921. Tom Mann came to Canada from Essex, England,
along with his Father and brothers and sisters some years
previous. Evelyn Price was the eldest of three daughters
of Alexander and Marbaret Price of Glencairn. Tom and
Evelyn had four daughters, Margaret, Evelyn, Isabelle
and Florence. Margaret and Isabelle died in infancy.
In 1938 the family farm home at Glencairn was
destroyed by fire and Evelyn and Tom, along with their
daughters Evelyn and Florence, and Mrs. Price moved to
Neepawa and took up residence on Vivian Street. Mrs.
Price passed away in February of 1942. Tom worked for
a number of years for the Swift Canadian Company and
later at the hospital in Neepawa. He became ill and died
in September, 1947. Their daughter Evelyn worked in
Ontario for some time and at Portage la Prairie. She later
returned to Neepawa and was employed at various retail
outlets. Florence attended public and high school in
Neepawa graduating in 1949. That summer, Mrs. Mann
and her two daughters moved to Regina, Saskatchewan.
Evelyn married Keith Forseth (originally of Weyburn) in
Regina on June 30, 1951. They presently ranch near
Robsort, Saskatchewan. They have two children, Merle,
married in August 1975 to Lorraine Luman; and Wendy,
married in October 1979 to Charles King. The Kings have
one son, Graham, age 2.
Florence married Robert Carter of Regina on February
4, 1956. Bob is Director of Univesity Services at the
University of Regina. They have two children, Jim, who

is employed with the Consumers Cooperative Refinery in
Regina and Lynn who is taking her 4th year in the Faculty
of Education at the University of Regina.
Mrs. Mann presently makes her home with the Carters
in Regina.

MARNER FAMILY
by Mrs. Eileen (Marner) Gray

There were two Marner brothers who migrated to
Canada from the Industrial Midlands of Lancashire. Of
Anglo-Irish stock, they were products of the turmoil
between the working class and the industrialists. James
came with the first pioneers - the Hamiltons and the
Drysdales. He was a deeply religious man all his life and
worked diligently, first settling and farming at Oakdale,
then building and retiring to a town house which is now
the White Funeral Home. He had one son and two
daughters. His son, Rob, after college, gave up wheat
farming, married and opened a business in Stonewall,
and his children went on to professional lives elsewhere.
James' one daughter Iva died during her college life and
is buried in Neepawa. Clara, the remaining daughter
married her cousin, Harold, and together they spent all
their remaining lives in Neepawa. Of their four children:
Grandville is in Edmonton, Ivan is unmarried, and
Clarence died tragically in a fire in Portage Mental
Hospital. Elsie, unmarried, is a graduate nurse in
Winnipeg. The Harold Marner property is now the site of
the New Home for Senior Citizens. Harold Marner was a
sensitive man who loved books and gardening. He built a
studio in his garden and painted scenes of the countryside. He was a house painter by trade. In his youth he
played in the Town Band, and played golf.
The other Marner brother came to Neepawa before
W.W.I, with his son, the aforementioned Harold. His
name was George, and where James preceded him in the
wake of the labour injustices in England, rather than
become embroiled in the labour unions, George had led
the strikers, and becoming blackballed after the Manchester uprising, was asked by the family to leave
England. He was a middle aged man, embittered and out
of place in the prairie way of life, and spent his remaining
years with his pipe watching the seasons change. He was
short and twisted in stature, a result of the years of his
childhood spent stoking furnaces in the cotton mills. In
one generation the Marner men had become stunted
likewise, in spite of the fact their father had been six foot
four. So much for the Industrial Revolution.
His second son, my father George Jr., came to Canada
after the first World War with his wife and his first two
children, myself (Eileen), and my brother, Eric. A war
veteran, he had an enormous zest for life, and felt
nothing could stop him. He had his war medals, good
health, but also no farm experience. His tenancy on one
of his prosperous pioneer Uncle Jimmy's farms ended in
disaster. In a hayrack, we set off for a homestead
promised to us by the Soldiers Settlement Act to, at that
time the hinterland of Laurier. The following two years
consisted of a log shack in which my mother gave birth to
my sister Sheila, near starvation during one sub-zero

winter, and being in a minority situation because of my
father's ensuing love of the Orange Lodge. In the year
1927, needless to say, in the same hayrack, with the same
team of horses now skin and bone, and our beloved
wolfhound, Blizzard, we returned to Neepawa. It was
paradise to me then as a skinny girl of ten, and had
remained so all my life. Nothing and nobody could ever
interfere with that affection. And only the need to seek a
living elsewhere caused me to leave.
In spite of the depression, George managed to keep out
of debt and from receiving charity, which was for him a
matter of great pride since he performed many lowly jobs
and suffered much derision from many. He would set off
each morning with his team of horses and do any job he
could find, such as cutting ice for people which he left in
piles outside their houses in winter as a water supply. He
delivered coal for Steve Benson, fruit for the Roger Fruit
Co., plowed gardens, sometimes being paid for it and
sometimes not. Always a jovial man, I like to think he
was liked by everyone.
He and his family belonged to the Anglican Church
during the ministry of Canon Roy and Rev. Ivor Norris,
son-in-law of Bishop Thomas. I taught Sunday school
and sang in the choir. At that time my sister Patsy, the
youngest of our family was born.
In the following depression-ridden years, he and my
Mother realized there would be no place for us in the
economical structure of the town so they instilled in us
children the desire to read books, and to know the
outside world was waiting. At the outbreak of the Second
World War when the government loosened its purse
strings, George Marner and family left Neepawa and
moved to Ontario. They prospered and George was
instrumental in securing the War Widows' Pension with
his work with the Canadian Legion.
He and his wife are buried in the Legion Cemetery in
Hamilton in a grave of his choosing when the site was
first surveyed. It is at the foot of the flag staff, under his
beloved Canadian Flag.
Of his four children, his son, retired from the
Manitoba Forestry, lives in Moose Lake, Manitoba, and
San Diego, California. His daughter, Sheila, widowed,
manages with her son, their family Hereford ranch in
Utah, U.S.A. Patsy lives in Simi Valley, California, and
I, Eileen, live in Ontario and Estero Is. Florida.
There are no Marners left in Neepawa, but Neepawa
remains in all of us. Our sets of values were woven into
our characters by all the people we shared those years
with. I only wish my daughter could have known some of
them: Miss Phipps, who taught me to sew; Fred McClain
who sent me home when I got smart Alecky uptown on
Saturday nights; Lee Ling, who must in his loneliness
have loved us for he sure put up with a lot. There were so
many, and for the hours I spent listening to Edith Veale
as she sang and played her banjo down by the river, and
taught me a tolerance that has surely enriched my life, to
be passed on to my daughter, I can only say Neepawa was
a love of a town and for you who have benefitted "lucky you".
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CLARENCE AND EDITH MARTIN
by Edith Martin

Clarence Martin, son of Thomas and Ellen Martin,
was born and raised at Oberon, where he received his
schooling. In 1938, he came to Neepawa area where he
worked for Alex Stewart. The next spring, his brother
Howard and he began farming west of town on the
present Orval Tanner farm. Clarence served in the Royal
Canadian Artillery from 1941 to 1945. In 1942, he
married Edith Jackson of Langruth. They purchased half
of 10-15-15 north of Neepawa in 1946, where they raised
their family of four sons. Later on, in 1959, they moved
into Neepawa and in 1966 built a house on Davidson St.
Their farm was sold to Jim Davies in 1972.
From 1961 - 66, Clarence managed the Neepawa
Arena. Edith taught school for Beautiful Plains S.D.
from 1957 - 1978. Clarence was keenly interested in
baseball, curling and hockey. He helped manage little
league baseball teams. Both were active in Elks and
Royal Purple lodges. Their sons were keen participants in
many types of sports, winning many track and field
trophies.
Terry was keenly interested in 4-H calf competition
and in 1959, Harvey and he had the distinction of being
the first members of a family to win the Grand and
Reserve Championships of Neepawa Fat Stock Show. In
1955, Clarence witnessed the oddity of having two sets of
twin calves born on the same night.

Terry attended Red River College and later purchased
a barber shop in Selkirk. In 1965, he and Cheryl
Tremaine, a nurse from Decker, were married and have
two children - Paul and Terri Lynne. Terry (still
remembering his first ambition) purchased a farm in 1974
near Portage la Prairie where his chief interest is cattle
raising.
Harvey, keenly interested in sports, played on two
provincial hockey championship teams. He played with
Neepawa Cubs and Neepawa Hockey Club. He was
employed by Bristol Aerospace, Winnipeg, upon
graduation. He and Shirley Speiss of Neepawa, a St.
Boniface graduate nurse, were married in 1968 and have
two sons Ryan and Sean.
Jim was an interested participant in Neepawa Air
Cadets - later on earning his pilot's license. After
graduation he attended Red River College taking an
electrician's course. In 1972, Patricia Hanson of
Neepawa, and he were married and have two girls Rachel and Danielle. Jim is presently employed by
Alberta Telephones in Calgary.
Neil was a keen participator in all sports, as well as
greatly interested in the residents of Touchwood Park,
where he worked several summers. He played on
Neepawa Cubs team and Intermediate Hockey team.
Upon graduation he attended University of Manitoba
from where he received his Bachelor of Physical
Education and Bachelor of Education degrees. He now
teaches physical education in Carman. In 1979, he
married Donna Morden of Lauder. Donna also teaches
there. Neil is presently a member of Carman Goldeyes
ball team, playing second base.

GORDON BOLES MARTIN

Clarence and Terry Martin with two sets of twin calves born the same
night on their farm.

Harvey and Terry Martin winning Reserve and Grand
Champion awards at Neepawa Fat Stock Show in 1959.
Forrest Wilcox making presentation - Co-op trophy.
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Gordon Boles Martin, nick-named "Shorty", was
born in November 1911, the fourth son of Thomas and
Ellen Martin of Oberon.
He attended the North Oberon school, and took an
active part in sports and other community affairs.
In 1934 he married Ella Davis of Kelso, Saskatchewan.
They built a house and settled on the farm NE 3-13-15.
Gordon and Ella had four children - Ellen, Ronald,
Dorothy, and Raymond. Dorothy passed away in 1945 as
a young child.
They farmed until 1948. In these years, Gordon served
as Councillor of Ward One of the Langford
Municipality. He also served as a School Trustee for the
North Oberon S.D. from 1941 to 1948.
Gordon and Ella were both employed by P.F.R.A. in
1947 and 1948. He worked in the construction of the
Langford-Lansdowne Community Pasture, while Ella
worked for the construction gang.
Gordon rented his farm, and later sold it to Charlie
Sage.
Gordon and Ella with their young family moved to Flin
Flon the fall of 1948 where he was employed with
Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting Company for 23 years.
Ella passed away in 1955.
Their three children finished their education in Flin

Great Grandma Boles, Grandma Martin, Grandpa Martin, Aif Boles,
Ella Martin, Gordon holding Ray Martin, Great Grandpa Boles, (in
front) Joan Sage and Dorothy Martin.

Flon and moved on to lives of their own. Ellen married
R.C.M.P. Dennis Parsons in 1960. After much moving
about, they are presently stationed at Yorkton. They
have two sons, Todd and Jay.
Todd has been accepted into the R.C.M.P., and is the
third generation to choose this occupation as his career.
Jay is still in high school.
Ronald went to work for the Inco Copper mine at
Sudbury, Ontario for a few years, then later went into
business for himself, selling and repairing cash registers.
He was married and has five children, and now three
grandchildren.
Raymond is still in Flin Flon, and works as a diesel
mechanic for Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting Co. He
married a Flin Flon girl, Lorna Nyuli, in 1968 and they
have three girls, all in school.
Gordon was remarried in 1962 to Dorothy Duncan,
and they are retired at Penticton, B.C.

HOWARD AND EVA MARTIN
Howard Martin, the sixth son of Thomas Alfred
Martin, was born in Langford Municipality in the North
Oberon School District, where he received his education.
He was called to serve his country during the second
World War but did not meet the medical standards so did
not see action overseas.
In 1941 he married Eva Gwendoline Piett, second
daughter. of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Piett of Rosedale.
Howard apd Eva purchased the NW quarter of 22-15-15,
five miles north of Neepawa in the Mountain View
School District, and this is where their four sons were
born; William Howard in 1944; Norman Douglas in
1949; Murray Thomas in 1950; and Mervyn Stanley in
1953. To supplement the farm income, Howard bought
grain at the Grain Growers elevator in Neepawa, and at
times was sent to the elevator in the Rufford district. He
hopped the mixed train in Neepawa and settled back to
wait out the 2 hour-30 mile trip each Monday morning,

returning the same way on Friday.
In 1955 the family moved to the Jim Patterson farm, 615-15. This they claimed as their own in 1960. In 1961
drought took its toll and hail took everything in the years
1962 and 1963. The family survived these years by selling
milk from 22 milk cows and 100 laying hens which were
Eva's sole responsibility. This flock was eventually increased to 300, and for twenty-five years she delivered
eggs once a week, door to door, in Neepawa. The
Safeway also sent a truck once a week for a supply for
several years.
Bill, their eldest son, farmed with his parents until he
married Judyth Sanborn, Neepawa's Home Economist.
He then farmed from town. In 1971 the couple purchased
the Weldon Buchanan farm, 6-15-15, in the Rosedale
district. Bill served for that Municipality as Councillor
for two terms, the second still continuing at time of
writing. The couple have three children; Christa Judyth
born in 1974; Colin William born in 1976; and Aynsley
Dawn born in 1979.
Norman Martin completed high school in Neepawa
Collegiate, then travelled for a Feed Company for one
year. Leaving this company, he toured Europe for a year
before joining the Winnipeg City Police Force in 1972.
After high school in Neepawa, Murray attended
University of Manitoba for a year, then took work with
Manitoba Hydro. Farming was in his blood, so he
returned to work with his parents. In 1977 he married
Dianne Zeke, Social Worker from the Neepawa Health
Unit, and in 1980 the couple purchased the home farm.
Howard and Eva purchased a home at 300 Ada Street in
town, and Howard kept his hand in the work by commuting daily. Murray and Dianne have two sons,
Nicholas Zeke born in 1980, and Adam Patrick born in
1981.
Mervyn, the youngest son, completed high school in
Neepawa, found work with Eatons in Winnipeg, then
travelled throughout Europe and Hawaii - settling at
Tassus, B.C. where he worked in a sawmill for two years
before taking a course in carpentry at Red River College
in Brandon. He then found full time work in Calgary.
For all of their farming years, Eva was an integral cog

Mervyn, Bill, Norman, Murray, Howard and Eva Martin.
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in the dairy wheel, helping with the milking, then the
cream separator, and seeing the five gallon cans of cream
got in to Neepawa to Boyle's Creamery. She kept the
huge farm lawn trimmed, the trees in shape, and planted
and harvested a large garden. For most of those years
vegetables had to be canned in jars, wild fruit was picked
and canned, a small quantity of purchased fruit was
preserved the same way. All the meat had to be canned,
fried down in crocks, or salted. The installing of Hydro
brought freezers. and refrigerators, lightening the load of
preserving.
What housewife of those years does not know the steps
it takes to do outside chores, keep four (or more) active
boys in clean clothes, and clean beds, and all laundry was
done in some type of hand powered machine, and to keep
the children and several working men well fed with homecooked meals!

KEN MARTIN FAMILY
by Dorothy Martin

Kenneth, the youngest son of a family of eleven, is a
son of the late Thomas and Ellen Martin, formerly of
Oberon. He was born in May 1923 and has spent his
entire life on the home place - S 1/2 3-13-15 - his roots are
very deep! Softball and curling were his main sports in his
younger days. Deer hunting is his favorite sport. He has
missed only one year since his teenage years.
On December 27, 1941, he married Dorothy Burton,
daughter of Clara and Jim Burton of Eden. She was
born, raised and educated in the Glenholm district. After
taking her Normal Training in Winnipeg, she taught at
North Oberon, Coldstream, and Viscount schools, and
still does substitute teaching and tutoring at times.
The Martins were blessed with two girls, Verna and
Lorraine, and one boy, Robbyn. Both girls took up the
teaching profession, in fact Mother and two daughters
were all teaching at the same time. Verna (B. Sc. degree)
taught over ten years at different schools - Glenholm,
Carberry, Fleming, Riverview and Green Acres of
Brandon. In July 1968 she wed Gerald Wilson, son of
Arthur and Evelyn Wilson, formerly of Wellwood. Born
to them were two sons, Garett and Brett, and one
daughter, Janessa. In November 1979, Verna passed

Four Generations. Left to Right: Verna Wilson, Clara Burton, Dorothy
Martin, baby Janessa Wilson.
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away after a lengthy fight with cancer. Gerald is employed with the Manitoba Telephone System in Brandon.
In April 1981 he married Geraldine (Geri) Smith of
Brandon.
Lorraine has her B. Education degree and teaches in
Winnipeg. She began her career at Glenboro in 1967,
moving to Angusville in 1968. She became Mrs. Ronald
C. MacDonald in December 1968. They have one child,
Catherine. Presently they are living near Stony Mountain, Man.
Robbyn graduated in Agricultural Mechanics from
A.C.C. of Brandon in 1979 and has been employed at
Agri-Ease Equipment in Neepawa since that time.
Miracles do happen! Martin's huge long barn which
was built in 1916 by Ken's father, collapsed on March 12,
1974 while everyone was away. All the cows, newborn
calves, and sire were in the barn at the time - not a beast
was hurt. Nothing had fallen through the loft floor. The
electric wires were stretched badly but caused no fires.
Ken and Dorothy continue to farm in the Oberon
district.

Barn roof collapsed March 12, 1974. Ken at cow barn door.

Ken Martin's Family. Left to Right: Ron, Robbyn (at back), Lorraine,
Dorothy, Ken, Geri, Gerald. Children: Catherine, Garett, Brett,
Janessa. Dec. 1981.

THOMAS ALFRED MARTIN FAMILY
by Mrs. K. (Dorothy) Martin.

Thos. Martin was born at Burlington Beach near
Hamilton, Ontario, in 1876. His parents, Thomas and
Georgina Martin, were hotelkeepers at Galt, Ontario,
during his childhood days. At the age of nineteen, he left
Galt for Western Canada seeking adventure and employment. He landed at Sewell, Manitoba, in March
1896. Sewell, which was nine miles west of Carberry on
the main line of the C.P .R. was a rather desolate spot in
the sand hills at the junction of two roads - one trail going
south into the bush and the other leading north to
Summerville district. No one met him at the train so he
struck out on the north road for Jim Connors who lived
in the Montrose district north of Summerville. After
spending six years working for farmers in that area, he
rented land south of Brookdale and bached with his
future brothers-in-law for a year or two.
Immediately after he and his teammates had won a
Championship baseball game against Petrel on July 20,
1904, he married Ellen Maud Boles (nicknamed Nell) at
St. Agnes' Anglican Church at Carberry, Manitoba with
Rev. E.B. Smith officiating. Little did they realize that
their ball game would last almost 54 years!

grown on the west half. Their youngest son, Kenneth,
still farms the WI /2-2 and S 1/2-3.
Tom Martin was a former member of the Brookdale
LO.O.F. Lodge, and was always a great community
worker in the Oberon district. He was a trustee of the
Oberon S.D. No. 259 for almost 25 years, and served as
the Secretary-treasurer for 20 years or more. From 1937
to 1957 he made great contributions to the Beautiful
Plains Agricultural Society - on the executive at times, on
the Board of Directors, and as Chairman of the Ball
Grounds Committee. He took an active part in the improvement and upkeep of the Society's property and ball
grounds.
Dad Martin was greatly interested in all sports,
especially baseball, hockey and curling. He caught the
baseball fever in his youth at Galt and never lost it. In
1902 he played first baseman and was captain of the
Summerville team which won the North Cypress League
that year. He played for many years - his hands had
developed big joints from playing without a glove.
His wife, Ellen, the sixth child of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Boles Sr., came from a large family of fourteen. Her
parents settled on the Carberry Plains, section 20-11-15,
in 1878. She was very active in all community affairs and
curling was her main sport.
Thomas and Ellen raised a family of seven sons and
four daughters: Thomas Jr., Bessie, Leonard, John,
Gordon, Vera, Hazel, Clarence, Howard, Kenneth. Ruth
(died of whooping cough at 3 1/2 years of age). Bessie
passed away in 1933, leaving a child of fourteen months,
and Len was called away in 1972. In fact, Bessie weighed
between 2 and 3 pounds at birth and had to be carried on
a pillow for a few months as there were no incubators in
those days.
The folks farmed successfully until their retirement to
Neepawa in 1944. They built a modern cottage and took a
keen interest in the town's sports and activities. Grandpa
with his constant companion had only one smoke a day his pipe was always in his mouth except at mealtime.
Everyone has his or her humorous incidents. Many a time
Dad Martin landed head first in the chop granary with
the ram's help from behind - even the old gander did the
same trick by landing on his back. Poor Gramma! I
wonder how many times she was left at the small village
store. Gramps would go home without her and ask the
kids "Where's your Mother"? All the family members

Mr. and Mrs. T.A. Martin's wedding picture. July 20, 1904.

In 1906 or 1907 they purchased their Oberon farm SI /2
3-13-15 from Thos. Bell and moved onto the SE 1/4 on a
hill near the Boggy Creek in the spring of 1907. After
building a big barn in the south-west corner of the SE 1/4
in 1915-16, they had the old house moved to that location
in the summer of 1916 with a steam engine owned by
Morgan May and driven by Arnold Mack. In 1927 a fine
brick house with a home lighting plant for electric power
and waterworks was erected. Later they acquired more
land - the N1I2 3-13-15 around 1911-12 and W1I2 2-1315 around 1920-21. In 1922 a bumper crop of flax was

Bessie, Ruth and Kenneth Martin.
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THOMAS H. AND HARRIET MARTIN
by Thomas H. and Harriet Martin

Tom and Ellen Martin's Family. Back Row, Left to Right: Tom, Hazel,
Len, Clarence, Howard, Vera, John. Front Row: Dad, Cordon,
Kenneth, Mother. June 1944.

grew to be first class dodgers - the result of having prunes
for dessert quite often!
As all families do, their family has now grown to the
grand total of twenty-seven grandchildren, forty-eight
great grandchildren, and four great, great grandchildren.
History does not seem complete without mentioning the
names of the grandchildren.
Tom Jr. married Harriet North - children, Mona (Mrs.
Cliff Nelson), Vincent.
Bessie married Chas. Sage - child, Joan (Mrs. Roy
McGillivray).
Len married Nellie Hindle - children, Donna (Mrs.
Watt Simpson), Garry, Patricia (Mrs. M. Huntley),
Darcy.
John married Jean Tilley - child, Don.
Gordon married Ella Davies - children, Ellen (Mrs.
Dennis Parsons), Ronald, Raymond, Dorothy (deceased
as a child).
Vera married Chas. Sage - child, Edward.
Hazel married Mack Mikkelsen - children, Barry, Lois
(Mrs. Lloyd Graham), Glen.
Clarence married Edith Jackson - children, Terry,
Harvey, Jim, Neil.
Howard married Eva Piett - children, Bill, Norman,
Murray, Mervin.
Kenneth married Dorothy Burton - children, Verna
(Mrs. G. Wilson, deceased in 1979), Lorraine (Mrs. Ron
MacDonald), Robbyn.
These sport-minded descendants have followed in the
footsteps of their parents and grandparents, being involved in their favorite sports, such as baseball, hockey,
curling, golf, bowling, fishing, etc.
Both grandparents were quite active and agile right up
to the time that God called them home - Thomas on April
30, 1958, and Ellen on August 16, 1971.

Thomas Henry was the first of ten children born to Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Alfred Martin in their first home on
12-12-16 in North Cypress. His family moved to 3-13-15
in Langford Municipality, the Oberon district in 1907.
In 1933 Tommy married Harriet Winnifred North of
Franklin, Manitoba, and lived on the SE 11411-13-15 for
eleven years where their two children Mona and Vincent
were born. On their eleventh anniversary, the family
moved to 5-13-15, one mile north of Oberon. The
children took their public school at Auburn, and High
School in Brookdale. Mona completed Grade 12 at St.
Marys Academy in Brandon, then trained as a nurse in
the Miseracordia Hospital in Winnipeg. She worked for a
time in Public Health and as an R.N. in Carberry
Hospital. Vincent trained in Toronto as a television
technician, worked for a time in Winnipeg, then returned
home to farm.

Mr. and Mrs. R.C. North'sfirst home. Daughter Mary in doorway.

Tommy and Harriet Martin. Wedding October 25, 1933.
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Mona married Clifford Nelson of Gregg and has two
daughters, Melanie Lynne and Carla Dawn. Viricent
married Linda McLaughlin of Neepawa and they have
three children Thomas James (fourth generation of each
name), Darin Myles and Shawna Leah.
Thomas H. made his first bid for independence when
he was fifteen. He purchased five hives of bees and set up
an apiary on the home farm. Honey was extracted in a
hand-turned machine and pailed with a cup or dipper.
This he continued to the fifteenth year of his marriage.
The special treat for guests was hot biscuits and fresh
honey.
Tommy was chief mechanic for his Dad, being gifted
with the ability to tear down machinery, replace worn
parts and reassemble it, be it car, tractor or cultivator.
During the years 1929 - 1931, he, along with Harry
Byram and Lyle Thorn, ran the big outfit for North
Cypress Municipality, building roads throughout North
Cypress, and rebuilding bridges with a horse-drawn pile
driver and slush scraper.
During their farming years the couple experienced rust,
grasshoppers, frost, hail, drought AND some good
crops. They raised chickens and sold hatching eggs,
raised pigs and milked cows. Their big venture of buying
the good farm was preceded by the misfortune of losing a
sow and litter of pigs (a major catastrophe). Also a good
milk cow had twin calves and developed milk fever and
died. Then the first year on the new farm, all five milk
cows got into a granary and all were taken to the fox
farm. They buckled their belts and in 1948 received the
deed to their new half-section and were able to breathe

sometimes nest there, pelicans, blue herons, loons,
seagulls, banks wallows and numerous small birds.
How much living goes into fifty years?
How many blessings, how many tears?
How many frustrations, how much cheer?
How thankful we are to have these years.
Each hour of each day we buckled in,
We must have fodder in the bin,
Feed for the cattle, the pigs, the hens,
Food for the many friends who come in.
We graduated from the horse in the barn
To a Farmall tractor to till the farm.
The grasshoppers came and the hail did harm.
But no one failed, the land held charm.
Life in town has been real good,
We've helped on the farm whenever we could.
We visit our grandchildren when we should,
And are thankful there is no more chopping wood.
We help in the church, the arena, the rink,
We have time to read and time to think.
We can pile up the washing, put the cups in the sink,
Not worry about what we'll eat or drink.
We can put up our feet and watch T.V.
At hockey and ball we have front seats.
Thank you Lord for our comfort and peace,
For making our life so very complete.

MARGARET MAY MARTIN
by Freda Mackidd

The team Tommy and Harriet farmed with until 1940. Dash, Bess,
Dock, Dolly. Spring 1934.

Both were active in community affairs and interested in
sports. Harriet was president of the W.M.S and W.A.,
also president of W.A. Presbytery for five years. Tommy
is a member of the Masonic Lodge at Brookdale and the
Order of the Eastern Star, and Harriet a member of the
Star, being appointed to Grand Chapter twice. She is also
a Rebekah, a member of Anemone No. 23.
In 1965 they retired to Neepawa in a small but new
home overlooking Park Lake on Brown Avenue where
they can watch the Canada geese, the ducks which

Traditions of a community grow, in part at least,
around small businesses which have served that community over many years. One such business was Martin's
Store.
In 1922, Albert E. Martin and his wife, Margaret,
started a business on Mountain Avenue - a variety store
that stocked school and office supplies, children's toys
and that all-embracing classification "notions".
Albert died suddenly in 1932, leaving Margaret with
two young daughters and a business on her hands. All
through the depression years, through the war and after,
she steadily built up the business to a place where
Martin's Store was a byword in Neepawa and in a wide
area of the surrounding district. She worked long hours
in her business until she was in her 84th year when she
broke her hip in a fall.
Although the store and raising of her girls, Freda and
Edith, demanded much of her time, she always had time
for her church, her Rebekah Lodge and many other
community activities. She was Treasurer of the Women's
Hospital Aid for twenty-four years and a Life Member of
that organization. It was her interest in the hospital that
prompted her to campaign actively for funds for the
renovation of the hospital in 1969-1970 from her
wheelchair in East View Lodge. She was a Charter
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Merriber of the Neepawa Branch of the Business and
Professional Women's Club, a Life Member of the
Anemone Rebekah Lodge and a member of the Neepawa
Golden Age Club. She was an astute business woman and
remained very alert and interested in the affairs of these
organizations and other community affairs until her
death in December, 1971.
Her elder daughter, Freda, married George Mackidd in
Winnipeg in 1940. A member of the Queen's Own
Cameron Highlanders, George left for overseas in
February, 1941, and was taken prisoner at Dieppe in
August, 1942. He was repatriated with the rank of
Captain in June, 1944, and remained with the army until
November, 1945. In 1946, George and Freda moved to
Neepawa where George joined the family business. He
was with the store until it changed hands in 1973. While
they are no longer associated with the business, they
continue to make their home in Neepawa. They have one
daughter, Jean Ennis. She and her husband reside in
Edmonton.
In 1939, Margaret's second daughter, Edith, married
Gordon Howatt who was born in Neepawa. They retired
in 1977 after having been employed in Edmonton,
Sudbury, Fort William and Winnipeg. At present they
are living in White Rock, B.C. The Howatts have three
children - John and wife Tammy in Winnipeg, David and
wife Anne in Edmonton and Linda and husband Fred
W oleh in Regina.

JAMES AND RUTH MATHEWSON
by Lillian Ruth Mathewson

James, son of William Mathewson, was born in Fyve,
Scotland. He emigrated to Canada in 1911 when he was
about sixteen years old. Coming as he did from a farming
background, he sought and found work with the McGhie
family in the Winchester district where he remained for
six or seven years.
In 1923 Jimmie and I were married at my home in the
Inkerman district. I am Lillian Ruth, one of several
daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Edwin Stephens who
had come from Ontario about 1877. They lived in
Neepawa for two years before taking up farming in the
Inkerman district. They continued to live there until 1928
at which time they moved to Alberta.
Jimmie and I farmed in the Neepawa area for several
years and then moved to the Eden district. On the Eden
farm our buildings were located so close to the CNR
tracks that the train went right past our door. We got to
know Engineer Gibson very well when he tossed off the
daily paper to us on his daily run to the north of the
province. In return he got a turkey or a goose every
Christmas.
When the decision was made to move No. 5 highway
one-half mile further west it meant that our farm
buildings had to be moved too, except the barn. It was
demolished and a new one built. We felt that we were
perched high above the road now and didn't mind that
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but we did miss our beautiful grove of maple trees that
had to be sacrificed to make way for the new road.
We had one son, Ernest James born in 1924. Ernie
received his education at the Eden school. During World
War II he enlisted in the Royal Winnipeg Rifles and
served in the Signal Corps in Europe for three years. He
is presently employed with Manitoba Hydro. He married
Anne Giene of Kayville, Saskatchewan in 1962. Anne is a
graduate of the St. Boniface School of Practical Nursing
and has been a member of the staff at Neepawa District
Hospital for a number of years.
Jimmie and I retired to Neepawa in 1967 where Jimmie
kept himself busy in the Masonic Lodge and following his
love of curling and baseball while I have enjoyed my
association with the Eastern Star and my garden. Jimmie
passed away December 7, 1979.

MARIE AND ARTHUR MAY
by Marie May

Arthur May was born the son of Mr. and Mrs. Morgan
May of McKenzieville (which is now Oberon) in 1904. At
that time McKenzieville was a growing village with a
blacksmith shop, a store and post office, a school which
was called Auburn, an elevator, a church, and a few
residences.
Arthur took his schooling in Auburn, then high school
in Brookdale, and on to University of Manitoba where he
took agriculture. He then purchased a part of section 3112-15, and here he spent his entire life. His support of the
community consisted of serving on the Church Board
until the church closed in 1963, and then he served on the
Brookdale Board. He was school trustee for many years
and supported all sport activities.
In 1943 he married Marie Mitchell, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. R. Mitchell of Douglas district. The couple
raised nine children, namely: Edith, who received her
Bachelor of Arts at Brandon University, and taught two
years before marrying James Treller of Winnipeg. This
couple took up residence in Winnipeg, and have given the
Mays three grandchildren.
Murray received his degree of Agriculture and worked
as Ag. Rep. at St. Pierre, Manitoba, for one year. He
travelled for National King Seed Company which took
him from Saskatchewan to Alberta to Ontario and then
back to Alberta. Because of the length of time spent away
from his family, he bought a share in a Fertilizer
Company in Rosetown, Saskatchewan and settled there
with his wife Gloria and their three children.
Phyllis completed her Bachelor of Nursing Science,
and nursed in Winnipeg, mostly in the Public Health
field. She, with her teacher husband Wayne Rolfe, and
their son live at White Rock, B.c.
Edwin took a degree in Agriculture at University of
Manitoba, and returned to Oberon to farm his grandfather's farm. He, his wife Doris and their four children
live in a home they created out of the lumber ·from the
Oberon church when it was demolished, and it is a model
of convenience and beauty.
Arnold attended the Assiniboine Community College
in Brandon and earned his Agriculture Mechanics license,

and got practical experience at Flatt Implements in
Neepawa where he was employed for two years. As
farming was not to his liking, Arnold went to Alberta
where he found employment with Jupiter Equipment at
Lethbridge for the past two years.
Anna became a Secretary, graduting from Red River
College and worked in the city for two years. At that time
she married John Pajor of Winnipeg. They now live in
Fort Nelson, B.c., and have two little ones.
Leslie took a welding course at Assiniboine College in
Brandon and received his Journeyman papers. After
graduating, he worked at Minnedosa, Neepawa, and for
Canadian Steel Tank Co. in Brandon. He was a HighPressure welder, but in 1979 he decided to settle in one
place, so he returned to Oberon, moving a cottage into
the village, and he and his wife Suzanne and their two
little girls swell the population of the village to two
families.
Douglas received his Bachelor of Engineering in
Agriculture at the University of Manitoba and at the
present time is working for the Portage Agriculture
Machinery Institute in Portage la Prairie.
Austin is completing his high school in Neepawa where
he lives with his Mother.
Arthur died in 1980, and Marie started to work at East
View Lodge in Neepawa where she became a Licenced
Practical Care Aid nurse. After one year of driving the 15
miles to Neepawa, Marie decided to take up residence
there. For twenty years Marie taught Sunday School. She
was Mission Band leader and an active choir member.
She served as President of the Brookdale United Church
Women, then acting Secretary and Unit leader. She was
also C.G.LT. leader while that organization was in
existence in the area. For 12 years Marie has been Supply
Secretary for Portage Presbytery, as well as for her home
UCW. She participated in anything her family was interested in and became an avid curler. She now has some
time to enjoy personal activities so has joined Naomi
Chapter of the Eastern Star, and is a supporter of the
United Church in Neepawa, as well as many community
efforts.

Marie and Arthur May.

May Family

HAROLD AND PATRICIA MIDDLEMASS
by Pat Middlemass

Harold Middlemass was born in Portage la Prairie in
February, 1912. He was the son of Tom and Laura
Middlemass. His father was a tailor in Portage for many
years. His father died in 1926, and his mother in 1970. He
had one brother Wallace who died in 1930. A sister
Marjorie (Mrs. Fred Nichol) still resides in Portage.
Another sister Jean who is married to Eric Denham lives
in Queensville, Ontario.
In 1930 Harold graduated from the Portage Collegiate
and was recipient of the Governor General's Medal. He
attended Normal School in Winnipeg in 1930-31. His first
school was at Rossendale, Manitoba where he taught 41
students, Grades I to IX for a salary of $80 per month. In
1933 he taught at Central School in Portage la Prairie. He
was the only man teacher out of a staff of ten. It was a
good life but the pay was only $70 a month. With no
money to continue his education in university, Harold
decided to enlist in the Permanent Armed Forces in 1935.
He joined the Royal Canadian Signals. At the outbreak
of World War II in 1939 he went into active service with
the rank of Corporal. Prior to going overseas in
November 1941, he was made a Regimental Sergeant
Major. On overseas duty he became a Commissioned
Officer commanding units of the Signal Corp in various
stations in Germany. He took his discharge in 1946 with
the rank of Captain.
Following Harold's return from overseas he worked at
the Health and Occupational Centre in Portage. In 1948
when the centre closed he was transferred to the Deer
Lodge hospital, Winnipeg as an instructor of veterans.
He attended the Manitoba University from 1947 to 1950
attaining the Degree of Bachelor of Science.
In 1950 he accepted a position on the Rossburn High
School staff with a salary of $2000.00 per year. He was in
Rossburn on a one year contract but the first year he met
Pat Alexander and he kept staying and staying and
wound up with a contract for life with her in 1955.
In 1956 Harold and Pat moved to Neepawa where he
taught first at the Viscount School with Kelly Williamson
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as principal. He moved to the Neepawa Area Collegiate
Institute which later became the Beautiful Plains Division
School. The principals during his years of service there
were John Voth, Al Olson, Cecil Cox and Ivan Traill.
Harold served as staff advisor to the Student Council.
Harold took an early retirement in 1973 but continued
to be active in community affairs. He continued to serve
on the Board of East View Lodge and the Yellow head
Manor. Harold was keenly interested in the fraternal
Order of Masonery. He was the Worshipful Master of the
Neepawa Masonic Lodge in 1968. He was a promotor of
Masonic Education and served on the Board of General
Purposes of the Grand Lodge of Manitoba. He was an
active member and secretary of the Rotary Club. He took
an active role in the Neepawa Fine Arts Festival as
Patrons' Chairman. He also devoted his efforts in the
work of the United Way, the Chamber of Commerce and
the Red Cross Swimming Programs for children. The
work of his church was an important part of his life. He
was one of the planners of the Neepawa Area Larger
Parish of the United Church. He served as secretary to
this board for eight years and on the local board
throughout the years. In Harold's busy life they always
found time for travelling. They enjoyed trips to the
British Isles, Europe, Texas, Arizona, Hawaii, Northern
Manitoba and the east and west coasts of Canada.
Harold passed away in April, 1980. To perpetuate the
memory of his devotion to the field of education, a fund
was made possible by donations of friends and sponsored
by the Neepawa Area Collegiate Institute. This fund
provided an annual scholarship in support of a student
who excels in leadership and citizenship.
Harold was always supported in all his endeavours by
his wife Pat. She continues to live in Neepawa. Pat plays
an active role in her church as a member of the choir,
worker in the United Church Women and the church
board as representative to Presbytery. She belongs to the
Inner Wheel and was president in 1980. She has served on
the Board of Osborne Home for many years.
There is one son Calvin, and two grandchildren, Dale
and Lori. Pat's mother, Mrs. Edna Alexander, resides at
EastView Lodge in Neepawa.

Harold and Pat Middlemass.

HAZEL AND MACK MIKKELSEN
by Hazel Mikkelsen

Mikael and Dagmar Mikkelsen came to Canada from
Denmark, Mikael in 1890 and Dagmar Sorensen in 1893.
Mikael worked as a farm hand around Carberry until
1897 when he bought three quarters of 21-12-15 in North
Cypress municipality. Dagmar worked at housework in
the Dauphin area, then the family moved to Carberry.
They were married in 1900. Three children were born to
them: Ina, Emma and Mack. They were communityminded people helping to build the village of Oberon,
were ardent curlers and dancers. They raised many
Clydesdale horses and showed them at Neepawa and
Carberry fairs. One year they groomed fifteen horses for
the fairs and won many red ribbons and two bronze
medals. They retired to live in Neepawa when Mack took
over the farming duties.
Mack married Hazel Martin in 1936. They have three
children: Barry, Lois and Glen.
Mack turned to power farming and replaced the horses
with Purebred Hereford cattle. He added another quarter
section of 11-13-15 in Langford, thus making a full
section of land.
Mack and Hazel were very active in the community.
With their family they curled, danced and gave their
talents to all activities of church and school.
Barry studied electricity in Technical school in Winnipeg for four years. He got his journeyman electrical
license and has worked nine years.
Lois went to Winnipeg Normal School and received her
teaching certificate and has carried on in her profession.
She is married to Lloyd Graham of Eden. They have one
son Neil who is employed with Manitoba Hydro.
Glen spent two years in Red River College and
graduated in Architectural Drafting. He is now employed
with Dome Petroleum in Flin Flon and has added his
mechanic's license. He is married to Annette Stanhope of
Rocanville, Saskatchewan. They have two daughters -

Back Row: Barry, Mack, Glen Mikkelsen. Front Row: Hazel and Lois
Mikkelsen.

Darla and Tania.
Hazel and Mack retired in 1966 when Barry and Glen
decided to farm, Glen to carryon with his work and
Barry to be the farmer. Barry bought another half section
of 9-13-15 in Langford municipality from the late Bill
Byram - to make six quarters of good farming land.
Hazel and Mack came to Neepawa to live. Barry married
Sharon Stanhope of Rocanville in 1970. They have two
children - Wayne and Laurie.

MILLAR WM. (See Century Farms)
JOE AND AGNES MITCHELL

Mitchell Family

by Agnes Mitchell

Joe and Agnes Mitchell moved to Neepawa in 1960
from Erickson. Joe is employed with the Manitoba
Telephone System. They have two daughters and two
sons whom received their education here.
Donna married Blair Hasiuk in 1973. She enjoyed her
music and singing and has been employed in Bank work
since her marriage. They are now living at Leaf Rapids,
Manitoba.
Brent who was interested in track and field also played
hockey. He went to Assiniboine Community College in
Brandon and Red River in Winnipeg and received his
journeyman in Carpentry. He is employed with Klug
Construction, repairing native housing for C.H.M.C. He
also has his own company, Red Pine BIder's., working
out of Winnipeg.
Shelley received her business in High school here,
enjoyed her music and school activities. She is employed
in Winnipeg at M.T.S. with the Personnel Department.
Scott who was an ardent hockey player right through
his schooling in Neepawa, also played ball. He moved to
Edmonton in 1980 and is employed with a construction
company and also worked in the oil fields for nearly a
year.

MONTGOMERY FAMIL Y 1889 to 1981
by Beth Montgomery

In the year 1889 Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Montgomery Sr.
and their family of nine children moved from Ontario to
homestead on the east half of 14-14-16, bringing with
them material to build their home and equipment to farm
with, such as a disc and a 12-inch walking plough. They
also brought a team of oxen, two milk cows and one
horse. There was only twenty acres of land broken at
that time, but each year the family managed to scrub and
break eighty acres. In those days, if you owned a team of
oxen and a 12-inch walking plough, you had it made. The
names of the children were Joseph, Jane, James, Andrew, Margaret, Agnes, Ruth, William, and Jennie.
Joseph Sr. was Reeve of the Rural Municipality of
Langford from 1893 to 1896.
James Montgomery married Elizabeth McKee in 1896

Joseph Montgomery Sr.

Joe and Agnes Mitchell.

and started farming on the north east quarter of 13-14-16
that Joseph purchased and farmed previously. This
couple had seven children, Joseph Clare, twins Ethel and
Hazel, Cecil, William, James, and Gordon. These
children were all educated in a small rural school of
Osprey. James built a log house on this farm, and in 1947
when it was torn down, everyone was amazed to find that
the logs had been placed upright and had been bolted
together, and were as solid as the day the house was built.
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James and Mrs. James Montgomery.

Farming had progressed to where the farmers were using
four-horse teams and gang ploughs. A large steel barn
was built in 1911 and is still in use today. James served as
councillor for Langford from 1916 to 1936, and as acting
Reeve for six months.
It was in 1925 when Clare took his place in the family
history. He married Rachel Attwood (better known as
Tot) and began his farming career on the south-west
quarter of 18-14-15 which was purchased from Jack
Ralph and was nicknamed "the Ralph Quarter". Clare
worked with his father and brother Gordon who was still
at home. In 1929, after his Mother passed away, Clare
and Tot moved to the home place where they continued
to farm. They were blessed with five children - Glenn,
Irene, Leona, Shirley, and Mervyn, who, like their
father, received their education at Osprey School.
James passed away in 1941 at the age of 71 and with
hired help, Clare carried on.
Their land was pretty well clear and most of it was
under cultivation by this time. There was about sixty
acres that was not suitable for cultivation so it was kept
for pasture, and they ran about as many cattle as the
pasture would handle. At this time the field work was still
being done with horses.
Clare was a help to his neighbours. He threshed in the
community for about twenty-five years, first with a steam
outfit and then with a gas machine. In the winter he had a
portable stationary engine on trucks with a circular saw
fastened to the back which he moved around the community sawing the winter's supply of firewood for the
neighbours.
Clare also had a portable crushing mill and crushed
feed for the neighboring community. He said he was
fortunate as he always seemed to hire adequate farm help
and could get some of the fall work done while he was
away threshing.
Tot was kept very busy at home. The family had a big
garden and all the produce had to be canned as this was
the time before electricity and deepfreezes. They milked
between ten and twelve cows, sold butter, raised chickens
and sold eggs.
Despite the long hours of hard work on the farm, Clare
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and Tot found time to enjoy their family and friends.
Saturday nights would often be spent loading everyone
into the family sleigh, hitching up the team and drivina
over to a neighbours for a house party. There, the musi~
was quite often provided by violin Jack Batters Sr., and
Mrs. Peden Connell at the piano. The living room would
be cleared of furniture so everyone could dance. There
was always a room set aside for the children to sleep in
when they became tired. Since families were large, there
were always many children around and Tot still laughs
about the night, after bundling everyone into the van and
heading down the lane for home, they discovered one of
the children was missing. Sure enough Irene had been left
behind. Upon retrieving the lost, the family continued on
their way home.
"Electricity" - what a magical word that was in 1947
when the rural areas were serviced with hydro power.
Many farm chores were made easier: the separator was
motorized, baby chicks were brooded with electric light
bulbs, and water was pumped to the house as well as to
the barn. In the home, electricity was used for light,
refrigeration, freezing home produce, and washing
clothes. It was at this time that a new house was built on
the home place (13-14-16) by Kaare Bow and his crew.
Clare served as councillor for the R.M. of Langford
from 1947 to 1959. He then became Reeve and continued
to serve in this capacity until 1967.
In 1947 Glenn purchased the SE 114 13-14-16 from
Gordon Montgomery and began his career as a farmer.
He married Elizabeth Shore in 1950. They built a small
house in the same yard as Tot and Clare. There were
three children in this family: Bruce, Vina, and Vance. As
Osprey School was now closed, these children were
bussed to Neepawa where they received their schooling
from Kindergarten to Grade 12.
Mervyn married Doreen Baker in 1951 and built
another house in the same yard. The men farmed as
Father and two sons until 1956 when Mervyn decided to
go into car body work, which he is still doing in Calgary.
It was in 1964 that Glenn purchased the home farm
from his Father and Mother who retired and moved to
Neepawa.
The early years on the farm were spent in working the
land with the use of horse drawn equipment. In Glenn's
lifetime, the equipment has seen great advancements,
self-propelled machinery with cabs and air conditioning,
and large steel granaries for grain storage.
Today Glenn farms one and a half sections of land
with the help of his two sons, Bruce and Vance.
Council work seems to run in the family. Glenn
became a councillor in 1974 and is still a member of the
R.M. of Langford Council.
It was in 1975 that Bruce Montgomery married Katrina
Grewar of Winnipeg. After four years of University
where he received his Bachelor of Science Degree in
Agriculture, and four years working with Elanco
Chemical Company, Bruce and his wife moved a mobile
home onto the home yard and began farming. A little
girl, Amy Megan was born to them in 1980. Bruce still
works part time for Simplot Chemical Co. in Brandon.
As roads improved and travel became more motorized,
the centre of the social and educational functions became

the town of Neepawa. Here the members of the family
participate in lodge work, curling, church work, 4H,
Junior Rifle Club, and dancing.
This makes a history covering five generations of the
Montgomery family on Section 13-14-16 in the R.M. of
Langford.

CALVIN MORLEY
by Matilda Morley

Eighty-five-year-old Calvin Morley of Riding
Mountain recalls that it was in 1928 he was the first to
haul cordwood for furnaces and cook stoves in Neepawa.
He had purchased a one-ton Chevrolet truck chassis from
Herb Rutledge and had built the cab and platform
himself. The cab was not heated, the roads were gravel
and there were no snow ploughs in winter. Calvin
remembers that on occasion he literally shovelled his way
to Neepawa with a load of wood so that he wouldn't
disappoint a customer. And sometimes the temperature
would be forty degrees below zero.
He doesn't remember who bought the first load but it
wasn't long before he had his regular customers which he
kept for many years. He sold to the schools and the
hospital (now Osborne Home), to the Opera House as it
was known in those days, to both hotels in the days of
Mr. Baroni and Mr. Vivian. Swift Canadian had bought
the old school at the north end of town and converted it
into a creamery. They were his customers as was Mr.
Boyle at the Neepawa Creamery. He also hauled to the
old Salt Well before it was moved to the present location
of the Yellowhead Centre. Among his private customers
were Dr. Poole, R.D. Young, Jim Dempsey, the
Alguires, Kerrs, Frank Cera who owned a clothing store,
the Vansickles who had a restaurant where Jorundson's
are now, Rogers Fruit Company, Fred Clarke, Mr. Asper
and many, many more.
The wood came out of the Riding Mountains. The men
would go into the bush in the winter to cut wood instead
of going on relief during the depression. One cord of
birch brought five dollars in Neepawa. Poplar was three
dollars and fifty cents and because it was soft, he could
haul two cords at a time.
He carried on the business until just before World War
I broke out. By that time coal was cheaper and wood was
getting harder to get. Also in the late 30s Riding
Mountain National Park was being developed and the
areas for wood was drastically reduced, so there was little
wood for sale.

GEORGE AND MARY MOSSOP
by Mary Mossop

George and Mary Mossop came to Neepawa from
Wawanesa, lived in Neepawa for nearly two years and
then bought the Fred Tyack dwelling south of the Airport
in 1963.
We were not able to find much information on the
Mossops, just what we could get from cousins in the
East. Thomas Mossop (who was George's grandfather)
came from Enniskillen, County Fermanogh, in Northern
Ireland. He had lived as a very young lad in Cork
County, Ireland. Thomas married a Mary Jane Worthy,
whose parents were both buried in Canada; father in
Toronto, and mother in the Webster cemetery at
Rocanville, Saskatchewan.
When Thomas came to Canada along with two
brothers, they were all sailors and had made many ocean
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voyages. Thomas came to Bayfield, Ontario as a captain
of a sailing vessel, and he bought a dredge. He was hired
by the Seager Grain Company to· dredge the harbour at
Bayfield. Time proved that dredging was a government
responsibility and because he had not been hired by the
Government, he was not paid. He sued the Grain
Company and lost his case. As a result of this, he lost a
farm which he had purchased.
Thomas and Mary had a family of ten; seven of them
headed west, three to Alberta and four to Saskatchewan.
One of them was George (George's dad). We will call
them George Sr. and George Jr. Before that time George
Sr. had spent a year in North Dakota working for a
farmer who could not pay him as his crop did not turn
out that year. He and another fellow from Ontario went
to Texas but found the climate too hot and returned to
Ontario.
George Sr. then went to Moosomin in Saskatchewan
for two years and on to Alberta to work on a ranch for
four years. He then returned to Moosomin area where he
trained broncos and sold them. He settled on a farm near
Welwyn, Saskatchewan, where he built a big house. He
married Effie Johnston and had a family of one son and
two daughters. They lived in Rocanville for a short time.
This is where George Jr. was born. They eventually
moved to a farm at McAuley, Manitoba, and then in
1934 moved to McCreary with teams of horses. They
slept under the racks and wagons at night. This is where
George and Effie Mossop lived out their lives and both
passed away in the year of 1947. Their bodies were
returned to Welwyn, Saskatchewan, for burial.
George Jr. took over the farm and later left the farm
moving to town to do carpenter work. He worked on
construction in several different places - Virden and Lynn
Lake in Manitoba, Dawson Creek in B.C. and
Whitehorse in the Yukon.
George married Mary Dooley who was an employee at
the Wawanesa Mutual Insurance office in Wawanesa.
Mary was born at Hartney where she took her schooling.
She was employed at Wawanesa for eleven years. In 1961
they moved to Neepawa, where George did carpenter
work. Mary was employed in the Insurance, Real Estate,
and Travel office by Shoemaker-McGilvray, then by
Shoemaker-Gill and now by Gill & Schmall Agencies, for
fourteen years and is now retired.

DONALD MUNCASTER
by J.H. Muncaster

My father, Donald Muncaster, had worked as a
pattern maker for an engineering firm in Inverness,
Scotland. He came out to Canada in 1904 and threshed at
Neepawa that fall. It was that short sojourn that sold him
on the Neepawa district.
It was to be over 20 years before he was able to get
back and settle down at Neepawa. By then we were a
family of four, and in the fall of 1925 we moved onto the
Sam Abbott farm in the Dumfries district.
Mother had been a Registered Nurse in Scotland and
during those early years on the farm it seemed she was
always being called away, a few days here and a few days
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there, nursing some of the neighbours or friend who had
taken sick.
My brother Eric and I went to Dumfries School. It was
a pretty small school, only nine or ten pupils then. It was
quite a bit of fun and although we didn't have the so
called 'advantages' of a large school, we had one large.
advantage, and that was more personalized and detailed
instruction. We also had good teachers.
Tragedy struck our family in 1929 when my brother
Eric was drowned in the Whitemud River. This was a
terrible blow to us all and especially to my mother who I
don't think ever completely recovered from it.
The Great Depression started in 1929 and was in full
swing by 1930. The bottom fell out of everything. Wheat
went down to, as I recall, about 15 or 20 cents a bushel.
Eggs went down to 3¢ a dozen. Nobody had any money.
Many farmers lost their farms due to foreclosure. Farmers who were able to keep their farms were able to get
by because in those days most farms were pretty well self
sufficient.
There was generally always home grown vegetables,
potatoes, turnips, carrots, peas, beans etc. In addition
there was generally a fairly plentiful supply of wild fruit.
We had saskatoons, pincherries, chokecherries, cranberries and wild raspberries. In our garden we grew
strawberries and that old stand-by rhubarb. Rhubarb
must have been universal fruit. No matter what you
mixed it with, it would taste like that fruit. Five quarts of
rhubarb and five quarts of raspberries tasted like ten
quarts of raspberries.
My sister Heather was born in 1930. At that time our
old car, a 490 Chev wasn't running and Dad had it
parked down in the bush for lack of a garage. When it
came time for Mother to go to the hospital, Dad got up
and took a gas can and a lantern down to the old car to
get it fired up. He literally did just that. When pouring
gas in by lantern light, the gas fumes caught fire in the
tank. He stuffed his cap in the filler and ran around
behind a tree expecting it to blow up. All he could think
of was "How am I going to get Teenie to the hospital
now" . After a few seconds, which seemed like an eternity
to him, the fire went out. He was able to get Mother into
town, driving in without licence plates and the next
morning when I awoke I found I had a baby sister!
Angus McDougall ran a grist mill (flour mill) over at
Mentmore. We used to take over a few bags of wheat in
the fall and get it ground up. It used to make yellow
coloured flour because it wasn't bleached but it sure
tasted good. Then of course there was always home
grown beef, pork and chicken. One thing we never ran
out of was chicken! We had it boiled, roasted, canned,
jellied and southern fried. I swear Colonel Sanders must
have copied Mother's recipe!
The Neepawa Fair was the big event of the summer and
I reckon, outside of Brandon, it was one of the best in the
Province. Two full days of awe-inspiring wonderment for
us kids!
Saturday night in Neepawa was the big social event of
the week. People came from far and wide, ostensibly to
shop, but mostly to gawk and gossip. It was a good thing
the next day was Sunday to help clear up the hangovers
that developed. Too bad that Neepawa 'got modern' and

the custom died. People don't know what they're
missing!
.
Threshing time was always a really busy time. For the
men it was a lot of hard work with a little fun thrown in.
For the womenfolk it was just plain drudgery. Up till all
hours, baking and cooking - up early in the morning to
get the men's breakfast by six. Dozens of eggs, pounds of
bacon and gallons of coffee. No dishwashers - no running
water - everything done by hand. The lunches served in
the field were something else - hundreds of sandwiches
and more gallons of coffee - how a farmhouse could turn
into a real busy cafe overnight was always like a mystery
to me. Mother was lucky in that her friend, Gladys
Spinks, used to come out from town to help her.
The first couple of years or so we threshed with Jim
Hall's steam outfit. Boy that was fun! I used to like to
help Stan Kellington fire the engine. Somehow or other I
couldn't keep the steam pressure up until Stan told me I
was trying to feed it straw too fast. Later I ran a stook
team on Scotty Burnett's outfit. The big thing on
Saturday night was to try to jam up the separator about
7:30 so we could get away to town early. It didn't always
work, needless to say.
I could go on to recount many more anecdotes of life
around Neepawa during the 30s but space doesn't allow
it. By the time the decade ended, we were in the throes of
World War II and I was in the Air Force and therein lies
another tale which is outside the scope of this account.

ROBERT (BOB) MUNRO FAMILY
by Mabel Munro

Robert Munro was born in Bottomhead, Baldernock,
County of Stirlingshire, Scotland. The Neepawa
Canadian Legion Newsletter 'Reveille' of September,
1955, tells us that "On the thirteenth day of November,
1891 another Scot was born not far from Stirling Castle,
Stirlingshire. This quaint spot and parade square has
been trod by many a recruit and many an old soldier.
Perhaps this, and belonging to a family whose army
traditions took them far and wide, made this Scot keen
on an early start at soldiering. At the age of ten he joined
the 1st Banchary Company of the Boys Brigade".
In 1905 the Munro family came to Canada and when
World War I broke out, Bob lost no time in trying to
enlist. Twice he was rejected but on the third attempt he
was assigned to the Winnipeg Grenadiers in 1915. Here
was where his early training in the Boys Brigade stood
out. Bob delighted in telling that the first time the
common command 'Form Fours' was given, he was the
only man in the platoon to move. He went overseas in
1916 and in France received severe shrapnel wounds to
his head. After many months of convalescence in
England, he returned to Canada with an English bride,
Gladys Bane, of Hastings whom he had married in 1918.
They settled down on a farm in the Oak Lake area
where three children were born to them - Norna (Mrs.
Weldon Thompson) of Prince George, B.C.; Kenneth of
Russell, Manitoba; and Helen (Mrs. H.N. Young) of
Valley View, Alberta.
In 1929 the family moved to Neepawa where Mrs.

Munro died in 1933. Bob remarried three years later, this
time acquiring also a stepson Laurence when he married
Mrs. Mabel Mae Lowman. Subsequently a daughter Ann
was born to the Munros. Ann is now Mrs. Albert Holmes
of Selkirk, Manitoba.
When the second World War broke out, Bob was
engaged in carpentry and offered his services to the army
on five occasions. However, he was advised that his
services were of more value in the type of work he was
doing than they would be in the army. He worked at
Shilo, Dauphin, Dafoe, Estevan and Neepawa on army
camps and airports.
After the war he sold insurance, did construction work
for Manitoba Telephone System; was custodian at the
Post Office and, in his spare time, worked on his stamp
collection.
Throughout his life Bob adhered to the principle of
body fitness engendered by his early military training. At
the age of seventy-five he entered a Walk-a-thon, walking
the nine miles to Eden and back in company with
competitors many years his junior. He also continued to
give semi-yearly blood donations to the Red Cross Donor
Clinics as long as he was accepted.

ALEXANDER "SANDY" MURDOCH
Alexander Murdoch was born January 8, 1900 in Port
Gordon, Scotland, to Alexander and Christina Murdoch
(nee Cowie). The first ten years, following the death of
his Mother, were spent with his Mother's people, who
were fishermen.
At the age of 10 he went to Glasgow to live with his
father who had remarried and has had a second family.
The next thirteen years were spent between Glasgow and
Garmouth where his grandfather, James Murdoch, had a
store and Undertaking business.
Earlier Murdochs had been farmers but the immediate
ancestors were Master Joiners (carpenters) by trade.
Alex, always sports minded, played soccer and joined a
racing club in Glasgow where he participated in crosscountry races (1 to 7 miles). During that time he won six
gold medals and the Club Shield for two years. He served
the last year of World War I in the 4th Battalion of the
Seaforth Highlanders.
Alex and a friend, Frank Renwick emigrated to
Canada in 1923, arriving in Neepawa in August, not
knowing anyone and needing jobs.
The first man they spoke to was Mr. Kenneth
McGillivray of Glendale. He hired them to help harvest,
and the first job was stooking. They told many amusing
stories such as how they learned to stook by taking one
apart that had been done. They didn't want anyone to
know how green they were about farming. By observation they learned how things were done on a farm in
Canada.
They were greatly impressed by the fine hospitality and
the social life in a rural Manitoba harvesting community.
Alex's first winter was spent at the Jack Dunsmore
home, working for his board. He tells of going to
Franklin in early winter with a horse and buggy on which
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he put bells because he had seen cutters with bells.
The next four years he worked for Mr. Jack Batters in
the Osprey district. There he learned more about farming
in general, and how to handle good horses. Osprey was a
typical rural community with capable leaders of active
social groups who organized concerts, plays, card parties
and dances. Alex, better known as "Sandy", played the
accordian and often joined Mr. Batters and Mr.
Chisholm on violins.
In the next few years Sandy worked one winter for
Mrs. Hockin, driving a school bus (horses) to Brookdale,
then for Jack McKee at Mentmore, and for C.W.F.
Johnson at Cordova.
This was another typical rural area, active in sports
such as baseball and soccer and other social activities.
Sandy played soccer with them in a league with Minnedosa and Basswood. They won the Club cup one year.
He enjoyed music, singing at concerts and the church
choirs.
In 1931 he started farming on his own with the help of
T.W. Wood who rented him land and aid in getting
started.
In 1932 Alex Murdoch and Lyla Barkley were married.
Lyla was born at Chesterville, Ontario, and came west
with her parents in 1910 to the Virden area. The second
youngest of a family of nine, she attended a rural school,
Virden high school and obtained a teacher's degree at
Brandon Normal School.
The Murdoch family became part of the Cordova
community, and took part in social affairs for the next 43
years.
The thirties were undoubtedly one of the most difficult
times to start farming, hampered by drought, dust
storms, poor prices and wheat crops that had to be
burned because of a rust plague. They raised a family in
an environment which may have lacked material things at
times but was enriched by involvement in activities
around the home and community.
All four attended Lorndale School, walking, horse and
buggy, a van in winter.
1982 finds the Murdoch family circle increased in
number to 22 in all and somewhat scattered.
Bruce and Pat, Six Mile Lake Logging Ltd., Prince
George, B.C., have four daughters. Shannon - Secondary
school teacher. Heather in the field of Radio. Christine
Grade XII graduate, Loralyn at home. Ian and Shirley _

A. Murdock, J. Cookson, haying in 1936.

Alex Murdockfamily (Alan's wedding).

Bank Manager at Carman, have three sons - Neil _
University of Winnipeg, Kevin Grade XII graduate,
Dana in high school. Jean and Malcolm Graham - farming north of Gladstone, have two children - Penny _
University of Manitoba, and Mark - Red River College.
Alan and Noel - Master degree in Phys. Ed., and administration. At present a Director and Co-ordinator of
sports and special events in the Recreation Services
Department at Iowa State University in Ames, three
children, Sean, Kerri, Andrew.
For almost 60 years Alex Murdoch has looked on
Neepawa as his home town and the rest of the family
some 50 years, using it for business, recreation, high
school and medical services.
In 1975 Sandy and Lyla retired to Neepawa after
farming for about 43 years. They live on Fourth Avenue
where their family often get together. They now enjoy a
quieter atmosphere.

ARTHUR H. MURRAY
by Norma Murray Zobel! (daughter)

Arthur Huestis Murray was born in 1875 on a North
River farm in Prince Edward Island, the sixth child of
James Miles Murray and Mary Jane Warren. He grew up
near Moncton. He was nearly sixteen years old when his
parents moved to Neepawa in the spring of 1891. Not
being needed at home, father went to Cripple Creek,
Colorado when he was twenty-two years of age, there to
work in the newly-opened gold mines. He married my
mother, Mary Adeline Stewart (Mamie) in 1901. Three
boys were born to them: Leonard, Paul and Kenneth.
Paul died shortly after birth. After father's brother
Harvey passed away in 1904, father was asked to return
to Neepawa to take over the farm left vacant which they
did in 1906. There they lived the rest of their lives on SW
22-14-16, Glendale.
The family increased by seven more: Raymond,
Velma, Erma, Norma, Willis, Glen and Helen. If crops
were any criterion to go by, father just managed to scrape
along. Our farm was in a hail belt. That held father back

Father passed away in 1947 and Mother in 1949, each
in their seventy-second year. They are buried in Riverside
Cemetery.
The farm home, never painted, has been torn down
and no one lives in the farmyard. However, I cannot
resist visiting it each time I go home but it's not the same.
I still have memories. I still have feelings. It was once a
place of sunshine and happiness.
'To remember and be remembered is the desire and the
heritage of all generations.'

LEONARD STEW ART MURRAY
by Norma Murray Zobell (sister)

The Old Farm House.

financially each time, and he had a large family to feed
and clothe. Mother was a good helpmate. It was often a
struggle to make ends meet. If times were hard, we kids
were never aware of it. We knew we were loved, cared
for, never hungry and had fun at home. Our home
boasted a telephone, good books, a violin, later a piano,
nine children and a cold house. When we were grown up,
we all loved to come home and bring friends which made
extra mouths to feed. We were so thoughtless in those
days but our parents loved to see us happy. They never
complained about the many new faces. There was always
.
enough foodfor everyone.
Father loved to play cards. At first neighbors came at
nights to make a foursome. We kids had to go to bed and
missed the fun ... the lunch. (Shucks). It was tough when
we had the 'flu. Kenneth died, Helen nearly did. Others
of us were quite ill. When our neighbors got a radio
father trudged through the snow in winter time to hear
the famous hockey games. Then one day a radio was in
our home. Father was jubilant. Mother too, for that
matter. (How they both would have enjoyed television!)
Mother's love was writing letters. These and quilting kept
her busy. Father did not have a car until many years later,
after Glen was married. A car became a necessity.
Mother got to town more often as did everyone else.
Helen passed away in 1940 which brought much
sadness. Mother took it hard, as did father.

Leonard Stewart Murray was the oldest child of Arthur
H. Murray and Mary (Mamie) Stewart. He was born in
1902 in Cripple Creek, Colorado, a gold mining city. His
parents moved to Neepawa in 1906 at the request of
Grandfather Murray to come home to take over the farm
left by son Harvey's death. His earliest education was in
Glendale school then off to Brandon College for a year or
so. He was there when Kenneth passed away with the
terrible 'flu in 1919. He was advised not to come home
for the funeral as the 'flu was very contagious.
Leonard never cared about farming so went to Winnipeg. There he found employment with the Winnipeg
Transit Company. Some time later he met with a streetcar
accident which claimed a leg. He was hospitalized for
many months. With the money he received from the
Compensation Board he went to Winnipeg University
and graduated with a degree in Civil Engineering. He was
unsuccessful in finding work in his field but he became a
permanent employee in Eatons. He stayed with the firm
for many years, retiring in 1968. He and Mae and
daughter Cathie moved to Vancouver to live.
In October 1931 he married Mae Nichol, daughter of
pioneers Matthew and Mary Nichol. They live in
apartments in the city. Mae was a stenographer in an
insurance company. Four children were born to this
marriage: Denis, Ronald, Brian and Cathie. Denis and
Cathie live in Vancouver, Ron in Japan (having married a
native of that country) and Brian, the chap with his PhD
in Science who is doing cancer research. Len and Mae
have three grandchildren.
Leonard was never home very much while the rest of us
were growing up so it was quite a thing when this 'special'
brother came to see the family. He was a fine person,
interesting and personable. He was the serious one of the
family. I remember we laughed a lot. Once when he was
home and father and mother were away, we kids played
games at the meal table. This time it was to see who could
go the longest without laughing. We all burst out
simultaneously except Leonard. He saw nothing funny to
laugh at. In later life he enjoyed humor and was
humorous himself.
Our dear brother passed away suddenly in Vancouver
General Hospital in 1973 with the same thing that caused
our father's death, a heart attack. Burial followed in Port
Coquitlam in a cemetery of his choice. Mae continues to
live in their apartment in Vancouver.
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RALPH KENNETH MURRAY
by Norma Murray Zobell (sister)

R. Kenneth Murray was born in 1904 in Cripple Creek,
Colorado, the third child of Arthur H. Murray and
Mamie Stewart. He died in 1919 as a result of double
pneumonia in the bad 'flu epidemic. He was buried in
Riverside cemetery. It was a quiet and private funeral.
Only father attended of our family. Mother was needed
at home every minute as we children were all sick with the
'flu. Leonard was in college at that time in Brandon.
Kenneth had been going to Franklin High School,
commuting back and forth on horseback. He was
fourteen years of age.
We owe a debt of gratitude to our aunt Kate Murray of
the Gordon district who came voluntarily to help out with
eight children in bed as well as the hired man Steve
Metinko, and to Bill Adams who went to Neepawa for
necessary medicine and supplies. When a trained nurse
was needed, Bill brought her to our home ... Miss Sinclair
whom he later married. The doctors on our case were Dr.
Martin and Dr. McInnis. Even at this late date we
remember and we thank them with all our hearts. (I was
eight then.)
One time a travelling evangelist was in the area and he
visited our school. He asked someone to sing for him.
Kenneth did. The song he chose was 'He Leadeth Me'.
He was given a New Testament as an award. Another
incident I remember was one day Kenneth went to town
alone in the buggy. He phoned home to say he had lost a
quarter on the way. Mother told him to look for it where
he knew he had stopped. Twenty-five cents bought a lot
in those days. I don't know that he found the money.
With Kenneth gone from us, there was the first link
broken in the family circle. (We didn't know Paul, the
little brother who died shortly after birth in Colorado.)

HELEN AUDREY MURRAY
by Norma Murray Zobell (sister)

Helen Audrey Murray born in 1916 was the baby of the
Arthur H. Murray Family and our pride and joy. That
Christmas Mother taught me to recite a little verse about
our new baby at the annual school concert. I can
remember two lines only: 'She's only a mite - like the tail
of a kite'. I was only five then. I remember tending her,
rocking her and helping my mother.
Helen also had the bad 'flu before she was three years
old which turned to sleeping sickness. It left her very
weak. She wasn't a strong child having been born with a
heart defect. I can still see her learning to walk all over
again. She was an adorable child with a sunny
disposition. She held her head to one side for many years
as a result of her sickness. One cord of her neck was
shorter than the other. An operation at the Red Cross
Hospital in Winnipeg corrected it in later years in her
teens. Helen loved life, sports and dancing. She was star
player in the Glendale girls' softball team in which Val,
Erma and I were players.
Due to her poor health Helen got pneumonia often and
did not start school until she was eight. I missed the
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pleasure of seeing this new beginner. She moved ahead in
the grade because she had learned much at home. She
attended high school in Grandview where she stayed with
brother Raymond and his wife Doris.
After Glen married in September 1939, Helen realized
she was not needed at home. She desired to try her wings,
so to speak and got work as an aide in Winnipeg General
Hospital. After about seven months she became a patient
instead. Pleurisy became her downfall and she passed
away in an oxygen tent on September 27, 1940 at age
twenty-three. Helen endeared herself to all who knew
her. She had the heartiest, most contagious laugh that did
one's heart good to hear it. Surely the angels can appreciate it now as well as her loved ones with whom she
associated.

NORMA MURRAY ZOBELL
by Norma Murray Zobell

I, Norma Murray Zobell of Raymond, Alberta am the
seventh child of my parents, Arthur H. and Mamie
Murray of Glendale and was born in 1911. If small
families had been the trend in their day, I wouldn't have
been born and that would have been a shame. Who else
would have traced the Murrays back to the 1700s? Or
written their history? Or become a genealogy researcher?
Or keep up on family-related matters? I am not indispensable but do have a talent and use it in this labor of
love.
I went to the old Glendale School as did our whole
family. If I had to miss a day I cried. In bad weather
Father took us the one mile. Oh! those bumpy wagon
rides! (While I was home there was no car.) My first
teacher was Miss Grace Wallace who married Archie
Fleger. She tried to break me from saying 'shickens' and
'banure'. On a farm there were always weeds to pull.
Ugh! And the cows to bring to the barn. I never liked
horseback riding since the time old Net was so slow. The
pesky mosquitoes nearly ate me up. I knew I should have
walked.
We girls, Velma, Erma and I worked our way through
high school because we wanted higher education. It
wasn't easy to go away from home for four years of our
youth. I attended Eden High School for three years while
living with the Walter Gunn family. For Grade XII I was
with Earl and Margaret Murray, my cousins. Their child
Gerald was my charge. (Just imagine! I babysat one of
Neepawa's leading citizens.) Being a homesick person I
could see my parents more often now.
In 1930 I finished Winnipeg Normal School then
taught in rural Manitoba for seven years. Wages were so
low in those years. Forty dollars a month was the lowest I
received and sixty dollars the highest. After repaying the
money borrowed for Normal School, I could finally go
on a trip. I went away out west to Alberta and British
Columbia to visit Val and Erma. While in Raymond I
met the dashing and eligible Zip (Albert to you) Zobell.
Once we had our picture taken on the big old stone near
the gate. It was a favorite place for snapshots. That stone
is gone today. How could anyone do such a thing? I had
hoped we would take another on our Fortieth an-

Albert and Norma Zobell-1938.

niversary.
My husband and I were married at Leonard's home in
Winnipeg in 1939 when it was thirty degrees below zero.
Four fine children graced our home. Our two daughters
live in Utah and our two sons nearby. All have university
education. There are sixteen grandchildren to date. When
the children left home I went back to teaching school, this
time at a Hutterite school for seven years. I am seventy
now so guess even my substituting days are over. Life
marches on and so do the years.
Now we are retired and love our slower pace. We live in
the parental 1918 home in town '" so old ... so new. Now
is the time we can go on trips, the latest to the land of my
Murray grandparents in New Brunswick and Prince
Edward Island. I keep busy as town historian, church
historian, Sunday school teacher, Blood Donor Clinic
convenor, plus other interests. We get to the Murray
Reunions and trust we'll make the 1983 Neepawa
Centennial.
My home town! My heritage!

VELMA (V AL) MURRAY ATTWOOD
by Val Murray Attwood

To be seventy years young is sometimes more cheerful
and hopeful than to be forty years old ... Oliver Wendell
Holmes.
November 12, 1981. The shuttle Columbia blasted off
today on its second trip into space using a Canadiandeveloped robot arm and with astronauts Richard Truly
and Joe Engle in command. Spectacular! Four men
crossed the Pacific in a balloon in three days - another
First. And Liberal Finance Minister MacEachen shocked
Canadians with his 1981 budget. But 'way back in 1908
Arthur and Mamie Murray welcomed their first baby girl
after the birth of four sons. Incredible? Fantastic?
Headlines? Fanfare? No, just a healthy ordinary child
who grew up in a happy home of giggling Murrays. I
attended Glendale School and Baptist Church (both now
defunct). Later attended Neepawa High School living
with the Iveys (Bank Manager). Their kindness and
financial help I can never repay.
My childhood passed quickly and memories are many.
We all played ball in the summer with our Dad as 'Ump'.
Our home was the gathering place for young folks, ball

games, music, parties and Mom's famous chocolate cake
and ice cream. To buck any monotony we girls played
tricks on our older brothers by tying tin cans under their
beds to give us the time of their arrival home at nights.
We even inserted pieces of string in 'their' piece of raisin
pie but they retaliated by shoving stink weed in our pillow
cases. Yes, we enjoyed life to the fullest. 'Not much
money. Oh, but Honey, Ain't we got fun!'
Sorrow and sadness hit our home during the 'flu
epidemic in 1919; moments of panic with Mom running
up and downstairs watching for Doc Martin - too late to
save our brother Kenneth but helpful to baby sister Helen
down with Sleeping Sickness. Helen passed away in
Winnipeg General in 1940 - not quite twenty-four.
Back to girlhood days - swimming, skating, berry
picking - pincherry jelly, Yummy! Gardening where
weeds grew faster than vegetables. Mom's garden was
famous. Then more fun while riding greased pigs,
milking cows or twisting tails, chasing gophers and later
chasing young men until I finally caught the man of my
dreams Ray Attwood while I was teaching at Clarksville
School (defunct) in Springhill district. Ray's sister Anne
(Baker) was my special friend along with Archie and
Grace Fleger, Orlo, Jim and Gwen where I boarded for
seven years. Space will not allow for reference to many
friends in Clarksville. Suffice it to say I enjoyed my
students and their parents, even our Hill Billy Band
which played for dances, I as pianist and the only
member who could read music. Ray played 'the fiddle'.
Mention should be made of our Christmas concerts with
so much help from Anne and other young people and the
growing talent of one student, Irene Rawluk, for her
monologues. I never think of school days but I recall the
many Polish pupils unable to speak English. Last
Christmas I heard from one, Benn Popien. I also
remember with gratitude my shower held in Springhill
Hall in December, 1935.
Ray and I were quietly married in Lethbridge, Alberta
and lived happily in Raymond until his enlistment in
World War II. We spent time in Kingston, Ontario until
his departure overseas, a sad, unforgettable time and
long, lonesome years until the end of the war. I returned
to Raymond and when finances allowed, journeyed to
North Vancouver to live with my sister Erma and family.
I worked in the War Plant until the end of the war and
the great day Ray and Argyle Connell returned. What a
happy reunion for Anne and me!
Later Ray and I returned to Raymond and through the
V.L.A. became farmers as well as assistant builders and
fund-raisers for Raymond United Church and Legion.
Our greatest joy was the adoption of two children: Jim in
1948 and Carol in 1949. In 1962 sorrow - Ray was killed
in a combine accident. Tragic for all of us, but blessed
with good neighbors, family and friends we were able to
carryon. Following machinery and cattle sale Jim, Carol
and I moved to Raymond in November and in December
moved to Manyberries to begin teaching again in January
1963. Teaching for ten years at various schools, we
finally settled in Lethbridge. During my final ten years'
teaching I fell and fractured my left hip while visiting Jim
in Toronto. Returned to teaching at Coaldale three
months later on crutches, a skinny sorry sight but re607

meeting teachers and students revived my spirits.
Several years later while Jim was attending University
in Munich I flew over to tour Europe with him. A
continent centuries older than Canada was a revelation
with its unusual winding narrow streets and high-peaked
roofs on adjoining houses. Ever see 'Houses of Roofs
(1601)' in Memmingen? I sketched them from my third
floor Pension window. Ever climb stairs in a Pension? I
did - sideways - like a crab. Need I mention the
magnificent cathedrals, tolling bells, statues, art, pictorial windows and the countryside where house and
barn, so clean, they are attached. While in Memmingen
Jim played the beautiful organ for me in the Church of
our Lady (1258). The reverence and silence of such holy
places brought Jim's music to life and tears to my eyes.
Our memorable tour ended in England where we visited
wartime friends of Ray's.
1973 - Carol married Winston Carpenter and I retired
to North Vancouver to live with Erma until once more
tragedy - death of granddaughter Donna Maria in 1977 at
four months, leaving Carol, Winston and her brother
Gregory (now five) to mourn.
1979 Jim married Heather McGregor in Toronto and
now I have a granddaughter Solange Marie (1981).
1977 I remarried but incompatibility led to separation
three years later. While painting I fell off the ladder on to
the cement resulting in a broken back. At present I live
alone in Apt. 101 1915 Lakemount Boulevard, Lethbridge. I'm indebted to Carol and Winston for their
concern and spend half of my time in their home. I also
enjoy our Senior Citizens' Group. Should mention my
heart attack in North Vancouver in 1974, but in spite of
tragedies, pain and disillusionment I can still smile as I
believe that 'Sorrow looks back; Worry looks around;
Faith looks up to Him'.

ERMA LEONA MURRAY WELLS
by Erma Leona (Murray) Wells

Once Mom and Dad (Arthur and Mamie Murray)
began producing girls I followed Val in 1910 - a curly
black-headed replica of Mom.
During childhood I preferred the great outdoors
horseback riding, hitching up the team to haul water
from the well on the stoneboat, playing ball and giggling
with my brothers and sisters. Later I even allowed Dad to
manipulate my boyfriend into a friendly game of horseshoes at which Dad excelled. I can still hear him saying
"Hully Gee, a ringer". We were all ballplayers. My
favorite position was third base but I even pitched while
Val backstopped. How we enjoyed beating those Minnedosa Vics! Music lovers, I enjoyed singing at Christmas
concerts or in festivals. We all enjoyed listening to Dad's
fiddle and Mom's piano chording. Due to finances and
weather our music lessons were taken only in summer
from Mr. Hannay which entailed a six to seven mile trip
to Neepawa by horse and buggy.
During the hot, blistering sunshine and airless, close
nights we often chose to sleep outdoors on the lawn with
the buzzing, biting mosquitoes rather than in our upstairs
bedrooms where we slept packed in like sardines in a tin,
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at least three per bed. Stifling heat! On crispy nights we
stood in awe and watched the dazzling northern lights as
they rippled across the sky portraying all colors of the
rainbow. I remember the nights when thunder rumbled,
lightning flashed and hail, hail, hail! All Mom's and
Dad's work in vain, a complete crop wipe-out and Mom's
famous garden - our livelihood in ruins. We kids were
herded to the cellar until the fierce storm was over. Never
will I forget the sorrow stamped indelibly on our parents'
faces when they were able to view the overall destruction
the following morning. I can still hear my Dad whisper
"Oh God, why?" and see the tears on my mother's face.
One and all, we realized our parents' despair. Known as
the shy, happy, laughing Murrays, we still recall many
poor, sad times when oatmeal, bread and spuds were our
diet. At every picnic or fair we entered every possible race
to earn some spending money.
When the 'flu epidemic struck we lost our brother
Kenneth and nearly Helen who was left with a leaking
heart valve and passed away in her early twenties. Later
both Mom and Dad died from heart attacks.
I also attended Glendale Public School along with all
my brothers and sisters then attended High School, first
in Eden and later in Neepawa where I also lived with the
Iveys. I worked in Winnipeg after finishing school and in
1934 travelled to Toronto to meet Norman Wells of
Wellwood to be married. After several years we travelled
to Raymond, Alberta with our small son Warner. While
Norman found work in the Raymond Sugar Factory, I
obtained work as a waitress in The Marquis in Lethbridge. We lived with Ray and Val Attwood who cared
for our son.
In 1938 we moved to North Vancouver, B.C. where
Kay and Karen, our twins, were born. Hard, difficult
times followed until Norman obtained permanent work
in the local shipyard working as a carpenter.
Although we had our happy times, we also' endured
sorrow. Norman died in 1960 with lung cancer followed
five years later by our son First Flight Officer Warner,
killed along with fifty-one other passengers and crew
aboard a DC-6B following a bomb explosion. He left
behind his wife Joanne and three very young children all
girls: Leslie, Stacy and Leanne. Warner was sadly missed
by family and friends.
The following years I continued to work as a Nurse's
Aide in Lions Gate Hospital until retiring. During that
time I suffered through a breast cancer operation. The
pain still exists but throughout the passing years I have
managed to 'smile through my tears', to be proud of my
family and to boast about my twelve grandchildren.
Now I reside at Apt. 308 1445 Chesterfield Avenue,
North Vancouver where I enjoy visits from my family
and grandchildren as well as dancing at my favorite club.

GLEN AND NORA MURRAY
by Nora Murray

We are former Neepawa residents, my husband being
born and raised there. He is Glen, the youngest son of
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur H. Murray; and lived in the
Glendale district. He stayed on the farm until allergies
forced him to seek employment elsewhere. He moved to
Lethbridge, Alberta the winter of 1955 but still considers
Neepawa home.
Although I was a Winnipeg girl (Nora Waylett) I soon
became very fond of the farm even despite the luxuries of
running water and electricity being unavailable. We had
four children each born in the old Neepawa hospital.
attended Glendale school and the eldest girl attended Neepawa Collegiate for a short while before we
moved to Lethbridge.
Glen played ball with the Neepawa team but more with
Franklin team. We all went as a family to the games
and enjoyed them so much but Oh! how we hated to go
home late to get the cows in and milking done - 'Those
blame chores! '
Glen is retired now and often speaks of moving back to
'Dear Old Neepawa'. We have so many happy memories
of the socials and dances in the country school - a thing of
the past now.
How well I remember getting my driver's license in
1940, driving our Model T with Fred Clark as my
examiner. Poor Mr. Clark would have to get out and
crank Old Henry about every block. However, Mrs.
Thomson did write out my license, bless her.
Our children, three girls and one boy, missed the farm
very much and their beloved horses, pony and dog. They
soon adapted to city life though and have done very well.
all live in Alberta; Gail (Mrs. Gary McFadden in
Grimshaw, Wenda (O'Reilly) in Drumheller and Corinne
(Mrs. Ross Kleibrink) in Lethbridge, and Charles in Red
Deer. Gail received her R.N. in the hospital in Lethbridge
1962. Wenda was an executive secretary and is now
Im~lilager of the Farm Labor Pool in Drumheller. Corinne
been with the Imperial Bank of Commerce until her
fifteen years ago. Charles is a Flight Service
U""'UUoOL with M.O.T. (aeradio) in Red Deer. They each
us now, as they are raising their own children, how
they are they lived on the farm at Neepawa

JAMES MILES MURRAY

THE MURRAY RE-UNION
Held at Neepawa, Manitoba
July 4 - 5 - 6, 1980
Manitoba Pioneers of the Murray Clan

Manitoba Pioneers of the Murray Clan.

a vanguard for the family. They were sent ahead in a
freight train with all the family possessions, the furniture,
household effects, machinery, lumber, the cattle, horses,
etc. It was their responsibility to look for land at a
favorable price and make all arrangements for purchase.
And they did. The down payment was $600. The farm
was west of Neepawa about five miles in a good location.
How glad the boys were to see their loved ones in about
six weeks! Frank and Edgar had found temporary
lodgings for them all just east of Neepawa in the Union
district. The two youngest children Herb and Mabel,
were sent to school for the short time left in the term.
The new house was moved into before the cold weather
set in for which everyone was happy. It was situated on
NW 27-14-16, on a hill and dandy for sleigh riding. There
was a perfect view of the countryside, no trees, no
protection from the harsh winds. What a difference from
their former home where there were so many trees.
Seventy-five percent of New Brunswick was wooded but
in Manitoba we have beautiful sunsets.
Grandfather Murray bought the land from James
Henry Irwin of the town of Neepawa in the municipality
of Langford in the County of Beautiful Plains, as
recorded in the deed. Thomas Edwin Adams was a
witness when the deed was signed, sealed and delivered at
10:02 on the 16th day of July A.D. 1891. The sum of five
hundred and eight-four dollars remained to be paid.

by Norma Murray Zobell (granddaughter)

James Miles Murray and his wife Mary Jane Warren,
grandparents, moved to Neepawa in the spring of
1891 from their native Moncton, New Brunswick. This
a major decision since they knew they would not see
parents again. Grandfather's bachelor Uncle
who had come west in 1882, sent back such
reports that my grandfather was impressed.
the family got to Manitoba, Uncle Calvin had
still further west to Lethbridge where he passed
in 1911.
The eldest sons, Frank and Edgar, were delegated to be
James Miles Murray home -1891. NW 27-14-16.
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A source of good water was important. We were
fortunate to find an underground vein close to the house.
The water was excellent and our well became the envy of
the community.
Most of the family settled near the parental homestead.
All were buried in the Riverside cemetery except Frank,
the oldest, buried in Haney, British Columbia and Mabel
and Herb who are buried in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.
My grandparents both died in 1909 within three months
of each other. The inscription on their tombstone reads
'In Death they were not divided'.
At the 1970 Murray Reunion there was a special
memorial service held in conjunction with Manitoba's
Centennial. The Murray stone and plot were rededicated
and a dedication inscription was unveiled. The missing
five names were put on the stone beforehand. This 1983
Neepawa's Centennial we do remember them and all
others of our parents and loved ones dotted throughout
the beautiful cemetery.

MELVIN MILES MURRAY
by Doris (Murray) Reid

In 1817 a ship from England sailed into harbour at the
mouth of the Mirimachi River in. New Brunswick.
Among the passengers was one Andrew Murray and
family from Scotland. Andrew was the first ancestor in
Canada and was the grandfather of Melvin Murray, a
Neepawa pioneer.
Later several of Andrew's sons received grants of land
si€l'e by side along an east to west road and a north to
south one. At their junction a village grew which was
named 'Murray Corners' and the joining roads were
called 'Murray Roads' - names which continue to the
present time.
Andrew was grandfather of James Miles Murray, our
father's father. James Miles married and farmed in New
Brunswick and briefly in Prince Edward Island. There
our father Melvin was born in 1871.
In 1891 the family decided to move west to Manitoba.
Two oldest sons, Edgar and Frank, preceded the rest of
the famiy, coming in a freight car carrying household
effects, machinery, horses and lumber for a house.
They, and later the rest of the family camped on some
land in an area now known as the Union district while the
house was being built on a 160 acre farm five miles west
of town, purchased by our grandfather in July 1891 from
James Henry Irwin for $1600 cash and $584 paid later.
In addition to Edgar, Frank and Melvin, other
members of the family were Maud, Arthur, Herbert and
Harvey.
By 1899 our father Melvin owned a well equipped 320
acre farm in the Glendale district, just south and west of
the old home. To a new house he brought his bride,
Helen Robertson, of the same district. The first four of
the family, Olive, Earl, Cecil and Eva were born there.
With hired help for summers only our parents worked
hard. With the near arrival of the first child, the hired
man was dispatched to the nearest town Franklin for a
doctor, no phone being available. He cut across country,
it was told, over fields, fences and streams. Each winter
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father made daily trips many miles north to cut
winter's supply of wood. He carried a lunch which
noon had to be laid under the horse blanket to thaw out.
During his absence mother did the farm chores.
The Neepawa Press of 1898 reports that from Melvin
Murray's farm came a bunch of seventy-five stalks
wheat grown from one seed, each stalk bearing heads
from two to three inches long and containing from four
to eight rows of kernels. The Press in its January 6, 1
issue also reports that Melvin Murray's 2400 pound team
of horses obtained a record breaking feat by hauling a
five-ton load of stone to Neepawa. The Press presumed
that there are those who may attempt to break the record.
In 1~06 there was a desire to move closer to a school
and to where a doctor was located. The farm was sold
and the family moved to Neepawa. They first lived in the
area commonly known as the North End. For a time
father worked for a lumber company. Later he purchased
a business from a Frank Byers who was actually an ice
merchant. The business developed into a
business, fuel contracting and ice manufacturing and
delivery in town and to points elsewhere.
A large home was eventually built on Third Avenue
South where Father and Mother lived until Mother's
death. Across the street a huge ice house was built and
behind it a barn to house six horses, a shed to hold tools
and equipment and a yard provided to store dray wagons,
platform sleighs, heavy equipment and a covered ice van.
Ice for household and commercial use was harvested
principally from Park Lake where, at his own expense,
Father had to rebuild a temporary dam each year to
insure a sufficient depth of water. Occasionally it was
necessary to get a supply of thin blocks of ice from the
White Mud River at a point now known as Lions
Riverbend Park, also to move further south on the White
Mud when a greater supply of ice was required. Father
obtained contracts for the supply of ice from the C.N.R.
It was then necessary to move the crew and the equipment
to Sandy Lake where ice was harvested, loaded in
railroad cars and shipped to divisional points for storage.
Locally Father accepted contracts for the supply of
cordwood and coal in carload lots. Smaller quantities
were delivered from storage and stock piles. Furniture
moving and general cartage service was also provided.
Special equipment was required for local ice delivery.
Special services such as building roadway approaches to
railway crossings were given.
Father worked hard to supply a comfortable home and
living for a family of eleven but found time to relax when
curling and bowling. As a bowler he ranked well with the
best of the locals. He loved to curl and was honored by
the club with the invitation to throw the first rock at the
official opening of the 1952 new curling rink. He was
given an Honorary Life Membership in November, 1944.
Mother's great love was for her church (Baptist) and
with Father and her family. Our home was filled with
music, singing, band instruments, violin and piano. We
had our own little orchestra and our brothers' quartet
was widely known, commonly recognized as 'The Singing
Murrays'. Mother's passing in 1951 and Father's in 1959
left a great gap in our lives.
Commencing in 1965 the James Miles Murray clan held

M.M. Murray ice-fuel transfer.
Daughters of Melvin and Helen Murray.

reunion. The gathering was of three days'
duration. The reunion is held every five years and
brought together from 130 to 150 family members each
year. Distance has never been a barrier and family groups
get together more often to celebrate special events or

MELVIN MURRAY FAMILIES
by Doris (Murray) Reid

OLIVE
The eldest of the Melvin Murray family, Olive married
William Harvey of The Pas in 1930 and there they made
their home. Prior to her marriage she served as a postal
clerk in the Neepawa post office. Olive was an aggressive
worker in her church and particularly in community
work. Her interests followed her in her new home. She
served in The Pas as president of the annual Music
Festival for many years; Olive and Bill have one s~n,
Murray, who is in governmental service in Edmont~n,
Alberta.

EARlL.

/\

Melvin Murray Family.

Earl married Margaret McIntosh in 1924. Both have
been active in church and comm\mity affairs, service
clubs and sporting circles, curling being the favorite sport
for each of them. Their record of achievement has been
delightful and rewarding.
Earl left high school at the age of fifteen to assist an
uncle on the farm. He was one of a number of young men
who were called 'Soldiers of the Soil', taking the place of
men who were called to serve in the armed services during
the war. He returned in December to assist our father in
harvesting ice for the coming season. He worked with
Father until 1927 when he started a transportation
business locally. In 1932 he obtained a contract with
General Motors to sell G.M. products. Subsequently he
contracted to sell I.H.C. farm machinery and later added
a contract as distributor of Thomas school buses for the
Province of Manitoba. Earl had a record of public service
locally, provincially and at the national level. Among his
treasured awards were: The Town of Neepawa Honorary
Citizen award, The Golden Boy award, The Red Cross
Service award, Chamber of Commerce award, Motor
Dealers award provincially and nationally~ Her Majesty
The Queen Silver Anniversary award and ot~ers.
Earl and Margaret have one son Gerald, who succeeds
him in the automobile business.
\
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CECIL

ARTHUR

Cecil married Irene McDonald of Melville, Saskatchewan in 1926. They had one son John Scott and one
daughter Marilyn.
Cecil left high school at the age of fourteen, serving on
a farm during a period of time of war as a 'Soldier of the
Soil'. On his return he assisted Father for a short time
until accepting a position as Roadmaster's Clerk for the
C.N.R. in Melville, Saskatchewan where he met his
bride. While on their honeymoon in Chicago he secured a
position with the Swift Company as office clerk, rising to
position of Superintendent of the meat packing division.
On retirement he and Irene moved to Spokane,
Washington, the home of their daughter Marilyn.

Arthur married Jean Mikkelson of Oberon. He worked
in Sherrit-Gordon mines at Sherridon, Manitoba for
some time, subsequently as a dispatcher for MacArthur
Transportation Company in Brandon. After moving to
Winnipeg he was engaged as a salesman for the Huggard
Equipment Company, selling heavy duty road equipment. He retired in 1980. Their son Calvin and a
daughter Dianne (Broadfoot) live in Winnipeg. Their
second daughter Lynn (Kidd) is now deceased.

EVA
Eva married the Reverend Harry Wilson, then the
minister of the Neepawa Baptist Church. Their next
move was to West Kildonan where he ministered for
several years. They received and accepted a call to move
to Ontario where they ministered for several years, finally
retiring in Windsor. Eva worked untiringly with her
husband during his fifty-odd years in the ministry.
Following her husband's death in 1975 Eva continued to
reside in Windsor until 1980 when she moved to make her
home in Thunder Bay, the home of her son, Murray. In
addition to their one son there was one daughter Donna
who now lives in Ft. St. John, British Columbia.

,DORIS

PERCY
Percy has resided in Neepawa all his life. He married
Marjorie Coutts of Neepawa in 1939. He managed the
Neepawa Truck Service for brother Earl until 1945 when
he purchased the equipment and business. He sold the
business to the MacArthur firm of Brandon and became
manager of Manpower Office for the government in
Neepawa until his retirement. He is the lone Charter
Member of the Lions Club who lives in Neepawa. He is
active in church choirs and was a member of the Murray
quartet. He was an active curler and a member of the
Golf Club. He served as Chairman of the Neepawa
Parks Board and also President of the Neepawa Chamber
of Commerce. Percy and Marjorie have one son David
who now lives in Port Alberni, British Columbia. A
chosen daughter Linda (Johnson) is now deceased.

LAURA

Doris taught school for some years before her marriage
to David Reid of Riding Mountain National Park. There
and at the village of Onanole she held offices in the Red
Cross, Women's Institute and served as superintendent
of the Onanole Community Sunday School for twentythree years. She and other interested friends were instrumental in impressing the community of the need of a
church in the area. The need was met and a church
opened in 1956.
Since the death of her husband in 1963 Doris has lived
in Brandon. She has continued her active work in her
church as well as her interest in Red Cross and community work.

Laura, the youngest of four daughters, married Jack
MacFarlane whose father was minister in the Baptist
Church in Neepawa in 1938. They lived in Sherridon
before moving to Ajax, Ontario where Jack was employed in a munitions factory. On returning to Manitoba,
they purchased the White House Bakery in Clear Lake
which they operated for thirteen years in partnership with
Laura's sister Doris. They moved to Brandon where Jack
was employed by the government Good Roads Department. Laura was an active worker in the Baptist Church
and a member of the church choir. On retirement they
moved to Neepawa. They have two sons, Blaine and
Dale, both married and living in Portage la Prairie, and
one daughter Laura Lee (Kellough) who lives in Nova
Scotia.

CLARENCE

LLOYD

Clarence married Alma Townsend of Neepawa. He
worked in construction work and as a painter. He served
in the R.C.A.F. during the war. Clarence was a lover of
music. He was active in the Lions Band and was a
popular relief member of the Murray quartet. He was a
member of the Baptist Church. He passed away in 1955
at the age of forty-six. Clarence and Alma had one son
Wayne who lives in Eriksdale, Manitoba and a daughter
Elaine (Perkins) who lives in Nottingham, England.
Alma died in 1975.

Lloyd moved to Medicine Hat, Alberta where he was
employed as a salesman for the Coca Cola Company for
some thirty-five years. He married Irene Graham of
Neepawa. After separation he married Irene Mitchel of
Medicine Hat. There was no family. Prior to leaving
Neepawa Lloyd was a member of the Baptist Church
choir. He was a popular bass singer in the Murray
brothers' quartet. He continued his love of music and
was bass soloist in a church choir in Medicine Hat. He
passed away in 1979 at the age of sixty-two.
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VICTOR
Victor, the youngest of the family of eleven, married
Alice Harper of Neepawa in 1940. They had ?ne.dau~hter
Valerie (Stade) who is living in Chicago, Ilh~OlS. VIctor
served in the R.C.A.F. for two years. On hIS return he
was employed as accountant at Mu~ray's Garage ~nd ~s
Office Manager until the time of hIS sudden passmg m
1980. He was a great musician, a trumpet player and for
years was band master of the Lions Club band. He
directed the Barbershop singing group for years and was
also choir director of the Baptist church choir. He was a
much called-upon tenor soloist and was the first tenor in
the Murray Brothers' quartet. He was an ardent golfer
and served for several years as president of the Golf
Club. He was a key figure in the Variatones Orchestra,
trumpet player and soloist. He was a successful curler, a
president of the Curling Club and an Honorary Member
of the Lions Club. His widow Alice is retaining her home
in Neepawa.
Four of Melvin and Helen Murray's sons raised their
families in Neepawa and to this day two sons, a daughter,
three daughters-in-law, a grandson and two great
grandsons still live in Neepawa. Their descendants
number eleven children, seventeen grandchildren, fortytwo great-grandchildren and ten great-greatgrandchildren.

GERALD AND DORIS MURRAY
by Gerald Murray

This is the story of a family named Murray, Gerald
McIntosh and Sidoris Audrey June (nee Harrison).
Gerald was born in Neepawa on May 12, 1925, and apart
from his service in the Royal Canadian Air Force, serving
overseas with the Canadian Bomber Command,
automotive training in Flint, Michigan for two years,
graduating in 1948 and Post graduate studies in Detroit,
Michigan in 1960, has called Neepawa his home for the
balance of his lifetime.
Sidoris, better known as Doris, was born in Basswood,
Manitoba on March 22, 1927 and lived in Basswood,
Scandinavia and Erickson, where she received her
schooling, and in Brooks, Alberta and New Westminster,
B.C. where she was employed prior to her return to
Neepawa where she was employed by the C.N.R. Still
drug store until her marriage.
Doris and Gerald were united in marriage at Earl and
Margaret Murray's home (578 Mountain Ave.) which is
presently owned by Ivan Traill, in February 1949. They
honeymooned in Spokane, Washington and Port
Hammond, British Columbia, where a second ceremony
was held because most of Doris' relatives and Mother and
Father were living in British Columbia.
Their first home was a three room suite in a building
which is commonly referred to as Murray's Body Shop.
Beverly Ann Murray, their first born, was born in 1950
and at that time Gerald and Doris purchased a home
from George and Ethel Wickett, located at 567 Third
Ave., presently occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Dave Stewart.
A second child, James McIntosh, was born in 1953.

Doris and Gerald Murray.

Earl and Margaret Murray, parents of Gerald, decided
to build a new home in 1955, and Gerald and Doris sold
their Third Avenue home to Victor and Alice Murray and
moved to the big brick and stone home at the corner of
Main Street and Vivian Avenue (presently owned and
occupied by the Ivan Traill family).
A third child, Richard Harold "Rick", had been born
in 1957 and the five of us romped the big house with
much pleasure. In 1948 we sold the big house to Merle
and Dick Foley and moved to a home on Ada Street,
owned by Jack Harris, and paid monthly rent while our
present home located at 591 Mountain Avenue was being
built. In October 1949, we moved in to our new home.
Gerald completed his high school education m
Neepawa while Doris completed her education in
Erickson.
Gerald joined the Royal Canadian Air Force in 1942 at
the age of 17 J 12, and graduated as an Air Observer and

Rick, Jim, Beverley, Doris and Gerald Murray.
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the rank of Pilot Officer. He celebrated his 19th birthday
.
in England.
He served overseas with the Canadian Air Force group
in Yorkshire, England. He was "crewed" with a Wing
Commander Pilot and as such was to serve on three
squadrons in England, The Moose, The Goose and The
Tiger squadron.
Upon his return from England and subsequent
discharge, he attended the General Motors Institute of
Technology in Flint, Michigan for two years, graduating
in 1948, and has been involved with Murray's Garage
ever since that time.
Gerald was honored in 1981 with the Time Magazine
Quality Dealer Award for "his outstanding performance
as an Automobile Dealer and a valued citizen of his
community.' ,
Two of the three children of Gerald and Doris are
living in Neepawa. "Rick" graduated with an Associate
degree in Business Administration in April 1981 at
Northwood Institute, Midland, Michigan and is presently
employed as Sales Manager with Murray's of Neepawa.
He married Patricia Elaine Ernest in 1978. They have no
children. Pat is presently employed as a teacher's
assistant at the Hazel M. Kellington School. Pat and Rick
purchased a home and presently reside at 158 Vivian
Avenue.
Jim is presently employed in the Accounting Department of Murray's Garage. He is not married. He lives in
a three room suite above Murray's Body Shop.
Beverly Ann Murray is married to Richard Voss and is
presently living at 7 Driftwood Bay, Brandon. Beverly
and Richard both hold Masters Degrees in Social work.
Beverly is presently a full-time Mother, while Richard is
Head of the Social Development Section of the Brandon
General Hospital. They have two children, Amy Joy, age
three and Jonathon Earl, age six months.
All of the "Gerald Murrays" enjoy good health and
look forward to Neepawa's 100th birthday.

MILDRED G. MUSGROVE
by Mildred O. Musgrove

While mine is not a Neepawa family history as such, I
feel that my story may have affected, for better or worse,
the lives of hundreds of Neepawa residents over my
thirty-three years as a teacher at NCI and NACI.
I was born in Boissevain and educated in Boissevain
schools, Brandon and Winnipeg Normal Schools, United
College, Dominion Business College, and University of
Manitoba which granted a Bachelor of Arts Degree. I
taught in rural schools at Rayfield and Glenlea,
elementary schools at Holland and Boissevain, High
School at Rivers and at Neepawa Collegiate.
The year I arrived in Neepawa, 1936, was a disastrous
one with the polio epidemic claiming many young lives
and striking down the Assistant-Principal H.C. Ray. His
rather weak substitute and several older boys who were in
school for lack of jobs, made discipline difficult. Staff of
1936: W. Delgaty, Principal, H.C. Ray, Joyce Heys,
Doreen Pratt (commercial) and I who carried a terrific
load of English, History and related subjects in four
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grades. There were exams four times a year. Grade twelve
wrote four three-hour English papers with answers of
sometimes fifteen or twenty pages. Teaching the same
students from grades nine to twelve made for closer
acquaintance. Well I recall the intense rivalry of one
class: Jack Coutts, Joe Burgess, Jean Kerr, Myrtle Hart
and Jack Pink.
When J .E. Sigurjonsson became Principal, he
promoted a school paper (The Herald) in 1938 with
Harold Joyce as editor and published about four times a
year. It told ALL with marks and standings, as well as
giving aspiring writers a chance to see their work in print.
Jack and Dorothy Coutts, Jack Cantelon, Peggy Wemyss
(Margaret Laurence) were a few of the hard working
editors. I provided most of the photography. In 1940 I
became Commercial teacher but always taught Grade
twelve English. For the paper, the students did all their
own typing and Gestetner work --- and those early
machines made for outstanding headaches! This journal
continued, under various names, until 1969 when the
yearbook went commercial.
Remember When? The girls wore tunics, even for
graduation; the old auditorium with its weak floor,
provided space for a school orchestra; one-act plays such
as "Shocking Shakespeare"; school dances when an
outside orchestra could be hired for ten dollars; debates
inter-class or versus the University of Manitoba; a school
library was almost non-existent; teacher Connie Offen
made hiking popular; School Board members Mrs. Shore
and George Blackwell introduced Home-Ec and shop
courses; a direct line existed between the commercial class
and the Civil Service; Principal Ray insisted that every
student participate in some activity outdoors at recess
regardless of weather; Perhaps this exercise made for
hardy individuals who left records at North Central and
Provincial track meets which were held for many years.
Do you remember the War Years with the exodus of boys
from the school, the sale of War-Savings Stamps, the rag
and paper drives, and the excitement caused by the
advent of R.A.F. boys into the community? When only
the janitor owned a car?
Principals from 1936 to 1958 at Viscount were: W.
Delgaty, J.E. Sigurjonsson, H.C. Ray, T.M. Whitley,
J .C. Williamson. With the exit from Viscount, the close
relationships of the old days were gone!
I cut the ribbon at the official opening of the new
NACI, October 1958. With John Voth as Principal, a
new era began. Recesses were eliminated, morning
assemblies were introduced, a school band was organized
and a light opera H.M.S. Pinafore was produced. A
public address system constantly interrupted classes.
The introduction of School Divisions meant: closing of
rural schools, domination of activities by school buses,
increase of pupil numbers, division of classes and more
classrooms required. The building was enlarged to double
the size of the library, add spacious areas for Home-Ec
and shops, an auditorium large enough for organized
indoor sports, and a lounge to accommodate an increased
number of staff.
In 1967 I was the recipient of a Centennial Medal given
for service to the nation. That year I became a full-time
librarian.

June 22, 1969 was declared Mildred Musgrove
Retirement Day when I was recognized by many groups
and individuals with a variety of honors and awards, the
chief of which was the Mildred Musgrove medal and
scholarship to be presented annually to an outstanding
student. Life memberships were bestowed by The
Manitoba Teachers Society, the Manitoba Teachers

Islands and Borneo, all of Africa except the northwest
corner. All of these trips were recorded on slides.
At home in Boissevain I do volunteer work for the
United Church, the museum and library, and exercise at
the local golf course. I do enjoy nostalgic trips to
Neepawa. Renewing friendships at the NCI and NACI
reunion in 1978 was the highlight of recent years.

WILLIAM AND MARGARET McBRIDE
by K.M. Buchanan

William McBride and his wife Margaret (nee Long)
lived in the old Fire Hall as caretakers for a number of
years in early 1920s.
The building was kept in spotless condition. William
cared for the horses and drove a team on the fire engine.
Margaret answered the telephone, notified the firemen
and rang the big fire bell, by pulling a long rope, in case
of a fire.
If the fire was at night, she was often seen ringing the
bell clad in her nightgown.
Margaret died in the 1930s. Following her death,
William went back to Ontario.

ROY McCALLUM
by Walter Bertram

Miss Mildred Musgrove, English teacher, taught 1936 - 69. Received
1967 Centennial medal infield of education.

Library Association, the Neepawa Ladies Curling Club,
the Neepawa Golf Club. A marble plaque in the Neepawa
Library bears my name. A book of Memoirs was most
appreciated. At NACI I was honored by the staff,
student body, the library assistants, the yearbook
committee who dedicated the 1969 Yearbook to me.
The Business and Professional Women's Club, the
Hospital Guild, the Bridge Club and many friends
remembered me with souvenirs, songs, poems, bouquets
and special entertainments.
Oral and written tributes from the School Board, The
Town of Neepawa and District, former Associates,
former Students, NACI Student Council, and Manitoba
Teachers Society completed the most memorable day of
my life.
Since retirement I have spent many months of world
travel including almost all of the countries of Europe and
of South America, Australia and New Zealand, Japan,
China, Thailand, India, Pakistan, Russia, Galapagos

In 1899 James and Annie McCallum and their family
consisting of four sons, Roy, William, George and
Lawrence left their home near Listowel, Ontario, with
what personal effects they could bring with them and
came to Neepawa, settling first in the Mountain View
district. Three years later they moved to the Stoney Creek
district, then two years later settled permanently in what
was then known as the Acton district.
The eldest son Roy married Pearl McAuley, a local
girl, in 1913, and settled in what now is known as the
Springhill district.

Roy and Pearl McCallum -1913.
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Owned and operated by Roy McCallum, year 1914.

Of this union there was a family of two daughters,
Dora (Mrs. Walter Bertram) of Minnedosa, and Edith
(Mrs. Jack McCracken) of Neepawa, and one son
Gordon of Yorkshire, England.
Roy was known not only as an excellent farmer but was
also noted as an outstanding thresherman. He and his
steam outfit was a well-known and welcome sight in that
area for many years.
In 1946 Roy and Pearl left the farm and retired to
Neepawa. In March of 1953, Pearl passed away.
In October 1954, Roy married Ella Armstrong of
Crystal City and they continued to live in Neepawa until
his passing in October 1981 at the age of 95 years,
bringing to a close the life of a kindly man whose life had
spanned the period of the greatest technical development
in the history of mankind.

KEN McCLELLAND

stallations, houses, and contracting. I was town
superintendent of Neepawa from June, 1957 to January,
1964, and town engineer of Swan River from 1964 to
1967. I was employed by the Department of Indian
Affairs as a construction supervisor from 1967 until I
retired to Neepawa in 1974. I spent two years as a
member of the town council.
I married Alison Sinclair in 1935 and we were blessed
with seven children. All have done well; David and Jean
of Neepawa, Audrey of Winnipeg, Thelma and Lynne
are in Ontario, Raymond of Altona, Manitoba, Ronald
in The Pas.
Alison passed away suddenly on February 12, 1965, in
Swan River. In 1971 I met a lovely widow with six
children and we were married June 24, 1972. We have no
children by this marriage.
Our present hobby is collecting and dealing in antiques
and attending auction sales. To augment myoid age
pension we operate an antique shop in Glenboro.
For enjoying life, Manitoba isn't such a bad place to
live.

by Ken McClelland

As I submit this brief history of my life, I am sixty-nine
years old. I was born July 7, 1913 in Durban, Manitoba
in the Swan River Valley.
My life has been spent in Manitoba except for five and
one-half months on the Dew Line of Baffin Island and a
year during the depression in the Kenora - Keewatin area.
Most of my work has been in the building business,
such as elevator construction, water and sewer in-

Ken McClelland -1970.
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R. LOU McCOMB FAMILY
by Lila (McComb) Thurston

Lou McComb was one of a family of four sons and one
daughter born to Robert and Elizabeth (Kerr) McComb
in Bruce County, Ontario. At an early age the family
moved to Plumas, Manitoba, where he received his
education. His brothers and sisters all married and settled
in the Franklin-Minnedosa area.
Lou McComb and Flossie Wiggins met and were later
married in Brookdale on December 25, 1914. Of this
union seven girls and one boy was born - Verna
(Goodwin), Flin Flon; Morley (deceased); Margaret
(Neilson), Brandon; Gladys (McGregor), Hanover,
Ontario; Gert (Wilson), Calgary, Alberta; Lila (Thurston), Sidney, B.C.; Lois (McRitchie), Calgary, Alberta;
Verla (Finlay), Winnipeg. As of November, 1981, there
are 15 grandchildren and 14 great-grandchildren.

Mr. and Mrs. Lou McComb and Family.

Lou worked as a farm labourer in the BrookdaleNeepawa area until 1922 when he obtained work as a
sectionman with the c.p .R. in Neepawa. He retired in
1946 and was caretaker of the l.O.O.F. hall in Neepawa
until he was in his 80s. He enjoyed excellent health until
his last few years. He was well-known in the community
and surrounding area as an excellent floor manager at all
the oldtime dances and could be seen every 12th of July
demonstrating his expertise with the drumsticks while
beating the bass drum in the L.O.L. parades.
Dad was the last remaining member of his family when
he passed away in 1959 in his 84th year. Mom is blessed
with good health and living in her own home in Neepawa
among many wonderful friends and neighbors.

for Canada. It took nine weeks to make the crossing.
Sometime in 1876 or 77, three of their sons, Richard,
Robert Jr., and John Boyd decided to come to Western
Canada. Richard settled in the Springhill district while
Robert and John Boyd favored Eden. Robert was a
married man with a young family, and it was his wife
Annie who named Eden - she being the first white woman
in the district, was asked to name the town.
John Boyd went back to Ontario, married Sarah Ellen
Green, then returned to his homestead west of Eden. The
two brothers had their homesteads on the same section,
John Boyd NW and Robert SE 17-16-15.
These two men with their wives and families were
among the earliest pioneers of the district. As the years
passed and the families grew, each consisting of eight
children. Robert had 6 girls and 2 boys, while John Boyd
.
had four of each.
Of the two families, I'm told all the boys but one
became farmers in the Eden district and several of the
girls married local farm boys as well, so there were a
goodly clan of McCrackens then.
The McCrackens as a whole were a happy gang, maybe
a bit clannish. Even to this day they love to have their
family reunions. They are what you might call a variety
pack. There are very dark, very fair, and red heads, and
they are just as mixed in disposition and talents, some are
quite musical, while others only whistle.
Two of John Boyd's sons were Reeves of Rosedale.
Most of the men were sports of one kind or another, and
many of them loved to fish and hunt. Most all were active

HAROLD AND EVELYN McCONNELL
by Evelyn McConnell

We arrived in Neepawa in June 1974 from Strathclair
where we had resided for five years. Previous to living in
Strathclair, we spent eleven years in Winnipeg where
Harold was employed at the Worker's Compensation
Board as an accountant, and I taught school in St. JamesAssiniboia.
At the present time Harold is Secretary-Treasurer of
the Rural Municipality of Rosedale.
Our family consists of two boys, Jeff age 18 and Brad
age 16. Both are active participants in hockey, baseball
and golf.

ROBERT AND MARY McCRACKEN
by Dora Graham (nee McCracken)

Back in the 20s and 30s there was a McCracken near
every bog west of Eden, but let's go back to the 1800s
when Robert and Mary McCracken of Armagh, Ireland,
decided to leave the emerald isle. Somewhere near the
middle of that century Mary and Robert McCracken with
their seven children boarded a sailing vessel and set out

Mr. and Mrs. John Boyd McCracken and two eldest sons Howard and
Johnston.

and interested in community affairs, but of the many
families that used to live at Eden only two descendent
families remain with the McCracken household's name.
"Ain't it a caution what time does".
Howard McCracken was my father. Robert and Annie
McCracken's family were: Ella married Jim Belford,
Annie married Jim Cherry, George married Emlie
Newlove, Edith married David Denoon, Mabel married
Ernie Creswell, Robert married Pearl Shaver, Alma
married Edward Poole (E.W.), Edna married Harry
McGregor.
John Boyd and Sarah McCracken's family were: Mary
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Eleanor married Nesbitt Poole, William Johnston
married (1st) Alice McMaster, (2nd) Lorie Fowler,
Margaret Ann married William Newell, Samuel Howard
married (1st) Frances Trickett, (2nd) May Denoon, Lois
Loetta married James McMaster, Elsie Maria married
(1st) Edward Marlow, (2nd) Arthur Wilson, Ephriam
Boyd married Jessie Richardson, Henry Gordon married
Reenie McLean.

CARLA McCRAE
by Vinet McCrae

Attended high school in Neepawa, graduating from
N.A.C.I. in 1977. She was employed with the local Credit
Union prior to moving to Calgary, Alta. where she is a
personnel supervisor with Petro-Can. Carla and her
husband, Bob Jerred, now reside at Airdrie, Alta.

Vinet
McCrae

became agent of the Springhill Pool Elevator until he
went into the army in World War Two. On his return he
took up farming in the Mentmore district for some
twenty years, selling his farm to Ken Hockin in 1972. He
worked for a few years in Shilo, and now is retired in
Neepawa.
Gladys Evelyn took her schooling in Franklin. She was
married to Charles Middleton in 1942, and they had two
sons, Glen and Bruce. Charles was accidentally killed in
1948. Gladys moved to Neepawa with her mother in
1953. She worked in Kerr's store for a time, then in the
Neepawa Post Office for 22 years. She married John
Waters in 1959, and they moved into their home 'on
Fourth Street, where they still reside.
Vera Margaret received her schooling in Franklin, then
became a telephone operator, working at Brookdale and
Oak River until her marriage to Elmer Hockin in 1949.
Since that time they have lived on their farm in the
Mentmore district. They have three sons, Robert,
Donald, and Grant. A daughter, Colleen, was deceased
in 1960.
Early childhood memories are of happy school days in
the old school at the south end of Franklin. Some of the
teachers we remember were Principal R.J. McKenzie,
Marjorie Coutts, Audrey Heney, Muriel Douglas, and
Frank White. Summer holidays usually included a
holiday at Swan River. In those days it required an allday trip to get there. Franklin was a great place to grow
up in, with Freeman's store and Jock Mooney's ice cream
parlor, always favorite places to spend any extra pennies.
Sunday School and Mission Band, and later C.G.l.T.
played an important role in our early years. Mrs. Joe
White, Mrs. Geo. North, and Mrs. Clare Orr were three
of the people who contributed much time in leadership in
those days. While Franklin has suffered the fate of many
small towns, it still holds an important place in many
people's memories.

GEORGE E. McCULLOUGH F AMIL Y
by Vera M. Hockin

The McCullough family became part of the Franklin
district in 1928, when George, with his wife Minnie, and
their three children, Charles, Gladys, and Vera moved
from Swan River to Franklin.
George Edward was born in 1886 in Moorefield,
Ontario, and came with his parents, Hugh and Mary Jane
McCullough to the Swan River Valley in 1901, where they
homesteaded. Minnie was born in Monck, Ontario, in
1888, and moved to the Swan Valley in the same year
(1901) with her parents George and Hannah Cowan.
George and Minnie were married at Swan River in 1911.
Their three children were born at Swan River and
Kenville. George farmed for a time, then became a grain
buyer. After moving to Franklin in 1928, he operated the
Pool elevator there until ill health forced him to retire in
1949. Minnie moved into Neepawa, and spent the last few
years of her life in East View Lodge, where she died in
1970.
Charles Edward received his early schooling in Swan
River, and attended high school in Franklin. He worked
in Art Reid's hardware store, and drove the rural mail
route to Polonia and Mountain Road. In 1940, he
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HAMILTON McDONALD
by Mary (Mrs. Doc) Bolton

Hamilton McDonald was born in Ireland in 1868,
coming to Ontario about 1890. Later he came west to the
Riding Mountain district where he settled on a homestead
five miles southeast of Riding Mountain.
Hamilton and Jennie Cation of Brampton, Ontario
were married at Arden in 1901. Six of a family were born
on this farm.
Oscar became a farmer. He married Verna (Mawson)
Gabriel. Oscar passed away in 1944.
Mary was a teacher. She lives in Neepawa now. Doc
(deceased) and Mary Bolton had three sons and two
daughters.
Janet married Lindsay Kerr. They farmed north of
Franklin. Four daughters and one son were born to Janet
and Lindsay. Janet left the farm after Lindsay passed
away in 1955. Janet lived in Saskatchewan and later
British Columbia where she died in 1966.
Angus served in World War II. He lived in Montreal
until his death in 1976.
Russell and Stanley were twins. Russell married

ANGUS AND AGNES McDOUGALL
by Angus McDougall

Russell and
Stanley
McDonald.

Gertrude Lester. They had two sons and two daughters.
Russell farmed three miles west of Neepawa. Later they
moved to Kelowna, B.c. where Russell passed away in
1969.
Stanley still lives two miles west of Neepawa on a small
part of the section of land which National Defence did
not want as the C.P. Railroad went across it.
In 1918 Hamilton, Jennie and their family moved to a
farm two miles west of Neepawa. The farm was
previously owned by the late Richard McKee. Everything
was moved by horses and wagon from Riding Mountain,
a distance of approximately twenty-five miles.
The section of land one mile west of Neepawa was
purchased by National Defense in 1941. It is known now
as Neepawa Airport. As Mr. McDonald owned the west
half of this section, it necessitated another move. This
time it was into Neepawa. The house was moved by
steam-engine and two tractors to its present location at
272 First Avenue.
After Mr. McDonald's death in 1959, the house was
sold. Mrs. McDonald passed away in 1948.

Angus McDougall was born and raised in Russell
district, moving to the Neepawa district in 1933, to work
with his brother, Kenneth, at the Pool Elevator - General
Store and Post Office at Mentmore. During this time he
met Agnes, second daughter of Donald and Hannah
Robertson, and they were married in 1939.
.
Donald Robertson passed away in 1945, and Hannah
retired to Neepawa where she lived for 33 years, passing
away at East View Lodge in 1978.
In 1938 Angus moved to Neepawa as Manager for
Ogilvie Elevator, buying grain and selling flour and
feeds.
In 1944 Angus and Agnes purchased the grocery store
of Mr. Sam Seaborn on Mountain Avenue, from which
they also retailed his baking products. In those years
Saturday night closing was eleven P.M. Farming people
would come to town and drop in with their grocery lists,
then probably attend the Roxy Theatre (25¢ per person),
calling back for their groceries before 12 midnight. This
very successful business was sold in 1946.
The summer of 1946 we operated a gift shop in
Alguire's Chalet at Clear Lake. We purchased the John
Deere business on Davidson Street in the fall of 1946 and
built a new garage in 1949, which is still standing today.
Angus took on the Chev-Olds dealership in 1952 and
retired from it in 1978.
Angus served on Neepawa Town Council for lO years.
He is a Charter member of the Neepawa Rotary Club,
also a member of Masonic Orders, including the Shrine.
The family were active members of Knox Presbyterian
Church.
Agnes was very active in the local and provincial levels
of the Manitoba Ladies Curling Association, being the
first rural President of the Provincial Association.
Agnes is Past Matron of The Eastern Star, a Charter
member of Neepawa Inner Wheel and Canadian delegate
to the International Inner Wheel held in England in 1977.
At that time she also curled in the Johnny Walker International Bonspiel in Scotland.
Angus and Agnes have two children, Donald and
Catherine, who both graduated from N.A.C.I.
Donald attended university for 2 years, then took a
business management course in Flint, Michigan, then
joining Angus in the automobile business. He is presently
residing in Neepawa.
Catherine received her B.Sc. and Education degrees
from the U. of M. She taught school in Winnipeg for 5
years. She is now married to Ken Yurick of Thunder Bay,
Ontario. They presently reside at Stonewall, Manitoba,
Ken being an Air Traffic Controller at Winnipeg airport.
They have three children, Jennifer, and the twins, Scott
and Lindsay.
Angus and Agnes are presently enjoying their
retirement at their summer cottage at Clear Lake, and
their winter home in Mesa, Arizona and still maintain a
home in Neepawa, a town they are very pleased to call
home.

Moving house/rom/arm to 272 1st Ave. Art Curtis' steam engine.
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FLORENCE MARY McDOUGALL
as told by Florence McDougall

Miss Florence McDougall's father, David Ramsay
McDougall, was of Scottish descent. Her mother,
Elizabeth Lockhart Thomson had a Scottish father and
an Irish mother. As young people they came to Canada
and settled in Quebec City where they attended St Andrew's Presbyterian Church but lived in harmony with
their French-speaking and Roman Catholic neighbors.
When Miss McDougall's parents were married they
moved to Montreal. There were three daughters; one who
died in infancy, Florence, her sister Gertrude, and one
son Leslie Joseph. Florence describes her nationality as
"three quarters Scottish, one quarter Irish, and all
Canadian" .
The McDougall children spent their childhood in
Montreal where they attended school with several
families of cousins and, of course, with many French
children. Florence speaks of trips and visits with French
friends and of attending church with them on occasion of
some of these visits.
After several years in Montreal Mr. McDougall
decided to move to Western Canada. He brought his
family to settle in the little town of Neepawa. Neepawa
proved to be a friendly place and the McDougalls were
soon settled down to school, church and Sunday School.
There was no plumbing or water supply in their home
but in a year or two a town water system was installed
and there was a good supply of water. Even Montreal had
not had a satisfactory water supply when they lived there.
Miss McDougall considered Miss Jennie Yemen to be
her most outstanding teacher in the higher grades. With
seven or eight boys and one girl, Florence, in her
matriculation class she gave her pupils a good training,
especially in languages.
After leaving school Miss McDougall was employed in
the office of a Mr. Bolton who had his own Insurance,
Banking and coal business. She learned the business well
and was offered a place with his new office when he
moved to British Columbia a few years later.
Rather than leave Neepawa she decided to remain and
work for Mr. Bolton's successor, Mr. Stephen Benson.
She acquired a share in the business and later took over
the insurance and coal business for herself. She carried
on, particularly with the coal business, for several years.
She had good suppliers and always had dependable men
to handle the coal deliveries. Special mention among
these goes to Bert Buchanan, Archie Graham, R. Benson
and Joe and Jim Mutch.
Miss McDougall travelled widely in Canada and the
United States. She had relatives who lived in many of the
major cities and thus had the opportunity to see and
enjoy many places especially around Ottawa, Montreal,
Quebec City and the West Coast. Her cousins who lived
in Montreal always kept closely in touch with her and
often had her visit them.
Miss McDougall was an active member of Anemone
Rebekah Lodge. She held several offices in the Lodge and
was honored by being sent to Winnipeg to receive the
Degree of Chivalry. She was also a member of the
Business and Professional Women's group. As
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corresponding secretary she was in correspondence with a
number of overseas clubs. She arranged a display of
letters and donations from some of these clubs and put it
on display at an International Tea. However when she
had to be away to attend to business the whole display
disappeared!
Miss McDougall was always fond of pets, particularly
two special ones. One was a canary that she taught to do
a number of things that seemed as though it understood
what she wanted it to do. Another was her dog Barney.
He was a very close friend and always loved to be allowed
to come to the office with her.
Miss McDougall always had many good friends. She
mentions her neighbors, her customers, her Lodge
associates, her Church and East View Lodge. One special
friend has been Dr. Lotta Hitschmanova. Miss McDougall admired her work for refugees and helped in it
by organizing a group who sent many parcels of clothing
and money for food, drugs etc. She continued sending
clothing and parcels until she was unable to do it any
longer.
Miss McDougall feels that she has been fortunate in
having friends who were always ready to help her when
she needed help. One good friend carried on with her
office when she was injured and another would keep the
business in good order while Florence took a holiday.
Now to quote from Miss McDougall's own words --"Well. here I am in my ninety-second year, established in
Room 204 in East View Lodge (March, 1982) It is a very
nice room and beautifully kept by two lovely, honest and
reliable girls, Mildred and Joy,--Our floors and halls are
beautifully shined and polished and I've often said that a
person could eat off the floor if they were so inclined.
Our administrator, Mr. Osmund has a very efficient
staff--I would like to extend very best wishes, though, to
our fine Dr. Michael Smith and to his clinic and all the
nurses and aides at East View Lodge.
I feel that the Good Lord has guided me and cared for
me all through my life. I feel, too that I have had a long
and interesting life (useful, too in some instances). I
could recount many more incidents in my life that would
involve many more people but I must refrain from
making these memoirs too lengthy so I will just say "Au
Revoir" and call a halt to these recollections".

Miss Florence McDougall, 1981.,East View Lodge.

DR. O.N. AND MRS. McDOUGALL

THED. McFADYEN'S

by Doreen McDougall

by Gladys Huston

Dr. McDougall (Doc) was born in Moosomin,
Saskatchewan. After completing high school he attended
Normal School and then taught for several years in
Saskatchewan. His decision to become a Chiropractor
took him to Davenport, Iowa, to study at the Palmer
Institute. After graduation he practised in Brandon,
Manitoba, before opening an office in Neepawa in the
early '30s. In Neepawa he was active in church and
community affairs. An ardent Liberal, he became
National President of the Young Liberal Association. In
1940 he married Doreen Pratt, a teacher at the Neepawa
Collegiate.
Doreen Pratt was born in Winnipeg, Manitoba,
educated there, graduating from the University of
Manitoba in 1932. After teacher training at the Normal
School and after completing a business course at the
Success Business College, she was engaged by the
Neepawa School Board to set up a Commercial
Department in the Neepawa Collegiate, in 1935. Among
the students in that first class was Louise Rey (Card).
Doreen was active in the Neepawa United Church,
teaching in the Sunday School and leading C.G.LT.
groups. As an accompanist she played for school choirs
and for a quartette in town (Ches. and Ellen McLeod and
George and Lillian Blackwell). During 1939 she became
organist of the Neepawa United Church.
After marriage in 1940 the couple opened an office in
Picton, Ontario, but after seven months purchased an
established practice in Owen Sound, Ontario. "Doc"
became very involved in Church and community life. He
was an Elder in the United Church, a Kiwanian, a
member of the Board of Education for twenty-one years,
a worker in the Big Brothers Association, a Master of the
Masonic Lodge and an ardent curler.
The family included three children: Margaret, Ronald
and Marion. Margaret teaches music in Toronto, Ronald
is an Economic Researcher in Toronto with Imperial Oil
Company, and Marion a musician, is a playing member
of the London, Ontario Symphony and a private music
teacher. There are three grandchildren.
After the family were grown up, Doreen returned to
High School teaching in the Commercial Department of
the Owen Sound Collegiate and was on the Staff for
sixteen years, retiring in 1976.
During the past few years the couple enjoyed extensive
travel to England, Germany, Switzerland, Russia and
Yugoslavia.
"Doc" died very suddenly of a heart attack in the
summer of 1978 before he was retired. Doreen continues
to live in Owen Sound and continues to be involved in
church and community work and travel.

Hector McFadyen and Margaret Ann Gardiner were
the parents of Donald McFadyen, and came from Ontario. George Henry Edwards and Elizabeth Walker also
came from Ontario and were the parents of Mrs. Donald
McFadyen, the former Margery Helena Edwards.
The McFadyens, a stately, dignified, charming couple
who celebrated their 66th wedding anniversary in 1972,
were born in the late 1800's. Donald in 1884 at
Moosomin, Saskatchewan, and Margery in the Glenholm
district in 1882.
Donald, the second oldest in a family of nine, when he
was a young lad, spebt a couple of years in California
where he went to school. Before school he would get a
few gallons of milk from a nearby farm and sell to the
neighbors. After school he would pick fruit to sell.
At the age of 14 he bucked straw behind the thresher
for his Uncles Jim and Dave Gardiner on their farm at
Eden. At 16 he went to work in a sawmill at McCreary.
When he was 18 he rented his uncle's farm and purchased
the farm in 1906 when he married.
Margery was the only daughter in a family of seven.
She attended Glenholm and Plains School, which later
joined the Eden Consolidated School. She had to leave
school at the age of 17 to help her mother who was not
well. She was active in the Glenholm church where she
played the organ for the services.
Donald and Margery had six children:
George, the eldest, married Aloha Corbett of Birch
River, and they reside in New Westminster, B.C. They
have three sons: Murray, Donald and Garry.
Grace taught school and married Clifford Leggatt of
Plumas where they reside since her retirement from
Winnipeg School Division.
Harold, who was also a school teacher, married the
former Eunice Bilkoski of Eden, and they live in Brandon
where Eunice is a Hair Stylist. They have a son Richard,
and a daughter Margo.
Merle married Lome McCrachen and live 2 1/2 miles
north of Eden. They have three daughters - Avis, Doris
and Helen, and two sons - Donald and William.
Clarence, after his discharge from the Air Force,
farmed north of Brandon for a number of years, and
then was employed by the Brandon Transit Co. He
married Dorothy Osborne of Eden who was a teacher.
They had four daughters - Donna, Joan, Betty and Tanis.
Gladys who worked many years with Imperial Oil in
Winnipeg married Lawrence Huston of La Riviere where
they farmed until 1966 when they moved to Eden and
purchased the home farm. Lawrence passed away in
1976. Gladys rents the farm and lives in Neepawa.
As the family grew up, chores were distributed to each
member of the family. So when the work was finished,
you may find the family at a picnic or a baseball game, or
in the winter at a hockey match or curling, either watching or taking part as the whole family were very sportsminded. When Sunday arrived, you would see them in
church occupying their favorite pew.
Every winter Donald had to haul a year's supply of
wood. He would leave at 7 a.m. and not arrive home
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that runs down through the middle of the house). This
house and the barn are still standing. Kenneth was born
there in 1855 and it was also there that he received his
schooling and learned the blacksmith trade.
In 1889, he came west, working as a blacksmith on the
Canadian Pacific Transcontinental. After arriving in
Carberry, he walked north from the mainline to Glendale, and bought the SE 1/428-14-16 from Mr. Thomas
Darling.
In 1895, he returned to Ontario to claim his bride,
Mary Ann McGillivray. They were married in February
of that year and then returned to Glendale to farm.
Kenneth and Mary Ann lived on this quarter for two
years, before purchasing the NW 1/421-14-16 which was

Margery and Donald McFadyen.

until 7 p.m., cold and tired after a 30 mile trip with team
and sleigh.
Margery had many hobbies, embroidery, sewing,
knitting, crocheting and quilt making, and her name was
oftf'll listed as a prize winner at many Fairs for these
handicrafts. She was also a butter maker which she sold
to buy groceries.
Donald and Margery lived in their farm home in the
Rosedale Municipality from 1906-1972 when they moved
into East View Lodge in Neepawa. Mr. McFadyen passed
away in June, 1973. Mrs. McFadyen will celebrate her
99th birthday on December 3, 1981 and she still enjoys
bowling and visitors.
The McFadyens had 14 grandchildren and 22 greatgrandchildren.

Kenneth and Mary Ann McGillivray wedding -1895.

Kenneth and Mary Ann's new house in 1897.
60th Anniversary with Family and spouses.

KENNETH McGILLIVRAY FAMILY
by Grace Stewart

Kenneth's grandfather came from Glenelg, Invernesshire, Scotland in 1794 and settled in the north of
Lochiel, Glengarry County, Ontario. His grandfather
and father lived at the town of Kalkeith, in a big, brick
house with a hopper roof (this is a roof in which all four
sides slope towards the centre, where there is a drainpipe
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New Studebaker, 1916.

to become the home farm. A new house was built in 1897
and the Glendale School was built on the NW corner of
that quarter. Kenneth served for many years as a trustee.
The school remained in use until 1967, when the children
began coming to Neepawa for their education. It was
then sold for a home to Garry Graham.
In 1905 he bought the SW 1/421-14-16 from Duncan
' .
.
McMillan and when theIr son, Mack, got mamed, he
took over this quarter.
Kenneth also had the community "Beef Ring"
slaughter house on his farm. He was the butcher and in
those days, during the warm weather, this was the best
source of fresh beef.
In 1930, after 41 years of farming, Kenneth and Mary
Ann retired to Neepawa. Both were members of Knox
Presbyterian Church. Mary Ann died in 1938, and
Kenneth in 1940.
Their six children were:
Mack married Eva Rogers in 1923 and they lived on
SW 11421-14-16. Later, he bought the NW 114 16-14-16
from W.D. Dunsmore, cut the brush on the west 80, and
broke up the land. They farmed here until 1949, when
they moved to Neepawa. Mack worked for W. Whitmore
(Case Implements) until his retirement. Mack and Eva
had two children. Earl, their son, married Alma Jury
(deceased 1976) and had two children: Ken, married and
living in Brandon and Janelle, at home. Earl is now
residing in Brandon. Grace, their daughter, married Roy
Stewart of Neepawa. They have two daughters: Carol
(Mrs. Dave Bray) of Neepawa and Lorna (Mrs. Norm
Gruhn) of Minto.
Clara married George Grasby in 1922 and they lived in
the Gordon District for many years. They later moved to
Alexander and Souris before going to British Columbia
to live. They had two children. Ivan, their son, married
Isabelle Inns. After her death, he married Marjorie Ayers
and is now residing in Brandon. Their daughter, Ethel,
married Roland Baker and they had three children:
Brian, Gloria (Mrs. P. Gunhouse), and Laureen (Mrs. P.
Rath). They are residing in British Columbia.
Ross married Irene Rogers (a sister of Eva) in 1930 and
lived on his father's homestead, NW 21-14-16. They
moved to Neepawa in 1951 where he worked for W.
Whitmore until Ross' retirement. Son Roy married Joan
Sage. They have two children, Laurie and Roger. Second
son Ron married Janet Poole. Their three children are
Karin, Kevin and Jennifer. Both families live in
Neepawa.
Bertha married Stan Nicholson in 1929 and farmed at
Glendale until Stan passed away in 1964. Bertha then
rented the land and lived there with her sister, Laura,
until 1978 when they moved to town. Stan and Bertha
had one daughter, Mabel (deceased in 1931).
Elsie died as a young girl, in 1916.
Laura lived in Neepawa with her parents until they
passed away, and she then moved out to the farm with
her sister (Bertha) and her brother-in-law. In 1978, Laura
moved back to Neepawa.
One interesting fact concerning the Studebaker cat that
Kenneth McGillivray had bought from R.A. Govenlock
in 1916, is that it has since been restored and is now on
display in a museum at Elkhorn, Manitoba.

CHARLES HERBERT McGORMAN
by Greta Cook

My Dad, Charles, one of a family of nine boys and
three girls, was born in 1885 at Arden, Manitoba. He was
an ardent sportsman and singer, playing football and
singing in church choirs of his time in the Glenholm
district.
His father died when he was young so he spent much
time in agriculture, attending Agricultural College in
Winnipeg to improve his farming methods.
In 1911, he married Elizabeth McMillan, a teacher
born in 1888 and raised in Arden. They farmed on the
Arden Ridge about one mile south of the Glenholm

The McGorman Family, 1939. Back: Greta (Cook), Clayton, Edith
(McLeod). Front: Elizabeth (Mother), Doris (Britsky), Charles.

school where I later taught from 1956-59.
In 1913, Clayton was born. He married Ivadel Newton
of Eden and lives at Kelwood. They have one son, Owen,
who married Lorna Fehr of Gladstone. They have two
children, Sheldon and Luana and live in Brandon.
Darlene was born in 1915 but died at Kelwood in 1921.
I, Greta B.A. B.Ed. was born at Arden in 1918. When
I was almost two, my parents moved to a Kelwood farm
two miles north of the town, where they lived until they
retired to Kelwood in 1961.
After completing my education to Grade XJI at
Kelwood and Eden schools, I attended Normal School in
1936-37. My first school was at Cianwilliam and consequently two years later married Andrew Cook, a grain
buyer, born and raised in that district.
Edith McLeod (McGorman) was born at Kelwood in
1921. She married John McLeod and their son Donald
lives at Riding Mountain. He married Barbara Render
and they have a family of Suzanne, Crystal and Douglas.
John McLeod died and Edith lives in Dauphin and is
employed by the Manitoba Telephone System. She hopes
to retire in the family house in Kelwood.
Doris was born at Kelwood in 1927. She taught school
and met her husband, Leon Britsky, at Ochre River. They,
farmed there many years but now reside in Lacombe,
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Alberta. Their eldest son, Jack, is married, has one son
and lives at The Pas. Darlene, a teacher, married Merrill
Sizer and they have two girls, Krista and Kelly. They live
at Red Deer, Alberta. Rae is married and lives on the
home farm in Ochre River. Donald, an electrician, is not
married yet and lives in Calgary, Alberta.
- Back to the Andrew and Greta Cook family - By the
way we are both retired and live at 29 Driftwood
Crescent, Brandon. We would welcome old or new
friends to visit anytime. We have a family of five girls
who are all married.
Donna B.A. B.Ed., was born at Minnedosa in 1941
while we lived at Clanwilliam. She married Gordon Dagg
of Flin Flon in 1961. She still teaches school in Brandon.
They have two sons, Robert and Shawn.
Katheryne (Kay) was born in Clan william in 1944. She
is married to Gordon Holland and lives at Whitehorse,
Yukon T. They have Nardene, Brock and Chad. Nardene
married Robin Hesketh in 1982. Kay spent some time as
an accountant in the Bank of Commerce, Whitehorse.
Gloria Jean B.A. was born in 1947 while we lived at
Eden for twelve years. She married Jack Warkentin B.A.
REd. in 1966. They both teach school in Brandon where
they reside. Cara and Kurtis make their ideal family.
Beverley was born at Neepawa in 1955, while we
resided at Eden. She married Dale Brydges of Churchill,
where Andrew worked 16 years for the Department of
Public Works and I taught school. Bev and Dale have
four children - Neil, Raynah, Danielle and Jala. They live
in Winnipeg where Dale is an accountant for Hudson's
Bay.
Jacqueline (Jacqui) was born at Neepawa in 1958. She
lived at Eden, Neepawa, Churchill, Brandon, Steinbach
and Birtle before her marriage to Jim Rowland of
Angusville area in 1981. She is an X-Ray and Lab
technician and works in the Birtle Health Centre.
During my teaching career, I taught in many areas and
enjoyed all my students. Teaching experiences took place
in Clanwilliam, Roskeen, Tobamore, Eden, Glenholm,
Neepawa Collegiate, Minnedosa Collegiate, Duke of
Edinburgh and Duke of Marlborough, Churchill, St.
Michaels, Brandon, and Rivers Collegiate until my
retirement in 1979. Incidentally, I taught each of my own
daughters at least one to three years. Most of their
education was obtained at Eden, Neepawa and Churchill.
Thanks to their many teachers for the understanding and

The McGormans, 1979. Left to Right: Clay ton: Edith (McLeod), Doris
(Britsky), Greta (Cook).
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guidance they gave.
My Aunt Mary Rath (McMillan) was born in 1895, at
Arden and taught at Stoney Creek, Kelwood and
Franklin. She was a fine influence in my life, and the lives
of many students in the Neepawa area. She now resides at
Victoria, B.C.
Uncle George McMillan, age 97, Ardyth Robinson's
father, Homer Gill's uncle, lived many years at Arden
and Kelwood before retiring to live at Victoria. Many
people will remember these two thoughtful, helpful,
energetic and ambitious pioneers.

The Cook Family, 1981. Left to Right: Donna and Gordon Dagg;
Beverley and Dale Brydges; Gloria Jean and Jack Warkentin; Kay
Holland; Jacqui and Jim Rowland; Grela and Andrew Cook.

THE DUNCAN ALEXANDER McGREGOR
FAMILY
- by Verna McGregor

Born in 1883 at Culrose, Ontario Duncan Alexander
McGregor married Margaret Ellen McConechy of
Lenore, Manitoba in 1906. Moving to Neepawa the
following year Duncan established his blacksmith shop, a
trade he was to carryon for the next forty years. He
passed away in 1951; his wife Margaret in 1974. Four
boys and three girls were born to the McGregors:
Melville, Irene, Milas, Donald, Mabel, Jean and Ross.
Melville, the first son, was Scotty to all who knew him.
Born in 1909, he worked with his father in the blacksmith
shop from the age of fourteen and carried on the business
up to the time of his own death in 1974.

McGregor's Blacksmith Shop-1968.

In 1937 he married Verna Hunter, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. David Hunter of Clanwilliam. A son, Melville and a
daughter Marlene were born to them.
.
From his father Scotty had learned his trade well. He
designed and hand made the grillwork for the gates at the
entrance to the cemetery on Smith Boulevard. It is also
his ironwork around the cenotaph and on the balcony of
the County Building and there are numerous homes in
town and throughout the countryside where his work
may be seen.
A surprise visit from the then Lieutenant-Governor
and Mrs. McKeag, his aide-de-camp and Mayor Harry
Smith provided a memorable highlight in Scotty's life. It
was Mrs. McKeag's wish that they visit the blacksmith
shop and Scotty made them a horseshoe while they
waited. Onlookers included Bill and Jim Guinn, George
Nadeau and son Mel who happened to drop in. They had
apparently told the Lieutenant-Governor that Guinn
Marble Works, Birnie's Tire Shop, White's Funeral
Home, Stronski's Harness Shop and the Blacksmith
Shop was 'Centreville'. On his return to the city the
Lieutenant-Governor wrote a thank you note to Scotty
addressing it to Centreville, Neepawa. And he wrote
Verna after hearing of Scotty's death saying "From the
day I received it, it has hung over the door to my office

and has indeed brought me 'Good Luck'."
Scotty had two other loves - kids and horses. Along
with Bill Johnson, he helped to organize Little League
baseball in Neepawa, in 1949. He was a member of the
Manitoba Riding Association and from 1950 on he
followed the races shoeing the horses for their owners.
His dedication was such that he shod a horse at Carberry
for a friend en route to be hospitalized a very short time
before his death.
Scotty and Verna were members of Knox Presbyterian
Church where Verna has been a choir member for forty
years. She has also served as Sunday School teacher, on
the Board of Managers, has taken offices at Presbyterial
and Synodical levels of the church and has been an
energetic worker at the local level. She joined the Eastern
Star, Chapter No. 11 and has progressed through the
offices. She is also a charter member of the Toastmistress
club.
Verna and Scotty's son, Melville Duncan, was born in
1939 and received his education at the local schools. Since
1957 he has been employed by McGavins. When he
started travelling the 'turkey trail' to Russell it was
known as Canada Bread. He is now their Brandon
manager. He married Marguerite MacDonald of
Franklin in 1960 who was then a volunteer librarian at
Meadows school. Their daughter Stacey graduated from
Vincent Massey and now works at the Brandon Mental
Hospital.
Marlene, only daughter of this couple, was born in
1944. She married Barry Anderson, son of Fred and Irene
Anderson formerly of Neepawa. Marlene is employed as
supervisor of the Co-op nursery school in Carberry and
Barry has been principal of the collegiate there since
1964. Their son Christopher is employed with Simplot
Chemical of Brandon. Ian and Susan are still in school.
Of Scotty's brothers and sisters, Irene married Elwin
Wright. He was mayor of Souris for many years. They
have one daughter Audrey who is married to a skin
specialist at the Winnipeg Clinic.
Milas married Gladys McComb formerly of Neepawa.
He worked for Swifts Canadian, joined the Royal
Canadian army and returned to work at Calgary, Edmonton and Hanover, Ontario. They have one son
Rodney. Milas passed away suddenly on April 1, 1982.
Donald, third son of Duncan and Margaret, took his
Normal at Brandon and worked for Shell Oil in several
areas of the United States. He was working in Iran at the
time of the hostage crisis. He married Frances Patterson
whom he divorced and later married Connie Baldwin.
They are now living in Calgary and are the parents of
Eleanor and Donald.
Mabel married Jim Symons. After serving with the
Canadian army, he returned to live in Winnipeg. Mabel
now works in a dress shop in Polo Park and Jim has
retired from the Small Debts Court in the Legislative
Buildings. They have two children - Malcolm and
Heather.
Jean married Robert Strutt formerly of England. Jean
works in the office of Macleods, Winnipeg. They have
two girls and a boy - Patricia, Susan and Milas.
Ross also served in the army. He worked for the Burns
Company for many years but now owns Snackery Foods
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in Richmond, B.C. He married Winnie Craig of Winriipeg, divorced and married Judy Jensen. Grant and
Lawrie were born to his first marriage and Michael to his
second.

MciNTOSH FAMILY
by Margaret M. Murray

The history of the McIntoshs of Neepawa begins in
Fintray, a suburb of Aberdeen, Scotland where James
McIntosh, the father of those who eventually made their
homes in Neepawa, was born in 1835. James married
Margaret Reid of Fintray in 1862, her birthdate being
May, 1833. To them three children were born: Margaret
Milne in March, 1863, James in June, 1864, and John in
October, 1865. James Sr. passed away at 33 in 1868.
Margaret, his wife, was dressmaker by trade and was able
to keep the family together until they became interested
in moving to Canada. James, the eldest son made the first
move. He set sail for Canada in 1881 at seventeen years
of age. He had learned the trade of tailoring and was able
to find a position in Hamilton, Ontario soon after his
arrival. He later held similar positions in Guelph and
Bright, Ontario. There he married Annie Riesberry in
1884. In 1886 they moved to Neepawa where he was
employed as manager of the tailoring department in
Davidson Bros. store. He remained with the firm until
business was discontinued. He then erected a business
block on Mountain Avenue where he operated a clothing
business until 1908. He then accepted a position with the
Fusee McFeetors Co. as secretary-treasurer. He was
employed with the firm until they discontinued business
in 1936. At the time of his death, he was agent for the
Firths Bros. Limited clothing firm.
James was an ardent Mason and held many official
positions in the Lodge. He also held honors in the Royal
Arch Masons, Knight Templars and Shriners. In 1941 he
was presented with the 50 year jewel by the Grand Master
of the Grand Lodge of Manitoba. He was well-known as
a church worker, associated with the Methodist and
United Churches. He occupied at some time, all the
positions open to laymen of that denomination. He
attended a World Sunday School Convention in Palestine
in 1900, bringing home with him water from the River
Jordan which was used as the christening water for
relatives. He was a member of the Council of the Town
of Neepawa in 1908 and 1909. His recreational enjoyment was curling.
He passed away at his home in 1943. He was
predeceased by his wife in 1938. There was no family.
John arrived from Scotland in 1883, joining his
brother James in Ontario. He found employment on
farms until 1886 after which he moved with his brother
James and his wife to Manitoba, locating in Neepawa.
He worked as a livery driver with Dan Hamilton for a
period of time, finally acquiring a farm in the Franklin
district. In 1897 he married Margaret Ann Kerr of
Plumas. A son, born to them while in the Franklin
district, died at three months. There was a preference to
live in the Plumas district where his wife's parents and
members of the family had their farms, so the move was
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made to Plumas where a farm was purchased. Five
children were born there. A son died at child birth. Four
healthy daughters, Pearl, Ruby, Margaret and Vera were
happy members of the family. In 1906 a farm was
purchased in town limits west of Neepawa. There he
operated a small dairy in conjunction with a successfully
operated farm. The move from Plumas to Neepawa
remains vividly in the minds of the family. The hayrack
was loaded with the home furnishings, leaving a small
space on the rear for the three older girls who were to
watch the livestock following in the rear. Following the
livestock, the hired hand drove a team and buggy

Mr. and Mrs. John McIntosh andfamily.

Miss McIntosh's Sunday School Class. Front Row: Bertha Elves,
Emmy Lord, Evelyn Higham, Merle Kerr. Back Row: Marjorie Guinn,
Eva Lord, Aunt Maggir, Nona Farrell, Margaret Gossell, Minnie
Halman.

McIntosh Home.

carrying the mother and baby Vera, at the same time
herding the stock and keeping them between the fences.
The machinery followed later.
Our mother passed away at our home in Neepawa at
age 41 in 1919. The four girls received their schooling in
Neepawa.
In 1926 our father married Christina Ferguson of
Helston. He was a member of the Methodist and United
Churches, serving on Boards of the church and as a
member of Session. He enjoyed the game of curling and
was Honorary Life Member of the Neepawa Curling
Club. He passed away on Christmas Day, 1947. His wife,
Christina, died in 1964.
The eldest daughter Pearl married Alfred Whiteman in
1921. They had two sons John Archibald who was named
after both grandfathers. Lloyd Reid was named after his
great-grandmother. John served in the army and Lloyd in
the navy during the last war. John is married and has one
daughter Sharon, and three sons Barry, John, and
Wayne. He and his wife Mary live in White Rock, B.C.
Lloyd and his wife, Esther, have two daughters, Linda
and Bonna, and two sons, Rod and Brady. They live in
Oshawa, Ontario. Pearl also makes her home in Oshawa.
Ruby Victoria married Howard Miller in 1925.
Howard is now deceased. They had two sons, Ivan Roy
and Howard Bruce. Both boys served in the armed forces
overseas. Ivan and his wife Joyce live in Invermere, B.C.,
and have one son, Douglas, and one daughter, Fiona.
Bruce lived in Calgary, Alberta before moving to points
in B.C. Ruby married Harry Gooding in 1962. Their
home is in Victoria, B.C.
Margaret Mary married Earl Murray in 1924. Their
home is in Neepawa although they spend the winters in
Mesa, Arizona. They have one son, Gerald, who on his
return from overseas service in the R.C.A.F. joined the
staff in Murray's Garage. In December, 1964, Earl
retired and Gerald took over the garage business. Gerald

Batters in 1923. They had one son who was named Reid
after his great-grandmother. Reid is married and with his
wife, Janet and two sons, Brian and Darren, live in
Burnaby, B.C. In 1942, Vera married Arthur Piper from
Carberry. They moved to Langley, B.C. where Arthur
still resides. Vera passed away after a lengthy illness in
1966.
Margaret Milne McIntosh, sister of James and John,
arrived in Canada with her mother in 1892 after her
brothers had become reasonably settled in the Neepawa
district. She and her mother established a dress making
business in their home in Neepawa. Mrs. McIntosh Sr.
passed away in 1923.
Margaret Milne McIntosh continued in the established
business until she became ill in 1935. She passed away at
the home of her brother James in 1935. During the many
years she spent in Neepawa, she showed a keen interest in
the Methodist and United Church. She taught classes iIi
Sunday School for a number of years.

MATTHEW McKAGUE
by Edith Kidds, Great-granddaughter

Matthew McKague was born in Ireland, March 19,
1845. He married Essa Sanderson and they immigrated to
Ontario where they settled in Guelph. Here Matthew
obtained work on the C.N.R.
In 1896 he decided to find out what opportunities were
like farther west. So bringing his youngest daughter,
Viola, with him he travelled by train to Winnipeg. Aunt
Viola, as a young child was not very well impressed with
the muddy streets and the small shacks that the people
lived in. So back they went to Ontario to think it over.
Finally the decision was made to move once more.
Household effects were loaded into a boxcar and this
time they came and settled in the Eden district in 1901.
Their first home was in a little log shanty two miles north
of Eden near the post office. Across corners from them
was situated the Methodist Church. Matthew worked on
the section gang at Eden for a few years. Then he was
transferred to Petrel where he worked in the round
house.
In 1909 they moved to Neepawa to be near his
daughters, Mrs. Robt. Green, who ran a boarding house
in Neepawa, and Mrs. John R. Suddaby of Eden.
On May 19, 1914, Matthew died at the age of 69. A
year later Essa followed him in May, 1915, at the age of
65 years. The funerals in each case were held from the
residence of their daughter, Mrs. Robt. Green, 3rd
Avenue.

Ruby, Margaret and great grandchild Amy Joy, Pearl.

HUGH McKEE FAMILY
married Doris Harrison of Erickson. They have one
daughter, Beverley, whose home is in Brandon, and two
sons, James and Richard, who are both associated with
their father in the business. Both Gerald and Jim were
given the second name McIntosh in order to continue the
family lineage.
Vera Alexander, the fourth daughter, married Russell

by Evelyn McKee

In 1880, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh McKee came to the
district of Glenburney from Stratford, Ontario, with four
sons and a daughter. They homesteaded on 20-13-16.
Alexander McKee took out the patent on 12-13-17 in
1885, after fulfilling the requirements of homesteading.
The oldest son, Jim, farmed for awhile at Glenburney,
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then moved to Asquith, Saskatchewan, about 1890. The
third son, Tom, went to Birnie and established a farm
there. The youngest son, John, died at the age of 22. The
daughter, Mabel Gregory, lived at Asquith.
In 1889, Alex married Barbara Robertson. In 1898,
they built the main part of the house which is still
standing, adding the north part in 1912. Three
generations have lived in this house. Alex and Barbara
had seven children. John and Robert were twins, born in
1890. Robert was accidentally shot at 14 years. Hugh
McKee married Rosanne Stinson and farmed at Asquith,
Saskatchewan. Agnes married Will Webster and lived at
Welwyn, Saskatchewan. Margaret married Charlie Allan
and lived at Welwyn for a time. William, the youngest
son, married Myrtle Doncaster in 1930, and farmed the
home place. Barbara, the youngest daughter, married Ole
Oleson. They farmed at Percival, Saskatchewan, and are
now living in Victoria, B.C. '
In 1904, Alex built the barn. The logs were cut and
hauled from Kerr's Lake. When the logs were assembled,
a carpenter or builder was hired. He squared the logs with
an adz. Then he cut the ends to fit together and drilled
holes in the ends to take wooden pegs. When the logs
were ready, a building bee was held to put the logs in
place. The logs had to fit perfectly in order that the pegs

Jack and Susan McKee, son Robert, Alex McKee and grandson Wilson,
1918.
1937.

Jack McKee hauling wood.

Homestead ojAlexMcKee- house built 1898, barn 1904.

would fit in place and hold them together. The original
barn had a windmill on top which was later taken down,
possibly because it shook the building. In 1938, a tornado
badly damaged the barn, but it was fixed and used for
many more years.
Before the new barn was built, a row of sod ones were
along the edge of the hill. Once a winter storm covered
the barns with snow, and the men had to dig a hole down
through the roof to feed the cattle until the storm was
over.
Alex's Mother and Dad moved in with the family and
spent their last years there helping to raise the family and
being cared for in their declining years. Hugh McKee
spent many hours beside the heater smoking a short
stemmed clay pipe. Grandma Sarah McKee suffered
from rheumatism and was confined to a wheelchair for
several years. Her grandchildren remember that she
always had candies for treats in her apron pocket. She
lived until 1916, she was 93 years old. Grandpa Hugh was
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90 when he died in 1910. They are buried in the Glenburney cemetery.
Alex's oldest son John (Jack), married Susan Allan in
1917. They lived on the home place for several years, then
moved to their own farm two miles north. There they
raised a family of six: Robert, Allan, Mervin, Verla,
Loretta, and Wilson. They all attended school at
Glenburney. This required driving a horse or a team to
school, as the school was 3 112 miles away. They attended church and Sunday School at Lornedale School.
Cordova was the sports centre with football and baseball,
hockey, and later curling was the sports of the day.
Hockey equipment consisted of catalogues for shin pads,
a bent willow for a stick and a second-hand pair of
skates. A clea~ed-off slough was the rink, and a little shed
with a small stove for heat was the waiting room. During
the summer, the game was football, with school teams
competing.
In 1941, Allan joined the Army Service Corps. After
training in Canada, he was sent overseas to England.
From there he saw action in Italy and Holland.
In 1945, Robert married Margaret Nelson. They
farmed near home and have two children: John and
Sharon. With the closing of the country schools, the
children attended Brookdale Consolidated School.
Allan married Evelyn Chambers in 1949, and farmed
at Brookdale. They have five children: Brian, Myrna,

Diane, Marlene, and Lorne.
Mervin stayed at home and farmed with his Dad. Jack
and Susan McKee lived out their life on the farm. Jack
died in 1967, just after their fiftieth anniversary, and
Susan died in 1973.
Verla married John Kaston, and lives in Winnipeg.
They have three children: Linda, Barry, and Joanne.
Loretta married Orville Hume. They farmed at
Brookdale before moving to Souris. They have eight
children: Douglas, Marilyn, Melvin, Blair, Raymond,
Brenda, Judy, and Sandra.
Wilson, the youngest of the family, married Pat
Macdonald. They are farming at Brookdale and have
four children: Karen, Donald, Nancy, and Brent.

STORY OF A PIONEER
ADAM McKENZIE
by Marie May

Adam McKenzie was born March 22, 1848, in Guelph,
Ontario. Adam came West in 1871, the next year he
married Catharine McEachren and they settled on the
Arden Ridge, then known as the Beautiful Plain. Their
wedding trip from Burnside was made by ox cart in eight
days, the outfit being their entire possessions. Unable to
erect buildings on the homestead, Mr. and Mrs.
McKenzie spent the first winter in the Northwest
Mounted Police Barracks.
Buildings on the homestead were erected the following
season and pioneering began in real earnest. Their home
became a famous stopping place for other early settlers,
and to many travellers who were going further west. No
one was ever turned away from the McKenzie door.
The first grain grown on his farm was hauled to
Gladstone which was fifteen miles away, ground into
flour, freighted by ox carts (thirty-three in number) to
Edmonton, a journey of approximately 1,000 miles by a
winding trail which took three months. At that time there
was not a single residence between Arden and Edmonton
along the route they travelled.
The flour was disposed of to a Roman Catholic
Mission, also the carts and oxen. Mr. McKenzie then
bought a span of mules, hitched to a buckboard, and he
was brought back to Arden in six days.
In 1882 Adam McKenzie journeyed from Arden to the
Oberon area and bought five sections of land. It was
known for many years as "McKenzie's Ranch". The
early history of Oberon is really centered around this
"master farmer" of pioneer days. Mr. McKenzie purchased land through which the creek traversed and it has
changed hands many times since.
Mr. McKenzie disposed of his ranch holdings to T.G.
Murphy. It then took on the name "Murphy Ranch".
He, Mr. McKenzie, going to Cuba where he embarked on
large undertakings in sugar plantations and livestock.
In 1917, he and his son Thomas returned to this district
and bought their former ranch. They did not settle on it,
but for many years it was rented by different farmers. In
1931 Thomas and his son Neil moved back and continued
to farm until 1944. At this time it was sold to Walter
Poole from Springhill. He bought out the Tom

McKenzie's holdings. Neil McKenzie sold his farm· to
Frank May in 1957. He, Neil, was employed by the Pipe
Line. Mr. and Mrs. Neil McKenzie are now residing in
Melita. Nine years ago Frank May sold his holdings to
the Spruce Wood Hutterite Colony.
Mr. McKenzie's exploits were many, this is just one of
many that could be told. It deals with Carberry's first
exhibition. At that time there was not too much livestock
on the plains, but Mr. McKenzie owned a lot and was
asked to bring in as many animals as possible. He did this
and exhibited in each class. It was said that at the first
few fairs one-third of the livestock was his. Can one
imagine the work it would take to get this amount of
livestock ready for the fair and then drive them 16 miles?
Mr. McKenzie did so, simply to help out the fair, accepting no prize money. However, after a few years a
remark reached his ears to the effect that it was no use
showing stock at Carberry since Adam McKenzie took all
the prizes. "By Hedges" this irate Scotchman is said to
have stated, "If that's the way they feel, I'll never bother
them again", and despite apologies from the Fair Board,
he never did go back.
As some people may know, the village of Oberon was
once called McKenzieville. There was another strongwilled man by the name of Dave McNaughton. These two
men wanted both Brookdale and Oberon to be built on
the corner east of Charlie Swanson's. McKenzie wanted
Oberon and McNaughton wanted Brookdale. They
couldn't see eye to eye to have one town, so that is how
we have two small villages down that way.
Mr. McKenzie had good health up to the time of his
passing in October 1926. He had the pioneering spirit in
fullest measure, his wonderful success was due to keen
foresight and an indomitable will, backed by a perfect
physique. He weighed 240 pounds, was an abstainer from
alcohol and tobacco, he was able to endure hardship and
exposure to the elements without suffering from frost
bite or illness. I think we should take our hats off to these
pioneers after all they prepared it for us. So let's pull
together and make this country a happy place to live in
and show the pioneers, that are still left, that we care a
great deal for what they started and we will all share a
common cause.

DONALD McKENZIE FAMILY
by Anna McKenzie

Donald McKenzie came from Golspy, Scotland. As a
young man he worked on the estate of Andrew Carnegiewhich was known as Dunrobin Castle.
He came to Canada in 1908, arriving at Dick Coads,
Eden, Manitoba. He worked at Coads and also at Charlie
Frasers until he could secure land of his own, a mile east
of the Eden village.
He returned to Scotland for a holiday in 1912 and there
he met the young lady that would later be his bride.
Donald returned to Canada and in 1914 was able to send
for his bride, Anna McKenzie. They were married in
Knox Presbyterian Church, Winnipeg.
They raised a fine family of three girls, namely, Annette who married Harold Kinney, Mary who married
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I was able to take several trips out to B.C. to visit my
daughters and their families.
On May 1, 1982, I celebrated my 90th birthday at East
View Lodge with a 'Come and Go' tea. I was thrilled that
so many of my friends took time to visit with me that day
and I am grateful to my daughters and their families for
making the day possible.
I still enjoy taking a few bus trips and taking part in the
activities of the Lodge. My hobbies are knitting, sewing
and collecting pictures.
I have always been happy that I came to Canada
because I found it a wonderful place to be.

GEORGE A. McKENZIE FAMILY
by The Family
Mr. and Mrs. Donald McKenzie.

Harvey Horner and Florence who married Ted Banks.
Donald passed away in 1960 and is buried in Riverside
Cemetery, Neepawa.
Alma McKenzie describes her life in Canada at Eden as
follows:
We lived in a big house south of Eden. I found it very
cold. Later we moved to our farm northeast of Eden. We
did much of our shopping through Eaton's catalogue.
This was quite different from shopping in Glasgow,
Scotland. My new neighbors were very kind to me. My
husband took me to Brandon to buy me a fur coat, but I
said I would much rather have a sewing machine as a
baby was on the way and there were baby clothes to
make so we came home with the sewing machine.
Ge;ting groceries home from Eden was a problem, as
we had no car, and the horses were needed in the fields,
so Donald bought me a nice pony and buggy.
Our second baby, also a little girl, arrived in 1923. We
needed more farm produce to keep our little family
going, so I got some hens and learned to raise chickens
and sell eggs. I also learned to raise a garden and to can
vegetables and fruit.
We had good crops those years so that in 1923, I was
able to return to Scotland with my two little girls for a
visit with our folks there.
We continued farming until the 1940s when my
husband's health gave out and he had to retire. We sold
the farm and bought a small plot of land, enough for a
house, yard and a garden. Unfortunately, we were there
only a few years when the new highway from Neepawa to
Dauphin was surveyed, and it ran right through our plot,
so we sold to the Highway and moved the house into the
village of Eden. My husband passed away shortly after.
I hadn't much to do as the girls were grown up and
gone, so for company I began boarding the teachers. I
also did a lot of baby-sitting for young couples. My
husband's brother Alex, a bachelor, became ill and
unable to work so I took care of him for six years.
I decided to move to Neepawa where I would be closer
to more conveniences than Eden had to offer. I rented a
suite for a number of years before entering East View
Lodge.
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George A. McKenzie was born in Thorndale, Ontario.
After completing Veterinary College, he came west and
set up practice in Deloraine. There he married Jessie
Fleming, a native of Darvel, Ayrshire, Scotland, who had
arrived in the Deloraine area with her father and brothers
some years before. A 'Pioneer and Patriotic edition of
the Deloraine Times and the Waskada News of March,
1944' tells us that James and John Fleming arrived in the
summer of 1880.
Their first son Alex was born here and, in the early
1890s the family moved to Neepawa. In 1898 Dr.
McKenzie erected a two-storey building on Hamilton
Street which was to serve for many years as a 'horse
hospital' and living quarters for the family. It was known
as the McKenzie Block and later became the Smith Block
and still stands today as living quarters and offices.
In the early years Dr. McKenzie imported heavy work
horses from Ontario and bronchos from the west. Oldtimers will remember Dave Baskerville, the man who
'broke' the latter so that they could be driven (from
Neepawa - Land of Plenty). Others will remember prize
horses Mark Onward and Jupe Audoban.
Four more children were born in Neepawa before the
father's death in 1909, leaving mother with a small family
to raise.

Left to Right: Mother (Jessie), Audrey,
(George) Colena.

Reta became secretary to John Wemyss and then son
Bob in the Law Office, then later in the Salt Well office.
She was a gifted musician, playing the organ in Knox
Presbyterian Church for a number of years. For all of her
life there was never a gathering of family or friends when
Reta did not find herself at the piano whether for a singsong, dancing or just plain 'easy listening'. She played in
an orchestra along with brother Tom, sister-in-law Lea
and such men as Jimmie Harper on drums, George
Burnett on violin, Bruce Pedlar, Allen Brooker, Ross
Fraser and Bob Milne - to name a few. The names and
personnel seem to have changed over the years but the
'Moonlight Serenaders', the 'Blackhawks' will no doubt
evoke memories. She shared her love of amateur
theatricals wit,h brother Alex and sister Colena and 'trod
the boards' in several productions.
Thomas H. (Tom) worked for many years for the
C.N.R. as telegrapher and agent in a good many places in
Manitoba and could tell wonderful stories of the early
days of railroading. On retirement, he moved to Calgary
to be near his only daughter Jacqueline Wigg.
Colena became a teacher and taught for a number of
years in Neepawa and Winnipeg after serving her apprenticeship in rural schools in Union Point and
Iroquois. She shared the family love of music, singing in
the church choir, acting in theatricals and loved dancing,
remembering that when dance partners commented that
the orchestra was good, she hastened to say that some
members of it were sister, brother or sister-in-law. If the
partner happened to be critical, no such kinship was
claimed! Colena is now retired and living in Winnipeg.
Audrey, too, had her place in the church choir while
growing up. Later she married Jack Galbraith and there
are two children - Penny Plantje who lives in Winnipeg
and David in Sacramento. Jack passed away in 1956 and
Audrey later married Dr. Roland Bird. They live in
Winnipeg.

in the country and, not least of all, baseball.
Enjoying my retirement? You bet I am! There's time to
devote to a couple of my favorite organizations, the
Museum and the Inner Wheel, to travel, to pursue my
hobbies and to putter in my yard and garden. Long may
it last!

Myrtle
McKenzie

JOHN McLAREN
by Verla I, McLaren

John and Elizabeth (Drysdale) McLaren were married
in 1906. They operated a mixed farm in the Union
District at NE 25-14-15 which had been homesteaded by
George Brydon. They lived in the original log house until
1910 when they built a house of cement blocks, the blocks
being made by hand at the site.
They were both active in church work - first
Presbyterian then United. John was a member of Oddfellows Lodge. He died in 1931.
Elizabeth and the boys operated the farm till 1939
when son Jim took it over. Elizabeth and son Jack moved
to Neepawa. Elizabeth died in 1965.

MYRTLE McKENZIE
by Myrtle McKenzie

Born in Rapid City a long time ago, my first job away
from home was in Wawanesa with the Mutual Insurance
Company there. Obviously, I wasn't a very good
stenographer for they lost no time in firing me when the
depression of the 30s began to make itself felt. In
retrospect it seems to have been the best thing that ever
happened to me.
I came to Neepawa in the fall of 1933 and entered the
training school for nurses at the local hospital and found
life much more exciting and much more to my liking
despite the fact that there was never any money in my
pocket. I was working for my education and my board.
Following graduation I worked on staff, taught the last
class of Registered Nurses to be trained here, worked in
the Operating Room for several years, took a hospital
administrator's course and served in that capacity for
twenty years, retiring in 1972.
One other obsession has dominated my life in
Neepawa. This was, of course, Dick McKenzie. We were
married in 1952 and shared a love of reading, long walks

Mr. and Mrs. John McLaren.

JAMES D. McLAREN
by Verla I. McLaren

Jim McLaren married Verla I. Kilburn in 1939. He
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farmed the family farm till 1977 when it was bought by
his son Douglas Murray.
Jim and Verla were active in community affairs. Jim
was trustee and secretary of Union School Board, on
Board and secretary of Neepawa Consumer Cooperative and on board of Beautiful Plains Agricultural
Society. He is a member of Neepawa Rotary Club. Both
are members of United Church.
They have four children. Ronald, who married Bernice
Buksovich, has three sons Sean, Kurt and Brett.
Marilynne, who married Norrie Rutherford, Minnedosa,
has three daughters Christine, Karen and Kimberly.
Elizabeth Jean, who married Jack Lloyd, Chicago,
Illinois, has one son Tyler. Douglas, who married Jane
Taylor, Neepawa, has two children Jana and Jason.

MALCOLM McLAREN
by Mary I. McLaren
(Mrs. Herb. McLaren)

Malcolm McLaren and wife Lily, made their home in
Galt, Ontario. They had five sons and two daughters.
Malcolm, seeking greater opportunities for his family,
came west on a scouting trip as far as Portage la Prairie in
1876. He liked what he saw and returned home. His two
eldest sons, John and Duncan, came to the Neepawa area
the following summer. At harvest time they bound wheat
for Adam McKenzie on his farm just south of the village
of Arden where there is now a gravel pit. John, a
woodsman before coming to Manitoba, homesteaded the
SE 1/436-14-15 where Graham Hunter lives. He built a
log house where he and Duncan lived the winter of 1877
and'78. Then John moved to Carberry where he took up
land. Duncan, a machinist, remained in the Union
District, homesteading SW 1/ 436-14-15. The SE 1/43514-15 was his pre-emption. Later he took a second
homestead in the Sinclairville District. Malcolm McLaren
and the other members of his family came in 1878 and
lived in John's house. The next year they moved to
Carberry.
Duncan and Mary had four sons and five daughters.
The eldest daughter Lily, married J.A. Newell. Violet
married W.J. Pollock. Nellie married A. Goulsbra.
Nettie and Eva remained single. The eldest son John,
married Elizabeth Drysdale. They had three sons - James,
Harold and John. Jim married Verla Kilburn. They have
two sons and two daughters and nine grandchildren.
Harold married Margaret Graham (Harold deceased) and
have two sons and one daughter and four grandchildren.
John married Louceil Crawford. They have one son and
two daughters and two grandchildren. Robert married
Agnes Pollock. This marriage was annulled. William
remained a bachelor. Herbert married Mary Thomson.
They have one son William. Bill married Betty McCullough. They have four daughters.
Duncan McLaren sold the original homestead in 1886
and moved to the SE 1/45-15-14. McLarens have resided
on this land since that time. The first houses were built of
logs. In 1905 a large frame house was built using a train
car load of 2 x 4s spiked together for the outside walls.
The first barn was built of poplar lumber sawn at a local
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sawmill.
Their crops were wheat, oats and barley, also hay for
the horses. They raised Percheron horses and Shorthorn
cattle, later using tractors, trucks and combines. The
McLarens were fond of music. John, Bob and Herb
played violins, while Will was more familiar with the
mouth organ. They often played for house parties that
were popular in the early days. Duncan McLaren and son
Bob took part in the "shoot" on the rifle range in Union
at that time, Mr. McLaren being on the team that took
part in Provincial and Dominion competitions. Duncan
also curled on the open air rink using curling "rocks" cut
from oak trees that grew by the side of the Whitemud
River. Mr. Graham was the architect that fashioned the
rocks.
The McLarens took an active part in the community.
They were of the Christian faith, worshipping in the
Presbyterian Church, which they helped to build and
support.
Duncan McLaren, his wife and family are buried in
Riverside Cemetery.

THE McLAUGHLIN FAMILY
by Mrs. Mary McLaughlin

The McLaughlin family history in the Neepawa area
begins with the family of George McLaughlin, who was
the son of Mrs. Isabella McLaughlin and Mr.
McLaughlin of Fordwich, Ontario. George McLaughlin
and wife Elizabeth Sarah Vines were married in Ontario
in 1872. They were real pioneers, coming out from
Fordwich, Ontario in 1878, settling on a homestead in the
Glendale district, where three of their children were born.
Their family consisted of three daughters - Orilla, Mrs.
John Hammond McKee (1873-1936), Isabelle Jane, Mrs.
Sam Holmes of Neepawa (1882-1955), Millie May, Mrs.
Jack McKee of Melfort, Saskatchewan (1886-1962) and a
son, James Vines McLaughlin (1884-1978). Two sons,
Sydney and Irwin died very young.
Mr. and Mrs. McLaughlin and family lived in the
Glendale district only a short time, then purchased the

George McLaughlin, Tom McKee, Orilla McKee, Isabella McLaughlin.

farm on which Bob (Irwin) McLaughlin now lives .. The
children went to the original Mountain View School and
attended Acton and Rosedale churches where Millie
played the organ for a number of years. In 1908 they
retired and moved to Neepawa where George's mother,
Mrs. Isabella McLaughlin, resided with them until she
died in 1912.

Mr. andMrs.
George
McLaughlin.
Mary Ellen and James Vines McLaughlin -1972.

During their residence on the farm, they had many,
many friends, as their home was always open to
neighbors and strangers alike. It was a "stopping place"
for many a weary traveller in those early days. There was
always room for one more in the house, and ample room
for a well-travelled team in the spacious barn. They were
promoters of good agricultural practices and Mr.
McLaughlin took great pride in his line of good horses both light drivers and heavy draught horses. George was
a long-time director of the Neepawa fair and was a
familiar sight showing his horses in both light and heavy
classes. He presented an impressive picture in his top hat
and swallow-tail coat showing "Goldie", his driver,
hitched to his freshly painted buggy. He received a good
number of awards in both classes and was top winner in
draught horses at Carberry in 1909.
Both Mr. and Mrs. McLaughlin had a keen sense of
humor which their children inherited. There are many
tales of practical jokes played on each other and on
friends. Orilla and Millie were real pranksters and Mr.
McLaughlin had an extremely hearty laugh.
The family of George McLaughlin settled around the
Neepawa area with the exeption of Millie who married
Jack McKee of Neepawa, but shortly after their marriage
moved to Naiseberry, Saskatchewan, where they raised a
family of eight. Orilla and husband, John H. McKee,
lived on the farm recently operated by Jack Lindsay, and
now owned by Arthur McLaughlin and son James W.
Isabelle Jane (Jean) married Samuel Holmes, and their
sons Glen, Jack and Gordon (now deceased) as well as
Florence, Dorothy and Hazel (deceased) were wellknown Neepawa residents, having received their
education in the Neepawa schools. Glen has been an
employee of the Neepawa Legion for some years. Jack
lives in Winnipeg, and Florence and Dorothy are at the
coast.

The surviving son, James Vines McLaughlin spent his
life in the Neepawa area. In 1907, he married Mary Ellen
Buchanan and they were spared to enjoy 70 years of
happy and rewarding married life. He lived to the good
old age of 94 and she to 93. They attributed their
longevity to lots of love, hard work, and a firm faith in
God. Their family and their church were two chief interests. Mr. McLaughlin, like his father, enjoyed good
horses and was keenly interested in the summer fairs.
In 1907 they moved to the farm now owned by Arthur
McLaughlin and in 1930, they moved back to the original
family farm, until they built a new home on Second
Avenue in Neepawa in 1950.
Their family consisted of three sons Harold, Arthur
and Irwin (Bob) and one daughter, Dorothy. They
received their education at Mountain View and Neepawa
schools. They were all faithful members of Rosedale
Church, never missing a Sunday without good reason,
such as - if one forgot to wash one's ears and it was not
noticed till on the road to church - then one had to walk
back home or over to Grandma Buchanan's - fast! If one
of the boys was negligent in attending church on Sunday,
then he knew there would be no car to go "courting" in
on Sunday night.
Mrs. McLaughlin tells of getting up at 4:00 a.m. on
Monday morning to get the washing out before the
highway would get dusty, and of how, in the 1930s dust
storms, plates were turned upside down on the table to
keep the dust off them until the meal was ready. She told
too, of the many meals given to unemployed men during
the 30s who would be walking the highway or on the
C.N.R. tracks which also went through their farm. The
men were always grateful and would offer to carry wood,
etc. to pay for their meal.
The McLaughlin boys married local girls - Harold
married Lena Newell of Franklin and they have spent
their life in Calgary. During his working years, Harold
was employed in road construction. They have one
daughter, Mrs. Mona McLennan of Edmonton. Arthur
married Mary Campbell of Franklin and they have two
sons and two daughters, Linda, (Mrs. Vince Martin) of
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be many more generations of McLaughlins in the
Neepawa area and elsewhere who also may be pioneers in
their own chosen fields of endeavor.

WILLIAM McLAUGHLIN FAMILY
by Irene Martin

Art McLaughlin Family. Back Row, Left to Right: Blair, Linda (Mrs.
Vince Martin), Marie, Mrs. Bill Gordon, Jim. Front: Art and Mary.

Bob McLaughlin Family. Back Row, Left to Right: Arleigh (Mrs.
Kalinowski), Dave Kalinowski, Gladys McLaughlin, George
McLaughlin. Front Row, Left to Right: Krista and Davey Kalinowski,
Bob McLaughlin, Clair McLaughlin, Pat (Mrs. George McLaughlin).

Oberon, Marie (Mrs. Bill Gordon) of Franklin area,
James and wife Colleen (Orchard), and Blair and wife
Pat (Fraser) who reside in Neepawa. Irwin's wife was
Gladys Davidson of Neepawa. They have one daughter,
Arleigh (Mrs. Dave Kalinowski) of Slidell, Louisiana and
one son, George and wife Pat (Gelner) of Winnipeg.
Dorothy married Cliff Sinclair of Brandon and later
married Herman Haugen of Kelowna, where they reside.
She has one son, Trevor Sinclair and wife Sharron of
Saskatoon.
Arthur and Bob, who are farming the original
McLaughlin farms, are carrying on the good farming
practices of father, James V. and grandfather, George
McLaughlin. James W. McLaughlin, Arthur's son, who
has purchased the farm originally owned by Orilla
(McLaughlin) McKee hopes to carryon the good farming
traditions of his ancestors.
As of 1981, of the up-coming fifth generation of
descendants of George and Elizabeth Sarah McLaughlin
there are: 1. Lori, Rob and Neil McLennan; 2. Tom,
Darin and Shawna Martin; 3. Scott and Sean Sinclair; 4.
Krista and Davey Kalinowski; and 5. Clair McLaughlin;
which is basis for the prediction that there will probably
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In 1879, William McLaughlin and his family left
Listowel, Ontario to homestead in Western Canada. His
family included his wife, his mother Vinnie (our greatgrandmother), five boys, Hugh, John, George (our
father), Will, James, and one daughter, Ida.
They came up the Red River by steamboat and set out
from Winnipeg on the Edmonton Trail by ox cart. At
High Bluff our grandmother died, giving birth to her
seventh child - our aunt Maggie. Our grandfather
proceeded west and settled on his homestead, the NW 1/4
of the section now owned by Francis Brown. Our great
grandmother homesteaded the south 1/4 of the same
section. This was beautiful open prairie with very little
bush to clear. They were the first settlers in the Glendale
district, now known as the Gordon district.
Hugh, John, Will, and James all became farmers in the
same district. Ida married a local farmer named
Jameson. Aunt Maggie married Will Irwin, and moved to
Saskatchewan. In 1890, our father George moved to the
SW 1/4 of 21-13-16 and lived there until his death in 1946
at the age of 76.
Our mother, Sarah Bugg, came with her family from
St. Marys, Ontario, to live at Boissevain. In 1897 she
came to keep house for her brother Charles who was
farming southwest of George on the farm Cecil Woods
later owned.
In 1900 Mom and Dad were married and born of this
union were five boys and two girls. Irwin died of diptheria at the age of 4 years. Jennie married C. Watson
and now lives in Neepawa. Charles and Albert are
deceased. Irene married W. Martin and they live in
Neepawa. Clifford married O. Curle and they live in B.C.
Fred married H. Richardson and they now reside in
Ontario.
For Christmas in 1917, the family went to Borden,
Saskatchewan for holidays. Irene was recovering from
polio, and Clifford was one month old. While they were
away, fire destroyed the house, with no insurance.
The family spent the rest of the winter in the chicken
house. For a while they were bothered by rats, but
conditions soon became better. The flu epidemic of 1918
moved into the district. Some family members including
Dad were near death for a period of six weeks.
In 1918 the new house was completed and the family
turned their house back to the chickens. This was also the
year that mother became a midwife. I am sure that
several people who read this will have been one of those
babies. Some of the names that come to mind are Nelsons
who had twins, Hockins, Ernests, Ishenbergs, and
Mutches. She also delivered a granddaughter at the
Watsons, who died at nine months, and a grandson at
Martins. With the help of Mrs. Sarah Ernest, Mom
delivered twenty-three babies around the district.
Mom died in 1976 at the age of 96.

George McLaughlin home - Mentmore.

During his lifetime, our father was very proud of his
well trained horses. In the first World War, he sold
horses to the army. His horses were also used when the
highway went through (this was the No.4 highway that is
now called No. 16). He often went up the mountain for
wood for the fires, taking three days for the trip.
Our great grandmother died at the age of 104.

J .R. McMILLAN FAMILY
by Edna M. McMillan

Jack, Edna and family - Sheryl and Kevin, came to
Neepawa July 1st, 1963. We bought the Preston
Hamilton house. Jack had the Watkin's dealership for
three years, then worked for Gulf Service for fourteen
years, retiring in 1979.
Edna nursed at the Neepawa Hospital until 1970.
Sheryl married Douglas LeBoutillier, and now lives at
Dauphin. They have three children, Michele, Nicole and
Peter. Kevin has two sons, Timothy and Willie, and
resides in Brandon.

live for the next ten years.
The fiance of his sister Lizzie, Adam McKenzie, was
already out on the Prairies. In 1890, David was persuaded to accompany the bride-to-be on a trip west to see
Manitoba. Having the wanderlust, he agreed to come
before long. Lizzie and Adam were married that summer.
David stayed with them, and bought a three-quarter
section of land. He returned to Ontario for the winter,
and sold his Bruce County farm.
In the spring of 1891, David travelled west again,
bringing with him his mother, and another sister and
brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Cameron. (The
Camerons later moved to Russell.) They came with a
carload of settlers' effects: household articles occupied
one part of the car, while horses and cattle stood in the
other part atop lumber that had been piled on the floor.
Their belongings were unloaded at Sewell, and it is not
known whether Adam McKenzie met them there or
whether they made their own way to their farm.
The lumber brought out under the horses and cattle
was soon put to good use, replacing the sod roof on the
house with a wooden one. When David was here the
previous summer, he and John McDermid had built a
kitchen onto the log house; they also built a log barn. The
sod roofs were usually made warmer and drier for winter
by having straw threshed on them in the fall. These
buildings were constructed on the NE 35-12-16 quarter
section.
In the year of 1892, David McNaughton and Elizabeth
Robb were married. (Elizabeth was a daughter of Peter
Robb's first family.) Later their home was blessed with
two daughters: Elizabeth Robb McNaughton, better
known as Vina McNaughton (now Mrs. Elizabeth
Ramsay of East View Lodge, Neepawa), and second
daughter Minnie McNaughton (now Mrs. Minnie
Claxton of Toronto, Ontario).
Mrs. McNaughton died suddenly in 1897. David's
mother, who had gone to live with her daughter Etty
Cameron, soon arrived to take care of the two little girls.

DAVID McNAUGHTON (1855-1930)
by Mrs. Robb Ramsay

David McNaughton's parents were from Scotland.
When they heard what a wonderful land Canada was,
they decided to emigrate. However, the sailing vessel they
boarded went off course, heading toward South
America, and landed in Caracas, Venezuela. They stayed
there for two years, and soon decided to try and reach
Canada once again. This time they were successful. The
McNaughtons were among the early settlers of Ontario.
They homesteaded near Lake Huron. Being from
Scotland, they raised sheep, and used to wash their wool
in this great lake.
It was here near Lake Huron that David McNaughton
was born in 1855. He was the youngest boy in a family of
eight. After his childhood years, he decided that he too
wanted to farm. And so, together with his brother Dan,
David bought a farm in Bruce County, where he would

Original buildings.

When David married for a second time, she returned to
live with the Camerons. Upon her death, she was taken
back to Aberfoyle, Ontario to be buried beside her
husband.
David's second marriage took place in 1899 to Anne
Stewart. They were married in Portage at the home of
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Standing: Annie McNaughton (Mrs. Robb Ramsay), Willie and Vinna
Ramsay, Minnie McNaughton. Seated: Grandpa and Grandma
McNaughton, Jim McNaughton.

Kenneth McKenzie. They had five children, but three
died in infancy. Those still living are Anne McNaughton
(now Mrs. Oscar Reinmuth of Austin, Texas), and a son
Jim (now Dr. James McNaughton of San Marino,
California).
In the early years, there were no bridges over the creeks
on the road to Carberry. When David was councilor, he
and others decided that better roads were a must, and so
they made plans to improve them. The road from
Wellwood to Carberry was built about 1900. David
served as councilor for six years, from 1895 to 1901.
The farmers were hauling their grain to either Neepawa
or Carberry. Since it was a long, cold haul, some of them
began dreaming of a railway close-by. Both Adam
McKenzie and David were very interested in this
proposition, and many discussions arose between them.
If the railway did come, where should the townsite be
located? An agreement looked impossible. So two towns
seemed to be the answer. Thus began Oberon and
Brookdale.
In the spring of 1901, the roadbed for the track was
started. But by winter, there were still no ties or steel
rails. Mrs. Ramsay remembers them using the track for a
road that winter. She also recalls seeing the rails being
laid the next fall in 1902. She and other children were
walking home from school, which was on the southwest
corner of the farm now owned by Charlie Simpson.
The surveyors came to survey for Brookdale in the
spring of 1902. There were about twelve of them. They
erected a sleeping tent in the McNaughton's yard. As
well, Mrs. McNaughton boarded them. Brookdale was to
be established on McNaughton land. Later some of the
streets in Brookdale were named after these surveyors:
Dennis, Petrol, and Agate.
During the summer and fall, buildings began to appear. Mr. Clegg started a butcher shop. Mrs. Clegg and
her daughter (later to be Mrs. J.P. Laurie) lodged
boarders in tents. The Lake of the Woods elevator was
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being built. David McNaughton would buy grain from a
warehouse that he had constructed. Another company
from Carberry built a warehouse and a second elevator,
which J.P. Laurie came to manage. Laurie later married
Mary Clegg, and Brookdale was their home from then
on.
Mr. Arnott built a drugstore. Cye Hunter became
manager of the hotel. The livery stable was run by Jack
Davidson. Mr. Moore had a store for two years on the
southeast corner of Charlie Gowan's place; he then
moved from there into Brookdale where he continued to
run a store. Mr. McNiven had the first blacksmith shop;
it was located between Moore's store and McBurney's
implement place. Brookdale had a station by the fall of
1902, and it was then that the first trains pulled into
town.
In 1904, the school was moved to Brookdale. The first
school teacher was Mr. Millen. He also built the first
house. Albert Humeston built the house now owned by
Bill and Rose Jones.
Things were looking good for Brookdale. A young
physician, Dr. Baynham, was encouraged to set up his
practice here. Doing so, however, proved to be a sad fate
for him. One day while travelling west of Brookdale, he
had a runaway horse and was thrown from his buggy.
Baynham sustained serious injuries and was taken to
hospital. Pneumonia set in, and he soon passed away.
His picture still hangs in the McNaughton house. Then
Dr. Thompson brought his wife, who was a nurse, and
sister into the district. He was in practice in Brookdale
for a number of years. The last resident physician was
Dr. Scribner.
With the coming of the automobile, however, many of
these businesses closed or moved away.
By 1913, David seemed to be getting restless again.
Having heard of the wonders of California, he decided to
try it for awhile. He rented his farm to Ernest and Ed
Evans, and moved to San Fernando, California. It was
while he was living there that his eldest daughter Vina
(Elizabeth) was married to William A. Ramsay of
Bradwardine, Manitoba in March of 1915. It was either
his daughter's move back to Manitoba, or else his longing
for the wide-open spaces there, that caused David to get
itchy feet once more. He decided to return to the
Brookdale farm.
Shortly after his arrival, he made plans for new
buildings. These were to be constructed on the SW 35-1216 quarter section. The brick house was built by Harry
Steady in 1917. He came from Brandon together with his
wife and children. Mr. Steady'S family and assistants all
lived in the old granary which still stands east of the big
barn. There is today a stove pipe through the roof that
remains from the time they lived there. In 1918, they were
able to live in the house while the barn was being built.
When all the buildings were finally finished, the McMcNaughtons moved in. (During the time of construction, they had been living in the old drugstore in
Brookdale.) Indeed, it seemed that Dave would be there
for the rest of his years. That was not to be.
In 1919 or 1920, he sold his machinery and moved to
the coast. Hector and Edmund Simpson took over the
farm.

By 1924, David was back to farm ag.ain. ~hings were
going quite well up to 1930. Next David decided that a
combine was just what he needed, and so, he purchased
one of the first combines (a Holt Caterpillar) in the
district. But following the combine around all day in his
car, and helping to adjust it, proved to be too much for
David McNaughton. He would die that night of a heart
attack. His second wife passed away in 1936.
Upon David's death, his son James managed the farm
until 1934, when he left for California to study medicine.
David's son-in-law, William A. Ramsay, farmed it
from 1934 to 1949; his grandson, John D. Ramsay, from
1949 to 1981; and his great-grandson, Malcolm M.
Ramsay, at present.
His descendants are:
Elizabeth Ramsay of Neepawa, Manitoba (husband
William deceased) and her family: John and wife Ester,
their five children, and one grandchild; Robb and wife
Addie, and their two children; and Betty and husband
Richard, and their son.
Minnie Claxton of Toronto, Ontario (husband John
deceased); no family.
Annie and husband Dr. Oscar Reinmuth of Austin,
Texas and their son: Dr. and Mrs. Reinmuth, and their
three children.
Dr. James McNaughton of San Marino, California
(wife Lois deceased) and his family: Dr. and Mrs. James
McNaughton Jr., and their two girls; Dr. and Mrs. John
McNaughton, and their two girls; Dr. and Mrs. Berwyn
Smith (nee Katherine McNaughton), and their son; and
Janice McNaughton.

lady, Mrs. Ella Madsen. Betty completed her Grade XII
in St. Norbert, Manitoba. She lives on a dairy farm south
of St. Norbert with husband Richard. She owns four
horses and boards several more. At the present time she is
Head .Technician, Radio Pharmacy, Health Science
Centre.
Edith Mae McPhedran was born in June, 1957. In
attendance was Dr. George Lambertson and Nurse Edith
McCallum (after whom our Edith was named). A firm
school grounding, was received by her having had Miss
Hazel Kellington as her Grade I teacher. Edith was also
very interested in horses, and her horses shared the
McDougall pasture. In 1969 Edith attended St. Norbert
school until Grade X, when she attended the private
school of Balmoral Hall. Edith was interested in all
sports but excelled in basketball. She travelled to Europe
with her school and again in 1977 she toured Great
Britain and Europe with her girlfriend. Today, she and
husband, Sheldon, live in Inglis, Manitoba. Edith enjoys
rural life and has purchased purebred Chesapeake dogs
and four Arabian horses.
Dr. Jack McPhedran was a most dedicated
Veterinarian. He was the first in his profession in
Manitoba, to "fly to his patients". In winter he was able
to taxi to the barn! Jack started the first artificial semen
centre (using frozen semen) in the province. He was and
still is active in the Air Cadet movement (Past President
for Manitoba). He served two years as President of
Neepawa Royal Canadian Legion; President of the local

DR. JACK AND MABEL McPHEDRAN
by Mabel McPhedran

On June 2, 1950, Dr. Jack and Mabel McPhedran
arrived in Neepawa to set up a private practice in
veterinary medicine. They moved into an upstairs suite,
the downstairs occupied by C.E.G. (Gren) and Pat Bates.
Gren was the Agronomist for the district.
In July 1951, Marilou was welcomed by Dr. Alex
Howden (a kind and gentle Practitioner). Marilou
received an excellent start in school by having Miss Hazel
Kellington as her Grade I teacher. Marilou was active in
United Church choir and Sunday School, figure skating,
drama, band, 4-H, eventually while completing her
Grade XII in Neepawa, she was President of Student
Council. She then took two years honors psychology at
U. of Winnipeg, received her B.A. from U. of Toronto,
and her law degree from Osgoode Hall, Toronto. At
present she is Health Advocate for the city of Toronto.
Dr. George Lambertson delivered our Betty Ann in
March, 1954. Betty will be remembered for her love of
horses. At age five she owned "Billie", a black and white
Shetland pony. Our very dear family friend, Miss Leigh
McDougall loaned us the beautiful property down the hill
from her home, and our home on Ada Street. The white
board fence built by Dr. McPhedran for his daughter's
horses, remains there today. Betty disliked school until
Grade IV, when she was taught by a most understanding

Dr. Jack, Mari/OII, Edith Mae, Betty Ann, Mabel.

Flying Club; member of Lions Club; and Manager of the
Neepawa Airport for six years. Jack started the Aerial
Spray and Charter Company which is now owned and
operated by Gordon Murray of Neepawa. He ran twice as
a candidate for the Conservative party in Neepawa
constituency. Now, as Director of Veterinary Services for
the Province of Manitoba, Jack has been the instigator of
the Public Animal Hospital program and is extensively
involved in their development.
Mabel McPhedran was back-up person for her family's
activities. She assisted with small animal operations,
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Neepawa 75th celebrations - Dr. McPhedran, lack McCallum, Dr.
lakobson, Dr. Domegan, Dick McKenzie, Myrtle McKenzie, Dr. Tom
Dobson. Front: Borga lakobson, Edith McCallum, Katherine
Domegan, Mabel McPhedran, Eileen Dobson, Lorna lakobson.

Mr. and Mrs. Donald MacPherson.

directed calls by telephone and later two-way radio. She
took an active role in the Figure Skating Association; 4H; Girl Guides and Brownies; Flying Club (taking
preliminary pilot lessons); Light Horse Association;
Sunday School teacher; Home and School Association,
and last but not least ... Golf. Today, Mabel is involved
with the International Toastmistress Clubs, and an active
member of the National Association of Parliamentarians.
Jack and Mabel are enjoying life at "The Anchorage",
St. Norbert, Manitoba, in this year 1982.

derson) one mile west of Neepawa. Amy (Mrs. Arnold)
lives east of Neepawa. Luella (Mrs. Harris) and Evelyn
(Mrs. MacDonald) live in Ontario. Evelyn still resides on
the old homestead where Mr. MacPherson was born. His
father, Roderick MacPherson had homesteaded it. It is
still farmed by a grandson.

DONALD MacPHERSON FAMILY
by Isabel Anderson

Mr. and Mrs. Donald MacPherson and their family of
five girls came to Neepawa from OriIlia, Ontario in
March 1917. It was spring and water was lying
everywhere. A sixth daughter was born to them the
following September.
Mr. MacPherson was a blacksmith by trade. He had
come to Neepawa the fall of 1916 to visit his brothers-inlaw, George and Herb Peeler. Mr. MacPherson was a
victim of asthma. During his visit with the Peelers, he felt
so much better that he decided to move to Manitoba. He
and his family settled in the Glendale district where they
lived for many years.
After the fall work was finished on the farm, Mr.
MacPherson got work with Duncan McGregor, a wellknown Neepawa blacksmith, for the winter months,
returning to his farm in the spring.
In the fall of 1942 he bought the shop at Mentmore
from Ken McDougall. He remained there until well on in
years. Mrs. MacPherson passed away in 1957, and Mr.
MacPherson in 1959.
Three of his family still live in the area. Edna (Mrs.
Nagle) lives in the Gordon district. Isabel (Mrs. An638

JOHN McRAE FAMILY
by Mel Potter

John McRae was born in Ashfield, Huron County,
Ontario. He married Elizabeth Cameron at Woodside.
Her father (Mr. Kenneth Cameron) was the second
Postmaster at Woodside in 1881. John's mother (Mrs.
McRae) was one of the first white women to settle along
the Saskatchewan Trail, north-west of Portage la Prairie
in 1872.
They had nine children. Donald was born in 1881,
Mary in 1884, Grace in 1886, Catherine in 1887, Robena
in 1889. These five were all born on the family farm at
Woodside.
In 1892 they moved to Neepawa where they bought a
farm. It was there that Marion, Alexander, Hugh and
Hester were born. John McRae died in 1911. Mrs. McRae
moved to Neepawa and lived in town for many years with
the younger children. Later she moved to Winnipeg.
Alex lost his life in the First World War (1914-1918).
Mary McRae worked in Neepawa in 1903 in the Mcintosh
Merchant Tailor Shop. In 1905 she married George
Potter.
The only remaining members of the family are Marion
in Vancouver and Hester in Victoria, B.C.

Mountain Ave., Neepawa, i903. George Faryon, ?, Will Dreavor, Mary McRae, Miss Robinson (Mrs. C. T. Pedlar), ida Willowby, ?, Jas. Mcintosh.
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GEORGES AND JOY NADEAU
by Georges Nadeau

Georges Nadeau was born April 22, 1927 in Thetford
Mines, Quebec; the second child of Louis and Leda
Nadeau. An older sister, Rita still resides in Montreal.
His parents died while he was very young and he was
raised by an aunt.
Upon leaving school, Georges joined the Armed Services. His first introduction to Manitoba was his posting
to Churchill in 1948. There he met his wife-to-be, Joy
Hipwell. They were married in Neepawa in 1953. At that
time, Georges was still serving in the Canadian Intelligence Corps where he was stationed in many
locations throughout Canada and Europe.
Joy was born in Neepawa on April 30, 1932 and is the
only child of Justin and "Bee" Hipwell. She took her
schooling in Arden and St. Mary's Academy in Winnipeg. After graduation she was employed as a civilian
secretary to the Colonel at Fort Churchill.
In 1963, Georges chose to leave the service and they
decided to establish their residence in Neepawa in 1965
where they eventually became owners of Hips Fruit
Flavoured Syrups and operated a raw furs and hide
business from which they retired in 1976.
Georges and Joy have three children, Alan born in
Neepawa, Suzanne and Elaine born in Ottawa, Ontario.
Alan and his wife Gail reside in Calgary, Alberta;
Suzanne, who is Mrs. Leonard Nicholson, lives in
Neepawa, and Elaine, who is Mrs. Murray Smyth, resides
in Calgary also.
Georges and Joy are the proud grandparents of two
grandsons from their daughters and at the time of
writing, Alan and Gail are expecting their first child.

J.W. NELSON FAMILY
by Orval Nelson

In the spring of 1889 John Wellington Nelson and
family arrived from near Fenelon Falls, Ontario. They
settled in the Municipality of Langford on the NE 1/42814-14, six miles east of Neepawa along a dirt road which
has now become part of the Yellowhead Highway.
John Wellington Nelson was born in 1852 at Lakefield,
Ontario, and his wife Elizabeth Ann (nee Black) was born
in 1862 in the Black School District on the old Black
homestead near Woodville, Ontario. They were married
at the above mentioned homestead in 1882.
When they arrived in Neepawa district, the family
consisted of Robert Milford - 1883, and Lottie May 1885, both born in Victoria County, Ontario. Another
daughter, Greta Victoria was born at Neepawa in 1897.
Wellington, as Mr. Nelson was always known, had
purchased the quarter of land on which they settled from
Mr. Tom Everall, 20 acres was all that had been broken.
The balance was solid bush and a big slough. After the
first year of coping with the mosquitoes and clearing
more land, the Nelsons considered moving back to
Ontario, but found that they did not have enough money
to do so. They remained, making a success of farming.
The Nelsons brought with them a car load consisting of
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Wellington and Elizabeth
Nelson, 1885.

The Homestead home of Wellington Nelson (1898). Left to Right: Mrs.
Wellington Nelson, Lottie, Greta, Wellington, Alfred Lamb (friend of
family), Sara (sister of Mrs. Nelson), Robert.

four horses, a few cows, and some equipment and
household goods. During the next few years, Mr. Nelson
with the help of neighbors, especially the Ritchie
brothers, Josh and Jack, managed to clear the bush and
break up another 125 acres on 28-14-14. Also the purchase of the SW 11427-14-14 from Mr. James Pollock
increased their holdings to 320 acres.
During the earlier years there was a lot of hard manual
labor, such as picking tree stumps and stones. The Nelson
farm was not considered stoney but there were several
large stones, many of which were used at a later time for
the foundation construction of a new house. More log
buildings became necessary, and many happy times
occured at barn raising bees when the neighboars turned
out to help, after which a shindig or dance would be held.
Wellington was quite popular, and in great demand as he
was very good with the fiddle. He played for dances all
around the local area.
The district where the Nelsons settled became known as
the Inkerman School District. The Nelson farm was on
the border line between Union and Inkerman School

Districts. When Robert and Lottie started school they
went to Union for some years in the 1890's before
Inkerman came into being.
It might be noted that Mr. John Black who lived across
the road was a brother of Mrs. Wellington Nelson.
Another connection of the family, Robert McLaughlin,
half-brother to Wellington, lived in the same area before
moving to the Bear Creek country.
By the time that 1902 came along, the Nelsons had
done so well, they were able to build a large new frame
house on the same spot where the old log house had been.
A couple of years later a large new frame barn was
constructed. Wellington always arranged to have many
good horses on hand, some of these horses were yellow in
color, called buckskins. They were quite lively and also
could be quite stubborn at times. Several head of cattle
were kept, but strange as it may seem, Wellington did not
milk cows. Mrs. Nelson did the milking until young
Robert learned to do the job, at the age of seven or eight.
Robert had to learn a lot of things at an early age because
his father did not have much faith in all the new-fangled
machines which were coming out with seats on them. He
preferred the walking plow or any other equipment that
you had to walk behind. The result was, that when a new
Massy-Harris binder with a seat on it was purchased,
young Bob had to learn to operate it, as he did with the
gang plow.

Orville, Bruce (Standing) Morley, Mother, Dad, Marion (Seated).

Lottie was the first of Wellington's family to get
married. Lottie married Mr. David Pollock in 1909. They
had a nice farm home located on the west half of 26-1414. David's family farmed one mile west of the Nelsons,
and like the Nelsons had come west from Ontario about
the same time, when David was a young boy. Lottie and
David had gone to Union school together, and now
Inkerman school was located on the NE corner of their
farm. Also the Inkerman church, built in 1904, was near
the school on the other side of the highway. David and
Lottie had a daughter Eva Victoria who died in infancy.
A son, Gordon Nelson Pollock who served overseas in
the R.C.A.F. during World War II, after which he
purchased his father's farm. In 1947 Gordon married
Miss Audrey Strutt of England. After farming for a few
years, Gordon joined the R.C.A.F. again. He stayed
until reaching retirement age. There were three sons,
Raymond, Earl and Lome. Gordon and Audrey still live
in Winnipeg, Gordon being employed by the Provincial
Government. Gordon's mother (Lottie) died in 1924, and
his father (David) in 1969.
Robert, the second of Wellington's family, was
married in 1912 to Elizabeth Jane Young of Neepawa. At
this time Wellington and Elizabeth moved in to Neepawa
leaving the operation of the farm to the newlyweds,
Robert and Elizabeth. The latter were to remain on the
farm until 1947. Several children were born: Helen
Victoria 1913-14; Orval born 1914; Robert Bruce 1916;
Olive 1918, died 1941; Marion 1921; Lawrence 1924,
(died an infant); Morley 1927. Mrs. Robert Nelson
(Elizabeth) died in Neepawa in 1967, and Robert died in
1976.
Marion was the first of Robert and Elizabeth's family
to get married. She married Georg'e Roland Drysdale in
1940. They farmed in the local area until 1956 when they
moved to Winnipeg, then to Kelowna, B.C. in 1975. Five
children were born: Lynne, Valerie, Ken, Calvin and
Lori.
Orval married Janet Smith Hogg in 1948 in England
whom he had met while serving with the R.C.A.F. in
1941. They have lived in Toronto for twenty-four years,
where Orval reached retirement age from the R.C.A.F.,
and also the Federal Government. They have two
children, Colleen and Roy.
Morley, the last son of Robert and Elizabeth Nelson,
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married Helen Sawatsky of Letellier, Manitoba in 1953.
They presently live in Winnipeg and have three
daughters, Jaqueline Gwen, Brenda Marlene and Pamela
Gail.
Greta Victoria, the third and last of Wellington's
family to marry, was married in 1920 to John Basset in
Neepawa. John Basset was a veteran of World War I,
and he suffered from the results of poison gas during the
war. After they were married, Greta and John moved to
Lethbridge to live. While there a son, Ivan John was born
in 1921. They came back to Neepawa to live, during
which time another son, Raymond Miller was born in
1925. Greta's mother passed away in 1926, after which
her father Wellington lived with the Bassets in Neepawa.
As John's health got worse, the Bassets moved East to
Toronto where John received medical attention in the
Veteran's hospital.
John Basset passed away in 1927 and Greta went to live
at Cannington, Ontario, which was John's home, and
where he is buried. Greta's father Wellington, went east
from Neepawa to live with her. He died at the age of 97 in
1949, and was returned to Neepawa for burial.
Greta is still living in Cannington at this time. Her son
Ivan John lives in Ottawa with his wife Jean and four
children. The other son Ray and wife Barbara and three
children live in Toronto.

ROBERT NEWTON FAMILY
by Bob and Mary Newton

Robert and Mary Newton moved to the Glendale
district from Kelwood in 1957, having purchased the
farm of James Sinclair originally known as the George
Little farm. It was a return to the Neepawa area for Bob,
who spent the first nine years of his life in the Union
district. He was the eldest son of Arthur and Ella
Newton. Mary was born and grew up in Silver Creek
Municipality near Russell, Manitoba, the daughter of
Roland and Robena Christopher. She ended her teaching
career at Kelwood when she became the wife of Robert in
1947.

There were three sons, Weldon, Bruce and Murray
when they came to Glendale but the fourth son Glen,
arrived in 1962.
Both Bob and Mary have been active in community
organizations.
Bob has served terms on the Boards of the Manitoba
Pool Elevator, (Neepawa) Glendale School, Neepawa
Consumers Co-Op, and Beautiful Plains Agricultural
Society and has been very faithful to the Independent
Order of Odd Fellows, reaching the top when he was
Grand Master of the Jurisdiction of Manitoba in 197879.
Mary has been active in the Beautiful Plains
Agricultural Society (Ladies Section), the Rebekah Lodge
and in 4-H Home Economics and Garden Clubs giving
twenty years leadership there.
The boys received their schooling in Glendale and
Neepawa schools. Weldon received his degree in
Agriculture from the University of Manitoba and after
spending three years in the Peace River area as District
Agriculturist, returned to the family farm in 1972.
Bruce received his degree in Civil Engineering at the
University of Manitoba, and worked in Winnipeg and
Portage la Prairie for a time. He and his wife Helen (nee
MacLachlan) and two children live in Pitt Meadows,
B.C. where he works with B.C. Hydro.
Murray studied Civil Technology at Red River
Community College and after graduating worked in
Winnipeg until he and his wife Donna (nee Bell) joined
the family farm in 1979. Donna teaches Kindgergarten at
Kelwood.
Glen is presently studying Civil Engineering at the
University of Manitoba. He distinguished himself as a
middle distance runner throughout his school days and
into University years.

Newtonfamily -1980. Back Row: Glen, Bruce, Helen, Weldon, Donna,
Murray. Front Row: Bob, Mary, Jennifer (Bruce's daughter), Betty
Beckstead (Bob's sister).

Robert and Mary Newton home - SE 27-14-16.
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THOMAS NEWTON
by Bob and Mary Newton

Thomas Newton and his older brother Robert arrived
from Ontario in the spring of 1879. Thomas homesteaded
SE 30-14-14 in the Union School District, and Robert
homesteaded NE 32-14-14. Thomas Newton worked on
railroad construction between Portage and Brandon
while "proving up" on his homestead. I've heard him tell
of walking to Gladstone and to Portage for mail and
supplies. What a disappointment when a long looked-for
letter wasn't there after that walk!
He apparently lived continuously on the homestead
after February 1882 with a log house being completed in
1883. In March of 1884 he married Elizabeth Moad who
had come with her family from Ontario and travelled
from Winnipeg to this area at the same time as my
grandfather and whose family had settled in the Clanwilliam area. Thomas Newton also homesteaded SW 3014-14. Early in 1900, he purchased and moved to NE 3014-14, again into a log house. He later built a frame
house which is still standing and occupied.
Thomas and Elizabeth Newton raised a family of three
children - Edith was born in 1886, Arthur in 1889, and
John in 1901.
Edith married Joe Garrett and lived for some years in
the area and in Winnipeg, but finally going to Ontario
where she died in 1938 leaving a family of four children,
three of whom still reside in Ontario and one in England.
In 1917 Arthur married Ella May Ford - a young
Ontario girl who had come west and helped in homes in
the area, among them being the James Hall's and Doctor
Poole's. John died in 1924.
Elizabeth Newton died in 1928. A few years later
grandfather left the farm and resided in Neepawa for a
time. He spent a few years at Kelwood with his son
Arthur and family, still able to stook faster than many a
younger man. His last years were spent in the Odd
Fellows Home in Charleswood as he had been a member
of the Neepawa Odd Fellows Lodge. He passed away six
months after his 90th birthday, September 1947.
When Arthur and Ella Newton married they lived

across the road from his father until 1928. There, five of
their family were born - Robert, Alfred, Ivadel, Betty and
Russell. Robert and Alfred started their education in
Union School where their father had received his
schooling. In 1928 they moved to Eden where another
daughter Grace was born. In 1938 they moved to
Kelwood where Arthur passed away in 1942. Ella spent
her last years back in Neepawa, passing away in 1972 in
East View Lodge.
Both Arthur and Ella rest in Riverside Cemetery in the
same plot as Arthur's grandfather, also Thomas Newton
who had come from Ontario and spent his last years with
his son Thomas and family in the Union district.

CHARLES E. AND ELLA A. NICHOLSON
by Ella Nicholson

It takes a good memory to remember the events in your
life back over eighty years. No doubt I will miss a good
many but, though our life was hard at times, we have
lived a good life and it has been very rewarding in many
ways.
Charlie's father, Ed W. Nicholson and his mother Lily
(Hoskin) came west and took up farming where Charlie
was born in 1890, the eldest of a family of two boys and
two girls.
When Charlie was of school age he attended Iroquois
School, then on to Franklin and then to Neepawa high
school where he took his grade XII and XIII, as it was
known then. Wishing to teach school, he was home for a
year and in the winter he cut and drew wood for sale to
help pay for his Normal training in Winnipeg. The next
year he took a school at Wilcox, Saskatchewan where he
taught for two years but his love of the land and the
outdoor life was too strong and he decided to return

Ella and Charlie Nicholson.
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home. He saved his money; I don't know how as teachers
at that time were teaching for the big sum of sixty dollars
a month. However, he was able to buy a quarter section
ofland.
Although Charlie and I had known each other most of
our lives, as a young girl I thought that when he came to
our home at that time on Sundays, it was to play baseball
with my brothers and others. As I remember home at that
time it was not unusual to have twenty or more for
supper. We were all very fond of sports.
My parents were George Kerr and his wife Margaret
(Reilly). They were married in 1888 at Minnedosa then
known as Tanner's Crossing. They returned to my
father's homestead north of Franklin where I was born in
1895, the eldest girl in a family of four boys and four
girls.
As I grew up I attended Coldstream School and then
Franklin School. During those years our district was very
sports minded. We had a very good men's baseball team
and a girls' team. Our two pitchers, Hazel Brown and
Leith McMartin, were hard to beat. I was the catcher all
the years I played. I loved sports and played, besides
baseball, tennis and basketball. In later life it was curling
and skating in the winter months.
When I was sixteen I took the two-year diploma course
at the Manitoba Agricultural College in Winnipeg. The
following year I entered the Winnipeg General Hospital
to take a nurses' training course. The last six months of
my traning was spent in the operating rooms followed by
over a year on staff there. It was hard work as we were
short staffed most of the time as World War I took a
great many of our staff. Then we had the Influenza
epidemic, the like of which we had never known here
before or since. We were on duty from ten to fourteen
hours, until many played out. We lost some of our
nurses. I myself contracted it in November into
December. Like so many, I had pneumonia with it. St.
Peter had the gates open for me but at the last moment he
closed them. I had three months at home before I was
able to return and graduate in 1919.
My parents decided to retire in 1920 and move to
Vancouver, British Columbia. I left the hospital and went
with them as they were building a home on Belmont
Avenue, Point Grey. I spent two months nursing a
patient in the Vancouver Hotel on night duty. It was
quite interesting - partly dodging the night detectives
checking up on the residents. Among other things, I
nursed also in Nanaimo. There, on our day off, I
remember another nurse and I hired a rowboat and
struck off across a short stretch of ocean water to an
abandoned mill and lumber camp. All was well until after
lunch. It was time to return as I was on night duty but,
being country girls, we forgot about the tides and not
knowing much about rowing we set out. The tide was
coming out and we were trying to get to shore. Finally we
made it but we both had visions of a watery grave.
Charlie was thinking that it was time to call a halt to
this running around. He came out to Vancouver and we
were married on February 7, 1922. We came back and
our farming life together began.
It was not a very good beginning. The first summer we
had a very good looking crop with some headed out. It
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was Neepawa Sports Day and extremely hot. Going home
you could see a storm brewing in the west. About midnight, it struck. We were completely hailed out - crop
gone, garden destroyed, even the bark on the poplar trees
on the west sides were stripped; the hail was banked up
against the buildings like snowbanks. Then we ran into
grain rust, then the depression or the 'dirty thirties' as
they were known and and they were tough for everyone.
It was during these years our two sons Bill and Pat
were born. Through it all we weathered the storm and we
had some good times. Iroquois School was our centre.
We had a splendid orchestra made up of the Kellys,
McKees and Mrs. Daisy Piett. They were very generous
with their time. If you brought food, you got in free;
otherwise it was a quarter.
In the meantime Charlie's parents retired to Neepawa
and we bought the home farm where our sons grew up.
Both wanted to farm. Our older son, Bill, after serving
with the R.C.A.F. during the war came home and later
took over the home farm and married Donna Marley.
They now have three daughters: Moira, Norma and
Laurie Dawn and now two grandchildren, Bradley and
Dallis.
Our second son, Patrick, in the meantime had bought
the Richard Lea farm. Later he bought the Harvey
Murdock farm north of Franklin where they now live. He
married Joanne Cowie and they have six of a family:
Leonard, Larry, Patricia Jo, Blaine, Richard and Susanand now six grandchildren.
Charlie and I retired in 1950, built a home in Neepawa
and entered into the life of the town. Charlie was on the
board of the United Church and also on the Parks Board
for many years. He joined Rotary and became a
dedicated member. I belong to our church, the Inner
Wheel which is very active and for many years I belonged
to the Registered Nurses Association and the Women's
Institute.
During our retirement years we did considerable
travelling. We attended about twelve Rotary International Conventions. Usually we stayed about a
month in the country and took tours of the area. After
Nice, France we toured seven different countries.
Leaving Europe from Basel, Switzerland by boat up the
Rhine river to Rotterdam, across the channel to England.
We travelled by bus, train, air and boat. While in Hawaii
we visited four of the islands, flew over a volcano that
was erupting. Through the years we attended the conventions from Nice, France to Mexico City, from Hawaii
to Atlantic City and in between including two in our own
country, Toronto and Montreal.
Though you travel about, you are not so far from folk
you know. We were on the train going from Italy tc
Austria and Mrs. Asper and a friend were in the next
compartment. She was a former Neepawa resident. The!'
in England we were going on a bus tour of Shakespean
country and who should be sitting in the front seat bUI
Mrs. Asper. Another time in Cannes, France we were OUI
to dinner with another couple and were walking past ar
outdoor restaurant when I saw a woman with a maph
leaf pin on. I said "Hello Canada"; she wanted to kno"
where we were from. When I said Neepawa she took ofl
to a table where several men were sitting and brough

back her husband by the name of Elmer Gee - born and
raised a few miles from our home. In our youth we had
known him very well.
Before we left France I visited for the second time the
grave of my brother Oscar Kerr who died February 11,
1916 of wounds during the first World War. In a
beautifully kept cemetery a lady told me the children of
the church on Sunday morning come to the cemetery at
Bailluil and tidy it up, gather any dead flowers and so on.
A gang of men were there that day and were scrubbing
the headstones to take off the years of smoke and
weathering.
Charlie enjoyed the work the Rotary Club does
throughout the world for the betterment of the human
race. He seldom missed a session at the conventions. The
evenings were mostly devoted to entertainment, each
country giving of their best talent and the friendships
made, lasted through the years.

NICHOLSON FAMILY
by John Nicholson

James A. Nicholson (1830-1907) from Hexham,
Durham County, Northumberland in the northeast of
England, came to Manitoba in 1888. He purchased land,
the north half of 3-15-16 in the Rural Municipality of
Rosedale, from the Northwest Mortgage and Loan
Company. He was the first Nicholson in the Neepawa
and Franklin area.
James and his wife Mary Ann Clapham had eight
children, two of whom came to the Neepawa area.
Edward William Nicholson (1863-1937), the eldest son,
came to Canada in 1887 to live at Strathroy, Ontario. In
1889 he married Lillian Hoskin of Strathroy, and that
same year came to Neepawa. Edward bought the farm
from his father and was the first of the Nicholsons to
actually make his home in the area. Mrs. Nicholson was a
true pioneer; helping at times of birth, sickness, and
death; always had a place for a passerby to stay; and was
known for miles around.
Edward and Lillie had a family of four: Charles Ed-

Nicholson Family. Right to Left: Clifford, Melvin, Linda, Joan, Lois,
Fred, Bill. Seated: Dorothy and Jack.

ward, Frederick James, Alice Maud and Edith May
Marguerite.
Charles (1890-1978) married Ella Kerr in 1922 at
Vancouver. They farmed at Franklin, took over his
father's farm, moved eventually to the town of Neepawa.
They had two sons, William (1923) and Patrick (1924).
William (Bill) served overseas with the R.C.A.F. in
World War II. He married Donna Marley in 1950. They
now own the original farm and continue to occupy the
original fieldstone house built by Edward. They have
three girls: Moira, Norma and Laurie. If Laurie takes
over the farm from her father, it will be five generations
of ownership.
Pat married Joanne Cowie in 1949. They continue to
farm in the Franklin district. They have six children:
Leonard, Larry, Patricia, C. Blaine, Richard and Susan.
James Nicholson born in 1895 at Bridge Creek,
married Hilda E. Bruce in 1924 at Seattle, Washington.
They lived at Springhill on the northeast quarter of 15-1516. Their only child, Ella Lorraine, was born there in
1928. In 1928 the family returned to Seattle. Jim was a
great entertainer with his step dancing and imitation of
Charlie Chaplin and his monkey suit. Most places were
sold out if he was going to be on stage. James continues
to live in retirement in Seattle. Lorraine married Edward
Marek in 1956 and have two sons, Bruce and Craig.
Alice M. (1902-1964) never married. She was a teacher
and a registered nurse. She served overseas during World
War II and on her return was employed at Deer Lodge
Hospital, Winnipeg. Now deceased, she is buried in
Riverside Cemetery, Neepawa.
Edith M. died in infancy in 1900.
Frederick James Nicholson (1869-1946), the second
son of James to come to Canada, arrived here in 1893.
He lived with his brother Edward until 1897 when he
bought his own land, NW 20-16-16 in the Rural
Municipality of Rosedale. This land was one mile west of
Polonia village. He married Lucy Macy in 1898. They
had nine children. The first two, Stanley M. and Madge,
were born at this first homesite and remember well their
childhood with the Smith, Prawdzik, Birch, and Popien
children. The family moved to Springhill district in 1905
and lived on the SE 1/4 16-15-16. The next three children,
Dorothy, John and Marjorie were born there.
This was getting near the end of the Remittance Man
Era. Remittance men were young men sent out by their
families for various reasons, but labelled misfits and
spendthrifts. This, however, was not always so, because
for the most part they were well mannered and well
dressed. They received a quarterly remittance from
home, hence the name Remittance Man.
The family's next move was to the Franklin district, to
SE 32-14-16 in the Rural Municipality of Langford where
the last four children, Alfred, Herbert, Kathleen and
Gwendolyn were born.
Stanley (1899-1964) married Bertha McGillivray in
1929 and had one daughter Mabel, who died in early
infancy. They lived on a farm NE 17-14-16 in the Rural
Municipality of Langford near the Glendale district.
Madge, born in 1902, was a graduate of the Portage la
Prairie Normal School and taught school at McCreary
and at the C.N.I.B. in Winnipeg. She married Frederick
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McConnell in 1936. They had no children. She resides at
Ochre River, Manitoba.
.
Dorothy was born in 1905. She graduated from the
Winnipeg General Hospital as a registered nurse in 1928.
She married Percy Winter in 1938. They had no children.
She continues to reside in Winnipeg.
John Nicholson, born at Springhill in 1907, married
Dorothy Stewart in 1934. They still live on a farm at
. Neepawa and have seven children.
Joan married Daune Yerex. They live at Neepawa and
have three children, Kimberly, Brian, and Catherine.
Clifford married Eleanor Pasosky. They have no
children, reside in Neepawa. Melvin married Janet
Malcolm and they have three children, Patrick, M.
Bruce, and Susan. They farm land in the Rural
Municipality of Rosedale. William (Bill) married Linda
Anderson. They have two children, Robert and Kristine.
They live in Winnipeg. Linda married Ronald Crooks.
They have two sons, Jeffrey and Kevin, and live in
Gladstone. Lois married Robin Hulme. They have two
sons, Martin and Russell. They live in Neepawa.
Frederick married Nicole Mankowicz. They live in
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan and have one child, Mathew
John.
Marjorie, fifth child of Fred and Lucy, born in 1908,
married Ralph Mitchell in 1940 in Winnipeg. They now
live in retirement at The Pas. They have one daughter,
Marjorie, who married Murray Potter. They live in
Edmonton and have two children, Patricia and Murray.
Alfred Nicholson was never married. He was killed in
action during World War II at Falaise, August 12, 1944.
Herbert born in 1915, a veteran of World War II,
married Anne Elder in Winnipeg in 1950. They have two
sons, David and James. David married Anita Piepayka.
The family all reside in Winnipeg.
Kathleen, born in 1919, never married. She died in
1950 and is interred at Riverside Cemetery, Neepawa.
Gwendolyn, last child of Fred and Lucy, was born in
1921. She never married. She resides in Winnipeg.
This brings the Nicholson heritage down to the
grandsons and granddaughters of the present day, 1981.
In closing, I would like to pay tribute to Dr. William
Coad, Franklin, Manitoba and Dr. Roy Martin of
Neepawa, who brought most of us into the world and
treated our ailments until their own retirement in, I
believe, the mid or late thirties.

LEONARD AND SUZANNE NICHOLSON
by Suzanne Nicholson

Len was born in Neepawa on May 21, 1950. He is the
eldest child of Pat and Joanne Nicholson of Franklin,
Manitoba.
He attended school at Iroquois, Franklin and came to
Neepawa Collegiate Institute in Grade IX. Upon leaving
school, he moved to Dryden, Ontario where he began his
career as a partsman with J.A. Keddy Limited. Later, he
transferred to Winnipeg and worked there until 1978.
Len married Suzanne Nadeau on April 16, 1977 and
they moved to Neepawa a year later where Len began
work with Steve's Sales and Service. He now works at
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Murray's Garage where he has been employed in the
Parts Department for the past four years.
Suzanne was born April 1, 1956 in Ottawa and is the
second child of Georges and Joy Nadeau. She lived in
Ottawa, Fredericton and Montreal before coming to
Neepawa in 1965. While attending high school, she was
employed at the Agassiz Drive-Inn and Williams TomBoy. After graduation she worked in Winnipeg at
Manitoba Hydro for four years. Upon returning to
Neepawa in 1978, she worked part-time at the Neepawa
Golf Course until obtaining permanent employment with
the Land Titles Office.
Len and Suzanne have one son, Kenneth Charles, who
was born on January 21, 1981. They reside at 387
Davidson Street in a house that was built by Suzanne's
father.

ROBERT GEORGE AND
MARGARET AMELIA NORTH
by Fred J. North

Robert George North was one of a family of twelve
born to Cunningham and Mary Ann North in 1879 in
Norville, Ontario. An older brother Will, and a sister,
Mrs. Joel Williams, remained in Toronto when the rest of
the family i:noved west in 1895 and settled near Franklin,
Manitoba.
George married Margaret Amelia (Millie) Lawford in
1903. Millie was born to George and Margaret Lawford
in 1878 in Carleton Place. Ont. She came west with her
parents about 1900, settling in an area just south of
Gladstone, Man.
Life was not easy for the newlyweds. George had just
passed into Grade 3 when he quit school, while Millie
finished Grade 5. George worked for the C.N.R. as a
Section Hand and First Man. By the time their eighth
child had arrived, the family was quite well off and the
future looked encouraging.
After the First World War, George decided to take up
a homestead. He found land in the Erickson district near
Clear Lake, but misfortune struck when he hurt himself
trying to save a much needed horse that was injured. The
move back to Franklin in 1926 seemed to be the answer
and George turned to carpentry. He continued in that
work throughout the depression, often earning as little as
twenty-five cents per hour while supplying his own tools,
transportation, and room and board. He retired in 1939,
built a house in Franklin where he lived until his death in
1943. He was buried in Neepawa Cemetery.
George and Millie bore ten children. Thomas George
was the first, born in 1904. He died at the age of 20 years
in a threshing accident near Alexander, Manitoba in
1924.
Mary Ella Mae was born in 1909 and died at the age of
63 years. She won a Teacher's Certificate from the
Normal School in Winnipeg before marrying Alfred
Thoren of Erickson in 1933. She . lived an active and
rewarding life as a school teacher and the mother of four.
Margaret Hazel was the oldest girl, born in 1906. She
married Richard Taylor in 1937. They farmed at Mentmore and Brookdale, and now live in Neepawa.

photographer. After a few years near Neepawa, they
moved to Sylvan Lake, Alberta, where they still reside.
Annie Marion was born in 1921. She married Victor
Turner in 1945. They have farmed near Neepawa since
that time. Annie works at East View Lodge but they still
live on the family farm.
After raising a family of ten children, and burying her
husband, Millie North sold her house in Franklin and
bought one in Neepawa. She kept a boarding-house there
until at the age of 89, she moved to East View Lodge
when it opened in 1967. In the Lodge she kept active,
cheerful and mentaIIy alert, failing eyesight being her
cross to bear. She passed away in 1978 at the age of 99
years and three months, and was buried in Neepawa
Cemetery beside her husband.
We, the remaining members of her family, wish to
extend our gratitude to the Neepawa community for the
respect and support given to our Mother, and keeping the
family together by having special gatherings on each
successive birthday and anniversary.

FRANK AND ROSE NOVAK
by The Family

R.G. North Family. Left to Right: Frederick John, Annie Marion, Ida
Florence, Violet Elsie, Harriet Winnijred, Mary Ella May, Margaret
Hazel, Ada Amelia, Alfred James. Seated: Parents Robert George and
Margaret Amelia.

Harriet Winnifred was born in 1911. She married
Thomas Henry Martin in 1933, a double wedding with
sister Mary. They farmed near Oberon, left the farm to
their son Vincent, and moved into their dream home in
Neepawa. Harriet is the poet in the family.
Violet Elsie was born in 1912. She married Joseph
Wesley Sinclair in 1938. They farmed in Saskatchewan
and near Brookdale. They are now retired and live in
Brandon.
Ida Florence was born in 1914. She married Ralph
Graham in 1940. They farmed near Neepawa and
Brookdale until moving to Neepawa where they are now
retired.
Frederick John was born in 1916. He married Vivian
Mary Jones of Brookdale in 1940 in Windsor, Ontario.
He spent 5 1/2 years in the R.C.A.F. After the war he
received his B.Sc.A., B. Paed., and B. Ed. from the
University of Manitoba and an M. Ed. from Lexington,
Ky., U.S.A. He taught four years in Manitoba before
accepting a caII to the N.W.T. where he worked as a
teacher, Vice-Principal and Principal for 22 years. They
are now retired to Vivian's family farm near Brookdale,
Man.
Alfred James was born in 1917. He married Winnifred
Seaborn in 1948 after nearly 6 years in the armed forces,
serving in both England and France. He farmed under
V.L.A. near Brookdale until they moved into town. They
still reside in Brookdale.
Ada Amelia was born in 1919. She married Claude
Fiskel in 1944 after a stint in the R.C.A.F. as a

Frank and Rose came to the Neepawa district in 1917.
Frank was born in Poland in 1889 and Rose in 1890 at
Hun's Valley. They were married in 1910 and settled in
Elk Ranch. Mr. and Mrs. Novak had 12 children: 6 sons,
Paul, Alex, Edward, Issac, Gilbert and Jack; 6
daughters, Katherine, twins Evelyn and Dorothy, Teresa,
Eva and Beatrice. The family moved to Glendale district
in 1918 and Paul, Kay and Alex attended Stoney Creek
school. The family then moved 5 miles north of
Neepawa, and the rest of the children attended Mountain
View School. Hardships at home made it necessary for
the older children to go out to work or help at home. Like
many families, brothers and sisters worked and played
together to make their own fun!
Paul married Jean Oakley, and they had nine children:
Larry, Dennis, Arnold, Janet, Paulette, Yvonne, Debbie,

Frank and Rose Novak and family.
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Chris and Randy. Paul and Jean had their own farm in
Mountain View dIstrict. They started farming in 1941.
Alex works with Manitoba Telephones, and Edward
lives in New Westminster, is married and he and his wife
Marie have two children, Pamela and Miles.
Issac works with Manitoba Hydro and he and his wife
Jean had two children, Tony and Marlene.
Gilbert lives in Scarborough, Ontario, works for Good
Roads Department. He and his AIda have two children,
Jamie and Shawn.
Jack works in school maintenance in Brampton,
Ontario. He and his wife Claire have three sons, Dale,
Lance and Colin.
Katherine married Stanley Levandosky. Kay and Stan
farmed for forty years and have now retired to Neepawa.
They had seven children, Jim, Robert, Willie, Michael,
Steven, Dorothy and Bonita.
Dorothy married Jerry Berard and now lives in Los
Angeles.
Evelyn married Lawrence Kasprick. They farmed for
years north of the correction line, then retired to
Neepawa. Evelyn died in 1981. They have four sons,
Cyril, Donny, Edwin and Murray, and four daughters,
Virginia, Elizabeth, Irene, Berna.
Teresa married Peter Dyck and they live in Winnipeg.
They have three children, Karen, Robbie and Shirley.
Eva married Nick Zomar and they live in Courtney,
B.C. They have two children, Mary and Timmie.
Beatrice is home caring for her mother. Won't it be
nice if we all get together in 1983!

Paul Novak Family.

THE JOHN ORR FAMILY
by Mrs. Diane McCord (nee Orr)

John Orr arrived in Winnipeg in 1881 from Norval,
Ontario (approximately thirty miles northwest of
Toronto). He was born in Peel County. He and his family
had resided on a farm close to Norval from 1866-1881 in
Halton County. This property was willed to John Orr by
a relative (probably a great uncle) also named John Orr in
a most interesting and detailed will, dated February 13,
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John Orr Family. Back Row, Left to Right: Wesley, Florence, David,
Wellington, Jane. Front Row: John W. (Jr.), Mary Ann, Emily, John
(Sr.), Ephraim.

1828. The will is stored in the Archives of Ontario in
Toronto.
It is believed, though not factually proved thus far,
that the ancestors of John Orr emigrated from County
Tyrone, Northern Ireland, sailed to New York and
shortly thereafter made their way to York (now Toronto)
in 1818.
The house that John Orr and family occupied near
Norval still stands and has been well cared for and
renovated over the years.
Besides himself, the family consisted of his wife Mary
Ann (nee Henderson), five sons, John W. Jr., Ephraim,
David, Wellington and Wesley, and two daughters
Florence and Jane (Jennie). Emily, a young, homeless,
girl was adopted by the family sometime after they were
settled in Manitoba.
No doubt John Orr felt the call to come west, with five
sons nearly ready to obtain land of their own. The Land
Act of 1872 made free land grants available or
homesteads of 160 acres to persons twenty-one years of
age or over or heads of families.
According to a magazine The Colonist of September
1896, John Orr arrived in western Manitoba in company
of Pete McMartin, George Mack, Dan McCurdy and
joined John Begley and George Kerr, already there.
Stories handed down in the family relate that John Orr
walked west from Winnipeg in the company of a few
others. He travelled as far as Shoal Lake and returned to
the Franklin area, feeling this area to be prime farmland.
He applied for a Homestead Grant on May 16, 1884 for
NE 12-15-17, located about two miles west of Franklin.
By this time he had constructed a house of logs 22x28
feet, a hennery, a granary, a blacksmith's shop and had
thirty acres under cultivation.
In 1885 John Orr called the first meeting to organize a
school district. Coldstream school was established in
1886. Many early Methodist church services were he~d ~n
John Orr's home, until the Methodist church was bUIlt III
Franklin.
It is noted in The Colonist of 1896 that John Orr,

William Sharpe and Robert Porter made trips into the
Riding Mountains to cut large quantitites of firewood
which was then shipped to several points along the line. It
becomes apparent that John Orr was a hardy man of
fairly large physical stature. In an article submitted to the
Jubilee News by Mr. John Kerr at the time of the
Manitoba Diamond Jubilee was this statement; "John
Orr Sr. could toss a caber it took good men to turn
over".
The death of John Orr occurred on July 15, 1908. Part
of his obituary as it appeared in the Minnedosa Tribune
at the time is included here. He was predeceased by his
wife Mary Ann in 1903.
"Another pioneer of this district has been called to his
long home. His death occurred yesterday at his residence
near Franklin, of no particular disease, just a general
break up of the system from the weight of his four score
years and, although his death has been expected for some
time, it caused a shock to and is keenly felt by his large
family.
The deceased was of a kindly and genial disposition
and was esteemed by all with whom he came in contact.
He was a Methodist in religion and a strenuous worker
for the church. In politics he was a Conservative."

Wellington Orr and
Minnie.

Ida married Dr. Alfred Van. There were four
children:- Bill, Hazel Dillabough, Marjorie Beadreau and
Dr. Earl Van. Dr. A. Van and Ida are buried in Indian
Head, Sask.
Norman married Marion Hunt and resided in Flin
Flon. They had two daughters Irene and Alice.
Clarence married Victoria Ward. They have one son
Gerald, who married Maxine Speir and they in turn have
twins sons Murray and Melvin. This family all reside on a
farm near Franklin, Man. where Gerald currently
manages the family farm.
Hugh John married Gladys Horn, but they were
subsequently divorced. There were no children.
Roy married Jean Ward. They have one son Donald
who sold the family farm near Franklin. All three
currently reside in Brandon, Man.
There is a family story passed down that John W. Orr
was involved in running supplies to the Riel Rebellion.
He drove a team of horses. John passed away in 1921,
followed by his wife in 1935.

THE FLORENCE ORR AND
DANIEL McCURDY FAMILY
Florence was born in 1866. She married Daniel McCurdy and they lived on the South-west 1/4 of Section
13, Twp 15, Range 17W, near Franklin. There were four
children: Laura (Mrs. Guy Gordon), Ernie (died in infancy), Lena (1893-1948), and Elsie (Mrs. Gordon
Cook). Florence passed away in 1937 and was interred in
Minnedosa Cemetery.

THE JANE ORR AND
JAMES FERGUSON F AMIL Y
THE WELLINGTON ORR FAMILY
Well Orr was born in 1864. He married Mary Jane
(Minnie) Gallagher but had no family. They farmed in
the Franklin district for some years, however, he was
plagued by poor health. He sold his farm and retired to
the West Coast of B.C. with his wife. He passed away in
1920 predeceased by his wife in 1919.

Jane (Jennie) was born in 1870 and married James
Ferguson in 1891. They had five children: Wes (killed in
World War I), Bertha, Melvin (killed in a car accident in
B.C.), Pearl and Russell. The Ferguson family lived for
some time on a farm near Minnedosa and Franklin. In
later years Jane lived in Wpg.

THE WESLEY ORR FAMILY
THE JOHN W. ORR (JR.) FAMILY
John, the eldest son of John Orr Sr. and Mary Ann,
was born in 1856. He was 25 when his parents moved
west and soon thereafter applied for a homestead on the
NE 7-15-16. He married Alice Grey and their children
were Eva, Ida, Norman, Tessie (died at age 11), Clarence
and twins Hugh John and Roy Herbert. Another son
Lome, died in infancy.
Eva married Dr. John Howard Lee in 1914. They had
three children:- John Orlando Lee, who is a dentist, and
resides in Toronto; Morley Lee and Muriel Haines both
of Calgary. Dr. J.H. Lee and Eva are buried in Brandon,
Man.

Wes was born in 1871. He bought the original
homestead farm of his father John Orr Sr. He married
Margaret (Maggie) Gallagher and they had one daughter
Ivy. Ivy married Al Cascone and resided in California
most of her life. Wes passed away in 1951 followed by his
wife in 1958. After the Wes Orrs retired, this property
was farmed by William Orr until he retired in the early
'70s. Ivy passed away in 1981. Her only daughter Valerie
Stephenson lives in Arizona.
It is interesting to note here that Mary Jane, Margaret
and Harriet Gallagher were three sisters married to three
brothers. The amusing story has been handed down, that
when the Gallagher Family, consisting of four daughters
and two sons arrived in Manitoba by railroad sometime
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after the Orrs were settled, only one daughter escaped the
romantic advances of the Orr brothers.
At one point the population of Orrs around the
Coldstream corner was so numerous that the C.N.R.
railway line station, north of Franklin, was named
Orrville. This can still be seen on maps today. There are
fewer Orrs living in the Franklin district today than there
once were, however, these aforementioned families have
all contributed in their own way to the early settlement of
this prosperous farming district.

Ivy Orr
1935.

Clara
and
Mervin Orr.

(approx.)

THE EPHRAIM ORR FAMILY
Ephraim was born Feb. 24th 1861, and was 20 years of
age when the family moved West. He applied for a land
patent for the South-east 1/4 of Section 14, Twp 15,
Range 17W. He built a house in 1882 and commenced
cultivation in 1884. He married Isabella Bruce in 1890.
They had four sons and two daughters, Herb, Carl,
Stella, Allen, Edna and Mervin.
Herb (1893-1962) married Agnes Csversko. There were
no children.
Carl (1897-1953) married Irene Swinbank. They had
two children Barbara (Mrs. W. Bannerman) and Donald

Allen and Florence Orr 25th
Anniversary, 1959.

who married Gwen White.
Stella (1899-1981) married Noble Burton. There were
five children: Hector, Galvin, Ormond, Ruby and Gwen.
Allen (1900-1967) married Florence Calancie in 1934.
For many years they farmed the North-west 1/4 of
Section 11, Twp 15, Range 17. on the old Coldstream
road between Minnedosa and the Coldstream Corner.
Their son Raymond is married and has two children.
Mrs. Florence Orr currently resides in Minnedosa.
Edna (1903-1970) married John North. There was no
family.
Mervin (1907-1970) married Clara Freeman. They had
three children; Marilyn (Mrs. D. Bold) of B.C.; Isobel of
Calgary and Walter who married Judy Clark. Walter and
Judy have two children, Darren and Tracey. They own
and manage the original homestead farm of Ephraim Orr
near Minnedosa and Franklin. Mrs. Clara Orr currently
resides in Victoria, B.C.
In The Colonist of September, 1896 mention is made
of the exceptionally fine threshing outfit of Ephraim Orr.
His obituary was recorded in the Minnedosa Tribune of
Jan. 11, 1923 and is as follows:
"After a short illness, Ephraim Orr passed away at his
residence in town on Wed. of this week. Born at Norval,
Ont. in 1861, the late Mr. Orr came to Manitoba in 1881
and commenced farming operations in the Franklin
district. After 40 years on the farm, during which period
his diligence was rewarded with success, he retired a
couple of years ago and moved to town. In addition to
the widow, son and daughter here, Mrs. Noble Burton,
near Franklin and Herbert, Carl and Allen on the old
farm, mourn his passing. The funeral held Friday was
largely attended. Interment took place at Minnedosa
Cemetery. "

DAVID ORR FAMILY
(See Centennial Farms)
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ANNIE BARBARA ORTON
by L. Jean Brautigam

Annie Barbara Orton, youngest child of Stephen and
Betsy (Elizabeth) Orton was born in the Arden district
July 29, 1892. Her parents came West in 1881 from the
Simcoe County in Ontario, and settled on a farm 3 1/2
miles west of Arden. She had three brothers - Joseph who
farmed 4112 miles west of Arden, Donald was a traveller
for the Lake of the Woods Milling Company in
Saskatchewan after he returned from serving in First
World War. John farmed the home farm.
In 1914 she and her mother moved to Neepawa where
she worked in the Post Office for a short time. She was
cashier in the John Kerr Store for over 40 years from
which many will remember her. She was a member of the
United Church and a charter member of the Business and
Professional Organization.

and his wife Ann had three sons born in Ontario, and
three born in Manitoba. They were: Uriah, Norman,
Simner, Sidney, Henry and Joseph H.
Uriah farmed west of Inkerman School. There was a
family of five. His widow lives in Portage la Prairie.
Norman and his wife Ada raised two sons, Norman
Stanley and Harold Stewart.

My father Norman Orton was born in Warminster,
Ontario on May 15, 1884. He came west with his mother
and father in 1886. He grew up on their farm east of
Neepawa across from the Drysdale farm and he attended Union School. My mother Ada Smales was born
in Fitling, Yorkshire and came to Canada in June 1910
on the Empress of Britain and coming to Neepawa at
that time. She married my father Norman Orton at
Neepawa on December 14, 1911. Her father was an
Anglican minister in the old country, and graduated out
of Cambridge. Mother's grandfather was a Lay
Minister for many years.

Stephen, Annie and Elizabeth Orton, June 1964.

ORTON FAMILY
by Stanley Orton

The Ortons who came to Neepawa are descended from
an immigrant family who came from the Liverpool area
and settled in Ontario around 1832. There are several
branches of this family still in Ontario.
Two members of the Ontario Ortons came west in 1886
and took up land near Neepawa. They were brothers
Stephen and James Orton who with their wives and
families became the nucleus of the Neepawa branch of
the Ortons.
Stephen, the elder of the two, farmed near Arden. His
family included a son John and a daughter Anne who did
not marry, and another son Joseph.
Joseph's family was Jean (Mrs. C.W. Brautigam),
Beth (Mrs. Doug Anderson), Marjorie, living in Winnipeg, and Gordon of Kenora, Ontario.
James Orton farmed six miles east of Neepawa until
1907 when he sold his farm and moved to Neepawa. He

Mother Ada Orton and her son Harold Orton and his son
Ronnie.
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Simner worked at the Neepawa Register (now Neepawa
Press).
Sidney served four years with the Canadian Army
during World War 1. His first wife Ethel had one
daughter, and his second wife Kathleen had two
daughters and one son.
Henry married Jessie MacKenzie. They had one
daughter and two sons. Norman, our father, married
Ada Smales of Fittling, Yorkshire. They had 3 sons, the
first stillborn. The second, Norman Stanley, was born on
Christmas Day, a Christmas Box, in 1914. Stanley attended school in Neepawa, leaving early to work for the
town electrician, a Mr. Wright, who was also bandmaster
for the Salvation Army Band which counted as members
also his father, mother and brother Harold. The third
son, Harold Stewart, was born in 1916.
Stanley worked as an electrician for several years in a
number of places. He joined the R.C.A.F. where he was
able to put his ability to good use during the war years.
He is still keenly interested in the Salvation Army.
Norman Stanley Orton married Nellie Rodgers of
Portage la Prairie on February 21st, 1938. They have two
sons and one daughter: Gerald Wayne born 1940,
Douglas Keith 1948 and Joan Lynne born 1953 - she died
at birth.
Harold Stewart Orton married Evelyn Miller in
Winnipeg on May 12th, 1945. They had two sons: Ronald
Stewart born 1949 (died in 1970 in an accident) and David
Bruce born 1958, now living in Calgary.
My earliest recollection of Neepawa was a wild storm
that hit our one and a half storey house at the bottom of
the hill on Hamilton Street in July 1917. The hail had
beaten out all our window panes in the north and south
end of the house upstairs, and Mother was doing her best
to comfort her young boys. I was three at the time and
was scared silly with the rapid thunder rolls and the
vicious lightning. Father was holding up a large blanket

Nellie and Stan
Orton in Victoria,
1943.

with both arms, trying to keep the hail out. He was not
successful because the wind was blowing right through
the house. The next year in 1918, our house started on
fire in the middle of the night and we followed mother in
our bare feet and long white night gowns downstairs and
through the snow to a neighbor's house. I believe it was
Fred Walker's place. In the spring, my grandfather
James Orton, who was a fine carpenter, built us a new
little white house. We were poor folk and could not
afford much. I think everybody was hard up in those
days. This house still stands.
I remember when Sam Heard drove his stagecoach into
flooded Stoney Creek and created quite astir. In those
days there were only horses, and the three blacksmiths
seemed to be always busy and the smell of burnt horse
hoofs permeated the air. It was the day of runaways. I
remember Fergie Irwin's milk rig going wildly down the
road, his horses running away. We used to do a lot of
fishing in the old days. Sam Seaborn, Radley Bates and
myself down on Boggy Creek where the best catches
could be had. Then I should mention Harry Frampton
serving his dried peaches, figs and apples in Clare's store.
Times were tough. We could get enough bologna at
Orchard's Butchery to make a meal for three, for ten
cents, or a dozen eggs at Clare's store for ten cents. My
father worked for the town, helping Bill McBride. They
usually hauled coal for the Power House where the Town
generated its electrical power. This was at the bottom of
Pink's Hill, and I generally had to take my father's lunch
at noon, a mile there and a mile back, and the sun would
burn my small little feet, but I enjoyed it all and through
it all we kept on going.
Those were the days of the Merchant's Bank by the
LO.O.F. hall, the Magistrate W.G. Pollock next to
Harry Hodkinson's Butchery, Howatt's Dray Service,
Stead's Tinshop, Fusee's Lumber Mill, C.D. Ego (did he
look after the horse barn back of the Hamilton Hotel).
Well remembered town figures like John Wemyss the
lawyer, George Blackwell the Postmaster, Fred McClain
the Sheriff, Bill Johnson with Rogers Fruit, Dr. Poole
and Dr. Martin, and later Dr. Hutchinson, the Dentists
Dr. Paul Cleave on the north side of Hamilton Street and
across the street Dr. MacDonald. You could not forget
Lou Vivian and his King Edward Hotel or Ann Orton at
Kerr's Department Store. Then there was Alguire's Pool
Hall, and right next door, was it Simpsons and Mrs.
Martin's Store and the Rutledge Garage, also Pedlars.
Time has gone, hasn't it?

OSBORNE FAMILY - EDEN
by Ada Clark
Doris Burns

In a humble farm home near Flesherton, Ontario,
Elwood Isaac Osborne was born in 1886. Sir John A.
Macdonald sat as Prime Minister of the twenty year old
Canada and the Canadian Pacific Railway was just
completed.
No doubt the inevitable sulphur and molasses each
spring contributed to the longevity of this puny child. His
lunch kit to school consisted of a piece of dry Johnny
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Osborne Family - 1943. Seated: Elwood, Gordon, Edith. Standing:
Dorothy, Ada, Doris, Bert.

cake and an apple. He got toughening-up training at an
early age, rising at 5:00 a.m. to cut turnips for the cows
before milking and lifting the milk cans to the platform
for pick-up. Elwood was 7 and his brother Josiah was 13.
Harvesting too was backbreaking work, using the
reaper. This cut the grain and manually portions were
dumped on the ground to be bound by hand, not with
binder twine, but with stalks of the grain, twisted to form
a string. Then a hand fed thresher performed the job,
with 8 horses moving in a circle, guided by one man
standing in the center, to regulate the speed.
Mother Emily pickled home killed meat in salt brine.
She spun her own wool, and knit stockings. Home spun
cloth could be bought from a travelling Caravan
salesman.
"Westward ho!" - - The journey to Arcola, Saskatchewan, took a whole week and that was a long time for
Elwood, Bill and Siah to be cooped up in a boxcar with
pigs, chickens, cattle, horses and machinery. Times were
hard and so was Father John Dill. "Here is 25 cents for
the fair in Regina", he said to Elwood, "bring back some
change".
At 28, Elwood, a dapper young gent in button boots
and polkadot vest returned to the east, and there at a
cousin's barn dance he met a prim young lass that had
been raised not ten miles from his old home, Edith Sarah
McMillan. The winter of 1914 she went west as his bride.
On a half section of a homestead at Forget, Saskatchewan, they settled. Ada Elsa was born on Christmas
Eve, 1915. The next year Elwood was hired as a grain
buyer at Forget. The family increased to three: Doris
Edith born in 1917, and Dorothy Delphine born in 1919.
A transfer to Langenburg, Saskatchewan, ushered in the
addition of the first boy, Gordon Elwood, born in 1922.
After eight pleasant years in Langenburg and three in
Gilbert Plains, Manitoba, the Osborne family moved to
Eden, Manitoba, in 1929. Here Ossie continued to buy
grain until his retirement 17 years later. Here Hubert
Nelson, the final branch of the family was born in 1931.
During the '30s the winds blew up and the wages went
down. What seed survived the spring winds yielded a
meager crop. It was a common sight to see families and
all their possessions trekking through Eden from the
drought areas of the south prairies, on the way north
where the grass was greener. Money was scarce, but on
$70 per month these determined parents financed the

Osborne Family: Gordon, Ada, Doris, Dorothy, Bert.

Pool elevator and annexes, 1940.

family's education, ran a car and kept out of debt.
Finally the refreshing rains came and the grain grew.
With no overseas market for wheat, it piled up in the
elevators. Annexes were built to hold the crop. By 1937
Eden had two Pool elevators, two annexes and an
ulcerated operator. By the time World War II came, the
three girls were teaching and Gordon left the Bank to
enlist in the Airforce.
1946 marked the end of an era. Ossie, due to ill health,
resigned his job, and his grain buying days were over.
April of that year sawall three married daughters and
their parents go farming: Clarence, Dorothy McFadyen,
daughter Donna with Elwood and Edith at Brandon;
Fraser, Ada Clark and son Robert at Brandon; Bob,
Doris Burns and sons Robert and Bill at Neepawa.
Gordon returned from overseas to accept a position as
grain inspector in the Vancouver terminals. Here he
applied the knowledge of the grain business learned from
his father. With his new wife Isabel and 13 year old
daughter Linda, he has lived in Vancouver ever since.
Bert has spent 32 years in the R.C.A.F. He and his wife
Dee and children Laurie, David and Linda experienced
various overseas and Canadian postings. He now continues his service in Winnipeg.
Six branches have been added to the girls' families
through the years: Joan, Betty, Tanis McFadyen; Jim
and John Clark; Lee Burns. The year 1968 saw the
passing of Robert Burns Jr., followed by his father in
1980. The McFadyen and Burns homes are presently in
Brandon and Neepawa respectively. Edith also resides in
Neepawa.
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The Osbornes spent their retirement years in Brandon,
close to their children, grandchildren and greatgrandchildren. In his 84th year, with the falling leaves of
October, Elwood Osborne, a respected friend and loving
father, was buried.

MR. AND MRS. JOHN H. OSLUND
by John and Randy Oslund

John Oslund arrived in Neepawa with his wife, Randy,
and two small children in mid-July 1955 to take a
position with The Neepawa Press as a Linotype operator
and printer. The son of immigrant Swedish parents, he
was born in Sioux Lookout, Ontario, where he received
his elementary and high school education and entered
into apprenticeship as a printer with a weekly newspaper
and job shop in that town.
An offer of a position with the Reston Recorder at
Reston, Manitoba brought him to the prairies in 1950 at
the age of 22 years and there he met his future bride,
Anna May (Randy) Abbey, the youngest daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. William J. Abbey, owners of a Red and White
grocery store in that community. They were married two
years later on January 25, 1952 and moved to Estevan,
Saskatchewan where John accepted a position as a
Linotype operator, setting type for The Estevan Mercury
and King Show Print.
Two years later, a desire to move back to Manitoba
brought John and Randy and their first-born son,
Warren Kjel, to Gladstone where John worked as a
printer and typesetter with The Gladstone Age-Press.
While there, a daughter, Marta Jean, was born to them in
May, 1954. The following year, the family moved to
Neepawa and made their home at 596 Brown Avenue,
known to long-time residents of Neepawa as the
"Kellington House."
About a year later, John was appointed co-manager of
The Press, along with Jack Huxley and the arrangement
continues to this day. In October 1968, owner William H.
Vopni of Vopni Press Ltd., Portage la Prairie, offered to
sell the business to John and Jack and the two then
became co-publishers.
Two more sons were born to the Oslund family, John
Dana Reed in September 1955 and Alan Lauris in
December 1957. The four children received their
elementary and high school education here and were
active in many school and community activities -- band,
student council, art and drama groups, Boy Scouts and
Air Cadets. Kjel, an accomplished artist, had the honor
of having a painting selected as the first purchase by the
Manitoba Holiday Festival of the Arts and it hangs in the
Neepawa Medical Clinic building.
Kjel is now employed as a computer analyst with a
large Winnipeg typesetting firm. Marta Jean is now Mrs.
Peter Blawat of Winnipeg with a son and daughter of
their own. Reed is a professional drummer with a
Winnipeg band and Alan is employed with a pipeline
inspection firm in Calgary, Alberta.
Since the children left home, Randy has taken
positions with several Neepawa stores as a salesclerk -Robinsons, Kerr's, Step-a-Bout Shoes and Marr
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Fashions. For the past three years she has been an ambulance attendant with Neepawa and District Ambulance
Service and also handles much of the office work at
Centerville Sales and Service.
During the past 27 years in Neepawa, both John and
Randy have been active in community organizations.
They held the distinction, in 1959-60, of being the only
husband-wife team to head an Elks Lodge and its
auxiliary, the Order of the Royal Purple. Randy also
headed the Neepawa Figure Skating Club and acted as
leader for the CGIT as well as being active in the
Neepawa United Church and First Baptist Church.
John, besides being a Past Exalted Ruler of the
Neepawa Elks Lodge, is also a past president of the
Neepawa and District Chamber of Commerce, the
Neepawa Lions Club, the Neepawa Barbershop Chapter
and the Manitoba Community Newspaper Association.
Still active in the Lions Club, John is a past zone
chairman and has just completed a second term as
secretary of the club. He was a member of the Centennial
Committee for 1967, 1970 and the present Neepawa
Centennial Committee.
After 27 years in Neepawa, John and Randy feel they
can now qualify as permanent residents of this community and are ardent boosters of the "Most Beautiful
Town in Manitoba."

THE OTTENS
by Myrtle McKenzie

The tired old cliche about the better mousetrap holds
good today, but even more remarkable success stories are
those that develop from practically nothing. In Neepawa
we have at least one thriving and growing business
providing several families with an income that was
developed entirely out of an idea.
Getting back to the beginning of the story, a dozen
years ago a Dutch-Canadian family moved to Neepawa
to take over the locker plant, Neepawa's original freezer
plant. Tony Otten and his wife, Wilhelmina, soon
established themselves as extremely hard workers. The
old locker plant was redecorated and a number of improvements were made.
After a year or so, the Ottens added a small grocery
business in the front of the building, but they were
restricted by the very limited space available and soon
replaced this venture with another one. A major packing
company at this time did a large business in turkeys using
a complete eviscerating plant in the north end of town
where the birds were killed, dressed and prepared for
market. Tony put in a bid for the byproducts - turkey
heads, feet and insides and started a new business.
There is an ever-increasing demand these days for both
pet foods and feed for fur farms, principally mink. These
turkey byproducts provided excellent protein bases for
such foods. There were also some beef byproducts
available both from the packing company and from
neighboring slaughterhouses that provided additional
animal food.
Initially this was just a sideline for the Ottens. The
turkey byproducts were only available at certain times of

Neepawa Locker Plant.

the year when the eviscerating plant was in operation and
their own businesses demanded most of their time.
However, a small local firm operating a hatchery and
also producing broiler chickens in a small way started an
expansion program. They doubled and then quadrupled
the size of their plant and stepped up the size of their
hatchery so that they could supply the ever growing
demand of a huge chain of outlets dispensing fried
chicken. From a few thousand birds a year, the local firm
stepped up to a production of around 100,000 birds a
month.
Tony Otten, in the meantime, had been keeping
abreast of this new source of pet and mink food. He had
converted a substantial section of the locker plant
building into a processing plant for these byproducts and
had developed a long list of customers.
From 1967 onwards, the chicken bypro ducts steadily
climbed. In 1972 he processed and sold no less than 500
tons of animal foods. Most of it he delivers himself, a
five-ton truck load at a time to mink ranchers all over
southern Manitoba. In 1971 fire seriously damaged the
front end of his locker plant and this resulted in tearing
down a section of the building. However, the processing
area in the rear was not seriously damaged and they were
able to continue this part of the business even though the
food lockers were no longer availabe for customer use.
Rather than rebuild the old premises, the Ottens obtained a piece of property close to the eviscerating plant
and erected a completely new processing plant that is now
in operation. The plant of 1800 square feet provides
employment for five and probably two more wiII be
required later. There is currently 10,000 cubic feet of
freezer space and this wiII shortly be augmented by an
additional 12,000 square feet.
Tony Otten puts thousands of miles on that big truck
of his every month, he works long hours at the plant and
on the road, but always tries to plan his work so as not to
miss his Friday Rotary club luncheon meeting. After
years of building up a business practically from nothing
without any sort of holiday, the Ottens are finally having
a break. This spring they and their 13 year-old daughter
will be heading for the Rotary International convention
in Zurich, Switzerland and a well-derserved visit back
home to their native Holland.
The foregoing was written by the late R.T. (BiII)

Robinson in 1973 but the story does not stop there.
Tony lost his wife in very tragic circumstances in 1974
but continued to work very hard in his business and in his
service club until iII health necessitated his withdrawing
from business in 1979. Ivan Traill continued it briefly
until the eviscerating plant closed in the fall of 1980.
Tony's devotion to Rotary was demonstrated in very
many ways besides his insistence on being present at the
Friday noon luncheon meeting. Never a local project that
did not have Tony in the forefront with hands and mind and money. He acquired for himself, wife Wilhelmina
and daughter Petra, Rotary Foundation Paul Harris
Fellowships and, in addition, left a very generous
donation to Rotary in the form of a trust fund to provide
for the awarding of Paul Harris Fellowships to members
of the club, Inner Wheel, or to others in the community
who make a significant contribution to the welfare of the
district.
Tony passed away in 1981 - to the end a contributing
member not only to Neepawa but to the larger world
community.

WILLIAM OWEN FAMILY
by Mrs. E. Owen

William Owen, born 1894, came to Canada from
Nottingham, England in 1920 after being discharged
from the First World War.
As an adventurous fellow, he came to Manitoba to
seek a new life. He worked for several families in the
Summerville district. After learning some of the skills of
farming, he returned to England. In 1924 he claimed as
his bride the former Annie Sulley, who was born in
Arnold, Nottingham, England in 1895.
They set sail in March for Manitoba just in time for
sprin~ work. They sp~nt .a short time at the Charles Boles '~
farm m the Oberon dIstnct before purchasing a farm NE
.
5-13-15, formerly owned by an old timer of the Oberon
district, Robert Hilditch. Although they were not early
settlers, they experienced many hardships with their new
way of life and brought their family up during the
depression years. They longed many times for family ties
back in their native land.
They were both active in the Oberon Community. Mr.
Owen died in August 1959. Mrs. Owen passed away in

Left to Right: John, Mary, Mrs. Owen, Mr. Owen, Harold.
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December 1971 after spending a few months in East View
Lodge, Neepawa.
.
They had a family of two sons and a daughter:
JOHN married Evelyn Long of Neepawa in 1955. They
live on the original Owen farm. They have one daughter
Barbara, employed by Canada Safeway, Neepawa.
MARY lives in Neepawa and is at present working at
Osborne Home.
HAROLD married Norma Welbourne of Newdale in
1955. They live in Neepawa. Harold is employed by the
Manitoba Hydro. They had five children: Clarke was
killed in a car accident July 1976, Audrey works in
Winnipeg for Metropolitan Security, Dianne is in
Neepawa, Nancy is employed by Red River CoOperative, Winnipeg, and Gladwynne attends Neepawa
Area Collegiate.

They farmed until 1929, when Charles sold the farm.
He retired to Neepawa, where he lived until he died.

CHARLES ROBERT AND MARY FRANCES
(ROBINSON) PARROTT
by Beryl Parrott

Charles Robert Parrott (1876-1934) born at Monkton,
Ontario came to Douglas, Manitoba as a young man in
1895, working nine years for Tom Greenwood. He then
bought a farm in the Langford Municipality Section 6,
N. W. of Brookdale, Manitoba. He then went back to
Mitchell, Ontario and married Mary Frances Robinson
(1879-1921). They were married in 1906 at St. Mary's,
Ontario. They returned to the farm at Langford, and in
1907 a son Lome Franklin was born. Lome was a
lumberjack by trade and had never been married. He died
in 1942 at the age of 35 years.
William James was born in 1908. (see Parrott-William
& Marjorie White).
A daughter Fleda May was born in 1911. (See WhiteJohn & Jane).
Charles Parrott bought and sold grain at Parrott's
siding, a siding which was back of the barn on the Parrott
farm.

Charles Robert Parrott and
Mary Frances (Robinson)
Parrott.
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Lome, Will and Fleda Parrott, 1915.

WILLIAM AND MARJORIE
(WHITE) PARROTT
by Beryl Parrott

William James Parrott and Marjorie Florence
Gwendoline White, who were married in 1930 in Kelso,
Saskatchewan, returned to Manitoba in 1931, and settled
south of Minnedosa, Manitoba.
Marjorie's family, William Ernest White and wife
Florence Amy Gertrude Bridges, came to Cordova from
Cardiff, south Wales in 1927, with them a son, William
Ernest and a daughter, Marjorie. Previous to this in
1919, a daughter, Doris Helen White Price had settled in
Winnipeg, and another daughter Gladys Hilda May
White Woodall had joined her in 1923.
Marj stayed with her parents for a while, while Will
worked away from the farm. Gladys Doris May was born
in 1931.
In 1932 they rented N 5-14-l7, R.M. of Odanah in the
Rookhurst district, living there for eleven years. Ronald
James William (1934), and Glenn Robert (1935) were
born here. Yvonne Marjorie (1937), and Joyce Elma
(1941) were born in the Lady Minto Hospital.
Neighbors recall the time when Will had driven a 1928
Ford touring car belonging to his dad, to John
Williamson's barn dance and discovered during the
evening that the windshield had been broken by an
unknown. Marj would delight the crowd during the lunch

Will and Marj Parrott's Family, 1980.

Left to Right: Joyce Elma, Yvonne Marjorie, Marjorie Florence, Gwendoline, Glenn Robert, William James, Ronald James William, Gladys Doris
May.

break with the Charleston, a popular dance at that time.
In 1935, they had to burn the black rust-infested
wheat.
Fruit peddlars used to come and try to trade fruit for
chickens, and if they were unsuccessful in the exchange,
they would sometimes come back at night and help
themselves to the chickens.
At times it was so dry that people used to come for
miles with their team and wagon to draw water out of
theirs and the neighbor's well. During the time when it
was so dry, prospective rain clouds brought nothing but
strong winds, which upset racks etc. in the yard.
While in this district the Red Cross Organization was
formed with Will as President, and Marj as Head of the
Women's Committee. Quilting bees were held in aid of
the Red Cross. Wool was provided by the Central
Organization in Winnipeg and distributed through
Minnedosa, for the ladies to knit articles for the men
overseas.
The Parrotts had a calf that thought she was a dog. She
followed them everywhere, even up and down the field
behind the plough.
They moved to the Havelock district in 1943, renting
the Frank Elwin Taylor Sr. farm, NE 22-14-18, and
continued their work in the Red Cross. During this time,
they had many pleasant experiences while boarding
teachers, three of whom were Gwen (Campbell) Forbes,
Winona (Horner) Londry, and Pearl (Baduza) Podruski.
Will was caretaker of the Havelock school for a time.
During the war years, the school children went to each
farmer in the neighborhood and collected old bones and
scrap iron in aid of the War Effort. Badges were earned
for this. Gladys, Ron and Glenn each earned the Field
Marshal badges, the highest honor.

In 1944 the Parrotts purchased SW 36-15-17 and
another quarter in the Minto Municipality from John
Logan, later buying another half. They moved with a car
pulling a wagon box, and the tractor pulling eleven
different implements at once. The move took place in
1945 to what is now known as Spring Valley Farm, the
"Home Farm", where Will and Marj still reside.
In the late 1940s the Arnason Brothers from Gimli,
Manitoba wired the house and barn ready for the hydro
hookup. They had left all light switches on so they would
be aware of the connection immediately. One Saturday
night they came home from town and found the house
ablaze with light. They all sat down and had tea and
toast.
In the winter of 1945-46, the older members of the
family started to curl, and it proved to be one of their
favorite sports. They entered many family rinks through
the years, and Will succeeded in scoring an 8-ender. Marj
played third on the Bethany rink that won the Provincial
Championship in 1963, winning all their games and were
off to St. John, New Brunswick for the National
Competition.
As well as working with the Red Cross, Will was
trustee of Bethany Consolidated School No. 161 for a
number of years; President and director of the Bethany
Pool Elevator; 1st Vice-President of tbe Bethany Curling
Club for a few years; People's Warden of St. John's
Church; helped form Bethany Community Centre Inc.,
being President for four years; President of the Senior
Citizens' Club for five years; eleven years as Councillor
for the R.M. of Minto, Ward 1; twenty one years as
trustee and 2nd Vice-President of the Minnedosa and
District Hospital Board; and also an active member of
the Minnedosa Elks Lodge.
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Marj was Secretary-Treasurer for the Bethany
Hospital Aid; President and leader of the St. John's
Young People's Guild for four years; President of the
Bethany Hospital Aid for some years; President of the
Ladies Curling Club, Bethany; Vice-President of the
Bethany A.C.W. for two years; Linen Convenor for the
the Minnedosa Hospital Auxilliary five years; President
of the Minnedosa & District Hospital Auxilliary two
years; Manitoba Central Region Hospital Auxilliary
Regional Representative two years; Secretary-Treasurer
for the Manitoba Hospital Auxilliary, Central Region;
Regional Representative for two years. She was presented
with a Life Membership (Minnedosa District Hospital
Auxilliary) pin. In the 1970s she taught ceramics and
handicrafts. Marj has made and dressed hundreds of
monkeys and has made many quilts among other things.
Still an active member of the Minnedosa Order of the
Royal Purple, she held the position of Honored Royal
Lady for two years, and presently is installed as Honored
Royal Lady.
As a couple they taught square dancing in the early
1950s at Rapid City, Bethany and Erickson.
Retiring from farming in 1976, they have travelled to
different points in Canada and U.S.A.
FAMILY
Gladys Doris May married Lawrence Allan Broome of
Bethany in 1949, and have retired to an acreage on NE
25-25-27 near Bethany, Manitoba. They have three
children, David Allan (1955), Robert Eugene (1958), and
Susan Gladys Louise (1963).
Ronald James William married Beryl Margaret
Thoren.
Glenn Robert married Roberta Elise Barton of Bissett,
Manitoba in 1959, and are now living on NE 26-15-17,
R.M. of Minto. They have four children, Glenn Stavus
Anthony (1960), Michael Ronald (1962), Stuart Daniel
(1964), and Lawrence Brian (1966). In the summer of
1979 the family started a glass business in Minnedosa,
known as Glenndosa Glass.
Yvonne Marjorie married Reginald Wilfred Scott in
1956, and live on the family farm, SE 36-l3-18, in the
R.M. of Odanah, south of Minnedosa. They have two
surviving children, Bonnie Eileen (1967), and Crystal
Yvonne (1976). Lome Robert was born in 1958, and died
in 1979.
Joyce Elma married Herbert William Graham and live
in Brandon. They have three children, Michelle Joyce
(1960), Debra Ann (1961), and Shawna Suzanne (1965).

RONALD JAMES WILLIAM AND BERYL
MARGARET (THOREN) PARROTT
by Beryl Parrott

Ronald James William Parrott, son of William James
Parrott and Marjorie Florence Gwendoline White of
Bethany, and I, Beryl Margaret Thoren, daughter of
Alfred Emmanuel Thoren, (a native of Sweden), and the
late Mary Ella Mae North of Erickson, were married in
1953 in the Erickson Lutheran Church, Erickson,
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Manitoba.
Ron was apprenticing as a mechanic in Vegreville,
Alberta at the time, so we travelled to Vegreville on our
honeymoon. Our first four children were born there in a
Catholic hospital run by nuns.
In 1958 we decided to come back to Manitoba, so
bought the old garage and house in the village of
Basswood, Manitoba, and Ron went into business for
himself. Here Murray and Gerald were born. We enjoyed
our years in Basswood, where Ron helped build the new
waiting room adjacent to the skating rink, among other
things. During these years both Ron and I curled.
In the hot summer days after baking with a wood
stove, the kids and I and some of the neighbor kids would
pile in a cut-off convertible and go to Long Lake for a
swim. For a couple of summers, we would store the
rangette from the curling rink for the use of it. Pure
luxury in the hot weather.
Jim, Bob and Darcy all started school in Basswood.
Ron decided to give up the garage business and go
farming for health reasons. So in 1964 we bought SW 3418-18 and the quarter to the east. The home quarter east
and north of Erickson was purchased from Clifford
Warrington. All eight of us moved into a three room
house, and in November, Margie was born.
Ron welded an extra spring in the already installed set
of bunk beds to make enough sleeping room. Eventually
the two older boys moved out into the bunkhouse. A new
one was built to accommodate the five boys when the old
one burned down. During one summer three of the
children slept in the barn loft.
After two years of just farming the half sections, Ron
went to work .at the Minnedosa Co-Op Service Station,
and then to the Erickson Co-Op Service Station.
In 1970 I took up a career outside the home, and
started working at the Erickson Collegiate Institute as a
Secretary until we moved to Franklin in September, 1972.
We bought Fleda White's farm NE 1-15-17 (building
site), three quarters in all. Here we still reside. A few
years later, we bought NE 26-15-17 in the R.M. of Minto
from his Dad at Bethany, Manitoba.
Eventually Ron and I both went back to work, Ron
was employed at Streeter Power Sales & Service,
Neepawa, as Shop Foreman, and continued in that
position when the business changed hands in February,
1981, now known as Agassiz Agricentre. In 1975, I
started work at the Minnedosa & District Hospital as a
Receptionist / Clerk.
In the last twenty eight years, we have been involved in
various organizations that keep communities alive, and
the work still goes on. Square dancing was a favourite
winter activity for a few years, and may prove to be one
again. Our· boys have all been involved in the Scout
Movement, and the two girls were Girl Guides. Margie
joined Cadets for a time.
James William Ronald (1954), was born in Vegreville,
Alberta, and took his elementary and secondary
education in Basswood and Erickson. Upon completion
of Grade XIII in 1972, Jim was awarded the highest
Academic standing, three Rolling River Division medals
for proficiency in three areas, and Athlete of the Year.
He participated in "Reach for the Top" for two years.

He graduated from the University of Manitoba in 1977
with a degree in Mechanical Engineering, and .was
awarded a $6,000 scholarship towards his Masters.
Jim has been employed as a Mechanical Engineer in the
Manufacturing Engineering Department at General
Motors of Canada, Oshawa, Ontario since he graduated.
He is presently enrolled in the Master Bachelor Administration program, part-time at the University of
Toronto.
Jim still enjoys all sports, sings and plays the guitar,
and writes some songs and puts them to music.
Robert Al (1955) born in Vegreville, Alberta, was
awarded the W.I. award for the top student in Grade IX,
X and XI in 1970, '71 and '72. Bob participated in all
sports. In 1973 he placed 3rd in the Junior Olympic
Provincial Championship in wrestling. During the same
year Bob was a member of the University Varsity
Wrestling Team. That year he participated in "Reach for
the Top".
In 1976, Bob married Olive Marguerite Marie Ricard
of St. Claude. They lived in La Broquerie for one year
where Olive had secured a teaching position, and Bob
commuted to Winnipeg to complete University. He
graduated from the University of Manitoba in 1977 with
a degree in Mechanical Engineering, and received a 25
point award for athletics. Upon graduation, he was
stationed at Red Deer, Alberta. He works mostly in the
far Arctic and Beaufort Sea at present.
Bob and Olive have one daughter, Roseanne Lynn,
born in 1981.
Darcy Charles (1956) was born in Vegreville, Alberta.
He went on a tour of Southern England in 1973, along
with a group of N.A.C.I. students, a trip that was funded
. by the students themselves. Darcy placed 4th in the
Provincial wrestling in Winnipeg in 1973. Darcy won in
his weight class, the Mid West Judo Championship held
in May and October, 1978 at the University of Manitoba.
He was also awarded the trophy for Best Technique and
Sportsmanship, in a competition in Brandon in 1978. In
1979 Darcy was a second year champion in his weight
class at the Manitoba Provincial Judo Championship
held at the University of Winnipeg.
He married Deborah Lee House of Dauphin,
Manitoba in 1979 at the United Church Dauphin, and
they live in Rivers, Manitoba. Debbie is the daughter of
Harvey and Irene House of Dauphin.
In 1981, he received his Licenced Qualified Heavy
Duty Mechanic diploma with an interprovincial average
of 94.8. Darcy works for White Truck, Brandon, and
Debbie teaches Grade I for the third year at Rivers
Elementary School. Darcy has earned his blue belt in
Judo, and is presently an instructor at the Brandon
Y.M.C.A.
Heather Rose Mary (1958) was born in Vegreville,
Alberta, the last of our Alberta born babies.
She was given the female athlete award in Grade VIII,
1971. During the Neepawa Summer Games, 1976, she
was the lead runner for the N.A.C.I. trip to England
along with Darcy. In 1976 she was given the most
valuable player award for volleyball and track and field.
Heather graduated in 1976, and was given the special
staff award for her contribution both to her school and

her fellow students and teachers, and won a major
award, accumulation of points.
In 1981 Heather married Eric Anthony Howdle of
Dauphin. Eric is the son of William Mark and Lillian
May Howdle of Dauphin.
Murray Glen (1959) was born at Minnedosa,
Manitoba.
He worked as a Special Summer Constable for the
R.C.M.P. in summer of 1979; Captain Park Patrol,
Rennie, Manitoba, first part of summer of 1980 and all
summer of 1981; went to Quebec for a French Immersion
Course in mid summer 1980; worked as Activity
Supervisor Children's Aid Society, Kinsmen House
Brandon, spring of 1980 and worked with Probation to
supplement his income while going to University.
Murray won the Bronze medal in his weight class in the
Manitoba Junior Olympic Wrestling Championships in
1976. He won 1st in his weight class in the U. of M.
Invitational Judo Tournament in 1977, and the Mid West
Judo Championships in 1978, and received the silver
medal in the Dryden Open Judo Tournament in 1978. In
1979 he won the Regina Open and the Manitoba
Provincial Championship.
He received his Bachelor of General Studies diploma
from the University of Brandon in 1981, and has secured
a teaching position in Plumas, Manitoba.
Gerald Edward Burl (1961) played baritone and tuba in
the Lions band in Neepawa. He also was part of the
Westman Band that played during the Winter Games in
1979.
Gerald won third in his weight class in the University of
Manitoba Invitational Judo Tournament in 1977. In
1974, he broke the record for the Primary Discus with
19.39 meters at Neepawa Junior High Track Meet. In
1975, he was given the Leonard Martin trophy for being
the most sportsmanlike player of the year of his hockey
team.
In 1980 he attended the Baptist Leadership Training
School in Calgary. While attending this school, he joined
a five member group called "In His Image" touring
western Canada, stopping at Dauphin and Neepawa.
Gerald worked with the Park Patrol at Spruce Woods
Park for the summer of 1981.
In 1981 he married Esther Rosemary Cassells of
Neepawa at the Presbyterian Church in Neepawa, and
lives and works as does Rosemary at a Girls' Home in
Dauphin. Rosemary is the daughter of Rev. S.H. and
Jean Cassells of Neepawa.
Marjorie Beryl (1964) began her schooling at Erickson
Elementary and continued in Neepawa.
Margie was a Band member, playing the baritone. She
was active in all sports, and was a member of the Silver
Spurs 4-H Pony Club. Through 4-H she was able to
participate in a French Exchange trip to Quebec. She has
a keen interest in horses, and owns three of her own.
Margie also played goalie for the girl's ringette team in
1980-81. She is presently employed in Minnedosa,
Manitoba.
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L.P . PARSONS
by Mary G. Chisholm

Mr. Louis Philippe Parsons came to Canada at the age
of eight years of age with his family from Cornwall,
England in 1876. They settled in Hastings, Ontario, and
later Louis Parsons came west to Neepawa in 1897.
Mr. Parsons set up his own barber shop (haircut and
shave 25 cents). On June 25, 1902, he married Charlotte
Hodkinson, a seamstress, in the Neepawa Anglican
Church. She had come from Bollington, Cheshire,
England to live at the home of her brother, Harry
Hodkinson. He was a butcher in town.
The Parsons lived in their same home situated on the
northwest corner of Main Street and Second Avenue for
over 50 years. He retired from his barbering business in
1947. They celebrated their Golden Wedding Anniversary
on June 25, 1952.
Mrs. Parsons was recognized for her work in the Red
Cross during the depression years 1929-1930.
Mr. Parsons passed away in 1954, and Mrs. Parsons
passed away in 1962. They had three daughters Dorothy,
Mary and Alice.
Dorothy was born in 1903 and worked in the Neepawa
Post Office and Eatons store in Winnipeg. She married
Lloyd C. Baker, a farmer from Oberon, Manitoba. They
were married in the Neepawa United Church on
November 14, 1945. Dorothy passed away in January,
1959.
Mary was born in 1905 and was the first baby girl born
in the Neepawa Hospital. She took up Commercial and
Fine Arts at the Winnipeg School of Art. Her principal
for the first term 1923-24 was Mr. Franz Johnston, one
of the Group of Seven Canadian Artists. She was an
honor student and won two scholarships, one in design
and one in Life, and two honorable mentions in the 3year course. She received a diploma for a Commercial
Course by the Meyer Both Co. of Chicago, and was the
first to finish a course with 93070 standing from the
Technical Branch of Education, Manitoba Government.
She later worked at Brigdens Ltd., Winnipeg on Eatons

Mr. and Mrs. Parsons
andfamily.
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catalogues for a number of years. She married Lorne A.
Chisholm, son of Mr. and Mrs. R.D. Chisholm of
Neepawa in 1936 at her family home. They made their
home in Winnipeg where they had one daughter, Gwen,
who is married to Robert A. Lagimodiere of Winnipeg.
They have three children, Don, Debbie and Doug.
Alice was born in 1907. She became a school teacher
and taught at Hallboro, Strathclair, and Saskatoon. She
married Rod McLeod, a school principal of Saskatoon,
in the Neepawa United Church in 1934. They made their
home in Saskatoon where they had two children, Bill and
Doug.
Harold Parsons, their cousin, was a long distance
runner in the early 1900s. His picture hangs in the
Winnipeg Sports Arena Hall of Fame.

THE P ASOSKY FAMILY
by Eleanor Nicholson

Mike and Evelyn were actually true pioneers of Reeve,
Manitoba. In 1940, as a newly wed couple, they built a
country store. Then, after a long, hard struggle, they
finally got the C.N. train stopping at Reeve and started
operating a post office out of their store. This young
couple did most anything to g~t on their feet from selling
scrap iron; to Mike working part-time on the railroad; to
buying and working a small piece of land. Eventually,
their efforts developed into a lucrative business consisting
of a store and post office, an Anglo bulk oil outlet, and
even a dance hall.
It was during their years at Reeve that their three
children were born. Their first born, Eleanor, was born
in 1942 in Winnipeg Grace Hospital. Three years later, a
boy, Almer, was born in the Neepawa Hospital. Their
last daughter, Pat, was born in the hospital in St. Rose du
Lac in 1949.
During the mid fifties, Mike sold cars on a part-time
basis for Atkins Garage of Neepawa. Eventually, Mike
and Evelyn decided they would like to live in the
beautiful town of Neepawa and proceeded to sell their
property and businesses in Reeve. It was in June of 1959
that Mike and Evelyn and their three children, then ten,
fourteen and seventeen, moved to Neepawa. They built a
new home at 566 Second A venue and purchased the
garage business at the corner of Mill Street and First
Avenue from which they operated a Studebaker
dealership. Selling the business in 1963 Mike went to
work for Atkins Garage as a car salesman. Mike eventually completed his career as car salesman when he
retired from Rutledge Garage in 1981. Evelyn, on the
other hand, first worked as a cashier at Roxy Theatre,
then in 1963, she went to work part-time as a clerk at
Eaton's mail order office. She ultimately became the
manager, a position which she held until 1976 when all
the Eaton's mail order offices across Canada were closed.
Today, Mike and Evelyn are retired and living at 382 Mill
Street in Neepawa.
As for their children, Eleanor completed her education
in Neepawa and in 1962 married Cliff Nicholson of
Neepawa. She is presently employed as an accounting
clerk at the Neepawa Land Titles Office. Almer, their

Vipin and Klislim Patel and Family.
Mike and Evelyn Pasosky and Family.

only son, moved to Winnipeg in 1964 and in 1969,
married Carol Rainkie of Neepawa. Today, they and
their two children, Chad and Deanna, reside in Winnipeg
where Almer is employed as the lumber sales manager for
Polet Lumber. Pat, their youngest daughter, moved to
Winnipeg in 1967 to work for the Bank of Montreal. She
ultimately obtained her Bachelor of Commerce
(Honours) degree and today owns and operates The
Special Affair, a lingerie boutique, in Eaton Place.

for two and one-half years. In 1977 we came to Manitoba
where, after qualifying again as a lawyer, I worked in
Winnipeg for a while before coming to Neepawa.
Kusum received her elementary education in Uganda
then went to England to take a secretarial course in
London. On her return to Uganda we were married and
Kusum worked as personal secretary to the Education
Officer of the American Embassy in Kampala.
My children go to school at Hazel M. Kellington
School. Sanjeev loves all sports, especially hockey.
Shefali takes an active part in all multi-cultural activities,
enjoys figure skating and Indian classical dancing.

VIPIN AND KUSUM PATEL
by Vipin Patel

I came to Neepawa in 1979 with my family - wife
Kusum and two children, Shefali and Sanjeev. I have
been employed as the District Registrar of the Land Titles
office for the district of Neepawa and Northern
Manitoba.
My wife, daughter and I were born in Uganda, Africa
and my son Sanjeev was born in New Zealand. Both sets
of parents emigrated from India to Africa in the 1930s
and they engaged themselves in various businesses including coffee, tea and timber plantations.
Having obtained my elementary education in Uganda,
I went to England where I earned a degree in law and
where I met my wife. Returning to Uganda, I practiced
law there for some years. However, the political climate
underwent a dramatic change whereby all the foreign
nationals had to leave the country, leaving behind all
their assets. After spending some time in England, I
proceeded to New Zealand where I worked as a lawyer

W.J. AND MARGARET PATERSON
by Margaret Paterson

W.l. Paterson was born in 1896 at Westmount,
Quebec. At age seventeen he joined the Princess Pats,
going overseas during World War I. He was wounded,
taken prisoner, and held for four years. After returning
to Canada he attended Agriculture College. William
came to Glenholm district and worked on farms.
William and Margaret were married in 1926 at Winnipeg. William joined the Veterans Guard in 1941 and
served in it for six years. He returned to the farm and
lived there until his death in 1962 at Deer Lodge Hospital.
Margaret was born in Aberdeen, Scotland in 1904,
coming to Canada at six years of age. She grew up in
Glenholm district and attended Glenholm school. After
William joined the Veterans Guard, Margaret bought the
Bob McLaren farm, paying one hundred dollars a month
out of the one hundred and ten dollar Veteran's pension.
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Mr. and Mrs. W.J.
Paterson.

Mrs. Paterson and Family.

The ten dollars and two or three cream cheques of three
dollars each, bought the needed groceries. The family
helped hand-milk ten cows, morning and night. Taxes
was another expense. These were taken care of by
pasturing seventy-five to one hundred head of cattle for
farmers at a charge of three dollars and fifty cents per
head. Margaret rode horse-back daily to keep all these
cattle checked. Clearing and breaking new land as well
as planting thirty-five hundred willow, spruce, and
caragana trees for shelter was undertaken. Clinton,
Gerald and Argyle took turns staying home from school
for one year to help with the farm work. Margaret still
lives on the farm, seven miles northeast of Neepawa, with
help from Dennis, who lives nearby, to work the farm.
There was nine of a family.
Clinton was the oldest son. He attended Mountain
View and Salisbury schools. Clinton cut and hauled wood
by team and sleigh to Arden, selling it for five dollars for
a load. He got one dollar for his work and four dollars
bought supplies for the home. Clinton lives on his grain
and stock farm at Birch River. He and Mary Munro of
Birch River were. married in 1960. Their family are Peter,
John, David, James, Mark and Shirley.
Gerald attended Mountain View, Salisbury and
Viscount schools, riding his bicycle seven miles to and
from Viscount. Gerald joined the Navy and worked as a
wireless operator for five years.

Paterson Home.
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Katherine Goertz of New Westminster, B.C. and
Gerald were married in 1957. Their family is Kathy,
Carol, Grant and John. Gerald and Katherine moved to
Caronport where he completed Grade XII, then studied
at Briercrest Bible College for three years. He was ordained at Grant Memorial in Winnipeg and worked as a
mIssIonary in France and Quebec. They returned to
Caron port where Gerald works as a carpenter and
caretaker.
Argyle grew up on the farm and attended Salisbury and
Union Schools, after which he joined the Navy and
served for twenty-five years. Part of that time was spent
in Korea, also helping in 1950 during the Winnipeg flood.
Argyle and Irene Smith of Winnipeg were married in
1951. Their family is Candace, Debby, Brian and Bruce.
Argyle and Irene live at Surrey, B.C.
The first daughter, Edith Evelyn, was born in 1932 but
passed away the same day.
Kenneth received his public school education at
Salisbury and Union Schools. For twenty years he
worked as an oil driller in Nor-West Territories. Under
the C.I.D.A. program, Kenneth went to Ghana, Africa,
and worked for five years as an oil driller. In 1963
Kenneth and Mary Miservich of Edmonton were
married. They have two daughters, Diane and Jean. In
1980 Kenneth bought the Neepawa Motel where he and
his family now live.
Cameron attended Union and Salisbury Schools.
When he grew up he went to Edmonton and worked for
Dominion Bridge Steel Co. Cameron and Kay
Storachuck of Edmonton were married in 1958. Their
sons are James, Clifford and Tyron. Cameron and Kay
have their home at Aldergrove, B.C.
Twins, Dennis and Donna, were born to Margaret and
William. They grew up in the Salisbury district, attending
Salisbury, Union and Viscount Schools, and at
Caronport for Grade XII, also going to Bible College
there for three years.
Dennis attended Teacher's College in Winnipeg;
teaching at Solsgirth, Arden and Neepawa. In 1965
Dennis and Helen Bute ofWawota were married. They
make their home on a farm northeast of Neepawa with
their family, Dale, Dean, Lynnette and Laurelly. Helen is

CHARLES AND BARBARA PATTERSON
by Jean Sneesby

Argyle and Gerald
Paterson.

a registered nurse and works at Neepawa Memorial
Hospital.
Donna trained as a registered nurse at Victoria
Hospital, Winnipeg, on completion of her studies at
Bible College.
Alan Lea of Winnipeg and Donna were married in
1968. They went to Port Vehlo, Brazil as missionaries
and stayed four years, returning to Manitoba on a
furlough. In 1982 they returned to Brazil again with their
family, Janice, Jeremy, Jimmy and Jenny.
.
Alice, the youngest member of the Paterson famIly,
was born with club feet. Two Shriner members persuaded
William and Margaret to take Alice to the Shriner's
Hospital, Winnipeg. At age of four months, Alice was
taken there and spent the biggest part of the next sixteen
years having treatments and many operations. Finally the
left foot was amputated and an artificial foot is being
used successfully.
Alice got her schooling at Arden, Union and Viscount,
then Grade XII at Caronport, Saskatchewan. Next she
attended Success Business College, Winnipeg and worked
as a secretary at Winnipeg and Saskatoon.
Alice and Gerald Loewen of British Columbia were
married in 1972. They live in Surrey, B.C. where Gerald
works as a chartered accountant. They have two
daughters, Pamela and Christtee.

Charles Patterson, born in Glasgow, Scotland, came to
Canada in 1907 and secured work on the Solomon
Watson farm in the Rosedale area north of Neepawa.
In 1909 he returned to Scotland and brought back with
him his wife Barbara and an eleven-year-old daughter
Jean who had stayed behind when he first emigrated. He
continued working for Mr. Watson for a short time and
then homesteaded in the Rose Ridge School district where
Jean attended school. In June, 1916 Jean married Albert
Sneesby and they had a family of six sons and seven
daughters.
.
Charles and Barbara Patterson moved to the Mountain
View School district, then to the Arden Ridge area and
finally back to the Solomon Watson farm.
They retired to Neepawa in 1942. Charles died in
March 1949 and Barbara in October 1953. Daughter Jean
died in April 1979 and her husband Albert January of the
same year.

C. W .R. PEARSON
by John Pearson

Mr. Pearson arrived in Neepawa with his family in
1917 to become manager of the Union Bank. His home
was in the Union Bank building where his son John was
born in 1921.
The family attended St. James Anglican Church.
Daughter Violet M. recalls a livery stable fire in 1918 or
1919 in which many horses were killed as they were
trapped or ran back into the barn.
In 1916 they acquired a Model T. Ford which Mrs.
Pearson learned to drive.
In 1924 the family moved to British Columbia. The
Model T provided the transportation over the prairies
and the Rockies.
John is now living in Burnaby and Violet M. in Victoria.

MR. AND MRS. CHARLIE PEDLAR
by Bruce Pedlar

Donna and Dennis.

Shortly after the Riel Rebellion of 1885, William and
Margaret Robinson left Ontario to make their home in
Manitoba. Their family consisted of four girls and five
boys. They travelled by train, bringing all their worldly
possessions, horses, cows and implements to the
Neepawa area. They settled first near a small lake about
two miles south of the Arden Ridge Service Station, on a
small parcel of land. Wm. Robinson died of blood
poisoning shortly after their arrival, and the family
moved into Neepawa where they lived for some time, and
two of the sons, Robert and William, homesteaded in the
Bethany area, where their descendents still live. Phoebe
Pedlar was employed as a seamstress in James Mcintosh's Tailor Shop, during which time she met Charles T.
Pedlar. They were married in 1902 and a son, Bruce, was
born to them in 1904.
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Ford Display - C. T. Pedlar-1915.

Charles T. Pedlar came from Flesherton, Ontario,
arnvmg in Neepawa on April 9, 1900. His worldly
possessions at that time were his blacksmith's leather
apron, his watch and ten dollars. He worked as a
blacksmith in both Eden and Neepawa, finally going to
work for A.J. McGill, the Massey Harris agent. When
Mr. McGill died he took over the Massey Harris business
and operated it until Henry Ford invented the Model
"T" Ford. He introduced it to the Neepawa district and
sold many of these cars. About 1910, he built Pedlar's
Garage, the building now occupied by Matheson's
Furniture on Hamilton Street. In 1929, he switched to
General Motors and sold Chevrolet and Oldsmobile until
1941. At that time he converted the garage into a dancehall called Arcade and opened a service station and
bowling lanes on the corner now occupied by Macleod's
Store. The alleys were operated for four years and were
then converted into a large billiard room.
Bruce Pedlar had gone to work with his father, and
about 1931-32 when Clear Lake was declared a National
Park, they built a dance hall at Clear Lake and called it
Danceland. Bruce played trumpet with the orchestra
(Roy Brown's) and operated "Danceland" for 15 years
when the dance hall was sold.
Dances were also held at the Pedlar farm at Arden
Ridge.
The Pedlars sold the Arcade to Walter Greenhalgh,
and the corner block to Macleods in 1964.
Mrs. C.T. Pedlar (Phoebe) passed away in 1963, age
92, and her husband, C.T. Pedlar died in 1966, age of 88
years old.
Bruce Pedlar married Mary Cooper, a telephone
operator, in 1929 and daughter Maxine Pedlar arrived in
1930. Mary passed away in 1930.
Hazel Townsend (a telephone operator) and Bruce
were married in 1936. Maxine Pedlar now resides in
Toronto.
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Village Blacksmith, 1900. C. T. Pedlar and Roy Docking.

First car sold by Chas. Pedlar with a se/fstarter, 1918 Ford.

BEAUTIFUL PLAINS
From the Neepawa Press

Following are lines written by the late C.]. Card, on
commemoration of C.T. Pedlar's return with the Pine to
Palm tourists eleven years ago, 1926 to which we referred
in last issue. They are applicable in many ways to present
times and we hope that readers, besides getting a peep
into the past, will digest some of the suggestive lines and
govern themselves in the future:-

"NEEPA WA" - LAND OF PLENTY
Plenty offreedom-plenty offun
And tonight we are going to get it, by gum!
Little of poverty-plenty of wealth.
Little of sickness-plenty of health!
Beautiful streets-well-treed boulevards,
No dirty backlanes-no unsightly backyards.
An electric light system-sewers and drains;
Men on our council using their brains.
Plenty of churches, in which to give thanks,
Filled with the usual good men and cranks.
Plenty of banks-Say, isn't it funny
That altho they go bust-still we lend them our money.
Plenty of barbers-cutting your hair,
Plenty of ladies-filling the chair.
Plenty of babies-papa just grins,
Plenty of triplets-plenty of twins.
Plenty offarmers tilling the soil,
Prosperous results they get for their toil,
Plenty of trains-North, south, east and west,
As a distributing point this is one of the best.
A wide awake creamery, where real butter is made,
A sash and door factory-A live Board of Trade.
Plenty of mercha.'1ts chuckfull of pep,
They may make afortune but ain't done it yet.
Plenty of customers making them sore;
Send their cash to the city and charge at the store.
Plenty of lawyers-nothing to do;
Everyone honest-husbands are true;
Wives are contented-children galore,
Chuckfull of colic, mumps and measles so sore.
Plenty of sport-golf, tennis and cricket,
Good curling in winter at 10 bones a ticket
Plenty of curiers, on records intent,
Only one with an average of90 percent.
Little of hard stuff-plenty of pop!
Only one cooler-only one cop.
Only one Oak Hall-If you have any doubt,
lust follow the mile boards 10 miles out,
Or, better still, if you think this too thin,
lustfollow the mile boards 10 miles in.
Only one Pedlar filled with temerity,
Displaying his wares 0 'er a very wide territory,
Leading the crowd serene and calm,
Blazing the trialfrom the Pine to the Palm.
Tonight we in pleasure and duty combine
To greet his return from the Palm to the Pine.
While, "Nulli Secundus" Neepawa reigns,
In the Garden of Plenty-Beautiful Plains.
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PELLOW FAMILY
by Mrs. C. (Marjorie) Pellow

In 1907 William Pellow and Mary Pellow came to
Canada from Devonshire, England, along with their
three year old son William (Bill).
They settled in the Springhill district (Rosedale
Municipality), and William worked for Paul Homer and
Richard Lee. While residing in this area, their second
son, Charles, was born in 1912.

Bill married Minnie Johnson in 1931. They have one
son, Albert, who now resides in Winnipeg.
Charlie married Marjorie Taylor in 1946. They have
one daughter, Lori who lives with her husband Garry
Watt and two sons, Richard Robert and Christopher
Ryan, in the Carberry district.
Bill and Charlie Pellow and wives both live in
Neepawa.

ERIC AND CONNIE PETTITT
by Eric Pettitt

Charlie, Albert and Bill Pellow.

In 1918 the family moved from Springhill to the
Glendale district, working for Bill Dunsmore for nine
months. While there young Bill attended school in the
Glendale school. They next moved to Stoney Creek
district where they bought a farm from Robert Johnson.
Bill attended Iroquois and Stoney Creek schools while
Charlie went to Stoney Creek seat of learning.
In 1927, the family moved to Eden where they lived for
one year before moving to Neepawa in 1928, where
William was the local drayman up to the time of his death
in 1944. His wife Mary, passed away in November of
1957.
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Eric Pettitt is a son of Harry Pettitt. Eric's father came
to Canada from the county of Suffolk, England in 1908
to the village of Arden. A large part of the Anglo-Saxon
population of Arden at that time immigrated from that
area of England. Harry returned to England in 1913 to
bring back his bride-to-be, Edith Mabel Hurst, along
with her Mother. They were married in the Methodist
Church in Arden on April 17th, 1913. From this union
came a family of five, three boys and two girls. The
family moved to Neepawa in 1934.
Eric is the second youngest of the family. Christina
Burnett, the eldest, of Nanaimo, B.C. taught piano all
through the years. Bernard spent most of his adult life in
Hamilton, Ontario, moving to B.C. in 1976 and died at
Terrace, B.C. in 1982. Dorothy Pettitt worked in the
Neepawa Post Office before moving to B.C. in 1965. She
resides with her sister Christina in Nanaimo. Herbert, the
youngest, married in 1947 and the same year took
residence in Hamilton, Ontario. All three brothers
followed the same trade as their father, painting and
decorating. All three served in World War II.
Eric received his education both in Arden and
Neepawa. He recalls, although quite young, being
present at the laying of the cornerstone of the Neepawa
Collegiate Institute on Mountain Avenue in 1928. The
cornerstone was laid by Viscount Willingdon, the
Governor General of Canada.
On October 17, 1942 Eric married Constance Klapp of
McCreary who was at that time employed at the old
hospital which later became the Osborne Residence for
senior citizens.
On Eric's return to civilian life in 1946 he continued the
business of painting and decorating until 1968. One of his
last painting contracts was the new facility of East View
Lodge.
An eventful period of Eric's life was January 1968. At
that time he changed his vocation to be an employee of
the Neepawa Co-Op in the lumber department; he was
elected to the Neepawa Town Council on which he served
from 1968 to 1974, and he became the Worshipful Master
of the Neepawa Masonic Lodge.
Early in 1973 he was given the opportunity of
becoming an employee at East View Lodge as Building
Services Supervisor. He had always been interested in the
work of senior citizens. He served on the Board of
Osborne Residence for 30 years. The Yellowhead Manor
opened in 1974 and the management of the facility
became a part of his work.
All through the years Eric and Connie were active

Pierce
children:
Jack, Lou, Harold,
Bill, Maud, Bob,
Freda, Alice.

Eric and Connie Pettitt andjamily, Sandra and Terry, 1967.

workers in the Neepawa United Church. Both worked in
the Church School for many years. Eric sang in the choir
for more than 40 years. Connie was always busy in the
Women's groups.
Eric and Connie have two children, Sandra who
married Rick Thompson in 1976 and they farm at
Belmont, Man. They have two children, Kara Lynne and
Chad Allan. Terry married Barbara Neil of Winnipeg in
1981. They reside in Winnipeg.

threshed for himself and neighbors.
A bank barn was built into the bank of the hill. The
walls were partly built of lumber, and using the dirt bank
enforced with stones made the rest of the wall. The loft
and roof were built of lumber. They could drive into the
loft from the hilltop, unload their hay, and back out
again. There was a well in the barn, and one time a horse
fell into it and had to be pulled out. In winter when the
snow covered the hill, it got icy for the cattle to climb.
They had a family of eight children born with a
midwife in attendance; Jack, Louisia, Harold, Bill,
Maude, Bob, Freda and Alice. Some of the children
started school in Dumfries School, later they drove two
and a half miles to Union School.
A ball diamond was made in the yard and there were
always children around to make use of it. There was a
small pond nearby where they spent many hours every
summer. After several years of poor crops, and the crop
of 1926 being completely hailed, they decided to go
homesteading. In January, 1927, they left Neepawa and
moved to Saskatchewan.
Bob passed away in January 1946, Emilie in July 1966.
Jack married Laura Ratz of Quill Lake. He passed
away in February, 1971.
Lou married Harry Sutton, and they still farm in

PIERCE FAMILY
by The Family
Robert R.H. Pierce
Naicam, Sask.

Albert Robert Pierce was born in Orillia, Ontario in
1881 and came to Neepawa as a young lad in 1898. He
worked for some time at Hamilton's Ranch. He decided
to try his hand at farming, and bought Section 24-14-15
in Langford Municipality. On December 27 1906 he
married Emilie Richardson, a girl who w;s bor~ in
~ngland and came to Canada in 1890, making her home
l~ Carman, Manitoba. Emilie had a green thumb and
hked flowers, so had the place looking beautiful with
plants and flowers. They later acquired more land and
rented some. The field work was all done with horses.
Bob bought a steam engine and threshing machine and
by hiring men with teams and racks to haul bundl~s, he

Bob and Emilie
Pierce.
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Violetdale District.
Harold married Helen Hedin of the Kitako District,
they are now retired and live in Churchview Lodge in
Naicam.
Bill married LuVerne Burtman of the Kitako District,
and live in Duncan, British Columbia.
Maude married Olaf Cliffgard of the Violetdale
District, and are retired on their farm.
Bob married Wilma Numedahl of the Kitako District,
and are living in Naicam.
Freda married Robert Gilbertson, and farmed in the
Violetdale District, Robert passed away in December,
1979.
Alice married Arthur Halliday of Quill Lake. They live
in Dauphin, Manitoba.
Eva married Magnus Fyhn of Naicam, where they live
and operate a farm east of Naicam.
Neil married Patsy Fraser of the Kitako District and
still live on the Pierce homestead.

MAURICE PlETT FAMILY

relatives and neighbors.
Mary and Maurice are now semi-retired, and still living
on the family farm. They raised a family of four girls.
Gayle, married twice. She has one child, Wendy
Gowan, from her first marriage. Wendy resides in
Vernon, B.C. In 1973, Gayle married Murray G. Hunter
of Neepawa, and they have one child, William Ryan.
They are residing on the Hunter family farm, three miles
east of Neepawa.
Carole married Ron LeBoutillier of the Hallboro
district. They have three children, Darrell, residing in
Winnipeg, Sandra and Rhonda at home. Carole and Ron
are residing on the family farm, which Ron is now
renting.
Glenda, married twice. She had one son Wayne from
her first marriage, who died of leukemia in 1971. Her
second marriage was to Fred Blackledge, formerly of
England, and they have two children, Jason and Cindy.
They are residing in Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Cherie married Bruce Kilborn of Neepawa. They have
two children, Michael and Patrick, and they are residing
at Lloydminster, Alberta.

by Gayle Hunter

Maurice G., youngest son of William H. and Annie
Piett, was born in 1913 on the family farm NW l3-15-16
in the Municipality of Rosedale. Maurice attended
Iroquois School, then helped his parents on the farm. He
married Mary Brown of Ogilvie, daughter of Lillian and
Jack Brown of Arden, in 1938 at Franklin, Manitoba.
They continued to work on the family farm until the
spring of 1942 when they moved to the NE quarter of 715-15, then returned and took over the family farm in the
spring of 1943. They had many unfortunate happenings
in farming, such as fire, winds and hail.
In January 1944, they had a fire that burned their
double garage, tractor, car, and many tools. That fall
they were able to build a new garage, and replaced their
1935 Chevrolet car with a used Model T Ford. They
borrowed two teams of horses from neighbors, Laurence
Kelly and James Patterson, to replace their tractor for
one year. They had crops damaged by hail storms, and
one year a wind and hail storm completely demolished a
new granary.
-Mary often took the place of a man, milking cows,
carrying coal for the stove, shoveling grain, and driving
the tractor in the fields for Maurice while he rode the
binder. They had some hired help periodically over the
years. One man, Bill Parven (a Bernardo boy) from
England, worked a number of years for them.
They were in mixed farming, and gradually got into
Holstein cattle and went into the dairy business for three
years, selling milk to Charlie Martin in Neepawa.
Maurice served on the school board for a few years,
and played the piano for many dances in and around the
district with neighbors Lawrence Kelly, Jack and William
McKee. He also played the piano for many Iroquois
School Christmas concerts.
In 1952 a new house was built by the Potter brothers,
on the same location as the old one, and while the new
house was being constructed, the family lived in the
garage. In 1962 a new barn was built with help of
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STANLEY AND DAISY PlETT
by Eva Martin

Stanley Bartholomew Piett was born in Rosedale
Municipality, the eldest son of William and Annie Piett.
In 1917 he married Daisy Victoria Oldcorn of Franklin.
Daisy was born in Beachburg, Ontario on May 6, 1898,
and in 1900 she moved to Franklin, Manitoba with her
parents Mr. and Mrs. William Oldcorn.
After a honeymoon in Winnipeg, Stan and Daisy
resided on their farm the NW 1/4 of 7-15-15 which Stan
had purchased in 1916. Here they raised a family of six
daughters and three sons. Their eldest, Clara married
Nelson Hawkins, and their children are Howard and
Myrna. Myrna died at the age of 21. The second girl, Eva
married Howard Martin. They have four sons; Bill,
Norman, Murray, and Mervyn. Dorothy, the third girl,
married Glen Hutton, and raised three daughters and one
son - Marjorie, Sharon, Jean and Dennis. Dorothy
passed away in Winnipeg in 1973 at the age of 51 years.
Thelma, the fourth girl, married Mack Burnett, and they
have one daughter, Christine Jean. The fifth Piett girl,
Jean, married Clint McKerlie, and this couple have two
daughters and one son; -Denise, Nola, and Brent.
Marjorie, the youngest, married William McMurchy.
Ronald Piett married Pamela Brooks, and have three
children; Shannon, Karen and Derek.
Donald never married but Fred married Dianne
Townsend, and has three sons and one daughter; Dean,
Todd, Jeff and Kandie.
Stan and Daisy went through some pretty tough times
in the thirties along with everyone else, so Stan bought a
wood sawing outfit, and a crusher, and did custom work
for the neighbors. Wood was sawn for $2.00 an hour and
grain crushed for $1.00 a load. He drew the outfit around
with a big team of horses, and was forced to be away
from home a week at a time.
Daisy was an accomplished pianist and played for

Mr. and Mrs. Stan
Piett, Oct. 17, 1917.

Left to Right: Marjorie, Dorothy, Ronald, Thelma, Clara, Eva, Jean,
Fred, Donald.
'

WILLIAM H. PlETT
by Maurice Piett

Back Row, Left to Right: Clara, Dorothy, Daisy (mother), Stan (dad)
holding Fred, Eva, Thelma. Front Row: Marjorie, Donald, Ronald,
Jean.

dances with the Elks Orchestra, other members of which
were Bill Kelly, Fred McLure, Albert Walker, George
Burnett, and Jimmy Harper. She also played with
Chorneyko Orchestra, Bill Kelly Orchestra, Melvin
Batters Orchestra, and the McKee Orchestra. They
played for two dances a week from 9 P.M. to 2 A.M. and
received $3.00 a night, and that six dollars a week was a
big help.
Stan and his brothers, Vern and Vince, were the
backbone of the Franklin baseball team. Vern was pitcher, Vince was catcher, and Stan was first baseman, and
were victotious at a good number of Sportsday tournaments.
As times got better, Stan and Daisy purchased the Tait
farm, 12-15-16, in 1934. However, in 1935 the crops were
burned for rust and as the family was getting smaller, the
couple moved to Neepawa to 300 Main Street, and Stan
found employment at the Baroni Hotel.
Daisy's health was not too good, so after teaching
music for a few years, she relaxed until her death in 1953.
Stan stayed with the hotel until he retired. He died
suddenly in 1968.

William H. Piett, born at Abingdon, Ontario in 1869,
came to Manitoba with his parents Bartholomew and
Hannah Piett in 1888 at the age of 19.
They took up a homestead in the Iroquois district,
seven miles north-west of Neepawa on SW 13-15-16.
His wife, the former Annie Wilson, born in Hutton
Cranswick Yorkshire, England in 1877, came to Canada
in 1888 with relatives first to Birtle, then to Minnedosa
and Neepawa.
William and Annie were married in Neepawa in 1893,
and travelled by team and sleigh to Ochre River where
they spent their honeymoon at a stopping house operated
by his sister and husband, Mr. and Mrs. George Waite.
On their return they lived with his parents a year, then in
1894 they moved to their own homestead NW 13-15-16.
They farmed for 50 years, beginning with two oxen and
one horse, often having trouble to find his oxen in the
morning as mosquitoes would drive them up-wind during
the night.
William served on the Iroquois school board for 35
years. He was weed inspector for several years. His wife
excelled in making quilts and knitting, also a long time
member of Iroquois W.1. They celebrated their 50th
wedding anniversary in 1943. William passed away
suddenly in December of the same year. His wife passed
away in 1945.
They were blessed with a family of four daughters and
four sons.
Clara married Fred McClure in 1912, a grain buyer at
Springhill. They raised two children, Elva (deceased) and
Gordon. Fred passed away at New Westminster, B.C. in
1950. Clara was remarried to Plewis McClure at Vancouver in 1962. He passed away in 1981. She resides in
Vancouver.
Stanley married Daisy Oldcorn of Franklin in 1917.
They farmed in the district for many years. They had a
family of six girls and three boys, Clara, Eva, Dorothy
(deceased), Thelma, Jean, Marjorie, Ronald, Donald,
and Fred. Daisy passed away in 1953. A second family
with Alice of one girl and three boys, Beverly, Garry,
Wayne, and Ken. Stanley passed away in 1968.
Gladys married Joseph Chisholm of Mentmore in
1921, a grain buyer at Beulah, Manitoba. They raised six
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PILGRIM FAMILY
by Mrs. C.G. Fleet (nee Kitty Pilgrim)

Thomas Henry Pilgrim, his wife Mary Ann, their five
daughters, one son and future son-in-law Charles Joseph
Fleet, left Southampton, England, in 1913. In the
pouring rain the family boarded the Cunard Liner, the
"Ausonia", a really old cattle ship. After a hectic
journey, arriving at Portland, Maine, where we embarked for Chicago, travelling through several States and
Provinces, the family finally arrived at their destination,
Neepawa, on April 6, 1913.

Wm. Piett Family: Maurice, Morna, Vincent, Will, Gwendolyn, Annie,
Stanley, Clara, Vernon.

children, two girls and four boys, Fern, Ronald, Garth,
Harold, Stan, and Donna. Joseph passed away in 1971.
Gladys still lives in the family home.
Vincent married Annie Thompson of Neepawa in
1925. He bought grain at Bede, Pipestone and Neepawa.
They raised a girl and a boy, Faye and Orville. Ann
passed away at Pipestone in 1942, and Vincent at
Neepawa in 1959.
Vernon married Florence Bannatyne of Quill Lake,
Saskatchewan in 1928. He bought grain at Quill Lake and
Newdale, then owned a hotel at Onanole. They raised a
daughter and a son, Gwendolyn and Bill. They are retired
at Onanole.
Stanley, Vincent and Vernon were avid sportsmen,
played baseball and curled.
Morna married Howard Kerr of Neepawa in 1924.
They farmed for several years, then moved to Gladstone
to buy grain. They have three sons, Vernon, Mervin, and
Frederick. Howard deceased in 1970. Morna resides at
Gladstone.
Gwendolyn married Harry Andrews of Minnedosa.
They now live at Burnaby, B.C. They have one daughter,
Trudine. Harry passed away in 1980.
Maurice married Mary Brown of Ogilvie in 1938, and
still reside on the home farm. They have four daughters,
Gayle, Carole, Glenda, and Cherie.

Joe - 80th Birthday, Feb.
6,1967.

Pilgrim Family: Kitty, T.H. Pilgrim (father), Mary Ann Pilgrim
(mother), Charles Joseph Fleet, Lillian, Fred, Ella, Doris.

There was a great crowd at the C.N.R. station who had
heard the Pilgrims were expected, so were curious to meet
(as they thought) a religious outfit! A very delapidated
conveyance called a bus, drawn by an old horse met
passenger trains at the station. The nine of us piled in the
bus. If I remember rightly Neepawa had been doing water
works which made the street very bumpy so we had a very
rough ride to the far North End of Neepawa where we
were welcomed by the Walker family. They were no
strangers to us as Mr. Walker had learned his trade from
my Father who was a master painter, decorator and
architect. The Walkers had been in Canada a year or so
and wrote often telling of the land of "milk and honey",
urging my Father to come. Everywhere was probably
booming when Walkers came, the reverse when we
arrived. There was little or no work to be had, my Father
and Ern Walker even went stooking. Charlie Fleet and I
were engaged to be married. He had served five years
apprenticeship as a photographer, and he and I had
planned to set up a business. He got in touch with a Mr.
St. John who came from Minnedosa about once a month
to take pictures. Charlie offered to buy him out butdw~S
told he would starve to death, so he was emploie th~
Harry O'Neill to drive the Dominion Express van or ork
C.P.R. We four elder girls found work, not exacti y w
we were familiar with.

I worked for Mrs. J.A. Davidson. Lillian, my sister,
worked for Kerrs, later for Mrs. Jack Brown who became
her great friend. Hilda worked for Mrs. J. Wemyss. Ella
took up dressmaking over Brown's Department Store,
her tutor being a Miss Horrocks. The store was large and
situated where the Bamboo Gardens are now. Fred,
having passed all his piano exams in England, played in
the orchestra at the Theatre the Brooker Brothers
operated. Fred was teller in the Home Bank. It was in the
Oddfellows building.
Charlie Fleet and I were married in St. James Anglican
Church in 1913, Rev. Pitts being the Minister. The
temperature that day was 40 below zero.
There was only one cart I think in Neepawa at that
time. It was owned by a Mr. Willoughby, an open car.
We hired it to take guests to and from the church. All
went well until my Father and myself were on our way to
the church, when the monster refused to go when we got
to the four corners on Mountain Avenue. After a lot of
cranking by the driver we went a few steps, more
cranking, and finally we arrived at a packed church.
People were curious to witness an English wedding!
My sister Lillian married Claude Tyler in the same
church in 1915, and sister Hilda married Edward Carter
the same year. Rev. Locke performed the ceremony at
both weddings.
Fred married a Regina girl, Lillian West. Ella married
George Withers, a Saskatchewan boy. It is interesting to
know that at this date all the children of Tom and Mary
Ann are living.
My Mother ran a boarding house by the C.N.R.
station. She was a famous cook and as there were many
passenger trains on the C.N.R., mother's name became
well known for her pies and sandwiches grabbed by the
passengers.
Charlie Fleet was promoted to a Dominion Express
position, was sent to Moose Jaw and ran from Moose
Jaw to Calgary as a Dominion Express Messenger. His
wages rose from $40.00 a month to $80.00, later to over
$200.00 a month. The Walker family had left Neepawa so
my parents decided to come to Moose Jaw. The war was
not over but a terrible plague called the "flu" hit Moose
Jaw, taking the lives of scores of people in 1918. My
beloved husband was a victim at only 29 years of age,
leaving two dear wee girls. Joan Mary, now Mrs. Russell
Lawrence of Maple Creek, Saskatchewan, and Audrey
Frances, now Mrs. C.P. Hall, still residing in Neepawa.
My father had filed on a homestead near Alonsa. He
thought 160 acres for $10.00 was a bargain. He built a
nice house, but homesteading was not his cup of tea!! So
back to Neepawa he came and took up his old work. He
had more than he could handle, and employed Eric
Pettitt whom my Father thought a great deal of, they
became great partners, also friends.
Both my parents took a big interest in the town of
Neepawa. My Father belonged to the Parks Board and
was a big help in the planting of those beautiful trees in
Neepawa's lovely cemetery. He was also a member of the
Poultry Association and won many prizes for his
Langshan chickens. He was interested in sports, although
never taking any active part. He was, in his younger days,
an avid cricketer. He enjoyed the evenings spent with the

Sons of England over Harry Hodgkinson's Butcher
Shop. His humor was catching and one of his pleasures
was acting Santa Claus each year at the St. James
Anglican Church concerts. Both he and Mother supported the same church, Mother being an active member
of the then Women's Auxiliary. She was also a Rebekah.
The house my parents bought in 1922, opposite the old
school on Mountain Avenue, is presently occupied by my
youngest sister and her husband, Mr. and Mrs. Olmer
Pierson. Many happy times were spent in this house,
young and old were welcome.
Dad was quite a politician but no one ever knew which
party he favored as he claimed one's ballot was a secret.
He couldn't be persuaded to accept the Old Age Pension
of $25 a month, saying it was charity. However, he
worked until over 80, finally accepting the pension.
My Mother passed away in 1955. Had she lived, she
and Dad would have celebrated their 68th wedding
anniversary in the fall. My Father passed away in 1961 at
the age of 97. It is worthy to note that he was Neepawa's
oldest citizen at the time of his death.
Myself, I remarried into the Cooney family. My
husband was Michael Cooney. Two daughters were born
to us, Eileen Rachel (Mrs. R. McDonald of Peterboro,
Ontario), and Ruth Doreen (Mrs. W. Cook of Winnipeg). To date I am 94 years of age. Like my parents, I
am a great-great-grandmother, and have many to carry
on the family name. In closing, the Pilgrims speak of
Neepawa as their Canadian home.

PITTMAN
by Cecil Pittman

Violet Meakin married Lome Pittman on May 22,
1938, in Birnie, Manitoba. While living in Birnie they had
two sons, Lome and Cecil, who were both born in the
Neepawa and District Hospital. Later they moved to
Minnedosa where their third child, a daughter, Betty, was
born, and Lome started school. After residing in Minnedosa for a few years they moved back to Birnie, where
Cecil started school. In 1949 the family then moved to
Neepawa. Mrs. Pittman worked at several domestic jobs,
one being for Mr. and Mrs. Leon Asper who were the

Lome, Betty, Violet Pittman, Cecil.
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owners of the Roxy Theatre. She is now enjoying her
retirement as a resident of Osborne Home.
Betty married Mervin Wareham, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Wareham, on June 28, 1958. Merv was employed
with the Neepawa Salt Well. Betty passed away on
October 21, 1966, leaving three children, Maureen,
Fraser and Roxanna who are now residing in Moose Jaw,
Saskatchewan where their father moved with the salt
company.
Lome married Carolyn Lukin, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Geoff Lukin, on November 29, 1958. They make
their home in Victoria, B.C. and have three children
Dale, Kelly and Candace. Lome took an interest in the
military early in life, first joining the Air Cadets while
attending school and then the Manitoba Dragoons
Reserve Army. When he left school he joined the Navy in
1955. He has journeyed to many parts of the world. His
trades were Stoker, Hull Mechanic and now Diving. He
presently holds the rank of Petty Officer 1st Class and is
involved in all aspects of training new navy divers. Lome
joined the Ancient Free and Accepted Masons and has
obtained the following steps - Lodge of Perfection, Rose
Croix and Vancouver Island Consistory. His wife,
Carole, is an employee of Eaton's.

Dale, Carole, Candace, Lome, Kelly Pittman.

Cecil married Maureen Montgomery, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Gordon Montgomery, on August 10, 1963. He
was a member of Air Cadets during school years and won
a flying scholarship and was presented with his wings and
pilot's license in 1957. He has lived in Neepawa since
leaving school, with the exception of one year in Winnipeg where he was employed with Cargill Grain Co. Not
liking the city life he returned to Neepawa in 1958. He
worked for Fenwicks Dept. Store for a short time before
taking up employment with Angus A. McDougall Ltd. as
parts manager for twelve years. He then took over
managing the Cornucopia Dining Room in the Vivian
Motor Hotel for three and a half years. He is presently
employed with the Manitoba Liquor Control Commission and is working in the local Liquor Mart. His
wife, Maureen, has been employed with the Dept. of
Attorney-General in the Neepawa Land Titles Office
since 1960. She is a member of Lionelles.
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Maureen and Cecil Pittman.

Cecil has always been active in sports, winning several
ribbons in elementary and high school track and field
events, as well as winning awards at the Provincial Meets
in Winnipeg. He played senior ball (centre field) with the
Neepawa Farmers and in later years helped manage that
team. Hockey was a major part of his sports activities. In
1960 he helped spearhead the re-organization of the local
Intermediate Hockey Club, later re-named "Natives".
Besides playing goal he managed the finances of the club
for thirteen years. During his hockey career he was on
one Provincial and seven League Championship teams.
He won six goaltending trophies and one Most Valuable
Player trophy. On his retirement from the Natives he was
presented with a painting of himself' 'in the net". Cecil is
now playing Canadian Old timer Hockey - his team
winning one championship trophy and gold medal at the
Prairie Cup in Winnipeg; a bronze medal at Regina and a
silver medal at Edmonton.
Cecil is a member of the Neepawa Lions Club, joining
in 1969. He was a member of the Yellow head Centre
Board during the early stages of construction, and was
the first rink chairman when the Yellow head opened in
1972, as well as President in 1976.

WILLIAM GEORGE POLLOCK (1860 - 1957)
by The Family

William George Pollock, son of John C. and Emily
Pollock, was born in Lambton County, Ontario near
Forrest. In 1880 he married Mary Jane Simmons at
Forrest, where they engaged in farming.
He travelled West in 1889 to Moose Jaw, back to
Portage la Prairie, and north to Basswood before
returning to Forrest. That same winter he rented a farm
at Hummeston Siding, north of Wellwood. When he
moved West in 1890 he found the farm to be sand and
swamp.
That same year he purchased the SW 1/4 of 33-14-14 in
the Union School District, and moved here in the fall.
The dwelling had one ply of boards covered with tin. In
the next few years, log buildings including stables,

William G. Pollock.

lodges led him to the position of Past Noble Grand of the
local LO.O.F.lodge.
His marriage to Mary Jane Simmons produced three
sons: twins John and David, and William Jr. John died at
an early age. William Jr. married Violet McLaren in 1980
and they took residence on the home farm where his son
Herbert still lives. David married Lottie Nelson in 1909
and farmed on his father's land in the Inkerman District.
Mr. W.G. Pollock's wife died in 1918. He was remarried
to Elizabeth Bailey who predeceased him.

JAMES MONTGOMERY POOLE
by Elmer J. Poole

granaries, and a log blacksmithing shop with forge and
bellows appeared on the farmstead. In 1904 he built an
Ontario style 42 x 80 ft. frame barn. The frame was
mortised and held together with wooden pegs. The
allowed racks and wagons to be driven into the
and turned around without unhitching.
Mr. Pollock's main interest turned to the community.
was Secretary-Treasurer of Union School District for
number of years. He was councillor of Langford
for 5 years and Reeve for 4 years. He was
of the Union District Telephone Company for
years.
Just prior to the marriage of his son William Jr. in
1908, he moved to Neepawa and built a garage on
Avenue on the present site of the Liquor
v\.llllJ.ll10"""'11.
First he sold farm machinery and later
cars. He was owner of one of the first cars in
NP,on"""". He sold the garage to Rutledges and started a
hardware store across from the present School Board
office. When he sold this business, he occupied his time
selling insurance and carrying out his duties as Justice of
the Peace and Mayor of Neepawa. His civic duties included being town councillor for four years and Mayor of
Neepawa for part of 1927, from 1929 - 1931, and from
1934 - 1947 (a total of 17 years). During this time he
presided over many improvements, not the least of which
were a $200,000.00 water works system, a curling rink, a
park, etc. In all this time he never missed a council
meeting. He retired from civic responsibilities in 1947 at
the age of 86.
Mr. Pollock's interest in lodge work led him to achieve
many offices in various lodges. A member of the Loyal
Orange Lodge for 78 years, he became an honorary
of the Grand Orange Lodge of Manitoba. He
Past Grand Treasurer and Past Grand Master of the
Black Preceptory. He was a member of the Masonic
Order for 61 years. His positions were Past District
Superintendent of the Holy Royal Arch; Provincial
Prior Knights Templar; Member of the Mystic
for 50 years; Khartum Temple NAOMS; a charter
of Naomi Chapter No. 11 OES and Past Grand
His work in the local LO.O.F. and Rebekah

This is a brief history of the James Montgomery Poole
family, derived from various writings, documents and
word of mouth.
James Poole was born in the year 1854, at Cote St.
Piere or La Chute in the Province of Quebec. This place
lies about fifty miles east of Montreal. His father, Moses
Poole was also born in Quebec province and married
Anne Montgomery.
Moses Poole and his family moved in 1857 to Ellis
Township, Perth County, about fourteen miles from
Stratford, Ontario.
Later James Poole and his brother Timothy established
homesteads in the Freeland district in the spring of 1878.
This land is located about eight miles south and two miles
west of Neepawa, Manitoba (N1I2 17 and N 112 18-1215). They built a log house and barn that summer which
was claimed to be the first home ready to live in, on the
Carberry Plains. Their parents and family also came west
that spring to live with them and helped to establish their
holdings.
James Poole married Rebecca Lee Hall in 1882, and
continued to farm in this area until the spring of 1891
when he purchased land from a Land Company in the
Springhurst (Springhill) district (SE 114 3-16-16). The
reason they moved to the south-eastern slopes of the
Riding Mountains was hopefully to escape the killing

James Montgomery Poole Family, 1906.
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frosts which had plagued their crops for several consecutive years.
James and Rebecca Poole sold out in 1918, retiring to
Winnipeg and later to Vancouver. Following his passing
in 1924 she lived with her sister Mrs. Matilda Smith at
Kelwood and her several children until her death in 1932.
Moses Poole had a family of twelve children - Mary,
Timothy, James, Hannah, Agnes, Georgina, Nellie,
Jennie, Ella, Beulah, John and Dave. The accompanying
photo of the James M. Poole family was taken in the year
1906 following the marriage of Effie Poole to Thomas
Pierson. Listed are the names of those in the photo including the names of their spouses and children.
Back row left to right: George Wesley Poole wed Jessie
Blunt, children - Donald, James, Wilfred. Joseph Arthur
Poole wed Elizabeth (Lizzie) Kolesar, children - Reid,
Hazel. Walter David Poole wed Elizabeth (Lily) M.T.
Stuart, children - Doreen, Elmer, Celia, Arnold. Ephesia
(Effie) Amelia Poole wed Thomas Pierson, children Olmer, Walter, Dwight, Lorna. Leslie Montgomery wed
Pearl Willerton, children - Jack, Norman. Front row left
to right: James Montgomery Poole. Oliver James Poole
wed Leta McCord, children - Clifford (killed in Africa in
W. W. 11), Velma. Cecil Clifford Poole wed Elsie
Bilkoski, children - Stanley, Gordon, Ruby. Rebecca Lee
Poole (nee Hall). Robert Allen Poole wed Elizabeth
(Bessie) Donaldson Smith, children - Donald, Joy,
Lome, Lloyd (George).
Elmer J. Poole, Brandon, Manitoba and Mrs. Joan
Johnston of Killarney, are researching the Poole family
genealogy and history and would appreciate receiving
additional information.

WALTER DAVID POOLE FAMILY
by The Family

Walter Poole was the fourth child born to James M.
and Rebecca Poole on September 4th, 1889, at Freeland
(birth certificate indicates Glendale), about 10 miles SSW
of Neepawa. Because of severe fall frosts the family
moved to Springhurst (Springhill) SE 3-16-16 in 1891.
The school Dad attended was located on SE 34-15-16

Mr. and Mrs. Walter D.
Poole.
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near the water spring, which was a widely used source of
water then and still is today. In his early twenties Dad
was active in the well-boring business. The machine was
powered by a team of horses walking in a circle to drive
what was called a horse-power. On February 19, 1916 he
enlisted in the Canadian Army and was shortly sent
overseas, twice wounded with shrapnel and also gassed in
France. His duties were as an infantryman, sniper and
with the railroad troops in Belgium. He received his
discharge on May 22, 1919.
On February 5, 1919 in Belfast, Ireland, Walter Poole
married Elizabeth M.T. Stuart and returned home with
his bride. Mother was an accomplished bookkeeper and
musician and used these talents for the benefit of her
family and the community.
Dad obtained a homestead in Saskatchewan, NE 1-4217 W2, east of Pleasantdale, but for reasons unknown to
us, he returned to Springhill and purchased the NE 3-1616 from his father.
During the 20s and 30s, a pastime many people
enjoyed and hoped to benefit from was "Figure puzzles"
that were sponsored by magazines and papers to increase
circulation. Our parents were fortunate in 1927 to win
first prize in a national contest sponsored by The Grain
Growers Guide. The prize was a 1927 Chevrolet Sedan
plus $1300. This was followed by a second place finish in
a similar contest sponsored by The Goblin in 1928. They
again won a new car or had the choice of taking the cash
equivalent. This was a great blessing to them during those
times as they had four children and there were occasions
when they had neither the money nor was credit available
to purchase a bag of flour. The merchants weren't uncharitable, they also required cash to purchase supplies.
Dad was a custom thresher and also did land breaking.
Threshing would begin on the lower levels north-west of
Neepawa and would progress up the slope of Riding
Mountain through Springhill, Polonia and Mountain
Road area. During the late 30s into the 40s, farm

Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Poole, Doreen, Elmer,
Celia, Arnold.

methods and prices improved and Dad and Mother
decided to buy a farm at Oberon from Mr. and Mrs. Tom

Celia and Laverne Tufts were married in 1950, and
have four children, Joan, Carman, Leonard and Dennis.
They farmed in the Fairfax district until 1976 and are
now living in Boissevain, Manitoba.
Arnold married Helen Jardine in 1950 and they have
two children, Raymond and Myrna. Arnold and Helen
live in Brandon.

DR. JOHN S. POOLE
by Myrtle McKenzie

Doreen, Elmer, Celia and Arnold Poole means of transportation to and
from school.

Born in Kemptville, Ontario in 1872, John Silas Poole
graduated from the Manitoba Medical College in 1899 as
a Medalist. The year following he came to Neepawa
where he practiced for a short time with Dr. J .R. McRae.
He was to devote the next fifty years to a practice in
which he was to become a skilled surgeon and a beloved

Walter and Elmer Poole - 1940.

McKenzie, and then retired to Neepawa in 1949 leasing
the land to their sons, Arnold and Elmer.
Dad passed away June 24, 1957 following a lengthy
period with a crippling stroke. Mother passed away
September 4, 1965, several days after a severe stroke.
Both our parents were buried in Riverside Cemetery,
Neepawa, Manitoba.
There were four children in the family, born while they
lived at Springhill. They attended Springhill School to
Grade IX, the girls going on to Neepawa Collegiate to
complete their Grade XI. Doreen took up nursing in
Brandon, Celia worked with the Royal Bank. The boys
farmed with their father and later in partnership at
Oberon. They sold the farm in 1974 and moved to
Brandon. Elmer was in the R.C.A.F. from December
1941 to February 1945.
Doreen married James Proctor in 1941. They had six
children, David, James, Valerie, Richard, Robert and
Elizabeth. David died an infant, and Jimmy at three
years. From her second marriage to Joseph Aylward
there are two children, Michael and Mary Ellen. Joseph
passed away in 1971. Doreen now lives at Amaranth,
Manitoba.
Elmer married Norma Fraser in 1950. They have five
children, Phyllis, Arlene and Stewart (twins), Weldon
and Kelvin. Elmer and Norma reside in Brandon.

Dr. 1.S. Poole.

Mary Elizabeth Poole.

family physician to a host of people in the district at a
time when house calls were customary and when most
babies were born at home, regardless of the time of night
or the condition of country roads or the lack of them.
In 1903, Dr. Poole spent a year in post-graduate
surgery at Guys Hospital in London, England and some
five years later continued his post-graduate surgical
training at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore.
Later, he was to become President of the Manitoba
Medical Association in 1915; President of the Manitoba
College of Physicians and Surgeons in 1932; President of
the Dominion Council of Medicine in 1939; Life Member
of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Manitoba in
1933; Fellow of the American College of Surgeons in
1935; and Senior Member of the Canadian Medical
Association in 1945.
When the first district hospital was built in 1904, he
was a Life Governor and when, in 1951, the present
hospital was built, Dr. Poole was asked to cut the ribbon
and officially open the new hospital.
During his years and despite his busy and overcrowded schedule, he always found time to teach student
nurses at the Hospital in Obstetrics, Gynaecology, etc.
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He had a keen and original wit and of him it was said that
when he would explain to the nurses some disease, some
name of a muscle or bone in the usual lengthy Latin
wording, he would stop his lecture in mid-sentence and
with a straight and serious face say, "Miss Smith, would
you please spell that for the class". His students had a
profound respect for him.
A student of Shakespeare and the English language, he
always seemed to have the knack of coming up with just
the right quotation whether it was during some tense
moment in the operating room or after during a cup of
morning coffee.
In 1905, he was married to Mary Elizabeth McFadden
who was likely the first white child in the District having
arrived with her father, Moses McFadden, in 1882 when
she was two years old. Born to the marriage were four
children: Edith (Mrs. H.M. Hunter of Calgary); John
(who practices medicine in Vancouver); Alice (Mrs. F.S.
Bull of Toronto) and Bill who practices law in London.
In accordance with his concept of his duties to society,
Dr. Poole became a candidate for the Manitoba
Legislature in 1932. He was defeated on that occasion but
returned to run successfully in 1936 and sat in the
Legislature for the next fifteen years. When he retired the

Bill Poole - Christmas Day, 1936.

Winnipeg Free Press in an article entitled "A Gentleman
Bows Out" described Dr. Poole in these words:
"We have had the pleasure of meeting Dr. J .S. Poole,
Progressive-Conservative, Beautiful Plains, on many
occasions during the past few years. He is a courtly
gentleman, beloved by hundreds who live in Neepawa
and vicinity. He has worked with and for his constituents
for several decades. When times were difficult he tended
patients without hope of remuneration. He is the type of
doctor that Manitobans like to boast about.
Dr. Poole is now more than 75 years of age. He is
howe~er a veteran with colour, strong character, large
heart, keen intellect and bright sense of humour. In the
House he does not say much but when the occasion
arises, he covers in a few sentences what many younger
men could not express in long and dreary speeches."
During his early years he took a prominent part in
various sporting activities but was probably better known
throughout the Province for his proficiency in tennis. He
was considered excellent in golf, baseball, lacrosse,
soccer and curling.
Dr. Poole retired in 1952 and moved to Victoria where
he died in 1963. Mrs. Poole died a year later.
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His many friends in Neepawa and throughout the
Province will remember him for his kind personality and
courtly manner; for his brilliant dry humour and for his
scintillating powers of repartee. To have known him was
a rewarding experience; to have earned his friendship a
privilege.

JONAH POTTER (See Century Farms)
SETH POTTER FAMILY
by Mrs. Melvin Potter

Seth Potter's father, Joseph, emigrated from
England in 1843 and settled in Ontario. He came west
with his wife and family to homestead on NE 6-16-15 in
the Springhill-Acton district in 1877. Seth had two older
half-brothers, Eli and Jonas. His parents were buried in
the corner of the section on which they lived. Seth lived
on the family farm and married Jennie Jackson. In 1902
they moved to a farm north of Neepawa. They had ten
children, three boys and seven girls: Gerald, Hilda
(St~wart), Lou (Beldon), George, Mina (Cameron), Ena
(MItchell), Lyon, Madge, Clara (Stacey), and Evelyn
(McClelland). Mr. and Mrs. Potter retired to Vancouver
in 1904.
Gerald remained on the family farm until 1909. Hilda
and Arthur Stewart farmed north of Neepawa and later
moved to Neepawa where he ran the horse-powered Lake
of the Woods elevator in the north end of town. George
took up farming in Springhill on NW 1-16-16. He
married Mary McRae in 1905. Three sons, Melvin,
Wilbert and Alex were born on that farm. In 1916 they
moved to Mountain View where Weldon and Donald
were born. Twelve years later they returned to Springhill
and settled on S.E. 35-15-16. The boys were all educated
in Springhill and Mountain View schools. The family was
active in church, school and community affairs. George
died in 1931, and Mary remained on the farm until her
death in 1940.
Melvin worked as a representative with Advance
Rumely Co., and covered a territory out of Saskatoon. In
1931, he returned home and three years later married Ina
E. (Nell) Baker. They farmed in Springhill until 1946

George Potter - 1908.

when they bought NW 18-15-15 in the Mountain View
district where they still reside. Their daughter Dorothy
and her husband Deane Babcock, farm at Birnie. They
have three children, Nadine, Grant and Lea. George
married Carol (Cranston) and lives in Winnipeg with
their family, Douglas, Karen and Barbara. Kenneth and
his wife Maureen (Elliott) have four children, Catherine,
Andrea, Garth and Dennis, and live in Calgary.
Wilbert worked for C.T. Pedlar of Neepawa until 1929
when he moved to Saskatoon. Two years later he married
Fannie (Phipps). They have two children, Donald and
Lois, and are now retired to Summerland, British
Columbia.
Alex married Evelyn (Baker) in 1936. They bought SW
36-15-16 in 1937, where they farmed until moving to
Neepawa in 1962. Alex worked for Wm. Whitmore Ltd.,
Edson Industries, and G.M.W. Ltd. until he retired.
Their daughter Florence married Donald Whitmore, and
their family David, Nancy, Beth and Donna live in
Winnipeg. Murray married Marjorie (Mitchell) and their
family Patricia and Murray Jr. reside in Edmonton.
Ronald joined the Air Force in 1964 and is presently
stationed in Edmonton. Clifford married Elaine
(Berglund). They reside in Rocanville, Saskatchewan
with their sons Elliot and Justin.
Weldon married Helen (Ellis) in 1941, and after serving
five years in the Air Force returned to the family farm in
1946. He was a member of the Springhill Baseball Club,
and is well known for his musical ability. Over the years
he has played piano with many dance bands. In 1974 they
moved to Neepawa where Weldon is employed in the
Land Titles Office. Their son, Allan, is stationed with the
Navy in Halifax, and has a daughter, Nicole. Leanne
married Harry Harding and has three children, Darrin,
Terry and Christian in Neepawa. Phyllis and her
husband, Ed Pawluk, live in Winnipeg with their two
daughters, Jennifer and Shauna. Robert married Ruth
(Dickson), and lives in Oakville, Manitoba, with his two
sons, Michael and Mathew.
Donald moved to Winnipeg in 1946 and married Velma
(Salmon) in 1950. He drives for the Winnipeg Transit,
and has three daughters, Donalda Rae, Terri Lynn and
Rhonda.

served as an Elder and Clerk of Session and Phyllis
taught Sunday School and children's groups. David and
Kathy attended church youth groups while receiving their
education in Neepawa schools. Kathy played clarinet in
the Lions Club Band and David was a member of Air
Cadets and the Junior Rifle Club. Both were interested in
skiing and were among the first to enjoy the slopes at Mt.
Agassiz.
Fred has been active in the Masonic orders and he,
Phyllis and Kathy are all members of the Eastern Star
and Phyllis belongs to the White Shrine in Brandon.
Another member was added to their family when
Linda Bailey spent four years in their home before
moving to Touchwood Residence. When the homemaker
plan for the residence was implemented, Phyllis served
several months on the staff.
David, his wife Geri and their three children reside in
Winnipeg where he is employed with Winnipeg Transit.
Kathy is a Mental Health Worker with the Department of
Health stationed at St. Pierre and also lives in Winnipeg.
Fred and Phyllis are now retired.

ANTHONY AND HEDWIG PRA WDZIK
by Vera Kulbacki

Anthony was born in Auguston, Poland, one of eight
children. At 17 years of age, he and his buddy decided to
go to "America". His departure was somewhat adventurous and humorous. While he had the necessary
papers to leave Poland, his buddy being of Army age was
not able to obtain a visa. So rather than separate, they
decided to make it out on their own. They paid the guard
on the Polish side to walk away from his post at a
prearranged time at night. They then had to get by the
guard on the Russian occupied side. To do so they cut
across a graveyard. His friend fell into an open grave and
not knowing what happened, he started to yell, which
attracted the guard. In order to avoid being detected,
Anthony joined his friend in the muddy hole.
After a few minor incidents they reached their boat and

THE POWELLS
by Phyllis Powell

Fred and Phyllis Powell and their IS-month old son
David arrived in Neepawa from Ocean Falls, B.C. in the
spring of 1951. Their daughter Kathryn was born the
following August. They purchased a home on Third
Avenue where they still reside.
Descendant of a pioneer Ceylon, Saskatchewan family,
Fred operated the Neepawa Locker Plant until 1961 when
it was sold to Tony Otten. Since then he has been selfemployed. Phyllis, originally from Paris, Ontario, was
kept busy with their small family and several foster
children until she joined the staff of the Neepawa Press
for five years and then spent fifteen years as Neepawa
Area Clerk with Manitoba Hydro.
Members of Knox Presbyterian Church, Fred has

Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Prawdzik and some members of the family at
the old home 112 mile west of St. Elizabeth's Church, Polonia.
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community by putting on plays, using local people as
actors, doing the tutoring and directing himself. The
props and costumes were made by his family under his
direction. His plays drew large crowds and were enjoyed
by people who came many miles to see them. Any profits
realized went to cover the expenses of the plays and to
keep the Book Club operating.
In 1945 they moved to Winnipeg and returned to
Neepawa to retire in 1953 where they lived until their
death.
Their children are - Marion Kolpak, New Britain,
Connecticut; Josephine Glugosh, Winnipeg; Margaret
Suski, Selkirk; Vera Kulbacki, Neepawa; Louis
Prawdzik, Neepawa; Beatrice Harris, Brandon
(deceased); Tilly Kirby, Whitby, Ontario; Edmund
Prawdzik, Hollywood, California.
There are 28 grandchildren, 48 great grandchildren,
and 7 great great grandchildren.

Vera, Margaret, Josephine, Louis, Margaret, Marion (Edmund
missing).

arrived in Youngstown, Ohio. After a year or so there he
decided to come to Canada, arriving in Manitoba in
1902, settling in Polonia where he worked for various
farmers to get a start.
It was here where he met his bride, Hedwig
Kwiatkowski, who also came from Poland at the age of 2
years with her parents, a few years earlier. They married
and settled in Polonia where they obtained some land and
built a log house. The country was still very rough and
undeveloped and it was not unusual to have a stray Indian walk into your house looking for food (mainly white
bread) or to have a band of wandering gypsies make
camp close by. After a day or two they would suddenly
disappear at night, along with your pig, calf, or chickens.
Since there was no store in Polonia, staples were obtained
by walking to Franklin or Neepawa.
Accidents and illnesses were usually serious as the
nearest doctor was four to five hours away. Most illnesses
were treated by home remedies such as Chamomile tea (a
wild herb) for fever and stomach ailments, goose grease
and mustard for chest colds and Watkins or Rawleighs
red liniment for everything else (not to forget the midwife). The highlight of the year was the visit from
Watkins or Rawleighs travelling salesman.
Aside from farming, Anthony served as Postmaster for
the community, and was a trustee. During those years
there was not much for amusement, and being of an
ingenious nature he entertained the local people with
marrionettes which he carved and dressed with the help
of his wife.
He also started a Polish Book Club which he operated
from his home. The books and newspapers had to be
ordered from Winnipeg. Those who could not read,
gathered at his home evenings and he read to them.
After 17 years, the family moved to New Britain,
Connecticut. A few years later they returned and continued farming. By this time a hall was built in Polonia
and he was able to continue his interest in entertaining the
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PRAWDZIK FAMILY
by Stanley Prawdzik

Mr. Jacob Prawdzik and Anna Rodziewiz came to
Youngtown, Ohio, where they were married, had two
children, Anthony and Wanda (Mrs. Thomas
Romanick). They moved to Canada in 1909, bought
eighty acres of land at Polonia, Manitoba where they had
eight more children - Nancy (Mrs. Peter Rainkie) of
Arden, Aleck Prawdzik of Brandon, Celia (Mrs. John
Snezyk of Polonia), Charolett (Mrs. Dan Johnson of
Hamilton), Irene (Mrs. Bud Mason of Cairo, Michigan,
May (Mrs. George Sofraniuk of Hamilton), Charles who
joined the Air Force in 1942, was killed in action, and is
buried in England, and Stanley of Neepawa, Manitoba.

Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Prawdzik.

ANDY ANDVELVARAAEN
by Raaen Family

We moved to our farm NW 5-14-13 on the Arden
Ridge in April 1944, coming from Austin, Manitoba
where Andy's folks lived. We came from Consul,
Saskatchewan in August of 1940. After the drought,
grasshoppers and dust of Saskatchewan, the trees and

green grass of Manitoba were a welcome sight. We had
many adjustments to make as where they used eight to
ten horses on Saskatchewan gumbo soil, four or five were
used on Manitoba lighter soil. In Saskatchewan when it
rained, we stayed home. Here, one could go to town and
back on the land in a few hours after the rain. After
hauling water four miles in Saskatchewan, Snaith Creek
running through this farm was a real attraction.
Mr. George Jones built the brick veneer house on the
farm in 1921. Mr. Jones died in 1929. We bought the
farm in 1945 from Mr. Washly, Mr. Jones' uncle. The
farm had been rented until we bought it. Some of the
renters were: Enns, Porterfields and Browns.
We have three children - Shirley and her husband,
Gordon Thom, a C.N. signal maintainer at Melfort,
Saskatchewan, and their three children - Shane, SandiLee and Sherri-Lynn; Larry and his wife, Grace, have
two children - Joan and Blaine. Larry has a turkey
breeder farm at Gunton, Manitoba; Karen and her
husband, Tom Wilson, live in Neepawa with their two
children - Andrea and Nikki. Tom is a salesman for
Brown & Murray, and Karen is a Licenced Practical
Nurse at East View Lodge.

OLE RAMSTAD
- by Edna Ramstad

Ole Ramstad, a building contractor, working in
Neepawa and surrounding areas, was impressed by the
beauty of the town and the friendliness of the people.
Prior to and during the war years, there was much work
here, and he was constantly being persuaded to become a
Neepawa resident. So in 1949 he built a home and in
November of that year moved his family. At Christmas
Mayor Dr. Cleave and Council members called to officially welcome Ole and his family. Christmas Eve, the
fire alarm and the blaze itself heralded in a future of

continued employment for Ramstad Construction,
beginning with the re-building of the Fenwicks Store
which was opened April 27th, the contractor's birthday,
and built in the coldest year in forty years.
Being always deeply concerned for the safety of his
workmen, this particular job gave added concern with
danger of the roof falling in but God saw fit to let it fall
at the noon hour when no one was there.
An unusual event on West Park School, working with
the architects for the first time, who came for samples of
cement but found when they returned to Winnipeg for
testing that the cement had hardened completely. They
never called for more samples though they were to do so
intermittently. 'A building is only as good as its foundation' was Ole Ramstad's motto and this was applied to
all his cement work. This was later proved when men
installed parking meters in Neepawa claimed these
sidewalks were practically impregnable. The Bank of
Montreal vault was almost impossible to dismantle.
Upon completion of the vault Ole said "No one will ever
break in there."
Fourteen to sixteen work hours per day were not
unusual for Ole, his son Ken and the rest of his gang with
never time for vacation but in 1955 it was decided he and
his wife were going to visit their homeland Norway.
Forget about work for these months. That's what he
thought. He sailed by boat and Mr. Mills sent plans for
the Bank of Montreal renovation to figure on in time for
tender date. The day he returned he donned working
clothes and was back on brick work at Bell Lumber
building (Beaver Lumber).

Ramstad's-1970.

His stonework can be seen on all Government
buildings at Clear Lake as well as on private buildings, all
done at $1 per hour. His plastering, stuccoing, brickwork
and cement finishing can be seen all over the province
and in other provinces and in Chicago.
After working on the Chalet for Alguires at Clear
Lake, he was engaged to do their Neepawa work too.
Coming to Neepawa one morning he saw Ollie Alguire
standing between the Economy and Burgess' store, as in a
dream. "Ole, there are three walls! All we need is a roof,
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THE RANDALLS
by Ted Randall

Mr. Ramstad at Lake Irwin.

a floor and a front. When can you do it?" Today this
place is known as Helen's Shoppe.
Ole never advertised. A time when signs were compulsory he had one made, carried it in the front seat. His
advertisement was from giving satisfaction to all
customers who in turn did his advertising and he always
had more work than he could comfortably do. He always
financed his contracts and invoices were paid within the
allotted time; unusual but profitable, and he never
bought on credit. One time when twenty-two' men were
on the payroll and the money promised to be paid from
private work completed did not come as promised. He
was at a loss for weekly paychecks. The manager of Bank
of Montreal told him "You make out the weekly
payment cheques as usual. They will be honored". A real
compliment to a man's integrity.
Mrs. Ramstad has often been spoken of as one who has
spread the name of Neepawa far and near through her
exhibitions in fairs from east to west, the Toronto
Exhibition, the Pacific Exhibition and many places
between, and has well over 1800 prize tickets as
mementos. Many of these were won at Neepawa's own
Beautiful Plains Exhibition. The Toronto Exhibition
wrote her to say "It was a real achievement to win as she
did at their fair as she was competing with the best from
all Canada and from Chatelaine she was told in her
congratulatory letter that the issue in which her pie, her
picture and the article were to be featured would be read
by one and one-half million women of Canada.
In 1958 this couple celebrated their Golden Anniversary, then the Sixtieth and Sixty-second. In 1968 Ole
entered into a contract for the Brydon Apartment Block
and Neepawa Medical Clinic at the age of eighty-four. He
never wished retirement. In summer he found enjoyment
from his sailboat and in time spent at the Clear Lake
cottage. In winter Ole curled and one year was on the
trophy-winning rink in the Nor-Western Bonspiel in
Winnipeg, skipped by Reeve Myers of Clanwilliam.
Ole was also one of the first in home decorating at
Christmastime. Mr. Bray of Bray's Grocery and Ole
Ramstad shared the first prize ever awarded for this
competition.
Mr. and Mrs. Ramstad have two daughters and one
son, six grandchildren and ten great- grandchildren.
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Henry, Margaret and children George (age 12),
Margaret (9), Sidney (7), Albert (4), and Edward (4), all
born in Horsham or Colgate, Sussex, England, sailed
April 11, 1912 on the R.M.S. Tunisian (very pleased we
did not sail on the Titanic), left Halifax via C.P.R. direct
to Neepawa. My only recollection is the man who sold
candy and goodies on the train, stopping on the prairie to
boil water to make tea. Our first cousin Kitty Murray
(nee Ashby) still calls me Tations from my continual call
"Nudder Tation"!
By my calculation we arrived in Neepawa April 26th
and went direct to Alguire's farm. We must have stayed
three years. Then we moved to the old Chudley duplex,
first house east of the Anglican Church. Shortly we
moved to the old Gray house, facing Guinn's property.
We had 8 lots, good for us as Dad was a market gardener
and Mum grew lots of flowers, plus we had bees. We had
to get our drinking water from the church manse about
160 ft. west or more, outside pump. Rev. and Mrs.
Pritchard and daughter Dorothy lived there. We had a
pump at our back door but the water was not good, and
after my cat fell in and I got it out with a rake with my
sister holding my feet, and Mum screaming, thinking I
would fall in too, Dad had it filled. The cat lived but he
was stiff. I put him in the sun to thaw out. Pat Guinn
came to see us, and she ran back to her Mother and said,
"All the Randalls are English but Ted and Bert and they
are twins" !
George went into specialty printing and radio
technician, working in Winnipeg. After the big printers
strike, he left for California and worked for Lockheed.
He married a Winnipeg girl. They had two boys, Tom
and Allan. They both played many parts in the movies as
children. There were 4 grandchildren. Deceased 1977.
Margaret worked as a milliner for Miss Larcombe and
Miss Phipps. She married Bert Moore, manager of Hotel
Hamilton before moving to Saskatoon. Deceased 1952.

Randall Family

IN LOVING MEMORY OF
EV A AND FRANK RENWICK
by V. Green Bray

From "Bonnie Scotland" to the Neepawa District in
the early nineteen twenties came a tall, red headed
Scotsman by the name of Frank Renwick. He came with
a couple of other "braw lads" namely his brother,
Charlie and Alexander "Sandy" Murdock to work as
hired men on surrounding farms. Frank was born May
20, 1901 to Robert and Mary Renwick at Greenlaw,
Scotland. He took his schooling there and later had been
a shepherd along with his father, training dogs and
working the sheep.
After arriving at Neepawa, he worked for J .S. Batters
Sr., Herb Peeler, Cliff Kilburn, Charlie Martin and the
Mclntosh Family before setting up farming on his own in
the early nineteen thirties on what was known as the Joe
Hunter farm in the Oakdale District in the Municipality
of Langford, southeast of Neepawa.

Mr. and Mrs. Ted Randall and Diane.

Sid worked for Neepawa Press part-time, with Burly
Wyatt, Blake Dunlop and Ed Ross. Also operated the
projector at the Roxy, a career he continued after he
came back from overseas with the Air Force. Moving
with his wife Freda to Victoria, they had one son
(adopted) Greg. Deceased 1974.
In 1935 I married Grace Smith. We went to Saskatoon.
I got a job with C.P. Express part-time, things started to
improve, but one had to stay with it. Late 1937 I was
getting fair time but always laid off in the winter. In 1964
I had to get out of the labor market after an operation.
We have two children and four grandchildren. Wayne is
at Watrous, and Diane in Vancouver (Mrs. Kinakin).
Bert and Kay (his wife) also work at the C.P. Express.
During the war he was with the Navy. We live on the
same block; we both are retired. Bert has two children,
Brian and Lorraine, and three grandchildren.

THE A.A. SMITH FAMILY
by Ted Randall

Mother Esie Margaret passed away Mar. 1952
(Neepawa)
Father Arthur passed away May 1961 (Saskatoon)
Daughters - Grace - Mrs. Randall
Florence - Mrs. O'Neill
Art Smith was born in Arthur, Ont. and came to
Neepawa at an early age. He farmed just north of town 1
1/2 miles; he married Esie Buchanan. Their two
daughters were born in the Rosedale district. Grace
(Randall) and Florence (O'Neill) both living in
Saskatoon; three grandchildren - Wayne and Diane
Randall and David O'Neill.

Frank and Eva Renwick.

On October 25, 1933 at Arden, Manitoba he was
married to Eva May Barron (who just happened to live
on the next farm). She was the eldest daughter of Emily
and Everett Barron of the Oakdale District. Eva was born
November 6, 1906 at the family home and had received
her schooling at Oakdale school. They started married
life with a few head of cattle, horses, some chickens and
not too much money as this was the "Dirty Thirties".
After living four years on this farm, they moved to NW
1/4 of 20-14-14 in Langford, farming there until 1939
when they bought NE 114 of 20-14-14, moving a small
house onto the corner of the property and built other
outside buildings. They farmed here until 1950 when
Frank began working for the Manitoba Hydro and
renting out the land, but living in the buildings.
In June 1958 Eva passed away at the age of 51 after
many years of ill health. Frank continued working for the
Hydro and renting out the land until 1961 when it was
sold to Allan Campbell of Neepawa, except for one acre
surrounding the buildings. Later the farm was sold to
Charlie Nugent.
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After Frank's untimely death in February 1963 of a
sudden heart attack at the age of 61, the building site was
cleared of buildings until 1975 when Kit and Olga
Toogood and family of Springstein, Manitoba purchased
the former site and built a modern, new home on it.
How nice it is to pass by one's former home place and
see a family living there again.
Three daughters were born to Frank and Eva - Oreen
(Mrs. Ross Bray) of Neepawa, Manitoba; Merlyn (Mrs.
Don Head) of Chilliwack, British Columbia; Jessie (Mrs.
Alan Landry) of Tahsis, British Columbia.
There are nine grandchildren - Kim, Kevin, Shelley and
Darren Head of Chilliwack, British Columbia; Chad and
Amanda Landry of Tahsis, British Columbia; Maureen
Wolaniuk, R.N. (Mrs. Dale Wolaniuk - nee Bray) of
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Shannon and Janine Bray of
Neepawa, Manitoba and two great-grandchildren - Justin
and Avery Wolaniuk of Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Frank had five other brothers beside Charlie and they
were Robert, Tom, Watt, Jim (killed in World War I)
and Willie and one sister, Jessie. They all resided with
their families around the Greenlaw and Lauder area of
Scotland. The only surviving member of his family is the
youngest brother, Willie. His father and mother passed
away in the nineteen forties.
Eva had one brother, Emerson and one sister, Irene
(Mrs. Wm. Finlayson) who survive her. Her mother died
in 1953 and her father passed away in 1971.
Eva belonged to the W.M.S. and W.A. of Inkerman
United Church and was also a member of the Church.
She was a member of the Union Women's Institute and
took an active part when her health permitted. Frank was
a member of the Presbyterian Church and took part in
Union and Inkerman Communities when needed.
Despite ill health which Eva had to contend with most
of her life, she always had a smile and cheery word for
all. Frank will always be remembered for teasing and
happy ways.
We admired and loved them.
We are left with many wonderful memories of them.
As a mother and father they enriched all our lives.
We miss them greatly.

George Rey's Store.

Wear Business to Bob Fulford. It was later bought by
George Wickett and converted into a drug store. On his
retirement in 1978, George sold the building to Gill and
Schmall Agencies. This completed some forty-seven years
of service to the Town of Neepawa in the retail trade.
George, however, had much more than just the
drycleaning business to occupy his time in Neepawa. He
served as Mayor from 1960 to 1967. He spent over twelve
years total in municipal politics.
His years as Mayor saw many changes and events,
changes that moved Neepawa into modern times. They
included such things as the switch to dial telephones, the
opening of East View Lodge, the building of a new water
treatment plant. It also saw changes such as installation
of grass greens at the golf course, the construction of
Fenwicks store, now the Saan store, the opening of the
Neepawa Food Processors and the beginning of the Lake
Irwin project in conjunction with the Rural Municipality
of Langford, in celebration of Canada's 1967 Centennial,
in his final year of office.
His civic involvement hasn't been confined to
municipal politics however. He has been a member of the
Lions Club for over forty years, serving two terms as
president, chairman of the Band Committee which saw
the start of the Lions Club band program in our schools.

GEORGE AND LOUISE REY
by Louise Rey

George came to Neepawa in 1930 and opened a
drycleaning depot, sending the clothes to Portage la
Prairie, where his father and his brother Sam operated a
drycleaning plant. In 1938 George bought the Alguire
building located next to the Canadian Imperial Bank of
Commerce, and opened a men's wear store. Commented
the Neepawa Press "Another up-to-date store is to be
opened in Neepawa, that of George Rey's in the Alguire
Block. Latest display methods, fixtures and fittings make
the place very attractive, and with the first class stock
advertised in this issue, it should be a pleasant store in
which to shop".
In 1945 George installed his own drycleaning plant,
complete with fur storage. In 1948 he sold the Men's
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George and Louise Rey - Retirement Party.

He was secretary of the Board of Trade (now Chamber of
Commerce); chairman of Neepawa Area Development
Corporation, and chairman of Neepawa's 75th Anniversary celebrations in 1958. He was Neepawa's
representative to Westman's Development Board serving
as secretary for three years, supported and worked for
Victory Loan drives and United Way, also was treasurer
of the Neepawa Hospital Board - a full career.
Louise
is the youngest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C.J. Card.
She finished Collegiate (NACI) in June, 1933, and was
employed with Bell Lumber Co. Ltd. Nov. 1933, a
position she held for forty-seven years, until retirement.
Louise says Mr. Russell Bell taught her the lumber
business (the meaning of a board foot) and the hardware
builders supply business. She learned the building trade
from gentlemen like Mr. Wilbur Thompson and Ole
Ramstad; the contractors business from men like Jim
Tomasson.
During the forty-seven years Louise served the
Company, a subsidiary of Beaver Lumber Company Ltd.
- Winnipeg, in several capacities. First she was the
stenographer - bookkeeper - 'go for', then became
manager 1buyer for the hardware and building supplies
department. Finally she served as Interior Decorating
Consultant and manager of the decorating supplies
department. Louise attributes her successful business
career to the interest in her welfare shown by Mr. Bell
who taught her the meaning of integrity in the business
world.
Louise joined the Neepawa Business and Professional
Women's Club as a Charter Member in 1948. She served
her club as president and executive positions, and in
1956/60 served the Provincial Organization as president.
She served on the National Board from 1956-70, serving
as National President of the seven thousand member
organization 1968-70. She also served five years on the

C. of C. Sun and Fun Parade 1982 July. George and Louise with driver
Mervyn Graham.

International Board. In 1967 she received the Centennial
Medal, and is a Life Member of the Canadian Federation
of Bus. Prof. Women's Clubs.

Community service has been uppermost in her life.
She has served the Neepawa Chamber of Commerce for a
number of years; as president 1976, special events
chairman (Neepex, Christmas Parades), tourism. She
continued her interest in Chamber of Commerce at
provincial level serving on the provincial executive for 3
terms. Received the Manitoba Chamber of Commerce
Executive award 1978, the first woman to do so. Other
activities included two terms on the Advisory Council of
the Manitoba Licensed Practical Nurses Association, as
vice-chairman and chairman. Neepawa sponsored the
first Manitoba Summer Games and she served as
publicity and public relations chairman, and in 1967 and
1970 chaired Neepawa's Centennial celebrations. Louise
received the Silver Jubilee Medal in 1977.
Louise and George were married in 1969. On September 20, 1980, friends sponsored an Appreciation
Night for George and Louise, on the occasion of their
official retirement.

CARL RIDDELL FAMILY
by Vivianne Howard

Carl Mitchell Riddell, son of the late Robert Arthur
and Rosanah Riddell, was born and raised in Arden. He
received his education at Arden. Carl married Bertha
Rose Shaw on September 27, 1935. Bertha was also born
and raised in the Neepawa district. They lived in Arden
and district where they farmed for seven years, operated
a dairy and draying business for eleven years, and worked
on road construction for thirteen years. They retired and
moved to Neepawa in 1969.
They have two children, Vivianne and Harvey, and five
grandchildren. Vivianne was born and raised in Arden.
She received her education at Arden. In 1959-60 she
attended Teachers' College in Brandon. She taught
school at Dropmore, Glenholm, Basswood, Wellwood
and Neepawa until 1971. In 1966 she married Ross
Howard who has been a mechanic at Agri-Ease
Equipment Centre for twenty-one years. They moved
from Wellwood to Neepawa in 1968.
In 1971, their daughter Debbie was born, and in 1976
their son Devin was born. They are both attending Hazel
M. KeIlington school.
In 1979, Vivianne returned to teaching half-time at
J.M. Young school at Eden.
Harvey was born in Neepawa. He was raised in Arden
and received his education there. He joined the Bank of
Montreal in 1960 at the Fort Gary Branch. He was
transferred to Gladstone and then to Neepawa in 1963.
He married Joanne Howard of Arden in 1960.
He has been transferred to numerous branches of the
Bank of Montreal. He became Manager at Morden. They
now reside in Regina, Saskatchewan, where he is
Manager. Joanne is also employed as a teller in a Bank of
Montreal Branch.
They have three children - Judy, Dennis, and Lynn.
Judy is living in Morden where she is employed as a
dental assistant. Dennis is a service station attendant in
Regina. Lynn is presently attending Junior High School
in Regina.
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JACK RITCHEY FAMILY
by Myrtle Ritchey

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Ritchey were among the early
pioneers to settle in the Inkerman district. Jack Ritchey
was born at Blythe, Ontario. Mrs. Ritchey, the former
Marion McKinnon from Magnet, Manitoba was born at
Aberdeen, Scotland and came to Canada at the early age
of three years.
She was a dedicated church worker in Southwood and
Oakdale churches. She travelled many miles on horseback, and sometimes on foot, in the middle of the night
to act as midwife and helped bring many babies into the
world for the pioneer families. She also helped at times
when death occurred in a farm home.
Jack Ritchey, at one time, was Adam McKenzie's
capable foreman, clearing and tilling the land in 1867.
Descendants of some of these men who worked under his
supervision still live in the district.
The Ritcheys raised a family of four sons.
Tom married Nellie Nichol of Kelwood. They had two
daughters; Jean (Alexander) a teacher in Neepawa and
Hazel, a Registered Nurse. Nellie passed away at an early
age.
Tom later married Effie Alexander of Arden. They had
two sons: Don and Raymond who are farming in the
Arden district.
Tom served overseas in World War I. He and Hazel are
both now deceased.
Bert, second son of the Jack Ritcheys, married Lillian
Baker of Springhill. They had three sons and two
daughters: Stanley, Herbert, Bill, Bernice (Mitchell) and
Grace (Thurlow). Bert is now deceased. His family reside
around Neilburg, Saskatchewan.
Bill married Margaret Kerr of Arden. He died of
wounds overseas July 26, 1944 while serving with the
Queen's Own Cameron Highlanders of Canada.
Stanley married Myrtle Weeks of Rosetown,
Saskatchewan. They lived in Edmonton for a few years
then returned to the Inkerman district. They had two
daughters born in Edmonton and one son in Neepawa:
Catherine, Marguerite and Allan. Catherine married Bill
Shanks of Neepawa. They have two sons, Jamie and
Tim. They live at Thompson, Manitoba. Marguerite
married Eugene Fraser of Melita. They have two sons,
Jeffery and Robby and live in Melita. Both Catherine and
Marguerite graduated as Registered Nurses at the
Winnipeg General Hospital. Allan attended Red River
College in Winnipeg and bought the refrigeration
business from Harold Knudson, starting his own
refrigeration and air-conditioning business five years ago
in Neepawa.

JOSHUA RITCHEY 1856-1928
by Mary DeGroot

A history of Neepawa would not be complete without
mention of one of its more colorful figures, Joshua
Ritchey.
Josh was born in Blyth, Ontario in October, 1856.
Upon hearing of the homesteads that could be obtained
in Manitoba, Josh came West, and filed a homestead (16684

Joshua Ritchey

16-14) in April, 1878. He returned to Blyth, and the
following year brought out his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Ritchey, his brothers; John Wesley, James and
Tom, and his sisters; Ellen and Mary. Other relatives
from the Blyth area soon followed to Manitoba with their
families.
Going back in history, the Ritcheys originally lived in
the highlands of Scotland. It is believed that they were
part of the McIntosh clan, who along with other clansmen, supported Bonnie Prince Charlie and the
Highlanders, were almost wiped out by the British at
Culloden. The Ritcheys were among the survivors of this
battle who fled to Ireland for safety. They remained in
County Sligo, Ireland for about a hundred years, until
they immigrated to Canada about 1846. Thomas Ritchey,
Josh's father, was one of this group.
The Ritchey family did not have an easy time travelling
to Manitoba from Blyth, Ontario by means of rail, ferry
and horses. When the horses had become exhausted, they
had to resort to oxen.
Josh became affectionately known as "Big Josh" to
distinguish him from other relatives of the same name.
An uncle of his, Joshua Ritchey, took up a homestead
about three miles northeast of Arden on the quarter
section where Rose Ridge School was located. (This uncle
was referred to as "Old Josh" and he in turn had a son,
Joshua - nicknamed "Little Josh" who married Frances
Froeze from Arden. They later moved to Birch River in
1916).
Big Josh's parents' home was always a welcome spot to
weary people enroute to their homesteads. Josh's mother
(Mary Ann Hall), was a warm hospitable person whose

generosity compared to her size (said to have been near
.
six hundred pounds!).
The Ritchey men all filed homesteads mainly within the
Arden, Birnie and Ogilvie areas.
Josh married Elizabeth Jane Watson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. David Watson who were a well known pioneer
family of the Neepawa area.
Mr. and Mrs. Josh Ritchey had a family of seven
children; Ellen, Evelyn, Melville, Laura, Elsie, Jean and
Winnifred.
Ellen passed away in childhood.
Evelyn married Robert Coulter of Birnie and they
farmed at Pleasantdale, Saskatchewan for many years.
Evelyn passed away in 1981.
Melville married Catherine Duncan of Arden and they
farmed mainly in the Helston and Arden districts.
Melville passed away in 1963.
Laura married Anson McGorman and they farmed in
the Glenholm district until Laura's death in 1938.
Elsie taught school for many years. While on staff in
Prince Albert, she was invited to take a teaching position
in Neepawa. She later taught in Roblin and North
Kildonan. She has retired and makes her home in
Winnipeg.
Jean married Jim McGorman of Glenholm and now
resides in Richmond, British Columbia.
Winnifred married George Ellis of Winnipeg, and they
have resided there for many years.
Josh did not devote his whole life to farming. For a
time Josh drove the stage coach from Neepawa to
Dauphin. On one occasion when a packet of mail missed
being placed on the stage coach, Josh's son Melville, who
was a lad about eight years of age, was dispatched on
horseback to catch up with the stage coach that had left a
few hours previously.
Josh was well established on a farm in the Union
district when the newspaper headlines of "Gold in the
Klondike" enticed him to sell the farm in 1896 and head
for the Klondike. He returned home the following year,
not richer financially but richer in experience!
In 1898 Josh built the Klondike Hotel and livery barn
in Neepawa. It was situated north on Mountain A venue
near the C.P .R. station. It was said that the hotel was one
of the most modern structures of the day. It was a three
storey frame building with a basement. It was heated by
hot air and lighted with acetylene gas. The cost then was
approximately four thousand dollars. Josh had a great
love for horses. It gave him great personal satisfaction as
well as financial remuneration to buy a carload of
broncos, break them and then sell them.
Always fired with enthusiasm for new ventures, Josh
sold the hotel and took up farming in the Edrans district.
He took out a contract under Adam McKenzie to clear a
tract of land, which he completed with the assistance of
his son Melville.
In 1906 Josh and Melville had a contract with the
Grand Trunk (later known .as the C.N.R.) to clear the
way for the railway which was being built from
Brookdale to Melville, Saskatchewan.
In 1907 Josh completed cutting all the remaining
timber off his original homestead near Birnie, and
qualified for a second homestead under the Liberal

government program under member Crawford.
With the news of the First World War, Josh felt
compelled to join the armed forces. When he first attempted to enlist, he was declined acceptance because of
his age. Undaunted, Josh went to another recruiting
office where he altered his birthdate to set his age back to
that of forty-four years of age! He was then accepted and
served with the 226 Battalion at Camp Hughes. James
Young recalls seeing Josh in the Fall of 1917 when Josh
was on harvest leave from the army, he said "Josh
looked a fine figure in his uniform!"
Wherever Josh's adventures took him, he always
returned to Neepawa. His kind and generous nature,
laced with good humor, made him a popular figure
wherever he went.
Josh passed away in Neepawa in 1928. The Neepawa
Press referred to Josh as having "the true pioneer spirit".

W.G. MURRAY ROBERTSON FAMILY
by Mary M. Mindel! and Doug/as Robertson

Mr. Robertson, son of the Hon. J.G. and Mrs.
Robertson, was born in Sherbrooke, Quebec, in 1873. He
attended Bishop's College School, Lennoxville, Quebec,
and graduated in Law from McGill University. After
practicing in Sherbrooke for several years, he moved to
Neepawa in 1907 and joined the Law Firm of Howden
and Robertson until 1930.
Mr. Robertson's father, Joseph Gibb Robertson, was
born in Stuartfield, Aberdeenshire, Scotland, in 1820.
His father, Rev. James Robertson, was pastor of the
Congregational Church at Stuartfield for thirty years and
subsequently at Sherbrooke, Quebec, for upwards of 25
years, where he died in 1861. Mr. J.G. Robertson came to
Canada with his father, the Rev. James, in 1832 (his
mother having died in Scotland). He was engaged in
farming in his younger years and thereafter a long time
Merchant in Sherbrooke. A public spirited man, Mr.
Robertson was for many years Director and President of
the Stanstead and Sherbrooke Mutual Insurance
Company, Secretary-Treasurer of the County of Sherbrooke, President of the Quebec Central Railway and
Mayor of the town for over 18 years in all. Fathers of
Confederation, Sir John A. MacDonald and the Hon.
D' Arcy Magee and others were guests in his home. Mr.
Robertson died in 1899.

Mrs. W.O.M. Robertson and Mary, 1914.
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At Gananoque, Quebec, December 18, 1905, Mr.
Robertson married Augusta Mary Hodsdon, a graduate
nurse of the Gananoque Hospital. Their first son,

Mr. and Mrs.
W. G.M. Robertson.
Douglas, Joe and Mary Robertson.

Douglas Murray, was born in Sherbrooke in 1906. On
their arrival in Neepawa in 1907, the Robertsons lived on
Second Street - where the Dr. J .S. Poole family finally
resided. In 1908 their second son, Joseph Murray was
born. The family moved further down Second Street to
the former home of the Davidson family, and remained
there until going to Winnipeg in 1930. In 1911, a
daughter, Mary Murray was born - a birthday present for
her mother.
Our growing years in Neepawa were happy, joyous and
carefree. The summers from about 1915 on were spent at
Clear Lake - such a beautiful wilderness in those days bears, deer and other wild life - exciting but a little
frightening to us as children. Our cottage was the third or
fourth to be built on Clark's Beach.
Memories of the dear old Public School - Mrs.
Cochran, Miss Nugent - songs remembered i.e. "I can't
do a thing with my hair since it's washed", and the one
about "Captive Grizzly Bear that escaped and ran off to
the hills". Further along, Mr. Palmiter!! repeating ad
infinitum "To thine own self be true ... "
In High School- Miss McConnel, Miss Peters and Miss
Thompson stand out in my mind - the basketball games,

Mr. and Mrs. W. G.M. Robertson, Douglas, Joe and Maxie.
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music festivals, school plays, etc. And bobsledding down
the Dunsmore's Hill into the path of Scotty Burnett and
his team of horses; skating on the lake and falling
through ice; snowshoeing, bonfires, picnics, Scouts and
Guides and camping at Sandy Lake. Those were the days
- last but not least - the people of Neepawa who were so
wonderful and kind. I cannot let the moment pass
without acknowledging gratitude to my parents for their
love and understanding which added immeasurably to a
happy childhood.
My father, "W.G.M." Robertson was, like many
others, a town booster. He served on the Council and was
for many years active in the organization of the
Exhibitions and Horse Racing. For some 20 years he was
Secretary of the Beautiful Plains Conservative Party. He
was a Life Member of the Grand Masonic Lodge; active
in local sports. The family attended St. James Anglican
Church and Mrs. Robertson in particular was very involved. She was a member of the Eastern Star and served
her term as Worthy Matron. Music was always very much
a part of our family life.
Brothers, Douglas and Joe, (I'm told) were no angels,
but they grew up, which is inevitable. Douglas worked in
the Bank of Montreal in Neepawa and Gladstone, and
then with the C.N.R. until his retirement. He married
Georgina Edwards from Newdale, Manitoba in 1933.
They have one son, Joseph Douglas Murray, who is
married with four children - Margaret, Bradley, Janet
and "Willy" christened W.G.M.R. after his greatgrandfather. Douglas and Georgie live in La Riviere.
Joe worked for five years for the Canadian Bank of
Commerce in Neepawa and Minnedosa, then with the
Federal Civil Service, retiring in 1973 from Canada
Manpower. He married Helen Heaslip of Dauphin in
1940 and they had four children - Katherine, Elizabeth,
John and Paul - all married. Katherine and Bill Downey
of Kenora, Ontario have four children - Laura, Ian,
Gordon and Susan. Elizabeth and Paul Sellors of
Minneapolis, Minnesota also have four children Leanne, Mark, Heather and Mary Kate. John and
Masumi live in Winnipeg, Paul and Virginia in Toronto.
Mary studied music with Eva Clare for several years,
taught music but then became involved in the business
world. She married Ralph Franklin Mindell in 1948. They

have one son, David Robertson, who married Janice
Hodges of Winnipeg in 1971. They have two children Ian Robertson and Stacey.
On moving to Winnipeg in 1930, Mr. Robertson
worked until his retirement with the Provincial Government: i.e. Pensions Tribunal and the Board of Review for
the Province of Manitoba under the Farmers Creditors
Arrangement Act, living in Ottawa for two years and
travelling extensively across the continent.
Mrs. Robertson (Augusta) died in 1952, and Mr.
W.G.M. the following year. Joe died in 1974 and is
greatly missed by his family and those of us who loved
him.

SAMUEL RODGERS FAMILY
by Grace Stewart and Doreen Sykes

Sam Rodgers was born in 1836 in Somersetshire,
England. He married Betsy Frampton in 1864 and the
family came to Canada six years later, in 1870. After
spending nine years in Ringwood, Ontario, they headed
out west to Glendale, where they established a
homestead. They were one of the first groups of early
settlers to come to this area.
In 1885, Sam tried homesteading at Oxbow, Saskatchewan, but four years later he returned to this area and
located on a farm NE of town. Later, he and his wife
retired to Neepawa, where they resided until their deaths
(Sam in 1917 and Betsy in 1919). They were lifelong
members of the Baptist Church and they had four
children.
Mary Ann died as a child in 1874.
Edward was born in 1877 and worked as a farmhand in
this area, for several years. Later, he went to Winnipeg
and worked for the Salvation Army. Edward passed
away in 1924. He was unmarried.
Albert W. was born in 1870. He married Annie Adams

and lived at Neepawa for several years. It was here that
their four children were born -- Nellie, Charles, Mamie
and Marion. His wife died in 1903 and he later married
Adeline Worth.
Albert erected a building in 1897 on Mountain Avenue
(now known as the Mountain Block). From this location
he ran a store (A.W. Rodger's Furniture) and worked as
an undertaker and an embalmer. In 1899, he sold the
store to E.B. Collins of Acton, Ontario. However, he
continued to work as an undertaker. In 1901, he received
the contract to build the sidewalk along the east side of
Mountain Avenue.
A few years later, Albert moved to Estevan, Saskatchewan and eventually became mayor of that town. But
in 1919, he returned to Neepawa and once again became
owner of the business block which he had built twenty
years earlier. However, he died soon after, in 1920, in
Estevan.
George Rogers was born in Somerset County, England
in 1867. He married Lilly Hyde in 1894 (his wife had
come to this area from England in 1888) and lived on his
father's homestead in Glendale. In 1920, they built the
new house. There was very little snow that year and they
drew wood with the wagon, from the farm east of town.
Twenty years later, in 1940, they took up residence in
town. George passed away in 1948 (his wife predeceased
him in 1942). George and Lilly Rodgers had seven
children.
Wilfred and Clarence farmed the home place for many
years and both are now residing in town. Wilfred also
served as a Municipal Councillor for Langford for
several years.
Cliff (deceased in 1976) married Jean Edwards
(deceased in 1981) and later moved to British Columbia.
They had three children: Cliff, Art and Shirley (Mrs. D.
Schram), all of British Columbia.
Eva (deceased in 1981) married Mack McGillivray
(deceased in 1979) and they farmed in Glendale. They
had two children: Earl of Brandon and Grace (Mrs. Roy
Stewart) of Neepawa.
Edna (died in 1977) married Frank Wareham and
farmed in the Glendale District. They had seven children:
Art and Gerald of Neepawa, Jack and Glen of Winnipeg,
Mervin of Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan, Barry of Brandon
and Doreen (Mrs. Bill Sykes) of Neepawa.
Cecil died as a child, in 1904.
Irene married Ross McGillivray (a brother to Mack)
and farmed at Glendale. They had two sons: Roy and
Don, both of Neepawa.
Frances married Nelson Whelpton (died in 1956) and
they farmed in the Gordon District. They had two
daughters: Thelma (Mrs. Doug McKee) of Melville,
Saskatchewan and Evelyn (Mrs. Frank Veregin) of
Winnipeg.
Sam spelled his name with a 'd' but some time about
the 1890's the name became Rogers.

Sam Rogers Family. Back Row, Left to Right: Clarence, Eva Rogers
McGillivray, Wilfred, Edna Rogers Wareham, Cliff. Front Row: Lilly,
Irene Rogers McGillivray, Frances Rogers Whelpton, George.
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ROBERT ROSS FAMILY
- by Reta Finlayson

Robert Ross was born in Scotland in 1883. He married
Susan Murray in 1909 immigrating to Wellwood the same
year.
Their first home was in the Humeston district. It was a
lonely time for a while, not having any relatives in
Canada but soon had many good friends and neighbors,
the Walkers, Wells, Ralphs and the Henry Orrs for
whom they worked for three years.
They made a trip back to Scotland with two small
children but after a month or so decided that Canada was
where they wanted to make their home. They had booked
passage to come back on the next ship which was the
Titantic but something came up and they had to cancel
their voyage at that time. Then the word came of the
sinking of the Titanic so we were some of the lucky ones
as many lives were lost. They arrived back to the
Humeston district and we were there for seven years.
There were some hard times but everyone helped out
when help was needed. I can always remember my dad
telling of a neighbor dying in January and he and a
neighbor brought the corpse with a team and sleigh all the
way to the Neepawa cemetery. It was thirty below and
they took turns running behind the sleigh to keep from
freezing.
My brother Jim and I went to the Irvine school for the
first three years. Catherine Boughton of Arden was our
first teacher. We moved to the Inkerman, Oakdale
districts in 1919 where we farmed until Mr. Ross' death in
1947. There were five children - one son and four
daughters. James, Reta, Doris, Thelma and Jean. We all
attended Inkerman school and were all members of
Inkerman United Church.

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ralph of the Humeston district and children in
1914. Rose, Mrs. Jack Cumberland (deceased), Cass, Mrs. R.
Beswitherick of East View Lodge, Lawrence (deceased).

James married Vera White in 1935, farmed in the
Inkerman district until they moved to Neepawa in 1978.
He still farms with his son Calvin, and has been a
councillor in the Langford municipality for fifteen years.
Calvin married Yvonne Innes. They have three children
and live on the home farm. Jim and Vera's daughter
Karen married Jack McRae. They have two boys and live
in Portage la Prairie. Son Bernie lives in Neepawa.
Reta married John Finlayson in 1934. They farmed in
the Oakdale district until 1974 when they moved to
Neepawa. They have three children: Margaret married
Roman Swidnicki who in turn have seven children and
live in Brandon: Don and Clara live in Winnipeg with two
children; Agnes married Clare Moir. They have two girls
and live in Griswold.
Doris was married to Jim Deveson in 1936. They have
a family of four: Robert at Pipestone; Donna married to
Ron Richardson. They have two boys and live on the
Deveson farm: Joan married Lloyd Atchison of

Mother (Mrs. Ross)
standing beside the John
Finlayson home in 1939
with her two grandchildren,
Margie
Finlayson and Bobbie
Deveson.

Mrs. Humeston of the Humeston district in 1912 with Reta
Ross, now Mrs. John Finlayson, and James Ross. Without
Mrs. Humeston's help, the doctors would have had a busy
time. She brought a lot of us into the world in those days.
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Pipestone and have three children; Mavis married to Ron
Willson, now living at Ste. Anne with one daughter.
Thelma married Anson Sparling in 1940. They have
four of a family; Ross married Betty Furness and they
have three children; Robert married Rebecca Stewart and
they have a family of three; Roger married Sandra
Lukanc and they have two children; Robin married
William Hommel. They have three of a family. All live in
Cleveland, Ohio.
In 1946 Jean married Gordon James. They farmed in
the Oakdale district until Gordon's death in 1967. Jean
and her two daughters then moved to Neepawa.
Daughter Kathy married Doug Stewart of the Gladstone
area and they now have a boy and a girl. Marlene married
Ron Freeborn of Wellwood. They now live in Neepawa
and have two daughters.
Mrs. Ross moved to Neepawa in 1952 and later into
East View Lodge where she died in 1981 at the age of
ninety-five. There were sixteen grandchildren and thirtyfive great-grandchildren.

UNION DISTRICT
RECREATION

1903 - the first year Neepawa team won the Pickering Shield. Standing:
J.H. Howden, H. Brautigan, J. Vance, W. Drysdale. Seated: R.
Hunter, W. Govenlock, D. Spence, J.C. Drysdale, W. Gossel!, D.
McLaren.

by Union W.I. History Book

One other form of recreation in the Union district was
curling on ponds during daylight hours. One such rink
was on the pond between NE 26-14-15, and SE 35-14-15.
No. 4 highway crosses it about two miles east of
Neepawa. The "rocks" were made of oak trees cut from
the White Mud River, and fashioned by the Grahams. A
wooden peg was used as a handle.
A Rifle Range was constructed on the NW 30-14-14
(the quarter directly east of Union School, the remains
are still visible).
Before the 1900s, target practice was a very popular
sport. Among those enjoying the Rifle Range were:
McLarens, Drysdales, Hunters, Govenlocks, Grahams,
and many more. There is a story told that William
Graham and Robert Hunter, both excellent marksmen,
took turns in holding a chip at arm's length while the
other shot a hole through the chip. Several of the best
marksmen later competed in the Provincial and
Dominion Rifle Meets.

Curling Rocks

MEMORIES OF NEEPAWA
Russel! and Mabel McEwen

The year, 1943, the McEwen's arrived in Neepawa
from Montreal with our three children - a bit nervous,
but so glad to be with Russell again after several month's
separation.
A few days later, a neighbor came to visit with a
chocolate cake. Two ladies from the United Church came
to call on us. I was so pleased and decided that Neepawa
was a very friendly town.
We remember:
- Getting the children settled in school.
- Going to church and meeting such nice folks. Singing
in the choir.
- Taking the family to Riverbend Park to swim.
- How happy we were when the war ended and our
boys came home.
- Happy times working with UCW ladies and the fun
we had while cleaning up after a banquet or dinner.
- Going to hockey games when Bill played goalie.
- Watching Carol figure skate and pleased to have been
part of getting the club started.
- Going to high school to see Don in a play - he was in
charge of the curtains.
- Don going to Winnipeg with the high school curling
bonspiel.
.
- Going to Riverbend Park with a group of friends to
see "Sputnik".
- Lions Club ladies night -lots of fun.
- Masonic Order and Eastern Star, a special part of our
lives.
- Our association with the Lions Club Band, a special
memory.
- Wiener roasts at Weldon's pasture, northern lights only in Manitoba can they be so beautiful.
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- Weekends at Kerr's lake, walks in the woods, wild
flowers, sunsets, barbecued B.C. Salmon.
.
- Driving to Clear Lake in the fall to see the trees in
color.
- Buying our home and having friends come over to
surprise us.
- So many nice parties with Salt Company friends and
the annual Christmas party.
- Trying to teach a friend to drive her husband's car no luck.
- So many bridge parties and becoming close friends
with many nice people.
- Being part of Hospital Aid and the good work that
these ladies do.
- So much sunshine on cold winter days.
- Neepawa's 1967 celebrations.
- Christmas parties and good friends over the holiday
season.
- Christmas breakfasts on First Avenue. Christmas Eve
on Mountain Avenue.
- Walking to church on a cold Christmas Eve to hear
the young people's service and the junior choir.
- The generosity of our friends when we had guests
from the East.
The McEwen family will always remember our good
friends and the years spent in Neepawa.
Thank you all.

SAGE FAMILY
by Vera Sage

John Sage was born in Devon, England in 1863. At the
"age of 21 he came to Canada where he worked near
Brantford, Ontario for five years. Coming to the
Hallboro area, he met Mary Jane Layng, daughter of
John Hamilton Layng and they were married in 1892.
With a horse and buggy, borrowed possibly from the
bride's father, the young couple drove to Minnedosa,
were married and drove back home. The bridal bouquet
was made up of wild roses. Later, their farm home was
called Rose Bush Farm.
The first home was a log cabin situated just east of the
Hallboro corner. Here their first child, Emma, was born.
John and Mary Jane then homesteaded on the SE 1/4 of
28-13-15, constructing a new log cabin which was made

Mary Jane and John Sage. Family: Emma, Mary, Fred, Annie and
Charlie.
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John and Mary Jane Sage. Grandchildren Edward and Joan.

more comfortable by the braided mats which Mary Jane
made and laid on the board floor. In 1906 they moved
into a new two storey frame home still in use today.
Oxen were the first source of farming power. It was a
great tragedy the day one of the oxen died but somehow
John managed to buy a horse and eventually had a
number of fine horses. There was a lot of hard work but
also some fun. After walking behind the team and plow
all day, John would walk about three miles, somewhere
east of Hallboro school, play in a game of football with
his neighbors, then walk back home. He also loved to
dance. The neighbors would be invited in on New Year's
Day for a dance and the celebration would continue on
into January 2 which was his birthday.
There was also sadness. Their first two sons died as
small children. However, by this time they also had a
daughter, Annie, and shortly after the death of the
second boy, their son Charlie was born. Then followed
Fred and Mary.
During the families growing-up years, life was seldom
dull. Each fall John would order a carload of coal to
come to the Hallboro stockyards. Here various families
from Hallboro and Dumfries came to purchase their
winter coal supply and to pick it up directly from the rail
car. Each spring before warm weather, numerous trips by
team and sleigh were made to Boggy Creek to bring home
blocks of ice. These were stored, packed in sawdust, in a
large hole in the ground covered by a wooden shed
known as an icehouse. This lovely cool spot kept cream
and butter sweet for some time. Some butter was made
into one pound sizes with a butter print and some packed
into a crock. Each week a trip was made to Neepawa to
supply fresh cream and butter to door to door customers.
Butter was the phenomenal sum of 20<1: per pound! There
was always a garden, chickens, sheep and cattle to tend.
Mary Jane carded the sheep's wool to make warm quilts
for cold winter nights. Men on foot, homeless, seeking
jobs often stopped. There was always some place for
them to sleep and no one ever left without a full stomach.
John and Mary Jane celebrated their Golden Wedding
Anniversary in 1942 and in 1943 John passed away. Mary
Jane continued to live in their home until her death in
1960.
Their family:

Fred and Charlie Sage.
John Sage Family: Vera and Charlie Sage, Annie and Stan Brooks,
Mary Chaplin, Fred Sage, Reg Chaplin. Front: Edward Sage, Mary
Jane, John Sage, Joan Sage.

Emma lived at home until her marriage to William
Tolly who had come to work on the Sage farm. They
moved to Winnipeg where they lived until their deaths.
Their daughter Dorothy married Bill Giles and live in
Winnipeg. As a girl, Dorothy liked to spend part of each
summer at her grandparents farm and especially liked to
ride horses.
Annie went to Brandon Normal School and taught at
Springside, Saskatchewan, Kennedy, Iroquois and
Plumas in Manitoba and Fairville, Saskatchewan. Here
she married Stan Brooks. After Stan's death in a car
accident in 1964, Annie continued to live in her home in
Belle Plaine.
Mark Russell died as a small child.
William died as a small child.
Charlie farmed just west of his father's farm on land
known as the McClory place. He was always active in
community affairs and for some years operated a
threshing outfit run by steam engine, threshing for
several neighbors. He married Bessie Martin and they
had a daughter Joan. Bessie died in 1933 and a few years
later, he married Vera Martin and they had a son Edward.
Charlie enjoyed dancing and loved his violin. He
played for dances for many years and later for the
Golden Age Club. He also liked sports and seldom
missed an opportunity to watch baseball, curling or
hockey. He died in 1978. Charlie's wife, Vera, continues
to live in their home in Neepawa.
Charlie's daughter Joan taught at Glendale and
Hazelwood, married Roy McGillivray arid they now live
in Neepawa. They have two children, Laurie and Roger.
Charlie's son Edward continues to work his father's
farm. He married Doreen Spicer and they have a
daughter Catherine. They live in Neepawa. Edward
played with Neepawa Cubs and his best birthday present
was hitting a grand slam homer at Minnedosa.
Fred lived and farmed all his life on his father's farm.
During threshing time, Fred would be driving a stook
wagon. He always enjoyed the quiet of farm life, taking
pleasure from visiting friends and neighbors, going to the
summer fairs and the social events of the community. He
died in 1976.

Mary grew up and remained on the family farm. She
married Reg Chaplin of Halstead, England who had
come to Hallboro and was working on a neighboring
farm. Mary enjoyed the piano and was always available
to play for school Christmas concerts and dances. She
still plays regularly with Murray Ennis orchestra for
wedding dances and socials. Mary and Reg remain in the
75-year old home built by John and Mary Jane Sage.
Lives come and go but our greatest heritage to our
children is the memory of those who have gone before.
Let us never lose that heritage - it is one of our most
precious possessions.

SALISBURY SOCIAL CLUB
by Luween Drysdale

Salisbury is a rural district, north and east of Neepawa
and settlement began there in the late 1879's. The
women's first organization was the Women's Association
(W.A.) whose main purpose was to support the Salisbury
Church, especially in a financial way.
The ladies were noted for their community activities,
such as fowl suppers and qUilting bees. At one time the
club undertook to make a quilt for each member and this
was quite an undertaking. Cushions were also made.
Friends paid ten cents to have a name embroidered on a

};ack Row: Mrs. Joe Orton, Miss Rhoda Lloyd, Jean Orton, Mary
Ames, Miss Mae Lloyd, Mrs. John Millar, Miss Sarah Millar, Mrs.
Charles Patterson. Front: Belle Pattison, Sophia Wells, Hazel Fyfe,
Ruth Millar. A sewing class taken before 1935.
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Salisbury Social Club - April 1982. The lone gentleman is Eugene
Dutchak, Administrator of the Neepawa Hospital, being presented with
a Sage infusion pump for the hospital. The ladies are - Standing, Left to
Right: Leween Drysdale, Tossy Husak, Vera Thomson, Margaret
McGorman, Tilly Sulz, Winnie Simpson, Ruth Francis, Joan Hanke,
Jean Thom, Dessa Suski and granddaughter Michelle: Hazel Reilly,
Margaret Paterson, Pearl McGorman, Lorraine Smith. Seated: 1sabelle
Wells, Sophia Mutch, Eva Roe, Evelyn McGorman, Noreen Smith.
Missing from the picture are Gertie Francis, Luta Lewis, Florence
Finlay and Judy Roe.

cushion or quilt and this was a money making project.
The traditional ten cent tea collection still carries on.
The ladies organized about 1927 when getting to
meetings meant going by horse drawn vehicles, perhaps
cutters or sleighs in the winter and by buggy in the
summer.
The Millar daughters, Ruth and Margaret remember
their mother going to meetings. Their father, John
Millar, hitched up horses and gathered up the ladies
along the road to the meeting place.
Meetings have always been held in member's homes.
There was good fellowship and this filled a need in the
lives of farm women who were several miles from town.
When the Salisbury Church closed in June of 1967, the
ladies changed their club to the Salisbury Social Club and
they carried on with a good spirit trying to promote ideas
for the community. Several of the members have retired
to Neepawa and continue on with the organization and
there are several ladies who like to come to the meetings
as visitors.
The long time members reminisce about their school
days or about singing in the choir or about the plays, they
used to put on. Good friendships go back to childhood
days, for many of the ladies grew up in Salisbury.
The first president was Mrs. Margaret Ellen Millar
(Maggie). She held the office for years and was then
followed by Miss Mae Lloyd. Mrs. Margaret McGorman
is now president and has held the office for many years.

EDGAR W. AND J. MARIE SALWAY
Ed and Marie Salway came to Neepawa from Steinbach, Manitoba in October 1956 when Gordon and
Margaret were preschoolers. Ed, employed as Area
Manager with Manitoba Hydro until his retirement in
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June '82, has been active in the Lion's Club, Scouting,
Barbershopping, curling and golfing. Marie, employed as
a health educator with the Local Health Unit has been
especially interested in Family Life, Touchwood Park,
Meals-On-Wheels, Babysitting Courses and Community
School. In 1977 she was the recipient of a National
Health and Welfare Life Style Award which encourages
programs that contribute to length and quality of life. Ed
and Marie are active members of St. James' Anglican
Church.
Gordon and Margaret attended the Neepawa schools.
Gordon spent two years at Royal Roads Military College,
after which he was associated with the St. John's Boys'
Schools. He is now in printing sales in Edmonton ... has
one son Mac. Margaret, graduated in Home Economics,
was also associated with the St. John's Boys' Schools and
is presently the District Home Economist at Ashern,
Manitoba.
Ed's parents, Gladys and Howard Salway retired to
Neepawa from Miniota in 1958, where his dad had been a
section foreman with the C.N.R. They were members of
Calvary Chapel Church until their deaths in 1971 and
1973 respectively. Ed's uncle, Gordon who made his
home with the senior Salways was a great gardener and a
member of Knox Presbyterian Church. Howard, Gladys
and Gordon Sr. originated in Devon, England.

WM. SANGSTER FAMILY
by Alma Banyard

William Sangster lived in Sherbrooke, Quebec, where
his father was designer for the Paton Woolen Mills, but
he longed to be in the country, so in 1887 with a letter of
character reference to Thomas Wilkie of Portage la
Prairie, he left for Manitoba. I have that letter.
He worked for Mr. Wilkie that summer and fall, and
among other chores learned to help milk 16 cows. Mr.
Wilkie said it was a rest to milk cows but he never took
that rest.
In the fall, Father came to Neepawa and bought the E
112 13-14-16, later giving up the NE 1/4 to Jas. Montgomery.
The winter of 1888 he lived with John Ralph, another
bachelor.
The three following winters he worked for Geo. Kerr in
the lumber camp on Kerr's Lake.
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One winter Father and a friend walked to camp expecting provisions would be in but there was only some
flour. They mixed flour and water but because the stove
smoked, more wood was put in the stove until the flames
rose out of the pipe on top of the cabin and the bannock
was cooked on top of the pipe.
In the summer of 1888, Father worked for Robert
Burns who as part of his wages, broke some acres on his
farm.
After a shanty and log stable were built, two horses
and a plow bought, he was started on his career as a
farmer.
The shanty walls were boarded on each side of the
studs and filled with gravel. This was called "grout".
The Land Titles Office was in Dauphin. If Father had
business to transact, he walked there. He also walked 5
miles to church in Neepawa as he said his horses worked
all week and needed a rest on Sundays.
Soon his sister Isabella came from Sherbrooke to keep
house for him. Peter McNab's sister, Margaret, kept
house for him and in 1892 the men traded housekeepers
and were married by Rev. Murray.
When Mother wanted something extra, Father loaded
the wagon with stones off the farm and sold them in
Neepawa.
.
There was no drinking water on the farm so In
January, 1896, with his wife, two year old son William
Jas. and three month old daughter, he moved to SE 3014-15 that he had rented but bought next summer. The

house was two~storey. The walls sheeted outside with tin
and were filled with grout which kept the house very
warm. The stables were logs with sod roofs.
In 1901, the SW 11429-14-15 was put up for sale by
auction at Minnedosa. Jas. Davidson bought it, but the
next day Father bought it from Davidson with the
proviso that if, as talked of, the Agri College was .to be
built there he would sell it back for the purchase pnce of
$5,000. The payments were made to the government as
that section was school land.
Father saw beauty in all nature, even a thunder storm.
He loved to sing and when an opera came to town, he
took us to hear it and would afterward sing the songs that
had been sung.
Prof. Innocent, our music teacher, thought our name
was Songster because the family were good singers, and
later changed to Sangster.
In 1903 Father died at the age of 36, and Mother
carried on the farm with the help of a hired man.
About 1908 a new log stable was built with shingled
roof double and box stall, a passage in front of the
hors~s, and a back door to the stackyard - a decided
advance in stabling.
About 1909 my brother quit school and took over some
of the farm work. In 1914 a new timber barn was built
with all the conveniences of that year. The prestige of the
log barn was reduced to house the pigs and chickens.
The house had rotted at the ground and the grout ran
out, so in 1918 a new house was built with water-works;
furnace and other conveniences.
Mother died in 1942 and my brother moved to McCreary, and I still live on the farm.

WILLIAM JAMES SANGSTER
by Lillian (Wm.) Sangster

William James Sangster married Mary Janet Shorten,
of the Stoney Creek District, in 1921. They farmed in this
district and on the home farm until their move to McCreary district in 1948, where they continued to farm.
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They had six children - Margaret, William, James, Janet,
Grace, and Douglas. All of their family were born here
and attended Stoney Creek and Neepawa Schools.
Margaret, William and James all served in the Army
during World War II. James died in 1945 and William
James (father) in 1970. His wife Mary still resides in
McCreary with son Douglas.
Their son William (Bill), following his discharge from
the Army, married Lillian Briese in 1949. Lillian was
raised in the Dumfries School district, south-east of
Neepawa; and a graduate of the Neepawa Collegiate
Institute (Commercial). At the time of her marriage she
was employed by the Department of Agriculture,
Agricultural Representative Office, Neepawa.
They resided in Neepawa until 1954 when they purchased a small holding on NE 30-14-15 from Horace
Chrismas; located two miles west of Neepawa in the
Stoney Creek district. By this time, however, the school
was closed and the pupils transported to the Neepawa
Schools by covered truck, station-wagon or parents' cars.
Bill worked seventeen years with Roy Birnie, International Harvester Dealer and Tire Shop owner;
moving to Plains Farm Equipment, International
Harvester Co. in 1967 and Agri-Ease Equipment in 1976.
Their children, Lee, Cathy and Don, all attended the
Neepawa schools. Lee, a graduate of the High School
Commercial Course, worked at Russell and Brandon
prior to 1971 when she married Bill Jardine. They farm at
Brookdale and have two children Chris and Michelle.
Following High School, Cathy, attended Brandon
University attaining her Bachelor of Science Degree. She
married Leonard Wark of Minnedosa in 1975. They farm
in the Franklin district and have two children, Heather
and Andrew. Don attended Assiniboine Community
College in Brandon, following High School, taking
Heavy-Duty Mechanics. He worked his apprenticeship at
Green Acres Equip., Neepawa, and Powell Equip.,
Brandon, getting his Inter-provincial Journeyman ticket
in 1981. He married Elaine Bamlett of Eden in 1980 and
in 1981 moved to Terrace, British Columbia, where he is
employed at Alcan, Kitimat.

JIM AND DONNA SCHMALL - FAMILY
by Donna Schmall

Jim Schmall, son of the late Frederick and Nettie
Schmall of Plumas came to Neepawa in 1958. Donna is
the daughter of Charlie and Jean Steppler (McKee) of
Neepawa.
Jim and Donna were married in Neepawa United
Church on April 25, 1959 by Rev. Earl McDonald. After
a short honeymoon to the Black Hills in South Dakota,
Jim returned to his job as Grade VIII teacher at Viscount
School and Donna to the job as head teller at the Bank of
Montreal.
Jim continued to teach at Viscount School until 1964.
He then went to the Eden High School for three years. In
1968 Jim transferred back to N.A.C.1. for 1 year before
becoming principal of Hazel M. Kellington School. He
remained here until 1976 when he "retired" to go into
Business with Brother-in-law Homer Gill. Nelson
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Shoemaker's partnership was purchased and the name of
the company was changed to Gill & Schmall Agencies
doing business in the Insurance, Travel, Real Estate and
Investment fields.
Donna continued to work in the Bank of Montreal for
several years. She managed to take part in a number of
sports with Bowling and curling being her main interests.
She twice represented Central Manitoba in the Ladies
Western Canada 5 Pin Championships - once in Winnipeg and the other time in Vancouver.
Donna has curled since high school and has won the
Grand Aggregate several times at the Neepawa Ladies
Annual Bonspiel.
This family was blessed with four children - one son
Donald James and three daughters - Valerie Jean, Janina
Dawn, and Coreen Lee.
At present Don has become a partner in Gill & Schmall
Agencies after receiving his Bachelor of Commerce
Honors Degree from the University of Manitoba in May
1981. He works in the firm specializing in Travel and
General Insurance.
Valerie graduated from N.A.C.1. in 1981 and is
presently employed at Wawanesa Mutual Insurance
Company in Winnipeg.
Janina is completing her Grade IX in 1982 and is
planning to continue her Education after high school
graduation.
Coreen the youngest will be in Grade VII in 1983,
during Neepawa's Centennial.
Jim, Donna and family have been very interested in all
forms of sports with each member taking part in
baseball, curling, golf, swimming, etc. in the community.

SCOTT FAMILY
by Mildred (Scott) Kilburn

Marshall Ney Scott from Cherry Valley, Ontario, and
his wife Mary Ann Chatwin from North Keppel, Ontario,
homesteaded in the Glenholm area in 1878. About 1900
they moved to Eden.
The Scotts had six children, Mary, William, Alfred,
Robert, Kathleen, and James. Five of these children
moved out of Manitoba but Robert remained in Eden. In
1912 he married Anna May Honeyman. The R.H. Scotts

Mr. and Mrs. M.N. Scott.

Back Row, Left to Right: Mary, Emily, Guy, Blanche, Sherman, Ina.
Centre: Lewis, Florence, Henry, Mrs. Scott. Front: Manley, Rosabelle.

Mr. and Mrs. R.H. Scott about 1913.

had three children. Mildred married to Roy Kilburn lives
in the Springhill area. They have three children. Muriel
married to Hal Dorman lives in Vancouver. They have
four daughters. Donald married to Dorothy (Saunders)
lives in Eden. They have four children. Robert and his
wife Janet (Hal}) 'imd their t)\'o children, Shannon and
Christopher.. live in Eden. Betty Anne (Aitken) and her
husband Bruce also have two children, Andrea and
David. Peter and his wife Janine (Kilburn) live in
Winnipeg. They have one child Jennifer. David and his
wife Marvel (Adamyk) also live in Winnipeg.
Kathleen Scott Koster of San Francisco is the only
living member of the original family as of November
1981.

THE HENRY SCOTT FAMILY
by Miss Ethel Denoon
(granddaughter of Henry and Eliza Jane Scott)

Henry Carnduff Scott (1851-1938) and his wife Eliza
Jane (nee Welbanks) (1851-1922) arrived at Arden in
1890 with eight children, and settled in the Glenholm
district. His brother Marshall Ney Scott had come to the
district some ten years before.
Henry was the great-grandson of John Scott (17571840), believed to be of Irish descent, who came to Prince
Edward County from the United States to what is now
southern Ontario, in the late 1700s; and great-greatgrandson of Major Peter Vanalstine who brought a

Henry and Nan Scott early 1930s.

group of United Empire Loyalists to Adolphustown in
1784.
Eliza Jane Welbanks was the grandaughter of Thomas
Welbanks, an English soldier from Yorkshire who came
to the United States to fight in the War of Independence.
He married in the United States and came to Canada
about 1790.
Henry, a shoemaker by trade, and Eliza Jane
Welbanks were married in 1875 and lived in Cherry
Valley in Prince Edward County and at Harriston in
Wellington County until they came to Manitoba in 1890.
In about 1877, Henry had joined a gold rush going to
California - evidently his journey was not too successful,
because we have never heard of his having brought back
any amount of gold.
The eight Scott children who came to Manitoba with
their parents were: Ina, Blanche, Florence, Sherman,
Mary, Emily, Guy and baby Lewis. Two children,
Rosabelle and Manley were born in Manitoba.
Ina Maud - 1876-1960, married Robert Horne, a
farmer in the Glenholm district in 1903. In 1907 they
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Henry Scott Family - Rosabelle (Scott) Jardine, Blanche (Scott)
Denoon, Walt Jardine, Guy Scott, Mary (Scott) Osborne, Florence
(Scott) Jump. 1954.

moved to land in the vicinity of Swift Current, Sask.,
where she lived until her death in 1960. Her husband
Robert had predeceased her in 1931 after having been in
poor health for several years. They had four children:
John 1904-1969, married, one child, a well known oldtime fiddler; Minnie 1905-1945, married (Simons), died
in childbirth; James, married, four children, still living
on the home farm near Swift Current, Sask.; Marion,
married (Brandset), no children, widowed, has lived in
California for many years.
Blanche - 1878-1967, married Wm. McGregor Denoon,
a farmer in the Birnie district in 1908, where she lived
until her death in 1967. Her husband had predeceased her
in 1951 after a lengthy illness. They had three children:
Ethel, a retired accountant, now living in Winnipeg;
Jean, married (Bay), three children, lived on the home
farm, now retired to Riding Mountain, Man.; Dorothy
married (Olmstead) two children, has lived in Ottawa
since 1951.
Florence - 1879-1968 lived and worked in Neepawa as a
dressmaker and legal stenographer until 1924 when she
moved to Los Angeles, California, where she remained
for the rest of her life. In 1929 she married Edward
Jump, a widower with one daughter. Edward died in
1967.
Sherman - 1881-1945 - homesteaded near Swift
Current, Sask. in 1905 and lived there until he died in
1945. In 1915 he married Ena Tennant, who now lives in
Vancouver, B.C. They had six children: Eula, married,
(Chant) one child, now living in Moose Jaw, Sask; Orlo,
married, two children, stayed on the home farm until he
died in 1978: Vera Jean, married (Simons), one child,
living in Victoria, B.C.; Stanley Guy, married, four
children, farming at Neidpath, Sask.; Vern, unmarried, a
chartered accountant, living in Toronto; Maida, a nurse
(R.N.), married (Forster), two children, living in Vancouver, B.C.
Mary - 1884-1967 married Alex Osborne, a farmer who
lived near Birnie, in 1905. Alex died in 1941. In 1945 she
married Andrew Montgomery who died in 1959.
Mary and Alex had three children: Verna, a nurse
(R.N.), married (Young), three children, now living in
Neepawa, Man.; Wilfrid 1910-1969, married, seven
children, and lived on the home farm; Hazel, a practical
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Family of Lewis Scott. Left to Right: Bernice (Mrs. R. Arbuckle),
Connie, Garnold, Maxine (Mrs. K. Harley), Mrs. Lew Scott, W. Lew
Scott, Verla (Mrs. B. Hudson).

nurse, married (Alexander), two children, divorced and
living in Neepawa, Man.
Emily - 1887-1910 was deaf and attended School for
the Deaf at Brantford, Ontario for a time.
Guy - 1888-1968 farmed in the Orange Ridge district
near Birnie until retirement to Neepawa about 1950. In
1913 he married Ethel Hoddinott who died in 1966. They
had three children: Gertie, married, (Buchanan) one
child, now living in Victoria, B.C. and Palm Desert,
California; Harold, married, two children, lived on the
home farm until retirement to Neepawa in 1980; Thelma,
married (Dadswell), three children, divorced, living in
Victoria, B.C.
Lewis - born 1890- aged 91 is in excellent health and is
proud to have been able to welcome his first greatgrandchild - Brett Allan Arbuckle - earlier this year. In
1924 he married Mary Sawchuk, and they lived on the
family farm until retirement to Neepawa in 1959. They
have five children: Bernice, married (Arbuckle), five
children, lives in Souris, Man.; Garnold, married, two
children, lives on the home farm; Connie, unmarried, a
stenographer, lives in Winnipeg; Verla, married
(Hudson), four children, lives in Winnipeg; Maxine,
married (Harley), three children, lives in Ottawa.
Rosabelle - 1892-1955 went to Swift Current, Sask. as a
young woman where she met and married Walter Jardine
in 1917. In 1922 they moved to Swan River, Man., where
Walt worked as a carpenter until retirement in 1945. Rose
died in 1955. They had one daughter, Hazel, married
(Hughes), two children, who died in 1965. Walt died in
1975 at the age of 93.
Manley - 1893-1924 - in 1919 married Mary Ellen
McMillan of the Glenholm district. They farmed at
Kelwood until Manley took ill with sarcoma, a form of
cancer and died after two years. They had one son,
Carnduff, married, three children, and now living in
Nanaimo, B.C. Mary remarried (Rath), one child Ferne,
and again widowed, lives in Victoria, B.C.
In 1922 Henry married Mrs. Hannah Lighthall of
Picton, Ont. They resided in Eden, Man. until his death
in 1938 and her death in Oct. 1939 at the age of 88. They
were buried in the Scott family plot in the Arden
Cemetery.

WORLD WAR II INKERMAN
AND UNION VETERANS

WILLIAM CONNELL TELLS
HIS EXPERIEN CES

by Mrs. C. Drysdale

During World War II when Hitler and his German
Nazis were devastating Europe and were a threat to the
whole world, Canada called for her young men and
women to take up arms. Pictured seated around a
banquet table are the young men from Union and
Inkerman, when they returned from war in the spring of
1946. Standing at the back of the picture are parents and
friends who joined in the celebrating of their return.
From left to right (from end of table) to back of the
table are: Jim Kerr, Ken and Alice Harper, Dave
Alexander, Peter Deveson, Arnold Sealey, Murray
Alexander, Gordon Pollock, Ethne and Guy Orchard,
Grace Thompson, Orville Nelson, Dilly Graham, Ralph
Cruickshank, Pearl Eros, Stan Drysdale, Phyllis Hares,
Walter Hares, Charles Drysdale, and next to him going
round the inside of the table, Clarence Drysdale, Fred
Hares, Sam Kerr, Elwin Duncan, Doug Drysdale, Brian
Cathcart, Allan Duncan.
Standing around the back of the table from left to right
are: Mr. and Mrs. R.J. Drysdale, Mr. and Mrs. George
Drysdale, Mr. Dave Cathcart, Mr. and Mrs. James Kerr,
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Harper, Mr. and Mrs. Everett Barron,
Mr. and Mrs. George Deveson, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Alexander, Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Sealey, Mr. and Mrs.
W.G. Hares, Mrs. Phil Drysdale, Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Nelson, Rev. Smith-Windsor, Mr. and Mrs. Alex
Cruickshank, and Mr. Dave Pollock.
Seated in the background to the left are: Allan
Drysdale, Mr. and Mrs. Gordon James, Glen Drysdale.
Unable to attend this home coming party were:
Marguerite Drysdale (nurse in the army), Graham
Hunter, James Drysdale and Ewart Deveson.
The one fatality of the war was Bill Ritchie who was
killed while on duty.
The ladies of the community served the returned men a
delicious dinner and afterwards they were presented with
gold tie pins. Small's orchestra of Arden played for
dancing.

World War II Union and Inkerman Veterans.

William Connell, another old timer of the Neepawa
district writes of some of his experiences of his pioneer
days. Notice how they contrast with present conditions.
I was born near Guelph, Ontario, in january 1852. In
the year 1854 my parents moved to a bush farm in
Wellington County and in 1878 I left father's home to get
a homestead at Red River as it was called at that time.
I came by way of the United States across Lake
Michigan to Milwaukee, St. Paul to Fisher's Landing,
taking stage to Grand Forks where I took the boat to
Winnipeg. We were three days and four nights coming
from Grand Forks to Winnipeg, not a very pleasant
journey with a second class ticket. Next morning I started
west, carrying my grip and overcoat and reached Portage
la Prairie the second evening.
Next day was Sunday, I went to church, where I met
Mrs. Dr. Cowan, who in her usual kind way of speaking
invited me to their home for dinner. Monday I went
north to visit Jno. Wiggins, Jno. Smith and Jas. Fulton.
While at Fultons I helped them plow for a few days and
to dig out a cellar. About the end of the week I went on to
get a homestead by way of Katogan, where the White
Mud River empties into Lake Manitoba. We had to wait
there five or six hours as the rain poured down. A couple
of young men whose name was Morrison took me to their
home at Second Crossing for the night.
Towards evening of the next day I caught up with four
or five young men, Jno. Walker and Wm. Gill, I do not
remember the names of the others, they had oxen and
wagons. We reached the Arden Ridge at dark. There was
a shanty just alongside of the old trail, no floor in it, but
it afforded shelter for the night. We gathered some dry
wood, made a fire near the centre of the ground and lay
down to sleep with our feet to the fire.
The following day I came to Wm. Millar's. Mr. Millar
was plastering the house. I met Mr. Boughton there. In
talking to Mr. Millar, he advised me to go over to Peter
Graham's, as he would know better the place to locate.
Mr. Graham was an uncle of Andrew Graham, who was
living on the quarter section where the cemetery is now. I
spent Sunday with them and on Monday morning Mr.
Graham came with me to look around and I decided to
take the east half of 25-14-16, one or two miles west.
I left early the following morning to go to Odanah land
office, where Minnedosa is now. On the way, about 6
miles west of there Mr. Sewell, father of the secretary of
Back Home Week and Mr. Fraser had a tent. Sewell was
making pancakes for breakfast. When one side was
cooked he took the pan and tossed the big 12-inch
pancake up in the air. It always came down turned over in
the pan. We had pancakes, prairie chicken and tea that
morning. It was good, splendid for a hungry man.
Rain came on an hour or two later. If ever rain came in
buckets it did that day and I had left my overcoat at
Millars. Later a soft snow fell and returning to Millars
the snow was a foot deep in places. It got quite cold
towards evening and my clothing which was wet, froze
stiff. I never will forget Mrs. Millar's kindness to me that
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night.
Later in the week I went to High Bluff to see Mr. and
Mrs. Wm. McLaughlin and family. Mr. McLaughlin is
better known by the name 'White Bill'. They were living
in a small log house on a rented farm close to the little
town of High Bluff. I had a good rest there, early to bed
and late in the morning up, I found Bill greasing my long
legged boots. They were sitting up on the oven door and
he was busy rubbing. The job was so well done they were
warm inside.
About nine o'clock in the morning I started for
Winnipeg. Bill and his son Hugh went with me, perhaps
two miles. We did not like to separate that morning. I
went to the Johnson stopping place and from there to
Winnipeg, reaching home November 12th.
That winter I worked in the bush about three months.
In March, with my bride, Miss Agnes McMurchy, I
started to go west to make our home and our fortune.
Arriving in St. Boniface about 12 o'clock at night after
an eight day trip. We were very tired and anxious to know
where we were going to spend the remainder of the night.
The railway had been completed then from Crookston,
Minnesota, to St. Boniface.
As there was no accommodation and the conductor
would not allow us to stay on the train, we walked a short
distance across the prairie to where we saw a candle
burning in a small house, where an aged couple lived.
They opened the door for us to come in. After walking
around us a couple of times, they said, we might sleep on
the floor until morning. In the morning we received a
warm welcome from the old Irish couple and they were
very kind to us.
The ice was breaking up and we had some difficulty in
getting our two horses and boxes of clothing across. We
hitched the horse to an old wagon, loaded our boxes and
new stove and drove out to Headingley and then to
Portage as far as Wm. Fultons. Here we rented a farm
for a year and put in the crop.
After seeding I came up to the homestead where I did
some breaking and put up a log stable and house, the
roof of which was thatched and the walls were plastered
with clay. The roof and door were green poplar lumber
which were all whip sawed. Peter McNab helped me saw
the lumber. I got the little saw logs on the George Irwin
farm.
We were happy, well and strong, many times my dear
wife said "I am pleased we came where we could get a
farm of our own". My wife was a splendid helpmate,
often doing more than her share, always giving of her
best to others.
In July 1880 Bob Johnston and I went together to
Portage to get some provisions for ourselves and our
neighbors and also to get plow points sharpened. There
had been a lot of rain and the creeks and ponds were full
of water. Where we had to cross the water was very deep.
We put a chain around the box and the reach of the
wagon to keep the box from floating away. We were
about half way across, the horses were swimming well,
when away went the wagon box, I jumped out onto the
front axle and hung on until we got out on the dry land.
When I got the water out of my eyes I looked to see where
Bob was. He was sailing downstream in the wagon box.
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He finally caught some willow and was able to hold the
box from floating until I got there to help him. We got
the box into shallow water and Bob went to rescue our
belongings. Our lunch which was supposed to last us a
week was well soaked.
After some time we got started on our way only to meet
more difficulties in the crossing of a slough, where our
horses got down. We had to unhitch and carry out the
wagon box and gear, it was nearly night before we got on
our way again. We spent the second night at Three
Creeks, McKinnons, in the wagon, talking and fighting
mosquitoes. We each went our own way at Portage. I saw
Bob the next day and asked him where he spent the night.
He said, "over there in that bluff beside a loaf of bread".
We were more successful in our journey home. I
remember so well a pair of shoes I bought for Peter
Scott's little daughter Catherine. When she got them she
ran into the house to try them and came back so pleased
to thank me and tell me how well they fitted.
In 1880 I went to Tim Poole's blacksmith shop near
Hamiltons. He had no iron so I took a tooth out of
Hamilton's harrows and Tim made a shoe out of that for
my horse.
I remember threshing about the year 1881 in December
at Robt. Campbells and A.C. Sewells with George
Little's machine. Robt. Little was also there. Mr.
Campbell asked me to carry the wheat from the machine
into a small building. I put a peg in to count the required
bushels and someone moved the peg ahead five or six
bushels. Mr. Campbell was puzzled and said there was
something wrong, but if the measure was right, he had
plenty for seed.

MR. AND MRS. E. T. SEABORN
by Alison Seaborn

Mr. E. T. Seaborn and son Leonard came from
England 1925. Mrs. Seaborn and family Elsie, Harry,
Winnie and George joined them in 1926. They settled in
the Mentmore district. Elsie returned to England, where

Grandpa's lOOth Birthday - Dec. 9/78.

she still resides. Winnie married Alf. North and lives in
Brookdale. They have a family of three, Bruce, Heather,
and Maureen. George died of polio in thirties.
In 1939 Len and Harry joined the army. Harry with the
Wpg. Rifles, and Len. with the Wpg. Grenadiers. Len
was a prisoner of war for four years. They returned in
1945, Len to Mentmore and Harry to Rivers. Later Harry
moved to Saskatchewan, where he lived until his death in
1980.
Len married Alison in 1947, and farmed in the
Mentmore district until 1960, when they moved to
Neepawa, where they still reside. They had a family of
two, Robert of Edson, Alta. and Beverley Richardson of
The Pas, Man.
Mr. & Mrs. E.T. Seaborn were retired in Neepawa for
~ number of years. Mrs. Seaborn passed away in 1969 at
the age of 88, and Mr. Seaborn in 1979 at 100 plus.

LEIGH ANN AND ALLAN SEXTON
by Allan Sexton

Allan and Leigh Ann moved from Brandon to
Neepawa in February, 1981. Allan is a Laboratory
Technologist. Formerly a technologist at the Brandon
General Hospital, he is now employed at the Neepawa
Lab. & X-Ray Unit.
Leigh Ann was employed at the Neepawa Florist
before the birth of their first child, Katrina Leigh in April
1982.
Allan and Leigh Ann enjoy many of the sports
facilities in the Community.

BERT SHANKS FAMILY
In November, 1934, J.R.W. Shanks and his wife
Charlotte arrived in Neepawa from Rivers with two
daughters, Margaret and Doris. They came to Section 115-15 in Rosedale Municipality, and located in Neepawa
School District. Their son Robert T. and L. Bessie, his
wife, and two children Janet and Bob came from Rivers
in April of 1935. Other children born into the family at
Neepawa were Carol, Bill, Heather and Ailsa. All attended school in Neepawa.
J .R. W. Shanks died in 1936, and his wife died twenty
years later in 1956, both rest in Riverside Cemetery,
Neepawa.
Janet trained as an R.N. at Winnipeg General
Hospital, and in 1954 married Walter Wyatt. They farm
at Birnie, and have a family of seven children, Kathryn,
Greg, Sharon, Barbara, Calvin, Dwight and Nancy
Anne.
Bob Shanks still resides on the family farm and
married Karen Frohwerk. They have four children,
Deanna, Paula, Dan and Brada.
Carol is in the teaching profession and lives in Winnipeg.
Heather, a teacher also, married Dr. Ian Adamson,
and their family of Neil and June, reside in Winnipeg.
Ailsa also trained as an R.N. at Winnipeg General
Hospital, and now works at St. Boniface Hospital in

Winnipeg.
R.T., or Bert, as he was always known, died in 1977,
and Bessie still resides on the family farm east of
Neepawa.

IVAN E. AND MARY E. SHANKS
by Mary E. Shanks

Through the years with Ivan E. and Mary E. Shanks.
Ivan travelled by a 1931 Overland car to Neepawa from
Rivers to assume responsibilities as a Stationary Engineer
at the Neepawa Salt Plant. Ivan worked for 21.5Q: per
hour, saving out of this amount to travel by train to
Minnedosa, there catching the bus to North Brandon,
then walked westward 25 miles to his home farm at
Rivers, to prepare for his wedding the following day,
November 11, 1933 to Mary Ellen Kelly. We journeyed
back to Neepawa. Our first home was owned by Mrs.
Rutledge. The rent was $6.00 per month.
During a temporary lay-off from the Salt Plant, Ivan
was employed by Charlie Ego, setting up farm
machinery, then by Murray's Garage as a truck driver.
September, 1934 we were blessed with a baby girl,
Margaret Doreen.
Early in 1936, Ivan was recalled to the Salt Plant to
continue his duties as engineer, receiving a raise in pay
.25Q: per hour.
In December, 1936 our second girl Shirley Marie was
born. In March, 1936 we purchased a home on First
Avenue North, from Fusee-McFeetors Co. Ltd., for
$532.80. We paid $7.40 a month for 72 months, then the
home was ours, paid in full.
1937-39 life went on - we purchased a Ford Model T, a
cow, and a few chickens. August 1939, the Salt Plant
negotiated for our house property to run a spur railway
through to the new salt plant situated on Commerce
Street and Mountain Avenue. The Salt Plant then was
owned by the Canadian Industries Limited (C.I.L.). This
Company jacked our house up onto the moving trucks.
There we lived for two months, up in the tree top level. I
said to Ivan "I just feel like the wife of Tarzan". The
Company finally arrived back and moved the house to its

Wedding oj Ivan
and Mary Shanks.
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present location 201 First Avenue.
June 9, 1941 Ivan joined the 12th Manitoba Dragoons,
in the Second World War, being stationed in Winnipeg,
Camp Shilo, Camp Borden, Esquimalt (work point) from
there going overseas. While Ivan was away, my parents
Mr. and Mrs. George Kelly, came to make their home
with us. I then took employment at Swift Canadian Co.,
grading eggs and wrapping butter.
Doreen and Shirley attended Neepawa Central School
and Neepawa Collegiate.
October, 1945 Ivan arrived home from the war, after V
day was declared. In August, 1947, our third girl was
born, Dawna Lorraine. She received her education at
Hazel M. Kellington (then known as West Park) and
N.A.C.1.
1952 saw Doreen off to Winnipeg to pursue her career
as a stenographer. In 1954 Shirley was accepted into
Nurses Training at Brandon Mental Hospital, receiving
her license as an R.P.N. in 1957. In 1974 Dawna received
her diploma as a Nurse's Aid from Brandon Mental
Health Centre.
In the past 50 years we have seen patches of crocuses
line our roadways and ravine banks, and have been part
of Neepawa's growth. Where sections of bush once grew,
now many and beautiful homes are built on all sides of
our town, many older homes have had a face lift, which
has all helped to make our town "The Most Beautiful in
Manitoba". It is indeed an honor to be classed as a
resident of Neepawa for 50 years.

JEMIMA INNES COX-SHEARER
(NEE STEW ART)
by Thelma Cox Raven

As a young woman my Mother set sail for the
'Colonies' in approximately 1915. She arrived in Canada
under the sponsorship of a church group and was warned
that West was a rough uncultured place where a young
woman would be in great peril for her maidenhood.
Serious people in Glasgow told her that upon her arrival
in the Canadian West crowds of roughnecks would greet
her train with shouts of "She's mine, I saw her first" and
fight to the death for young mates.
Imagine her astonishment when upon her arrival she
was met by the ladies church group and the minister. I
suspect she was disappointed but she would never say.
Born Jemima Innes Stewart, in 1890 at Blantyre,
Scotland, one of thirteen children of which she was to be
the last survivor. She died in Neepawa East View Lodge
in 1973.
She was a good citizen, loved her church and worked
very hard with any organization of which she became a
member. The Red Cross and the hospital were two of her
pet cares. She was also the last surviving member of the
Neepawa Methodist Church Choir of the early nineteen
hundreds. She had a beautiful sweet and true singing
voice and throughout her life-time won many medals and
was always in demand to sing at different functions in
and around Neepawa. Her gentle nature made her many
friends.
My mother was married to Wilfred George Cox in 1917
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and was heartbroken when he died a relatively young
man in 1948 at the age of 54. She remarried in 1951 and
her second husband was a lifelong friend James Archibald Shearer, who predeceased her in 1972.
She often said that most women are given one chance
of happily married life while she was blessed with two
fine marriages.

THE SHIRRITTS OF MENTMORE
by Raymond M. Beaumont
(great-great-grandson oj theJirst William Shirritt)

When William Shirritt arrived in Manitoba in 1883, he
must have been excited at the prospect of becoming a
landowner, a dream already a reality for his son-in-law
and daughter John and Mary Ann Allan, who had settled
a year earlier on a homestead in Selden (later Cordova).
His origins are as obscure as his surname, which is so rare
that the author has seen it only once outside the family
and that indeed may have been a distant cousin. Born the
10th of November 1832 somewhere in Ireland, William
was already well into middle age with a lifetime of
struggle behind him, when he arrived in Manitoba. A
landless Irishman who had experienced the Great Famine
first hand, he had seen two wives and at least one child to
the grave, had uprooted his family twice, first to Scotland
and then to America, and was now beginning anew on the
tough sod of the prairies. His farm lay a mile east of the
Allans in South Glendale, as it was called then, and
during the next few years he broke the land and acquired
livestock, undoubtedly aided by his son-in-law and a
growing number of Allan grandchildren. His only son
William Tate and younger daughters Margaret and Ellen
were settled with their families in Chicago, and it was not
until 1901 that a grandson, another William Shirritt,
came north to help with the work. Just twenty-one, his
youth and vigor was much needed on the farm as well as
the baseball and football teams so popular then when
entertainment was home grown. In 1907 he married Mary
Charlotte Ego, who had come west from Ontario a year
earlier to care for the small children of her widowered
brother Jack, whose farm was a mile north of the
Shirritts. Will used to say she held a dinner for all the
eligible bachelors in the area and picked him! They lived
with Grandpa for the first few years but later moved to
another site on the now three-quarter section farm. They
raised five living children, William, Edythe, Dolly,
George, and Eva. The third was really Margaret but her
great-grandfather used to bounce her on his knee and call
her his "little dolly baby". The name stuck, much to her
chagrin later on!
In 1912 William Tate Shirritt came up from Chicago
for reasons of health and stayed with his father. Later,
his wife Mary and daughters Margaret and Jeannette
joined him. Jeannette vividly recalls her grandfather, tall
and spare, with blue eyes nearly blind, and a long white
beard. A staunch Conservative, he enjoyed arguing with
Liberal neighbours, particularly William F. Sirett,
another pioneer farmer, whose mail invariably got mixed
up with that of the Shirritts. Jeannette remembers attending a political meeting at Gordon School where the
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Liberal candidate, a preacher from Neepawa, spoke to
the assembled. After hearing her report of the
proceedings, Grandpa dismissed the man with the
comment, "Well, he can't serve two masters" - meaning
God and the Liberal Party! In his declining years, he did
not attend church often, but insisted on knowing the text
of the minister's sermon. One Sunday, Margaret and a
friend headed to church at Lorndale but difficulties along
the road prevented them from attending the service. On
their way home, they stopped in to get the text from
Uncle John Allan, knowing that Grandfather would want
to know it as soon as they entered the door.
In 1916 the family moved to Neepawa, where William
T. took charge of the electrical plant, a job similar to the
one he had done in Chicago. Grandpa came with them
and died the following summer. In December 1917
Margaret married Sidney Keefe, a young man whom she
met while the family was living in the country. They
farmed for many years at Mentmore before retiring to
Neepawa where their only daughter, Arlowa, nursed for
some years. Since her marriage to Rev. JamesTalbot, she
has lived in the United States. In 1919 Jeannette married
Jack Willoughby, whom she first met at a choir practice
in Gordon Methodist Church. They farmed for many

William Shirrett - Mary Charlotte
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years at Mentmore before retiring to Neepawa, where she
still lives today.
In 1923 William T. and Mary Shirritt returned to
Chicago where the remainder of their family lived. Their
son William continued to farm at Mentmore where he
and his wife Charlotte both took an active part in
community affairs. They remained there until their
deaths, just three weeks apart, in 1951. Their sons
William and George raised families away from the
district, but one granddaughter Jenny Shirritt returned
briefly and married Leonard Zinger of Neepawa. Edythe
never married. She lives in Neepawa where she keeps
herself busy with needlework and knitting afghans for an
increasing number of nieces and nephews. Dolly married
Stanley Sykes, a Cordova farmer, and lived on the farm
there until their retirement to Neepawa. Two of their four
children, Bill Sykes and June Tremaine, also reside in
Neepawa with their families. Eva married Richard
Beaumont, another Cordova farmer, and lived there
until they returned to her father's farm in the early fifties.
She lives in Brandon now, but two of her six children are
in the area. Marvin lives at Franklin and Dennis is farming at Mentmore, the fifth generation to cultivate the
land, part of which has been in the family for one
hundred years, a fitting tribute to a landless Irish
labourer who had a dream of owning his own property.

WILLIAM SHIRRITT FAMILY
by Jean Willoughby

Wm. Shirritt the first, came to Chicago from Scotland
in the 1870s. His son, Wm. the second, had come before
him, followed by his wife and three small children. One
of them was Wm. the third. Then Wm. the first's two
daughters arrived, One was married, her husband came
too. Wm. the first came to Manitoba and took a
homestead in the Gordon school ditrict, section 30-13-16.
The married daughter and her husband, John Allan, and
small children also came to Manitoba and settled in
Lornedale area. The son stayed in Chicago, the other
daughter married and stayed in Chicago as well.
In 1901 Wm. the third came to live with his grandfather. He bought land adjoining his grandfather's land.
He n:arried .Charlotte Ego in Neepawa and had a family
of fIve chIldren: Wm. the fourth, George, Edith,
Margaret, and Eva.
Wm. the second and Mrs. Shirritt came to Manitoba in
1912. He lived on the farm two years. Two daughters
came with them and the rest of the family stayed in
Chicago, one daughter and three sons. All but one were
married. Wm. the second came to Neepawa the fall of
1914, and was chief engineer at the power house which
was at the end of Brown Avenue where the water
treatment plant is now. In 1924 Mr. and Mrs. Shirritt
returned to Chicago. The girls were married, (Mrs. Sid
Keefe and Mrs. Jack Willoughby) remain here. The farm
is still in the family. Eva's son Dennis Beaumont now
works the farm. The homestead is over a hundred years
old, belonging to the same family.
Wm. the third served on the Gordon School Board and
also on the Mentmore Elevator Board.
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W.J. SHORE FAMILY
by Virginia E. Sanburn (nee Shore)
Winnipeg, Manitoba

On a cold winter night in January, 1928, Vera and Will
Shore and small daughter Virginia arrived on the C.P .R.
train from Lloydminster, Saskatchewan. They had come
to make their new home.
William Joseph Shore was born in 1892 in Market
Harborough, Leicestershire, England, son of Joseph and
Emma Shore. He received his schooling in England prior
to immigrating with his parents to Canada in 1910. They
settled on homesteads in Harlan, Saskatchewan. From
this community, Will joined the Canadian army in 1914
and served in France during the First World War. Upon
his return to Canada, he continued to farm.
Will married Vera L Gibbs in 1922. Vera was born in
Harlan, Iowa, U.S.A. in 1896, the daughter of Cynthia
and Orren Gibbs. She was educated in Harlan, Iowa and
after her teacher training, taught in Iowa schools. As her
parents and brothers had taken up homesteads in
Canada, she soon followed. She taught in several schools
in the area north of the North Saskatchewan River, often
riding horseback twenty miles a day to do so.
Following their marriage, the Shores moved to
Lloydminster where Will was the accountant for the CoOp for several years.
Then an opportunity presented itself. Will, with
brother-in-law Charles Gibbs and step-brother Alf Booth
purchased the Roxy Theatre in Neepawa. (Some will
remember Shirley Hughes as the cashier at the theatre).
This was to be a successful venture until the 1930s when
the depression took its toll of many businesses.
In 1929, in the old Neepawa Hospital, a second
daughter, Elizabeth was born.
After the failure of the theatre venture, Will became
the manager of the Liquor Commission, which at that
time occupied the ground floor of the LO.O.F. building.
The government closed the Commission in the early
thirties and moved the business to Brandon. Soon after,
Will became the accountant for the Bell Lumber
Company (later to become the Beaver Lumber Company), a position he held until his retirement some thirty
years later.

W.J. Shore Family - 1942. Virginia, Vera, Will, Elizabeth (Beth), Ray
Gibbs and Skipper.
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In 1934, a nephew, Ray G. Gibbs came from Lloydminster to make his home for 16 years with the Shore
family and is now District Supervisor for Alberta
Telephone Co. Edmonton. He has four daughters.
Both Will and Vera were very active in community
affairs.
For Will, Knox Presbyterian Church, the Legion, a
variety of sports, music, poultry raising and stamp
collecting were important elements of his life. In the
church, he sang in the choir, occasionally played the
organ, was a member of the Men's Club and played on
their baseball team. Many will recall the Church Baseball
League that played those rousing games at the Collegiate
grounds on Friday evenings. Will served as secretary of
the Neepawa Legion for many years. He was also a
member of the Legion Band which was under the
leadership of Mr. Sharpe. The band practised on Sund~y
afternoons in the old bank building (where the Churchill
Block now stands). Many youngsters would gather on the
steps to listen. The band provided regular concerts and
played at all important events. Will was an avid golfer,
primarily at the time when the course was on the land
. surrounding the old Burnett home south of town. He
enjoyed the luxury of grass greens on the new course built
where you find it now. He also belonged to the Rifle Club
that had its range down by the dam near the present Lake
Irwin. Cricket was another sport enjoyed by a group of
Neepawa men. Regular games against the Minnedosa
team were important events.
Neepawa had a Poultry Association. W. Shore, Bill
Davie Sr., Charlie Parrott, Harry Frampton, J .R. Bell,
C. Hall and Mr. Tyndall were some of the members.
They held a most successful show in Neepawa each
winter. As well, members of the Association shipped
birds to shows in Brandon, Regina, Kenora, Winnipeg
and as far east as Toronto.
Will's specialty was rose-comb white leghorns. Other
varieties he raised were black Austrolorpes and Silver Sea
Bright bantams. A notation in Will's record book stated
that in 1930 a total of $7.50 in prize money was a very
profitable show. Engraved silver spoons were given as
special awards. Many an evening was spent in the kitchen
washing white birds for a show. Will acted as secretary
for the Association and later as a judge. He was the
recipient of a Life Membership.
Will played the clarinet in Mr. Asper's orchestra, a
group w:hich many will remember with pleasure. Music
was always much in evidence in the Shore home.
In later years, Will enjoyed his stamp collection and
friends with a similar interest.
Vera's interests, after her home and family, were in the
church Women's Institute, Children's Aid and the
Neepa~a School Board. Vera was a hard worker in the
church. She held offices in the Women's Missionary
Society. She was a Sunday School teacher and Mission
Band leader for many years. The Sunday School picnics
were often held at the Cameron farm west of town and
everyone got to ride the ponies.
In the 1930s there was much work to be done with the
Children's Aid and Welfare. She was much involved in
collecting food and clothing for local use as well as ~or
shipments to drought areas. As a result of her teachmg

background, she was interested in education and became
a member of the Neepawa School Board for district No.
126 and was later on the executive of the Manitoba
School Trustees Association.
Two projects for which she worked very hard and
which she saw brbught to completion were firstly the
introduction of Home Economics and Industrial Arts
into the High School curriculum and secondly the
building of a new elementary school, completed in 1951
and named West Park School - later to be named the
Hazel M. Kellington School.
After Vera's death in 1951, Will continued to live in the
community. He became an avid billiard player. He
passed away in 1965.
Daughter Virginia and husband Arthur Sanburn now
reside in Winnipeg. Both have recently retired from long
careers in education. Virginia was the Language Arts
Department Head at Hastings School in St. Vital School
Division. She was on the first staff of West Park School,
now H.M.K. In 1967, she received the Centennial Medal
for her contribution to education. Art was the Principal
of the Applied Arts and Business Division of Red River
Community College. Virginia and Art had one daughter
Judith who also became a teacher. She obtained a degree
in Home Economics at the University of Manitoba, and
she taught in Portage la Prairie and Neepawa. She
married W.H. Martin of Neepawa and they now reside
on their farm north of town with their three children,
Christa, Colin and Aynsley.
Daughter Elizabeth also had a teaching career. She
taught in a rural school near Carberry and in St. Vital.
She married Glenn Montgomery and now reside on their
farm south of Neepawa. Both Glenn and Beth have been
active in church, choir, lodge and other community
organizations. They have three children. The eldest,
Bruce is a graduate in Agriculture, his wife Katrina is a
nurse. The couple recently moved to Neepawa and took
up residence on the family farm. They have one
daughter, Amy Megan. Vina is a graduate of the
University of Manitoba and now teaches at Belmont,
Manitoba. The youngest, Vance is still at home and
attending school.
Looking back, there are fond memories of things we
did as children growing up in Neepawa:
- swimming, picnics and band concerts at River Bend
Park
- skating in the fall on the first hard ice on Park Lake
and the bonfires around which we warmed ourselves
- early spring hikes under the trestle bridge to Bray's
pasture for a weiner roast
- berry picking excursions
- holidays at Clear Lake
- hockey and skating on neighborhood rinks. The rinks
I recall were the one in the T.K. Johnstone garden lot
where Mrs. Johnstone always had her kitchen and
shed full of kids putting on skates, and the rink west of
the W. Coutts residence where lively hockey games
were played
- toboggan slide parties at Howden Hill and the baked
beans and brown bread that followed
- drama production at school
- back road drives to find the crocus, marsh marigolds

and pussy willows, the first flowers of spring
- hay rides and straw stack burns (class parties)
- collecting food and clothing to be shipped to the
drought areas during the depression
- riding in a buggy or sleigh behind Burnett's team of
ponies

MATT AND PEARL SIEMAS
by Mr. and Mrs. Matt Siemas

Mr. and Mrs. Matt Siemas arrived in Neepawain the
summer of 1950 from Toronto. Matt established a Body
Shop and a Service Station known as Matt's Auto Body.
His wife, Pearl, often helped him in the shop and serving
gas.
Matt had his own Country and Western Orchestra
known as Matt's Westernairs. He still competes in oldtime fiddler's contests today as a hobby.
They had five children - Lome, Vern, Merle, June and
Connie, all born in Neepawa. They built their home on
the same location as the garage and they still carryon the
business today.

RAY AND JOYCE SIMS
by Joyce Sims, Birtle

Although our stay in Neepawa was relatively short,
Ray and I have fond memories of the years 1954-1957. It
was then that Ray came here to teach at West Park (now
Hazel M. Kellington) School. We were married a year
later and I, too, joined the staff. We were active in the
United Church, the Rebekah and Oddfellow Lodges. Ray
played baseball with the Neepawa Cubs, curled and
played hockey.
For the past twenty years, we have resided in Birtle
where Ray teaches Phys. Ed. at Birtle Collegiate and I in
the Primary Area of Birtle Elementary.

HECTOR AND LENA SIMPSON FAMILY
by Marion Ishenberg

Hector and Lena Simpson, two children and Hector's
brother Edmund, moved from Shoal Lake to Brookdale
in the spring of 1921. They farmed on a section of land
north of Brookdale owned by Dave McNaughton. After
three years Edmund and his wife moved back to Shoal
Lake while Hector and his family moved to the 'Millar
place' in 1925. This was located one mile south and half a
mile west of Brookdale where they stayed for three years
and in 1928 bought the farm where Charles now lives
from Stanley Rodgers.
Their eldest daughter Mary Eleanor was born in Shoal
Lake in 1917. She married Frans Theodore Swanson in
1937 and they farmed on the Swanson homestead until
retiring to Brookdale in 1974. They have three children;
Herman Hector was bornin 1938. After completing high
school in Brookdale he raised chicken broilers, and also
spent some time working and managing restaurants in
Winnipeg, Brandon and Neepawa.
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Their daughter Shirley Louise trained as a Laboratory
Technician at St. Boniface Hospital. She is married to
Dr. Herb Schellenberg from Gladstone. They lived for a·
number of years in Ames, Iowa while Herb completed his
doctorate. They now reside in Charleswood where Herb
works for the Manitoba Government. They have three
children - David, Dianne and Karen, who go to Dieppe
School in Charleswood.
Frans' and Mary's second son Clare Francis has a
degree in Agriculture from the University of Manitoba.
He was employed by Co-op Implements in Wainwright,
Alberta. He later returned to Manitoba and is presently
employed at Fort Whyte. He married Heather Lynn
Brewster from Treherne. They have two children - a son
Trevor and a daughter Lorena, and are living in Transcona.
Hector and Lena's son Francis Hector was born in
Shoal Lake in 1920. He farmed with his father and later
bought a farm south of Brookdale, formerly owned by
Steve Moffatt. In 1924 he married Thelma Laird from
Bath, Ontario. They had three sons: Francis Lamont
(Monty) lives in Worsley, Alberta and is working in
highway cons.truction. Charles Donald is on the home
farm south of Brookdale. He is married to Mildred Anne
Lawrence of Ingelow and they have a daughter Jamie
Lee, born in 1974. They have recently purchased Mitchell's Transfer of Brookdale. Third son Barry Eugene is
married to Dianne Link of Neepawa. They have two sons
Darron James born in 1970 and Bradley Eugene born in
1980. They live in Ingelow and Barry is employed by the
C.P.R.
Francis was deceased in 1965. Thelma married Bert
Large and lived in Riding Mountain until her death in
1968.
A second daughter in Hector and Lena's family,
Marion Hannah, was born in Brookdale in 1921. She
attended Brandon Normal School in 1940-41 and taught
in Lornedale, Glenburney and Glendale schools. In 1944
she married Harold Ishenberg and they farmed in the
Mentmore district until 1962. They bought a farm from
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Bert Bachelor and built a new house on it where they are
presently living. They bought into a trucking company,
Hare's Cartage, in 1966 and later Neepawa Truck Service. Harold had open heart surgery in St. Boniface
Hospital in 1981 to have a valve replacement. Their son
Brian Harold was born in Neepawa in 1947. He went to
Brandon University and also to the University of
Manitoba and presently owns and operates an inter-city
transfer in Winnipeg. He lives with Leslie McKenzie who
runs a Plant-Care business in Winnipeg. Their first
daughter Julie Ann was born in Neepawa in 1949. She
trained as an Occupational Therapist in the University of
Manitoba. When she graduated she worked in the
Montreal General. After four years she travelled in
Europe where she met her husband Jean Claude
Elissalde: They have three children: Pascal born in 1968
(of a former marriage); Marion Joy born in 1976 and
Clair Marie born in 1981. Jean Claude is a Pharmaceutical Engineer and is employed by Searle Drugs.
Julie works for Lethbridge Rehabilitation Centre in
Montreal and they live in Hudson, Quebec. Their second
daughter Linda Jane was born in 1952. After graduating
from Neepawa Area Collegiate Institute, she married
Clayton Alan Hainstock of Minnedosa. Clay has been in
the men's clothing business since 1969: They moved to
Swift Current, Saskatchewan in 1979 where Clay has a
Men's Wear Store and Linda is co-owner and manager of
a ladies' wear store. They have two children - Lindsay Jill
born in 1976 and Britt Jeremy in 1977, both in Minnedosa.
Harold and Marion's youngest daughter Moira Leigh
was born in Neepawa in 1960. She attends Brandon
University where she graduated in 1982 with a Bachelor
of General Studies. She is returning to university in the
fall of '82 to certify to teach in Elementary and
Preschool.
Dorothy Elizabeth, third daughter of Hector and
Lena, was born in 1927 and also trained as a teacher. She
went to Winnipeg Normal school in 1945-46. She taught
in Wellwood and married Stanley Cook. They lived in
Neepawa from 1947 to 1952 when they moved to
Brandon. Stan worked on the Steam Plant construction
there, later moving to Selkirk where he also worked on
construction. He is presently employed as Metro Building
inspector and they live in Selkirk.
Their son Stanley Benjamin was born in Neepawa in
1948. Ben received his Bachelor of Arts from the U. of
M. and is co-owner of Sun, Ski and Sail in Winnipeg.
Their first daughter Valerie Lynn was born in Neepawa in
1950 and is a Registered Nurse. She has just returned
from New Zealand and Australia and is presently nursing
in Banff, Alberta. A second daughter Donna Marlene
was born in Brandon in 1954. She lives with her parents
and works in Selkirk. She graduated from R.B. Russell
school in Winnipeg.
Charles Melvin, youngest son of the Hector Simpson
family, was born in 1930 and farms in the Brookdale area
with his wife Ruby Edith. They were married in 1973.
They are in the process of gradually restoring the family
farm. The buildings are located in a beautiful grove of
Blue spruce which were planted by Charlie's mother and
father. Ruby and Charlie have the largest herd of Red
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Angus cattle in Manitoba. Charlie underwent open heart
surgery for a by-pass in 1971 in St. Boniface Hospital and
is enjoying good health today. ,Ruby has three children
who were all born in Regina. A son Robert Paul, born in
1958, is presently farming with Charlie and Ruby.
Donald James born in 1959, is in Automotive Mechanics
and is employed in Winnipeg. A daughter Tracy Lynn,
born in 1961, graduated in 1981 in Psychiatric Nursing.

JOHN SIMPSON
by Catherine (Simpson) Milne

John Simpson was born in 1853 in Ontario. He spent
his boyhood there, then had the urge to come west.
Money was scarce, however he managed to get to
Manitoba. He had a cousin in the men's clothing business
in Portage la Prairie. Funds being very low, he walked
from Winnipeg to Portage la Prairie, probably getting
the odd ride along the way. In Portage he worked with his
cousin and it was here that he met his wife, Jane Bailey.
They were married in 1886 and while in Portage the two
eldest children were born - Stuart in 1887, and Ruby in
1888. The family lived above the store in rather crowded
quarters. There was one disastrous fire while they lived
there. Everyone jumped to safety. After Mr. Hammond
saw that they were all out safely, he threw out a feather
tick. On this he landed softly and safely. Jane had a bad
knee for the duration of her life as a result of the early
fall. It was decided to move further west, so Neepawa
was selected and the family settled there in 1890.
John Simpson was a cabinetmaker by trade. He built
and ran a furniture store as well as a hardware. Being a
cabinetmaker he was the natural person to make the
caskets when the early settlers died. As a result he became
the local funeral director. The two brick business blocks
are still in use.
At first, the family lived above one of the stores. Here
the boys had chores to do. It was no easy task to carry
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wood and haul water up a long flight of stairs, especially
on wash day, which was always on Monday. Soon the
family got larger and the brick house was built on First
Street. The house is still there, but the grounds are much
smaller, and many of the evergreen trees that Mr.
Simpson planted are now gone.
There were seven children in the family, three boys and
four girls, namely, Stuart, Ruby, Margaret, Roderick,
John, Verna and Velma. Of these Velma survives. There
are four grandchildren - Catherine (Simpson) Milne;
Margaret (Wemyss) Laurence; RobertWemyss and Jean
(Simpson) Rotton.
The Simpsons attended the Methodist Church, which
later became the United Church. They had their own
special pew with a padded seat. Anyone who inadvertently sat in that seat was frowned upon. John
Simpson was a member of the Oddfellows and Masonic
Lodges. He was also a Shriner and participated in many
of their functions. Jane Simpson died in 1937. John lived
to the age of 97.

"WEDDING IN GLENDALE"
from the Neepawa Press
Tues. Nov. 21, 1899

The handsome and spacious residence of Mr. and Mrs.
G. Dunsmore, Glendale, was the scene of a pleasant and
happy event on the evening of Nov. 14, when, in the
presence of over a hundred friends and guests, two of our
estimable young people, Mr. Andrew Montgomery and
Miss Maggie Kines entered the mystical realm of
hymeneal bliss. At 4:30 a wedding march skillfully played
by Miss Jennie Montgomery announced to the expectant
company that the decisive moment had arrived. The
bridegroom entered, followed by the bride, escorted by
Mr. Alex Dunsmore, who assisted the bridegroom
through the trying ordeal, while Miss Agnes Montgomery
performed a like service for the bride. The bride looked
well, attired in a dress of pale blue sateen and white lace
and carried a bouquet of chrysanthemums and smilax.
The Rev. F.W. Auvache of Neepawa very briefly,
impressively and effectually performed the marriage
ceremony. After the usual congratulations etc., the
sumptuous repast provided by the genial host and hostess
was disposed of to the satisfaction of everyone. The
remainder of the evening was most agreeably spent as is
usual upon such occasions, in games, music, readings,
recitations and merry-making, while a few were noticed
waiting for the stars to fall, as predicted, but the only
noticeable one was the star that fell to the lot of the
bridegroom. He is therefore, to be congratulated upon
his rare good fortune. The presents, which were valuable
and altogether too numerous to mention, very substantially and unmistakably evinced the esteem in which
the contracting parties are held. Great credit is due Miss
E. McKinney, of Minnedosa, as Master of Ceremonies
for the able and efficient manner in which she conducted
the proceedings. At a late hour the company, having
spent a most enjoyable evening, dispersed, wishing Mr.
and Mrs. Montgomery every happiness and many returns
of their wedding day.
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ALEXANDER SINCLAIR
by Anne Sinclair

Alexander Sinclair came to Canada in 1921. His wife
Williamina and son Jim followed in 1922.
They farmed at Keyes and Birnie, then came to the
Glendale district to George Little's in 1924 where Jim
finished his schooling.
. Jim married Anne Mitchell in 1939.
Mr. Little passed away in 1940 and the Sinclairs lived
in that district until 1956.
Jim and Anne had three daughters, Barbara, Edna and
Madiline. They moved to Neepawa in 1956.
Mr. Alex Sinclair passed away in 1963.
The girls are married. Barbara married Barry
McLachlin and have two daughters, Shelaine and
Jaydine.
Edna married Rod Klickner. Madiline married
Maurice Clark, they have two sons, Michael and Martyn.
Mrs. Sinclair now lives in the Yellow head Manor.

Lt. NIS W. Brown .

WINONA SINCLAIR
by Winona Sinclair

My name is Mrs. Winona Sinclair (Brown). I was born
in Neepawa in 1912. My mother's name was Lillian
Gertrude Kerr and my father Douglas K. Brown. They
came to Neepawa at a young age and were married in
Neepawa. They had two girls - Alice and Winona. We
took all our education in Neepawa. I went to Winnipeg to
take my nurse's training in 1931 and was known as the
little girl who comes from Neepawa as I talked about it so
much. I graduated in 1934 and later joined the Canadian
Army as a Nursing Sister. I married Major Arnold
Sinclair from Bradwardine, Sask. when in England.
When we came home we settled in Hudson Bay, Sask.
Arnold built his own drug store. Roy Rush told me at the
time Hudson Bay was the worst place on earth but we
have been retired seven years and still live here so it isn't.
We have three children, all married, and eight grandchildren.
Alice Douglas (Brown) my sister passed away very
suddenly in 1973.
I have many fond memories of Neepawa and if I was a
good writer I could tell lots of fun stories.

Mr. and Mrs. D. Brown and Winona.

THE SINGLETONS
by Leween Drysdale

>

Alice and Winona Brown.
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James and Mary Singleton with their three year old son
Harry left their home in Brighouse, Yorkshire, England
and sailed from Liverpool in May of 1889. After six
weeks at sea and a long uncomfortable train journey,
they arrived in Winnipeg. James met Adam McKenzie of
Arden, who advised him to gain some experience before
buying a farm. At the same time he offered James a job
and he accepted. And so it was that the Singleton family
came to the village of Arden July, 1889.
At Arden they met M.E. Boughton whose friendship
they prized for many years. One of Adam McKenzie's
men met them with a team of horses and a wagon and
drove them fourteen miles north to a sod-roofed shanty
on what is now part of the Babcock farm. When their few
belongings were taken into the house, little Harry exclaimed, "Mama, why are we going to live in the stable?"
Only the very old pioneers can ever tell with any degree
of accuracy what they endured doing those early years.

The James Singleton Family in 1903. At Back: Maud (Mrs. Hoddinott)
and Harry. Seated: James Singleton with Arthur and Mrs. Mary
Singleton with baby George. In front are Nora and Alfred, with Ben
reclining.

The Harry Singleton Family in 1955 in their Neepawa home. Back Row:
Mrs. Leween Drysdale, Clayton, Mrs. Isabell Madill, Mrs. Eva Myles.
Seated are the parents Harry and Edith Singleton.

They were disillusioned, lonely, and lacked home
comforts and sometimes there was a scarcity of the bare
necessities in the home. They endured long, bitter cold
winters with snow-blocked roads. In summer they were
surrounded by swarms of flies and mosquitoes, from the
many sloughs that have since been drained.
Mary and James lost one infant son but managed to
raise five sons and two daughters.
In 1906 the Singletons had a big home built in the
Ivanhoe district and it became a centre for dances and
music. Harry and Alfred played violins and Nora chorded
on the organ. Maud's husband Frank Hoddinott accompanied on the autoharp. This love of music was
passed on to the next generation and they too, played
violins, piano and guitars, and in general kept up the
tradition of getting some music going whenever they got
together.
Harry married Edith Andrew of Plumas and they
raised four children. Alfred married Agnes McConnell of
Birnie and raised six children. Maud married Frank
Hoddinott and raised three children.
Ben and Arthur joined the Armed Forces in W orid
War 1. Ben was fatally wounded and Arthur spent a year
in hospital in England with shrapnel in his legs. After
returning home he married Mildred Merrick of Glenella
and raised a family of four in Winnipeg, and then moved
to Toronto.
Nora, a school teacher married John Hall, a veteran
who died young from war disabilities; She raised twin
daughters and is now Mrs. Russel Robbins.
George married May Hamilton of Arden and they
raised five children in Winnipeg.
Harry, Alfred and Maud all lived in the Glenholm S.D.
Harry was a school trustee for twelve years or more. The
children of these three families were proud to go to the
Glenholm school where Grades I to XI were taught.
Students were transported to school in horse-drawn vans
and this was a real advantage. Many good students

passed through the doors of that school.
One cannot tell of the Singletons without remembering
the community work done by them. Harry and Alfred
began as young men to run steam engines. Their first
steamer was a Port Huron, then Harry bought a George
White and finally the Rumely. For over thirty years Harry
and Alfred and their sons threshed for many neighbours.
They also broke many quarters of land, both for
themselves and for neighbours. In fact, Harry may have
been the last farmer to do a long run of threshing. It was
1944 when they had to put the old steamer away permanently.
Every farm must have a horse story to tell. The
Singletons did so much work with that old steamer that
one day in the spring, about nine months after harvesting, Alfred wanted to borrow Harry's water tank that
was used to haul water to the steam engine. He hitched
his old reliable team to the tank and the two brothers
went in the house to visit awhile. Harry had suggested
that the team should be tied but Alfred knew his team
would never run away. On coming out of the house to go
home, Alfred could not see his team. They had gone.
Harry had visions of his water tank being smashed up. A
quick run out behind the bush, and a look down the road
showed that they were not on their way home. Where
could that faithful team be? They had hauled water in
that tank for many years of harvesting. A quick look
around and the team was spotted. They had left the yard
and wended their way through a pasture managing to
miss several boulders and the farm machinery parked
there. They had made a big half circle in order to haul the
water tank right in on the left side of the steam engine
and park it on exactly the right spot to fill the boiler. It
took good horse sense to do this so many months after
harvesting.
Alfred and Agnes retired to Neepawa in 1949 and
Alfred worked as a carpenter with Ramstad and
Tomasson for nineteen years and then did small jobs on
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his own. He passed away in August of 1981 at the age of
89. Agnes lives in East View Lodge.
'
Harry and Edith moved to Neepawa in 1954 and Harry
had a workshop in their basement. Edith passed away in
1966 and Harry in 1970.
The third generation of Singletons did not wish to
farm. They have done well in other occupations, so all
the Singleton farms have been sold.
A tribute must be paid to the early pioneers who did so
much to make Canada a grand country - a country that
people from all over the world wish to come to.

SIRETT (See Century Farms)
KIM SMITH AND
KARIN KETTNER-SMITH
by Karin Kettner-Smith

Kim's parents J.J. and Margaret Smith moved to
Neepawa in 1968 from St. Marks, Manitoba.
Karin is originally from Winnipeg.
After leaving Neepawa, Kim attended Red River
Community College to apprenticeship in painting.
Kim and Karin were married in July 1977. In 1979 they
moved to Neepawa where Kim went to work for Jim's
Painting and Decorating which he now owns and
operates.
They have one son, James Ryan, 3 years old.

HENRY (HARRY) BERNARD SMITH
by Margaret Smith

Henry Bernard Smith was born in Birkenhead,
England. His education there included training as a
shipwright in the Cammell Lairds shipyards. He
emigrated to Canada on a harvest excursion at a cost of
sixty dollars and arrived in Winnipeg with ten dollars in
his pocket. He was sent to Candiac" Saskatchewan and
although he had never been on a farm before he stayed
until the harvest was finished. He returned to Winnipeg
and obtained work at Speirs Parnell Bakery and began
what was to be his unending quest for additional training.
By correspondence he secured a journeyman's electrical
certificate, graduated from a public speaking course
conducted by Miss Beatrice Brigden, his Second and
Third class steam engineer's papers and sat for and
secured his electrical contractor's license over the years of
his working life.
Labor oriented he joined the C.C.F. now the N.D.P.
While in Winnipeg he was a candidate for school board in
Ward Two and at this time along with a Miss Ross set up
the foundation rules for teachers' pensions. He helped
organize a union at Speirs Parnell for increased benefits
for the men working there.
In 1939 Harry enlisted in the RCAF. After a short time
in British Columbia he was posted to No.4 S.F.T.S. in
Saskatoon in charge of the electrical section for aircraft
and was credited with twelve modifications on Cessnas.
In 1942 he was posted to Torbay, Newfoundland and
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Henry Bernard and Margaret Smith.

later sent to Minneapolis for a course in electronic
control systems at the Honeywell organization. In 194~
he was posted to Coastal Command No. 10 B.R. Nord:
Atlantic Electrical section for Liberators, each LiberatO!
with seventy electrical motors plus guns and gun turrets,
The next year he was posted to Abbotsford for trainin~
for the Far East. At No. 10 and Abbotsford he wa~
president of the Sergeant's Mess with 500 members each.
On his discharge in 1945, we found that our house ir:
Winnipeg, which had been rented, would not be availablt
to us for six months and, hearing through Hydro tha1
rural electrification was in progress, we bought a bw
ticket for Roblin. It was during a stop at the Vivian Hotel
that we met Mr. Vivian, Sr. He said "We need you
here". This resulted in the selling of our house ir:
Winnipeg and the purchase of the McKenzie Block ane
the formation of a partnership with Fred Andersor:
whom we had known at Torbay. The business was to bt
known as Smith and Anderson Radio Electric.
Harry became very active in civic affairs of the town,
In 1945 he joined the Lions Club and in 1954 wa~
presented with a citation for sponsoring and achievinE
success in improving Lions Riverbend Park. He wm
president of the Legion 1962-1964 and with tht
cooperation of Legion members, town and communit)
the second cenotaph of South Dakota granite frorr
Guinn Bros. was erected. He served as councillor for fOUl
years and was Mayor 1968-1974. He was a Mastel
Mason, an executive member of the Urban Association, 2
Director of the Manitoba Hospital Association, council
representative on the Hospital Board, Legior:
representative to Air Cadet Squadron No.9, Director oj
Yellow head Highway Association and was made a Lift
Member of this latter association and was choser:

Honorary Citizen of the City of Winnipeg in 1971. In
1967 the Parks Board opened a new road and entrance to
the cemetery. The columns of polished Manitoba granite
from Guinn Bros. at the gates were designed and constructed by Scotty McGregor and Harry was honored by
the street being named Smith Boulevard.
Harry's determination to see that Neepawa streets
would have curb and gutter and the streets paved, was
possibly his most valuable contribution and earned him
the nickname 'Curb and Gutter Smith' so I've been told.
During a visit to the town of the then Lieut.-Governor
and Mrs. McKeag the party watched Scotty McGregor
fashion a souvenir horseshoe for Mrs. McKeag at his
blacksmith shop.
Harry and I (the former Margaret Scarrow) were
married in 1928 and over the years I accompanied him
where and whenever I could.
At No.4 Saskatoon I was president of the Airmen's
Wives Group of 200. In Winnipeg I was a member of
Central Church Choir under leaders Hoban, Norman
Elwick and W.H. Anderson and was a member of the
C.N.R. Choral Society when that group, along with the
Men's Musical Club and the Winnipeg Symphony
presented Brahm's Requiem. I was a member of the Oak
Street United Church Choir under W.H. Anderson when
I left the city. In Saskatoon I was a member of Knox
United Church choir under the leadership of Madame
Sherry, a former resident of Neepawa. In Ladner I was
choir leader in the United Church. In Neepawa I was a
member of the United Church choir for twenty years, the
last four as leader. I was president of the Missionary
Society when it was amalgamated with the Ladies Aid to
become the United Church Women, and was president of
the Business & Professional Women's Club for one term.
Since 1974 I have kept my interest in Air Cadet
Squadron No. 9 and presented them with a Flying
Scholarship trophy in Harry's memory. I have a citation
from No. 9 Squadron that I am very proud to possess. I
presented the Tennis Club with a trophy for Best Player.
I have been, and am, so very grateful and proud that
the merchants of Neepawa closed their stores ,- flags flew
at half mast, the Legion, the Mounties and the Air Cadets
and the people of Neepawa and district honored my
husband as they did.

MR. AND MRS. J.L. SMITH
by Mrs. Michael Cooney (Kitty Pi/grim)

Mr. and Mrs. J.L. Smith arrived in Neepawa in 1913,
about six weeks after the Pilgrim family. Laura Maud
was a younger sister of Mrs. Pilgrim.
Crossing the ocean they met and made friends with a
young woman coming to Canada in search of work. Her
name was Lizzie Pugh. Jim Barry, who had recently lost
his wife and was a friend of Mr. and Mrs. E. Walker,
offered his home to the travellers until they got settled.
When the Smiths moved to their new home, Lizzie stayed
at Jim's to keep house. Later she became his wife.
John Smith was a Boer War veteran. He got the job of
driving the van for the C.N.R. Express.
Laura Maud was an Eastern Star member and a very

Mr. and Mrs. J.L. Smith, Los Angeles, California.

active member of St. James Anglican Church, taking an
office in the Women's Auxiliary. Both she and John took
an interest in the Sons of England.
They left Neepawa in 1918 to make their home in Los
Angeles where two of Mrs. Smith's sisters owned a large
school- Kensington High School for Girls. John became
an electrician. They became American citizens.
They had no family but are remembered fondly by
their niece, Kitty Pilgrim.

TERRANCE W. SMITH FAMILY
by Donna Smith

Terrance Wayne was born in 1947, the eldest child of
Ken and Dora Smith of Edrans, Manitoba.
He received his. early education at Deer Range and
Edrans Schools and attended high school at Austin.
Upon completion of his education, Terry began his
first job at J. Fedorowich Ltd. From there he worked at
various garages. In 1969 he accepted a position as
wholesale parts representative at Murray's Garage and at
the present time holds the position of service advisor.
Donna Marie was born in 1950, the first-born child of
Walter and Alice Bodnarchuk of Austin. She received her
education at Melvin School and Austin Collegiate. In
1968 she enrolled in a secretarial course at Wheat City
Business College in Brandon. The following year she
accepted a position on the teaching staff of the college,
working there until its closure in 1971. She then accepted
a position with Dr. J.D. McQueen, Optometrist, working
there until the time of her marriage.
Terry and Donna were married in September 1974 at
Austin United Church and chose Neepawa as their home
because of Terry's employment and their fondness of the
town's beauty and friendly people.
Donna was employed at the Neepawa Furniture Centre
from 1975 to 1980.
On' October 22, 1980, their lives were blessed with the
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birth of their daughter, Tannis Nadene.
Both Terry and Donna enjoy working in the community and are members of the Lions and Lionelles.
Terry joined the Neepawa and District Chamber of
Commerce in 1980 serving as an executive member,
acting vice-president and completed the year of 1981 as
acting president. An engraved plaque was presented to
him at the annual meeting in January, 1982, in
recognition of his services to the Chamber.

WILLIAM SMITH FAMILY
by Dorothy Clark

William Scott Smith was born in Arthur, Ontario in
1877, and came to Neepawa with his father in 1900. They
. settled on a farm in the Mountain View district where he
met and married Mary Jane Graham in 1908. They
endured many disappointments and hardships, as did
their neighbors, but hard work and determination helped
them through the depression years. Everyone was ready
to give a helping hand to others. If a large job needed
doing, they would form a "working bee", gathering at
one farm, the men harvesting, building barns etc. and the
ladies helping in the home. There were good times as
well, getting together at someone's home for a social
evening of cards, dancing, or just visiting, the children
going along also. In later years these activities took place
in the country school with the ladies bringing lunch.
William and Mary, more commonly known as Bill and
Minnie, took a keen interest in community affairs, and
were active members of the United Church. Bill devoted a
lot of time to the Boys and Girls Club, and was a director
of the Manitoba Poultry Marketing Association for over
20 years. Minnie was an excellent dressmaker, and spent
many long tiring hours sewing for all who asked.
They had three daughters, Donalda, Irene and
Dorothy. Early in their marriage they had their share of
bereavements too, with the passing of Bill's father,
Minnie's young brother in World War I, and the untimely death of their little daughter, Irene, at 2 years of
age.
In 1945 they were forced to retire from the farm due to
ill health, and moved to St. Vital. Bill passed away in
1952, and Minnie remained there until 1960 when she
returned to Neepawa to reside until her death in 1971.
Donalda received her education at Mountain View and
Neepawa schools, later completing an accounting course,
being employed in Winnipeg and Neepawa. She married
William Charles (Bill) Blackburn of Neepawa who
operated the Blackburn family farm in the Hallboro
district. In 1975 they retired and reside in Neepawa.
Dorothy attended Mountain View and Eden schools
after which she trained to become a hairdresser. She
married John Bruce Clark of Glenella. Bruce served his
apprenticeship in the Auto Body Trade and in 1953, built
his own garage in Neepawa's west end. Two years later
they built their home, adjacent to the garage, being the
first in that area. They still reside there with the business
rented out for the past year and a half.
Bruce and Dorothy have one daughter, Lori Dawn,
who completed her Grade XII in Neepawa schools. She
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went on to attend A.C. College in Brandon, graduating
in the L.P.N. course and is presently employed at Health
Science Centre, Winnipeg.

MR. AND MRS. ARGYLE C. SNEESBY
by Argyle and Elizabeth

Argyle Curtis Sneesby was born in Neepawa,
Manitoba, the fourth son of Albert H. and Jane Sneesby.
Argyle's paternal grandparents, William Curtis and Mary
Ann Sneesby, came from England in the 1880s. They
homesteaded in the Rose Ridge District, and later in the
Winchester District. Grandpa Sneesby farmed for many
years with oxen. He was also a stonemason by trade (in
England) and helped to build many stone structures in the
area, including the Boughton home in Arden. Argyle's
maternal grandparents, Charles and Barbara Patterson,
came from Scotland. They farmed in the Salisbury and
Rosedale Districts, later retiring to Neepawa.
As a boy, Argyle lived in the districts of Glenholm and
Winchester with his parents, five brothers, and seven
sisters. He received his education at Winchester School
No. 706, northeast of Arden.
With his family he moved to Woodside in the spring of
1944. That fall he enlisted at Fort Osborne with the
Queen's Own Cameron Highlanders. He was stationed at
Fort Garry, Shilo, Brandon, and Macdonald. He later
transferred to the Royal Canadian Engineers and served
as a stationary engineer at Angler, Ontario, until 1946.
Returning to civilian life, he was employed at farm work
and trucking. In 1954 he commenced employment in
Neepawa and is presently employed at the Neepawa &
District Memorial Hospital.
Elizabeth Susan Sneesby was born at Plumas,
Manitoba, the younger daughter of James W. and E.
Myrtle Vatcher. Her paternal ancestors lived in England,
Newfoundland, and Prince Edward Island. Her maternal
ancestors lived in Scotland and England. In 1932
Elizabeth moved to Woodside with her parents, sister
Edythe, and brothers, Howard and Les. She attended
Woodside School No. 18 for grades 1 to 10, taking grades
9 and 10 through the Correspondence Branch of the
Department of Education. She continued her education
at Canadian Union College in Alberta, Daniel McIntyre
Collegiate Institute, and Manitoba Normal School in
Winnipeg.
Elizabeth began her teaching career at Mount Calm
School No. 772, Newdale, followed by four years at
Palestine School No. 17, Gladstone. In 1955 she started
teaching at West Park School in the Neepawa S.D. No.
126. She is presently teaching in the same school, now
known as Hazel M. Kellington School in Beautiful Plains
S.D. No. 31. She is interested in Junior Red Cross work,
being a member in her school years, and serving as
teacher-director during her teaching years.
Argyle and Elizabeth were married on August 24,
1955, in the Neepawa United Church, and continue to
make their home in Neepawa. Argyle is a member of the
Neepawa Branch No. 23 of the Royal Canadian Legion
and the Neepawa & District Wildlife Association, and is

Argyle and Elizabeth Sneesby.

interested in hunting, fishing, curling, and golfing.
Elizabeth is fond of animals and enjoys quiet times in
nature. They both have many happy memories of years
spent in Neepawa.

Left to Right: Charles and Laura Innes, Jean and Charles Sneesby, Jean
and Albert Sneesby.

FRANCIS GEORGE SPACKMAN
CHARLES D. SNEESBY FAMILY

by Fred Spackman

by Jean Sneesby

Our Father, Francis George Spackman, was born at
Bradbury, Wiltshire, England in 1877 and came to
Minnedosa in the spring of 1904. Our Mother, Sarah
Lydia Jones, came to Minnedosa in August of 1905. They
were married three days after her arrival. She was born in
1883 near Swindon" Wiltshire, England. After a very
short honeymoon at Basswood, Manitoba, they took up
married life in Minnedosa. Our father started out
working on a farm near Minnedosa and soon after
became a clerk in a grocery store in that town.
Four children were born of this marriage. Clement
Francis 1906, Ethel Elaine 1907, Verna May 1910, and
Frederick Daniel 1914. In 1922, our father secured
employment in Kerr's Store in Neepawa in the grocery
department. He boarded with a Mr. and Mrs. Dick
Chisholm and also at Mrs. McKee's and commuted to
and from Minnedosa on weekends. Our mother died
rather suddenly in February of 1923, and in April of that
year we moved to Neepawa to be with our father. For a
short time we lived in rooms over Kerr's Store, then in
rooms over the old Rogers Fruit building, then in various
other locations. In 1925, Dad remarried, this time to a
widow, Beulah Edith Poole. One son was born of this
marriage, George Kenneth, in June of 1929. Ken, as he is
known, spent all of his life in Neepawa and resides in the
old family home on Ellen Street. He is married to the
former Georgina Burnett and they have one son, Tom
who is married, has two children and lives in Fort
Macleod, Alberta, and one daugher, Judy, who lives and
works in Neepawa.
Older brother, Clem, worked on various farms in the
Neepawa, Eden and Cordova areas and also worked for a
time at Guinn and Simpson's Marble Works. He married
a girl from Arden (Laura Smale) and they now live in
Winnipeg.
Sister Ethel became housekeeper and mother when our

Charles Douglas Sneesby is the eldest son of Albert and
Jean Sneesby. Albert's father William had come to
Canada from England in 1880 and to the Rose Ridge
district in 1885.
Charles was born in Neepawa in 1916 and spent most
of his preschool years with his grandparents Charles and
Barbara Patterson.
He went to school at Mountain View, Glen holm and
Winchester Schools. Later he was to work in Winnipeg
1939 to 1949 then in Rivers until 1960 before returning to
Neepawa to do carpenter business on his own.
He married Jean Innes in September, 1964 and we
bought the John Swains on home at 507 Fifth A venue.
Allan Charles was born to us on August 7, 1966 on his
Grandmother Innes' birthday. Murray Ian was born
February 18, 1969 on his mother's birthday.
Charles remembers a story his mother used to tell
about him. It seems that when he was about two years old
his mother had put him outdoors to play along with his
faithful companion his dog. Secure in the knowledge that
the yard was fenced and the gate closed, she went about
her household chores. Some little time later she looked
out and could see neither child nor dog. A quick look
revealed that the dog had scratched away enough dirt
under the gate to allow boy and dog to squeeze underneath it. She called his name again and again. No
response. Near panic, she began to call the dog's name.
Shortly the dog appeared and led Mother to a spot nearby
where Charles was sitting quietly playing.
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Mother died. She was just past 15 years of age at the
time. She also went out to work on farms in the area
when Dad remarried. She too eventually moved to
Winnipeg, married George Van Meer, has a family of
two boys and still lives in Winnipeg.
Sister Verna continued her schooling in Neepawa,
being in grade 6 at the time. Her teacher was Miss Amy
Sirett who will be remembered by many. She too went to
Winnipeg, became Mrs. Tom Mulvaney, and eventually
moved to B.C., where she still lives at the time of this
writing. They had one son, Thomas Darwin, who is
married and lives at Maple Ridge, B.C.
Fred, the youngest (that's me) was in grade 3 when we
moved to Neepawa, and continued going to Elementary
School and then High School in Neepawa. I worked on
various farms in the district, married Phyllis Hares of the
Inkerman district, moved to Winnipeg, then to Lethbridge, Alberta, and finally to Medicine Hat, Alberta,
where he and his wife still live.

ARTHUR AND MARJORIE SPARLING
by Marjorie Sandercock

Arthur Robert Sparling was born at Wellwood,
Manitoba, in February, 1911. His parents were Charles
William and Mabel (Best) Sparling, his father was a Bank
Manager of the Royal Bank that served the Wellwood
community until the 1930s. "Art" had two brothers,
Anson who lives in Ohio, and Stephen (deceased).
Art received his education at Wellwood School. When
he was 19 years of age, he spent 2 years working on the
freighters on the Great Lakes. Returning to Wellwood,
he married Marjorie Robertson of Oberon in 1934. After
spending 5 years at Wellwood where Art had the MasseyHarris Agency, the couple and young son Wayne, moved
to Neepawa in 1940 where Art was employed at Wm.
Whitmore's as a salesman for the same agency. The
following year he accepted a job in the Parts Department
of Murray's Garage. In 1942, Art went in to business for
himself and opened an Electric Shop. His first store was
in the basement of the Press Office, then he moved into a
building on Hamilton Street, formerly the J .A. Davidson
Law Office. He remained there until his untimely accidental death in 1957, age 46.
Art was very sports-minded, and enjoyed participating
in curling, hockey, golf, and baseball. For many years he
played "short stop" on Wellwood and Neepawa baseball
teams. At the time of his death, he was the Coach of the
Neepawa Little League baseball team. Art was a member
of the Lions Club, and an Elder of Neepawa Knox
Presbyterian Church.
Marjorie was born at Oberon in 1913 to Danish
parents, Robert and Kirstin (Mikkelsen) Robertson who
emigrated from Denmark in 1898. There were two
sisters, Mrs. Sam Abbott (Minnie) and Mrs. Charlie
Fraser (Laura), and a brother Albert in the family, who
are all now deceased.
Marj attended Brookdale Consolidated School and
remembers well the trips to school in a van in the summer
and a heated van in winter driven by horses, by her father
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and brother. There is also happy memories of her years
growing up at Oberon and attending all the social functions, skating at the rink, singing in the church choir, and
when she wasn't dancing, she was playing the piano in an
orchestra. The Oberon Orchestra was comprised of Cecil
Freeborn (sax), Homer Hunter (violin), brother Albert
(violin and whistle), Marj (piano), and at times Cliff
Freeborn (banjo). When Marj went to live at Wellwood
she and Art formed the Wellwood Orchestra, Art
(banjo), his brother Steve (clarinet), Stanley Graham
(violin), Jack Titus (drums) and Marj (piano), and most
winters Art's brother Anson on sax. In those days, each
member of the orchestra received $2 as their pay, playing
from 9 o'clock until 3 A.M. Marj was also choir leader of
the Wellwood Presbyterian Church Choir after her
father-in-law could no longer continue.
After moving to Neepawa in 1940, Marj continued her
interests in church work and was involved with many
musical groups. She was a member of the Glee Club
under the direction of Norman Elwick, and the Sweet
Adelines under the direction of Cy Astley. She sang in
Knox Presbyterian Church Choir for many years, then
became the Church Organist and Choir Leader, the
position she held for 26 years. She has also been
President, Secretary and Treasurer of the Heather Club
of Knox Presbyterian Church at different times.
After Art's death, Marj went to work, her first employer was J .R. Bell of Bell's Hardware. In 1958 she
moved across the street to Murray's Garage where she
worked in the office uhtil 1964. She then attained work at
the Manitoba Hydro office and remained there until her
marriage to James Sandercock of Dauphin in June, 1974.
In May, 1975 Jim's sudden death occurred. Marj has
done part-time work as stenographer at the Natural
Resources office since that time.
Art and Marj have three children: Arthur Wayne, who
is married to Mary (daughter of Bert and Madeleine
Gibson) and live in Brandon. They have three children,
Karen (Mrs. Dan Moore), Brent and Troy, all of
Brandon. Sherrill Marjorie, married to Murray Carvey
(formerly of Minnedosa and Winnipeg). They live at
Cranbrook, B.C., and have two children, Marty and
Caroline. Richard Dale married Norma Freeborn of
Mather, Manitoba. They have a son Darcy, and they are
living in Winnipeg.

DA VE AND ANNA SPEISS
by Dave Speiss

Dave was born in Neepawa in 1950 at Neepawa
Hospital. He attended West Park School and was fortunate to have Hazel M. Kellington for his first grade
teacher (now the school is named after her). Dave also
went to Viscount School and Neepawa Collegiate.
In 1968 Dave left Neepawa and worked in Calgary for
two years. He later returned to Manitoba to continue his
education at Red River Community College in the
radiology field. During his practical training in Selkirk,
he met and later married Anna Anderson.
Anna was born in Sweden. Her family immigrated to
Winnipeg in 1956. Anna took her nursing training in
Winnipeg and worked in Selkirk.

Dave, Anna and Krista
Speiss.

Krista was born in 1973 at Neepawa Hospital. Krista
was 2 months premature. She weighed 2 pounds 7
ounces. Immediately after birth she was transferred to
the Health Science Centre, Winnipeg, by ambulance
where she remained for one month.
Shortly thereafter, Dave and Anna moved to Brandon
where Dave continued in Lab. training. After graduating,
Dave took his first hospital posting in St. Claude,
Manitoba.
In 1975 Dave and family returned to Neepawa and still
reside there. Dave is presently employed at the hospital in
the Lab. & X-Ray Department. Anna nursed part-time at
East View Lodge, later at the hospital until 1977 when
they purchased the Ceramic shop.
They purchased the Ecco Variety Shop from Cecil
Bolton and Earl Hodges (many years before the building
was owned by Roy Birnie which was West End Tire).
They converted the building into a ceramic shop where
they had classes and poured their own greenware. In 1978
they purchased Neepawa Florist shop from Barry and
Barbara McLachlan (they operated the florist from the
l.O.O.F. building). Dave and Anna relocated the florist
business into the front of the ceramic shop.
Krista is now attending Hazel M. Kellington School.

Dave and Anna are active members of Neepawa Golf
and Country Club. Dave has been active in the town in
various organizations: Men's Fast Ball (Williams Tom
Boy fastball team); coached minor girls' baseball 1981;
coached minor boys' hockey, 16 year olds 1975-76;
charter member of Kinsmen Club and 2nd President of
the Club; played hockey in the Commercial League;
broomball provincial finals in 1975; coordimited
Gymnastic Club 1979-80; President of the Yellow head
Centre 1979-80.
Dave, Anna and Krista still reside in Neepawa and
remain active in the community.

JOHN AND KAY SPEISS
John was born in Polonia in 1916. After attending
Polonia school he worked on the home farm as well as
farms in the surrounding Eden district until 1942. He
then moved to Neepawa and worked for Neepawa Truck
Service from 1943-48, which was owned by Earl Murray.
As a truck driver, ice was one of the main deliveries he
made.
In 1943 he married Catherine Oshanyk. Kay was born
in Mountain Road in 1919. Her parents were Joseph and
Mary Oshanyk (Kozak). Joseph and Mary started their
homestead in 1898 and is still in the Oshanyk family. Kay
moved to Neepawa in 1938 and worked for the next five
years for Dr. Poole. Later on she worked at the sewing
factory and did home-care.
In 1948 John bought his own gravel truck and did
construction hauling until 1962. In 1962 he started a
disposal contract with the Town of Neepawa and is still
contracted with the Town. He also drove a school bus for
11 years.
Shirley, the oldest of 4 children, was born in 1946. She
graduated from Neepawa Collegiate in 1964 and
graduated from St. Boniface School of Nursing in 1967.
In 1968 she married Harvey Martin, son of Edith and
Clarence Martin of Neepawa. They now reside in
Winnipeg and have two boys. Ryan born in 1977 and
Sean born in 1980. Shirley presently enjoys part-time
nursing at the Grace Hospital and Harvey is employed at
Bristol Aero Space.
Dave, the oldest boy, was born in 1950 and attended
Neepawa Collegiate and graduated from Red River
Community College in 1974 as an X-Ray Technologist
and Lab. Assistant. He is presently employed with
Neepawa Lab. & X-Ray Unit. Dave married Anna
Anderson of Winnipeg and they have one child Krista,
born in 1973 in Neepawa.
Murray, the second son born in 1955, graduated from
Neepawa Collegiate in 1974. In 1977 he graduated from
Red River Community College as an Electronical
Technologist. He is employed by Manitoba Telephone
System and is presently on a training course in Ottawa.
Terry, the youngest was born in 1961 and graduated
from Neepawa Collegiate in 1979. He is attending
University of Manitoba, where he completed his third
year of Commerce as an honour student.
John and Kay were active members of the Neepawa
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John and Kay Speiss.
William, Mary and
Lawrence Speiss.

bowling league. John was a member of the Holy Name
Society of St. Dominic's Church for some 20 years and
then with Parish Council for 4 years. He also helped to
build the present church. He is presently active in the
Knights of Columbus. Kay was involved with the St.
Anne's group of St. Dominic's for some 20 years and is
presently involved with the Catholic Women's League.
Kay and John continue to make their home in Neepawa.

...
Front: John and Kay Speiss, Krista, Ryan. Back: Terry, David, Anna,
Shirley, Harvey Martin, Murray.

WILLIAM SPEISS FAMILY
by The Family

William Speiss was born in 1886 in Poland, and at an
early age immigrated to Buffalo where he lived until the
age of 14. He then came to Canada and settled in the
Huns Valley which is now Polonia, where he farmed. He
married Mary Kasprick and they had 8 children.
Oldest son Lawrence married Nellie Netzel and they
have 3 children. They worked the home farm at Polonia.
Lawrence retired to Neepawa and his final years were
spent at East View Lodge until his death in 1979.
Bernice, the older girl, married George Jackson and
have one daughter. They are now retired and still living in
Vernon, B.C.
Rose married George Wicks and they had 4 children.
They lived in Neepawa district for many years. Rose
passed away in 1971.
John married Catherine Oshanyk and had 4 children.
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They moved to Neepawa in 1943 and still reside there.
Tom married Della Kasprick and had 3 children. They
still farm in the Eden district.
Stanley married Jessie Petrynka and had 4 children and
presently live in Neepawa.
Angus married Mary Petrynka and had 3 children.
They farm in the Eden district.
William, Mary and family then moved to a larger farm
in Eden district which youngest son Angus still farms.
Mary's mother Victoria Washuk, nee Kasprick also lived
with them at Eden. She passed away at the age of 99 years
and 11 months.
William and Mary retired to Neepawa in 1957. William
passed away in 1971 at the age of 85. In 1977 Mary
moved into East View Lodge and passed away shortly
afterwards, at the age of 89 years.
The Speiss family have been settled in the Neepawa
area for 82 years .

SPINKS F AMIL Y
by Charlotte Michaud
Aylmer, Quebec

Residents of Neepawa and District 1924 to 1940.
David and Emily (nee Henry) Spinks, whose families
had emigrated from Ireland when David was a child and
before Emily was born, were married in Durham County,
Ontario in July 1890. They lived and farmed in the
Peterborough area of Ontario until they moved with their
two children, Myrtle and Floyd, to Stockton, Manitoba
about 1901. They farmed there until November 1924
when they moved to a farm south-east of Neepawa at
Dumfries and two years later moved west of Neepawa to
a farm at Stoney Creek. This farm later became part of
the Neepawa Airport during World War II. David's
failing health made it increasingly difficult for him to
manage the farm alone and his son Floyd, accompanied
by his wife, the former Gladys Shanks whose family had
homesteaded at Rivers, Manitoba, and their infant son
Albert, moved from Winnipeg to assist him in the fall of
1926. They continued to farm at Stoney Creek until the

spring of 1929. Two daughters, Charlotte and Zaida were
born while the family lived at the Stoney Creek farm.
The onset of the depression and David's failing health
caused the family to give up the farm and move into the
town of Neepawa where David and Emily bought a seven
acre plot of land with a house and barn at the foot of the
Post Office hill, a favourite sliding place for children and
adults during the long winters of the depression years.
They continued to live there where David farmed his few
acres with his favourite team of white horses, one of
which was subjected to a vigorous scrubbing and
grooming in early July each year to prepare him (or her ?)
to participate in the Orangemen's parade as King Billy's
horse.
Illness finally forced David to give up this limited
physical activity and they sold the acreage during the
winter of 1933-34 to buy a house on Second Avenue
where they lived until his death in 1936.
In the meantime Floyd went to work in the old salt well
located near the railway tracks on the western outskirts of
the town, and built a house, garage and barn on the
eastern edge of town near the hospital. The family lived
here for some four years during which time daughters
Thelma, Nora and Maureen were born. They later moved
to a large frame house on Mountain A venue, directly
across from the new Collegiate. By this time David had
passed away and Emily sold the house on Second A venue
and moved into a small apartment in the house on
Mountain Avenue.
The family lived on Mountain Avenue until the Fall of
1940, with the children all attending Neepawa schools.
Floyd then sold the house (which later became the
Duxbury Funeral Home) and moved his family by car,
towing a home-built house trailer, to their new home in
Port Coquitlam, B.C. Emily lived there with the family
until her death at the age of 86 years.
Albert enlisted in the R.C.A.F. on 29 May 1943, two
weeks before his 18th birthday. He spent one leave in
Neepawa visiting with friends and relatives before being
posted to active duty in England early in 1944. He was
killed in action just one year after his enlistment and was
buried at Woking Cemetery in England on D-Day 1944.
Charlotte enlisted in the C.W.A.C. in November 1944
and served in Ottawa. She married Rodolphe Michaud
and now lives in Aylmer, Quebec.
Zaida married Don Mahon of Maple Ridge, B.C. and
they now live in Dawson Creek, B.C.
Thelma married Bastien Rentmeester of Vancouver
and they now live in 73 Mile House, B.C.
Nora married Angus McPherson of Vancouver and
they now live at Edmonton.
Maureen married Bob Adams of Coquitlam, B.C. and
they now also live at 73 Mile House, B.C.
Although the family is now widely scattered, the ties
with Neepawa and relatives in the District are strong and
contacts and visits are frequent. Floyd Spinks passed
away in May 1970, and Gladys has since remarried and
now lives at Vernon, B.C. She continues to enjoy a very
active life and was honoured by a family reunion to
celebrate her 80th birthday on 1 August, 1981, which was
attended by some 62 relatives and friends, some of whom
had travelled from Neepawa to attend.

STORIES FROM STEPPLERS
by Wi/rna Gill

Charles Frederick Steppler was born at Steelman,
Saskatchewan in 1906, the son of Wm. Henry and Eliza
(Liley) Cuddington. Other family members were brother
Bill (residing in Brandon), sister Dorothy Whelpton
(Neepawa), and youngest sister Florence (Sutter)
deceased.
The family travelled by train from Steelman to the
Neepawa area, along with their furniture and livestock.
They first settled in the Glendale district and later farmed
at Osprey and Glenholm. Charles' parents retired to
Brandon, Manitoba in 1941, where they later deceased
and are now buried in the Brandon Cemetery.

Charlie Stepp/er - Show horses, Carberry Fair.

Charles married Wilma Jean McKee (who was a
Manitoba Telephone Operator). She was the daughter of
Wm. R. McKee and Jennie (Lindsay) (see Wm. R. McKee
for further McKee history) who resided at 261-3rd
Avenue, Neepawa. Charles married in 1928, at her
parent's home. A cow was one of their wedding presents.
Charles and Jean farmed in the Rosedale and
Springhill districts for several years. Conditions were
difficult in the thirties, as many neighbors and Charlie
hauled wood by team and sleigh from the Riding
Mountains for the winters fuel. Hired help was obtained
on a shared basis between government and farmer for a
wage of $10.00 - $15.00 per month with the farmer
supplying room and board. Jean raised chickens for meat
and sold eggs for .1O¢ a dozen as well as keeping Bessie
and Gertie, their cows, who produced enough cream,
milk, butter for family use and the excess cream was sold
to Boyle's Creamery. Their pigs sold for $2.00 a pair.
The Steppler home was always a beehive of activity
with neighbors and friends coming for a visit, hair cut,
game of cards or some good toe tapping music.
Charlie and Jean played for many old school house
dances. Admission was often a cake or a loaf of sandwiches, others paying 25¢ per person. The Steppler and
McKee families were quite musical and the children
accompanied the parents, learning to dance at a very
young age. In later years Charles played drums for' 'The
Meltones" along with the late Melvin Batters, brother-inlaw John H. McKee, Weldon Potter, Audrey and Russell
Craig and Walter Robson.
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During the late 1930s Charles and Jean moved to the
"Harry Hodkinson" (now owned by John Martin) farm
and for 3 years operated "The Royal Dairy". Help was
hard to get during World War II but a smart horse named
Dixie was a great asset. She automatically knew the steps
for delivery of milk. Milk sold at 14 quarts for a dollar.
Charlie gave up the dairy business in 1941 and commenced working for the Canadian Salt Plant. He worked
there for 29 years until retirement in 1970 at which time
the Neepawa plant closed and moved to Belle Plains,
Saskatchewan.

Charles and Jean Steppler - 50th Anniversary, 1978. Back Row, Left to
Right: Homer Gill, son Rodney, Leo Lalonde, James Matheson, Don
Matheson, Donna Schmall, Jim Schmall. Middle Row: Wilma Gill,
Myrna Lalonde, Barbara Matheson, Marjorie Matheson, Jean and
Charles Steppler, Valerie Schmall, Don Schmall. Front Row: Danielle
Lalonde, Corinne Schmall, Janina Schmall.

Charles and Jean's family were daughters - Wilma,
Marjorie, Donna and Myrna.
Wilma Ruth attended Central School on Mountain
Avenue and then N.A.C.I. presently Viscount Centre.
She took an active part in track and field as well as
basketball and girls' hockey. After school and on
Saturdays she did such jobs as: babysitting for 25<1: an
evening; Morrish Studio 17<1: an hour; Secretary for F.L.
Davis Law Office; Joans Fashion Centre; Martins Store
and George Wickett's Pharmacy as bookkeeper and sales
clerk.
In 1951 she married Homer Gill in the Neepawa United
Church. Organist was Wes McAmmond, soloist Joyce
Cawston (McDonald) and minister was Rev. W.A.
Osborne.
Marjorie Lorraine was the Steppler's second daughter
and after high school she worked in Christie's grocery,
Fenwicks and still later for Blue Cross Hospitalization
Department in Winnipeg. In 1955 she married Donald
Player Matheson at West Point Grey United Church,
Vancouver, B.C. She worked for the Coca-Cola Co. in
Vancouver after marriage. Don and Marjorie built a new
home in Horseshoe Bay area and lived there for 21 years
before moving back to Neepawa. They opened
Matheson's Furniture Store in 1976 in the former Arcade
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Dance Hall. Their two children, Barbara Jean and James
Alexander, were born in Vancouver and finished
schooling in Neepawa. Barbara married Garnet Vinnell,
a Franklin farmer in 1982.
Donna Faye, third Steppler daughter, graduated from
N.A.C.I. and worked for Robertson's Grocery, Fenwick's Dept. Store, and was employed for several years at
the Bank of Montreal. Donna married James Reginald
Schmall in 1959 at the Neepawa United Church. Officiating was Rev. W.E. McDonald. Jim was employed
on the Viscount Junior High staff and under the principalship of brother-in-law Homer Gill.
Myrna Lila Jean, youngest daughter of the Stepplers,
shared with her sisters such teachers as Hazel Kellington,
Vera Cochran, Lillian Rutledge. Under Mrs. Cochran's
guidance they all learned to sing including the song "Oats
& Buns & Barley Grow". Other teachers included Ruth
Faryon, Lena McKenzie, High School - H.C. Rey,
Mildred Musgrove, Connie Offen, Margaret Dyker. The
girls remember West McAmmond drawing a horse using
chalk in both hands at the same time. They also recall
such things as line-up for school recess, school entrance,
short navy tunics and white blouses, the standard dress of
the day. After finishing school, Myrna worked for the
Department of Mines & Natural Resources, and still later
Air Canada. Here she met Leo Lalonde who worked for
Trans Air (now Pacific Western). She married Leo in
1965 in Neepawa United Church - officiating at the
ceremony was Rev. Earl McDonald. After a Switzerland
honeymoon, they made their home in St. James
Assiniboine, Winnipeg. Born to them in 1970 was a
daughter Daniele Michelle who attends Heritage School
in Winnipeg.
The girls remember working for 25<1: an hour, dancing
at the Arcade to the music of the Black Hawks and Glen
Frain and his Buckaroos. They can recall Leon Asper's
Roxy Theatre nights and the many good shows for 25<1:
which included being ushered to your seat, the spectacle
of neckers at no extra cost and the 5<1: popcorn or ice
cream treat.
Many good family picnics were held at Riverbend Park
with Andy Wilson, the one-armed attendant dressed in
full uniform, including a cane directing traffic on a busy
Sunday afternoon. Riverbend was a favorite picnic spot
for Grandma McKee, along with her well stocked larder
of salads, pies, cookies, meat and her famous homemade
bread. Grandma McKee's farm home was a favorite
playhouse for the family with her well stocked pantry,
and with the music of the old-fashioned gramophone
including that famous Victor record of "The Big Bad
Wolf". These are but a few of the memorable experiences
of growing up in and about Neepawa that gives us an
appreciation of our past and the many good times in our
home town of Neepawa.
For further histories see - Homer, Wilma and Rodney
Gill, and James and Donna Schmall family histories.

DUNCANFERGUESONSTEWART
by Eleanor Stewart

Duncan Fergueson Stewart was born June 24, 1875 at

LeJt to Right: Dianne, Eleanor, Shirley, Keith, Wayne Stewart.
Mr. and Mrs. Duncan Stewart.

Pembroke, Renfrew County, Ontario. He came to
Franklin district in 1889 and attended school for a while
at Cold Stream School. In 1901 with his brother W.J.
Stewart, they purchased a farm in the Cordova area, SW
24-13-17 and farmed together.
In December, 1904, Duncan married Margaret
Campbell at Bridge Creek. She was a daughter of R.C.
Campbell, a pioneer at Bridge Creek. Shortly after their
marriage they settled in the Cordova district.
Three children were born of this marriage: Duncan
Keith in 1909; Robert Donald in 1912; and Margaret
Doreen in 1915.
Duncan and Margaret Stewart lived on the home farm
until his death in December, 1946. Margaret lived on the
farm until 1954 when she moved to Neepawa. She died in
December, 1966, exactly twenty years after her husband.
They are buried in Minnedosa Cemetery.
Keith Stewart married Eleanor Wareham of Basswood
at Minnedosa in June, 1942. Four children were born of
this marriage: Shirley Doreen in 1943. Shirley attended
school at Glenburney, Moore Park, and Minnedosa. She
later took nurses' training at Misericordia Hospital in
Winnipeg and taught nursing there for several years. In
1965 she married Lyle Joseph Bartley of Minnedosa and
they made their home in Winnipeg. In 1971 a daughter
was born to them, Kara Dawn. Shirley continues to teach
nursing at Red River College. Lyle works in the printing
business with Saults and Pollard.
Wayne Stewart was born in 1944. Wayne attended
school at Glenburney, Minnedosa, and later took Auto
Mechanics at Manitoba Technical School (Red River
College). Later he returned to Brandon and worked for
Don Gamble and is presently employed as supervisor at
the Highway Garage. In 1970 he married Maryse Janet
Garneau of Shilo and Brandon. They have two sons Christopher Bruce, born in 1973, and Darren William,
born in 1975. They live in the Douglas area on an
acreage.
Dianne Stewart was born in 1946. Dianne attended
school at Glenburney and Minnedosa. Later she took

drafting in Brandon and moved to Calgary where she
secured employment with the Geological Division of the
Dominion Government. She continues to work in this
position. In 1973 Dianne married James Gordon Wallace
of Calgary and they have two daughters: Erin Jamie
Leanne, born in 1975, and Julie-Anne, born in 1976.
James William Stewart was born in January 1951 and
died in March 1951. He is buried in Riverside Cemetery,
Neepawa.
Keith and Eleanor Stewart still live on their farm SE
23-13-17. She retired from teaching in June 1982 after 26
years. They are preparing to celebrate their 40th wedding
anniversary.
Robert Donald Stewart married Ethel McLaughlin in
November 1947. They lived on the home farm until 1970
when they moved to Calgary. Don died in July 1981, and
is buried in Riverside Cemetery, Neepawa.
Three children were born of this marriage: Mary
Elizabeth in 1948; Mary attended school at Glenburney
and Minnedosa. She married James Carter of Bethany in
1967. They have two boys - Donald James born in 1967
and James Darren Stewart born in 1970.
Lorna Lee Stewart was born in 1952. Lorna attended
school at Glenburney and Minnedosa. She later moved to
Calgary and married David Zimmerman in 1973. They
now make their home in Victoria. Dave and Lorna have
one daughter - Courtney Marie born in 1979.
William Duncan Stewart was born in 1954. He attended Glenburney, Minnedosa and later in Calgary. He
completed his training as a plumber and is employed in
Calgary.
Margaret Doreen Stewart married William Kenneth
Mann in 1941. One daughter was born to them - Barbara
Jean in 1945. Ken spent some time in the Navy and later
bought grain at several points such as Moore Park,
Edwin, Starbuck, and many years at Beulah. They now
reside in Surrey, B.C. Barbara Jean married Thomas
Jens Lund in 1965. Two boys were born of this marriageShawn Mark Lund in 1965, and Cori Dean Lund in 1971.
They make their home in Vancouver.
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JAMES WALTER STEWART
by Jean Witter

James Walter Stewart was born in Lanark County,
Ontario in 1867 and in 1888 came to Manitoba.
After looking as far north and west as Dauphin, he
returned to the Franklin district where he worked for
Ephriam Orr and James Murdoch before filing for the
NW 36-14-17 in the Municipality of Odanah.
In 1892 he married Mary Elizabeth Laing, eldest
daughter of Duncan Laing and Eleanor Coulter, another
pioneer family living in the Glendale district. The couple
raised a family of eleven: Russell Laing, William
Ferguson, Leonard Charles, Viola Mae, Mervyn Earl,
Roy Duncan, Evelyn Annie, Mary Eleanor, Marjorie
Jean, Marion Eileen and Peter Carl.
By the time the family had increased to more than a
half dozen, it was time to vacate the original log house
for a larger two storey built in 1910. With two more
quarters of land acquired, they now had three adjoining
quarters in three municipalities - Odanah, Minto and
Rosedale. The Rosedale quarter with buildings was
purchased from Robert Blair, one of the earliest
pioneers, and the Minto quarter from Ephriam Orr.
In our family, as in others, there were good times and
hard times, but our parents managed to keep their heads
above water and to hang onto the land. One hard blow
came in October 1923 when fire destroyed the large barn,
twelve horses, a few calves and pigs, as well as the
winter's feed. Insurance in no way covered the loss. Any
stock left had to be stabled, so the family moved to the
buildings in the village, a temporary move which became
permanent when a good soft-water well was drilled, a
lUxury commodity.
Mother hadn't too much time for outside activities
while nurturing a family of eleven, with all the childhood
diseases to contend with. However, as a member of the
Presbyterian and later United Church, Mother enjoyed
her W.M.S. and Ladies Aid, as well as Red Cross and
Community Club activities.
Father served on the Franklin School Board for
twenty-seven years; was Secretary-Treasurer of Memorial
Hall for many years; a member of the Minnedosa
LO.O.F. Lodge and of the Presbyterian Church. Dad
was an admirer of the pioneer families from Mountain
Road. I am sure he could identify with those who had
large families like his own, struggling to make their land
produce. There was always an extra place at the table
whenever anyone came into the village at mealtime.
By the Fall of 1918 we had acquired our first car - a
McLaughlin touring, bought from Ben McDonald,
Minnedosa car and machinery dealer and a good friend.
The first license plate number was 7278. Dad was never a
good driver, and a few anecdotes could be told of his
experiences.
Father and Mother retired to Neepawa in 1946. Father
was in poor health and in February 1947 had surgery for
cancer. He died in May of that year. Mother and Viola
lived on in Neepawa. Mother spent her last year in a
Winnipeg Nursing Home, passing away in 1954.
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Birk Dingwall winners - Neil Brodie, Carl Orr, Clare Orr, Len Stewart.

JAMES W. STEWART FAMILIES
Russell, eldest son in the James W. Stewart family,
married Violet Grant of Brookdale in 1918. They farmed
in Erickson, Franklin and Clanwilliam districts before
settling in the Mentmore area and raising a family of six:
Roland, Iyla, Olive Loreen, James Earl, Robert Douglas
and Norma Pearl. Russell died in 1962 after a fight with
cancer, and Violet died in 1977.
William, second son, started out in banking and
farming. Later he bought grain for Ogilvie Flour Mills
for several years, and at the same time handled Imperial
Oil Bulk Sales, and Elephant Brand fertilizer in Franklin.
Bill, who never married, died in 1973.
Leonard farmed at home before joining the C.P .R. in
Minnedosa in 1923. As a young man he played baseball in
summer, curled in winter, taking in tournaments and
bonspiels from Winnipeg to Yorkton. About 1920, Len,
Clare Orr, Carl Orr and Neil Brodie won a main event in
the Winnipeg Bonspeil - an honor for a small club like
Franklin at that time.
Viola stayed at home to help out with the younger
members of the family after completing her high school.
Later she took on clerking in local stores and the post
office. She was fond of music, sang in the church choir
and taught Sunday School. Curling and tennis were her
favorite sports. In later life, Viola developed diabetes and
cancer, a sad recompense for her devotion to our parents
in their ailing years. She died in 1963.
Mervyn started a banking career in Neepawa in 1918
with the Merchants Bank, just before it was taken over by
the Bank of Montreal. He spent several years at different
points in Saskatchewan before settling in Winnipeg about
1937. In 1939 he married Helen Ferguson of Sedley,
Saskatchewan, who was also an employee of the Bank of
Montreal. In 1963 they retired to Victoria, B.C. where
they still reside. Like his brothers, he enjoyed baseball,
curling and golf.
Roy stayed on the farm and, along with brother Carl,
took over when the parents retired. Roy, too, was fond of
baseball and took part in curling, dancing, singing, and
playing the violin to entertain himself and the family. In
1971 Roy retired to Neepawa, and passed away in 1979.
Evelyn, after finishing high school, became a dental
assistant to Dr. E.H. Clark in Minnedosa. In 1931 she

married Norman Montgomery. They have two sons,
Donald Stewart and Barrie Norman.
Eleanor attended Brandon Normal School 1930-31,
and taught for a couple of terms near Roblin before
deciding that teaching was not for her. She then entered
civil service in Ottawa, returning to Winnipeg in 1947.
There she obtained a position with the Income Tax
Branch. After a few years she became secretary at the
Airforce Base. Eleanor retired in 1975 and lives in
Winnipeg.
Jean also attended Brandon Normal in 1930-31. She
taught at Pretty Valley in the Swan Valley, Lornedale and
at Glenburney. She married Stanley Witter and they
farmed in the Cordova district before moving to Forrest
in 1952. She went back to teaching for short periods while
raising a family of five. In the fall of 1952 she went back
to teaching on a full-time basis and taught at Moore
Park, Justice and Forrest, retiring in 1976. Her husband
died suddenly in 1972.
Marion, youngest daughter of this family, stayed at
home after finishing school, working both at home and in
the Franklin district. Marion went to Winnipeg in the
early 40s where she married Frederick Farr. Marion was
employed for several years in the Eaton Mail Order store
until it closed. They have a son and a daughter.
Carl, youngest member of the family, served with the
R.C.A.F. during World War II as flight lieutenant. In
1943 he married Enid Greenaway, returning to the farm
in 1945. They have a son and a daughter.

ANDREW MONTGOMERY
Andrew Montgomery, along with his parents Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Montgomery and eight brothers and sisters,
came to Manitoba from Huron County, Ontario in 1889.
They travelled by train to Neepawa, bringing along with
them a team of oxen, some cows, and household furnishings, as well as material for a dwelling. They settled
first in the Osprey district. Later Andrew acquired land in
the Glendale area.
In 1889 Andrew married Margaret Adeline Kines and
settled on the farm 19-14-16 in Langford. They had two
sons, Claude and Norman. In the early 20s they bought a
house in Franklin from the Robert Blair estate, and lived
there for a while, returning to the farm about 1929. While
in Franklin, Andrew was in the coal business and the
boys worked the farm along with hired help. In 1922
Claude left the farm and went to California, where he
obtained work and in time became the owner of a
thriving dry-cleaning business. He and his wife,
Madeline, still live in San Pedro, California. There is one
daughter, Mary Lea, and two step-sons, Richard and
Donald.
In 1931 Norman married Evelyn Stewart. They lived
on the farm until 1973 when they retired to Neepawa.
They have two sons, Donald and Barrie. Norman's
parents lived with them until his mother passed away in
1942, and his Dad moved to Neepawa.
Andrew passed away in 1959 at age 89. He had been
active as a trustee of Glendale School, member of the
Franklin Pool Elevator Association for many years.

After retiring to Neepawa, Andrew could be seen making
his daily trip on foot to the post office and frequently to
the "Spit and Blow" club, as he called it, to play 48
pedro with other seniors. Andrew's genial nature made
him a good neighbor and friend to both young and old.
In 1952 Don married Dona Jackson and they bought
the W.B. Robertson farm. They have three children,
Dwight, Brenda and Lori. Barrie married Patricia Fearns
in 1959 and they are living on the home farm with their
family, Robert and Kimberley.
After a lenghty illness, Norman died in November,1979. His main interests were farming, his family and
sports. He was an ardent curler up to the time of his
death.

WILLIAM CHARLES STEW ART FAMILY
by Carol Bray and
Roy Stewart

William Charles Stewart was born in 1851 in Lanark
County, Ontario. As a child, he moved west to Listowel
in Perth County, and eventually to Balmoral, Manitoba.
In 1878, he married Ellen Scott of Molesworth, Ontario
and she joined him out west.
While at Balmoral, W.c. often travelled by ox-cart to
Selkirk, the closest town, for supplies. He was said to
have carried a bull-whip with him to keep the buffalo
away from the oxen. It was also during one of these trips
that Grandma Ellen, left at home with their two small
sons, was visited by several Indians. Entering the house,
they went over and sat down behind the stove and went to
sleep. Not knowing how else to handle the situation, she
made some tea. Then, when they finally woke up, she
gave them each a cup of tea and a chew of Grand-dad's
tobacco. This seemed to satisfy them and they left
without any trouble.
The years at Balmoral were plagued with hardship.

Left to Right: Arthur, William, Alexander. Front: Isabelle, Ellen
(Scali), William Stewart.

They had sown three crops and were frozen out three
years in a row. So, with the North-West Rebellion going
on, they packed up and went to Molesworth.
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After a short stay back East, and because some of his
brothers and a cousin had already established homesteads
in this area, they returned to Manitoba and the Neepawa
area in 1886. The W.C. Stewart family then settled on a
farm just west of town. This farm is now referred to as
the Sangster farm (SE 30-14-15). After spending a few
years here, they purchased a farm two miles north-west
of town (SW 9-15-15). It was here that they finally settled
and raised their family of three boys and two girls: Peter
(Arthur) of Edmonton, Alex and Will of Neepawa, Belle
(Mrs. Clyde Laughlin of Melita), and Ellen (Mrs. T.W.
Spafford of Riding Mountain).
Apparently there was an old ox-cart trail which passed
just north of the buildings, and the boys would lie awake
at night, listening to the creaking of the ox-cart wheels as
they made their way westward.
W.C. was also known to many as "Cash" Stewart.
This was because he always insisted on paying cash for
his purchases. In 1910, when he and his wife Ellen retired
to Neepawa, their son Alex, with his wife Edith (Brydon),
took over the farm. Alex farmed here until 1944 when he
also retired to town (Edith had predeceased him in 1940).
Alex was a member of the United Church and a veteran
of the Odd fellows Lodge. The farm was then taken over

w.e. Stewart's Farm, SW9-15-15, built 1906.

by their only child, Gladys, and her husband Morley
Poole. Morley and Gladys worked the farm until 1956
when they, too, went to town to live. They have one son,
Bruce of Winnipeg.
In 1903, W.C.'s eldest son, Arthur, married Hilda
Potter and spent the next nine years farming in the
Springhill district. He then began buying grain at
Franklin and worked for over 35 years as a grain buyer,
in both Manitoba and Alberta. He and his family
eventually moved to Edmonton where most of the family
still reside. They had four sons and three daughters:
Glen, Alethea, Fred, Marion, Elmer, Madge, and
Donald.
In the meantime, W.C.'s other son, William James
(Will) Stewart rented a quarter from his uncle, Robert
Scott. Within a few years Will decided to move further
west. He travelled as far as Kamsack, Saskatchewan,
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Fall of 1914. Front: James Stewart, Alex Stewart, Edith Stewart, Ina
Brydon. Back: Mike Gutoski - fireman, Will Stewart - at controls,
Robertson Bros.

where he established a homestead. However, he only
remained there for three years before returning to
Neepawa. It was then, in 1908, that Will purchased NW
1/44-15-15 from Jake Cathers.
In 1914, he married Ina Brydon (a sister of Edith) and
they had a family of three: Dorothy (Mrs. John
Nicholson of Neepawa), Greta (Mrs. James Patterson of
Winnipeg), and Roy of Neepawa.
Always "tinkering", Will built one of the first tractors
in this area. He and his hired man used binder wheels and
a Cushman engine, and with a great deal of work, finally
got it going. On one occasion, he took his new tractor to
town, whereupon it started to turn cold. So, borrowing
his father's coat, he headed home, only to discover on
arriving that he had W.C.'s false teeth in the pocket.
In 1925, Will and Ina rented the farm and moved to
town, but in the fall of '27, they bought another half
section and went back farming. It may be interesting to
note that the C.P .R. built a grade along the north side of
section 5-15-15 and 4-15-15. It cut off the north-west
corner of 4-15-15 and is still used as a main road today.

"Seeding Bee" at Arthur Smith'sfarm SE 16-15-15 Spring -1943.

Part of the grade remains at the NE corner of 5-15~15, as
well. This was because the site was moved closer to
Neepawa before the rails were laid.
.
It was also in 1927 that Will started a dairy which he
operated for approximately 15 years. He and three other
dairies (those of Albert Batchelor, C. W. Martin, and
Ferg Irwin) supplied the town with milk for many years.
In the 1930s, when things were really bad, milk sold for
as low as 18 quarts for a dollar and whipping cream for as
little as 7 cents per half pint. In the summertime, because
there was no method of refrigeration, milk was often
delivered twice a day to families with small babies.
Will was a member of the l.O.F. and l.O.O.F. Lodges.
He was also active in the work of the United Church and
a member of the Session.
Retiring to town in 1947, Will and Ina sold E 1/2 5-1515 to their son, Roy. This farm had originally been
homesteaded by Peter "M" Stewart, a cousin of W .C. 's,
who had come to this area in 1879. Roy and his wife,
Grace (McGillivray), farmed here until 1959, when they
rented it out and moved to town. Roy has worked for
International Harvester Equipment for over 20 years.
They have two daughters: Carol (Mrs. David Bray of
Neepawa) and Lorna (Mrs. Norm Gruhn of Minto).
Will and Ina's daughter, Dorothy, and her husband,
John Nicholson, purchased NW 1/4 4-15-15 from her
father in 1947. Semi-retired, they still reside on the home
place. They have a family of seven: Joan (Mrs. Daune
Yerex of Neepawa), Cliff of Neepawa, Mel (who now
works the farm), Bill of Winnipeg, Linda (Mrs. Ron
Crooks of Gladstone), Lois (Mrs. Robin Hulme of
Neepawa), and Fred of Saskatoon.
Their other daughter, Greta, married Arthur Crabbe,
and lived on NW 114 4-15-15 until his death in 1941.
Greta and Art had a family of three: Jim of Arden,
Marilyn (Mrs. Glen Carter of Langley, B.C.), and Lola
(Mrs. Alvin Wark of Neepawa). The Warks purchased
three acres of building site from her uncle, Roy Stewart,
in 1968 and now reside there. After her husand's death,
Greta married Jim Patterson and together they farmed
on N 1/26-15-15. About 1954, they sold out and moved
to Winnipeg where Jim took over as president of the
Manitoba Farmers' Union. Jim and Greta have three
daughters: Betty (Mrs. Ivan Crerar of Foxwarren),
Shirley (Mrs. Brian Evans of Toronto), and Gwen (Mrs.
Gerry McMillan of Winnipeg).

STICKLER - FORD
by Catherine Ford

Frank Stickler was born in 1890 and left England early
in 1912. Luckily he was unable to book passage on the
Titanic but came on the next boat, the Lucitania. He
came to Manitoba and took up homesteads south and
east of Birnie and worked as a hired hand for William
Denoon. He took up farming on his own in 1917 or
thereabouts.
Then in August of 1919 his sister, Mrs. E.M. Ford, her
husband and daughter, Phyllis left England. They landed
in Canada and proceeded on to Detroit, U.S.A., where
they resided until March of 1920 when they returned to

Birnie to live with Uncle Frank.
It was here that John was born on August 28, 1920.
In October of 1925, Uncle Frank and Mrs. Ford and
family moved to Eden, and bought the old Robert
McCracken homestead. Mrs. McCracken, Annie, was the
first white woman in the district at the time, and she was
given the honor of naming the village of Eden. They also
bought the George McCracken quarter which Mrs. E.M.
Ford still owns.
Frank also bought the Kenzie Kennedy farm that is the
one on which John built his new home.
Phyllis married Thomas Trickett in November, 1939.
John enlisted in 1941 and served until 1945, and married
Marjorie Cook in 1952.
Uncle Frank lived out his life on his land, contributing
to the Eden district by being a trustee for the Eden
Consolidated School and a member and director of the
Eden Pool Elevator Assoc. He died in 1973.
Mrs. Ford moved to the East View Lodge in November
of 1979, where she still resides as of June 1982.
John married Marjorie Cook in 1952 - who is a
registered nurse - graduating from Victoria General
Hospital in Winnipeg. They farmed in mixed farming,
cattle and grain, on the family farm.
They have three children; Lois, born in 1953, Angus in
1958 and Frank in 1960. All attended school in Eden and
Neepawa, each graduating with Grade XIl.
Lois graduated from the U. of M. with a Batchelor of
Nursing degree and in 1975 married Robert Horner of
Cadursis. They have two sons; Jeffrey born Christmas
day 1979, and Derek born May 26, 1982. Lois worked as
a Public Health nurse in Winnipeg until 1979, when she
and Bob moved back to Cadursis to take over the family
farm where they built a new home. Lois is presently on
staff at Brandon General Hospital.
Angus graduated from Assiniboine Community
College as an apprentice electrician and received his
journeyman's papers in 1981. He married Catherine
McMurray of Neepawa in 1979. She is employed as a
secretary at Gill & Schmall Agencies in Neepawa. Angus
purchased the Thomas Trickett farm in 1977, where he
and Cathy resided after their marriage until April, 1982.
Angus farms in the summer, and works at his trade in the
winter. They presently live in Eden in the house formerly
known as the' 'Dr. Bugg house" .
Frank lives with his mother on the farm and has carried
on with the farming operations with the help of his
brother. Besides grain farming, he keeps a herd of cattle.
John passed away in February, 1978. Marjorie has
been employed at Neepawa District Memorial Hospital
for many years as a registered nurse, and at present is
Director of Nursing.

STITT FAMILY
by Viola Stitt

The Stitts originally came from Ireland and immigrated to Ontario during the Irish potato famine in
1845. They settled in what is now known as Stittsville
near Ottawa.
In 1879 J.J. Stitt and brother came West - fording
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J.G. Stitt -1918.

Jack and Viola Stitt - June, 1979.

rivers. In Winnipeg Jack could have homesteaded on the
corner of Portage and Sherbrook for $10.00. Being a wet
year, they travelled by ox team and Red River cart,
through Portage and Neepawa (only a few houses then),
until they came to dry land at Rossburn, Jack's
homestead being 19-19-24.
John Grover Stitt (Jack) was born in 1893, the fourth
son of J.J. and Ann Sterling from County Antrim,
Ireland. Jack finished school in Rossburn, followed by a
book-keeping course in Winnipeg and worked for Kelly
Bros. before joining T. Eaton Co. There he enlisted with
the C.A.S.C. in 1915 and trained in Camp Hughes for
World War I. Later in England, as a pilot, he was sent to
France with the Royal Navy Air Force in 1916, returning
to Canada in 1919.
Jack managed two separate corner grocery stores in
Winnipeg, then returned to Rossburn in 1921 where he
operated a general store and Post Office for 35 years
until he retired. During that time he was Mayor for 22
years, a faithful member of the Orange Lodge (which his

father started in his log kitchen in 1896); Oddfellows and
Masonic, British Empire Service League (now known as
Royal Canadian Legion) and was Secretary-Treasurer of
the Rossburn Hospital for many years. He is a life time
member of the Postal Service and served four years as
President of the Manitoba Branch of the Canadian
Postal Association.
August 1, 1934 Jack married Viola Rowe who was a
teacher. She taught in Stratherne, Birdtail and Fork
River. Viola's parents were Andrew Rowe of Woodstock,
Ontario, and Edith Nixon of Huntington, England. She
was Fork River's first teacher and taught in a log house
while the Mossey River school was being built in 1900.
Viola has been an active member in Young People's
Society, drama groups, Women's Institute, Red Cross,
teacher in Sunday School, for 35 years, 4-H clubs,
Hospital Auxiliaries, civil defence, church groups, golf
and curling.
In 1963 they retired in Neepawa. Jack was Secretary-

Stitt Family - August, 1974.

Jack Stitt, Robert Ferguson.
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Treasurer of the Chamber of Commerce for 16 1/2 years,
he was an elder in the United Church, and actively involved in golf and curling in his younger days. Now it's
bowling with the "Happy Timers" and attending
meetings - Superannuates and annual W.W.I Flyers'
Reunions.
Their favorite pastime is travelling, having been to all
continents except Africa.
However, their main love is for the four boys they
raised - Mel, Del, Bob and Don, their wives and six
grandchildren who live in British Columbia and
Manitoba.
Their motto "Do your duty in all things.
You could do no more You would not wish to do less"
Gen. Robt. E. Lee

LEW AND ANITA STOUFFER
by Karen Beaumont
(nee Stouffer)

Lew and Anita Stouffer moved to Neepawa in the
summer of 1966. Lew was employed with the Manitoba
Hydro. They brought with them their daughters, Karen
(born 1957), and Barbara (born 1958). While they resided
here the family was joined by two new members - Lew
(Bud born 1968), and Joe (born 1970).
In August 1970, they moved to Brandon, Manitoba
where Lew continues to work for the Manitoba Hydro,
and Nita is busy working in her own business as a beauty
consultant. The boys are in Junior High School.
The girls both finished their high school in Brandon,
then Karen went on to train as a registered nurse, and
Barb as a dental technician. Barb married Leonard
Golletz, a Brandonite, in 1979. Presently they reside in
Airdrie, Alberta. Karen was married in 1977 to Marvin
Beaumont, who was born and raised in the Neepawa
area, but whom she met while living in Brandon. In
November, 1978 they returned to the area, and at the
present time live a couple of miles north of Franklin, with
their son Ian, who was born in Neepawa on October 5,
1982.

Mr. and Mrs. Streeter and Family.

Wayne's long suit was major productions and drama.
Gayle, Wayne and Patrick were extremely active in the
Lion's Band throughout their years at school here. Bryan
took his first 6 years of schooling at H.M.K. - moving to
Arizona for Grade VII as we spent the winter there.
Guy is with Cargill Grain in Regina after graduating
with a Bachelor of Commerce degree from University of
Manitoba. Wayne is and has been a happy Winnipeg
transit driver for 2 years. Gayle is in Edmonton trying to
find her future, Patrick has enrolled at Brandon
University to take Computer Science, and Bryan has
passed into Grade VIII.
Jack owned and operated Streeter Power Sales &
Service, farm implement business, until February 1981,
when he sold the business - we are now sort of footloose.

JACK AND TRUDY STREETER

HISTORY OF THE FAMILY OF
DIEDRICH GEORGE STROHMAN

by Trudy Streeter

by Frederick A. Strohman

Jack and I with our five children, Gayle 10, Guy 13,
Wayne 12, Patrick 8 and Bryan 3, arrived in Neepawa
New Year's Eve 1972 from Vancouver, B.C., having lost
our food supply in Moose Jaw - Homer and Wilma Gill
graciously supplied us with our first breakfast in
Neepawa by bringing over coffee, milk, toast and jelly.
Though Jack and I were originally "prairites" - Jack's
old home town being Fleming, Saskatchewan and mine
the Whiteshell, the prairies and Neepawa were a totally
new experience for the children, but they adjusted readily
and consider Neepawa home.
At the time of writing this, the oldest 4 have graduated
from N.A.C.I., Guy enjoying sports and studying,

The first Strohman of whom I have knowledge is my
great, great grandfather, Christian, born in 1790 in the
village of Landesbergen, Province of Hannover in
Germany. He was married twice and by his first wife
fathered two sons, Frederick and Diedrich Friedrich
Heinrich, my great grandfather.
In Germany at that time, all men were required to
perform service in the army. Consequently, my great
grandfather spent six years as guard at the palace of the
Kaiser. As an occupation he became a cobbler, a trade
which he pursued even after coming to America.
On September 6, 1856, he, his wife and his four
children which included my grandfather, Fredrich
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Diedrich left the village of Landesbergen and went to
Bremerhaven on the North Sea where they took a sailing
ship which arrived in New Orleans, October 27, 1856.
There they changed to a river steamboat for the trip up
the Mississippi to St. Louis. From there they again took
passage in a river steamboat and arrived in Koekuk
county, Iowa on December 5, 1856. They finally settled
as farmers in Sigourney, Iowa, near Des Moines.
My father, D.G. Strohman married Sarah Findlay,
daughter of a mining engineer, James Findlay. Before
leaving Iowa they had two sons, James and George
Raymond.
In 1906 he immigrated to Canada where he procured
farm land - the E 1/2 of section 6-14-15 in the Osprey
School District, one mile west and five miles south of
Neepawa, where I was born and where my parents lived
until the time of their deaths, Mother in 1945, father in
1948.
My oldest brother James married a Mekawin girl,
Dorothy Emms. They had one daughter, Peggy, now
Mrs. Frank Jones of Brandon. James died October 24,
1963.
George Raymond married Mary Margaret Fleming,
daughter of J .B. Fleming who operated a dairy farm next
to the Neepawa Cemetery. Raymond farmed in the
Hallboro and Brookdale districts until he retired to
Neepawa in 1961. He had five children; Barrie, who still
lives in Neepawa; Jean (Mrs. Raymond McAllister)
Ludlow, England; George of Neepawa; Sarah (Mrs.
Norman Clauss) Neepawa; and Rosemary (Mrs. Patrick
Hanratti) of Woodlands, MB.
I married Irene Elizabeth Graham, daughter of Peter
J. Graham, whose parents and grandparents were among
the earliest settlers in the Neepawa district. We had three
children: Frederick Graham Strohman, now of
Thompson, MB; Wilma (Mrs. Erwin Sawatzky) of
Regina, Sask., and Louise Marie who died May 25, 1942
at the age of four.

Mr. and Mrs. D. G. Strohman - 1897.
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With the exception of five years of military service
overseas, I have lived all my life in the Osprey district
until I, too, retired to Neepawa in 1967. Section 6-14-15 is
now owned by Bill and Bob Sumner of Mentmore. The
house on the Dick Strohman place stood vacant for some
years, until his grandson Barrie bought it and moved it to
a new location near No. 5 highway on the banks of
Spring Creek. He renovated it completely and now lives
there with his wife and family. Barrie is a general contractor, and in addition to various projects, developed
the land once owned by his maternal grandfather, J.
Barrie Fleming into a subdivision known as Barrie
Heights. Barrie's son, Nigel is the only male great
grandchild of Dick Strohman and it rests with him to
preserve the Strohman name in Neepawa.

SARAH JANE AND
JOHN ROBERT SUDDABY
by Edith Kidds, granddaughter

John Robert was born in Wellington County, Ontario
in 1958. He married Sarah Jane McKague in 1892 and
they lived in Palmerston, Ontario. They moved to
Neepawa in 1896 and finally settled in the bush a few
miles north and west of Eden. They built themsevles a log
house which had to be plastered. I have a very vivid
memory of two neighboring ladies in their bare feet
vigorously tramping a mixture of clay and cut up straw
and then doing an excellent job of plastering the outside
of the house.
Stove pipes were run from the stove up and across the
room and then through the ceiling and up through the

Four Generations: Great grandmother - Mrs. l.R. Suddaby; Grandmother - Mrs. Charles Freed; Mother - Mrs. Edith Kidds; Baby - Anne
Williams.

bedroom, and then through the roof. On occasion the
fires would burn and start a fire in this long string of
pipes. John Robert would lift the pipe up off the stove,
and a pan of water would be brought and placed over the
hole and the pipe was lowered into the pan. This
smothered the fire.
Forest fires were always a danger. At such times the
important contents of the house would be carried out
onto the ploughed garden area. A stoneboat with wooden
kegs of water would be hauled nearby and used to douse
the sparks. Men from Neepawa would be brought out to
help fight the fires.
My grandmother also used to cook at Bert Walker's
sawmill in the Riding Mountains before this area was
formed into a National Park. Sometimes the men would
find a bear den. They would dig it out and for a while
bear steaks would be on the menu. Mother retained a
claw and had it made into a brooch.
I remember Grandpa was a very strict Methodist who
would take the service as lay minister whenever he was
needed. He was also census taker and would be gone days
at a time while on this duty. He would take John
Levandoski with him to act as interpreter when going
through Hun's Valley. When he got back home every bit
of information was carefully copied into a huge book and
brought into the Neepawa Land Titles Office.
When visiting my grandparents during the winter
season there was always a black pot on the old iron
cookstove. In this pot would be boiling an unappetizing
mess of barley. This was feed for the chickens.
John Robert died at Trail, B.C. at age 84, in 1942.
Sarah Jane passed away at age 91, in 1959. She was
buried in Neepawa cemetery.
Their children were: Gordon: missing in action during
World War I 1914-1918. Mabel: Mrs. Stanley King,
Edmonton, deceased. Edith and May: both girls died of
scarlet fever during the epidemic in 1903. Ada: Mrs.
Charles Freed, a resident of the Yellowhead Manor.
Evelyn: Mrs. James Ronald, deceased. Victor: residing in
the United States.

1944. Ernest passed away 12 years later, in October,
1956.
They had four sons, Cecil, George, Wilfred and Arthur
and one daughter, Muriel.
Cecil married Cora Neilands of Arden in 1929 and they
settled on the Keating farm in the Osprey district (N 1/2
18-14-15), where they lived until 1959 when they moved
to Neepawa. He continued working the farm until 1963,
when he sold it to his nephew, Clifford Sumner. Cecil
passed away in 1975.
George married Selina Kinsley of Arden in 1929 and
they lived on the SE 114 of the home place until 1939,
when they moved 1/2 mile west to a farm (NW 23-14-15),
which was previously owned by his uncle, George
Sumner. George and Selina had three children: Velma
(Mrs. Val Foster) of Flin Flon, Mervin of Neepawa and
Shirley (Mrs. Jim Bateman) of Calgary.
George passed away in 1975 and Selina still lives on the
farm. Their son, Mervin, now works the land.
Muriel married Cyril Bray in 1941 and settled on his
farm (NE 21-14-15) south of Neepawa. They had two
sons: Leonard of Winnipeg and David, who now works
the farm.
Wilfred married Edith Neilands, a sister of Cora, in
1932, and bought a farm 1 112 miles west of Neepawa,
from W.F. Graham of British Columbia. In 1956, they
sold it to Argyle Connell and bought Wm. Perry's farm,
1/2 mile west and 112 mile north (NE 36-14-16) of his
place. They had three daughters: Bernice (Mrs. Harold
Nelson) of Neepawa, Loraine (Mrs. Orval Tanner) of
Neepawa and Joan (Mrs. Fred Kuharski) of Winnipeg.
Having sold the farm to their son-in-law, Orval Tanner,
in 1966, Wilfred and Edith still reside on the farm.
Arthur, the youngest son, married Catherine Neilands,
a sister of Edith and Cora, in 1938. They remained on the
home place until 1979, when they retired to Neepawa.
There were four children in their family: Clifford of
Neepawa, Linda (Mrs. Russell Martin) of Winnipeg,
Diane (Mrs. Al Keating) of Mississauga, Ontario and
Richard, who has taken over the farm.

THE ERNEST SUMNER FAMILY

WILLIAM AND MARY SUMNER

by Muriel Bray

by Ida Sumner

Ernest Albert Sumner arrived in Manitoba from
Mitchell, Ontario, in the spring of 1897, to work on a
farm near the Brandon Hills. After spending two years
here, however, he returned to Ontario for the winter.
In the spring of 1900 he married Jane Ann Robinson,
also of Mitchell, and returned west to settle, having
rented a farm near Minto. They remained on the Minto
farm until the fall of 1904, when they moved their stock
and household effects to a half section (S 1/226-14-15),
east of Neepawa, which they had bought from Mr.
Fieldhouse. They lived here until 1912. They then bought
the NW 1/4 of the same section from James Dark. The
family moved to that location, built a new barn and later
remodelled and enlarged the house and other buildings.
In 1938, Mr. and Mrs. Sumner retired to Neepawa and
bought a house from E.G. Heyes, on the corner of First
Street and Main. Mrs. Sumner passed away in March,

William Robinson Sumner, with his brothers Ernest
and George who settled east of Neepawa, came from
Mitchell, Ontario, to Minto, Manitoba in 1903 or 04.
There he met Mary Mylinda Elviss who came from
Nobleton, Ontario, about the same time to keep house
for her bachelor brother on his homestead. They were
married at Minto in 1904 in a double ceremony. Her
sister Estella married Lazenby Greenlay.
In November 1904, William bought N 1/2 of 23-13-16,
south of what was later known as Mentmore, from
George Dinwoody.
William and Mary had two sons, Kenneth Elviss born
in 1906, and John Robinson born in 1908. The sons
received their formal education at Freeland School and
later at Brookdale Consolidated.
About 1912 they moved the buildings from the east
quarter to the west quarter where they found a good
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Homejrom Sunday School. Ida and Mildred and Harold Ishenberg.

supply of water. As with nearly every farm family at the
time, they milked a few cows and had a flock of chickens.
Mary would trade butter and eggs for groceries, etc. at
the store in Brookdale.
After a lengthy illness William died in March, 1926,
leaving two young boys to carryon the farm work with
their Mother. Mary Sumner was always an ardent
supporter of her church, working with the Ladies' Aid of
the Methodist, later United Church at Gordon. She was
the Ladies' Aid president for many years.
In June 1931, John married Ida Ishenberg. Kenneth
and his mother bought a house in Neepawa. Kenneth
farmed a couple of years with John. Then Kenneth
worked at mechanic jobs and at the Salt Plant while
qualifying as an engineer on the Canadian Pacific
Railway. He realized this goal in 1944. Kenneth had a
passion for steam engines and was responsible for
restoring a George White steam engine at Austin
Agricultural Museum. The engine bears a plaque with his
name on it.
Kenneth met Mary Kostenchuk of Eden while working
as fireman for Arthur Curtis' threshing outfit. She was
working for Mrs. Wood of Glendale district. They were
married June 1937. In 1944 they moved to Winnipeg.
They have a son and two daughters. Walter Dale, a
telephone service man, married Barbara Downey, a
dental hygienist. They have a son Jonathon, and a
daughter Lindsey, and are now living in Vancouver, B.C.
Doris, a secretary, married Grant Rose of Sperling,
Manitoba, a Data Processor. They have a daughter
Kristin, and a son Ian, and now live at Lorette, Man.
Shelley, a stenographer, married Don Jennings of
Winnipeg, a heavy equipment Office Manager. They
have two daughters, Carley and Amanda. Presently they
live in Vancouver, B.C.
Kenneth passed away in January, 1968. Mary, his
widow lives in Winnipeg.
Until the late forties, farm power was provided by
horses. In the early forties an epidemic of sleeping
sickness in horses forced John to use a little Fordson
tractor on the binder. He hired Merv Drayson to operate
the binder, and from then farming gradually changed.
We bought the first combine in 1942, a Massey Harris
No. 15 pull type with power takeoff.
John and Ida also drove the school bus route. Rules
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John Sumner - 5 horse team.

were different then. Drivers had to pack twelve to
fourteen children in a passenger car. In winter it was a
team of horses on an enclosed van on sleighs, big heavy
things. At that time, Ida packed seven lunches every
school day in winter, as with the horses John had to stay
in Brookdale all day. If it rained in summer, or when
there was no sleighing in winter, there were the big high
horse drawn vans on wheels.
John and Ida raised five daughters and three sons.
Marie, a former postal clerk, married Dave Wilson of
Winnipeg, a mail carrier. She has a stepdaughter
Roberta, and a stepson Karl, plus two sons Dwight and
Rauly. Louise, a school teacher, married Frank Kuharski
of Glendale, a plumber and welder. They have two
daughters, Brenda and Sharon, now living at Birds Hill,
Manitoba.
Edythe, an R.N., emigrated to the U.S.A. where she
married Donald Harstone, an electronics engineer of
West Lafayette, Ohio. They have a son Allen and a
daughter Karen. They now reside in Vancouver,
Washington, U.S.A. William (Bill) bought the farm SE
10-14-16 in 1958 from Chas. Barsby (who bought it from
William Bartlett). In 1963 Bill married Elizabeth Owens
of Forrest, a teacher at Glenburny School. They have a
son Kevan and a daughter Kerrilee. Norma, an L.P.N.
married R.C.M. Police Sargent William deBalinhard of
Yorkton in 1961. They have four children, Stewart,
David, Sandra and Richard. They now live in Nelson,
B.C. Robert (Bob) bought his Grandfather Albert
Ishenberg's farm, the N 1123-14-16 in 1962. In 1967 he
married Deanna Wood of Cordova, a legal secretary.
They have two sons, Kelly and Jason. Elviss purchased
the home farm from John and Ida in 1971. He married
Constance (Connie) Ellis of Springhill in 1974. They have
two daughters, Melinda and Julie Ann. Marcia, John and
Ida's youngest daughter, became an office supervisor. In
1977, she married Bruce Jackson of Eden, a carpenter.
They have a daughter Shelley, and live at La Ronge,
Saskatchewan.
John was an avid curler after the opening of the curling
rink at Mentmore in 1934. On one occasion, Bill Dickson
and Doug Dobie of Brookdale plus Roy Wilson of

Cordova and John were in the Brandon Bonspiel.
Playing six games the last day, they won two events and
came home with two trophies. Their main prize was a set
of curling rocks.
John passed away in May, 1972. In 1974, when Connie
and Elviss were married, Ida moved to Neepawa. She
presently occupies the house her father built in 1952.

HERMAIN AND HANNAH SWANSON
- by Eleanor Swanson

Brothers Hermain and Alfred Swanson left Sweden in
1879 to come to America. They lived inthe United States
for a number of years, working in logging camps before
coming to Manitoba and taking up homesteads north of
Neepawa. They found it to be too far from a community
of any size so gave it up and worked for a number of
years in British Columbia in construction work for the
C.P.R.
Arriving back in Manitoba, Alfred homesteaded in
Langford on the SE 5-13-16 and Hermain bought the
north-east quarter of the same section from Robert
Habkirk.

there until they retired to Brookdale in 1947. Cleave
passed away in 1959. Freda moved to Neepawa in 1974
and is presently living in East View Lodge.
Frans Theodore married Mary Eleanor Simpson
December 2, 1937. They farmed in the Brookdale area
until 1969 and then retired to the village of Brookdale.
Gustaf Daniel married Janet Downey November 18,
1938. They are still farming at Brookdale.
Oscar Herbert married Myrtle Lorraine Mikkelson.
They are still farming at Brookdale.
Hilda Josephine married Ross Harrison of Moore
Park. They farmed for a few years there and in the
Neepawa area. Then Ross worked as a grain buyer at
Eden, Grandview and Swan River before moving to
British Columbia where he was employed at Hammond
Lumber mills. He passed away in 1979. Hilda still resides
at Maple Ridge, British Columbia.

DONALD AND HELEN SYLVESTER
by Helen Sylvester

Donald and Helen Sylvester moved to Neepawa from
Oak River, Manitoba, in July of 1967. Don, having
received his license as a mechanic prior to coming to
Neepawa, was employed by Angus McDougall Ltd. as a
car salesman. He attained the status of Grand
Salesmaster (the highest award in this field) for several
consecutive years. Don was active in the Lions Club,
Kinsmen Club, and spent twelve years here as a volunteer
fireman with the Neepawa Fire Department.
Don and Helen had two girls, Jacquelyn and Shelly,
when they arrived in '67, and later Dixon and Jana were
born in Neepawa Hospital.
Jacquelyn, the oldest, graduated from N.A.C.1. in
1981, and was married to Barry Szucki in 1982.
Helen was involved with Sunday School, Fine Arts
Festival, and belonged to the Cornucopia Toastmistress
Club. She also taught piano.
Don entered the employ of Case Power and Equipment
Company in 1978, and in 1982 was transferred to
Dawson Creek, British Columbia, as Manager of the J.1.
Case dealership.

JAMES B. TAIT FAMILY
by Agnes McKee

Hermain Swanson and Family.

They both returned to Sweden for a VISIt. Alfred
returned single but Hermain married Hannah Josephine
Johanson in Sweden and brought her back to Manitoba.
Of this union six children were born: Karl born in 1894,
died in 1914; Freda Albertina born October 20, 1898,
married Cleave Chudley of Brookdale. They farmed

James Bartleman Tait was born in Bruce County,
Ontario on January 1, 1874. He came to Manitoba with
his father in the late 1870s homesteading in the Neepawa
area.
Ethel, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Grassie was
born in 1882. Her parents were pioneers in the Minnedosa area. Later they were to move to Strathclair.
Jim and Ethel were married in Strathclair in June,
1900. They settled on 12-15-16 in the Iroquois district.
Both were active in promoting community projects where
Jim served on the Iroquois School Board for quite a few
years. They moved in to Neepawa in 1929. Mr. Tait
passed away in 1940. Mrs. Tait then made her home with
her daughter Irene before moving to Haney, British
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Columbia in 1954. She passed away in June, 1973.
Four sons and two daughters were born to the Taits.
George married Lillian Dawes of Portage la Prairie.
They made their home in Melville, Saskatchewan where
George was employed by the Canadian National Railway
for many years before passing away there. They had one
adopted son Donald.
Harold made his home in and around the Carrot River
area where he worked as a farm hand and helped in a
draying business before passing away in 1977.
Irene worked in the district for a few years then moved
to Winnipeg where she married George Everett who had
emigrated from England. One son, David, was born to
them before George passed away in 1941. Irene married
Robert Rooke in 1944 and David took his adoptive
father's name. Bob and Irene worked in the Neepawa
Salt Plant for some years before they moved to Haney
where Bob worked with the Canadian National Railway.
Irene passed away as a result of a car accident on August
7, 1973. David married Helen Schultz of Red Deer,
Alberta. They have four children: Michael, Steven,
Michele and Tommy.
Agnes married Clarence B. McKee of Neepawa in
1928. Clarence was employed with the Canadian
National Railways for a number of years. They had two
daughters and a son. Lorraine is Mrs. David Norris and
lives in Brandon. Louise is married to Gordon Monteith,
living in Vancouver and Keith is married to Marjorie
Way of Russell. They live in Delta, British Columbia.
Gordon married Florence McKee. For some years they
lived in the Melfort and Carrot River area of Saskatchewan. Gordon enlisted in the Canadian Army in W.W.
II and spent four years overseas. On his return he carried
on a dray business and later worked with Pioneer
Elevators at various points. Florence owned a ladies'
wear shop in Hudson Bay (Saskatchewan) for several
years before they retired to Melfort. They had three
children - Rosemary, Reid and Ethel.
Allan married Bessie McKee. He worked for some
twenty-five years as chef in Essendale Institution in
Essendale, British Columbia. They have a daughter and a
son - Shirley and Jim.

CHARLES AND ANNIE TAYLOR

Charles and Annie Taylor with granddaughter Lori Watt
(Pellow).

Marjorie Pellow,
daughter of Charlie
and Annie Taylor.

Marjorie received her education from Oberon and
Brookdale schools.
While in Neepawa, Charles worked each summer for
the telephone company until ill health forced him to
retire. He was a faithful member of the Neepawa Legion
until his death in 1960. His wife, Annie still resides in
their home at 488, Third Avenue in Neepawa. She is a
member of the United Church Women and of the Golden
Age Club, enjoying their activities.

GEORGE AND BEATRICE THOMAS

by Mrs. C. Pellow

by Gloria Thomas
Mary Rivers

This English couple came to Canada on October 23rd,
1919, after Charles' term of service in the 1914 - 18 War.
On arriving, they spent the winter with Mr. and Mrs.
John Clark and family in the Iroquois district.
In April of 1920 they moved to the Mentmore district
and lived in the house on the former Nelson Whelpton
farm while building their buildings on soldier-settlement
land, where Bill Death now lives. During that time, their
only child, Marjorie, was born. In due time Marjorie
attended Gordon School.
In 1934 the family moved to the Iroquois district, living
for one year in the buildings now owned by the Salters.
Then they moved to the Hall farm at Oberon where they
farmed for twelve years before purchasing the Donald
Carmichael farm. In 1946 they retired to Neepawa.

George Thomas and Beatrice Taylor were married on
May 12th, 1913, in Birmingham, England. They left one
week later for Montreal where they arrived on June 1st.
George's sister Alice (Mrs. Fred Mills) had come to
Canada two years previously and settled in Neepawa. So
George and Beatrice also came to Neepawa.
Their first three years were extremely difficult. In 1917
George started with the C.N.R. as a Locomotive
Foreman's Clerk and was promoted to Carman two years
later. George remembers working ten hours a day until
the depression when all were cut back to forty hours per
week.
George and Beatrice had five children, three boys and
two girls: Beatrice (Trixie), Stanley (Sunny), Jack, Mary,
Roy. All three boys served in the Armed Forces during
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George Thomasjamily on holiday at Sandy Lake about 1934.

World War II: Stanley in the Queen's Own Cameron
Highlanders of Canada (killed in action in Holland);
Jack in the Royal Canadian Air Force; Roy in the Royal
Canadian Navy. All the children have married and there
are now nine grandchildren and seven greatgrandchildren.
George and Beatrice have lived all their lives in
Neepawa. In the early days George was Captain of the
Neepawa Soccer Team, President of the C.N.R.
Recreation Association and he also played cricket.
Beatrice belonged to the Rebekahs and was a Past Noble
Grand.
George and Beatrice celebrated their 40th Wedding
Anniversary in 1953 and George decided also to retire
from the C.N.R. after 37 years. He promptly began a
most successful greenhouse which enabled him to win
numerous awards in Neepawa, Brandon, Minnedosa. He
is a life member of the Neepawa Horticultural Society
which he had joined in 1916. He served on the Neepawa
Parks Board for eighteen years and was made an
Honorary Citizen of the Town of Neepawa on December
12th, 1973.
Shortly after celebrating their Fiftieth Wedding Anniversary in 1963, Beatrice's health began to fail and she
died in 1979. She is buried in Neepawa Cemetery.
George continues to live in their home at 299 Isabel
Street where he and passersby enjoy his still beautiful
garden, especially his flowers each summer. He looks
forward to visits from family and friends especially
during this, his 95th year.

Wilbur and Francis Thompson - 50th Anniversary, November/58.

couple had a son, they relented and sent money for a
return trip for the new mother and her son. It was just for
a visit and the young mother returned to Canada and she
and her husband went on to have seven more children.
One of these was Hannah who married Alexander
Thompson of Hampton, Ontario.
Although Alexander was born in Canada, his family
had emigrated from Scotland in 1832. It was thought that
the family originally came from Wales where the spelling
was 'Thomason', and with a background of weavers and
fishermen. However, Alexander was apprenticed to a
cabinet maker and a carpenter and became expert in both
crafts. He was selected to do the finishing work in
Osgood Hall in Toronto where he hand-made the stairs,
panelling and wainscotting for which he was paid $1.25
for a ten-hour day. Low income and an increasing family
necessitated change. Reports of rich soil and good crops
persuaded the family to come to Manitoba settling in the
Grandview area. They remained there only a few years
and then moved to the Mentmore District, southwest of
Neepawa and remained there several years before moving
in to town.

THE CHARLIE THOMPSON FAMILY
by Charlie Thompson

In the early 1800s on an estate near Kendal in the lake
district of North Cumberland, England there lived Sir
John and Lady Dickenson. Their daughter Jane was in
love with Thomas George Stonehouse, son of the head
gardener. The Dickensons disapproved of the match and
the young couple eloped. They came to Canada on a
sailing ship and eventually established themselves on a
farm in Ontario near Hampton.
After the news reached the Dickensons that the young

Russell, Charles and Weldon Thompson.
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Eight children were born to Alexander and Hannah,
one of whom was Wilbur who moved in to town with his
parents in 1905. They bought a lot in the south-west area
of the town and built a large brick house on the site where
the West-End Bus Depot and Garage now stands. The
house was moved to the back of the lot and is still being
used as a home. Wilbur spent several years managing
lumberyards throughout Manitoba and Saskatchewan
before returning to Neepawa to carryon the family
tradition of construction and carpentry.
He married Frances Curtis of Neepawa. Six children
were born to this marriage. Russell of Neepawa; Mabel
(Clifford) of Victoria; Weldon of Prince George; Ruth
(Forsman) of Neepawa; Charlie of Neepawa; and Grace
of Vancouver.
While some of the family have made their homes in
other parts of the country, Russell, Ruth and Charlie
have continued to make Neepawa their home where the
name Charlie Thompson has remained synonymous with
carpentry and construction. He has built numerous
houses, the Neepawa Motel, the Ideal Service Station, the
Bus Depot and Garage, an apartment block and more
recently the Thompson Block on Mountain Avenue
containing offices and a suite for his family and himself.
He says that he has crawled over the roofs of, through the
basements and attics of three-quarters of the houses and
business places in Neepawa.
He spent three and a half years in the R.C.A.F. during
World War II and has been a member of the Legion since
1945.
He married Doreen LeBlanc of Estevan in 1945 and
together they have had six children. Grace (Dennis),
Thompson, Manitoba; Ken who died in 1979 at the age of
31; Louise (Kilborn), Brandon, Manitoba; Neil and
Richard in Edmonton; and John at home.

WILLIAM THOMSON FAMILY
by Margaret Harper

William Thomson, son of Mr. and Mrs. John
Thomson, was born in 1856 at Drumbo, Ontario, where
his parents settled when they came to Canada from
Scotland. Later, they moved to a farm near Harriston,
Ontario, where William spent his boyhood days.
During the latter part of the nineteenth century, many
sons of earlier pioneers were being lured westward by the
promise of free land for the "toil and taking". Caught up
in the excitement of such an adventure, William and a
group of friends set out in 1879. Herein follows a brief
account of his experiences as written by him in 1938 for
the Knox Church Men's Club.
"I left myoid home in Ontario on the 25th day of
October, in the year 1879, to seek a home in the great
Northwest. Some of my friends were going to North
Dakota, so I went along with them and tried that part of
the country first, but when it came to taking the Oath of
Allegiance under the Stars and Stripes, I decided to sell
what little 1 had and come back under the British Flag.
I boarded a train and landed in Carberry, Manitoba,
on the second day of June, 1883, walked from there to
Neepawa (in bare feet to save my shoes) having company
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William Thomson Family - Stoney Creek pioneers. Back Row: Janet
Wilfred, Mabel, Harvey. Centre: Margaret, Helen. Front: William am
Mary Thomson.

with Frank McWade and his father. Frank was then a
little lad and didn't like walking barefoot such a long
way.
We spent the first night at the home of W.J. Hamilton,
then a bachelor on the Plains. He gave us a nice soft bed
and we felt quite refreshed when we started early Sunday
morning for Neepawa.
On arriving, we found the people just beginning to
move about. The first man we met was George O. Clare,
an elder in the Presbyterian Church at Neepawa. He
directed me to the farm of William Connell, another
elder and a friend of my boyhood days.
It was a beautiful morning, and I thought to have a
good wash in Stoney Creek on my way, but changed my
mind when I saw the water was running over the top of
the ice.
On nearing the little log house, I saw a team of horses
hitched to a wagon and recognized them as a team I had
often seen in Ontario, and knew that the folks in the
house must be getting ready for church.
Mr. Connell opened the door and bid me enter and
there I met another old schoolmate, Murdoch McMurchy. It felt good to be among old friends again, so I
got ready and went with them to church. It was baptismal
Sunday and the Connells were taking their second little
baby to be baptized. The minister came from Carberry
and the service was most impressive. In the afternoon, I
wrote home to my mother to let her know where her boy
was and what his plans were.
After a few days with the Connells, I learned that there
was a party of nine young men starting out for
Shellmouth, Manitoba, in search of homesteads and I
decided to cast in my lot with them.
We started out with a yoke of oxen and a wagon. It
took us two days to reach Minnedosa. The roads were
bad, the oxen slow, and the mosquitoes came at us in
hordes.
After about two weeks travelling at this slow pace, we
came to the Assiniboine River beyond Russell, Manitoba,
where we unhitched the oxen and let them swim over. The

wagon was taken apart and freighted over on a
homemade raft. Safely over, we started to look for land.
After securing it, we put up small buildings and broke
about twenty acres each.
Leaving our stake, we went in search of work. I
happened to be back earlier in the spring than the others
and for seventeen days I never saw a white man. I was
getting nearly desperate for someone to talk to. Imagine
my delight when I first saw someone in the distance
coming into the district! I wasn't long in going out to
meet them. They were a family of Scotch immigrants
from Forfarshire, Scotland, and they told me afterwards
how I talked a blue streak all day.
We put in our crop and had as fine a stand of wheat as
one could wish. On arising one morning in June of that
year, we found our crop frozen black; even the leaves on
the trees were killed.
Major Bolton was king of that part of the country then
and tried his best to hold the settlers and keep them
content. He was a very fine man but he being a Tory, I
hadn't very much faith in him.
We decided then and there to return to the Neepawa
district and on our way, got a job freighting for Brown of
Russell.
One Sunday morning, we were camped on the roadside
with two loads of freight when the minister came along
and invited us to come to his service in Neepawa. With all
good intentions, we hitched the oxen, but by the time we
had gone a mile, the oxen got thirsty and ran down a hill
into a slough. We could not pursuade them to come out
and you can imagine what we felt like saying! There was
nothing we could do but unload the wagon and pull it
out. By that time the minister was returning from church
and we finally decided that it was better to rest on the
Sabbath.
I came back to Neepawa, purchased land (SW 1/4 3014-15) from Isaac Davidson in 1884, and kept batch for
three years. I then decided I must have someone to keep
me company and share my home.
I went back to Ontario and was married in March,
1888, to Mary J. Connell of Harriston, Ontario, the girl
for whom I had waited so long and I have been happy
ever after. (No more dishes to wash, and I may say, no
more staying home on Sunday mornings either!)
True we had our ups and downs, our joys and sorrows,
but are thankful that we have been spared to enjoy life
together for fifty years."
William and his bride returned to Manitoba in 1888,
and made their home in a log house, north of the ravine,
on the Stoney Creek farm. Later, William added more
land to his holdings, moved the buildings, and built a new
home on the south side of the SW 1/4 section.
Many hardships, endured in the earlier days of the
pioneers, strengthened bonds of friendship as neighbor
helped neighbor. This spirit was evident when many folks
gathered at the Thomson farm in 1915 to "lend a hand"
for a barn raising. (This building was destroyed by fire in
1965).
William and Mary were blessed with six children:
Wilfred, Janet, Mabel, Harvey, Margaret, and Helen.
Their hearts were saddened by the untimely deaths of
their daughter, Mabel, in 1916 and of their son, Wilfred,

in 1920.
Janet, their eldest daughter, married Osborne G.
Wallace. They resided in Chatham, Ontario, at the time
of her death in 1947. Their daughter, Jean (Mrs. J.F.
Cornhill) lives at Chatham. They have two sons: Dr.
Frederick Cornhill, Assistant Professor at the College of
Medicine, Columbia, Ohio; and David, who is employed
with Gulf Canada and resides at Calgary, Alberta.
Harvey held the office of Secretary-Treasurer for the
Langford Municipality when he died in 1960 at Neepawa.
Margaret retired from teaching in Regina, Saskatchewan, in 1961, and until her death in 1968, made her
home with Helen in Winnipeg, Man.
Helen, the surviving member of this family, retired
from the teaching profession in 1966 and resides in
Winnipeg.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomson remained on the farm until
1920, when they retired and moved to Neepawa. Here
they lived to celebrate their Golden Wedding Anniversary
in 1938.
In faith, they were staunch Presbyterians and devout
members of Knox Church. Mr. Thomson, who was a
member of Session and Mrs. Thomson, who was a life
member of the Women's Missionary Society, served her
church faithfully for more than sixty-four years.
William Thomson died in 1939 and Mary Thomson, a
very gracious lady, died in 1953, at the age of ninetythree.
What a rich Christian heritage these early pioneers left
to the present and future generations!

WILFRED MURRAY THOMSON F AMIL Y
by Margaret Harper

Wilfred Thomson, elder son of William and Mary
Thomson, was borf'. in 1889. He grew up on his father's
. farm, and received his early education at Stoney Creek
School and at Neepawa.
Wilfred was a lawyer. He articled with the law firm of
F.L. Davis of Neepawa, and began his own law practice
at Watrous, Saskatchewan in 1910.
In September, 1912, Wilfred married Mabel Irene
Colwell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W.J. Colwell of
Chesley, Ontario. Mabel had left her Chesley home in
1910 to join her brother, Howard, who was living at
Watrous at that time.
Mabel was born in 1890 in Grey County, Ontario, and
at the age of one, moved with her parents to Bruce
County, Ontario. The town of Chesley was the nearest
place of business, and it was here that Mabel received her
education.
In 1914, Wilfred and Mabel moved from Watrous to
Medicine Hat, Alta. They also had residence at Leader,
Saskatchewan, before coming to live at Neepawa in 1919.
Wilfred died in 1920 leaving his wife and three young
children who were born in the Prairie Provinces: Harold
in Alberta, Margaret in Saskatchewan, and John in
Manitoba.
Mabel and her children remained in Neepawa after
Wilfred's death. In 1921 she was appointed Clerk of the
County Court of Neepawa, Central Judicial District.
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Mrs. Mabel Thomson on
her retirement - 1967.

Mabel held this position until the final sitting of the
County Court of Neepawa in 1964.
From her office in the Municipal Building, Mabel also
served as agent for the Manitoba Vehicle Branch from
1922 until her retirement in 1967. In addition to the duties
of her career, she was correspondent for the Winnipeg
Tribune for twenty-five years.
Mabel was an active member of Knox Presbyterian
Church which she served faithfully for more than fifty
years. She was a choir member for forty-eight years, a
Church School teacher for twenty-five years, a member
of "Presbyterian Women" and the first president of the
Edith Coulter Auxiliary of the Women's Missionary
Society.
The life of Mabel Thomson was one of service to
others. She was a member of the Women's Hospital
Board, a charter member of the Neepawa Business and
Professional Women's Club, and in early years, was an
active member in the work of the Red Cross.
For many folks in Neepawa, it was a familiar and
welcome sight to open the door and find Mabel Thomson
with a bouquet of flowers from her garden or a tasty treat
from her kitchen; and time for a cheery visit!
Mabel was also able to find time to enjoy and participate in sports. She was a member of the Skating Club,
the Snowshoe Club, and a life member of the Neepawa
Golf and Country Club. An enthusiastic fan of hockey,
she was a loyal supporter of the "Neepawa Natives"
hockey team.
Members of the hockey team were among the many
friends who gathered at Knox Church to honor Mabel
Thomson in her retirement as agent for the Manitoba
Motor Vehicle Branch in December, 1967. She was held
in high esteem by all who knew her, and many lives were
enriched by the knowing.
Mabel died at her home in Neepawa in 1970 at the age
of eighty.
Wilfred and Mabel's family were educated at
Neepawa.
John (Ty) , the youngest member of the family was
born at Neepawa. He joined the Armed Forces and
served overseas during World War II. During the time
that he was stationed in Winnipeg, he played hockey with
the Winnipeg Monarchs.
After the war, "Ty" returned to Neepawa, and after a
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short period of time moved to Brandon where he continued his education. He entered the teaching profession
and taught in Brandon and Crane River.
"Ty" married Jean McPhail, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. G. McPhail of Brandon. They have a family of
three: William (Bill), John, and Laura Jean.
Bill, their elder son, married Shirley Krushal of
Brandon. They have two children and reside at Ponoka,
Alberta, where Bill is presently employed.
Laura Jean and John live at home in Brandon with
their mother.
"Ty" is presently employed in the Energy Exploration
Project in the far North.
Margaret, only daughter of Wilfred and Mabel
Thomson, was born in Maple Creek, Saskatchewan. She
moved to Neepawa with her parents in 1919.
Margaret attended the Winnipeg Normal School in
1936-37 and began her teaching career at Osprey School,
succeeding her brother, Harold.
In 1941, Margaret married Edward W. Harper, son of
Mr. and Mrs. J.J. Harper of Neepawa. Three daughters
were born to them: Carol, Rhonda, and Susan.
During the war, Ed served with the R.C.A.F. and later
was employed by R. Greentree, owner of the Electric
Shop.
The family lived at Neepawa until 1952, then they
moved to Brandon where the children attended school.
Ed and Margaret are members of First Presbyterian
Church. Ed serves as an elected elder of Session, and
Margaret, a life member of the Women's Missionary
Society, continued the work with Church School and
Youth Groups that had its beginnings at Knox Church,
Neepawa.
In 1961, Margaret returned to the classroom as a
Junior High teacher at McLaren School, Brandon. In
1964 she moved to Earl Oxford Junior High and served
as Teacher-Librarian until her retirement in 1978.
After more than forty years of servicing in electronics,
Ed retired in 1979. They reside in Brandon at the present
time.
Carol, their eldest daughter, married Bryan Tyerman
of Kelwood. Bryan and Carol, former teachers, now
operate a Building Centre at Deloraine, and have jointownership in a lumber business in Boissevain. They live
in Deloraine with their two daughters: Lisa and Tracey.
Rhonda resides in Virden where she teaches at the
Virden Collegiate.
Susan, the youngest member of the family married
Alexander Dmitruk of Dauphin. They have two
daughters: Lori and Carrie. The family resides at
Dauphin where Alex serves as the Secretary-Treasurer for
the city.

JOHN HARVEY THOMSON FAMILY
by Margaret Harper

Harvey, younger son of William and Mary Thomson,
was born in 1896. He spent his boyhood days on the farm
and received his education at Stoney Creek School and at
Neepawa.
He enlisted with the Fort Garry Horse during World

War I. After service to his country, he returned to Stoney
Creek and succeeded his father on the farm in 1920.
Harvey married Frances Chisholm, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Marcus Chisholm of Neepawa in 1929.
Following in his father's footsteps, so to speak, he took
his bride to the farm at Stoney Creek where they lived
until 1940.
During this time they made many lasting friendships in
the district, and were active participants in all events
which took place in their community and church. They
enjoyed having guests in their home, and their door was
always open to welcome friends, neighbors or strangers.
Harvey enjoyed the outdoors and looked forward to
duck-shooting in the fall. He was an enthusiastic sportsman, and in curling or baseball was equal to the best.
Two daughters, Elizabeth (Betty) and Gwen, were born
to Harvey and Frances while they lived on the farm.
Betty (Mrs. Harvey Underhill) attended Neepawa
schools and graduated from the University of Manitoba
as a dietician. She lives in Oshawa, Ontario, at the
present time. There are five children in their family:
Brian, Dori, Barbara Ann, Lisa, and John. Brian and
Dori are attending the University of Waterloo, Ontario;
the younger members of the family live at home.
Harvey Underhill is a nuclear engineer for Ontario
Hydro's Nuclear Power station at Pickering, Ontario.
Gwen (Mrs. Keith Byram) received her education at
Neepawa and is a graduate of the St. Boniface School of
Nursing.
Keith Byram, civil engineer, is a manager for General
Enterprises of Whitehorse. Keith and Gwen reside at
Whitehorse, Yukon, with their three daughters: Karen,
Jennifer, and Lori.
In 1940, Harvey was appointed Secretary-Treasurer for
the Rural Municipality of Langford, a position made
available by the retirement of Mr. Marcus Chisholm,
Frances' father.
At this time, the family left the farm, and moved to the
town of Neepawa. In the same year, Harvey was appointed Secretary-Treasurer of the Beautiful Plains
Agricultural Society. He continued to work in both
capacities until his death in July, 1960.
Frances Thomson resides in Yellowhead Manor at
Neepawa.

WILLIAM HAROLD THOMSON FAMILY
by Harold (Nero) Thomson

My life began in Medicine Hat, Alberta, in March,
1914. At that time, my father was practicing law there.
He passed away in 1920 and my mother and three
children came to live with my grandparents on the farm
on which Stoney Creek School was located. I attended
this school for a short period while waiting for my
grandparents to retire to Neepawa. I completed my
primary and secondary school days in a "town school".
Although we lived in town, my heart longed for the farm
and the country.
Grandpa brought a driving horse and buggy to town
with him. What a thrill it was to help hitch old
"Mischief" to the buggy, and hold the reins while driving

along the backroads to the farm! On the way out, the old
horse would hold his head high and lift his feet like a
hackney. On arrival, he would stop at the gate and
whinny. We would let him roam in the large farmyard for
the rest of the day. The trip back to town was a disaster!
A slow walk with his head down was the best he would
do. You would swear we had hitched up the wrong horse.
Later, when the horse was gone, I biked out to the farm
to be with my Uncle Harvey. I finally graduated to the
point where I could take a team and a load of sheaves up
the gangway into the loft of the barn. This experience
helped when some of us went threshing in the fall at Fred
Frasers at Franklin.
When I wasn't at the farm, the Park Lake Valley, the
creek under the trestle bridge, and the bridge itself was
our playground, swimming and rafting in the summer,
and skating in the winter. None of the kids in those days
had watches. However, Mrs. Wyatt, who had a very
resonant voice, would call her family to supper and the
sound of her voice sometimes carried over the valley.
Everyone knew it was time to run for home!
I also remember the Anglican Church barn where the
fights between students were held after four o'clock to
decide an issue or to compensate a wrong. Then, there
were the gangs!! Two rival gangs would take up position
on the roofs of two adjacent barns at the Fair Grounds.
Armed with boiler lids for shields, sling shots, and
stones, the battle began and ended when we ran out of
ammunition; neither side being declared a winner. Each
side then chose a "gladiator" and the fight between them
took place on the ground. The fight was usually a fair
one. The winner decided which gang won the battle. Each
gang had a cave or a camp, so many a planned raid also
resulted in a real rumble!
During my primary and secondary school days, it
seemed that most of the boys and some of the girls
participated in track, hockey, soccer, and fastball. On
looking back, it would seem I was a part of each sport.
F.D. McKenzie, one of my high school principals, insisted on a good all-round physical education. His influence produced some championship teams and athletes.
After teaching school at Osprey from 1934 - 1938, I
became a Civil Servant by obtaining employment in the
Neepawa Land Titles Office on December 1, 1938, where
I worked (except for a term in the R.C.A.F.) until my
retirement on October 2, 1981.
Substituting for Albert Walker, and quite by accident
in 1935, I started to play drums with Kelly's Orchestra in
the Orange Hall on Saturday nights. I continued to play
in many other orchestras including the original "Black
Hawks" big band, and finally with Ed. Kuharski for
approximately fifteen years ... and then retirement in
1974.
Avis Rouse of Kelwood and I were married in 1938.
We had three children: Jane, Wilfred, and John.
Jane (Woodcock) teaches school at The Pas and has
grown-up boys; David and Bruce.
Wilfred died at the age of four months.
John, a salesman, is married and lives in Winnipeg. He
and his wife, Louise, have one son,
Both Avis and I were members of Knox Presbyterian
Church and choir. We really looked forward to taking an
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active part in the choral part of our services and I still do.
Avis acted as a Land Titles Agent for a Calgary
company for twenty-five years. She was also active in the
Ladies Curling Club and the Hospital Girls' Auxiliary.
She passed away at Neepawa in October, 1979.
SOME RECOLLECTIONS
As I stand at the kitchen window overlooking the
valley, I begin to remember: the old swimming holes; the
C.P .R. dam; the old Mill, now Riverbend; the cliffs and
the hole near the Park Lake Road bridge; most of the
time it was skinny-dipping; the autumn walks in the
valley on Friday afternoons gathering colorful leaves;
being in F. Palmiter's grade 7 and 8 class (Fred and
Blanche are buried in Riding Mountain Cemetery); the
initiation going into High School; the moving to Viscount
at Christmastime; the great teachers we had throughout
our entire school days; the Bert Rutledge skating rink; the
open air rink at the water tower, and then the arena;
sleigh riding on the Post Office hill, Howden's hill and
the First Avenue hill with the close accidents with Melvin
Murray's ice teams; then Chief Williams closing the hill
and chopping out our iced bob-sleigh tracks "for our
own good"; T.G. Murphy's lumber pile intended for a
new house on his return from Ottawa, but which most of
it became bob-sleigh planks, rafts or camps; hunting
gophers at the old brick yards at Brays; walking the
beams on the trestle bridge; some of the early fires that
destroyed the King Edward Hotel, the Crawford
warehouse and storage barn; exploding gas barrels that
went up so high they looked like 10 pound pails; the fires
where Murray's Garage now stands and the barn behind
it with the destruction of several well bred horses including Pat Dempsey's "Dan Patch", the remains of
which were buried in a marked grave by the fair grounds
barns; the famous hockey excursions on the train;
Clarence Kerr skating down Mountain Avenue to the
store after a freezing rain; Doctor Macdonald opening his
office door and calling a passerby by name, would shout
"How's your Uncle" to someone across the street, then
close the door quickly, leaving the person in a quandry;
buying pies and cookies at the farmer's market on the
west side of 1st Avenue (now Co-op Lumber); the Herculese Athletic Club, and the boxing matches held there;
the banana curve (now a residential area); the commercial hockey league; fastball league games played on
the C.N.R. grounds in the 1930s; myoId school chums
and wondering how many are left to return in 1983;
Chief Fred McClain's shootout at the Rutledge Garage;
Trooper Thompson's account of riding Doc Swinburne's
broncos at Camp Hughes (the Calgary Stampede was
nothing compared to Camp Hughes); Andy Wilson
proving he could skate faster backwards than most
people could skate forwards; Abner Moody's stories of
the spider monkey in Howden's golden windows; Pete
Chaboyer's stories of his life; the treasures, coins, etc.,
that were exposed when the downtown plank sidewalks
were replaced by concrete. I remember ... There were
many stories, sayings and nicknames left behind by the
many characters that Neepawa was noted for. The humor
is in the verbal telling rather than in the writing.
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A.S. THURSTON AND
R.W. PARSON FAMILY
by Betty M. Curtis

Arthur S. Thurston and his brother Delbert N.
Thurston moved from Northumberland County, Ontario, with their mother and step-father Mr. and Mrs.
R.W. (Will) Parsons, in 1888. They resided on their farm
two miles south of Neepawa for 23 years.
There were seven more members added to the Parson
family, namely: Percival, Marmaduke (Duke), Harold,
Ernest, Ethel, Elizabeth (Bessie), and Edna. They attended school first at Stoney Creek, then Neepawa, and
eventually made a family move to their home in Edmonton, Alberta. Harold married Mae Young, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. R.D. Young, of Neepawa, old time
residents. Harold also excelled in running and winning
many marathon races and was named to Hall of Fame in
Winnipeg.
Delbert N. Thurston married Mabel T. Jackson of
Neepawa in 1902. He was employed in the Land Titles
Office in Neepawa, then joined the National Trust Co. of
Winnipeg, from where he travelled throughout this area,
until he passed away in 1942. They had five children:
Aureen Law (deceased), Delbert L. (deceased), Harold,
Florence McMillan and George.
Arthur S. Thurston married Mabel S. Westlake from
London, Ontario, in 1914 in Winnipeg. They made their
home in Neepawa, operating a butcher shop. Their
family of Eloise, Burnice, and Betty were born in
Neepawa. After a very serious train accident, the family
moved to the Salisbury district and lived most of their
years on the former Crawford farm. These years were
fulfilled with nice associations with neighbours and house
parties, and the Friday night school dances where
everyone had good times. Dad also enjoyed his horses
and always provided us with the best in riding and driving
stock. They retired and moved to Neepawa in 1946. They
both lived until their 89th year - Dad passed away in 1968
and Mother in 1972.

Our riding horses.

Uncle Delbert -1941.

THWAITES FAMILY
by Leona Thwaites

Mr. and Mrs. A.J. Thurston on their 50th wedding anniversary Nov.
11/64 with Bill, Eloise, Lila, Barney, Betty and Jack.

Eloise, after attending Salisbury School, completed her
high school in Neepawa Collegiate, then in 1939 was
married to Robert (Bill) T. Elliott. They have farmed in
the Glenholm district since then and their family of
Wayne, who is still on the home farm and Robert, who
married Joan Sisler of Winnipeg, are also farming close
by. Their daughter Maureen is married to Kenneth Potter
and they have established their own engineering business
in Calgary where they reside with their children
Catherine, Andrea, Garth and Dennis. Eloise passed
away August 20, 1981.
Burnice (Barney), when through Gr. IX at Salisbury
School, attended Eden High School, then in 1945 was
married to Lila McComb. They had their business of
heavy equipment and back-hoe along with establishing
their B & L nursery for several years here, then moved to
Sidney, B.C., where they are again involved in the backhoe business. They have 2 daughters: Cheryl is married to
Edward Achtzner and lives in Sidney with their 3 children
- Christopher, Nadine and Shannon; Bonita is married to
Raymond Cross and they live in Calgary with their
children Becky, Cory and Blake. Their son Delbert is also
in Calgary employed with the C.P .R.
Betty attended Salisbury School through Gr. IX then
attended Eden High School and one year at Dominion
Business College. I had 2 years of employment in Bank of
Montreal then married John A. Curtis in 1943. Following
Jack's 4 years of service (2 overseas), we built or home at
583 5th Ave. in Neepawa. Jack was employed in the Land
Titles Office for 29 years while I was school secretary for
20 enjoyable years. We have 3 sons: Brian married Myra
Friesen and he is teaching at Carberry Collegiate; they
live in the Neepawa area with their children Tanya, Jason
and Aysa. Trevor married Catherine Voogt and he is a
Civil Engineer with Dept. of Highways and they live in
Brandon with their son Scott. Sheldon is presently in
second year Science (geology) at Brandon University.
We have been fortunate that our parents located in this
area as it has been a great place to live!

My mother Annie (Ducklow) Williams was born in the
Glendale district. She lived with her grandparents
(Thomas and Elizabeth Grasby) until she was about 14
and then moved with her parents Edmund and Hannah
Ducklow to Riding Mountain. In 1911 she was married to
Joseph Williams and went to Woodnorth Manitoba to
live. It was there I was born. In 1923 we ~oved back to
Riding Mountain.
After finishing Grade IX at Riding Mountain, I came
to Neepawa to take the rest of my high school. I
remember when we moved into the Viscount school from
the south end Central school.
I went to Normal School in Dauphin but it was three
years before I got a school in the Alonsa district. It was
there I met my husband, Francis Thwaites. We were
married in 1938 and spent 33 years on a farm near Lake
Manitoba. Of this time I spent 8 years teaching in our
home district.
The three years before we were married, Francis would
drive me with team and cutter to teachers' meetings.
Some of them would be 18 or 20 miles away in -35° or 40° weather.
In 1970 we decided to sell our farm and come to
Neepawa to retire. We like it here as it is central to our
friends and relatives.
We have two daughters, Velma living in Dauphin and
Donna in Edmonton.
'

TINDALL FAMILY
by Mrs. Belle Tindall

The family of Robert and Margaret Tindall came from
Brussells, Ontario, to the Glendale district in 1880. In
1881 they settled on a farm in the Osprey district.
Margaret Tindall continued to live on this farm
~ollowing the death of her husband, until her own death
m 1921 at the age of 92. Her son, Ben, continued the
farm operation, adding to their acreage with the purchase
of eighty acres from Mr. Arthur Ashton.
During his lifetime, Ben was very interested in
Hereford cattle and kept a large, well-bred herd. He also
showed horses at the local fairs. He also bought seed oats
by the carload for resale in the district. He remained an
active farmer until two years before his death in 1946.
Alice Earwaker was born in 1880, on the farm owned
by her parents, George and Elizabeth Earwaker. Two
brothers, Tom and Bill were also born to this couple.
The Earwaker family, with the exception of Alice later
moved to Cornation, Alberta, and the farm was s;ld to
Frank Dudenhoffer. Elizabeth Earwaker moved to
V~ncouver after the death of her husband, and resided
wI~h her so~, Bil!, until her death in 1936. The daughter,
~hce, r.emamed m the Osprey district, working as a hired
gIrl untIl her marriage to Ben Tindall in 1901.
Be~ and Alice Tindall had two children, Stanley Roy,
born m 1902, and Eleanor Ruth, born in 1912. Roy and
Ruth attended Osprey School. Ruth also attended the
Neepawa Collegiate.
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Roy married Rebecca Isabel (Belle) Pattison in 1934.
Roy and Belle moved from the Osprey district to the
Salisbury district on the farm owned by Belle's father,
Walter Pattison.
Ruth married Philip Roberts in England in 1933. They
had two sons, Kenneth and Bruce. Ruth is still living in
England, at time of writing, but her husband has passed
away.
Belle Pattison (Roy's wife) was the only child of Walter
and Sophia Pattison, born in 1912. She attended
Salisbury School, later attending Neepawa Public School
after the family moved to Neepawa. Later, in 1933, Belle
and her father moved back to the Salisbury farm. The
following year, she married Roy Tindall.
Roy and Belle Tindall had two children, Shirley Alice
Margaret born in 1939, and Walter Roy born in 1941.
Roy and Belle and children moved back to the home farm
in Osprey, following the death of Ben Tindall in 1946.
Mrs. Ben Tindall retired to Neepawa and lived with
Mrs. Chas. Ego until her death in 1948.
Both Shirley and Roy attend'ed Osprey School where
their father was a trustee. Shirley attended High' School
at Arden. Roy attended Neepawa Collegiate.
Shirley worked in Neepawa prior to her marriage to
Raymond Suski in 1959. Shirley and Raymond had five
daughters. Shirley now lives in Neepawa where she is
employed at East View Lodge.
Roy, still unmarried, operates the home farm, having
taken it over when his father retired. Roy is the fourth
generation to farm tpe home farm in the Osprey district.

TOMLIN FAMILY
by Earl Tomlin

My father, Frederick Tomlin, was born in 1883, son of
Mary (nee Belton) and Charles Tomlin, brickmaker, at
Portage la Prairie. Charles had emigrated from England
as a young man. He had negotiated to start operation of a
brick-making plant at Neepawa in 1900 but these plans
did not materialize.
As a youngster my Dad was choir-boy and sang in the

...- . - - - - -..
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Merv and Marjor)
Tomlin and Sharon.

Methodist Church in Portage. When the family moved to
Ashville, north of Dauphin, it was here Dad's love of
sports was evident. He would walk the thirteen miles into
Dauphin to practice and play hockey; an exercise that
kept him in top physical condition. He played a lot of
b~seball (semi-pro) during this period of his life and, as a
pItcher, was well known for his "screw-ball".
He joined the C.N.R. as a brakeman in 1902 and in
1913 married Katie Tully of Perth, Ontario. They moved
to Neepawa in January 1914, purchasing a home of 5th
Avenue, formerly owned by Robert Hunter. Dad was a
conductor on the local Beulah and Russell runs while
with the C.N. I can remember him walking in from
several miles west of Hallboro, at the height of one of the
worst blizzards, to get aid and supplies for the passengers
on his stranded train.
Mother had been a seamstress before she and Dad
married. The handwork and quilts she fashioned would
be priceless by today's standards (an art that is now being
revived). During the second world war she was a staunch
Red Cross worker and, for a period, was President of the
local Red Cross. She was granted an honorary life-time

Katie and Fred
Tomlin,
sons
Mervyn and Earl.

Earl and Agnes Tomlin.
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WALTER AND RUBY TOWNSEND
by Hazel Pedlar

In 1890 Walter Townsend and his newly married wife
Ruby (nee Smithson) immigrated to Canada shortly after
the Riel Rebellion, when the government released free
land to anyone to homestead.
Walter and Ruby's family all came out at that time to
start a new life, grandparents, great grandparents and the
brothers and sisters.

Penny Christie (nee Tomlin) and Rick and Chris Tomlin and son
Katie.
Darin.

membership by the organization. Any items that were
under her inspection before being sent overseas had to be
"stitch perfect" .
During the war my parents home was "second-home"
to many R.A.F. and R.C.A.F. men that were stationed in
Neepawa. One time Mother and Dad had taken three or
four R.A.F. boys on a Sunday picnic and drove circleroute, Neepawa to Dauphin to Clear Lake and home.
One of the young men thanked them profusely, saying
"we certainly saw a good portion of Canada today"! The
boys seemed to have difficulty imagining the vastness of
Canada.
Mother died in 1955, and shortly after, my Dad exchanged houses with Tom and Rita Hockins; the smaller
house being easier for him to maintain. Dad remained in
good health for a number of years enjoying his golf, his
car and his garden. He passed away in 1965.
Kate and Fred had two sons; Mervyn, born in 1914,
was active in sports locally. He worked for the C.N.R. as
brakeman. He enlisted in the Army in 1942 and died in
England in 1943. Mervyn married Marjory Udey of
Gregg. They had one daughter, Sharon. She and her
husband now live in Richmond, B.C. They have a son
and a daughter and lost one son at an early age. Marjory
died in 1962.
I was born in 1916. Like my Father and Brother, I was
active in sports and worked for the C.N.R. As a Station
Agent for many years, we moved from one point to
another in Manitoba. After working in other C.N.
departments at various locations, I eventually moved to
C.N. Headquarters, Montreal, as Senior Accounting
Methods Analyst.
I joined the R.C.A.F. in 1940 and spent until 1945
overseas. Upon my return I married Agnes Burns of
Neepawa. We have one son, Richard, a teacher now
living in Barrys Bay, Ontario, and a daughter Penny, a
legal secretary in Regina. Richard has a son Darin, and
Penny a daughter, Katie.
I took early retirement in 1975 and Agnes and I
presently make our home in Neepawa.

Walter and Ruby Townsend.

Left to Right: Bruce Pedlar, Emerson, Dad, Alma. Sitting: Hazel,
Mother, Helen, Erma, children Elaine, Patricia and Wayne.

They lived in tents until their homes were built.
Walter and Ruby's children, Alma, Hazel, Emerson
and Erma were born on the farm.
Walter was a barber in Eden and they resided with
Walter's parents, Dan and Henrietta Townsend, and her
mother Susan Smithson. A few years later they came to
Neepawa to make their home. Walter went into the
business of Real Estate and Insurance. Wife Ruby was
also employed as seamstress with Mcintosh's.
His son, Emerson worked at Swift Canadian, then
later joined his father in the Real Estate business.
Emerson was married to Jean Yuel.
In 1951 Walter was killed in an automobile accident on
his way to Minnedosa. Son Emerson continued on with
the business for a few years when it was sold to Walter
Greenhalgh.
Ruby Townsend passed away in 1971 at the age of 84 in
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East View Lodge.
Eldest daughter Alma, wife of Clarence' Murray,
passed away in 1975, age 68. She was a school teacher in
Clanwilliam. Emerson died in 1968, age 64. Norma, wife
of Harold Petterson, passed away in 1974. Helen, wife of
Art Johnson, died at age 40, in 1958.
Surviving are two daughters, Hazel, wife of Bruce
Pedlar, and Erma Townsend of Winnipeg.

IV AN TRAILL FAMILY
by Pat Traill

Ivan and Pat Traill and their three sons Robyn, Sean
and Patrick moved from C.F.B. Shilo, Manitoba to
Neepawa at the end of August of 1968. Ivan was hired by
the Beautiful Plains School Division to assume principalship of the Neepawa Area Collegiate, a position
which he held for ten years.
As principal of the high school Ivan emphasized that
the most important people in educational system were the
children, and he worked towards participation of all
people in the community being a part of that system. He
initiated the work experience program of the Occupational Entrance Course so students could learn a
trade before graduation and as well the Community
School Program for adult community involvement. As a
member of the Neepawa Rotary Club, Ivan had the
students form the Interact Club hoping they would
participate in projects involving young people from'other
countries. When the Manitoba Summer Games were held
in Neepawa, Ivan chaired the Track and Field, Soccer,
Field Hockey, Tennis and Cycling events. He has also
been involved with the Chamber of Commerce, United
Church Sunday School, minor hockey, minor baseball,
golf and curling.
In 1977 Ivan was the recipient of a commemorative
Medal marking Queen Elizabeth II 25 years of reign. The
medal recognizes the devoted service of the recipients in
their various walks of life and esteem in which they are
held by their associates.
Ivan was born in Sinclair, Manitoba, and grew up in
British Columbia and Reston, Manitoba.
Pat (Neesly) who hails from Gladstone, Manitoba, has
taken part in many community activities. She has been on
the Fine Arts Festival committee, a member of the curling
club, taught Sunday school, Chairman of the Neepawa
and Area United Church Larger Parish Committee,
President of Inner Wheel and more recently an active
member of the Beautiful Plains Museum committee.
Ivan and Pat helped revive the Neepawa Whirlaways
square dance club in 1968 and danced for nine years.
In 1978 the Traills challenged themselves to a change in
careers, and with Ivan's previous experience in the meat
industry, built an abattoir and meat processing plant
which became known as Traill Meats. They kept the
business for three years and then sold it in November of
1981. Ivanran as the Progressive Conservative candidate
in the constituency of Ste. Rose, in the fall provincial
election of 1981 and lost in a close race against the incumbent. Since then he has returned to teaching.
Robyn, the eldest son has a B.A. and two years of post
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graduate studies in comparative religion and music. He is
presently studying and travelling in India and Nepal.
Sean, the second son, attends the University of
Manitoba, with interests in sports, conservation and
social justice for all people.
Patrick, the youngest, will graduate from Grade XII in
June, 1982. His many talents lie in the fields of sports,
science, drama and music.
The Traills reside at the corner of Vivian and Mountain
Ave. in Neepawa, and live in a brick and cement block
house built by Alex Dunlop in 1912, first owner and
publisher of the Neepawa Press.

R. CECIL TREMBATH
by Thelma Trembath

R. Cecil Trembath and Thelma Lumb were born and
grew up in the Cartwright district of southern Manitoba.
They were married in 1932 and live in Winnipeg for a
year where Cec worked for the Manitoba Hydro. In 1933
they returned to Cartwright where they farmed for three
years.
In 1936 he was hired by the N.M. Paterson Grain
Company as agent in their elevator in Cartwright. In 1944
he left their employ and took over the elevator at Medora
for the Manitoba Pool Elevators. He remained there
until 1948 when he took over the Pool elevator at
Franklin where he remained until 1953.
Cec and Thelma rented a farm in the Franklin district
and farmed there until 1959 when they bought and moved
to a farm four miles east of Neepawa. They farmed here
until they retired and their daughter Sherrill and her
husband Richard Carriere bought the farm.
Cecil and Thelma have four children. Merle married
Gerald Gwyer. They reside in Minnedosa and have five
children. Joan, married to Bill Wilkinson, resides in
Toronto with two children. Sherrill is married to Richard
Carriere, resides on the home farm in Langford
municipality 30-14-14. They have four children. Wayne is
married to Sharon Radford, resides in Winnipeg and they
have four children.
Cec and Thelma bought a mobile home when they
retired and continue to live on the farm. They maintain
an interest in the farming operation and lend a hand in
busy seasons.

TRICKETT FAMILY
by Trickett Family

Mr. A.E. Trickett, a painter, left England in 1905 for
Neepawa where he joined his sister, Alice and brother-inlaw, Thomas Johnson, who was a carriage and cabinet
maker.
In a few months his wife and family joined him. They
stayed in Neepawa and later he moved his family up to
the Roskeen district, north of the village of Riding
Mountain, where their son Thomas was born in 1907.
They resided there until 1914 when Mr. Trickett passed
away; whereupon Mrs. Trickett and family, Annie and
Tom, moved back to Neepawa.

After Annie and Tom left school, Ann married and
Tom worked as a farmhand, cutting logs, cord wood; etc;
doing the many jobs the boys did in the 1920s and 1930s
to make a living in those very depressed times.
In 1939, Tom married Phyllis Ford and they bought
the Campbell Scott farm on which they farmed for over
30 years. They sold their farm to their nephew, Angus
Ford in 1977 and moved to Neepawa in May of 1978.
Tom died in 1981 and Phyllis still lives in Neepawa.
Tom and Phyl had two sons, Ronald and Brian. They
both married and both live in Winnipeg. Ron has no
family and Brian has three boys as of June, 1982.

TURNER FAMILY
by Gladys Turner

John and Sarah Turner emigrated from England,
arriving in Canada in April, 1926. They first settled in the
Cordova district where Bernard, the youngest son and his
sister Ivy attended Glenburnie School. The family moved
to the Mentmore district where Joan, the youngest
daughter attended Osprey School.
In November 1938, Bernard Turner married Gladys
Wood from the Cordova district where she was born and
raised on the farm of 2-14-17. She was the eldest daughter
ofThos. W. Wood.
Bernard and Gladys Turner farmed for a few years in
Mentmore district, and two children were born - Gail
Veronica in 1942, and Nadine Faye in 1944. Both
children were born in the Neepawa hospital.

Gladys Turner, Gail and Nadine.

remember him on crutches for the July 1st celebrations.
It was not until November that Mr. Turner was able to
secure living accommodation for his family, a house on
the corner of Ellen and Brown Streets. The children
attended United Church Sunday School. The first
Hallowe'en we lived in town, Gail and a friend - Barry
Hunter, won first prize (6 and under) for their costumes
of an Indian boy and girl. The costumes were judged at
the town arena.
Gail began music lessons under the instruction of
Christina Burnett, and was the youngest pupil in the
piano recital.
Before the summer was over (1948), the ice supply ran
out and the company had to drive to Dauphin for ice
supplies. The ice business eventually phased out with the
arrival of modern refrigeration.
The B. Turner family moved to Saskatchewan in 1948,
and later to Ontario in 1953. Mr. Bernard Turner passed
away in 1977. The remaining family reside in Ontario.

R. V. TURNER FAMILY
by The Family

Richard Victor Turner was born in London, England,
coming to Canada with his father and brothers at the age
of sixteen. They worked for awhile on the railroad in
B.C. until losing all their possessions in the Fernie fire.
They then went homesteading at Coutts, Alberta.
Richard married Theresa Gladys Hubbard from Virden,
Manitoba in Lethbridge, Alberta in 1916. Richard and
Gladys moved to New Brunswick where their daughter,
Rosa, was born. They moved to Keyes, Manitoba, where
their daughters, Nellie and Lena were born. Richard
moved his family to Neepawa from Keyes, coming to the
Stoney Creek area in the spring of 1929. They travelled
by horse, buggy and wagon. The livestock, machinery
and furniture was shipped by train. Richard's brother,
Albert also came. He lived with them until his death in
1944. They lived at Stoney Creek until the spring of 1934
when they moved to the Dumfries district.
Victor worked with his father on the farm all his life,
taking over the farm when his Dad died in 1957. Victor

Gail and Nadine Turner.

The Turner family had moved to St. Vital, Winnipeg,
Manitoba, in the fall of 1945. In April of 1946, Bernard
had returned to Neepawa on a trip, and one day I
(Gladys) received a phone call "Start packing dear, I've
just purchased the Neepawa Ice business!" Mr. Turner
had purchased the ice business in partnership with Ray
Beaumont. The ice business did an excellent business in
the beginning. In fact, during the summer of 1946 there
was such a demand for ice that they were forced to dig
down to the very bottom of the ice supply, and on one
occasion while Mr. Turner was trying to loosen some of
the ice blocks, the ice axe slipped and consequently Mr.
Turner suffered a very severe cut to his right foot, and
was unable to deliver ice for a few days. Some may

Dad and Victor - 1952. Richard and Victor Turner with Brahma Bull
they importedfrom Texas in 1952.
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Rosa Turner in front of
Morrish Studio.

marriage to Willie Knoll in 1966. She lived at Goodlands
still interested in her hobbies, until her death in 1969.
'

GLEN AND MARLENE VANHOVE
by Glen Vanhove

Mrs. R. V. Turner with some of her button collection.

and his father imported the first Brahma Bull from Texas
to this area in 1952. Victor married Anne North in 1945.
Five children were born to them, Prudence, Wade,
Robert, Dale, and Tom. The children took all their
schooling at Dumfries school and their high school in
Neepawa. Victor and Anne still live on the home farm.
Rosa went to high school in Neepawa and later worked
at Morrish Studio and sold tickets at the Roxy Theatre at
night. She married Joe Griffith in September 1941. Joe
served in the Merchant Marines until 1945. He then went
to work as a Co-op Manager at Rossburn, Manitoba.
They moved to several towns in Manitoba and Saskatchewan over the years. Then to Strathmore, Alberta,
where they now reside. Both Rosa and Joe are active in a
square dance club. They have two daughters, Carol and
Lynn.
Nellie worked for Dr. and Mrs. Paul Cleave, then
worked at E.F. T .S. in the Officers' Mess and Sergeants'
Mess. She met Harold Pederson there, as he also worked
at E.F.T.S. They were married in Saskatchewan in 1944.
They lived in Saskatchewan and Alberta for a number of
years, moving back to Neepawa in the fall of 1963. They
have a daughter, Gail, and two sons, Garnet and Brian.
Their children took most of their schooling in Neepawa.
Nellie and Harold now reside in Minnedosa.
Lena worked at home until her marriage to Charlie
Henderson in 1946. They farmed at Glendale until
moving to Neepawa in 1971. They have four children,
Arlene, Edward, Mavis, and Norman. Charlie and Lena
reside in Neepawa.
Gladys Turner had many interests, including W.I.,
gardening, stamp and button collecting. She
corresponded and exchanged stamps all over the world.
Many people in Neepawa helped with her button
collection which she showed on CKY TV in the early
years of TV viewing. One of her dreams has come true; a
Museum in Neepawa. After Richard (Dick) died she
moved to Goodlands where she worked until her
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Glen and Marlene, with Carla 9 and Curtis 7, moved
from Melita to Neepawa in July 1975. Mother, Dad and
children enjoy all the sports and activities provided by
Neepawa.
Glen is employed by the Department of Highways as a
works supervisor in the Neepawa area. Glen worked
(1976-77) with the Neepawa Area Ambulance and is now
an active member of the Neepawa Fire Department.
Glen enjoys hockey and in particular with coaching
young boys. He coached the 8 and under hockey team for
two years and he was coach and manager of the Neepawa
Natives Hockey Club 1976-77, and is still active in this
area. In 1976 Glen coached the Neepawa Midget hard
ball team. (1982) he is co-ordinator for 8 and under tee
ball, and plays ball in the local slow-pitch league. Glen
also finds time to serve as a board member on the
Neepawa Minor Hockey Executive, a board member of
the Neepawa Centennial Project Committee, is a
Neepawa Lions Club member, loves curling and was a
member of the winning rink, skipped by Ed. Sage in the
mixed curling 1976-77.
Marlene loves flowers and gardening, enjoys working
for "The Garden Gate" and the Neepawa Press. She is a
member of the Horticultural Society. In the local yard
competition sponsored by the Society, the Vanhove

Glen and Marlene Vanhove and Family.

garden placed first in 1979 and 1980.
Curtis plays hockey in the winter and ball in the
summer. Carla is a Girl Guide, plays softball in the
summer. Both children enjoy the local swimming pool,
and the whole family loves summer camping.

THE VEALE FAMILY
NEEP A W A PIONEERS
by Irene Veale
(Mrs. Freda Condon)

In many writings of brief histories pertaining to
villages, small towns and communities, local amateur
historians appear to pay homage to mayors, aldermen
and men of financial ability and little reference given to
citizens of equal talent who did not indulge in personal
aggrandisement but earned a living by blood and sweat.
Name a pioneer at one time or another who did not have
an accident and whose duds were not soaking wet.
Once settled, our forgotten pioneers remained firmly
rooted and their objectives in life were to establish
families, assist in better conditions and form a common
bond of social relationship. It was their efforts that
produced one of the finest countries in the world and left
a legacy to future generations that few nations could
compare. A true example of the above comments are
displayed by the following annotations.

Ernest Veale.

Ernest Veale, a former citizen of Worcestershire
County, England, married a young lady of Welsh
heritage, Harriet Griffiths in 1898. He was an employee
of a large brewery firm but the inducement to continue in

Ernie Veale
(cigarette), Granny
Veale
(centre).

this business offered little compensation to support a
growing family. After several years of unrewarded toil
the Veales unanimously agreed to migrate to Canada.
Advertisements extolling the wonders of the new nation
were no doubt a deciding factor in their decision.
Departure date 1907.
The family consisted of Winnie, Albert, Louise, Sally,
Sonny and Freda (6 months old). The voyage across the
Atlantic Ocean in a steamer those days was quite
hazardous, especially for a mother with several tots to
nurse. This was the fortitude that expressed courage in
adversity and was verified in later pioneer years.
After landing in Montreal the family proceeded by
train to Winnipeg thence to Neepawa arriving 1907.
Mike, the youngest son was born in the land of the prairie
crocus.
There was not much choice in the accommodation
during this era so the Veales rented the old tin house at
the bottom of the hill right across from the slaughter
house. A few years later the family moved to the
Willoughby house on Mountain View Road and took up
residence for a 30 year period. Obtaining work in 1908
was not an easy task for new settlers who were compelled
to accept anything available, those acquainted with
farming were more fortunate, cattle and wheat being the
essential products of the day. My father's first job as a
raw recruit was digging wells for Mr. Wyatt. I am unable
to confirm whether Mr. Wyatt was a witcher or not but it
was common practice those days. Any means available to
produce water were welcome. After a few years of
general work and gradually adapting to western frontier
living, conditions changed for the better. Prior to WW I
Dad secured work in Harrison's Lumber yard graduating
from laborer to manager and proved very successful in
business management. He was "municipal-minded"
especially where children were concerned, volunteering
spare time to flood home made rinks every winter and
other endeavours for the betterment of youngsters. The
Sons of England elected Dad president and he fulfilled
other duties becoming a person of community pride.
Mrs. Harriet Veale, commonly known as "Granny
Veale" may be appropriately described as a character or
preferably a legend, probably the most respected and
loved woman of her time in the town of Neepawa. My
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mother's acts of benevolence are too numerous to
mention, it mattered not whether the recipient be animal
or human. In the early days of her arrival in Manitoba
witnessed many confrontations with Indians, nothing of
serious occurrence but trifling experiences such as
pilfering clotheslines and root cellars. Granny exposed a
quality of human understanding thereby creating
friendships with the natives and avoiding thefts common
to other folk. Her few leisure hours were devoted to the
Salvation Army. She became an active member and
remained a faithful servant to the cause assisting in many
projects for this great organization. Many old settlers
may describe Granny as eccentric.
Her favorite head cover was a red toque fastened with
a hat pin, you could see her coming a mile away. The
toque was actually appropriate wear for the wind swept
prairies in winter but Granny somehow felt it was also
fashionable in summer. Granny's penchant for color was
resolute, red it was and always would be. Dozens of
anecdotes are related to her, some humorous and many
well intentioned. When the King Edward Hotel burned to
the ground in 40 below temperature firefighters suffered
untold hardship. Their valiant attempts to control the
blaze were useless. Appearing on the scene is Granny
Veale demanding the firemen go to her home immediately for coffee. On her stove was a wash boiler

Sonny Veale, Winnipeg Grenadiers (Back Row - 4th from left).

Jack Veale
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Albert Veale

Mike Veale

containing gallons of freshly brewed refreshment, plenty
for all. In appreciation of this gesture a cheque was issued
in the amount of $10.00. Harriet was overjoyed by such
gratitude.
The majority of pioneers always retained house pets
mainly as a diversion for children and the animals played
a prominent part in country life. They were the pride and
joy of households, 10 and behold, any person threatening
the extinction of such a beloved creature would create
animosity and pay dearly. This is an item about "Ted".
He was part Collie and the rest 57 variety but had the
instincts of a purebred, Granny's favorite pet. During the
early 1930s a little altercation took place with a dog
belonging to Mr. Murphy, the druggist. A challenge was
issued to have a dog race each animal to pull a sled.
Murphy's hound and Ted lined up at the starting point on
Hamilton and the owners at the finishing line. There was
Granny in red blazing toque shouting lustily "home
Ted". Old Ted spotted his mistress and it was no contest,
he shot down the street like a bullet. The embarrassed
Mr. Murphy never challenged again.
The entire Veale family enjoyed a natural talent for
music. Sisters Sally and Freda performed during amateur
nights in 1926, 27 and 28 winning singing competitions
consecutively and also appearing in church festivities and
fraternal organizations. The girls had exceptional
powerful voices that carried to all areas of the theatre, a
clear indication of God given talent and Welsh ancestory.
False impressions or microphones were unknown, only
genuine qualities were exhibited and recognized, to put it
simply you either had it or didn't have it. Freda's gift for
piano and banjo created a general favor and constant
demand by those concerned with music appreciation and
entertainment. During summer evenings the Veale family
gathered on the front porch of our house with instruments, playing and singing popular melodies of the
day. Many townsfolk surrounded our home calling out
words of encouragement and suggesting favorite ditties.
In depression years, music was the only true compensation for those unfortunates who were victims of a
world wide recession. Lyrics and harmony was the
salvation for distraught millions.

Sonny Veale, a highly qualified trombonist, played
with the Rutledge Boys Band while touring Arden, Eden,
Franklin, Gladstone, and many other small towns in the
1930s. In later years he was a soloist with the Winnipeg
Grenadiers.
Hubert Alvin Veale, who was always known by the
nickname of "Mike" the junior member of the family
played coronet for the Neepawa town band. Mike
worked several years for Tom Fish manager of the
picture show and was a close friend of Mr. Hannay,
piano player for the "silents" and the towns music
teacher.
Winnie Veale, the oldest sister, was employed many
years at the hospital in various positions and eventually
married Dave Partaker, a son of pioneer stock. Winnie
went to Glory 1970.
The Veale men were patriots of the highest calibre, true
believers of a democratic society, offering their lives for
the preservation of their ideals. Neepawa can be proud of
the allegiance of its citizens and their contributions to the
cause of world freedoms.
My father enlisted in the Boer War 1899-1902 completing service at the termination of conflict. Military
promotion was not forthcoming probably due to teenage
efforts of a young man acting as scout. Having experienced gun-fire Dad was lucky to emerge unscathed.
His next combative engagement occurred in 1915 by
joining the Canadian Army at the recruiting office
located at the corner of Hamilton and Main. He served 4
years overseas. Dad rose from private to sergeant earning
several meritorious medals and was fortunate to arrive
home in fair physical condition.
Richmond (Sonny) Veale joined the Winnipeg
Grenadiers at the outbreak of war with Japan arriving in
Hong Kong Dec. 19, 1941. Shortly after landing the
Canadians were taken prisoners. Sonny was a prisoner of
war for 3 1/2 years and suffered the rigors of hell. I met
my brother when he arrived in Vancouver in 1945 and the
poor lad resembled a skeleton. He passed away in 1980 at
Deer Lodge in Winnipeg.
Albert Veale became a member of the Canadian Navy
in 1916 joining in his teen years. After completion of 21
years service and a distinguished career he entered private
enterprise. Later years he retired in England.
It mattered not whether Dad, Sonny or Albert were in
London, Paris or Hong Kong, they always proudly stated
"I'm from NEEPAWA".
I recently visited the cemetery and on behalf of my
relatives I wish to express my sincere appreciation for the
excellent care given by the caretakers of graves. It is a job
near perfection.

GEORGE W. VIRTUE FAMILY
by Inez I. Boyd

George W. Virtue was born in Bowmanville, Ontario
in 1882 and came west to Hamiota, Manitoba with his
parents in 1895, later moving to Strathclair. Lottie Irene
(Blondie) Grassie was born in Minnedosa, Manitoba in
1884. She attended school there, later moving to
Strathclair where she and George Virtue were married in

Mr. and Mrs. George Virtue on their wedding day, April 8, 1903 at
Strathclair, Man.

1903. George worked in the drug store there and was
known as "Doc" Virtue. After living in Winnipeg for a
short time, they moved to Neepawa in 1911 where they
lived for 45 years. Mr. Virtue drove the Doctors
throughout the countryside during the 1918-19 flu
epidemic. He drove the first rural mail routes out of
Neepawa six days a week including Christmas Day. He
was always keenly interested in sports. They were
members of the Neepawa United Church where Mrs.
Virtue worked very actively in the Missionary Society,
the W.A. and later U.C.W. for many years. In 1956 they
moved to Vancouver where Mr. Virtue died in 1961 and
Mrs. Virtue passed away in 1967.
They had two sons and two daughters - Clare, Inez,
Clifford and Betty. Clare was born in Strathclair and
moved to Neepawa as a young child where he received his
education. He was keenly interested in sports and played
on both the baseball and hockey teams in his youth. Later
he coached the intermediate hockey team while living in
Russell, Manitoba. He married Vera Card of Neepawa in
1925, and worked for the C.N.R. for 47 years in various
places, the longest stays being in Russell, Neepawa and
The Pas. They had 3 children - Mrs. Bill Renner (Bonnie)
of Kenora, Ontario, Barry of Calgary, and Mrs. D.
Ryding (Joan) of Thunder Bay, Ontario. Clare passed
away in Calgary in 1976 and Vera lives in Thunder Bay.
Inez was born in Winnipeg and as a baby moved to
Neepawa where she took her schooling. She later attended Brandon Normal School. She taught school ir!
various places in Manitoba and in 1939 married Floyd E.
Boyd of Foxwarren. They moved to Vancouver in 1946
where Floyd died in 1956. They had one daughter, Bev.
Ballantyne of Vancouver. Inez served as teacher ~
librarian in Vancouver schools until her retirement in
1973. She lives in Vancouver.
Clifford was born and raised in Neepawa where he
attended school. He was a keen sportsman and played
with the local baseball and hockey teams as well as tennis.
While living in Vancouver he managed the Dunbar Little
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League Baseball Club for many years. He served for 4
years overseas during World War II, and on his return he
moved to Vancouver where he married May Hatherley in
1946. They had 2 children - Danny of Mission, B.C., and
Diane Simmons of Squamish, B.C. Cliff was a member
of the Vancouver Police Force for 10 years and later
worked as an investigating officer with the D. V .A. He
passed away in 1974. His widow, May, resides in Vancouver.
Betty was born and raised in Neepawa and received her
education there. She attended Business College in
Brandon and went to Vancouver where she worked for
the B.C. Electric Company for some time. Later she was
employed as a Social Worker at Vernon, B.C. where she
met and married Roy H. Blackwood who had 4 children Steven, Danny, Susan and Bill. They resided in Vernon,
Williams Lake, Port Moody and Fort St. John, B.C.

George and Lewis enlisted with the R.C.A.F. and
following their discharge in 1945 took over the King
Edward Hotel from their uncle, Lewis Vivian. The
Neepawa Hotel, 236 Hamilton St., was purchased in the
1950s. It was demolished in 1961 and the present Vivian
Hotel opened on this site in January 1962. The King
Edward was demolished the same year. The property is
now owned by the M.T.S.
George married Willard Poole. They had two children.
Gaynor married Deborah Adams. Catherine married Jim
Hill and they have a daughter Garrity. George died in
1974.
Lewis married Evelyn Curtis. Their daughter Lee
married Reynold Klassen and they have two children Christopher and Cassandra.

LEWIS VIVIAN
by Mrs. Evelyn Vivian

GEORGE AND LEWIS VIVIAN
by Mrs. Evelyn Vivian

George and Lewis Vivian were born in Winnipeg - sons
of George and Frances Vivian. Mr. Vivian owned the
Stock Yards Hotel and the Wellington (now Garrick).
George came to Neepawa in the 1920s to live with Mr.
and Mrs. Lewis Vivian. Lewis came in 1937.

1st King Edward Hotel- destroyed by fire, March 6, 1927.

1st King Edward Hotel- after fire 1927.
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Lewis Vivian was born in Bellville, Ontario in 1875. He
came to Winnipeg with his Mother and brothers, Albert
and George, in the late 1890s to enter the hotel industry.
They were United Empire Loyalists. Mrs. Vivian, the
former Annie Johnston, was born in Howick Township,
Ontario in 1877.
Lewis Vivian owned hotels in Winnipeg and Brandon,
Manitoba and Raymore and Arcola, Saskatchewan. The
Vivians arrived in Neepawa in 1921 and purchased the
King Edward Hotel. It had been built as a temperance
hotel in 1904 at a cost of $30,000.00. The hotel was
situated on the corner of Hamilton and Brown. Mr.
Heard operated a billiard parlour in the hotel. On March
6, 1927 this hotel burned. The Vivians had lived in the
hotel and lost all their personal belongings. Only
$10,000.00 insurance was carried.
The same month they purchased and renovated the
Dinwoody Block farther west up the street. This was the
home of the second King Edward Hotel. The first bus
depot was located here. They later purchased the McClure Block to the east which contained suites and a
sample room for the commercial travellers. The Vivians
retired from the hotel business in 1945 when their
nephews, George and Lewis Vivian took over the
business. Mr. Vivian was a director of the Manitoba

Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Vivian, nephew Lewis.

Hotel Association, the Masonic Order, Mount Carmel

Pr~ceptory and the Shrine. Keenly interested in crippled

chlldren, he helped raise funds for the construction of the
Shrine Hospital.
Mrs. Vivian was among the first members of the Golf
Club, an ardent curler and member of the Eastern Star.
Lewis Vivian died in 1948 and Mrs. Vivian in 1965.
Daughter Isabel married Norman Robinson. They had
one son, Peter. He married Carol Bates and they have a
son Scott. Norman Robinson died in 1977.
Daughter Alvira married Romeo Adam. They had a
son Lewis who married Janet Cameron. They have a son
Cameron. Alvira later married Ted Heming. They had
two daughters, Onalee and Lillian. Lillian is a well
known figure skater. In 1981 she turned professional and
has appeared on Stars On Ice. Ted Heming died in 1981.

LAURIE AND CAROL VROOMAN

George Walker Family. Left to Right: Florence, Murray, Gertie, Bob,
George.

by Laurie Vrooman

Laurie and Carol Vrooman arrived in Neepawa from
Winnipeg in April 1976, to open a new business in
partnership with Blake McCutcheon (Carol's brother-inlaw) called Chalet Design, to specialize in Carpets and
Drapery.
Blake's wife Cathy was Carol's twin sister. Both
familie~ moved into 210 Mountain A venue and opened
the busmess there as well. Both families lived there for a
year before Blake and Cathy bought the house to the
north side of the business at 206 Mountain Avenue.
In the year of 1977 the business relocated to 269
Hamilton Street, but the families continued to live at 206
and 210 Mountain.
Laurie and Carol had their first born, Jennifer Rae in
February, 1977 at the Neepawa Hospital. Their second
child was Jason Kyle, born in May, 1979, also at the
Neepawa Hospital.
Laurie sold his half of the business to Blake McCutcheo~ in 1979 and bought Agassiz Insurance Agencies
Ltd., whlch operates out of a rented location beside the
Bamboo Restaurant.
Laurie has been a member of the Neepawa Lions Club
since 1976 and in the year of 1982 became the Club
President.
The family still lives at 210 Mountain Avenue. Jennifer
goes to Nursery School, and Jason goes to a baby sitter.
Carol works for Blake at Chalet Design. Laurie still has
the insurance business.

Dan, like all newcomers, worked at many jobs - on the
C.P .R. construction at Gladstone and in McFadyen's
sawmill at Riding Mountain. In 1885 he joined the
volunteer army which fought the Indians and Metis at the
Battle of Batoche during the Riel Rebellion. After saving
a thousand dollars, he banked it for safety's sake. Unfortunately for him, the bank manager and Walker's
deposit disappeared to parts unknown.
.
Dan and his friend, Bob McConnell, bached together
until the latter found himself a wife. He took up the land
once owned by Harold Scott and presently its owner is
Harry Friesen. In 1896, he bought the present farm of
George Walker.
In July 1892 Dan married Emily Agnes Impett. Seven
years later, in 1905, he was saddened by her death,
l~aving him with a family of three children to raise by
hlmself; Clara, George and Pearl. The eldest son,
Stephen, died in infancy in 1893.
After his son, George, took himself a wife, Dan moved
to Wynyard, Saskatchewan, to live beside his old buddies. In 1928 he landed back to reside in his old home
town, Birnie, where he spent his last years until his death
in November, 1937. Dan's house was the gathering place
for the young men of the town and district, playing cards
and telling yarns.

DANIEL JOHN WALKER
by Dorothy Martin

Dan Walker, born in England, came to Canada at the
age of 18 years in the spring of 1880 and stayed with an
uncl~ and aunt at Ingersoll, Ontario for two years before
commgwest.
After hearing about the free homesteads in the West,
he caug~t the fever and came to Manitoba in the spring of
1882. Hls uncle, Tom Walker, had come out earlier and
homesteaded east of Birnie.

Bob Walker Family. Linda, Butch, Bob, Danny, Joe, Frances, Lorri.
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Clara, the eldest, married James Burton in 1918 and
settled in the Glenholm district only four miles from her
father. No doubt her father missed his housekeeper. They
had six children - Dorothy, Leonard, Robert, Frank,
Irene and Audrey.
George wed Florence Douglas in 1922 and had a family
of three - George William (Bob) in Glenholm district,
Gertrude of Calgary, Alberta, Murray of Surrey, B.C.
He is serving his 34th year as councillor of Ward 5 of
Lansdowne Municipality and has missed only two
meetings from 1949 to 1982. At 85 years young he still
takes an active part in farming and council affairs.
Pearl, the youngest, wed Wilbert Stevens in 1923 and
raised a family of five - Garnet and Don of MacLeod,
Alberta, Earl of Winnipeg, Vivian (Mrs. Ross Denbow)
of Deleau, Manitoba, Audrey (Mrs. L. Allen) of Lyleton.
She taught school over 35 years and passed away in 1980.
George William (Bob) Walker married Frances Bercier
in 1946 and has farmed in Glenholm district all his life,
raising a family of five - Linda, a hairdresser in Neepawa,
Frank (Joe) of Winnipeg, Philip (Butch), Laurie (Mrs.
Brian Pedersen of Neepawa), Danny at home. Bob and
Fanny have had the misfortune to lose their homes and
contents three times (1949, 1961, 1977), but luckily no
lives were lost. They have five grandchildren.
Gertrude wed Philip Bliss in 1946 after Philip returned
from serving overseas in World War II. She took up
hairdressing as a profession and they raised a girl,
Barbara.
Murray exchanged wedding vows with Evelyn Rutledge
in 1951 and had two sons - William and Gordon. They
have four grandchildren.

ELI S. WALKER
PART I
"A Pioneer of Fifty-two Years"
by Eli S. Walker for Neepawa's Diamond Jubilee 1927

I was born on October 4th, 1859 in Elgin County,
Ontario and at the age of nineteen I left Listowel,
Ontario to come to Manitoba. A group of us set out on
October 24th, 1878 and arrived at Fisher's Landing by
train, only to find that the boat, which was to take us on
to Winnipeg, had been frozen in. We were forced to hire
a man and team to take us the rest of the way, a distance
of one hundred and sixty miles.
We arrived in Winnipeg, which was then nothing but a
muddy village, on November 3rd. After a few days I set
out for Palestine, now Gladstone, on foot, accompanied
by my brother-in-law Mr. O. Andrew. We intended to
look for homesteads there but a friend advised us to go
onto "The Big Plains".
Mr. Andrew took up his homestead on the east half of
17, 14, 15, half of which is now owned by H. Tindall and
the other half by Mrs. Wm. Plater. I walked back to
Winnipeg and then went to Balmoral where I worked in
the bush all winter. The next spring I returned by ox team
and took up a homestead on the north west quarter of 17,
14, 15, owned since 1917 by R. Burns.
I had to walk to Minnedosa to make entry for my land,
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Mildred, Alice, Bert, Eli, Elva Walker.

Eli and Eleanor Walker.

and in those days I went to Portage la Prairie with oxen
for provisions.
I hired my brother, J.E. Walker, to break ten acres for
me while I went to High Bluff where I worked for
Maxwell Wilton for seven months at $18 per month. My
first crop consisted of five hundred bushels of No.1 hard
wheat and eight hundred bushels of oats. This I drew by
ox team to Carberry, a three day trip, and received from
fifty to sixty cents per bushel for the wheat and about
twenty for the oats.
The town of Neepawa was not started until 1881 when
J.J. Hamilton and J .A. Davidson built a store. In 1917 I
sold my homestead and shortly afterward bought my
present residence on Dominion Road, Neepawa.

PART II
When my father, Eli Walker, arrived in the Neepawa
area November 3rd, 1878, he was just nineteen years of
age and considered it a great adventure as well as a
challenge.
As it was too late to begin farming, he worked that
winter in the bush at Balmoral saving as much money as
he could for his homestead. In the spring he returned and

took up land southwest of what is now Neepawa.
.
One reason for choosing this piece of land was, it was
beside a well beaten trail and had a good watering hole
near the trail. The other reason was, it was within
walking distance of the homestead taken by his brotherin-law and sister, Oswald and Hannah Andrew.
By fall he had most of the necessary improvements
done but still required ten acres to be plowed so he hired
his brother James E. Walker of Hallboro to complete
this, while he went to work for Maxwell Wilton at High
Bluff.
In the spring he returned to the homestead with a good
yoke of oxen, the seed grain necessary for spring plan-

Neepawa, located on what is now Highway No.5. He is
remembered by the family as a wise and loving father,
devoted to his family. His deep faith made a lasting
impression on all who knew him. Eleanor Walker passed
away in Winnipeg in 1962.
Two of his family are still living, Elva (Mrs. Fred
Perkes) of Burnaby, B.C. and Enid (Mrs. Arthur Larsen)
of Neepawa.
Bert Walker who passed away in Calgary in 1976 left
two daughters, Fern (Mrs. Jack Hodges) and Thelma
(Mrs. George Cherer).
Mildred, Mrs. Thomas Crosland, passed away in 1927
in Portage la Prairie, leaving one daughter Margaret
Ruth Crosland, now in Victoria, B.C.
Byne, Mrs. Oskar Larsen, passed away in 1965 leaving
two daughters, Anna Byne (Mrs. Larry Baum) now of
Columbus, Ohio, and Linda Eleanor (Mrs. Wayne Watt)
of Winnipeg.
Muriel (Mrs. A. Larsen) passed away in 1965 leaving a
daughter Betty Cox, and a son Grant, both of Neepawa.
Elva has one daughter, Freda Margaret Mildred (Mrs.
Paul Beaupre) of Burnaby, B.C.

JAMES AND ELEANOR WALKER
by Marion lshenberg

Enid, Byne and Muriel Walker - 1920.

ting, and garden seeds. Then farming really began.
Later when talking to family and friends about the first
years alone on the homestead, he always said he had been
too busy to be lonely during the summer months but
winter seemed long. There was very little to read, in fact
at first he had only two books, the Bible and a copy of
Cross and Crown which his mother had given to him. The
Bible was read many times from cover to cover and Cross
and Crown, which is still in the family, is worn almost
beyond reading. For a man who had very little opportunity for an education, he had a surprising
knowledge of the Scriptures and they were the guide of
his life.
In 1885 he married Alice Wilson who was a sister of
Ella, the wife of his brother James. There were three
children born of this marriage - Albert Elwell, born in
1886, Mildred Annie born in 1890, and Elva Naomi born
in 1892.
Alice Walker passed away in May 1905. In December
of 1906, Eli Walker married Eleanor Byne Norgrove who
had arrived in Neepawa with her parents, John and
Elizabeth Norgrove, in 1904. They lived on the family
farm until 1917 when they moved to Neepawa.
There were three daughters of this marriage - Eleanor
Byne born 1910, Muriel Isabel born 1912, and Enid
Kathleen born in 1916.
Eli Walker passed away in 1931 at his home west of

Mr. and Mrs. James Walker (nee Eleanor Lyons) came
to Brookdale in 1910 where they farmed for a short time
and lived in the village of Brookdale. In 1912 they moved
to Neepawa and lived in a house on Second Avenue
where Mr. Walker worked as a drayman, hauling freight
and coal.
The youngest son, Kenny joined the services in the first
World War from Neepawa. In 1921 they moved back to
Brookdale where he was the school caretaker for three
years.
In 1924 they moved back to Neepawa to a house on
Emma Street and later to 357 First Avenue. There they
took in boarders, and later divided the house, sharing it
with Dr. and Mrs. Curdt (Veterinary). Mr. Walker was a
part time bus driver for Walter Christianson. They drove
a bus that travelled five days a week from Neepawa to

James Walker Family.
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Brandon via Hallboro, Oberon, Brookdale and Ingelow.
In 1930 Mr. and Mrs. Walker moved to Merrickville,
Ontario where they spent their remaining years.
Their eldest son, Melvin, was a Medical Doctor In
Merrickville. He married and raised three daughters.
Their daughter, Lena Jane, did pioneer teaching in
country schools in Saskatchewan in the summer months.
Often the schools closed during the winter and opened
only during the warmer months. Lena graduated from
Queens University and taught High School in Strathclair
and Neepawa. She met her husband, Hector Lamont
Simpson, in Shoal Lake, and they later moved to
Brookdale.
When Kenny returned from overseas, he brought back
a wife, Nora, and they and their son Jack lived in Ottawa.

WILLIAM HENRY AND
SHIRLEY WALKER
by Shirley Walker

William and Henry Walker was born in Moore Park in
1913. Son of a grain buyer, he and his family had lived in
several communities around Manitoba before finally
settling in Arden in the early 30s.
My parents, Tom and Sarah Storey, had farmed in the
Eden district for several years before moving to Arden.
Tom became a grain buyer and continued in that capacity
for thirty-eight years. My parents moved to Winnipeg
where my father was killed in a streetcar accident in 1955.
I was the second youngest daughter of a family of
seven. I attended school in Arden, and after finishing
there I went to Winnipeg, learned hairdressing and then
returned to Arden to work at that out of my parents'
home.
Bill was a painter and decorator by trade. He and I
were married in 1942. Bill enlisted in the army and went
overseas the same year and remained until 1945. While
Bill was overseas I worked at MacDonald Aircraft as a
riveter and tubing inspector. Yes, I took some teasing
about being Rosie the Riveter.

Tom Storey's Home, Arden.
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After the war we came to Neepawa to establish a home,
Bill to return to his trade until his death in 1969. I worked
at the Economy Store for twenty years, retiring in 1979.
My hobby is collecting dolls of the world for my granddaughter Jaydene. She has almost forty dolls from many
parts of the world.
Along the way we had two children. Linda was born in
1947. She was the second girl to be hired for Autopac
when it opened its office in Brandon eleven years ago and
has continued there. Wayne was born in 1950. He
married Darlene Abraham of Rosenfeld in 1975. They
have two children Jaydene and Troy. They live in
Brandon where Wayne is the owner of TriW Carpet
People.

FRANK WAREHAM FAMILY
by Doreen Sykes

Frank Wareham was born in the County of Sussex,
Hastings, England in 1883. Frank's mother's name was
Ann Wareham (nee Marsh) and his father's name was
Stephen Bath Wareham (Bath being the maiden name of
his mother). Stephen was a baker by trade but also
worked for a veterinary. Franks's mother had rheumatic
fever prior to his birth and the doctor (Dr. Travers) told
her Frank would not live six weeks. He is now 98. Frank
was the oldest of four boys: William, age 97, resides in
Hertsforshire County, Ware, England; Arthur, deceased
1969, age 78; Jack, died from wounds somewhere in
France in 1917, age 25 years.
Arthur came to Montreal, Quebec, 1911, then moved
to Ottawa, Ontario, but was ordered back to England in
1913 by his doctor due to a bad cold. He was a coachman. Jack came to Stratford, Ontario, 1911. He was a
blacksmith but returned for the war in 1915.
Before coming to Canada, Frank worked in a dairy
and a butcher shop with his uncles. Frank first came to
see Canada on a boat called "The Barvarian" in 1903.
He arrived in Quebec, May 1st. He came to Winnipeg by
train arriving at the C.P.R. station May 6th (an old
wooden depot which burned down in 1904 and a new one
bUilt). He went across the street on Higgins Avenue for a
meal which consisted of roast beef, mashed potatoes,
gravy, yorkshire pudding, bread, butter, apple pie and all
the tea or coffee you could drink for 25 cents. After
eating, he headed west by train to Portage la Prairie
where he remained overnight at the Bell Hotel. Next day
he left by train again, west to Arden where he got a job
herding sheep for Mr. J .R. Bailey (who was also a baker)
for $5 a month plus board and room. He was there eight
days when Mr. Bailey's relative came along and wanted
the job so Mr. Bailey wrote to Mr. William Habkirk in
Neepawa. Mr. Habkirk wrote back and Frank was hired.
Mr. Habkirk's place was across from Dumfries school.
He worked there for two and a half years for $250 a year
plus board and room. Then he worked at John Campbells' (a brother to Mrs. Habkirk) for three years at $250
a year plus board and room. Next fall he went to work
for William Hawkins who farmed west of Neepawa on
the correction line, for two years at $250 a year plus

Private R. Williamson, Private R. Ironmonger, Private F. Wareham.
The day the 226leftfor Shilo in 1916. Picture taken at C.P.R. station.

board and room. Then a bachelor across the road by the
name of Jimmy Watson hired him to work until spring.
He had a large herd of cattle and numerous pigs. He also
helped break in three colts that winter. He remained with
Mr. Watson for seven years at $300 a year plus board and
room.
In 1916, Frank and his friend Bob Ironmonger joined
the Army. They enlisted in the 79th Battalion in Brandon
and went back to England by boat with approximately
two thousand men on it with an escort cruiser ahead. He
served in both Belgium and France. After the war ended,
he did not arrive back in England until Christmas Day.
He was wounded badly once and had to spend several
months convalescing in hospital. It was September 26,
1916 when he was wounded, he recalls it being very quiet,
so quiet you could hear a pin drop. They were supposed
to dispose of a sniper's box and while doing so a young
soldier tripped over a trip wire and set everything off.
The sky exploded with gun fire. He was hit twice and had
to crawl into a shell hole, luckily it was dry one. Dead
soldiers lay all around him. After he collected his
thoughts, he realized he was all alone in No Man's Land.
He knew he had to get out of there before daylight. He
tried to find the North Star, and just then he heard
voices. They were Canadian voices so he hollered for
help. They already had a man on the stretcher so Frank
had to walk behind them up the front line. Bullets were
whizzing past their ears. He recalls it being a long walk.
He got his wounds dressed and was sent to hospital. It
was a hospital train, just like a real hospital, really lovely.
After he was well enough he worked in the Post Office.
Then he went back on line duty. During the time he was
serving in the war, he never once crossed paths with his
brother Bill. He only saw him again after seventy-six
years when he returned to England by air in 1979.
In the spring of 1919 after the war, Frank returned to
Canada on a boat called "The Royal George" and once
again worked for Jimmy Watson. He recalls one incident
happening after the war which he laughs about now. He
was delivering grain for Mr. Watson and was putting the
horse in the livery stable owned by Charlie Ego, when a
policeman by the name of George Williams tapped him
on the shoulder and said, "You are under arrest for
peddling home brew". Mr. Ego had to straighten that

one out. Frank fit the description perfectly, he was
wearing a sheepskin coat and driving a white horse (so
was the peddler). After that, whenever Frank met the
policeman, the policeman would either cross the street or
pretend he was looking in the shop windows.
Frank was receiving $70 a month for six months from
the Government for army pay and could get one cent a
mile for travelling looking for land so decided to see some
of the country while doing so. He went out to the McKees
at Melfort, Saskatchewan and worked for them in trade
for board and room but did not like the wide open
prairie, so came back to Manitoba. In the spring of 1920
he purchased the NE quarter of 16-14-16 in the
Municipality of Langford from Jesse Curtis through the
Soldier Settlement Board for $4800.00 (this land now
being farmed by his son Gerald). He farmed the land for
five years before he married Edna Rogers of Glendale in
1925. They lived in an old log house that was on the farm
and in 1927 built a two storey frame house. They retired
to Neepawa in 1964 on 3rd Avenue, and remained there
until the death of his wife in 1977. The premises were sold
to Jack Suski in 1978.
Born to Frank and Edna were eight children:
Arthur - married Dorothy Zerkie of Neepawa in 1949;
children Beverly (deceased 1970) and son Richard Daryl
of Winnipeg.
Jack - married Sheila Leach of Virden in 1951, they
had one daughter Judith (married Les Thompson of
Winnipeg, 1972). They have twin girls, Delaney and
Carly.
Leonard - died in infancy.
Mervin - married Betty Pittman of Neepawa in 1958
(deceased 1966); children Maureen, Fraser and Roxanna.
In 1968 married Lila Hardy of Hartney; children, Flora,
Raymond, Valerie, Kimberly, Terry and granddaughter
Natosha, all of Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan.
Gerald - married Audrey Jackson of Neepawa in 1957;
children Brenda (married Daryle Chute of Brookdale in
1980), Neil and Karen of Glendale.
Glen - married Ruby Hanslip of Eriksdale in 1962;
children, Laurie, Patricia and Jennifer, all of Winnipeg.
Barry - married Shirley Reimer of Arden in 1963;
children Rodney, Geraldine, Jacqueline and Jason, all of
Brandon.
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Doreen - married William Sykes of Cordova in 1960;
children Robert of Winnipeg, Cheryl and Wayne of
Neepawa.
Seven of the babies were delivered by Dr. Poole with
the help of neighbour women. The last baby was
delivered in Neepawa Hospital by Dr. Hutchinson. Mrs.
Wareham was brought to Neepawa by snowplane driven
by Stu Forsman. She recalled it being a very rough ride.
Gerald and Glen were premature twins. They weighed
approximately two pounds each. They were put in an egg

Frank Wareham

basket and placed on the oven door (used as an incubator). Charlotte Curtis and Evelina Adams helped
deliver them, so the twins were named after their first
born sons, Gerald Adams and Glen Curtis.
During the years on the farm they saw hail, drought,
and rust. Once they were hailed out 100070. One year it
was a lovely looking crop but did not fill so it was burned
down. Sow thistle was bad for a few years. One year
Russian thistle was so bad, that when the wind blew, it
looked like flocks of geese coming across the field. The
land was farmed by horses for years. Grain was hauled to
Franklin and Mentmore in wagons. The boys also
worked for neighbour farmers.
Home-made and made-over clothes were common.
Socks and mitts were all knit by our mother. Mother was
always baking bread and making butter. (Her grandchildren will always remember her chocolate cake).
Drinking water was hauled out of a well by pail on a rope
and carried a quarter of a mile to the house. Butter,
cream and milk were kept in a can in a well to keep cold.
A vegetable garden was a must, and wild fruit was
plentiful. Coal oil lamps and lanterns were used for light.
Hydro replaced these in 1948. The house was heated by a
wood cook stove in the kitchen and a wood and coal
heater in the dining room. We went to Glendale School
two miles away. It was a one room school house with
grades one to nine. The school was also used for a
Church and Sunday School. Christmas concerts were
held every year. This was always a big occasion. Several
weeks were spent practicing dialogues. There were
parties, box socials and dances held in the school in
winter. People in the district would supply the music.
Everybody went, babies and all - no such thing as getting
a baby sitter.
The children usually walked to school. Sometimes they
would be driven by horse and buggy in summer, and
horse and sleigh in winter (also in a van with a stove).
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Sometimes the horses would be stabled at the school but
often were driven home again by one of the older
members of the family so they could be used for chores
during the day. Neighbours took turns driving the
children to school.
Mother delivered cream and eggs to town with horse
and buggy. During the second war she drove the car to
Neepawa without a licence. She would park it on one of
the back streets.
I can remember going to the neighbours to play cards
in the winter, walking over snow banks so high you could
reach the telephone wires. Roads were always blocked in
winter so we had to walk two miles to the highway and
catch a ride with someone to town.
In summer families would gather together for Sunday
picnics and to play ball. Everybody helped with the
haying, and berry picking was a family affair. Large
meals had to be prepared at harvest time, and lunch was
taken to the field.
When Frank arrived in Neepawa in 1903, he can
remember there being three cars in the area, owned by
Kerrs at Franklin, Paul Homer at Franklin and Walter
Rowe at Springhill had a Runabout.
Livery stables owned by Bill Willoughby (now Tom
Boy parking lot) later bought by Charlie Ego. Charlie
Ego sold this stable and bought out Holmes Livery stable
by the Hamilton Hotel. Herb Rutledge had a double
decker livery stable where Ford garage is today, and Jack
Ewer had a livery stable at the north end. Barber shops
were owned by Lou Parsons and Charlie Parrott. Bank
of Commerce was where Jorundson's store is today. Bank
of Montreal, same place. The Union Bank in the
Churchill Block (changed to the Churchill Block after the
war). Drug stores were owned by Jack Fulkerson,
William Young, Charlie Hurrell, and Mr. Wickett. A
blacksmith shop owned by Pete Mitchell and John Betz,
who was also a wheel-wright, was where Neepawa
Plumbing and Heating is today.
He also remembers being in Winnipeg in 1904 and
seeing the basement of Eatons Department Store being
dug, (that is the main building) with fifty teams of horses.
Today Mr. Wareham resides in East View Lodge. He
enjoys listening to the radio and visits from his friends
and family. His grandchildren know him as a walking
encyclopedia. In 1983, Neepawa's Centennial, Frank
Wareham, God willing, will hopefully reach another
great milestone in his life - 100 years of age - His
"Centennial" .

THE WARNOCK FAMILY
by Graham Warnock

The William Warnock family lived northeast of
Neepawa until 1917 then they moved to the Carrot River
district in Saskatchewan where they took up a
homestead. They had a family of eight children including
a set of twins. The family were all married around here,
later moving to Nipawin.
My father, James, married Mary E. Graham on
November 8, 1908 and they settled on the Hanna farm.
Five children were born to them: Alex, Christie, Grace,

Graham and Lenore. Christie passed away at the age of
eight months.
They moved to Pleasantdale, Saskatchewan in 1919.
They lived east of the town and the children got their
education at Leviathan, a one-room school. For three
years they lived at Nipawin while the 'Big Bridge' was
being built. This bridge is 197 feet long and 112 feet high
and spans the Saskatchewan River there, and was built
between the years 1928 to 1931. At the end of that time
we moved back to Pleasantdale where Dad farmed.
In 1935 Grandpa Graham along with Uncle Archie
(Graham) and brother Alex moved back to Neepawa.
Alex got work at the Salt Well.
I worked for John McKee of Melfort for five years,
came to Neepawa for a holiday in 1941 and I'm still here.
I worked at the airport for awhile when it was being built.
Mary Dennie who became my wife, lived in Laurier.
Her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dennie lived on a
farm close to the mountains. There were six children in
the family: Ethel, Frank, Tom, Mary, Eva and George.
They attended a one-room school W oodbend and Mary
remembers having one teacher, Mrs. Normington for
nine years.
We were married July 4, 1942 in the United Church
Manse by Rev. George Dyker. We lived in rooms for nine
years while I worked for Bill Clyde and Bell Lumber
Company for thirty-five cents an hour.
On January 13, 1951 we were burned out. The
townspeople helped us a great deal and we were given the
Fire Hall to live in until Spring. We found rooms for the
summer and then moved to the house we live in now. A
very kind friend held the mortgage. The house needed a
lot of repair but we didn't do much until we had it paid
for. Meanwhile Mary was not well but did her share by
doing day work. I worked over at Brandon for two years
at the steam generator plant for Hydro while it was being
built.
We have three sons: Mervyn, Murray and Richard who
attended school here in Neepawa. They are all married
and work at Sparwood and Elkford in the Kaizer Coal
mines in British Columbia. We have nine grandchildren.
I have not been well for quite a while and had to retire
from working for the Manitoba Telephone System where
Mary and I had worked caretaking from 1966 to 1976
when I lost my right leg. Since then I've taken up the
hobby of wicker work.

JAMES WATSON FAMILY
by Mrs. Mabel Henry

James Watson and Jane Buchanan were married
September 22, 1858, in the township of Elma in Perth
County, Ontario. They became the parents of a family of
thirteen.
In the spring of 1879 Mr. and Mrs. Watson, with
several other families, including Buchanans and
Ducklows, moved to Manitoba.
On the way, when the train stopped at a station, one of
the boys would get into the stock car and milk the cows as
the train was moving, and at the next stop would bring
the milk back to the passenger car.

The family of Mr. and Mrs. James Watson. Standing, Left to Right:
Adam, Elizabeth (Mrs. R. Buchanan, Ont.), Samuel, Robert, David,
Margaret (Mrs. Joseph Willerton). Seated, Left to Right: Annie (Mrs.
David Gardiner - later second Wife of Andrew Snider), Solomon, Mr.
and Mrs. Watson, William, Isabel (first wife of Andrew Snider). Front:
Jean (Mrs. Jack Snider), Allan, Mary (Mrs. David McLarty).

They arrived at St. Boniface the first year that the
railway reached that point. There was no bridge across
the river, so equipment, supplies and passengers were
ferried across to Winnipeg which at that time consisted of
a few huts and tents. Oxen were getting stuck in the "Red
River Gumbo" which became Portage Avenue.
The party stayed a few days to get organized and then
trekked by ox carts and wagons to the Neepawa area,
struggling through mud and mosquitoes all the way.
Mr. and Mrs. Watson settled on the farm in the
Springhill district, later known as "the Doble farm".
While there they experienced prairie fires that destroyed
much of the precious hay and badly burned a team of
horses, but by careful nursing they recovered. Grain had
to be taken to the grist mill at Portage, a difficult trip.
The Rosedale Municipality was organized at a meeting
at the home of Robert Watson (32-15-15) on Janurary 8,
1884, and James Watson was elected the first reeve.
Councillors were: Ward 1, Robert Campbell; Ward 2,
Robert Carson; Ward 3, John Honeyman; Ward 4,
William Gardiner; Ward 5, James Coulter; Ward 6, John
Crawford; Clerk, Dick Edwards.
In 1886 the Watsons moved farther north and opened
the first farm in the Riding Mountain district (SE 16-1815).
For several years their home was a "stopping house"
where horses were exchanged and drivers given a meal on
the stage route between Neepawa and Dauphin on the
Burroughs Trail which Mr. Watson helped to establish.
Doctors were miles away, and travel difficult so James
extracted teeth for his neighbors, and Jane stitched up
wounds from axes and saws in the bush.
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LYLE WATSON FAMILY
by Judy Watson

It has always been our dream to live in Neepawa. After
our marriage in March 1967, whenever passing thorugh
Neepawa on our travels, we were always impressed with
the beautiful trees and well kept yards. But before we
settled down in one spot, we wanted to see other parts of
Canada. We lived in Red Deer, Alberta for a couple of
years where our eldest daughter, Tracy was born in 1969.
We missed the prairies of Manitoba, so we moved back
and settled in Winnipeg for a while. In 1972 we adopted a
baby girl, Tanis, who became our second daughter. City
life was not our way, so we left Winnipeg for Pilot
Mound. Here, in 1973, our third daughter, Tricia was
born.
Then in 1976, our dream came true. We moved to
Neepawa. We purchased the car wash which we operated
for two years. At this time Lyle's parents, John and
Bertha Watson, made their retirement home here.
Shortly after moving here our son, Derek, was born in
the Neepawa and District Hospital.
To supplement our income from the car wash, Lyle
began his career in real estate with Shoemaker-Gill
Agencies. In 1978 our car wash was sold to Joe Stasiuk.
In Neepawa we invested in a few older houses which we
redecorated and sold in hopes that someday we would
find an acreage. We did find it and in the fall of 1978 we
moved to our little hideaway. There we began Watson
Acre Farm where we raised a few head of Hereford and
Maine-Anjou cattle, 4-H calves, kids and corn.
In 1976, Lyle became a charter member of the Kinsmen
Club of Neepawa. He was insturmental in the construction of the senior citizen's home - Kinsmen Kourts,
for which he won the Kinsmen of the Year Award.
Because of his enthusiasm for auctioneering, Lyle went
to Mason City, Iowa in 1980 to learn the auction call. On
his return we began our own auction business known as
Watson Acre Auction Service.
With raising a family of four, I have made my career in
the home for the time being and helping my husband with
the auction service. I also substitute teach at Hazel M.
Kellington School. I am a member of the Neepawa Ladies
Curling club and also the Kinette Club of Neepawa. The
children are active in 4-H, Brownies, Guides, Beavers and
baseball.

THEWENHAMS
by Irene Wenham

It was a cold day February 5, 1970, when Rev.
Wenham, wife Irene, and children, Tom 9 years, and
Kim 7 1/2 years, arrived in Neepawa to live in the Baptist
Church manse. Rev. Wenham, a Minister of 41 years,
had been called to serve as interim Pastor at Neepawa
First Baptist Church.
In the summer of 1971 he retired as a Pastor, and after
a short illness started to work with the Neepawa Press.
We then bought a mobile home and lived in the Neepawa
Trailer Court. Len worked at the Press until his sudden
passing away in October, 1974.

Mrs. Wenham, along with her two children, sold the
trailer and moved to a house on William Street. Irene
carried on with the raising of her children. She has taken
care of approximately 20 Day Care children in all, and
two foster children, one of them was just a short term
child and the other she has had for 9 years. Irene also
raised two Chinese children from birth to 15 months. So
as you can see, her years have been very challenging and
filled with excitement.
In 1978 we moved to a larger house just down the street
to where we had been living. It was a big move for a short
distance. This new house is located at 148 Mountain
Avenue, and is still our home.
In January of 1979, Tom left Grade XII to be employed with C.K.L.Q. radio where he worked as a D.J.
Part time is just not enough for anyone trying to live in
Brandon, so he moved back to Neepawa to take a full
time job at the Neepawa Gladstone Co-op, and evening
work at the Roxy Theatre and the Airline Drive-In. He
worked at that for one year, and wanting to get back into
either radio or TV work, he applied for a position at
C.K.X. His application was accepted and in the fall of
1980 Tom moved to Brandon, taking a new job at
C.K.X. - C.J .C.M. Tom is presently living at Brandon
making TV work his career.
Kim graduated from Grade XII in 1979. Working in
many part time jobs including Robinson Store, Kim's
Cafe, Roxy Theatre, one summer on road construction,
and one summer as Sports and Recreation Director at
Touchwood Park, she is now employed full time with
Neepawa and District Ambulance, working as driver and
attendant.
Life for the Wenhams has been very interesting, with
many challenges and many opportunities. In any case we
have never regretted our move to Neepawa.
Here's hoping our remaining years here will be as
enjoyable and as prosperous as the past.

JAMES ARTHUR WHITE
by Mrs. Eileen Thompson

James Arthur White was born in Blyth, Ontario, on
October 12, 1867. He was one of nine children. He
received his education in Blyth, and in 1884, as a young
lad of 17, he came West and eventually settled in the rural
municipality of Rosedale.
In September, 1893, he was married to Charlotte
McKee. Charlotte was born in Ontario on December 14,
1876. She came to Manitoba in 1880 at the tender age of
four, making the trek from Winnipeg to Neepawa by
horse and buggy.
After their marriage, Jim and Lottie settled on their
farm in the Iroquois district on the land known as the
Southeast corner of 11-15-16, where their five children
were born. They had two sons, John and Weldon, who
both died in infancy, and three daughters, Charlotte,
Alma and Eileen.
Jim and Lottie were both active in community affairs.
Jim was a school trustee for many years and Lottie was a
charter member of the Iroquois W.I. and a life member
of the Red Cross. She was also a member of the

Left to Right: William, Joseph, Richard, Charles. Top Row: Ernest,
Arthur, Liza Ann, Wilfred.
Seated: Mrs. Charlotte White, Charlotte (White) Curtis, Mr. Steve
White. Standing: Eileen (White) Thompson, Alma (White) Hamilton.

L.O.B.A. and the United Church. Charlotte passed away
on April 27 , 1940.
Jim continued to farm until 1942, when he retired to
Neepawa. Jim passed away on January 17, 1955 at the
age of 87.

JOHN WHITE FAMILY - FRANKLIN
by Fleda White

John White was born in 1829 at Balnakil, Ireland, and
came to Ontario. He married Jane Kerr, only sister of the
Kerr brothers. She was born in 1852 at the Rocks of
Ismalagh, Ireland. She and her parents and brother John
came to Canada on a sailing ship. They were 18 weeks on
the ocean.
John had been a riverman on the Mississippi River
before coming to Manitoba. He and his son Joseph came
by boxcar with machinery and livestock, followed by his
wife and other children, Eliza Ann, Richard, Charles,
William, Ernest and Arthur. Wilfred was born at
Franklin.
They homesteaded on 1-15-17, one mile northwest of
Franklin. There they built a log house. John had been a
lay preacher of the Methodist Church in Ontario and
continued this work here. He preached at Neepawa,
Glenholm, Salisbury, Arden, Osprey, Gordon, Jacksons
and Stoney Creek. He died in 1887 at age 58. Jane lived
until 1902. During this time she helped with the birth of
many babies in the Franklin area. Dr. Coad was the
doctor at that time.
Joseph built a new brick home in 1909-10, and married
Kathleen Swann in 191 I at Auburn, Ontario. They had
four sons, Francis, Harold and Raymond and Gerald
(died at 2 months).

White Home - old and new. Old built in 1885-6, new built in 1910-11.

Joseph was very active in church and community life,
Sunday school and school board. He died in 1944 at the
age of 70. Kathleen, a former teacher and music teacher,
taught piano to many children. She was very active in all
church actIVItIes, choir, W.M.S., and Women's
Auxiliary. She made an album of snaps of the people of
Franklin, which is now in the Beautiful Plains Museum.
She passed away in 1967 at 85 years.
Francis married the former Fleda Parrott of Brookdale
in 1936. They have four children. Gerald now of
Dauphin, married Gail Zaplitney and they have two
daughters, Suzanne and Kristine. Wilma Peterson of
Carman has two children, Deborah and Paul. Donalda
married Adrian Kolton of Winnipeg. They have three
sons, David, Brent and Neil. Raymond married
Jackoyline Allenson. They have two sons, Kerry and
Joseph. They live in Medicine Hat, Alberta.
Francis was very active in community work, having
been Superintendent of the Franklin Sunday School for
some 40 years, on church board, school board, community hall and curling rink. He passed away August 7,
1971 at 59 years.
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JOHN CHARLES WHITE FAMILY
by F. Hazel Johnston

John Charles White was born in 1889, AshoverChesterfield, County of Derby. His father, Hodgkinson
White was a coal miner. He married Mary Jane Hudson
in 1912. Her father was a butcher.
Dad immigrated to Canada in 1912 ending up in Arden
where he worked as a blacksmith. Mom followed him out
to Arden about six months later. I (Florence Hazel) was
born in Arden in 1913. As near as I can make out, we
moved to Neepawa by horse-drawn sleigh in January of
1914 in bitter cold weather, with me a baby in arms,
probably with hot bricks and all in blankets and other
covers. Dad worked for a Mr. H. Bartlett as a blacksmith
until he bought the business when Mr. Bartlett moved to
Pathlow, Saskatchewan. They kept up a correspondence
for a time.
My sister Irene was born in Neepawa in 1916. Dad
enlisted in the 76th Battery C.F.A. as a Farrier Sergeant
in July, 1916. He served in Canada, England and France
in the 2nd Bde. C.F.A. Mother and Irene, three months
old, and I three years old, left for England August 30,
1916, where we remained for two and a half years,
returning to Canada on the same ship as my Father July

John Charles White X, France. 2412118.

1919. He returned to his Blacksmith Shop where he built
up one of the best equipped machine shops in Manitoba.
He became a member of the Masonic Order and also a
member of the Oddfellows. My Mother was a member of
Anemone Rebekah Lodge No. 23, and went through the
chairs to become District Deputy.
There was another daughter Marjorie, born in 1921,
and also a son John Charles, born in 1928 who at present
is living and working in Neepawa. We also belonged to
the Anglican Church where we did many things and
learned a lot.
Marjorie, Renee and I went to Neepawa School and
also to High School in Neepawa, brother Jack to Public
School in Neepawa, then in Port Arthur. He also went to
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John Charles White Family: Dad, Mom, Hazel, Renee.

school in Winnipeg and in Montreal where he joined Dad
after Mother passed away. He only stayed there a year
when he returned to Neepawa where he stayed with Renee
who was living there at the time.
When World War II broke out, Dad tried to enlist but
he was over age. At that time he had been taking a course
in boat building. He sold out his business and home, and
moved to Port Arthur, now known as Thunder Bay,
where he worked on Corvettes. He later moved to
Montreal.
All the time we were growing up and going to school,
the Great Depression was building up, so it wasn't to easy
bringing up a family in those days. However, we had
known no other way of life so we had fun and we made
do with what we had. Even in the depression, we three
girls had music lessons, and in winter a family skating
ticket for the local rink which was just across the road
from our home. So we weren't very deprived. We may
not have had too many clothes but what we had were
adequate, so no complaints.
Dad started up a riding school and we learned to ride
horses. He went into partnership with Mr. Stead and they
established riding horses and ponies and outboard motor
boats at Clear Lake before it became a National Park.
We spent our summers at Clear Lake, riding, swimming
and working.
Before we opened up the riding horses etc., we used to
go to Clear lake every weekend. It usually rained Sunday
night just before we would start for home. In those days
the roads were clay, no gravel, so we slithered all over the
roads going home. Many a time Dad would holler "get
out and push" and out we would go into the mud and
give a much needed push, then step out of our mud
covered shoes and into the car. Needless to say we only
wore our old cast-offs to go to the lake so we could leave
them behind without a qualm. We often wondered what
people must think who would find these old mud covered
shoes on the roads. However, we enjoyed these trips and
would literally sing our way home.
Just after Dad moved to Montreal, my sister Marjorie
was killed in a car accident in 1942. My Mother at that
time had come to stay with me until Dad got settled in
Montreal. She had taken a heart attack and was in

Jack and Marjorie.

hospital. We were advised to bring her h?me before
telling her about Marjorie. The shock of tellmg her was
too much for her and she passed away the day after the
funeral. Dad returned to Montreal shortly after this
happened.
I married Hugh Johnston in 1934 and moved to
Winnipeg. Renee married Glenn Alexander of Oberon in
1934. In the beginning of the Second World War,
Marjorie married Jack Jenkins in 1939.
I have one daughter Carol who has three children Lynne-Marie, Bonnie and son Joel who is sev~n. LynneMarie is married with daughter August; Bonme has two
children - Dustin and Cheryl. They are both living in
Alberta. So we are very lucky to be able to say we have
three great grandchildren. Renee has one son Gary who is
in Alberta. She is living in Port Arthur or Thunder Bay as
it is called now.

JOHN AND HANNAH WHITE
by Lena and Thelma White

John (Jack) White who spent his last years with his
daughters Lena and Thelma in Neepawa, was born to
John and Christina (McNiven) White in Renfrew, Ontario in 1883.
At the age of nine, John came to Brookdale, Manitoba
area with his parents and four brothers, Archie,
Alexander, Findlay and Duncan, and one sister, Chrissie.
These children each married and farmed in the Oberon
district. All are now deceased except Alex who is now
living in a nursing home in Chilliwack, B.C., and was 100
years of age on May 28, 1981.
John's wife, Hannah Loretta Ernest, was a dressmaker
and designer in Brookdale, and came from Paisley,
Ontario. John and Hannah had a family of seven: Ernest, who married Lorraine Sturton of Olds, Alberta,
also raised a family of four boys and three girls while
farming in the Olds district. These children, Findlay,
Vernand, Darlene, Diana, Myles, Margaret and Eldon all
live in the Olds district. Ernest died in 1965.
Lena Christian White has resided in Neepawa since
1942 and was employed by Neepawa Creamery, grocery
stores, Neepawa Electric Shop, and in 1960 went to
Eatons Catalogue Sales where she worked for 16 years
until they closed all such outlets across Canada in 1976.
Margaret Loretta White married a farmer at Arden,

Mr. and Mrs. John White.

William Neilands and they raised three children,
Douglas, Barry, and Wendy. They retired to Neepawa in
1968.
Eva Pearl married Jack Ranson of Winnipeg and the
couple had two sons, Edward John (Ted) and Wilfred
Ivan (Bill). Pearl passed away in 1975.
Twin girls were next in line, Thelma and Vhelma.
Vhelma married Stan Harwood of Fillmore, Saskatchewn, where they farmed until they retired into the
town. Thelma worked in Martin's Store for 22 years. It
was taken over by Stedmans in 1973, and Thelma continues as a steady employee.
Ivan White married Thelma Swanson of Winnipeg,
and this couple have two children, Bruce and Bonnie who
are both living with their parents in Portage la Prairie.

White Bros. outfit -1912.
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STEVE AND MARGARET WHITE
by The Family

Steve White was born at Morristown, Huron County,
Ontario. He came west in 1896. Three years later he
settled on his farm in the Inkerman district. The same
year he married Margaret Kennedy. They were active in
many community affairs. Mr. White was leader of the
In~erman United Church choir for a number of years,
whIle Mrs. White was active in Mission Band and
W.M.S. work. They had two daughters, Delle and Vera.
One other daughter died at the age of four, and also two
tiny infants. Mrs. White died in 1930. Mr. White died in
1939.
Delle married Allan Cuthbert in 1931. Their wedding
was the first wedding in the Inkerman Church. They
reside in Portage. They have a son, Barry, who lives on
the home farm in Portage. Their daughter, Maxine, who
lived in the United States for many years, died in 1977.
Barry married Georgina Valance of Austin, and had a
son Allen who graduated from University in 1982. Their
daughter, Lori, is still in University in Winnipeg.
Vera married Jim Ross in 1935. They lived on the home
farm from 1935 - 1978 when they moved to Neepawa.
They had two sons and a daughter.
Calvin married Yvonne Innes from Gladstone. They
live on the home farm with their three children, Dena,
Luann, and Ace.
Karen, who is a Registered Nurse, married Jack McRae
of Portage. They live in Portage, and have two sons
Kevin and Andrew.
'
Bernie is not married, and works at Niverville,
Manitoba.

WILLIAM AND MARION WHITELOCK
Alex White - 1975, age 94.

Ivan served in the Second World War for three years, was
hospitalized in Shaughnessey, B.C., and then transferred
to Deer Lo?ge in Winnipeg. While convalescing, he
w~rk~d as mght-watchman for Manitoba Bridge Co. in
Wmmpeg. He later farmed at Lundar Manitoba
starting with one quarter and ending in 1979 with nin~
quarters. He retired to Portage and now works for the
Co-Operative there.
John (Jack) White passed away in 1965, having been a
widower for 42 years. His wife died in childbirth in 1923
at the age of forty, leaving seven children, ages from 1
112 to 11 years. Jack had many offers from relatives and
friends who would care for one or two of the children
but he decided that as long as he could provide for them'
he would keep the family together. This he did until each
wa~ able to start a home for him or herself, and many and
vaned are the experiences of each. Each worth a history
in itself.
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by Esme M. Trotter

William and Marion Whitelock, Kelwood pioneers,
moved to Neepawa in 1967 when health problems
necessitated that they be closer to medical aid.
They lived in private homes, Osborne Home and
latterly in East View Lodge.
Both emigrated from Scotland, Dad in 1903, as an
orphaned young man and Mother followed her family to
Canada in 1904. After a brief period at Minnedosa,
moves for both were made to Roskeen District where
homesteads were secured. Their marriage took place at
Roskeen in 1905.
After losing their homestead to fire, they moved to
Kelwood village and in 1920 they took up residence on a
bush quarter of land near the village of Kelwood. This
farm was later known as the Bonnie Brae Seed Farm.
Although life mainly revolved around activities in their
own community, Neepawa was always on the horizon of
their lives as the nearest large centre.
One of the earliest contracts with Neepawa was made
during a drive by cutter from Minnedosa to Roskeen. On
this cold trip they stopped for a rest at Neepawa and were
grateful for the warm hospitality extended by Neepawa
residents.
It was also in the early days that Dad and two friends

decided to look for work in Winnipeg. Unfortunately
they tramped the streets of that city in vain. Finally,
broke (but refusing to part with their beloved violin and
mandolin) they boarded a train for home. They boldly
reasoned that they might be allowed to travel in comfort
at least until the conductor discovered their state of
poverty.
Always ready to burst into song (and possibly to
distract the oncoming conductor) they began to regale the
passengers with their musical talents. Much to their
embarrassment a passenger soon rose and passed a hat that solved the matter of fares!
The hat passer was Dan Hamilton of the Neepawa
Hamilton Hotel. He invited the young men for a meal
and loaned them five dollars. It was years before Dad was
able to return to Neepawa to pay back the loan.
In late 1928 Neepawa again came into focus with a
sorrowful winter trip to convey our maternal grandmother to Neepawa to give her the comfort of intensive
hospital care during her last days.

70·YEAR MASON HONORED -

A large

number' of Masons froUl the Second Masonic
of Manitoba turned out Tuesday
night~ Mq.rch 1~ a~ Nce~awa),fasonic Temple
to witllf~~S the presentatioll of a 70·year bar
to William Whitelock by P. Hyde, of Portage
D~tl'ict

la

Prail'le~

Grand tfastc.( of the Gl'..:1.nd Lodge
assisted lJJ;, D., W. Andcrson t
Mastel' ,of ,Nccpawa IAdge. This W<.lS
quite an occnsion for Mr~, Whilelock and the
Neepawa Lodge hecause it is: only Ule!second
~ime ~n t,h((histor'Y of F:re,cmas~nry in Manl·

of

ManHo,b~\

Pas~'

taba that a 70~year bar has been presented to
one of its members. l\'1r. Whitelock joined
Lodge St. John No. 543 in Dalmui~, Scotland
in 1902 ~lIld became a life member in 19Z0.
He was affiliated with McCreary Lodge unW
1969 \Vheli he became a mcmbel' of Nccpawtl
L-odge 2·L Sevcnll l?cmbcl's from McCreary'
Lodge- attended the presentation cerctno!~;i
and gi.1ve ZlIr. Whitelock a scroll and, caI~e,
I~efl

to right above are Doug Anderson\ Mr.

Whitelock at;d Grand Mast!?;. 11', Hydc~
J;t

/~-:;

Mr. Wm. Whitelock honored - 70 year Mason.

Dad died suddenly at East View Lodge in 1973 and
Mother in 1975 at Central Park Lodge in Brandon. Both
were in their 92nd year. A tribute to their contributions in
the field of agriculture came in 1980, when, nominated by
the Kelwood Agricultural Society, Dad's name was inducted into the Manitoba Agricultural Hall of Fame.
A son, William M. Resides at Kelwood. Their two
daughters are: Esme Trotter of Virden and Beulah
Cooper of Winnipeg.

THE WILLIAM WHITMORE FAMILY
by William Whitmore

Neepawa Parade - 1964.

Pioneer hardships of fire, drought and hail never
dampened Dad's enthusiasm for the growing of
registered grain and exhibiting at fairs far and near.
Neepawa fairs were no exception and trips were made
there to set up displays and take in these events. Over the
years the family was also lured to Neepawa to social and
sports activities.
In the '40s the couple retired to the village of Kelwood
where Dad continued to pursue his interest in seed
growing and Mother revelled in her love of gardening.
When the final move from Kelwood appeared to be
inevitable, it was natural that thoughts again turned to
Neepawa. In their mid eighties they took up residence in
this friendly larger centre.
A highlight of life in Neepawa was an evening to
honour Dad on the occasion of his 70th year as a member
of the Masonic Lodge.

The Whitmores, Bill, Mina and infant son Neil, arrived
in Neepawa in January, 1937 to take over the MasseyHarris dealership from Walter Matthews who wished to
retire. They came from Toronto to Neepawa but were
really from the Saskatoon, Sask. area. With a broad
experience in the farm equipment business behind them,
dating back to 1924, and having moved several times,
they were looking for a location where they could
establish with some permanence. Research had indicated
a good opportunity at Neepawa. They saw a good town,
set in a large and diverse trading area, servicing a strong
agricultural community. They never regretted their move
although it took almost every dollar they could muster to
ship from Toronto to Neepawa.
By 1937 the darkest clouds of the 1930s depression
were starting to break. Farmers were taking their first
careful and tentative steps towards mechanization and
modernization - a process that was to continue and grow
throughout the 32 years that the Whitmore business
continued in Neepawa. Horses gave way to tractors,
combine harvesting replaced binders and threshers and
field tilling equipment changed beyond recognition.
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Electricity brought light and comfort to the farm homes
and barns and hand labor was replaced by hydraulic lift.
The closing years of the 1930 era also brought rust
resistant cereal grains providing another major plus for
the farming economy.
Conditions changed quickly with the outbreak of war
in September, 1939. Unemployment soon became labor
scarcity. The demand for goods and services exploded
trying to meet the needs of the war effort. Food
production was essential but new tractors and farm
equipment, needed for an expanding agriculture, were in
extremely short supply and a strict rationing system of
distribution was soon set up by the government. It was a
time of sacrifice, improvisation and 'make do'.
At last, after what seemed like an eternity, the war
itself was over and by 1947-8 the armed forces personnel
were being discharged back into civilian life and things

Wm. Whitmore Ltd., Neepawa - 1947. Bill Whitmore and son Neil.

gradually started to return to normal. Farm equipment
production increased and farmers were able to re-equip
and expand.
Farm equipment dealers realized that increased farm
mechanization required more adequate dealer premises
and staff. Massey-Harris owned two buildings in
Neepawa, both built in the early 1900s and used by
successive M-H dealers. The buildings, while sound, were
old and inadequate when the Whitmores purchased them
in 1947. After considerable thought and planning, they
rebuilt the main office, parts room and tractor shop at
269 Hamilton Street and subsequently the warehouse
building and combine shop on the CNR right of way at
Mill Street. A lot of work and effort was involved but
once completed the premises served very satisfactorily for
the next twenty years.
Not only did the expanding mechanized farm market
require suitable dealer premises but it demanded
adequate and experienced staff. Maintaining a competent
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and organized staff was a top priority in the Whitmore
business. They endeavoured to arrange their operation so
as to provide year round employment for at least a basic
team, many of whom stayed with them for years. They
emphasized parts' supply and mechanical service which
their farm customers appreciated. Also much thought
was given to having complete lines of equipment
available to meet specific farm requirements. Not only
were Massey, and subsequently Case, units featured but
also such lines as New Holland, New Idea and Gehl. They
did a big business in pumps and water well supplies and,
in fact, they were a local point for all types of farm
supplies and service throughout the area for a full three
decades.
During their years in Neepawa the Whitmore family
was much involved in community affairs. They were
active members of the United Church, Bill served on the
school board, served four terms as town councillor with
mayors Pollock, Cleave and Ewer, and in 1953 he was
elected mayor. He held that office for three terms retiring
in the fall of 1959. Other responsibilities included the
presidency of the Chamber of Commerce, NADCO and
the Manitoba Urban Association.
The Whitmores and their family of five children (four
boys, one girl) made their home at 365-5th Avenue. The
children progressed through public and high school and
one by one graduated with Grade Twelve standing. Then
leaving home, they moved on to University training in
Winnipeg and beyond. Then, for Mina and Bill, came the
decision in late 1967, that they could no longer sustain the
burden of the business and that they would terminate
their operation at the end of 1968. Plans were made
accordingly and, after much preparation, they held a
mammoth auction sale in mid October, 1968 and the
Wm. Whitmore, Ltd. ceased as a business entity.
During the following winter business details were
cleared up and in March, 1969 they sold their home and
moved to St. Norbert, a suburb on the south edge of
Winnipeg. Bill had already accepted employmnt there as
a salesman in a nearby Case dealership. He worked
through to the end of 1978 retiring then after fifty-five
years in the equipment business.
He and Mina still make their home in St. Norbert and
their families are located in Winnipeg, Toronto and
Montreal. Neil, his wife Evelyn and son Mark live in
Toronto where he is a Head Office Executive with Sears.
Don, his wife Florence, son David and daughters Nancy,
Beth and Donna live in Winnipeg. Don operates his own
construction business G.M.W. Ltd. with an office in
Winnipeg. Their storage and overhaul facilities at the
Neepawa Airport provide a continuing link with
Neepawa. Alex, his wife Lonnie and daughters Arlene,
Karli and Erica live in Montreal. Alex is a professor at
McGill University Faculty of Management. Edna, with
her husband Dr. Laurie Becker and daughters Lisa,
Andrea and Suzanne live in Toronto. Edna is a
Radiologist at Toronto General Hospital. Robert lives in
Winnipeg and is Executive Director of the Society for
Crippled Children and Adults of Manitoba.

WICKETT FAMILY
by Bette Lynn

Mr. Charles Wesley Wickett was born in Little Britain,
Ontario in 1883. As a young man in the early 1900s he
came west to Springhill School division in answer to an
ad for a teacher. An accompaning picture shows Mr.
Wickett surounded by approximately 40 students who
were in attendance at that time. After his teaching career
at Springhill, Mr. Wickett went to Winnipeg, and in 1906
he received his licence to practise Pharmacy from the
Manitoba School of Pharmacy. He returned to Neepawa
and worked in Hamilton's Drug Store until 1913. It was
at this time he began his life long friendship with fellow
pharmacist C.N.R. Still who also worked in Hamilton's.

Springhill School. C. W. Wickett, teacher. Early 1900s.

In 1908 Mr. C. Wickett met Miss Ethel Hicks from
Souris, Manitoba. She had come to teach Grade 5 at
Central School in Neepawa. Her school register shows
many names still prominent in the Neepawa district. Miss
Hicks was the daughter of Mrs. M.M. Hicks of Souris,
and in 1910 she and C.W. Wickett were married at the
Hicks farm at Souris - farmland that has been in the
Hicks family for 103 years and is now owned and
operated by Robert Hicks and family.
Records from the Land Titles Office show that in 1912
Charles and Ethel Wickett purchased lots on the northwest corner of Brown and Ada. They built a home on
this site which is now the home of Bud and Anne Lee and
family. Mr. Wickett bought a drugstore in Rossburn in
1913 and he and his wife took up residence there. After
two attempts to sell their home in Neepawa, which for
one reason or another did not work out, they finally sold
it to Robt. Burns, grandfather to Mrs. Agnes Tomlin of
Neepawa.
Among some interesting facts recalled from remembrance of Neepawa as told to his family by Mr. C.
Wickett, is the story of a young milliner - Miss Alice Gow
who came to Neepawa from Fergus, Ontario. She lived
with the Wicketts and was married in their home to
C.N .R. Still. Another story was the one of Mr. Ebenezer
Sirett borrowing Mr. Wickett's car to go on his
honeymoon when he met such a tragic death. Other
Neepawa folks his family remember Mr. Wickett

speaking of were Mr. W. Townsend, Mr. C. Pedlar, Mr.
Dudley Ewer, Mr. Vickery to name a few.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Wickett had two children Beatrice (Mrs. W.G. Saunderson) born in Souris, and
George born in Rossburn in 1918. Mrs. Wickett died in
1925, and Beatrice and George lived with their grandmother in Souris until their father married Miss Ethel
Carrothers of the Methvin district near Wawanesa. In
1927 the family moved to Brandon where Mr. Wickett
became a partner in Clements Drug Store where he
worked until his death in 1948.
George Wickett received his education in Brandon,
obtaining a B.A. degree from Brandon College in 1939. It
was at Brandon College where George met Miss Ethel
Moffat of Elgin, Manitoba. George took his two years
apprenticeship with his father in Clements Drug Store
and then joined the Air Force while Ethel took three
years training at the Brandon General Hospital and
received her R.N. in 1941. In 1942 George and Ethel were
married and, at war's end in 1945, with an eight month
old daughter, Bette Lynn, George went to Manitoba
University to study for his Bachelor of Science in
Pharmacy. During the summer of 1946, George returned
to Brandon and worked with his father in Clements Drug
Store. The summer of 1947, George and family came to
Neepawa to work for Murphy and Hole. Upon
graduation in the spring of 1948 George, Ethel and Bette
Lynn came back to Neepawa, and Neepawa is still home
to all of them.
George worked for Murphy and Hole until 1952 when
he bought out Rey's Mens Wear and after a few brief
days as a clothing merchant, he opened his own pharmacy in that location. Later Wickett's Pharmacy moved
down to the location in the Victory Block immediately
north of the Bamboo Gardens. George sold his business
to Art Harris and Lawrence Hargreaves in 1967.
During these years George and Ethel built a house on
3rd Street where later Vic and Alice Murray lived for
many years. In 1952 the Wicketts bought a house on Ada
Street, now occupied by Lew and Muriel Deveson. In
1957 they built a home across the street overlooking Park
Lake. This home is now occupied by their daughter Bette
Lynn and three granddaughters - Penny, Patti and Marcy
- the third and fourth generations of the Wickett family
in Neepawa. George and Ethel now live in the suite above
Stedman's Store - a business which their daughter has
operated since 1973.
In 1963 George purchased the Neepawa Canvas Works
which he and his wife operated until 1969.
George, always interested in education was on the
Neepawa School Board and later on the Secondary Area
board. He became the first Secretary Treasurer of the
Beautiful Plains S.D. No. 31 in 1958, a position he held
with the help of his wife Ethel, until July 1970.
At this time George was asked to set up a Pharmacy in
the Dauphin Co-op Shopping Centre, and he remained
there until 1975.
Since then he has done relief pharmacy all over the
province of Manitoba in the summers, and he and Ethel
have spent their winters in Texas where George continues
his active life on the Board of Directors of Pine to Palm
Resort Park in Weslaco, Texas.
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George and Ethel have always maintained a home in
Neepawa since 1948 but have been away most of the last
eleven years, returning for only short periods to enjoy
their home, family and old friends, and they are looking
forward to their complete retirement in the best and most
beautiful town in Manitoba.

The years at Neepawa were very eXCltmg and enjoyable. We very much liked living and working there as
a family. To us Neepawa will always be home for as a
family we spent the best years of our lives there. We
enjoyed the great many friends and acquaintances.
Neepawa is a beautiful town.

ELMER AND JOYCE WIEBE

WILKIE FAMILY

by Elmer Wiebe

by Wylna P. Macduff

Business Portion
- Took over as General Manager of Neepawa Gladstone Co-Op on June 1,1970.
- Almost immediately started construction of the new
Co-Op Service Station opened in the fall of 1970.
- Following that, demolished a big portion of the main
building on Mountain A venue and built a new home and
Agro Centre. This was officially opened during 1971.
- During 1970-71 relocated the administration office
into the Dr. Hutchinson building on Mountain Ave.
- Purchased the six lots immediately behind the Co-Op
in 1981 from Tony Otten (old Locker Plant) to expand
building materials operation.
- In 1973 purchased the land and building directly
south of Co-Op from Murray's Garage in preparation of
shopping centre expansion.
- New shopping centre was opened during 1974 including food, hardware, building materials, furniture,
cafeteria, and administration office.
Exciting sales growth and earnings were experienced
and enjoyed throughout those years.
Left Neepawa June 1977.
Personal
- Family moved to Neepawa in June of 1970.
- Audrey started school in Neepawa in Grade I, and
Doug in Grade V. There for 7 years their main schooling
took place in Neepawa of which they have many fond
memories.
- I joined Rotary in Neepawa and held various
positions including President. Joyce joined and participated in all Inner Wheel functions. During my tenure
as President, the Rotary sponsored a very successful fund
raising Sportsman's Dinner.
- The family was active in the United Church in various
capacities. I held the position of Chairman of the Board
for a period of time. Joyce was Sunday School teacher
and treasurer of U.C.W.
- I was active in the Chamber of Commerce and served
on Executive which included President for a term. The
first very successful "Neepex" was held in Neepawa in
the Yellowhead Centre during my tenure. I also served as
Director of the Manitoba Chamber of Commerce.
- Served on the NADCO Board and for a period of
time as President.
- Coached various baseball and played commercial
hockey.
- Joyce was Secretary for the Festival of Arts and on
Yellowhead Ladies' Auxiliary.
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Kenneth Daniel Wilkie and family moved from
Radville, Sask., to Minnedosa, Man., arriving in
Neepawa in 1937. Times were hard in those days with
jobs few and far between but Kenneth always managed to
provide for his wife, Frances Mary, son, Kenneth
Grosvenor; daughter Wylna Pearl and son, Murray
Edward.
Kenneth's great-grandfather was Jim Wishart, who
was the first white settler in the Rosebud District of
Alberta, and his log cabin is now a museum there.
Frances was born in England at W oodend Farm, a
large hop farm in Worcestershire, daughter of a country
squire, William Grosvenor Guest, who immigrated with
his family to Canada and settled on a wheat farm in
Saskatchewan after serving in the Boer War. He was to
later serve in England during the First World War.
Frances was two years old when she arrived in Canada.
The family was a very closely knit one - always going
places together, driving in the country, picking wild
berries, hunting and picnicing.
Ken Sr. played hockey for Neepawa and looked after
the ice rink. He also worked in the parts department of
the Murray Garage until he enlisted in the army and was
stationed in England during the Second World War.
During the war, Frances took the family to Clear Lake
where they ran the Texaco Service Station and bus depot
until Ken returned and took over.
Young Ken and Murray were Air Cadets during the
war, and Ken, being voted most popular cadet along with
one other boy from Manitoba, was given a trip to
England where he visited the ancestral home of his
mother, as well as Westminster, etc., and met cadets
from all countries.
Murray and Ken were avid hockey and rugby players
all through school, while Wylna favoured basketball
(shortest team in the province).
Ken became a geologist while playing hockey for the
University of North Dakota. Murray turned professional
in hockey and had a long career and is still playing with
the retired pro league in Winnipeg.
Kenneth and Frances are now retired on a farm outside
of Minnedosa. Kenneth is a very active member of the
Shrine and Eastern Star as well as a Mason which Murray
has also joined. Wylna and her mother, Frances, are also
Eastern Stars.
Son, Ken, is a geologist in Calgary, Alberta. Wylna is
an administrative secretary for Northrop Aircraft in
California. Murray has a food equipment business in
Winnipeg known as Plainsman Equipment Ltd.
Ken and Elsie have three daughters, Debbie, Elaine
and Janice; also two sons, Gregory and Kevin. In ad-

dition they have five grandchildren.
Wylna and Van have one daughter, Sheree, and one
son Terrence (Terry) and one grandson.
Murray and Lynda have one son, Clint, and one
daughter, Kimberley. Thus, Kenneth and Frances have
six great -grandchildren.
My memories of Neepawa are mostly winter memories
as we spent our summers at Wasagaming (Clear Lake). I
remember jumping on the longbed horse sleighs that went
through town at noon on our way home to a hot lunch,
and the farmers completely ignored us as we weighed
down the sleigh; and the days the schools were closed
because of blizzards and deep snow; jumping off boxcars
into snowbanks (one boy missed the snow and hit the ice
and broke a leg); trapping rabbits in the bush outside of
town with snow up to our waists; crocuses peeping up in
early Spring; icy water in the Whitemud River when my
brothers sank in their kyack (Ken made) and lost their
rubber boots and had to grab the branches to keep from
drowning and me running home for dry clothes as they
were afraid mother would be angry. I remember the
pussy willows and lilacs; teen canteen and high school
dances; playing the violin in our little school orchestra
and, for the fast dances, putting on a good jitterbug
record and dancing; the cold hockey rink and ice carnivals; singing in the Anglican Church choir.
Truly - a lovely town to grow up in!

CHARLES WILLEY
A NEWCOMER TO NEEP A W A
by "A Newcomer" - Mrs. Charles Willey

We are newcomers to Neepawa as far as being
property owners is concerned. We just arrived here in
May 1979. We formerly owned and operated the store
and filling station at Norgate. This was three miles east of
the East Gate to the Riding Mountain National Park.
Prior to this we operated the dining room of the
Bowsman Hotel and then again at the Hotel in McCreary
for a period of about twelve years.
My husband, Charles Willey, came from Birnie and
has worked in and around Neepawa for some years as a
carpenter and has at one time or another, plied his trade
in many of the homes and business places in Neepawa.
His father, Mr. Albert Willey, was born in Lincolnshire,
England in 1892, and came with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Wm. Willey, to the Birnie district about 1895.
Albert Willey was also a carpenter and carried on his
trade in that district until about 1940. He then moved to
Douglas and worked for the Engineers at Shilo. He later
moved to Brandon where he passed away in 1976. Mrs.
Albert Willey was the former Neta McQuarrie of
Brookdale, and still resides in her home in Brandon.
My father, Andrew Whyte, born near Arnprior,
Ontario in 1863, spent his boyhood near Bancroft,
Ontario, and there met and married the former Mary
Agnes McLean. They lived for a time in Parry Sound
where Dad worked in a large lumber mill. To supplement
the low wages, my mother sewed for a tailor shop. She
would receive the huge sum of two dollars for sewing a
man's three piece suit. The couple had a family of three

boys and one girl at this time. They decided a change
must be made.
In the summer of 1904, Dad came west on a Harvest
Excursion. The plan given these young people was that if
they would decide to take up a homestead and remain in
Manitoba or the West, that the price they had paid for
the excursion ticket would be refunded. That sounded
like a really good deal to people with little or no money.
That fall Dad worked for Bob Chapman of Eden and the
Babcocks of Birnie. We went back to Parry Sound in
October of that year and then in the spring of 1905 came
west again and took up a homestead in the Norgate area.
He had the first homestead west of the present No. 5
Highway in the Norgate area. He worked for district
farmers until 1907 when he built a log stable and a frame
shack of three rooms. His first crops were hundreds of
cords of cordwood. He sold the same in carload lots.
Money was very scarce to begin with and very often he
walked to Neepawa, taking orders along the way. To go
farther afield, he would take the train to Neepawa or
Hallboro and then walk the country roads to Oberon,
Brookdale, Justice, Douglas and Brandon, and collect
orders on the way. After a week on the road he would be
back in Neepawa and would pack a bundle on his back
and head for home. The bundle was happily inspected by
the young folks for hard candy, horehound, licorice, and
maybe some fine tea or thread and buttons for Mother.
We would always find a new book or two. The recreation
we enjoyed most was when Dad read aloud. We had to sit
still and listen, because he would ask questions later and
he would know if we hadn't been paying attention. He
read everything from the Bible to Eatons' catalogue.
How he enjoyed living, in fantasy, the lives of the
characters in the tales of Wm. McLeod Raine, Harold
Bell Wright and the Anne books. We had many fiery
discussions of what the characters should or should not
have done in a specific instance.
It was a red-letter day when one time Dad walked to
Neepawa and came home the next night driving his first
pony, in a lovely new buggy. How we loved our "Tony"
and she became a real pet.
My mother was a very busy person. She had a family of
five boys and two girls, and boarded many wood-cutters.
Occasionally her work was made much harder when Dad
brought home another woodsman bringing along a huge
family of "hangers-on". It took just one day and we
would all have acquired a set of "hangers-on". We all
got "the treatment". Those of us going to school went
with new hair cuts and smelling of coal-oil and carbolic,
but clean and free of the free-loaders.
In the spring of 1909 my Mother baked the last of one
ton of flour that she had started on in October. She
baked bread for wood camps as well as eighteen people at
the table. She made all the clothes, mitts, sox, shirts and
overalls for men. The denim and shirt material was
bought by the bolt. Very often this was purchased at
Kerr's at Neepawa, when on a trip to see the doctor or
dentist or do a bit of banking. I never knew my Mother to
buy laundry soap, vinegar, jam, bread, or butter. All that
was made at home.
One of the highlights of later years was a trip by train
to Neepawa. We would go to Kerr's for new shoes;
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material for a new dress or shirts for the boys would be
purchased at Clares. Then some of the family might have
to visit Dr. MacDonald to have a tooth extracted. While
waiting for time to catch the train for home, if we were
very lucky, we paid a visit to Vansickle's restaurant for
treats. One time Mother and Dad got all dressed up and
went to St. John's Photo studio to have a picture taken to
send to Grandma back in Ontario.
When I was a very little girl I dreamed of living in
Neepawa. To me, then, it was right next door to the
"Garden of Eden". It seemed quite natural then, when in
Januray 1979 we decided to sell our place at Norgate and
move, we did just that and moved, to Neepawa, of
course. We find it a very lovely place to settle and now
enjoy life. The town of Neepawa has something of
everyting that anyone might require in daily living. In
addition to that, plenty of cultural entertainment to fill
the hours. You go to church and are met with a hand held
out in welcome. Everyone says "Good Morning" at the
Post Office.
After twenty-seven years of serving the public, I feel
I've earned the right to some rest and relaxation. Serving
the public is a very exhausting undertaking, but also a
very rewarding one. People are wonderful. I have
thoroughly enjoyed them. Oh, I will admit to, when
dealing with different people, my feathers have been
somewhat ruffled. But this you learn to take in stride and
there are always compensations, somewhere along the
line.
In closing I'd like to share a little story with you. "A
Mother and a 3 year old boy came into the store and she
bought a few items. The little boy walked all around and
just "looked" with his hands in his pockets. The Mother
said, "What would you like, son"? His priceless reply
was ''Nuffin - Me - Bake!! /"
That's the type of thing that just makes your day.
I would like to wish Neepawa and District a Happy and
Joyous Anniversary and many, many more Happy Years.

WILLOUGHBY FAMILY
by Jeanette Willoughby

Wm. and Mrs. Willoughby were born, raised and
married in Orangeville, Ontario. After William had made
several trips West with car loads of horses to sell, he
decided to move his family of five girls and one boy, with
Mrs. Willoughby to Neepawa, in 1890. Four more
children were born, two boys and two girls. They settled
in the Gordon School district in the home later occupied
by Tom Drayson. Jack was born there. The farm did not
have good water. Being a stockman, Wm. bought the 1/2
section east of it, and this was the family farm until
Willoughbys retired to Neepawa.
The children were Billy, Vern, Jack, Evie, Julia,
Myrtle, Ida, Michael, Pearl and Verla.
William built a livery barn, huge enough to stable
hundreds of horses. It was built in 1900, 100 ft. x 100 ft.,
the largest in Canada. The Manitoba Winter Fair was
held there in February 1904. It was three stories high. It
became widely known throughout Manitoba. There was a
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ramp between the first and second floors. The third floor
contained living quarters for the hired men. The top was
a marvellous lookout point, and a band shell, for the
local band practices. It attracted many sightseers. This
barn was located on the present Ford car premises. The
bottom storey is still in use. The mammoth barn, the
largest in Canada, was sold in 1907 to H.R. Rutledge.
Cars began to take the place of the horse and buggy,
and the livery business was on its way out. William
moved to a smaller barn on the NW corner of Ellen Street
and Mountain Avenue, just north of the old school. He
spent his later years on the farm.
William and his sons were very fond of horses, and had
race horses which Jack drove. Those were the days they
had races on Fair Days in Neepawa and surrounding
towns.
Jack, the son, told many stories about the days he
worked in the livery barn; about trips at night with the
doctors, through the storms, the doctor walking at the
heads of the horses with a lantern. One false step and
they would all be in deep water. There were the nights
Jack couldn't go. Then he hated to see the doctor go off
alone!
One night he drove the doctor through a blizzard to a
farm where the family had the fever and were very ill.
They all recovered so the trip was worth the effort.
There was an old horse which could go pretty fast if he
was in the mood or a man was driving. If a lady wanted
to take the children for a ride, they gave them the old
horse. He would watch them get loaded, then he would

can remember I always made sure I had the chamber pot
under my bed. I also remember a few nights when Mother
Nature called, I felt around for my chamber pot, then
realized my brother had taken it. So I would flounder
around in the dark until I found it. By this time, Mother
Nature was no longer calling - she was yelling! About one
night every ten days in the cold weather, the stove pipes
would catch on fire. So out came the pipe at stove level
and under it went the wash basin. If the water pail was
not yet frozen solid, water was poured in. The draft
would suck it up and out went the fire.
Mr. and Mrs. Hewitt, Olive's parents, and her sister
Bessie came out from England in 1921 to spend their
remaining years in Canada. In order to accommodate the
two families, a large duplex house was built. This still
stands on the southeast corner of the property.
The Wisemans spent all their farming years on the
same farm. When they retired in 1942 the farm was sold
to W.J. Harding. It is now owned by a daughter-in-law
Jack Willoughby with race horse.

go slowly but gently as a lamb. They would all return
safely.
On a night that Jack was driving and it was dreadfully
dark, all of a sudden the horse stopped and wouldn't
move. Jack got out to see what was wrong and found the
bridge was washed out with the spring flood. We called
them dumb animals!
Several businessmen put up sums of money to start the
first hospital. William was one of them. He received a
scroll confirming he was the first governor of the
hospital.
Mrs. Willoughby was interested in her church. There
were so many meetings held at her home, the Ladies Aid
of Gordon Church presented her with a Life Membership. The house was large, the barn had plenty of
room for the horses. There was no country school to
gather in.
Mrs. Pearl Grassie is presently a guest at East View
Lodge and is the surviving member of the family.
The older people lived in a time when conditions were a
lot harder than now. During the past 100 years our ancestors built up a good place in which to live, now it is up
to the young people to keep it that way.

WISEMAN FAMILY
by Phyllis Bell

John Stanley and Olive Kidman Wiseman (Hewitt) and
their two children, Eric, nine years, and two-year-old
Phyllis, came to the Neepawa district in 1919. They
bought the east half of section 1-14-16 in the Osprey
district, then owned by Walter Young. Previous to this
move, they had homesteaded at Ituna, Saskatchewan,
having come to Canada in 1904 from Norfolk, England.
They lived in an old log house on this farm, heated by a
cook stove. With no insulation and a single roof, the heat
disappeared rather quickly. In winter the beds were ice
cold to crawl into and stayed that way most of the night. I
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Costume Party - Bessie Hewitt, Stanley Wiseman, Phyllis Wiseman,
Eric Wiseman, Olive Wiseman.

living in California. While living in the country, Mr.
Wiseman spent some years as school trustee and Mrs.
Wiseman was very active in the United Farm Women's
Organization.
In 1939 their son Eric built what was then known as
Wiseman's Garage on the corner of Mountain and
Boundary Streets. Wiseman's Taxi business also
originated there and Mr. Wiseman drove taxi for his son
for many years. It was later sold to Bill Jonasson and is
now known as "Bumper to Bumper".
When they left the farm they bought a house in the
north end of Neepawa at 216 Second Avenue. In 1945
they built a new home at 463 Third Avenue on Mayor
Pollock's property. They were both regular attendants of
St. James Anglican Church. Mrs. Wiseman taught
Sunday School for many years, and organized an evening
group of young women.
Mrs. Wiseman, with the help of Mrs. Bradley (now
Mrs. J.A. Davidson) and Mrs. Frank Alguire, started
Neepawa's first annual Hobby Show. It started out just a
small affair and was held in the basement of the Masonic
Temple. It grew in size and became known as Neepawa
Trade Fair. Eventually it was held for several years in
Pedlar's Arcade, now Matheson's Furniture Store. It was
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later replaced by Neepex which was held annually in the
Yellowhead Centre, formerly the old Salt Plan(
They will always be remembered for their many and
varied hobbies, mainly the leather carving they both
enjoyed so much.
Stanley Wiseman passed away in 1965 at the age of 81.
Olive Wiseman, after spending seven years in East View
Lodge, passed away in 1977 at the age of 92.
In 1964 their son Eric of Vancouver suffered a partial
stroke and has been confined to a wheelchair ever since.
He married Carol Gorsline. There were four children in
the family - Jack who passed away in 1965; Patricia of
Winnipeg; Bruce who married Cathie Allen, and had two
children, Jeffrey and Leanne; and Diane who married
Doug Paine and who have two children, John and Laura.
Their daughter Phyllis married Hugh Bell. They had
four children - Phyllis Jean who married Mervyn
Hawkins and now live on the Hawkins' family farm
northwest of Neepawa. They have two children, Adele
and Robert. Their second daughter Donna Mae married
Ray Prefontaine who passed away suddenly in 1981
leaving two daughters Ange-Rae and Marce-Rae. Their
older son Ronald married Lorrie Moss and resides in
Richmond, B.C. Their younger son Douglas lives in
Neepawa.
During their years spent on the farm they went through
the good old depression as did all their neighbours.
Looking back now it amazes me to know how much
pleasure and sociability was tpeirs regardless of hardships
and inconvenience, not to mention the lack of money.
There was no trouble keeping up to the Jones's - the
Jones's had nothing either!
In the winter months they had pie socials, box-socials,
whist drives, masquerade dances and hard-time dances.
The highlight of the year was the school Christmas
concert. They couldn't have had more fun, and no help
needed from liquor or drugs. Every two weeks on a
Friday night they had a Community Party - no charge just a donation of sandwiches or cake. People came for
miles. No imported, high-priced orchestra - it was Jack
Batters on his fiddle accompanied by Bessie Chisholm on
the piano. They played all evening - no one to spell them
off; just stopped long enough to have a change of partners and to let old Jack mop his brow. How he perspired!
So did everyone as all danced - no wallflowers then!
Couldn't afford deodorants or air freshners in those days
so as the night wore on and the room became hotter, the
perspiration ran more freely. If one corner of the room
got a bit potent, you just moved to another. No cliques at
those dances, you couldn't stay in one place long enough!
Remember Peter McNab? I knew him when I was a
little girl. He lived at Davidsons but spent one or two
winters at our house. Dad led him to believe he needed
help with the chores, which he did, but actually we
needed another body much worse to make a foursome for
bridge which we played every night!
Too bad our present generation will never know or see
such sociability and carefree living. I am happy that I
grew up through those years on the farm, rough as they
may have been.
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WOOD FAMILY
by Marie Robinson

Robert Wood, the forerunner of the Wood clan,
arrived in Neepawa in 1903 where he opened a bakeshop
which he ran until 1918 when he moved to Winnipeg and
spent the remainder of his life. His brother James arrived
in Neepawa in 1904 and bought a farm in Glendale
district from Bob Dunsmore. After he had built a house,
his wife, Sarah Jane Wood, came from Quebec on the
train with three children, the first two being twins. Basil
and Bessie were born in 1900, and Florence in 1901, all
were born in Quebec. The last of the family, Robert, was
born in Neepawa in 1904.
Bessie completed her education at Brandon College
and went on to teach school north of Winnipeg. She
moved to the States in the 20s and married Al Lucler of
Los Angeles where she died in 1967.
Florence also completed her education at Brandon
College, and married J .S. Batters of the Osprey district in
1924. They had two children. Florence died in 1965.
Robert farmed until the year he married Muriel Wilson
of Neepawa. He took a job with V.G.G. They had three
children. Robert worked for the V.G.G. until he retired
in 1967. He was residing in Hartney at the time of his
death in 1979.
Basil continued to farm with his father and mother in
Glendale. They farmed with buckskin horses, and were
the first farmers to have a dug-out in that district.
James Wood died in 1937, and Sarah Jane died in
1956. Basil continued on the farm until 1965, he then sold
the farm and moved to Neepawa. He married Daisy
Graham of Neepawa. They continue to live here at this
time.

JOHN AND JENNIE WOOD
OF MENTMORE
byDr.A.W. Wood

John "Jack" Wood was born in 1886 at Carlisle,
England, second son of Solomon and Rachel (Wannop)
Wood, tenant farmers. In 1903 at the age of 17 he came
to Canada to visit his mother's cousin, James Lawrence
Wannop, who had farmed at Creeford, 20 miles
southwest of Neepawa since 1882.
In the fall of 1905, the Wannop family and several
neighbors including John Wood left the Creeford district
to take up homesteads near Nanton, Alberta. John
became a landowner at nineteen years of age though he
didn't get clear title until 1908.
He lost his first crop when it was flattened in a two day
September snowstorm and his second crop with a severe
hailstorm in August. In January 1909 he trad.ed his
homestead to Henry Zang for a quarter section fourteen
miles southwest of Neepawa, the SW 1/4 of 29-13-16. In
January 1913 he married Jennie Hill, daughter of a near
neighbor. Their first child, Alicia, was born in 1915.
John had good crops for the first two years and many
semi-failures for several years afterward, due to a very
wet harvest season in 1911, drought and gophers in 1912,
rust in 1914, frost in 1915 and rust again in 1916. Not

until 1918 did he have a really successful year. With a
good crop selling at high prices, he cleared $5,000~ He
considered it his best year in farming.
In 1929 he rented and moved to the Grassie farm
adjoining Gordon School, the N 112 of 32-13-16, so the
children no longer had to drive three miles to school. A
poor crop which sold for low prices left him in debt from
which an inheritance from his uncle in England rescued
him.
The depression years John described as a time of
"terrible adversity and the most awful hardships." He
moved to a farm just west of Neepawa Airport in 1932
where he stayed until he decided to quit farming in 1938.
His grain operation had lost money for ten years. He
survived on proceeds from the sale of cream and beef
cattle, from custom threshing, by cashing in his insurance
and by an inheritance from his father's estate.
After his auction sale in September 1938, he moved to
a small holding on the west side of Neepawa, then took
over his original farm at Mentmore when his tenant, Sid
Brown, joined the army. In 1945 he moved to a farm west
of Brookdale adjacent to the Wannop homestead where
he had first visited 42 years earlier. In 1948 he purchased
a farm at Cartwright from which he retired to Brandon in
1952. His wife Jennie died there in 1966 and John in
1968.
Alicia, their daughter, did not marry and always lived
at home. She still lives in Brandon.

TOM AND MARY WOOD

OF CORDOVA
by Dr. A. W. Wood

Thomas William "Tom" Wood of Eastview Lodge is
one of the oldest surviving pioneers of the Neepawa
district. Now in his ninety-eighth year, he was born on
Cockley Bank farm a few miles east of Carlisle, England,
the eldest son of Solomon Wood and Rachel Wannop.
He came to Canada in June 1907 to visit his brother
John who was homesteading in Alberta. Two years later
he came to the district northwest of Brookdale where his
brother John had acquired a quarter section of land in
trade for his Alberta homestead.
In November 1909 he went home to England for a visit
returning to Canada in March 1910. He stopped at
Napanee, Ontario and married Mary Isabella Howell
with whom he had corresponded while working in
Alberta, and brought her to Manitoba. They began their
married life with virtually no capital. He bought the W
112 of 20-13-16 with no cash down and farmed it for
eight years.

The Tom Wood Family. Back Row: Arthur, John. Middle: Mary,
Muriel, Arnold, George, Cecil, Gladys, Tom. Front: Lucille.

John Wood Family - Bill, Art, Alicia, Jennie, John.

Bill, their eldest son, joined the Canadian Army in
1939 and farmed at Cartwright after the war. He married
Leona Dyck of Cartwright and they had four children,
Marla, Dawn, Elgin and Christine. They left the farm in
1958 and moved to Brandon where Bill worked for the
post office and in real estate until he moved to B.C. in
1978.
Their youngest son, Art, worked as an electrician in
Portage where he married Hazel Fulton of Rossendale,
Manitoba. He trained as a barber in Winnipeg and
operated barber shops in Brandon, Swan River, Macdonald, Griswold and Oak Lake where he now lives.
They have two children, Lome and Bonnie.

In 1918 their eldest child was of school age. The farm
was three miles from Gordon school. By then they had
three children so Tom looked for a farm closer to a
school. He bought the S 1/2 of 2-14-17, a mile north of
Cordova and only a quarter mile from Lornedale School.

Tom Wood and his customery means oj transportation.
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In the next 20 years he bought eight more quarter sections
while raising a family of eight children during a difficult
period of low prices, drought, rust and hail.
He acquired a great deal of farmland and farmed as
much as six quarter sections using only horse power.
Most of the land he bought he then rented or sold,
usually to beginning farmers. This activity was the most
successful of his farming career. He assisted 57 couples to
start farming, gIVIng them financial help and
management advice. In the process he acquired title to 86
quarter sections of farmland, owning a maximum of 61
quarters at one time.
Tom Wood was active in all aspects of life in the
Cordova community except sports, politics and religion.
He campaigned effectively for the establishment of the
Manitoba Wheat Pool. He served for 25 years as
Secretary of the local United Grain Growers. He served
for many years as President or Secretary of the Cordova
branch of the United Farmers of Manitoba. He was
Secretary or Manager of the local beef ring for 30 years
and for 15 years acted as shipper for the local
Cooperative Livestock Association.
Tom Wood retired from active farming in 1955 at the
age of 70. He and Mary moved to Neepawa and bought a
house on Hospital Street where they lived for the next 24
years. He gradually disposed of all his farmland and
invested heavily in the development of new businesses in

Showing faith in Nadco Tom
Wood, a pioneer Neepawa
resident, believes in the future of
the district and is willing to back
his faith by investing in
NADCO's industrial development fund. He was one of the
first to sign up Thursday
morning, the first day of the
campaign to raise the fund.
Standing at left is NADCO
president John Thomas and at
right is Allan Nebbs, a member
of the campaign committee.

Arnold and Mar'
(Kenward) Wood.
.

Harold until he was 40 years of age when he found that
he had been registered as Arnold. He attended high
school at Franklin, boarding at Tom White's since the
school was eight miles from home. He left home in 1928,
travelled widely in Canada and worked on farms in
Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta for 13 years, ten of
them at Red Deer. He returned to Manitoba in 1941,
worked on the Andrew Craig farm for a year, and then
returned home to help his father. He bought the Grasby
farm, the NE 1/4 of 35-13-17, and farmed it till 1952
when he purchased a larger farm at Birtle.
Arnold retired in 1975 and moved to Plumas where he
bought a small holding and built a new house in which his
family now lives. In 1964, at the age of 53, he married
Mary Kenward of Birtle. They now have six children, a
daughter Darlene and five sons, Kelvin, Kenneth,
Marvin, Darcy and Harold all attending school in Plumas
or Gladstone.

CECIL AND GLADYS WOOD
Neepawa. He remained actively involved in managing his
own investments until about the age of 90.
Tom and Mary continued to live in their own house
until Mary suffered a stroke and moved into Eastview
Lodge in 1978. She died in February 1980, on the eve of
her 91st birthday and one month before their 70th
wedding anniversary.
Two months after Mary's death Tom moved into
Eastview Lodge where he now lives, enjoying good health
and occasional visits from his 60 living descendants, one
now living in Georgia and the rest scattered over six
Canadian provinces.

ARNOLD AND MARY WOOD
Arnold Austin Wood, the eldest son of Tom and Mary
Wood, was born in Neepawa in 1911. He was called
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Cecil Edwin Wood, the second son, was born in
Neepawa in 1913. He attended Franklin High School,
boarding at Tom White's. He won an Isbister
Scholarship in Grade XI, his final year there. He later
completed most of Grade XII while working at Wellwood
and then attended Wesley College in Winnipeg until
depression conditions made it impossible to continue. He
went to England by cattle boat in 1933 and worked there
for four years at various jobs including a period for the
giant construction company owned by his great uncle, Sir
John Laing. He returned to Canada in 1937 to the home
farm and, renting land from his father, began farming
with power machinery in 1938.
He was joined by his younger brother, Arthur, in 1939
and by the time they both joined the RCAF in 1942, they
were farming nine quarter sections of widely scattered
land and, in addition, did a great deal of custom work. In
1940 they purchased the first self-propelled combine to be

JOHN AND VIOLA WOOD
John Walter "Johnny" Wood, the third son, was born
in Neepawa in 1916. He worked at home after leaving
school and on farms in the Franklin and Moorepark
districts. In 1939 he bought the NE 1/4 of 3-14-17 and the
SE 114 of 10-14-l7 and farmed there till 1947 when he
bought the Jamieson farm adjacent to Cordova. He has
lived there ever since though he ceased farming the land
and worked for the Mackenzie Seed company in Brandon
for a few years until he retired in 1981.

The Cecil Wood Family. Standing: Penny, Tom, Susan. Seated:
Gladys, Cecil.

brought to the Cordova district and custom combined
several hundred acres besides harvesting their own crop
without assistance, in contrast to the previous year when
they employed up to eight men for over eight weeks of
cutting, stooking and threshing.
In the fall of 1942 Cecil joined the RCAF. He trained
as a Navigator and served overseas with 432 Leaside
Squadron, participating in 23 air raids over Germany.
After the war he returned to his farm in the Mentmore
district. In 1946 he married Gladys May Franklin of
Wellingborough, England, whom he had met overseas.
They lived on the farm until 1948 and then in Neepawa
until 1952 when they moved to Winnipeg where Cecil
attended the University of Manitoba (after an interval of
20 years) and obtained an Honours degree in Economics.
They moved to Kingston in 1958 where Cecil completed
his Masters degree at Queens and continued on Ph.D.
studies.
He taught for two years at Mount Allison University of
Sackville, New Brunswick, before returning to Winnipeg
in 1964 to join the staff of St. John's College and the
Economics Department at the University of Manitoba.
He remained on staff until he retired in 1979. He spent a
year in England and another at Victoria, B.C., before
returning to Winnipeg and a post-retirement appointment at the University of Manitoba. He and his wife
own the Bri-mont Apartments in Neepawa.
Cecil and Gladys have three children, Penny, Susan
and Tom, all graduates of the University of Manitoba.
Penny has a Masters degree in Social Work. She married
Chris Offer of Vancouver. She has worked at her
profession in Winnipeg, Edmonton and in Vancouver
where they now live. Susan graduated as an M.D. and
served in Klinic until she married Ian Kelly of Vancouver
in 1980 and moved to that city. They came to Winnipeg in
1981 and Susan is again practicing in Klinic. Tom, the
only descendant of Tom Wood to bear his name,
completed a degree in Fine Arts and is now doing
graduate work at the University of Victoria. He married
Rhonda Beebe of Saskatoon.

John Walter Wood Family. Back Row: Ken. Middle Row: Nanette,
Tracy, Mary, Paulette, Keith, John, Ricky. Centre: Jamie. Front Row:
Sheryl, Cindy.

Johnny married Viola "Pat" Curle of Moorepark in
1937. They have three sons, Ken, Keith and Gary, and
two daughters, Deanna and Sharon. Their second son,
George, died in infancy, the only death among the Wood
descendants in 70 years until a great-grandson was killed
in 1981. Ken, the eldest son, married Mary Lungal of
Solsgirth. They live at Gull Lake, Manitoba, where Ken
works for Winnipeg Supply in the sand and gravel
business. They have three children, Ricky, Tracy and
Cindy. Deanna completed high school in Minnedosa and
worked for C.L. St. John until she married Bob Sumner,
a farmer in the Mentmore district. They have two sons,
Kelly and Jason, who attend school in Neepawa and play
hockey there. Sharon married Doug Delmage of Minnedosa. They lived in Yellowknife for several years and
then in Minnedosa. They now live in Camrose, Alberta,
and have one daughter, Nonette., Keith works for
Minnedosa Consumers' Coop and lives on the home farm
where he has recently built a new house. Gary, the
youngest, lives at home and works for Mackenzie Seeds
in Brandon.

GLADYS (WOOD) TURNER
Gladys Isobel Wood, George's twin and the first
daughter of Tom and Mary Wood, married Bernard
Turner of the Cordova district. They lived in Mentmore,
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children of Tom and Mary Wood. George worked on
farms in the Cordova, Moorepark and Mentmore
districts and at High River, Alberta. He served in the
Canadian army in World War II and since then has lived
in Milton, Ontario where he worked for Rockwell International in the manufacture of auto parts. He was
married to Dorothy (Stiles) English of Strathclair and
adopted her son, Ray, by her first marriage. Ray lives in
Hamilton and is married to Margaret Scott. They have
four daughters, Barbara, Sharon, Linda and Jodi, and
onegrandchil~.

MURIEL (WOOD) HEWSON

Bernard and Gladys (Wood) Turner.

Winnipeg, Neepawa, A vonlea, Saskatchewan, and
Waterdown and Milton, Ontario. Bernard died in 1977
and Gladys now lives in Guelph. They had three children,
Gail, Nadine and Lyle. Gail majored in French at McMaster where she obtained her M.A. degree. She taught
school at Sharbot Lake. She married John McMillen and
lives in Burlington. They have one daughter, Sara, and a
son, Sean. Nadine took her nurses training at St.
Joseph's Hospital in Hamilton and is now on the staff of
St. Joseph's Hospital in Guelph. She married Jim House
of Ancaster, Ontario. They have three children, Cheryl,
Christopher and Jeffrey and are now divorced. Lyle
operates a commercial art and communications business
in WeIland. He is married to Heather McRae of WeIland.
They have two children, Delaney and Meaghan.

Muriel Gertrude Wood, the second daughter of Tom
and Mary Wood, was born in Neepawa in 1922. She
worked in the Westinghouse factory in Hamilton during
World War II and later on a farm in Saskatchewan. She
married Ed Hewson, a farmer at Invermay, Saskatchewan, where she now lives. She has one daughter,
Rosanne, who married Blain Tanner of Neepawa. Blaine
serves in the Naval division of the Canadian Armed
Forces and is based at Halifax. They have three children,
Danny, Leah and Kristine.

GEORGE AND DOROTHY WOOD
George Bertram Wood and his twin Gladys, were born
on the farm at Cordova in 1920, the fifth and sixth

Muriel (Wood) Hewson.

ARTHUR AND ALISON WOOD

George and his twin Gladys.
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Arthur William Wood was the fourth son of Tom and
Mary Wood. He was born in Neepawa in 1918 and attended Lornedale, Franklin and Edna schools, traveling
eight to sixteen miles a day by foot, by ski or horseback
for two years.
He worked on farms in Manitoba and Alberta, as a
waiter in London, England and in bush work near Lac du
Bonnet during the depression till he started farming with
his brother Cecil at Cordova and Mentmore in 1939. He
joined the RCAF in 1942 as an Observer and served in
Coastal Command in the Pacific area completing 64
operational flights. While in the Air Force he married
Alison "Betty" Craig, only daughter of Andrew and.
Mildred Craig of the Edna district.

Riverton and at the Manitoba School for the Deaf. He is
now teaching at the School for the Deaf in Saskatoon.
Dennis and Lea have two children, Caitilin and Jesse.
They later divorced and Dennis married Kerry Craig of
Winnipeg who is now taking religious studies at the
University of Saskatchewan ..
Ronald was born in Saskatoon. He attended schools in
Winnipeg and was active in sports, playing on the Fort
<?arry Lions Bantam team that reached the pr:ovincial·
fmals. He was an all-star on the Fort Garry Midgets who
wer~ Manitoba champions in 1968. He lives in Winnipeg
and IS a buyer for Fort Garry Industries. He is married to
Janice Smidt of Arnaud, Manitoba; They have one son,
Michael.

LUCILLE (WOOD) THOMPSON
Arthur Wood Family. Back Row: Jan, Craig, Ron. Middle Row:
Arthur, Lea, Dennis. Front Row: Alison, Robin, Caitilin.

After the war he studied at the University of Saskatchewan for seven years, earning three degrees and the
Governor General's gold medal as the top graduate of the
University in 1951. He operated the Craig farm during
the summers. In the summer of 1951 he was Senior
Supervisor of the Census of Agriculture for the prairie
region. He obtained his Ph.D. degree in Agricultural
Economics from Stanford University in California in
1956 and worked for the Canada Department of Labour
in Ottawa briefly before joining the staff of the
Department of Agricultural Economics at the University
of Manitoba where he has been a professor for 27 years.
He served as Department Head for six years.
He was active in public service having been VicePresident and Treasurer of the Canadian Association of
University Teachers, Vice-President of the Canadian
Agricultural Economics Society and President of the
Manitoba Institute of Agrologists. He was Chairman of
the Manitoba Marketing Board for 18 years and Manager
of Campus Credit Union for 14 years. He served as a
director of the Freshwater Fish Marketing Corporation
the Red River Cooperative, the Cooperative Housin~
Association of Manitoba and of the Willow Park
Housing Cooperative.
Arthur and Alison Wood have three sons Craig
Dennis and Ronald. Craig graduated in Art~ at th~
University of Winnipeg and in Agriculture at the
Univerity of Manitoba. He was employed by the
Manitoba Crop Insurance Corporation and now works
for the B.C. Department of Agriculture. He married Jan
Ungerer of Winnipeg. They have a son, Robin, and a
daughter, Emma. A second son, Liam, was killed in a
tragic accident in 1981 at the age of three.
Dennis took an honours degree in English at the
University of Winnipeg. He married Lea Pelletier of
Wi.nnipeg and they both attended Queens University,
domg graduate work in English. They then lived for two
years on the Craig farm 11 miles west of Neepawa, the
farm formerly operated by his father, his grandfather
and his great-grandfather. He obtained his education
certificate at the University of Brandon and taught at

Lucille Evelyn Wood, the eighth and youngest child of
Tom and Mary Wood, was born in Neepawa in 1930. She
completed Grade XI in Minnedosa, taught school at
Cardale and worked for automobile dealers in Souris and
Carnduff, Saskatchewan. She married Doug Thompson,
a farmer at Carnduff, raised three children, Terry, Brian
and Darrell, completed her Grade XII and now serves as
Vice-Chairman of the Oxbow Unit school board. Terry
attended the University of Saskatchewan and later
married John Horn of Gainesville, Florida. They live in
Atlanta, Georgia, where Terry is studying for her Ph.D.
degree in clinical psychology. Brian obtained his Diploma
in Agriculture at the university of Saskatchewan and is
now farming at Carnduff. He married Beverley Day of
Saskatoon. They have two children, Todd and Kari.
Darrell studied Agriculture at the University of
Saskatchewan and now farms at Carnduff. He is married
to Judy Matthewson of Storthoaks, Saskatchewan. Judy
has a hairdressing business in Carnduff.

Doug and Lucille (Wood) Thompson.
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BERG AND MARG WOPNFORD
by Berg and Marg WopnJord

Berg and Marg, with their young family Stephen (age
13) and Laura (age 10), came to Neepawa from Winnipeg
in September, 1981.
Berg is a Professional Engineer with Natural
Resources, Manitoba Government.
The family enjoys curling, golf, baseball, hockey and
playing the piano. Marg hopes to teach piano in
Neepawa.

Mr. Yerex, Mossom, Velva, Mrs. Yerex, Noble. Front: Alfred - 1914.

WopnJord Family. Berg and Marg, Stephen (13), Laura (10).

YEREX FAMILY
by E. Yerex and Mrs. Sybil Burton

Isaac Richard Yerex was born in Minden, Haliburton
County, Ontario in 1870 and died in 1959. He was a direct
descendant of Paulus Jurians (later called Jurckx) a
Huguenot, who arrived in the putch colony of Rensselaerwyck, New Netherlands in 1647. At the beginning
of the American Revolution in 1776, Paulus' greatgrandson, Isaac Jurckx, and his son William were forced
by the rebels to flee from their farm in Northcastle, New
York and seek refuge on the British held Island of
Manhattan. At the close of the conflict in 1783, Isaac and
his son William came with the Van Alstyne group of
Loyalists to Adolphustown, Ontario, where Isaac
received a Loyalist land grant of Lots 21, 22 and 23,
second concession. Another son, John had arrived earlier
in Kingston where he became a Magistrate. Both of
Isaac's sons John and William fought in the War of 1812
against the Americans. At this time, the family took on
the English phonetical spelling of the name "Jurckx"
which became "Yourex" and "Yerex". William married
the daughter of a Loyalist, Jemima Youmans. They
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settled on land around Picton which is still known as
"Yerexville" .
William was commander of the Hallowell Packet Boat
which travelled between Kingston and Picton. Two of
William's sons became the first settlers in the City of
London in 1826. Another son, Isaac who was the
grandfather of Mr. Yerex took up land in Little Britain,
Ontario. In later life he fought in the Fenian Raids. Mr.
Yerex's father, Eleazer, broke up new land in Minden in
the 1860s. Mr. Yerex's mother, Eliza Ludlow, was born
in Beiturbet, Ireland.
Isaac worked on farms in the Sunderlan District and in
lumber camps as a young man before coming West to the
Acton District in Manitoba in 1892. He worked for John
Crawford of Neepawa for a period of time. Later he
settled in Springhill in 1894 on the SW quarter of 22-1516 on which he built his first home. This land was once
owned by Mr. Isaac Freed who received it as a government grant for fighting in the North-West Rebellion.
Money was scarce at this time and Mr. Yerex contracted
an almost fatal vitamin deficiency disease from living on
a diet of tea, maple syrup and potatoes.
In '1905 he bought the SE quarter of 21-15-16 from
John Crawford. This land was originally settled by Mr.
and Mrs. Duncan Fletcher. Mr. Yerex's brother Samuel
lived with him before leaving for the Klondike Gold
Rush. A sister, Mrs. Sara Jane Maguire lived on the SE
quarter of 28-15-16. A cousin, the Reverend Frank Yerex
lived on the SE quarter of 32-15-16.
Isaac returned to Ontario to marry Rebecca Anderson
who was born in Minden in 1876 and died in Neepawa in
1955. They were married in Lindsay in 1897. Rebecca was
the daughter of Alex Anderson and Isabel Pockett. The
Pockett family came from Gloucestershire, England and
were among the earliest settlers in the Springhill District
and are given credit for naming the area. Mrs. Yerex's
sister Alberta (Mrs. James Connell) also settled in
Neepawa. Many of the early settlers of Springhill came
from Minden, Ontario after the railroads opened up to
the West. The area of Minden was picturesque but the
land was poor and one could walk from one stone to the
other over most of the farms. Mrs. Yerex at first dreaded
the idea of coming West for there were many stories in

\

circulation of how the windy severe climate could destroy
one's complexion. She brought all of her savings with her
in gold coins that she had earned from six years of
teaching at Snowden and Upperton Schools.
Isaac Yerex threshed grain for 50 years and he gained a
considerable reputation in that field. He was also active
as a Liberal in politics in the early days. Mrs. Yerex was
interested in missionary work and was President of the
Portage la Prairie Presbyterial for a few years. Although
baptized an Anglican, she became a member of the
Methodist and later the United Church and was active in
all phases of church work. Mrs. Yerex frequently took on
the duties of midwife for friends and neighbors in the
district. Mr. and Mrs. Yerex lived all of their married life
in the Springhill district and raised four children:
Mossom Melville - Born at Springhill, Manitoba in
1899. Died at Centralia, Washington in 1971. He trained
as a telegrapher but because of the Depression, he was
unable to find work in that line. He married Grace
Brewer of Veteran, Alberta, and they operated a general
store. About 1937 they moved to farm in the U.S.A.
Mossom was well-known for his musical talent. He
taught piano for several years.
Noble Ulysses - Born at Springhill, Manitoba in 1900.
He married Irene Elizabeth Adamson of Kelwood,
Manitoba, a telephone operator, and they farmed the
Ward homestead, SW 10-16-16, which he had purchased.
In 1942 he purchased and they moved to the A. Harris
farm, W 112 35-15-16. Noble served on the Rosedale
Council from 1937-1945, as councillor and reeve,
followed by four years as assessor. He was trustee on the
Springhill School Board. There were ten children:
Sybil (Mrs. Galvin) Burton, Franklin, Manitoba; Max
married to Lorna Pierson, Riding Mountain; Ardyth
Bouzan, Comox, B.C.; Erma (Mrs. Cliff) Massing,
Ponoka, Alberta; Daune married to Joan Nicholson,
Neepawa; Norma (Mrs. Jim) Fleger, Neepawa; Glen
married to Vera McLeod, Winnipeg; Mavis (Mrs. John)
Williamson, Morris, Manitoba; Muriel MacLellan,
Winnipeg; Carol (Mrs. Ed) Carson, Winnipeg. There are
25 grandchildren living and presently 13 greatgrandchildren. Noble's wife, Irene, died in 1973 at
Neepawa, where they had moved after living in Winnipeg
for 12 years. Noble died in 1982.
Velva Isabelle - Born at Springhill, Manitoba in 1904.
After teaching at Coldstream School and working as a
trained nurse at Winnipeg General Hospital, she married
William Norrie Hutton of Winnipeg, a C.P. Railway
conductor. They had three sons and one daughter:
Robert, Fredericton, New Brunswick; William, Winnipeg; Sheila (Mrs. Gordon) Bradley, Winnipeg; and
David, Toronto. There are 12 grandchildren. Her
husband died in 1968. Velva presently resides in Winnipeg.
Alfred Isaac - Born at Springhill, Manitoba, in 1907.
He attended Agricultural College in Winnipeg and
married Clara Isabel Blough of Salisbury district. After
working for the J.1. Case Company of Winnipeg and the
Canadian Pacific Railway, he took over the family farm
at Springhill where they are presently residing. They had
two children: Alice, Brandon, Manitoba; and Elton,
Guelph, Ontario. There are two granddaughters.

"l"""
JAMES YOUNG

I

by James M. Young

James Young was born in 1862 near Hillsburgh,
Ontario. There he worked with his brother on the home
farm until the spring of 1889. On March 22nd he arrived
in Neepawa via the C.P.R. with a car containing 3 horses,
1 colt, 2 cows, a couple of pigs, 10 hens and one rooster,
some machinery and $50 to start farming. He moved to
NE 4-16-15 which he had rented from his brother W.F.
Young who had preceded him to Neepawa several years
previously. In 1890 he purchased NW 4-16-15 from a
Mortgage Company, where in 1900 he built a new house
and barn. This was known as The Young Farm until sold
in 1970 to Floyd Bold by James M. Young.
Some time after coming to the district James Young
met Miss Margaret Ritchey, whose family had came west
from Blythe, Ontario in 1884, and lived on NE 20-15-13
northeast of Arden. At this time Margaret Ritchey had
moved into Neepawa in 1886, and was operating a
dressmaking and tailoring shop in the Harrison building,
where the Ford Garage is now. There she employed 5 or 6
girls who could make anything from a wedding dress to a
dress suit. Business must have been the same then as now,
as her account book shows accounts owing for 95 years.
James Young and Margaret Ritchey were married in
1895 by Rev. Robert Patterson of the Presbyterian
Church. Moving out to the farm they spent a very active
life both on the farm and in the community, until the
death of James in 1929 and Margaret in 1941.

Mr. and Mrs. James Young and family. June 25, 1906. NW 4-16-15,
Eden, Man. Mrs. Margaret (Ritchie) Young, 1861 - 1941. Minnie J.
Young (Mrs. Frank Proven), 1896 . James M. Young, Eden and
, Thomas R. Young, Kelwood, 1898 - 1974. James
Neepawa, 1901 Young, 1862 -1929.

The James Young family were 3 in number. Minnie J.
born in 1896, taught school for several years until she
married Frank Proven of Basswood. They farmed there
until moving to Minnedosa where Frank passed away in
1977. They had one son, Donald, now of Morden.
Mrs. Proven is now in the Personal Care Home,
Minnedosa.
Thomas R. was born in 1898, moved to a farm at
Kelwood in 1923, served about 30 years on Rosedale
Council, also 4 years with Royal Canadian Engineers
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I.M. Young farm, N2 4-16-15 -1926. Harry Keen with 2 teams.

again of the dirty thirties, the coming of the automobile,
the airplane, the tractors and combines, the passing of
the steam threshing machines. Just say, I have lived
through all of this and it has been a good time to be alive.
I would like to say that life has left me with many
pleasant memories of the wonderful men and women I
have worked with over the many years on Boards and
Councils, some of which are Eden Pool Elevators,
Neepawa Consumers Co-Op, Rosedale Council,
Neepawa Hospital Board, Eden United Church, Eden
Consolidated School, Beautiful Plains School Division,
just to mention a few.
Another pleasant memory was being The W. Master of
Neepawa Masonic Lodge in 1958 at the Lodge, and
Neepawa's seventy-fifth anniversary.
Many of the people I have worked with have passed on
long ago. Which makes me think that each of us may
leave some small footprints on the Eternal sands of time,
but never know how long they will remain.
To tell the Stories or the happenings of anyone of the
Boards I have belonged to would take too long to tell, so
I will close till another day.

ANTHONY AND JOSEPHINE ZAGULA
by Borga Jacobson

Anthony Zagula was born in eastern Poland in 1905.
His parents were farmers. When he was 8 years old,
Tony, along with his parents, was taken prisoner by the
Russians. His parents were detained in a work camp for
six years. During the winters, Tony attended Russian
schools but in summer he worked in the fields. World
I.M. Young farm, 1926. Wheat - 40 bus. per acre. Harry Keen, London, England.

during the war. In 1945 he married Florence in Montreal,
moved to Winnipeg in 1964. He died in 1974.
James M. was born in 1901, worked on the home farm
after leaving schools Acton and Eden, took over the farm
in 1923. In looking back, the greatest change in farming
would be the shift from horse power to power machinery
in the 1930s and 40s.
In 1930 James M. and Verna M. Osborne R.N. of
Birnie were married and remained on the home farm
until moving to Neepawa in 1967. They also raised a
family of 3, one boy and 2 girls:
James Gerald, taught school in Winnipeg and Edmonton, attended University, holds Masters Degree, now
working for Alberta Department of Education, Edmonton. He is married and has 3 boys.
Marjorie E., taught school. She is married, and has
one daughter Maureen. She lives in Morden, teaches at
Manitou, holds Masters Degree in Education.
Patricia M.E., worked as Librarian after University,
held Master of Library Science Degree, worked at Port
Arthur, Winnipeg and Edmonton, travelled extensively
all over the world. A wonderful girl who passed away
with cancer in 1979.
Now as to the story of my life, it will be short. Just to
say that looking back over 80 years, I have had a very
active and eventful life. I don't think you want to hear
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Zagulafarm at Riding Mountain.

War I broke out during this time and then the Russian
Revolution. In 1922, Tony returned to his home in
Poland with his parents, one brother and a sister. He
lived with his family until he was married to Josephine
Moniak in 1927.
In 1928 Tony and Josephine came to Canada and
settled at Riding Mountain, Manitoba. They built a log
house for themselves and they had a family of three
children. Stella was born in 1930, Muriel in 1932, and

Henry in 1936. Tony farmed at Riding Mountain from
1928 to 1969. He increased his holdings to five quarter
sections of land and from 1950 on he kept approximately
150 Hereford cattle. He did all his farming with his
"many good horses" in the early years. He went logging
in winter to make extra money, and he bought his first
tractor in 1938. In 1942, Tony built a frame house for his
family, and he bought his first car in 1946. It was a 1946
Pontiac! Tony and Josephine, with their children,
worked the farm until he retired in 1969. Looking back,
he recalls they had a wonderful life in Riding Mountain.
They built a beautiful new home at 286 Ada Street in
Neepawa. But Josephine did not have the chance to enjoy
her new home. She died August 6, 1969. She was a
charming and talented lady who could turn her hand to
any work and do it well. She enjoyed handwork and fine

Michael, married to Beverley Bachinski, children Matthew and Rebecca.
Deborah.
Patricia, married to Neil Adriaansen.
Edward.
Henry married Constance Kuharski in 1972. Henry
works for the Department of Highways. They have two
children, Jason and Carrie Jo.
Since 1972, Celestine Sobolewski has made his home
with Tony. Celestine had been a neighbor in Poland
before Tony left for Canada. From 1954 until 1968
Celestine visited regularly at the farm in Riding Mountain
and spent all his holidays there. Celestine was born in
Chicago in 1909 but went to Poland after World War I,
in 1921. He was a prisoner of war for six years during
World War II. In 1948 he returned to his native u.S. and
took a job in the steel mills in Chicago. He worked there
until he retired in 1972 and came to live in Neepawa.
When Tony says, with a twinkle in his eye, that he is a
rich man, he is not referring to his good house or any
dollars he may have set aside. His greatest riches are his
fine family and his many friends, whom he appreciates so
much!

WAYNE AND AMBER ZALLUSKI
by Amber Zalluski

Josephine and Tony Zagula's Family - Stella, Muriel, Henry.

cooking and had many interests. When she decided to live
in Canada, she made up her mind that she was going to
speak the language. She said that the radio was her
biggest help, and she made good use of it because she
spoke excellent English. At Zagulas the door was always
open to friends and neighbors. Tony sold his farm in
1969.
Stella was married to Frank Lavich in 1949. They farm
at Wellwood. They have eight children (and one
deceased) and six grandchildren:
Christine, married to Richard Carlyle, children - Kim,
Stephen, and Timothy Ian.
James, married to Cindy Murray.
Donald, married to Shawn Anderson, children Daniel and Trevor.
Catherine, married to Murray Bertrand, children Debra.
Victor, married to Lynne McLaughlin.
Stephen, died in a farm accident at age 12.
Edward, John, and Valerie.
Muriel was married to Edward Malazdrewiez in 1953.
They made their home in Brandon. They have six
children and three grandchildren:
Gregory, married to Roberta Graham.
Teresa, married to Gregory Kindrat, children Timothy.

Neepawa is the town we chose to make our home when
we planned to get married. Wayne is originally from
Alonsa, Manitoba, and is employed by the Natural
Resources Branch, Government of Manitoba, working
out of Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Amber Tanner, originally from Balmertown, Ontario,
was employed at the Unemployment Insurance Commission in Winnipeg. Wayne applied for a transfer, and
Amber applied for a position with the Beautiful Plains
School Division No. 31, and both were successful that
summer.
In August 1976 we bought our home at 425 Third
Avenue, in anticipation of our marriage the following
spring.
May 1977, Wayne and Amber were married at the
Amaranth United Church. Amber worked at the
Beautiful Plains School Division office until May 1980
when she terminated her employment. to give birth to
their first child, a son, Kyle Wayne, on August 9, 1980 at
the Neepawa District Memorial Hospital.
Our lives have been richly rewarded these past six
years, and we are proud to be part of the celebration for
Neepawa's lOOth birthday in 1983!

W ALTER AND BERNICE ZEKE
by The Zeke Family

Walter and Bernice were married in Brandon in 1953,
and with their family, Diane, David and John, moved to
Neepawa in 1960.
Walter was born and raised in the north end of
Brandon. He received his education at David Livingstone
School, Earl Oxford Junior High and Brandon
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Collegiate. During those days, when employment was at
a premium, he began working at Town's Market Gardens, picking onions for 5¢ an hour, then later a shoeshine boy at the Union Shoe Shop and a clerk at Christie
Grant's Department Store. After taking a technical
course at the Collegiate, he accepted employment with
the late W.E. Wightman, of Wright & Wightman
Jewellers, as an apprentice watchmaker. He later worked
for the late T. Ryles at the same location and purchased
the repair department in that store. In 1960 he sold this
business and came to Neepawa where he purchased the
jewellery firm of Garland & Wilson. In 1965 he relocated
the business and purchased the Electric Shop building

Official opening of Zeke's Jewellers - 1965. Left to Right: Walter,
Mayor George Rey, Bernice.

Zeke's Jewellersfirst location - 1960.

~rom

the ~ate R.A. Greentree, where the firm is presently
operatIOn. In 1969 Zeke's Jewellers Ltd. expanded
their operation to Minnedosa and in 1981 further expanded to Brandon.
Walter has been involved in many community activities
and organizations: past president and present member of
Neepa~a Lions Club, past president and present
executIve member of Neepawa Golf Club, past president
and present member of NADCO, past executive and
present member of Neepawa & District Chamber of
Commerce, member of Neepawa Masonic Lodge and
Royal Arch Chapter, executive member of Neepawa
Centennial Co-ordinating committee in 1967, and was
one of the founding directors of the Yellow head Centre.
Walter has also been involved in the music field for
many years, playing saxophone, violin and clarinet. In
Brandon he was a member of the Legion Band and also
played with Albert Johnson's orchestra at the Palladium
dan~e hall. In Neepawa he played in the Neepawa Lions
Semor Band and was one of the founding members of the
Variatones Orchestra with whom he played for twelve
years.
Bernice (nee Groves) was born and raised on a farm
south of Carroll, and received her education at Carroll
school and Brandon College. She was employed at the
Bank of Montreal in Brandon prior to and after her
marriage for four years.
Since. moving to Neepawa she has been actively involved III the community: past president and executive
III
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member of the Firie Arts Festival for ten years, provided
piano accompaniment for band students at numerous
festivals, past president and present executive member of
Neepawa Ladies Golf Club, past president and present
member of Neepawa Ladies Curling Club, unit leader
and past executive member of United Church U.C.W.,
taught Sunday School for 3 years, member of Lionelles
Club, and was the only adult to participate in the three
Walkathons held to raise money for the Yellow head
Centre. She is a shareholder and holds the office of
Secretary-treasurer of Zeke's Jewellers Ltd., and behind
the scenes is the official bookkeeper of the corporation.
Diane, David and John received their education at
Hazel M. Kellington, Viscount, N.A.C.l. and the
University of Manitoba.
Diane graduated from N.A.C.l. in 1972 and received a
bursary presented for the first time - the School
Citizenship and Participation Award. She was involved
in various activities during her school years: Brownies,
baseball, drama, yearbook editor, played clarinet and
piano in the festivals, member of Lions Band, and was
lead clarinet player in her senior school years. She also
attained her Grade VI certificate in piano from the
Toronto Conservatory of Music. In 1976 Diane
graduated from the U. of M. with a Bachelor of Social
Work degree and obtained employment with the
Children's Aid Society in Brandon. In 1977 she married
Murray Martin, son of Howard and Eva Martin and
they reside on the Martin home farm. They hav~ two

Family of Waller and
Bernice Zeke - 1978. John
(lefl), Diane, David (right).

sons, Nicholas and Adam, and she is presently working
part-time with Children's Aid.
David graduated from N.A.C.I. in 1974. During his
school years he attended Cubs, played hockey, baseball
and golf, and during his last school year operated the
concession at N.A.C.I. with Tom Nebbs. His main interest was the band program - he played trumpet and was
the winner of the band instrument trophy in the first
festival held in Neepawa in 1966. He later changed to
percussion and was lead drummer in the Lions Band and
has played with several dance groups. He graduated from
the U. of M. in 1978 with a Bachelor of Education degree
and taught high school for one year in Churchill. In 1979
David joined the .family business and is presently
Manager of the Neepawa store. He is also involved in the
community: present executive member of the Neepawa &
District Chamber of Commerce, present executive
member of the Neepawa Golf Club, member of the
Kinsmen Club and member of the Neepawa Curling
Club.
John graduated from N.A.C.I. in 1977 and was
presented with the same award Diane had received in
1972. He was a Cub member and was very interested in
sports - hockey, baseball, volleyball, curling and golf,
and received numerous trophies for these during high
school. He was also very interested in music and participated in many festivals as well as playing in various
dance groups. He played lead trumpet in the Lions Band
and was band president for two years. He also attained
his Grade VIII certificate in trumpet from the Toronto
Conservatory of Music. In 1981 John graduated from the
U. of M. with a Bachelor of Commerce (Honors) degree
and joined the family business as Manager of the
Brandon store. He is a member of the Brandon Kinsmen
Club, Brandon Chamber of Commerce, Brandon Golf
Club, and Brandon Curling Club.
We, the Zeke family, are appreciative of our acceptance in this community. We are not natives, so to
speak, but are proud to be a part of this history.

Nicholas Martin, son of Murray Adam Martin, son of Murray and
and Diane Martin.
Diane Martin.

ZERKlE FAMILY
by Dorothy Wareham

Charles Zirkie was born in 1856 and came to Manitoba
from the Clifford area of Ontario. He homesteaded and
later acquired the SW 11425-14-14 WI in the R.M. of
Langford. It was Crown land that was granted to the

C.P.R. Co., then sold by them to Charles in 1901 for
$400.00.
Charles married Martha Kreeger who was born in
1862. She came from the Palmerston area of Ontario.
Charles and Martha had two children, a daughter,
Louisa, and two years later in 1892, a son Albert (Bert)
John. Louisa and Bert received their schooling at
Inkerman.
In time the original homestead house was replaced with
a fine two-storey cement block structure. The blocks were
formed at Arden and transported to the site by wagon.
Although remodeled, the house is still being used today.
Charles had an accident and was badly injured when
his horses bolted. From that time on he was never very
well until his death in 1916. Because of his father's ailing
health, Bert had to help with the farm work and quit
school at a very early age. During World War I, Bert was
exempted from military service because he was the only
male at home to continue farming operations. Food
production was very important at that time.
In the early 1920s, Louise married a man named
Cargill. They had at least four children, the oldest was
William, and a daughter was named Winnifred. Names
of the others are unknown. They lived in Saskatchewan
and Louise moved to B.C. where she married Albert
Patterson.
Martha became ill and after doctoring locally was told
no more could be done for her. She was troubled with
extreme swelling and one incident recalled was the accidental pricking of her finger and her body fluids
drained from her finger constantly, filling a china wash
basin several times a day.
Bert decided to see another Doctor, went to Arden
where he took the train to Portage la Prairie and consulted with a Doctor there describing his Mother's
symptoms. Her condition was diagnosed as "dropsy"
and digitalis prescribed thus prolonging her life several
years. She died in 1931.
In 1928 Bert married Irene Catherine Bosiak of
Riverton, Manitoba, and they had two daughters,
Dorothy and Joyce.
The greater part of Bert's farming was done with
horsepower. He maintained a stable of 26 horses, 22 for
working plus brood mares. One of the worst jobs was the
harrowing. Miles and miles were walked along with the
horses, the driver ending up with the blisters and painfully sore feet.
Father enjoyed fixing and working with mechanical
equipment and engines, eventually becoming a self taught
mechanic. He had one of the first steam engines, and
with a new threshing machine, was in the harvesting
business. A full threshing gang was 28 men. Hired help
was a necessity most of the time. During the depression,
to encourage men to work on the farms, the Government
issued a smock and overalls to each man and sent him out
to those farmers requesting help. The farmer was to pay
$5.00 per month. Many of these men only remained long
enough to sell their new clothes for cash, then promptly
returned to Winnipeg. The hired girls also received $5.00
a month but there was no clothes allowance. People had
their individual ways of handling matters. One incident
was about a fellow trying to woo a hired lass. She was not
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interested in him and saved all the unhatched eggs (instead of dumping them into the garbage) and one day,
from the hay loft door, pelted her suitor with rotten eggs.
Mother still remembers how he looked and smelt.
Cattle; pigs and fowl were raised for sale and
slaughtered for home use. This was a time when
neighbors always helped each other. Large gardens were
planted. Wagon loads of turnips were grown and later
fed to the stock.
Every year 600 turkeys and chickens were hatched. Not
all survived, but most did. Often some of the grown birds
disappeared without a trace. One year 120 ducks were
raised, killed, dressed, and taken to Winnipeg where they
sold for 25<i: each. Bartering was very important as there
was very little ready cash. Eggs sold at 6<i: per dozen to
McCamis' Store in Arden, and when the storekeeper
refused to buy any eggs because he could not sell them,
the eggs were brought home, cooked and fed to the
turkeys. Homemade butter was traded in Neepawa for
fruit, sugar, etc. One time the cows had been fed too
many green clover sheaves and the cream would not
churn but remained in a whipped cream state. As much as
possible was used up in baking and the rest fed to the
farm animals.
When the early cars made their appearance, Father
bought a Ford touring car, then later a McLaughlin
Buick. The chickens thought the cars were O.K., and
insisted in laying their eggs in them.
Father invested in a sawmill and a half interest in a
store at Bowsman. This proved to be very costly as he was
left with a debt to repay after it closed, but it was a good
lesson about investments.
The Free Press Prairie Farmer was the only newspaper
received. Father would read the serial story to Mother
while she went on with her chores, never having time to
read for herself. One of the hints Father picked up from
the newspaper was how to store carrots in sand for winter
keeping, and tried it. He and the men shoveled three
wagon box loads of carrots and sand into the basement.
The carrots fermented and had to be shoveled out again
and fed to the pigs and chickens, making them drunk.
In 1935 Father purchased his first truck and shortly
thereafter moved his family to Arden for one winter. In
1936 the family moved to Neepawa where he purchased
Nick Hornsby's P.S.V. Trucking business and operated
as "Zerkie's Transfer", hauling livestock and general
freight to and from Winnipeg. In 1949 the business was
sold to Walter Hares who changed the operating name to
"Hares Cartage" .
At this time Father returned to farming, buying land in
Mentmore and Arden districts. He now used modern
machinery in contrast to working with horsepower and
steam power in the past. He retired from active farming
in 1963.
In 1955 he took his first winter vacation south to Texas
and Mexico, returning south every winter until he entered
East View Lodge in Neepawa in 1976, remaining there
until his death in 1980.
Dorothy married Arthur Wareham of Neepawa, and
they had two children, Beverly and Daryl.
Joyce married Don Weir from New Brunswick and
they had two children, Michael and Royden.
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ARTHUR MARTIN ZIMMERMAN
by Margaret Zimmerman

Arthur Martin Zimmerman of Acton, Ontario, came
west on the harvest excursion to Alexander, Manitoba, in
1904, returning to Acton and Toronto for the winter. In
1906-1908 he was a driller for the Saskatchewan
government; drilled for gas near Selkirk, Ontario; ran
steam engines for tannery and glove shops in Acton.
In 1908 Arthur married Margaret Jane Sayers of
Acton. He continued working as a driller and steam
engineer until 1911 when they moved to Disley, Sask.
This trip took nine days on the train. They built a house
and a barn on a C.P.R. farm. Several crop failures forced
them to 'walk off' and leave the farm. They moved in
1916 to Grandview, Manitoba where Arthur was engineer
for the log haulers of the T.A. Burrows Lumber Company.
In 1917 they moved to Lumsden, Saskatchewan, and in
1919 to Foxwarren, Manitoba.
They settled in Neepawa in 1924 where Arthur was
head mechanic in C.T. Pedlar's Garage (where
Matheson's Furniture store is now located).
Mr. Zimmerman opened his own g~age in 1930,
known as Art's Garage, which was located in the old
Willoughby livery building, and continued there until
1939 when North Star Oil purchased the property. Arthur
continued his work from his residence.
He was asked to go to the Airport in 1942 to keep the
magnetos etc. of the planes in working order. This he did
until the Airport closed.
He continued repairing generators, magnetos, coils,
motors etc., from his small repair shop at his residence
until he was 70. His health did not permit the 'on call' at
all hours as required at harvest time. However, he
continued working, making improvements around home
which he had not had time to do while working for the
public. He painted the entire outside of the house when
he was 76.
Mr. and Mrs. Zimmerman had two sons and two
daughters: Arthur Jr., Margaret, Charlie and Nellie.

Arthur Martin
Zimmerman

Mrs. Zimmerman passed away in 1956 at the age of 67.
Son Charlie, aged 18, was killed in a farm accident on
the farm of W.O. Robb (now occupied by Wm. Davie
Jr.).
Arthur Jr. had one son and three daughters. Son
Raymond died in 1978, aged 44.
Nellie had one daughter and one son~
Margaret cared for her Mother for many years. She
worked for many years for Fenwick's Store, for the late
A.F. Higgins.
Arthur Martin Zimmerman passed away in 1979. He
was 93 but his mind and memory were sharp until a few
days before passing.
Margaret continues to reside in the family home.
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Arthur 1','1. Zimmerman may not be Zimmerman offered his patent tp the
;able to shoulder a gUll and step out ~ovenllnent as he considered it ~i.ght
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ItnblitlOn to Canada's war effort.
lottawa asking him to send In the dIa,
In" 1!~~5 ::\11'. ZimnIel'~nan contrived grams and full 'particulars regarding
ito co-operate. hand, l)l'<llll and $200 to the apparatus, 'which he will do immed;prOduce an a~ltomatiye ignition tester iately. The main parts consist of metl~\'hiclt he hns used since ill his own I(~rs and pressure gauges.
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EXISTS IN

Bbsl~E~S

In the rnsh of the bnsineils day, the good prineiple of eourtesy
easily overlooked.
Sometimes a plaee of business may appeal' to be coW. In reality,
however, it if> made up of people 'who are warm-hearted.
Every 'cOllrtcflY, every ptlrchase, no nialtel' how large or fllllUll,
is ",iortlly of an eXjl~;t,ssion of appreciation.
Our wif>11 if> that. this nHi'y extenrl our sincere thanks for the paLronage you entrllst to liS, anrl llHl.ke yon feel that we are always
at your $el'vice.

is

BROOK'ER'S-,··CONFECTIONERY
Heact'qLtarters for ICE CREAM AND ,LUNCHES
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This Pictorial
section - Courtesy
Gerry Oliver and the
Neepawa Press

The following is a pictorial
Record of Neepawa Businesses
Professions, Industries
Aug. 1982

The Town of Neepawa

Tax Structure

NEEPAWA
1981 COMMUNITY REPORT

Mill Rate: Industrial & CommerciaIISO.6, Residential 114.8
Business Tax: 6,S070 of assessed value
Special Taxes: 8.91and only

The Town of Neepawa, incorporated in July, 1883, is
located 109km northwest of Winnipeg at the junction of
P.T.H.'s 16 and 5. The highly fertile agricultural land in
the Neepawa District is known as "Beautiful Plains",
and the local rural economy is dependent upon both
cereal grains and livestock.
Of historical interest in Neepawa is a plaque located in
Riverbend Park marking the Saskatchewan Trail, which
formed part of the major route from the Red River
settlement to Fort Edmonton some 1448km to the
northwest.
The Beautiful Plains Museum is a living testimony to
the pioneer families of Neepawa and surrounding
district. Such features are various ethnic displays, pioneer
items and a log cabin.
Located 6.5km west of Neepawa to P.R. 464, south on
P.R. 464 for 8km, and .5km east is Murray's Museum of
history of fossils, Indian artifacts, and pioneer items.
Neepawa is the home-town of famous author Margaret
Laurence and the famous setting of "Manawaka".
Neepawa is a trade-industrial centre. Industries in the
town include an integrated broiler operation, a timber
preservative firm, and a new meat processing plant.
The head office of the Whitemud River Watershed
Conseration District, which covers an area of more than
6,200 square kilometers, is located in Neepawa.
Neepawa has been awarded the 'most-beautiful-town'
award five times in the last fifteen years.
Industries locating, expanding or modernizing in
Neepawa, depending on size, may be eligible for either a
Federal Government grant under the Regional
Development Incentives Program or an interest free
forgivable loan incentive under the Rural Small Enterprise Incentives Program.

Utilities
Water
Source: Whitemud River Quality: Th 96 mg/CaCO Spec. Condo 248
umhos, Treatment: Solids contact softening, filter,3chlorine, fluoride,
Capacity: 1,000,000 gals/day, Peak Consumption: 441,300 gals/day,
Average: 2S0,000 gals/day, Rates (Sewer & Water): 6SQ:-$1.711CCF
depending on consumption
Sewage
Treatment: Lagoon (triple cell) Capacity: S6 acres, operating at 80% of
capacity
Electrical
Contact the local Manitoba Hydro Representative or the Business
Manager, Manitoba Hydro, 23S 10th St., Brandon, Man. R7A SY8.
Phone: 727-9217,
Natural Gas
Inter-City Gas Utilities Ltd.
Large General Service Rate: Minimum monthly bill $10.S9; first 2 MCF
$IS.0190, Balance - $3.I301/MCF
Heating Oil
(3S,000 B.T.U./) 2S.7Q:/I tank wagon. Available in tank car lots, price
to be negotiated.

Local Facilities
Ambulance - 2
Apartments -S
Assembly Halls 4 (Capacity 1,700)
Churches - Anglican, Baptist, Catholic, Jehovah's Witnesses,
Lutheran, Pentecostal, Presbyterian, United
Fire Protection - 22 volunteers, 3 pumpers
Garbage Disposal-Res. weekly; Comm. daily /weekly
Hospitals I (37 beds)
Hotels- (41 suites)
Libraries - I
Motels - 2 (36 suites)
Museums-I
Newspapers - I
Personal Care Homes - I
Police - 6 R.C.M.P.
Public Health Clinic - Cor. of Mountain and Isabel
Radio Stns. - Brandon, Dauphin, Winnipeg
Schools- Elementary, Jr. High, High, Retardates
Sr. Citizens Homes - 3
T. V. & Cable Stns. - Brandon, Winnipeg

Transport
Population
1966 Census

Total
3,229

1971 Census

3,215

1976 Census

3,508

1979 H.H.S.C.

3,979

0-19
1,091
(33.8%)
910
(28.3%)
970
(27.7%)
1,115
(28.0%)

20-34
414
(12.8"70)
445
(13.8%)
590
(16.8%)
770
(19.4%)

35-64
1,075
(33.3%)
1,100
(34.2%)
1,075
(30.6%)
1,166
(29.3%)

65+
649
(20.1%)
760
(23.6%)
875
(24.2'10)
928
(23.3'10)

Trading Area Population (incl. population of town): Local: 8,900; Market: 11.000

Local Contacts
Mayor: Homer W. Gill, 476-2317
Sec.-Treas.: D. Lyle, 476-2317
Town of Neepawa, Box 339, Neepawa, Man., ROJ IHO
Chamber of Commerce
Pres.: F. Naaykens, 476-391S
Sec.-Treas.: Donald F. Bremner, 476-S292
Dept. of Economic Development & Tourism
Regional Development Consultant:
H.O. Bergman, 728-3372 (Brandon)
Dept. of Agriculture
Represent.: R. Durston, 476-2311 ,
Home Ec.: E. Kozak (Minnedosa)
4-H Prog. Assist.: M. Beddome (Minnedosa)
Neepawa Area Development (Nadco) Ltd.
Sec.-Treas.: E.T, Tomlin, 476-S292
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Rail: Freight: CNR - as traffic warrants, CPR - daily.
Truck: Hare's Cartage Ltd.; daily Mon-Fri; Neepawa Truck Service,
daily to Winnipeg.
Bus: Grey Goose: daily from Winnipeg, Brandon; Greyhound: daily;
Webb: 6/weekly to Russell
Air: 1.7 miles W. of town, 3 runaways: IS-33 (27S0'xISO'), 09-27
(27S0'xISO'), 03-21 (27S0'xISO'). Contact: Town Office.

Recreational Facilities
Director: E. Todd
Yellowhead Centre - skating, hockey, and curling rinks, community
hall, Neepawa Golf & Country Club with 9-hole grass green golf course,
five pin bowling, theatre & drive-in, camping at Lake Irwin & Riverbend Park, Junior Olympic swimming pool, tennis courts, rifle range, 4
ball diamonds, Park Lake, and junior hockey.
Festivals - Holiday Arts (July), Sun 'N Fun Days (July)
Fraternities and Affiliations - Elks, 4-H Clubs, LO.O.F., Kinsmen,
Lions, LOBA, Masons, Rotary

A vailable Buildings/Industrial Property
Industrial Park being developed beside the airport. Serviced land and
buildings available. Contact: Town Office 476-2317.

Local Statistics
Retail Outlets: 4S (1971 census) Sales & Receipts $9.4 million (1971
census)
Service Outlets: 32 (1971 census) Sales & Receipts $I.S million (1971
census)

A verage Income of all Returns
$14,909/year (Revenue Canada 1979).

including surrounding

Business and Professional Services
Apparel and Accessories Group
Children's Wear - with others
Fabric Stores - 2
Family Clothing - 5
Jewellery Stores - 2
Ladies' Wear - 3
Men's Wear - 1
Shoe Stores - 1
Tailors - 1
Automotive Group
Automotive Parts & Accessories - 2
Body Repair Shops - 3
Bulk Oil Dealers - 5
Car Washes - 1
Implement Dealers - 8
Motor Vehicle Dealers - 5
Service Stations - 13
Tire Sales & Service - 2
Building and Hardware Group
Building Contractors - 5
Hardwares - 3
Lumber Yards - 3
Woodworking - 2
General Merchandise Group
Catalogue Sales Offices - 1
Department Stores - 3
Food & Beverage Group
Bakeries - 1
Eating Places - 9
Eating Places with Beverage - 2
Grocery Stores - 5
Liquor Commission - 1
Locker Plants - 1
Meat Markets - with others
Supermarkets - 3
Furniture, Appliances and Home Accessories Group
Carpets & Draperies - 1
Electrical Appliances - with others
Furniture Stores - 2
T.V. and Radio - 2
Professional Group
Accountants - 4
Chiropractors - 1
Dentists - 2
Lawyers - 2
Medical Doctors - 4
Optometrists - 1
Veterinarians - 1
Financial Group
Banks - 3
Credit Unions - 1
Other Groups
Barber Shops - 3
Beauty Parlours - 4
Bowling Alleys - 1
Drug Stores - 2
Dry Cleaners - 3 (agencies)
Electrical Contractors - 2
Fertilizers - 5
Florists - 2
Funeral Service - 1
Grain Elevators - 2
Hobby Shops - 1
Insurance and Real Estate - 2
Laundries - 2
Machine Shops - 1
Painters and Decorators - 2
Photographers - 1
Plumbing and Heating - 2
Printers - 2
Shoe Repairs - 1
Sporting Goods - 1

area:

Theatres - 1
Travel Agents - 1
Upholsterers - 1

Industries/Major Employers
Firm - Products/Service (Employees)
Alumalite Windows - trailer aluminum doors, windows
Care Homes - (116)
Clark's Bakery - bread and pastry products (5)
Government Offices - (77)
Guinn Bros. Marble & Granite Works Ltd. - monuments & cut stone (3)
Hospital- (60)
Neepawa Canvas Works Ltd. - swat her canvases and tarpaulins (4)
Neepawa CreamelY Ltd. - butter and ice cream (13)
NeepalVa Frozen Foods Products - mink food (5)
Neepawa Press - printing and publishing (12)
Parrish) Heimbecker -livestock and poultry feed (2)
Prendiville Wood Preservers Ltd. - fence posts and bridge timber (6)
Provost Signs & Rubber Stamps - signs (3)
School Division - (210)
Superior Mobile Feed - livestock and poultry feed (I)
Thomas Cabinet Works - furniture, cabinets, stone (2)
Town of Neepawa- (17)
Traill Meats Ltd. - meat processing plant (5)
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BRIDGING
1883
Mrs. Bev Tuglsang with her first born daughter Brandi.
Brandi's parents, Bob and Bev, live in Glenella
District. Brandi was first baby born in Neepawa and
District Memorial Hospital.

Introducing "Brandi" Born 12th January 1983

JAN. 2,1983
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THE YEA S

1983
Mr. Frank Wareham Resident of Eastview Lodge - will
celebrate his lOOth Birthday Sept. 9, 1983. We salute
all our Centenarians.

CENTENNIAL CAKE CUT - Granddaughters of Neepawa's first pioneer settlers, Mrs. Archie (Florence) McNair
and Mrs. Fred (Irene) Strohman, center left and right, were accorded the honor of cutting a cake to signify the
official start of Neepawa's centennial year on Sunday at the Yellowhead Centre. Assisting them were Mayor Homer
Gill and Wilma, both dressed in period costumes for the occasion.
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EPILOGUE
by John Oslund, Editor, The Neepawa Press

The character of Neepawa, its surrounding district and
its people have been revealed in graphic detail throughout
the preceding pages of this book in the many stories and
photos compiled by scores of volunteers and family
members who submitted the material gathered together
for this lasting momento of our community's first 100
years of history.
Although this writer has resided in Neepawa for more
than a quarter century, we still number ourselves among
the newcomers when we thumb through back issues of
The Neepawa Press dating as far back as 1896, which tell
of the hardships, hopes and dreams of the pioneers who
f9unded this community. This is not to say that we were
not quicklymade'to feel welcome here, as friendliness is
one of the most outstanding traits of the citizens of
Neepawa - a trait often noted by first-time visitors.
Next to friendliness is the beauty of the town itself and
the pride of its citizens in maintaining that reputation.
Our pioneer town fathers had great foresight in designing
broad thoroughfares in an age when there were no
automobiles. They situated our town on high ground
overlooking a beautiful valley, safe from floods and
unhampered by constricting landscape. they created
boulevards, planted numerous trees and laid sidewalks.
In later years they kept us in the forefront by being
among the first rural Manitoba towns to install waterworks, electricity, telephones and paved streets. Our
business section has never been allowed to grow old - its
facades are constantly changing with each new
generation.
Yes, Neepawa has suffered setbacks from time to time
- the loss of industries due to economics and changing
lifestyles, fires, wars and plagues, but the spirit of the
community has never been broken and our eyes have
been kept on the horizon, looking toward the future, but
ever remindful of the lessons of the past.
Neepawa.-.. Land of Plenty ... the Most Beautiful
Town in Manitoba. As we celebrate our. Centennial, we
will join with hundreds of former residents who will
return to renew the dreams of their childhood, to experience once again the friendly spirit of the "old home
town". We hope all our dreams come true.

THE FUTURE
LouiseRey

That we face the future with hope and confidence, let
the records of this century bear witness.
Our farming industry is the best in Manitoba, perhaps
Canada. Communications, transportation have never
been better and plans are already being made for improvements. With the changing systems of merchandising, banking, utilities, education, the Town has
never been in a better economic situation, nor been
served better. Let these records commend to us all,
loyalty and faith in the future of Neepawa in our second
century.
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